
Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 

new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500 they paid for it), in large part courtesy of the then 
dominant IBM. Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all 
people, americans particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking
(or in that new age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ]

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater 
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https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 
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america now has trump ...Tragic reality! https://www.usdebtclock.org 
These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! ]

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
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100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater     

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 
america now has trump ...Tragic reality! ]

BusinessBarrons.com The Dow Drops 222 Points Because Chances of a 
Recession Are Growing The Dow Jones Industrial Average has dropped 
more than 150 points on Wednesday morning-but it feels like it should be 
worse as the trade war heats up and a recession signal flashed red. The 
Dow has dropped 222.90 points, or 0.9%, to 25,124.87, while the S&P 500 
has fallen 0.7% to 2783.06, and the Nasdaq Composite has declined 0.7% 
to 7554.34. Instead, investors are watching the 10-year yield sink to a 20-
month low, and the impact it is having on the so-called (inverted) yield 
curve. BusinessBarrons.com The Dow Is Sliding Because Treasuries Are 
Signaling Big Problems Ahead The Dow Jones Industrial Average is set 
for a lower open Wednesday following Tuesday's late day selloff. have 
fallen 153 points or 0.6%, while have declined 0.6%, and Nasdaq 
Composite futures have dropped 0.8%. The S&P 500 fell 0.8% on 
Wednesday, while the Nasdaq Composite declined 0.4%, and the Dow 
dropped 237.92 points, or 0.9%. [ For Example: 
https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable! ] MARKETWATCH One of Wall St.’s premier investors

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/one-of-wall-sts-premier-investors-says-sp-500-may-tumble-16-by-summers-end-because-markets-never-had-a-trade-war-like-this-2019-05-30?link=MW_latest_news
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says S&P 500 may tumble 16% by summer’s end because markets never 
‘had a trade war like this’

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/  alresume.htm   ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 
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https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

Outrage over report that White House ordered USS John McCain out of 
Trump’s sight [This certainly fits the trump crazy reality!]

Mueller says his investigation did not exonerate Trump He said Justice 
Department guidelines prevented indicting a sitting president, a remark 
that suggested it was the rules, not the lack of evidence, that spared 
Trump from criminal charges. [ What bull s**t! What rules? That some are
above the law? That everyone’s equal in the eyes of the law but that 
some are more equal than others? Pathetic! ]
Politics USA TODAY Opinion I've warned that impeachment talk is 
dangerous, but the time has come: Laurence Tribe The consequential 
decision to impeach should not be made lightly. But Mueller's damning 
report is an invitation that Congress shouldn't refuse. [ Laurence Tribe 
knows something about constitutional law. For corrupt greedy senile 
pelosi it should be his way or the highway! ] ... Even the most pragmatic 
legal practitioners tip their hats in respect for the otherwise esoteric 
'Laurence Tribe' (ie., those law school/paper chase days) 

'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits 
interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an 
investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller 
Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that 
constitute obstruction of justice including: 

• When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT 
McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the 
government would subpoena it. 

• When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired. 
• When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to

lie about it. 
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• When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and 
change his testimony. 

• When Trump dangled a pardon in front of Michael Cohen, in   
order to keep Cohen to testifying against him.

http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell!

(CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-
like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and 
hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and 
Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote 
areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, 
and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because
of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." 
They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf 

-------------------------------------

Al Peia The time has come for all to recognize and concede that america 
is a complete and utter fraud! 

http://albertpeia.com/sickmantrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

Edward Hardy on Twitter
twitter.com
• Edward Hardy Verified account@EdwardTHardy 
https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153
At his rally in Minneapolis, Donald Trump did an impression of former FBI 
agent Peter Strzok having an orgasm
• Back in October, President Donald Trump called out former FBI lawyer 
Lisa Page by name — again — as he regaled an adoring Minneapolis 

https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153?fbclid=IwAR1CUOdPjsOzsKYrYmqGks7j-fQ1OAgdSyY3SQmrafxVHRmpUD1oAWJn9Fs
https://twitter.com/?fbclid=IwAR0z4fcIWuCgTcIWavycWyrhYsl5tuawV8tisfyplzLWzQahLJqhrbD8Pmg
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crowd with, as she put it, a “demeaning fake orgasm” that ultimately led 
her to break her public silence.
https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153

http://albertpeia.com/zerotrump.jpg 

trump the beleaguered ivy leaguer
http://albertpeia.com/trumpgrades.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpsinsane.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/trumpmentallyill.jpg 

http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

VANITYFAIR.COM The Levin Report Trump: I’m Obstructing Justice to 
Make Crime Safe for “Future Presidents” He’s stonewalling the 
impeachment inquiry for the benefit of his successors, you see. by Bess 
Levin

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/11/trump-impeachment-future-presidents
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DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]
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http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
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MARKETWATCH ‘  Godfather’ of technical analysis says stock-market   

downturn is going to get worse: ‘I am looking at a 10% drop maybe a little

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/godfather-of-technical-analysis-says-stock-market-downturn-is-going-to-get-worse-i-am-looking-at-a-10-drop-maybe-a-little-bit-more-2020-02-02-1210308?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/godfather-of-technical-analysis-says-stock-market-downturn-is-going-to-get-worse-i-am-looking-at-a-10-drop-maybe-a-little-bit-more-2020-02-02-1210308?link=MW_latest_news
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bit more’

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/godfather-of-technical-analysis-says-stock-market-downturn-is-going-to-get-worse-i-am-looking-at-a-10-drop-maybe-a-little-bit-more-2020-02-02-1210308?link=MW_latest_news


https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 
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america now has trump ...Tragic reality! https://www.usdebtclock.org 
These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! ]

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
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100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater     

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 
america now has trump ...Tragic reality! ]

BusinessBarrons.com The Dow Drops 222 Points Because Chances of a 
Recession Are Growing The Dow Jones Industrial Average has dropped 
more than 150 points on Wednesday morning-but it feels like it should be 
worse as the trade war heats up and a recession signal flashed red. The 
Dow has dropped 222.90 points, or 0.9%, to 25,124.87, while the S&P 500 
has fallen 0.7% to 2783.06, and the Nasdaq Composite has declined 0.7% 
to 7554.34. Instead, investors are watching the 10-year yield sink to a 20-
month low, and the impact it is having on the so-called (inverted) yield 
curve. BusinessBarrons.com The Dow Is Sliding Because Treasuries Are 
Signaling Big Problems Ahead The Dow Jones Industrial Average is set 
for a lower open Wednesday following Tuesday's late day selloff. have 
fallen 153 points or 0.6%, while have declined 0.6%, and Nasdaq 
Composite futures have dropped 0.8%. The S&P 500 fell 0.8% on 
Wednesday, while the Nasdaq Composite declined 0.4%, and the Dow 
dropped 237.92 points, or 0.9%. [ For Example: 
https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable! ] MARKETWATCH One of Wall St.’s premier investors

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/one-of-wall-sts-premier-investors-says-sp-500-may-tumble-16-by-summers-end-because-markets-never-had-a-trade-war-like-this-2019-05-30?link=MW_latest_news
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says S&P 500 may tumble 16% by summer’s end because markets never 
‘had a trade war like this’

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/  alresume.htm   ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 
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https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

Outrage over report that White House ordered USS John McCain out of 
Trump’s sight [This certainly fits the trump crazy reality!]

Mueller says his investigation did not exonerate Trump He said Justice 
Department guidelines prevented indicting a sitting president, a remark 
that suggested it was the rules, not the lack of evidence, that spared 
Trump from criminal charges. [ What bull s**t! What rules? That some are
above the law? That everyone’s equal in the eyes of the law but that 
some are more equal than others? Pathetic! ]
Politics USA TODAY Opinion I've warned that impeachment talk is 
dangerous, but the time has come: Laurence Tribe The consequential 
decision to impeach should not be made lightly. But Mueller's damning 
report is an invitation that Congress shouldn't refuse. [ Laurence Tribe 
knows something about constitutional law. For corrupt greedy senile 
pelosi it should be his way or the highway! ] ... Even the most pragmatic 
legal practitioners tip their hats in respect for the otherwise esoteric 
'Laurence Tribe' (ie., those law school/paper chase days) 

'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits 
interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an 
investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller 
Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that 
constitute obstruction of justice including: 

• When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT 
McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the 
government would subpoena it. 

• When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired. 
• When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to

lie about it. 
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• When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and 
change his testimony. 

• When Trump dangled a pardon in front of Michael Cohen, in   
order to keep Cohen to testifying against him.



http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell!

(CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-
like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and 
hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and 
Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote 
areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, 
and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because
of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." 
They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf 

I had refrained from setting forth the following herein until discerning 
Kirk Douglas’ position regarding mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. His 
autobiography was an extremely worthwhile read. His body of work in 
film as an actor spanned decades of excellence; and, to his credit, he 
wrestled in high school. 

On ‘Philosophy’, Titus quoting Chan, regarding the sanctity of the 
individual, ‘The individual has been suppressed in some places at all 
times, and for some time in all places. But as an ideal it is universal.’ 
True!

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 
new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. 
Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans 
particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new 
age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ]
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Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 
new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. 
Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans 
particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new 
age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ]

YAHOONEWS Politics LA Times Column: Trump blocks coronavirus 
bailout oversight even before it can start 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-
163113509.html Trump says he won't cooperate with bailout oversight, so
what is he hiding?

CNN
Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 
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A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/cuomo-lemon-handoff-trump-news-coverage-coronavirus-cpt-sot-vpx.cnn
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state

CNN
Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states

The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the 
pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.

• live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this  
virus since day one'

• Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying   
virus

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/30/trump-coronavirus-acosta-question-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/30/trump-coronavirus-acosta-question-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-03-31-20/index.html
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http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/florida-pastor-arrested-river-church/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/31/doctor-posts-coronavirus-reality-cornelia-griggs-intv-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/holland-america-zaandam-passengers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/world/coronavirus-who-masks-recommendation-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/nyu-langone-emergency-doctors-intubation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/nyu-langone-emergency-doctors-intubation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/31/drew-griffin-coronavirus-early-testing-we-blew-it-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
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• Social distancing:   'Glimmers' that measures are working  

• Tips:     Worried about infection from groceries? What to do  

• Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

• Podcast:     As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties  

CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus

• Comedian Michael Yo shares emotional post about recovering from 
coronavirus
• A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers 
test positive
• What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer

A grim picture of what could come in the US

• US Open tennis complex to be used as makeshift hospital in New 
York 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/us-open-coronavirus-hospital/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/us-open-coronavirus-hospital/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-us-ihme-model-us/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/what-is-coronavirus-covid-19-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/nypd-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html


• Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus  

• Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus   
guidelines and provide models as rationale

• Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was   
wrong

• Man best known for walking nearly every block of New   
York dies of coronavirus

• Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky   
start

• What to do if you're worried about bills  

• The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will   
receive medal of honor

• From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual   
campaigning

• DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA   
warrant process

• Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why  

• Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American   
democracy

• One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US  

Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
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live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/cuomo-lemon-handoff-trump-news-coverage-coronavirus-cpt-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

MSNBC
U.S. death toll tops 3,000, exceeding 9/11 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-
coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627 
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Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

‘  I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools   

close

OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about 
coronavirus

Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal

State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket

U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far

Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits

Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do 
they see?

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

HUFFPOST
GOP GOV THROWS COLD WATER ON TRUMP TESTING LIE 

CORONAVIRUS

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-larry-hogan-trump-testing_n_5e834451c5b6d38d98a4ffaa
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
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https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173121
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CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19

A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue

GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public 
Health: Study

Amazon Worker Fired After Staging Walkout Over Company’s Handling Of 
Outbreak

LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak

DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-
080522193.html 
SOS NYC 
MORE DEAD THAN 9/11
CNN ANCHOR CUOMO INFECTED
DC THREAT: JAIL FOR LEAVING HOME
MAJORITY OF AMERICANS PRAYING 

Coronavirus could travel 27 feet, stay in air for hours: MIT researcher… 
Brooklyn Man Arrested After Coughing On FBI Agents...
Famed neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
PEAK? Model predicts 2,271 deaths on 4/15… 
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter Miracle...
Mixed messages confuse...
Bottlenecks in testing, excruciating wait times...
Captain of aircraft carrier with growing outbreak pleads for help… 
Military infections rise...
Hospitals Tell Doctors They'll Be Fired If Talk to Press...
Study shows middle-age mortality risk...
3D video shows extensive damage to lungs...
Supplies Get Tight As Food Distribution Systems Break Down... 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/supplies-are-starting-to-get-really-tight-nationwide-as-food-distribution-systems-break-down
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/it-is-affecting-every-age-group-3d-video-shows-extensive-damage-to-lungs-caused-by-covid-19
https://news.yahoo.com/study-shows-middle-age-covid-19-mortality-risk-100840947.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/hospitals-tell-doctors-they-ll-be-fired-if-they-talk-to-press
https://www.stripes.com/pentagon-struggles-to-stay-ahead-of-virus-as-infections-rise-ship-sidelined-1.624211
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Exclusive-Captain-of-aircraft-carrier-with-15167883.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/bottlenecks-in-coronavirus-testing-mean-excruciating-wait-times-for-the-sick/ar-BB11Vs8f
https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-mixed-messages-confuse-coronavirus-194831761.html
https://apnews.com/df0f9e66090f77c3102610b4e8a49433
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8168661/Data-predicts-2-271-Americans-die-coronavirus-April-15.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-gets-back-to-work-while-u-s-extends-coronavirus-shutdowns-11585561393
https://www.the-sun.com/news/615922/neurosurgeon-james-goodrich-dead-coronavirus-conjoined-twins/
https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/nyc-man-coughs-on-fbi-agents-during-price-gouging-arrest
https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-could-travel-27-feet-stay-in-air-for-hours-mit-researcher/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/03/30/most-americans-say-coronavirus-outbreak-has-impacted-their-lives/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/30/dc-mayor-threatens-jail-time-for-leaving-home-during-coronavirus/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/breaking-cnns-chris-cuomo-has-tested-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/coronavirus/article-8170427/US-coronavirus-death-toll-tops-3-000-dead-9-11-expects-say-worst-come.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/31/gov-cuomo-says-coronavirus-is-more-dangerous-than-expected-as-new-york-cases-jump-14percent-overnight-to-75795.html
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WHOLE FOODS employees nationwide 'sick-out'...
AMAZON Struggles to Find Footing... 
Pets Growing More Stressed... 
SICK MAP... 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP... 
End of Dollar Reign? 
DOW heads for worst first quarter in history... Developing... 
Return of Barter Economy, Swapping Eggs for Toilet Paper... 

"Crazy Town

Crazy Town https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/ 

By David Stockman. March 31, 2020 

The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

David Stockman | March 31, 2020

Now this is the point. You fancy me a mad. Madmen know nothing. But 
you should have seen me. You should have seen how wisely I proceeded…

Edgar Allen Poe, The Tell-Tale Heart (1843)
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https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/stock-futures-are-flat-following-rebound-from-coronavirus-sell-off.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2020-03-31/coronavirus-could-end-dollar-s-reign-in-favor-of-china
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-pet-behavior-breana-pitts-heidi-sutcliffe-norwell-veterinary-hospital/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-struggles-to-find-its-coronavirus-footing-its-a-time-of-great-stress-11585664987
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dmeka/whole-foods-employees-are-staging-a-nationwide-sick-out


...

Have I said it’s getting stupid-crazy down there in the Imperial City?

Or course I have, ad infinitum… ad nauseum, really.

And I’m doing it again today…

Consider the chart below.

[Chart]

To wit, it took the Federal Reserve 95 years after its doors opened in 
1914 to print enough money to fund a $600 billion balance sheet.

Between the famous Treasury Accord in 1951, by which the Fed was 
liberated from U.S. Treasury-ordered yield-pegging, and 1999, its balance 
sheet grew at a modest 5.2% per year.

And the Fed’s relative stinginess with the printing press was a great big 
never-mind. Real gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 3.4% per year 
over that near half-century period. And real median family income more 
than doubled, from $35,000 to $74,000.

I ponder that “$600 billion” today because its capsulizes the insanity 
loose in the Imperial City.



What took 95 years to accomplish in the purportedly benighted 20th 
century, now takes just five days…

[Chart]

You can’t make this stuff up.

Between March 20 and March 26 – five trading days – our monetary 
central planners purchased $622 billion of U.S. Treasuries and mortgage-
backed securities (MBS).

Its balance sheet has expanded from $4.75 trillion the evening of March 
19 to $5.372 trillion the evening of March 26.

The growth rate there is 61,084% per year.

Even Uncle Milton Friedman – the evil genius who started all this at Camp
David back in August 1971 – is surely rolling in his grave.

If there’s any doubt this madness is literally destroying the bond markets,
you need look no further than these side-by-side charts…

[Chart]

The massive corporate bond bubble that 10 years of the Fed’s foolish 
interest-rate repression generated is now coming unstuck at the seams.



As I’ve said all along, the specious assurance from the Eccles Building 
that the financial system is sound because banks have been passing their
ludicrously rigged “stress test” was malarkey of the first order.

For crying out loud, Waldo isn’t hiding in bank balance sheets. That was 
the last rodeo.

Bank balance sheets have been repaired as a result of savaging returns 
on the deposits held by millions of savers and retirees.

Meanwhile, Waldo is buried somewhere in the trillions of new corporate 
bond mutual funds and exchange-traded funds that have risen up to 
quench the desperate thirst for yield among asset gatherers…

Of course, these hideously low yields are being clobbered by the COVID-
19 shutdown panic. That’s caused a run on the bond funds like no brick-
and-mortar bank run ever before.

In just two weeks there was a $218 billion outflow from these funds, 
including $34.6 billion on “bond capitulation day” on March 20 alone.

Well, better late than never.

In an honest market, corporate bond yields would be rising smartly.

And the C-suite geniuses who trashed their own balance sheets over the 
last decade to fund rampant stock buybacks and financial engineering 
adventures might well be getting a tap on the shoulder from their own 
complicit boards, who might not otherwise relish the prospect of 



spending the rest of their days in shareholder litigation.

Nope… it’s the Everything Bailout for them.

And, alas, the last thing our monetary central planners wish to see is 
honest bond yields or any other kind of honest financial asset prices.

That moment of reckoning, of course, must be precluded at all hazards, 
even if it means fostering an even more incendiary blow-up just down the 
road.

The ever-prescient Jim Bianco summarized the action neatly:

In just these past few weeks, the Fed has cut rates by 150 basis points to
near zero and run through its entire 2008 crisis handbook. That wasn’t 
enough to calm markets, though – so the central bank also announced $1 
trillion a day in repurchase agreements and unlimited quantitative easing,
which includes a hard-to-understand $625 billion of bond buying a week 
going forward. At this rate, the Fed will own two-thirds of the Treasury 
market in a year.

But it’s the alphabet soup of new programs that deserve special 
consideration, as they could have profound long-term consequences for 
the functioning of the Fed and the allocation of capital in financial 
markets. Specifically, these are:

CPFF (Commercial Paper Funding Facility) – buying commercial paper 
from the issuer.

PMCCF (Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds from the issuer.



TALF (Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility) – funding backstop for
asset-backed securities.

SMCCF (Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds and bond ETFs in the secondary market.

MSBLP (Main Street Business Lending Program) – Details are to come, 
but it will lend to eligible small and medium-size businesses, 
complementing efforts by the Small Business Association.

To put it bluntly, the Fed isn’t allowed to do any of this. The central bank 
is only allowed to purchase or lend against securities that have 
government guarantee. This includes Treasury securities, agency 
mortgage-backed securities and the debt issued by Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac. An argument can be made that can also include municipal 
securities, but nothing in the laundry list above.

So how can they do this? The Fed will finance a special purpose vehicle 
(SPV) for each acronym to conduct these operations. The Treasury, using 
the Exchange Stabilization Fund, will make an equity investment in each 
SPV and be in a “first loss” position. What does this mean? In essence, 
the Treasury, not the Fed, is buying all these securities and backstopping 
of loans; the Fed is acting as banker and providing financing. The Fed 
hired BlackRock Inc. to purchase these securities and handle the 
administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury.

In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of 
the financial markets. The Fed is providing the money to do it. BlackRock 
will be doing the trades.

This scheme essentially merges the Fed and Treasury into one 
organization. So, meet your new Fed chairman, Donald J. Trump.

Now that’s a frightening thought.



To common sense,

David Stockman"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
"Market Update for Tuesday - March 31st, 2020
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks dropped today, ending the first quarter of 2020 with a loss.

*The DOW ended the quarter with a 23% loss and the S&P lost 20%. It 
was the worst quarter for the DOW since 1987 and the worst quarter for 
the S&P since 2008.

A few headlines moving the market…

*President Trump wants to include a $2 trillion infrastructure bill in the 
forth part of U.S. stimulus efforts.

*Consumer Confidence dropped (as most would expect). It was the 
lowest since July 2017.

*Goldman Sachs sees GDP dropping 34% in the 2nd quarter, which would 
be the biggest post-WWII drop by far.

*New York is now the coronavirus epicenter of the world. According to 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, cases jumped 14% overnight to 75,795 with 1,550 
deaths.

*Texas Governor Abbott issued a “stay at home” order until May 4th.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 4th day in a row. With a 3.2% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.10 a barrel. Down 66.9% in the first quarter, Crude Oil 
wrapped up its worst quarter ever."



ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day 
in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.

A few headlines moving the market…

* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very
painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 
deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.

*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in 
New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.

* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000
cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.

*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the
total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false 
statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single
funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there 
are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at 
$20.32 a barrel.

*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit 
in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.

*And the S&P 500 lost a long standing member: Macy’s (M) lost 9.8% 
today and has been removed from the index.



CNN
US coronavirus deaths surge past 4,700 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/
index.html 

NYC leads in US coronavirus deaths with 1,300. Meanwhile, the global 
number of cases tops 930,000.

CNN investigates:   Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests   
at just one lab company

Taking a toll:     Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him  

Fueling the virus:   Up     to 50% of carriers can infect others blindly  

Data:     Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections  

Impact:     One block. Six businesses on the brink of disaster.  

Podcast:     Dr. Fauci more personal than you have ever heard him  

Opinion  : What happens in the 4th wave of the pandemic   

Biden campaign says it will arrange call with Trump about coronavirus

•   Schumer wants to deal with coronavirus crisis before talking   

infrastructure recovery plan
• Opinion: Trump's shameless virus positioning

Trump uses coronavirus briefing to unveil new military counternarcotics 
mission 

• Source close to task force: Despite what White House say, tougher 
measures earlier 'might have made a difference'
• Calling the fight against coronavirus a 'war' can motivate but also 
mislead 

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/war-on-coronavirus-attack/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/war-on-coronavirus-attack/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/white-house-measures-make-a-difference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/white-house-measures-make-a-difference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/trump-coronavirus-military-drugs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/trump-coronavirus-military-drugs/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/trump-coronavirus-hyper-partisan-opinion-avlon/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/schumer-coronavirus-infrastructure-plan/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/schumer-coronavirus-infrastructure-plan/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/joe-biden-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/what-happens-in-the-4th-wave-of-the-pandemic-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/one-block-small-businesses-los-angeles/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/sanjay-gupta-virus-death-projection-is-optmistic-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/us-coronavirus-updates-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/anthony-fauci-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/testing-backlog-coronavirus-quest-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/testing-backlog-coronavirus-quest-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html


Adam Schlesinger, Fountains of Wayne singer, dead at 52 from Covid-19

FDA calls for heartburn drug Zantac to be pulled from market 
immediately

Nurse tricked hospital to get tested. She tested positive.

See Gov. Cuomo's heartfelt message to his 'little brother' and 'best friend'
Chris

Florida governor: We'll take state residents only from Zaandam cruise 
ship 

Pelosi said Trump is responsible for US deaths. Watch Biden's answer

Only some medical supplies from overseas going directly to coronavirus 
hotspots

Stock futures up after a rough start

Outbreak could redefine labor in America

Opinion:     I left quarantine. You need to know what you're in for.  

MSNBC
Captain of aircraft carrier begged Navy for help as 93 sailors test positive
for COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-
carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-
81515077797 

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Number of COVID-19 deaths in NY jumped 25 percent in 24 hours

Trump admin orders suspension of personal protective gear shipments 
abroad

Tekashi 6ix9ine should be considered for early release because of 
coronavirus, judge says

George Washington University converts dorms to housing for healthcare 
workers fighting coronavirus

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174541
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174541
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174551
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174551
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174556
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174556
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174571
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/china-coronavirus-end-quarantine-devika-koppikar-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/coronavirus-labor-cross-industry-hiring-employee-sharing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fema-flights-distribution/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fema-flights-distribution/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/biden-trump-response-coronavirus-baldwin-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/holland-america-zaandam-cruise-ship-florida/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/holland-america-zaandam-cruise-ship-florida/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/01/chris-cuomo-andrew-coronavirus-cpt-show-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/01/chris-cuomo-andrew-coronavirus-cpt-show-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/01/new-york-nurse-works-while-infected-newday-cohen-vpx.cnn
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/zantac-fda-remove-from-market-bn/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/zantac-fda-remove-from-market-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/entertainment/adam-schlesinger-dead/index.html


Trump: Pence spoke 'for 5 minutes' & didn't 'touch' reporter's question 
about uninsured

Here's what Trump administration is doing while we're distracted by 
COVID-19 crisis

First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19

Ruhle: Trump's plan to save restaurants would only help strip clubs, 80s 
steak houses and Gordon Gekko

Coronavirus: U.S. Politics 

Sanders says he's 'assessing' his campaign with 'narrow' path to victory

Sen. Harris: This president 'inadequate' at meeting the needs of the 
moment

Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission

Bernie Sanders calls on Wisconsin to delay primary so people don't 'risk 
their lives' to vote

Stacey Abrams: If you don't fill out census, you're invisible. If you need 
help, we won't be there.

Senators seek federal government to take over medical supply chain

Biden: 'Hard to envision' a physical DNC convention 

Biden considering Michigan Gov. Whitmer for potential VP pick

'Who’s in charge?’ Biden criticizes Trump’s ‘slow’ coronavirus response

https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/-who-s-in-charge-biden-criticizes-trump-s-slow-coronavirus-response-81470021852
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/biden-considering-michigan-gov-whitmer-for-potential-vice-presidential-pick-81456197867
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/biden-coronavirus-may-alter-u-s-voting-and-democratic-convention-81471045743
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/senators-seek-federal-government-to-take-over-medical-supply-chain-81481797557
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/stacey-abrams-we-had-to-adapt-census-outreach-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-81489989656
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/stacey-abrams-we-had-to-adapt-census-outreach-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-81489989656
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/bernie-sanders-calls-on-wisconsin-to-delay-primary-so-people-don-t-risk-their-lives-to-vote-81492037816
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/bernie-sanders-calls-on-wisconsin-to-delay-primary-so-people-don-t-risk-their-lives-to-vote-81492037816
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/rep-schiff-drafting-legislation-to-form-coronavirus-response-commission-81491525586
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/sen-harris-let-s-meet-the-needs-of-the-moment-81503813872
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/sen-harris-let-s-meet-the-needs-of-the-moment-81503813872
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/sanders-says-he-s-assessing-his-campaign-with-narrow-path-to-victory-81491013902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/trump-calls-to-restore-business-meal-tax-reductions-81501253639
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/trump-calls-to-restore-business-meal-tax-reductions-81501253639
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/first-u-s-er-physician-dies-from-covid-19-81506885562
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-pursues-harmful-agenda-amid-global-pandemic-81515589984
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-pursues-harmful-agenda-amid-global-pandemic-81515589984
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/trump-pence-spoke-for-5-minutes-didn-t-touch-reporter-s-question-about-uninsured-81510981835
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/trump-pence-spoke-for-5-minutes-didn-t-touch-reporter-s-question-about-uninsured-81510981835


‘  Like surge pricing on Uber:’ Conn. governor on scramble to buy   

ventilators

Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission

Nicolle Wallace: Trump's comments on testing are a dangerous delusion, 
or an intentional lie

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

Phil Rucker: Trump's latest string of attacks on women 'fits a pattern'

HUFFPOST
PENTAGON SEEKS 100,000 BODY BAGS 

Florida Governor Issues Stay-At-Home Order

Trump Spends First Half Of Coronavirus Briefing Discussing War On Drugs

With Blood Supplies In Need, A Growing Call To Let Gay Men Donate

Pence Says Trump Is Just Being ‘Optimistic’ About Coronavirus

The Coronavirus Worker Revolt Is Just Beginning

DRUDGEREPORT
PENTAGON: 100,000 BODY BAGS 
Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-
than-reported-11585767179 
TRACKING APPS TO DETECT SICK
FAUCI GETS THREATS
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK 

As world battles virus, governments under fire... 
Fed 'Temporarily' Eases Capital Requirements for Big Banks… 
Hot spots clamor for quick tests! 
More evidence healthy people can spread...
Bluetooth-enabled armbands to trace infected?

https://news.trust.org/item/20200401131119-famq1
https://apnews.com/5c4992645fee551994325093858c14a4
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Virus-hot-spots-clamor-for-quick-tests-15172894.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-temporarily-eases-capital-requirements-for-big-banks-11585774838
https://sports.yahoo.com/world-battles-virus-governments-under-fire-013007499.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Fauci-s-security-is-stepped-up-as-doctor-and-face-15173001.php
https://news.sky.com/story/coronavirus-govt-set-to-release-contact-tracking-app-which-detects-nearby-virus-carriers-11966243
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/pentagon-seeking-100000-body-bags-for-civilians-in-crisis/ar-BB122chw
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-coronavirus-worker-revolt-is-just-beginning_n_5e84e57bc5b60bbd734e3fa0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pence-trump-optimistic-coronavirus_n_5e84c022c5b65dd0c5d8107b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/blood-donations-covid-19-gay-men_n_5e85250dc5b6927805071adb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-drug-cartels_n_5e851871c5b6927805071358
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/florida-stay-home-order-coronavirus-desantis_n_5e84dc34c5b6f55ebf46e8af
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/phil-rucker-trump-s-latest-string-of-attacks-on-women-fits-a-pattern-81442885712
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/nicolle-wallace-trump-s-comments-on-testing-are-a-dangerous-delusion-or-an-intentional-lie-81453637963
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/nicolle-wallace-trump-s-comments-on-testing-are-a-dangerous-delusion-or-an-intentional-lie-81453637963
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/rep-schiff-drafting-legislation-to-form-coronavirus-response-commission-81491525586
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-like-surge-pricing-on-uber-gov-lamont-on-scramble-to-buy-ventilators-81464389895
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-like-surge-pricing-on-uber-gov-lamont-on-scramble-to-buy-ventilators-81464389895


MAG: Military Knew Years Ago It Was Coming...
Coast Guard directs cruise ships with infected to stay offshore 
'indefinitely'...
CARNIVAL still has 6,000 passengers at sea...
McConnell Warns: Pelosi should 'stand down' on passing ANOTHER 
rescue bill...
Trillions in virus spending explode deficits to World War II levels... DEBT 
CLOCK...
Lines stretch at California food banks...
U.S. emergency medical stockpile nearly out of protective gear...
Oxygen shortage...
Hospital Not Allowing Nurses To Wear Masks...
Student doctors thrown onto frontlines... 
Booze sales jump 55%...
Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/booze-sales-surge-during-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-intern/learning-on-the-job-french-student-doctor-thrown-into-coronavirus-front-line-idUSKBN21J5WN
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/hospital-is-not-allowing-nurse-to-wear-masks-in-thick-of-covid-19-pandemic-furious-nurse-says/
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-facing-oxygen-shortage-amid-coronavirus-crisis/story?id=69915446
https://news.trust.org/item/20200401004741-7rc0u
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8176555/Lines-stretch-California-food-banks-near-Disneyland-closure.html
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trillions-in-coronavirus-spending-could-explode-deficits-to-world-war-two-levels-2020-03-31
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/pelosi-should-stand-down-on-passing-another-rescue-bill-mcconnell-says/ar-BB122NWG
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/pelosi-should-stand-down-on-passing-another-rescue-bill-mcconnell-says/ar-BB122NWG
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/carinval-cruise-ship-6000-passengers-at-sea-coronavirus/
https://apnews.com/564c86d2b78a6e1b1f0be7451848635a
https://apnews.com/564c86d2b78a6e1b1f0be7451848635a
https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/covid-military-shortage-pandemic/


CNN
The case for wearing masks strengthens

Last night, experts shared research with the White House showing 
coronavirus can be spread by talking or even breathing

In Georgia:     How a small city turned into a coronavirus hotspot  

Victim:   ER doctor dies in his husband's arms   

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Stimulus:   White House faces colossal test as it prepares to disperse   
trillions from stimulus

'Like a disaster film:'     See what Times Square looks like now  

Chris Cuomo:     I had wildest night of my life because of virus  

Podcast:     How do you stay at home if you are homeless?   

Fact check: Trump again misleads on ventilator shortages and timeline

• Analysis: As tragic toll rises, so do questions about Trump's leadership
• Last rounds of protective gear in national stockpile being shipped
• Opinion: Trump's covid-19 lapse gives China an opening

Dr. Anthony Fauci forced to beef up security as death threats increase 

• Opinion: Trump's Covid-19 reelection strategy
• Taking a toll: Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/anthony-fauci-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/trump-covid-19-response-reelection-strategy-lockhart/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/anthony-fauci-security-detail/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/opinions/trump-covid-china-charles-kupchan-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/national-stockpile-shipments/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-1/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/02/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-diagnosis-rigors-oxygen-gupta-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/02/us-new-york-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-times-square-subway-quest-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/trump-admin-challenge-dispersing-trillions-in-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/trump-admin-challenge-dispersing-trillions-in-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/emergency-room-doctor-dies-coronavirus-husbands-arms/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/albany-georgia-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html


This Midwestern mayor is fighting to get her residents to take 
coronavirus seriously

Pelosi announces House committee on coronavirus crisis to exercise 
oversight 

Former Rep. Chris Collins' prison term delayed due to coronavirus

A 39-year-old died of coronavirus. What his young widow wants you to 
know

Filing for unemployment benefits? Read this.

Coronavirus devastates the US job market

DoD working to get 100,000 body bags in anticipation of increasing 
coronavirus deaths

More than 40 spring breakers who ignored public health advice test 
positive for virus

Wife shares heartbreaking story after 30-year-old husband died of 
coronavirus

Engineer accused of crashing train said he was 'suspicious' of nearby 
coronavirus relief ship, Justice Department says

Dr. Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections

Live markets updates Wall Street grapples with sky-high unemployment 
claims

World leader using pandemic as cover for power grab

MSNBC
Record 6.6 million Americans applied for unemployment last week

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/record-6-6-million-americans-seeking-unemployment-benefits-81534533943
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/02/hungary-orban-russia-coronavirus-democracy-under-threat-robertson-pkg-intl-hnk-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-040220/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-040220/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/sanjay-gupta-virus-death-projection-is-optmistic-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/train-derailed-mercy-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/train-derailed-mercy-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/02/30-year-old-teacher-dies-coronavirus-luderer-camerota-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/02/30-year-old-teacher-dies-coronavirus-luderer-camerota-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/austin-spring-breakers-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/austin-spring-breakers-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/defense-department-body-bags-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/defense-department-body-bags-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/economy/unemployment-benefits-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/unemployment-benefits-federal-stimulus-us-economy/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/dj-conrad-buchanan-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/dj-conrad-buchanan-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/chris-collins-jail-coronavirus-delayed/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/coronavirus-house-committee-pelosi/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/coronavirus-house-committee-pelosi/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/kansas-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/kansas-coronavirus/index.html


New York City setting up makeshift morgues as coronavirus deaths surge

Passengers react to deal allowing cruise ship with coronavirus patients 
to dock in Florida

First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19

Georgia's GOP governor admits he just learned asymptomatic people can 
spread coronavirus

NYC emergency medical services to stop taking unresponsive cardiac 
patients to hospitals

Putin extends stay-at-home guidance until the end of April

Dr. Fauci now needs security detail after receiving death threats

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

Politics Fauci Suggests Need For National Lockdown As More States 
Issue Stay-At-Home Orders

Politics Trump Attacks Hospitals As Insatiable ‘Complainers’ Amid Crisis

World News Official Coronavirus Figures Don’t Reveal The True Scale of 
the Pandemic

Health Coronavirus Deaths Mount In New York

HuffPost Personal A Doctor Stopped COVID-19 Treatment Because She 
Was Afraid I Could Gain Weight

World News LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-treatment-weight-gain_n_5e824943c5b62dd9f5d401f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-treatment-weight-gain_n_5e824943c5b62dd9f5d401f6
https://www.huffpost.com/section/huffpost-personal
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-coronavirus-cases-doubled_n_5e8549c3c5b692780507363d
https://www.huffpost.com/section/health
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/official-coronavirus-figures-dont-reveal-the-true-scale-of-the-pandemic_n_5e846d7ac5b6a1bb76507da7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/official-coronavirus-figures-dont-reveal-the-true-scale-of-the-pandemic_n_5e846d7ac5b6a1bb76507da7
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hospitals-complainers-coronavirus_n_5e85e93ac5b6f55ebf490c36
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-national-lockdown-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e85e3aac5b6f55ebf48f063
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-national-lockdown-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e85e3aac5b6f55ebf48f063
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/dr-fauci-now-needs-security-detail-after-threats-81532485886
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1174996
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175031
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175031
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/first-u-s-er-physician-dies-from-covid-19-81506885562
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/deal-reached-to-allow-cruise-ships-with-coronavirus-patients-to-dock-in-florida-81539141914
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/deal-reached-to-allow-cruise-ships-with-coronavirus-patients-to-dock-in-florida-81539141914
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/new-york-city-setting-up-makeshift-morgues-as-coronavirus-deaths-surge-81541701875


DRUDGEREPORT
HALF HUMANITY ON LOCKDOWN 
Chris Cuomo's 'haunted' night: Shivering, hallucinating, beaten 'like 
piñata'...
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK DEATH… 
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-
brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php 
Paramedics told NOT to bring cardiac arrest patients to ER...
Man succumbs on subway...
KEEP OUT: Two-thirds Want Their STATE'S Border Closed...
Hot spots clamor for quick tests...
1 in 3 false negative?
SPREADS 'JUST BY BREATHING'… 
LA mayor says ALL residents should wear masks...
Looters wearing too...
Residents in Texas city face $1,000 fine for uncovered mouth, nose...
Outbreak Among Farm Workers Would Be Catastrophic...
Meat Supply System Vulnerable...
Team 700: The young doctors being asked to play god...
Life-or-Death Decisions Come With Threat of Lawsuits...
Nursing home infections surge...
SICK MAP... 

USA nears 1 in 1,000 infected... 
Nation facing hunger crisis as demand for food banks soars... 

Coronavirus Started in China, but Europe Became the Hub for Its Global 
Spread... 

Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported... 

Americans flock to remote land, survival retreats... 

As world battles bug, govts under fire... 

Angry Wuhan next-of-kin seek answers... 

Smartphone health code rules life... 

Finland Told Its Welfare State Can't Cope With Virus Fallout... 

https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/finland-is-told-its-welfare-state-can-t-cope-with-virus-fallout-1.1416274
https://apnews.com/88f837f24461c6e40480c96b55a4b6db
https://news.yahoo.com/angry-wuhan-next-kin-seek-answers-over-virus-074236044.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/world-battles-virus-governments-under-fire-013007499.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200402082129-zcgc7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-europe-travel/
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-europe-travel/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/02/us-food-banks-coronavirus-demand-unemployment
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/what-to-watch-key-data-points-as-us-nears-1-in-1-000-infected/article_39426ffd-4580-5235-8288-2e0c3db21c76.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/78e495c299d67e60d45729352f2c0d44
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/life-death-hospital-decisions-come-100000624.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52137160
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/under-siege-virus-meat-workers-213425916.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/an-outbreak-among-farm-workers-would-be-catastrophic/ar-BB1257dl
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/490783-residents-in-texas-city-can-face-1000-fine-for-not-wearing-some-form-of
https://www.the-sun.com/news/626544/coronavirus-looters-face-masks-shops-lockdown/
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/490751-los-angeles-mayor-says-all-residents-should-wear-masks
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/906407/experts-warn-many-1-3-coronavirus-test-results-may-incorrectly-negative
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Virus-hot-spots-clamor-for-quick-tests-15172894.php
https://cnsnews.com/blog/craig-bannister/rasmussen-two-thirds-support-closed-borders-their-state-fines-social
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/man-found-dead-on-subway-train
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/grim-new-rules-for-nyc-paramedics-dont-bring-cardiac-arrests-to-er-for-revival/2356265/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Shivering-hallucinating-beaten-like-a-15173800.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Shivering-hallucinating-beaten-like-a-15173800.php
https://www.euronews.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-in-europe-spain-s-death-toll-hits-10-000-after-record-950-new-deaths-in-24-hou


Jews, Muslims forced to change burial traditions... 

Duterte orders police to shoot dead lockdown troublemakers... 

Spanish cops bust supermarket 'bar' for breaking ban... 

"ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Thursday - April 2nd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Unemployment Claims were released today - and and it’s bad:

*Last week, 6,648,000 people filed for unemployment. This is the most 
ever.

*Trading was choppy when the U.S. session started, but then stocks 
rallied and finished near session highs, gaining more than 2%.

*Crude Oil (CL) had a HUGE day! With a 24.0% gain, Crude Oil finished at 
$25.19 a barrel, the biggest 1-day jump ever! Crude Oil’s rally came after 
President Trump said that Saudi Arabia and Russia could cut production 
oil by 10 million barrels a day.

*Tesla (TLSA) finished the day with a 5.6% loss. But after reporting better
than expected first quarter deliveries after the bell, Tesla is up almost 
16.0% in after-hours trading…which should help the puts we sold in our 
Mastermind Virtual Boardroom this week!

https://news.yahoo.com/spanish-cops-bust-supermarket-bar-breaking-virus-ban-205308680.html
https://news.yahoo.com/duterte-tells-philippine-police-shoot-dead-lockdown-troublemakers-065547761.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200402062139-jg1k0


*Zoom Video (ZM) dropped 11.0% after its CEO apologized for security 
issues and said the platform wasn’t built to handle the current number of 
users."

CNN
Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-
sources/index.html [ “..."The Cuomo show" (‘Amess and Andy’? Or ‘Fredo 
and Frodo’?)That's what the AP's David Bauder calls it: "With all their 
familial love and drama, the Cuomo brothers — Andrew during the 
daytime, Chris at night — have become compelling figures in the plague-
driven landscape of American television…"

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]

What worried 2 Trump officials? Pandemic flu

Trump says no one could have predicted coronavirus. But two 
administration officials said in 2019 that the threat of a pandemic kept 
them up at night.

Tracking virus cases | Newsletter | Podcast | Q&A | CNN town hall

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/app-news-section/full-coronavirus-town-hall-april-2-2020-app/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-questions-answers/
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter?utm_source=hp&source=hp
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://apnews.com/684cd739e90505a052f28f64c56ade23
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html


Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Chris Cuomo:     I've lost 13 pounds in 3 days from Covid-19  

live updates New York state will take unused medical equipment and give
them to hospitals in need, governor says

Weak jobs report:   It doesn't count worst coronavirus effects  

Empty beds:   Hospital ship deployed to NYC with 1,000 bed capacity is   
only treating 20 patients

Indoors:     Fauci says all of US should have stay-at-home orders  

Dr. Fauci:   Why the peak is coming, despite social distancing  

No work:     Pandemic has been catastrophic for house cleaners and   
nannies

Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' 

• Dr. Gupta demonstrates how to keep groceries and take-out items 
coronavirus-free
• 'Inexcusable': Dr. Gupta and Anderson Cooper stunned by Georgia 
governor's remark

Man dies after hundreds exposed to coronavirus walked around a major 
airport

• Here's what experts say about face masks
• Analysis: Wildest lines from Trump's childish letter to Schumer
• Analysis: Trump passes the buck as ventilator shortage looms
• Russian coronavirus aid delivery to US prompts confusion and criticism

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/russia-medical-supplies-us-propaganda/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/donald-trump-ventilators-leadership-coronavirus/index.html
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Bill Withers, 'Lean On Me' and 'Lovely Day' singer, has died

Opinion: How the US can reduce its death toll

Sailors cheer for aircraft carrier commander removed after issuing 
coronavirus warning 

Shocking video shows 'morbid new reality' in Ecuador

10 states still have no stay-at-home order

He collapsed in his bathroom from   Covid-19  . His daughter blames the   
government

Corona beer stops production

Delta to give passengers 2 years to rebook

She says she unknowingly infected others at her mom's 90th birthday 
party. Two died

She shared her heartbreaking story on CNN. Then a viewer stepped in. 

Jeff Bezos is donating $100 million to American food banks

Expert warns this city could be the next Covid-19 hotbed

MSNBC
Federal government sending desperately needed medical supplies to the 
private sector, not hospitals 

https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/admiral-defends-federal-government-sending-medical-supplies-to-the-private-sector-81600069633
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/admiral-defends-federal-government-sending-medical-supplies-to-the-private-sector-81600069633
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/entertainment/bill-withers-obit/index.html


Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

N.J. to fly flags at half-staff to honor coronavirus victims

CNN's Brooke Baldwin says she's tested positive for the coronavirus

Rogue paddleboarder arrested at California beach

Massive hospital ship in NYC has only about 20 patients, but mayor says 
it will be full 'very soon'

Trump equates oversight on coronavirus aid with 'witch hunt' 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-
coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941 

HUFFPOST
MESS: STIMULUS STUMBLES OUT THE GATE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-
banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2 

Coronavirus

‘  Paycheck Protection Program’ Launches Today — But Banks Are Balking  

Fauci: ‘I Don’t Understand’ Why The Entire Country Isn’t Locked Down

Airlines Face Pressure To Refund Customers After Bailout By Taxpayers

Will the Coronavirus Pandemic Lead to A Political Shakeup?

LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK: 560 DEAD IN DAY 

https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e 

https://drudgereport.com/ The Report is almost all corona! trump’s witch 
hunt/hoax! 

https://drudgereport.com/
https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e
https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-news-covid-19_n_5e87209ec5b6d302366e8034
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-political-shakeup-brazil-donald-trump_n_5e870d0cc5b6a9491834d496
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/airlines-refunds-coronavirus_n_5e8672a6c5b6a9491833bf22
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/dr-anthony-fauci-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e869c66c5b6a9491833e4a3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paycheck-protection-program_n_5e86364ec5b6d302366cd8e6
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Coronavirus patients ordered to wear GPS ankle monitors… 
GOOGLE Releases Location Data To Help Authorities Check Lockdowns... 
Delaware Police Authorized To Pull Over Out-Of-State Drivers... 
Social distancing going to get darker... 
NYPD infection rate skyrockets past city's average... 
Morgues almost full...
Crematories running 24/7...
Flush With Lid Down: Experts Warn Of Fecal-Oral Transmission...
Next Hot Spots Seen as Michigan, Connecticut, Indiana...
Florida deaths higher than numbers in official reports... 
Bug at beaches? Surfers, swimmers should stay away, scientist says... 
Coronavirus may cause brain damage; Dangerous swelling found in 
confused patients...
ANOTHER CNN anchor tests positive...
Chris Cuomo Describes 'Wicked Phantasmagorical Experiences That Are 
Not Dreams'... 
NJ Gov tells families to distance from each other -- even inside house...
AMERICAN AIRLINES Gives Up on Most Overseas Flying...
80% of residents in TX nursing home infected...
Spreading among L.A. homeless...
SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Friday - April 3rd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Today was all about jobs: The March Jobs Report showed that U.S. 
payrolls fell by 701,000 (100,000 was the forecast) and the 
Unemployment Rate jumped to 4.4% (3.8% was the forecast).This is the 
worst jobs report since 2009. And this expected to be revised to an even 
worse number.The biggest job losses came in the Leisure and Hospitality 
industry.

Trading was was choppy today, and by the end of the day the major 
indices were sitting on losses.

Crude Oil (CL) had another big day. With an 11.9% gain, Crude Oil finished
at $28.33 a barrel.The rally came after Saudi Arabia called an emergency

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-spreads-los-angeles-homeless-212155383.html
https://www.breitbart.com/border/2020/04/02/coronavirus-strikes-66-of-84-residents-of-san-antonio-nursing-home/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/american-airlines-gives-most-overseas-220000208.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gov-murphy-suggests-social-distancing-at-home
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2020/04/02/chris_cuomo_describes_coronavirus_wicked_phantasmagorical_experiences_that_are_not_dreams.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2020/04/02/chris_cuomo_describes_coronavirus_wicked_phantasmagorical_experiences_that_are_not_dreams.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/breaking-cnns-brooke-baldwin-tests-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/coronavirus-may-cause-brain-damage-21804695
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/coronavirus-may-cause-brain-damage-21804695
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/coronavirus-at-beaches-surfers-swimmers-should-stay-away-scientist-says/article_3e8f6726-3927-5625-a95b-1aa9b3ef57ec.html
https://www.sun-sentinel.com/coronavirus/fl-ne-coronavirus-florida-deaths-higher-20200403-3lv7oydemnfudfg5e35och2dpy-story.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/next-virus-e2-80-98hot-spots-e2-80-99-seen-as-michigan-connecticut-indiana/ar-BB125NEr
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexandrasternlicht/2020/04/02/why-you-should-flush-with-the-lid-down-virologist-warns-of-fecal-oral-transmission-of-covid-19/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-deaths-surge-new-york-city-allows-cremations-24-hours-a-day-11585929876
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/coronavirus-live-updates-us-death-toll-tops-6000/story?id=69953122
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/03/nypd-social-distancing-arrests-coronavirus/
https://theweek.com/articles/906434/social-distancing-going-darker
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-delaware-police-authorized-to-pull-over-out-of-state-drivers-during-pandemic/
https://www.silicon.co.uk/e-regulation/coronavirus-google-releases-location-data-338372
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/2020/03/31/louisville-circuit-court-ankle-bracelets-noncompliant-coronavirus-patients/5094594002/


OPEC meeting. The news left traders feeling optimistic about supply 
cuts, which could mean the end to the price war that began last month.

The small business relief program, which is part of the $2 trillion 
coronavirus stimulus bill, went live today. And Bank of America (BAC) 
said that half way through the first day there were 58,000 requests for $6
billion in loans. Bank of America finished the day with a 2.6% loss.

3M (MMM) was caught in the cross hairs of the White House when the 
Trump administration invoked the Defense Production Act to force 3M to 
produce respirator masks and asked 3M to stop exporting respirator 
masks to Canada and Latin America. 3M ended the day lower by 3.0%.

Tesla (TLSA) finished below session highs but was still up nicely with a 
5.6% gain. The rally came after the company reported better than 
expected first quarter deliveries.

CNN
'Normal' will look very different when this is over

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/what-matters-april-3/index.html


The coronavirus outbreak is going to get worse still, but it's not too soon 
to think about how we will start to come out of this

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state   
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

Toll rises  : US coronavirus deaths surpass 7,000  

Victims  : Erin Burnett was in tears in this interview. So will you  

Love story  : Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

live updates Coronavirus deaths pass 59,000 globally

Fact Check

Trump says some states aren't in jeopardy from the virus, denies saying 
it would go away by April

Acosta to Trump  : Who dropped the ball?  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/03/fauci-pandemic-preparedness-trump-sot-acosta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/facts-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-3/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/facts-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-3/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/nfl-agent-buddy-baker-parents-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/04/maura-lewinger-full-intv-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
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Trump fires intelligence community watchdog who told Congress about 
whistleblower complaint that led to impeachment

Some cities see jumps in domestic violence during the pandemic

Bodies being left in the streets in this overwhelmed city

As northern Italy is ravaged by coronavirus, there's trouble brewing down
south 

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

Man dies after hundreds exposed to coronavirus walked around a major 
airport

What 'Contagion' writer says he can't believe happened in this real 
pandemic

Search suspended for two lost members of Kennedy family

Bus driver posted angry video about coughing passenger. He died days 
later

Corona beer stops production

At least 70 people infected with coronavirus linked to a single church in 
California, health officials say

See Disney employees raise American flag in empty park

WWE's WrestleMania is this weekend. Here's how to watch and what to 
expect

See lawmakers' unique stay-at-home messages

Selena Gomez shares that she has bipolar disorder

'The Masked Singer' reveals the White Tiger's identity

The Rock, in a towel, sings ultimate hand-washing song for 'Moana' fans

A hairstylist is using her spare time to experiment on her boyfriend

Kushner's remark leaves Bernie Sanders shaking his head

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/jared-kushner-federal-stockpile-sanders-intv-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/hairstylist-atlanta-quarantine-hairstyles-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/entertainment/the-rock-hand-washing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/02/rob-gronkowski-the-white-tiger-masked-singer-mh-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/entertainment/selena-gomez-miley-cyrus-bipolar-disorder/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/01/states-crack-down-on-lockdown-orders-coronavirus-moos-ebof-pkg-vpx.cnn
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The hilltop fortress town that cut itself off from the world -- and 
coronavirus

CNN Business

In the Hamptons and Martha's Vineyard, locals fear wealthy coronavirus 
refugees

What the pandemic means for Easter shopping

Doctors use TikTok to share coronavirus news

CNN

Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-
home orders   https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-  
governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html "...The remaining 
exceptions are eight red states, all of which Trump carried four years ago
and is hoping to do so again in the fall. They stretch from the South to the
Midwest and the West, spanning the alphabet from Arkansas to Wyoming.

US military preparing to deploy additional forces to support coronavirus 
response

US military preparing to deploy additional forces to support coronavirus 
response

It's not as though the novel coronavirus hasn't touched each of their 
states in some way. Yet a combination of states' rights defiance, 
persuasion from some business and agricultural leaders and a largely 
rural composition have branded these governors as outliers during a 
moment of national crisis, where the actions of one potentially affect all.

In South Dakota, a Republican state lawmaker was among the first in the 
state to test positive, followed soon after by his wife, brother and sister-
in-law. His 51-year-old niece has died of Covid-19, family members told 
reporters, with several others experiencing symptoms.

In explaining her rationale against issuing a stay-at-home order, Gov. 
Kristi Noem told reporters, "The people themselves are primarily 
responsible for their safety." She also pointed to the state and national 
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constitutions that "prevent us from taking draconian measures much like 
the Chinese government has done."

In state after state, the Republican governors have all used the argument 
of government intrusion as one of the leading reasons for not following 
the lead of a majority of states in issuing stricter guidelines that could 
help sound the alarm about the serious nature of the threat.

FDA changes course and allows China&#39;s KN95 mask to be used in 
US

FDA changes course and allows China's KN95 mask to be used in US

All states have made strong recommendations to practice social 
distancing and at least half have some degree of restrictive measures in 
place, often because mayors or county officials made local decisions. But
these governors have stopped short of giving statewide orders that have 
been in place for weeks elsewhere.

In Iowa on Friday, a statewide board of medicine voted unanimously to 
recommend a so-called shelter-in-place order to limit the movements of 
residents to essential work and travel.

"A stronger commitment to isolation is in the best interest of the public 
and health care providers," Kent Nebel, executive director of the Iowa 
Board of Medicine, told the Des Moines Register.

Gov. Kim Reynolds said she is studying the data from across her state, 
which she said did not yet merit a statewide directive to restrict 
movement in places that have not yet been affected by coronavirus. As of
Friday evening, the state had nearly 700 cases and 11 deaths, according 
to Johns Hopkins University.

She acknowledged Friday that refusing to impose a shelter-in-place order 
had become a "divisive issue." She pushed back on Fauci's remark that 
questioned why all states have not issued stay-at-home orders.

"I would say that maybe he doesn't have all the information," Reynolds 
told reporters. "You can't just look at a map and assume no action has 
been taken."

Other governors said that they are following medical advice from their 



own experts, including in Nebraska, where Gov. Pete Ricketts said he 
was taking cues from his advisers, rather than national health officials.

He pointed to Dr. James Lawler, co-director of the University of Nebraska
Medical Center's Global Center for Health Security, who said people 
should spend more time heeding the warnings of social distancing and 
handwashing, rather than focusing on semantics of a statewide order.

"What I think we should really focus on is improving compliance and 
adherence," Lawler told reporters. "This depends on people taking this 
seriously and doing the right thing."

He added that if Nebraskans do "what we've already implemented and we
do it well, I think we'll get much more bang for our buck than we would 
from going to a much more draconian posture.

The remainder of the holdouts are North Dakota, South Carolina and 
Utah. In each state, the Republican governors have been urged by 
experts and Democratic officials to take the additional step of issuing a 
statewide order, even if the action would only serve to draw attention to 
the rising severity of the health crisis, but several made clear they were 
taking their cues from the White House.

Gov. Asa Hutchinson of Arkansas continued to defy calls for a statewide 
order and dismissed Fauci's comments.

"It's understandable that (Fauci) looks at that as a solution, a nationwide 
shutdown order. What's important is that has not been given," Hutchinson
said Friday at a news conference. "The CDC -- I watch their guidelines 
regularly -- and they have not indicated that's an appropriate or 
necessary step across the country."

In North Dakota, Gov. Doug Burgum acknowledged that some residents 
were taking seriously the guidelines for social distancing and limiting 
gatherings, while others were not. Still, he said he was resisting a 
statewide order, instead urging residents to "stay home, stay healthy and
stay connected."

Coronavirus in the US



In South Carolina, Gov. Henry McMaster declared a state of emergency 
last month, restricted use of the state's beaches and ordered non-
essential businesses to close. But he has stopped short of issuing a 
statewide order, saying: "We are not ordering people to stay at home, but 
from the very beginning we've been telling people to stay home."

In Utah, Gov. Gary Herbert has resisted arguments from Salt Lake City 
officials and leaders in five of the state's 29 counties where local stay-at-
home orders are in place. He said his "stay home, stay safe" instructions 
struck a more positive tone, without a statewide mandate.

In Wyoming, where the state medical society called for a stay-at-home 
order this week, Gov. Mark Gordon said he believes such a statewide 
directive would not accomplish its goal. His spokesman told reporters the
governor was more focused on "changing behavior right now."

Aides to several of the Republican governors said the only persuasion 
that was likely to move their positions was specific guidance from the 
President (WOW! Very trumpy! Talk about dumb!) ....."



China donates ventilators to NY

Gov. Andrew Cuomo says his state will receive 1,000 ventilators from 
China and 140 from Oregon. New York has 113,704 coronavirus cases 
and 3,565 deaths.
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Love story:     Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

When coronavirus hit her city, this mayor didn't wait to sound the alarm

Supplies could be delayed due to confusion from the White House, 
companies say

Acosta to Trump: Who dropped the ball on pandemic preparation?

Analysis: Wait, Jared Kushner is the coronavirus guru now?

Trump fires official who told Congress about complaint that led to 
impeachment

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Biden says he informed Sanders he will begin the VP vetting process

A woman flying to see her dying mother was the plane's only passenger

'Master' Italian shoe designer dies of coronavirus complications at 84

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark
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Smerconish on Trump comment: I had predicted this
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How the cell phones of spring breakers who flouted coronavirus warnings
were tracked

Chris Cuomo: I had one of the wildest nights of my life

Spain's virus death toll may be flattening

HOW TO: Recognize coronavirus symptoms

Stay fit at home

Have a weekend

Cure cabin fever

Video: The right way to wash your hands

Tips, advice and hope 

How to make your own face mask 

Most people recover from Covid-19. Here's why it's hard to pinpoint 
exactly how many

Worried about infection from take-out? Watch these 3 tips

Why these experts don't think we'll see a coronavirus baby boom

What California is doing right to fight coronavirus 

Countless Americans cannot complete unemployment applications

Here's what experts say about face masks

Dr. Gupta demonstrates how to keep your groceries coronavirus-free

ER doctor in New York details dire supply shortages from the front lines

Early coronavirus job losses hitting minorities, women, teens particularly
hard
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A classic 'Twilight Zone' episode warns us how not to behave during a 
pandemic

CDC says you should wear a mask. Trump explains why he won't.

The ranking system that could decide who gets a ventilator

Katy Perry announced the gender of her baby in a tasty reveal with 
Orlando Bloom

Passenger gets entire plane to herself

Corona beer stops production

Disney is continuing this daily tradition even though the park is closed

At least 70 people infected with coronavirus linked to a single church in 
California, health officials say

WWE's WrestleMania is this weekend. Here's how to watch and what to 
expect

Remembering Bill Withers' top hits

The Rock, in a towel, sings ultimate hand-washing song for 'Moana' fans

A hairstylist is using her spare time to experiment on her boyfriend

Kushner's remark leaves Bernie Sanders shaking his head

The hilltop fortress town that cut itself off from the world -- and 
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Millions of dads are stuck at home. That could be a game changer for 
working moms

In the Hamptons and Martha's Vineyard, locals fear wealthy coronavirus 
refugees

What the pandemic means for Easter shopping

DRUDGEREPORT 

POLL: MAJORITY WILL STAY HOME EVEN AFTER LOCKDOWN LIFTED...
NYC BUSINESS BURGLARIES RISE 75%… 
Stores prepare for civil unrest… https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-
owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan 

https://drudgereport.com/

NYPD infection rate skyrockets past city's average...
State Sees Jump Of 11K New Cases In Day... 
Can president declare martial law?
Pentagon Preparing For 'Worst-Case Scenarios' (But It's Secret)...
Coronavirus patients ordered to wear GPS ankle monitors...
MA Gov Announces First-In-Nation 'Community Tracing Collaborative'...
Delaware Police Authorized To Pull Over Out-Of-State Drivers...
L.A. tells paramedics to delay transporting cardiac patients...
Resistance to stay-at-home orders remains widespread...
Hundreds Of Bikers Flood Streets To Attend Funeral... 
Front-line medical staff deaths grow... 
Nuclear agency pulls back inspectors... 
ANOTHER CNN anchor tests positive...
Cats can infect each other...
AIRLINE BAILOUTS BEGIN...
1,000 US deaths in single day...
Barr orders release of more federal inmates... 
Families watch helplessly as virus hits nursing homes...
New Orleans Has Worst Death Rate in USA... 
FAUCI: 'NOT EVEN HALF-TIME'... 
SICK MAP... 
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KISSINGER: PANDEMIC ALTERS WORLD ORDER
DC MAYOR: 1 IN 7 COULD BE INFECTED
NO MASK FOR TRUMP 
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WASHPOST
Denial, dysfunction, delays: Tracing Trump administration’s failures over 
first 70 days of the virus fight 

NYTIMES
Staggered U.S. Braces for More Infections as Death Toll Rises Above 
7,000

LATIMES
California starts to crack down on those who defy coronavirus orders 

CNN (america/the world most assuredly will never be quite the same)
CORONAVIRUS: Make your own face mask
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• Bill Withers  

Trump paints grim picture of what's ahead (for what he’s termed 
hoax/fake news ….. hmmm) 
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The President said this week and next will probably be the toughest in 
the fight against coronavirus and that 'there will be a lot of death'

Global scramble:   Coronavirus sparks a 'war for masks'  

Analysis:     'Normal' will look very different when this is over  

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Victims:   An interview left Erin Burnett in tears. You will cry too  

Love story:     Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

Georgia mayor assails governor's 'reckless mandate' to reopen the 
state's beaches

RNC and Wisconsin GOP file emergency petition in voting dispute

Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-
home orders 

Smerconish on Trump comment: I had predicted this

Trump considering second task force on reopening economy 

Analysis: Wait, Jared Kushner is the coronavirus guru now?

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Biden says he informed Sanders he will begin the VP vetting process
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Billionaire Brooklyn Nets owner donates ventilators and masks to New 
York 

A woman flying to see her dying mother was the plane's only passenger

Trump urges people to try unproven coronavirus treatment

Trump says it was 'inappropriate' of ex-Navy commander to write memo

'Master' Italian shoe designer dies of coronavirus complications at 84

Opinion: Trump put US lives in China's hands

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

New York City schools won't be using Zoom anymore because of security
concerns
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HOW TO: Recognize coronavirus symptoms

Stay fit at home

Have a weekend

Cure cabin fever

Video: The right way to wash your hands

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - April 4th, 2020

Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Unemployment could hit 32%…and “everything will be fine?”

*Tuesday: Worst quarter…EVER.

*Wednesday: Trump says “be prepared for a very, very painful two weeks”
– and the DOW drops 974 points

*Thursday: Another 6 million+ unemployed and stocks rally?!?!

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/27/how-to-wash-hands-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/coronavirus-cabin-fever-definition-quarantine-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/us/what-to-do-this-weekend-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/exercise-gym-close-coronavirus-quarantine-wellness-jampolis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html


*Friday: Unemployment jumps to 4.4% and 3M taking heat for exporting 
face masks – stocks end week with losses"

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
WHITE HOUSE: PEAK DEATH COMING 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x 
BIRX WARNS DO NOT GO TO GROCERY STORES
CHINA SEES NEW RISE IN CASES 

MASK OFF: Trump Rages at Critics During Coronavirus Press 
Conference...
Attempts to win daily news cycle feeds chaos... 
BALZ: Once again, government is caught unprepared... 
Small rural towns become deadly hotspots...
New Orleans Worst Death Rate in USA...
Where will all the bodies go?
DEFAINT: Despite stay-at-home orders, 6 out of 10 are still on roads...
NYC subway cars remain packed...
BUSINESS BURGLARIES RISE 75%...
Stores prepare for civil unrest...
Pentagon Preparing For 'Worst-Case Scenarios' [But It's Secret]...
Barr orders release of more federal inmates...
Families watch helplessly as virus hits nursing homes...
Front-line medical staff deaths grow...
SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Economy in shambles, Trump scrambles for new 2020 message... 
Recession Bread Lines Forming in Mar-a-Lago's Shadow... 
Trump Backs Dismissal of USS Roosevelt Captain... 
Whistleblower raised alarm about virus outbreak on ship... 
At least 155 sailors on board test positive...
Theodore Roosevelt captain followed in footsteps of ship's namesake by 
writing bombshell letter...
Tapper Grills Def Sec Esper... 
Biden says dismissal 'close to criminal'... 

https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/491213-biden-says-navy-firing-of-captain-is-close-to-criminal
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/cnns-tapper-grills-def-sec-esper-on-trump-attacking-navy-captain-who-raised-alarm-on-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/04/04/theodore-roosevelt-captain-followed-in-footsteps-of-ships-namesake-by-writing-bombshell-letter/
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/04/04/theodore-roosevelt-captain-followed-in-footsteps-of-ships-namesake-by-writing-bombshell-letter/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/sailors-uss-teddy-roosevelt-positive-covid-19-navy
https://apnews.com/7f2f3bce5b311f764ee90d7d5d556473
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-backs-dismissal-of-uss-roosevelt-captain-11586042319
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/recession-bread-lines-forming-mar-110052919.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/economy-shambles-trump-scrambles-2020-224111236.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/24b8b30cbc11c43a19e7e7aff69e4044
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/families-watch-helplessly-as-coronavirus-hits-nursing-homes-infects-loved-one/ar-BB128ktv
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404012426-ouhta
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-military-preparing-worst-case-contagion-scenarios-its-secret
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-sees-more-burglaries-of-businesses-under-coronavirus-emergency-measures-11586008801
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/some-new-yorkers-riding-crowded-subway-commutes-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Despite-stay-at-home-orders-6-out-of-10-are-on-15179476.php
https://apnews.com/75e97a636f40bcd98f0827dfaa09e3ff
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-orleans-area-has-worst-coronavirus-death-rate-in-u-s-11586008800
https://www.the-sun.com/news/637277/map-reveals-small-rural-towns-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Once-again-government-is-caught-unprepared-15179581.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/how-trumps-attempts-to-win-the-daily-news-cycle-feed-a-chaotic-coronavirus-response/ar-BB12arma
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-rages-at-critics-at-coronavirus-press-conference
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-rages-at-critics-at-coronavirus-press-conference
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404235657-jkjit
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/04/826741317/federal-government-implements-relief-as-nation-reels-from-coronavirus-pandemic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x
https://drudgereport.com/


Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky


Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nckWkuXeETKM9dF7Dd6DfKI9yGT1f7wR1G5RBnT8e0-xX3oPqFaC3yzQ&h=AT0ecwbmx_xy8ZrXQ7_IEwhVgJD29yvZvHm2k9Q_jvorxrhWeUQOwsRSgLmqkwg8s4NUcpZ5cSzr_btbDZrlY8UQm3OleLwtvId0vh_RIFgKNaYxOpOWwIzJF93puidwCg2j9TobbnxASEpMr5FO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fclintonkillist.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q6Q5CdNOzR1srrH63GL8Tv3Ko5o7HKNHrckL8i_h21x-EC3XN_C-QBjo&h=AT20uT8Enn0_2M7bv5f-4Hu3qeSRHkr6wICf5D6VBhJH17OgSJRLPX0-H8qHwRuSTlBau0roJ9DQi9xrSbdCFhgwEaDviu78MyfFRTj4dCnFRGq-ujhLT03AwPwXquvx6xGDtHEe4wqB50zvubR-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk%23current&h=AT0tE9xEYqBBKCwpaFFLGJ-efb_d_81_MrHbBafR6GqYAljlpvtig8MRVB55x3DGHPH-9O_h9aYI-83cKlETsW3sf32lB9YN5yEqBD8vcVtimyFVmWRAfGffuI9e7hMHS5hgFZLsIexudChPHZAX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2jYmedYcQLEo1xQxIg-nRmBreEE48ud28q_dx7f20iYyynjr0fqJ9C7UY&h=AT3hC8KsZg5GzSfVTCa1f5waeulxrvW0bxsHn6jKn2tQozYC6YipRWP-ow7rfCgJil5WudY6bWSeTTj0NOGpt7Cz2FS273jCRr1Uv1Yl62wWG5ndr5enDLiQwksjS5U6lO2G6PEoYM-hRg9LMjZ5&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xFhA_3H2AolhzuRC68LF7aXu71KY7V4p77wIJHYM5xhk5zdMSJRd1f7A&h=AT3j9dhJIKlaZo2X2K8SbIMo6VMFigvwJ2TouQoyxmxf9pijXQ4wfUfAU4xbYhhterghQltQFu9_ueu1NQrY3U_io_z0H82JZ9_V8ReonBG6A_O1uIkUWiOfwq64opgkSRFkloXYSiHl7CWavmIZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR37USLRBADqU2RurmaZRXT-IPZ61UjLPu2cev4tIsVzfzu10iJ6j91WgO0&h=AT3_TOo5UxTg7vst-rpKhB8Jf8AnQx7nodb8zUNYU9guT9yQu_-_VS9uX8PRfrMt6iCXHsZUeq6YLOvcwAKx7G-b5hJRT496PoXqFuYEGoFzdNaL6ad5VAhLg18yDEHCr_05R7nXIdlcLkPr0Ebs&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cWJ6Tr0fWgkBf2UTLJeB7U-bMxkMUIESE07tSWdrz_LfeQS_iWSXXjDQ&h=AT1goVqsc_6ENS4OzDNHw42_UOS0d7cVbi2ec7qkjAA66wBpqP1WuLeDKlSBTwJ1Pu9yB81a-IPtZCXg662rptuwOj12UqAkQ4TSpmFz1wnpOAGXiekQPKaWmQ79mIZy60wObb0jw12dyn7Wa5Vz&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0nqo7roqhfeSd0DnIasrQ8zzIcP-Kip3UIdaz_IXxCBPRO9FS0qUSmZzw&h=AT2SxZV9WO0D5Ws1hHJ0dT4HngGSYlFvySSeLi1DvRlsqxOdM8ZCsOnfLk--jTEhNw_GpTlPpBh50yeYoS0jykQg93WjZQZlNjDg6l2nj6uyhD3_DttzWgt0X2FNsv2AmWxsgkRaIIDnv4UbK4Ru&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime


Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf


Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg


http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

CNN
Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 10,300  

Virus hunters zero in on a possible culprit

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nckWkuXeETKM9dF7Dd6DfKI9yGT1f7wR1G5RBnT8e0-xX3oPqFaC3yzQ&h=AT0ecwbmx_xy8ZrXQ7_IEwhVgJD29yvZvHm2k9Q_jvorxrhWeUQOwsRSgLmqkwg8s4NUcpZ5cSzr_btbDZrlY8UQm3OleLwtvId0vh_RIFgKNaYxOpOWwIzJF93puidwCg2j9TobbnxASEpMr5FO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fclintonkillist.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q6Q5CdNOzR1srrH63GL8Tv3Ko5o7HKNHrckL8i_h21x-EC3XN_C-QBjo&h=AT20uT8Enn0_2M7bv5f-4Hu3qeSRHkr6wICf5D6VBhJH17OgSJRLPX0-H8qHwRuSTlBau0roJ9DQi9xrSbdCFhgwEaDviu78MyfFRTj4dCnFRGq-ujhLT03AwPwXquvx6xGDtHEe4wqB50zvubR-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk%23current&h=AT0tE9xEYqBBKCwpaFFLGJ-efb_d_81_MrHbBafR6GqYAljlpvtig8MRVB55x3DGHPH-9O_h9aYI-83cKlETsW3sf32lB9YN5yEqBD8vcVtimyFVmWRAfGffuI9e7hMHS5hgFZLsIexudChPHZAX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2jYmedYcQLEo1xQxIg-nRmBreEE48ud28q_dx7f20iYyynjr0fqJ9C7UY&h=AT3hC8KsZg5GzSfVTCa1f5waeulxrvW0bxsHn6jKn2tQozYC6YipRWP-ow7rfCgJil5WudY6bWSeTTj0NOGpt7Cz2FS273jCRr1Uv1Yl62wWG5ndr5enDLiQwksjS5U6lO2G6PEoYM-hRg9LMjZ5&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xFhA_3H2AolhzuRC68LF7aXu71KY7V4p77wIJHYM5xhk5zdMSJRd1f7A&h=AT3j9dhJIKlaZo2X2K8SbIMo6VMFigvwJ2TouQoyxmxf9pijXQ4wfUfAU4xbYhhterghQltQFu9_ueu1NQrY3U_io_z0H82JZ9_V8ReonBG6A_O1uIkUWiOfwq64opgkSRFkloXYSiHl7CWavmIZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR37USLRBADqU2RurmaZRXT-IPZ61UjLPu2cev4tIsVzfzu10iJ6j91WgO0&h=AT3_TOo5UxTg7vst-rpKhB8Jf8AnQx7nodb8zUNYU9guT9yQu_-_VS9uX8PRfrMt6iCXHsZUeq6YLOvcwAKx7G-b5hJRT496PoXqFuYEGoFzdNaL6ad5VAhLg18yDEHCr_05R7nXIdlcLkPr0Ebs&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cWJ6Tr0fWgkBf2UTLJeB7U-bMxkMUIESE07tSWdrz_LfeQS_iWSXXjDQ&h=AT1goVqsc_6ENS4OzDNHw42_UOS0d7cVbi2ec7qkjAA66wBpqP1WuLeDKlSBTwJ1Pu9yB81a-IPtZCXg662rptuwOj12UqAkQ4TSpmFz1wnpOAGXiekQPKaWmQ79mIZy60wObb0jw12dyn7Wa5Vz&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0nqo7roqhfeSd0DnIasrQ8zzIcP-Kip3UIdaz_IXxCBPRO9FS0qUSmZzw&h=AT2SxZV9WO0D5Ws1hHJ0dT4HngGSYlFvySSeLi1DvRlsqxOdM8ZCsOnfLk--jTEhNw_GpTlPpBh50yeYoS0jykQg93WjZQZlNjDg6l2nj6uyhD3_DttzWgt0X2FNsv2AmWxsgkRaIIDnv4UbK4Ru&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6


The origin of coronavirus is debated. But genetic detective work is 
leading scientists to point at one animal suspect.     

Breaking Biden and Trump speak about coronavirus response 

Dr. Gupta:   Here's what this means for Boris Johnson  

Big test:   US prepares for the most critical week yet  

NYC official:   Trump has my mom's blood on his hands  

Sparks fly:   Heated disagreement breaks out in Situation Room  

How to help  : A list of vetted charities you can donate to  

Podcast  : New guidance on masks  

White House coronavirus press briefing

live updates New York shows signs of hitting apex while US passes 
10,000 deaths

NYC may temporarily bury coronavirus victims in park if morgues 
reach capacity, councilman says

Watch the question Trump wouldn't let Dr. Fauci answer

Wisconsin governor orders delay of primary election, GOP will 
challenge

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Opinion:     How the very rich are different in the Covid-19 fight  

Analysis: Why you should pay close attention to Trump's latest firing

Tourist sites packed as China comes out of lockdown. Experts say 
risk is high

Opinion: The Trump-Fox News feedback loop has new targets

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson enters intensive care due to 
coronavirus

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/uk/boris-johnson-coronavirus-hospital-gbr-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/uk/boris-johnson-coronavirus-hospital-gbr-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/trump-fox-news-cuomo-fauci-criticism-obeidallah/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/asia/china-coronavirus-tourist-warning-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/asia/china-coronavirus-tourist-warning-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/michael-atkinson-firing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/05/opinions/coronavirus-wealthy-false-security-vicky-ward-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/04/uk-coronavirus-evolution-walsh-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/wisconsin-primary-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/wisconsin-primary-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/trump-fauci-hydroxychloroquine-question-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/new-york-park-burial-morgue-capacity/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/new-york-park-burial-morgue-capacity/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-06-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-06-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/specials/live-video-1
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-how-to-help/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/05/politics/white-house-malaria-drug-hydroxychloroquine-disagreement/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/scott-stringer-mother-coronavirus-anderson-cooper-intv-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/health/us-coronavirus-updates-monday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/boris-johnson-intensive-care-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/biden-trump-call/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html


Opinion: A pandemic is no time to go federal

Wall Street has best day in two weeks as coronavirus optimism 
grows

See what streets in China look like now

A 7-year-old boy was shot in the face and killed in a drive-by 
shooting in Pennsylvania

Acting Navy secretary blasts ousted aircraft carrier captain as 
'stupid' in address to crew

Intensive care doctor with coronavirus made goodbye video for her 
kids

Opinion: This is how we conquer Covid-19

Man shot five people for 'talking too loud' during lockdown, 
investigators say

Teens charged with hate crimes for attacking woman and saying 
she caused coronavirus

Doctor on unproven drug: You could lose your life

MSNBC
Under fierce criticism, Wisconsin Gov. suspends in-person voting for 
Tuesday primary

U.K. Prime Minister Johnson taken into intensive care unit for COVID-19

https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/u-k-prime-minister-boris-johnson-taken-into-intensive-care-unit-for-covid-19-81705029836
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/under-fierce-criticism-wisconsin-gov-suspends-in-person-voting-for-tuesday-primary-81702469839
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/under-fierce-criticism-wisconsin-gov-suspends-in-person-voting-for-tuesday-primary-81702469839
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/donald-trump-coronavirus-doctor-drug-hydroxychloroquine-sot-vpx-tsr.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/teens-attack-woman-caused-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/teens-attack-woman-caused-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/europe/russia-shooting-lockdown-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/europe/russia-shooting-lockdown-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/how-to-conquer-covid-19-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/intensive-care-doctor-coronavirus-intv-berman-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/intensive-care-doctor-coronavirus-intv-berman-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/uss-tr-crozier-modly/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/uss-tr-crozier-modly/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/chester-boy-killed-shooting-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/chester-boy-killed-shooting-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/06/china-coronavirus-transition-culver-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/coronavirus-federalism-states-governors-mitchell-opinion/index.html


Trump sends ‘best wishes’ to ‘very good friend’ Boris Johnson in ICU

New COVID-19 hot spot on New York’s Long Island sparks concern

How the White House mishandled first 70 days of coronavirus crisis

Latest news on the global pandemic

Trump insisted on surprise Sunday briefing to counter 'dour' message of 
his own experts

South Carolina ends holdout and issues stay-at-home order

Louisiana pastor cited for defying coronavirus order hosts hundreds on 
Palm Sunday

Indiana extends stay at home order for additional 2 weeks

HUFFPOST
BORIS JOHNSON IN ICU — CORONA CASE WORSENS 

Coronavirus Death Toll In U.S. Surpasses 10,000 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-
10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb 

Trump Administration Report Details Havoc For Hospitals Dealing With 
COVID-19

Hospital Workers Are Unsafe And Afraid They’ll Get Too Sick To Care For 
Patients

Industry Groups Ask California To Delay Pollution Rules, Citing Pandemic

LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The Coronavirus Outbreak 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
VIRUS GRIPS UK
ISRAEL PASSOVER LOCKDOWN
US DEATH TOLL TOPS 10,000
NEW YORK PEAK THURSDAY? 

https://nypost.com/2020/04/06/us-coronavirus-peak-forecasts-over-3000-deaths-in-single-day/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907200/coronavirus-death-toll-officially-passes-10000-nearly-half-new-york
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Coronavirus-8611-Israelis-have-disease-141-in-serious-condition-623716
https://apnews.com/23a9575396d8b636df2ccb8026f23527
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-news-covid-19-updates_n_5e8b28a1c5b6cbaf282cb6cf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/california-pollution-rules-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e8b7cc7c5b62459a92d4fb7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hospital-workers-unsafe-coronavirus_n_5e8b5268c5b6cc1e477982f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hospital-workers-unsafe-coronavirus_n_5e8b5268c5b6cc1e477982f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hhs-ig-report_n_5e8b51f4c5b6cc1e477980dc
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hhs-ig-report_n_5e8b51f4c5b6cc1e477980dc
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/boris-johnson-intensive-care-coronavirus_n_5e8b8015c5b6e1d10a681e69
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177896
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177921
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177921
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177906
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177946
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177946
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/how-the-wh-mishandled-first-70-days-of-coronavirus-crisis-81676357904
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/new-york-s-long-island-sparks-concern-as-new-covid-19-hot-spot-81705541542
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-responds-to-prime-minister-boris-johnson-in-intensive-care-81710661941


CDONALD's staff walkout over unsafe conditions after worker gets virus...
DOLLAR TREE cashier battered during social distancing beef...
Grocery workers key during virus. And they're afraid...
LOWE'S Slammed For Holding 'Spring Black Friday' Sale...
Postal Worker Accuses USPS Of Negligence... 
Robots replace students at graduation ceremony...
Residents Alarmed after Cops Use 'Purge Siren' to Signal Start of 
Curfew...
African Americans more likely to die...
As Trump administration debated travel restrictions, thousands streamed
in from China...
430,000 flew directly from China since January; 40,000 since 'shutoff'...
NYC to temporarily bury victims in park...
Mysterious Heart Damage Befalling Patients...
Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
Conservative Pundits Weren't Only Ones to Get Pandemic Wrong...
Governors seize spotlight... 
SICK MAP... 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 
pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic!

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/8a9a13ad533d0ed5fe8b9df9dbb9b3d8
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronavirus-pandemic-conservative-and-liberal-pundits-underestimated-threat/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/survivors-of-coronavirus-face-an-uncertain-road-back-to-normal-11586176884
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8191035/Data-scientist-reveals-EYE-PAIN-symptom-Covid-19.html
https://khn.org/news/mysterious-heart-damage-not-just-lung-troubles-befalling-covid-19-patients/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907102/new-york-city-plans-temporarily-bury-coronavirus-victims-park
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-coronavirus-corruption-430000-flew-directly-china-since-january-40000-since-shutoff/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://news.trust.org/item/20200406160842-9x3r4
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/robots-replace-students-zoom-graduation-21822147
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-colorado-postal-worker-accuses-usps-negligence/
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/04/06/lowes-employee-speaks-out/
https://apnews.com/d8060699d42287df48e0559c405cdf9a
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/buster/coronavirus/social-distancing-battery-278593
https://www.the-sun.com/news/644034/california-mcdonalds-staff-walkout-coronavirus-protection-employee-positive/


Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 
human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__cft__[0]=AZWEzYadhGKvIJEQg0gwoCihy2TGWlLXqDxdu_M9hkUl7AX_5AQ2f2n4xDJZoeYhzCPGcfAGRDQ6xAEZGM67GfLRRi9pcJQbUqY523Xrhic1E9HxaMgKyBxn-Y5EmmQXPOM&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R


CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
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Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
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SICK MAP... 

“CORONAVIRUS SYMPTOMS: 10 KEY INDICATORS AND WHAT TO DO 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/health/10-key-coronavirus-symptoms-
wellness/index.html 

By Sandee LaMotte, CNN

Updated 4:03 AM ET, Tue April 7, 2020

(CNN)Scientists are learning more each day about the mysterious novel 
coronavirus and the symptoms of Covid-19, the disease it causes.
Fever, cough and shortness of breath are found in the vast majority of all 
Covid-19 cases. But there are additional signals of the virus, some that 
are very much like cold or flu, and some that are more unusual.
Any or all symptoms can appear anywhere from two to 14 days after 
exposure to the virus, according to the US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention.
Here are 10 signs that you or a loved one may have Covid-19 -- and what 
to do to protect yourself and your family.

1. Shortness of breath
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
Shortness of breath is not usually an early symptom of Covid-19, but it is 
the most serious. It can occur on its own, without a cough. If your chest 
becomes tight or you begin to feel as if you cannot breathe deeply 
enough to fill your lungs with air, that's a sign to act quickly, experts say.
"If there's any shortness of breath immediately call your health care 
provider, a local urgent care or the emergency department," said 
American Medical Association president Dr. Patrice Harris.
"If the shortness of breath is severe enough, you should call 911," Harris 
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added.
The CDC lists other emergency warning signs for Covid-19 as a 
"persistent pain or pressure in the chest," and "bluish lips or face," which
can indicate a lack of oxygen.
Get medical attention immediately, the CDC says.
2. Fever
Fever is a key sign of Covid-19. Because some people can have a core 
body temperature lower or higher than the typical 98.6 degrees 
Fahrenheit (37 degrees Celsius), experts say not to fixate on a number.
CNN anchor Chris Cuomo, who is battling the virus from his home in New 
York, is one of those people.
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don&#39;t hoard, and more
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don't hoard, and more
"I run a little cool. My normal temperature is 97.6, not 98.6. So, even 
when I'm at 99 that would not be a big deal for most people. But, for me, 
I'm already warm," Cuomo told CNN Chief Medical Correspondent Dr. 
Sanjay Gupta in a CNN Town Hall.
Most children and adults, however, will not be considered feverish until 
their temperature reaches 100 degrees Fahrenheit (37.7 degrees 
Celsius).
"There are many misconceptions about fever," said Dr. John Williams, 
chief of the division of pediatric infectious diseases at the University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh.
"We all actually go up and down quite a bit during the day as much as half
of a degree or a degree," Williams said, adding that for most people "99.0
degrees or 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit is not a fever."
Don't rely on a temperature taken in the morning, said infectious disease 
expert Dr. William Schaffner, a professor of preventative medicine and 
infectious disease at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine in 
Nashville. Instead, take your temperature in the late afternoon and early 
evening.
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
"Our temperature is not the same during the day. If you take it at eight 
o'clock in the morning, it may be normal," Schaffner explained.
"One of the most common presentations of fever is that your temperature
goes up in the late afternoon and early evening. It's a common way that 
viruses produce fever."



3. Dry Cough
Coughing is another common symptom, but it's not just any cough.
"It's not a tickle in your throat. You're not just clearing your throat. It's 
not just irritated," Schaffner explained.
The cough is bothersome, a dry cough that you feel deep in your chest.
How &#39;regular school&#39; parents can homeschool their kids
How 'regular school' parents can homeschool their kids
"It's coming from your breastbone or sternum, and you can tell that your 
bronchial tubes are inflamed or irritated," Schaffner added.
A report put out by the World Health Organization in February found over 
33% of 55,924 people with laboratory confirmed cases of Covid-19 had 
coughed up sputum, a thick mucus sometimes called phlegm, from their 
lungs.
4. Chills and body aches
"The beast comes out at night," said Cuomo, referencing the chills, body 
aches and high fever that visited him on April 1.
'It was like somebody was beating me like a pinata. And I was shivering 
so much that ... I chipped my tooth. They call them the rigors," he said 
from his basement, where he is quarantined from the rest of his family.
"I was hallucinating. My dad was talking to me. I was seeing people from 
college, people I haven't seen in forever, it was freaky," Cuomo said.
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Not everyone will have such a severe reaction, experts say. Some may 
have no chills or body aches at all. Others may experience milder flu-like 
chills, fatigue and achy joints and muscles, which can make it difficult to 
know if it's flu or coronavirus that's to blame.
One possible sign that you might have Covid-19 is if your symptoms don't 
improve after a week or so but actually worsen.
5. Sudden confusion
Speaking of worsening signs, the CDC says a sudden confusion or an 
inability to wake up and be alert may be a serious sign that emergency 
care may be needed. If you or a loved one has those symptoms, 
especially with other critical signs like bluish lips, trouble breathing or 
chest pain, the CDC says to seek help immediately.

6. Digestive issues
At first science didn't think diarrhea or other typical gastric issues that 



often come with the flu applied to the noval coronavirus, also known as 
SARS-CoV-2. As more research on survivors becomes available, that 
opinion has changed.
"In a study out of China where they looked at some of the earliest 
patients, some 200 patients, they found that digestive or stomach GI 
(gastrointestinal) symptoms were actually there in about half the 
patients," Gupta said on CNN's New Day news program.
Overall, "I think we're getting a little bit more insight into the types of 
symptoms that patients might have," Gupta said.
The study described a unique subset of milder cases in which the initial 
symptoms were digestive issues such as diarrhea, often without fever. 
Those patients experienced delays in testing and diagnosis than patients 
with respiratory issues, and they took longer to clear the virus from their 
systems.

7. Pink eye
Research from China, South Korea and other parts of the world indicate 
that about 1% to 3% of people with Covid-19 also had conjunctivitis, 
commonly known as pink eye.
Do you wear contact lenses? You should switch to glasses to stop 
spreading the virus

Conjunctivitis, a highly contagious condition when caused by a virus, is 
an inflammation of the thin, transparent layer of tissue, called 
conjunctiva, that covers the white part of the eye and the inside of the 
eyelid.
But SARS-CoV-2 is just one of many viruses that can cause conjunctivitis,
so it came as no real surprise to scientists that this newly discovered 
virus would do the same.
Still, a pink or red eye could be one more sign that you should call your 
doctor if you also have other telltale symptoms of Covid-19, such as fever,
cough or shortness of breath.
8. Loss of smell and taste
In mild to moderate cases of coronavirus, a loss of smell and taste is 
emerging as one of the most unusual early signs of Covid-19.
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
"What's called anosmia, which basically means loss of smell, seems to 
be a symptom that a number of patients developed," CNN Chief Medical 
Correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta told CNN anchor Alisyn Camerota on 



New Day.
"It may be linked to loss of taste, linked to loss of appetite, we're not 
sure -- but it's clearly something to look out for," Gupta said. "Sometimes 
these early symptoms aren't the classic ones."
"Anosmia, in particular, has been seen in patients ultimately testing 
positive for the coronavirus with no other symptoms," according to the 
American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery.
A recent analysis of milder cases in South Korea found the major 
presenting symptom in 30% of patients was a loss of smell. In Germany, 
more than two in three confirmed cases had anosmia.
It has long been known in medical literature that a sudden loss of smell 
may be associated with respiratory infections caused by other types of 
coronaviruses, so it wasn't a surprise that the novel coronavirus would 
have this effect, according to ENT UK (PDF), a professional organization 
representing ear, nose and throat surgeons in the United Kingdom.
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
Is there anything you can do at home to test to see if you're suffering a 
loss of smell? The answer is yes, by using the "jellybean test" to tell if 
odors flow from the back of your mouth up through your nasal pharynx 
and into your nasal cavity. if you can pick out distinct flavors such as 
oranges and lemons, your sense of smell is functioning fine.
9. Fatigue
For some people, extreme fatigue can be an early sign of the novel 
coronavirus. The WHO report found nearly 40% of the nearly 6,000 people
with laboratory confirmed cases experienced fatigue.
Just a few days into his quarantine, Cuomo was already exhausted by the
fevers and body aches the disease brings.
"I'm so lethargic that I can stare outside, and, like, an hour-and-a-half 
goes by," Cuomo told Gupta on Anderson Cooper 360. "I think I took a 10-
minute nap, and it was three and a half hours."
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
Fatigue may continue long after the virus is gone. Anecdotal reports from
people who have recovered from Covid-19 say exhaustion and lack of 
energy continue well past the standard recovery period of a few weeks.

10. Headache, sore throat, congestion



The WHO report also found nearly 14% of the almost 6,000 cases of 
Covid-19 in China had symptoms of headache and sore throat, while 
almost 5% had nasal congestion.
Certainly not the most common signs of the disease, but obviously 
similar to colds and flu. In fact, many symptoms of Covid-19 can resemble
the flu, including headaches and the previously mentioned digestive 
issues, body aches and fatigue. Still other symptoms can resemble a cold
or allergies, such as a sore throat and congestion.
Most likely, experts say, you simply have a cold or the flu -- after all, they 
can cause fever and cough too.
So what should you do?
"At this moment, the current guidance -- and this may change -- is that if 
you have symptoms that are similar to the cold and the flu and these are 
mild symptoms to moderate symptoms, stay at home and try to manage 
them" with rest, hydration and the use of fever-reducing medications, 
said the AMA's Harris.

That advice does not apply if you are over age 60, since immune systems 
weaken as we age or if you are pregnant. Anyone with concerns about 
coronavirus should call their healthcare provider, according to the CDC.
It's unclear whether pregnant women have a greater chance of getting 
severely ill from coronavirus, but the CDC has said that women 
experience changes in their bodies during pregnancy that may increase 
their risk of some infections.
In general, Covid-19 infections are riskier if you have underlying health 
conditions such as diabetes, chronic lung disease or asthma, heart 
failure or heart disease, sickle cell anemia, cancer (or are undergoing 
chemotherapy), kidney disease with dialysis, a body mass index (BMI) 
over 40 (extremely obese) or an autoimmune disorder.
"Older patients and individuals who have underlying medical conditions 
or are immunocompromised should contact their physician early in the 
course of even mild illness," the CDC advises.
To be clear, you are at higher risk -- even if you are young -- if you have 
underlying health issues.
"People under 60 with underlying illnesses, with diabetes, heart disease, 
immunocompromised or have any kind of lung disease previously, those 
people are more vulnerable despite their younger age," Schaffner said.

Do I have 'cabin fever?' What it is, how to 'cure' it
A history of travel to an area where the novel coronavirus is widespread 



(and those parts of the world, including the US, are going up each day) is 
obviously another key factor in deciding if your symptoms may be Covid-
19 or not.
How to be evaluated
If you have no symptoms, please don't ask for testing or add to backlog 
of calls at testing centers, clinics, hospitals and the like, experts say.
"We do not test people with no symptoms because it's a resource issue," 
Schaffner said about the assessment center at Vanderbilt. "However, we 
are emphasizing that people who have this small cluster of important 
symptoms -- fever and anything related to the lower respiratory tract such
as cough and difficulty breathing -- reach out to be evaluated."
If you do have those three signs, where should you go?

'Contagion' vs. coronavirus: The film's connections to a real life pandemic
"If you have insurance and you're looking for a provider or someone to 
call or connect with, there's always a number on the back of your 
insurance card; or if you go online, there is information for patients," 
Harris said.

"If you don't have insurance, you can start with the state health 
department or the local community health centers, those are officially 
known as federally qualified health centers," Harris advised, adding that 
some states have a 1-800 hotline number to call.
"If there is a testing and assessment center near you, you can go there 
directly," Schaffer said. "It's always good to notify them that you're 
coming. Otherwise, you need to call your healthcare provider and they 
will direct you what to do."

CNN's Jacqueline Howard contributed to this report.”
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Market Update for Tuesday - April 7th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:



Yesterday the DOW finished with its 3rd biggest rally ever.And today it 
looked like stocks were going to add to yesterday’s gains: In overnight 
trading the major indices rallied.And at the open, the DOW was higher by 
4.2%.

*But after the strong start, some sobering news led to a pullback.In New 
York it looked like recent cases had peaked. But then New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo reported the biggest one-day jump in deaths (731).

*And a sell-off that lasted from lunch until the close erased the day’s 
gains and put the major indices in negative territory.

*Crude Oil (CL) finished lower for the 2nd day in a row. With an 8.8% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at $23.78 a barrel.

*And it sounds like there’s more stimulus on the way…House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi said she wants the next spending package to be at least $1 
trillion.

*And Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said he believes an 
increase to the small business loan program will be approved Thursday."

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Pink Moon linked to 'end of days' omen… 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
PANDEMIC DREAMS HAUNTING NATION'S SLEEP...
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241822731.html
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.the-sun.com/lifestyle/tech/648619/pink-moon-meaning-conspiracy-theory/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11349914/france-coronavirus-worst-world-death-toll/
https://apnews.com/72a432c5ef566621f3b288146d2bc00d


CNN
Trump's wild performance at a press conference was a troubling 
spectacle at a moment when presidents are called to provide consistent, 
level leadership https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus/index.html 

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection [ Well, 
what can you expect from a complicit branch of the corrupt american so-
called government that ie., sports a typically corrupt new jersey guinea 
sam alito … you know the drill, ‘in for a penny, in for a pound’ which says 
it all. america is a complete and total fraud! ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/supreme-court-tipping-scales-trump-reelection-psaki/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html


Update:     Dosage guidance removed from CDC website on drug touted by   
Georgia, Florida and Trump

Advice:   Biden describes his phone call with Trump   

KFile:     New Trump press secretary downplayed pandemic  

live updates US cases are nearing 400,000

Fauci's prediction:     When will kids return to school?  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 12,000  

Cuomo  : Covid symptoms are 'depressing,' wearing me down  

Podcast:     Doctors' difficult decisions  

Fact check: Trump makes misleading claims about the WHO and his 
record on the coronavirus

Wisconsin holds primary election during pandemic

Opinion: Trump is desperately seeking to avoid blame

US states race to fight coronavirus cases with long-awaited medical 
shipments

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

CDC director: US death toll could be lower than warned

Doctor explains drop in predicted deaths

Trump removes watchdog overseeing coronavirus emergency funds 

Acting secretary of the Navy resigns after calling ousted aircraft carrier 
captain 'stupid'

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection 

Passengers to be evacuated from Antarctic cruise ship after almost 60% 
test positive for coronavirus

Global stocks and US futures retreat on coronavirus caution

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/americas/greg-mortimer-cruise-ship-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/americas/greg-mortimer-cruise-ship-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/supreme-court-tipping-scales-trump-reelection-psaki/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/modly-resign-crozier-esper-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/modly-resign-crozier-esper-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/trump-sidelines-pentagon-watchdog-coronavirus-funds/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/08/coronavirus-deaths-model-numbers-chris-murray-cooper-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/white-house-coronavirus-death-projections/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/07/illinois-comptroller-coronavirus-state-response-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/trump-covid-19-stimulus-glenn-fine-filipovic/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/wisconsin-primary-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-7/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-7/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/08/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-symptoms-sanjay-gupta-vpx-cpt.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/07/coronavirus-school-prediction-fauci-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-08-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/white-house-press-secretary-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/biden-trump-phone-call-coronavirus-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/cdc-coronavirus-hydroxychloroquine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/cdc-coronavirus-hydroxychloroquine/index.html


John Prine, influential singer-songwriter, dies at 73

Chinese billionaire who criticized Xi Jinping over coronavirus under 
investigation

Early data shows this group faces higher risk of getting coronavirus

Boris Johnson is 'stable' in ICU 

Detroit hospital nurses refuse to work without more help, ordered to 
leave

Van Jones: Start screaming this to the black community

Why black Americans are at higher risk for coronavirus

Mayor orders police to crack down on social gatherings. They find his 
wife at a bar

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Hello Giggles Andrew Lloyd Webber will live-
stream his most famous musicals every Friday for your Broadway date 
night https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-
140223912.html Every Friday, Broadway genius Andrew Lloyd Webber will
live stream one of his classic musicals for free via YouTube. Here's how 
to watch.

CNN
“THE 24 MOST WILDLY IRRESPONSIBLE LINES FROM DONALD TRUMP'S LATEST 
INTERVIEW WITH SEAN HANNITY https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-
trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so 
criminal; yet, at once , he’s a total joke, global laughing stock. Pathetic! ]

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

Updated 11:59 AM ET, Wed April 8, 2020 

(CNN)Even as his administration -- and the country -- continue to battle the coronavirus, 
President Donald Trump keeps finding time to call into Fox News' host Sean Hannity's 

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-08-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/chris-cillizza
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/illinois-mayor-wife-gathering-police-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/illinois-mayor-wife-gathering-police-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/coronavirus-black-americans-race/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/07/coronavirus-deaths-disparity-black-communities-jones-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/detroit-nurses-sinai-grace-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/detroit-nurses-sinai-grace-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/uk/boris-johnson-coronavirus-uk-gbr-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/07/african-americans-higher-risk-coronavirus-ed-lavandera-tsr-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/asia/china-ren-zhiqiang-xi-jinping-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/asia/china-ren-zhiqiang-xi-jinping-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/entertainment/john-prine-singer-songwriter-dead-73/index.html


show. 

THE POINT -- NOW ON YOUTUBE! 
In each episode of his weekly YouTube show, Chris Cillizza will delve a little deeper into the
surreal world of politics. Click to subscribe!
Trump and Hannity talked March 5 and then again on March 27. And the two were back at 
it on Tuesday night. Below, the lines you need to see from that conversation.
1. "So, you know, things are happening. It's a -- it's -- I haven't seen bad. I've not seen
bad."
This is Trump talking about his push for hospitals to use hydroxychloroquine on patients 
struggling to combat coronavirus. Worth noting here that: a) Trump is not a doctor and b) 
most doctors are wary of recommending the anti-malarial drug's use broadly until more 
testing is done. And away we go!

2. "And I was -- I was excoriated by the fake news and by the press, by these people 
that are bad people. They're just bad people. They don't -- they cannot love our 
country, I can tell you."
In which the President openly claims that the media are "bad people" who "cannot love our 
country." His evidence? An inaccurate allegation that he was "excoriated" by the press for 
closing down travel from China when the coronavirus outbreak began.
3. "Once you get it -- I mean, if you're in the wrong group, if you're -- if you have a 
medical condition, if you're older -- it seems that older is certainly prime time for this 
-- this plague, this horrible virus."
An unedited "sentence" uttered by the President of the United States.
4. "I mean, you look at what's going on with the hospitals in New York and New 
Jersey. I was -- I was watching a little while ago, and it's -- it's terrible, a terrible 
thing."
A good reminder here that the lens through which Trump sees -- and perceives -- the world 
is cable television. Forever and always.
5. "We have to get our country open again. This wasn't designed to have this. You 
crack it -- you crack it in half. It's no good."
Trump is talking about the economy here, I think. All I know for sure is if you crack it in half, 
it's no good.
6. "The good thing is that the number of beds needed, I think we were right about 
that. I was right. My group was right."
"I was right." And, according to this analysis by MIT's Technology Review, Trump wasn't 
right; 21 states are expected to have hospital bed shortages in the coming weeks.
7. "I just saw on your show and a couple of other people just reported back to me 
that everyone is in great shape from the standpoint of ventilators, which are very 
hard, because they're expensive and they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and 
they're very high-tech."
"'Scotch tape and baling wire': How some hospitals and companies are responding to meet 
America's ventilator shortage" -- USA Today, April 8, 2020. Also, Donald Trump on 
ventilators: "they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and they're very high-tech."
8. "And by the way, the hydroxychloroquine, we have millions of doses that I bought.
I bought millions of doses, you know, for the country, the country bought."
"I bought."
9. "We have more than 29 million doses, and that's a lot."
[does a series of mathematical calculations] Yes, that is a lot.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/08/coronavirus-ventilator-shortage-hospitals-diy/2957847001/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/04/07/998527/coronavirus-us-states-worst-hospital-bed-shortages/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/anthony-fauci-peter-navarro-coronavirus-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus-china/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1


10. "A lot of people are looking at it and saying -- you know, there's just -- I don't hear
bad stories. I hear good stories."
So, the President hears "good stories" about the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine and "a lot 
of people are looking at it." Does that replace the clinical trials that the medical community 
wants before fully embracing the drug's use? No? 
11. "And I don't hear anything where it's causing death. So it's not like something 
unsafe."
Objection! Anecdotal, your honor. (My mom always wanted me to be a lawyer.)
12. "It's been incredible how -- how so far -- I mean, I hate to say flawlessly, it's three 
days, but it's away ahead of schedule."
"Small Business Aid Program Stretches Agency to Its Limits" -- The New York Times, April 
8, 2020
13. "Well, I'd love to open with a big bang, one beautiful country, and just open."
Uh huh. Tell me more...
14. "We're way under any polls or any of the models, as they call them -- they have 
models, and we're way under, and we hope to keep it that way, in terms of death."
It might be relevant to note here that Donald Trump is not, by training, a statistician.
15. " You know, we had the greatest economy in the history of our country, and then 
all of a sudden, they come in and say: 'Sir, you're going to have to close it.'"
Not true. No matter how many times he says it.
16. "It wiped out -- I mean, it just was unbelievable. That was your all-time bad."
Donald Trump on the Spanish Flu of 1918-1919. 
17. "So you have to be careful because you look at that, and close to 100 people get 
killed, you have to think that, you know, nobody would have thought it could have 
happened, but then you have to think, when you see this coming in and you see what
was happening in China, you have to say, well, maybe this can happen here, so we 
have to be careful."
[Jim Halpert stare at the camera]
18. "And I did what I wanted to do, and it was a good move."
This is Trump on his decision to shut down travel from China. But really this is Trump on 
everything.
19. "Well, I'm a diplomat, too."
[nods head very slowly]
20. "He has a hard time getting the words out, 'thank you, you did a great job.'"
Trump is referring here to an alleged lack of gratitude by New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo for 
what the federal government has done for him on coronavirus. Remember that Trump 
always wants to be thanked and congratulated -- for doing his job.
21. "When they bring you to the hospital with this one, this is not having your 
appendix taken out. It's a bad -- that's a bad thing."
Dr. Trump doing his daily rounds...
22. "I actually have four companies that are high-tech. I mean, these are brilliant, 
brilliant people. You look at Ebola, you look at AIDS, you look at some of the things 
that they've done, these are the companies that have really did it."
"I actually have four companies that are high-tech."
23. "So, I'm just -- all I am is a matchmaker. I -- you know, I see results, I see great 
technicians, great people, come in with -- with really, you know, potential cures, 
OK?"
A "matchmaker," eh?
24. "The media has been -- the lamestream media has been extremely dishonest and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59Hj7bp38f8
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/donald-trump-press-media-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/90483/website-lets-you-watch-every-single-stare-scene-office
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/09/07/president-trumps-repeated-claim-greatest-economy-history-our-country/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/business/coronavirus-ppp-small-business-aid.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/business/coronavirus-ppp-small-business-aid.html


it's a shame, it's very sad."

This feels like a good place to end.”

Bernie Sanders drops out

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/bernie-sanders-drops-out/index.html


In a speech to supporters, the Vermont senator clears the path for Biden 
to serve as the Democratic nominee

Sanders: Path towards victory is virtually impossible

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Opinion: Now that Sanders is out, Democrats should cancel convention

Dana Bash points out glaring absence in Sanders' address

Civil rights icon John Lewis endorses Joe Biden

These are the other candidates who were once in the race

Chaos rocks White House on virus' most tragic day

Analysis: 24 irresponsible lines from Trump's latest interview with Sean 
Hannity

Aides hope to give Trump his economic 'big bang' starting in May

Almost 60% on cruise test positive

Opinion: Trump's real goal in demoting stimulus watchdog

Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing' 

CNN poll: Majority say federal government has done a poor job of 
preventing spread

Obama suggests a robust system of testing is needed before US can ease
measures

Right-wing media suggests death toll is inflated, despite experts saying 
opposite

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

What California is doing right in responding to the coronavirus pandemic

Amid a national shortage of Covid-19 tests, California's wealthy can still 
get tested

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/us/california-doctor-sell-coronavirus-tests/index.html
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http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/bernie-sanders-drops-out/index.html


live updates Social distancing is working but deaths are rising, New York 
governor says 

Future projections are better than expected

Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?

'She coded in my arms': Mother recalls 27-year-old daughter's last 
moments

Report:     US intel warned of China's spreading virus in November  

A truck driver stabs four women, killing three, at a Tennessee truck stop, 
officers say

Live updates After major Dow rally fizzles, stocks try to gain again

https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040820/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/us/truck-driver-stabbed-women-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/us/truck-driver-stabbed-women-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/us-intelligence-report-china-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/08/zenobia-shepherd-intv-leilani-grocery-store-covid-19-died-in-arms-sot-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/08/zenobia-shepherd-intv-leilani-grocery-store-covid-19-died-in-arms-sot-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/07/coronavirus-school-prediction-fauci-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-08-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-08-20/index.html


DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… 
No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... 
HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his parishioners would rather die than not go to 
church... 
Pastor who criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... 
California sheriff warns he can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not 
wearing masks...
State still way behind in testing... 
NJ town resorts to talking drones for social enforcement...
NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop...
Broadway Closed Through June 7...
South Florida City New Hot Spot...
DC braces for looming surge… 
Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed...
Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill...
Grocery stores turn to robots...
Massive wave of evictions coming...
Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November...
Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies...
Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows...
Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police...
Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist...
'By December, we are going to go through this again'...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in a largely straightforward 
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html
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https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/08/coronavirus-when-normal-expert-health-care-172005
https://news.trust.org/item/20200408103237-l2epf
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/tested-positive-coronavirus-health-workers-may-share-your-address-police-n1178696
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/as-coronavirus-fears-grow-doctors-and-nurses-face-abuse-attacks/ar-BB12kjM9
https://sports.yahoo.com/hospitals-feds-seizing-masks-other-210748808.html
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/news/story/intelligence-report-warned-coronavirus-crisis-early-november-sources-70031273
https://www.sfgate.com/opinion/article/A-massive-wave-of-evictions-is-coming-Temporary-15186836.php
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/business/grocery-stores-robots-automation/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/pence-tells-u-food-workers-003303338.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/news/farmers-are-panic-buying-to-keep-america-e2-80-99s-95-million-cows-fed/ar-BB12jy9v
https://apnews.com/e385038e91b655311219ffe23f130da9
https://www.thedailybeast.com/hialeah-florida-is-a-coronavirus-disaster-waiting-to-happen
https://deadline.com/2020/04/broadway-closed-june-7-coronavirus-2019-2020-season-ends-1202903469/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/07/man-wearing-medical-mask-sucker-punches-nypd-cop-in-the-bronx/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/nj-town-resorts-to-talking-drones-to-enforce-social-distancing/2364912/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/california-still-way-behind-in-coronavirus-testing-despite-recent-advances/ar-BB12jZgG
https://www.the-sun.com/news/654495/california-sheriff-warns-fines-arrests/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/654495/california-sheriff-warns-fines-arrests/
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https://www.the-sun.com/news/654996/louisiana-pastor-refuses-stop-church-services-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/654996/louisiana-pastor-refuses-stop-church-services-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/government-and-businessesturn-attention-to-eventual-reopeningof-22-trillion-u-s-economy-11586301615
https://apnews.com/fab319a90ead9aae057f7fab059c2ccb
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/04/07/coronavirus-update-already-struggling-small-businesses-in-south-bay-being-targeted-by-robbers/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8198633/US-hits-new-record-highest-number-coronavirus-deaths-DAY-1-890-fatalities.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/07/kushner-coronavirus-surveillance-174165
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/779-more-coronavirus-deaths-reported-in-new-york
https://apnews.com/136a9343b179727e81b89df3e7fc46c7
https://www.theguardian.com/world/ng-interactive/2020/apr/08/coronavirus-100-days-that-changed-the-world
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coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html 

Researchers say the peak is still to come, but the model used by the 
White House now shows far fewer projected US deaths

Seasons:   Scientists say warmer weather won't stop virus  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 14,000  

CNN
[ A day in the life of coronamerica from the wall street perspective … in 
other words, total bull s**t! ] 

https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

Parts of US could ease restrictions by summer [ Bullishit! ]

Dr. Anthony Fauci says some regions of the country could move toward 
normalcy, but there are caveats 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/what-matters-april-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/what-matters-april-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html


live updates Almost 20% of the NYPD is out sick [ Bullishit! ]

America on hold:   These are the human stories of the pandemic   [ Bullishit!
]

Late rent:     Nearly a third of Americans didn't pay rent this month   
[ Bullishit! ]

Only one Covid-19 death:     See how country did it  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 14,000   [ Bullishit! ]

WHO chief:   See his response to Trump's threat   [ Bullishit! ] 

Pence's office blocks public health officials from appearing on CNN 
[ Bullishit! ]

GOP and Democrats block competing proposals over more COVID-19 aid 
[ Bullishit! ] 

Fact check: Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in straightforward 
briefing [ Bullishit! ]

CNN poll: Biden leads Trump in national head-to-head matchup

Analysis: Trump is missing his biggest asset in his bid for reelection 
[ trump’s biggest ass yet! Bullishit! ] 

See new press secretary's shocking and false claims about Trump 
[ Bullishit! ]

Analysis: Trump's secret theory about Barack Obama's endorsement

Watch Trump's reaction to Sanders ending presidential campaign 
[ Bullishit! ]

NYT: 86-year-old who broke social distancing space in ER died after being
shoved [ Bullishit! ]

Opinion: This Wisconsin voter was furious, so she made this sign

Fed unleashes another $2.3 trillion to support economy [ Bullishit! ] 

California's early response helped to flatten the curve

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/09/california-coronavirus-response-dan-simon-newday-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/economy/federal-reserve-stimulus-states-cities/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/opinions/wisconsin-voter-this-is-ridiculous-lake/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/bernie-sanders-ends-presidential-campaign-trump-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/barack-obama-joe-biden-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/kayleigh-mcenany-white-house-press-secretary-past-comments-president-trump-orig-me.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/donald-trump-economy-joe-biden-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/cnn-poll-biden-trump/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/08/who-defends-coronavirus-response-trump-criticism-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/08/new-zealand-one-confirmed-coronavirus-death-jacinda-ardern-watson-pkg-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/business/americans-rent-payment-trnd/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-09-20/index.html


Analysis: Goodbye, Bernie Sanders [ Bullishit! ]

8 Capitol police test positive for coronavirus [ Bullishit! ]

'Yikes!' Amanpour reacts to Fox News montage about virus

Analysis: What Fox News' silence about 'Diamond & Silk' says about the 
network 

Study: New York's coronavirus outbreak came from Europe and other 
parts of US [ Bullishit! ]

MSNBC
As virus ravages U.S., Trump continues to look for targets to blame 
[ trump is so sick, so pathetic! ]

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-continues-looking-for-targets-to-blame-81825349854
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/new-york-coronavirus-outbreak-europe-origin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/new-york-coronavirus-outbreak-europe-origin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/media/fox-news-diamond-and-silk-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/media/fox-news-diamond-and-silk-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/fox-news-coronavirus-montage-amanpour-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/capitol-police-test-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/world/meanwhile-in-america-april-9/index.html


Sen. Murphy: Coronavirus will cause 'ripples of grief and trauma' for 
decades

Dr. Fauci: There may be no going back to the pre-coronavirus 'normal' 
[DUH!]

DRUDGEREPORT
Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press 
Briefings... 
EASTER CRACKDOWN
ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]
PEAK DEATH SUNDAY? 

New York daily death toll reaches third-straight record at 799... 
Outbreak Aboard Second Navy Carrier… 
DC mayor: All shoppers at grocery stores must wear masks... 
Major Meat Processors Shutting Down Plants Nationwide As Employees 
Get Sick...
After Violent Night, Chicago Mayor Puts Curfew On Liquor Sales... 
Prison riot in Washington state... 
UK lockdown   indefinitely  ...   
How single cough spreads across supermarket... 
Video shows particles from runners can infect you... 
Immune system gone haywire doing more damage than covid itself?
More and more testing positive AGAIN...
Most New York Cases Came From Europe, Genomes Show...
Federal stocks of protective equipment nearly depleted...
Mnuchin says could be 'open for business' in May...
16.8 million Americans thrown out of work as toll rises...
Fed Chair Powell says U.S. economy deteriorating with alarming speed… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-
deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak 
Pumps Another $2.3 Trillion... Why relief to small businesses has lagged...

Crisis Legacy: Mountains of Debt… 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
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https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/08/most-new-york-coronavirus-cases-came-from-europe-genomes-show/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/491950-more-coronavirus-patients-testing-positive-again-after-recovery-report
https://www.wsj.com/articles/haywire-immune-response-eyed-in-coronavirus-deaths-treatment-11586430001
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11360637/video-runners-breath-spread-coronavirus/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11359723/video-cough-can-spread-cloud-coronavirus-across-supermarket-lingers/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-measures-21842421
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-measures-21842421
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/washington/articles/2020-04-09/virus-sparks-prison-riot-hits-more-wa-long-term-care-homes
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/04/08/chicago-mayor-lightfoot-curfew-on-liquor-sales-starts-thursday/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-latest-major-meat-processors-shutting-down-plants-as-employees-get-sick-with-covid-19/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-latest-major-meat-processors-shutting-down-plants-as-employees-get-sick-with-covid-19/
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/492009-bowser-all-shoppers-at-dc-grocery-stores-must-wear-masks
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2020-04-09/military-warns-of-coronavirus-breakouts-aboard-uss-nimitz-aircraft-carrier
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/09/new-york-coronavirus-daily-death-toll-reaches-third-straight-record-at-799-gov-cuomo-says.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200409134921-dvhvj
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abp-vigano-asks-bishops-priests-to-pray-exorcism-against-satan-on-holy-saturday
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
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https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/dr-fauci-going-back-to-pre-coronavirus-normal-might-not-ever-happen-81713733998
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NYTIMES
6.6 Million Join U.S. Jobless Rolls; New Aid Plan Stalls in Senate 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?
action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

16 Million U.S. Workers Filed for Benefits in Last 3 Weeks

• The dire employment data suggested that Washington’s recent $2   
trillion relief package was not working quickly enough to halt the 
economic devastation.

• A Trump administration request for $250 billion in spending to   
replenish a new loan program for small businesses hit a roadblock in
the Senate.

CNN
Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 16,000   
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

MSNBC
Contradicting experts, Trump says U.S. doesn't need nationwide testing 
ahead of return to work 

HUFFPOST
CORONAVIRUS U.S. Economy Unlikely To Recover As Rapidly As It 
Collapsed

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
https://www.huffpost.com/feature/coronavirus
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CNN
NY has more coronavirus cases than any country 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 
[ Start spreading the news, we’re leaving today, Don’t want to be a part of
guinea town, New York, New York … ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


While updated projections lowered the national death estimate, New 
York's projected deaths increased

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 16,000  

Analysis  : Lack of testing may blunt Trump's planned revival  

live updates 16 US states have statewide school closures

CDC director  : US coming to the peak of coronavirus cases  

Analysis  : The EU has bungled its pandemic response and might never   
fully recover

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Dr. Gupta shows how to make your own mask at home

The United States is already in a recession, 45 economists say

Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics

Analysis: Here's the silver lining in the CNN poll for Trump

Trump and Pence give different answer to the same question

White House reverses position after blocking health officials from 
appearing on CNN

Florida governor falsely claims the coronavirus hasn't killed anyone under
25

CNN Investigates: The red tape that crippled the US's virus response

Obama to mayors on coronavirus: Biggest mistake leaders can make is to
misinform

The Top 10 women Joe Biden might choose as his VP

Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering

Magic Johnson sees one similarity between Covid and HIV

Chinese government reveals draft list of animals which can be farmed for
meat

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/asia/china-wildlife-law-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/asia/china-wildlife-law-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/10/town-hall-magic-johnson-coronavirus-covid-19-minority-urban-communities-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/ammon-bundy-easter-gathering-idaho/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/obama-mayors-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/coronavirus-testing-cdc-fda-red-tape-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/florida-ron-desantis-false-claim-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/florida-ron-desantis-false-claim-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/09/us-testing-trump-coronavirus-task-force-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/donald-trump-joe-biden-poll-support/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/barack-obama-2014-pandemic-comments-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/business/united-states-recession/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/dr-sanjay-gupta-diy-make-mask-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/europe/eu-bungled-coronavirus-response-analysis-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/europe/eu-bungled-coronavirus-response-analysis-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/town-hall-redfield-coronavirus-us-peak-reopen-economy-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/donald-trump-testing-economy-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


Tornadoes and damaging winds are likely Easter weekend 

Unclaimed NY coronavirus bodies may be buried on island, officials say

Pop star: You should be upset I got a virus test and you didn't

A woman was arrested after licking $1,800 worth of grocery store items, 
police say

How a 100-year-old vaccine for tuberculosis could help fight the novel 
coronavirus

MSNBC
Trump lauds testing efforts, but under 1 percent of the U.S. population 
has been checked for COVID-19

https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-lauds-testing-efforts-but-under-1-of-the-u-s-has-been-checked-81862725866
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-lauds-testing-efforts-but-under-1-of-the-u-s-has-been-checked-81862725866
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/tuberculosis-bcg-vaccine-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/tuberculosis-bcg-vaccine-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-licked-grocery-store-items-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-licked-grocery-store-items-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/entertainment/2020/04/09/pink-coronavirus-ellen-interview-orig-vstan-bdk.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/new-york-hart-island-burials/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/weather/easter-weekend-tornado-storm-forecast/index.html


HUFFPOST
NEW YORK STATE PASSES ALL COUNTRIES IN CASES 

CNN
Tracking Covid-19:     US deaths top 18,000   https://www.cnn.com/interactive/
2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ 

The end of social distancing won't mean the end of coronavirus

As conversations about reopening the economy ramp up, Dr. Fauci says 
there's "no doubt" there will be cases of the virus when restrictions are 
relaxed

Demographics:     Surgeon general explains how coronavirus   
disproportionately affects people of color

Watch:   Surgeon general defends 'big mama' remark  

Podcast:   Keeping faith in a pandemic  

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Trump asked what metrics he's using for re-opening US. See his response

Postal Service looking into absentee ballot delivery irregularities in 
Wisconsin 

The rising number of deaths at homes have NYPD detectives fighting an 
'invisible bullet'

No, the coronavirus is not the leading cause of death in the US, CDC says

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval ticking down on coronavirus response

Ex-FDA commissioner says 'widespread screening' needed to reopen 
economy

Watchdog finds Treasury acted properly in denying request for Trump tax 
returns

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-tax-returns-treasury-watchdog-report/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-tax-returns-treasury-watchdog-report/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/former-fda-commissioner-scott-gottlieb-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/former-fda-commissioner-scott-gottlieb-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/cnn-poll-of-polls-trump-approval-coronavirus-general-election-biden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/coronavirus-not-leading-cause-of-death-us-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/nypd-doa-calls-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/nypd-doa-calls-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/absentee-ballots-postal-service-wisconsin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/absentee-ballots-postal-service-wisconsin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/trump-biggest-decision-coronavirus-tapper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-big-mama-abuela-comment-briefing-nr-bts-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/jerome-adams-minority-communities-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/jerome-adams-minority-communities-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-latest-news-coronavirus_n_5e8de277c5b62459a932511a


Opinion: Trump administration is rushing to gut environmental 
protections 

Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics

Exclusive: Navy commander says virus-struck aircraft carrier crew 
'struggling' after captain's firing

US Postal Service warns Congress it could become insolvent due to 
coronavirus

IRS says stimulus payments begin next week

Fact Check: Trump's new anti-Biden ad is filled with deceptive images 
and audio clips

See astronaut's advice about living in isolation

Opinion: UK's concern for Boris Johnson overrides politics 

Virginia governor signs abortion protections into law

US attorney launches investigation of Massachusetts veteran's nursing 
home suffering from deadly Covid-19 outbreak

3M sues over another company's marked-up offer to New York City of N95
masks

President Andrew Cuomo? Maybe

Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering

Car insurers are giving billions back to drivers. It still may not be enough

CNN
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/business/car-insurance-rebates-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/ammon-bundy-easter-gathering-idaho/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/09/governor-andrew-cuomo-for-president-2024-cillizza-the-point.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/3m-sues-new-york-city-n95-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/3m-sues-new-york-city-n95-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/holyoke-soldiers-home-us-attorney-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/holyoke-soldiers-home-us-attorney-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/virginia-abortion-protections/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/uks-concern-for-boris-johnson-overrides-politics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/10/nasa-astronaut-andrew-morgan-advice-on-isolation-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-campaign-ad-joe-biden-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-campaign-ad-joe-biden-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/stimulus-check-free-tax-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/postal-service-congress-help/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/postal-service-congress-help/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/navy-commander-carrier-crew-struggling/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/navy-commander-carrier-crew-struggling/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/barack-obama-2014-pandemic-comments-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/trump-rushing-to-rollback-environmental-protections-during-pandemic-garbow/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/trump-rushing-to-rollback-environmental-protections-during-pandemic-garbow/index.html


As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is 
yet to come in Texas and Florida

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered 
week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instea
d-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/
2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

TEST OF FAITH
IN A WORLD LOCKED DOWN 

Economic devastation looms on a Good Friday like no other...
How America was hit with COVID-19 from two continents...
2,200 Deaths In Nursing Homes...
Poop study shows virus cases undercounted...
Traces found in wastewater at high levels...
Antibody test in German town shows 15% infection rate...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing...
Half have neurological problems...
BROTHERLY LOVE: Man Gets Ripped Off Philly Bus For Not Wearing 
Mask...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong 
direction...
Prisoners Riot as Tensions Rise...
Inmates take over cell block in Kansas...
Europe close to herd immunity?
Rising from sick beds, medics head back to front lines...
Feds promised small businesses up to $2 million in loans. Now it's maxing
out at $15,000....
FAUCI: Americans could eventually carry certificates of immunity... 

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/10/dr-anthony-fauci-americans-could-eventually-carry-/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/908081/federal-program-promised-small-businesses-2-million-loans-now-maxing-15000
https://theweek.com/speedreads/908081/federal-program-promised-small-businesses-2-million-loans-now-maxing-15000
https://apnews.com/edcddd511e2e55a8a38076936e7948e2
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8206831/Europe-close-herd-immunity-coronavirus-ALREADY.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/inmates-kansas-prison-take-over-cell-block-damage-property-n1180856
https://www.wsj.com/articles/prisoners-riot-as-coronavirus-tensions-rise-11586469284
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/09/no-more-visiting-friends-and-neighbors-under-whitmers-expanded-coronavirus-order/5125426002/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/watch-philadelphia-police-man-bus-mask-video/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/watch-philadelphia-police-man-bus-mask-video/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/heres-where-coronavirus-hides-in-your-body
https://spectator.us/covid-antibody-test-german-town-shows-15-percent-infection-rate/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-traces-found-in-massachusetts-wastewater/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241908771.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-8206625/America-hit-COVID-19-two-continents-studies-suggest.html
https://apnews.com/8233264cd1a25eb2e583ef9f5e4f8d37
https://news.yahoo.com/experiences-emptiness-postcards-16-cities-across-world-001752427.html
https://apnews.com/98dd007d4c24dbba96386e2a3eb42444
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://apnews.com/517bb5588fc94403f797a2045095dcac
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/terence-p-jeffrey/federal-debt-tops-24-trillion-first-time-gao-current-federal
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/record-bankruptcies-predicted-in-next-year-as-unemployment-soars
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


MAG: Pandemic Will Cleave Nation in Two...
APPLEGOOGLE to track contact via smartphone...
U.S. Projects Summer Spike if Stay-At-Home Orders Lifted...
PRESIDENT: Decision To Open Country 'Biggest I've Ever Had To Make'...
SICK MAP... https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing… 
Half have neurological problems… https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-
half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/ 
FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER
CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS
FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS
TESTING BOTCHED 
Coronavirus found in air samples up to 13 feet from patients… 
CDC: Cases Double In Week...
Former FDA Commissioner: 'Far More Deadly than Spanish Flu'...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong 
direction...
Congress Debates Using Smartphone Data...   Burning Man Canceled...  
Italy extends lockdown despite business pressure...
Reports Most New Cases in a Week... IT CAN'T GO ON FOREVER! SICK 
MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/we-cant-shelter-in-place-forever-how-the-coronavirus-lockdown-might-end/ar-BB12rLtc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/italy-reports-most-new-coronavirus-cases-in-a-week/ar-BB12ujzZ
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-extends-lockdown-despite-business-pressure-183024850.html
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/11/burning-man-canceled-coronavirus-virtual/
https://www.nextgov.com/analytics-data/2020/04/congress-hears-optionsand-concerns-using-smartphone-data-fight-covid-19/164538/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/09/no-more-visiting-friends-and-neighbors-under-whitmers-expanded-coronavirus-order/5125426002/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/heres-where-coronavirus-hides-in-your-body
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/scott-gottlieb-coronavirus-would-have-been-far-more-deadly-than-spanish-flu-if-it-appeared-in-1918/
https://www.usnews.com/news/healthiest-communities/articles/2020-04-10/us-coronavirus-cases-doubled-in-1-week-cdc-says
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-found-air-samples-13-feet-patients-231032581.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-strikes-at-least-2-100-nursing-homes-across-u-s-killing-2-000-residents-11586554096
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026
https://www.newsobserver.com/news/coronavirus/article241890896.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8209071/Model-shows-spike-coronavirus-case-summer-lockdown-lifted.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-task-force-update-covid-19-response-watch-live-stream-today-2020-04-10/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-live-updates-us-projects-summer-spike-in-infections-if-stay-at-home-orders-are-lifted/ar-BB12qDxP
https://www.axios.com/apple-google-team-up-on-coronavirus-contact-tracing-6579b80f-f348-4c8e-ac87-d823b9abb4fb.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2020/04/two-pandemics-us-coronavirus-inequality/609622/


CNN
Major pork processor closes -- with a warning

Coronavirus is closing plants, pushing the US 'close to the edge' of its 
meat supply, Smithfield's CEO says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/
index.html 

Analysis:     Virus may dash Trump's plan for economic opening  

Watch:     What life is like for a doctor at Mount Sinai Hospital  

Victims:     Real estate mogul and Trump friend Stanley Chera dies  

Opinion:   The problem with Trump right now  

Analysis:     Trump wants country reopened, but there's an obstacle  

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Lines at food banks grow as some farmers destroy food

• Fauci: Earlier mitigation efforts would have saved lives
• Biden lays out plan to 'safely' reopen country

NYC has more than 100,000 cases of coronavirus

• Opinion: Why US has world's highest number of Covid-19 deaths
• These are the faces of some of the US coronavirus victims

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-united-states-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/opinions/coronavirus-us-death-toll-trump-sachs-opinion/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-13-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/biden-coronavirus-plan-opinion-editorial-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/anthony-fauci-pushback-coronavirus-measures-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/13/farmers-destroy-food-banks-lemon-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/governors-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/opinions/looking-for-hope-amid-tragedy-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/stanley-chera-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/13/mount-sinai-hospital-brooklyn-doctor-coronavirus-ward-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-economy-testing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html


Deadly tornadoes in the South cause 'catastrophic' damage

China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus

Tapper: Mr. President, these questions need answers

There's another incurable virus stalking black America. And Covid-19 is 
making it worse

Lt. Governor apologizes to New Orleans mayor: I was wrong and she was 
right

'I woke up and couldn't taste or smell:' A possible early sign of 
coronavirus

Seven people fined $1,000 each for violating stay-at-home order

Stelter: Trump may be best of all at this

https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/12/trump-coronavirus-narrative-coronavirus-brian-stelter-rs-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/us/santa-cruz-fine-drinks-stay-home-order-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/smell-taste-coronavirus-pandemic-wellness-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/smell-taste-coronavirus-pandemic-wellness-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/12/louisiana-mardi-gras-parade-nungesser-intv-tsr-blitzer-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/12/louisiana-mardi-gras-parade-nungesser-intv-tsr-blitzer-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/black-americans-hiv-coronavirus-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/black-americans-hiv-coronavirus-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/12/trump-jake-tapper-coronavirus-covid-19-journalists-plan-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/asia/china-coronavirus-research-restrictions-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/weather/easter-sunday-weather-tornadoes-storms/index.html


Thousands gather virtually to remember RFK's granddaughter and her 
son

DRUDGEREPORT
FAUCI DOWNLOADS ON TRUMP: LIVES COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IF 
SHUT EARLIER
BATTLE TO RE-OPEN 
USA FACES 18 MONTHS OF ROLLING SHUTDOWNS? 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-
face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD 
All 50 states under disaster declaration for first time in history... 
EASTER REBELLION: Florida pastor, others flout stay-home orders... 
Leaders seize new powers, dangers grow for democracy... 
Surveillance Thrives... 
Test-and-trace programs... 
Grocery workers increasingly fear showing up at work... 
QANTAS staff consider class action alleging airline failed to protect... 
Flight Attendants and Pilots Question Safety... 
NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19...
Repeatedly played down seriousness...
'It's going to be just fine'...
The 'Red Dawn' Emails...
DEATHS NEAR 22,000...
America's Darwinian moment...
Life and Death in Hot Zone...
NEW CASES CHINA: MOST IN 6 WEEKS...
SICK MAP... 

MSNBC
Dr. Fauci: 'It became clear that we were in real trouble' by mid- to late 
January

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

https://www.msnbc.com/politicsnation/watch/dr-anthony-fauci-says-his-coronavirus-concerns-became-serious-mid-january-81955397569
https://www.msnbc.com/politicsnation/watch/dr-anthony-fauci-says-his-coronavirus-concerns-became-serious-mid-january-81955397569
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://news.trust.org/item/20200413004143-i15di
https://bdnews24.com/world/2020/04/12/life-and-death-in-the-hot-zone
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-inequality-darwinian-cbe43189-a776-445c-9d4a-40ddae1d2e38.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200412221334-qhwt2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/the-red-dawn-emails-8-key-exchanges-on-the-faltering-response-to-the-coronavirus/ar-BB12uMDp
https://apnews.com/6a8f85aad99607f313cca6ab1398e04d
https://www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/ct-nw-nyt-trump-early-warnings-ignored-timeline-20200411-dmyrwzmmanhajptjnqlwqfees4-story.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-BB12tYrs
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/12/flight-attendants-and-pilots-ask-is-it-ok-to-keep-working/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/apr/13/qantas-staff-consider-class-action-alleging-airline-failed-to-protect-them-against-covid-19
https://www.chron.com/business/article/Grocery-workers-increasingly-fear-showing-up-at-15195858.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/u-s-states-prepare-test-and-trace-programs-to-reopen-their-economies/ar-BB12ulVa
https://reason.com/2020/04/10/the-surveillance-state-thrives-during-the-pandemic/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Leaders-seize-new-powers-to-fight-coronavirus-15195776.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Florida-pastor-others-flout-stay-home-orders-on-15195904.php
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/492433-all-50-states-under-disaster-declaration-for-first
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Reopening-U-S-economy-by-May-1-may-be-15195921.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/672794/fauci-lives-saved-us-shut-down-earlier/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/672794/fauci-lives-saved-us-shut-down-earlier/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/robert-kennedy-granddaughter-maeve-kennedy-townsend-mckean-virtual-ceremony/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/robert-kennedy-granddaughter-maeve-kennedy-townsend-mckean-virtual-ceremony/index.html


Market Update for Monday - April 13th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

The major indices were mixed today following the biggest 1-week gain 
since 1974.

*The S&P and DOW still finished the day in negative territory for the first 
time in 3 sessions.

*However, the NASDAQ finished higher, helped out by a 7.0% jump in 
Netflix (NFLX) and new 52-week high for the stock.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row, even though OPEC 
members agreed to the biggest output cut in history. With a 1.5% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at 22.41 a barrel.

*Stimulus checks are trickling in, with the first deposits occurring over 
the weekend. The U.S. Treasury says that millions of Americans should 
receive deposits on Wednesday.

*JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) will kick off earnings 
season tomorrow. We’ll also hear from Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and 
Bank of America (BAC) this week.

HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS 
NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-
on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick 
dude trump beyond the pale! ]

MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO

CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health 
Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-
organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible 
… How very trumpian! ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-announces-defunding-of-world-health-organization-after-criticism-of-u-s-virus-response-82044485783
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899


'Scariest day of my life':   Trump describes moment at briefing  

Live updates There are more than 590,000 cases in the US

Looking back:     Tapper rolls the tape on what Trump does 'not want you to   
remember'

Reopening:     Battle over when to reopen the US escalates  

Chris Cuomo:   I can't shake off my fever  

Opinion  : Here's something Trump can't spin  

California governor outlines plan to reopen economy as US death toll tops
25,000

• Trump retreats  : President acknowledges governors have authority to   
reopen states
• Analysis  : Florida governor hits new lows in battle against Covid-19  

US may have to endure social distancing until 2022 if no vaccine is 
quickly found, scientists predict

• Opinion  : California and New York were hit by Covid-19 early. The results   
are very different.
• 'Mind-boggling'  : How US pandemic planning never accounted for Trump  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/pandemic-preparedness-trump-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/opinions/california-new-york-covid-19-coronavirus-yang/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/opinions/california-new-york-covid-19-coronavirus-yang/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/social-distancing-research-coronavirus-2022-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/social-distancing-research-coronavirus-2022-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/ron-desantis-florida-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/h_e26b603db4900d4b196ca1099b0abe92
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/h_e26b603db4900d4b196ca1099b0abe92
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/opinions/chris-christie-interview-coronavirus-trump-opinion-axelrod/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/14/cuomo-gupta-covid-19-symptoms-fever-intv-sot-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/donald-trump-coronavirus-february-tapper-sot-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/donald-trump-coronavirus-february-tapper-sot-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/trump-scariest-day-ventilators-coronavirus-briefing-vpx.cnn


GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is lesser 
of two evils compared to economy tanking

CDC, FEMA have drafted a national plan to reopen US, report says

Farmer who had to destroy his crop has a message for federal 
government

Hank Steinbrenner, Yankees co-owner, dies

Analysis: Donald Trump had Tom Brady on the brain during a coronavirus 
meeting

Bishop who said 'God is larger than' Covid-19 has died from the disease

Obama endorses Biden for president

Scientists have bad news for the White House about coronavirus antibody
tests 

New WH committee opens with confusion

A 93-year-old woman got a massive Coors Light delivery after a viral plea 
for more beer

Ex-Trump adviser blasts slow execution of funds

NASCAR driver Kyle Larson fired from racing team for using a racial slur

Reporter grills Trump: What did you do for entire month?

DRUDGEREPORT (4-16-20) 
U.S. DEATHS SET ANOTHER SINGLE-DAY RECORD... 
'BEAUTIFULLY LOW': Trump calls on govs to reopen on May 1… 
https://www.axios.com/trump-governors-coronavirus-call-08e73aba-5445-
464a-ab74-b82b4554f145.html 
22 MILLION JOBS VANISH IN MONTH… 
Phased approach unveiled...
Shutdown backlash coming -- with vengeance...

https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/04/16/the-shutdown-backlash-is-coming-soonwith-a-vengeance-189809
https://apnews.com/420a38ec14101eab70e07be367ee6422
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/another-5-million-people-filed-jobless-claims-last-week-bringing-n1185056
https://www.axios.com/trump-governors-coronavirus-call-08e73aba-5445-464a-ab74-b82b4554f145.html
https://www.axios.com/trump-governors-coronavirus-call-08e73aba-5445-464a-ab74-b82b4554f145.html
https://www.axios.com/trump-governors-coronavirus-call-08e73aba-5445-464a-ab74-b82b4554f145.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200415213634-wt4o0
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/13/paula-reid-trump-coronavirus-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/kyle-larson-nascar-driver-chip-ganassi-racing-spt-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/14/gary-cohn-coronavirus-economic-response-amanpour-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/coors-light-delivery-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/coors-light-delivery-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trump-reopening-council/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/coronavirus-antibody-tests-scientists/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/coronavirus-antibody-tests-scientists/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/obama-endorses-biden/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/bishop-gerald-glenn-god-larger-coronavirus-dies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/tom-brady-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/tom-brady-trump-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/hank-steinbrenner-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/14/farmer-destroyed-crops-coronavirus-covid-19-flores-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/14/farmer-destroyed-crops-coronavirus-covid-19-flores-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/cdc-fema-national-strategy/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trey-hollingsworth-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trey-hollingsworth-coronavirus/index.html


Protesters Gather to Defy Stay-At-Home Orders... 
'You Have to Disobey'...
Michigan r  esidents sue Whitmer over lockdown...   
'We Will Not Comply': Virginia Protesters Outraged...
FORD Testing Buzzing Wristbands to Keep Workers Apart... 
Pentagon Chief Addresses Origin Theories: Likely 'Natural'...
Professional gamblers in Nevada now able to collect unemployment...
Crisis accelerating depletion of Social Security fund...
BAILOUT CHECKS GO TO THE DEAD!
MONEY SENT TO WRONG ACCOUNTS...
Trump weighs paying drillers to leave oil in ground...
President's Claims Collapse When Met by Limits on Powers...
FACEBOOK to warn users who like 'hoaxes'...
Smartphone Test? Apps Would Listen to Your Cough...
Medical intelligence sleuths tracked, warned of new virus...
Which deaths count? Depends on state...
Tip leads police to 17 bodies at NJ nursing home...
1-in-7 New Yorkers May Be Infected...
Mutation could render vaccine efforts useless...
UV light may protect! Alcohol could heighten risk...
Supermarkets Adjust Meat Sections as Supplies Cut...
Police thy neighbor: Virus fears fuel quarantine shaming...
SICK MAP... 
AIRLINE TESTS BLOOD BEFORE FLY
'IMMUNITY PASSPORTS'
NY, STATES SHUT UNTIL MAY 15
WALL STREET TO TRUMP: KEEP IT CLOSED 

CNN Chris Cuomo:     It's like 'Lord of the Flies' in our home   [ Fredo, fredo, 
fredo, you coulda been a senator, even a godfather; but now, you’re just 
‘Lord of the Flies’. ]
Areas without stay-at-home orders see a sudden spike 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-
home-coronavirus/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/17/chris-cuomo-wife-cristina-quarantine-covid-19-vpx.cnn
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/politico-nightly-coronavirus-special-edition/2020/04/15/closing-time-488927
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/16/new-york-and-other-east-coast-states-extend-shutdown-of-nonessential-businesses-to-may-15-gov-cuomo-says.html
https://www.france24.com/en/20200416-grave-concerns-about-covid-19-immunity-passports
https://theweek.com/speedreads/909119/airline-conducts-covid19-blood-tests-passengers
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://news.yahoo.com/police-thy-neighbor-virus-fears-fuel-quarantine-shaming-033141950.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supermarkets-adjust-meat-sections-as-coronavirus-cuts-supply-11587051995
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/16/coronavirus-alcohol-who-says-drinking-beer-wine-may-higher-risk/5143321002/
https://news.yahoo.com/uv-light-may-protect-us-233426340.html
https://www.foxnews.com/science/mutation-strain-from-india-could-kill-current-research-efforts-for-coronavirus-vaccine-report
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/1-7-yorkers-may-already-191430969.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/16/us/bodies-found-new-jersey-nursing-home/index.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Which-deaths-count-toward-the-covid-19-death-15204414.php
https://apnews.com/da45eec432d6ff4cc9e0825531e454a6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/smartphone-coronavirus-test-apps-would-listen-to-your-cough-11587055803
https://sports.yahoo.com/facebook-warn-users-liked-coronavirus-130414873.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-coronavirus-claims-collapse-met-080000242.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-weighs-paying-drillers-leave-193607108.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/16/coronavirus-stimulus-checks-were-deposited-into-wrong-bank-accounts/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/04/15/business/recipients-coronavirus-stimulus-checks-include-recently-deceased/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/thanks-to-covid-19-social-securitys-day-of-reckoning-may-be-even-closer-than-we-thought-2020-04-15
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/professional-gamblers-in-nevada-may-now-be-able-to-collect-unemployment-2020-04-16
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2020-04-16/esper-coronavirus-was-natural-not-engineered-according-to-majority-of-assessments
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/ford-tests-buzzing-wristbands-to-keep-workers-at-safe-distances/ar-BB12GsHQ
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/16/photos-reopen-virginia-protesters-richmond-not-comply/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200416145022-vjhiv
https://news.trust.org/item/20200416145022-vjhiv
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/you-have-to-disobey-protesters-gather-to-defy-stay-at-home-orders/ar-BB12IdVA
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/you-have-to-disobey-protesters-gather-to-defy-stay-at-home-orders/ar-BB12IdVA


As cases start to plateau in some big cities and along the coasts, 
coronavirus is catching fire in rural states
Live Updates California is in 'pandemic-induced recession,' governor says
Analysis:     Trump tweets warnings at governors who are taking his own   
advice. Imagine that

DRUDGEREPORT
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-
tumbles.aspx 

CNN
Some recovered patients are testing positive again

live updates At least 29,131 new cases reported in US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-18-20-intl/ 

About 2.1% of recovered patients in South Korea retested positive and 
there are several theories as to why

Those you've lost | Tracking US cases | Podcast | Catch up 

Hazy future  : States are planning to reopen despite warnings the US is   
behind on testing

Tense phone call:   Why senators got angry with Pence   

Infections rise:     Areas without stay-at-home orders see a spike  

Cuomo to Trump:   How many times do you want 'thank you'?  

Putin leverages coronavirus chaos to make a direct play to Trump

Fox News keeps inviting TV doctors on air who say crazy things

• Dr. Fauci:     Fox News host gets corrected on live TV  
• Stelter:     In a national emergency, Trump clings to his TV home  

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/media/fox-news-president-trump-ratings/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/media/fox-news-president-trump-ratings/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/17/tv-doctors-controversial-coronavirus-claims-nr-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/17/tv-doctors-controversial-coronavirus-claims-nr-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/media/doctors-oz-phil-drew-fox-news/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/politics/trump-putin-unprecedented-contacts/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/17/cuomo-federal-help-trump-job-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/17/pence-phone-call-democratic-senators-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/world/coronavirus-newsletter-04-17-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
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Study: Covid-19 cases in Santa Clara, California, may be 85 times higher 
than reported

Texas tries to be the first state to reopen

Southern states face giant hail and tornadoes for the second weekend in 
a row

10 coronavirus-unit nurses are suspended for refusing to work without 
N95 masks

Democrats grill Pence over Covid-19 testing: 'Never been so mad about a 
phone call'

Doctor predicts when states will be safe to reopen

Opinion: Trump's devious -- and brilliant -- coronavirus election strategy

Top Democrats face questions about sexual assault allegation against 
Biden

Inslee blasts Trump's 'unhinged' tweets

Florida city opens beaches and parks

Watch beachgoers swarm the sand

Miami police chief tests positive for coronavirus

YAHOONEWS U.S. GQ Ivanka Trump Blows Off Stay-at-Home Rules for a 
Private Golf Club Dinner in New Jersey “Those lucky enough to be in a 
position to stay at home, please, please do so,” she said the month 
before. [ http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 ]

• Ivanka Trump defies social distancing to celebrate Passover at golf club  
The Guardian

• Meghan McCain Says Ivanka Trump Was 'Breaking Her Own Rules' by   
Leaving D.C. During Stay-at-Home People

DRUDGEREPORT
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… 
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https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-
satisfaction-tumbles.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT (4-18-20) 
Protesters dump body bags outside Trump hotel... https://www.the-
sun.com/news/703618/donald-trump-protest-nyc-coronavirus-rude-nasty-
democrats/ 
SPAIN TO SPRAY CITIES
U.S. DEATHS 37,255
LOCKDOWN PROTESTS SPREAD
TRUMP SLAMS DRUDGE 

Contamination at CDC lab delayed rollout of tests...
One third of participants in random street study 'positive'...
Racial toll grows even starker as more data emerges...
Skin rashes could be new sign...
Dogs trained to diagnose...
Do testicles make men more vulnerable?
Confusion, seizure, strokes: How may affect brain...
BROADWAY STAR TO HAVE LEG AMPUTATED...
Malaria drugs fail to help in controlled studies...
Video highlights how spit from talking travels in air...
Face Masks the New Condoms?
MIAMI: Mile-Long Food Bank Car Lines Between Luxury Hotels...
Survivors face stigma...
Vaccine may never be developed, warns expert...
Pence delivers Air Force Academy address to cadets sitting 8 feet apart...

WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
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https://variety.com/2020/legit/news/nick-cordero-coronavirus-leg-amputated-broadway-1234584242/
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CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 

https://drudgereport.com/

WASHPOST
Record government, corporate debt could lead to ‘tipping point’ after 
pandemic passes https://www.usdebtclock.org 

HUFFPOST
Epidemiologist Delivers Blunt Reality Check On Current Phase Of 
Pandemic https://www.huffpost.com/entry/epidemiologist-coronavirus-
peak-warning_n_5e9acba0c5b63639081f0edf (4-18-20) “The pandemic is 
only just getting started,” warned William Hanage, a professor of 
epidemiology and infectious diseases at Harvard. 
MSNBC
NBC News/WSJ Poll: Majority of Americans disapprove of Trump's COVID-
19 response

Mayor de Blasio to Trump: 'Are you telling NYC to drop dead?'

CNN
Analysis: Trump's approval rally disappeared
Some recovered patients are testing positive again

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
VEGAS OPEN BY MEMORIAL DAY?
SECOND WAVE FEARS
U.S. DEATHS 40,552
TRUMP LASHES OUT AT FOXNEWS
SLAMS DRUDGE

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/media/matt-drudge-trump/index.html
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/19/trump-fox-news-chris-wallace-nancy-pelosi-bad-path/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200419191336-8pr03
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/19/coronavirus-herd-immunity-vaccines-determine-covid-second-wave/5151957002/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/wynn-calls-for-reopening-of-nevada-early-may-followed-by-strip/ar-BB12SZHn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/health/south-korea-coronavirus-retesting-positive-intl-hnk/index.html
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RIPS AP, CBS, CNN 

Next 45 days are 'most critical period in U.S. financial history'... 
BALZ: Biggest expansion of govt authority in generations...
Law puts expansive emergency power in Texas governor's hands... 
Pope dreams of post-virus world where inequalities abolished...
PIERS MORGAN: Trump 'Failing On Almost Every Level' With Coronavirus 
Briefings...
VIDEO: Pressed By CBS Correspondent On Lack Of Warning... 
President escalates culture war...
How USA fell behind the curve on threat...
Testing STILL Hampered by Disarray, Shortages, Backlogs...
Racial toll grows even starker as more data emerges...
Rich Activate Pandemic Escape Plans...
Skin rashes could be new sign...
Do testicles make men more vulnerable?
Malaria drugs fail to help in controlled studies...
Video highlights how spit from talking travels in air...
Coronavirus can survive prolonged exposure to high temperatures...
Vaccine may never be developed, warns expert...
Putin lays low as casualties mount...
WORLD SICK MAP...
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT
OIL PRICE LOWEST IN HISTORY 
FAUCI CONDEMNS PROTESTERS
SECOND WAVE FEARS
ANGER BUILDS IN SPAIN
PENTAGON NEEDS EMERGENCY CASH FOR INDUSTRY
BILLIONAIRE BRANSON BEGS FOR BAILOUT 

Bets Against Stock Market Rise to Highest Level in Years...
Record debt risks 'tipping point'… 
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Record-government-and-
corporate-debt-risks-15210446.php 
DISNEY DOWNGRADED...
$10,000 a second? AMAZON results could be amazing... 
SHOWDOWN: Healthcare workers heckled by anti-lockdown protesters...
Armed military vehicles in PA...
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SOUTHERN REVOLT: GA to reopen... TN too...
Fauci warns USA needs to TRIPLE testing...
NY may START lifting lockdown restrictions June 1...
Trump, Head of Govt, Leans Into Antigovernment Message...
Escalates culture war...
BALZ: Biggest expansion of authority in generations...
Masks are latest political divide...
55 dead in Brooklyn care home...
Nurses sue over inadequate protection...
Rich Activate Pandemic Escape Plans...
Spreads through farts?
FACEBOOK launches symptom tracking...
Removes anti-quarantine protests from platform...
Waiting for unemployment checks? It could take months...
1.5 million claims filed in Florida -- just 40,193 paid... 
States Burn Through Cash...
WORLD SICK MAP… https://drudgereport.com/ 
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Monday - April 20th, 2020
Market Update April 20th
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

After back-to-back weekly gains, the major indices struggled today
All major indices finished lower.
The reason:
*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 7th day in a row. With an 18.9% loss, the 
June Crude Oil contract finished at 20.30 a barrel.
*But here’s the real interesting thing…The May contract (which expires 
tomorrow) actual traded negative, at -37.63 a barrel..meaning that 
producers have to PAY to have someone take oil! The historic drop (first 
time EVER) is all because of the lack of Crude Oil demand and nowhere 
to store it. But future contract months are priced at 20+ a barrel.
*United Airlines (UAL) said they will take a 2.1 billion loss and ended 
lower by 4.4%.
*Not the happiest place on earth…Disney (DIS) will stop paying more than

https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
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100,000 employees this week because of COVID-19. This is 
approximately half of Disney’s workforce. Disney finished the day with a 
4.1% loss.
*The Senate is trying to increase funding for the Paycheck Protection 
Program. The deal would add around 300 billion in small business loan 
funding after the original funding was exhausted last week. Traders were 
hoping for a deal today but it was delayed until tomorrow.

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - April 21st, 2020
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks dropped today with Crude Oil (CL) taking another beating.
*Yesterday, Crude Oil went NEGATIVE for the first time ever. Without 
demand and the futures contract for delivery expiring, producers actually
had to PAY people to take barrels of oil.
*And today, the June contract was down 43.4% at the end of the trading 
session.
*Stocks suffered from oil’s crash: The major indices were choppy most of
the day, and a sell-off in the last 20 minutes of trading left stocks near 
session lows.
*The United States Oil Fund (USO), an ETF that tracks movements in oil, 
lost 25.3% because of Oil’s decline.
*According to the Wall Street Journal, traders are storing barrels of oil on
very large crude carriers (aka VLCCs). And it pays to be in the VLCC 
business: 6-months VLCC leases have gone from 29,000/day 1 year ago to
an average of 100,000/day!
*The Senate approved another 320 billion in funds for the Paycheck 
Protection Program (PPP) today. The original 349 billion in funding ran out
last week. The program was meant to save small businesses. But bigger 
businesses are getting a bigger piece of the pie than expected. 
According to CNBC, 234 billion of the original 349 billion that was set 
aside for PPP actually went to publicly traded companies!
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CA CASES RISING 
CHICAGO SHUT TILL JUNE? 
BIG FIRMS GRAB SMALL BIZ FUNDS
SHAME LIST 
45: 42% APPROVAL... 
Seniors sour... 
'More important things than living,' Texas Lt. Gov. says...
Man dies from coronavirus after calling it 'political ploy'...
Said lockdown was bulls***!
Big unknowns complicate getting back to normal...
NYC Residents Flee -- Permanently...
WV Gov: Return to Rural Life...
USA DEATHS 45,153...
SHOCK: As many as 25,000 uncounted...
Virus kills more Americans in month than flu kills in year...
CDC chief: Second wave could be worse...
Largely spread by people without symptoms...
More deaths, no benefit from malaria drug...
Pandemic fallout tracks political divide...
Trump [the Company] Asks Trump [the Administration] for Rent Relief...

AMERICA SICK MAP... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
MCCONNELL: STATES SHOULD DECLARE BANKRUPTCY 
AMERICA'S DEBT RACES TOWARD $25 TRILLION 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 
California bans protests on state property... 

https://www.sacbee.com/news/politics-government/capitol-alert/article242198781.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
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https://drudgereport.com/
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-family-asks-government-for-rent-relief-with-dc-hotel-2020-4
https://apnews.com/60b5425075b83931beef47c56117da4e
https://apnews.com/a5077c7227b8eb8b0dc23423c0bbe2b2
https://www.inquirer.com/health/coronavirus/coronavirus-mostly-spreads-asymptomatically-complicating-reopening-20200420.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/21/second-coronavirus-wave-could-be-deadlier-cdc-chief-warns/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronavirus-kills-more-americans-in-one-month-than-the-flu-kills-in-one-year/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/910226/excess-mortality-data-suggests-many-25000-uncounted-coronavirus-deaths
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8239461/Confirmed-coronavirus-cases-surpass-800-000-death-toll-hits-42-940.html
https://www.breitbart.com/radio/2020/04/21/gov-jim-justice-coronavirus-may-drive-urban-exodus-return-to-rural-life/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/escape-from-new-york-city-11587477601
https://apnews.com/44654e29f03076bfb721f79e5deb4fe8
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11441636/john-mcdaniel-killed-coronavirus-dismissing-political-ploy/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11441636/john-mcdaniel-killed-coronavirus-dismissing-political-ploy/
https://www.star-telegram.com/news/politics-government/article242167741.html
https://morningconsult.com/form/coronavirus-outbreak-tracker/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-poll/despite-scattered-protests-most-americans-support-shelter-in-place-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKCN22336P
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/21/large-public-companies-are-taking-small-businesses-payroll-loans.html
https://apnews.com/6c5942eec36cc43b25ad5df5afebcfbd
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/04/21/mayor-lightfoot-says-stay-at-home-order-could-go-into-june-gov-pritzker-has-not-given-specifics-about-reopening/
https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Newsom-CBS-This-Morning-coronavirus-15215405.php
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Georgia tests boundaries of life post-pandemic with risky reopening...
Vegas mayor offers city as 'control group'… 
'We've had viruses for years'... 
Big unknowns complicate getting back to normal...
German shoppers NOT rushing back in...
Deaths in U.S. Nursing, Long-Term Care Facilities Top 10,000...
Italy's daily fatalities fall, but new cases climb... 
WHO: WILL BE WITH US LONG TIME... 
Coronavirus can survive in eyes...
Five threats to food supply...
Meatpacking plants worse than first thought...
TYSON closing largest pork plant...
CDC chief: Second wave could be worse...
Largely spread by people without symptoms...
Mysterious blood-clotting complication killing patients...
Is vaccine possible? 'Some viruses very, very difficult'...
HYDRO-DON'T: No benefit from malaria drug...
NIH Treatment Guidelines Reject Trump-Backed Drug Combo...
Top vaccine doctor says concern about treatment led to ouster...
HHS chief had former dog breeder steer pandemic task force...
POLL: PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL 42%...
Seniors sour...
Many wary of virus reopenings as partisan divide grows...

https://apnews.com/f56aa574c955855b8358cd45688520f6
https://morningconsult.com/form/coronavirus-outbreak-tracker/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-poll/despite-scattered-protests-most-americans-support-shelter-in-place-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKCN22336P
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-hhschief-speci-idUSKCN2243CE
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/22/coronavirus-treatment-vaccine-doctor-says-worry-about-trump-idea-led-to-ouster.html
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/coronavirus/u-s-virus-treatment-guidelines-reject-trump-backed-drug-combo
https://apnews.com/a5077c7227b8eb8b0dc23423c0bbe2b2
https://news.yahoo.com/covid-19-vaccine-possible-viruses-175733809.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/A-mysterious-blood-clotting-complication-is-15218500.php
https://www.inquirer.com/health/coronavirus/coronavirus-mostly-spreads-asymptomatically-complicating-reopening-20200420.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200421225557-nvm1g
https://apnews.com/d21fe9a4864971427d40fd2caa61ad34
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/22/meat-packing-plants-covid-may-force-choice-worker-health-food/2995232001/
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/494014-five-threats-to-us-food-supply-chains
https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/chinese-doctors-report-coronavirus-can-survive-in-the-human-eye-625505
https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/2020/apr/22/coronavirus-live-news-un-warns-of-biblical-famine-as-white-house-prepares-immigration-halt?page=with:block-5ea0676d8f084784dca58054#block-5ea0676d8f084784dca58054
https://news.trust.org/item/20200422152227-t40b6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-deaths-in-u-s-nursing-long-term-care-facilities-top-10-000-11587586237
https://news.trust.org/item/20200422135508-j6g0r
https://apnews.com/44654e29f03076bfb721f79e5deb4fe8
https://www.axios.com/las-vegas-mayor-coronavirus-7d0543ba-8cd5-474c-ba27-8fd491a417f3.html
https://www.axios.com/las-vegas-mayor-coronavirus-7d0543ba-8cd5-474c-ba27-8fd491a417f3.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200422135037-mc8ut


CNN
Trump says it is 'too soon' for Georgia to reopen economy 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-
brian-kemp/index.html 

Trump called Georgia's governor last night to support his move to reopen 
businesses, a source says. Now he's saying the opposite. [ In trumpian 
dumb, forgetful, incompetent fashion, trump’s covered; yes, he now has in
one day, 24 little hours, total documented cover of the opposite positions 
on the same issue. You can’t make this s**t up! ]

Live updates Georgia governor says state will continue with business 
reopenings

The numbers  : Data shows states shouldn't reopen before May 1  

Watch  : Trump promoted these drugs despite doctors' caution  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/22/hydroxychloroquine-trump-covid-19-study-mh-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-22-20/h_971f60bca5e1d6bef918e88fca3dfbb9
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-22-20/h_971f60bca5e1d6bef918e88fca3dfbb9
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html


Opinion  : Governors reopening states are endangering lives  
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U.S. DEATHS 49,409...
California sees another record day...
CUOMO: 21% IN NYC HAVE ANTIBODIES...
NEW DRUG FLOPS IN TRIAL...
CHINA: America Should Prove   U.S. LAB     Not Source of Outbreak...  
Family ravaged by virus begged for tests, hospital care, but was 
repeatedly denied...
Hidden Outbreaks Spread Through Cities Far Earlier...
Latest partisan divide: Wearing masks on Capitol Hill...
Maxine Waters says sister dying...
Obama launches another veiled attack on President...
No 'coherent national plan'...
White House shifts from raising alarms to reopening country...
'Constitutionalist sheriffs' won't enforce restrictions...
Eurozone economy suffers 'unprecedented' collapse...
US unemployment highest since Great Depression, 1930s...
Credit Cards Cutting Limits...
AMERICA SICK MAP… https://drudgereport.com/ 

YAHOONEWS World Yahoo News UK Black cats slaughtered and boiled in 
Vietnam to make coronavirus 'cure', says charity The No To Dog Meat 
group in Vietnam said black cats are being killed and boiled into a black 
paste that people claim will cure coronavirus. [ How sick, barbaric, and 
totally uncivilized; yes, the Vietnam War was fighting the good fight! … 
(Not until 1995 did Vietnam release its official estimate of war dead: as 
many as 2 million civilians on both sides and some 1.1 million North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong fighters. The U.S. military has estimated that 
between 200,000 and 250,000 South Vietnamese soldiers died in the 
war. )]

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Reportedly Wants Out Of The White

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/donald-trump-leave-white-house-073406456.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-black-cats-paste-cure-065856637.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-black-cats-paste-cure-065856637.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/credit-cards-start-cutting-limits-100007311.html
https://apnews.com/e928d091f81f75b9bc8830c7370f41fb
https://news.yahoo.com/eurozone-economy-suffers-unprecedented-collapse-093032734--finance.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Constitutionalist-sheriffs-won-t-enforce-15220593.php
https://apnews.com/e94f084aa8b6d3b1d1e8138e3f6bd841
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8249815/Obama-launches-veiled-attack-Trump-no-coherent-national-plan-coronavirus.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8249815/Obama-launches-veiled-attack-Trump-no-coherent-national-plan-coronavirus.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/rep-maxine-waters-says-her-sister-is-dying-in-hospital-from-coronavirus-complications
https://nypost.com/2020/04/23/republicans-refuse-to-wear-coronavirus-masks-angering-democrats/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/23/hidden-outbreaks-spread-through-u-s-cities-far-earlier-than-americans-knew-estimates-say/
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/family-ravaged-by-coronavirus-begged-for-tests-hospital-care-but-was-repeatedly-denied/article_04dbd239-ba3c-5211-8348-cdc0b1133a08.html
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/family-ravaged-by-coronavirus-begged-for-tests-hospital-care-but-was-repeatedly-denied/article_04dbd239-ba3c-5211-8348-cdc0b1133a08.html
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/23/china-we-cant-dismiss-america-as-coronavirus-origin-until-u-s-proves-otherwise/
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/23/china-we-cant-dismiss-america-as-coronavirus-origin-until-u-s-proves-otherwise/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200423162137-vgafb
https://apnews.com/01e148acd7226332d14e9ce350d8de16
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/california-sees-another-record-day-of-coronavirus-deaths/ar-BB136wF4
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House And Everyone’s Making The Same Jokes The president is feeling 
cooped up and looking for an excuse to get away from Washington, NBC 
News reported. [ Yes, resignation would be fine! ]

CNN
Trump wrongly suggests sunlight could help cure coronavirus
• Trump disagrees with Fauci on US testing
• Analysis: Trump, ever the salesman, is peddling dangerous cures for 
coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus-disinfectant-sunlight-science/index.html [ Aw shucks … boys 
(as in mobsters) will be boys … Come on, wake up! … this, trump is 
ridiculous, beyond the pale … no excuse for america, like trump, a 
complete and total fraud! ]
• Ousted vaccine chief says he will file whistleblower complaint

Some Georgia businesses reopening despite rise in coronavirus deaths

Gyms, barber shops, hair salons, tattoo parlors and bowling alleys are 
among the nonessential businesses that can reopen today

Those we've lost | Tracking US cases | Podcast | Catch up | Q&A

Officials said coronavirus risk was low. It was already spreading

Dr. Gupta and ER doctor shut down Trump's disinfectant claim

Live updates The US is approaching 50,000 coronavirus deaths

Dr. Hahn responds to Trump's idea to 'hit the body with light'

A seemingly healthy woman's sudden death is now the first known US 
coronavirus-related fatality

The ICU nurse who silently stood in protest at a rally to reopen Arizona

• Analysis: The hypocrisy of 'Open it Up' protests

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/reopening-country-coronavirus-utilitarianism/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/az-nurse-coronavirus-rally-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/california-woman-first-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/california-woman-first-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/24/doctor-hahn-trump-disinfectant-inject-town-hall-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-24-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/24/trump-disinfectant-inject-town-hall-gupta-wen-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
http://cnn.com/CoronavirusAnswers
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/world/coronavirus-newsletter-04-23-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-victims-memories/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/us/georgia-coronavirus-reopening-businesses-friday/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/politics/rick-bright-health-and-human-services-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-disinfectant-sunlight-science/index.html
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http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/politics/fauci-testing-capacity-not-overly-confident/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing-april-23/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/donald-trump-leave-white-house-073406456.html


Teen was allegedly killed by his stepfather after he refused to shelter in 
place

Meghan McCain says her pick for President shouldn't be a surprise

Coronavirus is the leading cause of death in Los Angeles County

'Oh my God,' bystander films tornado

Alicia Keys debuts anthem in partnership with CNN

Sunlight and bleach might kill the coronavirus on a park bench, but they 
can be harmful to the body

Wuhan resident: A second wave is 'absolutely' coming

Global stocks falter as Gilead halts trial of potential coronavirus 
treatment

Gov. Cuomo: McConnell's dumb statement was really offensive

An innocent man spent 46 years in prison. He planned to kill the guy who 
framed him

Warren says her brother died from Covid-19 

Analysis: America's public health experts are fighting on two fronts right 
now

CNN
Trump lies that he was being 'sarcastic' when he talked about injecting 
disinfectant https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/fact-check-trump-
disinfectant-sarcastic/index.html [ Ooooh … trump is so witty … more fun 
than a barrel of monkeys … ‘rain man trump’, nobody gets or appreciates 
‘his joke’ … sick, pathetic beyond the pale! ]

Trump can't stop putting his top health officials in tough spots

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-doctors-science-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/fact-check-trump-disinfectant-sarcastic/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/media/coronavirus-trump-administration-mixed-messagees/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/media/coronavirus-trump-administration-mixed-messagees/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/politics/elizabeth-warren-coronavirus-donald-reed-herring-brother/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/04/us/longest-wrongful-prison-sentence/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/04/us/longest-wrongful-prison-sentence/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/23/andrew-cuomo-mitch-mcconnell-blue-state-bailout-coronavirus-intv-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/23/wuhan-china-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-second-wave-fears-culver-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/sunlight-bleach-coronavirus-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/sunlight-bleach-coronavirus-fact-check/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/entertainment/alicia-keys-cnn-song/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/23/tornado-damage-oklahoma-texas-louisiana-mxp-vpx.hln
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/us/los-angeles-county-leading-cause-of-death/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/entertainment/meghan-mccain-joe-biden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/atlanta-death-stay-at-home-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/atlanta-death-stay-at-home-trnd/index.html


The President's choose-your-own-adventure of medical advice has forced 
his coronavirus team's medical experts into awkward positions

Tracking US cases | Podcast | Catch up | Q&A | Life after lockdown

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/world/gallery/coronavirus-after-lockdown/index.html
http://cnn.com/CoronavirusAnswers
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/world/coronavirus-newsletter-04-20-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-doctors-science-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-doctors-science-coronavirus/index.html


See Dr. Birx's reaction to Trump's dangerous suggestion

US updates Tens of thousands of Miami-Dade residents carried Covid-19 
and showed no symptoms

Anderson Cooper: Trump just lied about something we all witnessed

Opinion: Who will be held accountable for Trump's ideas?

Where all 50 states stand on reopening

Atlanta mayor: It's like we're living in 'Twilight Zone'

Navy recommends reinstating commander of USS Theodore Roosevelt

Owner reopening salon: Stylists, clients can't be 6 feet apart

Van Jones: I'm someone Covid-19 could easily kill. Here is what I'm doing 
about it

Meghan McCain says her pick for President shouldn't be a surprise

Jill Biden: I'd love for Michelle Obama to be VP pick

Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about the 
coronavirus 

JPMorgan, Ruth's Chris accused of cheating small businesses out of 
funding

Domestic assault may have triggered rampage that left 22 dead, police 
say 

US death toll surpasses 50,000 as a few states relax restrictions

Stocks snap a two-week winning steak

'Oh my God,' bystander films tornado

More than 200 black women urge Biden to pick black woman as running 
mate 

Second US Navy warship hit by outbreak

Wuhan resident: A second wave is 'absolutely' coming

https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/23/wuhan-china-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-second-wave-fears-culver-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/uss-kidd-coronavirus-outbreak/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/black-women-letter-joe-biden-running-mate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/black-women-letter-joe-biden-running-mate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/23/tornado-damage-oklahoma-texas-louisiana-mxp-vpx.hln
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-042420/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/americas/nova-scotia-shooting-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/americas/nova-scotia-shooting-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/business/ruth-chris-jpmorgan-small-business-ppp/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/business/ruth-chris-jpmorgan-small-business-ppp/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/rudy-giuliani-donald-trump-laura-ingraham-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/rudy-giuliani-donald-trump-laura-ingraham-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/24/jill-biden-michelle-obama-joe-biden-vice-president-2020-election-newday-vpx.cnn
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/entertainment/meghan-mccain-joe-biden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/opinions/creating-a-pandemic-resistant-black-community-jones/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/opinions/creating-a-pandemic-resistant-black-community-jones/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/24/ga-business-owners-struggle-reopening-during-pandemic-intv-newsroom-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/navy-recommend-reinstating-roosevelt-commander/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/24/atlanta-mayor-keisha-lance-bottoms-reopening-georgia-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/15/us/states-reopen-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/opinions/trump-nonsensical-ideas-rick-bright-covid-ghitis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/24/donald-trump-sunlight-disinfectant-walk-back-lies-cooper-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-24-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-24-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/24/birx-reaction-trump-disinfectant-vpx.cnn


Global updates At least 150 Italian doctors have died from coronavirus

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-24-20-intl/index.html


Virtual NFL Draft nabs record viewership

DRUDGEREPORT DON'T DRINK THE BLEACH!
'SARCASTIC' OR SICK? 
U.S. DEATHS TOP 50,000...
POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number…
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 
CDC adds 6 new symptoms... 
California stay-at-home faces biggest test: Heat wave driving people to 
beach...
President approved of GA's reopen plan -- before bashing it...
Activists dump 'body bags' outside hotel AGAIN...
BILL GATES: Fight against coronavirus will define our era...
'It is impossible to overstate the pain'...
Controversial idea to speed vaccine gains ground...
States build stockpiles of malaria drug touted by president...
Scientists can't rule out sexually transmitted...
Navy destroyer in Caribbean sees significant outbreak...
Pressured by Beijing, E.U. Softens Report on Covid-19 Disinformation...
Wealthy getting tests thanks to $1,000 house calls...
Anti-vaccine, anti-lockdown movements converging, refusing to be 
'enslaved'...
Grocers Hunt Meat as Pandemic Hobbles Beef and Pork Plants...
Factory Orders Plunge...
Less than half of working Americans will have paycheck in May?
CBO predicts 10.1% unemployment -- through 2021...
REPUBLICAN SENATORS TOLD: DON'T DEFEND TRUMP, ATTACK CHINA… 

https://drudgereport.com/ 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/24/gop-memo-anti-china-coronavirus-207244
https://thehill.com/policy/finance/494528-cbo-projects-396-percent-quarterly-gdp-drop-37t-deficit
https://www.businessinsider.com/layoffs-coronavirus-less-than-half-american-workers-paycheck-wage-may-2020-4
https://apnews.com/fe28179fc16b9400ad837394fc8ab8aa
https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocers-hunt-meat-as-coronavirus-hobbles-beef-and-pork-plants-11587679833
https://news.yahoo.com/anti-vaccine-anti-lockdown-movements-090059732.html
https://news.yahoo.com/anti-vaccine-anti-lockdown-movements-090059732.html
https://pagesix.com/2020/04/23/wealthy-hamptonites-enjoy-coronavirus-concierge-at-1000-per-call/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/24/world/europe/disinformation-china-eu-coronavirus.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200424140331-zrivo
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/scientists-cant-rule-out-theory-21920401
https://apnews.com/f249bde40d0c676ba5330e4373ba207c
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/494417-controversial-idea-to-speed-coronavirus-vaccine-gains-ground
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/it-is-impossible-to-overstate-the-pain-fight-against-coronavirus-will-define-our-era-bill-gates-says
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/it-is-impossible-to-overstate-the-pain-fight-against-coronavirus-will-define-our-era-bill-gates-says
https://www.the-sun.com/news/731714/activists-dump-body-bags-outside-a-trump-hotel-again-to-protest-his-handling-of-coronavirus-crisis/
https://apnews.com/a031d395d414ffa655fdc65e6760d6a0
https://news.yahoo.com/california-stay-home-faces-biggest-120013302.html
https://news.yahoo.com/california-stay-home-faces-biggest-120013302.html
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article242260231.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://theweek.com/speedreads/910699/alarming-number-americans-believe-coronavirus-vaccine-exists-being-withheld
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8252289/US-coronavirus-death-toll-tops-50-000-2-416-killed-24-hours.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-claims-his-comments-on-injecting-disinfectant-were-sarcastic/
https://news.yahoo.com/inject-disinfectant-trumps-medical-claims-baffle-nation-experts-161116737.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/media/nfl-draft-ratings/index.html


Market Update for Friday - April 24th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks were higher today, but not enough to erase losses for the week.

Here’s what’s moving the markets:

*Stimulus:

*Today President Trump signed a 484 billion bill that will help small 
businesses and hospitals. The bill comes after the first small business 
aid program ran out of funds last week.

*Optimism: Yesterday, the major indices went on a wild ride on news that
a Gilead (GLD) Remdesivir trial in China wasn’t working well.But Gilead 
provided a different perspective on the news, saying that the study was 
“terminated due to low enrollment” and that the drug still provides a 
“potential benefit.”

*Crude Oil (CL) had a wild week after the May contract went negative (for
the first time ever) on Monday. Today CL traded 3.2% higher, but in spite 
of 3 straight winning days Crude Oil still ended the week with a 32% loss.

*Facebook (FB) launched a service that will compete with Zoom Video 
(ZM) called “Messenger rooms”. The free group video feature allows up to
50 participants with no time limit compared to Zoom’s free service that 
allows 100 people with a 40-minute time restriction. Facebook was higher
by 2.7% and Zoom dropped 6.1% after the news.

Market/DOW closing numbers [ Note: We’re now in that frothy, fraudulent 
pro-trump land of wall street where the gilead vaccine story, though a 
bust, enabled that familiar street unload the hot potatoes at trumped up 
prices (closing DOW numbers for indicated days)… Don’t get caught 
holding their bag]
DATE OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE
04/24/20 23628.24 23826.00 23417.68 23775.27

04/23/20 23543.09 23885.36 23483.35 23515.26
04/22/20 23437.34 23613.10 23339.60 23475.82



04/21/20 23365.25 23365.25 22941.88 23018.88
04/20/20 24095.10 24108.69 23627.19 23650.44
04/17/20 23817.15 24264.21 23817.15 24242.49
04/16/20 23543.66 23598.08 23211.38 23537.68
04/15/20 23600.72 23649.72 23233.32 23504.35
04/14/20 23690.57 24040.58 23683.44 23949.76
04/13/20 23698.93 23698.93 23095.35 23390.77
04/09/20 23690.66 24008.99 23504.09 23719.37
04/08/20 22893.47 23513.40 22682.99 23433.57
04/07/20 23537.44 23617.24 22634.45 22653.86
04/06/20 21693.63 22783.45 21693.63 22679.99
04/03/20 21285.93 21447.81 20863.09 21052.53
04/02/20 20819.46 21477.77 20735.02 21413.44
04/01/20 21227.38 21487.24 20784.43 20943.51
03/31/20 22208.42 22480.37 21852.08 21917.16
03/30/20 21678.22 22378.09 21522.08 22327.48
03/27/20 21898.47 22327.57 21469.27 21636.78

03/26/20 21468.38 22595.06 21427.10 22552.17

CNN
Having Covid-19 may not prevent a second infection

People who've had coronavirus are not necessarily immune from 
reinfection by the presence of antibodies, the World Health Organization 
warns https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-
19/index.html 

Why some think herd immunity could end the pandemic

Live updates FDA authorizes 3 more coronavirus antibody tests

Watch Dr. Birx's reaction to Trump's dangerous suggestion

White House official tries to move CNN reporter at briefing

Opinion: We need to fix this key thing before reopening

How a media-distracted Trump derailed his own briefing

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-task-force-science/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/opinions/fix-public-health-care-system-covid-19-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/25/white-house-seats-acosta-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/24/birx-reaction-trump-disinfectant-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-25-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/health/coronavirus-herd-immunity-explainer-wellness-scn-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html


Trump goes into hiding from the press

Opinion: A dog breeder, an internet thug and a college senior walk into 
the White House

Biden's accuser says mother called into 'Larry King Live' in 1993 for 
advice after alleged sexual assault

Best moments from CNN and Sesame Street's coronavirus town hall

Biden makes ominous warning about 2020 and President Trump

Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about the 
coronavirus 

What happened on the last cruise ship at sea

SE Cupp: Cancel the 2020 political conventions

Georgia starts to reopen but nervous mayors warn that coronavirus crisis
isn't over

US nears 1 million coronavirus cases

Boeing terminates $4.2 billion deal with Embraer

'Sons of Anarchy' actor dies at 52

Bill Weir: To my son, born in the time of coronavirus and climate change

Atlanta mayor says clients should tell manicurists about coronavirus 
numbers

Andy Cohen: I have valuable antibodies, but I couldn't donate my plasma

Analysis: 10 leaders who mattered most on coronavirus response this 
week

The race for a vaccine is moving faster than ever. Is that a good thing?

This restaurant owner is struggling to stay afloat. That's not her only 
coronavirus fight

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/new-york-coronavirus-frontlines-couple/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/new-york-coronavirus-frontlines-couple/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/coronavirus-vaccine-speed-sanjay-gupta/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/top-leaders-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/top-leaders-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/25/andy-cohen-plasma-donation-intv-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/atlanta-mayor-nail-salons-coronavirus-numbers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/atlanta-mayor-nail-salons-coronavirus-numbers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/weather/climate-change-bill-weir-letter-to-son/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/dimitri-diatchenko-actor-sons-of-anarchy-chernobyl-diaries-dead/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/business/boeing-embraer-termination/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/georgia-reopening-rural-urban-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/georgia-reopening-rural-urban-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/24/dnc-rnc-2020-conventions-coronavirus-se-cupp-monologue-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/costa-deliziosa-last-cruise-ship-what-happened/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/rudy-giuliani-donald-trump-laura-ingraham-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/rudy-giuliani-donald-trump-laura-ingraham-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/25/mail-in-voting-joe-biden-donald-trump-november-election-phillip-dnt-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/cnn-sesame-street-town-hall-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/tara-reade-mom-larry-king/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/tara-reade-mom-larry-king/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/opinions/white-house-pandemic-team-labradoodle-breeder-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/opinions/white-house-pandemic-team-labradoodle-breeder-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/media/trump-goes-into-hiding-reliable-sources/index.html


Analysis: Trump's likeability deficit could cost him in 2020

DRUDGEREPORT
Nervous Republicans See President Sinking, and Taking Senate With 
Him… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-
republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?
li=BBnb7Kz 
U.S. DEATHS 53,538...
White House best-case scenario slips out of reach… 
Hawaii to Visitors: We'll Pay You to Leave...
Lifeguards will save. It will involve mask -- but not mouth...
Covid detected on particles of air pollution...
Spike in ingesting cleaners following Trump comments...
WHO: 'No evidence' recovering gives immunity...
Meat Threat Widens With New Shutdowns...
Ranks of Absent Food Inspectors Swell...
The Back-to-Work Math Gets Messy for Newly Unemployed...
WORLD SICK MAP...
AMERICA SICK MAP... 
BEACH DAY
GAVIN PLEA: STAY HOME! 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Saturday - April 25th, 2020

Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Oil prices crash below zero for the first time in history

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/ltTHnkdqlPY/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F6287200101335040%2F4733012298432512
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8255763/Thousands-Californians-flock-open-beaches-despite-Gov-Newsoms-pleas-stay-home.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/735979/coronavirus-california-heatwave-ignore-social-distancing-stay-home/
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/the-back-to-work-math-gets-messy-for-america-s-newly-unemployed
https://www.bloombergquint.com/politics/ranks-of-absent-u-s-food-inspectors-swell-on-virus-union-says
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/meat-supply-threats-grow-first-181155792.html
https://www.france24.com/en/20200425-no-evidence-that-recovering-from-covid-19-gives-people-immunity-who-says
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-new-yorkers-household-cleaners-trump-20200425-rnaqio5dyfeaxmthxx2vktqa5m-story.html
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/24/coronavirus-detected-particles-air-pollution
https://www.union-bulletin.com/news/national/lifeguards-will-save-you-when-beaches-reopen-it-will-involve-a-mask-but-not-a/article_4a3b88b9-eeab-5501-a85f-ac8c58267192.html
https://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/world/hawaii-to-visitors-well-pay-you-to-leave/ar-BB139Al1?li=AAggFp4
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/the-white-houses-best-case-scenario-for-the-pandemic-slips-out-of-reach
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8255923/US-coronavirus-deaths-reach-52-422-confirmed-cases-record-jump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/2020-election-trump-favorability/index.html


Tuesday: Oil crashes 43% – and drags stocks down with it

Wednesday: Stocks higher as oil bounces back and senate approves 

stimulus bill

Thursday: Markets are crazy: Unemployment hits 18.3% and stocks rally?

Friday: Video Conference War: Is Facebook crushing Zoom?

YAHOONEWS Politics The Guardian Donald Trump reportedly owes tens 
of millions to the Bank of China https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html “Debt derives from 30% 
share the US president owns in a Manhattan building that was refinanced
in 2012Donald Trump is reported to owe tens of millions of dollars to 
China, through a real estate debt which falls due in 2022, offering 
“astonishing leverage” to Beijing.The debt derives from a 30% share the 
US president owns in a billion-dollar building on the Avenue of the 
Americas in Manhattan, which was refinanced in 2012, with $211m of the
funding coming from the state-owned Bank of China, Politico reported on 
Friday.The Chinese debt complicates Trump’s emerging election strategy 
of portraying his Democratic opponent, Joe Biden, as being soft on China.
In a briefing on Saturday, Trump said that “China will own the United 
States” if Biden was elected in November.But China is heavily involved in 
the Trump business empire. A Chinese state-owned construction 
company is helping build the Trump World Golf Club in Dubai, and Beijing 
has awarded trademarks to the president’s daughter, Ivanka. In the past, 
Ivanka’s husband (and a White House adviser), Jared Kushner, has sought
Chinese finance for at least one major real estate deal.The president is a 
passive minority investor in the 1290 Avenue of the Americas office 
tower. The main investor is Vornado Realty Trust, which owns 
70%.Neither the White House nor the Trump Organization responded to 
requests for comment. Trump has officially handed over the day-to-day 
running of his business empire to his sons, but he benefits financially 
from its profits, producing multiple conflicts of interest. The Trump 
Organization has recently applied for coronavirus compensation from the 
government.Trump’s approach to China has alternated between 
combative and unctuous, particularly in relation to the Chinese president,

https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/F6NAYv82_Jk/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5604743823753216%2F4733012298432512
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/1O8vm3XzwJs/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F4627174571900928%2F4733012298432512
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Xi Jinping, with whom Trump has consistently claimed to have an 
excellent personal relationship.Trump tweeted on 24 January, in the early
stages of the pandemic: “China has been working very hard to contain 
the Coronavirus. The United States greatly appreciates their efforts and 
transparency. It will all work out well. In particular, on behalf of the 
American People, I want to thank President Xi!”“I study Beijing’s 
influence on America, and this is the most problematic conflict of 
interest I’ve seen,” Isaac Stone Fish, a senior fellow at the Asia Society, 
wrote on Twitter. “The Bank of China is a state-owned bank, controlled 
by China’s State Council, the country’s major administrative body, chaired
by the Premier Li Keqiang.“The leverage this presents is astonishing. 
What if the Bank of China cancels the loan, or requires Trump to pay it 
back earlier?” Fish asked. “Is this why Trump often praises Chinese 
Chairman Xi Jinping? Does this cause him to temper his policies or his 
public remarks? This raises so many questions. “

DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
U.S. DEATHS 54,822...
Most Americans Who Carry the Coronavirus Don't Know It... 
Nation Debates How Quickly It Can Reopen... 
San Francisco had 1918 flu under control. And then it lifted restrictions... 
Experts worry 'quarantine fatigue' starting... 
Response to virus splinters into acrimony and uncertainty...
NYC tailor defies state order: 'Opening doors come hell or high water'...
Michigan lawmaker apologizes for wearing 'Confederate flag' mask...
Hawaii extends stay-at-home until May 31...
Getting covid 'will take 13 years off your life', researchers warn...
Spike in ingesting cleaners following Trump comments...
Meat Threat Widens With New Shutdowns... Chicken plants scramble... 
Farmers Destroy Their Crops... 
Frustrated parents giving up on home school...
Back-to-Work Math Gets Messy for Newly Unemployed…

https://www.appeal-democrat.com/news/back-to-work-math-gets-messy-for-americas-newly-unemployed/article_63bf4a10-8755-11ea-8e80-4b22d5fe74de.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/i-just-cant-do-this-frustrated-parents-giving-up-on-home-school
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-forces-farmers-to-destroy-their-crops-11587909600
https://www.al.com/news/2020/04/alabama-chicken-plants-scramble-to-slow-outbreaks-of-coronavirus.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/meat-supply-threats-grow-first-181155792.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-new-yorkers-household-cleaners-trump-20200425-rnaqio5dyfeaxmthxx2vktqa5m-story.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/getting-coronavirus-will-take-13-21923127
https://apnews.com/2fbe44393279117d3cef77830d9ecaa5
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/25/dale-zorn-apology-confederate-flag-mask/3025930001/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/26/nyc-tailor-re-opens-shop-why-is-a-liquor-store-essential-and-im-not/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200426101936-kk4la
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Experts-worry-quarantine-fatigue-is-starting-15226487.php
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/san-francisco-had-1918-flu-under-control-then-it-lifted-n1191141
https://www.wsj.com/articles/virus-fallout-continues-as-u-s-deaths-near-54-000-11587885746
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/26/opinion/coronavirus-test-asymptomatic.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8257205/US-set-eclipse-best-case-scenario-projection-60-000-COVID-deaths-WEEK.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6


Thank you ; stay healthy and safe! 

Regards,

AL

YAHOONEWS Business The ‘Great Repression’ is here and it will make 
past downturns look tame, economist says Andrea Riquier 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-
de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html 
MarketWatch April 27, 2020

DRUDGEREPORT WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
Top Manhattan ER doc commits suicide... 
U.S. DEATHS 56,144... 
Case fatality rates rise... 
Trump says virus testing 'not a problem,' but doubts persist... 
Lockdown protest leader tests positive...
Preacher believed 'God can heal anything.' Then he caught covid... 
Bond King warns stock market could hit new lows amid 'social unease'... 
Outbreak hits second Navy ship...
Beach crowds lead California to crackdown...

https://news.trust.org/item/20200427183710-2jzyb
https://www.sanluisobispo.com/news/coronavirus/article242328551.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/bond-king-warns-the-stock-market-could-hit-new-lows-amid-social-unease-2020-04-27
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/a-virginia-preacher-believed-god-can-heal-anything-then-he-caught-coronavirus/ar-BB13gpl2
https://www.the-sun.com/news/745476/coronavirus-protest-leader-positive-north-carolina-lockdowns/
https://apnews.com/c3a6ac4f06077d5d298a775554730790
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/494918-case-fatality-rates-rise-as-coronavirus-runs-deadly
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/27/manhattan-er-doc-lorna-breen-commits-suicide-shaken-by-coronavirus/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
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http://www.marketwatch.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html


Companies' use of thermal cameras sparks worries about civil liberties... 
Masks, temperature checks 'new normal' at restaurants...
TYSON: 'The food supply chain is breaking'...
BEEF, PORK, POULTRY, FISH ALL IN SHORTAGE DANGER...
POLL: Rising support for mail voting...
Is Brazil next big hot spot?
Harvard's Fall Semester Might Take Place Online... 
AMERICA SICK MAP... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN Opinion: Why Trump failed his nation [ His nation? Therein lies the 
rub. Not just the lies. If this nation be his, this nation has irrevocably 
failed itself. No excuses. At once, tragic and pathetic. To CNN, poor 
choice of words. ]
US updates More than 55,000 have died in the US [ trump’s purported 
hoax. ]
Washington Post: Trump downplayed Covid-19 despite several warnings 
in daily briefings
MSNBC Nervous Republicans see Trump sinking, new report shows 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/nervous-republicans-see-
trump-sinking-report-82600005936 
HUFFPOST ‘NO’: TRUMP TAKES NO BLAME FOR TOUTING COVID CURE 
[ Trump Says He Takes No Responsibility For People Ingesting 
Disinfectant … Well, people/political powers that be, etc., have been 
ingesting trump’s bulls**t for decades, with no price to pay except for the
nation as trump ascends the greatly diminished presidency of the u.s.. 
Pathetic! ]

MSNBC
Fmr. Surgeon General: Scientists ‘having to twist themselves into 
pretzels’ to explain Trump’s comments https://www.msnbc.com/kasie-dc/
watch/fmr-u-s-surgeon-general-scientists-having-to-twist-themselves-into-
pretzels-to-explain-trump-s-comments-82594885511 [ Ridiculous! 
Pathetic! ]

CNN
Reviving America after Covid-19 will take years, not months 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/26/world/meanwhile-in-america-april-24/
index.html 
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https://www.msnbc.com/kasie-dc/watch/fmr-u-s-surgeon-general-scientists-having-to-twist-themselves-into-pretzels-to-explain-trump-s-comments-82594885511
https://www.msnbc.com/kasie-dc/watch/fmr-u-s-surgeon-general-scientists-having-to-twist-themselves-into-pretzels-to-explain-trump-s-comments-82594885511
https://www.msnbc.com/kasie-dc/watch/fmr-u-s-surgeon-general-scientists-having-to-twist-themselves-into-pretzels-to-explain-trump-s-comments-82594885511
https://www.msnbc.com/kasie-dc/watch/fmr-u-s-surgeon-general-scientists-having-to-twist-themselves-into-pretzels-to-explain-trump-s-comments-82594885511
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-no-responsibility-disinfectant-use_n_5ea75b7dc5b6a30004e6e509
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-report-82600005936
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-report-82600005936
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-report-82600005936
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/politics/trump-presidential-daily-briefings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/politics/trump-presidential-daily-briefings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-27-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/opinions/scorpion-frog-trump-nature-opinion-axelrod/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/harvard-to-have-a-fall-semester-but-details-unclear-11588032333
https://apnews.com/2ebc74ac301d5cf866e562850dd448c5
https://apnews.com/f47f4e984f7b3688869285abb80c1eae
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-meat-packing-plants-closures-food-31411778-7180-4f58-a1aa-64a709f1eccf.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/26/business/tyson-foods-nyt-ad/index.html
https://apnews.com/7bf69c10b514dad22bbd35cacca2c04d
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Companies-use-of-thermal-cameras-to-speed-return-15229351.php


DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
U.S. DEATHS 54,822… AMERICA SICK MAP... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

YAHOONEWS Politics The Guardian Donald Trump reportedly owes tens 
of millions to the Bank of China https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html 
HUFFPOST
‘GRAVE’: W.H. ADVISER WARNS OF ‘GREAT DEPRESSION’-ERA 
UNEMPLOYMENT https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kevin-hassett-us-
economy-unemployment-depression_n_5ea593e0c5b6805f9ecede10 

MSNBC
Schiff: Trump 'learned nothing' from impeachment except he feels 'he can
get away with anything' [ No, can't let that slide ... Let's sarcastically 
refer to this pathetic american scenario as 'deja learned' (already 
learned). Yes decades of getting away with anything, sometimes for a 
price, bribes being ubiquitous, otherwise just american tradition of bad... 
Pathetic! ]

CNN
Maryland governor says hundreds of people have called asking about 
ingesting disinfectant [ Well, they elected trump, didn’t they … americans 
are so freakin’ dumb! ]
YAHOONEWS Politics The Guardian Donald Trump reportedly owes tens 
of millions to the Bank of China https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html 
CNN
Having Covid-19 may not prevent a second infection
People who've had coronavirus are not necessarily immune from 
reinfection by the presence of antibodies, the World Health Organization 
warns https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-
19/index.html 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Nervous Republicans See President Sinking, and Taking Senate With 
Him… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-
republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?
li=BBnb7Kz 

U.S. DEATHS 53,538...
https://drudgereport.com/ 

MSNBC
Today, the U.S. passed 50,000 deaths due to COVID-19

WE ARE LIVING IN A FAILED STATE The coronavirus didn’t break 
America. It revealed what was already broken. Special Preview: June 
2020 Issue George Packer Staff writer for The Atlantic 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/underlying-
conditions/610261/?
fbclid=IwAR0OPE6DvZVuFE5JJf2gvPf3iRDfsqMNI8CXZ8vOFLaiYzwGCZ-
q9jgTuJs 

HUFFPOST
Republican Group Asks Americans A Critical Question In Scathing Anti-
Trump Ad ‘Republicans for the Rule of Law Donald Trump: Unfit. Unwell. 
Unacceptable.’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-groups-attack-ads-
donald-trump-coronavirus_n_5ea428b6c5b6f963981592bf 

CNN People who've had coronavirus are not necessarily immune from 
reinfection by the presence of antibodies, the World Health Organization 
warns https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-
19/index.html 

MSNBC
Trump headed for 'historic political defeat' amidst virus, says Bush aide 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-facing-historic-
political-defeat-amidst-virus-says-bush-aide-82549829859 The Beat with 
Ari “Trump facing 'historic political defeat' amidst virus, says Bush aide 
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“President Trump is facing backlash for this coronavirus response, 
including his public remarks at a White House press briefing that 
suggested humans inject themselves with toxic chemicals as a cure. 
Former George W. Bush Speechwriter David Frum issues a warning, that 
Trump is “weak,” and is “headed toward an historic political defeat – one 
that will likely take the Republican Senate down with him.” In an 
interview with MSNBC’s Ari Melber, Frum implores Trump’s aides and 
staff to “use their power to prevent him from doing harm.” “

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. DEATHS 51,636...
POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number...
CDC adds 6 new symptoms... 
"Those who have “trouble breathing, persistent pain or pressure in their 
chest, new confusion or inability to arouse or have bluish lips or face” 
should seek immediate medical attention, according to the CDC.The new 
symptoms have been reported by many people who have had the virus. 
Utah Jazz center Rudy Gobert, who was one of the first North American 
athletes to be diagnosed with the disease, said after testing positive he 
hadn’t “been able to smell anything for the last 4 days.” Cara Vidano, a 
California woman who suspected she had the virus last month after her 
boyfriend had a confirmed case, said her legs “were so sore. “It was like 
we had run a long-distance race,” she told the Press Democrat. CNN 
reporter Chris Cuomo was among those who reported having chills. He 
said he was shivering so much that he chipped a tooth. Other symptoms 
for coronavirus may include diarrhea, skin rash, runny nose, red eyes, and
fatigue." Read more here: 
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article242260231.html#storyli
nk=cpy 

MARKETWATCH 
Yes, Stocks Have Rallied. But History Warns Against Complacency. 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/stocks-have-rallied-on-the-feds-actions-
but-dont-get-complacent-51587774883?link=MW_latest_news “...Veteran 
economist Gary Shilling points out that the stock market also staged a 
sharp rally after the 1929 crash, which was seen at the time as a proper 
correction of the excess exuberance of the Roaring Twenties. Once 
investors came to realize the seriousness of what would become the 
Great Depression, the Dow Jones Industrial Average would fall some 86%
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from its highs, he relates in an interview...” 

Flatlined hospitalization numbers in New York state ‘troubling’ 

CNN Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about
the coronavirus [ What can you expect from pro-trump son-of-a-mafia 
giuliani! ]
Trump lies that he was being 'sarcastic' when he talked about injecting 
disinfectant https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/fact-check-trump-
disinfectant-sarcastic/index.html [ Ooooh … trump is so witty … more fun 
than a barrel of monkeys … ‘rain man trump’, nobody gets or appreciates 
‘his joke’ … sick, pathetic beyond the pale! ]
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YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance We're facing 'the worst economic 
contraction' in modern history: Economist 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/the-worst-economic-contraction-in-
modern-history-economist-183250049.html The US economy is facing the 
worst contraction in modern history - and a “confidence shock” will slow 
down its recovery, says one economist.

DRUDGEREPORT DON'T DRINK THE BLEACH!
'SARCASTIC' OR SICK? 
U.S. DEATHS TOP 50,000...
POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number…
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 

HUFFPOST
TRUMP WALKS BACK DISINFECTANT TALK — ‘WANTED TO SEE WHAT 
WOULD HAPPEN’! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-sarcastic-
pitching-disinfectant-covid-19-cure_n_5ea31a61c5b669fd89244467 
[ Riiiiight … he was just ‘testing us’ … trump, america are a total 
joke/fraud! ]

MSNBC
'This is going to be a problem': Even Trump aides gobsmacked by 
president's disinfectant comments 

Trump's false medical advice fact-checked on live TV

Pelosi: Trump's disinfectant comments 'had no relationship to science'

White House in 'clean-up' mode as Trump claims disinfectant comments 
were sarcastic

CNN Trump lies that he was being 'sarcastic' when he talked about 
injecting disinfectant https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/fact-check-
trump-disinfectant-sarcastic/index.html [ Ooooh … trump is so witty … 
more fun than a barrel of monkeys … ‘rain man trump’, nobody gets or 
appreciates ‘his joke’ … sick, pathetic beyond the pale! ]
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YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Reportedly Wants Out Of The White
House And Everyone’s Making The Same Jokes The president is feeling 
cooped up and looking for an excuse to get away from Washington, NBC 
News reported. [ Yes, resignation would be fine! ]

CNN
Trump wrongly suggests sunlight could help cure coronavirus• Trump 
disagrees with Fauci on US testing
• Analysis: Trump, ever the salesman, is peddling dangerous cures for 
coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus-disinfectant-sunlight-science/index.html [ Aw shucks … boys 
(as in mobsters) will be boys … Come on, wake up! … this, trump is 
ridiculous, beyond the pale … no excuse for america, like trump, a 
complete and total fraud! ]
• Ousted vaccine chief says he will file whistleblower complaint

DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
U.S. DEATHS 49,409...
California sees another record day...

TRUMP ADVISER:
'PUT EVERYBODY IN SPACE OUTFIT' [ Sounds like a plan! WOW! You can’t
make this s**t up! ] 
And away we go: http://albertpeia.com/trumpmarsmission.jpg 

Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... [ Mob family 
trump.They’ve been taking bribes, emoluments, nepotic parasitic cash, 
etc., for quite some time already. Prosecute them, throw them in jail 
where they have as now belonged for quite some time! ] 

HUFFPOST
BAILOUT BONANZA: BIG BIZ GOT A LICENSE TO STEAL 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-bailout-federal-
reserve_n_5ea1cdd3c5b699019ff2e489 

CNN Antibodies: Testing in New York suggests much wider spread
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HUFFPOST
FAUCI: ‘WE WILL HAVE CORONAVIRUS IN THE FALL’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-coronavirus-
fall_n_5ea0e516c5b6194c7be7eaca 

MSNBC
Chris Hayes: Trump forcing out top vaccine doctor amid pandemic ‘11 on 
the corruption scale' https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-11-on-the-
corruption-scale-chris-hayes-on-trump-admin-forcing-out-top-vaccine-
doctor-amid-pandemic-82428997510 

YAHOONEWS 'Frustrated' Trump looking to get out of D.C. 'We will get 
back to those rallies'» [ As did his idol, adolph hitler, trump loves those 
maniacal rallies. ] http://albertpeia.com/trumphitler.jpg 

YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg How Bad Might It Get? Think the Great
Depression https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bad-might-think-great-
depression-110009141.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch ‘It’s going to be brutal,’ billionaire 
Mark Cuban says of economy’s recovery from coronavirus, and ‘there’s no
way to sugarcoat it’

CNN Trump called Georgia's governor last night to support his move to 
reopen businesses, a source says. Now he's saying the opposite. [ In 
trumpian forgetful, incompetent fashion, trump’s covered; yes, he now 
has in one day, 24 little hours, total documented cover of the opposite 
positions on the same issue. You can’t make this s**t up! ]
DRUDGEREPORT
MCCONNELL: STATES SHOULD DECLARE BANKRUPTCY 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 

AMERICA'S DEBT RACES TOWARD $25 TRILLION 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 
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HUFFPOST
PANDEMIC POWER GRAB: GOP RAMS THROUGH RIGHT-WING WISH LIST 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-priorities-
coronavirus_n_5e9f077bc5b6b2e5b8386f99 

MSNBC
'Delay, denial, death': Pelosi says Trump failed to acknowledge truth or 
reality of coronavirus

CNN
Ex-vaccine chief says his departure was retaliation Dr. Rick Bright says 
he was dismissed in part because he resisted efforts from the President 
to widen the availability of 'potentially dangerous drugs' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/rick-bright-barda-trump-
coronavirus/index.html 
NYT: Trump family seeks rent break for DC hotel from Trump 
administration

DRUDGEREPORT Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... [ Mob
family trump.They’ve been taking bribes, emoluments, nepotic parasitic 
cash, etc., for quite some time already. Prosecute them, throw them in 
jail where they have as now belonged for quite some time! ] 

CNN
US could see a higher summer death toll A leading model has upped its 
projected coronavirus     death toll in August to 66,000, a 10% increase from
its previous prediction https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/us-
coronavirus-wednesday/index.html 

Trump Blames WHO and Rushes to 'Open Up America Again': A Closer 
Look by Seth Meyers   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeT3YOYsvMs   

HUFFPOST
CDC CHIEF’S FEAR: WINTER CORONA WILL BE ‘EVEN MORE DIFFICULT’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cdc-director-warns-americans-potential-
second-wave-coronavirus-winter_n_5e9f75efc5b6a486d080c8d7 
DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
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YAHOONEWS Politics INSIDER Ivanka Trump encouraged Americans to 
make shadow puppets as a fun 'Saturday night activity' and got roasted 
on Twitter https://www.yahoo.com/news/ivanka-trump-encouraged-
americans-shadow-224345319.html Ivanka Trump, daughter of and senior
advisor to President Donald Trump. On Saturday night, Trump drew the 
ire of Americans stuck at home by suggesting they make shadow puppets
to pass the time indoors. [ WOW! You can’t make this s**t up! ]

HUFFPOST
NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: C-VIRUS JUST A ’WARMUP 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/emerging-disease-environmental-
destruction_n_5e9db58fc5b63c5b58723afd 
YAHOONEWS U.S. Associated Press 'They're killing us,' Texas residents say of
Trump rollbacks https://www.yahoo.com/news/theyre-killing-us-texas-
residents-161239637.html 

CNN
52 off-the-wall lines from Trump's Sunday night briefing 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-task-
force-sunday/index.html 
[ Donnie ‘Dimwit Hoover’ Trump ]

CNN
OIL CRASHES. PRICE GOES NEGATIVE 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/investing/premarket-stocks-trading/
index.html [ Keep in mind the corollary, consequential problem of 
worthless loans collateralized by now worth less collateral (the oil) ] The 
coronavirus crisis has producers running out of places to store excess 
barrels of crude, driving prices below zero

YAHOONEWS World Associated Press India reports biggest one-day virus 
spike as lockdown eased https://www.yahoo.com/news/india-reports-
biggest-one-day-062112431.html 

HUFFPOST
GOVS RIP TRUMP TESTING CLAIMS: ‘DELUSIONAL’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governors-trump-coronavirus-testing-
delusional-false_n_5e9c83d8c5b635d25d6e769d 

MSNBC
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Perhaps Trump didn't fully understand one of his 'favorite' movies https://
www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/perhaps-trump-didn-t-fully-
understand-one-his-favorite-movies-n1186531 [ Indeed he did not … trump
is so freakin’ dumb! Really, pathetic, beyond the pale! ]
CNN
US coronavirus death toll tops 40,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/19/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html 

HUFFPOST
Epidemiologist Delivers Blunt Reality Check On Current Phase Of 
Pandemic https://www.huffpost.com/entry/epidemiologist-coronavirus-
peak-warning_n_5e9acba0c5b63639081f0edf (4-18-20) “The pandemic is 
only just getting started,” warned William Hanage, a professor of 
epidemiology and infectious diseases at Harvard. 

live updates At least 29,131 new cases reported in US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-18-20-intl/ 

The Mafia Is poised to exploit coronavirus, and not just in Italy 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/19/europe/italy-mafia-exploiting-
coronavirus-crisis-aid-intl/index.html [ There you go … trump’s kind of 
people … not quite kgb/russian mob as he has preferred; but, familiar, 
well entrenched/greased in an america where their “cut” keeps Lady 
Justice blindfolded for eyes wide shut reality for oppressive opportunity 
in every calamity. ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

WASHPOST
Record government, corporate debt could lead to ‘tipping point’ after 
pandemic passes https://www.usdebtclock.org 
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MAGA - We're No. One https://www.usdebtclock.org/world-debt-clock.html 

DRUDGEREPORT (4-18-20) 
Protesters dump body bags outside Trump hotel... https://www.the-
sun.com/news/703618/donald-trump-protest-nyc-coronavirus-rude-nasty-
democrats/ 

WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 

CNN
Matt Drudge fires back at Trump https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/media/
matt-drudge-trump/index.html “...The president did not provide any 
evidence to support his assertion that people were abandoning Drudge's 
website en masse. Web analytics data do not support Trump's claim that 
Drudge is losing web traffic amid the coronavirus crisis. In fact, page 
view data directly from the Drudge Report's server, provided to CNN by a 
person with access to the numbers, shows no significant traffic dips 
since January 2019. The data shows a significant traffic surge in March, 
up to 1.2 billion page views from 781 million page views in February...”

DRUDGEREPORT
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-
tumbles.aspx 

Government Issued $175 Billion in Improper Payments … 
https://www.nextgov.com/cio-briefing/2020/03/government-issued-175-
billion-improper-payments-watchdog-says/163454/ 
www.nextgov.com › cio-briefing › 2020/03 › governm...
Mar 2, 2020 - The federal government misspent $175 billion in fiscal 2019,
according ... In a report released Monday, GAO indicates about $121 
billion, or 69% of ... were made in incorrect amounts— continue to be an 
area of fiscal concern in ... the risk of improper payment; and agencies 

not complying with reporting and ...
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Federal Agencies Admit To $1.2 Trillion In Improper Payments … 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2019/03/23/federal-
agencies-admit-to-1-2-trillion-in-improper-payments-since-2004/
#3466c53d352a 

www.forbes.com › adamandrzejewski › 2019/03/23 › f...
Mar 23, 2019 - Last year, these improper payments totaled $140 billion – 

that's about $12 billion per month. ... Since 2004, twenty large federal 
agencies admit paying out an ... Federal law defines the term as 
“payments made by the government to the ... In other words, there's a 

lack of basic in-house financial controls ...

BARRON’S Markets Are Mistaken. The Worst Isn’t Over. 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/markets-are-mistaken-51586777785?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch ‘Sell in May and go away’ is a 
warning to stock investors now more than ever https://finance.yahoo.com/
m/a85df9ce-53db-3f6a-b3a1-e3b4db082a93/%e2%80%98sell-in-may-and-
go-away%e2%80%99-is.html [ Indeed … The market is total bulls**t! ] 

CNN Time to fire Jared and Ivanka 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/16/opinions/fire-ivanka-and-jared-passover-
travel-bergen/index.html [ Better late than never … talk about 
government/bureaucratic/nepotic waste! ]

YAHOONEWS World Quartz Wuhan just revised its Covid-19 death toll up 
by 50% https://finance.yahoo.com/m/95a01f11-d59d-3957-a873-
878420dfab59/wuhan-just-revised-its.html 
Wuhan, the central Chinese city at the epicenter of the country's 
coronavirus outbreak, just revised its death toll up by 1,290 to 3,869—an 
increase of 50% from its previous count … New York City coronavirus 
death toll jumps past 10,000 in revised count The Guardian
Connecticut COVID-19 cases top 14,000, death toll surges   WABC – NY  

4-16-20 Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look To Date 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-cnn-trump-
propaganda_n_5e988799c5b6ead1400965d5 
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HUFFPOST
PAYCHECK STIMULUS DRAINED —  MANY APPLICANTS STILL IN THE   
DARK https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paycheck-protection-
program_n_5e985440c5b6ead14008b321 

MSNBC
trump threatens to shut down Congress to install nominees without 
Senate approval [ Heil trump! ]

MARKETWATCH 5 ‘This is going to hurt’ — pain is on the way for the four 
big U.S. banks https://www.marketwatch.com/story/this-is-going-to-hurt-
pain-is-on-the-way-for-the-four-big-us-banks-2020-04-16?
mod=article_inline 

HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS 
NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-
on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick 
dude trump beyond the pale! ]

DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP ORDERS HIS NAME ON VIRUS CHECKS 
NO PEAK YET: U.S. DEATHS SET SINGLE-DAY RECORD... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO

CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health 
Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-
organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible 
… How very trumpian! ]

CNN GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is 
lesser of two evils compared to economy tanking 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trey-hollingsworth-coronavirus/
index.html [ Wow! You can’t make this s**t up. What a dumb thing to say, 
much less think. How about requiring him, his family, and his friends 
along with the thieving trumps to work the ERs, hospitals, clinics, etc., 
among other harms way but necessary positions. Did people actually 
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vote for this guy (and trump)? ]
YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Worst Recession Since the 
Great Depression Is Coming, IMF Forecasts https://www.yahoo.com/news/
m/6d053565-044b-322f-8806-4854b2da1140/the-worst-recession-since-
the.html The coronavirus and countries' efforts to contain it has put the 
global economy on track for the worst recession since the Great 
Depression and could cost a cumulative loss of $9 trillion in economic 
activity over 2020 and 2021—more than the size of the Japanese and 
German economies combined, Gita Gopinath, the chief economist of the 
International Monetary Fund, said on Tuesday… 

Trump MAGA Committee AD   Will You Choose Trump or a Dem in 2020?   
President Trump Will Not Let Our Nation Go Down the Bleak and Desolate
Path of Socialism, But He Needs You to Fight Back. Share Your Thoughts 
Now. [ WOW! These trumpy maga people are really, truly dumb! Let’s not 
even for the moment talk about successful tax-payer funded programs as 
social security. Their “capitalism” egregiously socializes the losses (ie., 
wall street bailout, etc.) and privatizes the gains 
(institutional/government/1percent thievery). At once, tragic and pathetic!
]

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Bill Kristol Names The Moment Donald 
Trump’s America Passed The Point Of No Return 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/bill-kristol-donald-trump-coronavirus-
response-072615014.html The conservative commentator called it "the 
inflection point of failure" when we "tripped and fell, not to get back up 
easily again." [ trump’s america Passed 'The Point Of No Return' … 
Passed the 'The Point Of No Return' indeed … I like that, though still 
euphemistic for the bleak consequential prospects that in trumpian 
denial/fashion seem as if “trump’s april miracle” disappeared as if by 
saying so makes it so, even if the propounder(s) is (are) a pathological 
liar(s) … Pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Business The Fiscal Times National Debt Will Exceed GDP 
This Fiscal Year, New Projection Says 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/national-debt-exceed-gdp-fiscal-
224936102.html 
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YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say. [ Keep in mind, the upshot of these sometimes blatant 
fraudulent wealth transfers to that so-called one percent, exemplified by 
ie., the wall street bailout with government complicity 
(republicans/democrats, dumbya bush/paulsen/cheney, 
obama/holder/biden, now trump/barr, etc., et als), is the equivalent of a 
‘heads they win tails you lose’ approach with huge treasury dollar 
implications where they socialize the losses and privatize the gains. Fed 
chair tells Congress that $1 trillion budget deficits are unsustainable 
“…..There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-
the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ The magnitude of these frauds is 
almost incomprehensible. https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time 
numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT ]

CNN Trump erupts in Covid-19 briefing, claiming 'total' authority as 
president 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/politics/trump-coronavirus-defense-fauci/
index.html 
HUFFPOST TRUMP: I HAVE ‘TOTAL AUTHORITY’ OVER GOVS (HE 
DOESN’T) https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-total-authority-
president_n_5e94f544c5b606109f5ea92b 
MSNBC Trump falsely claims the president has 'total' power over 
governors … https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-asserts-his-
power-over-governors-as-total-81994821608
DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP CLAIMS 'TOTAL AUTHORITY' OVER STATES 

https://apnews.com/ba9578acf23bdb03fd51a2b81f640560 
[ Hmmm … Sounds historically familiar:
1933 January 30: Schleicher is outmaneuvered by Papen, who persuades 
Hindenburg than Hitler can be controlled; the latter is made chancellor, with 
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Papen vice-chancellor.
February 6: Hitler introduces censorship.

February 27: With elections looming, the Reichstag is set on fire by a 
communist.

February 28: Citing the attack on the Reichstag as evidence of a mass 
communist movement, Hitler passes a law ending civil liberties in Germany.

March 5: The NSDAP, riding on the communist scare and aided by a now tame 
police force boosted by masses of SA, polls at 43.9 percent.4

 The Nazis ban the communists.

March 21: During the "Day of Potsdam,"the Nazis open the Reichstag in a 
carefully stage-managed act which tries to show them as heirs of the Kaiser.

March 24: Hitler passes the Enabling Act; it makes him a dictator for four years.



YAHOONEWS (4-13-20) Business Yahoo Finance Stock market news live 
updates: Stock futures drop, officials discuss reopening economy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-april-13-
2020-221804219.html Stock futures fell Sunday evening at the end a 
holiday weekend in the U.S., declining after last week’s rally sent the S&P
500 to its best weekly gain since 1974.

HUFFPOST
SLOW, INCOMPETENT AND DISHONEST: INSIDE TRUMP’S BOTCHED 
RESPONSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-botched-delayed-
coronavirus-response_n_5e9315c0c5b69ededcf2d2b5 

DRUDGEREPORT NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19… Repeatedly 
played down seriousness… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-
could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-
BB12tYrs 
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4-12-20 Alec Baldwin’s Trump Calls In To ‘Weekend Update’ To Brag About
His Stellar COVID-19 Job https://www.huffpost.com/entry/alec-baldwin-
trump-weekend-update-snl_n_5e92a4b8c5b68ca47636e491 

CNN US hits new historic first in coronavirus pandemic 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/us-coronavirus-updates-sunday/
index.html 
President Trump approved a disaster declaration for Wyoming making it 
the first time in American history all states have one in place
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 
MAGAman trump has done it … ‘We’re number one!’ CNN US has most 
virus deaths in the world America is now reporting at least 18,860 
coronavirus fatalities, surpassing Italy as the nation with the most 
reported deaths https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-
pandemic-04-11-20/h_a72b3899f03070ecaad11f4375f1f995 

YAHOONEWS World Reuters IMF chief says pandemic will unleash worst 
recession since Great Depression 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/imf-chief-says-pandemic-unleash-
120000780.html 

CNN
US likely hit its peak daily death toll, expert says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/health/us-coronavirus-updates-saturday/
index.html 

At least 2,074 deaths were reported Friday, the largest increase in 
coronavirus fatalities since the beginning of the outbreak 

live updates US reaches half a million coronavirus cases
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As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is 
yet to come in Texas and Florida

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered 
week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instea
d-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/
2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Oversight erased, Supreme 
Court hijacked: Trump turns the presidency into a dictatorship 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/oversight-erased-supreme-court-hijacked-
071510076.html [ No surprise. Totally predictable. Tragic and pathetic! ]

CNN
Tracking Covid-19:     US deaths top 18,000   https://www.cnn.com/interactive/
2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ 

NEWYORKTIMES
Coronavirus Map: Tracking the Global Outbreak https://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2020/world/coronavirus-maps.html?action=click&module=Top
%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage&action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype
=Homepage 

BARRONS
The Stock Market Has Had a Heck of a Bounce. Why It’s Time for Another
Drop. https://www.barrons.com/articles/the-stock-markets-big-bounce-
could-turn-into-another-drop-soon-heres-why-51586365473?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS&adobe_mc=MCMID
%3D33765368431853895684615918636231509251%7CMCORGID
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DRUDGEREPORT
Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press 
Briefings... [ WOW! Talk about biting the hand that fed him … well, that’s 
trump’s insanity, to be sure! ]
EASTER CRACKDOWN
ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

Then there’s this: https://www.usdebtclock.org

HUFFPOST
ECONOMISTS: FAT CHANCE FOR TRUMP’S ‘ROCKET’ RECOVERY 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-
coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4 
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YAHOONEWS Politics Politico The briefings aren’t working: Trump’s 
approval rating takes a dip

DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June… http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CNN poll  : Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half   
of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-
coronavirus/index.html 

MSNBC
Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's 
cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s 
madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ]

HUFFPOST
Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-
cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so 
mentally ill, so pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the 
coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is 
greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-
9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Trump justice: He's using his 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-dangerous-justice-coup-punishing-100014486.html
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8198633/US-hits-new-record-highest-number-coronavirus-deaths-DAY-1-890-fatalities.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/07/kushner-coronavirus-surveillance-174165
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/779-more-coronavirus-deaths-reported-in-new-york
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office to reward friends, punish enemies and tarnish America 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-dangerous-justice-coup-punishing-
100014486.html [ DUH! Come on...that’s what mobsters do, no surprise 
here … where were all these “journalists”, legal beagles, etc., when it 
counted. ] 
HUFFPOST Politics William Barr Is Turning U.S. Into Dictatorship, Says 
Ex-Labor Secretary https://www.huffpost.com/entry/robert-reich-william-
barr-dictatorship_n_5e562b2cc5b649ec4330229b 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 
pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic! “...True 
enough, the republicans have gone beyond the pale for mentally ill 
mobster thief in chief trump; but, sadly a bit too generous/kind to the 
democrats who from my direct observation and experience are/were 
always ready to jump on the bandwagon if the same “works for them”. 
america is a complete and total fraud! ...”

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths 

Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this 
short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-
fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-
04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total 
bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths https://www.marketwatch.com/story/new-york-
state-reports-biggest-one-day-rise-in-coronavirus-cases-2020-04-07?
link=MW_latest_news 

HUFFPOST 
THEY KNEW: W.H. MEMO WARNED ‘MILLIONS’ IN DANGER 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/peter-navarro-trade-adviser-trump-
coronavirus-warning-memos_n_5e8c1e05c5b62459a92e4744 

YAHOONEWS Business Zacks First Bank Collapses Amid Coronavirus 
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Woes: More in Store? U.S. HuffPost Former Fed Chair Janet Yellen: 
Unemployment 'May Go To Depression Levels' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/janet-yellen-economic-impact-
unemployment-coronavirus-great-depression-170636827.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Stock market is headed for choppy 
waters amid worries that a return to normal will elude the U.S. economy 
See: The soaring U.S. unemployment rate could approach Great 
Depression-era levels … [DUH!] Business Investor's Business Daily Dow 
Jones Futures Jump; Why This Stock Market Rally Is More Dangerous 
Than The Coronavirus Market Crash Dow Jones futures rose solidly 
Sunday night, along with S&P 500 futures and Nasdaq futures as new 
coronavirus cases … [DUH! DUH! DUH!]

4-4-20 A Blast From The Past as Seth Meyers and Amy Poehler Rejoin 
Hands and Take A Closer Look, REALLY!   https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/  
seth-meyers-amy-poehler-coronavirus-mitch-mcconnell-132104748.html 

MSNBC
Coronavirus live updates: Surgeon General, Trump sound alarm as U.S. 
cases top 300,000 As Surgeon General warns of 'Pearl Harbor moment', 
U.S. surpasses 9,000 COVID-19 deaths 
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/as-surgeon-
general-warns-of-pearl-harbor-moment-u-s-surpasses-9-000-covid-19-
deaths-81659973793 

HUFFPOST
SURGEON GENERAL WARNS: NEXT WEEK WILL BE ‘9/11 MOMENT’ https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/surgeon-general-coronavirus-sept-
11_n_5e89df69c5b6cc1e47771c41 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost GOP Voters Rebuke Donald Trump's 
Coronavirus Response In New Video https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/gop-
voters-donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership-124400483.html This is a 
crisis and we need real leadership. Donald Trump is incapable of it," GOP 
voters said in Republicans for the Rule of Law's latest ad.

YAHOONEWS U.S. HuffPost Trump Org Reportedly Seeking Debt Help 
From Deutsche As Bank Is Probed By DOJ [ The shakedown! ] 
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https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/deutsche-bank-trump-debt-help-
coronavirus-conflict-of-interest-132441939.html Former White House 
ethics chief Walter Shaub called it the "absolute nightmare" he has 
warned against.

YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-
191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery 
should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they 
also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The 
most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest»

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse 
than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-
great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on 
record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://
www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/
brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html 

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say.

Senator: Outside pressure will move GOP on voting stance Yahoo News 
Video
Early Signs Could Preview Effect of Coronavirus on Housing Market 
ValuePenguin

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Sean Hannity Over Huge Coronavirus 
‘Hoax’ Lie https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
sean-hannity-over-huge-coronavirus-hoax-lie?
via=rss&source=articles_fancylink 
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YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo Finance Coronavirus pandemic to trigger 
'another selling wave' in the stock market soon: expert 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-
another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html Is 
it time to fade this short-term rally in the markets? Yes, this pro tells 
Yahoo Finance in large part because of the unpredictable nature of the 
coronavirus. [ It’s really quite astounding to hear so-called ‘wall street 
mavens’ talk about this corona-induced bear market as run of the mill 
typical … WAKE UP! ]

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
MARKETWATCH
Study says virus death toll in Italian province is double the official tally https://
www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-
double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news 
YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch 5 reasons the spread of the 
coronavirus in the U.S. could be worse than in Italy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-
reasons-the-spread-of-the.html The spread of COVID-19 in the U.S. is 
accelerating, and mortality is increasing exponentially, putting the U.S. 
on a potentially worse trajectory than Italy's, according to an analysis by 
Morgan Stanley. Biotechnology analyst Matthew Harrison said he expects
President Donald 

YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Coronavirus Crisis Could Be as 
Bad as Anything We’ve Seen in the Last 150 Years: Harvard Economist 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-

https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo
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coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo Harvard 
economist Kenneth Rogoff knows what a financial crisis looks like. In 
this pandemic, Rogoff sees the global economy possibly headed for a 
Depression-era like hit, with emerging markets, corporate debt and an 
election year making the situation more precarious. Barron's spoke with 
Rogoff—who co-wrote This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial 
Folly with Reinhart in 2009—about how this coronavirus crisis compares 
with the Great Depression… 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
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Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
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Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo News Video Man dies, woman left in critical 
condition after taking chloroquine phosphate 
https://news.yahoo.com/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html An 
Arizona woman who was left in critical condition and whose husband 
died after they {took chloroquine phosphate} said, “Don’t believe anything
that the president says.”

https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-
214400339.html 

Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People 
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
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rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 
human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied.

The trumpian american debacle lays bare the philosophical dilemma 
confronting the very foundations of so-called american democracy (at 
best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially
means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves… as 
exemplified in and by the american and French concepts of 'democracy'. 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 

[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! Unfortunately, trump 
knows that his americans, like him, are really dumb and lying does work 
in america!]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
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grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; NOT good by any universally accepted measure or application of the 
term.
Unfortunately, trump knows that his americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
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News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
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other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf

Trump Declares He Has 'Total' Authority As President In Defiant Press 
Briefing

huffpost.com

Doug Thiel mentioned you in a comment. I have heard that.....this will get 
very interesting with his fight with the Governors. They won’t back down 
as it’s their call. What do you think will happen Al?
Oh, when dealing with insanity, I've found predictions based upon rational
expectations totally worthless.

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

Unfortunately, trump knows that americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
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response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]

Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump 
Presidency Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, 
but Americans have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter 
Wehner

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
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Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
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http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
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We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
http://albertpeia.com/
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

america is a total fraud!

america’s not worth it!

america’s a total fraud. americans for the most part are absolute shit!

DRUDGEREPORT THERMAL SCANS FOR ENTRY
DEATH MODELS RISE AGAIN https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/health/us-
coronavirus-tuesday/index.html 
CONGRESS CANCELS RETURN 
UNEMPLOYMENT ANGER GROWS
1 IN 4 AT 'BREAKING POINT' 

https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-72-of-locked-down-americans-say-theyll-reach-breaking-point-by-mid-june/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/27/delays-for-unemployment-no-food-people-talking-about-suicide/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8264983/Democrats-rebel-Pelosis-order-House-return-4-calling-dangerous.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/health/us-coronavirus-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/health/us-coronavirus-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/health/us-coronavirus-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-concerns-thermal-imaging-cameras-technology-reopening-businesses/
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0h0AHE8_mRo6Bjiv0PHTJPfJkzvyvCjx0yIbSjElLijyGn_cr9yzNUAy0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0


WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
ADMINISTRATION HUMILIATION: The Lakers Get Federal Bailout and 
Your Corner Shop Doesn't...
CHICAGO PARTIES: ANOTHER PACKED HOUSE, STRIPPER SWARMED, 
ZERO DISTANCING...
US coronavirus cases top 1 million...
DEATHS 56,500...
Case fatality rates rise... 
TESTING NEEDS TO INCREASE 'BY 80 TIMES' TO REOPEN SAFELY...
CDC recommends social distancing for pets...
First dog tests positive...
Lockdown protest leader infected...
Outbreak hits second Navy ship...
Masks, temperature checks 'new normal' at restaurants...
America facing protein shortage...
President to Order Meat Plants to Stay Open...
Gloomy summer looms as pandemic cancels festivals, trips...
California schools may reopen in July...
Harvard's Fall Semester Might Take Place Online...
Doctor Who Pushed Vitamin Treatment Charged With Fraud...
Medication Shortages Next Crisis...
AMAZON, FEDEX, TARGET, WALMART workers to hold unprecedented 
strike... 
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

CNN An asteroid that's more than a mile wide will fly by Earth tomorrow 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-
trnd/index.html 

MARKETWATCH Trump fails the ultimate test as president: Protecting us 
from risks as only the federal government can 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-
president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-
2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news 

YAHOONEWS Business The ‘Great Repression’ is here and it will make 
past downturns look tame, economist says Andrea Riquier 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-trnd/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/750448/amazon-walmart-target-fedex-instacart-protst-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/750448/amazon-walmart-target-fedex-instacart-protst-coronavirus/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/04/medication-shortages-are-next-crisis/610798/
https://wwjnewsradio.radio.com/articles/news/shelby-twp-doc-who-pushed-covid-treatment-charged-with-fraud
https://www.wsj.com/articles/harvard-to-have-a-fall-semester-but-details-unclear-11588032333
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/28/gavin-newsom-california-schools-may-reopen-july/
https://apnews.com/cf63b34d45a3e208cc06c195344e0443
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/trump-to-order-us-meat-plants-to-stay-open-amid-pandemic/ar-BB13kmP0
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/27/producers-warn-america-is-facing-protein-shortage-in-coronavirus-era/
https://apnews.com/7bf69c10b514dad22bbd35cacca2c04d
https://www.sanluisobispo.com/news/coronavirus/article242328551.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/745476/coronavirus-protest-leader-positive-north-carolina-lockdowns/
https://www.wral.com/coronavirus/chapel-hill-pug-tests-positive-for-virus-that-causes-covid-19-first-known-case-in-a-dog-in-the-us/19074499/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/494973-cdc-recommends-social-distancing-for-pets
https://news.yahoo.com/the-coronavirus-enemy-remained-invisible-because-the-trump-administration-didnt-make-the-effort-to-see-it-090022804.html
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/494918-case-fatality-rates-rise-as-coronavirus-runs-deadly
https://news.trust.org/item/20200428154356-5ad8w
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/28/us-coronavirus-cases-top-1-million-as-some-states-mull-reopening-nonessential-businesses.html
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/28/another-packed-chicago-house-party-features-stripper-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/28/another-packed-chicago-house-party-features-stripper-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://sports.yahoo.com/lakers-got-federal-aid-corner-120015027.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/lakers-got-federal-aid-corner-120015027.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6


de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html 
MarketWatch April 27, 2020

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - April 28th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Today, stocks snapped a 4-day streak:
*Stocks dropped for the first time in 4 days, with tech stocks leading the 
major indices lower.
*At one point the S&P was up 1.5%. But after a strong start, the major 
indices were in a free fall pretty much all morning, erasing early gains 
and turning negative for the day.
*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row. With a 1.7% loss, Crude 
Oil ended the day at 12.56 a barrel.
*Tech stocks led the way lower today:
*Alphabet (GOOGL) lost 3.0% with earnings scheduled to be released 
after the bell. But after reporting better than expected revenue growth, 
GOOGL is up over 8.0% in after-hours trading.
*We still have more big tech names reporting earnings this week, incl. 
Facebook (FB), Microsoft (MSFT), Amazon (AMZN), and Apple (AAPL).

------------
~Markus Heitkoetter~
"Tyson Food Chairman, John Tyson published a letter through multiple 
major newspapers this past Sunday with some pretty disturbing news...at
least for me and fellow bacon lovers ;)

The letter detailed that Tyson has been forced to shutdown multiple 
plants which could result in meat shortages across the country.

This news has already sent futures prices higher.

So if Tyson was the only case, this would be bad enough, but they're 
not...

Multiple suppliers like Smithfield Foods and JBS have also closed plants 
and are all warning that meat shortages are coming very soon.

News like this reinforces one thing for me: Volatility isn't gone yet.

http://www.marketwatch.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html


So during today's live session (at 2:30 pm Central) of "Coffee With 
Markus" we'll spend sometime looking at the markets and discuss where 
this could send us next."
Watch On YouTube
See you soon!
~Markus Heitkoetter~
P.S.: If you do NOT want to receive any more reminders for "Coffee with 
Markus", just click on the link below.

DRUDGEREPORT
MORE DRUG HOPE
GDP -4.8% https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-
quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29 
GERMANY RE-LOCK?
FAUCI: SECOND WAVE INEVITABLE 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
Pence under fire for going maskless at Mayo...
Flouts policy...
President to resume travel...
U.S. DEATHS 59,124...
How accurate is the count?
Feds Buy 100,000 More Body Bags, Preparing for Worst... 
Miscalculation at Every Level Left U.S. Unequipped to Fight...
Georgia's Experiment in Human Sacrifice...
POLL: Most Americans NOT ready to reopen... 
'Quarantine fatigue' continues...
Easing lockdowns makes day-to-day choices more complicated...
New York Will Have 'Circuit Breaker' in Place if Fresh Outbreak...
State allowed infected nurses in nursing home...
Unrefrigerated Bodies Found At Brooklyn Funeral Home Storage...
Infections on Navy Ship Occurred More than Month After Last Port Visit...
Mystery syndrome hits children...
Food-Plant Workers Clash With Employers...
America facing protein shortage...
Boneless chicken first to go scarce...

https://fortune.com/2020/04/28/us-meat-shortage-coronavirus-boneless-chicken/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/27/producers-warn-america-is-facing-protein-shortage-in-coronavirus-era/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/food-plant-workers-clash-with-employers-over-coronavirus-safety-11588179823
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8267721/Three-children-U-S-develop-rare-inflammatory-syndrome-linked-coronavirus.html
https://news.usni.org/2020/04/28/uss-kidd-arrives-in-san-diego-to-treat-covid-19-outbreak-first-cases-emerged-more-than-a-month-after-hawaii-port-visit
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/29/dead-bodies-found-at-brooklyn-funeral-home-storage/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/29/ny-state-let-coronavirus-infected-nurses-work-in-nursing-home/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-will-have-coronavirus-circuit-breaker-in-place-as-economies-reopen-11588106124
https://apnews.com/1cfa3bd2c3d34d73e9e437f99d92d4e4
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Quarantine-fatigue-continues-for-second-week-15232645.php
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/despite-widespread-economic-hardship-most-americans-not-ready-to-reopen-poll-says
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/04/why-georgia-reopening-coronavirus-pandemic/610882/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/miscalculation-at-every-level-left-u-s-unequipped-to-fight-coronavirus-11588170921
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-buys-more-body-bags-preparing-for-worst-case-cornavirus-scenario-11588172780
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/accurate-us-coronavirus-death-count-experts-off-tens/story?id=70385359
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/495350-trump-says-he-plans-to-resume-travel-next-week-with-trip-to-arizona
https://news.yahoo.com/pence-flouts-us-hospitals-mask-policy-during-visit-210412640.html
https://apnews.com/96a451475c34ed11b3698e3dc4eff371
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/live-updates-as-quarantine-fatigue-spreads-fauci-says-second-wave-of-coronavirus-is-inevitable/ar-BB13lEuR?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.the-sun.com/news/753568/germany-bring-back-coronavirus-lockdowns-cases-surge/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29
https://news.trust.org/item/20200429152106-jdaj2


Lines at food banks grow and grow...
Home sales tank...
REPUBLICANS DEMAND LIABILITY SHIELD... 
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN Kushner calls US coronavirus response a 'success story' [ In their 
own mentally ill, warped minds; yet, there’s enough of a sick, dumb 
percentage in america to lap their s**t up … Pathetic! ]

Trump's senior adviser and son-in-law made the comment a day after the 
number of confirmed Covid-19 cases in the country topped 1 million 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-
success-story/index.html 

CNN reporter on Kushner's victory lap: I honestly don't know what he's 
talking about https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-
coronavirus-success-story/index.html 

Pentagon announces Defense Production Act to boost coronavirus testing
swab production

Trump says federal social distancing guidelines will be 'fading out' 

Trump: I didn't say it. (He did. Here's the tape.)

Florida will start to reopen May 4 without certain counties

LA is first major city to offer free Covid-19 testing for all residents

Trump downplays testing need in whiplash contradiction

Trump erupts at campaign chief as reelection stress mounts

• GOP senator gives activists grim 2020 assessment amid fears over 
holding Senate
• Analysis: Republicans' Senate majority is now in very real jeopardy
• Opinion: Why Pence didn't wear a mask

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/opinions/pence-mayo-clinic-mask-covid19-coronavirus-trump-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/politics/senate-majority-republicans-democrats/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/david-perdue-georgia-senate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/david-perdue-georgia-senate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/donald-trump-brad-parscale-campaign-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-messaging/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_7ae2c92a8eaec0de5ab6cdb359043197
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/us/florida-reopening-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/29/trump-false-claim-5-million-test-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/trump-social-distancing-guidelines/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/pentagon-defense-production-act-coronavirus-swab/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/pentagon-defense-production-act-coronavirus-swab/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/29/jared-kushner-coronavirus-testing-goals-griffin-baldwin-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/29/jared-kushner-coronavirus-testing-goals-griffin-baldwin-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
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Laid-off workers may have to give up unemployment benefits as states 
reopen

• Live updates: More than 1 million cases of coronavirus have been 
reported in US
• Fed slashed rates to zero and lent billions of dollars. The step is 
complicated
• Debate emerges: Should businesses be protected from Covid-19 
lawsuits?

Deaths soar in country that didn't lock down. Officials identify big reason 
why.

Analysis: How the Trump admin treats meat plant workers speaks to our 
priorities

Opinion: Trump treats meatpacking workers as disposable

Father opens up on why ER doctor who had coronavirus died by suicide

Concerns mount over health of US citizen detained in Russia amid 
pandemic

FDA reportedly will approve Covid-19 treatment remdesivir, which US-
funded trial shows has 'positive effect' on recovery

Don't expect to see disinfectant wipes or sprays in stores anytime soon, 
experts say

US splits with allies again as it looks to extend Iran weapons ban

Michigan governor announces tuition-free educational program for 
essential workers

FAA probing Harrison Ford runway incident

CNN Fed chair says this is the worst economy in US history 
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffe
e0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c [ DUH! … Ooooh, play-Powell, such sexy,
provocative, reality talk really turns the frauds on wall street on; rally-
mode and away we go, up, up and away … keep in mind election year 
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obfuscation, business cycle reality, defacto bankruptcy BEFORE this 
horrific viral scenario … Total, unequivocal fraud and bulls**t! ]
• World updates: More than 12 million Italian workers request Covid-19 
emergency funds
• Laid-off workers may have to give up unemployment benefits as states 
reop  en  
• Fed leaves rates at zero but will use its 'full range of tools' to help the 
econo  my  

CNN Welcome to the worst economy ever 
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The Federal Reserve chairman previewed some awful economic data 
headed our way as a direct consequence of coronavirus and protective 
measures 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/what-matters-april-29/index.html 

CNN Fed chair says this is the worst economy in US history 
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffe
e0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c [ DUH! … Ooooh, play-Powell, such sexy,
provocative, reality talk really turns the frauds on wall street on; rally-
mode and away we go, up, up and away … keep in mind election year 
obfuscation, business cycle reality, defacto bankruptcy BEFORE this 
horrific viral scenario … Total, unequivocal fraud and bulls**t! ]

Analysis: Wuhan shows the end of lockdown is just the start of the Covid-
19 crisis

us updates Trump administration launches operation to speed up 
coronavirus vaccine development

world updates Remdesivir drug maker says it has enough supply to treat 
at least 140,000 patients

More than half of states will be partly open by end of the week

Massive lines form outside of Las Vegas casino

Analysis: White House pushes opening that won't find powerbrokers 
manning the front lines

Trump: I didn't say it. (He did. Here's the tape.)

Trump erupts at campaign chief as reelection stress mounts

• GOP senator gives activists grim 2020 assessment amid fears over 
holding Senate
• Analysis: Republicans' Senate majority is now in very real jeopardy
• Opinion: Why Pence didn't wear a mask

Deaths soar in country that didn't lock down. Officials identify big reason 
why.

•   Laid-off workers may have to give up unemployment benefits as states   

reopen
• Debate emerges: Should businesses be protected from Covid-19 
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lawsuits?
• Kushner calls US coronavirus response a 'success story' 
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BREAKING Rishi Kapoor, Bollywood actor, dies age 67

California governor intends to close all state beaches and parks, police 
memo says

Up to 60 bodies found in four trucks outside Brooklyn funeral home

Elon Musk criticizes coronavirus stay-at-home orders, calling them 
'fascist'

US Navy stages back-to-back challenges to Beijing's South China Sea 
claims

Analysis: As Trump frets over sliding poll numbers, he doubles down on 
Fox-centric media strategy

NYC Jewish leaders write to mayor saying they were hurt by his 
comments

These universities say their students will return to campus in the fall

Analysis: How the Trump admin treats meat plant workers speaks to our 
priorities

Father opens up on why ER doctor who had coronavirus died by suicide

Opinion: Trump risks immigrants' safety so Americans can eat meat

Handwritten note shows how FBI official approached key Michael Flynn 
interview

Don't expect to see disinfectant wipes or sprays in stores anytime soon, 
experts say

Michigan governor announces tuition-free educational program for 
essential workers

YAHOONEWS Lifestyle CBC 'Hero cat' alerts owner to burning slow 
cooker in the middle of the night https://www.yahoo.com/news/hero-cat-
alerts-owner-burning-223900689.html “A Portugal Cove-St. Philip's couple 
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is happy their house is intact and is thanking the feline firefighter that 
saved them. Scott White awoke in the early hours of Sunday morning to 
his cat purring and pacing around the bedroom…” 

DRUDGEREPORT
REPORTS: Trump erupts at campaign manager as reelection stress 
overflows... 

Presented with grim internal polling... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-presented-with-grim-
internal-polling-15235345.php 

'I am not f**king losing to Joe Biden'... 

TIGHT IN TEXAS... 

Preps for transition in case he loses... 

Letter to stimulus check recipients raises objections... 

Senator Fears Blue Wave: 'Georgia In Play'... 

CNN A day in the life of paramedics battling the coronavirus pandemic 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/paterson-pandemic-paramedics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/david-perdue-georgia-senate/index.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/04/28/coronavirus-trump-letter-stimulus-check-recipients-causes-stir/3040031001/
https://apnews.com/528de64ba835d858146c9b4b0bcf5751
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/495305-poll-shows-trump-biden-in-tight-race-in-texas
https://apnews.com/a7b3bde0888fdd84314c8502e23afbbc
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A health care worker on the front lines says, 'Anybody who says they're 
not scared during this is lying to you' https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/
paterson-pandemic-paramedics/index.html 

INTERACTIVE How first responders are tackling this unprecedented 
threat

us updates More than half of country will be partially reopened by end of 
the week

Analysis: Disconnect with White House and the front lines

Father speaks on why doctor who had Covid-19 died by suicide

Stress on health care workers is creating 'second victims' in the 
coronavirus pandemic

world updates UK 'past the peak' of outbreak, British PM says

Fact Check
Hilton CEO shatters Trump's testing theory in meeting

• Trump renews threats to withhold federal funds from sanctuary cities 
amid pandemic
• Trump administration draws up plans to punish China over outbreak
• Opinion: This is what happens when coronavirus research funding gets 
political

More Americans are hoarding cash

•   Where unemployment benefits pay more than lost jobs  

• Outlook for Disneyworld and Disneyland reopenings
• Another 3.8 million file for US unemployment

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/economy/unemployment-benefits-coronavirus/index.html
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This is the most dangerous place in the grocery store 

Trump calls newly released UFO footage 'a hell of a video'

Stocks finish lower after historic monthly gain

These universities say their students will return to campus in fall

Massive lines form outside of Las Vegas casino

Analysis: 10 women Biden might pick for vice president

Startling images emerge from Russia

Roger Stone to appeal guilty verdict

Rishi Kapoor, Bollywood actor, dies at 67

He's burying more bodies, but his government denies it's Covid-19 

'No one wants to be there': Senators prepare for return to DC amid 
pandemic

Pelosi remains 'satisfied' with Biden's response to sexual assault 
allegation

YAHOONEWS Politics Los Angeles Times Opinion Bill Barr is acting like 
Trump's wing man again instead of America's attorney general The 
attorney general suggests that he's in sync with Trump's 'liberation' 
tweets. https://www.yahoo.com/news/bill-barr-acting-trumps-wing-
225059386.html 

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - April 30th, 2020

Albert, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks suffered losses on the last trading day of April.
But all things considered, it was quite a month: In fact, April was the best
month in 33 years for the stock market! The S&P finished with its biggest
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one-month gain since 1987!
But although we had a strong April, trading was rough today:
*Jobless Claims were released pre-market.There were 3.84 million 
Americans that filed for unemployment last week. This brings the total to 
more than 30 million over the last 6 weeks.
*And U.S. consumer spending was another concern, down big with a 7.5%
drop in March.
*Crude Oil (CL) rallied for the 2nd day in a row. Up 22.5%, Crude Oil ended
the day at $18.55 a barrel.
*Banks were some of the hardest hit today:
*Bank of America (BAC) dropped 3.0%, Citigroup (C) lost 3.4% and 
JPMorgan (JPM) slide 2.2%.
*But Facebook (FB) was 5.4% higher after reporting better than expected 
revenue.
*Apple (AAPL) is down 2.0% after hours, reporting that iPhone sales are 
down 7% from a year ago.
*Tomorrow’s earnings calendar features Exxon Mobil (XOM) and Chevron 
(CVX).”

DRUDGEREPORT NEW HOTSPOTS USA 
https://www.the-sun.com/news/759008/coronavirus-map-22-hotspots-
cases-explode-eight-states-lockdowns/ 
MODEL: 100,000 DEAD BY END OF SUMMER 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8273607/Top-COVID-19-model-
predicts-100-000-dead-end-summer.html 
DC SHUT UNTIL AUGUST? 
EVEN SENATE CAN’T GET ENOUGH TESTS
BEEF SHORTAGES ALARM WHITE HOUSE 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 
Fed pumped $6.7 TRILLION… 
Why We Still Don't Know Which Businesses Are Getting Bailout... 
https://time.com/5829594/business-coronavirus-relief/ 
Armed protesters storm Michigan Capitol...
'Tyrants Get The Rope'...

https://detroit.cbslocal.com/2020/04/30/protesters-took-to-the-michigan-capital-thursday-against-governors-stay-at-home-order/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/hundreds-protest-michigan-lawmakers-consider-extending-governors-emergency-powers-n1196886
https://time.com/5829594/business-coronavirus-relief/
https://time.com/5829594/business-coronavirus-relief/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200430201537-xslit
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronavirus-crisis-meat-shortages-alarm-americans-threaten-trump-reelection/
https://www.axios.com/senate-doctor-mitch-mcconnell-coronavirus-testing-e99282f6-90f5-4e11-8b45-02548f38ab12.html
https://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/dc-may-not-reopen-for-another-3-months-officials-say/2288790/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8273607/Top-COVID-19-model-predicts-100-000-dead-end-summer.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8273607/Top-COVID-19-model-predicts-100-000-dead-end-summer.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8273607/Top-COVID-19-model-predicts-100-000-dead-end-summer.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/759008/coronavirus-map-22-hotspots-cases-explode-eight-states-lockdowns/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/759008/coronavirus-map-22-hotspots-cases-explode-eight-states-lockdowns/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/759008/coronavirus-map-22-hotspots-cases-explode-eight-states-lockdowns/


World on knife edge as cases spike and cities shut down AGAIN after 
lockdowns lifted...
No evidence that deadly bat virus escaped Wuhan lab... 
Officials Press Spies to Link…
Florida jobless claims rise by 326,000, most of any state...
New hotspots in small cities, rural counties...
U.S. DEATHS 62,906...
Capitol physician says Senate lacks capacity to test all senators...
Worst auto sales in 30 years...
Americans hoarding cash…

https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN Trump contradicts US intel, says Covid-19 started in Wuhan lab 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/trump-intelligence-community-
china-coronavirus-origins/index.html [ Well, at least there’s some 
certainty; trump, an inveterate, pathological liar, we now know Covid-19 
did NOT start in Wuhan lab. ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/trump-intelligence-community-china-coronavirus-origins/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/trump-intelligence-community-china-coronavirus-origins/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/trump-intelligence-community-china-coronavirus-origins/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/investing/savings-rate-federal-reserve/index.html
https://www.edmunds.com/industry/press/new-vehicle-sales-continue-downward-slide-in-april-edmunds-forecasts.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/30/capitol-physician-senators-coronavirus-testing-226980
https://news.yahoo.com/u-moves-toward-slow-reopening-190009330.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8270849/Emerging-COVID-19-hotspots-small-areas-analysis-finds.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/article242395786.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/30/trump-officials-are-said-to-press-spies-to-link-virus-and-wuhan-labs/
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/No-evidence-that-deadly-bat-virus-escaped-Wuhan-15238789.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/759445/coronavirus-lockdown-germany-japan-china-second-spike/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/759445/coronavirus-lockdown-germany-japan-china-second-spike/


The President says he has a 'high degree of confidence' in the claim but 
declined to provide details

Trump administration draws up plans to punish China over coronavirus 
outbreak

Expert report predicts up to two more years of pandemic misery

Trump erupts at campaign manager over sliding poll numbers

Fact check: CEO shatters Trump's testing conspiracy theory while sitting 
beside him

Live Updates More than 63,000 US deaths

How did Australia flatten its coronavirus curve? Country begins easing 
restrictions as infection rate continues to fall 

Anderson Cooper's special announcement: 'I have a son'

Fact check: Trump makes a bunch of false claims after event about 
protecting seniors 

Analysis: State openings bring risks and huge stakes for America -- and 
Trump

Protesters pour into Michigan Capitol calling for end of state of 
emergency

Startling images emerge from Russia

USA Gymnastics suspends coach Maggie Haney for 8 years

His pregnant wife was killed in a mass shooting. Her dying wish was for 
healthcare workers to have PPE

He's burying more bodies, but his government denies it's Covid-19 

Pelosi remains 'satisfied' with Biden's response to sexual assault 
allegation

Responding to the coronavirus 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/nancy-pelosi-joe-biden-tara-reade-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/nancy-pelosi-joe-biden-tara-reade-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/30/nigeria-kano-deaths-mckenzie-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/americas/kristen-beaton-canada-shooting-coronavirus-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/americas/kristen-beaton-canada-shooting-coronavirus-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/usa-gymnastics-coach-maggie-haney-suspended-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/30/russia-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-health-service-hospital-vladimir-putin-chance-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/michigan-stay-at-home-protest/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/michigan-stay-at-home-protest/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/politics/coronavirus-politics-states-donald-trump-opening-economy/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/politics/coronavirus-politics-states-donald-trump-opening-economy/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/fact-check-trump-april-30/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/fact-check-trump-april-30/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/media/anderson-cooper-father/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/asia/australia-coronavirus-success-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/asia/australia-coronavirus-success-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-05-01-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/fact-check-trump-testing-conspiracy-hilton-nassetta/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/fact-check-trump-testing-conspiracy-hilton-nassetta/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/29/trump-erupted-at-campaign-manager-over-sliding-poll-numbers-diamond-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/health/report-covid-two-more-years/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/us-china-coronavirus-diplomacy-intelligence-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/us-china-coronavirus-diplomacy-intelligence-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/trump-intelligence-community-china-coronavirus-origins/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/trump-intelligence-community-china-coronavirus-origins/index.html


Her coronavirus treatment cost thousands, his was free. She's American. 
He's Italian

• Michigan governor extends state of emergency after lawmakers refuse
• Analysis: Is your lockdown better than my lockdown?

You can run outside and still be safe. Dr. Sanjay Gupta shows you how

• The most dangerous place in the grocery store
• These airlines will require face masks

All of Trump's Lies About the Coronavirus - The Atlantic 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/04/trumps-lies-about-
coronavirus/608647/ 

Lying … again, and again, and again, and again, … 

For a somewhat greater understanding of america’s mentally ill mobster 
thief-in-chief (not to mention his malignant narcissism, etc.):

PATHOLOGICAL LYING, ACCUSATION, AND SWINDLING BY WILLIAM 
HEALY, A.B., M.D. DIRECTOR, PSYCHOPATHIC INSTITUTE, JUVENILE 
COURT, CHICAGO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR NERVOUS AND MENTAL 
DISEASES CHICAGO POLICLINIC; AUTHOR OF ``THE INDIVIDUAL 
DELINQUENT'' AND MARY TENNEY HEALY, B.L.CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION “Through comparison of the literature on pathological 
lying with our own extensive material we are led to perceive the insistent
necessity for closer definition of the subject than has been heretofore 
offered. Reasons for excluding types earlier described as pathological 
liars will be found throughout our work. Better definition goes hand in 
hand with better understanding, and it is only natural that formal, 
detailed contemplation of the subject should lead to seeing new lines of 
demarcation.Definition: Pathological lying is falsification entirely 
disproportionate to any discernible end in view, engaged in by a person 
who, at the time of observation, cannot definitely be declared insane, 
feebleminded, or epileptic. Such lying rarely, if ever, centers about a 
single event; although exhibited in very occasional cases for a short time,
it manifests itself most frequently by far over a period of years, or even a 
life time. It represents a trait rather than an episode. Extensive, very 
complicated fabrications may be evolved. This has led to the synonyms:—
mythomania; pseudologia phantastica. It is true that in the previous 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/04/trumps-lies-about-coronavirus/608647/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/04/trumps-lies-about-coronavirus/608647/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwigx_jG4ZPpAhU3IjQIHeAnBQIQFjAEegQIAhAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theatlantic.com%2Fpolitics%2Farchive%2F2020%2F04%2Ftrumps-lies-about-coronavirus%2F608647%2F&usg=AOvVaw0F1pgexwnqzZaO4BnamLKP
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/masks-delta-american-frontier/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/business/grocery-stores-coronavirus-cashiers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/05/01/running-outside-safely-during-coronavirus-pandemic-sanjay-gupta-demo-coronavirus-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/politics/what-matters-april-30/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/michigan-governor-extends-state-of-emergency/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/health/health-care-europe-us-medical-bills-coronavirus-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/01/health/health-care-europe-us-medical-bills-coronavirus-intl/index.html


literature, under the head of pathological liars, cases of epilepsy, 
insanity, and mental defect have been cited, but that is misleading. A 
clear terminology should be adopted. The pathological liar forms a 
species by himself and as such does not necessarily belong to any of 
these larger classes. It is, of course, scientifically permissible, as well as
practically valuable, to speak of the epileptic or the otherwise abnormal 
person through his disease engaging in pathological lying, but the main 
classification of an individual should be decided by the main abnormal 
condition.A good definition of pathological accusation follows the above 
lines. It is false accusation indulged in apart from any obvious purpose. 
Like the swindling of pathological liars, it appears objectively more 
pernicious thanthe lying, but it is an expression of the same tendency. 
The most striking form of this type of conduct is, of course, self-
accusation. Mendacious self-impeachment seems especially convincing 
of abnormality. Such falsification not infrequently is episodic.The 
inclusion of swindling in our discussion is due to the natural evolution of 
this type of conduct from pathological lying. Swindling itself could hardly 
be called a pathological phenomenon, since it is readily explicable by the
fact that it is entered into for reasons of tangible gain, but when it is the 
product of the traits shown by a pathological liar it, just as the lying 
itself, is a part of the pathological picture. It is the most concrete 
expression of the individual's tendencies. This has beenagreed to by 
several writers, for all have found it easy to trace the development of one
form of behavior into the other. As Wulffen says, ``Die Gabe zu 
Schwindeln ist eine `Lust am Fabulieren.' '' Over and over again we have 
observed the phenomenon as the pathological liar gradually developed 
the tendency to swindle.Notwithstanding the grave and sensational 
social issues which arise out of pathological lying, accusation, and 
swindling, there is very little acquaintance with the characteristics of 
cases showing this type of behavior, even by the people most likely to 
meet the problems presented. Lawyers, or other professional specialists 
have slight knowledge of the subject. Perhaps this is due to the fact that 
the pathological lying does not follow the usual lines of abnormal human 
behavior, unless it be among the insane where other symptoms proclaim 
the true nature of the case. Another reason for the slight acquaintance 
with the subject is the fact that almost nothing has been written on it in 
English.The important part which behavior of this type sometimes plays 
in court work is witnessed to by the records of our own cases as well as 
those cited in the previous literature. The legal issues presented by 
pathological lying may be exceedingly costly. These facts make it 



important that the well-equipped lawyer, as well as the student of 
abnormal psychology, be familiar with the specific, related facts. For 
such students the cardinal point of recognition of this class of conduct 
may at once be stated to be itsapparent baselessness.The only method 
by which good understanding may be obtained of the types of personality
and mentality involved in pathological lying, accusation, and swindling, 
as well as of the genetics of these tendencies, is by the detailed reading 
of typical case histories. In this fact is found the reason for the 
presentation of this monograph. Appreciation of the nature of the 
phenomena can only be obtained through acquaintance with an entire 
career...”

https://www.bustle.com/p/11-fascinating-scientific-facts-about-
pathological-liars-8259837 “...As you might have guessed, this level of 
lying is usually a symptom of a greater problem. While pathological lying 
can be its own disorder — known as pseudologia fantastica — it can also 
be a symptom of psychopathy, narcissistic personality disorder, anxiety, 
depression, and obsessive compulsive disorder, among other things. And, 
it can have roots in childhood trauma. "Pathological liars are usually very
insecure individuals raised by very authoritative and strict parents who 
were not accepting of that individual as they were, therefore the [person]
had to create a persona that was lovable and acceptable by their parents
to avoid punishment, embarrassment, and vulnerability," says Barton…”

MSNBC Krugman: U.S. almost surely headed for Depression-era 
unemployment http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/krugman-u-s-
almost-surely-headed-for-depression-era-unemployment-82872901559 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
PANDEMIC COULD LAST TWO YEARS
BLOOD TESTS TO FLY?
$30 TRILLION DEBT BY AUTUMN 
NM governor seals off roads in hard-hit city...
Americans Squirming Under Stay-Home Order...
AG Barr: 'Time to start rolling back' restrictions...
CDC eyes tracking through human waste...
Are Mutations Making Virus More Deadly?

https://www.thedailybeast.com/are-covid-19-mutations-making-the-virus-more-deadly
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/05/01/cdc-human-waste-coronavirus-222253
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/may/1/william-barr-attorney-general-its-time-start-rolli/
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/grouchy-and-bored-americans-are-squirming-under-stay-home-order-1.1430022
https://apnews.com/7bad585db868a72a55602b7dc82120e1
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/arizona-rep-andy-biggs-says-national-debt-could-climb-high-30-trillion-end
https://www.axios.com/future-air-travel-coronavirus-bcee181c-1d3a-4305-992d-053d5c80a909.html
https://gulfnews.com/world/coronavirus-pandemic-likely-to-last-two-years-report-says-1.1588322949306
https://drudgereport.com/
http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/krugman-u-s-almost-surely-headed-for-depression-era-unemployment-82872901559
http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/krugman-u-s-almost-surely-headed-for-depression-era-unemployment-82872901559
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/krugman-u-s-almost-surely-headed-for-depression-era-unemployment-82872901559
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/krugman-u-s-almost-surely-headed-for-depression-era-unemployment-82872901559
https://www.bustle.com/p/11-weird-signs-you-might-be-narcissistic-3213910
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/3279719
https://www.bustle.com/p/11-fascinating-scientific-facts-about-pathological-liars-8259837
https://www.bustle.com/p/11-fascinating-scientific-facts-about-pathological-liars-8259837


No evidence that deadly bat virus escaped Wuhan lab... 
U.S. DEATHS TOP 64,000...
MODEL: 100,000 BY END OF SUMMER...
EVEN SENATE CAN'T GET ENOUGH TESTS...
Amid Rising Toll, Trump Leaves Grieving to Others...
Texas eases lockdown despite highest one-day death count...
Sick vid shows dancing nurses carrying 'corpse'...
Strokes Triggered In Younger Patients, Experts Alarmed...
FDA Authorizes REMDESIVIR For Emergency Use...
Govt researchers changed metric to measure during trial...
Airport trials disinfection booths that kill virus 'within 40 seconds'...
Homeowners Increasingly Delaying Mortgage Payments... 
Meat shelves across country sit empty...
Healthy pigs being killed as backlog hits farms... 
1 In 6 Unsure They'll Ever Be Comfortable In Public Again... 
WORLD SICK MAP...
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Friday - May 1st, 2020

Albert, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks were down big today.
*Some would blame earnings, bad data and even a possible conflict 
between the U.S. and China: Larry Kudlow said the Chinese need to be 
held accountable for the virus.
*But in reality, today’s drop probably had more to do with profit-taking 
ahead of the weekend than anything. After all, what would you expect 
after the best biggest one-month gain since 1987!
*Today’s losses put the major indices in negative territory for the week.
*Crude Oil (CL) rallied for the 3rd day in a row. Up 3.8%, Crude Oil ended 
the day at $19.56 a barrel.
*Tesla (TSLA) dropped 10.3%, but not for the reasons you might expect. 
Elon Musk tweeted that the stock price is “too high” and shares quickly 
dropped. “Too high” seems to be a requiring problem for Musk.
*The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 8.9% today and is now at 37.19.
*Here are a few of the big names reporting earnings next week: Lowes 

https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.studyfinds.org/lifetime-lockdown-40-of-americans-will-avoid-public-spaces-long-after-coronavirus-pandemic-ends/
https://apnews.com/56df9f1cd2686b67750b653fa2462bb0
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8277063/Americas-meat-crisis-laid-bare-shelves-sit-country.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-homeowners-increasingly-delaying-mortgage-142756277.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/science/hong-kong-airport-trials-disinfection-21957772
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/government-researchers-changed-metric-to-measure-coronavirus-drug-remdesivir-during-clinical-trial/ar-BB13ui2k
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fda-approves-remdesivir-for-emergency-use-as-coronavirus-treatment/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/30/coronavirus-latest-south-jersey-doctor-warning-others-after-suffering-stroke-likely-related-to-covid-19/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/761859/sick-vid-dancing-nurses-carrying-corpse-coronavirus-victim-tiktok/
https://news.yahoo.com/texas-eases-virus-lockdown-despite-highest-one-day-164919490.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/30/amid-a-rising-death-toll-trump-leaves-the-grieving-to-others/
https://www.axios.com/senate-doctor-mitch-mcconnell-coronavirus-testing-e99282f6-90f5-4e11-8b45-02548f38ab12.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8273607/Top-COVID-19-model-predicts-100-000-dead-end-summer.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-latest-news-04-30-2020-11588242578
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/No-evidence-that-deadly-bat-virus-escaped-Wuhan-15238789.php


(L), CVS Health (CVS), General Motors (GM), Disney (DIS) and Lyft (LYFT).

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Video Video El-Erian: Worst 
recession since Great Depression ahead, 2009 will look like a flesh 
wound https://www.yahoo.com/finance/video/el-erian-worst-recession-
since-154048623.html “Another 3.84 million Americans filed for 
unemployment benefits last week. The report comes on the heels of 
worse-than-expected GDP data for the first quarter. Allianz Chief 
Economic Adviser Mohamed El-Erian joins Yahoo Finance’s On The Move 
panel to weigh in on why he says there is more pain to come and ...”

MARKETWATCH ‘Don’t be fooled!’ A 40% drop could hit by next year after 
this bear-market rally fades, veteran economist warns [ This is a classic 
(suckers’) bear-market rally! ]

YAHOONEWS Business The Independent Warren Buffett’s stock market 
indicator hits record high, signalling potential crash 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/warren-buffett-stock-market-indicator-
213122116.html Warren Buffett’s stock market indicator has reached a 
historic high and could be predicting a potential crash, according to a 
report by Business Insider…

MSNBC Krugman: U.S. almost surely headed for Depression-era 
unemployment http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/krugman-u-s-
almost-surely-headed-for-depression-era-unemployment-82872901559 
CNN Report predicts up to 2 more years of pandemic misery

The new coronavirus is likely to spread until 60% to 70% of the 
population has been infected, a team of pandemic experts predict https://
www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/health/report-covid-two-more-years/index.html 

CNN Welcome to the worst economy ever 
The Federal Reserve chairman previewed some awful economic data 
headed our way as a direct consequence of coronavirus and protective 
measures 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/what-matters-april-29/index.html 

CNN Fed chair says this is the worst economy in US history 
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffe
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e0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c [ DUH! … Ooooh, play-Powell, such sexy,
provocative, reality talk really turns the frauds on wall street on; rally-
mode and away we go, up, up and away … keep in mind election year 
obfuscation, business cycle reality, defacto bankruptcy BEFORE this 
horrific viral scenario … Total, unequivocal fraud and bulls**t! ]

YAHOONEWS/FINANCE Taxpayers will pay price for all that stimulus 
spending A massive increase in the national debt could require new 
forms of taxation within the next five years. Rick Newman column » 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/the-new-taxes-coming-to-finance-all-
that-stimulus-spending-180206720.html 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 

http://albertpeia.com/ 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
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http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf
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Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 
new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. 
Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans 
particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new 
age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ]

CNN
CNN Chris Cuomo: It's like 'Lord of the Flies' in our home [ Fredo, fredo, 
fredo, you coulda been a senator, even a godfather; but now, you’re just 
‘Lord of the Flies’. ]
Areas without stay-at-home orders see a sudden spike 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-
home-coronavirus/index.html 

As cases start to plateau in some big cities and along the coasts, 
coronavirus is catching fire in rural states
Live Updates California is in 'pandemic-induced recession,' governor says

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-17-20/index.html
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Analysis: Trump tweets warnings at governors who are taking his own 
advice. Imagine that

MSNBC
Majority thinks Trump didn't take coronavirus threat seriously at 
beginning: NBC News/WSJ Poll

HUFFPOST
CORONAVIRUS Trump Admin Reportedly Got Coronavirus Warnings 
Straight From U.S. Experts At WHO The president has scapegoated the 
W.H.O., but U.S. scientists were sending real-time info.

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Covid-19 is 
rapidly becoming America’s leading cause of death Rallies against stay-
at-home orders grow as Trump sides with protesters

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Loan Money Runs 
Out While Small-Business Owners Wait in Line Texas Protests to Call for a
Reopening

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/18/us/coronavirus-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/18/us/coronavirus-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/rallies-against-stay-at-home-orders-grow-as-trump-sides-with-protesters/2020/04/17/1405ba54-7f4e-11ea-8013-1b6da0e4a2b7_story.html
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES 55 new 
coronavirus deaths in L.A. County a record high: ‘Devastating power of 
COVID-19' Less than half of L.A. County residents still have jobs amid 
economic upheaval 

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
Business MarketWatch Mark Cuban is moving to cash ahead of what the 
billionaire sees as another rough stretch for the stock market 

FACEBOOKNEWS

GOOGLENEWS
A Star Orbiting A Black Hole Follows The Same Gravitational Dance As 
Mercury Orbiting The Sun In the center of our galaxy hundreds of stars 
are known to orbit a massive object. For decades we have observed 
them. By tracking their motion we have shown ...
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DRUDGEREPORT
STILL NO PEAK: 4,591 DEADLIEST DAY
SHUTDOWN BACKLASH BREWS
CUOMO LAUNCHES WAR ON TRUMP
FEARS VIRUS COULD REACH SPACE STATION 
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-
tumbles.aspx 

STILL NO PEAK: 4,591 DEADLIEST DAY 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-surges-in-some-asian-countries-
that-had-been-lightly-hit-11587031743 SHUTDOWN BACKLASH BREWS
CUOMO LAUNCHES WAR ON TRUMP
FEARS VIRUS COULD REACH SPACE STATION 
Coronavirus began months EARLIER and NOT in Wuhan, bombshell UK 
report claims… 
More widespread than realized -- Stanford study...
Only Tenth of the Way Through Pandemic?
AMERICA SICK MAP...
'This Isn't the Flattened Curve We Were Promised'...
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded...
WSJ: President plans to take credit for success, assign blame for failure...
White House fear of second-wave calamity...
NYC paramedic haunted: 'You hear the cries'...
Protesters Gather to Defy Stay-At-Home Orders...
'You Have to Disobey'...
Jails and prisons spring thousands...
Could crisis kill Postal Service?
Jump in new cases clouds Europe's reopening plans...
Nations struggle to count virus toll...
Why Epidemiologists Still Don't Know Death Rate...
Recovery may not confer immunity, warn experts...
Army to build temporary hospital in D.C. convention center...
At Kitchen Tables, Agonizing Over $1,200 That Won't Be Enough... 
They Filed for Unemployment Last Month. They Haven't Seen a Dime...
STUDY: Regular Exercise Can Keep Virus From Turning Deadly...
Some turn to herbs...
NATION RUNNING OUT OF FROZEN PIZZA...
Fresh produce going to waste...

https://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/business-a-lobbying/493252-fresh-produce-goes-to-waste-as-coronavirus-wrecks
https://popculture.com/trending/2020/04/17/us-running-out-frozen-pizza-amid-ongoing-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://apnews.com/880772ff2005128941df553c6863c726
https://www.studyfinds.org/regular-exercise-can-protect-against-deadly-coronavirus-complications-study-says/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/they-filed-for-unemployment-last-month-they-havent-seen-a-dime/ar-BB12NoKA
http://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/americans-agonize-over-dollar1200-relief-payments-that-wont-be-enough/ar-BB12LZK0
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/17/temporary-coronavirus-hospital-washington-dc-192638
https://news.yahoo.com/recovery-coronavirus-may-not-confer-immunity-warn-experts-152011880.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/17/why-epidemiologists-still-dont-know-the-death-rate-for-covid-19/
https://apnews.com/a4ec3cc7888ff2d58b5618e9f890b9c6
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-relentless-march-europe-clouds-185729054.html
https://news.yahoo.com/could-virus-crisis-kill-debt-laden-us-postal-013411819.html
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/jails-and-prisons-spring-thousands-to-prevent-coronavirus-outbreaks/article_cbbea71c-3542-5a28-a459-bb2b54377dae.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/you-have-to-disobey-protesters-gather-to-defy-stay-at-home-orders/ar-BB12IdVA
https://news.trust.org/item/20200416202900-qyb7b
https://apnews.com/3b3eb3bd78a6e23e3ca076965d0b2d8f
https://www.axios.com/trump-coronavirus-reopening-state-governors-bb6818fc-200f-4193-a8e4-55e0f3373f21.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-assails-critics-of-his-coronavirus-response-as-he-focuses-on-reopening-u-s-11587149080
https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-tumbles.aspx
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/isn-t-flattened-curve-were-220023017.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/04/we-are-probably-only-a-tenth-of-the-way-through-the-pandemic.html
https://spectator.us/stanford-study-suggests-coronavirus-more-widespread-realized/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/coronavirus-began-months-earlier-not-21882132
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https://www.the-sun.com/lifestyle/tech/696517/coronavirus-iss-russian-official/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8230721/Andrew-Cuomo-issues-seething-response-Donald-Trumps-demand-appreciation.html
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LULA: Bolsonaro leading Brazil 'to slaughterhouse'...
WORLD SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day 
in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.

A few headlines moving the market…

* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very
painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 
deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.

*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in 
New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.

* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000
cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.

*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the
total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false 
statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single
funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there 
are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at 
$20.32 a barrel.

*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit 
in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/17/lula-bolsonaro-brazil-to-slaughterhouse-covid-19-coronavirus


*And the S&P 500 lost a long standing member: Macy’s (M) lost 9.8% 
today and has been removed from the index.

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater


https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

trump mob family criminally aligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

[ Time for recognition of the reality of the enormity of $72 trillion of debt 
which has obfuscated/hidden disaster…for the political moment … The 
magnitude of this insurmountable debt is far beyond past failed 
economies/nationstates including Weimar … they had ultimately hitler, as 

https://www.commondreams.org/author/brett-wilkins
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2tpfLnshzslMqf9Tr18FFnMBMXbEY_uIwh4FBid0XKEYQ_EHfvwhEhr7k
https://www.vanityfair.com/contributor/joe-pompeo
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o
https://www.usdebtclock.org/


america now has trump ...Tragic reality! https://www.usdebtclock.org 
These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! ]

Trump partners with Putin to make Russia great again

Russia Says 'New World Order' Being Formed... [ Indeed, no joke; and, 
guess what nation is no longer at the top of the New ‘New World Order’ 
as had been promulgated once upon a time by poppy bush (deceased) … 
Borrowing the words of Prince Baron at the close of ‘Flash Gordon’ they 
say … We owe it all to you, Don! ….. Hmmm! ]Robin Brown Guist     Jimmy 
Carter: US 'Most Warlike Nation in History of the World' Former president 
says peaceful China 'ahead of us in almost every way.' B  rett Wilkins  

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)

Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
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100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater     

trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] 
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-
lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

THE US GOVERNMENT, CORRUPT AND CRIMINAL IN SO MANY WAYS, IS 
NOW OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZABLE AS JUST ANOTHER MOB 
ORGANIZATION RUN BY A LONG-STANDING/LONG-TERM POLITICALLY 
ENTRENCHED MOBSTER NAMED TRUMP [ ET ALS, 
BEFORE/DURING/AFTER ] … THAT’S REALITY! FOR DECADES, WHERE 
HAVE THE DOJ-BIRDS BEEN? AMERICA’S A TOTAL FRAUD! JIMMY 
CARTER: US 'MOST WARLIKE NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD' 
FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS PEACEFUL CHINA 'AHEAD OF US IN ALMOST 
EVERY WAY.' B  rett Wilkins   

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the tr uth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/  alresume.htm   ]

COMPLETE MUELLER REPORT (pdf) http://albertpeia.com/mueller-report-
searchable.pdf (recommended)
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Psychiatrists warn the Mueller report provides more evidence Donald 
Trump is mentally unfit to serve 



https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS 
TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-
siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with 
botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, 
and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly 
going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

Outrage over report that White House ordered USS John McCain out of 
Trump’s sight [This certainly fits the trump crazy reality!]

Mueller says his investigation did not exonerate Trump He said Justice 
Department guidelines prevented indicting a sitting president, a remark 
that suggested it was the rules, not the lack of evidence, that spared 
Trump from criminal charges. [ What bull s**t! What rules? That some are
above the law? That everyone’s equal in the eyes of the law but that 
some are more equal than others? Pathetic! ]
Politics USA TODAY Opinion I've warned that impeachment talk is 
dangerous, but the time has come: Laurence Tribe The consequential 
decision to impeach should not be made lightly. But Mueller's damning 
report is an invitation that Congress shouldn't refuse. [ Laurence Tribe 
knows something about constitutional law. For corrupt greedy senile 
pelosi it should be his way or the highway! ] ... Even the most pragmatic 
legal practitioners tip their hats in respect for the otherwise esoteric 
'Laurence Tribe' (ie., those law school/paper chase days) 

'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits 
interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an 
investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller 
Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that 
constitute obstruction of justice including: 

• When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT 
McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the 
government would subpoena it. 

• When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired. 
• When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to

lie about it. 

http://albertpeia.com/4719add.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/4719add.pdf
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• When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and 
change his testimony. 

• When Trump dangled a pardon in front of Michael Cohen, in   
order to keep Cohen to testifying against him.

http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell!

(CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-
like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and 
hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and 
Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote 
areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, 
and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because
of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." 
They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
VIRUS GRIPS UK
ISRAEL PASSOVER LOCKDOWN
US DEATH TOLL TOPS 10,000
NEW YORK PEAK THURSDAY? 

CDONALD's staff walkout over unsafe conditions after worker gets virus...
DOLLAR TREE cashier battered during social distancing beef...
Grocery workers key during virus. And they're afraid...
LOWE'S Slammed For Holding 'Spring Black Friday' Sale...
Postal Worker Accuses USPS Of Negligence... 
Robots replace students at graduation ceremony...
Residents Alarmed after Cops Use 'Purge Siren' to Signal Start of 
Curfew...
African Americans more likely to die...
As Trump administration debated travel restrictions, thousands streamed
in from China...
430,000 flew directly from China since January; 40,000 since 'shutoff'...
NYC to temporarily bury victims in park...
Mysterious Heart Damage Befalling Patients...

https://khn.org/news/mysterious-heart-damage-not-just-lung-troubles-befalling-covid-19-patients/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907102/new-york-city-plans-temporarily-bury-coronavirus-victims-park
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-coronavirus-corruption-430000-flew-directly-china-since-january-40000-since-shutoff/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://news.trust.org/item/20200406160842-9x3r4
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
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https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/robots-replace-students-zoom-graduation-21822147
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-colorado-postal-worker-accuses-usps-negligence/
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/04/06/lowes-employee-speaks-out/
https://apnews.com/d8060699d42287df48e0559c405cdf9a
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/buster/coronavirus/social-distancing-battery-278593
https://www.the-sun.com/news/644034/california-mcdonalds-staff-walkout-coronavirus-protection-employee-positive/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/06/us-coronavirus-peak-forecasts-over-3000-deaths-in-single-day/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907200/coronavirus-death-toll-officially-passes-10000-nearly-half-new-york
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Coronavirus-8611-Israelis-have-disease-141-in-serious-condition-623716
https://apnews.com/23a9575396d8b636df2ccb8026f23527
http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf


Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
Conservative Pundits Weren't Only Ones to Get Pandemic Wrong...
Governors seize spotlight... 
SICK MAP... 

“CORONAVIRUS SYMPTOMS: 10 KEY INDICATORS AND WHAT TO DO 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/health/10-key-coronavirus-symptoms-
wellness/index.html 

By Sandee LaMotte, CNN

Updated 4:03 AM ET, Tue April 7, 2020

(CNN)Scientists are learning more each day about the mysterious novel 
coronavirus and the symptoms of Covid-19, the disease it causes.
Fever, cough and shortness of breath are found in the vast majority of all 
Covid-19 cases. But there are additional signals of the virus, some that 
are very much like cold or flu, and some that are more unusual.
Any or all symptoms can appear anywhere from two to 14 days after 
exposure to the virus, according to the US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention.
Here are 10 signs that you or a loved one may have Covid-19 -- and what 
to do to protect yourself and your family.

1. Shortness of breath
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
Shortness of breath is not usually an early symptom of Covid-19, but it is 
the most serious. It can occur on its own, without a cough. If your chest 
becomes tight or you begin to feel as if you cannot breathe deeply 
enough to fill your lungs with air, that's a sign to act quickly, experts say.
"If there's any shortness of breath immediately call your health care 
provider, a local urgent care or the emergency department," said 
American Medical Association president Dr. Patrice Harris.
"If the shortness of breath is severe enough, you should call 911," Harris 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/health/10-key-coronavirus-symptoms-wellness/index.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/survivors-of-coronavirus-face-an-uncertain-road-back-to-normal-11586176884
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8191035/Data-scientist-reveals-EYE-PAIN-symptom-Covid-19.html


added.
The CDC lists other emergency warning signs for Covid-19 as a 
"persistent pain or pressure in the chest," and "bluish lips or face," which
can indicate a lack of oxygen.
Get medical attention immediately, the CDC says.
2. Fever
Fever is a key sign of Covid-19. Because some people can have a core 
body temperature lower or higher than the typical 98.6 degrees 
Fahrenheit (37 degrees Celsius), experts say not to fixate on a number.
CNN anchor Chris Cuomo, who is battling the virus from his home in New 
York, is one of those people.
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don&#39;t hoard, and more
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don't hoard, and more
"I run a little cool. My normal temperature is 97.6, not 98.6. So, even 
when I'm at 99 that would not be a big deal for most people. But, for me, 
I'm already warm," Cuomo told CNN Chief Medical Correspondent Dr. 
Sanjay Gupta in a CNN Town Hall.
Most children and adults, however, will not be considered feverish until 
their temperature reaches 100 degrees Fahrenheit (37.7 degrees 
Celsius).
"There are many misconceptions about fever," said Dr. John Williams, 
chief of the division of pediatric infectious diseases at the University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh.
"We all actually go up and down quite a bit during the day as much as half
of a degree or a degree," Williams said, adding that for most people "99.0
degrees or 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit is not a fever."
Don't rely on a temperature taken in the morning, said infectious disease 
expert Dr. William Schaffner, a professor of preventative medicine and 
infectious disease at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine in 
Nashville. Instead, take your temperature in the late afternoon and early 
evening.
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
"Our temperature is not the same during the day. If you take it at eight 
o'clock in the morning, it may be normal," Schaffner explained.
"One of the most common presentations of fever is that your temperature
goes up in the late afternoon and early evening. It's a common way that 
viruses produce fever."



3. Dry Cough
Coughing is another common symptom, but it's not just any cough.
"It's not a tickle in your throat. You're not just clearing your throat. It's 
not just irritated," Schaffner explained.
The cough is bothersome, a dry cough that you feel deep in your chest.
How &#39;regular school&#39; parents can homeschool their kids
How 'regular school' parents can homeschool their kids
"It's coming from your breastbone or sternum, and you can tell that your 
bronchial tubes are inflamed or irritated," Schaffner added.
A report put out by the World Health Organization in February found over 
33% of 55,924 people with laboratory confirmed cases of Covid-19 had 
coughed up sputum, a thick mucus sometimes called phlegm, from their 
lungs.
4. Chills and body aches
"The beast comes out at night," said Cuomo, referencing the chills, body 
aches and high fever that visited him on April 1.
'It was like somebody was beating me like a pinata. And I was shivering 
so much that ... I chipped my tooth. They call them the rigors," he said 
from his basement, where he is quarantined from the rest of his family.
"I was hallucinating. My dad was talking to me. I was seeing people from 
college, people I haven't seen in forever, it was freaky," Cuomo said.
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Not everyone will have such a severe reaction, experts say. Some may 
have no chills or body aches at all. Others may experience milder flu-like 
chills, fatigue and achy joints and muscles, which can make it difficult to 
know if it's flu or coronavirus that's to blame.
One possible sign that you might have Covid-19 is if your symptoms don't 
improve after a week or so but actually worsen.
5. Sudden confusion
Speaking of worsening signs, the CDC says a sudden confusion or an 
inability to wake up and be alert may be a serious sign that emergency 
care may be needed. If you or a loved one has those symptoms, 
especially with other critical signs like bluish lips, trouble breathing or 
chest pain, the CDC says to seek help immediately.

6. Digestive issues
At first science didn't think diarrhea or other typical gastric issues that 



often come with the flu applied to the noval coronavirus, also known as 
SARS-CoV-2. As more research on survivors becomes available, that 
opinion has changed.
"In a study out of China where they looked at some of the earliest 
patients, some 200 patients, they found that digestive or stomach GI 
(gastrointestinal) symptoms were actually there in about half the 
patients," Gupta said on CNN's New Day news program.
Overall, "I think we're getting a little bit more insight into the types of 
symptoms that patients might have," Gupta said.
The study described a unique subset of milder cases in which the initial 
symptoms were digestive issues such as diarrhea, often without fever. 
Those patients experienced delays in testing and diagnosis than patients 
with respiratory issues, and they took longer to clear the virus from their 
systems.

7. Pink eye
Research from China, South Korea and other parts of the world indicate 
that about 1% to 3% of people with Covid-19 also had conjunctivitis, 
commonly known as pink eye.
Do you wear contact lenses? You should switch to glasses to stop 
spreading the virus

Conjunctivitis, a highly contagious condition when caused by a virus, is 
an inflammation of the thin, transparent layer of tissue, called 
conjunctiva, that covers the white part of the eye and the inside of the 
eyelid.
But SARS-CoV-2 is just one of many viruses that can cause conjunctivitis,
so it came as no real surprise to scientists that this newly discovered 
virus would do the same.
Still, a pink or red eye could be one more sign that you should call your 
doctor if you also have other telltale symptoms of Covid-19, such as fever,
cough or shortness of breath.
8. Loss of smell and taste
In mild to moderate cases of coronavirus, a loss of smell and taste is 
emerging as one of the most unusual early signs of Covid-19.
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
"What's called anosmia, which basically means loss of smell, seems to 
be a symptom that a number of patients developed," CNN Chief Medical 
Correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta told CNN anchor Alisyn Camerota on 



New Day.
"It may be linked to loss of taste, linked to loss of appetite, we're not 
sure -- but it's clearly something to look out for," Gupta said. "Sometimes 
these early symptoms aren't the classic ones."
"Anosmia, in particular, has been seen in patients ultimately testing 
positive for the coronavirus with no other symptoms," according to the 
American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery.
A recent analysis of milder cases in South Korea found the major 
presenting symptom in 30% of patients was a loss of smell. In Germany, 
more than two in three confirmed cases had anosmia.
It has long been known in medical literature that a sudden loss of smell 
may be associated with respiratory infections caused by other types of 
coronaviruses, so it wasn't a surprise that the novel coronavirus would 
have this effect, according to ENT UK (PDF), a professional organization 
representing ear, nose and throat surgeons in the United Kingdom.
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
Is there anything you can do at home to test to see if you're suffering a 
loss of smell? The answer is yes, by using the "jellybean test" to tell if 
odors flow from the back of your mouth up through your nasal pharynx 
and into your nasal cavity. if you can pick out distinct flavors such as 
oranges and lemons, your sense of smell is functioning fine.
9. Fatigue
For some people, extreme fatigue can be an early sign of the novel 
coronavirus. The WHO report found nearly 40% of the nearly 6,000 people
with laboratory confirmed cases experienced fatigue.
Just a few days into his quarantine, Cuomo was already exhausted by the
fevers and body aches the disease brings.
"I'm so lethargic that I can stare outside, and, like, an hour-and-a-half 
goes by," Cuomo told Gupta on Anderson Cooper 360. "I think I took a 10-
minute nap, and it was three and a half hours."
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
Fatigue may continue long after the virus is gone. Anecdotal reports from
people who have recovered from Covid-19 say exhaustion and lack of 
energy continue well past the standard recovery period of a few weeks.

10. Headache, sore throat, congestion



The WHO report also found nearly 14% of the almost 6,000 cases of 
Covid-19 in China had symptoms of headache and sore throat, while 
almost 5% had nasal congestion.
Certainly not the most common signs of the disease, but obviously 
similar to colds and flu. In fact, many symptoms of Covid-19 can resemble
the flu, including headaches and the previously mentioned digestive 
issues, body aches and fatigue. Still other symptoms can resemble a cold
or allergies, such as a sore throat and congestion.
Most likely, experts say, you simply have a cold or the flu -- after all, they 
can cause fever and cough too.
So what should you do?
"At this moment, the current guidance -- and this may change -- is that if 
you have symptoms that are similar to the cold and the flu and these are 
mild symptoms to moderate symptoms, stay at home and try to manage 
them" with rest, hydration and the use of fever-reducing medications, 
said the AMA's Harris.

That advice does not apply if you are over age 60, since immune systems 
weaken as we age or if you are pregnant. Anyone with concerns about 
coronavirus should call their healthcare provider, according to the CDC.
It's unclear whether pregnant women have a greater chance of getting 
severely ill from coronavirus, but the CDC has said that women 
experience changes in their bodies during pregnancy that may increase 
their risk of some infections.
In general, Covid-19 infections are riskier if you have underlying health 
conditions such as diabetes, chronic lung disease or asthma, heart 
failure or heart disease, sickle cell anemia, cancer (or are undergoing 
chemotherapy), kidney disease with dialysis, a body mass index (BMI) 
over 40 (extremely obese) or an autoimmune disorder.
"Older patients and individuals who have underlying medical conditions 
or are immunocompromised should contact their physician early in the 
course of even mild illness," the CDC advises.
To be clear, you are at higher risk -- even if you are young -- if you have 
underlying health issues.
"People under 60 with underlying illnesses, with diabetes, heart disease, 
immunocompromised or have any kind of lung disease previously, those 
people are more vulnerable despite their younger age," Schaffner said.

Do I have 'cabin fever?' What it is, how to 'cure' it
A history of travel to an area where the novel coronavirus is widespread 



(and those parts of the world, including the US, are going up each day) is 
obviously another key factor in deciding if your symptoms may be Covid-
19 or not.
How to be evaluated
If you have no symptoms, please don't ask for testing or add to backlog 
of calls at testing centers, clinics, hospitals and the like, experts say.
"We do not test people with no symptoms because it's a resource issue," 
Schaffner said about the assessment center at Vanderbilt. "However, we 
are emphasizing that people who have this small cluster of important 
symptoms -- fever and anything related to the lower respiratory tract such
as cough and difficulty breathing -- reach out to be evaluated."
If you do have those three signs, where should you go?

'Contagion' vs. coronavirus: The film's connections to a real life pandemic
"If you have insurance and you're looking for a provider or someone to 
call or connect with, there's always a number on the back of your 
insurance card; or if you go online, there is information for patients," 
Harris said.

"If you don't have insurance, you can start with the state health 
department or the local community health centers, those are officially 
known as federally qualified health centers," Harris advised, adding that 
some states have a 1-800 hotline number to call.
"If there is a testing and assessment center near you, you can go there 
directly," Schaffer said. "It's always good to notify them that you're 
coming. Otherwise, you need to call your healthcare provider and they 
will direct you what to do."

CNN's Jacqueline Howard contributed to this report.”
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Market Update for Tuesday - April 7th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:



Yesterday the DOW finished with its 3rd biggest rally ever.And today it 
looked like stocks were going to add to yesterday’s gains: In overnight 
trading the major indices rallied.And at the open, the DOW was higher by 
4.2%.

*But after the strong start, some sobering news led to a pullback.In New 
York it looked like recent cases had peaked. But then New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo reported the biggest one-day jump in deaths (731).

*And a sell-off that lasted from lunch until the close erased the day’s 
gains and put the major indices in negative territory.

*Crude Oil (CL) finished lower for the 2nd day in a row. With an 8.8% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at $23.78 a barrel.

*And it sounds like there’s more stimulus on the way…House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi said she wants the next spending package to be at least $1 
trillion.

*And Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said he believes an 
increase to the small business loan program will be approved Thursday."

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Pink Moon linked to 'end of days' omen… 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
PANDEMIC DREAMS HAUNTING NATION'S SLEEP...
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241822731.html
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.the-sun.com/lifestyle/tech/648619/pink-moon-meaning-conspiracy-theory/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11349914/france-coronavirus-worst-world-death-toll/
https://apnews.com/72a432c5ef566621f3b288146d2bc00d


CNN
Trump's wild performance at a press conference was a troubling 
spectacle at a moment when presidents are called to provide consistent, 
level leadership https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus/index.html 

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection [ Well, 
what can you expect from a complicit branch of the corrupt american so-
called government that ie., sports a typically corrupt new jersey guinea 
sam alito … you know the drill, ‘in for a penny, in for a pound’ which says 
it all. america is a complete and total fraud! ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/supreme-court-tipping-scales-trump-reelection-psaki/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html


Update:     Dosage guidance removed from CDC website on drug touted by   
Georgia, Florida and Trump

Advice:   Biden describes his phone call with Trump   

KFile:     New Trump press secretary downplayed pandemic  

live updates US cases are nearing 400,000

Fauci's prediction:     When will kids return to school?  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 12,000  

Cuomo  : Covid symptoms are 'depressing,' wearing me down  

Podcast:     Doctors' difficult decisions  

Fact check: Trump makes misleading claims about the WHO and his 
record on the coronavirus

Wisconsin holds primary election during pandemic

Opinion: Trump is desperately seeking to avoid blame

US states race to fight coronavirus cases with long-awaited medical 
shipments

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

CDC director: US death toll could be lower than warned

Doctor explains drop in predicted deaths

Trump removes watchdog overseeing coronavirus emergency funds 

Acting secretary of the Navy resigns after calling ousted aircraft carrier 
captain 'stupid'

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection 

Passengers to be evacuated from Antarctic cruise ship after almost 60% 
test positive for coronavirus

Global stocks and US futures retreat on coronavirus caution

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/americas/greg-mortimer-cruise-ship-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/americas/greg-mortimer-cruise-ship-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/supreme-court-tipping-scales-trump-reelection-psaki/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/modly-resign-crozier-esper-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/modly-resign-crozier-esper-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/trump-sidelines-pentagon-watchdog-coronavirus-funds/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/08/coronavirus-deaths-model-numbers-chris-murray-cooper-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/white-house-coronavirus-death-projections/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/07/illinois-comptroller-coronavirus-state-response-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/trump-covid-19-stimulus-glenn-fine-filipovic/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/wisconsin-primary-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-7/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-7/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/08/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-symptoms-sanjay-gupta-vpx-cpt.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/07/coronavirus-school-prediction-fauci-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-08-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/white-house-press-secretary-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/biden-trump-phone-call-coronavirus-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/cdc-coronavirus-hydroxychloroquine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/cdc-coronavirus-hydroxychloroquine/index.html


John Prine, influential singer-songwriter, dies at 73

Chinese billionaire who criticized Xi Jinping over coronavirus under 
investigation

Early data shows this group faces higher risk of getting coronavirus

Boris Johnson is 'stable' in ICU 

Detroit hospital nurses refuse to work without more help, ordered to 
leave

Van Jones: Start screaming this to the black community

Why black Americans are at higher risk for coronavirus

Mayor orders police to crack down on social gatherings. They find his 
wife at a bar

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Hello Giggles Andrew Lloyd Webber will live-
stream his most famous musicals every Friday for your Broadway date 
night https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-
140223912.html Every Friday, Broadway genius Andrew Lloyd Webber will
live stream one of his classic musicals for free via YouTube. Here's how 
to watch.

CNN
“THE 24 MOST WILDLY IRRESPONSIBLE LINES FROM DONALD TRUMP'S LATEST 
INTERVIEW WITH SEAN HANNITY https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-
trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so 
criminal; yet, at once , he’s a total joke, global laughing stock. Pathetic! ]

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

Updated 11:59 AM ET, Wed April 8, 2020 

(CNN)Even as his administration -- and the country -- continue to battle the coronavirus, 
President Donald Trump keeps finding time to call into Fox News' host Sean Hannity's 

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-08-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/chris-cillizza
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/illinois-mayor-wife-gathering-police-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/illinois-mayor-wife-gathering-police-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/coronavirus-black-americans-race/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/07/coronavirus-deaths-disparity-black-communities-jones-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/detroit-nurses-sinai-grace-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/us/detroit-nurses-sinai-grace-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/uk/boris-johnson-coronavirus-uk-gbr-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/07/african-americans-higher-risk-coronavirus-ed-lavandera-tsr-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/asia/china-ren-zhiqiang-xi-jinping-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/asia/china-ren-zhiqiang-xi-jinping-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/entertainment/john-prine-singer-songwriter-dead-73/index.html


show. 

THE POINT -- NOW ON YOUTUBE! 
In each episode of his weekly YouTube show, Chris Cillizza will delve a little deeper into the
surreal world of politics. Click to subscribe!
Trump and Hannity talked March 5 and then again on March 27. And the two were back at 
it on Tuesday night. Below, the lines you need to see from that conversation.
1. "So, you know, things are happening. It's a -- it's -- I haven't seen bad. I've not seen
bad."
This is Trump talking about his push for hospitals to use hydroxychloroquine on patients 
struggling to combat coronavirus. Worth noting here that: a) Trump is not a doctor and b) 
most doctors are wary of recommending the anti-malarial drug's use broadly until more 
testing is done. And away we go!

2. "And I was -- I was excoriated by the fake news and by the press, by these people 
that are bad people. They're just bad people. They don't -- they cannot love our 
country, I can tell you."
In which the President openly claims that the media are "bad people" who "cannot love our 
country." His evidence? An inaccurate allegation that he was "excoriated" by the press for 
closing down travel from China when the coronavirus outbreak began.
3. "Once you get it -- I mean, if you're in the wrong group, if you're -- if you have a 
medical condition, if you're older -- it seems that older is certainly prime time for this 
-- this plague, this horrible virus."
An unedited "sentence" uttered by the President of the United States.
4. "I mean, you look at what's going on with the hospitals in New York and New 
Jersey. I was -- I was watching a little while ago, and it's -- it's terrible, a terrible 
thing."
A good reminder here that the lens through which Trump sees -- and perceives -- the world 
is cable television. Forever and always.
5. "We have to get our country open again. This wasn't designed to have this. You 
crack it -- you crack it in half. It's no good."
Trump is talking about the economy here, I think. All I know for sure is if you crack it in half, 
it's no good.
6. "The good thing is that the number of beds needed, I think we were right about 
that. I was right. My group was right."
"I was right." And, according to this analysis by MIT's Technology Review, Trump wasn't 
right; 21 states are expected to have hospital bed shortages in the coming weeks.
7. "I just saw on your show and a couple of other people just reported back to me 
that everyone is in great shape from the standpoint of ventilators, which are very 
hard, because they're expensive and they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and 
they're very high-tech."
"'Scotch tape and baling wire': How some hospitals and companies are responding to meet 
America's ventilator shortage" -- USA Today, April 8, 2020. Also, Donald Trump on 
ventilators: "they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and they're very high-tech."
8. "And by the way, the hydroxychloroquine, we have millions of doses that I bought.
I bought millions of doses, you know, for the country, the country bought."
"I bought."
9. "We have more than 29 million doses, and that's a lot."
[does a series of mathematical calculations] Yes, that is a lot.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/08/coronavirus-ventilator-shortage-hospitals-diy/2957847001/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/04/07/998527/coronavirus-us-states-worst-hospital-bed-shortages/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/anthony-fauci-peter-navarro-coronavirus-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus-china/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1


10. "A lot of people are looking at it and saying -- you know, there's just -- I don't hear
bad stories. I hear good stories."
So, the President hears "good stories" about the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine and "a lot 
of people are looking at it." Does that replace the clinical trials that the medical community 
wants before fully embracing the drug's use? No? 
11. "And I don't hear anything where it's causing death. So it's not like something 
unsafe."
Objection! Anecdotal, your honor. (My mom always wanted me to be a lawyer.)
12. "It's been incredible how -- how so far -- I mean, I hate to say flawlessly, it's three 
days, but it's away ahead of schedule."
"Small Business Aid Program Stretches Agency to Its Limits" -- The New York Times, April 
8, 2020
13. "Well, I'd love to open with a big bang, one beautiful country, and just open."
Uh huh. Tell me more...
14. "We're way under any polls or any of the models, as they call them -- they have 
models, and we're way under, and we hope to keep it that way, in terms of death."
It might be relevant to note here that Donald Trump is not, by training, a statistician.
15. " You know, we had the greatest economy in the history of our country, and then 
all of a sudden, they come in and say: 'Sir, you're going to have to close it.'"
Not true. No matter how many times he says it.
16. "It wiped out -- I mean, it just was unbelievable. That was your all-time bad."
Donald Trump on the Spanish Flu of 1918-1919. 
17. "So you have to be careful because you look at that, and close to 100 people get 
killed, you have to think that, you know, nobody would have thought it could have 
happened, but then you have to think, when you see this coming in and you see what
was happening in China, you have to say, well, maybe this can happen here, so we 
have to be careful."
[Jim Halpert stare at the camera]
18. "And I did what I wanted to do, and it was a good move."
This is Trump on his decision to shut down travel from China. But really this is Trump on 
everything.
19. "Well, I'm a diplomat, too."
[nods head very slowly]
20. "He has a hard time getting the words out, 'thank you, you did a great job.'"
Trump is referring here to an alleged lack of gratitude by New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo for 
what the federal government has done for him on coronavirus. Remember that Trump 
always wants to be thanked and congratulated -- for doing his job.
21. "When they bring you to the hospital with this one, this is not having your 
appendix taken out. It's a bad -- that's a bad thing."
Dr. Trump doing his daily rounds...
22. "I actually have four companies that are high-tech. I mean, these are brilliant, 
brilliant people. You look at Ebola, you look at AIDS, you look at some of the things 
that they've done, these are the companies that have really did it."
"I actually have four companies that are high-tech."
23. "So, I'm just -- all I am is a matchmaker. I -- you know, I see results, I see great 
technicians, great people, come in with -- with really, you know, potential cures, 
OK?"
A "matchmaker," eh?
24. "The media has been -- the lamestream media has been extremely dishonest and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59Hj7bp38f8
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/donald-trump-press-media-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/90483/website-lets-you-watch-every-single-stare-scene-office
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/09/07/president-trumps-repeated-claim-greatest-economy-history-our-country/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/business/coronavirus-ppp-small-business-aid.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/business/coronavirus-ppp-small-business-aid.html


it's a shame, it's very sad."

This feels like a good place to end.”

Bernie Sanders drops out

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/bernie-sanders-drops-out/index.html


In a speech to supporters, the Vermont senator clears the path for Biden 
to serve as the Democratic nominee

Sanders: Path towards victory is virtually impossible

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Opinion: Now that Sanders is out, Democrats should cancel convention

Dana Bash points out glaring absence in Sanders' address

Civil rights icon John Lewis endorses Joe Biden

These are the other candidates who were once in the race

Chaos rocks White House on virus' most tragic day

Analysis: 24 irresponsible lines from Trump's latest interview with Sean 
Hannity

Aides hope to give Trump his economic 'big bang' starting in May

Almost 60% on cruise test positive

Opinion: Trump's real goal in demoting stimulus watchdog

Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing' 

CNN poll: Majority say federal government has done a poor job of 
preventing spread

Obama suggests a robust system of testing is needed before US can ease
measures

Right-wing media suggests death toll is inflated, despite experts saying 
opposite

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

What California is doing right in responding to the coronavirus pandemic

Amid a national shortage of Covid-19 tests, California's wealthy can still 
get tested

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/us/california-doctor-sell-coronavirus-tests/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/08/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-symptoms-sanjay-gupta-vpx-cpt.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/trump-covid-19-stimulus-glenn-fine-filipovic/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/americas/greg-mortimer-cruise-ship-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-economy-big-bang-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/01/21/politics/2020-democrats-running-for-president/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/john-lewis-endorses-joe-biden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/sanders-ends-presidential-campaign-biden-bash-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/opinions/sanders-suspends-campaign-cancel-2020-convention-spivak/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/joe-biden-kamala-harris-elizabeth-warren-amy-klobuchar/index.html
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live updates Social distancing is working but deaths are rising, New York 
governor says 

Future projections are better than expected

Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?

'She coded in my arms': Mother recalls 27-year-old daughter's last 
moments

Report:     US intel warned of China's spreading virus in November  

A truck driver stabs four women, killing three, at a Tennessee truck stop, 
officers say

Live updates After major Dow rally fizzles, stocks try to gain again

https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040820/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/us/truck-driver-stabbed-women-trnd/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/08/zenobia-shepherd-intv-leilani-grocery-store-covid-19-died-in-arms-sot-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/07/coronavirus-school-prediction-fauci-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-08-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-08-20/index.html


DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… 
No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his 
parishioners would rather die than not go to church... Pastor who 
criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... California sheriff warns he 
can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not wearing masks...
State still way behind in testing... NJ town resorts to talking drones for 
social enforcement...
NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop...
Broadway Closed Through June 7...
South Florida City New Hot Spot...
DC braces for looming surge… Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed...
Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill...
Grocery stores turn to robots...
Massive wave of evictions coming...
Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November...
Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies...
Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows...
Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police...
Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist...
'By December, we are going to go through this again'...
SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 

https://apnews.com/64ac08d62c3621f2b888785e02c7f6b1
https://news.trust.org/item/20200329002442-prcmb
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
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https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/tested-positive-coronavirus-health-workers-may-share-your-address-police-n1178696
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/as-coronavirus-fears-grow-doctors-and-nurses-face-abuse-attacks/ar-BB12kjM9
https://sports.yahoo.com/hospitals-feds-seizing-masks-other-210748808.html
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/news/story/intelligence-report-warned-coronavirus-crisis-early-november-sources-70031273
https://www.sfgate.com/opinion/article/A-massive-wave-of-evictions-is-coming-Temporary-15186836.php
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/business/grocery-stores-robots-automation/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/pence-tells-u-food-workers-003303338.html
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/hialeah-florida-is-a-coronavirus-disaster-waiting-to-happen
https://deadline.com/2020/04/broadway-closed-june-7-coronavirus-2019-2020-season-ends-1202903469/
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https://apnews.com/64ac08d62c3621f2b888785e02c7f6b1 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED 

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Variety Ridley Scott Blasts Donald Trump’s 
Response to Coronavirus: ‘He’s a Nutcase, Isn’t He?’ [ Yes, indeed trump 
is, a nutcase and much worse! ] As the coronavirus pandemic continues 
to spread across the globe, Hollywood has been brought to a standstill. 
TV and movie productions have been put on hold, as the industry -- along 
with millions in other businesses -- is social distancing. …

MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

MSNBC Bill Rodgers: Real unemployment rate could reach 30 percent 
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/bill-rodgers-real-unemployment-
rate-could-reach-30-percent-81349189570 

MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
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Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 

CNN
Growing US death toll makes Trump accept reality

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-easter-hospitals-deadline/index.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?link=MW_latest_news
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The President's extension of social distancing guidelines until April 30 is 
a significant move as the coronavirus pandemic is set to take a savage 
turn

live updates More than 723,000 people people infected worldwide and 
over 34,000 killed, Johns Hopkins University tally says

Stunning projection:     Fauci estimates between 100,000 to 200,000 deaths.  
But that could change, he said

Tracking the pandemic  : Coronavirus cases in the US  

Don Lemon:     This virus does not care what you believe  

Opinion:     Donald Trump's special day  

Watch:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question  

Podcast:     Bill Gates sounded the alarm  

A breakdown of false and misleading statements at Trump's Rose Garden
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-
briefing/index.html 

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Exclusive: DOJ reviews stock trades by lawmakers after coronavirus 
briefings

Analysis: As coronavirus death toll rises, Trump focuses on a different set
of numbers: TV ratings 

New York coronavirus deaths pass 960 as New Rochelle's 'Patient Zero' 
goes home

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

Tapper to GOP gov.: Does your state think this is a hoax?

Trump admin sent medical gear to China while he minimized the virus 
threat to US
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9 takeaways from Tapper's interviews with Pelosi, Fauci, de Blasio and 
more

Opinion: The alarming message of Louisiana's spike in Covid-19 cases 

CBS journalist Maria Mercader dies at 54 of coronavirus

Opera legend Plácido Domingo hospitalized with coronavirus 

Ken Shimura, famed Japanese comedian, dead at 70 after contracting 
coronavirus

Singer-songwriter John Prine critically ill with coronavirus

Country music star Joe Diffie dies of complications from coronavirus

Trump says US will not pay for Prince Harry and Meghan's security. They 
say they don't need the help

Bill Gates' prediction for when coronavirus cases will peak in US

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Cruise ship headed to Florida has reported more sick people on board 
after 4 die 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Amazon workers to stage a walkout today, demanding closure of Staten 
Island facility

MARKETWATCH Stock investors are too optimistic — they’re running up 
Abbott, Johnson & Johnson and General Motors without doing any 
research  Stocks Gained Today as Virginia Issued Stay-at-Home Order That  
Will Last Until June 10 [Aha! We knew there was a reason for the 
contrived run-up in stock prices. ] The Dow Surged 691 Points Because 
Investors Have More Hope Covid-19 Will Be Beat [ Yes, in trading pits to the 
trading floor, they were singing the new theme song/mantra; viz., ‘clap your 
hands, stamp your feet, covid-19 will be beat’. Well, there you go; all over but 
the shouting! ]
CNN
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/tech/amazon-workers-walkout-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/tech/amazon-workers-walkout-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/hoda-kotb-drew-brees-coronavirus-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/zaandam-cruise-ship-sick-passengers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/zaandam-cruise-ship-sick-passengers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/maine-coronavirus-forced-quarantine-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/maine-coronavirus-forced-quarantine-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/bill-gates-coronavirus-town-hall-shutdown-april-peak-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/meghan-prince-harry-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/meghan-prince-harry-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/joe-diffie-coronavirus-death-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/entertainment/john-prine-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/entertainment/ken-shimura-coronavirus-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/entertainment/ken-shimura-coronavirus-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/entertainment/placido-domingo-coronavirus-hospitalized-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/maria-mercader-death-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/opinions/shreveport-louisiana-new-orleans-coronavirus-kent-sepkowitz-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/sotu-jake-tapper-pelosi-fauci-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/sotu-jake-tapper-pelosi-fauci-cnntv/index.html


‘Tale of Two Streets’ (Wall Street and Main Street) Macy's will furlough 
the majority of its 125,000 employees 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-
coronavirus/index.html 

Cities transform to treat coronavirus victims

A football stadium, convention centers and even parts of New York's 
Central Park are now makeshift hospitals

Opinion:     History's verdict on Trump will be devastating  

Flattening the curve:   Are US efforts actually working?   

Poll:   Americans divided over government handling of outbreak  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Briefing:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question   

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump gives update at coronavirus briefing: 'This is a very vital 30 days'

• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/borger-column-trump-empathy/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/specials/live-video-1
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/trump-yamiche-alcindor-hospital-equipment-coronavirus-task-force-briefing-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/cnn-poll-americans-coronavirus-government-approval/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/us-efforts-to-flatten-curve-on-coronavirus-cases-john-king-magic-wall-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-devastating-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-30-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-30-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-30-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-coronavirus/index.html


New York neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies from 
complications of Covid-19

Police arrest Florida pastor for holding church services despite stay-at-
home order

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Daughter's heartbreaking story of mom brings CNN's Brooke Baldwin to 
tears

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Ford to build 50,000 ventilators in 100 days

'I Love Rock 'n' Roll' songwriter Alan Merrill dies after coronavirus 
diagnosis

Model cited by White House says 82,000 people could die from 
coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

The US deported him. Days later, he was hospitalized with coronavirus

CBS journalist dies at 54 of coronavirus

WASHPOST
Trump steels nation for longer shutdown after experts warn virus could 
kill 200,000 in U.S. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/30/coronavirus-latest-
news/

NYTIMES
Despite Pushback, Trump Suggests Testing Is No Longer an Issue

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/30/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/30/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/30/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/30/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/30/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/maria-mercader-death-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/americas/immigration-guatemala-deportee-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-us-ihme-model-us/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-us-ihme-model-us/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/entertainment/alan-merrill-coronavirus-obit-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/entertainment/alan-merrill-coronavirus-obit-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/business/ford-ge-healthcare-ventilators/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/justice-department-review-senator-stocks-honig/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/justice-department-review-senator-stocks-honig/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/trump-coronavirus-unappreciative-governors-diamond-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/minnesota-trooper-n95-masks-doctor-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/minnesota-trooper-n95-masks-doctor-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/world/coronavirus-who-masks-recommendation-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/30/michelle-bennett-lost-mother-coronavirus-facetime-hospital-baldwin-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/30/michelle-bennett-lost-mother-coronavirus-facetime-hospital-baldwin-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/maine-coronavirus-forced-quarantine-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/maine-coronavirus-forced-quarantine-trnd/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/florida-pastor-arrested-river-church/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/florida-pastor-arrested-river-church/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/new-york-neurosurgeon-death-coronavirus-mcdonald-twins/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/new-york-neurosurgeon-death-coronavirus-mcdonald-twins/index.html


LATIMES
California launches initiative to increase healthcare providers amid 
coronavirus 

MSNBC
Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Prisoners in New York City jails sound alarm as coronavirus spreads
Are masks 'going out the back door' of NYC hospitals, as Trump 
suggests?
Coronavirus deniers take aim at hospitals as pandemic grows
Renowned surgeon who separated twins joined at the skull dies of 
coronavirus

HUFFPOST
WAREHOUSE HEALTH HAZARD: FRIVOLOUS ONLINE ORDERS 

World News When Will Life Return to Normal? The Answer From Europe Is
Emerging Coronavirus cases may be starting to peak in Europe, but 
lockdowns will likely remain for months, officials said.

There Are 67,000 Pharmacies In The U.S. Only 5 Are Testing For The 
Coronavirus.

DRUDGEREPORT
SOS NYC 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-
million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html 
Rent strike idea gaining steam... 

Rampaging monkeys launching attacks sign of biblical plague, claims 
rabbi... [Hmmm…Truth be told, I’ve seen that in america for as long as I 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/rampaging-monkeys-launching-attacks-sign-21774648
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/rampaging-monkeys-launching-attacks-sign-21774648
https://apnews.com/1bd0dccae3f84e380af62b3dd91ee26e
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://apnews.com/6b21476a513dde204be405d2c1a0ce1f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/67000-pharmacies-us-testing-for-coronavirus_n_5e820796c5b6256a7a2e9ee7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/67000-pharmacies-us-testing-for-coronavirus_n_5e820796c5b6256a7a2e9ee7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-long-will-coronavirus-last-peak-europe_n_5e81c461c5b66149226ad68a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-long-will-coronavirus-last-peak-europe_n_5e81c461c5b66149226ad68a
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/warehouse-workers-coronavirus-frivolous-online-orders_n_5e8209dac5b6cb9dc1a437e2
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172506
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172506
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172531
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172536
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172536
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172551
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-30/california-health-corps-nurses-doctors-staffing-rules-coronavirus
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-30/california-health-corps-nurses-doctors-staffing-rules-coronavirus


can remember!]

THE GREAT WAIT... 
Gov. issues stay-at-home order for South Florida...
Virginia Shut Until June...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
APRIL CANCELED...
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter plan...
500 homeless sleep in Vegas parking lot after vagrant tests positive...
SHOCK VIDEO: Cars wait in long line at Pennsylvania food bank...
Tampa megachurch pastor arrested after leading packed services...
New Yorkers who break distancing rules face fines...
Record number of 911 calls...
UPDATE: Field hospital set up in Central Park...
Queens Stadium to Be Converted Into Temporary Unit...
Dead bodies loaded into trucks...
Hamptons Houses Now Luxury Bunkers...
Secret Doomsday Ranch In Colorado Sees Spike In Interest...
Doctors Warn Virus Persists 8 Days After Symptoms...
Giving Birth In Time Of Pandemic 'Absolutely Terrifying'...
Elderly woman dies after smacked for not social distancing...
Domestic Abuse Calls Skyrocket...
IRS orders office evacuation, affecting most agency employees...
Trash Industry Braces for Deluge of Infectious Waste...
WHOLE FOODS employees planning nationwide 'sick-out'...
Dolly Parton Says Pandemic Message From God: Holding Us Up To Light...
SICK MAP... 

YAHOONEWS U.S. The Independent 'This isn't altruism': Trump comes 
under fire for £100k personal donation to coronavirus as accounts reveal 
admin has paid 6 times that to his hotel chain 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/isnt-altruism-trump-comes-under-
010300337.html [ DUH! Emoluments, nepotic jobs, etc., why do you think 
he’s there. trump/america are total frauds! ] President Donald Trump’s 
company charged the Secret Service $157,000 more than was previously 
known – billing taxpayers for rooms at his clubs at rates far higher than 
his company has claimed, according to a new trove of receipts and billing

https://www.yahoo.com/news/isnt-altruism-trump-comes-under-010300337.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/isnt-altruism-trump-comes-under-010300337.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/isnt-altruism-trump-comes-under-010300337.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/isnt-altruism-trump-comes-under-010300337.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/isnt-altruism-trump-comes-under-010300337.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/30/dolly-parton-believes-coronavirus-pandemic-lesson-from-god/
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dmeka/whole-foods-employees-are-staging-a-nationwide-sick-out
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trash-industry-braces-for-potential-deluge-of-coronavirus-waste-11585560600
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/30/irs-orders-office-evacuation-affecting-most-agency-employees-155502
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/27/domestic-calls-skyrocket-victims-abusers/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/29/elderly-woman-dies-after-being-shoved-for-not-social-distancing-sources/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/28/coronavirus-pregnant-mothers-forced-change-birth-plans/
https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-persists-in-many-patients-even-after-symptoms-disappear-study-finds/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/30/fortitude-ranch-doomsday-shelters-preppers-colorado-springs-survivalist-coronavirus/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/realestate/hamptons-houses-are-now-luxury-coronavirus-bunkers/ar-BB11VhKb
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8167283/Horrifying-moment-dead-bodies-loaded-refrigerated-truck-forklift.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/queens-stadium-to-be-converted-into-temporary-hospital-in-coronavirus-fight-11585605068
https://news.trust.org/item/20200330143752-x6an9
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/sirens-a-constant-as-nyc-nears-700-coronavirus-deaths
https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/03/29/new-yorkers-who-break-social-distancing-rules-will-now-face-fines-up-to-500-1269545
https://apnews.com/6c8068e57e6d7fe80445f9f04bbd65ff
https://twitter.com/andrewrush/status/1244657465859457024
https://www.the-sun.com/news/612175/homeless-sleep-las-vegas-parking-lot-vagrant-coronavirus/
https://apnews.com/df0f9e66090f77c3102610b4e8a49433
https://www.axios.com/america-coronavirus-april-trump-9c611279-070a-4be7-9c4a-c6d3c4db2dbf.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-gets-back-to-work-while-u-s-extends-coronavirus-shutdowns-11585561393
https://www.richmond.com/special-report/coronavirus/update-northam-issues-statewide-stay-at-home-order-effective-through/article_67dbe141-da92-504b-b74d-e7c9ed8a118c.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241609941.html
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-america-waiting-8e474434-5736-49eb-ad74-025305c031f8.html


documents released by the Secret Service.Many of the new receipts 
were obtained by the watchdog group Public Citizen, which spent three 
years battling the Secret Service over a public-records request from 
January 2017.

• Documents show Trump properties charged Secret Service higher   
rates than previously claimed
The Week

• Secret Service Charged More At Trump Properties Than Previously   
Known, Records Show
HuffPost

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-secret-service-golf-costs-160034372.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-secret-service-golf-costs-160034372.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-secret-service-golf-costs-160034372.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/documents-show-trump-properties-charged-012400832.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/documents-show-trump-properties-charged-012400832.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/documents-show-trump-properties-charged-012400832.html


‘Epic grifters’ … I like that … True enough, to be sure, but much worse 
when the reality of the mob ties for the mobster trumps is acknowledged.

“The Trump family are epic grifters, and this goes back generations. Fred 
Trump made his money by intersecting with both the federal governmet 
and state governments in New York. Donald Came up through New York, 
intersecting with local government and Atlantic City. Now they are in the 
White House and all of them are dipping their faces into the till. And if the
Republicans really want to make an issue out of Hunter Biden, which is 
very low-hanging fruit that I don’t think most Democratic voters care 
about anyway, there is going to be a scorched-earth response aimed at 
all of the Trump children that is unlike anything they have experienced in 
the media.” http://deepleftfield.info/bloomberg-planning-to-run-scorched-
earth-ad-campaign-against-trumps-grifter-kids-report/?
fbclid=IwAR0HUkMrEqwBGpJD0Wywso6FHp5NXnMWTmPCVcimQq90UHt
an7qB6PQ-FKM 

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY MAY RESTRICT QUARTER OF POPULATION 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-
countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874 
CPAC VIRUS NIGHTMARE
CDC HAS ONLY TESTED 1,583 

CHINA QUARANTINE HOTEL COLLAPSES...
COVERUP: Whistleblowers say recovery 'fake'... 
Israel considers placing travelers from NY, CA and WA in quarantine... 
MAG: LESS THAN 2,000 AMERICANS TESTED...
U.S. Customs STILL NOT screening passengers from hot-spots... 
Cuomo declares state of emergency in NY… 
First deaths in Florida...
All Hospital Beds Filled With Patients 'By May 8th'... 
Blood donations steadily dwindle... 
Pope goes livestream to fight epidemic... 
Nightmare of living in isolation...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Sailor in Naples has Navy's First Known Case... 

https://news.usni.org/2020/03/07/u-s-sailor-in-naples-has-navys-first-known-coronavirus-case
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/06/the-nightmare-of-living-quarantined-under-coronavirus/
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-calls-retired-doctors-help-fight-virus-104410595.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-07/amid-coronavirus-concerns-officials-call-on-public-to-donate-blood
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/all-hospital-beds-us-will-be-filled-coronavirus-patients-about-may-8th-according-analysis
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/coronavirus-claims-two-elderly-victims-in-florida/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/cuomo-declares-state-of-emergency-as-new-york-state-coronavirus-cases-soar-to-76/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8083543/Customs-NOT-screening-passengers-coronavirus-hot-spots.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-many-americans-have-been-tested-coronavirus/607597/?preview=3-4FLneYp3QF4ooMLWUN_KtUiR8
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Two-AIPAC-attendees-test-positive-for-coronavirus-620079
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086077/Hotel-China-holding-coronavirus-victims-quarantine-collapses.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/486452-cdc-has-tested-1583-people-for-coronavirus
https://www.axios.com/cpac-attendee-coronavirus-ac732478-bf2d-403e-981f-81c9f8ef2dfd.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
http://deepleftfield.info/bloomberg-planning-to-run-scorched-earth-ad-campaign-against-trumps-grifter-kids-report/?fbclid=IwAR0HUkMrEqwBGpJD0Wywso6FHp5NXnMWTmPCVcimQq90UHtan7qB6PQ-FKM
http://deepleftfield.info/bloomberg-planning-to-run-scorched-earth-ad-campaign-against-trumps-grifter-kids-report/?fbclid=IwAR0HUkMrEqwBGpJD0Wywso6FHp5NXnMWTmPCVcimQq90UHtan7qB6PQ-FKM
http://deepleftfield.info/bloomberg-planning-to-run-scorched-earth-ad-campaign-against-trumps-grifter-kids-report/?fbclid=IwAR0HUkMrEqwBGpJD0Wywso6FHp5NXnMWTmPCVcimQq90UHtan7qB6PQ-FKM


Grand Princess cruise passenger describes hellish quarantine... 

Still in limbo off San Fran... 

Baboons Enlisted in Humankind's War on Virus... 

Dems twice as likely as Republicans to call imminent threat... 

SXSW cancelled... 

Coachella next? 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8085051/Could-COACHELLA-event-cancelled-coronavirus.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/06/sxsw-cancelled-due-to-coronavirus.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-polarization/americans-divided-on-party-lines-over-risk-from-coronavirus-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN20T2O3
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/texas-baboon-troop-enlisted-in-humankind-s-war-on-coronavirus
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086037/Relatives-passengers-stranded-coronavirus-hit-Grand-Princess-plead-ship-evacuate.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/grand-princess-cruise-passenger-describes-hellish-coronavirus-quarantine/


CNN
Coronavirus cases rise to more than 564     in the US   
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

The nation's coronavirus death toll jumped to 19 as confirmed cases 
spread to more than 30 states

Tapper presses surgeon general: You can't even give me a yes or no 
answer?

What first responders found at the nursing home linked to the majority of 
US deaths from the virus

33 states now have coronavirus as a cruise ship linked to dozens of 
cases will soon dock in the US

A timeline of coronavirus in the US

Hear Trump's reaction to CPAC attendee's positive diagnosis

MSNBC
‘…Italy’s massive coronavirus quarantine sign of things to come...’

HUFFPOST
REPORT: W.H. NIXED CDC VIRUS PLAN 

NY STATE OF EMERGENCY: Coronavirus Cases Jump to 76 In New York

Flight Attendant Union Chief Slams Trump ‘Chaos’ Over Coronavirus

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

DRUDGEREPORT
Rout in Stock Futures Trigger Trading Curbs... Developing...
10-year Treasury below 0.5%...
Anxiety grips companies across world...

https://apnews.com/b0b49661addb3b99efaca70c4ba1d189
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/10-year-treasury-yield-plunges.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/flight-attendant-union-coronavirus-trump_n_5e635cd0c5b68d616454bf13
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-coronavirus-state-of-emergency_n_5e63f95cc5b68d6164553ee7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-coronavirus-elderly-cdc_n_5e64df61c5b6055728065f86
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/coronavirus-cases-hit-over-107-000-worldwide-italy-quarantines-80279109869
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/08/trump-coronavirus-not-concerned-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/coronavirus-evolved/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/politics/coronavirus-washington-nursing-home-life-care-center-kirkland-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/politics/coronavirus-washington-nursing-home-life-care-center-kirkland-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/08/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-coronavirus-test-kits-us-jake-tapper-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/08/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-coronavirus-test-kits-us-jake-tapper-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-hnk/index.html


'We're past the point of containment'... 
Ted Cruz self-quarantines after contact at CPAC...
Close call threatens to upend Trump's routine... 
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Federal Agencies Prep Disruptions...
Cops in hazmat suits enforce lockdown in Spain...
Israel to Draft Teens and Army to Fight Spread... 
'Most daunting virus' in half century...
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Woman sparks panic on plane by deliberately coughing on crew!
Airport screeners, health workers plagued by fear and anger... 
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200308001731-hjzm5
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/
https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/world/2020/03/08/israel-to-draft-teens-and-army-to-fight-spread-of-virus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507166/coronavirus-patients-in-spain-forced-to-stay-in-their-homes-by-terror-cops-in-hazmat-suits/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Close-call-at-CPAC-threatens-to-upend-Trump-s-15115615.php
https://www.axios.com/ted-cruz-coronavirus-self-quarantine-0c85ef4e-8022-43c9-9196-ab2d43db3aba.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP


DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY RESTRICTS QUARTER OF POPULATION 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-
countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874 
TRAVEL CHAOS
CPAC VIRUS NIGHTMARE
CDC HAS ONLY TESTED 1,583 
Outbreak spreads to 32 states and DC... 
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Official: White House didn't want to tell seniors not to fly...
TRUMP: 'Perfectly coordinated and fine tuned plan'...
Federal Agencies Prepare for Disruptions...
Cuomo declares state of emergency in NY... 
First deaths in Florida...
'Most daunting virus' in half century...
All Hospital Beds Filled With Patients 'By May 8th'... 
Blood donations steadily dwindle... 
Pope goes livestream to fight epidemic... 
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Nightmare of living in isolation...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Army suspends travel to and from SKorea...
Sailor in Naples has Navy's First Case...
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

Grand Princess cruise passenger describes hellish quarantine... 

Will dock in Oakland... 

Baboons Enlisted in Humankind's War on Virus... 

Dems twice as likely as Republicans to call imminent threat... 

Robbers wearing surgical masks rob NY casino... 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/08/two-armed-gunmen-hold-up-aqueduct-racetrack-for-a-lot-of-money-saturday-night/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-polarization/americans-divided-on-party-lines-over-risk-from-coronavirus-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN20T2O3
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/texas-baboon-troop-enlisted-in-humankind-s-war-on-coronavirus
https://apnews.com/f84bfb316453b8bd3468bd64e319426f
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/grand-princess-cruise-passenger-describes-hellish-coronavirus-quarantine/
https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.usni.org/2020/03/07/u-s-sailor-in-naples-has-navys-first-known-coronavirus-case
https://www.foxnews.com/health/coronavirus-us-army-south-korea-suspends-travel-soldiers
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/06/the-nightmare-of-living-quarantined-under-coronavirus/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-calls-retired-doctors-help-fight-virus-104410595.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-07/amid-coronavirus-concerns-officials-call-on-public-to-donate-blood
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/all-hospital-beds-us-will-be-filled-coronavirus-patients-about-may-8th-according-analysis
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/coronavirus-claims-two-elderly-victims-in-florida/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/cuomo-declares-state-of-emergency-as-new-york-state-coronavirus-cases-soar-to-76/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-defends-coronavirus-response-as-he-attacks-fake-news-again-we-have-a-perfectly-coordinated-and-fine-tuned-plan/
https://apnews.com/921ad7f1f08d7634bf681ba785faf269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/486452-cdc-has-tested-1583-people-for-coronavirus
https://www.axios.com/cpac-attendee-coronavirus-ac732478-bf2d-403e-981f-81c9f8ef2dfd.html
https://apnews.com/f3be69cc2cf55f74a35118c557ad8461
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874


Coachella cancelled next? 

LEBRON: I won't play without fans... 

MLB limits spring autographs... 

CHINA QUARANTINE HOTEL COLLAPSES...

COVERUP: Whistleblowers say recovery 'fake'...

Israel considers placing travelers from NY, CA and WA in quarantine...

SICK MAP... 

'We're past the point of containment'… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-
passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-
BB10UEFP

DRUDGEREPORT
Rout in Stock Futures Trigger Trading Curbs... Developing… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-
221631295.html 
10-year Treasury below 0.5%...
Anxiety grips companies across world...
'We're past the point of containment'… 
Ted Cruz self-quarantines after contact at CPAC...
Close call threatens to upend Trump's routine... 
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Federal Agencies Prep Disruptions...
Cops in hazmat suits enforce lockdown in Spain...
Israel to Draft Teens and Army to Fight Spread... 

https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/world/2020/03/08/israel-to-draft-teens-and-army-to-fight-spread-of-virus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507166/coronavirus-patients-in-spain-forced-to-stay-in-their-homes-by-terror-cops-in-hazmat-suits/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Close-call-at-CPAC-threatens-to-upend-Trump-s-15115615.php
https://www.axios.com/ted-cruz-coronavirus-self-quarantine-0c85ef4e-8022-43c9-9196-ab2d43db3aba.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://apnews.com/b0b49661addb3b99efaca70c4ba1d189
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/10-year-treasury-yield-plunges.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Two-AIPAC-attendees-test-positive-for-coronavirus-620079
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086077/Hotel-China-holding-coronavirus-victims-quarantine-collapses.html
https://apnews.com/87c707ecd6f88fa763e2f4368aa0ecca
https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/486428-lebron-james-i-aint-playing-if-there-are-no-fans-due-to
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8085051/Could-COACHELLA-event-cancelled-coronavirus.html


'Most daunting virus' in half century...
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Woman sparks panic on plane by deliberately coughing on crew!
Airport screeners, health workers plagued by fear and anger... 
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

CME Group says U.S. stock futures hit down limit, continue to trade 
Futures contracts on the U.S. stock market had hit their 5% overnight 
down limit but trading in the instruments continued, the CME Group said 
on Monday. Reuters

YAHOONEWS Business Dow futures plunge 1,200 points, crude prices 
tumble as fears of oil price war add to virus angst 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-futures-plunge-1-000-
234211153.html 

YAHOONEWS Politics Associated Press Trump to skip St. Patrick's Day 
Hill luncheon, blames Pelosi Irish eyes at the U.S. Capitol will not smile 
on President Donald Trump on St. Patrick's Day. Trump is skipping an 
annual bipartisan luncheon with House and Senate lawmakers 
celebrating the ties that bind the U.S. and Ireland, a White House 
spokesman said. Trump blamed House Speaker Nancy Pelosi.

CNN
Coronavirus puts Italy on lockdown 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-skip-st-patricks-day-180824528.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-skip-st-patricks-day-180824528.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-futures-plunge-1-000-234211153.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-futures-plunge-1-000-234211153.html
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMihQFodHRwczovL3d3dy5yZXV0ZXJzLmNvbS9hcnRpY2xlL3VzLW1hcmtldHMtc3RvY2tzLWNtZS9jbWUtZ3JvdXAtc2F5cy11LXMtc3RvY2stZnV0dXJlcy1oaXQtZG93bi1saW1pdC1jb250aW51ZS10by10cmFkZS1pZFVTS0JOMjBXMENI0gE0aHR0cHM6Ly9tb2JpbGUucmV1dGVycy5jb20vYXJ0aWNsZS9hbXAvaWRVU0tCTjIwVzBDSA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200308001731-hjzm5
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/


The country's Prime Minister says the move will protect citizens, 
especially the most fragile

A 'tsunami of patients' in northern Italy

Should Trump be worried about contracting virus?

Head of NY/NJ port authority has coronavirus, governor says

Governor announces a 'New York' brand of hand sanitizer

Analysis: A 'short, sharp' global recession is looking inevitable

US coronavirus deaths surge as authorities look after travelers

Watch Trump promote misinformation as pandemic spreads

These trains carry millions. Coronavirus is their latest worry.

Opinion: Coronavirus will wreak havoc on the US economy

As states struggle to contain coronavirus, Trump gets combative with 
governors

4 lawmakers -- including one who shook Trump's hand -- to self-
quarantine after CPAC

• See Trump shake hands with lawmaker now under quarantine
• Analysis: Grisham's bad answer on the virus
• Analysis: 25 concerning lines from Trump's CDC visit

Dow posts biggest point drop in history

MSNBC
Gaetz, Collins had contact with Trump before entering self-quarantine

Former CIA director: Is Trump 'psychologically capable' of putting 
country first?

Presidential tweets can't paper over Trump's coronavirus failures

HUFFPOST
EMPTY ITALY: ENTIRE COUNTRY LOCKED DOWN! 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-lockdown-coronavirus_n_5e66ab53c5b605572809d54d
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/presidential-tweets-can-t-paper-over-trump-s-coronavirus-failures-n1153346
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/brennan-i-wonder-if-trump-s-psychologically-capable-to-put-the-country-s-well-being-first-80342085719
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/brennan-i-wonder-if-trump-s-psychologically-capable-to-put-the-country-s-well-being-first-80342085719
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/gaetz-collins-had-contact-with-trump-before-they-self-quarantined-after-coronavirus-exposure-80355397955
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-030920/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cdc-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/grisham-trump-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/politics/2020/03/09/trump-doug-collins-handshake-coronavirus-georgia-lead-vpx.cnn.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/doug-collins-self-quarantine-cpac/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/doug-collins-self-quarantine-cpac/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cuomo-coronavirus-combative-governors/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cuomo-coronavirus-combative-governors/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/perspectives/coronavirus-economy-recession-fed-rate-cut/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/new-york-subway-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/09/john-avlon-reality-check-trump-misinformation-coronavirus-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/health/us-coronavirus-monday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/09/new-york-prisoners-make-sanitizer-coronavirus-nr-baldwin-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/port-authority-coronavirus-director-new-york-new-jersey/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/09/trump-coronavirus-matt-gaetz-doug-collins-sanjay-gupta-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/europe/coronavirus-italy-lockdown-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html


California Cruise Ship With Coronavirus Cases Docks In Oakland To 
Unload Passengers

The Next Big Coronavirus Worry: Can Hospitals Handle The Influx?

University of Puget Sound in Tacoma latest to turn to virtual classes 
because of coronavirus

The University of Puget Sound will move all in-person classes online 
starting March 9, school officials announced. The university joins others 
in the transition as ...
Tacoma News Tribune

DHEC investigating possible coronavirus case in Spartanburg, 3 others 
statewide, officials say

DHEC says officials are investigating four new presumptive positive 
cases of the novel coronavirus, also known as COVID-19, in South 
Carolina.
WYFF4 Greenville

SCDHEC announces four new presumptive cases of COVID-19, monitoring 
6 total

The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control 
(DHEC) is investigating additional cases of the COVID-19 novel 
coronavirus. As of Sunday ...
wpde.com

DHEC investigating four new presumptive positive Coronavirus cases in 
South Carolina

COLUMBIA, S.C. (WIS) - The South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control is investigating additional cases of the 
coronavirus in South ...
WIS10YesterdayLocal coverage
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cruise-ship-california-coronavirus-docks_n_5e668de4c5b6670e72fcad38


SCDHEC investigating four new possible cases of coronavirus in S.C.

South Carolina state officials announced Sunday the possibility of four 
new 'presumptive' coronavirus cases in the state.
WMBF

Two more coronavirus cases confirmed in Pa., bringing state total to six

The cases were discovered in Montgomery County, where two other 
cases were previously reported, according to the Pennsylvania 
Department of Health.
PennLive

Two cases of COVID-19 in Montgomery County's location identified; 
Declaration of Disaster Emergency signed

Montgomery County officials and the Office of Public Health (OPH) 
provided an update on the two presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 in
Montgomery ...
6abc.com

Health officials confirm 3rd coronavirus case in Broward

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. (WSVN) - The Florida Department of Health has 
confirmed a third patient in Broward County has tested positive for the 
new ...
WSVN 7News | Miami News, Weather, Sports | Fort Lauderdale

Florida Department of Health announced new positive COVID-19 case in 
Broward County

The Florida Department of Health announced Sunday that there is a new 
positive case for COVID-19 in Broward County.
WPLG Local 10

Coronavirus spreads in Washington, but local officials confirm no cases 
in Spokane County

Local health officials said Sunday there are no positive cases of the new 
coronavirus in Spokane County, though the virus continues to spread in 
Washington.
The Spokesman-Review
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Three more coronavirus deaths reported Sunday, bringing statewide total
to 19

King County on Sunday reported two more deaths linked to coronavirus, 
bringing the total number of deaths in the state to 18.
Q13 News Seattle

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost 'Nero' Trends After Trump Shares Ominous
Meme Of Himself Fiddling Amid Chaos 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/donald-trump-nero-meme-
021905209.html The president golfed this weekend, then shared an 
image that critics say likened him to Nero fiddling as Rome burned.

Market Update for Monday - March 9th, 2020 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-09/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=495fb280c083691f831ee83
98e4931fab6ab370699ebb21cbbd41069d1f1344d 

Today's Highlights:

Markets around the globe were crashing last night after “the perfect 
storm”:

Coronavirus

Oil War between Saudi Arabia and Russia

Lowest 10-year yield ever!

The DOW crashed 2,014 point.

>> Click here to read the full story... (it's too much to write in this email!)
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"Madness Is the Rule 

David Stockman | March 09, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

Madness is something rare in individuals – but in groups, parties, peoples,
and ages, it is the rule.

–Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil (1886)

...

Here’s the “elevator pitch” breaking down what happened today, courtesy
of the email crew at The New York Times:

Breaking News: Trading in U.S. stocks was halted temporarily after a 7 
percent drop set off a “circuit breaker” to prevent a deeper crash.

This is Sven Henrich, writing on Sunday as what’s reflected on your 
screens today was taking shape:
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We’re faced with the most critical time since the financial crisis. That’s 
not my opinion, this is what the $VIX says. It’s behaving in a very unusual
and rare way and everyone better pay very close attention. When I made 
the $VIX 46 call in January it seemed like an idiotic call to make for $VIX 
moves into the 40’s are extremely rare. But it happened and $VIX hit 46 a
week ago and now on Friday $VIX hit 54 before again reverting below the 
trend line I had originally drawn in January (see Big Calls).

That was before the Dow Jones Industrial Average gapped down more 
than 1,000 points at the open and “circuit breakers” saved panic-sellers 
from themselves.

As we discussed last week, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note – 
the benchmark security of the entire global financial system – is rapidly 
making its way to zero.

And it looks like the very prospect is sending grand palpitations through 
every beating heart on Wall Street, even the silicon-based ones…

“Madness” is hardly adequate to describe the situation.

Whatever it is, the worst crack-up in history is unfolding. When it finally 
finds its pin – COVID-19 or otherwise – the ensuing implosion will rattle 
the foundations of the financial system like never before.

Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh framed the situation for Delta Profit 
Trader subscribers this morning:

We’ve been extremely nervous about a market crash, and, with U.S. 



equity futures “locked limit-down” this morning, a 5% drop could be just 
the tip of the iceberg.

Remember all those historical figures we discussed on Friday? Well, 
we’re close to another one, as oil futures have fallen by the most since 
1991 on the news that Russia and Saudi Arabia have launched an all-out 
price war.

There’s no easy way to say this… As bad as things seem to be, there is a 
distinct possibility they could get much worse.

What most people are missing when they discuss the Fed’s emergency 
rate cut is the fact that corporate credit markets had completely frozen. 
That’s right: It wasn’t necessarily the 10% dip in the S&P 500 Index.

It likely had much more to do with the fact that we hadn’t seen a single 
corporate credit issuance for seven days. 

[Chart]

That rarely happens in a world where corporations are constantly rolling 
billions of dollars in debt maturities and issuing new securities for a 
variety of reasons. I say “rarely” because these sorts of events are 
typically reserved for crises.

This credit freeze certainly has an impact on debt-fueled buybacks that 
have been the major force propping up equity markets for the past 
several years. But it goes much deeper than that.



When credit markets seize up, weaknesses everywhere will be exposed, 
particularly when corporations have been levering up at a staggering clip 
to buy back their own shares and create the illusion of earnings growth.

The buyback binge leaves corporations with increasing amounts of 
leverage and depleted cash buffers for when sudden shocks like, yes, the 
coronavirus, take the world by surprise.

It’s why General Electric (GE) had to slash its dividend and attempt to 
settle its massive pension deficit after years of dumping tens of billions 
of dollars into stock buybacks. It’s why Boeing (BA) needed a $10 billion 
lifeline in the immediate aftermath of its 737 MAX debacle.

Cash flows became severely impaired as orders came screeching to a 
halt – and that’s not even considering the fallout from extended flight 
cancellations due to coronavirus.

With airlines likely entering full-on self-preservation mode, can we really 
expect a sharp rebound in plane purchases?

Now, I know it’s just one example. But think about the repercussions of 
distress from a Fortune 100 bellwether, like Boeing, would have on the 
broader market.

It’s no coincidence investment-grade and high-yield credit default 
protection are blowing out, as cash flows for an over-indebted corporate 
sector are suddenly in doubt.

And the recent plunge in oil will likely only exacerbate the corporate 
credit crunch with an energy sector that’s seen its fair share of 
malinvestment due to the perverse mindset of “lower for longer” in 



interest rates.

Make no mistake.

Russia’s decision to refuse to cut oil production which then sparked 
Saudi Arabia’s response to ramp up production was 100% a metagame 
maneuver to kick the weak while they were down.

So, yes, equities are oversold. But, judging by the stress in credit 
markets, this sudden move lower could be far from over.

[Chart]

Rates are plummeting, and more rate cuts are likely forthcoming – not 
that they’ll do much to help.

And, despite all claims that banks are so much healthier today, the 
bursting of a corporate credit bubble accompanied by ever-lower interest
rates suggests the U.S. banking sector shouldn’t be far behind its 
European and Japanese brethren.

[Chart]

The unfortunate truth to the current dynamic is that, during times of 
extreme distress – just like two Fridays ago – anything can be liquidated 
as margin calls begin to sweep across traders around the world.

Let’s be safe out there.



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY QUARANTINES ENTIRE COUNTRY 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/italy-extends-its-quarantine-to-the-
entire-country-pm-asks-residents-to-stay-at-home.html 
MARKET BLOODBATH:
STOCKS CRATER: DOW -2013
OIL PLUNGES 24%
BANKS HIT HARD
FED PUMPS MORE CASH 

New York Prison Labor Prepares to Dig Graves... 
Now making hand sanitizer... 
CA restaurant takes temperatures before serving customers... 
Top Virus Doctor Says High Blood Pressure Is Major Death Risk... 
Average of 5 days for symptoms to show... 
NYC considers shutting subway system...
Top Transit Official Tests Positive...
NJ's First Patient Warns 'It Happened So Quick'...
Shocking escalation from 'no symptoms to death' in just hours...
Threat fuels demand for herbal remedies... 
Florida Republican goes into quarantine AFTER flying on Air Force One...
Georgia Rep. visited CDC with Commander-in-Chief...
CRAMER BLASTS TRUMP: 'We Want Leadership -- We Don't Want 
Golfing'...
President retweets photo of himself fiddling... 
Reassures donors response is under control... 
Stock Trading Halted After Selling Triggers Circuit Breaker... 
White House Drafting Economic Steps to Fight Fallout...
Wall Street execs coming Wednesday...
Anxiety grips companies across world...

https://apnews.com/b0b49661addb3b99efaca70c4ba1d189
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/white-house-to-invite-wall-street-executives-to-meet-over-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-aides-drafting-economic-measures-035235254.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/traders-closely-watching-circuit-breakers-thresholds-11583761223
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/trump-pence-try-to-reassure-gop-donors-coronavirus-response-under-control.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900761/trump-retweets-white-house-photo-fiddling-says-doesnt-know-what-means
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https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trump-spent-friday-doug-collins-corona-virus-quarantine/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8093227/Florida-Republican-Matt-Gaetz-goes-quarantine-flying-Air-Force-One-Donald-Trump.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309161253-0ve6e
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900862/washington-nursing-home-coronavirus-outbreak-reported-shocking-escalation-from-no-symptoms-death
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-update-new-jersey-patiet-speaks-out/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/ny-gov-cuomo-reports-that-top-transit-official-has-coronavirus/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/officials-not-ruling-out-shutting-down-mass-transit-in-wake-of-coronavirus
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/it-takes-an-average-of-5-days-for-coronavirus-symptoms-to-show-new-study-says.html
https://gulfnews.com/world/asia/coronavirus-doctor-says-high-blood-pressure-a-major-death-risk-1.1583772143148
https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/article241032031.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-in-ny-cuomo-unveils-states-hand-sanitizer-made-by-prisoners/
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'We're past the point of containment'...
Congress Considering Emergency Shutdown...
Foreign officials 'discouraged' from visiting Oval Office, State Dept...
Conference calls, video chats instead...
WASHPOST, POLITICO, DAILY BEAST reporters quarantined...
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Deadly Prison Protests Break Out in Italy...
'Caged' pope receives guests -- from afar...
Flight Diverted After Passengers Turn Unruly Over Person Coughing, 
Sneezing...
Woman sparks panic by deliberately coughing on crew!
Saudi Arabia to fine people $133,000 for hiding health details on entry...
All travelers to Israel to be isolated...
French minister catches after parliament visit... 

As coronavirus spreads, warnings become more urgent for elderly and 
frail...

UPDATE: Cruise Ship Arrives At Port Of Oakland... 

'War Zone'...

Can You Catch From Handling Cash? 

Bill Gates-funded program will soon offer home-testing kits... 

Does worrying increase risk of getting sick? 

Not enough ICU beds or ventilators to deal with even moderate 
outbreak...

Florida theme parks keep eye on virus as spring break nears...

Criminals Cash In... 

Robbers wearing surgical masks rob NY casino... 

Beijing Portrays President Xi Jinping as Hero of Virus Fight... 

Madonna cancels remaining Paris gigs... 

https://www.france24.com/en/20200309-madonna-cancels-remaining-paris-gigs-over-coronavirus
https://www.wsj.com/articles/beijing-portrays-president-as-hero-of-coronavirus-fight-11583678054
https://nypost.com/2020/03/08/two-armed-gunmen-hold-up-aqueduct-racetrack-for-a-lot-of-money-saturday-night/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/criminals-cash-in-on-coronavirus-11583739994
https://apnews.com/8bf6899c88d896592417a781a41aa34f
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900850/doesnt-have-enough-icu-beds-ventilators-deal-even-moderate-coronavirus-outbreak
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900850/doesnt-have-enough-icu-beds-ventilators-deal-even-moderate-coronavirus-outbreak
https://abcnews.go.com/US/coronavirus-worrying-increase-risk-sick/story?id=69478552
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/gates-funded-program-will-soon-offer-home-testing-kits-for-new-coronavirus/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-cash-handling-money-from-asia-aside/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-stricken-grand-princess-golden-gate-bridge-sick-passengers-oakland/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-stricken-grand-princess-golden-gate-bridge-sick-passengers-oakland/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-08/coronavirus-elderly-frail-people-at-risk
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-08/coronavirus-elderly-frail-people-at-risk
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309205743-rvt4v
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israeli-diagnosis-two-more-people-with-coronavirus-patients-40-and-41-620347
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309131544-4dcqh
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/08/unruly-passengers-divert-denver/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/08/unruly-passengers-divert-denver/
https://news.yahoo.com/caged-pope-receives-guests-afar-160248252.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/six-inmates-dead-scores-escape-as-prisoners-riot-across-italy-after-visitor-restrictions-over-coronavirus
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.washingtonian.com/2020/03/09/politico-reporters-who-covered-cpac-have-self-quarantined-due-to-coronavirus-fears/
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/white-house-coronavirus-officials
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/white-house-coronavirus-officials
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/anxiety-aging-congress-spreads-along-coronavirus-n1152851
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP


Drink Corona: Israel's rabbis offer mixed advice on outbreak... 

Bible Says There Will Be 'Pestilences' In Last Days... 

SICK MAP... 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
Bible Says There Will Be 'Pestilences' In Last Days... 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/the-bible-says-that-there-will-
be-pestilences-in-the-last-days 

YAHOONEWS Trump's stock market advice keeps looking worse 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/in-coronavirus-crisis-trumps-stockmarket-
advice-keeps-looking-worse-213627171.html Two weeks ago, President 
Trump said the coronavirus was under control and suggested it was a 
good time to buy stocks. Since then, the Dow has fallen by more than 
5,000 points. WH economic adviser made similar plea

YAHOONEWS Business ‘This Is 1929’: Hedge Fund Bear Warns of Great 
Depression-Style Stock Market Crash 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/1929-hedge-fund-bear-warns-
100007615.html Forget 2008. Hedge fund bear Kevin Smith says this 
stock market crash will mimic the 1929 downturn that ushered in the 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/1929-hedge-fund-bear-warns-100007615.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/1929-hedge-fund-bear-warns-100007615.html
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/in-coronavirus-crisis-trumps-stockmarket-advice-keeps-looking-worse-213627171.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/in-coronavirus-crisis-trumps-stockmarket-advice-keeps-looking-worse-213627171.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/in-coronavirus-crisis-trumps-stockmarket-advice-keeps-looking-worse-213627171.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/in-coronavirus-crisis-trumps-stockmarket-advice-keeps-looking-worse-213627171.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/in-coronavirus-crisis-trumps-stockmarket-advice-keeps-looking-worse-213627171.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/the-bible-says-that-there-will-be-pestilences-in-the-last-days
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/the-bible-says-that-there-will-be-pestilences-in-the-last-days
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/the-bible-says-that-there-will-be-pestilences-in-the-last-days
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/the-bible-says-that-there-will-be-pestilences-in-the-last-days
https://news.yahoo.com/drink-corona-israels-rabbis-offer-mixed-advice-outbreak-131351341.html


Great Depression. [ I couldn’t help but see the same thing myself! ]

CNN
National Guard deployed to New York suburb 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-
hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced a new plan to contain an outbreak north 
of New York City that he called 'probably the largest cluster in the United
States'

Get updates on coronavirus Newsletter | Podcast I Catch up

House wins access to Mueller grand jury details, appeals court rules

MSNBC
Trump faces huge leadership crisis over coronavirus and the economy

Ruhle: 'Fears of a global recession are real' due to coronavirus

Trump compared coronavirus to the flu. Here's why that's a bad idea.

Biden and Sanders face off in six key states in next round of primaries

HUFFPOST
Politics

House Democrats Can See Secret Mueller Grand Jury Testimony, Appeals
Court Rules https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mueller-report-grand-jury-
testimony-ruling_n_5e67bd78c5b60557280c67a9 

World News

U.S. Military Begins Withdrawing Troops Amid Political Chaos In 
Afghanistan

Politics

https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-troop-withdrawal-afghanistan_n_5e674f23c5b6670e72fdefcb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-troop-withdrawal-afghanistan_n_5e674f23c5b6670e72fdefcb
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mueller-report-grand-jury-testimony-ruling_n_5e67bd78c5b60557280c67a9
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https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/biden-and-sanders-face-off-in-six-key-states-in-next-round-of-primaries-80377925552
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-compared-coronavirus-to-the-flu-here-s-why-that-s-a-bad-idea-80376389777
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/ruhle-fears-of-a-global-recession-are-real-due-to-coronavirus-80377413504
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-faces-huge-leadership-crisis-over-coronavirus-and-the-economy-80375877957
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/politics/house-mueller-secret-grand-jury/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/world/newsletter-coronavirus-03-10-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter?utm_source=hp&source=hp
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd


Group Asks Congress To Investigate If Betsy DeVos Is Tied To Her 
Brother’s Work

YAHOONEWS Politics Reuters In setback for Trump, court says House 
panel can get Russia report material https://www.yahoo.com/news/u-
appeals-court-says-house-162736150.html A U.S. appeals court on 
Tuesday dealt a setback to President Donald Trump's administration, 
ruling that the Justice Department must provide a Democratic-led 
congressional panel grand jury material redacted from former Special 
Counsel Robert Mueller's report on Russian interference in the 2016 
election. In a 2-1 decision, a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit upheld an Oct. 25 ruling by 
Chief U.S. District Judge Beryl Howell against the administration's bid to 
keep the redacted material secret. The circuit court backed Howell's 
decision to direct the administration to comply with a subpoena by the 
House Judiciary Committee for the material blacked out of Mueller's 
report.

• House Democrats Can See Secret Mueller Grand Jury Testimony,   
Appeals Court Rules
HuffPost

• Court: House entitled to Mueller probe grand jury testimony  
Associated Press

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY QUARANTINES ENTIRE COUNTRY
NEW YORK DEPLOYS NATIONAL GUARD
SEATTLE READIES CRACKDOWN
STOCKS SWOON
TRUMP FEELS HEAT
STRUGGLES TO CALM NATION
ONLY 6,563 AMERICANS TESTED? 

Trump's Chief Of Staff Self-Quarantines… 
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-
meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/ 

https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/
https://news.yahoo.com/only-5000-americans-have-been-tested-for-the-coronavirus-so-far-151447195.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Trump-struggles-to-calm-nation-after-days-of-15118445.php
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-feels-heat-coronavirus-stalks-us-215617212.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/dow-futures-fall-200-points-following-markets-worst-day-since-financial-crisis.html
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/seattle-area-official-outlines-potential-next-steps-in-coronavirus-response-including-cancellation-of-events/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/nyc-adds-5-new-covid-19-cases-tri-state-total-more-than-triples-in-days/2319688/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-italy-idUSKBN20X11D
https://www.yahoo.com/news/court-house-entitled-portions-mueller-163105574.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/court-house-entitled-portions-mueller-163105574.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/mueller-report-grand-jury-testimony-ruling-164727930.html
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/betsy-devos-erik-prince-michigan-teachers-union_n_5e678d29c5b6670e72fed89a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/betsy-devos-erik-prince-michigan-teachers-union_n_5e678d29c5b6670e72fed89a


Secret Service faces unique challenge of protecting president from 
exposure...
CPAC Attendee Went to Posh VIP Congressional Event...
TUCKER: People You Probably Voted For Are Minimizing Danger...
Pelosi rejects calls to shutter Capitol: 'We're the captains of this ship'...
MAYOR: NYC cases 'coming in so intensely now'...
Mass. declares state of emergency...
'10 days from our hospitals getting creamed'...
'Could happen here' like Wuhan...
CDC director: Not enough staff, equipment in public health labs...
NO KITS! Nursing home unable to diagnose 65 workers with symptoms...
Seattle Patient Zero Spread Despite Ebola-Style Lockdown...
Italy's lockdown upends most basic routines and joys...
Threat fuels demand for herbal remedies...
Mistrust, rumor and conspiracy theories hinder fight...
WALMART employee tests positive...
Silicon Valley bans mass gatherings of 1,000 or more...
Travel slump worsens as airlines blame media...
DELTA, AMERICAN Trim Capacity, SOUTHWEST Chief Salary Cut...
AP PHOTOS: Life in the time of coronavirus...
Pope tells priests to go out and meet sick...
Israel seals itself off from international travel...
German hospital creates drive-through for testing... 

https://news.yahoo.com/german-hospital-creates-drive-coronavirus-tests-135034506.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Israel-seals-itself-off-from-international-travel-15120089.php
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8095021/The-Pope-urges-priests-visit-coronavirus-sufferers.html
https://apnews.com/07b540c6c7e41c45cf72a8e650cfb268
https://www.wsj.com/articles/southwest-ceo-to-cut-his-pay-by-10-as-coronavirus-chills-bookings-11583840287
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/10/airlines-travel-slump-coronavirus-125016
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-10/coronavirus-economy-grand-princess-cruise-ship-oakland-california
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/10/walmart-deploys-new-emergency-leave-policy-kentucky-associate-has-coronavirus.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mistrust-rumor-and-conspiracy-theories-hinder-us-virus-fight/ar-BB10Xemg
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309161253-0ve6e
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Italy-s-coronavirus-lockdown-upends-the-most-15119948.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/seattles-patient-zero-spread-coronavirus-despite-ebola-style-lockdown/ar-BB10XnUo
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309234801-s0bah
https://edition.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_13406d523202d42f725a5ccb9efbdae6
https://nypost.com/2020/03/10/johns-hopkins-doctor-warns-coronavirus-could-happen-here-like-wuhan/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/901251/trumps-former-pandemic-adviser-are-10-days-from-hospitals-getting-creamed
https://www.boston.com/news/local-news/2020/03/10/charlie-baker-coronavirus-update-tuesday-march-10-2020-livestream
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/10/nyc-coronavirus-cases-are-coming-in-so-intensely-now-mayor-de-blasio-says.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/486834-pelosi-rejects-calls-to-shutter-capitol-were-the-captains-of-this-ship
https://www.thewrap.com/fox-news-tucker-carlson-warns-people-you-probably-voted-for-are-minimizing-coronavirus-danger/
https://freebeacon.com/issues/cpac-attendee-with-coronavirus-attended-posh-vip-congressional-event-before-confab/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Secret-Service-faces-unique-challenge-of-15118700.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Secret-Service-faces-unique-challenge-of-15118700.php


CNN
Walmart confirms coronavirus in one of its stores 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/business/walmart-coronavirus-case/inde
x.html 

live updates Coachella is postponed and Portugal is suspending flights to 
Italy

See stark contrast between Trump and expert on coronavirus

Google wants all North America employees to work from home

Virus cases in the US approach 1,000 as officials call off large gatherings

Coronavirus cases pass 113,000 worldwide 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-11-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Virus cases in the US approach 1,000 as officials call off large gatherings

Duke and UCLA joins universities across the US that are canceling in-
person classes

YAHOONEWS Entertainment

Netflix Takes Aim at Jared Kushner: ‘A Tier-One Predator’
https://www.yahoo.com/news/netflix-takes-aim-jared-kushner-
084029659.html 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/10/anthony-fauci-americans-sot-wh-coronavirus-briefing-vpx.cnn
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Nick Schager
The Daily BeastMarch 9, 2020, 1:40 AM PDT

Netflix

“It’s up for debate whether money is the root of all evil, but on the basis 
of Dirty Money it’s certainly the motivation for an overwhelming amount 
of fraudulent, corrupt, and vile behavior.

Executive produced by prolific documentarian Alex Gibney, Netflix’s 
docuseries returns for its second season on March 11, delivering six new 
hour-long stories about the wretched lengths people will go to 
accumulate wealth—as well as the clout and influence that comes along 
with it. Destined to incite outrage and dismay, it’s another round of eye-
opening warnings about the foolishness of expecting fairness and 
decency in any situation in which the powerful have an opportunity to 
profit at the expense of the less fortunate.

And chief among this season’s villains is a fresh-faced young 
entrepreneur who proves the age-old maxim, like father (and father-in-
law), like son: Jared Kushner, aptly described here as “a tier-one 
predator.”

Directed by Daniel DiMauro and Morgan Pehme (Get Me Roger Stone), 
Dirty Money’s third installment “Slumlord Millionaire” takes direct aim at 
Donald Trump’s son-in-law, who married the president’s daughter Ivanka 
after assuming control of his father Charles’ real estate empire. That 
position was attained at an early age because Charles had to spend two 
years in prison for trying to obstruct a Chris Christie investigation into his
business by—I kid you not—blackmailing his sister and brother-in-law 
with video of the latter having sex with a prostitute that Charles had 
hired. As DiMauro and Pehme lay out in startling fashion, the rotten apple
didn’t fall far from the tree. Along with purchasing the New York Observer 

in order to control negative press about him and his relatives (a reaction 
to the tabloid beating his dad took), Kushner quickly began managing the 
family business via underhanded practices of a despicable sort.

Bill Maher Goes Full Sexist, Defends Chris Matthews and Mocks His 
Sexual Harassment Accuser

The 8-Year-Old Boy Brutally Tortured and Killed by His Own Mother 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-8-year-old-boy-brutally-tortured-and-killed-by-his-own-mother-because-she-thought-he-was-gay?via=rss&source=articles_fancylink
https://www.thedailybeast.com/bill-maher-defends-chris-matthews-and-mocks-his-sexual-harassment-accuser-thank-you-rosa-parks?via=rss&source=articles_fancylink
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Because She Thought He Was Gay

Chief among those is “construction harassment.” Kushner Companies 
loves to boot New Yorkers out of rent-stabilized apartments by initiating 
unnecessary large-scale renovations intended to make life so miserable 
that tenants flee their homes, thus allowing rents to then be jacked up to 
unaffordable levels. Failing to repair water and fixture damage, and 
saddling residents with unjust late fees (sometimes years after they’ve 
vacated the space) are additional tactics employed by Kushner’s firms, 
both in New York in Maryland, according to the film. Particularly in the 
latter state’s apartment complexes, residents are gouged by a litany of 
monetary penalties as a means of propping up a Kushner empire that—in 
the wake of its record-breaking 2007 purchase of Manhattan’s 666 5th 
Ave. building, and the ensuing financial crisis that made the property a 
monumental burden—is in desperate need of a steady revenue stream.

The overarching portrait painted by “Slumlord Millionaire” is of 
unrepentant real-estate scumbagggery. And somehow, it gets worse! Now
ensconced in the White House, Kushner has exploited his undeserved 
political role to obtain lucrative financial deals for his family, which in 
turn has made him a figure easily exploited by foreign powers eager to 
gain leverage over the president. It’s a lose-lose scenario for everyone 
except Kushner and his cronies. The efforts of Housing Rights Initiative 
founder Aaron Carr and New York City Councilmember Ritchie Torres 
have sought to end some of Kushner’s more shady tricks, such as renting 
units in buildings for which he doesn’t have a certificate of occupancy. 
Yet the man continues to live the untouchable life thanks to his stature 
and sway, including over dim-bulb tenants that lament their Kushner-
created nightmares and yet confess that they voted for Trump because 
“he takes care of business.”

Kushner is Dirty Money’s celebrity centerpiece, but he turns out to be a 
kindred spirit to the rest of the series’ repugnant subjects. Take, for 
example, the executives of Wells Fargo seen in Dan Krauss’ debut 
chapter, “The Wagon Wheel.” To keep profits high (and their own bonuses
fat), they created a corporate environment in which low-level employees 
were pressured to meet unrealistic quotas by opening up multiple 
accounts for clients without their knowledge, in part through the process 
of “cross-selling.” When this appalling operation was revealed, those 
same low-level employees were scapegoated while upper management 
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got off relatively scot-free—a turn of events that puts the lie to the bank’s
historic image as a folksy protector of enterprising Americans…...

Dirty Money’s tales are swift and incisive; restricted to an hour, they slice
away unnecessary narrative and argumentative fat to get straight to the 
fetid heart of the matter. That also means melodramatic manipulation is 
in short supply. The emotional toll these crimes take on individuals, and 
society is plain to see in the faces of the victimized, whether it’s the 
former employees of Texas’ Formosa Plastics (which poisoned the region,
lying about it the entire time), or the Peruvian men forced to risk their 
lives by illicitly mining for gold that’s employed by drug cartels in an 
elaborate money-laundering scheme. Heartbreak is almost as plentiful as 
greed and callousness, and if the show’s contention about the corrupting 
nature of money is familiar,  it’s nonetheless startling to see it made in so
many different, equally enraging ways.

According to Dirty Money, there’s practically no facet of modern life 
untouched by some form of financial wrongdoing, in part because man’s 
capacity for avarice and cruelty knows no bounds. It’s a bleak state of 
affairs with few easy solutions, although those looking for hope can also 
occasionally find it here as well, in the brave efforts of Point Comfort, 
Texas’ grassroots activists, and the legal challenges to criminality 
brought by many upstanding lawyers.

Plus, Dirty Money imparts one valuable lesson everyone can agree on, 
and follow from here on out: never live in a Kushner property.

Read more at The Daily Beast. “

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Lawmaker Spots The Coronavirus 
Moment Donald Trump Will Come To Regret 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/david-jolly-coronavirus-donald-trump-
075959339.html 
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Business MarketWatch Stocks haven’t bottomed and ‘incredibly choppy’ 
trade still lies ahead, says El-Erian 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/0dcf5bb4-8f11-33f5-83ec-
5d28ae06bbd2/stocks-haven%E2%80%99t-bottomed-and.html El-Erian, 
chief economic adviser to Allianz, had warned investors early last month 
that the global coronavirus outbreak could end the market's longstanding
“buy-the-dip” dynamic. The eruption of a global crude oil price war 
between Russia and Saudi Arabia tanked oil prices on Monday, sending 
shivers through global financial markets already left fragile by worries 
over the economic implications of the spread of COVID-19, while 
underlining concerns over potential stresses in corporate credit.

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Lawmaker Spots The Coronavirus 
Moment Donald Trump Will Come To Regret 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/david-jolly-coronavirus-donald-trump-
075959339.html 

CNN
Major universities suspend in-person classes 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/coronavirus-university-college-
classes/index.html 
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Nursing homes to limit visitors as the coronavirus outbreak spreads 
across three facilities

Restaurants struggle to survive as Seattle turns into a ghost town

Google to its North American workers: Stay home

Analysis: Media companies encourage employees to work from home as 
virus spreads

Hear from passengers quarantined on cruise ship

LATIMES

As California retreats from containment, New York sends in the National 
Guard 
With community spread growing and the expectation the worst is yet to come, 
health officials in California and across the county are changing tactics.
More Coverage
True number of U.S. coronavirus cases is far above official tally, scientists say 
https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2020-03-10/us-coronavirus-cases-far-
above-official-tally-scientists 
Coronavirus live updates: The latest from California and around the world
Video: Times reporters and editors answer your questions about coronavirus

CNN
Dow is in a bear market
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The index dropped at least 20% from its recent peak as coronavirus 
continues to whiplash investors 

Live updates WHO declares coronavirus a pandemic

Analysis: Coronavirus is about to change your life...

Where the coronavirus cases are in the US

He's infected. See his message from hospital room.

Analysis: What National Review nails about Trump's poor performance on 
coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/politics/national-review-
donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html 

"When Easy Money Makes It Hard

David Stockman | March 11, 2020

For it is dangerous to attach one’s self to the crowd in front, and so long 
as each one of us is more willing to trust another than to judge for 
himself, we never show any judgement in the matter of living, but always 
a blind trust, and a mistake that has been passed on from hand to hand 
finally involves us and works our destruction. It is the example of other 
people that is our undoing; let us merely separate ourselves from the 
crowd, and we shall be made whole. But as it is, the populace, defending 
its own iniquity, pits itself against reason. And so we see the same thing 
happening that happens at the elections, where, when the fickle breeze 
of popular favour has shifted, the very same persons who chose the 
praetors wonder that those praetors were chosen.

– Seneca the Younger, De Vita Beata (AD c. 58)
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...

Well, it’s yet another 1,000-point drop right off the open for the Dow Jones
Industrial Average today…

Oh, were it that “quaint, “orderly,” and “civilized” had currency in the age 
of bile, bombast, braggadocio, and, yes, bullshit.

Alas, here we are…

That closing question – which, I assume, is rhetorical – tells you just 
about all you need to know.

It doesn’t get any more pathetic than this.

Consider that the Federal Reserve cut its already absurdly low 
benchmark interest rate by another 50 basis points at 10 a.m. last 
Tuesday and before noon the same day the Tweeter-in-Chief was already 
pounding for more…

That back-to-back eruption of financial insanity from the two most 
powerful economic actors on the planet should’ve been all the warning 
any real investor needed.

I’m inclined to give the Donald a tiny bit of slack. He’s an absolute moron 
on economics. And he spent a lifetime as a leveraged real estate 
speculator, where, in fact, lower rates are always, but always, to be 
welcomed when you’re rolling the dice with other people’s money.



That’s even though it doesn’t get any more primitive or dangerous than 
his conviction that the price of money should be graduated lower based 
on the current year international league tables of gross domestic product
(GDP) growth or the volume of presidential bile, bombast, braggadocio, 
and/or bullshit, as the case may be.

Effectively, however, the tiny posse of fools who run the developed 
world’s central banks, notably the European Central Bank and the Bank 
of Japan, are burning down the foundations of their own economies. So, 
the Donald insists, we burn down ours, too.

Folks, here’s the sum and substance of his “thinking”:

“As usual, Jay Powell and the Federal Reserve are slow to act. Germany 
and others are pumping money into their economies. Other Central Banks
are much more aggressive,” Trump said, referring to the Fed chairman.

“The Federal Reserve is cutting but must further ease and, most 
importantly, come into line with other countries/competitors. We are not 
playing on a level field. Not fair to USA. It is finally time for the Federal 
Reserve to LEAD. More easing and cutting!”

By contrast, the empty suit and sniveling coward who announced that 
emergency rate cut deserves no quarter.

Jay Powell is so petrified of a Wall Street hiss-fit that he’s just plain 
abandoned any pretense of rational thought. You could dismiss his 
meandering post-announcement presser as risible drivel and be done with
it. Except, except…

Powell and his merry band of monetary central planners are so drunk 



with power that they now believe any ragged, threadbare, illogical excuse
to display their muscle and placate the crybabies and bullies up and 
down the Acela Corridor is all that’s required.

That is, there are no trade-offs, no risks – just cut and print, rinse and 
repeat…

Here’s Powell, averring that the central bank’s action would provide “… a 
meaningful boost to the economy” by loosening financial conditions and 
shoring up business and household confidence:

“We saw a risk to the outlook for the economy and chose to act,” Powell 
said, noting the impact on tourism and travel and on company supply 
chains. “I do know that the U.S. economy is strong…I fully expect that we
will return to solid growth and a solid labor market as well.”

“We do recognize that a rate cut will not reduce the rate of infection, it 
won’t fix a broken supply chain; we get that, we don’t think we have all 
the answers,” Powell said. Still, he said, it will help support “overall 
economic activity.”

This is “group-think” run amuck.

There is apparently no longer a single Fed head who understands that 
interest rates are not merely one-way control dials that exist solely to 
enable the Federal Open Market Committee to fine-tune the path of the 
nation’s $22 trillion GDP.

Somewhere over the last decades, the truth that savers are being harmed
every time the Fed pleasures Wall Street with another rate cut has been 
lost completely.



So has the notion that rate signals intended to encourage homeowners to
buy a house or businesses to build a plant also foster ever more carry-
trade speculation on Wall Street and reward Corporate America’s CEOs 
and CFOs for investing in self-pleasuring buybacks and M&A rather than 
productive new plant, equipment, technology, intellectual capital, and 
human resources.

We’ve now reached the point where the Fed is no longer even in the 
business of safeguarding sound money and financial-system efficiency 
and stability. Instead, it’s morphed into a grand macroeconomic 
underwriter, purporting to insure the U.S. economy against any and all 
bumps in the road, regardless of their origin.

We already had them insuring against the Donald’s Trade War madness 
with three rate cuts last summer. Then, with their repo facility madness 
in the fall, they were essentially insuring against the adverse rate and 
growth impacts of Imperial Washington’s borrowing binge.

And, now, they’re throwing the untoward impacts of pandemic onto their 
underwriter’s table.

So, presumably, anything could be next…

Look out below.

To common sense,

David"



DRUDGEREPORT
'70% WILL BE INFECTED'
FED PUMPS $175 BILLION IN DAY
SEATTLE SCHOOLS CLOSE
TRUMP TO ADDRESS NATION 
TOP DOC: Virus 10 TIMES more lethal than flu… 
https://theweek.com/speedreads/901470/coronavirus-10-times-more-
lethal-than-seasonal-flu-trumps-task-force-immunologist-says 
FAUCI: Infections and deaths 'totally dependent upon how we respond'...
Most Americans Will Likely Be Exposed... 
Political Leaders at Risk...
DC declares state of emergency... 
X-rays show terrifying damage in lungs of victims... 
Clusters swell on both sides of USA...
White House told federal health agency to classify deliberations...
'Emergency meeting'... 
Fight enters new phase as containment falters...
Response could test limits of govt powers...
Georgia to isolate patients at Hard Labor Creek State Park...
No Escape From Threat for 2 Million Crammed in Prisons...
GOODWIN: Trump needs to step up...
POLL: PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL HOLDS AT 40%... 
Military Struggles to Respond... 
New Italian lifestyle upends most basic routines and joys...
WHO Blasts 'Alarming' Inaction...
USA weighs limits on travelers from Europe...
JETBLUE CEO: Impact On Airline 'Probably Worse' Than 9/11...
Young capitalize on cheap flights: 'If I die, I die'... 
Casino To Take Temperatures Of Guests, Employees...
NCAA March Madness to be fan free... 
NBA game too... 
AP PHOTOS OF OUTBREAK...
STOCK SELL-OFF ACCELERATES: DOW -1464... 
BEAR MARKET...
11-Year Bull Run Ends... 
TREASURIES TURN RISKY... [ Ultimate Reason: 
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msnbc

Ruhle: Trump’s inaction turned coronavirus into a financial crisis 
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gig-workers-small-business-feeling-
pressure-of-coronavirus-economy-80478277534 
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CNN
Trump suspends travel from Europe to US

Watch CNN live Trump suspends travel from Europe to US

Trump says response is the most comprehensive effort to confront a 
foreign virus in US history

Deep into crisis, Trump demands 'something big' on coronavirus

Watch expert's stark warning about future of the virus

Where the coronavirus cases are in the US

Some responders stunned by lack of protective steps

He's infected. See his message from hospital room.

In pictures: The coronavirus is spreading across the world

Analysis: Coronavirus is about to change your life for a little while

MSNBC
MSNBC / rachel maddow showPressed on the ACA, Trump's rhetoric takes
an incoherent turn
MSNBC / the beat with ariNo ‘credibility’: Trump losing 2020 battle to hide
secret parts of Mueller 

MSNBC / craig melvinFmr. US Attorney on Federal judge rebuke: “In 
normal times this would be a huge crisis in the department”
MSNBC / ali velshiDavid Sirota: Biden has accepted ‘the Republican 
argument’ for cutting Social Security
MSNBC / ali velshiBetsy DeVos’ brother reportedly recruited ex-spies to 
infiltrate liberal groups
MSNBC / on assignmentDr. Richard Hatchett: 60-70% of world's 
population could become infected with coronavirus
MSNBC / kasie dcGlobal health expert: 'We may be entering potentially 
another phase'
MSNBC / rachel maddow showNew polling shows Trump trailing Dems 
(but he's pretending otherwise)
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MSNBC / msnbc‘Obnoxious’ and ‘cowardly’: Weinstein attorney reacts to 
23-year sentence
MSNBC / andrea mitchell reportsBrennan: 'I wonder if [Trump's] 
psychologically capable ...

HUFFPPOST
TRUMP’S VIRUS ‘PLAN’: BAN EUROPE TRAVEL!   NO TALK OF TEST   
TROUBLES 

EARLIER: Prez Wouldn’t Answer CNN Reporter’s Question About His False
Coronavirus Comments

All Stores In Italy Except Pharmacies And Food Markets Will Close For 
Coronavirus Prevention

Wall St. Plunges Into First Bear Market Since Financial Crisis

Do Not Listen To Trump On Coronavirus. Listen To Health Experts, 
Please. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-health-
experts_n_5e6941bcc5b6dda30fc28bbc 

World Health Organization Declares COVID-19 A Pandemic

DRUDGEREPORT
GERMANY: 70% WILL BE INFECTED
TOM HANKS TESTS POSITIVE
NBA SUSPENDS SEASON 
Tests indicate coronavirus can survive in air...
Wave of cancellations as outbreak spreads...
Italy expands shutdown to nearly all stores...
Trump fury at Fed! Explosive tirade...
Businesses see plummeting sales; Job losses have begun...
STOCKS MOVE INTO BEAR MARKET...
POLL: PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL HOLDS AT 40%...
White House told health agency to classify deliberations...
Iran and Russian Media Push Bioweapon Conspiracies...
Fears China is harvesting organs from muslim prisoners...
TOP DOC: 10 TIMES more lethal than flu...

https://theweek.com/speedreads/901470/coronavirus-10-times-more-lethal-than-seasonal-flu-trumps-task-force-immunologist-says
https://www.the-sun.com/news/522114/fears-china-is-executing-muslim-prisoners-and-harvesting-their-organs-to-treat-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2020/03/iran-and-russian-media-push-bioweapon-conspiracies-amid-covid19-outbreak/163669/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-secrecy-exclusive/exclusive-white-house-told-federal-health-agency-to-classify-coronavirus-deliberations-sources-idUSKBN20Y2LM
https://www.ipsos.com/en-us/news-polls/reuters-ipsos-data-core-political-2020-03-11
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/10/dow-futures-point-to-a-loss-of-more-than-400-points-after-tuesdays-surge.html
https://www.stripes.com/news/us/the-first-us-layoffs-from-the-coronavirus-are-here-1.622069
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Trump-urged-Mnuchin-to-pressure-Fed-s-Powell-on-15124246.php
https://apnews.com/57d413557858077d861f846670ca3515
https://apnews.com/f46e3914fac402e673c0a564b3325913
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/487110-tests-indicate-coronavirus-can-survive-in-the-air
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/coronavirus-nba-suspends-season-after-player-tests-positive.html
https://deadline.com/2020/03/tom-hanks-rita-wilson-test-positive-coronavirus-elvis-presley-movie-1202880431/
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Most Americans Will Likely Be Exposed...
X-rays show terrifying damage in lungs of victims...
Political Leaders at Risk...
TRUMP BANS ALL TRAVEL FROM EUROPE FOR 30 DAYS... 
JETBLUE CEO: Impact Probably Worse Than 9/11...
Young capitalize on cheap flights: 'If I die, I die'...
Super-rich jet off to disaster bunkers... 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-
wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - March 11th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-11/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=436ef9bc1294d667aa38f4b
0df64939bdf50326a1e561daba0ba774a8ec98964

Today's Highlights:

*Stocks got hammered today, and the longest Bull Market in history is 
officially over.

*Selling accelerated after the World Health Organization (WHO) declared 
COVID-19 (coronavirus) a global pandemic.

*There were also reports that a Congressional Dr. expects that 70-150 
million people in the U.S. will be infected with the virus

*With losses of more than 4.6%, the major indices gave up all of 
yesterday’s gains.

*With stocks getting hammered across the board, the DOW is now in a 
bear market (down 20% from recent highs)

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers
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https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/young-people-capitalize-cheap-coronavirus-flights-if-i-die-i-n1154326
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-jetblue-ceo-robin-airline-industry-demand-after-911/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-makes-statement-on-coronavirus-wednesday-evening-watch-live-stream-today-2020-03-11/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-puts-political-leaders-at-risk-11583958738
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-x-rays-show-terrifying-21672219
https://www.thedailybeast.com/most-americans-will-likely-be-exposed-to-coronavirus-republicans-told


*According to a Goldman Sachs analyst, the average bear market sees a 
33% drop based on data going back to World War II. And right now we’re 
hovering around the 19-20% mark.

>> Click here to read the full story... 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-11/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=436ef9bc1294d667aa38f4b
0df64939bdf50326a1e561daba0ba774a8ec98964

CNN
Trump address sparks chaos as coronavirus crisis deepens 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
europe-travel/index.html 

The President set out to steady a rattled nation and diving markets, but 
instead sowed more confusion and doubts that he can handle the fast-
worsening situtation

Trump suspends travel from 26 European countries to US

live updates European officials say they were blindsided by Trump's new 
travel restrictions

Dr. Gupta: We don't have good vision on Trump's claim, and 'that is a huge
problem'

US stock futures fall more than 1,000 points 

Doctor explains what worries him most about coronavirus 

YAHOONEWS Business Business Insider Global stocks plunge after Trump
announces coronavirus response package 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/global-stocks-plunge-trump-announces-
040951760.html Global stocks and US stock market futures dropped late 
Wednesday with futures for the three major US indexes falling by more 
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than 4.5%.

• WHO Declares The Coronavirus Outbreak A Pandemic  
Benzinga

• Eight more coronavirus cases confirmed in New Jersey  
Reuters Videos
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YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch This plunge looks a lot like the ones 
that rocked stocks in 1929, 1987 and 2008 — …..

• Bear Market Becomes Official with 1,400-Point Drop amid   
Coronavirus Fears
National Review

• Dow enters bear territory, plunging by more than 1,400 points  
NBC News
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“NCAA is canceling March Madness

As the US death toll rises and more people self-quarantine, the sports 
world is grinding to a halt

Live updates Coronavirus shifts and disrupts daily life

NBA player touches mics in presser, tests positive for coronavirus, 
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How sports leagues are responding to the virus

Trump contradicts GOP lawmakers on testing

Analysis: The 30 most troubling lines from Donald Trump's latest news 
conference on coronavirus 
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The 30 most troubling lines from Donald Trump's latest news conference on 
coronavirus

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

(CNN)In a photo op with Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar on Thursday, President Donald 
Trump took a series of questions about the coronavirus pandemic and his administration's 
handling of it.

Quote “It was really something. I went through the transcript of his remarks and picked out 
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the lines you need to see. They're below. 

1. "I see they've canceled their big soccer games, their championship games and a 
lot of other games. They've canceled a lot over in Europe and all over the world. So 
this is a big world problem."
"Big world problem." -- President Trump on a global pandemic. And away we go!
2. "We took the original boldest step of all when we closed very early with China. 
That helped us save thousands of lives. And we went very early with Europe."
Trump's focus -- as it has been since nearly the start of this virus -- is on proving that he did
the right thing by limiting arrivals from China and, as of Wednesday night, from Europe as 
well. As for his claim that his moves have "helped us save thousands of lives," that is a very
hard thing to fact-check.
3. "But it'll be -- it'll go very quickly."
There's no indication that coronavirus will "go very quickly." None. 
4. "We'll be discussing some other moves that we're going to be making. And I think 
it's going to work out very well for everybody."
Well, I'm convinced!
5. "And they're -- they're doing a very good job. They don't have very much infection 
at this point, and hopefully they'll keep it that way."
The United Kingdom, to which Trump is referring here, has 373 cases, according to the 
World Health Organization. That's many more than other European countries where Trump 
has banned travel.
6. "Well, we get along very well with the European leaders, but we had to make a 
decision and I didn't want to take time -- and, you know, it takes a long time to make 
the individual calls"
"World leaders have long mocked each other. With Trump, they mean it." -- The 
Washington Post
7. "In the case of European Union, I've consulted with many people."
Literally, what does this mean?
8. "And the same people, then they say, oh, he closed too fast, why did he close -- 
most of them said, why did he close with China? That turned out to be a great move."
Again, Trump wants to ensure people know he deserves credit for closing travel to China. 
That's the key takeaway here. Not the impact the coronavirus is having in the United 
States.
9. "When you think of what happened to Europe, because it was very fast and very 
furious."
[Vin Diesel nods knowingly]
10. "You know, you see what's going on. And so I just wanted that to stop as it 
pertains to the United States. And that's what we've done. We've stopped it."
[narrator voice] We haven't. Not even close.
11. "We have a big one in Tampa, all sold out. We had over 100,000 requests for 
tickets. But I think we'll probably not do it because people would say it's better to not
do."
The question here was what Trump planned to do about campaign rallies, given the 
warnings about the need to avoid large crowds in spreading the coronavirus. The President
turned it into a chance to brag about how many tickets were requested for a rally. So, yeah.
12. "And what is the number as of this morning? Is it 32? You could tell me. Is it 32 
deaths, Steve, around that?"
The President of the United States is unaware of how many Americans have died as a 
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result of coronavirus. Indefensible. (At the moment, 38 people have passed away in the US 
from coronavirus.)
13. "I mean, think of it, the United States, because of what I did and what the 
administration did with China, we have 32 deaths at this point."
It's 38. And it was 38 when Trump said this.
14. "Other countries, that are smaller countries, have many, many deaths. Thirty-two 
is a lot. Thirty-two is too many. But when you look at the kind of numbers that you're 
seeing coming out of other countries, it's pretty amazing, when you think of it."
Yes, he is patting himself on the back. And yes, he is wrong about the number of deaths. 
And yes, this quote is literally whatever the opposite of empathy is.
15. "We have very strong emergency powers under the Stafford Act. And we are -- we
haven't -- I mean, I have it memorized, practically, as to the powers in that act."
The Stafford Act allows, among other things, a president to declare a disaster, a move that 
frees up federal resources to deal with something like the coronavirus. It is 192 pages long. 
President Trump has it memorized.
16. "I have the right to do a lot of things that people don't even know about."
Well, this isn't ominous at all!
17. "Look, we're in -- we're in great shape; compared to other places, we are in really 
good shape. And we want to keep it that way. That's why I did the ban with respect to
Europe."
"There's little value to European travel restrictions. Poor use of time & energy. Earlier, yes. 
Now, travel restrictions/screening are less useful. We have nearly as much disease here in 
the US as the countries in Europe. We MUST focus on layered community mitigation 
measures-Now!" -- Former Trump administration Department of Homeland Security adviser 
Tom Bossert
18. "You have to remember, the stock market, as an example, is still much higher 
than when I got here."
As of noon Eastern time Thursday, 83% of the gains the stock market had made since 
Trump came into office had been wiped out by fears over the pandemic's effect on the 
world economy, according to The New York Times' Peter Baker.
19. "We love the Irish."
Okey-doke!
20. "People have -- you know, we call it cases, how many cases do you have. Well, 
relative to other countries, we have very few cases, relative to certain of the -- of the 
major countries that really have a bigger problem than us."
"We call it cases."
21. "Let's put it this way, I'm not concerned, OK?"
In which the President dismisses questions about the fact that he was photographed over 
the weekend with a Brazilian press aide who has been diagnosed with the coronavirus. 
Sure. OK.
22. "They have a million tests out now. They're going to have, over the next few days,
they're going to have 4 million tests out. And frankly, the testing has been going very
smooth."
"The idea of anybody getting it easily, the way people in other countries are doing it, we're 
not set up for that. Do I think we should be? Yes. But we're not. That is a failing. It is a 
failing. Let's admit it." -- Dr. Anthony Fauci, today
23. "We're doing it the opposite, we're very much ahead of everything."
Simply not true.
24. "Well, I think the Democrats won't be having rallies, but nobody showed up to 
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their rallies anyway, so what difference does it make?"
Very "modern-day presidential" stuff here. Very.
25. "My rallies are very big. They're very big rallies, and we'll be making a decision at 
the appropriate time."
Right. You said that already.
26 "And I don't want people dying. That's what I'm all about."
When people ask me what I am all about in the future, I am going to say: "I don't want 
people dying. That's what I'm all about."
27. "So I had to make that decision, and frankly, the people that are professionals 
praise the decision, and it's something I had to do, and I think you'll see the end 
result is very good because of it."
Trump's decisions are, according to Trump, a) praised by "professionals" and b) will look 
even better sometime very soon.
28. "I used to be in the real estate business, as you've probably heard. They built 
some really -- and I -- I built beautiful buildings, and they've built some really 
beautiful buildings."
So, canceling the Olympics in Japan would be bad because of all the beautiful buildings 
that had been built. As always, laser-focused on what's important!
29. "Some areas have no problem whatsoever, in our country, and others do."
As of Thursday afternoon, 44 US states had confirmed coronavirus cases.
30. "You see what they're doing in New Rochelle, which is -- which is good, frankly, 
it's the right thing. But it's not enforced, it's not very strong but people know they're 
-- they're being watched, New Rochelle, that's a hot spot."

Yeah, this feels like a good place to end.” End Quote
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•   Analysis: Poof. A huge chunk of stock market gains under Trump are   
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Dr. Gupta: This is how to fight the pandemic
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considers next steps
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"THIS IS WHAT TOTAL SYSTEM FAILURE LOOKS LIKE

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/madness-is-the-rule/ 

David Stockman | March 12, 2020

In a dying civilization, political prestige is the reward not of the 
shrewdest politician, but of the man with the best bedside manner. It is 
the decoration conferred on mediocrity by ignorance.

– Eric Ambler, A Coffin for Dimitrios (1939)

...

Last night, we heard from the Donald, and the Dow Futures soon pointed 
to another 1,000-point-plus drop for stocks right at today’s open.

In fact, the slide was so steep “circuit breakers” kicked in and trading 
was halted for 15 minutes shortly after 9:30 a.m. EDT.

By midday, stocks were down about 9%.

That’s when our monetary central planners showed up. Here’s how the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York describes what it’s going to do to prop
up financial markets over the next few days.

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/madness-is-the-rule/


Here’s what’s really happening…

It’s worth reiterating the point Jim Bianco makes in that second tweet 
there: “Their balance sheet will balloon to a new all-time high TODAY!”

It’s worth noting that the New York Fed’s announcement helped the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average cut the day’s initial losses by more than half 
within minutes. Within an hour, though, selling pressure ratcheted back 
up…

Let’s turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for his regular Thursday 
commentary on markets.

Anatomy of a Liquidity Crisis

By Michael Coolbaugh

There’s no easy way to say this: Markets are spiraling out of control, and 
we are now experiencing a full-blown liquidity crisis.

Here’s what it looks like…

At around 8:00 a.m. EDT this morning, E-mini S&P 500 Index futures 
became what is known as “locked limit-down.” In other words, it had 
tripped a circuit breaker which won’t allow US equity futures to fall more 
than 5% outside of regular trading hours – 9:30 a.m. through 4:00 p.m.

[Chart]



It’s the same exact thing as the circuit breakers that halt all trading for 
15 minutes when equity indices fall 7% during the regular trading day, 
except that it’s not for any specified amount of time. They’ll periodically 
re-open trading to see if the selling pressure has subsided.

But, as soon as supply and demand forces push the contract back down 
to -5%, activity is once again “locked.”

In fact, this is exactly what happened during early morning hours on 
Monday, March 9, as S&P 500 Index futures remained “locked limit-down” 
for nearly 11 hours until the regular morning session opened at 9:30 a.m.

But I digress…

How does this tell us that we’re experiencing a liquidity crisis?

You see, when you’re a major investor who can’t just liquidate your 100 
share blocks in a millisecond, it may take a while to unwind hundreds of 
millions if not billions of dollars in positions.

It’s why equity futures are so useful as a hedging tool. It’s a quick and 
liquid way to reduce your market exposure while buying you time to sell 
off some of your individual positions.

But what happens when you’re no longer allowed to sell short equity 
futures to offset your risk exposure?

Well, let’s take a look at what happened to gold as soon as trading was 



halted in equity index futures…

[Chart]

That’s right: When there is a true liquidity crisis, the only thing people are
concerned with is cold, hard cash. It’s not some financial contract whose
value is at the whim of other manic investors.

So, you begin selling anything and everything in sight…

[Chart]

I’ll be honest; part of my view from last week that the “dip” may be more 
than “just a dip” was the relatively complacent behavior from investors.

Despite the sudden 10%-plus plunge from all-time-highs, there were 
numerous stories that hedge funds – which were already running some of 
their highest exposures on record – had been more aggressive in “buying 
the dip” than we had seen over the past decade.

[Chart]

Here are just a few of the headlines:

Hedge Funds Ramped Up Leverage in Stocks Just Before Market Rout, 
Bloomberg, February 25, 2020



Friday’s Dip Buying By Hedge Funds Was The Most Extreme In The Past 
Decade: Why This Is Worrying Morgan Stanley, ZeroHedge, March 2, 2020

In other words, investors still didn’t seem to appreciate the true gravity 
of the situation.

Unfortunately, that’s really been the mindset for most people around the 
world since the initial outbreak.

After all, we’ve been told from the get-go that it was “just the flu.”

To be clear, as bad as things seem to be, this recent liquidity crisis will 
only make things worse.

Here’s a view of repo operations following the Federal Reserve’s 
emergency rate cut…

[Chart]

Not only has it done nothing to calm the panic gripping equity markets. 
It’s made the situation much worse.

Repo operations have now ballooned to their largest on record – yes, even
exceeding those during the Global Financial Crisis back in 2008-09.

[Chart]



For those of you who recall the beginnings of the GFC, you may 
remember the bank executives telling everyone that things are just fine.

Well, here are a few headlines from yesterday’s meeting at the White 
House:

Bank of America’s Moynihan, in White House Coronavirus meeting, says 
US banks are strongly capitalized

Goldman Sachs’ Solomon says banks are in good shape, we’ll get through
this

Citi’s Corbat says this is not a financial crisis

I don’t know about you, but I’ve always been taught by old-school traders 
that whenever somebody feels the need to comment on the strength of 
their balance sheet it might be best to run for the hills.

Of course, just as I’m writing this, the following headlines scrolled across
my Bloomberg terminal:

*FED EXPANDS TREASURY PURCHASES BEYOND BILLS

*NY FED SAYS TO OFFER $500B IN 30MONTH REPO OPERATION

In other words, the Fed has just re-launched another round of 
“quantitative easing.” Whether it will be enough to halt the current crisis 
remains to be seen.



I don’t believe billions of dollars will kill a virus. But it is a monumental 
step in the right direction for one of my long-term theses, which is…

Got Gold?

To common sense,

David"

CNN



As the outbreak spreads, closings and cancellations are hitting school 
systems, sporting events and even Disneyland

Disneyland and Disney World close due to outbreak

Governor explains why he closed all schools 

US moves to implement Europe travel restrictions Friday

Rep. Katie Porter gets CDC chief to agree to pay for virus testing

What historians heard when Trump warned of a 'foreign virus' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/us/disease-outbreaks-xenophobia-
history/index.html 

Doctor explains what worries him most about coronavirus

A prison pandemic? Steps to avoid the worst

Why the outbreak could be particularly bad on college campuses

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

Trump's rivals use virus to make 2020 case

MSNBC
Nearly half of U.S. states under emergency declarations over 
coronavirus

HUFFPOST
NBC NIXES LATE SHOWS FOR NOW 

YAHOONEWS Entertainment
Netflix Takes Aim at Jared Kushner: ‘A Tier-One Predator’
https://www.yahoo.com/news/netflix-takes-aim-jared-kushner-084029659.html 
Nick Schager
The Daily BeastMarch 9, 2020, 1:40 AM PDT
Netflix
“It’s up for debate whether money is the root of all evil, but on the basis of Dirty Money it’s certainly the 
motivation for an overwhelming amount of fraudulent, corrupt, and vile behavior.
Executive produced by prolific documentarian Alex Gibney, Netflix’s docuseries returns for its second 
season on March 11, delivering six new hour-long stories about the wretched lengths people will go to 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.yahoo.com%2Fnews%2Fnetflix-takes-aim-jared-kushner-084029659.html&h=AT0Od-T-rQi9TuSlChO0Rzep9Vbp_jWHDtbBsO0Moxmc2187xqxTZXOpD497-EQbQUtbblh8fViSNdcK3BCtONvyXMOBLDD7nxpGHSYscqduzb5Y2fN0-LAcrnTvRch7uzCMrMAKRZ5-ghdG4HV7&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT2jKdOiTEc3V3mywDfwCw-YLRU_C4CjOIoZ6uBiQxLa9UCxhvAid32Q6jjLmuv38P1WX-ptPjoeKLiZ1rA0QSCqSgl4LKqS59tMpU2JMBZfV6aCJA_x4BdJ_nIMR3QgLVlC4S5S6OXnXhgDOEa-
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nbc-fallon-meyers-late-night-shows-suspended-coronavirus_n_5e6ac3dcc5b6bd8156f423bb
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/at-least-23-states-declare-outbreak-emergencies-80582213558
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/at-least-23-states-declare-outbreak-emergencies-80582213558
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/joe-biden-bernie-sanders-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/epa-disinfectants-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/07/health/universities-coronavirus-impact/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/opinions/coronavirus-prison-population-precautions-jones-jackson/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/12/dr-sam-fink-coronavirus-italy-ski-trip-patients-ac360-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/us/disease-outbreaks-xenophobia-history/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/us/disease-outbreaks-xenophobia-history/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/us/disease-outbreaks-xenophobia-history/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/katie-porter-cdc-coronavirus-testing-white-board/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/europe-travel-restrictions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/12/ohio-governor-closes-all-schools-bans-gatherings-blitzer-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/media/disney-world-close-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-12-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-12-20-intl-hnk/index.html


accumulate wealth—as well as the clout and influence that comes along with it. Destined to incite outrage 
and dismay, it’s another round of eye-opening warnings about the foolishness of expecting fairness and 
decency in any situation in which the powerful have an opportunity to profit at the expense of the less 
fortunate.
And chief among this season’s villains is a fresh-faced young entrepreneur who proves the age-old maxim, 
like father (and father-in-law), like son: Jared Kushner, aptly described here as “a tier-one predator.”
Directed by Daniel DiMauro and Morgan Pehme (Get Me Roger Stone), Dirty Money’s third installment 
“Slumlord Millionaire” takes direct aim at Donald Trump’s son-in-law, who married the president’s daughter 
Ivanka after assuming control of his father Charles’ real estate empire. That position was attained at an early 
age because Charles had to spend two years in prison for trying to obstruct a Chris Christie investigation into 
his business by—I kid you not—blackmailing his sister and brother-in-law with video of the latter having sex
with a prostitute that Charles had hired. As DiMauro and Pehme lay out in startling fashion, the rotten apple 
didn’t fall far from the tree. Along with purchasing the New York Observer in order to control negative press 
about him and his relatives (a reaction to the tabloid beating his dad took), Kushner quickly began managing 
the family business via underhanded practices of a despicable sort.
Chief among those is “construction harassment.” Kushner Companies loves to boot New Yorkers out of rent-
stabilized apartments by initiating unnecessary large-scale renovations intended to make life so miserable 
that tenants flee their homes, thus allowing rents to then be jacked up to unaffordable levels. Failing to repair 
water and fixture damage, and saddling residents with unjust late fees (sometimes years after they’ve vacated
the space) are additional tactics employed by Kushner’s firms, both in New York in Maryland, according to 
the film. Particularly in the latter state’s apartment complexes, residents are gouged by a litany of monetary 
penalties as a means of propping up a Kushner empire that—in the wake of its record-breaking 2007 
purchase of Manhattan’s 666 5th Ave. building, and the ensuing financial crisis that made the property a 
monumental burden—is in desperate need of a steady revenue stream.
The overarching portrait painted by “Slumlord Millionaire” is of unrepentant real-estate scumbagggery. And 
somehow, it gets worse! Now ensconced in the White House, Kushner has exploited his undeserved political 
role to obtain lucrative financial deals for his family, which in turn has made him a figure easily exploited by 
foreign powers eager to gain leverage over the president. It’s a lose-lose scenario for everyone except 
Kushner and his cronies. The efforts of Housing Rights Initiative founder Aaron Carr and New York City 
Councilmember Ritchie Torres have sought to end some of Kushner’s more shady tricks, such as renting 
units in buildings for which he doesn’t have a certificate of occupancy. Yet the man continues to live the 
untouchable life thanks to his stature and sway, including over dim-bulb tenants that lament their Kushner-
created nightmares and yet confess that they voted for Trump because “he takes care of business.”
Kushner is Dirty Money’s celebrity centerpiece, but he turns out to be a kindred spirit to the rest of the series’
repugnant subjects. Take, for example, the executives of Wells Fargo seen in Dan Krauss’ debut chapter, “The
Wagon Wheel.” To keep profits high (and their own bonuses fat), they created a corporate environment in 
which low-level employees were pressured to meet unrealistic quotas by opening up multiple accounts for 
clients without their knowledge, in part through the process of “cross-selling.” When this appalling operation 
was revealed, those same low-level employees were scapegoated while upper management got off relatively 
scot-free—a turn of events that puts the lie to the bank’s historic image as a folksy protector of enterprising 
Americans…...
Dirty Money’s tales are swift and incisive; restricted to an hour, they slice away unnecessary narrative and 
argumentative fat to get straight to the fetid heart of the matter. That also means melodramatic manipulation 
is in short supply. The emotional toll these crimes take on individuals, and society is plain to see in the faces 
of the victimized, whether it’s the former employees of Texas’ Formosa Plastics (which poisoned the region, 
lying about it the entire time), or the Peruvian men forced to risk their lives by illicitly mining for gold that’s 
employed by drug cartels in an elaborate money-laundering scheme. Heartbreak is almost as plentiful as 
greed and callousness, and if the show’s contention about the corrupting nature of money is familiar, it’s 
nonetheless startling to see it made in so many different, equally enraging ways.
According to Dirty Money, there’s practically no facet of modern life untouched by some form of financial 
wrongdoing, in part because man’s capacity for avarice and cruelty knows no bounds. It’s a bleak state of 
affairs with few easy solutions, although those looking for hope can also occasionally find it here as well, in 
the brave efforts of Point Comfort, Texas’ grassroots activists, and the legal challenges to criminality brought 



by many upstanding lawyers.
Plus, Dirty Money imparts one valuable lesson everyone can agree on, and follow from here on out: never 
live in a Kushner property.
Read more at The Daily Beast. “

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - March 12th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-12/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=e6d98e8d83f3d79dc19ebe1
a21d7f9f956374244ed3079802af78ca168e4c2a0

Today's Highlights:

"Today will go down in history:

*The DOW lost 20% in the 1987 stock market crash 32 years ago. But 
today’s 10.0% drop was the WORST drop since 1987 and the biggest point
loss of all-time with a 2,353 point loss.

*Not only was today’s slide HUGE, but losses were everywhere:

*Stocks were hammered, Crude Oil dropped and even Gold (GC) wasn’t 
safe. With a 3.3% loss, Gold actually finished near 2-week lows!

*The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 40% to 75.47 today, and is now 
trading at the highest level since the financial crisis.

*Cruise lines continued to get slammed: Royal Caribbean finished lower 
by 31.8%, Carnival (CCL) lost 15.0% and Norwegian Cruise Lines down 
20.7%.

*And the economic harm that COVID-19 is causing continues…today the 
NCAA canceled March Madness. And Disneyland announced that it will 
shut its doors."



>> Click here to read the full story... 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-12/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=e6d98e8d83f3d79dc19ebe1
a21d7f9f956374244ed3079802af78ca168e4c2a0

CNN
What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building (Some strange bug in the neighborhood, who you 
gonna call; yes, of course, Bill Murray and Ghostbusters! 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/13/us/outbreak-coronavirus-neighborhood-
building-trnd/index.html 

CNN
America is on hold. Here are the facts about coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 
What you need to know

• The latest numbers: The novel coronavirus has infected more than 
125,000 people and killed over 4,600 globally, according to the World
Health Organization.

• US suspends travel from Europe: Trump canceled travel from 26 
European countries to the US for the next 30 days, beginning Friday 
at midnight.

Demolition Dummy

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-europe-travel/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-europe-travel/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/specials/asia/coronavirus-outbreak-intl-hnk
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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CNN
America is on hold 

Daily life is changing for millions as cancellations and suspensions add 
up 

Cooper: Trump has failed to take this seriously 

Former Trump economic adviser sounds the alarm about US recession 
(THAT WE’RE ALREADY IN) 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/13/gary-cohn-economy-
coronavirus-intv-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn Trump's ex-top economic adviser: US 
is in a recession

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/13/gary-cohn-economy-coronavirus-intv-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn
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What a US coronavirus survivor learned when she was sick

JetBlue bans man who said after landing that he'd tested positive

Coronavirus expert: I'd take a second thought about flying

Throughout history when outbreaks spread, racism and xenophobia 
weren't far behind

Watch the entire CNN coronavirus town hall

Five US states are closing all schools over coronavirus fears

Governor explains why he closed all schools 

Justin Trudeau's wife tested positive for coronavirus

Facebook and Twitter kill accounts revealed to be Russian trolls by CNN

US conducts airstrikes against Iranian-backed militia sites in Iraq

Pentagon 'wishes to reconsider' $10 billion contract given to Microsoft 
over Amazon 

What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building

Coronavirus myths and misinformation, debunked

Worried about virus? If your loved one is over 60, read this

Doctor: How to reduce your vulnerability to coronavirus -- when sleeping

Travel advice: Everything you need to know

Doctors answer your coronavirus questions 

CNN
What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building (Some strange bug in the neighborhood, who you 
gonna call; yes, of course, Bill Murray and Ghostbusters! 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/13/us/outbreak-coronavirus-neighborhood-
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/13/coronavirus-questions-answered-town-hall-mh-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/coronavirus-travel-advice/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/opinions/coronavirus-vulnerability-while-sleeping-bruce-davidson/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/health/what-60-older-need-to-know-coronavirus-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/04/health/debunking-coronavirus-myths-trnd/index.html
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CNN
Trump declares national emergency https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-hnk/index.html [ From trump’s 
alleged purported nothing burger to national emergency, quite a leap; 
but, in the psychotic, delusional world of mentally ill criminal trump, such
is the abnormal new norm. ]

At White House briefing, Trump says he does not support current House 
coronavirus bill

Trump says move will 'unleash the full power' of the government

Watch Trump's announcement

Trump shaking hands with Rose Garden guests

Here's what Trump's emergency declaration does

Opinion: Hello, Boomer? We need to talk about coronavirus

Doctor ultrasounds his lungs as his coronavirus progresses

Analysis: Why it matters that Trump hasn't been tested

DRUDGEREPORT
NATIONAL EMERGENCY 
https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a 
TRUMP 'MOST LIKELY' TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
CRISIS COULD LAST TWO MONTHS
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
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REPORT: Bolsonaro tests positive/negative days after meeting with 
Trump...
Miami mayor infected...
China govt spokesman says U.S. military may have brought virus to 
China...
'Be transparent! Make public your data! Owe us an explanation!'
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS...
150 MILLION AMERICANS COULD GET INFECTED...
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
Sick People Being Denied Across USA...
President blames Obama...
Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
FED TO START BUYING TREASURIES...
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08...
USA to purchase oil for strategic reserve...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
Los Angeles Closes Schools...
National Guard activated... 

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS… 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-
deaths/ 
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
PRESIDENT: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
Blames Obama… 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-condemns-cdc-lack-coronavirus-testing-blames-obama-n1157671
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Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08!
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
National Guard activated... 

"End Game

David Stockman | March 13, 2020 

All the world is made of faith, and trust, and pixie dust.

– J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan (1904)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/prepare-for-the-worst/

...

The very future of democracy and capitalist prosperity hangs in the 
balance – and not simply owing to this week’s bloodbath and the giant 
COVID-19 pin that’s slammed hard upon the biggest financial bubble in 
the history of humankind.

What’s coming next is the real danger.
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That’s a bald-faced financial coup d’état by the Federal Reserve and its 
Wall Street auxiliaries, shills, and handmaids.

To forestall the apocalypse of its owing making, our monetary central 
planners will soon be loudly demanding additional “tools” and statutory 
“authorities” to arrest the financial contagion and to “support” a Main 
Street economy that will be reeling from the double-whammy of 
pandemic-induced supply-side shocks and the global systemic meltdown 
it’s catalyzed.

Since the Fed can and does buy every variety of Treasury security and 
federally guaranteed paper extant in the bond pits, the statutory 
enhancement at issue will involve sanction to buy equities, corporates, 
junk bonds, commercial real estate, exchange-traded funds, and Tesla 
(TSLA), too.

In other words, in order tranquilize and triage the casino against the 
carnage its Treasury-bond-buying and interest-rate-pegging have already 
fostered, our monetary central planners actually want to belly-up 
alongside traders, speculators, and grifters at the roulette wheel – and 
with the unlimited fiat credits that issue from its legal printing press…

The very idea of buying stocks and junk bonds with printing-press money 
gives the notion of financial fraud an altogether new definition.

After all, what else could you call the trillions of market cap that could be
created from thin air by even modest amounts of Fed stock or ETF 
buying?

Indeed, the multiplier effect in the stock market would be truly insidious. 



It would open the door to larcenous front-running by insiders like never 
before. If it became known or surmised that the Fed will be buying Apple 
(AAPL) stock and the bank ETFs, speculators would be backing up the 
trucks with malice aforethought.

As it is, honest price discovery was long ago smothered in the bond pits 
and the money-dealing rooms. That, in turn, has deeply infected all other 
financial markets through cheap carry-trade speculation, rock-bottom 
cap rates, and debt-fueled financial engineering in the C-suites.

To put a 12-member monetary politburo directly into the stock-, junk 
bond-, and ETF-buying business is beyond the pale.

It’d constitute the finally victory of the state over the free market.

As we head into one of the most fraught weekends in recent market 
history, here’s Michael Coolbaugh with some commentary he shared with 
Delta Profit Trader subscribers today:

Yesterday was the worst one-day drop since Black Monday 1987.

That’s the type of environment we’re dealing with folks.

As I mentioned last week, the records and “almost-records” keep piling 
up. And, while it’s easy to shrug these off as an anomaly, it’s important to
remember some key aspects.

A lot of people continue to dismiss the current market collapse as an 
anomaly. These are things we’ve literally never seen before.



Here’s the thing about markets: They’re ALWAYS doing things we’ve 
never seen before.

But is it unjustified? I’d argue “absolutely not.”

Remember, many of the pre-existing conditions were also things that we 
had never seen before…

Earth-shattering levels of debt – both sovereign and corporate

Record amounts of trading controlled by systematic strategies – they 
don’t ask questions if something is rational, they simply sell when told to 
sell;

A record shift from active management to passive management – leaving 
less money to step in and provide liquidity when things seem 
“overblown”;

Gross misallocation of capital by way of stock buybacks – also record-
setting levels, but remember, buybacks were not legal before 1982.

These are just a few, but I think you get my point…

So, sure, things look like they’re getting out of control.

But what really makes me nervous is the very real possibility that we 
have yet to see the true fireworks.

I know, I know… I suggested we were at a heightened risk of a crash, 
and, for the most part, it looks like we got one.



What really makes my stomach turn is the belief that we may be just 
getting started.

Here’s what I mean…

The Federal Reserve just announced a massive liquidity bomb to the tune
of $1.5 trillion.

Clue No. 1: The stock market bounced for a moment yesterday afternoon 
but was quickly sold as we raced back to new lows.

I’ve mentioned this before, but any time a market fails to rally on what 
seems to be an undoubtedly positive headline, things are bad.

Clue No. 2: The Federal Reserve still has not slashed the federal funds 
rate to zero despite market mechanics telling them policy is wayyyyy too 
tight.

[Chart]

It’s called the “fed spread,” which is the interest rate differential between
the two-year U.S. Treasury and the federal funds rate. Essentially, it tells 
you when the market – which controls the two-year yield – feels that the 
federal funds rate – which is set by the Fed – is too high.

Just as in every other crisis scenario, the fed spread had been flashing 
bright red lights that monetary central planners were making a BIG 
mistake.



Clue No. 3: A closely watched gauge of stress within the interbank 
lending market suggests things are literally blowing up beneath the 
surface.

[Chart]

It’s a bit technical, but to put it simply, the FRA-OIS spread widens when 
banks stop lending to each other in the extremely safe overnight lending 
market.

In other words, trust is breaking down, and everyone is beginning to 
hoard cash.

But it’s not just that it was surging over the past couple of days.

It’s a fact that – even after the Fed announced liquidity measures that 
dwarfed the extraordinary policy measures of QE1 and QE2 in the 
immediate aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis – this signal of stress 
continued to climb.

[Chart]

Said differently, the $1.5 trillion lifeline is simply not enough.

Things are breaking down everywhere. And, as I mentioned in yesterday’s
Deep State Declassified, we’re now experiencing a full-blown liquidity 
crisis.



Please try to enjoy your weekend.

To common sense,

David"

YAHOONEWS 

Italy offers U.S. a chilling preview of what's ahead 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/italy-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-
050009137.html 
What’s happening in Milan, Florence and Rome offers a likely preview of 
what’s coming to New York, London or Paris in a week or two.
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
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TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3pgx-G5AE0oHdxERGO9EmhjDANDTnuCWARk_HKIl4y9zHFjEBhWBvnorQ&h=AT0T108f9_b9FgJTgdfv7ATs_Zu3384_mVuvGsMf8X9k4aiw55wki6sxukEx6fsaSDoWFDx_YsfGD5Lpf15s0vtR0Q9_EeuQlA1-K9G166eBIuTI6TZlEqsDca2UUNWtwAyePJ_wWKlHunk_70mj&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fmobfamilytrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3HXVMqYIyH3_ERO4P6fkgS0uOlutkX2CcWQ9NUykhv3hTk98luZ4UhtVI&h=AT1an7kkR2YMezCiv4IqN5gwb9dP-L7unmfZkeCQoxFehLqthDDcYt_tF-V1xUYNKLJiJFM4Dr_bRzJPWo2OmhLPGg333ryAa3SqWTHl2Wq_1s9skM_gwdToQLf0arHGvSKC_9U_q1MVzCJgTl69&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ftheendoftheworld.mp4%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Kc_VJASaKXfuwQ748zgZC78HdNXMmkY_2GaJSUeNyoWITcn8GnSj_x0k&h=AT2RyVmlr8jS1CyO-1NxdGXEL9niVMBINwuV3zHHh01WlH6cS4QHhCjVtBq9lJEUz_1avVDRaaUHuhxuG0d_N4OS7hZHSUISWNqlEcbaapIvzzJnPS317BiCz-lWsjE7C5-4zdBG-S3FP3grFCxH&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
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Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Market crash has reached the 
‘panic’ stage, and ‘demoralization’ is still to come, Wall Street strategist 
says Tony Dwyer, Canaccord Genuity's strategist who was a big bull 
throughout 2019, had already become more cautious this year even 
before the coronavirus outbreak and OPEC's oil price war finally cut the 
legs out of the bull rally. “We believe that until there is proper testing and
...”

Business Quartz Nobel prize winning economist Robert Shiller says this 
economic disruption is different “Robert Shiller won the Nobel prize in 
2013 for his work on financial bubbles, and more recently he has written 
about the narratives and popular stories that affect the economy. The 
Yale economics professor says disruptions like the Great Depression can 
often be traced to a pessimistic idea, like the fear that the economy's 
best days are behind us. The spread of coronavirus is different because 
it's real—it is causing people to stay home and avoid going out, which is 
causing the gears of commerce to stop turning…..”

HTTPS://WWW.YAHOO.COM/
Politics
The Week

Trump just gave the worst speech of his presidency

“On Friday afternoon, Donald Trump gave the worst speech of his political
career.He appeared at the podium in the Rose Garden half an hour late. 
He looked and sounded exhausted. He stumbled over the word 
"coronavirus" in his very first sentence and seemed to struggle at a 
number of points throughout his address. His wonted improvisations and 
other departures from the script did not suggest his usual ease. He 
sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and confused 
senior citizen.The problems with Trump's speech were not limited to the 
manner in which it was delivered. Among other things, he ought to have 
secured a deal with Nancy Pelosi and House Democrats before speaking. 
His emphasis on the extraordinary achievements of such noted public 
servants as the CEO of Walmart (whose stock price is surging as I write 
this) did not exactly inspire confidence that the most important thing in 
this ordeal is public health and safety, as opposed to corporate profits. 
The bizarre round-table approach that brought everyone from public 
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health officials to business leaders to the vice president (who said some 
genuinely touching things about the elderly) before the podium was 
confusing. It was nice of the president to remind us that "so many of the 
great sports we've gotten used to" have been put on hold. I was surprised
that he did not once mention the 41 Americans who have already died of 
the virus until well into the question-and-answer portion of the 
proceedings, when he misstated the number.It is too early to say whether
the various new measures Trump announced will be effective. (Some of 
the obviously sensible ones — waiving interest on federal student loan 
debt, for example — are likely to be lost in the confusion.) I, for one, think
it is still likely that much of the media response to the virus has been 
hysterical, and that in two months schoolchildren across the country will 
longingly remember the time they got three extra weeks of spring break. 
But that is not relevant to my assessment of Trump's performance on 
Friday. On arguably the biggest stage of his presidency, he not only failed
to give the impression that he was in control of the situation, he looked 
about as ready to handle a crisis as Joe Biden is to speak calmly to 
elderly voters in Iowa or quote the Declaration of Independence.Agreeing
to take questions following his prepared remarks was almost certainly a 
mistake. In the coming days and weeks and months, Trump will have 
virtually unlimited opportunities to attack the legacy of the Obama 
administration. This was not the occasion for it. In so many other 
contexts, Trump's disdain for the press is defensible and even amusing. 
Friday it made him seem petty. And it is never a good idea for a president 
in the face of a crisis to tell the country that he takes "no responsibility" 
for anything (in this case, delays in virus testing). Taking responsibility is 
what the office is all about.These impressions will not go away. They will 
certainly outlast the pandemic. No American will remember the day that 
President Trump addressed the nation on the subject of the coronavirus 
pandemic the way they remember Ronald Reagan's response to the 
Challenger disaster. If we have any lasting impressions they will be of an 
enervated, verbally infelicitous elderly man attempting to speak to 
realities that he is only half aware of ("unlike websites of the past")….”
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Italy offers U.S. a chilling preview of what's ahead 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/italy-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-
050009137.html 
What’s happening in Milan, Florence and Rome offers a likely preview of 
what’s coming to New York, London or Paris in a week or two.
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
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CNN
Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

GOOGLENEWS As virus roils markets, Trump again threatens Fed 
chairman https://apnews.com/2a21e92ed9129e91e713495c9ef50050 
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump said Saturday he had the 
power to fire or demote Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell, adding
new fuel to … The Associated Press

DRUDGEREPORT
Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital… 

Netanyahu rival Gantz receives mandate to form Israeli govt...

Queen Elizabeth flees Palace... 

Struggling Europeans tighten measures...

Spain imposes lockdown of entire country... 

AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...

https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/487690-amazon-warns-of-delivery-delays-running-out-of-items
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/coronavirus-spain-news-nationwide-lockdown-emergency-covid-19-a9402166.html
https://apnews.com/1dde718068517f188b3fa65a7edcbf86
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11175256/queen-coronavirus-quits-buckingham-palace/
https://apnews.com/63f367ec108720d910b436d2ff1e45c7
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMITuzgEw4fQo?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://apnews.com/2a21e92ed9129e91e713495c9ef50050
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Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
Illinois, Ohio Orders All Restaurants Closed...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO     ZERO   
STOCKS 'LIMIT DOWN' 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 

Companies that feed America brace for labor shortages amid worry about
restocking stores... 
Brawls break out at stores across country as customers dash for 
supplies... 
Grocers Fail to Keep Up     With Demand...   
Lines extend for blocks... 
'Preppers' have moment... 
Man in hazmat suit runs into Vegas WALMART, sprays items... 
Feds seize fake test kits at LAX... 
Business booming for cam girls amid outbreak... 
Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 
Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 
Beaches close early to keep spring breakers from spreading... 

CNN
Markets keep dropping after brief halt https://www.cnn.com/business/live-

https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/14/miami-beaches-close-early-to-keep-spring-breakers-from-spreading-coronavirus/
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https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/14/a-bank-in-midtown-is-cleaned-out-of-100-bills/
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Stocks fell yet again after the Fed slashed interest rates to zero in an 
effort to calm coronavirus fears

live updates Connecticut, New York and New Jersey ban gatherings of 
more than 50 people

Manufacturers of medicines concerned about possible shortages

France says ibuprofen may aggravate coronavirus. Experts say more 
evidence is needed

Fareed Zakaria: This is why fear brings out the worst in Trump

Multiple cruise ships are left stranded as cases increase

Governor faces backlash over 'packed' restaurant tweet

America wakes up to massive shutdowns

Students in at least 31 states, and New York City and LA, are staying 
home. Bars, restaurants and other venues are closing.

Analysis: Trump unwilling to accept full, sobering reality of coronavirus

James Bond actress says she has virus

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

Cities are telling landlords to halt evictions during the coronavirus 
pandemic

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Opinion: I rushed home to beat Trump's travel curbs. But first I listened to
Macron

She heard someone yelling at grocery store. Her next move drew big 
reaction online

Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 
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Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

MSNBC
Disconnect between scientists, Trump on coronavirus continues 

Watch MSNBC Live: Schools, businesses shut down across U.S. as death 
toll grows worldwide

In emergency move, Federal Reserve cuts rates to zero 

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads

Trump declares national emergency to combat coronavirus, authorizes 
waiving of laws and regulations

HUFFPOST
CORONA NOSEDIVE: *ANOTHER* WALL ST. TRADING HALT 

Italy Has Been Trying To Send Us A Warning. Will We Listen?

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-coronavirus-united-states_n_5e6ee8d3c5b6bd8156fa29f1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/wall-street-traded-halted-again-coronavirus-crisis_n_5e6f819dc5b6747ef121bf4c
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-hold-friday-afternoon-press-conference-coronavirus-n1157981
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-hold-friday-afternoon-press-conference-coronavirus-n1157981
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-says-we-re-going-to-all-be-great-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-80690757932
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/us-federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-launches-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program-80691269648
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/disconnect-from-scientists-trump-on-coronavirus-continues-80702533960
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Trump Reportedly Sees Upside To Coronavirus: Promoting His Closed 
Borders Agenda

“DRUDGEREPORT
MOODY'S: Swooning stocks signal higher likelihood of Trump losing 
election...
Rout threatens to wipe out all gains since inauguration...
Teetering economy sparks talk of second stimulus package...
Manufacturing index record decline...
AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...
Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NY, NJ, CT announce statewide business closures... 
Restaurants Closed Across Nation...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
HHS SUFFERS CYBER ATTACK... 
Ventilator shortage? 
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Supreme Court will delay oral arguments... 
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves...
Airlines Teeter...
Vegas bust...
Gun sales surging...
Third of Americans Losing Sleep... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO ZERO 
STOCKS PLUNGE 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 
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https://sputniknews.com/us/202003161078578597-nearly-one-third-of-us-losing-sleep-over-coronavirus-worries-wyoming-hawaii-top-list---survey/
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-03-15/coronavirus-pandemic-gun-sales-surge-us-california
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902465/hotels-casinos-along-las-vegas-strip-are-closing-doors-due-coronavirus
https://www.wsj.com/articles/airlines-slash-costs-seek-cash-as-virus-saps-demand-11584351103
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https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/supreme-court-announces-it-will-delay-oral-arguments-n1160386
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03/13/opinion/coronavirus-cautionary-tale-italy-dont-do-what-we-did/
https://www.foxnews.com/health/hospitals-us-government-potential-ventilator-shortage
https://www.bloombergquint.com/politics/u-s-health-agency-suffers-cyber-attack-during-covid-9-response
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-MILLION-hospitalized.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/us/coronavirus-pandemic-us/index.html
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/coronavirus-update-nyc-schools-to-close-early-this-week/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/03/15/coronavirus-bars-restaurants-closed-states/5055634002/
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'Mass' hysteria -- even church is canceled! 
Fauci urges national shutdown as bug spreads... 
'If it looks like you're overreacting you're probably doing the right thing'...

Al Roker Pulled Off Air as Outbreak Hits 'TODAY'... 
Hoboken becomes first city with widespread curfew... 
Police Taking Some Reports By Phone Instead Of Dispatching Officers... 
Navy reports first suspected case on ship... 

Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 
Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 
Photos: From Shuffleboard to Spring Break, Outbreak Hardly Slows Down 
Florida... 
In retirement hub, more worry about stock market collapse than getting 
sick... “

YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html
The Health and Human Services Department suffered a cyberattack 
Sunday night, apparently intended to slow the agency’s response to the 
COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
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quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

CNN
Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 
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'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose

Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus
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Regal Cinemas closing its theaters

MSNBC
U.S. begins to shut down as coronavirus cases and death toll climb 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-
shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870 

Coronavirus latest

Just now18m ago

U.S. death toll jumps to 81
Just now32m ago

Facebook, Google and other tech giants vow solidarity to fight fraud and 
misinformation
Just now45m ago

Washington state may call on dentists to donate personal protective gear
Just now46m ago
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'Jeopardy!' and 'Wheel of Fortune' suspend production

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads 
[ Well, if trump says it, it must ………… not be true … remember the hoax, 
etc. Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

HUFFPOST
MEANWHILE — Prez Tells Governors: Solve Ventilator Shortage On 
Your Own!

DOW DIVES: Worst One-Day Point Drop In History

Know A Health Care Worker? Here’s How You Can Support Them 
Right Now.

States, Cities Put Bans On Restaurants And Bars To Stem 
Coronavirus Spread

YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...
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Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist
Opinion

" A Complete List of Trump’s Attempts to Play Down Coronavirus 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/15/opinion/trump-coronavirus.html?
fbclid=IwAR2GSppRpafxHWIYSK27x3Bhb844PwhPTlSrY0neWSxyJLVv0gd
2joQJN7Y 

He could have taken action. He didn’t.

David Leonhardt
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President Trump spoke at the Latino Coalition Legislative Summit in 
Washington on March 4.

President Trump spoke at the Latino Coalition Legislative Summit in 
Washington on March 4.Credit...Doug Mills/The New York Times

President Trump made his first public comments about the coronavirus 
on Jan. 22, in a television interview from Davos with CNBC’s Joe Kernen. 
The first American case had been announced the day before, and Kernen 
asked Trump, “Are there worries about a pandemic at this point?”

The president responded: “No. Not at all. And we have it totally under 
control. It’s one person coming in from China, and we have it under 
control. It’s going to be just fine.”

By this point, the seriousness of the virus was becoming clearer. It had 
spread from China to four other countries. China was starting to take 
drastic measures and was on the verge of closing off the city of Wuhan.

In the weeks that followed, Trump faced a series of choices. He could 
have taken aggressive measures to slow the spread of the virus. He 
could have insisted that the United States ramp up efforts to produce 
test kits. He could have emphasized the risks that the virus presented 
and urged Americans to take precautions if they had reason to believe 
they were sick. He could have used the powers of the presidency to 



reduce the number of people who would ultimately get sick.

He did none of those things.

I’ve reviewed all of his public statements and actions on coronavirus over
the last two months, and they show a president who put almost no 
priority on public health. Trump’s priorities were different: Making the 
virus sound like a minor nuisance. Exaggerating his administration’s 
response. Blaming foreigners and, anachronistically, the Obama 
administration. Claiming incorrectly that the situation was improving. 
Trying to cheer up stock market investors. (It was fitting that his first 
public comments were from Davos and on CNBC.)

Now that the severity of the virus is undeniable, Trump is already trying 
to present an alternate history of the last two months. Below are the 
facts — a timeline of what the president was saying, alongside 
statements from public-health experts as well as data on the virus.

Late January

On the same day that Trump was dismissing the risks on CNBC, Tom 
Frieden, who ran the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for eight 
years, wrote an op-ed for the health care publication Stat. In it, Frieden 
warned that the virus would continue spreading. “We need to learn — and
fast — about how it spreads,” he wrote.

It was one of many such warnings from prominent experts in late 
January. Many focused on the need to expand the capacity to test for the 
virus. In a Wall Street Journal article titled, “Act Now to Prevent an 
American Epidemic,” Luciana Borio and Scott Gottlieb — both former 
Trump administration officials — wrote:



If public-health authorities don’t interrupt the spread soon, the virus 
could infect many thousands more around the globe, disrupt air travel, 
overwhelm health care systems, and, worst of all, claim more lives. The 
good news: There’s still an opening to prevent a grim outcome. … But 
authorities can’t act quickly without a test that can diagnose the 
condition rapidly.

Trump, however, repeatedly told Americans that there was no reason to 
worry. On Jan. 24, he tweeted, “It will all work out well.” On Jan. 28, he 
retweeted a headline from One America News, an outlet with a history of 
spreading false conspiracy theories: “Johnson & Johnson to create 
coronavirus vaccine.” On Jan. 30, during a speech in Michigan, he said: 
“We have it very well under control. We have very little problem in this 
country at this moment — five. And those people are all recuperating 
successfully.”

That same day, the World Health Organization declared coronavirus to be 
a “public-health emergency of international concern.” It announced 7,818
confirmed cases around the world.

Jan. 31

Trump took his only early, aggressive action against the virus on Jan. 31: 
He barred most foreigners who had recently visited China from entering 
the United States. It was a good move.

But it was only one modest move, not the sweeping solution that Trump 
portrayed it to be. It didn’t apply to Americans who had been traveling in 
China, for example. And while it generated some criticism from 
Democrats, it wasn’t nearly as unpopular as Trump has since suggested. 
Two days after announcing the policy, Trump went on Fox News and 
exaggerated the impact in an interview with Sean Hannity.



“Coronavirus,” Hannity said. “How concerned are you?”

Trump replied: “Well, we pretty much shut it down coming in from China. 
We have a tremendous relationship with China, which is a very positive 
thing. Getting along with China, getting along with Russia, getting along 
with these countries.”

By the time of that interview, the number of confirmed coronavirus cases
around the world had surged to 14,557, a near doubling over the previous 
three days.

Early February

On Feb. 5, the C.D.C. began shipping coronavirus test kits to laboratories 
around the country. But the tests suffered from a technical flaw and 
didn’t produce reliable results, labs discovered.

The technical problems were understandable: Creating a new virus test 
is not easy. What’s less understandable, experts say, is why the Trump 
administration officials were so lax about finding a work-around, even as 
other countries were creating reliable tests.

The Trump administration could have begun to use a functioning test 
from the World Health Organization, but didn’t. It could have removed 
regulations that prevented private hospitals and labs from quickly 
developing their own tests, but didn’t. The inaction meant that the United
States fell behind South Korea, Singapore and China in fighting the virus. 
“We just twiddled our thumbs as the coronavirus waltzed in,” William 
Hanage, a Harvard epidemiologist, wrote.

Trump, for his part, spent these first weeks of February telling Americans
that the problem was going away. On Feb. 10, he repeatedly said — in a 



speech to governors, at a campaign rally and in an interview with Trish 
Regan of Fox Business — that warm spring weather could kill the virus. 
“Looks like by April, you know, in theory, when it gets a little warmer, it 
miraculously goes away,” he told the rally.

On Feb. 19, he told a Phoenix television station, “I think the numbers are 
going to get progressively better as we go along.” Four days later, he 
pronounced the situation “very much under control,” and added: “We had 
12, at one point. And now they’ve gotten very much better. Many of them 
are fully recovered.”

His message was clear: Coronavirus is a small problem, and it is getting 
smaller. In truth, the shortage of testing meant that the country didn’t 
know how bad the problem was. All of the available indicators suggested 
it was getting worse, rapidly.

On Feb. 23, the World Health Organization announced that the virus was 
in 30 countries, with 78,811 confirmed cases, a more than fivefold 
increase over the previous three weeks.

Late February

Trump seemed largely uninterested in the global virus statistics during 
this period, but there were other indicators — stock-market indexes — 
that mattered a lot to him. And by the last week of February, those 
market indexes were falling.

The president reacted by adding a new element to his public remarks. He
began blaming others.

He criticized CNN and MSNBC for “panicking markets.” He said at a South
Carolina rally — falsely — that “the Democrat policy of open borders” had 



brought the virus into the country. He lashed out at “Do Nothing 
Democrat comrades.” He tweeted about “Cryin’ Chuck Schumer,” 
mocking Schumer for arguing that Trump should be more aggressive in 
fighting the virus. The next week, Trump would blame an Obama 
administration regulation for slowing the production of test kits. There 
was no truth to the charge.

Throughout late February, Trump also continued to claim the situation 
was improving. On Feb. 26, he said: “We’re going down, not up. We’re 
going very substantially down, not up.” On Feb. 27, he predicted: “It’s 
going to disappear. One day — it’s like a miracle — it will disappear.” On 
Feb. 29, he said a vaccine would be available “very quickly” and “very 
rapidly” and praised his administration’s actions as “the most aggressive 
taken by any country.” None of these claims were true.
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By the end of February, there were 85,403 confirmed cases, in 55 
countries around the world.

Early March

Almost two decades ago, during George W. Bush’s presidency, the federal
government developed guidelines for communicating during a public-
health crisis. Among the core principles are “be first,” “be right,” “be 
credible,” “show respect” and “promote action.”

But the Trump administration’s response to coronavirus, as a Washington
Post news story put it, is “breaking almost every rule in the book.”



The inconsistent and sometimes outright incorrect information coming 
from the White House has left Americans unsure of what, if anything, to 
do. By early March, experts already were arguing for aggressive 
measures to slow the virus’s spread and avoid overwhelming the medical 
system. The presidential bully pulpit could have focused people on the 
need to change their behavior in a way that no private citizen could have. 
Trump could have specifically encouraged older people — at most risk 
from the virus — to be careful. Once again, he chose not to take action.

Instead, he suggested on multiple occasions that the virus was less 
serious than the flu. “We’re talking about a much smaller range” of 
deaths than from the flu, he said on March 2. “It’s very mild,” he told 
Hannity on March 4. On March 7, he said, “I’m not concerned at all.” On 
March 10, he promised: “It will go away. Just stay calm. It will go away.”

The first part of March was also when more people began to understand 
that the United States had fallen behind on testing, and Trump 
administration officials responded with untruths.

Alex Azar, the secretary of health and human services, told ABC, “There 
is no testing kit shortage, nor has there ever been.” Trump, while touring 
the C.D.C. on March 6, said, “Anybody that wants a test can get a test.”

That C.D.C. tour was a microcosm of Trump’s entire approach to the 
crisis. While speaking on camera, he made statements that were outright
wrong, like the testing claim. He brought up issues that had nothing to do
with the virus, like his impeachment. He made clear that he cared more 
about his image than about people’s well-being, by explaining that he 
favored leaving infected passengers on a cruise ship so they wouldn’t 
increase the official number of American cases. He also suggested that 
he knew as much as any scientist:

I like this stuff. I really get it. People are surprised that I understand it. 



Every one of these doctors said, ‘How do you know so much about this?’ 
Maybe I have a natural ability. Maybe I should have done that instead of 
running for president.

On March 10, the World Health Organization reported 113,702 cases of 
the virus in more than 100 countries.
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Mid-March and beyond

On the night of March 11, Trump gave an Oval Office address meant to 
convey seriousness. It included some valuable advice, like the 
importance of hand-washing. But it also continued many of the old 
patterns of self-congratulation, blame-shifting and misinformation. 
Afterward, Trump aides corrected three different misstatements.

This pattern has continued in the days since the Oval Office address. 
Trump now seems to understand that coronavirus isn’t going away 
anytime soon. But he also seems to view it mostly as a public-relations 
emergency for himself rather than a public-health emergency for the 
country. On Sunday, he used his Twitter feed to lash out at Schumer and 
Joe Biden and to praise Michael Flynn, the former Trump aide who 
pleaded guilty to lying to the F.B.I.

Around the world, the official virus count has climbed above 142,000. In 
the United States, scientists expect that between tens of millions and 
215 million Americans will ultimately be infected, and the death toll could
range from the tens of thousands to 1.7 million.



At every point, experts have emphasized that the country could reduce 
those terrible numbers by taking action. And at almost every point, the 
president has ignored their advice and insisted, “It’s going to be just 
fine.”

Susan Beachy and Ian Prasad Philbrick contributed research. "
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LOCKDOWN FOR 15 DAYS
DOW -3000
FED PUMPS, PUMPS, PUMPS
LIVING THROUGH HISTORY 

San Francisco orders residents to stay inside… 
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf 
'This is our generation's great test'… 
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up their routines...
New Yorkers Hit Their Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
Police ask public to stop calling 911 over lack of toilet paper...
Kid Rock's Nashville Bar Refuses To Close, Calls Mandate 
'Unconstitutional'...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT!
Parents Battle 'Overwhelming Anxiety' With Longterm School Closures...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Airlines slash almost all flights...
More Cruise Ships Stuck at Sea...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
Traders Question Value of Stock-Market Circuit Breakers...
Gun sales surging...
EU CONSIDERS BAN ON VISITORS...
CANADA CLOSES BORDER...
SICK MAP...
What's the end game? 

France deploys 100,000 police to enforce lockdown... 

https://news.trust.org/item/20200316205604-r3s2w
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/health/story/2020-03-15/whats-the-covid-19-end-game
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https://news.yahoo.com/global-airlines-slash-almost-flights-virus-spreads-wings-145441420.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
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Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital... 
Over 70s told to isolate for 3 months...     

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...
Duterte puts Philippines under quarantine, says 'we are in fight of our 
lives'...
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters incuding primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..]

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08 [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters incuding primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] 

"BREAKING: The Crash Is Here 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/breaking-the-crash-is-here/ 

David Stockman | March 16, 2020

The real problem of humanity is the following: we have paleolithic 
emotions; medieval institutions; and god-like technology. And it is 
terrifically dangerous, and it is now approaching a point of crisis overall.

– E.O. Wilson, from “A Conversation with James D. Watson and Edward O. 
Wilson” (September 9, 2009)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/breaking-the-crash-is-here/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
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https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11184059/boris-johnson-to-step-up-coronavirus-fight-as-he-chairs-another-emergency-cobra-meeting/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised


...

As Michael Coolbaugh suggested in his Monday morning commentary for 
Delta Profit Trader subscribers, we could be heading for some sort of full-
scale market shutdown in the very near future.

It could come as a result of “Level 3” “circuit breakers” kicking in after a 
20% intraday drop for stocks. Or, it could be that global “authorities” pull 
plugs themselves.

Whichever way the case turns from here, we’re in entirely unprecedented
territory.

Here’s Tyler Durden of Zero Hedge, with a live look-in on Bubblevision:

Few are dealing with the economic and market turmoil with more chaos 
and less class and resolve than the expert "buy and hold" class over at 
CNBC, who shockingly never said one word of warning to their retail 
viewers when the market was doing nothing but going straight up for 
more than a decade, and instead were dragging mom and pop investors 
into massively overvalued stocks urging them to buy at all time highs, 
and who are now melting down before our eyes at the first sight of a 
substantial market pullback.

Their solution: own the shorts by shutting down the market entirely. 
Because if one can't BTFD, is it even a market?

As recently as Friday, when the Dow Jones posted a 2000 point gain on 
the back of a short squeeze that nearly doubled the indexes gains in the 
last 15 minutes of the day, there was no talk about markets being 
defective or needing to close. That was, of course, until the Fed's $700 



billion "quarantative easing" bazooka bailout of markets fizzled 
spectacularly on Sunday nights and futures promptly went limit down. 
When it appeared that this plan was failing, some of the industry's finest 
began to panic visibly.

We’ve been in entirely unprecedented territory for a long time now.

That’s what we’ve been talking about here, at Contra Corner, and on any 
and all mainstream outlets that’ll have us on…

Well, it’s “we still have enough bazookas in the war chest” time for the 
Federal Reserve after the second “emergency” rate cut of this evolving 
COVID-19 crisis…

[Chart]

We’re down to a target range of 0% to 0.25% for the federal funds rate. 
That’s the “zero bound,” if you’ve already forgotten the depths of the 
Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession.

And they’re buying bonds again, too, to the tune of $700 billion, as we’re 
on to round five of “quantitative easing.”

And, still, equity futures hit their “limit-down” almost immediately after 
opening on Sunday. And U.S. stock markets were halted literally seconds 
into Monday’s regular trading session.

We now have proof positive that the fools in the Eccles Building have 
completely lost their minds. They are so dense – so craven – that there’s 



almost literally no limit to the fiat credit and liquidity they’ll pour into 
Wall Street to satisfy the infinitely greedy and equally entitled crybabies 
and bullies who operate there.

One of CNBC’s talking heads whined on Friday that bond trades weren’t 
getting done, that if you needed to “sell in size,” you couldn’t get it done.

That’s horseshit, just more on the same self-serving con.

We’ll say it again, and then we’ll hand it off to Mike: There was and is 
absolutely no shortage of “liquidity” in the financial system – just a 
shortage of market-clearing trades at the ridiculously low rate that the 
Fed insists on foisting upon the money market.

If our monetary central planners just got their big, fat thumbs off money-
market rates, so-called “liquidity” would reappear in a nanosecond, albeit
at far higher interest rates than those dictated by the Fed.

Yet that’s exactly what the entire financial market and U.S. economy 
needs: higher market-clearing rates.

That’s the only way to shut down leveraged gamblers. And it’s also a 
good mechanism to teach politicians that fiscal borrowing is not a free 
lunch. In the bargain, it’ll force CEOs and CFOs to think twice about 
trashing their own balance sheets with debt in order to fund buybacks 
and M&A.

Problems solved.



Here’s Mike…

There isn’t a whole lot to say in terms of action items this morning. As I 
suggested on Friday, the Federal Reserve needed to go MUCH bigger. And
Sunday evening, they sort of did just that.

They opened the floodgates, as they slashed interest rates to zero and 
pledged to pump an addition $700 billion into the financial system.

Even so, E-mini S&P 500 Index futures were “locked limit-down” after 
being open for a mere 15 minutes Sunday evening.

If it wasn’t clear based on last week’s market action, this is the crash.

I do believe the economic fallout will be much greater than most 
appreciate. Just think about the predicament for those who get laid off 
over the weeks ahead…

There’s no going out and finding a new job right away. We were already at
full employment, corporations are beginning mass layoffs – not going on 
hiring sprees – and, it’s kind of hard to find a job when everything is 
closed.

We know that cutting interest rates and pumping money into financial 
assets cannot kill a virus that has entire nations on lockdown.

But this is all we’ve known since at least the 1980s… This is part of the 
painful re-pricing process that policy intervention has sought to protect 
us from since the ’80s.



This is what it looks like when monetary policy fails.

Now, there are some who suggest markets could and should be closed for
several days, if not a few weeks, until global leaders – more specifically, 
leaders in the United States – can find an appropriate response to stem 
the panic.

Is this appropriate? I don’t know.

Should we be bailing out large corporations that accumulated debt to 
staggering proportions in order to finance endless share repurchases to 
the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars? I have my own theories, but 
that’s for a separate discussion.

At the very least, I suspect this moment of “re-pricing” might be a little 
less severe absent financial engineering, which only served to inflate 
earnings-per-share figures, and had corporate buybacks been the largest 
source of demand over the past seven to 10 years.

So, do I think it will be enough? Not really – there are many signs outside 
of S&P futures, namely foreign exchange markets, that suggest the latest
emergency measures will not be enough.

But this goes to why risk management is so important. Sure, we could 
have said things were deeply oversold and held on to our positions in 
hopes of a relief bounce. But that would have also led to another 20%, 
30%, 40%, and even 50% more downside for some stocks in the market 
today.



Risk management is not something to be taken lightly, and there’s no 
better depiction of this than the damage done to some of the world’s 
largest and most successful hedge funds.

Here’s an excerpt from Ray Dalio, the founder of the world’s largest 
hedge fund, Bridgewater Associates: “We did not know how to navigate 
the virus and chose not to because we didn’t think we had an edge in 
trading it. So, we stayed in our positions and in retrospect we should 
have cut all risk.”

You see, even the all-time legends are subject to momentary lapses in 
judgement.

As you well know, my philosophy relies on evaluating the environment 
and putting the odds in our favor. I don’t believe in putting your head 
down and ignoring events when you don’t understand something. And it 
goes to one of my favorite sayings, “When in doubt, get out.”

There are so many unknowns at the moment that it doesn’t do any good 
to toss out wild guesses.

There will always be another day and another trade. I do believe we need 
to remain patient because, for those who make it through this tumultuous
period, there will undoubtedly be massive profit opportunities in the 
future.

…

In the meantime, please do stay safe. Look after your loved ones, lend a 
helping hand where you can. Together, we can and we will get through 
this.



To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 16th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029a
e434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049 

Today's Highlights:

It’s getting even uglier:

Friday markets had their best day since 2008. But over the weekend, 
news of restaurant closures, business closures, more public meetings 
and events getting canceled (all because of COVID-19) had traders 
worried.

Then on Sunday night, traders panicked after the Fed made an 
emergency rate cut just an hour before futures opened.

Futures went limit down almost immediately last night (down 5%).

Then this morning panic selling drove stocks to their 2nd circuit breaker, 
tripped after a 7%+ loss.
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Stocks dropped again during lunch and continued to sell off in the 
afternoon.

All the major indices were down more than 12.0%.

Crude Oil (CL) was hammered with stocks and finished 8.8% lower.

The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 43.0% and finished at 82.69, levels not
seen since 2008.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029a
e434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049 
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Under lockdown, Armageddon is like end of the world... 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
GOODBYE PATRIOTS 

CLAIM: 86% of people with coronavirus are walking around undetected... 
18 MONTHS of social distancing?!
Stranded travelers struggle to get home as borders close...
Life in San Fran screeches to halt amid shutdown...
'This is our generation's great test'...
LA releasing inmates...
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up routines...
De Blasio considering shelter-in-place edict...
New Yorkers Hit Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
USA sees highest 24-hour death toll increase...
Tempers fray...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT...
Hospital First In Nation To Only Treat Coronavirus Patients...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Upside-Down World of Negative Rates Coming for Savers...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
'D' word rears head as markets brace for recession...
GDP could plunge 10%, economist warns...
'Free Money' Gains Bipartisan Support...
SICK MAP...
NYT: BEST AND WORST DEATH TOLL SCENARIOS... 
Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... 
In Dead of Night, Israel Approves Harsher Tracking Methods Than Gov't 
Stated... 
India Could be Next Hotspot With 'Avalanche' of Cases... 
France calls for all citizens to remain confined in homes... 
Ready to Nationalize Big Firms in Radical Response... 
'We are at war'... 
PAPER: World should learn lessons from China... 

CNN
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Health officials warn US is at a tipping point 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/
index.html 

As sweeping restrictions take effect in response to coronavirus, officials 
urge people to take the calls to action seriously
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live updates Cuomo: We have no plan to quarantine NYC

Breakdown:   This is the only state without a reported case  

Measures:     These states have stringent rules to combat spread  

Opinion:   Why South Korea has few virus deaths and Italy many  

Podcast:   Living with Coronavirus  

Cuomo:   Only now is reality forcing Trump to stop lying  

Watch:     New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus  

Trump admin pitches an $850 billion economic package

Ominous report sparks strategy shift in US and UK

Analysis: This Trump will save lives

Analysis: Is Trump up to the job?

Why this government's coronavirus response drew 'Shrek' comparison

Opinion: What we ER doctors need to keep doing our jobs

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Avlon: Coronavirus is Trump's kryptonite

Biden receives Secret Service protection

Analysis: As coronavirus suspends life in America, Fox changes its tone 

Tom Brady says he will not re-sign with New England Patriots

Live markets updates Stocks attempt rebound from Dow's worst day 
since 1987

This market crash is even crazier than 1929

A coronavirus patient refused to quarantine, so deputies are surrounding 
his house

Celebrity chef makes dire prediction about restaurant business
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/joe-biden-gets-secret-service-protection/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/17/trump-coronavirus-response-avlon-reality-check-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/job-losses-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/opinions/coronavirus-emergency-doctor-help-shan-liu-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/17/coronavirus-covid-19-uk-government-response-social-distancing-boris-johnson-black-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/trump-2020-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/white-house-donald-trump-coronavirus-emergency/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/coronavirus-uk-model-study/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/politics/congress-coronavirus-package-senate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/16/italy-healthcare-system-coronavirus-nurse-photo-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/17/closing-argument-war-against-coronavirus-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/south-korea-italy-coronavirus-survivability-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/us/states-measures-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-17-20-intl-hnk/index.html


Future elections in question after today

He planned to sell 18,000 bottles of sanitizer. Then Amazon stepped in

MSNBC

White House eyeing $850B coronavirus stimulus package [ Eh, what’s 
another trillion when you’re already defacto bankrupt … 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Olympic Committee: Too early to make 'drastic decisions' about Tokyo

Queen to meet with prime minister, then head to Windsor Castle

Updated map from the NBC News Graphics team

HUFFPOST
Trump Sends Hateful ‘Chinese Virus’ Tweet, But He Praised The Country’s
Response For Weeks

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-china-virus-xenophobia_n_5e702e12c5b6eab7793b2824
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-china-virus-xenophobia_n_5e702e12c5b6eab7793b2824
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161626
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161611
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161621
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1WDp4tGp9QYV3m7QN7k2Cjg2MFE0BQXVvjB4mC_Cm5dU2H5CoqnFe7wSc&h=AT1RVtp6QkUlAH7ygymTj6A3fxRzhKBdBiG0f2S23Oee2qn46pjV2LtFyHAIKb5VxWUPVfL0pMGDiSAunWa9b6WgPNNZsTYVCC774UrE_msLhMNpBs2fVLtQe2XTRg7EQ5zR0KzvrNWf_IqcipVeZfQUqtmtlsnM276vDPV_mz_fxxRhdA
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161641
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/16/tennessee-hand-sanitizer-price-gouging-mxp-vpx.hln
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/democratic-primary-what-to-watch/index.html


profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE https://www.huffpost.com/
…/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d41… 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a buch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/…/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700… 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/…/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coro… Seth 
Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming 
Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-
news-… ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/…/peter-wehner-trump-p…/607969/… 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-… 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.yahoo.com%2Fnews%2Ftrump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700719.html&h=AT3FZnHML8HmRPU9z1H4noEWL2iHc4wHbYC3AK6RtyNrNZbfBsE5yVdu88_guB5XthGL3Sb-WI9p5n6qHHp3St_akuasO2ZF_hnmC3fBS4CMoDzTYpkTxYutdG_epwJAM4qlb-9NL1iWcQXWAj-fyiLSyoy0gbboX3zODRVUOiHnBOW_JQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D-SoZcjMWxm8%26feature%3Dyoutu.be%26fbclid%3DIwAR2f4PS_x-8mLJL_E37Y11SZC2mXzR_Bml87HFU13_pHSDPWkdXimIvteH0&h=AT19sGHfuxIJLYtfnOc6yayVaVUJTWZS-97f2iPTn0CjrFigWVnIL0Iu9T_ByLc1bZdwuFj4V6k7HwPFBKG7_LPnnVOp7EpPiYmXRaCvdLbKJwcW7Kp8B6C_NkgpUXD_Seavk16ub_xR5XPViKkccnpTufCEMuEe5uEcn850qlzAkkNffg
https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8?fbclid=IwAR0iVfDtYR3X49d2SJh14hCdObz4g2SAqmkHJytnzgZ8nd4slTocN0GeOZ0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072?fbclid=IwAR1j1gvSi1lcAJZlFg1hVXyRmLalJMB9gK-qfxQ0O3y6yuDUidsLAYckQ7U
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072?fbclid=IwAR1j1gvSi1lcAJZlFg1hVXyRmLalJMB9gK-qfxQ0O3y6yuDUidsLAYckQ7U


https://www.huffpost.com/…/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coro… 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/n…/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofper… 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/n…/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf

CNN
The world takes drastic measures 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/health/us-coronavirus-weekend-updates/
index.html 
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France to close restaurants and cafes. Spain and Israel lock down.

Domestic travel restrictions considered

Travel ban to extend to the UK and Ireland

Number of US coronavirus cases surpasses 2,500

NBA player who touched microphones then tested positive pledges 
$500K in aid

Analysis: To see what the next weeks could look like in the US, look 
abroad

CNN fact-checks Trump's testing claim

Analysis: Trump's appalling, blame-shifting Rose Garden news conference

People without symptons may be driving spread

New studies bring into question assertions about the way the novel 
coronavirus spreads

Financial expert: Do this with your money during the outbreak

School closures of 8 weeks or more may be needed, CDC says

Trump pressed on closing pandemic team. See his response.

Opinion: Enlist the military to build a parallel health care system to fight 
coronavirus

Twitter could have caused a coronavirus panic in New York. It's not doing
a lot about it

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

Opinion: America has learned a lot about Trump during coronavirus crisis

10 days that reshaped the Democratic presidential race

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Biden endorses Warren's bankruptcy plan: One of the things Bernie and I 
will agree on
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3 men sentenced to 125 years each over drowning of Syrian boy Alan 
Kurdi

She heard a woman yelling at the grocery store. Her next move drew a 
big reaction online

Chinese billionaire Jack Ma says he will donate one million face masks 
and 500,000 coronavirus testing kits to the US

MSNBC
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Coronavirus

Woman says children who came into contact with Rudy Gobert being 
denied coronavirus testing

Coronavirus

U.S. internet well-equipped to handle work from home surge, experts say

Court cites coronavirus in blocking Trump administration's food stamp 
cuts

Coronavirus

Trump says he has been tested for coronavirus, expects results within 
days

On the Trail

Biden's first virtual event encounters technological glitches

Coronavirus

How to seek testing for coronavirus according to state health 
departments

2020 Election

Sanders wins Northern Mariana Islands caucuses, NBC News projects

Coronavirus

Mismanagement, missed opportunities: How the White House bungled the
coronavirus response

U.S. news

Floyd Mayweather remembers late ex-girlfriend Josie Harris in Instagram 
posts

2020 Election

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-presidential-election
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/floyd-mayweather-remembers-late-ex-girlfriend-josie-harris-n1158921
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Un-coventional? Coronavirus could risk Democratic, GOP national party 
gatherings

One Small Thing

Craving comfort food? Try these one-skillet creamy mustard pork chops

Coronavirus

'Hard to do anything': Funds dwindle for nonprofit clinics on the 
coronavirus frontlines

World

Rockets hit coalition military base in Iraq, injuring 5

2020 Election

Sanders had some vulnerable Democrats worried. Biden's surge eased 
their minds.

Coronavirus

Six feet of social distance? For hairdressers, that may not be possible.

HUFFPOST
LOCKDOWN IN EUROPE: FRANCE & SPAIN SHUTTER 

Brazilian Ambassador Who Dined With Trump Is Third Mar-a-Lago Guest 
With Coronavirus

France Is Closing Most Shops And Restaurants

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/france-businesses-coronavirus_n_5e6d2f0dc5b6747ef11e2d62
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White House Widens European Travel Ban To Include U.K., Ireland

Big Business Gets A Pass On Sick Leave In White House-Dem Coronavirus
Aid Deal

White House To Check Temperature Of Individuals In Close Contact With 
Trump, Pence

Utilities Face Pressure To Stop Shutting Off Services

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS… 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-
deaths/ 
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
PRESIDENT: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
Blames Obama...
Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08!
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
National Guard activated... 

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TESTED
FEAR SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-
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https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/14/vice-president-mike-pence-to-hold-press-conference-on-coronavirus-response-at-noon-et.html
https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/the-s-p-500-had-its-choppiest-week-since-hoover-was-president
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/futures-stock-market-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11164783/europe-epicentre-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://news.yahoo.com/virus-deaths-soar-italy-us-deploys-national-guard-024018648.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-condemns-cdc-lack-coronavirus-testing-blames-obama-n1157671
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902272/trump-says-doesnt-take-responsibility-all-lack-coronavirus-testing
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/In-Congress-bipartisan-complaints-to-Trump-15126672.php
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8109075/White-House-coronavirus-expert-Dr-Anthony-Fauci-says-crisis-eight-weeks.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200313214059-b2m87
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/utility-bill-service-shutoffs-coronavirus_n_5e6c1002c5b6bd8156f752c9
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-temperature-check-trump-pence-coronavirus_n_5e6cfcdac5b6dda30fca1710
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-temperature-check-trump-pence-coronavirus_n_5e6cfcdac5b6dda30fca1710
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/big-businesses-get-a-pass-on-sick-leave-in-coronavirus-aid-deal_n_5e6d26e5c5b6747ef11e29bb
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MILLION-hospitalized.html 
SICK MAP 

TEMP CHECKS BEGIN AT WHITE HOUSE... 
Journalist With Fever Denied Access... 
TRAVEL BAN EXPANDS... 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS...
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
'I Could Easily Kill Them': Terrified Doctors Sound Alarm...
Survivors may suffer reduced lung function...
TRUMP: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
APPLE closes all stores outside China...
National Guard activated...
Robberies by suspects wearing medical masks in multiple states... 
When will there be vaccine -- and who will get it first? 

https://news.yahoo.com/when-will-there-be-a-coronavirus-vaccine-and-who-will-get-it-first-165957441.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/487572-robberies-reported-across-multiple-states-by-suspects-wearing-medical-masks
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/14/coronavirus-apple-to-close-all-stores-outside-of-china-until-march-27.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/terrified-doctors-sound-alarm-on-coronavirus-chaos-nationwide
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112417/US-travel-ban-Europe-set-extended-UK-Ireland-Monday-night.html
https://www.thewrap.com/journalist-fever-denied-access-white-house-press-briefing-cdc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/14/white-house-starts-temperature-checks-for-people-around-trump-129422
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
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CNN
Markets keep dropping after brief halt https://www.cnn.com/business/live-
news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html 

Stocks fell yet again after the Fed slashed interest rates to zero in an 
effort to calm coronavirus fears

live updates Connecticut, New York and New Jersey ban gatherings of 
more than 50 people

Manufacturers of medicines concerned about possible shortages

France says ibuprofen may aggravate coronavirus. Experts say more 
evidence is needed

Fareed Zakaria: This is why fear brings out the worst in Trump

Multiple cruise ships are left stranded as cases increase

Governor faces backlash over 'packed' restaurant tweet

America wakes up to massive shutdowns

Students in at least 31 states, and New York City and LA, are staying 
home. Bars, restaurants and other venues are closing.

Analysis: Trump unwilling to accept full, sobering reality of coronavirus

James Bond actress says she has virus

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

Cities are telling landlords to halt evictions during the coronavirus 
pandemic

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Opinion: I rushed home to beat Trump's travel curbs. But first I listened to
Macron

She heard someone yelling at grocery store. Her next move drew big 
reaction online

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/13/woman-helps-elderly-couple-grocery-shop-nr-keilar-vpx.cnn
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Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

MSNBC
Disconnect between scientists, Trump on coronavirus continues 

Watch MSNBC Live: Schools, businesses shut down across U.S. as death 
toll grows worldwide

In emergency move, Federal Reserve cuts rates to zero 

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads

Trump declares national emergency to combat coronavirus, authorizes 
waiving of laws and regulations

HUFFPOST
CORONA NOSEDIVE: *ANOTHER* WALL ST. TRADING HALT 

Italy Has Been Trying To Send Us A Warning. Will We Listen?

Trump Reportedly Sees Upside To Coronavirus: Promoting His Closed 
Borders Agenda

DRUDGEREPORT
LOCKDOWN FOR 15 DAYS
DOW -3000

https://apnews.com/bd3276744b861e2669fd761733e9d2b4
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8118415/Donald-Trump-tells-America-lockdown-15-days-stop-coronavirus.html
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https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-says-we-re-going-to-all-be-great-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-80690757932
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/us-federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-launches-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program-80691269648
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FED PUMPS, PUMPS, PUMPS
LIVING THROUGH HISTORY 

San Francisco orders residents to stay inside...
'This is our generation's great test'...
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up their routines...
New Yorkers Hit Their Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
Police ask public to stop calling 911 over lack of toilet paper...
Kid Rock's Nashville Bar Refuses To Close, Calls Mandate 
'Unconstitutional'...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT!
Parents Battle 'Overwhelming Anxiety' With Longterm School Closures...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Airlines slash almost all flights...
More Cruise Ships Stuck at Sea...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
Traders Question Value of Stock-Market Circuit Breakers...
Gun sales surging...
EU CONSIDERS BAN ON VISITORS...
CANADA CLOSES BORDER...
SICK MAP...
What's the end game? 

France deploys 100,000 police to enforce lockdown... 
Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital... 
Over 70s told to isolate for 3 months...     

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...
Duterte puts Philippines under quarantine, says 'we are in fight of our 
lives'...
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..]

https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11184059/boris-johnson-to-step-up-coronavirus-fight-as-he-chairs-another-emergency-cobra-meeting/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316205604-r3s2w
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/health/story/2020-03-15/whats-the-covid-19-end-game
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-hits-more-cruise-ships-leaving-vessels-stuck-at-sea-11584373335
https://news.yahoo.com/global-airlines-slash-almost-flights-virus-spreads-wings-145441420.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-parents-students-across-us-contend-with-school-closures/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Casinos-ask-Congress-for-emergency-aid-as-15135870.php
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/do-not-call-911-just-because-you-ran-out-of-toilet-paper-oregon-police-say
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-yorkers-hit-their-favorite-restaurants-one-last-time-11584399943
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/despite-dire-coronavirus-warning-some-refuse-to-give-up-their-routines/ar-BB11gwUG
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://www.sfchronicle.com/local-politics/article/Bay-Area-must-shelter-in-place-Only-15135014.php
https://apnews.com/b64cf00f37d8da2fad3533aa7686c53d
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/fed-says-it-will-offer-an-additional-500-billion-in-overnight-repo-funding-markets.html


Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital… 

Netanyahu rival Gantz receives mandate to form Israeli govt...

Queen Elizabeth flees Palace... 

Struggling Europeans tighten measures...

Spain imposes lockdown of entire country... 

AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...
Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
Illinois, Ohio Orders All Restaurants Closed...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO ZERO 

STOCKS 'LIMIT DOWN' 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 

Companies that feed America brace for labor shortages amid worry about
restocking stores... 

Brawls break out at stores across country as customers dash for 
supplies... 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8111333/Fights-break-stores-country-coronavirus-panic-buying-intensifies.html
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus/lockdowns-and-entry-bans-imposed-around-the-world-to-fight-coronavirus-idUSKBN21208S
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/15/traders-await-futures-open-after-fed-cuts-rates-launches-easing-program.html
https://apnews.com/cf1d8e5487eee5e9eb649f0c6700ded6
https://apnews.com/c94f009b46741786a0fa3307a4841ba7
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/cnsnewscom-staff/trump-declares-national-day-prayer-americans-affected
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/world/coronavirus-humanity-global-response-intl/index.html
https://apnews.com/1510caddee80ea2d73363fab76d55967
https://apnews.com/2121f9adf0b53e6a8b3abcdcae2562c3
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/14/a-bank-in-midtown-is-cleaned-out-of-100-bills/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03/13/opinion/coronavirus-cautionary-tale-italy-dont-do-what-we-did/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-MILLION-hospitalized.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/us/coronavirus-pandemic-us/index.html
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/ohio-governor-mike-dewine-orders-all-bars-and-restaurants-to-close/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/coronavirus-update-nyc-schools-to-close-early-this-week/
https://apnews.com/97dbcb6d4ef71a48d15a7ec5dd7b4c48
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
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https://thehill.com/policy/technology/487690-amazon-warns-of-delivery-delays-running-out-of-items
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https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11175256/queen-coronavirus-quits-buckingham-palace/
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised


Grocers Fail to Keep Up With Demand... 

Lines extend for blocks... 

'Preppers' have moment... 

Man in hazmat suit runs into Vegas WALMART, sprays items... 

Feds seize fake test kits at LAX... 

Business booming for cam girls amid outbreak... 

Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 

Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 

Beaches close early to keep spring breakers from spreading... 

MSNBC
U.S. begins to shut down as coronavirus cases and death toll climb 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-
shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870 

Coronavirus latest

Just now18m ago

U.S. death toll jumps to 81
Just now32m ago

Facebook, Google and other tech giants vow solidarity to fight fraud and 
misinformation
Just now45m ago
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Washington state may call on dentists to donate personal protective gear
Just now46m ago

'Jeopardy!' and 'Wheel of Fortune' suspend production

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads 
[ Well, if trump says it, it must ………… not be true … remember the hoax, 
etc. Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

HUFFPOST
MEANWHILE — Prez Tells Governors: Solve Ventilator Shortage On 
Your Own!

DOW DIVES: Worst One-Day Point Drop In History

Know A Health Care Worker? Here’s How You Can Support Them 
Right Now.

States, Cities Put Bans On Restaurants And Bars To Stem 
Coronavirus Spread
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CNN
Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 
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'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose

Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus

Regal Cinemas closing its theaters
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/telling-my-kids-about-coronavirus-bolduan/index.html
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YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/goldman-sachs-predicts-u-gdp-235018564.html
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CNN
Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 
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'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose

Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus

Regal Cinemas closing its theaters
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YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

CNN
The global coronavirus recession is beginning 
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/
index.html 

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Bank warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

MSNBC
Trump says U.S. may suffer a recession, (DUH!) but are we already there?
[Already there! The global coronavirus recession is beginning 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/
index.html ]

Lawrence: Trump gave Republicans false hope on coronavirus

Ben Rhodes: ‘We are going into a crisis without presidential leadership’

Conn. gov.: 200 nurses furloughed due to lack of coronavirus testing; 
Danbury hospital at capacity
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DRUDGEREPORT
Stocks wipe out all gains under Trump's presidency…
I'm a Doctor in Britain. We're Heading Into Abyss... 
UK rolls out tougher action after dire science warning... 

Hello from Italy. Your future grimmer than think... 
Gas prices could drop below $1 gallon...
Virus Plan Anticipates 18-Month Pandemic, Widespread Shortages...
Next Nightmare: Drug Shortage on Horizon...
Can it spread through the mail?
California considering martial law...
Orange County Bans ALL Public, Private Gatherings -- Including Work...
Philly police delay arrests for crimes...
1,000 bed floating hospital to be deployed in NY harbor...
Scientists: Coronavirus NOT a bioweapon...
'Entirely Natural Origins Through Evolution'...
Ibuprofen may worsen effects! 
How women could be uniquely impacted...
Millennials at higher risk?
Wealthy hoping to buy their own ventilators...
NYSE closes trading floor...
Mnuchin warns jobless rate could hit 20%...
Layoffs Just Starting, Forecasts Bleak...
Unemployment websites crash...
Devilish Math Would Bring Market Down Another 40%...
GM, FORD, CHRYSLER close all US factories...
Majority with virus walking around undetected... 
TRACKING BRACELETS, INVISIBLE TATTOOS TO MONITOR?
NYC LEADERS BATTLE OVER 'SHELTER IN PLACE'...
Outbreak Hits NYPD...
American attitudes make virus response hard sell...
Texas man ARRESTED for lying about testing positive...
SICK MAP... 
PRESIDENT INVOKES WARTIME AUTHORITY 

CASH FOR THE PEOPLE! 
'RECESSION' OR 'DEPRESSION'
GOVT WANTS PHONE DATA TO TRACK SICK
NYC MAY 'SHELTER IN PLACE'
EU SHUTS BORDERS 
Mnuchin warns jobless rate could hit 20%… 
Majority with virus walking around undetected... 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/86-of-people-with-coronavirus-are-walking-around-undetected-study-says/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mnuchin-warns-virus-could-yield-20-25-jobless-rate-without-action/ar-BB11kulX
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-51927790
https://news.trust.org/item/20200317221814-pwrrp
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/technology/u-s-government-tech-industry-discussing-ways-to-harness-location-data-to-combat-coronavirus/
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-stocks-economy-usa/d-word-rears-head-as-coronavirus-hit-markets-brace-for-recession-idUSKBN2140IA
https://apnews.com/22b4db74a897c8803d228269827d8612
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/03/18/coronavirus-senate-vote-expected-house-sick-leave-testing-bill/5076063002/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8127039/Texas-man-ARRESTED-lied-social-media-post-testing-positive-coronavirus.html
https://apnews.com/1f800f38611f3fe95a309d607a24023a
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-nypd-officer-tests-positive/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/cuomo-says-he-wont-approve-coronavirus-shelter-in-place-order-for-new-york-city.html
https://www.infowars.com/covid-19-tracking-bracelets-invisible-tattoos-to-monitor-americans/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/86-of-people-with-coronavirus-are-walking-around-undetected-study-says/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/general-motors-ford-and-fiat-chrysler-to-close-all-us-factories-due-to-the-coronavirus-sources-say.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/devilish-math-would-bring-market-down-another-40-11584540730
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/coronavirus-state-unemployment-websites-crash-applications-surge-n1162731
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/17/layoffs-are-just-starting-and-the-forecasts-are-bleak/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mnuchin-warns-virus-could-yield-20-25-jobless-rate-without-action/ar-BB11kulX
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/nyse-to-temporarily-close-trading-floor-move-to-electronic-trading-because-of-coronavirus.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/business/ventilator-shortage-coronavirus.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/millennials-may-be-at-a-higher-risk-for-catching-coronavirus-official-says/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/how-the-coronavirus-could-impact-women-in-health-care.html
https://www.jpost.com/HEALTH-SCIENCE/World-Health-Organization-backs-call-to-avoid-ibuprofen-for-coronavirus-621408
https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-origins-covid-19-wasnt-produced-in-a-lab-scientists-conclude/
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/18314818.coronavirus-not-bioweapon-created-lab-scientists-say/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/floating-hospital-to-be-set-up-in-new-york-harbor
https://www.fox29.com/news/philadelphia-police-to-delay-arrests-for-certain-non-violent-crimes
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/03/17/oc-health-officials-set-to-close-dine-in-restaurants/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/california-preparing-for-worst-case-scenarios-martial-law-a-possibility
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-can-it-spread-through-the-mail-package-delivery/
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/next-coronavirus-nightmare-theres-drug-shortage-horizon-134147
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/us-virus-plan-anticipates-18-month-pandemic-and-widespread-shortages/ar-BB11ktjA
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-could-hit-99-cents-in-some-states-due-to-coronavirus-and-supplies-expert-says
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Hello-from-Italy-Your-future-is-grimmer-than-you-15138082.php
https://news.yahoo.com/uk-begins-tougher-virus-action-dire-science-warning-145723246.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/18/im-a-doctor-in-britain-were-heading-into-the-abyss/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/dow-wipes-out-gains-under-trumps-presidency-still-slightly-positive-since-his-election.html


18 MONTHS of social distancing?
Stranded travelers struggle to get home...
Can feds order national quarantine?
New York bar, restaurant owners could be JAILED if they break 
lockdown...
911 gets calls about neighbors coughing...
Inside Upended Rural Town: 'All Around Us Chaos'...
Doctor: Lung scans for young patients nothing short of terrifying… 
Tempers fray in USA...
People with Type A blood MORE likely to catch? 
White House calls on military to boost medical response...
Navy Activating Hospital Ships...
Soldier in Virus Quarantine: 'Prisoners Receive Better Care'...
NYT: BEST AND WORST DEATH TOLL SCENARIOS...
SICK MAP... 

SPRING BREAK STAYS LIT: VIRUS DOESN'T STOP PARTYING...
DeSantis loses control...
Refuses to shut down beaches...
Younger Adults Comprise Big Portion of Hospitalizations… 
'Fever dream' of invincibility... 

Newark orders mandatory curfew... 

Patient on hellish ordeal: 'I was screaming for mercy and praying to 
God'... 
A New York Doctor's Warning: The Sky Is Falling... 
Three members of same NJ family die... 
Even most isolated corners of country not safe... 

Every 10 mins person dies in Iran... 
In Jerusalem's Old City, virus 'worse than war'... 
Loud protests ring out in Brazil over Bolsonaro response... 
Russians brace for worst... 
Massive Bangladesh prayer gathering sparks outcry... 
London lockdown? 
ITALY: Dozens of army trucks carry corpses as morgues fill up... 
Alone, Rome's seniors live in silence... 
Thai hospitals deploy 'ninja robots' to aid battle... 

https://news.yahoo.com/thai-hospitals-deploy-ninja-robots-aid-virus-battle-073032208.html
https://news.yahoo.com/alone-romes-seniors-live-lockdown-silence-130546784.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/dozens-army-trucks-carry-coronavirus-21717762
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/coronavirus-london-will-12-hour-21719143
https://news.yahoo.com/massive-bangladesh-coronavirus-prayer-gathering-sparks-outcry-193538973.html
https://news.yahoo.com/wary-official-virus-claims-russians-brace-worst-193056029.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200318230135-xexq3
https://news.yahoo.com/jerusalems-old-city-virus-worse-war-025115789.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319111156-9ccig
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-19/coronavirus-wyoming-covid-19-casper-idaho
https://nypost.com/2020/03/19/three-members-of-the-same-new-jersey-family-die-after-contracting-coronavirus/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/19/a-new-york-doctors-coronavirus-warning-the-sky-is-falling/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-patient-on-hellish-ordeal-i-was-screaming-for-mercy-and-praying-to-god/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-patient-on-hellish-ordeal-i-was-screaming-for-mercy-and-praying-to-god/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/newark-sets-nightly-curfew-non-essential-shops-must-close
https://news.yahoo.com/youth-warned-against-fever-dream-coronavirus-invicibility-055907018.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/younger-adults-comprise-big-portion-of-coronavirus-hospitalizations-in-us/ar-BB11nGEB?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-florida-beaches-ignore-social-distancing/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/florida-governor-refuses-shut-down-beaches-amid-spread-coronavirus-n1162226
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8125045/Spring-breakers-partying-St-Patricks-Day-South-Beach.html'
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/16/upshot/coronavirus-best-worst-death-toll-scenario.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-soldier-in-coronavirus-quarantine-prisoners-receive-better-care
https://news.usni.org/2020/03/17/pentagon-preparing-navy-hospital-ships-mercy-comfort-for-coronavirus-response
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-military/white-house-preparing-to-call-on-military-to-boost-coronavirus-medical-response-idUSKBN2143DP
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-8122493/People-Type-blood-likely-catch-coronavirus.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316220412-nzjlg
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-doctor-says-lung-scans-for-young-patients-were-nothing-short-of-terrifying/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/all-around-us-is-chaos-inside-a-rural-town-upended-by-the-virus/ar-BB11i7AA
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/03/16/shelter-place-recession-weinstein-trolls-westworld-mon-news/5060450002/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/551511/new-york-bar-restaurant-owners-arrested-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/551511/new-york-bar-restaurant-owners-arrested-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/can-federal-government-order-national-quarantine-n1162036
https://apnews.com/15b99013e674de9ea83a707342e8ffe5
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-report-us-uk-strategies-e45bc5d4-d2f1-40e2-825e-429b2b7c1b50.html


Stunned world grapples with 'once-in-100-year' battle... 
MERKEL: Biggest Challenge Since World War II... 
London shutting down... 
Israelis not allowed to leave homes... 
Starts surveilling virus carriers, sends 400 nearby to isolation... 
'Human biosecurity emergency' declared in Australia... 
Local spread takes off in Africa... 
French army flies patients to military hospital... 
Merkel first ever TV address as infections soar in Germany... 

VIRUS SPREADS TO 60 COUNTRIES 
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe 
RISK UPGRADED
OREGON HIT 
FAUCI TELLS LAWMAKERS THERE WILL BE MANY MORE INFECTED...
Testing under scrutiny after delays and questions over effectiveness...
Missteps at CDC...
Lawsuits Won't Be Far Behind...
How long can it survive on surfaces? Trump plays down risks… 'HOAX'… 
Feds boost production of protective gear...
FDA reports 1st drug shortage...
Toilet paper rationing in Hawaii...
Hoarding in the USA? How Daily Life Could Change...
'I have the coronavirus. So far, it isn't that bad'...
Americans canceling their domestic travel… Photos of deserted, nearly 
empty airports around world...
NO TIME TO DIE: HOLLYWOOD HAVOC...
GOOGLE employee tests positive...
GATES: May be 'once-in-a-century pathogen we've been worried about'...
What the End Game Will Look Like... 
Stock markets suffer worst week since financial crisis... 
World's Richest Lose $444 Billion... 
ROUBINI forecasts 40% drop... 
Plunge protection? 
Can the Fed inoculate economy?

'Panic mode' in immigration courts... 

Israelis not allowed to leave their homes… 

https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israelis-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-reports-304-patients-621258
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/17/anger-virus-dangers-immigration-courts-134709
https://news.yahoo.com/fed-inoculate-us-economy-against-virus-impact-210605544.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-cant-stop-coronavirus-from-slamming-the-economy-but-it-could-ease-the-pain-2020-02-28
https://theweek.com/speedreads/899110/stock-markets-are-headed-40-percent-plunge-says-economist-who-predicted-financial-crisis
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/world-richest-lose-444-billion-220432889.html
https://news.yahoo.com/asian-markets-slammed-again-virus-fears-cause-global-024836089.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/bill-gates-says-coronavirus-may-be-once-in-a-century-pathogen.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/02/28/google-employee-tests-positive-coronavirus/4904871002/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/hollywood-coronavirus-no-time-to-die-mulan-1203518001/
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/americans-are-canceling-their-domestic-travel-over-coronavirus-fears/ar-BB10xnbr
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/opinion/article/I-have-the-coronavirus-So-far-it-isn-t-that-bad-15093664.php
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/02/27/coronavirus-us-spread-daily-life-effects/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228205631-ls907
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/run-on-toilet-paper-in-hawaii-over-coronavirus-fears
https://abcnews.go.com/International/fda-reports-1st-drug-shortage-due-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69276490
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228214309-55fn9
https://apnews.com/ebc90501a013f52d792e72069bd4ad7f
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-plays-down-coronavirus-health-and-economic-15093869.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228215640-n07fz
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-come-u-lawsuits-won-163016610.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-testing-is-under-scrutiny-after-delays-and-questions-over-its-effectiveness/ar-BB10wCe3
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228151300-j38vl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/02/28/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/who-raises-risk-assessment-of-coronavirus-to-very-high-at-global-level.html
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe
https://www.thelocal.de/20200318/merkel-set-to-give-first-tv-address-on-coronavirus-crisis-in-germany
https://news.trust.org/item/20200318090958-zq5ac
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/coronavirus-local-spread-beginning-off-africa-69645522
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/488178-human-biosecurity-emergency-declared-in-australia
https://www.timesofisrael.com/health-ministry-begins-controversial-tracking-of-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israelis-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-reports-304-patients-621258
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/britain-braced-coronavirus-lockdown-london-21714296
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-18/merkel-urges-solidarity-in-biggest-challenge-since-world-war-ii
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus/stunned-world-grapples-with-once-in-100-year-coronavirus-battle-idUSKBN21522O


Iran warns virus could kill 'millions' in Islamic Republic...

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...

Australia raises travel restrictions to highest level... 

India Could be Next Hotspot With 'Avalanche' of Cases... 

Local spread takes off in Africa... 

Czechs sew to combat mask shortage... 

France calls for all citizens to remain confined in homes... 

Ready to Nationalize Big Firms in Radical Response... 

CNN

Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-
patient/index.html 

The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC
Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’

Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path

Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to 
critical illness

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/grim-future-for-beleaguered-hospitals-seen-in-lag-time-from-infections-to-critical-illness-80951365737
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/grim-future-for-beleaguered-hospitals-seen-in-lag-time-from-infections-to-critical-illness-80951365737
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/failure-to-identify-isolate-coronavirus-infections-puts-u-s-on-dark-path-80951365903
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/top-obama-clinton-economist-u-s-is-in-a-great-worker-recession-80950853535
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/28/coronavirus-questions-doctor-patel-acfc-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_f3fe8e330bdb048030b2708f63749559
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-patient/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-patient/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-nationalist/france-could-nationalize-big-companies-if-necessary-finance-minister-idUSKBN2141AO
https://thehill.com/policy/international/487870-frances-macron-calls-for-all-citizens-to-remain-confined-in-homes-were
https://news.yahoo.com/stitch-time-czechs-sew-combat-virus-mask-shortage-205213804.html
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/coronavirus-local-spread-beginning-off-africa-69645522
https://news.yahoo.com/india-could-next-virus-hotspot-064016084.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200317223850-5tz5g
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://apnews.com/6e92d93551ee6c6ae51d0acaaad9eb32


Two members of Congress test positive for coronavirus

Trump signs aid bill as U.S. coronavirus cases surpass 8,600

Italy records deadliest day of COVID-19 outbreak
Rattner's charts: Historic decline in economic growth is unfolding

Trump signs virus aid package as two House members test positive

MSNBC / rachel maddow showRevising history, Trump makes bizarre 
claim about pandemic foresight

Doctor: WH coronavirus response a ‘colossal failure’

https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/doctor-wh-coronavirus-response-a-colossal-failure-79587909604
https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=49b7df8c3bb29d4dca494e2cf63fd338&sd=v2_45acf9b009249cd14dac5454e3911a39_28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc_1584613058_1584613160_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GPHot5KPLiADKAQw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjw34wCUKMGWABgDWiKxJbgusn6pjk&ui=28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc&it=text&ii=1509720576937003770&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=8cd5aff18d1c9ca789811419e3d18c6ba564db70ddfe&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2Frachel-maddow-show%2Frevising-history-trump-makes-bizarre-claim-about-pandemic-foresight-n1162056%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1584613160049&r=64&lti=enable_trc_cache_4_ctrl&ppb=CMcE&cpb=EhMyMDIwMDMxNS0zNS1SRUxFQVNFGIsHIAAqGWxhLnRhYm9vbGFzeW5kaWNhdGlvbi5jb20yCHdhdGVyMjA3OIDgv-UEQJGkDkiLsA5Q8N-MAlijBmMI0gMQ4AYYCGRjCJkKEMcPGBFkYwj3__________8BEPf__________wEYCWRjCMwMEM4SGApkYwj0BRCXDBgLZGMI9AcQ5gwYDmQ
https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=49b7df8c3bb29d4dca494e2cf63fd338&sd=v2_45acf9b009249cd14dac5454e3911a39_28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc_1584613058_1584613160_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GPHot5KPLiADKAQw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjw34wCUKMGWABgDWiKxJbgusn6pjk&ui=28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc&it=text&ii=1509720576937003770&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=8cd5aff18d1c9ca789811419e3d18c6ba564db70ddfe&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2Frachel-maddow-show%2Frevising-history-trump-makes-bizarre-claim-about-pandemic-foresight-n1162056%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1584613160049&r=64&lti=enable_trc_cache_4_ctrl&ppb=CMcE&cpb=EhMyMDIwMDMxNS0zNS1SRUxFQVNFGIsHIAAqGWxhLnRhYm9vbGFzeW5kaWNhdGlvbi5jb20yCHdhdGVyMjA3OIDgv-UEQJGkDkiLsA5Q8N-MAlijBmMI0gMQ4AYYCGRjCJkKEMcPGBFkYwj3__________8BEPf__________wEYCWRjCMwMEM4SGApkYwj0BRCXDBgLZGMI9AcQ5gwYDmQ
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Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

10 more dead in and around Seattle

VA says 44 patients have tested positive for coronavirus

Chase to close nearly 1,000 branches

Some kids could experience severe coronavirus symptoms, study says

Ford to halt North American production over coronavirus outbreak

Top doctor is calling for a national quarantine

NYC mayor: 'Torrent' of new coronavirus cases coming, military aid may 
be needed

Supreme Court postpones oral arguments over coronavirus pandemic

HUFFPOST
REPORT: GOP SENATOR DUMPED STOCK WHILE   DOWNPLAYING     THREAT   

NO END IN SIGHT: PANDEMIC PAIN FOR MONTHS AT LEAST 

U.S. Manufacturers Start Shutting Down Major Plants

America’s Broken Social Safety Net Can’t Withstand The Coronavirus

2 Members Of Congress Test Positive

Younger Adults Are Also At Risk Of ‘Severe Outcomes,’ CDC Warns
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Asian People Are Being Targeted By Racist Attacks. Here’s How You Can 
Be An Ally.

SHOCK: TOP HOSPITALITY UNION SAYS 80-90% COULD LOSE WORK 

U.S. And Canada Restrict Border To Essential Travel During Coronavirus 
Pandemic

Panic Attacks And Night Terrors: The Mental Health Toll Of Coronavirus

Republicans, White House Gut Paid Sick Leave
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GOP Group Uses Trump's Coronavirus Lies Against Him In New Attack Ad

Stunning Supercut Exposes Fox News' Dangerous Hypocrisy On 
Coronavirus

Trump Adviser Paula White Wants Money For Her Fake Coronavirus 
'Hospital’

Don Lemon Shreds Trump's Coronavirus Reversal: 'Gaslighting, Pure And 
Simple'

DEM CALLS GROW: NO BAILOUT BUCKS FOR BIGWIGS 

Second Troubling Mystery Case of Coronavirus Reported In California

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST New York Stock
Exchange to close trading floor next week after traders test positive HUD
offers 60-day moratorium on foreclosures for homeowners affected by 
coronavirus France issues more than 4,000 fines for violating lockdown in
the first day State Department warns Americans against overseas trips 
Italy death toll surpasses China’s, becoming world's highest 
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Checks to Taxpayers A New York Doctor’s Coronavirus Warning: The Sky 
Is Falling_Alarmist is not a word anyone has ever used to describe me 
before. But this is different. Jobless Claims Mount as Employers and 
Workers Face Bleak Outlook
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More than half of Californians could become infected with coronavirus, 
Newsom says 

The Crisis, CNBC, and Me… David Stockman | March 19, 2020 
http://albertpeia.com/stockman3-19-20 
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"DEATH BY EASY MONEY https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/death-
by-easy-money/ 

David Stockman | March 18, 2020

In my opinion, it’s a great time to buy stocks or into your 401K. I would be
all in… Let’s see if I’m right…

–Eric Trump, via Twitter (deleted), February 28, 2020

...
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You do don’t need an PhD in economics – or even night-school survey 
course – to see that COVID-19 is a temporary supply side shock that 
0.00% money-market rates are powerless to combat. And you don’t need 
to be a financial wizard to see that with the yield on the 10-year U.S. 
Treasury note below 1.00% and 30-year mortgages at their lowest level in
history, more “quantitative easing” is a sick joke. Adding another $700 
billion to the Federal Reserve’s already hideously bloated balance sheet 
can’t possibly drive interest rates meaningfully lower. That’s even if rates
were a barrier to activity. And they’re not. In fact, the new barrage of QE5
is nothing more than a fraud authorized by the official criminals domiciled
in the Eccles Building. [Chart] Today, and for years in the past, the 
Federal Open Market Committee has been scurrying about in the dealer 
markets swapping counterfeit credits plucked from thin air for Treasury 
and government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) bonds that funded the 
consumption of real economic resources such as government salaries, 
purchases, and private housing construction. The traditional argument 
for central banking, of course, was that a little bit of financial fraud (3% 
per year balance sheet expansion per Uncle Milton Friedman, for 
example) could help lubricate the banking system and nudge gross 
domestic product (GDP) to steadier performance over time. What we have
now is epic-scale counterfeiting. There are now upward of $5 trillion of 
fiat money liabilities at the Fed and $25 trillion at all the world’s central 
banks, compared to just $500 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, at the 
turn of the century. And the latter figures were achieved only after 
decades, in some cases centuries… Indeed, they’ve turned the entire 
global financial system into a cesspool of false prices and destructive 
gambling rackets. They’ve stripped it of the honest money and legitimate 
capital formation its needs to function and thrive. What lies ahead is a no 
man’s land of statist demolition. You don’t need to be a cynic to see why 
the Eccles Building has launched its limp baby bazookas this week. The 
Federal Reserve now, and for many years past, has been the abject 
handmaid of the Wall Street gamblers, bullies and crybabies. Fedheads 
are deathly afraid of honest stock market prices – i.e., a crash – because 
they know it will make a mockery of their risible claims that the U.S. 
economy is in a “good place,” that the consumer is “strong,” that they’ve 
delivered the hallowed state of price stability and full employment, world 
without end… In truth, decades of monetary central planning have 
sucked the lifeblood out of Main Street. It’s destroyed savers; addicted 
households to debt-based hand-to-mouth living; eviscerated the 
purchasing power of wages via its 2.00% inflation obsession; and turned 



the C-suites of Corporate America into stock trading rooms and financial 
engineering joints in the service of Wall Street, not the construction of 
resilient, value-creating enterprises. [Chart] But the mask is being ripped 
off the phony narrative about the strength of the Main Street economy – 
especially the purported Energizer Bunny of household consumption. 
Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh set the table this morning for his Element 
Macro Research clients, illustrating just how impotent are our monetary 
central planners: Another morning, another full-blown liquidation. Equity 
futures are locked limit-down, bond yields are spiking, gold is pulling 
back, oil continues to tumble, and copper is getting destroyed. You also 
have stress continuing to build across EM currencies, with popular 
names like the Turkish Lira, Mexican Peso and South African Rand all 
down anywhere from 1-4%. On the other hand, High Yield CDS spreads 
have at least stopped their surge and FRA-OIS spreads are holding their 
Monday pullback, for now. But just as the banking fire has been 
smoldered, another one pops up. With US Commercial Paper 3-Month 
spreads now blowing out, it looks like the Fed is now just playing a giant 
game of ‘whack-a-mole’. I mentioned that the Fed will continue to throw 
the entire playbook at the liquidity crisis and its Commercial Paper 
Facility is just another in its toolkit. And don’t even get me started on the 
surging long dated yields across Europe –namely Greece and Italy. Maybe
investors are finally beginning to price in the true sovereign risk or maybe
its some sort of spectacular systematic unwind as even the US 30-year 
yield continues to rally. Then again, perhaps it’s just bond vigilantes 
trying to prove that Central Banks have lost control, and at some point, 
this tsunami of liquidity will provide inflation we’ve been assured will 
never arrive. Speaking of which, have you seen the real 10-year yield 
lately? Inflation expectations have crumbled while long dated yields are 
backing up, putting real yields in positive territory and on par with early 
2019. All this is to say that, despite the extreme measures from the 
world’s Central Banks, financial conditions are actually tightening. In 
other words, it’s still not enough. You do recall several Fed members 
recently discussing yield curve control, right? Call it ‘Yield Curve 
Control’, call it ‘Operation Twist’, or just plain old capping bond yields; I 
could care less. It’s all been brought up in the recent past and for a very 
good reason; it’s coming. What all these measures have in common – both
the ones already implemented, and the ones proposed – is that they 
involve the relentless printing of US Dollars. I’ve said it again and again 
and again: a surging US Dollar is crippling to a global economy with eye-
popping amounts of dollar-denominated debt. For today’s charts, I took 



some time away from the macro to address the micro by using the same 
rudimentary thinking espoused by Peter Lynch in his book, One Up On 
Wall Street. Ever notice how when things get crazy, everyone speaks in 
the all-encompassing term of “stocks”? Look, I’m all on board with the 
failure of monetary policy theory. But there is still money to be made in 
either direction here if we just take a moment to think and plan. What 
stores are sold out? What shelves are empty? It can’t be that easy, right? 
Maybe instead of running around with our hair on fire, let’s use the two-
way volatility to our advantage… Mike will be back tomorrow with his 
regular Thursday commentary.

To common sense,

David"

CNN

Coronavirus symptoms: A list and when to seek help 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-
to-do-wellness/index.html 

New York ordered to 'pause' 
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New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same

Live Updates Trends suggest virus in Italy more deadly for males

Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

Know the terms:   Self-isolation, quarantine and shelter in place  

'Just false!':     Ex-Obama official rebuffs Trump's virus remark  

Listen:   Medical workers balance patients and their own families  

Town Hall  : All your coronavirus questions answered  

Trump announces suspension of federally held student loan payments

US-Mexico border closing to non-essential travel

Reporter asks Trump: What do you say to scared Americans?

Opinion: Saudi Arabia just won control of the oil market 

US tax filing deadline moved to July 15

McConnell defends crafting $1 trillion relief bill without Democrats

Sean Hannity's head-spinning flip on the coronavirus

Analysis: Trump is calling coronavirus the 'China virus' for political 
reasons

NBC News staffer with coronavirus dies

Live Market Updates US stocks try to rally

How grocery stores are restocking in a pandemic

She lost her mother, two brothers and a sister to coronavirus within a 
week

Is delivery dangerous? Can I go outside? Your questions answered

Scammers use robocalls to falsely offer free coronavirus test kits 

Don't blame bats for coronavirus pandemic, blame humans
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Opinion: An open letter to my partying peers

Tom Brady officially signs with Tampa Bay
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"This Is Not a Recession. It’s an Ice Age. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/quantifying-coming-
recession/608443/?
utm_medium=offsite&utm_source=yahoo&utm_campaign=yahoo-non-
hosted&yptr=yahoo 

No one alive has experienced an economic plunge this sudden.

Annie Lowrey

Staff writer at The Atlantic

We can’t say we’re in a recession yet, at least not formally. A committee 
decides these things—no, really. The government generally adopts the 
view that a contraction is not a recession unless economic activity has 
declined over two quarters. But we’re in a recession and everyone knows 
it. And what we’re experiencing is so much more than that: a black swan, 
a financial war, a plague. Maybe things feel normal where you are. Maybe
things do not feel normal. Things are not normal. For weeks or months, 
we won’t know how much GDP has slowed down and how many people 
have been forced out of work. Government statistics take a while to 
generate. They look backwards, the latest numbers still depicting a hot 
economy near full employment. To quantify the present reality, we have 
to rely on anecdotes from businesses, surveys of workers, shreds of 
private data, and a few state numbers. They show an economy not in a 
downturn or a contraction or a soft patch, not experiencing losses or 
selling off or correcting. They show evaporation, disappearance on what 
feels like a religious scale.

What is happening is a shock to the American economy more sudden and 
severe than anyone alive has ever experienced. The unemployment rate 
climbed to its apex of 9.9 percent 23 months after the formal start of the 
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Great Recession. Just a few weeks into the domestic coronavirus 
pandemic, and just days into the imposition of emergency measures to 
arrest it, nearly 20 percent of workers report that they have lost hours or 
lost their job. One payroll and scheduling processor suggests that 22 
percent of work hours have evaporated for hourly employees, with three 
in 10 people who would normally show up for work not going as of 
Tuesday. Absent a strong governmental response, the unemployment rate
seems certain to reach heights not seen since the Great Depression or 
even the miserable late 1800s. A 20 percent rate is not impossible.

State jobless filings are growing geometrically, a signal of how the 
national numbers will change when we have them. Last Monday, Colorado
had 400 people apply for unemployment insurance. This Tuesday: 6,800. 
California has seen its daily filings jump from 2,000 to 80,000. Oregon 
went from 800 to 18,000. In Connecticut, nearly 2 percent of the state’s 
workers declared that they were newly jobless on a single day. Many 
other states are reporting the same kinds of figures.

These numbers are subject to sharp changes; things like large plant 
closures lead them to jump and fall and jump and fall. But for them to rise
so precipitously, across all of the states? To stay high? That is new. The 
economy is not tipping into a jobs crisis. It is exploding into one. Given 
the trajectory of state reports, it is certain that the country will set a 
record for new jobless claims next week, not only in raw numbers but 
also in the share of workers laid off. The total is expected to be in the 
range of 1.5 million to 2.5 million, and to climb from there.

None of that is surprising. The economy needs to halt to protect lives and
sustain the medical system. Planes have been grounded, conferences 
canceled, millions of Americans told not to leave their homes except to 
get groceries and other necessities. Because of the emergency measures
now in place, businesses have had no choice but to let workers go. The 
list of employers laying off workers en masse includes cruise lines, 
airlines, hotels, restaurants, bars, cabinetmakers, linen companies, 
newspapers, bookstores, caterers, and festivals. I started adding up 
numbers in news reports, and quit when I hit 100,000.



The economy had been plodding along in its late expansion, growing at a 
2 or 3 percent annual pace. Now, private forecasters expect it will 
contract at something like a 15 percent pace, though nobody really 
knows. A viral quarantine is impossible to model, because modeling 
would mean knowing how long the necessary emergency measures will 
last and how well the government will respond with some degree of 
accuracy. Still, real-time measures show a consumer-economy 
apocalypse. One credit-card processor said that payments to businesses 
were down 30 percent in Seattle, 26 percent in Portland, and 12 percent 
in San Francisco. Nearly every state is seeing dramatic declines, with 
hotels and restaurants hit particularly hard.

The markets are not normal, either. The stock market lost 20 percent of 
its value in just 21 days—the fastest and sharpest bear market on record,
faster than 1929, faster than 1987, 10 times faster than 2007. The 
financial system has required no less than seven emergency 
interventions by the Federal Reserve in the past week. The country’s 
central bank has wrenched interest rates to zero, started buying more 
than half a trillion dollars of financial assets, and opened up special 
facilities to inject liquidity into the financial system.

Yet in the real economy, everything has halted, frozen in place. This is 
not a recession. It is an ice age."

We want to hear what you think about this article. Submit a letter to the 
editor or write to letters@theatlantic.com.



Annie Lowrey is a staff writer at The Atlantic, where she covers 
economic policy.

YAHOONEWS Business The Week Trump administration asks states to 
delay releasing unemployment numbers 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-
024500147.html [ There you go … trump’s proclaimed hoax to ostrich 
approach …..what an incompetent fool, not to mention mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump ]

In an email Wednesday, the Labor Department told state officials they 
needed to hold off on releasing the exact number of unemployment 
claims they are receiving amid the accelerating COVID-19 coronavirus 
pandemic, The New York Times reports. The Times obtained a copy of 
the email, which says that until the Labor Department releases the total 
number of national claims next Thursday, state officials should only 
"provide information using generalities to describe claims levels (very 
high, large increase)" and "not provide numeric values to the public."The 
message was written by Gay Gilbert, administrator of the Labor 
Department's Office of Employment Insurance. She has worked under 
Republican and Democratic administrations, and there is no indication 
political appointees asked her to send the request, the Times says. Still, 
many states were disturbed by the email, and one governor's office said 
it had asked the state attorney general whether it had to temporarily 
withhold the numbers.In Washington, where at least 74 people have died 
from COVID-19, a state official would tell the Times only that they are 
seeing an "even more dramatic increase this week" after unemployment 
claims rose 150 percent last week from the week prior. The federal 
government on Thursday morning reported that 281,000 people applied 
for unemployment insurance last week, an increase from 211,000 the 
previous week.More stories from theweek.com America has one of the 
world's worst coronavirus responses Goldman Sachs has a devastating 
revision for its GDP growth predictions Coronavirus is causing an 
overlooked crisis in assisted living care

U.S. jobless claims may reach 2.25 million, Goldman Sachs 
economist estimates

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7089d8ab-9946-3817-8d0b-fbc2c8d6cd8a/u-s-jobless-claims-may-reach.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7089d8ab-9946-3817-8d0b-fbc2c8d6cd8a/u-s-jobless-claims-may-reach.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html


MarketWatch
From 50-year low to fears of 20%? How coronavirus is fast changing 
U.S. jobless rate
LA Times

https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7089d8ab-9946-3817-8d0b-fbc2c8d6cd8a/u-s-jobless-claims-may-reach.html


DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-
of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html 
LIFE IN THE BUBBLE
CUOMO ORDERS STATE LOCKDOWN 
WHO WARNS SYSTEMS COLLAPSING 

UK SHUT...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...
CALIFORNIA: MORE THAN HALF WILL BE INFECTED...
STATE-WIDE LOCKDOWN...
TESTING CHAOS CONTINUES...
Outbreak: A Cascade of Warnings, Heard but Unheeded… 
Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
Newly unemployed grapple with fallout...
Virus killing far more men than women...
More survivors speak out on illness...
NETFLIX, YOUTUBE reduce resolution...
Internet Traffic Surging But Pipes Aren't Bursting Yet...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
NBCNEWS Staffer Dead...
Cases among troops surge...
AMERICAN AIRLINES grounds 55,000 flights...
DELTA, UNITED sending largest planes to desert for storage...
Gathering bans raise religious freedom questions...
Flocking to the Safety of Comfort Foods...
Meat Industry Braces for Disruptions From Ill Workers...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
'Never seen anything like it': Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at 
Trump briefing https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-
anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn President Trump made 
false claims about possible treatments for the coronavirus, and expert Dr.
Anthony Fauci had to tamp down optimism about the treatments at a 
press conference. Source: CNN 

http://www.cnn.com/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-20/threat-of-sick-workers-at-u-s-meat-plants-forces-policy-changes
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/americans-are-flocking-to-the-safety-of-comfort-foods/ar-BB11qK7U
https://apnews.com/c6198ba98ea6d26b128044ea59b9b4da
https://news.yahoo.com/delta-united-other-airlines-sending-195832455.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241345821.html
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2020/03/20/number-of-coronavirus-cases-among-troops-jumps-nearly-25-percent/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/nbc-news-employee-dies-after-testing-positive-coronavirus-n1164696
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/internet-traffic-is-surging-but-the-pipes-aren-t-bursting-yet
http://www.anews.com.tr/economy/2020/03/20/netflix-and-youtube-reduce-resolution-as-virus-hits-web
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/The-coronavirus-is-killing-far-more-men-than-women-15143405.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319221637-13fyc
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/coronavirus-outbreak-a-cascade-of-warnings-heard-but-unheeded/ar-BB11pYY1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-testing-chaos-across-america-11584618703
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/19/california-governor-issues-statewide-order-to-stay-at-home-effective-thursday-evening.html
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/488547-california-projects-56-percent-of-the-population-will-be-infected-over-8-week
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11219137/uk-pubs-restaurants-and-leisure-centres-to-close-nationwide-tonight-amid-coronavirus-crisis/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-who-says-health-systems-collapsing-this-isnt-just-a-bad-flu-season.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-in-ny-cuomo-orders-lockdown-shuts-down-non-essential-businesses/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-patients-apocalypse-ward-gasp-21723273
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html


'Just false!':     Ex-Obama official rebuffs Trump's virus remark  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/19/susan-rice-trump-administration-coronavirus-warning-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn


Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

More states issue stay home orders

Governors in Illinois and Connecticut are telling people to stay at home, 
but both states make some exceptions

"Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

David Stockman | March 20, 2020

They have exemplified the saying, “To him that hath, more shall be given; 
and from him that hath not, the little that he hath shall be taken away.” 
The rich have become richer, and the poor have become poorer; and the 
vessel of the state is driven between the Scylla and Charybdis of anarchy
and despotism. Such are the effects which must ever flow from an 
unmitigated exercise of the calculating faculty.

– Percy Bysshe Shelley, A Defence of Poetry (written 1821, published 
1840)

...

The nerve of it is a wonder to behold…

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/20/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-no-magic-drug-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-message-to-americans-coronavirus-presser-vpx.cnn


The U.S. airline industry has spent a decade shoving itself into harm’s 
way by strip-mining their balance sheets to fund share buybacks and to 
goose top executives’ stock options.

The recklessness of it is mind-boggling…

For decades, this has been a highly cyclical industry vulnerable to global 
dislocations caused by recessions, storms, wars, terror, and more. So, 
airlines absolutely need deep balance sheets and ample liquidity, even at 
the expense of short-term earnings.

Of course, the Big Four U.S. airlines – Delta, United, American, and 
Southwest – were having none of rationality, prudence, and common 
sense.

That just makes them poster-boys for this long overdue moment of truth.

Their problems are universal. That’s because our rotten regime of 
monetary central planning has corrupted the entire financial system and 
corroded the Main Street economy.

The only thing our monetary central planners have accomplished is to 
fuel egregious speculation on Wall Street; to drain Main Street of 
productive investment; and to leave businesses and households 
vulnerable to even short-run interruptions of cash flow.

Hand-to-mouth economics is not the natural modality on the free market. 
It’s the malignant product of bad money and the debt-fueled speculative 
manias that are the consequence of monetary central planning.



Left to their own devices on the free market, households save and 
provide for rainy days, regardless of income level or social status.

Likewise, in a world not poisoned by cheap debt and falsified costs of 
capital, businesses nurture their balance sheets and provide for cash 
flow interruptions either by buying insurance or setting aside liquid 
reserves and equity capital-based shock absorbers.

That’s the real message of this, the second great financial heart attack 
of the last decade. But rather than allowing the rot to be purged, the 
central bankers are now out pouring kerosene on the fires.

It’s getting downright maddening.

The length and breadth of the financial market was already saturated 
with reckless speculative excesses. This was denied by the Fed and Wall 
Street bulls right up to February 19, when the third great central-bank-
blown bubble of this century finally collapsed.

The absolute meltdown of the junk bond market in a matter of days is 
simply the trail of reckless speculation being flushed out of hiding…

[Chart]

In fact, the panicked return by our monetary central planners to ZIRP, to 
QE, and to who knows what else is to come is nothing more than the 
monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure…

It’s more likely to kill the patient than it is to help them recover.



Let’s close the week with some smart words from Michael Coolbaugh:

I want to make my longstanding view abundantly clear.

I, by no means, believe this is the end to the bear market. And I certainly 
do not believe we will quickly return to the recent norm that justified a 
simple “buy-and-hold” approach to markets.

There will be a need to be nimble, in both directions, if one wishes to 
generate attractive returns over the years to come.

Having said that, I’ve noticed several signposts over the past few days 
that lead me to believe markets may finally experience a counter-trend 
rally.

Some may look to play this “bounce” for a quick trade, while others who 
are still holding on to some long positions might be afforded a more 
attractive exit price over the days to come.

Stick with me for a moment as I lay out my thoughts and evidence to 
support this line of thinking…

Personally, I’ve always found it helpful to ask myself, “What is the 
scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”

Yes, I’m specifically talking about the general sentiment in the market 
today.



Sure, you could simply look at CNN’s “Fear & Greed Index,” which has 
been screaming “Extreme Fear” for well over the past week.

For me, it’s a compilation of several factors.

First, you have nearly every Wall Street strategist who began the year 
with their rosy outlooks and regurgitations of “weaker dollar, overweight 
emerging markets and beware of the impending melt-up.”

Yes, things were priced for perfection, but these were the same 
strategists who kept their heels dug in when coronavirus first hit.

We were peppered with “it’s just the flu” and other rationalizations such 
as “it’s just a short-term hiccup like Ebola or SARS.”

It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some 
extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION.

We’re now hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment – yes, Great 
Depression figures – 90% decline in corporate revenues, 1,600 S&P 500 
Index targets; the list goes on…

Then, you have a running list of technical indicators that suggest things 
have become extremely extended over the short term.

You know, my whole philosophy of putting the odds in your favor by way 
of measurable data points.



To name a few: percent of issues hitting a new 20-day low, percent of 
issues below their 200-day moving average, S&P 500 Index price as a 
percentage of its 200-day moving average, equity put/call ratio…

Again, the list goes on and on.

And, I know, many indicators have been suggesting markets were 
oversold for a while now. But it’s the subtle nuances we’ve seen the past 
few days that are encouraging to me.

So, with all this in mind, the constructive contrarian indicators 
accompanied by the usual crowd that always manages to show up after 
the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most 
off guard?”

Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an 
exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?

Could it be that the Fed’s endless attempts at easing the short-term 
liquidity crunch actually provide a short-term band-aid now that everyone
– yes, including mainstream media – is beginning to recognize the whole 
dollar shortage dynamic?

Yes, the same dynamic I’ve been warning about for weeks and revisited 
in yesterday’s Deep State Declassified piece, Here’s the Story of a Globe-
Wrecking U.S. Dollar…



To be clear, the short-term band-aids, a la foreign-exchange swap lines, 
only ease short-term pressure, as they merely create even more future 
demand for U.S. dollars, but I digress…

I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all in. After all, the amount 
of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal 
exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.

By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment. But let’s not go 
buying tin hats when pop-up vendors are selling them on every street 
corner.

In other words, there is a good possibility that we see a healthy bounce 
here.

Have as good a weekend as current state restrictions allow…

To common sense,

David"



MARKETWATCH 
Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to 
abandon pets https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-
positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-
20?link=MW_latest_news 

CNN

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to
enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.

In the US:     Number of cases surpasses 18,000  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Containment  : Empty shelves and unemployment become reality  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/us/coronavirus-us-pandemic-changes/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-testing-fauci-coronavirus-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
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CNN

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to
enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.

In the US:     Number of cases surpasses 18,000  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Containment  : Empty shelves and unemployment become reality  

MSNBC
Ma  ddow: Trump's 'happy talk' and lies about coronavirus are   
irresponsible, dangerous

Fmr. Obama ebola czar: Americans shouldn't listen to Trump about 
coronavirus

GOP senators sold stock after secret coronavirus briefing

Longtime NBC News employee dies after testing positive for coronavirus

HUFFPOST
U.S. INTEL WARNED FOR   MONTHS     AS TRUMP PLAYED DOWN PANDEMIC   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-intelligence-threat-ignored_n_5e7573ebc5b6eab779488315
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/longtime-nbc-news-employee-dies-after-testing-positive-for-coronavirus-81016901809
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/gop-senators-sold-stock-after-secret-coronavirus-briefing-81045573687
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-obama-ebola-czar-americans-shouldn-t-listen-to-trump-about-coronavirus-81048645535
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-obama-ebola-czar-americans-shouldn-t-listen-to-trump-about-coronavirus-81048645535
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-irresponsible-dangerous-with-lies-and-happy-talk-on-federal-coronavirus-help-81046085925
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We Hope You Didn’t Take The Trump Administration’s Stock-Buying 
Advice

Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next 
Quarter https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-
coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4

MARKETWATCH 
Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to 
abandon pets     https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-  
positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-
20?link=MW_latest_news     

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Friday - March 20th, 2020 
Today's Highlights:

• Things looked good early on today, with the major indices all higher 

across the board. 

• But in the afternoon things got ugly: About 90 minutes before the 

close stocks started to drop and never looked back. 

• Stocks closed at session lows with the major indices down 3.8% – 

4.6%. 

• Just a few developments since yesterday’s close: 

• California issued a “shelter in place” for the entire state. 

• The state of New York issued a stay at home order, with New 

York City having 1/3 of all U.S. COVID-19 cases. 

• And there were reports that Illinois will issue a shelter in place 

as well. 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/larry-kudlow-stock-buying-dow-jones-down-coronavirus_n_5e750059c5b63c3b648ff29a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/larry-kudlow-stock-buying-dow-jones-down-coronavirus_n_5e750059c5b63c3b648ff29a


• 14,000 cases of COVID-19 are confirmed in the U.S. and the 

World Health Organization says that health care systems are 

“collapsing” around the world. 

• With today’s 913 point drop the DOW finished with its worst week 

since 2008. 

• And with this week’s losses, ALL of the gains since President Trump 

got elected have been erased. At one point stocks were up 49% from

Trump’s Inauguration Day to the DOW’s peak on February 12th. 

• Crude Oil (CL) was down again, dropping for the 4th day this week. 

With an 11.7% loss, Crude Oil finished at $22.89 a barrel. 

>> Click here to read the full story… 

DRUDGEREPORT

NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-
confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284 
20% OF POPULATION NOW ON LOCKDOWN
ECONOMY DETERIORATING FAST 

Military Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
President considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores 
open...
U.S. intelligence reports from January and February warned about likely 
pandemic… 
Shock moment wheezing man collapses on NYC subway... 
Testing faces new headwind: Lab supply shortages... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
Acts of kindness abound...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...

https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-acts-kindness-abound-us-182309839.html
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://apnews.com/4aac3a10664097f38633149367ac3928
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568784/coronavirus-new-york-city-subway-shocking-moment/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/U-S-economy-deteriorating-faster-than-15147050.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568703/illinois-pritzker-stay-home-order-coronavirus-us/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/Mwhk45nnl_U/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5906913024540672%2F4733012298432512


Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP...
More survivors speak out on illness...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
Congress may move to remote work... 
Police Arrest Homeowner For Hosting 'Pop-Up Wedding'...
AMAZON, WALMART Workers Push for Paid Leave, Better Protections...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch A bearish ‘death cross’ has 

appeared in the Dow’s chart https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-

326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%e2%80%98death-cross%e2%80%99-

has.html A bearish ‘death cross’ pattern has appeared in the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average’s chart for the first time in over a year, which is a 

warning of further losses in the near term. 

CNN

Gov. Cuomo announces 3,000 new cases, bringing New York's total to 

over 10,000

WaPo: US intelligence warned Trump in January and February as he 
dismissed threat

Doctor: For the first time in my career, I'm afraid 

Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-message-to-americans-coronavirus-presser-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/20/nurses-doctors-coronavirus-response-sidner-lead-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/us-intelligence-reports-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/us-intelligence-reports-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/new-york-andrew-cuomo-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/new-york-andrew-cuomo-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/amazon-walmart-workers-push-paid-233035655.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-latest-lakewood-police-arrest-homeowner-for-hosting-pop-up-wedding-with-more-than-50-people/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-lawmakers-begin-falling-ill-from-coronavirus-congress-may-move-to-remote-work/ar-BB11siWH
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20


MSNBC
Kudlow: Coronavirus stimulus package could total more than $2 trillion 
[ And, make no mistake, america’s already defacto bankrupt! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Delaware Gov. Carney 'absolutely' considering stay-at-home order

Gov. Cuomo announces there are over 10,000 cases of coronavirus in 
New York

Trump insults NBC reporter for asking president to speak to scared 
Americans

Arne Duncan on Trump’s missteps: ‘The consequences are beyond 
devastating’

Rep. Kennedy: The current relief plan is ‘completely divorced from reality’

U.N. officials warn of risk to 100M people in war zones

'It's not enough': Inside an Italy hospital struggling to contain COVID-19

Residents in Anchorage, Alaska, told to 'hunker down'

HUFFPOST
‘WAR ZONE’: C’VIRUS NIGHTMARE ON EMERGENCY FRONTLINES 

Lockdowns Multiply Globally As Virus Strains Health Systems

Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke Of Trump’s 
Response

YAHOONEWS

World AccuWeather What the massive locust swarm in Africa and the 

Middle East means to the US http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

Business Barrons.com Market Experts Say the Coronavirus Selloff Is 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.yahoo.com/news/massive-locust-swarm-africa-middle-144211394.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/massive-locust-swarm-africa-middle-144211394.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lockdowns-multiply-globally-as-virus-strains-health-systems_n_5e761382c5b6eab77948f1a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nurses-doctors-frontline-coronavirus_n_5e7400f5c5b6f5b7c54148f8
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165501
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-california-issues-stay-home-order-no-new-local-n1164541/ncrd1165511
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165521
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/rep-kennedy-the-current-relief-plan-is-completely-divorced-from-reality-81059909629
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/delaware-gov-carney-absolutely-considering-stay-at-home-order-81061957572
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/coronavirus-stimulus-package-could-total-more-than-2-trillion-kudlow-says-81062469563


‘Worse Than Anything We’ve Seen Since 1929.’ Here’s How Bad It Could 

Get.

DRUDGEREPORT

NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-

confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284 

20% OF POPULATION NOW ON LOCKDOWN

ECONOMY DETERIORATING FAST 

INSIDE MILILTARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES GOVT... 

Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 

President considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores 

open...

U.S. intelligence reports from January and February warned about likely 

pandemic… 

DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 

trial… 

CUOMO: Half State's Cases Are People Under 50 Years Old... 

Coronavirus killing more than person an hour in NYC...

Shock moment wheezing man collapses on subway... 

Javits Center To Become Massive Field Hospital... 

https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568784/coronavirus-new-york-city-subway-shocking-moment/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/half-of-all-coronavirus-cases-in-new-york-are-people-under-50-years-old-gov-cuomo-says
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/U-S-economy-deteriorating-faster-than-15147050.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568703/illinois-pritzker-stay-home-order-coronavirus-us/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html


NJ Orders Residents To Stay At Home, Bans All Gatherings... 

Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected... 

Testing faces new headwind: Lab supply shortages... 

California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...

LA gives up on containing; Tells doctors to skip testing... 

'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick... 

More survivors speak out on illness...

Acts of kindness abound...

Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!

GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP...

Kudlow Estimates Relief Package Could Be $2 Trillion... 

Congress may move to remote work... 

Police Arrest Homeowner For Hosting 'Pop-Up Wedding'...

AMAZON, WALMART Workers Push for Paid Leave, Better Protections...

UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...

'Exit strategy' could be months -- or years -- away... 

SICK MAP... 

New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 

Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 

was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 

wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 

the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 

http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://nypost.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-exit-strategy-could-be-months-or-years-away/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/amazon-walmart-workers-push-paid-233035655.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-latest-lakewood-police-arrest-homeowner-for-hosting-pop-up-wedding-with-more-than-50-people/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-lawmakers-begin-falling-ill-from-coronavirus-congress-may-move-to-remote-work/ar-BB11siWH
https://www.wsj.com/articles/kudlow-estimates-coronavirus-package-could-be-about-2-trillion-11584803333
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-acts-kindness-abound-us-182309839.html
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://apnews.com/4aac3a10664097f38633149367ac3928
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-in-new-jersey-gov-phil-murphy-to-make-major-announcement-regarding-efforts-to-curb-spread-of-covid-19/


Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 

everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 

to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (hell) (Dickens) …..”



CNN
New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 
was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 
Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 
everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 
to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (to hell) (Dickens) …..”

More than 23,000 cases in the US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-
hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75 

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html


At least 295 people have died as the coronavirus continues to spread

Stay home:     Governors of 5 states issue orders  

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

Trump on China: 'I wish they'd told us earlier' about coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

Despite federal guidelines, Trump suggests 'sanitizing' and reusing 
medical masks 

Hospitals press for $100B stimulus package 

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

6 people are dead after an Indiana bridge was washed away by 
floodwaters

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-passengers-stranded-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-passengers-stranded-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/health/social-distancing-coronavirus-faq-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/health/social-distancing-coronavirus-faq-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/indiana-bridge-collapse-franklin-county/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/indiana-bridge-collapse-franklin-county/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/west-virginia-coronavirus-patient-one-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/west-virginia-coronavirus-patient-one-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-vs-biden-poll-of-the-week/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/tapper-trump-response-coronavirus-lead-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/hospitals-stimulus-package/index.html
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Why does Russia, population 146 million, have fewer virus cases than 
Luxembourg?

FDA approves a coronavirus test

Former CDC director: This is what comes next

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - March 21st, 2020

Albert peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Fed cuts rates to 0% to stop the crash – and fails

Tuesday: DOW up 1,000 on $1 trillion stimulus plan: everybody gets 

$1,000?

Wednesday: DOW falls below 20,000 and Crude Oil sinks to 18-year low

Thursday: Stocks hold onto gains and Crude Oil rallies!

Friday: Stocks down AGAIN, erasing Trump’s gains since becoming 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/21/ted-jenkin-finance-coronavirus-newday-vpx.cnn
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President…



YAHOONEWS
Politics The Week Government officials reportedly 'just couldn't get' 
Trump to do anything about coronavirus early on https://www.yahoo.com/
news/government-officials-reportedly-just-couldnt-124140944.html 

Business MarketWatch Echoes of the Great Depression? U.S. economy 
could post biggest contraction ever 
Politics The Daily Beast Dr. Anthony Fauci: I Don’t Want to ‘Embarrass’ 
Trump

U.S. Rolling Stone DOJ Wants to Suspend Constitutional Rights During 
Coronavirus Emergency

Business The Week Unemployment claims could climb from 281,000 to 
more than 2 million this week, economists forecast

World Reuters Italy coronavirus deaths jump by almost 800, government 
shuts most workplaces

Business The Atlantic The Economic Devastation Is Going to Be Worse Than 
You Think On Sunday evening, Goldman Sachs projected that economic growth 
would be zero in the first quarter of the year, which ends March 31, and that 
economic activity would fall by 5 percent in the second quarter. Just three days
later, J.P. Morgan put out a new forecast: The gross domestic product would fall
by 4 percent this quarter and then plummet a staggering 14 percent in the next 
three months. We're talking really big numbers,” Heidi Shierholz, who 
served as chief economist for the Department of Labor during the Obama 
administration and is now a senior fellow at the Economic Policy 
Institute, a progressive think tank, told me on Thursday morning.

• Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next  
Quarter
HuffPost

• Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit record 2.5M this   
week: Goldman Sachs
USA TODAY

Politics HuffPost Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke 
Of Donald Trump's Coronavirus Response

Business USA TODAY Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit 
record 2.5M this week: Goldman Sachs Initial claims for unemployment 
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benefits may total record 2.5 million this week as coronavirus outbreak 
spreads, according to a Goldman Sachs estimate Up to 1,000% increase 
in claims: jobless New Yorkers overwhelm system The Guardian States 
rush to prepare for wave of U.S. unemployed Reuters

CNN

Coronavirus cases top 300,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-22-20/index.html 
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In the past week, worldwide cases nearly doubled. And there are now 
twice as many deaths.

Coping  : Some hard-hit areas restrict testing as death toll grows  

Echoes of 9/11  : New Yorkers 'try to keep calm but we can't quite carry   
on'

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

CDC offers online triage for coronavirus testing

US workers may get 'unemployment insurance on steroids,' Schumer says

Justice Dept. proposes denying visas to people who test positive for 
coronavirus

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board
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John King rips Trump's 'B.S. attack' on reporter

Former CDC director: What comes next

Congressman in critical condition with pneumonia

Coronavirus patient gets last rites by phone

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

Analysis: Outbreak is revealing how badly the UK has failed its most 
vulnerable
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DRUDGEREPORT
BILLION PEOPLE CONFINED TO HOMES
ITALY CASES SOAR AGAIN
NEW YORK HOSPITALS UNDER PRESSURE 

Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... [ Mob family 
trump.They’ve been taking bribes, emoluments, nepotic parasitic cash, 
etc., for quite some time already. Prosecute them, throw them in jail 
where they have as now belonged for quite some time! ] 
'I don't know what government assistance would be for what I have'... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Over 50 NYPD officers infected... 
INSIDE MILILTARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES 
NATION... 
Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial… 
U.S. intel reports from January warned about likely pandemic... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-
about-15147137.php 
CUOMO: Half State's Cases Are People Under 50 Years Old... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 32 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital... 
Symptoms often linger before worsening... 
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
LA gives up on containing; Tells doctors to skip testing... 
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick... 
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
'Exit strategy' could be months -- or years -- away...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in New York spike to 114 Coronavirus cases top 
300,000 worldwide   https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-  
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https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
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outbreak-03-22-20/index.html 
MSNBC
Watch Live: The latest news and analysis on coronavirus

HUFFPOST
W.H. WAVES AWAY RED ALERT INTEL WARNING: ‘NO ONE’ EXPECTED IT! 

CNN
Pandemic takes 400 lives in US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-22-20/
index.html 
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There are at least 32,000 US coronavirus cases as more states issue 
stay-at-home orders

Dow futures drop 5%, hitting 'limit down' at the start of futures trading 
Sunday

Analysis:   How Cuomo contrasts with President Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Hospitalized patient:     You think you're going to die  

Dr. Fauci  : Top disease expert says 'there isn't, fundamentally, a   
difference' between his view and Trump's on coronavirus 

Fact check  : Trump made 33 false claims about coronavirus in the first   
weeks of March

Key procedural vote on economic stimulus fails after Democrats warn of 
'serious issues' with bill 

Trump outlines national guard activations for New York, California and 
Washington

Rep. Ocasio-Cortez criticizes Trump: This is going to cost lives

Sen. Rand Paul tests positive for coronavirus

Illinois governor says 'it's a wild west' for medical supplies

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

CDC offers online triage for testing

Physician on Trump's request: It's really impossible

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

12-year-old girl with coronavirus is on a ventilator and fighting for her life

Coronavirus is bringing a plague of dangerous doomsday predictions
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You want a coronavirus test -- here's why your doctor probably won't give
you one

AT&T CEO: Working from home is changing internet traffic

Ex-Fox News contributor denounces network's coronavirus coverage

Analysis: Coronavirus changes everything for 2020 candidates

Police in Arizona are searching for a man who allegedly stole 29 
coronavirus test kits

German Chancellor Angela Merkel goes into self-quarantine

MSNBC
Kudlow: Coronavirus stimulus package could total more than $2 trillion 
[ And, make no mistake, america’s already defacto bankrupt! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Coronavirus stimulus bill fails in Senate; Pelosi says Democrats will write
own bill in House

Sen. Rand Paul tests positive for COVID-19

Pelosi on coronavirus relief plan: Democrats will 'be introducing our own 
bill’

New York cases of COVID-19 rise to 15,000

Zimmern: Coronavirus pandemic 'reveals the flaws in every single piece 
of the system'
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https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/zimmern-coronavirus-pandemic-reveals-the-flaws-in-every-single-piece-of-the-system-81078341810
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/new-york-cases-of-covid-19-rise-to-15-000-81076805855
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/pelosi-on-coronavirus-relief-plan-democrats-will-be-introducing-our-own-bill-81077829536
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/pelosi-on-coronavirus-relief-plan-democrats-will-be-introducing-our-own-bill-81077829536
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/sen-rand-paul-tests-positive-for-covid-19-81076805933
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/coronavirus-stimulus-package-could-total-more-than-2-trillion-kudlow-says-81062469563
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/world/angela-merkel-coronavirus-quarantine/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/us/arizona-coronavirus-test-kits-stolen/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/us/arizona-coronavirus-test-kits-stolen/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/politics/2020-election-week-ahead/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/03/22/julie-roginsky-former-fox-news-coronavirus-coverage-sot-rs-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/22/randall-stephenson-internet-working-from-home-coronavirus-rs-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/health/coronavirus-testing-priorities-doctors/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/health/coronavirus-testing-priorities-doctors/index.html


Delaware Gov. Carney 'absolutely' considering stay-at-home order

Gov. Cuomo announces there are over 10,000 cases of coronavirus in 
New York

Trump insults NBC reporter for asking president to speak to scared 
Americans

Arne Duncan on Trump’s missteps: ‘The consequences are beyond 
devastating’

Rep. Kennedy: The current relief plan is ‘completely divorced from reality’

U.N. officials warn of risk to 100M people in war zones

'It's not enough': Inside an Italy hospital struggling to contain COVID-19

Residents in Anchorage, Alaska, told to 'hunker down'

HUFFPOST
GOP TRIES $500B ‘SLUSH FUND’! — DEMS BLOCK 

Trump Declines To Promise That His Own Company Won’t Get 
Coronavirus Bailout Money

‘WAR ZONE’: C’VIRUS NIGHTMARE ON EMERGENCY FRONTLINES 

Lockdowns Multiply Globally As Virus Strains Health Systems

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lockdowns-multiply-globally-as-virus-strains-health-systems_n_5e761382c5b6eab77948f1a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nurses-doctors-frontline-coronavirus_n_5e7400f5c5b6f5b7c54148f8
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-companies-coronavirus-bailout_n_5e77f1e5c5b62f90bc4cdddf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-companies-coronavirus-bailout_n_5e77f1e5c5b62f90bc4cdddf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-senate-relief-bill_n_5e77d45fc5b63c3b6492a6a6
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165501
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-california-issues-stay-home-order-no-new-local-n1164541/ncrd1165511
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165521
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/rep-kennedy-the-current-relief-plan-is-completely-divorced-from-reality-81059909629
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/delaware-gov-carney-absolutely-considering-stay-at-home-order-81061957572


Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke Of Trump’s 
Response

DRUDGEREPORT
CUOMO: 80% WILL GET VIRUS; NINE MONTH CRISIS https://www.the-
sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-
weeks/ 
BILLION CONFINED TO HOMES
POPE CALLS FOR PRAYER
FED READY WITH $4 TRILLION
WEINSTEIN TESTS POSITIVE IN PRISON 

Sen. Rand Paul Tests Positive... 
Merkel in quarantine... 
Man falls to death from NYC apartment during isolation... 
Doctor in Italy: We no longer help those over 60... 
Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Hawaii to quarantine all arrivals... 
DC Closes Streets... 
Jails Release Prisoners, Fearing Outbreak...
INSIDE MILITARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES NATION...

DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 30 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital...
Symptoms often linger before worsening...
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected...
'Who lives and who dies': Crisis to test medical ethics... 
Third of cases may be 'silent carriers'...
LA gives up on containing...
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick...
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3076323/third-coronavirus-cases-may-be-silent-carriers-classified
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/03/22/coronavirus-crisis-medical-ethics-guide-decisions-doctors-cant-help-all/2882738001/
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/slow-burn-coronavirus-symptoms-often-linger-worsening-n1164756
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/top-york-surgeon-warns-coronavirus-015200406.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jails-release-prisoners-fearing-coronavirus-outbreak-11584885600
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-d-c-closes-streets-to-prevent-coronavirus-transmission-11584850717
https://apnews.com/9a9267e5e23aa5cd66b1d407e13550e1
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572160/trump-coronavirus-hurting-hotels-hundreds-fired-mar-a-lago-closed/
https://www.jpost.com/International/Israeli-doctor-in-Italy-We-no-longer-help-those-over-60-621856
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/man-falls-death-16th-floor-21735275
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/22/chancellor-angela-merkel-in-quarantine-after-contact-with-doctor-who-tested-positive-for-coronavirus.html
https://www.axios.com/rand-paul-coronavirus-847b3df1-92bc-4ee6-833b-952d16f3ee3f.html
https://deadline.com/2020/03/coronavirus-harvey-weinstein-positive-test-prision-1202889800/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-will-make-up-to-4-trillion-in-loans-to-businesses-to-rescue-economy-mnuchin-says-2020-03-22
https://apnews.com/86ca5e1f6032314115176190c380818d
https://news.yahoo.com/nearly-one-billion-people-confined-homes-globally-curb-134625492.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-crisis-could-last-nine-months/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
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Dow futures plunge the 5% limit as coronavirus slams market, Fed official
warns unemployment could hit 30% 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-
889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html 

On top of that, a U.S. central bank official estimated that the 
unemployment rate could surge from just over 3% to 30% at its peak as 
businesses shutter in an effort to clamp down on the spread of the deadly
illness. Futures for the Dow Jones Industrial Average (YMM20) were down
954 points, or 5.01%, pegged at 19,173.98; those for the S&P 500 index 
(ESM20) were off 104.47 points, or 4.34%, at 2,304.92; while Nasdaq-100 
futures (NQM20)  were down 271.06 points, or 3,79%, at 6,879.52. All 
three index futures hit their 5% daily limit at the open of trade, which 
began at 6 p.m. Eastern.

• Stock market news live: Stock futures drop, hit limit down  
Yahoo Finance

• U.S. Stock Futures Hit Limit Down; Treasuries Rise: Markets Wrap  
Bloomberg

DON’T BUY THE DIP, THIS BEAR MARKET HAS LEGS

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dollar-dips-early-trading-kiwi-204656151.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dollar-dips-early-trading-kiwi-204656151.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-march-23-221605039.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-march-23-221605039.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html


STORY HIGHLIGHTS

• This market crash is a record breaker. We’ve never seen stocks fall this 
fast in modern history. 

• And stocks likely have further to fall. 

• Matt Badiali tells you why it is too early to start buying the dip. 

By Matt Badiali, Editor, Real Wealth Strategist

Dear Al,

Don’t buy the dip.

I know this is a tough time for everyone. But there’s something you need 
to see to put this in perspective.

This year the S&P 500 Index fell 31% in 22 trading days. That’s a record.

But it hasn’t fallen as far as any of the last three major crashes in 1987, 
2000 or 2008. You can see what I mean from the chart below:

[chart]

(Source: Bloomberg)

"Buy, Mortimer, Buy, Buy, Buy!!! 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/buy-mortimer-buy-buy-buy/

David Stockman | March 23, 2020 



It is a characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate things.

– Henry David Thoreau, Walden (1854)

...

After holding its third emergency meeting since this “crisis” began, the 

Federal Reserve announced a policy to rescue financial markets that 

amounts to “unlimited quantitative easing”…

And the Dow Jones Industrial Average is down more than 800 points two 

hours into the trading day.

As I noted on Friday, the Fed’s response here “is nothing more than the 

monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure… It’s more likely to kill the 

patient than it is to help them recover.”

Equities markets seem to be reflecting this sentiment.

All the more maddening is the fact that Jerome Powell seems set to 

follow cues issued by the set of monetary Boobsie Twins who happen to 



be his direct predecessors, Benjamin Bernanke and Janet Yellen.

Major architects of the disaster now underway, they wrote in the 

Financial Times last week asking that the Fed be granted expanded 

powers to buy corporate debt and who knows what else:

The Fed could ask Congress for the authority to buy limited amounts of 

investment-grade corporate debt. Most central banks already have this 

power, and the European Central Bank and the Bank of England regularly 

use it. The Fed’s intervention could help restart that part of the corporate

debt market, which is under significant stress. Such a programme would 

have to be carefully calibrated to minimise the credit risk taken by the 

Fed while still providing needed liquidity to an essential market.

The bold is mine, and it’s to highlight a risible lie. There is absolutely 

nothing wrong with the corporate debt market that even a modicum of 

honest interest rates could not handle.

That’s evident from the price chart of the largest corporate-bond-focused 

exchange-traded fund (ETF), shown below…

[Chart]



It’s trading no lower than in previous “risk-off” periods, including 

November-December 2018, January 2016, late 2013, and during the U.S. 

debt ceiling crisis of August 2011.

Yes, it’s plunged from the absurd levels reached during the stock markets

blow-off top a few weeks ago.

So what?

At the February extreme, the implied yield on corporate debt was hardly 

2.6%. And even after the price plunge of recent days, the implied yield is 

just 3.7%

What in the world are the Boobsie Twins talking about? Do they really 

think we’re stupid enough to believe that a 3.7% investment-grade yield is

an end-of-the-world crisis that requires the Fed to put its Big Fat Thumb 

on this sector of the rates market, too, after it’s already reduced 

sovereign debt to yield-free status?

Indeed, when you look at the real corporate debt yield after inflation, it’s 

downright miniscule at 1.35%. So, these Keynesian morons want the Fed 

to buy massive amounts of investment-grade corporate debt with fiat 

credits snatched from thin air because they think, apparently, that the 



U.S. economy will collapse at a real yield to just 1.35% after the current 

running level of inflation…

What we have here is a far more insidious reality.

Namely, the reaction function of monetary central planners past and 

present has degenerated into an Atlas Syndrome.

They think they have the entire $85 trillion world economy on their 

shoulders. And, any time there’s an abrupt re-pricing of the hideous 

bubbles they’ve inflated, they propose to throw sanity to the wind, lest 

the whole financial and economic system splatter against the wall…

It won’t, of course, because re-pricing of financial assets back to quasi-

sane levels is, actually, what is desperately needed right now. That’s the 

only thing that will stop the violent boom-and-bust cycles that have been 

gaining momentum under their tutelage for three decades now.

If the Federal Reserve and its fellow travelers fear a 3.7% investment-

grade bond yield, what they’re against is the price mechanism itself.

That’s the heart of the matter: All the emergency facilities and proposals 



for new legislative authority emanating from our monetary central 

planners and their acolytes and shills are designed to eviscerate and 

override honest price discovery.

The very absurdity and danger of that idea, however, is dramatized in 

spades by the juxtaposition of what happened around the run-up to 

publication time. Presumably, the Boobsie Twins were emailing their 

draft FT op-ed back and forth during market daylight hours.

Alas, the corporate bond market was so badly “broken” as they penned 

up their SOS proposal that, well, the largest amount of corporate debt 

deals of the year was brought to market!

That’s right. About $28 billion of new deals were priced the day it 

appeared, of which $10 billion was for duration of more than 20 years.

Duh. If that’s “broken,” I truly do not understand what financial planet 

these central bankers inhabit.

On the other hand, we know full well where drastic and sustained 

repression of bond yields have already led…



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT

FAUCI AND TRUMP CLASH

USA: 100+ DEATHS IN DAY 

https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-

S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php 

FED PUMPS ALL

COPS USE DRONES FOR LOCKDOWN 

'There's a lot we don't know': Researchers look at how coronavirus turns 

body against itself and kills... 

Doctors, Nurses 'Truly Scared To Come To Work' For First Time Ever... 

Surgeon: Writing Will Top Priority… 

Fauci's strikingly honest review of Trump response... 

'I Can't Jump In Front of the Microphone and Push Him Down'... 

Far more people in USA have coronavirus than think... 

https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.mediaite.com/news/dr-fauci-vents-on-trumps-false-coronavirus-statements-i-cant-jump-in-front-of-the-microphone-and-push-him-down/
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/i-m-going-keep-pushing-anthony-fauci-tries-make-white-house-listen-facts-pandemic
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-doctors-nurses-medical-supply-shortages/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-doctors-nurses-medical-supply-shortages/
https://www.theeagle.com/news/national/there-s-a-lot-we-don-t-know-uw-researchers/article_4791b57c-6058-5913-85e6-4fbb72d00156.html
https://www.theeagle.com/news/national/there-s-a-lot-we-don-t-know-uw-researchers/article_4791b57c-6058-5913-85e6-4fbb72d00156.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/california-police-to-use-chinese-made-patrol-drones-with-night-vision-cameras-during-coronavirus-lockdown
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/23/fed-announces-a-slew-of-new-programs-to-help-markets-including-open-ended-asset-purchases.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/23/coronavirus-latest-news/#link-67QUPA4HCBHXRO2343LOY5MCIU
https://www.thehour.com/opinion/article/I-know-but-what-do-you-want-me-to-do-Fauci-s-15150393.php


DC trying to keep crowds from cherry blossoms...

PHOTOS: Public places abandoned...

Madonna calls virus great equalizer in bathtub video...

LAWSON: Please can our politicians stop calling this a war. It's 

nothing like it... 

National Guard arrives at JAVITS to build first of 4 emergency 
hospitals... 

Strip club forced to close, so dancers now do delivery...

Explosion of Coronavirus-Themed Porn... 

RATION RAGE: Couple Throws Fit At Supermarket Over Not Being Able To Buy 
552 Cans Of Soda... 

Felony charge for woman who coughed in paramedic's face... 

Women face childbirth alone... 

Worst of Global Selloff Isn't 
Here Yet...

Pace of declines surpass 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/23/this-was-the-fastest-30percent-stock-market-decline-ever.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-worst-of-the-global-selloff-isnt-here-yet-banks-and-investors-warn-11584877018
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-worst-of-the-global-selloff-isnt-here-yet-banks-and-investors-warn-11584877018
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Family/imagined-women-face-childbirth-partners-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69712411
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/crime/coronavirus-cougher-971235
https://popculture.com/trending/2020/03/23/coronavirus-mountain-dew-kroger-couple-552-cans/
https://popculture.com/trending/2020/03/23/coronavirus-mountain-dew-kroger-couple-552-cans/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-explosion-of-coronavirus-themed-porn-they-lighten-the-tension
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/03/portland-strip-club-forced-to-close-so-dancers-now-do-delivery.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8144037/National-Guard-arrives-Javits-Center-Manhattan-build-FOUR-emergency-hospitals.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8144037/National-Guard-arrives-Javits-Center-Manhattan-build-FOUR-emergency-hospitals.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-8141097/DOMINIC-LAWSON-politicians-stop-calling-war-like-it.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-8141097/DOMINIC-LAWSON-politicians-stop-calling-war-like-it.html
https://pagesix.com/2020/03/22/madonna-calls-coronavirus-the-great-equalizer-in-bizarre-bathtub-video
https://apnews.com/af7b4e94c6c0b86f6d35f4c79be99cf8
https://apnews.com/5720c07cc92db122d5f2e147c02b1063


Great Depression... 

Biden Slams Trump 'Failure'...
Dem Convention Planners Look at Contingency Options...
Cruz calls on President to address medical supply shortages...
Hospitals trying to figure out how to ration ventilators...
Florida Spring Breakers Begin Testing Positive...
New York coronavirus cases surge 38% overnight to 20,875...
Faces Challenges as U.S. Epicenter...
Louisiana Gov says his state has fastest growing cases in world...
Klobuchar husband hospitalized...
Trump weighs easing stay-at-home advice to curb economic rout...
Tensions growing in White House... 
Jobless Rate May Soar to 30%... 
BARRACK: Commercial Mortgages on Brink of Collapse...
Bond Sales Flood Market Amid Pleas for Help...
Washington to pick which companies survive...
Virus reveals financial irresponsibility of Americans...
DEMS BLOCK RESCUE FOR SECOND DAY...
Police Tread Lightly as Pandemic Spreads...
'I am constitutional lawyer. I see govt using Covid-19 to take away 
rights'...
Loss of Smell Highlights Unusual Marker...
Testing Finally Available In LA, But Only To High-Risk Groups...
I'm 26. It Sent Me to Hospital...
Surgeon General: This week it's going to get bad...
Asia steps up efforts as second wave of infections strikes...
Wuhan Still Finding Symptom-Free Cases...
WHO warns: 'Accelerating'...
SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 23rd, 2020

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/coronavirus-live-updates-pandemic-is-accelerating-who-warns/ar-BB11z4C6
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Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

It was another crazy day of trading:

Last night futures went limit down AGAIN (down 5.0% overnight) after 
Democrats and Republicans failed to agree on a stimulus bill.

After the E-Mini S&P experienced a 9% swing (down 5% to up almost 4%) 
in pre-market trading, the major indices slide into the open.

With traders looking at Washington to pass a stimulus deal, trading was 
choppy. But after lawmakers failed to pass a stimulus deal for the 2nd 
day straight, stocks dropped again 3%.

Boeing (BA) was a big winner today, up 11.2% after Goldman Sachs said 
Boeing is a buy.

There’s still an overwhelming amount of uncertainty in the markets.But 
one thing that is for certain…the economy in the 2nd quarter is screwed 
because of COVID-19. Goldman Sachs economists expect the economy to
contract by 24%. And a 

“EL-ERIAN SAYS OUR ECONOMIC SITUATION HAS REACHED 'CRITICAL 
MASS' https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-
170335746.html 

Jayson Derrick
BenzingaMarch 23, 2020

http://www.benzinga.com/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-170335746.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-170335746.html


Economic disruptions to help curtail the spread of the coronavirus 
started off small, but have now reached "critical mass" in the U.S. and 
across the world, Allianz Chief Economic Advisor Mohamed El-Erian said 
on "Bloomberg The Open."

Benzinga is covering every angle of how the coronavirus affects the 
financial world. For daily updates, sign up for our coronavirus newsletter.

What Happened

The point of "critical mass" was reached over the weekend and the entire
economy is close to a full-stop, he said. While this may be necessary as 
health concerns trump economic concerns, the fact is there will be a lot 
of financial and economic damage.

"Very few people understand the economics of sudden stops," he said. 
"Even fewer understand the economics of fear and we are just starting to
understand the economics of circuit breakers."

It remains unclear how long the health-related measures will be in place 
and this is not "an economic issue." As such, no one knows for sure the 
full extent of the damage and many people are guilty of holding an over-
optimistic outlook by applying "old mindsets" and "old models."

What's Next

El-Erian said a coming global recession is a "done deal" as unemployment
levels will rise while supply disruptions will remain. The major question 
yet to be answered is how far will the financial deleveraging go.

"I hope that my predictions is wrong but I fear that we are still 
underestimating the depths of this recession that is going to hit this 
economy and what it is going to do for financial relationships," he said.” “

https://benzinga.us7.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=360cb137f817ffe23656afe49&id=e57f24ad9b&utm_campaign=partner_feed&utm_source=yahooFinance&utm_medium=partner_feed&utm_content=site
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qMjytwFy-g&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qMjytwFy-g&feature=emb_title
http://www.benzinga.com/topic/coronavirus?utm_campaign=partner_feed&utm_source=yahooFinance&utm_medium=partner_feed&utm_content=site


Morgan Stanley economist is calling for a 30% contraction.Ouch!!! https://
www.bloomberg.com/amp/news/articles/2020-03-22/morgan-stanley-sees-
u-s-economy-plunging-30-in-second-quarter?
fbclid=IwAR3tKczvmdYOseIRgEqkJbosXpKSCmwdyjBNZxs5BM9uqcmHnI
dD5w4KpLM 

YAHOONEWS World Investing.com COVID 19: 
Chinese     Optimism     Despite     Sudden     Spike in     Numbers     Over the     Weekend   
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/covid-19-chinese-optimism-despite-
235133677.html By Gina Lee

DRUDGEREPORT
Buddy, can you spare dime? Echoes of '30s in viral crisis? 
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71 

Economists See Worst-Ever Quarterly Contraction... 

Mortgage Firms Brace for Wave of Missed Payments... 

Welfare, socialism for wall street … Insurmountable debt load for defacto 
bankrupt america! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 

MSNBC
Trump Claims U.S. Will See More Death By Keeping Economy *Shut* Than
By Virus [ Well, there you go … if trump says it, it must be so …..NOT! … 
That’s a big NOT! ]

"WHEN WILL THEY SOCIALIZE THE GAINS?

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-claims-more-death-with-economy-shutdown-than-coronavirus_n_5e7950cfc5b63c3b6495df4c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-claims-more-death-with-economy-shutdown-than-coronavirus_n_5e7950cfc5b63c3b6495df4c
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mortgage-firms-brace-for-wave-of-missed-payments-as-coronavirus-slams-homeowners-11585017857
https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/economists-see-u-s-facing-worst-ever-quarterly-contraction
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71
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https://www.bloomberg.com/amp/news/articles/2020-03-22/morgan-stanley-sees-u-s-economy-plunging-30-in-second-quarter?fbclid=IwAR3tKczvmdYOseIRgEqkJbosXpKSCmwdyjBNZxs5BM9uqcmHnIdD5w4KpLM


David Stockman | March 24, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

This is a spendthrift economy; though nothing is lost, all is spent.

–Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek (1974)

...

Now that a modest supply-side shock has descended on this house of 
cards, the malefactors of Wall Street and Corporate America have 
desperately pulled out the Lehman Brothers playbook and are fixing to 
launch the most malodorous crony-capitalist heist ever.

They’re talking about Bailouts for Everybody – airlines, shale producers, 
Boeing, the banks, hotels, restaurants, cruise lines, casinos, small 
business, medium business, every business, and some or all households 
of America in the form of helicopter money from Imperial Washington.

With respect to “QE for the people” – the $1,000/$1,500/$2,000 per 
American cash giveaway – don’t believe for a moment that this represents
an eruption of misguided, bleeding heart-humanitarianism along the 
Potomac.

Well, that may be the case among the left-wing dopes and do-gooders like
AOC, Bernie, and their acolytes.

But the real force making this prospect even thinkable is the malevolent 
machinations of the Trump reelection brigade, “political action 
committees” founded and formed on K Street for K Street, and, of course,



the usual Wall Street suspects and speculators.

Self-evidently, the of Brobdingnagian Ego who inhabits the Oval Office is 
untroubled by conservative principles. He’s oblivious to the difference 
between the U.S. Treasury and his own reelection committees.

And business PACs, by definition, exist to extract from the state by 
beltway influence-peddling that which they can’t obtain on the free 
market.

By far the most insidious force is Wall Street’s desperate need to keep 
American consumers swiping their credit cards.

It is the job of American households to spend, spend, spend – come hell, 
high water, or pandemic – in order to sustain the appearance of “growth” 
and to justify stock prices that until a few days ago were suspended from
skyhooks on the presumption that nothing would ever go wrong, and that 
the central banks would not let it happen in any event.

So, you had a burrito joint like Chipotle Mexican Grill (CMG) priced for 
perfection at 74 times current earnings and 66 times free cash flow. And 
that was for a “fast-casual” restaurant chain that’s had two brushes with 
its own in-house health disasters over the last decade. CMG consequently
posted just $350 million in net income for 2019, a figure just 6.9% higher 
than the $327 million it posted back in 2014.

That’s right. On February 19, CMG had an insane valuation of 74 times 
earnings that have grown at exactly 1.00% per year during the last half 
decade, causing its market cap to tip the scales at $25.8 billion.

Alas, in barely three weeks, CMG’s market cap has plunged by $11 billion,



or 42%. But it still trades at a ludicrous 41 times last year’s net income.

Is it any wonder, therefore, that the Wall Street gamblers are bleeding 
crocodile tears for the proletariat?

They want them noses back in their burrito bowls, and they don’t mind 
who pays the tab.

[Chart]

Of course, on the news that the White House and Congress will soon 
have a deal for a multi-hundred-billion-dollar free money dump on every 
American household, markets soared in very short order.

And that tells you all you need to know.

There is virtually nothing left of honest capitalism in America. And what 
passed for a constitutional democracy awhile back has been reduced to 
rank pillage and racketeering.

In this case, the Donald is getting a massive burst of election-year 
walking-around money to pass out on Main Street; Wall Street gets some 
cash injected into the bank accounts of shoppers and the cash flows of 
the high-flying stocks; and a “QE for the people” beard is being painted 
onto the pending mega-bailout bill to obfuscate another massive crony 
capitalist raid on the beleaguered American taxpayer.

Another way to say it is that America is being ruined in real time by the 
cult of the stock market and the reckless, unspeakable greed that’s been



fostered there by decades of monetary central planning.

There are simply no rules left.

The public fisc has become a giant cookie jar to be tapped at will by Wall 
Street and Corporate America in order to keep the stock indices from 
permanently correcting and today’s egregious stock-option windfalls 
flowing to the business elites.

This insane push toward the Mother-of-all-Bailouts will add trillions more 
to the crushing debts that are already weighing on the U.S. economy.

And this new debt explosion comes at a time when America already has 
$75 trillion of public and private debt, which was not only not rectified 
after the 2008 wake-up call but has actually been increased with malice 
aforethought during the years since.

That is, by $22 trillion from the precarious $53 trillion level that prevailed 
back when the Lehman heart attack struck in September 2008.

It also comes at a time when, again, in the hour of crisis, the White 
House is inhabited by a nominal Republican administration that hasn’t a 
single clue about how capitalism works or why during these moments of 
crisis it is more important than ever to maintain a decent regard for the 
principles of free markets, sound money, fiscal rectitude, and state 
forbearance.

God help us all…



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS BEST DAY SINCE 1933
AIRLINES BEG FOR RESCUE 
NYC OUTLOOK DARKENS
UK CALLS FOR 250,000 VOLUNTEERS 

Third of world under lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others? 
Pink eye could be early symptom... 
Countries Are Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade... 
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested... 
Trump, Cuomo clash over federal response...
Governors reject President's timeline...
NYPD Has Over 200 Coronavirus Cases, Thousands More Out Sick...
30 People In homeless shelters positive...
Inside besieged ERs...
Florida Gov. derides those 'bringing the virus' from hot zone... 
City dwellers fleeing to deserts, mountains...
'Go home rats!' Furious locals in rural towns fight back... 
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Pentagon sees crisis lasting months...
Flood of Unemployment Claims Sparks Delayed Checks...
GOLDMAN: BUY GOLD NOW...
Italy May Set Heavier Fines for Lockdown Violations...
What Happens When All Doctors Infected?
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Falwell invites students back to Liberty campus; He's 'protecting' them...
LA Sheriff orders gun stores to close... 
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government... 
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR? 
SICK MAP... 
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YAHOONEWS
World Reuters Italian coronavirus deaths jump, dashing hopes that worst 
was over Fatalities in Italy from coronavirus have surged in the last 24 
hours, the Civil Protection Agency said on Tuesday, dashing hopes the 
epidemic in the world's worst hit country was easing after more 
encouraging numbers in the previous two days. Italy has seen more 
fatalities than any other country, with latest figures showing that 6,820 
people have died from the infection in barely a month. The total number 
of confirmed cases hit 69,176 on Tuesday, but with Italy testing only 
people with severe symptoms, the head of the Civil Protection Agency 
said the true number of infected people was probably 10 times higher.

• Coronavirus: US death toll surges past 500  
The Independent

• Eye Opener at 8: U.S. sees biggest one day jump in coronavirus   
death toll https://www.yahoo.com/news/eye-opener-8-u-sees-
122118378.html 
CBS News Videos

CNN
Fauci on Trump: 'I can't jump in front of the microphone and push him 
down'

Health expert: New York's infection 'attack rate' is five times higher than 
the rest of the US

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-24-20-intl-hnk/h_544ea86632f3beb7399e05a754484eaa
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Official: Anyone who was in New York should self-quarantine     
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/coronavirus-new-york-self-
quarantine/index.html     

Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-
patient/index.html 

US coronavirus cases top 50,000

As cases rise, a World Health Organization spokesperson says the US has
potential to overtake Europe as the center of the coronavirus outbreak

Dr. Birx from the White House coronavirus task force issues the 
advice as nationwide cases top 50,000

The President's timeline  : A restless Trump wants to end the   
country's isolation -- and his own

Fauci weighs in:     See what he thinks about Trump's timeline  

Analysis  : 4 reasons why the 'American Resurrection' won't work  

Biden tells Trump:     Stop talking  

Podcast:   Talking to our kids about the coronavirus  

Latest from Congress:   Lawmakers     unlikely to give stimulus deal   
final approval Tuesday

CNN reporter:   'Unimaginable' scenes in central London  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/uk-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-london-lockdown-boris-johnson-npw-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
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US coronavirus cases top 50,000

How coronavirus cases are growing around the United States

New Orleans-area coronavirus cases see alarming spike as governor 
requests major disaster declaration

Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words

Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months 

State Department says it has repatriated 9,000 Americans amid 
pandemic

'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.

Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during 
coronavirus town hall

Illegal border crossings and lawful travel drop amid coronavirus 
pandemic 

US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins

Death of teen in California from virus believed to be first in US of 
someone that age

New Rochelle was a major virus cluster two weeks ago. Here's where it 
stands now.

Stock futures up as investors await coronavirus response stimulus 
package

Opinion: If virus spreads to this group, it could be catastrophic

Terrence McNally, Tony award-winning playwright, dies of coronavirus 
complications

Mayor confronts man violating lockdown

Social distancing means standing 6 feet apart. Here's what that actually 
looks like 

Joe Biden begins media blitz as he tries to break into the coronavirus 
conversation

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/joe-biden-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/joe-biden-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/border-crossings-down-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/media/fox-news-trump-town-hall/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/media/fox-news-trump-town-hall/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/24/trump-easter-fox-news-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/state-department-repatriation-flights/index.html
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Opinion: Thank God for Andrew Cuomo

Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges

Pastor again defies state order not to hold large gatherings

Trump's timeline  : President wants country opened by Easter  

Biden tells Trump:     Stop talking  

Breaking New Orleans-area coronavirus cases see alarming spike as 
governor requests major disaster declaration

Cuomo to FEMA:   You pick the 26k who are going to die  

CNN reporter:   'Unimaginable' scenes in central London  

Podcast:   Talking to our kids about the coronavirus  

Opinion  : If virus spreads to this group, it could be catastrophic  

Cuomo demands federal help in fiery news conference

Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words

Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months 

'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.

Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during 
coronavirus town hall

Trump says he's pulling back from calling novel coronavirus the 'China 
virus'

Analysis: What Dan Patrick misses so badly in his 'let's get back to work' 
pledge

Negotiators signal deal on stimulus close and could pass Congress on 
Tuesday

Analysis: Has Donald Trump had enough of Anthony Fauci?

US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/us-china-coronavirus-disinformation-campaign/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/opinions/refugees-displaced-people-coronavirus-threat-lemmon/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/uk-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-london-lockdown-boris-johnson-npw-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/24/andrew-cuomo-fema-ventilator-response-sot-vpx.cnn
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The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC
'The clock has run out': McConnell, Schumer close to stimulus deal

COVID-19 cases surge past 50,000 in the U.S.

Trump's own medical experts repeatedly have to fact-check him

Rep. Shalala: 'Dangerous and immoral' for Trump to suggest to end 
restrictions by Easter

Vermont issues “stay home, stay safe" order

Malaysian police use drones to urge citizens to stay home

Iowa reports first coronavirus death

Miami mayor, still in quarantine, announces shelter-in-place order for city

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-
ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336 

U.S. coronavirus cases top 18,000 as states push Trump to act

Trump seems eager to end restrictions even as pandemic accelerates 

New York, California issue strict new policies as states step up actions 
to slow spread of coronavirus 

https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/as-new-york-coronavirus-cases-rise-cuomo-orders-entire-non-essential-workforce-home-81020997805
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/as-new-york-coronavirus-cases-rise-cuomo-orders-entire-non-essential-workforce-home-81020997805
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-eager-to-end-social-distancing-as-virus-spreads-faster-81132101988
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/u-s-coronavirus-cases-top-18-000-as-states-push-trump-to-act-81047621855
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https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336/ncrd1168051
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336/ncrd1168056
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/rep-shalala-dangerous-and-immoral-on-trump-suggesting-to-end-lockdowns-by-easter-81161797900
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/rep-shalala-dangerous-and-immoral-on-trump-suggesting-to-end-lockdowns-by-easter-81161797900
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/rebuffed-watch-trump-s-own-medical-expert-fact-check-him-at-wh-coronavirus-briefing-81160261828
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/covid-19-cases-surge-past-50-000-in-the-u-s-81157189672
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/rebuffed-watch-trump-s-own-medical-expert-fact-check-him-at-wh-coronavirus-briefing-81160261828
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/28/coronavirus-questions-doctor-patel-acfc-sot-vpx.cnn
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Senators under fire for selling stocks before market plunge [ Ooooh! 
Under fire … they must be so worried … What a joke this country is! ]

Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’

Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path

Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to 
critical illness

Over-promising and under-delivering during a crisis is a toxic combination

Two members of Congress test positive for coronavirus

Trump signs aid bill as U.S. coronavirus cases surpass 8,600

Italy records deadliest day of COVID-19 outbreak
Rattner's charts: Historic decline in economic growth is unfolding

Trump signs virus aid package as two House members test positive

MSNBC / rachel maddow showRevising history, Trump makes bizarre 
claim about pandemic foresight

Doctor: WH coronavirus response a ‘colossal failure’

https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/doctor-wh-coronavirus-response-a-colossal-failure-79587909604
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Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

10 more dead in and around Seattle

VA says 44 patients have tested positive for coronavirus

Chase to close nearly 1,000 branches

Some kids could experience severe coronavirus symptoms, study says

Ford to halt North American production over coronavirus outbreak

Top doctor is calling for a national quarantine

NYC mayor: 'Torrent' of new coronavirus cases coming, military aid may 
be needed

Supreme Court postpones oral arguments over coronavirus pandemic

HUFFPOST
TRUMP MELTDOWN OVER VIRUS QUESTIONS 

GOVS REJECT TRUMP RUSH JOB — WON’T FOLLOW ‘IMAGINARY CLOCK’ 

REPORT: GOP SENATOR DUMPED STOCK WHILE DOWNPLAYING THREAT

NO END IN SIGHT: PANDEMIC PAIN FOR MONTHS AT LEAST 

TOP HEALTH EXPERT: EASING UP NOW COULD KILL MILLIONS 

DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS BEST DAY SINCE 1933 
https://apnews.com/44594c5f80e50524cd6325c00a2da0bd 
BIGGEST BAILOUT IN HISTORY! 
https://apnews.com/db4a954801ab08b492aedddfcf7132c8 
NYC OUTLOOK DARKENS
UK CALLS FOR 250,000 VOLUNTEERS 

https://news.trust.org/item/20200324171818-o0avb
https://news.trust.org/item/20200324194117-4o3pw
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governors-reject-trump-coronavirus-timeline_n_5e7a9000c5b6d01bd153cfe6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-response-coronavirus-attacks-media_n_5e74f14cc5b63c3b648f9955
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/supreme-court-postpones-oral-arguments-over-coronavirus-pandemic-80708677928
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nyc-mayor-torrent-of-new-coronavirus-cases-coming-military-aid-may-be-needed-80890949830
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nyc-mayor-torrent-of-new-coronavirus-cases-coming-military-aid-may-be-needed-80890949830
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/top-doctor-is-calling-for-a-national-quarantine-80795717953
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/ford-to-halt-north-american-production-over-coronavirus-outbreak-80923717893
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-global-cases-approach-200-000-lockdown-becomes-new-n1162561/ncrd1163271
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Third of world under lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others? 
Pink eye could be early symptom... 
Countries Are Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade... 
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested... 
Trump, Cuomo clash over federal response...
Governors reject President's timeline...
NYPD Has Over 200 Coronavirus Cases, Thousands More Out Sick...
30 People In homeless shelters positive...
Inside besieged ERs...
Florida Gov. derides those 'bringing the virus' from hot zone... 
City dwellers fleeing to deserts, mountains...
'Go home rats!' Furious locals in rural towns fight back... 
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Pentagon sees crisis lasting months...
Flood of Unemployment Claims Sparks Delayed Checks...
GOLDMAN: BUY GOLD NOW...
Italy May Set Heavier Fines for Lockdown Violations...
What Happens When All Doctors Infected?
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Falwell invites students back to Liberty campus; He's 'protecting' them...
LA Sheriff orders gun stores to close... 
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government... 
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR? 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-digital-dollars-are-part-of-debate-over-coronavirus-stimulus-11585085518
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://www.foxla.com/news/la-county-sheriff-orders-gun-stores-to-close-adds-1300-deputies-to-patrol
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904376/jerry-falwell-jr-inviting-some-students-back-liberty-university-amid-pandemic-argues-hes-protecting
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-doctors-in-us-keep-getting-sick-what-happens-next/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/italy-may-set-heavier-fines-for-coronavirus-lockdown-violations/ar-BB11D4NI
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/goldman-sachs-says-it-is-time-to-buy-gold-the-currency-of-last-resort-2020-03-24
https://www.wsj.com/articles/surge-in-unemployment-claims-sparks-delayed-checks-amid-coronavirus-crisis-11585059384
https://news.yahoo.com/pentagon-sees-coronavirus-crisis-lasting-several-months-173422675.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484?mod=searchresults&page=3&pos=19
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8146283/Angry-locals-St-Ives-Cornwall-scrawl-messages-beach-second-home-owners-remain-defiant.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/hoping-to-escape-coronavirus-city-dwellers-are-fleeing-to-californias-deserts-and-mountains/ar-BB11zHSz
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Gov-DeSantis-derides-those-bringing-the-virus-15154853.php
https://apnews.com/b08afe589e0d6dae9469c8211157199c
https://nypost.com/2020/03/24/coronavirus-in-ny-30-people-in-homeless-shelters-test-positive/
https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/de-blasio-says-nyc-doesnt-have-enough-equipment-for-2-weeks
https://apnews.com/77fb69858ec3e1f13eccacdf6ef55ce9
https://news.trust.org/item/20200324190108-cbc7g
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CNN
Historic $2-trillion stimulus deal reached Breaking News 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 

The White House and Senate leaders struck a major deal early 
Wednesday morning to jolt the economy struggling from the coronavirus 
pandemic

live updates At least 163 people were reported dead in the US Tuesday, 
bringing the death toll past 700

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-25-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-25-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html


CNN 

'All hell broke loose': US patients start to overwhelm hospitals 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/
index.html 

Health experts warn the US could 'become Italy,' where hospitals filled 
with Covid-19 patients have been forced to ration care and choose who 
gets a ventilato

live updates NYC is the epicenter of the US outbreak

Overview:   What $2 trillion stimulus bill will cover  

Just the start:     US deaths could peak in 3 weeks, expert says  

Analysis  : Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now  

Watch:     NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic  

Panic shopping:     Egg prices are skyrocketing  

Podcast:     Searching for coronavirus treatments  

Opinion  : Why is Covid-19 death rate so low in Germany?  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/opinions/germany-low-death-rate-for-coronavirus-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/egg-prices-supermarkets-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/25/craig-spencer-ny-hospital-trump-magical-thinking-sot-ac-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/donald-trump-gallup-approval-polling/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-death-peak-three-weeks-epidemiologist/index.html
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Trump speaks at coronavirus task force briefing

Senate stimulus shows lengths government is going to preserve supply 
chain

It's not too late for US to reverse course, WHO says

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

What the stimulus deal means for you

New York Gov. Cuomo says social distancing efforts are working to slow 
coronavirus

NBA star says his mother is in a coma

Dow soars as investors take in $2 trillion stimulus deal

AOC warns she may force House members to return for stimulus vote, 
potentially delaying final passage

Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges

National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for 
over 10 years

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-national-cathedral-donates-masks-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-national-cathedral-donates-masks-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/men-higher-gender-mortality-rate-coronavirus-foster-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-coronavirus-package-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-coronavirus-package-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-032520/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/25/karl-anthony-towns-mother-in-coma-orig-vstop-bdk.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-deal-stimulus-checks-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/trump-mitt-romney-tweet-coronavirus-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
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We're reading the massive stimulus bill. Here are the highlights

'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis

Here's why the coronavirus may be killing more men than women. US 
should take note

Court upholds Jodi Arias' murder conviction and life sentence

What constitutes 'essential businesses'? States seem to have varying 
standards

Video shows Mexican president in a crowd of children

Biden says Democrats have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits 
to April showdown

Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday

Trump wants US reopened by Easter. That could send the economy into 
depression

Young adults held a party to defy orders to socially distance. One has the
virus

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/kentucky-coronavirus-party-infection/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/kentucky-coronavirus-party-infection/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/25/west-london-sunbathers-police-no-holiday-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html


HUFFPOST
SENATE SHOCK: TRILLIONS IN CORRUPT CORPORATE HANDOUTS 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-donald-trump-
coronavirus-bill_n_5e7b77a6c5b62a1870d62d83 

MSNBC
Several GOP senators threatening to delay coronavirus aid package over 
unemployment payments   Alex Brandon / AP   https://www.msnbc.com/ali-
velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-
drafting-error-81198661800 

Watch MSNBC live: White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Trump declares disasters for states including New York, California and 
Texas

Photo: Long line for testing in New York

Rep. Katie Porter self-quarantines with fever, awaiting coronavirus test 
results

Watch live: New Orleans mayor gives coronavirus updates

Sen. Schumer breaks down massive coronavirus aid package

Joe explains why Trump's Easter timeline won't happen

Trump mocks Mitt Romney on Twitter

How Democratic leaders ensured Trump's businesses can't benefit from 
aid package 

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/schumer-makes-sure-trump-s-business-can-t-benefit-rescue-n1168471
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https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169036
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DRUDGEREPORT
BIGGEST BAILOUT IN HISTORY!
TREASURY NEGATIVE INTEREST 
NYC COULD CLOSE STREETS
MORGUES NEAR CAPACITY 

https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/25/dhs-briefing-nyc-morgues-near-
capacity-148259 

First US child to die from virus diagnosed after death, 'didn't meet test 
criteria'...
Pentagon tests 'scarce' despite assurances; Sick troops told to self-
isolate...
Bailout prevents Trump and family from personally benefiting...
Lawmakers to vote on 4th, 5th spending bill to fix 'mistakes'... 
WHAT'S IN THERE? Full text of stimulus hasn't been released -- but vote 
expected today...
Bernie threatens to hold up...
Third of world on lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others?
Pink eye could be early symptom...
Countries Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade...
How World's Richest Country Ran Out of 75-Cent Face Mask...
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested...
Those who intentionally spread could be charged as terrorists!
How govt can track social media posts to enforce quarantines...
Americans rush to make online wills...
Virus spreads to TEN AMAZON warehouses...
TRADER JOE'S closes stores after workers test positive...
Supermarkets instal protective barriers between staff, customers...
Reusable shopping bags banned in Mass...
FRITO-LAY Factory Shut Down After Multiple Employees Show 
Symptoms... 
Half of NYC cases found in adults under 45...
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Fired Americans Send Unemployment Websites Crashing Down...
Billionaires want people back to work, but employees not so sure...
On road through pandemic, truckers fear for lives...
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Will California look like Italy soon?

https://news.yahoo.com/californias-coronavirus-crisis-look-italys-140024299.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200325092335-y5hof
https://www.straitstimes.com/world/united-states/coronavirus-billionaires-want-people-back-to-work-but-their-employees-arent-so
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fired-americans-send-unemployment-websites-105208498.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904645/nearly-half-new-york-citys-coronavirus-cases-found-adults-under-45
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/24/modesto-frito-lay-factory-covid-19-symptoms/
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https://www.wcvb.com/article/gov-baker-grocery-store-pharmacy-public-health-order-bans-reusable-bags-march-25-2020/31931763
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/protective-barriers-being-installed-at-supermarket-registers
https://nypost.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-in-ny-trader-joes-closes-2-stores-after-workers-test-positive/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/590381/amazon-cleaning-exposed-employees-coronavirus-warehouses/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-pandemic-triggers-rush-by-americans-to-make-online-wills.html
https://www.cnet.com/news/governments-could-track-covid-19-lockdowns-through-social-media-posts/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/24/coronavirus-terrorism-justice-department-147821
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/todaysdebate/2020/03/24/rand-paul-why-no-quarantine-after-getting-tested-editorials-debates/2912183001/
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GARCETTI: Water, power will be shut off for businesses that don't close...
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government...
NEWSOM: 4 of largest banks to suspend mortgage payments...
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR?
SICK MAP... 

Americans Stranded Abroad Fume Over the Long Wait to Come Home... 
'We are collapsing': Virus pummels medics in Spain and Italy... 
Body count leaps... 
Iran Imprisoning Corona Whistleblowers... 
Netanyahu predicts 10,000 Israelis will die... 
Life under lockdown ups precarity for France's prostitutes... 
Sick nurse kills self over fear of infecting others... 
Advice from Mexico's president: 'Live life as usual'... 
Gangs call curfews in Rio favelas...
Bali's 'Day of Silence' even quieter than usual... 

"THEIR “PLAN” IS TO RESCUE THE 1%

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/ 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/when-they-socialize-gains/ 

David Stockman | March 25, 2020

It is a popular delusion that the government wastes vast amounts of 
money through inefficiency and sloth. Enormous effort and elaborate 
planning are required to waste this much money.

–P.J. O’Rourke, Parliament of Whores: A Lone Humorist Attempts to 
Explain the Entire U.S. Government (1991)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/when-they-socialize-gains/
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https://news.yahoo.com/balis-day-silence-hit-virus-fears-050654815.html
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/25/coronavirus-advice-from-mexicos-president-live-life-as-usual
https://nypost.com/2020/03/25/italian-nurse-with-coronavirus-kills-herself-amid-fears-of-infecting-others/
https://news.yahoo.com/life-under-lockdown-ups-precarity-frances-prostitutes-105514794.html
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/1656-Israeli-infected-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-622101
https://freebeacon.com/national-security/iran-lying-about-coronavirus-statistics-state-department-says/
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/spain-reports-deadliest-day-of-outbreak-as-virus-crisis-deepens/article_03dc9cb8-17cc-594d-9c31-78dd56be2bf5.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-stranded-abroad-fume-over-the-long-wait-to-come-home-11585091082
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.infowars.com/cashless-society-democrats-propose-digital-dollar-run-by-the-fed/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/25/gavin-newsom-4-banks-suspend-mortgage-payments/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://ktla.com/news/coronavirus/mayor-garcetti-expected-to-hold-daily-briefing-on-l-a-s-covid-19-response/


...

Well, it’s done… it’s done, and there’s not much we can do about it now.

According to my old colleague Larry Kudlow, it’s a $6 trillion “stimulus,” 
counting this fiscal mess from Capitol Hill and the White House on top of 
the already-much-discussed monetary largesse from the Eccles Building.

I’ll start today where I ended yesterday: God help us all.

Imperial Washington has well and truly lost what little collective mind it 
had left. Its panic-driven assault on sanity has no apparent limits. And 
that means there’ll be hell to pay when it floods an already debt-and-
speculation-enfeebled economy shocked by COVID-19.

Holy moly, let the auction of America’s remaining bit of fiscal solvency 
begin…

Barring any last-minute shenanigans, by the time you’ve read this, the 
United States Senate likely will have opened the auction of America’s 
remaining bit of solvency. That’s the meaning of today’s vote on $2 trillion
of pandemic-inspired giveaways.

Today, though, I’d like to re-focus on Monday’s mind-boggling 
announcement that the Federal Reserve is standing up two massive 
corporate debt-buying facilities. One is for primary issues, the other for 
existing bonds.



The question applicable to both is, why?

Here’s the last 20 years of the AAA-rated corporate bond yield. In present
context, it fairly screams, “Where’s the fire!”

[Chart]

The yield hit a preposterous all-time low of 2.36% on March 6. That 
happened to equal the year-over-year rate for the Consumer Price Index 
ex-food and energy. That means the real cost of new AAA corporate debt 
was, well, nothing…

As of late last week, the yield had spurted to 3.86%. But that’s still well 
below where it’s been for most of the last 20 years.

Yet the crybabies in Corporate America’s C-suites – CEOs and CFOs who 
spent most of this century shit-canning their own balance sheets to fund 
mostly destructive financial engineering – apparently couldn’t 
countenance the prospect of paying 4% to borrow new money.

Indeed, what’s wrong with the 6% or even 8% corporate bond yields, 
which were par for the course before 2008?

To be sure, it doesn’t take a lot of investigation to see why the Fed wants 
to extinguish interest rates.

During the last decade of bubble reflation, as the financial system 
supposedly recovered from the heart attack of September 2008, 
Corporate America actually went on a borrowing spree that 



overwhelmingly funded financial engineering and arbitrage windfalls on 
Wall Street.

To fully grasp the scam implicit in the Fed’s action, consider why this 
chart soared by 60% after the warnings of September 2008…

[Chart]

The increased debt that red line represents was used for massive 
financial engineering ploys led by stock buybacks. So, can CEOs and 
CFOs use this latest gift of ultra-cheap money to pay dividends or buy 
back stock? Why, yes, of course they can…

Meanwhile, business balance sheets are already brittle and freighted 
down with debt-service costs at the very time they’re supposed to have 
cash reserves and resilience to what is likely to be only a short-term 
interruption of business activity.

At this very moment, CEO and CFO heads should be rolling for the 
reckless borrowing binge of the last decade.

And they would be if soaring interest rates were beginning to eat 
earnings alive, which, with $6 trillion of debt on the S&P 500 companies 
alone, would surely happen forthwith.

But that’s not to be. Corporate America will be getting another hall pass 
as the Fed scoops up corporate debt by the hundreds of billions at rock-
bottom yields.



Here’s the thing: This isn’t about investment-grade debt availability or 
“credit flow” to business or a bond market that has stone-cold shut down.

It’s about the carry cost of debt-bloated corporate balance sheets.

Last week, a record $35.6 billion flowed out of corporate debt funds. But 
that simply means, under current circumstances, that most of these 
outflows went into cash.

And they will only come back into the corporate bond pits upon a sharp 
upward reset of yields designed to compensate for the suddenly 
rediscovered reality of risk.

[Chart]

Of course, there’s only one thing wrong with letting price do its job.

If you allow the corporate bond market to clear pursuant to the laws of 
supply and demand, it would result in a heavy hit to earnings, share 
prices, and executive stock-option packages…

In a world awash with speculative capital, the Fed’s moves are about 
profits, not funding availability.

Indeed, that’s the real evil fostered by the monetary central planners who
inhabit the Eccles Building: They are the Typhoid Mary of moral hazard.

And, plain and simple, their new corporate bond-buying program will do 



nothing for Main Street.

It’s just another bailout of the 1%.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - March 25th, 2020

“Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*The DOW finished higher for the 2nd day in a row.

*This is the first time in 7 weeks that the DOW has back-to-back wins.

*Stocks jumped overnight after Republican Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell announced that a deal had been reached at 1:37am ET.

*Then stocks dropped sharply in the last hour of trading after Bernie 
Sanders threatened to hold up the stimulus bill

*The DOW led the way today with a 2.4% gain, while the NASDAQ was 
down 0.5%.

*Former Fed Chief Ben Bernanke shared his thoughts about the U.S. 
economy today, saying that he expects a quick rebound after a “very 
sharp” recession…

*Looking at the economic calendar, tomorrow is going to be a big day.: 
Unemployment Claims. And it could be the WORST economic report the 
U.S. has ever seen (at least based on pure numbers).According to CNBC 
anywhere between 1 million and 4 million people were expected to have 
filed for unemployment last week…the biggest 1-week change ever. For 
reference, Unemployment Claims the week prior were just 281,000…..”



CNN
Senate approves $2 trillion stimulus deal

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html


The historic bill includes direct payments to individuals, a boost to 
unemployment benefits and a $500 billion lending program. The House 
votes on it Friday.

What's in it  : We read the massive stimulus bill. Here's what's in it   https://
www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/
index.html 

READ  : Senate bill containing historic $2 trillion coronavirus relief   
stimulus package

Analysis:     Here's why the $2 trillion stimulus probably isn't enough  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

Measures:   Local officials begin penalizing people breaking stay at home   
orders 

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Searching for coronavirus treatments  

Opinion:   If you've got coronavirus, shout it from the rooftops  

Coronavirus death toll tops 21,000 globally

Deadliest day in US: More than 200 coronavirus deaths reported 

US patients start to overwhelm hospitals

Expert: US deaths could peak in 3 weeks

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Fact Check: US has done more coronavirus tests than South Korea, but 
not per person

NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic

Analysis: Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now

What the stimulus deal means for you

US stock futures point to further recovery after second strong day for 
Wall Street

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/investing/global-stocks/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/25/craig-spencer-ny-hospital-trump-magical-thinking-sot-ac-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-death-peak-three-weeks-epidemiologist/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-state-actions-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/opinions/coronavirus-privacy-ford-vox/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/25/postcards-from-new-york-moos-ebof-pkg.cnn
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Biden says Dems have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits to 
April showdown

National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for 
over 10 years

At least 13 patients have died from coronavirus over 24 hours at a New 
York hospital

96-year-old woman is now oldest South Korean to fully recover from 
coronavirus

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Georgia's hardest-hit hospital says ICU is filled with 'critically ill' virus 
patients 

Fauci on when to relax public health rules: 'You don't make the timeline, 
the virus makes the timeline'

Dr. Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis

Cruise ship with 77 people with flu-like symptoms is headed to Florida

Amazon warehouses hit by coronavirus

Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday

Man was killed during FBI probe into plot to attack hospital believed to 
have virus patients 

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html 
America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest 
day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous 
news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the 
machines do anything they say regardless of reality). 
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https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/floyd-cardoz-chef-obit-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-anthony-fauci-cautious-optimism-coronavirus-spread-vaccine-bts-cpt-vpx.cnn
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In hospitals:   Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

New Orleans:   For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's   
going to define our generation,' official says

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

New York  : State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator  

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the 
House 

US shatters record for jobless claims

Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures

Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis

Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to 
take this seriously'
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Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged

Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation

July 12, 2012 

 

Dear Senator Feinstein:

 

Thank you for your reply; but, with all due respect, 'saying it' in america 
today doesn't make it so. In fact, quite the contrary has been true for 
quite some time in now meaningfully lawless america. The following is a 
response to Congresswoman Roybal-Allard's email. Please note that FBI 
Agent Lewis with whom I spoke at the FBI office here in LA and who 
received the subject court disks with related affidavits, exhibits, etc. 
(waylaid twice by the USPS by way of registered then certified priority 
mail - finally delivered by courier UPS) was abruptly transferred to 
Washington D.C. Headquarters and thereafter I've been stonewalled for a 
formal response from the LA FBI Office which (after Agent Lewis' 
transfer) told me not to call and that I’d receive a formal response from 
the Office in writing (in the mail). That’s important to me at this juncture 
inasmuch as I’ll have to account for the time wherever I ultimately locate.
As I said to Agent Lewis before his promotion and transfer, I no longer 
even care about the government’s involvement in the illegal drug trade, 
but only resolution of this very costly RICO matter(s). { [Drug war 
hypocrisy: drug trafficking’s big money benefits Big Brother and corrupt 
banksters PF Louis | The hypocrisy of the war on drugs is centers on the 
amount of drug trafficking that benefits the CIA and international banking

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/8wju48DYK8M/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fdrug-war-hypocrisy-drug-traffickings-big-money-benefits-big-brother-and-corrupt-banksters%2F
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/8wju48DYK8M/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fdrug-war-hypocrisy-drug-traffickings-big-money-benefits-big-brother-and-corrupt-banksters%2F
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/8wju48DYK8M/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fdrug-war-hypocrisy-drug-traffickings-big-money-benefits-big-brother-and-corrupt-banksters%2F
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/gov-andrew-cuomo-first-responder-praise-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/cleveland-clinic-coronavirus-patient-message-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-anthony-fauci-cautious-optimism-coronavirus-spread-vaccine-bts-cpt-vpx.cnn


system. Natural News February 1, 2012 [ 
http://albertpeia/americangovernmentdrugtrafficking.htm 
http://albertpeia/americascorruptiondrugtrade.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenalt
yofperjury.pdf 
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/stansberrycorruptiondeclineofamerica.htm ] ‘The 
hypocrisy of the war on drugs is outrageous when compared to the 
amount of drug trafficking that benefits the CIA and international banking
system. The son of a convicted notorious mobster, John Gotti Jr, when 
asked in court if the family still dealt drugs cracked, “No, we can’t 
compete with the government.”Today in Afghanistan, American troops 
have been seen guarding poppy fields used to make heroin. Those fields 
were all but wiped out by 2001 when the Taliban destroyed them and 
forbade that agricultural pursuit. Now they’re flourishing again after the 
American occupation. This doesn’t make sense despite all the 
mainstream reports that American troops are protecting the poppy 
farmers from the bad guys. Internet sites such as Prison Planet, Info 
Wars, The Political Coffeehouse and others report otherwise. They 
connect the CIA and US military to restarting the poppy fields in 
Afghanistan in 2002, increasing poppy growth by over 650 percent. Who’s 
telling it like it is? One way the CIA keeps their drug trafficking hidden 
from public view …’. }

 

Respectfully, could you get this resolved? It’s the right thing to do, 
consistent with meaningful law, and I’d be very appreciative.

 

Sincerely,

 

Albert L. Peia

 

 

9-28-11
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Dear Congresswoman Roybal-Allard:

It is always somewhat reassuring that someone, like yourself in 
Washington, is committed to finding solutions to the myriad of problems 
confronting the nation; some insurmountable [ America’s debt woe is 
worse than Greece’s Sep 21st, 2011 News (CNN) — ‘Our government is 
utterly broke. There are signs everywhere one looks… The government’s 
total indebtedness — its fiscal gap — now stands at $211 trillion’   8 More 
Reasons Why You Should Be Deeply Concerned That The U.S. 
Government Has Lost Its AAA Credit Rating The Economic Collapse ‘… #8
The U.S. national debt continues to get worse by the day. Just check out 
what economics professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff recently told NPR….“If 
you add up all the promises that have been made for spending 
obligations, including defense expenditures, and you subtract all the 
taxes that we expect to collect, the difference is $211 trillion. That’s the 
fiscal gap” ..’ ,    Soros: US Is Already in Double-Dip Recession CNBC.com ,
the unprosecuted frauds on wall street … Dave’s Daily:’.. The HAL 9000s 
have been doing business as HFTs (High Frequency Traders) launching 
many buy or sell programs using complex algorithms which can drive 
prices on indexes higher or lower in dramatic fashion. One of their great 
acts is called "quote stuffing". It's another illegal activity which the SEC 
hasn't quite figured out. It's as futile for them as the illegal fee-driven 
recent end-of-quarter price jam-job..’ End of Quarter Price Mark-Ups; 
Dave’s Daily   http://www.thestreet.com/story/11260606/1/end-of-quarter-
price-mark-ups-daves-daily.html  Dave Fry  9-27-11 ‘All you need do is 
view the last week of June 2011, the previous quarter end, and you'll 
note a similar quarter end jam-job…’  , Roubini: U.S. in Throes of 
Economic Contraction Sep 27th, 2011 News (Bloomberg) , SHILLER: 
House Prices Probably Won’t Hit Bottom For Years Sep 27th, 2011 News 
(BusinessInsider) , etc. ] , confronting the nation. Yet it’s somewhat 
difficult to imagine that pension plans, particularly of the defined benefit 
variety as opposed to the more fiscally conservative defined contribution 
type, anywhere in america are over-funded in light of overly optimistic 
‘assumptions’ for returns on said funds (ie., Drudgereport: STUDY: State, 
local gov'ts must raise taxes $1,400 a year   for 30 years     to fund   
pensions...
Chicago county faces $108   billion     gap in pensions....  
TREASURY RAIDS PENSIONS...
Treasury to tap pensions to fund government (Washington Post) ].
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On September 22, 2011 I spoke with FBI Agent Bill Lewis in Washington 
who was recently promoted to the FBI Headquarters Office (D.C.) from 
the FBI office here in LA, and with whom I had discussed the matters of 
which you are aware; and which matters are well within Washington’s 
ability to easily resolve what should have been resolved in accordance 
with clear law quite some time ago. It is difficult to imagine the u.s. 
government solving the gargantuan, nation-destructive problems 
confronting the nation when through typical corruption, meaningful 
lawlessness, lack of will, etc., have chosen not to solve my matter as 
related to you in accordance with clear law and which would clearly be 
the right thing to do at long last.  

Previously I wrote to thank you for thinking of me and for the courtesy 
extended. However, in all honesty, with rare exceptions (ie., maybe ‘post-
cards’?, etc.), I don’t use the usps that I’ve found so unreliable. The 
following is my comment to an LA Times article regarding a Justice 
Department cover-up and as pertains to the usps! As I’ve previously 
related to you, all I think about day and night is a long overdue resolution 
to the RICO litigation as set forth therein:

 

U.S. Postal Service nearing bankruptcy as email asserts its dominance 
[Good! Let UPS take them over … the usps is totally unreliable]

----- 

Politics HuffPost Alec Baldwin Warns GOP’s ‘Sniveling Fealty’ To Donald 
Trump Is Straight Out Of Nazi Germany

MSNBC / rachel maddow showWhy AG Bill Barr's Trump 'rebuke' is so 
hard to take seriously https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/why-
ag-bill-barr-s-trump-rebuke-so-hard-take-n1136861?
cid=referral_taboolafeed [ Yeah, dog and pony show indeed; totally set to 
music! ]
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Look at this bull s**t from the ny times “I’m not going to be bullied or 
influenced by anybody,” he said, publicly challenging Mr. Trump in a way 
no other sitting cabinet member has. Wonder how mobster/criminal trump
remained under the radar … wonder no more!

P...a...lease… What total bull s**t! Barr Has a History of Writing 
Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing
the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of
those principal conclusions. [ Duh! 
…http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he 
does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there!

MSNBC Warren: 'We are watching a descent into authoritarianism' with 
Trump, Barr https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/elizabeth-warren-on-her-
call-to-end-trump-corruption-78650437678

YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President 
Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of
the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world
behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is 
a total fraud! 

Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the 
sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior 
political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, 
officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-
005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever 

This country, america’s a total fraud! 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How 
Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all
that they do … Their raison d'être 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos 
Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com ]

Andrea Cyr Al Peia we tried to warn them! No one could have predicted 
the extent of enabling he would come to receive.

2016, a warning to all indeed; albeit unheeded. Prior to that it was 
astonishment how feds, doj, courts et als were falling all over one 
another to cover-up substantial trump crimes. The answer, not obvious at 
first, was that they were all looking for that easy payday, one way or 
another. Laundered money needs a place to go. Stolen money, from the 
government, boondoggles, now emoluments in a very big way, needed 
protection/cover; hence, guilty mobster/criminal trump who needed 
protection/cover from prosecution. They’re all a bunch of criminal slugs, 
dependent on the illegal funds which are mindbogglingly huge, in the 
trillions. White House Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head 
Will Be On A Pike' 

 

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays, and pays well. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv 
version of ‘The Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably 
some guilt feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big
screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature 
are always for sale.

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, 
there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric 
Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks
for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. 
Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
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millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences.1 Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws.2 …”

CNN Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the 
DOJ revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the 
Ukraine aid freeze https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-
ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html WASHPOST The 
Senate impeachment trial was rigged! By Dana Milbank [ DUH! ] Trump 
won’t be removed. But we’ll be fine. By James B. Comey [ No, that’s not 
so, we won’t be fine … these gutless wonders, comey, mueller, freeh, 
barr, fbi/doj, et als are totally out to lunch and at the least if not overtly, 
eyes wide shut corrupt … typical americona! SENATE DEFEATS MOTION 
TO CALL WITNESSES https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-
impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that 
the so-called american nation-state, system, experiment is a complete 
and utter fraud and failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; with
trump rise inevitably that’s ‘WAS’ . For quite some time, if ever it was 
truly so, america has not been one of the good guys. globalnews.ca 
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean 
Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the american empire ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  
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Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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SPECIAL REPORT AMERICAN CANNIBALS: THE GOLDEN AGE OF WHITE-
COLLAR CROOKS https://www.huffpost.com/highline/article/white-collar-
crime/ [ This is really quite an article/project/worthwhile read; although, 
curiously, the trillion-dollar wall street bailout/no-prosecutions is missing 
by all but inference. ]

Pelosi:     Republican senators are 'accomplices to the President's cover-up'   
[ That’s true of course, and needed saying, by her. Some might say she 
was just spinning her wheels with this impeachment thing. The reality is, 
despite the factually/legally contraindicated outcome, her role in this 
‘impeachment thing’ has awakened her from a seeming slumber and has 
made her more relevant than ever. Great legal minds, Tribe, Napolitano, 
et als bolster her legal stance which absent her courage going forward 
would have been just another trump/coverup/criminal/scenario that would 
not have seen the light of day. To borrow a phrase, what ‘remains of the 
day’ remains to be seen. A sorry day for america indeed! ]
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FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

The Next Trump Crisis Is Already Here https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/
archive/2020/02/next-trump-crisis/605938/ Ukraine is by no means the 
only dirty secret being covered up. The Atlantic

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ivanka Trump Shares 'Genuinely 
Nightmarish’ Video About Dad’s State Of The Union 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ivanka-trump-state-of-the-union-video-
084831887.html “This remake of the tent scene in Blair Witch is 
unsettling," fired back former government ethics chief Walter Shaub. 
[ america’s really far gone … We’re truly in uncharted territory, far beyond
the pale. ] trump: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your Wife? 

Yes … Quite incredible; except, this is america, the great fraud!

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that
both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded
to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and 
screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following 
this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any 
of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my 
family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
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other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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CNN
SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
MORE BOLTON DETAILS SHAKE IMPEACHMENT
SENATE REJECTS WITNESSES
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TRIAL COULD EXTEND INTO NEXT WEEK 

Actress Says 'Deformed' Weinstein Raped Her After Using Penile 
Injection... [ How totally gross/sick! Shrek/ogre inspiration? Yuk! 
https://www.thewrap.com/jessica-mann-rape-harvey-weinstein-trial-
testimony-penile-injection/ But how about this: 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 ]
'Do you like my big fat Jewish d*ck?'     
He Doesn't Have Testicles?
Entire School District Closes After 600 Students Call In Sick...
STOCKS SPOOKED...
USA declares health emergency...
Travel restrictions, quarantines...
Bay Area's 1st case confirmed... 
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other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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DRUDGEREPORT
SHOCK CLAIM: AMERICAN DEATHS WILL TOP 80,000 IN NEXT 4 MONTHS 
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-
161924116.html 

Military to withhold infection data… 
Army Asks Retired Soldiers in Health Care Fields to Come Back... 
BOOMERANG: NOW CHINA BARS ENTRY TO FOREIGNERS...
Mnuchin Calls Record Unemployment Claims 'Not Relevant'...
Feds to Take Stakes in Airlines in Exchange for Bailout… 
DETAILS: Wasteful Spending... 
$2 trillion isn't enough! Second massive bill expected soon...
NBCUniversal CEO Says He Has Coronavirus...
'Most photographed' Wall Street trader tests positive...
Actor Arrested by FBI for Touting Cure...
Kathy Griffin hospitalized with 'unbearably painful' symptoms; Blames 
Trump...
3 BILLION NOW ON LOCKDOWN...
Patients 'charged with attempted murder' for failing to self-isolate...
FAUCI: Virus could become seasonal...
Politicians jockeying for tests find proximity to President is fastest 
route...
Emails Show Chaos at CDC Slowed Early Response...
Hospitals consider universal do-not-resuscitate orders...
NO MORE BEDS: Capacity Crosses Tipping Point...
Which patient gets the ventilator? Tough choices ahead...
Doctors Are Writing Their Wills...
Distressed Debt Balloons to Almost $1 Trillion, Nears 2008 Peak...
Economies Already Look Totally Different From Pre-Virus Age...

https://news.yahoo.com/economies-already-look-totally-different-235439273.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/distressed-debt-balloons-almost-1-171644746.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/26/doctors-are-writing-their-wills/
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/which-patient-gets-the-ventilator-doctors-may-have-tough-choices/article_f4afb438-0df0-51da-b9b4-b4dc2fac7c73.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hospital-capacity-crosses-tipping-point-in-u-s-coronavirus-hot-spots-11585215006
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/25/hospitals-across-us-consider-universal-do-not-resuscitate-orders-for-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.propublica.org/article/internal-emails-show-how-chaos-at-the-cdc-slowed-the-early-response-to-coronavirus
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Politicians-jockeying-for-covid-19-tests-find-15157424.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Politicians-jockeying-for-covid-19-tests-find-15157424.php
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-could-become-seasonal-top-us-scientist-001146451.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-patients-charged-attempted-murder-21756317
https://news.yahoo.com/one-third-humanity-under-virus-lockdown-040324730.html
https://ew.com/celebrity/kathy-griffin-coronavirus-slams-trump/
https://ew.com/celebrity/kathy-griffin-coronavirus-slams-trump/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/actor-keith-middlebrook-arrested-by-fbi-touting-coronavirus-cure-1286772
https://nypost.com/2020/03/26/most-photographed-wall-street-trader-peter-tuchman-has-coronavirus/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/nbcuniversal-ceo-jeff-shell-coronavirus-1203545780/
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-stimulus-bill-what-it-does-b4fa6c4d-6e45-4d15-8089-d51c655bc1c9.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2020/03/26/is-there-wasteful-spending-in-the-coronavirus-stimulus-bill/#628077160aee
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mnuchin-indicates-u-s-to-take-stakes-in-airlines-in-exchange-for-grants-11585229047
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/steven-mnuchin-calls-record-unemployment-claims-not-relevant-on-cnbc/
https://www.axios.com/china-foreigners-visas-coronavirus-6e87eea9-73f3-4342-aee2-a171ca742ea5.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/03/25/army-asks-retired-soldiers-health-care-fields-come-back-covid-19-fight.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-pentagon-secre/exclusive-as-coronavirus-spreads-us-military-to-withhold-some-infection-data-idUSKBN21D1YL
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/DDSqKd4exm4/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Falbertpeia.com%252Fpeia.v.unitedstates.pdf%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8%26h%3DAT2ai9HjtB8AB5EvUb9WO84clbWvxAbGBOMQnkaC56yREGBaR34M_jGAqvNcodHX405NZ2_eaaG3zZjw_rLl2qhnyiyJeAv8YVOtVGHiHJGbtP8lXXJdCCCojKU9qzyjZufN
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/ZXKZuSEN5dc/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/ZXKZuSEN5dc/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0


AMAZON worker says virus 'spreading like wildfire' in warehouses...
Supermarkets install protective barriers between staff, customers...
Fed 'not going to run out of ammunition,' Powell vows... 
Hedge Funder Scored 10,000% Return Amid Market Meltdown... 
SICK MAP... 

NYC doctors describe fight against coronavirus as cases surge...
'Never, ever, ever seen anything like this'... 
Hospitals to treat two patients with one ventilator... 
American deaths top 1,000, amid incomplete reporting... 

Chicago Mayor: Those Who Go Outside To Exercise Risk Arrest… 
Fears that civil rights are disappearing... 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com.my%2Fnews%2Fworld%2F2020%2F03%2F17%2Faustralia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT2JN5cfNrAd1jBOdpU3OoEsce1z-hcvOHG7fs80MnwMMzbMmSAHl1p24zRu5V5XatwzbrmqkND9ZcyuvbZ9Z2_cYq7yuvmDy3m_X_I2pChV_Bn1sEy67xiGH4p--qzw-XM2r8ycW3gI8qa3lEII&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com.my%2Fnews%2Fworld%2F2020%2F03%2F17%2Faustralia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT2JN5cfNrAd1jBOdpU3OoEsce1z-hcvOHG7fs80MnwMMzbMmSAHl1p24zRu5V5XatwzbrmqkND9ZcyuvbZ9Z2_cYq7yuvmDy3m_X_I2pChV_Bn1sEy67xiGH4p--qzw-XM2r8ycW3gI8qa3lEII&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Ftrump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk&h=AT07Eha5M8m_VJG5upvW-hhyjgfEXOeHDHgg7DqWhtskiJBngexGap2lReCkStsa6ZXPAE7LIs7JGVrdnozvLAN9kYkjRSo2XSTGFb-iSVlBiVoqdqBB4C0ygs8K7hkILYbd7Kefotqb4sY9Css9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Ftrump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk&h=AT07Eha5M8m_VJG5upvW-hhyjgfEXOeHDHgg7DqWhtskiJBngexGap2lReCkStsa6ZXPAE7LIs7JGVrdnozvLAN9kYkjRSo2XSTGFb-iSVlBiVoqdqBB4C0ygs8K7hkILYbd7Kefotqb4sY9Css9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/fears-for-civil-rights-mount-amid-fight-against-covid-19
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/03/25/beck-lightfoot-on-stay-at-home-order-citations-to-be-issued-parks-could-be-shut-down/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/U-S-deaths-from-coronavirus-top-1-000-amid-15158939.php
https://abcnews.go.com/US/york-approves-ventilator-splitting-allowing-hospitals-treat-patients/story?id=69816167
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/war-nyc-doctors-describe-fight-against-coronavirus-cases-surge-n1169521
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/war-nyc-doctors-describe-fight-against-coronavirus-cases-surge-n1169521
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://observer.com/2020/03/hedge-fund-bill-ackman-profit-coronavirus-market-crash/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/26/fed-chair-jerome-powell-on-when-to-restart-the-economy-we-would-tend-to-listen-to-the-experts.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/protective-barriers-being-installed-at-supermarket-registers
https://www.mirror.co.uk/money/amazon-worker-says-coronavirus-spreading-21760050


criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 
Unfortunately, trump knows that americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
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fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
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america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
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Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
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http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
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other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html 
America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest 
day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous 
news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the 
machines do anything they say regardless of reality). 
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In hospitals:   Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

New Orleans:   For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's   
going to define our generation,' official says

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

New York  : State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator  

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the 
House 

US shatters record for jobless claims

Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures

Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis

Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to 
take this seriously'
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Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged

Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/gov-andrew-cuomo-first-responder-praise-sot-vpx.cnn
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"PANIC ALONG THE POTOMAC

David Stockman | March 26, 2020 

Their “Plan” Is to Rescue the 1% By David Stockman  |  March 25, 2020 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/ 

There is a curse. They say: may you live in interesting times.

– Terry Pratchett, Interesting Times (1994)

...

Before I turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for another cool-headed 
view on what’s happening on Wall Street, I’d like to lay some flame on 
what’s going on at the power end of the Acela Corridor…

The level of hysteria in Imperial Washington has probably not been 
exceeded in America since the Salem Witch Trials of 1692.

Nor has the level of pillage been matched since the Visigoths sacked 
Rome in A.D. 410.

How else would you describe a bipartisan fiscal bailout that’s sure to 
exceed $2 trillion and be passed before anyone has even read the 2,000 
pages of handouts it will encompass, let alone analyzed its cost and 
consequences?

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/


The clowns and fools on Capitol Hill and inside the White House are 
concocting a veritable coast-to-coast soup line of companies and 
households. Indeed, Uncle Sam will be borrowing at 10 a.m. each day via 
a tsunami of bond issuance, which bonds will then be sold by the 23 
primary dealers to the Fed by 2 p.m.

[Chart]

The next day, of course, it will be rinse, repeat, and do it again. If that 
isn’t debt monetization and financial crackpottery on steroids, I don’t 
know what would be.

Folks, there’s no way to exaggerate the insanity on the loose.

The Federal is literally buying $125 billion of Treasury bonds and 
mortgage-backed securities every day, bringing the total to $1 trillion in 
just 10 days of certifiable madness.

For want of doubt, let it be reminded that it took 34,319 days (94 years) 
for the Fed to print its first $1 trillion of fiat credits.

Let it also be noted that this is a grotesque financial fraud.

The Fed is defying every law of sound money and financial discipline ever
known to mankind.

It’s the most fantastical eruption of “something for nothing” economics 
ever imagined.



And it can eventually lead only to calamities that are equally 
unimaginable.

Now, here’s Mike with some practical advice in these treacherous times…

Playing the Table, Not the Dealer

By Michael Coolbaugh

When it comes to money, it is so incredibly easy to become emotional.

We saw it in January and early February when we were told we couldn’t 
afford to miss out on the impending “melt-up” rally.

It was only after a 30% plunge for the broader equity indices when were 
we told that the world was ending, with projections of economic carnage 
much greater than that of the Great Depression… and, naturally, equity 
markets had much further to fall.

You see, there’s a reason trading and investing is so often compared to 
playing poker. Part of it is in the sense that you need to evaluate the odds
of a wide range of scenarios at each turn of a card.

But Blackjack also requires the evaluation of odds at each turn of a card.

So, what’s the reason for choosing poker and not Blackjack?



Because in poker, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.

By now, I’m sure we’re all aware of the famous quote from John Maynard 
Keynes that speaks to the irrational nature of markets.

But he’s had a few good ones. And one in particular might be just as if not
more valuable than his most famous line. Here it is:

“Successful investing is anticipating the anticipation of others.”

Here are a few snippets from the research note issued to my Element 
Macro Research clients this past Friday, which David highlighted in his 
Deep State Declassified piece, Monetary Central Planners Only Ever 
Learn One Lesson:

I usually find it helpful to always ask myself, “What is the scenario that 
would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”. Yes, this partially 
has to do with my increasingly constructive view for a tradeable near-
term bounce. But it also has to do with the general sentiment in the 
market today.

It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some 
extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION. 
We’re not hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment, 90% decline in
revenues, 1600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on and on.



So, with all this in mind: the constructive contrarian indicators 
accompanied by the usual crowd that manages to show up after the party
has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off-
guard?” Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the 
face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus 
cases?

I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all-in. After all, the amount 
of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal 
exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.

By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment, but let’s not go 
buying tin hats when they’re being sold on every street corner. There is a 
good possibility that we see a tradeable bounce here.

And here are a few of the charts included in that report to portray the 
extreme one sidedness of the market…
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If you haven’t noticed by now, when it comes to investing and trading, 
you’re playing the table, not the dealer.

It’s just like poker.

The number of confirmed coronavirus cases have indeed gone 
exponential.

We just received news of a record-setting figure for initial jobless claims: 
3.3 million.

Yes, that’s record-setting beyond any data point on record.

So, does it make sense that the market has rallied approximately 18% 
from Friday, given the influx of such terrifying news?!

If you haven’t gathered by now, I would argue “yes.”

You see, almost everyone has heard of the phrase “buy the rumor, sell 
the news.” And, for the most part, that is exactly what everyone has been
focused on when it comes to the COVID-19 stimulus bill that can’t seem 
to work its way through Congress.

In fact, this sort of “buy the rumor, sell the news” is exactly what 
happened with the painful process of approving the TARP bill in 2008, 
which is probably why everyone is gearing up for an exact replica.

But those same people aren’t recognizing that it works in both ways…



In other words, “sell the rumor, buy the news”…

Look, we were being prepared for a complete doomsday scenario, and A 
LOT of selling took place in anticipation of such.

But – now that the stale data have arrived – what’s next?

Well, we’ve seen a healthy relief rally. But now may not be the time to 
pile into new long positions. Here’s a glimpse at what I jotted down in my 
trading notebook yesterday morning…

2019 S&P 500 EPS = $151.93

Avg P/E Since 1975 = 16.8x

Implied Price Targets with Avg P/E for Various EPS Changes in 2020:

Flat = 2,560

-5% = 2,432

-10% = 2,304

-15% = 2,176



-20% = 2,048

-25% = 1,920

*Maintain tactical longs with max S&P 500 @ 2,560 – 2,600

*Trim and look for short opportunities on S&P overshoot.

Anyone notice where the S&P 500 stalled yesterday afternoon and where
it seems to be struggling today?

Somewhere between 2,560 and 2,600…

In other words, simple math can work wonders when it comes to 
investing against emotional human beings.

Let’s face it: Unless you’re hanging on to the pipe dream that earnings 
will miraculously be higher from 2019 figures, it’s a difficult bet to be 
aggressively long at this point.

We could see a further short squeeze into month-end. But we could also 
get a violent retest of the March 23 lows. In other words, it seems like 
we’re in a sort of no-man’s land.



What we shouldn’t do is get too caught up at the index level. Everything 
became correlated with the liquidation stories of systematic strategies 
being well documented. But even if we continue to trade lower, the dust 
should begin to settle.

[Chart]

Cross-asset relationships should return to some semblance of normal and
one might even expect divergent performance across sectors and 
factors.

In other words, if you haven’t already begun, now is the time to get to 
work on your “to-do” lists on both the long and short side, even if you 
take little action over the days ahead.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Thursday - March 26th, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Today it was all about weekly Unemployment Claims - the first real 
glimpse at just how much the virus and the call for “social distancing” 
has impacted the economy and workforce.

*And today’s numbers were even worse than most economists expected. 
In just 1 week, 3.3 million people applied for unemployment.



*So why the heck did stocks rally? - Maybe because there’s some 
optimism over the $2 trillion economic stimulus bill that was passed by 
the Senate. The bill now goes to the House, and it's expected to pass on 
Friday. And with these bad numbers, the bill is going to be passed quickly.

*Whatever the case might be, stocks rallied for most of the day and saw 
another surge into the close.The DOW finished higher for the 3rd day in a 
row.In fact, it was the the biggest 3-day rally since 1931 for the DOW!

*Yesterday, Ben Bernanke gave his thoughts about the economy (he 
expects a quick rebound after a “very sharp” recession). And today, the 
infamous trader Paul Tudor Jones said that after a retest of lows he 
expects “stocks will be higher in 3 to 5 months.” Could be true. But on 
the other hand, we expect a VERY tough earnings season, so “trade what
you SEE, not what you THINK!”

CNN
US surpasses China for most coronavirus cases 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-
hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110 

There are more than 82,000 coronavirus cases nationwide, according to 
CNN's tally

CNN
Trump touts success as US becomes virus epicenter 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110


response/index.html 

The President is downplaying the national crisis as evidence suggests 
the situation is getting worse 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
response/index.html 

Fact check  : Trump utters series of false claims at briefing   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-
briefing/index.html 
“ Washington (CNN)President Donald Trump, who has been regularly 
dishonest and inaccurate in his remarks about the coronavirus crisis, 
delivered another series of false and misleading claims at the White 
House coronavirus briefing on Thursday. 

Here is a preliminary roundup:

Gov. Jay Inslee's comments and the media 

Trump denounced "the fake news" for a report that Washington Gov. Jay 
Inslee had clashed with him on a Thursday phone call and had told him 
that "we need Tom Brady" in securing critical medical equipment rather 
than the "backup" Trump had pledged to be -- using the football metaphor
to urge the federal government to take a leading role in the effort. (The 
Washington Post broke the story.) 

Trump then said that Inslee did make the comment, but "meant it very 
positively -- but they took it differently." Trump proceeded to repeat that 
the reporting was "only fake news." 
Facts First: The reporting on this exchange was not "fake news." Trump 
himself confirmed that Inslee did utter the "Tom Brady" quote, as did 
Inslee implicitly (with a joke about it on Twitter). There is no indication 
that Inslee's remark was meant to be interpreted in a manner 
substantially different than how the Post and other outlets interpreted it.
Inslee declined to discuss the specifics of the call at a Thursday press 
conference, but added, "I think it would be very, very helpful if the federal
government could be more assertive and aggressive and more organized 
in helping all of us to obtain these systems."

How unforeseen the coronavirus crisis was

Trump repeated his previous claim that "this was something that nobody 

https://twitter.com/GovInslee/status/1243298899114131457
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-governors-inslee-coronavirus/2020/03/26/afd25a8c-6f9a-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html
https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1243269738362535941
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/politics/trump-coronavirus-briefings-rallies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/politics/fact-check-trump-administration-coronavirus-28-dishonest/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html


has ever thought could happen to this country." He added, "Nobody would
have ever thought a thing like this could have happened."
Facts First: This is false. The US intelligence community and public 
health experts had warned for years that the country was at risk from a 
pandemic. Experts had also warned that the country would face 
shortages of critical medical equipment, such as ventilators, if a 
pandemic occurred.
You can read a full fact check here about some of the pandemic 
warnings. You can read a full fact check here about warnings about the 
need for additional ventilators in a pandemic.

Americans' views on coronavirus-related closures

Trump said, "We have to open up. We can't say, 'Let's close.' People don't 
want to close." He also said, "People want to go back to work. I'm 
hearing it loud and clear from everybody." He added, "This is the United 
States of America. They don't want to sit around and wait."
Facts First: While there is no polling data on how long Americans want 
the country's institutions to remain closed, it is clear that not 
"everybody" wants workplaces to reopen quickly amid an ongoing 
pandemic. A poll released on Thursday found that large majorities of 
Americans say the closure of businesses, schools and entertainment 
activities was necessary to address the pandemic.
A Pew Research poll conducted March 19-24 found that 89% of the 
11,537 US adults surveyed thought the closure of K-12 schools was 
necessary, 91% thought canceling major sports and entertainment events
was necessary, 85% thought limiting restaurants to carry-out only was 
necessary, and 71% thought requiring most businesses other than 
grocery stores and pharmacies to close was necessary.
A Fox News poll conducted March 21-24 found that 75% of the 1,011 
registered voters surveyed supported a national "stay-in-place" order for 
everyone other than essential workers.
Public health experts have warned that it would be unwise to 
immediately abandon measures that keep Americans out of physical 
contact with each other. 

The trade deficit with China 

Trump repeated his regular claim that the trade deficit with China used to
be $500 billion, saying, "$500 billion a year they were taking out. We had 
trade deficits that were so large nobody has ever seen anything like it."

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/03/24/820591478/public-health-experts-decry-trumps-suggestion-shutdowns-could-soon-ease
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/fox-news-poll-march-21-24-2020
https://www.people-press.org/2020/03/26/worries-about-coronavirus-surge-as-most-americans-expect-a-recession-or-worse/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/politics/trump-ventilator-shortage-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-nobody-predicted/index.html


Facts First: There has never been a $500 billion trade deficit with China. 
The 2018 deficit was about $381 billion when counting goods and 
services; the goods and services deficit fell to about $308 billion in 2019.
(The deficit with China has not been $500 billion even if you only count 
trade in goods.)

The history of tariffs on China 

Trump repeated another regular claim about trade and China: "They're 
paying us a lot of money in tariffs and other things. They never paid us 10
cents." 
Facts First: Study after study has shown that Americans are bearing the 
cost of the tariffs; Americans make the actual tariff payments. That 
aside, it's not true that the Treasury has never received "10 cents" from 
tariffs on China. The US has had tariffs on China for more than two 
centuries; FactCheck.org reported that the US generated an "average of 
$12.3 billion in custom duties a year from 2007 to 2016, according to the 
U.S. International Trade Commission DataWeb."

Mexican troops on the border

Trump repeated his claim that "we have 27,000 Mexican soldiers on our 
southern border." 
Facts First: Mexico has deployed around 27,000 troops, but Trump 
exaggerated how many are being stationed near the US border in 
particular; Mexico's defense minister said in October that it was about 
15,000 on the US border, about 12,000 on Mexico's own southern border. “

https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/20/americas/mexico-border-wall-trump/index.html
https://www.factcheck.org/2019/11/video-fact-checking-trumps-louisiana-rally
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25672
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25638
https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c5700.html
https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/Press-Release/current_press_release/ft900.pdf


Live updates Confusion as airlines scramble to catch up

Watch:     3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs  

74,000 cases:   Why New York is the US epicenter  

Wash your hands:     Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it  

CNN Town Hall  : Watch medical experts answer your questions  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

US has the most coronavirus cases, but experts say it's just the 
beginning of the battle

Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time

Michigan governor to Trump: 'You said you stand with Michigan — prove 
it'

California cities could see outbreaks as bad as New York City, officials 
say

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story

Hospitals consider changes to do-not-resuscitate situations amid 
coronavirus pandemic

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

Opinion: These taxpayers won't get stimulus checks. That's unjust

Why America has the most confirmed Covid-19 cases

As coronavirus cases spike worldwide, China is closing itself off

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/tech/dyson-ventilators-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/tech/dyson-ventilators-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/bill-gates-coronavirus-town-hall-shutdown-april-peak-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/woman-coughed-on-produce-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/woman-coughed-on-produce-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/asia/china-coronavirus-foreigners-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/opinions/us-most-confirmed-cases-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/perspectives/stimulus-checks-undocumented-taxpayers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/us/coronavirus-healthcare-worker-callout/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-hospitals-do-not-resuscitate-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-hospitals-do-not-resuscitate-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/trump-coronavirus-task-force-lies-daniel-dale-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-stimulus-questions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/california-los-angeles-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/california-los-angeles-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-governor-trump-major-disaster-declaration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-governor-trump-major-disaster-declaration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/peter-navarro-intv-supply-of-masks-medical-supplies-sot-ath-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/app-news-section/full-coronavirus-town-hall-march-26-2020-app/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/27/how-to-wash-hands-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/new-york-coronavirus-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/26/3d-video-shows-covid-19-attack-lungs.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-27-20-intl-hnk/h_dc3bd0938f2cfea6448472d563a19837


Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

5.0-magnitude earthquake shakes Texas

They are trying to stop coronavirus without soap and water

Indian migrant workers could undermine the world's largest lockdown

CNN
Outbreaks to worsen in these US cities, surgeon general says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

New hot spots are emerging in Chicago, Detroit and New Orleans as 
officials warn this is just the beginning

live updates Vermont will close schools for the remainder of the year

Watch:     3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs  

Where's my check?     What to know about the benefits from the stimulus   
bill 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html 
“(CNN)The House is set to vote Friday, and President Donald Trump is expected to 
swiftly sign, a $2 trillion stimulus bill to address the dramatic economic crisis 
caused by the coronavirus pandemic.

Included are direct payments to many Americans, an unprecedented expansion in 
unemployment benefits and $350 billion in small business loans.
But while people need help immediately, it will still take time to get everything moving. 
Here's what you need to know: 

Direct stimulus payments

How much do I get?
Individuals would be due up to $1,200 and couples would receive up to $2,400 -- plus $500
per child.
But the payments would start phasing out for individuals with adjusted gross incomes of 
more than $75,000. The amount would then be reduced by $5 for every additional $100 of 
adjusted gross income, and those making more than $99,000 would not receive anything.

When will you see money and benefits from the stimulus bill?
By Tami Luhby, Katie Lobosco and Jeanne Sahadi, CNN
How do I get my money?
The money would likely be deposited directly into individuals' bank accounts -- as long as 
they've already authorized the IRS to send their tax refund that way over the past two 
years. 

https://www.cnn.com/profiles/jeanne-sahadi
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/katie-lobosco
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/tami-luhby
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-united-states-victims/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/house-members-traveling-back-to-washington/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/26/3d-video-shows-covid-19-attack-lungs.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-27-20-intl-hnk/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/india/coronavirus-covid-19-india-2703-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/26/idlib-population-vulnerable-coronavirus-syria-damon-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/el-paso-west-texas-earthquake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/coronavirus-cases-us-aircraft-carrier/index.html


If not, the IRS would send out checks in the mail.
For those that haven't filed a 2019 or 2018 tax return, the IRS would rely on information on 
file at the Social Security Administration, which keeps records on all Americans who have 
paid payroll taxes.
It's still possible that some people may fall through the cracks. On its website, the IRS says 
no sign-up would be needed to receive the money, but it's possible the agency ends up 
offering further guidance.

The income thresholds would be doubled for couples.
Income would generally be based on one's 2019 or 2018 tax returns. Those who made too 
much to qualify in those years, but see their income fall in 2020 would receive a tax credit 
when they file their return next year, according to the Senate Finance Committee. 
And those who make more this year than last would not have to pay back any stimulus 
money they receive if they end up exceeding the thresholds. The payments would not be 
subject to tax, and those who owe back taxes would still get a check.
When do I receive the money?
We don't know how long it would take the IRS to send out all the money, but it would likely 
take weeks before the first payments start going out.
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said on Wednesday that the IRS would begin issuing 
payments within three weeks of the legislation being signed into law. The bill simply calls for
payments to be made "as rapidly as possible."
But experts say it could take longer. In 2001, it took six weeks for the IRS to start sending 
out rebate checks under a new tax cut, and in 2008, it took three months after a stimulus 
package was signed into law. 
How do I get my money?
The money would likely be deposited directly into individuals' bank accounts -- as long as 
they've already authorized the IRS to send their tax refund that way over the past two 
years. 
If not, the IRS would send out checks in the mail.
For those that haven't filed a 2019 or 2018 tax return, the IRS would rely on information on 
file at the Social Security Administration, which keeps records on all Americans who have 
paid payroll taxes.
It's still possible that some people may fall through the cracks. On its website, the IRS says 
no sign-up would be needed to receive the money, but it's possible the agency ends up 
offering further guidance.

Unemployment benefits

How much do I get? 
Jobless workers are poised to get an extra $600 a week on top of their state benefits for up 
to four months. It would significantly boost everyone's regular state benefits, which range 
from about $200 to $550 a week, on average, depending on where you live.
Lawmakers also want to add up to 13 weeks of extended benefits, on top of state 
programs, which vary between up to 12 and 28 weeks.
Plus, more newly jobless Americans would receive checks. A new pandemic unemployment
assistance program would expand eligibility to those who are unemployed, partially 
unemployed or unable to work because of the virus and don't qualify for traditional benefits.
This would include independent contractors, the self-employed and gig economy workers. 
The pandemic program benefits would mirror what's available in one's state. 



When do I receive the money?

Coronavirus bill allows for pretax spending on menstrual products
The timing would vary based on where you live, but likely several weeks at least.
Unemployment benefits are administered by states. They would have to reprogram their 
systems to account for Congress' measures -- of which there are a few, some more 
complicated to enact than others. Not helping matters is that many state unemployment 
agencies use antiquated technology.
Adding a $600 boost to everyone's weekly check would be easier to accomplish, which is 
one reason why lawmakers designed the enhancement this way. During the Great 
Recession, the federal government temporarily increased benefits by $25 a week so this 
experience could help many states now, said Andrew Stettner, a senior fellow at The 
Century Foundation.
But Congress also wants to create a new pandemic unemployment assistance program, 
which would allow many more Americans to qualify for benefits. It's modeled on the existing
disaster unemployment assistance program, but only a few states have had to activate it in 
recent years, mainly because of hurricanes or floods.
All states would have to set up the pandemic program. So it would likely take even longer 
for jobless Americans who fall into this category to start receiving benefits, particularly in 
states that haven't faced disasters recently.
All these federal changes come at a particularly tough time for states, which are being 
squeezed from both sides, said Rebecca Dixon, executive director of the National 
Employment Law Project. They are contending with a historic number of first-time filers, 
who are already overwhelming their online sites and call centers, forcing agencies to divert 
staff and boost technical capacity.
Plus, these agencies are operating at very low funding levels because of historically low 
unemployment rates.
Doctor exposed to Covid-19 joins fight for possible treatment drug 02:36

Small business loans 

How much is available?
The biggest provision for small business owners in the economic aid package is roughly 
$350 billion in new loans, at least a portion of which will be forgiven so long as the business
continues to employ and pay its workers. 
Business owners need to apply for the loans at a lender approved by the Small Business 
Administration. The forgiven amount would be equal to 8 weeks' worth of payroll obligations
(e.g., wages and benefits), plus rent or mortgage bills and utilities. And the forgiven debt 
would not be treated as taxable income to the owner. 
How long will it take?
Normally SBA loans can take months, which many small businesses facing a cash crunch 
don't have. To get the money out more quickly, the bill calls on Treasury and the Small 
Business Administration to expedite the loan process and approve more institutions to 
make the loans. It also loosens the rules normally governing SBA loans. For instance, 
borrowers do not need to issue a personal guarantee or provide collateral.
But SBA lenders themselves aren't clear yet just how fast they can process the new loans, 
even though Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has suggested publicly this week they 
can do so very quickly. 
A joint letter from several banking and credit union associations this week urged the SBA to 
provide them with "clear and consistent" guidelines ASAP.

https://www.aba.com/advocacy/policy-analysis/sba-administrator-carranza-implementation-of-sba-7a-enhancement-provisions-s-3548-cares-act
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Cases explode in Michigan but states outside the hotspots can't get supplies

One non-bank direct SBA lender, Fountainhead, has been working for the past two weeks 
to streamline its own processes so that it will be able to process an application and close 
the new SBA loan in a matter of days, CEO Chris Hurn said. But lenders still need to know 
what documents and other reporting measures the SBA will require. Currently, Hurn noted, 
they have to upload a number of files on a borrower onto the SBA's electronic system. With
such an uptick in loans being issued, the chance for overload is real.
"There are some fundamental documents that I'm pretty sure the SBA is 
still going to want," Hurn said. "To me, that's going to be the bottleneck." 
“

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-coronavirus-states/index.html


Wash your hands:     Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it  

House debates before critical vote on $2 trillion stimulus deal as crisis 
worsens

Fireworks erupt as House deliberates coronavirus stimulus

Trump rails against GOP congressman who signaled support for forcing 
roll-call vote

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns

Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time

Analysis: The 30 most outrageous lines from Trump's interview with Sean
Hannity

Opinion: The pandemic isn't actually fixing climate change

DC mayor says staff member died after testing positive for virus

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, 
answered

live markets updates US stocks head south

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

Opinion: How to reopen America

Analysis: How can Boris Johnson run the UK while suffering from 
coronavirus?

CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story

Americans are panic buying pet food 

White House reassessing deal with General Motors and Ventec Life to 
produce ventilators

DRUDGEREPORT
USA NOW LEADS WORLD IN CASES
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COUNTIES TO GET RISK LEVEL
'PEAK SECOND WEEK APRIL' 
GREAT SPIRITUAL AWAKENING? 

Meet the One Congressman Against Bailout Bill… 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
Trump Rages Against Republican That Warns Of Debt Bomb… 
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-
congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-
republican-party/ 
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'... 
BOEING to Emerge as Big Winner...
Workers Critical to Food Supply Starting to Fall Ill... 
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO... 
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Cases hit 2 largest cities differently...
DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS...
'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Emails Show Chaos at CDC Slowed Early Response...
SICK MAP... 

Federal Reserve's Balance Sheet Tops $5 Trillion for First Time...
Bailout scheme merges Fed and Treasury into one organization!
BlackRock will do the trades... 

Fox Business parts ways with host who dismissed coronavirus as 
'impeachment scam' https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-
fox-news/index.html [ How about america as well as fox part ways with 
mentally ill mobster thief in chief trump who did the same and worse! ]

trump signs historic stimulus bill
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The $2 trillion package includes sending checks to people, major updates
to unemployment benefits and help for health care providers

Calculate your payout:   What you could get from the stimulus bill  

Watch:   Lawmaker who made Congress return to vote speaks  

Stimulus:     Hard-fought negotiations led to massive aid package  

Live Updates Disneyland and Walt Disney World remain closed

Fireworks erupt:   Lawmaker shouts over gavel  

Fact check: Trump utters series of false and misleading claims at 
coronavirus briefing

Governor fires back at Trump's claim: Grossly uninformed

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns

Opinion: Pandemic isn't fixing climate crisis

See what Pence said about Trump's plan to re-open country

Analysis: Trump in crisis mode uses interview to attack media and 
Democratic governors

Cuomo calls Trump 'incorrect and grossly uninformed' about ventilator 
situation

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, 
answered

Trump invokes Defense Production Act to require GM to make ventilators

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

Mayors say they can't get needed supplies

Four 'older' guests died on cruise ship where 2 people tested positive for 
coronavirus
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'Today' show host breaks down on air

Opinion: How to reopen America

"THE COMMITTEE TO SAVE THE DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 
By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 

David Stockman | March 27, 2020

But now I understand something more fully that I once only understood 
abstractly. I see how utterly ridiculous it is to think that the state can be 
the right means to help those who are poor or living at the margins of 
society. The state is their enemy, as it is for everyone else.

–Jeffrey Tucker, Bourbon for Breakfast: Living Outside the Statist Quo 
(2010)

...

The Cult of the Dow is overwhelming Wall Street, Imperial Washington, 
and Main Street.

Every semblance of rational financial and economic thinking and 
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deliberative review has been obliterated.

These monkeys in both the monetary and fiscal power centers of Imperial
Washington are just scratching their armpits, screeching loudly, and 
jerking their knees at the flickering lights of the stock-market ticker…

Start with the insanity of enacting instantly a sweeping bailout that 
wasn’t even on anyone’s radar screen just 15 days ago.

Why in the world can’t they spare another 15 days to at least find out 
what’s in it? Maybe you can amend it if necessary. Seems reasonable – a 
couple weeks’ consideration – before heavily mortgaging taxpayers 
permanently and setting policy precedents that will make future 
governance virtually impossible…

Already, a lobby group representing Silicon Valley startups is agitating for
their fair share of the coming largesse. From here to eternity, no bailout 
stone will ever go unturned. But that’s a down-the-line effect.

The claim that millions of shutdown-impacted workers are going to be 
left without food on their table and a roof over their heads next week is, 
of course, a more here-and-now type of bullshit.

These COVID-19 layoffs are only days old. For the week ending as 
recently as Saturday March 14, in fact, the number of initial 
unemployment insurance (UI) claims was just 281,000.

That number happens to be nearly an all-time low, and it reflects the level
that existed way back in June 1974, when the U.S. labor force was 92 
million versus 164 million today.



That’s right.

So, do these knuckleheads really believe that the 3 million or so workers 
who were suddenly laid off last week and have filed for benefits are 
already out of cash?

[Chart]

Or that the 60% wage replacement they’ll get from the regular 
federal/state unemployment insurance programs won’t be enough to meet
their mortgages, auto loans, or grocery bill for even a couple more 
weeks?

No, the purpose of rushing to add $600 per week on top of normal UI 
benefits and disperse a $1,200 check to nearly every adult person in 
America is to assure Wall Street that this economy’s Energizer Bunnies 
won’t miss a beat.

Our masters want us doing our jobs… and that’s to spend, spend, spend 
to keep gross domestic product, profit forecasts, and stock prices rising 
ever higher.

To be sure, Bernie Sanders and his horde undoubtedly believe this is 
about social justice and humanitarian endeavor. But on their own they 
couldn’t muster the votes to send roughly $550 billion on enhanced UI 
benefits and $1,200 per person checks to everyone in a month of 
Sundays.

This massive eruption of free stuff is happening, in fact, only because the



GOP has embraced bailout economics lock, stock, and barrel. And their 
crocodile tears for laid-off workers have nothing to do with it.

Mitch McConnell and the rest of his pathetic lot have shit-canned their 
historic bedrock principles of free markets and fiscal rectitude.

They think enabling workers to spend at nearly 100% of their prior rates 
will be good for the stock market, excellent for their stock-owning 
contributors, and conducive to GOP election prospects come November.

We’re looking at the crassest kind of unprincipled opportunism 
imaginable. The only thing that matters to the Donald and the GOP is the 
level of the Dow Jones Industrial Average between now and November 3.

And they are – literally – selling America down the drain by embracing 
Ersatz Socialism to rescue it from the 35% swoon of the last 30 days.

Let’s start with the fundamental economics of what is a severe but short-
term supply-side shock.

This is a temporary separation of workers from their workplaces and the 
paychecks that flow therefrom. It is an almost-certain likelihood that 
everyone will be back to work in four to five months. In China, it is, 
apparently, taking less than two months to re-open factories and stores.

This is what amounts to an extended Economic Spring Break. So, does it 
really make sense for workers to borrow 100% of their lost paychecks 
(less UI benefits) during the interim in order to keep spending at 100% of 
their pre-COVID-19 rate?



Self-evidently, it would not.

Prudent workers would sharply pare their spending habits. They’d be 
down to essentials like food, rent, health care, groceries, and loan 
payments while they’re sheltered in place.

They can’t go to restaurants, bars, movies, the ballpark, the mall, the 
gym, the bowling alley, night school, Disneyland, the racetrack, the 
casino, or even church, anyway…

A one-time shrinkage of discretionary spending and tapping of savings to 
cover a finite period of income loss for the vast majority of workers 
makes all the sense in the world. And that’s what’s happening across 
America right now.

That’s not to say there aren’t needy and cashless households. There are. 
And Imperial Washington’s efforts should be targeted to get help where 
it’s needed.

The question is, why should the state fill a temporary income and 
spending hole when the overwhelming share of present-day workers 
would surely tighten their belts for the duration of the emergency rather 
than take on more debt to spend on things that can’t even buy?

[Chart]

Those questions get to the essential folly of the entire $2 trillion bailout 
monstrosity.



It’s simply designed to snatch from thin air via Federal Reserve 
monetization of the massive amounts of new debt to be issued the cash 
needed to fund a 100% GDP replacement program both at the household 
and business level.

That’s why the bill also pumps $850 billion into the coffers of small 
business, medium business, and big business to ensure they keep paying 
workers who aren’t working, vendors who aren’t supplying parts, utilities 
who aren’t supplying fuel, etc.

Back in the day, the old saw about the stupidity of Keynesian economics 
was that to maintain the illusion of GDP growth and full employment, the 
professors would be willing to pay workers to dig holes with teaspoons 
and then fill them back up with the same.

Well, that’s the essence of the Trump/McConnell/Schumer/Pelosi deal, 
with a bow wrapped around it by the Donald’s new chief of staff, the “big 
government-hating” former chair of the House Freedom Caucus, Rep. 
Mark Meadows of North Carolina.

These geniuses are borrowing massively from future taxpayers to fill up a
temporary economic hole that will be little noted nor long remembered.

And it’s all because Wall Street economists and strategists need 100% 
GDP replacement so they can make the case to BTFD…

To common sense,

David Stockman"



CNN
The scariest thing Anthony Fauci said about Trump https://www.cnn.com/
2020/03/23/politics/trump-anthony-fauci-briefings/?hpt=ob_blogfooterold 

“… But make no mistake, what he's saying is this: Trump says things at 
these daily coronavirus task force press conferences that are not true. 
That's a very, very bad thing. ...”

Trump to Pence: Don't call governors who don't treat you right

A state-by-state breakdown of US cases

MSNBC
Fmr. Labor Dept. economist: 3.3M jobless claims ‘a drop in the bucket’ 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-labor-dept-economist-3-
3m-jobless-claims-a-drop-in-the-bucket-81316421961 
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/27/trump-pence-governors-call-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
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Trump admin must stop saying 'everything will be okay' and make a plan, 
disease expert says

United States now has more than 100,000 coronavirus cases

Trump: Governors ‘should be appreciative’ of federal help

U.S. overtakes China in virus cases; NYC hospitals overwhelmed 

HUFFPOST
DOCS PLEAD FOR MORE GEAR; U.S. CASES HIT 100K 

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Coronavirus Myths: From Antidotes To 
Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Coronavirus

Detroit, An Emerging Coronavirus Hotspot, Is Uniquely Underprepared

10 Of Trump’s Most Damaging Coronavirus Lies

LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-update-latest-cases-by-country-covid-19_n_5e7deabac5b6256a7a28c5c0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-lies-covid19_n_5e7b7d1ac5b6b7d80959966f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/detroit-coronavirus-hotspot_n_5e7e7e2ac5b6cb9dc1a05f33
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-slams-governors-michigan-washington-coronavirus_n_5e7e8fa4c5b6256a7a2ad1c4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-lilly-singh_n_5e7effd1c5b6cb9dc1a0d481
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-lilly-singh_n_5e7effd1c5b6cb9dc1a0d481
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-us-100000-cases_n_5e7ec365c5b661492267ef6b
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-overtakes-china-in-virus-cases-nyc-hospitals-overwhelmed-81274437801
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-claims-some-governors-are-not-appreciative-of-federal-aid-during-coronavirus-crisis-81307717896
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/united-states-passes-100-000-coronavirus-cases-81308229755
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/dr-osterholm-we-will-all-suffer-without-a-real-plan-to-combat-coronavirus-81316933650
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DRUDGEREPORT
USA TOPS 100,000 CASES 
POPE: WE'RE ALL IN IT TOGETHER 

Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus 
spreads... 
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-
sites-haven-t-15162863.php 
Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting 
results... 
NYC closed until end of MAY? 
Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers 
waiting... 
Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History...
President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb...
$2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote...
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'...
Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'...
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO...
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Cases hit 2 largest cities differently...
Mystery In Wuhan: Recovered Patients Test Negative -- Then Positive...
Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus...
DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS… 
'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus 
Spreads...
SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://www.tmz.com/2020/03/27/amazon-delivery-spits-package-caught-video-coronavirus/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-outbreak-on-aircraft-carrier-sends-troops-scrambling
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/homebound-workers-close-overwhelming-internet-182913138.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/26/surging-traffic-is-slowing-down-our-internet/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/597859/bill-gates-warns-10-week-lockdown/
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-close-nyc-may-easter-reopening-de-blasio-20200327-24ovg4zdtvhnplpkdeal5qmbj4-story.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/27/a-heart-attack-no-it-was-the-coronavirus/
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/03/27/822407626/mystery-in-wuhan-recovered-coronavirus-patients-test-negative-then-positive
https://apnews.com/013ee46b9b97297ed8feef64168d210e
https://www.axios.com/americas-coronavirus-cities-outbreak-5f22e933-42f1-464e-a68d-5f8ee0923fda.html
https://twitter.com/MikaelThalen/status/1243281598037913600
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/cellphone-heat-map-coronavirus/
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/banking-law/biggest-u-s-banks-flooded-with-deposits-in-flight-to-quality
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/stimulus-coronavirus-special-deals-151108
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/congressman-massie-denied-2t-coronavirus-stimulus-without-recorded-vote
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-massie-factbox/mr-no-meet-the-u-s-congressman-who-might-delay-the-coronavirus-bill-idUSKBN21E26K
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8159805/De-Blasio-says-people-need-prepared-New-York-staying-closed-end-MAY.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
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https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://news.yahoo.com/pope-faces-coronavirus-tempest-alone-st-peters-square-193023795.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327231939-dlvze


"Market Update for Friday - March 27th, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Today stocks opened lower and never quite recovered.

* Stocks trimmed losses in the afternoon, rallying after President Trump 
signed the $2 trillion stimulus bill.

*However, stocks slide almost 3.0% in the last hour of trading and 
finished the day with losses of more than 3.0%.

*But in spite of today’s losses, the DOW managed to finish the week with 
its best weekly gain since 1938 (up 12.8%)

*Boeing (BA) led the DOW lower with a 10.3% loss. The drop came after 
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Boeing won’t look for a 
government bailout.

* Cruise lines were also hit hard after aid for cruise lines was not 
included in the stimulus bill. Carnival (CCL) lost 16.0%, Norwegian Cruise 
Line (NCLH) lost 19.9% and Royal Caribbean (RCL) dropped 13.3%.

*The virus continues to be a big problem and wild card for the U.S. 
economy. Especially after the U.S. surpassed both China and Italy for the 
most confirmed cases. Globally, there are 585,000 confirmed cases and 
24,863 deaths according to Johns Hopkins data..…"

CNN
(Prevaricator-in-chief) trump makes another round of misstatements 
during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-
check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html 
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New York may be weeks from peak 

More than a third of America's 102,702 known cases are in New York. 
Now other states are preparing for a surge

Breaking Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of New York

Live Updates Cuomo says he did not speak to Trump about a quarantine 
for New York

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Cuomo:     Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'  

Europe:     Italy's coronavirus death toll inches towards 10,000. Many are   
asking why the fatality rate is so high

trump makes another round of misstatements during coronavirus briefing 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/
index.html 

FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test

How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's 
coronavirus plan 

Trump signs historic $2 trillion stimulus bill

Smerconish: I'd be shocked if Trump doesn't do this

Analysis: The surprising rise of Andrew Cuomo

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Postal Service workers worry they may not have the protection or 
funding to keep delivering mail for months longer

70 million people under severe weather threat that includes tornadoes 
and hail

Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn has died

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/politics/tom-coburn-oklahoma-senator-dead/index.html
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Joseph Lowery, civil rights leader, dies at 98

NRA sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom and other state officials over gun
store closures

Experts are warning coronavirus puts the integrity of the 2020 election 
at risk

How deadly is coronavirus? That's complicated 

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

SeaWorld is temporarily furloughing over 90% of its employees

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

MSNBC
Latest news on the global pandemic

Grand Canyon residents fear tourists will bring virus

U.N. postpones nuclear weapons conference

Rep. Ilhan Omar: Trump 'isn't being honest with the public'

More than 900 deaths mark Italy's deadliest day 
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-
updates-u-s-first-top-100-000-cases-n1171011/
ncrd1170986#liveBlogHeader 

HUFFPOST
TRUMP FLOATS NY QUARANTINE 

U.S. Cases Exceed 100,000, Exacerbating Drug And Equipment Scarcity

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-us-100000-cases_n_5e7ec365c5b661492267ef6b
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/undocumented-immigrants-coronavirus-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/business/sea-world-furloughed/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/hoda-kotb-drew-brees-coronavirus-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/illinois-two-sisters-death-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/illinois-two-sisters-death-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/28/calculating-coronavirus-death-rate-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/politics/coronavirus-2020-election-challenges/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/politics/coronavirus-2020-election-challenges/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/nra-sues-california-over-gun-store-closures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/nra-sues-california-over-gun-store-closures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/joseph-lowery-dead/index.html


Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Pandemic

Pope Francis Prays In Empty St. Peter’s Square In Hauntingly Moving 
Images

LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak
WORLD NEWS 

03/27/2020

Coronavirus Live Updates: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

Stay up to date as we cover the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its 
effects across the world.
HuffPost Staff HuffPost 

COVID-19, the disease caused by the coronavirus, was officially declared 
a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11.

The virus has killed more than 23,000 people worldwide and continues to 
spread at a rapid pace. Efforts to curb the outbreak have led to the global
disruption of daily life and the economy, as schools and workplaces 
shutter in hopes of slowing transmission.

HuffPost reporters around the world are tracking the pandemic and the 
measures being taken to flatten the curve of transmission.

…..

A HuffPost Guide To Coronavirus

• Why Trump is wrong to compare coronavirus to the flu 
• How to file for unemployment if you’ve been laid off 
• Got anxiety? Here are 6 cheap mental health resources. 
• What to do if you live with someone with COVID-19 
• 12 Zoom hacks for work meetings and virtual happy hours 
• How to get the most out of the weekend despite coronavirus 
• The HuffPost guide to working from home   
• What coronavirus questions are on your mind right now? We want to 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-covid19-questions-answers_n_5e73b4fcc5b6f5b7c5405fde?915
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/guide-to-working-from-home_l_5e6bab4ac5b6747ef11c0eda?6q7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/make-most-out-of-weekend-coronavirus_l_5e7b6187c5b6d2b50787ed41?3no
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/zoom-hacks-work-meetings-virtual-happy-hours_l_5e7ba807c5b6cb9dc1991ef4?qsm
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/what-to-do-living-with-someone-coronavirus_l_5e729252c5b6f5b7c53d9a6d
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-compared-to-flu-car-accidents_n_5e7bb166c5b6256a7a239368?q74
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/flatten-the-curve-coronavirus_n_5e67d697c5b68d61645bef02?2n
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-world-health-organization_n_5e691223c5b68d61645ec5fd
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-world-health-organization_n_5e691223c5b68d61645ec5fd
https://www.huffpost.com/news/topic/coronavirus
https://www.huffpost.com/topic/covid-19
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-update-latest-cases-by-country-covid-19_n_5e7deabac5b6256a7a28c5c0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pope-francis-blessing-coronavirus_n_5e7f22f7c5b6614922683db4
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help you find answers. 

 

DRUDGEREPORT
VIRUS HITS POLICE 
FEARS OF CIVIL UNREST     
https://apnews.com/069d01bafbb1f15b1f6c4a4479ab1456 
TRUMP MULLS NY, NJ, CT QUARANTINE     

Inside president's risky push to reopen the country amid crisis...     
Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus 
spreads...     
California braces for cruelest month...     
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized...     
Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting 
results...     
NYC closed until end of MAY?     
DEATH EVERY 9.5 MINS...     
NYPD cases surge...     
Rhode Island Police Hunt Down New Yorkers Seeking Refuge…     
Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers 
waiting...     
Farmers key to keeping nation fed are wary of spread...
What Happens If Workers Cutting Up Meat Get Sick?     
Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History...
President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb...
Claims Power to Gag Watchdog Overseeing Bill...     
$2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote...
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'...
Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'...
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread...     VIDEO...  
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
Power Demand to be 'Profoundly' Hit...
INTERNET BREAKING...     
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
KLOBUCHAR: Husband Coughing Up Blood; 'Still Could Be Contagious, 

https://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2020/03/27/he-was-coughing-up-blood-sen-amy-klobuchar-on-husbands-recovery-from-covid-19/
https://www.tmz.com/2020/03/27/amazon-delivery-spits-package-caught-video-coronavirus/
https://sea.mashable.com/tech/9777/the-worlds-internet-is-slowing-down-because-everyone-is-staying-at-home
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/u-s-power-grids-will-be-profoundly-hit-as-lockdowns-spread
https://www.the-sun.com/news/597859/bill-gates-warns-10-week-lockdown/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/27/a-heart-attack-no-it-was-the-coronavirus/
https://www.axios.com/americas-coronavirus-cities-outbreak-5f22e933-42f1-464e-a68d-5f8ee0923fda.html
https://twitter.com/MikaelThalen/status/1243281598037913600
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/cellphone-heat-map-coronavirus/
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/banking-law/biggest-u-s-banks-flooded-with-deposits-in-flight-to-quality
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/stimulus-coronavirus-special-deals-151108
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/congressman-massie-denied-2t-coronavirus-stimulus-without-recorded-vote
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/trump-claims-power-to-gag-watchdog-overseeing-virus-stimulus-1.1413707
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-massie-factbox/mr-no-meet-the-u-s-congressman-who-might-delay-the-coronavirus-bill-idUSKBN21E26K
https://www.propublica.org/article/what-happens-if-workers-cutting-up-the-nations-meat-get-sick
https://apnews.com/647a445d026527acdc2848a740666d38
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://news.yahoo.com/rhode-island-police-hunt-down-211405349.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8161857/Over-500-members-NYPD-tested-positive-coronavirus.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/28/nyc-coronavirus-cases-reach-nearly-30k-with-a-death-every-9-5-seconds/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8159805/De-Blasio-says-people-need-prepared-New-York-staying-closed-end-MAY.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-sites-haven-t-15162863.php
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/how-bad-will-the-next-few-weeks-for-california-as-coronavirus-cases-explode
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trumps-risky-push-to-reopen-the-country-amid-the-coronavirus-crisis/ar-BB11PMHk?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/28/trump-considers-enforceable-quarantine-in-new-york-new-jersey-and-parts-of-connecticut.html
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They Don't Know'...     
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus 
Spreads...
SICK MAP...     

Not since Black Plague have Jerusalem's holy alleys fallen so still...     
Florida Keys closed to visitors... 
Organized crime enforces Brazil lockdown...     
Bolsonaro says 'sorry, some will die'...     
Doctor working with Amazon tribe tests positive...     
Italy, Spain Have Deadliest 24 Hours...     
Nightfall brings nightmares in Rome's hospitals,...     
Australia tightens quarantine rules...     
Last flight to Bangkok: 'If I die, I want to die in my country'...     
Haiti hospital chief kidnapped...     
'Super-spreader' guru puts Indian villages on high alert...     
Finland blocks roads to Helsinki...     
Epidemic infects Europe with 'germ of division'...     

https://news.yahoo.com/epidemic-infects-europe-germ-division-133819804.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327214859-ttfb5
https://news.yahoo.com/super-spreader-guru-puts-indian-villages-high-alert-092109976.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327235713-fb2z9
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328115401-ax1sp
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328000343-x7jvf
https://news.yahoo.com/romes-hospitals-nightfall-brings-nightmares-fear-death-220312050.html
https://news.yahoo.com/britains-johnson-tests-positive-virus-spain-sees-record-130954059.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327211122-0wa1z
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328011520-cnnbp
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/25/brazil-rio-gangs-coronavirus
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Florida-Keys-which-welcomes-all-to-come-as-you-15162424.php
https://www.lmtonline.com/news/article/Not-since-the-Black-Plague-have-Jerusalem-s-holy-15162438.php
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2020/03/27/he-was-coughing-up-blood-sen-amy-klobuchar-on-husbands-recovery-from-covid-19/


YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

CNN
US coronavirus deaths top 2,000 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-28-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

The number of Americans who have died from the virus has doubled 
since Thursday 

President:   Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of parts of   
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut 

Restrictions:   These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's  
what that means for you 

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Europe:     Italy's coronavirus death toll passes 10,000  

Cuomo:     Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'  

Cuomo on possible New York quarantine: 'I don't think it's legal'

New York faces a possible quarantine as other states prepare for surge 
of cases

Fact check: Trump makes another round of misstatements during Friday 
briefing

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
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Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn dies after battle with cancer

How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's 
coronavirus plan 

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Tornado flattens buildings in Jonesboro, Arkansas

FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test

A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers test 
positive

NRA sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom and other state officials over gun
store closures

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

Experts are warning coronavirus puts the integrity of the 2020 election 
at risk

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/undocumented-immigrants-coronavirus-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/illinois-two-sisters-death-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/politics/coronavirus-2020-election-challenges/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/entertainment/tom-hanks-rita-wilson-coronavirus-update/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/15-minute-coronavirus-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/weather/tornadoes-severe-storms-forecast-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/27/trump-ventilator-guarantee-cutie-pie-coronavirus-briefing-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-fox-news/index.html
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Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment 

CDC issues travel advisory as deaths double within two days 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index
.html 

The advisory for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut comes as US 
coronavirus deaths surpass 2,000 

Restrictions:   These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's  
what that means for you 

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

live updates The US has the most known cases worldwide

Cuomo  : Quarantine would be declaration of war on states  

Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States

Fact check: Trump makes another round of misstatements during Friday 
briefing

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus 
complications

North Korea launches sixth unidentified projectile in under a month 

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Italy's coronavirus death toll passes 10,000

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-surpass-china-intl/index.html
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John Callahan of TV show 'All My Children' dead at 66

Tornado rips through Arkansas city, injuring 6 people 

A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers test 
positive

Owner of New York Knicks and Rangers tests positive for coronavirus

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - March 28th, 2020

Albert peia, here's what happened this week:

*Monday: DOW falls 582 points because stimulus plan is stuck in Senate

*Tuesday: Wow…stocks have their best day since 1933!

*Wednesday: We might get the WORST economic report EVER tomorrow

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/tech/instacart-planned-strike/index.html
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*Thursday: 3.3 million unemployed and stocks have biggest 3-day rally 
since 1931?!?

*Friday: Stimulus Bill signed, but Dow slides 900 points

HUFFPOST
‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-
grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 

Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking 
Safety

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines
(Prevaricator-in-chief) trump makes another round of misstatements 
during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-
check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html 

HUFFPOST
‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-
grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 

Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking 
Safety

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

NYTIMES
The Expert Who Corrects Trump Is Now a Target of Far-Right Vitriol

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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How a Failure to Test Blinded the U.S. to Covid-19 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/us/testing-coronavirus-
pandemic.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

The U.S. Tried to Build a New Fleet of Ventilators. The Mission Collapsed.

WASHPOST
Desperate for medical equipment, states find a beleaguered national 
stockpile

Trump sows confusion with efforts to invoke presidential powers to fight 
coronavirus 

Pence to bring recommendations to Trump on whether to reopen 
economy; Japan’s cases accelerate 

LATIMES
Coronavirus patients in California’s ICU beds double overnight 

L.A. County announces 6 new coronavirus deaths as hospitals fill up in 
California 

GOOGLENEWS
Live coronavirus updates: Global death toll tops 30,000 as Trump weighs 
quarantine on N.Y. area 
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-coronavirus-updates-
trump-weighs-quarantine-n-y-area-italian-n1171426 

The global death toll from COVID-19 has surpassed 30,000, according to 
John Hopkins University, as President Donald Trump said that he was 
considering an ...
NBCNews.com5 hours ago

Cuomo says possible NY quarantine 'would be chaos and mayhem'

video_youtubeCNNYesterday
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Trump says coronavirus quarantine on New York, New Jersey, 
Connecticut not necessary, CDC issues 14-day 'tr...

President Trump on Saturday said he is considering imposing an 
enforceable quarantine on New York, parts of New Jersey and parts of 
Connecticut as part of ...
Fox News LatinoYesterday

Trump to Issue Travel Advisory for N.Y. Region, Backing Off Quarantine 
Threat

WASHINGTON — President Trump said Saturday night that he would not 
impose a quarantine on New York, New Jersey and Connecticut to 
prevent the spread ...
The New York TimesYesterdayLocal coverage

Trump Considering Quarantine Of New York, New Jersey And Connecticut
| NBC Nightly News

video_youtubeNBC NewsYesterday

CNN
Pelosi:     'As the President fiddles, people are dying'   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/
index.html 
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As the number of US coronavirus deaths doubled in just two days, the 
House speaker criticized the President's response to the pandemic

New restrictions:     CDC issues domestic travel advisory  

Pelosi on Trump's statement:     It's ridiculous  

live updates Rhode Island demands all travelers into the state to self-
quarantine for 14 days

Cuomo  : Quarantine would be declaration of war on states  

Restrictions:     What stay-at-home orders mean for you   

Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States

Opinion: Donald Trump's special day

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

Task force receives recommendations on reducing social distancing

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

Gretchen Whitmer takes on Trump as coronavirus cases rise in Michigan

Analysis: Trump's approval rating is up most among those who don't vote

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

John Callahan of TV show 'All My Children' dead at 66

A North Carolina county is using checkpoints to block visitors and keep 
coronavirus out

America's largest single site jail is home to a new coronavirus cluster

Trump strikes friendly tone on China with trade in mind, as his top 
officials point fingers

'Today' show host breaks down on air
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Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus 
complications

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Tornado rips through Arkansas city

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

YAHOONEWS U.S. Reuters U.S. virus deaths could reach 200,000, Fauci 
warns as medical supplies run short https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
health-coronavirus-usa/u-s-virus-deaths-could-reach-200000-fauci-warns-
as-medical-supplies-run-short-idUSKBN21G0ME 

HUFFPOST
RED ALERT: ‘EVERY METRO AREA’ SHOULD READY FOR NYC-SCALE 
OUTBREAK https://www.huffpost.com/entry/deborah-birx-metro-area-
coronavirus_n_5e80a0f0c5b6cb9dc1a1f276 

CORONAVIRUS ER Doctor Sick With Coronavirus: ‘Nothing Right Now Is 
Sustainable’

‘  Off The Charts’: Coronavirus Hot   

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP BACKS OFF QUARANTINE
CUOMO WARNED WAR!
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED https://www.foxnews.com/media/dr-deborah-
birx-issues-coronavirus-warning-we-dont-think-any-city-will-be-spared 

People arrested for violating stay-at-home orders...
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Govt Tracking How People Move Around in Pandemic... 
Virus hotspots grow in middle America… 
Urban centers nationwide gird for catastrophe...
Rhode Island Police Hunt Down New Yorkers Seeking Refuge!
Florida state border checkpoints begin...
Scared medical workers decry lack of protection...
Hospitals turn to snorkel masks... 
California braces for cruelest month...
Farmers key to keeping nation fed wary of spread...
'Confirmed Cases' Almost Meaningless Metric...
Silent Spreaders Poised to Unleash Second Wave of Disaster...
Italy's toll tops 10,000 despite long lockdown...
SPAIN SURGE: Death Toll Rises 838 in Worst Day Yet...
SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 
https://apnews.com/64ac08d62c3621f2b888785e02c7f6b1 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED 

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Variety Ridley Scott Blasts Donald Trump’s 
Response to Coronavirus: ‘He’s a Nutcase, Isn’t He?’ [ Yes, indeed trump 
is, a nutcase and much worse! ] As the coronavirus pandemic continues 
to spread across the globe, Hollywood has been brought to a standstill. 
TV and movie productions have been put on hold, as the industry -- along 
with millions in other businesses -- is social distancing. …

MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 
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https://news.yahoo.com/italy-says-virus-response-fateful-eu-104005657.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-silent-spreaders-poised-to-unleash-second-wave-of-disaster
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/confirmed-coronavirus-cases-almost-meaningless-123550415.html
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https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/how-bad-will-the-next-few-weeks-for-california-as-coronavirus-cases-explode
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/hospitals-turn-snorkel-masks-ease-respirator-overload-020738689.html
https://news.yahoo.com/york-medical-workers-decry-abysmal-lack-coronavirus-protection-061827504.html
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https://news.yahoo.com/rhode-island-police-hunt-down-211405349.html
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YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

MSNBC Bill Rodgers: Real unemployment rate could reach 30 percent 
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/bill-rodgers-real-unemployment-
rate-could-reach-30-percent-81349189570 

MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 

CNN
Growing US death toll makes Trump accept reality

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-easter-hospitals-deadline/index.html
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The President's extension of social distancing guidelines until April 30 is 
a significant move as the coronavirus pandemic is set to take a savage 
turn

live updates More than 723,000 people people infected worldwide and 
over 34,000 killed, Johns Hopkins University tally says

Stunning projection:     Fauci estimates between 100,000 to 200,000 deaths.  
But that could change, he said

Tracking the pandemic  : Coronavirus cases in the US  

Don Lemon:     This virus does not care what you believe  

Opinion:     Donald Trump's special day  

Watch:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question  

Podcast:     Bill Gates sounded the alarm  

A breakdown of false and misleading statements at Trump's Rose Garden
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-
briefing/index.html 

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Exclusive: DOJ reviews stock trades by lawmakers after coronavirus 
briefings

Analysis: As coronavirus death toll rises, Trump focuses on a different set
of numbers: TV ratings 

New York coronavirus deaths pass 960 as New Rochelle's 'Patient Zero' 
goes home

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

Tapper to GOP gov.: Does your state think this is a hoax?

Trump admin sent medical gear to China while he minimized the virus 
threat to US
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9 takeaways from Tapper's interviews with Pelosi, Fauci, de Blasio and 
more

Opinion: The alarming message of Louisiana's spike in Covid-19 cases 

CBS journalist Maria Mercader dies at 54 of coronavirus

Opera legend Plácido Domingo hospitalized with coronavirus 

Ken Shimura, famed Japanese comedian, dead at 70 after contracting 
coronavirus

Singer-songwriter John Prine critically ill with coronavirus

Country music star Joe Diffie dies of complications from coronavirus

Trump says US will not pay for Prince Harry and Meghan's security. They 
say they don't need the help

Bill Gates' prediction for when coronavirus cases will peak in US

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Cruise ship headed to Florida has reported more sick people on board 
after 4 die 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Amazon workers to stage a walkout today, demanding closure of Staten 
Island facility

MARKETWATCH Stock investors are too optimistic — they’re running up 
Abbott, Johnson & Johnson and General Motors without doing any 
research  Stocks Gained Today as Virginia Issued Stay-at-Home Order That  
Will Last Until June 10 [Aha! We knew there was a reason for the 
contrived run-up in stock prices. ] The Dow Surged 691 Points Because 
Investors Have More Hope Covid-19 Will Be Beat [ Yes, in trading pits to the 
trading floor, they were singing the new theme song/mantra; viz., ‘clap your 
hands, stamp your feet, covid-19 will be beat’. Well, there you go; all over but 
the shouting! ]
CNN

https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/dow-jones-industrial-average-rose-we-hope-covid-19-will-be-beat-51585603025?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/meghan-prince-harry-trump/index.html
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‘Tale of Two Streets’ (Wall Street and Main Street) Macy's will furlough 
the majority of its 125,000 employees 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-
coronavirus/index.html 

Cities transform to treat coronavirus victims

A football stadium, convention centers and even parts of New York's 
Central Park are now makeshift hospitals

Opinion:     History's verdict on Trump will be devastating  

Flattening the curve:   Are US efforts actually working?   

Poll:   Americans divided over government handling of outbreak  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Briefing:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question   

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump gives update at coronavirus briefing: 'This is a very vital 30 days'

• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/borger-column-trump-empathy/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/specials/live-video-1
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/trump-yamiche-alcindor-hospital-equipment-coronavirus-task-force-briefing-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/cnn-poll-americans-coronavirus-government-approval/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/us-efforts-to-flatten-curve-on-coronavirus-cases-john-king-magic-wall-ip-vpx.cnn
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New York neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies from 
complications of Covid-19

Police arrest Florida pastor for holding church services despite stay-at-
home order

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Daughter's heartbreaking story of mom brings CNN's Brooke Baldwin to 
tears

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Ford to build 50,000 ventilators in 100 days

'I Love Rock 'n' Roll' songwriter Alan Merrill dies after coronavirus 
diagnosis

Model cited by White House says 82,000 people could die from 
coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

The US deported him. Days later, he was hospitalized with coronavirus

CBS journalist dies at 54 of coronavirus

WASHPOST
Trump steels nation for longer shutdown after experts warn virus could 
kill 200,000 in U.S. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/30/coronavirus-latest-
news/

NYTIMES
Despite Pushback, Trump Suggests Testing Is No Longer an Issue
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LATIMES
California launches initiative to increase healthcare providers amid 
coronavirus 

MSNBC
Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Prisoners in New York City jails sound alarm as coronavirus spreads
Are masks 'going out the back door' of NYC hospitals, as Trump 
suggests?
Coronavirus deniers take aim at hospitals as pandemic grows
Renowned surgeon who separated twins joined at the skull dies of 
coronavirus

HUFFPOST
WAREHOUSE HEALTH HAZARD: FRIVOLOUS ONLINE ORDERS 

World News When Will Life Return to Normal? The Answer From Europe Is
Emerging Coronavirus cases may be starting to peak in Europe, but 
lockdowns will likely remain for months, officials said.

There Are 67,000 Pharmacies In The U.S. Only 5 Are Testing For The 
Coronavirus.

DRUDGEREPORT
SOS NYC 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-
million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html 
Rent strike idea gaining steam... 

Rampaging monkeys launching attacks sign of biblical plague, claims 
rabbi... [Hmmm…Truth be told, I’ve seen that in america for as long as I 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/rampaging-monkeys-launching-attacks-sign-21774648
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can remember!]

THE GREAT WAIT... 
Gov. issues stay-at-home order for South Florida...
Virginia Shut Until June...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
APRIL CANCELED...
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter plan...
500 homeless sleep in Vegas parking lot after vagrant tests positive...
SHOCK VIDEO: Cars wait in long line at Pennsylvania food bank...
Tampa megachurch pastor arrested after leading packed services...
New Yorkers who break distancing rules face fines...
Record number of 911 calls...
UPDATE: Field hospital set up in Central Park...
Queens Stadium to Be Converted Into Temporary Unit...
Dead bodies loaded into trucks...
Hamptons Houses Now Luxury Bunkers...
Secret Doomsday Ranch In Colorado Sees Spike In Interest...
Doctors Warn Virus Persists 8 Days After Symptoms...
Giving Birth In Time Of Pandemic 'Absolutely Terrifying'...
Elderly woman dies after smacked for not social distancing...
Domestic Abuse Calls Skyrocket...
IRS orders office evacuation, affecting most agency employees...
Trash Industry Braces for Deluge of Infectious Waste...
WHOLE FOODS employees planning nationwide 'sick-out'...
Dolly Parton Says Pandemic Message From God: Holding Us Up To Light...
SICK MAP... 

"THE STATE, IT IS US 

Recent Articles
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The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 

David Stockman | March 30, 2020 

Look at the world around you. It may seem like an immovable, implacable
place. It is not. With the slightest push – in just the right place – it can be 
tipped.

–Malcolm Gladwell, The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big 
Difference (2000)

...

Even if Uncle Sam wasn’t already broke – with $23 trillion of public debt 
and $20 trillion more built into current policy over the next decade – this 
$2.2 trillion “stimulus” bill would rank as a monstrous eruption of fiscal 
incontinence.

What’s far worse than this cascade of freebies are the underlying 
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theories used to justify it.

This latest attempt at fiscal “stimulus” basically says there’s no limit to 
the amount of money the state and its central-banking branch can borrow
or print to hold harmless virtually every element and institution of the 
American economy at their January 2020 level.

Mind you, that’s fake prosperity based on egregiously inflated financial 
wealth.

[Chart]

And this bill is just a grand act of plenary social insurance designed to 
make everyone whole – as if the state has resources society as a whole 
doesn’t.

We leave it to the liberal numbskulls at Axios to reveal the true colors of 
the Everything Bailout:

This is not intended to stimulate growth and spending to offset a 
potential downturn; it is designed to prevent mass homelessness, 
starvation and a wave of business closures not seen since the height of 
the Great Depression.

“This should not be thought of as a stimulus bill – this should be thought 
of as social insurance in a disaster state of the world for the most hard 
hit,” Jonathan Parker, professor of finance at MIT, told Axios during a 
virtual briefing with reporters Wednesday.



“The idea is to freeze time for a month or six weeks and let people 
emerge with not a huge amount of debt – not starving, not being evicted.”

This would ideally produce “a V-shaped recovery where people find 
themselves roughly where they were when we went in.”

Even if the bill passes, the story won’t be over: We are likely to be in this 
same situation again, economists say – and soon.

Another stimulus bill will likely be necessary to get the economy running 
after the COVID-19 outbreak has been contained.

More immediately, it’s possible that a second massive spending bill will 
be needed just to stop further bleeding.

Well, there you have it. It’s a bald-faced recipe for the veritable 
destruction of capitalist prosperity and financial viability.

And this is the consensus extant across the length and breadth of the 
beltway.

These sanctimonious insiders are statists of the worst variety. Rather 
than overtly embrace Socialism, like Bernie, AOC, and the Squad, they 
embrace an ersatz version. Theirs presumes a hyper-interventionist state
is not capitalism’s mortal enemy, like classic socialism. Theirs is a 
helpmate, an enhancer, and a benefactor.

All rolled into one…



But that’s dead wrong.

What it does is eviscerate the fundamentals of stable, sustainable, and 
rising prosperity.

Beltway Socialism…

systematically falsifies and inflates financial asset prices…

confers windfall wealth on the already wealthy…

balloons public and private debt…

fosters pervasive speculation and malinvestment…

perpetuates failed business strategies and zombie companies…

undermines financial discipline among households, businesses, and 
government institutions alike…

kills savings, rainy-day funds, and balance-sheet reserves in favor of 
hand-to-mouth economics…

Finally – obviously, now – Beltway Socialism leaves the aggregate 
economy unnecessarily fragile and extremely vulnerable to exogenous 
shocks like the COVID-19 supply-side dislocation now underway.



Those insiders now roundly applauding the bill recognize none of these 
untoward consequences.

[Chart]

By their lights, the American economy’s apparent inability to weather a 
two- to four-month supply-side dislocation is due to the putative defects 
of market capitalism. Hyperactive intervention is exactly what their 
doctor ordered.

This is statism.

And it’s creeping up on all of us.

Here’s Michael Coolbaugh to take us out with some more wise words he 
shared with his Element Macro Research subscribers this morning:

I wish I had something more profound to offer you this morning. But, as 
Former Premier of the Soviet Union Vladimir Lenin once proclaimed, 
“There are decades where nothing happens, and there are weeks where 
decades happen.”

That’s the thing about these sorts of “big picture” scenarios.

They usually move at glacial speed with the seeds being sown over years,
if not decades. The problem being, we never know where the spark will 
come from that triggers the avalanche. 



I don’t have any first-hand accounts, but I highly doubt many had the 
assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria at the top of their list of 
triggers that would launch The Great War.

As I suggested on Friday, I believe we are currently experiencing 
something much greater than a pandemic-induced economic shock.

There will be many lasting consequences from what seems to be this 
singular event but is really just the culmination of decades of decisions 
that have brought us to this place.

We talked about the distinct possibility that the real economy 
outperforms the stock market. And what might that look like?

Have you noticed that the overwhelming view during this market rout has 
been to buy the technology sector on weakness?

After all, we are a service economy that is currently demonstrating our 
ability to work remotely… 

[Chart]

In fact, we’re told about it every single day: “You want to own growth in a
low-growth world”… There’s this now too: “Tech will be the least affected
by a global quarantine”… And, better still: “You can’t ignore the amazing 
relative performance.”

Well, you know how I feel about something that everyone believes in…



If there’s one thing history has taught us time and again, it’s that the 
unwind of such one-way thinking can be powerful and often extremely 
painful.

These are all just a few overarching things to keep in mind over the 
weeks and months to come.

Because, believe me, I could sit here and talk about this “big picture” and
metagame-type stuff all day.

But any time I see projections for oil priced below zero, it might suggest 
we’re rapidly approaching a major tipping point.

Indeed, Mike, indeed…

To common sense,

David Stockman"

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 30th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks bounced back after Friday’s drop, and kicked off the week with a 
win.



*Today’s gains come in spite of more bad news and a slide in oil:

*President Trump extended social distancing guidelines to April 30th.

*Right now there are more than 775,00 cases around the world and over 
37,000 deaths. And last week the U.S. became the country with the most 
cases in the world, now almost 160,000.

*St. Louis Fed President James Bullard and economists believe the 
unemployment rate could hit 32%.

*And Fed research shows that there are 66.8 million workers with “high 
risk of layoff.”

*But on a (trumpian) positive note, Bullard believes the hit to the 
economy might be short lived. In a CNBC interview, Bullard said “this is a 
special quarter, and once the virus goes away and if we play our cards 
right and keep everything intact, then everyone will go back to work and 
everything will be fine."

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 3rd day in a row. With a 5.4% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.33 a barrel. It was the lowest close for Crude Oil since 
2002.

*Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) jumped 8.0% on news that the company will 
begin human testing on a potential vaccine in September.”

YAHOONEWS Politics LA Times Column: Trump blocks coronavirus 
bailout oversight even before it can start 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-
163113509.html Trump says he won't cooperate with bailout oversight, so
what is he hiding?

https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
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CNN
Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state

CNN
Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states

The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the 
pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.

• live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this  
virus since day one'

• Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying   
virus
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• Social distancing:   'Glimmers' that measures are working  

• Tips:     Worried about infection from groceries? What to do  

• Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

• Podcast:     As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties  

CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus

• Comedian Michael Yo shares emotional post about recovering from 
coronavirus
• A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers 
test positive
• What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer

A grim picture of what could come in the US

• US Open tennis complex to be used as makeshift hospital in New 
York 
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• Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus  

• Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus   
guidelines and provide models as rationale

• Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was   
wrong

• Man best known for walking nearly every block of New   
York dies of coronavirus

• Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky   
start

• What to do if you're worried about bills  

• The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will   
receive medal of honor

• From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual   
campaigning

• DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA   
warrant process

• Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why  

• Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American   
democracy

• One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US  

Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
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live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

MSNBC
U.S. death toll tops 3,000, exceeding 9/11 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-
coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627 
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Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

‘  I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools   

close

OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about 
coronavirus

Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal

State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket

U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far

Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits

Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do 
they see?

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

HUFFPOST
GOP GOV THROWS COLD WATER ON TRUMP TESTING LIE 

CORONAVIRUS

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-larry-hogan-trump-testing_n_5e834451c5b6d38d98a4ffaa
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-tells-governors-he-hasn-t-heard-about-lack-of-testing-kits-81423429585
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173121
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173211
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173211
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173236
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173236
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706


CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19

A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue

GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public 
Health: Study

Amazon Worker Fired After Staging Walkout Over Company’s Handling Of 
Outbreak

LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak

DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-
080522193.html 
SOS NYC 
MORE DEAD THAN 9/11
CNN ANCHOR CUOMO INFECTED
DC THREAT: JAIL FOR LEAVING HOME
MAJORITY OF AMERICANS PRAYING 

Coronavirus could travel 27 feet, stay in air for hours: MIT researcher… 
Brooklyn Man Arrested After Coughing On FBI Agents...
Famed neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
PEAK? Model predicts 2,271 deaths on 4/15… 
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter Miracle...
Mixed messages confuse...
Bottlenecks in testing, excruciating wait times...
Captain of aircraft carrier with growing outbreak pleads for help… 
Military infections rise...
Hospitals Tell Doctors They'll Be Fired If Talk to Press...
Study shows middle-age mortality risk...
3D video shows extensive damage to lungs...
Supplies Get Tight As Food Distribution Systems Break Down... 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/supplies-are-starting-to-get-really-tight-nationwide-as-food-distribution-systems-break-down
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/it-is-affecting-every-age-group-3d-video-shows-extensive-damage-to-lungs-caused-by-covid-19
https://news.yahoo.com/study-shows-middle-age-covid-19-mortality-risk-100840947.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/hospitals-tell-doctors-they-ll-be-fired-if-they-talk-to-press
https://www.stripes.com/pentagon-struggles-to-stay-ahead-of-virus-as-infections-rise-ship-sidelined-1.624211
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Exclusive-Captain-of-aircraft-carrier-with-15167883.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/bottlenecks-in-coronavirus-testing-mean-excruciating-wait-times-for-the-sick/ar-BB11Vs8f
https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-mixed-messages-confuse-coronavirus-194831761.html
https://apnews.com/df0f9e66090f77c3102610b4e8a49433
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8168661/Data-predicts-2-271-Americans-die-coronavirus-April-15.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-gets-back-to-work-while-u-s-extends-coronavirus-shutdowns-11585561393
https://www.the-sun.com/news/615922/neurosurgeon-james-goodrich-dead-coronavirus-conjoined-twins/
https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/nyc-man-coughs-on-fbi-agents-during-price-gouging-arrest
https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-could-travel-27-feet-stay-in-air-for-hours-mit-researcher/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/03/30/most-americans-say-coronavirus-outbreak-has-impacted-their-lives/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/30/dc-mayor-threatens-jail-time-for-leaving-home-during-coronavirus/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/breaking-cnns-chris-cuomo-has-tested-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/coronavirus/article-8170427/US-coronavirus-death-toll-tops-3-000-dead-9-11-expects-say-worst-come.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/31/gov-cuomo-says-coronavirus-is-more-dangerous-than-expected-as-new-york-cases-jump-14percent-overnight-to-75795.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-updates-stats-cases-worldwide_n_5e81e1e9c5b6cb9dc1a3d3fb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-fires-worker-chris-smalls_n_5e828693c5b62dd9f5d482fa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-fires-worker-chris-smalls_n_5e828693c5b62dd9f5d482fa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-governors-restrictions-lag-coronovavirus-research_n_5e82bb6cc5b62dd9f5d4bd8b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-governors-restrictions-lag-coronovavirus-research_n_5e82bb6cc5b62dd9f5d4bd8b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/a-new-enemy-in-the-battle-against-coronavirus-lockdown-fatigue_n_5e8319e7c5b62dd9f5d5973b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-positive-cnn_n_5e836426c5b603fbdf4a2f51


WHOLE FOODS employees nationwide 'sick-out'...
AMAZON Struggles to Find Footing... 
Pets Growing More Stressed... 
SICK MAP... 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP... 
End of Dollar Reign? 
DOW heads for worst first quarter in history... Developing... 
Return of Barter Economy, Swapping Eggs for Toilet Paper... 

"Crazy Town

Crazy Town https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/ 

By David Stockman. March 31, 2020 

The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

David Stockman | March 31, 2020

Now this is the point. You fancy me a mad. Madmen know nothing. But 
you should have seen me. You should have seen how wisely I proceeded…

Edgar Allen Poe, The Tell-Tale Heart (1843)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/the-return-of-the-barter-economy-swapping-eggs-for-toilet-paper
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/stock-futures-are-flat-following-rebound-from-coronavirus-sell-off.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2020-03-31/coronavirus-could-end-dollar-s-reign-in-favor-of-china
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-pet-behavior-breana-pitts-heidi-sutcliffe-norwell-veterinary-hospital/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-struggles-to-find-its-coronavirus-footing-its-a-time-of-great-stress-11585664987
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dmeka/whole-foods-employees-are-staging-a-nationwide-sick-out


...

Have I said it’s getting stupid-crazy down there in the Imperial City?

Or course I have, ad infinitum… ad nauseum, really.

And I’m doing it again today…

Consider the chart below.

[Chart]

To wit, it took the Federal Reserve 95 years after its doors opened in 
1914 to print enough money to fund a $600 billion balance sheet.

Between the famous Treasury Accord in 1951, by which the Fed was 
liberated from U.S. Treasury-ordered yield-pegging, and 1999, its balance 
sheet grew at a modest 5.2% per year.

And the Fed’s relative stinginess with the printing press was a great big 
never-mind. Real gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 3.4% per year 
over that near half-century period. And real median family income more 
than doubled, from $35,000 to $74,000.

I ponder that “$600 billion” today because its capsulizes the insanity 
loose in the Imperial City.



What took 95 years to accomplish in the purportedly benighted 20th 
century, now takes just five days…

[Chart]

You can’t make this stuff up.

Between March 20 and March 26 – five trading days – our monetary 
central planners purchased $622 billion of U.S. Treasuries and mortgage-
backed securities (MBS).

Its balance sheet has expanded from $4.75 trillion the evening of March 
19 to $5.372 trillion the evening of March 26.

The growth rate there is 61,084% per year.

Even Uncle Milton Friedman – the evil genius who started all this at Camp
David back in August 1971 – is surely rolling in his grave.

If there’s any doubt this madness is literally destroying the bond markets,
you need look no further than these side-by-side charts…

[Chart]

The massive corporate bond bubble that 10 years of the Fed’s foolish 
interest-rate repression generated is now coming unstuck at the seams.



As I’ve said all along, the specious assurance from the Eccles Building 
that the financial system is sound because banks have been passing their
ludicrously rigged “stress test” was malarkey of the first order.

For crying out loud, Waldo isn’t hiding in bank balance sheets. That was 
the last rodeo.

Bank balance sheets have been repaired as a result of savaging returns 
on the deposits held by millions of savers and retirees.

Meanwhile, Waldo is buried somewhere in the trillions of new corporate 
bond mutual funds and exchange-traded funds that have risen up to 
quench the desperate thirst for yield among asset gatherers…

Of course, these hideously low yields are being clobbered by the COVID-
19 shutdown panic. That’s caused a run on the bond funds like no brick-
and-mortar bank run ever before.

In just two weeks there was a $218 billion outflow from these funds, 
including $34.6 billion on “bond capitulation day” on March 20 alone.

Well, better late than never.

In an honest market, corporate bond yields would be rising smartly.

And the C-suite geniuses who trashed their own balance sheets over the 
last decade to fund rampant stock buybacks and financial engineering 
adventures might well be getting a tap on the shoulder from their own 
complicit boards, who might not otherwise relish the prospect of 



spending the rest of their days in shareholder litigation.

Nope… it’s the Everything Bailout for them.

And, alas, the last thing our monetary central planners wish to see is 
honest bond yields or any other kind of honest financial asset prices.

That moment of reckoning, of course, must be precluded at all hazards, 
even if it means fostering an even more incendiary blow-up just down the 
road.

The ever-prescient Jim Bianco summarized the action neatly:

In just these past few weeks, the Fed has cut rates by 150 basis points to
near zero and run through its entire 2008 crisis handbook. That wasn’t 
enough to calm markets, though – so the central bank also announced $1 
trillion a day in repurchase agreements and unlimited quantitative easing,
which includes a hard-to-understand $625 billion of bond buying a week 
going forward. At this rate, the Fed will own two-thirds of the Treasury 
market in a year.

But it’s the alphabet soup of new programs that deserve special 
consideration, as they could have profound long-term consequences for 
the functioning of the Fed and the allocation of capital in financial 
markets. Specifically, these are:

CPFF (Commercial Paper Funding Facility) – buying commercial paper 
from the issuer.

PMCCF (Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds from the issuer.



TALF (Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility) – funding backstop for
asset-backed securities.

SMCCF (Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds and bond ETFs in the secondary market.

MSBLP (Main Street Business Lending Program) – Details are to come, 
but it will lend to eligible small and medium-size businesses, 
complementing efforts by the Small Business Association.

To put it bluntly, the Fed isn’t allowed to do any of this. The central bank 
is only allowed to purchase or lend against securities that have 
government guarantee. This includes Treasury securities, agency 
mortgage-backed securities and the debt issued by Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac. An argument can be made that can also include municipal 
securities, but nothing in the laundry list above.

So how can they do this? The Fed will finance a special purpose vehicle 
(SPV) for each acronym to conduct these operations. The Treasury, using 
the Exchange Stabilization Fund, will make an equity investment in each 
SPV and be in a “first loss” position. What does this mean? In essence, 
the Treasury, not the Fed, is buying all these securities and backstopping 
of loans; the Fed is acting as banker and providing financing. The Fed 
hired BlackRock Inc. to purchase these securities and handle the 
administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury.

In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of 
the financial markets. The Fed is providing the money to do it. BlackRock 
will be doing the trades.

This scheme essentially merges the Fed and Treasury into one 
organization. So, meet your new Fed chairman, Donald J. Trump.

Now that’s a frightening thought.



To common sense,

David Stockman"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
"Market Update for Tuesday - March 31st, 2020
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks dropped today, ending the first quarter of 2020 with a loss.

*The DOW ended the quarter with a 23% loss and the S&P lost 20%. It 
was the worst quarter for the DOW since 1987 and the worst quarter for 
the S&P since 2008.

A few headlines moving the market…

*President Trump wants to include a $2 trillion infrastructure bill in the 
forth part of U.S. stimulus efforts.

*Consumer Confidence dropped (as most would expect). It was the 
lowest since July 2017.

*Goldman Sachs sees GDP dropping 34% in the 2nd quarter, which would 
be the biggest post-WWII drop by far.

*New York is now the coronavirus epicenter of the world. According to 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, cases jumped 14% overnight to 75,795 with 1,550 
deaths.

*Texas Governor Abbott issued a “stay at home” order until May 4th.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 4th day in a row. With a 3.2% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.10 a barrel. Down 66.9% in the first quarter, Crude Oil 
wrapped up its worst quarter ever."



ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day 
in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.

A few headlines moving the market…

* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very
painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 
deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.

*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in 
New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.

* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000
cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.

*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the
total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false 
statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single
funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there 
are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at 
$20.32 a barrel.

*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit 
in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.

*And the S&P 500 lost a long standing member: Macy’s (M) lost 9.8% 
today and has been removed from the index.



CNN
US coronavirus deaths surge past 4,700 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/
index.html 

NYC leads in US coronavirus deaths with 1,300. Meanwhile, the global 
number of cases tops 930,000.

CNN investigates:   Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests   
at just one lab company

Taking a toll:     Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him  

Fueling the virus:   Up     to 50% of carriers can infect others blindly  

Data:     Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections  

Impact:     One block. Six businesses on the brink of disaster.  

Podcast:     Dr. Fauci more personal than you have ever heard him  

Opinion  : What happens in the 4th wave of the pandemic   

Biden campaign says it will arrange call with Trump about coronavirus

•   Schumer wants to deal with coronavirus crisis before talking   

infrastructure recovery plan
• Opinion: Trump's shameless virus positioning

Trump uses coronavirus briefing to unveil new military counternarcotics 
mission 

• Source close to task force: Despite what White House say, tougher 
measures earlier 'might have made a difference'
• Calling the fight against coronavirus a 'war' can motivate but also 
mislead 

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/war-on-coronavirus-attack/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/war-on-coronavirus-attack/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/white-house-measures-make-a-difference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/white-house-measures-make-a-difference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/trump-coronavirus-military-drugs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/trump-coronavirus-military-drugs/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/trump-coronavirus-hyper-partisan-opinion-avlon/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/schumer-coronavirus-infrastructure-plan/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/schumer-coronavirus-infrastructure-plan/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/joe-biden-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/what-happens-in-the-4th-wave-of-the-pandemic-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/one-block-small-businesses-los-angeles/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/sanjay-gupta-virus-death-projection-is-optmistic-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/us-coronavirus-updates-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/anthony-fauci-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/testing-backlog-coronavirus-quest-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/testing-backlog-coronavirus-quest-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html


Adam Schlesinger, Fountains of Wayne singer, dead at 52 from Covid-19

FDA calls for heartburn drug Zantac to be pulled from market 
immediately

Nurse tricked hospital to get tested. She tested positive.

See Gov. Cuomo's heartfelt message to his 'little brother' and 'best friend'
Chris

Florida governor: We'll take state residents only from Zaandam cruise 
ship 

Pelosi said Trump is responsible for US deaths. Watch Biden's answer

Only some medical supplies from overseas going directly to coronavirus 
hotspots

Stock futures up after a rough start

Outbreak could redefine labor in America

Opinion:     I left quarantine. You need to know what you're in for.  

MSNBC
Captain of aircraft carrier begged Navy for help as 93 sailors test positive
for COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-
carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-
81515077797 

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Number of COVID-19 deaths in NY jumped 25 percent in 24 hours

Trump admin orders suspension of personal protective gear shipments 
abroad

Tekashi 6ix9ine should be considered for early release because of 
coronavirus, judge says

George Washington University converts dorms to housing for healthcare 
workers fighting coronavirus

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174541
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174541
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174551
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174551
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174556
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174556
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174571
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
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https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/china-coronavirus-end-quarantine-devika-koppikar-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/coronavirus-labor-cross-industry-hiring-employee-sharing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fema-flights-distribution/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fema-flights-distribution/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/biden-trump-response-coronavirus-baldwin-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/holland-america-zaandam-cruise-ship-florida/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/holland-america-zaandam-cruise-ship-florida/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/01/chris-cuomo-andrew-coronavirus-cpt-show-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/01/chris-cuomo-andrew-coronavirus-cpt-show-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/01/new-york-nurse-works-while-infected-newday-cohen-vpx.cnn
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/zantac-fda-remove-from-market-bn/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/zantac-fda-remove-from-market-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/entertainment/adam-schlesinger-dead/index.html


Trump: Pence spoke 'for 5 minutes' & didn't 'touch' reporter's question 
about uninsured

Here's what Trump administration is doing while we're distracted by 
COVID-19 crisis

First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19

Ruhle: Trump's plan to save restaurants would only help strip clubs, 80s 
steak houses and Gordon Gekko

Coronavirus: U.S. Politics 

Sanders says he's 'assessing' his campaign with 'narrow' path to victory

Sen. Harris: This president 'inadequate' at meeting the needs of the 
moment

Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission

Bernie Sanders calls on Wisconsin to delay primary so people don't 'risk 
their lives' to vote

Stacey Abrams: If you don't fill out census, you're invisible. If you need 
help, we won't be there.

Senators seek federal government to take over medical supply chain

Biden: 'Hard to envision' a physical DNC convention 

Biden considering Michigan Gov. Whitmer for potential VP pick

'Who’s in charge?’ Biden criticizes Trump’s ‘slow’ coronavirus response

https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/-who-s-in-charge-biden-criticizes-trump-s-slow-coronavirus-response-81470021852
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/biden-considering-michigan-gov-whitmer-for-potential-vice-presidential-pick-81456197867
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/biden-coronavirus-may-alter-u-s-voting-and-democratic-convention-81471045743
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/senators-seek-federal-government-to-take-over-medical-supply-chain-81481797557
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/stacey-abrams-we-had-to-adapt-census-outreach-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-81489989656
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/stacey-abrams-we-had-to-adapt-census-outreach-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-81489989656
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/bernie-sanders-calls-on-wisconsin-to-delay-primary-so-people-don-t-risk-their-lives-to-vote-81492037816
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/bernie-sanders-calls-on-wisconsin-to-delay-primary-so-people-don-t-risk-their-lives-to-vote-81492037816
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/rep-schiff-drafting-legislation-to-form-coronavirus-response-commission-81491525586
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/sen-harris-let-s-meet-the-needs-of-the-moment-81503813872
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/sen-harris-let-s-meet-the-needs-of-the-moment-81503813872
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/sanders-says-he-s-assessing-his-campaign-with-narrow-path-to-victory-81491013902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/trump-calls-to-restore-business-meal-tax-reductions-81501253639
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/trump-calls-to-restore-business-meal-tax-reductions-81501253639
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/first-u-s-er-physician-dies-from-covid-19-81506885562
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-pursues-harmful-agenda-amid-global-pandemic-81515589984
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-pursues-harmful-agenda-amid-global-pandemic-81515589984
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/trump-pence-spoke-for-5-minutes-didn-t-touch-reporter-s-question-about-uninsured-81510981835
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/trump-pence-spoke-for-5-minutes-didn-t-touch-reporter-s-question-about-uninsured-81510981835


‘  Like surge pricing on Uber:’ Conn. governor on scramble to buy   

ventilators

Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission

Nicolle Wallace: Trump's comments on testing are a dangerous delusion, 
or an intentional lie

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

Phil Rucker: Trump's latest string of attacks on women 'fits a pattern'

HUFFPOST
PENTAGON SEEKS 100,000 BODY BAGS 

Florida Governor Issues Stay-At-Home Order

Trump Spends First Half Of Coronavirus Briefing Discussing War On Drugs

With Blood Supplies In Need, A Growing Call To Let Gay Men Donate

Pence Says Trump Is Just Being ‘Optimistic’ About Coronavirus

The Coronavirus Worker Revolt Is Just Beginning

DRUDGEREPORT
PENTAGON: 100,000 BODY BAGS 
Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-
than-reported-11585767179 
TRACKING APPS TO DETECT SICK
FAUCI GETS THREATS
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK 

As world battles virus, governments under fire... 
Fed 'Temporarily' Eases Capital Requirements for Big Banks… 
Hot spots clamor for quick tests! 
More evidence healthy people can spread...
Bluetooth-enabled armbands to trace infected?

https://news.trust.org/item/20200401131119-famq1
https://apnews.com/5c4992645fee551994325093858c14a4
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Virus-hot-spots-clamor-for-quick-tests-15172894.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-temporarily-eases-capital-requirements-for-big-banks-11585774838
https://sports.yahoo.com/world-battles-virus-governments-under-fire-013007499.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Fauci-s-security-is-stepped-up-as-doctor-and-face-15173001.php
https://news.sky.com/story/coronavirus-govt-set-to-release-contact-tracking-app-which-detects-nearby-virus-carriers-11966243
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/pentagon-seeking-100000-body-bags-for-civilians-in-crisis/ar-BB122chw
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-coronavirus-worker-revolt-is-just-beginning_n_5e84e57bc5b60bbd734e3fa0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pence-trump-optimistic-coronavirus_n_5e84c022c5b65dd0c5d8107b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/blood-donations-covid-19-gay-men_n_5e85250dc5b6927805071adb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-drug-cartels_n_5e851871c5b6927805071358
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/florida-stay-home-order-coronavirus-desantis_n_5e84dc34c5b6f55ebf46e8af
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/phil-rucker-trump-s-latest-string-of-attacks-on-women-fits-a-pattern-81442885712
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/nicolle-wallace-trump-s-comments-on-testing-are-a-dangerous-delusion-or-an-intentional-lie-81453637963
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/nicolle-wallace-trump-s-comments-on-testing-are-a-dangerous-delusion-or-an-intentional-lie-81453637963
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/rep-schiff-drafting-legislation-to-form-coronavirus-response-commission-81491525586
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-like-surge-pricing-on-uber-gov-lamont-on-scramble-to-buy-ventilators-81464389895
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-like-surge-pricing-on-uber-gov-lamont-on-scramble-to-buy-ventilators-81464389895


MAG: Military Knew Years Ago It Was Coming...
Coast Guard directs cruise ships with infected to stay offshore 
'indefinitely'...
CARNIVAL still has 6,000 passengers at sea...
McConnell Warns: Pelosi should 'stand down' on passing ANOTHER 
rescue bill...
Trillions in virus spending explode deficits to World War II levels... DEBT 
CLOCK...
Lines stretch at California food banks...
U.S. emergency medical stockpile nearly out of protective gear...
Oxygen shortage...
Hospital Not Allowing Nurses To Wear Masks...
Student doctors thrown onto frontlines... 
Booze sales jump 55%...
Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/booze-sales-surge-during-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-intern/learning-on-the-job-french-student-doctor-thrown-into-coronavirus-front-line-idUSKBN21J5WN
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/hospital-is-not-allowing-nurse-to-wear-masks-in-thick-of-covid-19-pandemic-furious-nurse-says/
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-facing-oxygen-shortage-amid-coronavirus-crisis/story?id=69915446
https://news.trust.org/item/20200401004741-7rc0u
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8176555/Lines-stretch-California-food-banks-near-Disneyland-closure.html
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trillions-in-coronavirus-spending-could-explode-deficits-to-world-war-two-levels-2020-03-31
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/pelosi-should-stand-down-on-passing-another-rescue-bill-mcconnell-says/ar-BB122NWG
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/pelosi-should-stand-down-on-passing-another-rescue-bill-mcconnell-says/ar-BB122NWG
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/carinval-cruise-ship-6000-passengers-at-sea-coronavirus/
https://apnews.com/564c86d2b78a6e1b1f0be7451848635a
https://apnews.com/564c86d2b78a6e1b1f0be7451848635a
https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/covid-military-shortage-pandemic/


CNN
The case for wearing masks strengthens

Last night, experts shared research with the White House showing 
coronavirus can be spread by talking or even breathing

In Georgia:     How a small city turned into a coronavirus hotspot  

Victim:   ER doctor dies in his husband's arms   

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Stimulus:   White House faces colossal test as it prepares to disperse   
trillions from stimulus

'Like a disaster film:'     See what Times Square looks like now  

Chris Cuomo:     I had wildest night of my life because of virus  

Podcast:     How do you stay at home if you are homeless?   

Fact check: Trump again misleads on ventilator shortages and timeline

• Analysis: As tragic toll rises, so do questions about Trump's leadership
• Last rounds of protective gear in national stockpile being shipped
• Opinion: Trump's covid-19 lapse gives China an opening

Dr. Anthony Fauci forced to beef up security as death threats increase 

• Opinion: Trump's Covid-19 reelection strategy
• Taking a toll: Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/anthony-fauci-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/trump-covid-19-response-reelection-strategy-lockhart/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/anthony-fauci-security-detail/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/opinions/trump-covid-china-charles-kupchan-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/national-stockpile-shipments/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-1/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/02/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-diagnosis-rigors-oxygen-gupta-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/02/us-new-york-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-times-square-subway-quest-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/trump-admin-challenge-dispersing-trillions-in-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/trump-admin-challenge-dispersing-trillions-in-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/emergency-room-doctor-dies-coronavirus-husbands-arms/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/albany-georgia-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html


This Midwestern mayor is fighting to get her residents to take 
coronavirus seriously

Pelosi announces House committee on coronavirus crisis to exercise 
oversight 

Former Rep. Chris Collins' prison term delayed due to coronavirus

A 39-year-old died of coronavirus. What his young widow wants you to 
know

Filing for unemployment benefits? Read this.

Coronavirus devastates the US job market

DoD working to get 100,000 body bags in anticipation of increasing 
coronavirus deaths

More than 40 spring breakers who ignored public health advice test 
positive for virus

Wife shares heartbreaking story after 30-year-old husband died of 
coronavirus

Engineer accused of crashing train said he was 'suspicious' of nearby 
coronavirus relief ship, Justice Department says

Dr. Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections

Live markets updates Wall Street grapples with sky-high unemployment 
claims

World leader using pandemic as cover for power grab

MSNBC
Record 6.6 million Americans applied for unemployment last week

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/record-6-6-million-americans-seeking-unemployment-benefits-81534533943
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/02/hungary-orban-russia-coronavirus-democracy-under-threat-robertson-pkg-intl-hnk-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-040220/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-040220/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/sanjay-gupta-virus-death-projection-is-optmistic-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/train-derailed-mercy-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/train-derailed-mercy-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/02/30-year-old-teacher-dies-coronavirus-luderer-camerota-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/02/30-year-old-teacher-dies-coronavirus-luderer-camerota-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/austin-spring-breakers-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/austin-spring-breakers-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/defense-department-body-bags-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/defense-department-body-bags-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/economy/unemployment-benefits-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/unemployment-benefits-federal-stimulus-us-economy/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/dj-conrad-buchanan-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/dj-conrad-buchanan-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/chris-collins-jail-coronavirus-delayed/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/coronavirus-house-committee-pelosi/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/coronavirus-house-committee-pelosi/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/kansas-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/kansas-coronavirus/index.html


New York City setting up makeshift morgues as coronavirus deaths surge

Passengers react to deal allowing cruise ship with coronavirus patients 
to dock in Florida

First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19

Georgia's GOP governor admits he just learned asymptomatic people can 
spread coronavirus

NYC emergency medical services to stop taking unresponsive cardiac 
patients to hospitals

Putin extends stay-at-home guidance until the end of April

Dr. Fauci now needs security detail after receiving death threats

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

Politics Fauci Suggests Need For National Lockdown As More States 
Issue Stay-At-Home Orders

Politics Trump Attacks Hospitals As Insatiable ‘Complainers’ Amid Crisis

World News Official Coronavirus Figures Don’t Reveal The True Scale of 
the Pandemic

Health Coronavirus Deaths Mount In New York

HuffPost Personal A Doctor Stopped COVID-19 Treatment Because She 
Was Afraid I Could Gain Weight

World News LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-treatment-weight-gain_n_5e824943c5b62dd9f5d401f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-treatment-weight-gain_n_5e824943c5b62dd9f5d401f6
https://www.huffpost.com/section/huffpost-personal
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-coronavirus-cases-doubled_n_5e8549c3c5b692780507363d
https://www.huffpost.com/section/health
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/official-coronavirus-figures-dont-reveal-the-true-scale-of-the-pandemic_n_5e846d7ac5b6a1bb76507da7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/official-coronavirus-figures-dont-reveal-the-true-scale-of-the-pandemic_n_5e846d7ac5b6a1bb76507da7
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hospitals-complainers-coronavirus_n_5e85e93ac5b6f55ebf490c36
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-national-lockdown-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e85e3aac5b6f55ebf48f063
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-national-lockdown-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e85e3aac5b6f55ebf48f063
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/dr-fauci-now-needs-security-detail-after-threats-81532485886
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1174996
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175031
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175031
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/first-u-s-er-physician-dies-from-covid-19-81506885562
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/deal-reached-to-allow-cruise-ships-with-coronavirus-patients-to-dock-in-florida-81539141914
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/deal-reached-to-allow-cruise-ships-with-coronavirus-patients-to-dock-in-florida-81539141914
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/new-york-city-setting-up-makeshift-morgues-as-coronavirus-deaths-surge-81541701875


DRUDGEREPORT
HALF HUMANITY ON LOCKDOWN 
Chris Cuomo's 'haunted' night: Shivering, hallucinating, beaten 'like 
piñata'...
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK DEATH… 
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-
brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php 
Paramedics told NOT to bring cardiac arrest patients to ER...
Man succumbs on subway...
KEEP OUT: Two-thirds Want Their STATE'S Border Closed...
Hot spots clamor for quick tests...
1 in 3 false negative?
SPREADS 'JUST BY BREATHING'… 
LA mayor says ALL residents should wear masks...
Looters wearing too...
Residents in Texas city face $1,000 fine for uncovered mouth, nose...
Outbreak Among Farm Workers Would Be Catastrophic...
Meat Supply System Vulnerable...
Team 700: The young doctors being asked to play god...
Life-or-Death Decisions Come With Threat of Lawsuits...
Nursing home infections surge...
SICK MAP... 

USA nears 1 in 1,000 infected... 
Nation facing hunger crisis as demand for food banks soars... 

Coronavirus Started in China, but Europe Became the Hub for Its Global 
Spread... 

Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported... 

Americans flock to remote land, survival retreats... 

As world battles bug, govts under fire... 

Angry Wuhan next-of-kin seek answers... 

Smartphone health code rules life... 

Finland Told Its Welfare State Can't Cope With Virus Fallout... 

https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/finland-is-told-its-welfare-state-can-t-cope-with-virus-fallout-1.1416274
https://apnews.com/88f837f24461c6e40480c96b55a4b6db
https://news.yahoo.com/angry-wuhan-next-kin-seek-answers-over-virus-074236044.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/world-battles-virus-governments-under-fire-013007499.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200402082129-zcgc7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-europe-travel/
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-europe-travel/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/02/us-food-banks-coronavirus-demand-unemployment
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/what-to-watch-key-data-points-as-us-nears-1-in-1-000-infected/article_39426ffd-4580-5235-8288-2e0c3db21c76.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/78e495c299d67e60d45729352f2c0d44
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/life-death-hospital-decisions-come-100000624.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52137160
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/under-siege-virus-meat-workers-213425916.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/an-outbreak-among-farm-workers-would-be-catastrophic/ar-BB1257dl
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/490783-residents-in-texas-city-can-face-1000-fine-for-not-wearing-some-form-of
https://www.the-sun.com/news/626544/coronavirus-looters-face-masks-shops-lockdown/
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/490751-los-angeles-mayor-says-all-residents-should-wear-masks
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/906407/experts-warn-many-1-3-coronavirus-test-results-may-incorrectly-negative
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Virus-hot-spots-clamor-for-quick-tests-15172894.php
https://cnsnews.com/blog/craig-bannister/rasmussen-two-thirds-support-closed-borders-their-state-fines-social
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/man-found-dead-on-subway-train
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/grim-new-rules-for-nyc-paramedics-dont-bring-cardiac-arrests-to-er-for-revival/2356265/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Shivering-hallucinating-beaten-like-a-15173800.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Shivering-hallucinating-beaten-like-a-15173800.php
https://www.euronews.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-in-europe-spain-s-death-toll-hits-10-000-after-record-950-new-deaths-in-24-hou


Jews, Muslims forced to change burial traditions... 

Duterte orders police to shoot dead lockdown troublemakers... 

Spanish cops bust supermarket 'bar' for breaking ban... 

"ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Thursday - April 2nd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Unemployment Claims were released today - and and it’s bad:

*Last week, 6,648,000 people filed for unemployment. This is the most 
ever.

*Trading was choppy when the U.S. session started, but then stocks 
rallied and finished near session highs, gaining more than 2%.

*Crude Oil (CL) had a HUGE day! With a 24.0% gain, Crude Oil finished at 
$25.19 a barrel, the biggest 1-day jump ever! Crude Oil’s rally came after 
President Trump said that Saudi Arabia and Russia could cut production 
oil by 10 million barrels a day.

*Tesla (TLSA) finished the day with a 5.6% loss. But after reporting better
than expected first quarter deliveries after the bell, Tesla is up almost 
16.0% in after-hours trading…which should help the puts we sold in our 
Mastermind Virtual Boardroom this week!

https://news.yahoo.com/spanish-cops-bust-supermarket-bar-breaking-virus-ban-205308680.html
https://news.yahoo.com/duterte-tells-philippine-police-shoot-dead-lockdown-troublemakers-065547761.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200402062139-jg1k0


*Zoom Video (ZM) dropped 11.0% after its CEO apologized for security 
issues and said the platform wasn’t built to handle the current number of 
users."

CNN
Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-
sources/index.html [ “..."The Cuomo show" (‘Amess and Andy’? Or ‘Fredo 
and Frodo’?)That's what the AP's David Bauder calls it: "With all their 
familial love and drama, the Cuomo brothers — Andrew during the 
daytime, Chris at night — have become compelling figures in the plague-
driven landscape of American television…"

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]

What worried 2 Trump officials? Pandemic flu

Trump says no one could have predicted coronavirus. But two 
administration officials said in 2019 that the threat of a pandemic kept 
them up at night.

Tracking virus cases | Newsletter | Podcast | Q&A | CNN town hall

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/app-news-section/full-coronavirus-town-hall-april-2-2020-app/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-questions-answers/
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter?utm_source=hp&source=hp
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://apnews.com/684cd739e90505a052f28f64c56ade23
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html


Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Chris Cuomo:     I've lost 13 pounds in 3 days from Covid-19  

live updates New York state will take unused medical equipment and give
them to hospitals in need, governor says

Weak jobs report:   It doesn't count worst coronavirus effects  

Empty beds:   Hospital ship deployed to NYC with 1,000 bed capacity is   
only treating 20 patients

Indoors:     Fauci says all of US should have stay-at-home orders  

Dr. Fauci:   Why the peak is coming, despite social distancing  

No work:     Pandemic has been catastrophic for house cleaners and   
nannies

Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' 

• Dr. Gupta demonstrates how to keep groceries and take-out items 
coronavirus-free
• 'Inexcusable': Dr. Gupta and Anderson Cooper stunned by Georgia 
governor's remark

Man dies after hundreds exposed to coronavirus walked around a major 
airport

• Here's what experts say about face masks
• Analysis: Wildest lines from Trump's childish letter to Schumer
• Analysis: Trump passes the buck as ventilator shortage looms
• Russian coronavirus aid delivery to US prompts confusion and criticism

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/russia-medical-supplies-us-propaganda/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/donald-trump-ventilators-leadership-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/chuck-schumer-donald-trump-letter-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/face-masks-health-experts-guidance-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/costa-luminosa-passengers-ordeal/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/costa-luminosa-passengers-ordeal/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/02/governor-brian-kemp-georgia-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-anderson-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/02/governor-brian-kemp-georgia-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-anderson-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/sanjay-gupta-wiping-cleaning-groceries-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/sanjay-gupta-wiping-cleaning-groceries-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/social-distancing-pandemic-domestic-workers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/social-distancing-pandemic-domestic-workers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/coronavirus-peak-fauci-town-hall-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/fauci-stay-home-coronavirus-states-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/navy-hospital-ship-comfort-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/navy-hospital-ship-comfort-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/march-jobs-report-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/03/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-symptoms-cooper-gupta-intv-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/


Bill Withers, 'Lean On Me' and 'Lovely Day' singer, has died

Opinion: How the US can reduce its death toll

Sailors cheer for aircraft carrier commander removed after issuing 
coronavirus warning 

Shocking video shows 'morbid new reality' in Ecuador

10 states still have no stay-at-home order

He collapsed in his bathroom from   Covid-19  . His daughter blames the   
government

Corona beer stops production

Delta to give passengers 2 years to rebook

She says she unknowingly infected others at her mom's 90th birthday 
party. Two died

She shared her heartbreaking story on CNN. Then a viewer stepped in. 

Jeff Bezos is donating $100 million to American food banks

Expert warns this city could be the next Covid-19 hotbed

MSNBC
Federal government sending desperately needed medical supplies to the 
private sector, not hospitals 

https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/admiral-defends-federal-government-sending-medical-supplies-to-the-private-sector-81600069633
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/admiral-defends-federal-government-sending-medical-supplies-to-the-private-sector-81600069633
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/03/tokyo-japan-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-hotbed-shinzo-abe-ripley-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/tech/jeff-bezos-food-bank-donation-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/shujana-anthony-update-rent-sot-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/birthday-party-coronavirus-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/birthday-party-coronavirus-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/h_b3c85fe035c6f8ac436c0168499a55cf
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/business/corona-beer-production/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/uk/thomas-harvey-uk-coronavirus-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/uk/thomas-harvey-uk-coronavirus-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/03/ecuador-coronavirus-bodies-rivers-intl-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/uss-theodore-roosevelt-aircraft-carrier-captain-send-off/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/uss-theodore-roosevelt-aircraft-carrier-captain-send-off/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/opinions/coronavirus-end-pandemic-opinion-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/entertainment/bill-withers-obit/index.html


Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

N.J. to fly flags at half-staff to honor coronavirus victims

CNN's Brooke Baldwin says she's tested positive for the coronavirus

Rogue paddleboarder arrested at California beach

Massive hospital ship in NYC has only about 20 patients, but mayor says 
it will be full 'very soon'

Trump equates oversight on coronavirus aid with 'witch hunt' 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-
coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941 

HUFFPOST
MESS: STIMULUS STUMBLES OUT THE GATE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-
banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2 

Coronavirus

‘  Paycheck Protection Program’ Launches Today — But Banks Are Balking  

Fauci: ‘I Don’t Understand’ Why The Entire Country Isn’t Locked Down

Airlines Face Pressure To Refund Customers After Bailout By Taxpayers

Will the Coronavirus Pandemic Lead to A Political Shakeup?

LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK: 560 DEAD IN DAY 

https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e 

https://drudgereport.com/ The Report is almost all corona! trump’s witch 
hunt/hoax! 

https://drudgereport.com/
https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e
https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-news-covid-19_n_5e87209ec5b6d302366e8034
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-political-shakeup-brazil-donald-trump_n_5e870d0cc5b6a9491834d496
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/airlines-refunds-coronavirus_n_5e8672a6c5b6a9491833bf22
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/dr-anthony-fauci-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e869c66c5b6a9491833e4a3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paycheck-protection-program_n_5e86364ec5b6d302366cd8e6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176056
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176056
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176076
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176096
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176111
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641


Coronavirus patients ordered to wear GPS ankle monitors… 
GOOGLE Releases Location Data To Help Authorities Check Lockdowns... 
Delaware Police Authorized To Pull Over Out-Of-State Drivers... 
Social distancing going to get darker... 
NYPD infection rate skyrockets past city's average... 
Morgues almost full...
Crematories running 24/7...
Flush With Lid Down: Experts Warn Of Fecal-Oral Transmission...
Next Hot Spots Seen as Michigan, Connecticut, Indiana...
Florida deaths higher than numbers in official reports... 
Bug at beaches? Surfers, swimmers should stay away, scientist says... 
Coronavirus may cause brain damage; Dangerous swelling found in 
confused patients...
ANOTHER CNN anchor tests positive...
Chris Cuomo Describes 'Wicked Phantasmagorical Experiences That Are 
Not Dreams'... 
NJ Gov tells families to distance from each other -- even inside house...
AMERICAN AIRLINES Gives Up on Most Overseas Flying...
80% of residents in TX nursing home infected...
Spreading among L.A. homeless...
SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Friday - April 3rd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Today was all about jobs: The March Jobs Report showed that U.S. 
payrolls fell by 701,000 (100,000 was the forecast) and the 
Unemployment Rate jumped to 4.4% (3.8% was the forecast).This is the 
worst jobs report since 2009. And this expected to be revised to an even 
worse number.The biggest job losses came in the Leisure and Hospitality 
industry.

Trading was was choppy today, and by the end of the day the major 
indices were sitting on losses.

Crude Oil (CL) had another big day. With an 11.9% gain, Crude Oil finished
at $28.33 a barrel.The rally came after Saudi Arabia called an emergency

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-spreads-los-angeles-homeless-212155383.html
https://www.breitbart.com/border/2020/04/02/coronavirus-strikes-66-of-84-residents-of-san-antonio-nursing-home/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/american-airlines-gives-most-overseas-220000208.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gov-murphy-suggests-social-distancing-at-home
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2020/04/02/chris_cuomo_describes_coronavirus_wicked_phantasmagorical_experiences_that_are_not_dreams.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2020/04/02/chris_cuomo_describes_coronavirus_wicked_phantasmagorical_experiences_that_are_not_dreams.html
https://www.mediaite.com/news/breaking-cnns-brooke-baldwin-tests-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/coronavirus-may-cause-brain-damage-21804695
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/coronavirus-may-cause-brain-damage-21804695
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/coronavirus-at-beaches-surfers-swimmers-should-stay-away-scientist-says/article_3e8f6726-3927-5625-a95b-1aa9b3ef57ec.html
https://www.sun-sentinel.com/coronavirus/fl-ne-coronavirus-florida-deaths-higher-20200403-3lv7oydemnfudfg5e35och2dpy-story.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/next-virus-e2-80-98hot-spots-e2-80-99-seen-as-michigan-connecticut-indiana/ar-BB125NEr
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexandrasternlicht/2020/04/02/why-you-should-flush-with-the-lid-down-virologist-warns-of-fecal-oral-transmission-of-covid-19/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-deaths-surge-new-york-city-allows-cremations-24-hours-a-day-11585929876
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/coronavirus-live-updates-us-death-toll-tops-6000/story?id=69953122
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/03/nypd-social-distancing-arrests-coronavirus/
https://theweek.com/articles/906434/social-distancing-going-darker
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-delaware-police-authorized-to-pull-over-out-of-state-drivers-during-pandemic/
https://www.silicon.co.uk/e-regulation/coronavirus-google-releases-location-data-338372
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/2020/03/31/louisville-circuit-court-ankle-bracelets-noncompliant-coronavirus-patients/5094594002/


OPEC meeting. The news left traders feeling optimistic about supply 
cuts, which could mean the end to the price war that began last month.

The small business relief program, which is part of the $2 trillion 
coronavirus stimulus bill, went live today. And Bank of America (BAC) 
said that half way through the first day there were 58,000 requests for $6
billion in loans. Bank of America finished the day with a 2.6% loss.

3M (MMM) was caught in the cross hairs of the White House when the 
Trump administration invoked the Defense Production Act to force 3M to 
produce respirator masks and asked 3M to stop exporting respirator 
masks to Canada and Latin America. 3M ended the day lower by 3.0%.

Tesla (TLSA) finished below session highs but was still up nicely with a 
5.6% gain. The rally came after the company reported better than 
expected first quarter deliveries.

CNN
'Normal' will look very different when this is over

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/what-matters-april-3/index.html


The coronavirus outbreak is going to get worse still, but it's not too soon 
to think about how we will start to come out of this

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state   
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

Toll rises  : US coronavirus deaths surpass 7,000  

Victims  : Erin Burnett was in tears in this interview. So will you  

Love story  : Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

live updates Coronavirus deaths pass 59,000 globally
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The hilltop fortress town that cut itself off from the world -- and 
coronavirus

CNN Business

In the Hamptons and Martha's Vineyard, locals fear wealthy coronavirus 
refugees

What the pandemic means for Easter shopping

Doctors use TikTok to share coronavirus news

CNN

Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-
home orders   https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-  
governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html "...The remaining 
exceptions are eight red states, all of which Trump carried four years ago
and is hoping to do so again in the fall. They stretch from the South to the
Midwest and the West, spanning the alphabet from Arkansas to Wyoming.

US military preparing to deploy additional forces to support coronavirus 
response

US military preparing to deploy additional forces to support coronavirus 
response

It's not as though the novel coronavirus hasn't touched each of their 
states in some way. Yet a combination of states' rights defiance, 
persuasion from some business and agricultural leaders and a largely 
rural composition have branded these governors as outliers during a 
moment of national crisis, where the actions of one potentially affect all.

In South Dakota, a Republican state lawmaker was among the first in the 
state to test positive, followed soon after by his wife, brother and sister-
in-law. His 51-year-old niece has died of Covid-19, family members told 
reporters, with several others experiencing symptoms.

In explaining her rationale against issuing a stay-at-home order, Gov. 
Kristi Noem told reporters, "The people themselves are primarily 
responsible for their safety." She also pointed to the state and national 
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constitutions that "prevent us from taking draconian measures much like 
the Chinese government has done."

In state after state, the Republican governors have all used the argument 
of government intrusion as one of the leading reasons for not following 
the lead of a majority of states in issuing stricter guidelines that could 
help sound the alarm about the serious nature of the threat.

FDA changes course and allows China&#39;s KN95 mask to be used in 
US

FDA changes course and allows China's KN95 mask to be used in US

All states have made strong recommendations to practice social 
distancing and at least half have some degree of restrictive measures in 
place, often because mayors or county officials made local decisions. But
these governors have stopped short of giving statewide orders that have 
been in place for weeks elsewhere.

In Iowa on Friday, a statewide board of medicine voted unanimously to 
recommend a so-called shelter-in-place order to limit the movements of 
residents to essential work and travel.

"A stronger commitment to isolation is in the best interest of the public 
and health care providers," Kent Nebel, executive director of the Iowa 
Board of Medicine, told the Des Moines Register.

Gov. Kim Reynolds said she is studying the data from across her state, 
which she said did not yet merit a statewide directive to restrict 
movement in places that have not yet been affected by coronavirus. As of
Friday evening, the state had nearly 700 cases and 11 deaths, according 
to Johns Hopkins University.

She acknowledged Friday that refusing to impose a shelter-in-place order 
had become a "divisive issue." She pushed back on Fauci's remark that 
questioned why all states have not issued stay-at-home orders.

"I would say that maybe he doesn't have all the information," Reynolds 
told reporters. "You can't just look at a map and assume no action has 
been taken."

Other governors said that they are following medical advice from their 



own experts, including in Nebraska, where Gov. Pete Ricketts said he 
was taking cues from his advisers, rather than national health officials.

He pointed to Dr. James Lawler, co-director of the University of Nebraska
Medical Center's Global Center for Health Security, who said people 
should spend more time heeding the warnings of social distancing and 
handwashing, rather than focusing on semantics of a statewide order.

"What I think we should really focus on is improving compliance and 
adherence," Lawler told reporters. "This depends on people taking this 
seriously and doing the right thing."

He added that if Nebraskans do "what we've already implemented and we
do it well, I think we'll get much more bang for our buck than we would 
from going to a much more draconian posture.

The remainder of the holdouts are North Dakota, South Carolina and 
Utah. In each state, the Republican governors have been urged by 
experts and Democratic officials to take the additional step of issuing a 
statewide order, even if the action would only serve to draw attention to 
the rising severity of the health crisis, but several made clear they were 
taking their cues from the White House.

Gov. Asa Hutchinson of Arkansas continued to defy calls for a statewide 
order and dismissed Fauci's comments.

"It's understandable that (Fauci) looks at that as a solution, a nationwide 
shutdown order. What's important is that has not been given," Hutchinson
said Friday at a news conference. "The CDC -- I watch their guidelines 
regularly -- and they have not indicated that's an appropriate or 
necessary step across the country."

In North Dakota, Gov. Doug Burgum acknowledged that some residents 
were taking seriously the guidelines for social distancing and limiting 
gatherings, while others were not. Still, he said he was resisting a 
statewide order, instead urging residents to "stay home, stay healthy and
stay connected."

Coronavirus in the US



In South Carolina, Gov. Henry McMaster declared a state of emergency 
last month, restricted use of the state's beaches and ordered non-
essential businesses to close. But he has stopped short of issuing a 
statewide order, saying: "We are not ordering people to stay at home, but 
from the very beginning we've been telling people to stay home."

In Utah, Gov. Gary Herbert has resisted arguments from Salt Lake City 
officials and leaders in five of the state's 29 counties where local stay-at-
home orders are in place. He said his "stay home, stay safe" instructions 
struck a more positive tone, without a statewide mandate.

In Wyoming, where the state medical society called for a stay-at-home 
order this week, Gov. Mark Gordon said he believes such a statewide 
directive would not accomplish its goal. His spokesman told reporters the
governor was more focused on "changing behavior right now."

Aides to several of the Republican governors said the only persuasion 
that was likely to move their positions was specific guidance from the 
President (WOW! Very trumpy! Talk about dumb!) ....."



China donates ventilators to NY

Gov. Andrew Cuomo says his state will receive 1,000 ventilators from 
China and 140 from Oregon. New York has 113,704 coronavirus cases 
and 3,565 deaths.
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-virus-takes-hold-resistance-to-stay-at-home-orders-remains-widespread-%E2%80%94-exposing-political-and-social-rifts/ar-BB125XuF
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-04-04/l-a-county-911-patients-hospital-coronavirus
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-delaware-police-authorized-to-pull-over-out-of-state-drivers-during-pandemic/
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-community-tracing-massachusetts-partners-in-health/
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/2020/03/31/louisville-circuit-court-ankle-bracelets-noncompliant-coronavirus-patients/5094594002/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-military-preparing-worst-case-contagion-scenarios-its-secret
https://thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/491155-can-the-president-declare-martial-law-in-response-to-coronavirus
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/04/coronavirus-surprise-china-oregon-come-through-with-more-ventilators-for-new-york/
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/03/nypd-social-distancing-arrests-coronavirus/
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-sees-more-burglaries-of-businesses-under-coronavirus-emergency-measures-11586008801
https://nypost.com/2020/04/04/most-americans-will-stay-home-this-month-even-if-lockdown-lifted-poll/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/easter-shopping-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/success/resort-towns-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/success/resort-towns-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/childcare-gender-equality-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/childcare-gender-equality-coronavirus/index.html


KISSINGER: PANDEMIC ALTERS WORLD ORDER
DC MAYOR: 1 IN 7 COULD BE INFECTED
NO MASK FOR TRUMP 

https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/03/tensions-persist-between-trump-and-medical-advisers-over-the-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Washington-mayor-says-1-in-7-could-be-infected-in-15178111.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coronavirus-pandemic-will-forever-alter-the-world-order-11585953005


WASHPOST
Denial, dysfunction, delays: Tracing Trump administration’s failures over 
first 70 days of the virus fight 

NYTIMES
Staggered U.S. Braces for More Infections as Death Toll Rises Above 
7,000

LATIMES
California starts to crack down on those who defy coronavirus orders 

CNN (america/the world most assuredly will never be quite the same)
CORONAVIRUS: Make your own face mask

• Unemployment benefits  

• Joe Tsai donation  

• TRENDING: Kobe Bryant  

• Katy Perry  

• 'Tiger King'  

• Bill Withers  

Trump paints grim picture of what's ahead (for what he’s termed 
hoax/fake news ….. hmmm) 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/
h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a 

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/bill-withers-great-songs-videos-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/tiger-king-john-finlay-shia-labeouf-channing-tatum/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/katy-perry-orlando-bloom-gender-reveal-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/kobe-bryant-hall-of-fame-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/unemployment-benefits-states-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/health/how-to-make-your-own-mask-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-04-04/coronavirus-violators-arrested-criminally-charged-california-cracks-down
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2020/04/04/coronavirus-government-dysfunction/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2020/04/04/coronavirus-government-dysfunction/


The President said this week and next will probably be the toughest in 
the fight against coronavirus and that 'there will be a lot of death'

Global scramble:   Coronavirus sparks a 'war for masks'  

Analysis:     'Normal' will look very different when this is over  

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Victims:   An interview left Erin Burnett in tears. You will cry too  

Love story:     Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

Georgia mayor assails governor's 'reckless mandate' to reopen the 
state's beaches

RNC and Wisconsin GOP file emergency petition in voting dispute

Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-
home orders 

Smerconish on Trump comment: I had predicted this

Trump considering second task force on reopening economy 

Analysis: Wait, Jared Kushner is the coronavirus guru now?

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Biden says he informed Sanders he will begin the VP vetting process

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/joe-biden-bernie-sanders-2020-vice-president-vetting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/04/uk-coronavirus-evolution-walsh-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/trump-economy-task-force-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/04/04/comment-time-to-get-on-the-same-page.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/rnc-wisconsin-republicans-voting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/tybee-island-georgia-beaches-open/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/tybee-island-georgia-beaches-open/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/nfl-agent-buddy-baker-parents-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/04/maura-lewinger-full-intv-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/what-matters-april-3/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/europe/coronavirus-masks-war-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a


Billionaire Brooklyn Nets owner donates ventilators and masks to New 
York 

A woman flying to see her dying mother was the plane's only passenger

Trump urges people to try unproven coronavirus treatment

Trump says it was 'inappropriate' of ex-Navy commander to write memo

'Master' Italian shoe designer dies of coronavirus complications at 84

Opinion: Trump put US lives in China's hands

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

New York City schools won't be using Zoom anymore because of security
concerns

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/nyc-schools-zoom-online-security/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/nyc-schools-zoom-online-security/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/03/trump-kushner-stockpile-clarification-reporter-collins-bts-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/opinions/presidential-weekly-briefing-trump-american-lives-china-vinograd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/style/article/sergio-rossi-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/trump-uss-roosevelt-commander-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/04/donald-trump-hydroxychloroquine-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/solo-passenger-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html


HOW TO: Recognize coronavirus symptoms

Stay fit at home

Have a weekend

Cure cabin fever

Video: The right way to wash your hands

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - April 4th, 2020

Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Unemployment could hit 32%…and “everything will be fine?”

*Tuesday: Worst quarter…EVER.

*Wednesday: Trump says “be prepared for a very, very painful two weeks”
– and the DOW drops 974 points

*Thursday: Another 6 million+ unemployed and stocks rally?!?!

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/27/how-to-wash-hands-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/coronavirus-cabin-fever-definition-quarantine-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/us/what-to-do-this-weekend-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/exercise-gym-close-coronavirus-quarantine-wellness-jampolis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html


*Friday: Unemployment jumps to 4.4% and 3M taking heat for exporting 
face masks – stocks end week with losses"

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
WHITE HOUSE: PEAK DEATH COMING 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x 
BIRX WARNS DO NOT GO TO GROCERY STORES
CHINA SEES NEW RISE IN CASES 

MASK OFF: Trump Rages at Critics During Coronavirus Press 
Conference...
Attempts to win daily news cycle feeds chaos... 
BALZ: Once again, government is caught unprepared... 
Small rural towns become deadly hotspots...
New Orleans Worst Death Rate in USA...
Where will all the bodies go?
DEFAINT: Despite stay-at-home orders, 6 out of 10 are still on roads...
NYC subway cars remain packed...
BUSINESS BURGLARIES RISE 75%...
Stores prepare for civil unrest...
Pentagon Preparing For 'Worst-Case Scenarios' [But It's Secret]...
Barr orders release of more federal inmates...
Families watch helplessly as virus hits nursing homes...
Front-line medical staff deaths grow...
SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Economy in shambles, Trump scrambles for new 2020 message... 
Recession Bread Lines Forming in Mar-a-Lago's Shadow... 
Trump Backs Dismissal of USS Roosevelt Captain... 
Whistleblower raised alarm about virus outbreak on ship... 
At least 155 sailors on board test positive...
Theodore Roosevelt captain followed in footsteps of ship's namesake by 
writing bombshell letter...
Tapper Grills Def Sec Esper... 
Biden says dismissal 'close to criminal'... 

https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/491213-biden-says-navy-firing-of-captain-is-close-to-criminal
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/cnns-tapper-grills-def-sec-esper-on-trump-attacking-navy-captain-who-raised-alarm-on-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/04/04/theodore-roosevelt-captain-followed-in-footsteps-of-ships-namesake-by-writing-bombshell-letter/
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/04/04/theodore-roosevelt-captain-followed-in-footsteps-of-ships-namesake-by-writing-bombshell-letter/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/sailors-uss-teddy-roosevelt-positive-covid-19-navy
https://apnews.com/7f2f3bce5b311f764ee90d7d5d556473
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-backs-dismissal-of-uss-roosevelt-captain-11586042319
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/recession-bread-lines-forming-mar-110052919.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/economy-shambles-trump-scrambles-2020-224111236.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/24b8b30cbc11c43a19e7e7aff69e4044
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/families-watch-helplessly-as-coronavirus-hits-nursing-homes-infects-loved-one/ar-BB128ktv
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404012426-ouhta
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-military-preparing-worst-case-contagion-scenarios-its-secret
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-sees-more-burglaries-of-businesses-under-coronavirus-emergency-measures-11586008801
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/some-new-yorkers-riding-crowded-subway-commutes-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Despite-stay-at-home-orders-6-out-of-10-are-on-15179476.php
https://apnews.com/75e97a636f40bcd98f0827dfaa09e3ff
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-orleans-area-has-worst-coronavirus-death-rate-in-u-s-11586008800
https://www.the-sun.com/news/637277/map-reveals-small-rural-towns-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Once-again-government-is-caught-unprepared-15179581.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/how-trumps-attempts-to-win-the-daily-news-cycle-feed-a-chaotic-coronavirus-response/ar-BB12arma
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-rages-at-critics-at-coronavirus-press-conference
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-rages-at-critics-at-coronavirus-press-conference
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404235657-jkjit
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/04/826741317/federal-government-implements-relief-as-nation-reels-from-coronavirus-pandemic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x
https://drudgereport.com/


Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky


Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nckWkuXeETKM9dF7Dd6DfKI9yGT1f7wR1G5RBnT8e0-xX3oPqFaC3yzQ&h=AT0ecwbmx_xy8ZrXQ7_IEwhVgJD29yvZvHm2k9Q_jvorxrhWeUQOwsRSgLmqkwg8s4NUcpZ5cSzr_btbDZrlY8UQm3OleLwtvId0vh_RIFgKNaYxOpOWwIzJF93puidwCg2j9TobbnxASEpMr5FO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fclintonkillist.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q6Q5CdNOzR1srrH63GL8Tv3Ko5o7HKNHrckL8i_h21x-EC3XN_C-QBjo&h=AT20uT8Enn0_2M7bv5f-4Hu3qeSRHkr6wICf5D6VBhJH17OgSJRLPX0-H8qHwRuSTlBau0roJ9DQi9xrSbdCFhgwEaDviu78MyfFRTj4dCnFRGq-ujhLT03AwPwXquvx6xGDtHEe4wqB50zvubR-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk%23current&h=AT0tE9xEYqBBKCwpaFFLGJ-efb_d_81_MrHbBafR6GqYAljlpvtig8MRVB55x3DGHPH-9O_h9aYI-83cKlETsW3sf32lB9YN5yEqBD8vcVtimyFVmWRAfGffuI9e7hMHS5hgFZLsIexudChPHZAX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2jYmedYcQLEo1xQxIg-nRmBreEE48ud28q_dx7f20iYyynjr0fqJ9C7UY&h=AT3hC8KsZg5GzSfVTCa1f5waeulxrvW0bxsHn6jKn2tQozYC6YipRWP-ow7rfCgJil5WudY6bWSeTTj0NOGpt7Cz2FS273jCRr1Uv1Yl62wWG5ndr5enDLiQwksjS5U6lO2G6PEoYM-hRg9LMjZ5&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xFhA_3H2AolhzuRC68LF7aXu71KY7V4p77wIJHYM5xhk5zdMSJRd1f7A&h=AT3j9dhJIKlaZo2X2K8SbIMo6VMFigvwJ2TouQoyxmxf9pijXQ4wfUfAU4xbYhhterghQltQFu9_ueu1NQrY3U_io_z0H82JZ9_V8ReonBG6A_O1uIkUWiOfwq64opgkSRFkloXYSiHl7CWavmIZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR37USLRBADqU2RurmaZRXT-IPZ61UjLPu2cev4tIsVzfzu10iJ6j91WgO0&h=AT3_TOo5UxTg7vst-rpKhB8Jf8AnQx7nodb8zUNYU9guT9yQu_-_VS9uX8PRfrMt6iCXHsZUeq6YLOvcwAKx7G-b5hJRT496PoXqFuYEGoFzdNaL6ad5VAhLg18yDEHCr_05R7nXIdlcLkPr0Ebs&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cWJ6Tr0fWgkBf2UTLJeB7U-bMxkMUIESE07tSWdrz_LfeQS_iWSXXjDQ&h=AT1goVqsc_6ENS4OzDNHw42_UOS0d7cVbi2ec7qkjAA66wBpqP1WuLeDKlSBTwJ1Pu9yB81a-IPtZCXg662rptuwOj12UqAkQ4TSpmFz1wnpOAGXiekQPKaWmQ79mIZy60wObb0jw12dyn7Wa5Vz&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0nqo7roqhfeSd0DnIasrQ8zzIcP-Kip3UIdaz_IXxCBPRO9FS0qUSmZzw&h=AT2SxZV9WO0D5Ws1hHJ0dT4HngGSYlFvySSeLi1DvRlsqxOdM8ZCsOnfLk--jTEhNw_GpTlPpBh50yeYoS0jykQg93WjZQZlNjDg6l2nj6uyhD3_DttzWgt0X2FNsv2AmWxsgkRaIIDnv4UbK4Ru&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime


Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf


Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg


http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

CNN
Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 10,300  

Virus hunters zero in on a possible culprit

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nckWkuXeETKM9dF7Dd6DfKI9yGT1f7wR1G5RBnT8e0-xX3oPqFaC3yzQ&h=AT0ecwbmx_xy8ZrXQ7_IEwhVgJD29yvZvHm2k9Q_jvorxrhWeUQOwsRSgLmqkwg8s4NUcpZ5cSzr_btbDZrlY8UQm3OleLwtvId0vh_RIFgKNaYxOpOWwIzJF93puidwCg2j9TobbnxASEpMr5FO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fclintonkillist.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q6Q5CdNOzR1srrH63GL8Tv3Ko5o7HKNHrckL8i_h21x-EC3XN_C-QBjo&h=AT20uT8Enn0_2M7bv5f-4Hu3qeSRHkr6wICf5D6VBhJH17OgSJRLPX0-H8qHwRuSTlBau0roJ9DQi9xrSbdCFhgwEaDviu78MyfFRTj4dCnFRGq-ujhLT03AwPwXquvx6xGDtHEe4wqB50zvubR-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
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The origin of coronavirus is debated. But genetic detective work is 
leading scientists to point at one animal suspect.     

Breaking Biden and Trump speak about coronavirus response 

Dr. Gupta:   Here's what this means for Boris Johnson  

Big test:   US prepares for the most critical week yet  

NYC official:   Trump has my mom's blood on his hands  

Sparks fly:   Heated disagreement breaks out in Situation Room  

How to help  : A list of vetted charities you can donate to  

Podcast  : New guidance on masks  

White House coronavirus press briefing

live updates New York shows signs of hitting apex while US passes 
10,000 deaths

NYC may temporarily bury coronavirus victims in park if morgues 
reach capacity, councilman says

Watch the question Trump wouldn't let Dr. Fauci answer

Wisconsin governor orders delay of primary election, GOP will 
challenge

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Opinion:     How the very rich are different in the Covid-19 fight  

Analysis: Why you should pay close attention to Trump's latest firing

Tourist sites packed as China comes out of lockdown. Experts say 
risk is high

Opinion: The Trump-Fox News feedback loop has new targets

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson enters intensive care due to 
coronavirus

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/uk/boris-johnson-coronavirus-hospital-gbr-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/uk/boris-johnson-coronavirus-hospital-gbr-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/trump-fox-news-cuomo-fauci-criticism-obeidallah/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/asia/china-coronavirus-tourist-warning-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/asia/china-coronavirus-tourist-warning-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/michael-atkinson-firing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/05/opinions/coronavirus-wealthy-false-security-vicky-ward-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/04/uk-coronavirus-evolution-walsh-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/wisconsin-primary-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/wisconsin-primary-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/trump-fauci-hydroxychloroquine-question-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/new-york-park-burial-morgue-capacity/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/new-york-park-burial-morgue-capacity/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-06-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-06-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/specials/live-video-1
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-how-to-help/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/05/politics/white-house-malaria-drug-hydroxychloroquine-disagreement/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/scott-stringer-mother-coronavirus-anderson-cooper-intv-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/health/us-coronavirus-updates-monday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/boris-johnson-intensive-care-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/biden-trump-call/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html


Opinion: A pandemic is no time to go federal

Wall Street has best day in two weeks as coronavirus optimism 
grows

See what streets in China look like now

A 7-year-old boy was shot in the face and killed in a drive-by 
shooting in Pennsylvania

Acting Navy secretary blasts ousted aircraft carrier captain as 
'stupid' in address to crew

Intensive care doctor with coronavirus made goodbye video for her 
kids

Opinion: This is how we conquer Covid-19

Man shot five people for 'talking too loud' during lockdown, 
investigators say

Teens charged with hate crimes for attacking woman and saying 
she caused coronavirus

Doctor on unproven drug: You could lose your life

MSNBC
Under fierce criticism, Wisconsin Gov. suspends in-person voting for 
Tuesday primary

U.K. Prime Minister Johnson taken into intensive care unit for COVID-19

https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/u-k-prime-minister-boris-johnson-taken-into-intensive-care-unit-for-covid-19-81705029836
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/under-fierce-criticism-wisconsin-gov-suspends-in-person-voting-for-tuesday-primary-81702469839
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/under-fierce-criticism-wisconsin-gov-suspends-in-person-voting-for-tuesday-primary-81702469839
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/donald-trump-coronavirus-doctor-drug-hydroxychloroquine-sot-vpx-tsr.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/teens-attack-woman-caused-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/teens-attack-woman-caused-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/europe/russia-shooting-lockdown-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/europe/russia-shooting-lockdown-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/how-to-conquer-covid-19-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/intensive-care-doctor-coronavirus-intv-berman-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/intensive-care-doctor-coronavirus-intv-berman-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/uss-tr-crozier-modly/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/uss-tr-crozier-modly/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/chester-boy-killed-shooting-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/chester-boy-killed-shooting-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/06/china-coronavirus-transition-culver-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/coronavirus-federalism-states-governors-mitchell-opinion/index.html


Trump sends ‘best wishes’ to ‘very good friend’ Boris Johnson in ICU

New COVID-19 hot spot on New York’s Long Island sparks concern

How the White House mishandled first 70 days of coronavirus crisis

Latest news on the global pandemic

Trump insisted on surprise Sunday briefing to counter 'dour' message of 
his own experts

South Carolina ends holdout and issues stay-at-home order

Louisiana pastor cited for defying coronavirus order hosts hundreds on 
Palm Sunday

Indiana extends stay at home order for additional 2 weeks

HUFFPOST
BORIS JOHNSON IN ICU — CORONA CASE WORSENS 

Coronavirus Death Toll In U.S. Surpasses 10,000 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-
10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb 

Trump Administration Report Details Havoc For Hospitals Dealing With 
COVID-19

Hospital Workers Are Unsafe And Afraid They’ll Get Too Sick To Care For 
Patients

Industry Groups Ask California To Delay Pollution Rules, Citing Pandemic

LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The Coronavirus Outbreak 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
VIRUS GRIPS UK
ISRAEL PASSOVER LOCKDOWN
US DEATH TOLL TOPS 10,000
NEW YORK PEAK THURSDAY? 

https://nypost.com/2020/04/06/us-coronavirus-peak-forecasts-over-3000-deaths-in-single-day/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907200/coronavirus-death-toll-officially-passes-10000-nearly-half-new-york
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Coronavirus-8611-Israelis-have-disease-141-in-serious-condition-623716
https://apnews.com/23a9575396d8b636df2ccb8026f23527
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-news-covid-19-updates_n_5e8b28a1c5b6cbaf282cb6cf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/california-pollution-rules-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e8b7cc7c5b62459a92d4fb7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hospital-workers-unsafe-coronavirus_n_5e8b5268c5b6cc1e477982f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hospital-workers-unsafe-coronavirus_n_5e8b5268c5b6cc1e477982f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hhs-ig-report_n_5e8b51f4c5b6cc1e477980dc
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/boris-johnson-intensive-care-coronavirus_n_5e8b8015c5b6e1d10a681e69
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177896
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177921
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177921
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177906
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177946
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177946
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/how-the-wh-mishandled-first-70-days-of-coronavirus-crisis-81676357904
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/new-york-s-long-island-sparks-concern-as-new-covid-19-hot-spot-81705541542
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-responds-to-prime-minister-boris-johnson-in-intensive-care-81710661941


CDONALD's staff walkout over unsafe conditions after worker gets virus...
DOLLAR TREE cashier battered during social distancing beef...
Grocery workers key during virus. And they're afraid...
LOWE'S Slammed For Holding 'Spring Black Friday' Sale...
Postal Worker Accuses USPS Of Negligence... 
Robots replace students at graduation ceremony...
Residents Alarmed after Cops Use 'Purge Siren' to Signal Start of 
Curfew...
African Americans more likely to die...
As Trump administration debated travel restrictions, thousands streamed
in from China...
430,000 flew directly from China since January; 40,000 since 'shutoff'...
NYC to temporarily bury victims in park...
Mysterious Heart Damage Befalling Patients...
Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
Conservative Pundits Weren't Only Ones to Get Pandemic Wrong...
Governors seize spotlight... 
SICK MAP... 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 
pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic!

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/8a9a13ad533d0ed5fe8b9df9dbb9b3d8
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronavirus-pandemic-conservative-and-liberal-pundits-underestimated-threat/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/survivors-of-coronavirus-face-an-uncertain-road-back-to-normal-11586176884
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8191035/Data-scientist-reveals-EYE-PAIN-symptom-Covid-19.html
https://khn.org/news/mysterious-heart-damage-not-just-lung-troubles-befalling-covid-19-patients/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907102/new-york-city-plans-temporarily-bury-coronavirus-victims-park
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-coronavirus-corruption-430000-flew-directly-china-since-january-40000-since-shutoff/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://news.trust.org/item/20200406160842-9x3r4
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/robots-replace-students-zoom-graduation-21822147
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-colorado-postal-worker-accuses-usps-negligence/
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/04/06/lowes-employee-speaks-out/
https://apnews.com/d8060699d42287df48e0559c405cdf9a
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/buster/coronavirus/social-distancing-battery-278593
https://www.the-sun.com/news/644034/california-mcdonalds-staff-walkout-coronavirus-protection-employee-positive/


Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 
human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__cft__[0]=AZWEzYadhGKvIJEQg0gwoCihy2TGWlLXqDxdu_M9hkUl7AX_5AQ2f2n4xDJZoeYhzCPGcfAGRDQ6xAEZGM67GfLRRi9pcJQbUqY523Xrhic1E9HxaMgKyBxn-Y5EmmQXPOM&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R


CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk%23current&h=AT0tE9xEYqBBKCwpaFFLGJ-efb_d_81_MrHbBafR6GqYAljlpvtig8MRVB55x3DGHPH-9O_h9aYI-83cKlETsW3sf32lB9YN5yEqBD8vcVtimyFVmWRAfGffuI9e7hMHS5hgFZLsIexudChPHZAX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2jYmedYcQLEo1xQxIg-nRmBreEE48ud28q_dx7f20iYyynjr0fqJ9C7UY&h=AT3hC8KsZg5GzSfVTCa1f5waeulxrvW0bxsHn6jKn2tQozYC6YipRWP-ow7rfCgJil5WudY6bWSeTTj0NOGpt7Cz2FS273jCRr1Uv1Yl62wWG5ndr5enDLiQwksjS5U6lO2G6PEoYM-hRg9LMjZ5&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xFhA_3H2AolhzuRC68LF7aXu71KY7V4p77wIJHYM5xhk5zdMSJRd1f7A&h=AT3j9dhJIKlaZo2X2K8SbIMo6VMFigvwJ2TouQoyxmxf9pijXQ4wfUfAU4xbYhhterghQltQFu9_ueu1NQrY3U_io_z0H82JZ9_V8ReonBG6A_O1uIkUWiOfwq64opgkSRFkloXYSiHl7CWavmIZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR37USLRBADqU2RurmaZRXT-IPZ61UjLPu2cev4tIsVzfzu10iJ6j91WgO0&h=AT3_TOo5UxTg7vst-rpKhB8Jf8AnQx7nodb8zUNYU9guT9yQu_-_VS9uX8PRfrMt6iCXHsZUeq6YLOvcwAKx7G-b5hJRT496PoXqFuYEGoFzdNaL6ad5VAhLg18yDEHCr_05R7nXIdlcLkPr0Ebs&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cWJ6Tr0fWgkBf2UTLJeB7U-bMxkMUIESE07tSWdrz_LfeQS_iWSXXjDQ&h=AT1goVqsc_6ENS4OzDNHw42_UOS0d7cVbi2ec7qkjAA66wBpqP1WuLeDKlSBTwJ1Pu9yB81a-IPtZCXg662rptuwOj12UqAkQ4TSpmFz1wnpOAGXiekQPKaWmQ79mIZy60wObb0jw12dyn7Wa5Vz&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0nqo7roqhfeSd0DnIasrQ8zzIcP-Kip3UIdaz_IXxCBPRO9FS0qUSmZzw&h=AT2SxZV9WO0D5Ws1hHJ0dT4HngGSYlFvySSeLi1DvRlsqxOdM8ZCsOnfLk--jTEhNw_GpTlPpBh50yeYoS0jykQg93WjZQZlNjDg6l2nj6uyhD3_DttzWgt0X2FNsv2AmWxsgkRaIIDnv4UbK4Ru&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime


FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
VIRUS GRIPS UK
ISRAEL PASSOVER LOCKDOWN
US DEATH TOLL TOPS 10,000
NEW YORK PEAK THURSDAY? 

CDONALD's staff walkout over unsafe conditions after worker gets virus...
DOLLAR TREE cashier battered during social distancing beef...
Grocery workers key during virus. And they're afraid...
LOWE'S Slammed For Holding 'Spring Black Friday' Sale...
Postal Worker Accuses USPS Of Negligence... 
Robots replace students at graduation ceremony...
Residents Alarmed after Cops Use 'Purge Siren' to Signal Start of 
Curfew...
African Americans more likely to die...
As Trump administration debated travel restrictions, thousands streamed
in from China...
430,000 flew directly from China since January; 40,000 since 'shutoff'...
NYC to temporarily bury victims in park...
Mysterious Heart Damage Befalling Patients...

https://khn.org/news/mysterious-heart-damage-not-just-lung-troubles-befalling-covid-19-patients/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907102/new-york-city-plans-temporarily-bury-coronavirus-victims-park
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-coronavirus-corruption-430000-flew-directly-china-since-january-40000-since-shutoff/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://news.trust.org/item/20200406160842-9x3r4
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/robots-replace-students-zoom-graduation-21822147
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-colorado-postal-worker-accuses-usps-negligence/
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/04/06/lowes-employee-speaks-out/
https://apnews.com/d8060699d42287df48e0559c405cdf9a
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/buster/coronavirus/social-distancing-battery-278593
https://www.the-sun.com/news/644034/california-mcdonalds-staff-walkout-coronavirus-protection-employee-positive/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/06/us-coronavirus-peak-forecasts-over-3000-deaths-in-single-day/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907200/coronavirus-death-toll-officially-passes-10000-nearly-half-new-york
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Coronavirus-8611-Israelis-have-disease-141-in-serious-condition-623716
https://apnews.com/23a9575396d8b636df2ccb8026f23527
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nckWkuXeETKM9dF7Dd6DfKI9yGT1f7wR1G5RBnT8e0-xX3oPqFaC3yzQ&h=AT0ecwbmx_xy8ZrXQ7_IEwhVgJD29yvZvHm2k9Q_jvorxrhWeUQOwsRSgLmqkwg8s4NUcpZ5cSzr_btbDZrlY8UQm3OleLwtvId0vh_RIFgKNaYxOpOWwIzJF93puidwCg2j9TobbnxASEpMr5FO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fclintonkillist.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q6Q5CdNOzR1srrH63GL8Tv3Ko5o7HKNHrckL8i_h21x-EC3XN_C-QBjo&h=AT20uT8Enn0_2M7bv5f-4Hu3qeSRHkr6wICf5D6VBhJH17OgSJRLPX0-H8qHwRuSTlBau0roJ9DQi9xrSbdCFhgwEaDviu78MyfFRTj4dCnFRGq-ujhLT03AwPwXquvx6xGDtHEe4wqB50zvubR-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
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Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
Conservative Pundits Weren't Only Ones to Get Pandemic Wrong...
Governors seize spotlight... 
SICK MAP... 

“CORONAVIRUS SYMPTOMS: 10 KEY INDICATORS AND WHAT TO DO 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/health/10-key-coronavirus-symptoms-
wellness/index.html 

By Sandee LaMotte, CNN

Updated 4:03 AM ET, Tue April 7, 2020

(CNN)Scientists are learning more each day about the mysterious novel 
coronavirus and the symptoms of Covid-19, the disease it causes.
Fever, cough and shortness of breath are found in the vast majority of all 
Covid-19 cases. But there are additional signals of the virus, some that 
are very much like cold or flu, and some that are more unusual.
Any or all symptoms can appear anywhere from two to 14 days after 
exposure to the virus, according to the US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention.
Here are 10 signs that you or a loved one may have Covid-19 -- and what 
to do to protect yourself and your family.

1. Shortness of breath
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
Shortness of breath is not usually an early symptom of Covid-19, but it is 
the most serious. It can occur on its own, without a cough. If your chest 
becomes tight or you begin to feel as if you cannot breathe deeply 
enough to fill your lungs with air, that's a sign to act quickly, experts say.
"If there's any shortness of breath immediately call your health care 
provider, a local urgent care or the emergency department," said 
American Medical Association president Dr. Patrice Harris.
"If the shortness of breath is severe enough, you should call 911," Harris 
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added.
The CDC lists other emergency warning signs for Covid-19 as a 
"persistent pain or pressure in the chest," and "bluish lips or face," which
can indicate a lack of oxygen.
Get medical attention immediately, the CDC says.
2. Fever
Fever is a key sign of Covid-19. Because some people can have a core 
body temperature lower or higher than the typical 98.6 degrees 
Fahrenheit (37 degrees Celsius), experts say not to fixate on a number.
CNN anchor Chris Cuomo, who is battling the virus from his home in New 
York, is one of those people.
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don&#39;t hoard, and more
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don't hoard, and more
"I run a little cool. My normal temperature is 97.6, not 98.6. So, even 
when I'm at 99 that would not be a big deal for most people. But, for me, 
I'm already warm," Cuomo told CNN Chief Medical Correspondent Dr. 
Sanjay Gupta in a CNN Town Hall.
Most children and adults, however, will not be considered feverish until 
their temperature reaches 100 degrees Fahrenheit (37.7 degrees 
Celsius).
"There are many misconceptions about fever," said Dr. John Williams, 
chief of the division of pediatric infectious diseases at the University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh.
"We all actually go up and down quite a bit during the day as much as half
of a degree or a degree," Williams said, adding that for most people "99.0
degrees or 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit is not a fever."
Don't rely on a temperature taken in the morning, said infectious disease 
expert Dr. William Schaffner, a professor of preventative medicine and 
infectious disease at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine in 
Nashville. Instead, take your temperature in the late afternoon and early 
evening.
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
"Our temperature is not the same during the day. If you take it at eight 
o'clock in the morning, it may be normal," Schaffner explained.
"One of the most common presentations of fever is that your temperature
goes up in the late afternoon and early evening. It's a common way that 
viruses produce fever."



3. Dry Cough
Coughing is another common symptom, but it's not just any cough.
"It's not a tickle in your throat. You're not just clearing your throat. It's 
not just irritated," Schaffner explained.
The cough is bothersome, a dry cough that you feel deep in your chest.
How &#39;regular school&#39; parents can homeschool their kids
How 'regular school' parents can homeschool their kids
"It's coming from your breastbone or sternum, and you can tell that your 
bronchial tubes are inflamed or irritated," Schaffner added.
A report put out by the World Health Organization in February found over 
33% of 55,924 people with laboratory confirmed cases of Covid-19 had 
coughed up sputum, a thick mucus sometimes called phlegm, from their 
lungs.
4. Chills and body aches
"The beast comes out at night," said Cuomo, referencing the chills, body 
aches and high fever that visited him on April 1.
'It was like somebody was beating me like a pinata. And I was shivering 
so much that ... I chipped my tooth. They call them the rigors," he said 
from his basement, where he is quarantined from the rest of his family.
"I was hallucinating. My dad was talking to me. I was seeing people from 
college, people I haven't seen in forever, it was freaky," Cuomo said.
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Not everyone will have such a severe reaction, experts say. Some may 
have no chills or body aches at all. Others may experience milder flu-like 
chills, fatigue and achy joints and muscles, which can make it difficult to 
know if it's flu or coronavirus that's to blame.
One possible sign that you might have Covid-19 is if your symptoms don't 
improve after a week or so but actually worsen.
5. Sudden confusion
Speaking of worsening signs, the CDC says a sudden confusion or an 
inability to wake up and be alert may be a serious sign that emergency 
care may be needed. If you or a loved one has those symptoms, 
especially with other critical signs like bluish lips, trouble breathing or 
chest pain, the CDC says to seek help immediately.

6. Digestive issues
At first science didn't think diarrhea or other typical gastric issues that 



often come with the flu applied to the noval coronavirus, also known as 
SARS-CoV-2. As more research on survivors becomes available, that 
opinion has changed.
"In a study out of China where they looked at some of the earliest 
patients, some 200 patients, they found that digestive or stomach GI 
(gastrointestinal) symptoms were actually there in about half the 
patients," Gupta said on CNN's New Day news program.
Overall, "I think we're getting a little bit more insight into the types of 
symptoms that patients might have," Gupta said.
The study described a unique subset of milder cases in which the initial 
symptoms were digestive issues such as diarrhea, often without fever. 
Those patients experienced delays in testing and diagnosis than patients 
with respiratory issues, and they took longer to clear the virus from their 
systems.

7. Pink eye
Research from China, South Korea and other parts of the world indicate 
that about 1% to 3% of people with Covid-19 also had conjunctivitis, 
commonly known as pink eye.
Do you wear contact lenses? You should switch to glasses to stop 
spreading the virus

Conjunctivitis, a highly contagious condition when caused by a virus, is 
an inflammation of the thin, transparent layer of tissue, called 
conjunctiva, that covers the white part of the eye and the inside of the 
eyelid.
But SARS-CoV-2 is just one of many viruses that can cause conjunctivitis,
so it came as no real surprise to scientists that this newly discovered 
virus would do the same.
Still, a pink or red eye could be one more sign that you should call your 
doctor if you also have other telltale symptoms of Covid-19, such as fever,
cough or shortness of breath.
8. Loss of smell and taste
In mild to moderate cases of coronavirus, a loss of smell and taste is 
emerging as one of the most unusual early signs of Covid-19.
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
"What's called anosmia, which basically means loss of smell, seems to 
be a symptom that a number of patients developed," CNN Chief Medical 
Correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta told CNN anchor Alisyn Camerota on 



New Day.
"It may be linked to loss of taste, linked to loss of appetite, we're not 
sure -- but it's clearly something to look out for," Gupta said. "Sometimes 
these early symptoms aren't the classic ones."
"Anosmia, in particular, has been seen in patients ultimately testing 
positive for the coronavirus with no other symptoms," according to the 
American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery.
A recent analysis of milder cases in South Korea found the major 
presenting symptom in 30% of patients was a loss of smell. In Germany, 
more than two in three confirmed cases had anosmia.
It has long been known in medical literature that a sudden loss of smell 
may be associated with respiratory infections caused by other types of 
coronaviruses, so it wasn't a surprise that the novel coronavirus would 
have this effect, according to ENT UK (PDF), a professional organization 
representing ear, nose and throat surgeons in the United Kingdom.
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
Is there anything you can do at home to test to see if you're suffering a 
loss of smell? The answer is yes, by using the "jellybean test" to tell if 
odors flow from the back of your mouth up through your nasal pharynx 
and into your nasal cavity. if you can pick out distinct flavors such as 
oranges and lemons, your sense of smell is functioning fine.
9. Fatigue
For some people, extreme fatigue can be an early sign of the novel 
coronavirus. The WHO report found nearly 40% of the nearly 6,000 people
with laboratory confirmed cases experienced fatigue.
Just a few days into his quarantine, Cuomo was already exhausted by the
fevers and body aches the disease brings.
"I'm so lethargic that I can stare outside, and, like, an hour-and-a-half 
goes by," Cuomo told Gupta on Anderson Cooper 360. "I think I took a 10-
minute nap, and it was three and a half hours."
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
Fatigue may continue long after the virus is gone. Anecdotal reports from
people who have recovered from Covid-19 say exhaustion and lack of 
energy continue well past the standard recovery period of a few weeks.

10. Headache, sore throat, congestion



The WHO report also found nearly 14% of the almost 6,000 cases of 
Covid-19 in China had symptoms of headache and sore throat, while 
almost 5% had nasal congestion.
Certainly not the most common signs of the disease, but obviously 
similar to colds and flu. In fact, many symptoms of Covid-19 can resemble
the flu, including headaches and the previously mentioned digestive 
issues, body aches and fatigue. Still other symptoms can resemble a cold
or allergies, such as a sore throat and congestion.
Most likely, experts say, you simply have a cold or the flu -- after all, they 
can cause fever and cough too.
So what should you do?
"At this moment, the current guidance -- and this may change -- is that if 
you have symptoms that are similar to the cold and the flu and these are 
mild symptoms to moderate symptoms, stay at home and try to manage 
them" with rest, hydration and the use of fever-reducing medications, 
said the AMA's Harris.

That advice does not apply if you are over age 60, since immune systems 
weaken as we age or if you are pregnant. Anyone with concerns about 
coronavirus should call their healthcare provider, according to the CDC.
It's unclear whether pregnant women have a greater chance of getting 
severely ill from coronavirus, but the CDC has said that women 
experience changes in their bodies during pregnancy that may increase 
their risk of some infections.
In general, Covid-19 infections are riskier if you have underlying health 
conditions such as diabetes, chronic lung disease or asthma, heart 
failure or heart disease, sickle cell anemia, cancer (or are undergoing 
chemotherapy), kidney disease with dialysis, a body mass index (BMI) 
over 40 (extremely obese) or an autoimmune disorder.
"Older patients and individuals who have underlying medical conditions 
or are immunocompromised should contact their physician early in the 
course of even mild illness," the CDC advises.
To be clear, you are at higher risk -- even if you are young -- if you have 
underlying health issues.
"People under 60 with underlying illnesses, with diabetes, heart disease, 
immunocompromised or have any kind of lung disease previously, those 
people are more vulnerable despite their younger age," Schaffner said.

Do I have 'cabin fever?' What it is, how to 'cure' it
A history of travel to an area where the novel coronavirus is widespread 



(and those parts of the world, including the US, are going up each day) is 
obviously another key factor in deciding if your symptoms may be Covid-
19 or not.
How to be evaluated
If you have no symptoms, please don't ask for testing or add to backlog 
of calls at testing centers, clinics, hospitals and the like, experts say.
"We do not test people with no symptoms because it's a resource issue," 
Schaffner said about the assessment center at Vanderbilt. "However, we 
are emphasizing that people who have this small cluster of important 
symptoms -- fever and anything related to the lower respiratory tract such
as cough and difficulty breathing -- reach out to be evaluated."
If you do have those three signs, where should you go?

'Contagion' vs. coronavirus: The film's connections to a real life pandemic
"If you have insurance and you're looking for a provider or someone to 
call or connect with, there's always a number on the back of your 
insurance card; or if you go online, there is information for patients," 
Harris said.

"If you don't have insurance, you can start with the state health 
department or the local community health centers, those are officially 
known as federally qualified health centers," Harris advised, adding that 
some states have a 1-800 hotline number to call.
"If there is a testing and assessment center near you, you can go there 
directly," Schaffer said. "It's always good to notify them that you're 
coming. Otherwise, you need to call your healthcare provider and they 
will direct you what to do."

CNN's Jacqueline Howard contributed to this report.”
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Market Update for Tuesday - April 7th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:



Yesterday the DOW finished with its 3rd biggest rally ever.And today it 
looked like stocks were going to add to yesterday’s gains: In overnight 
trading the major indices rallied.And at the open, the DOW was higher by 
4.2%.

*But after the strong start, some sobering news led to a pullback.In New 
York it looked like recent cases had peaked. But then New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo reported the biggest one-day jump in deaths (731).

*And a sell-off that lasted from lunch until the close erased the day’s 
gains and put the major indices in negative territory.

*Crude Oil (CL) finished lower for the 2nd day in a row. With an 8.8% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at $23.78 a barrel.

*And it sounds like there’s more stimulus on the way…House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi said she wants the next spending package to be at least $1 
trillion.

*And Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said he believes an 
increase to the small business loan program will be approved Thursday."

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Pink Moon linked to 'end of days' omen… 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
PANDEMIC DREAMS HAUNTING NATION'S SLEEP...
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241822731.html
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.the-sun.com/lifestyle/tech/648619/pink-moon-meaning-conspiracy-theory/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11349914/france-coronavirus-worst-world-death-toll/
https://apnews.com/72a432c5ef566621f3b288146d2bc00d


CNN
Trump's wild performance at a press conference was a troubling 
spectacle at a moment when presidents are called to provide consistent, 
level leadership https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus/index.html 

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection [ Well, 
what can you expect from a complicit branch of the corrupt american so-
called government that ie., sports a typically corrupt new jersey guinea 
sam alito … you know the drill, ‘in for a penny, in for a pound’ which says 
it all. america is a complete and total fraud! ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/supreme-court-tipping-scales-trump-reelection-psaki/index.html
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Update:     Dosage guidance removed from CDC website on drug touted by   
Georgia, Florida and Trump

Advice:   Biden describes his phone call with Trump   

KFile:     New Trump press secretary downplayed pandemic  

live updates US cases are nearing 400,000

Fauci's prediction:     When will kids return to school?  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 12,000  

Cuomo  : Covid symptoms are 'depressing,' wearing me down  

Podcast:     Doctors' difficult decisions  

Fact check: Trump makes misleading claims about the WHO and his 
record on the coronavirus

Wisconsin holds primary election during pandemic

Opinion: Trump is desperately seeking to avoid blame

US states race to fight coronavirus cases with long-awaited medical 
shipments

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

CDC director: US death toll could be lower than warned

Doctor explains drop in predicted deaths

Trump removes watchdog overseeing coronavirus emergency funds 

Acting secretary of the Navy resigns after calling ousted aircraft carrier 
captain 'stupid'

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection 

Passengers to be evacuated from Antarctic cruise ship after almost 60% 
test positive for coronavirus

Global stocks and US futures retreat on coronavirus caution
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John Prine, influential singer-songwriter, dies at 73

Chinese billionaire who criticized Xi Jinping over coronavirus under 
investigation

Early data shows this group faces higher risk of getting coronavirus

Boris Johnson is 'stable' in ICU 

Detroit hospital nurses refuse to work without more help, ordered to 
leave

Van Jones: Start screaming this to the black community

Why black Americans are at higher risk for coronavirus

Mayor orders police to crack down on social gatherings. They find his 
wife at a bar

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Hello Giggles Andrew Lloyd Webber will live-
stream his most famous musicals every Friday for your Broadway date 
night https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-
140223912.html Every Friday, Broadway genius Andrew Lloyd Webber will
live stream one of his classic musicals for free via YouTube. Here's how 
to watch.

CNN
“THE 24 MOST WILDLY IRRESPONSIBLE LINES FROM DONALD TRUMP'S LATEST 
INTERVIEW WITH SEAN HANNITY https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-
trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so 
criminal; yet, at once , he’s a total joke, global laughing stock. Pathetic! ]

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

Updated 11:59 AM ET, Wed April 8, 2020 

(CNN)Even as his administration -- and the country -- continue to battle the coronavirus, 
President Donald Trump keeps finding time to call into Fox News' host Sean Hannity's 
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show. 

THE POINT -- NOW ON YOUTUBE! 
In each episode of his weekly YouTube show, Chris Cillizza will delve a little deeper into the
surreal world of politics. Click to subscribe!
Trump and Hannity talked March 5 and then again on March 27. And the two were back at 
it on Tuesday night. Below, the lines you need to see from that conversation.
1. "So, you know, things are happening. It's a -- it's -- I haven't seen bad. I've not seen
bad."
This is Trump talking about his push for hospitals to use hydroxychloroquine on patients 
struggling to combat coronavirus. Worth noting here that: a) Trump is not a doctor and b) 
most doctors are wary of recommending the anti-malarial drug's use broadly until more 
testing is done. And away we go!

2. "And I was -- I was excoriated by the fake news and by the press, by these people 
that are bad people. They're just bad people. They don't -- they cannot love our 
country, I can tell you."
In which the President openly claims that the media are "bad people" who "cannot love our 
country." His evidence? An inaccurate allegation that he was "excoriated" by the press for 
closing down travel from China when the coronavirus outbreak began.
3. "Once you get it -- I mean, if you're in the wrong group, if you're -- if you have a 
medical condition, if you're older -- it seems that older is certainly prime time for this 
-- this plague, this horrible virus."
An unedited "sentence" uttered by the President of the United States.
4. "I mean, you look at what's going on with the hospitals in New York and New 
Jersey. I was -- I was watching a little while ago, and it's -- it's terrible, a terrible 
thing."
A good reminder here that the lens through which Trump sees -- and perceives -- the world 
is cable television. Forever and always.
5. "We have to get our country open again. This wasn't designed to have this. You 
crack it -- you crack it in half. It's no good."
Trump is talking about the economy here, I think. All I know for sure is if you crack it in half, 
it's no good.
6. "The good thing is that the number of beds needed, I think we were right about 
that. I was right. My group was right."
"I was right." And, according to this analysis by MIT's Technology Review, Trump wasn't 
right; 21 states are expected to have hospital bed shortages in the coming weeks.
7. "I just saw on your show and a couple of other people just reported back to me 
that everyone is in great shape from the standpoint of ventilators, which are very 
hard, because they're expensive and they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and 
they're very high-tech."
"'Scotch tape and baling wire': How some hospitals and companies are responding to meet 
America's ventilator shortage" -- USA Today, April 8, 2020. Also, Donald Trump on 
ventilators: "they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and they're very high-tech."
8. "And by the way, the hydroxychloroquine, we have millions of doses that I bought.
I bought millions of doses, you know, for the country, the country bought."
"I bought."
9. "We have more than 29 million doses, and that's a lot."
[does a series of mathematical calculations] Yes, that is a lot.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/08/coronavirus-ventilator-shortage-hospitals-diy/2957847001/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/04/07/998527/coronavirus-us-states-worst-hospital-bed-shortages/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/anthony-fauci-peter-navarro-coronavirus-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus-china/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/politics/donald-trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNN?sub_confirmation=1


10. "A lot of people are looking at it and saying -- you know, there's just -- I don't hear
bad stories. I hear good stories."
So, the President hears "good stories" about the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine and "a lot 
of people are looking at it." Does that replace the clinical trials that the medical community 
wants before fully embracing the drug's use? No? 
11. "And I don't hear anything where it's causing death. So it's not like something 
unsafe."
Objection! Anecdotal, your honor. (My mom always wanted me to be a lawyer.)
12. "It's been incredible how -- how so far -- I mean, I hate to say flawlessly, it's three 
days, but it's away ahead of schedule."
"Small Business Aid Program Stretches Agency to Its Limits" -- The New York Times, April 
8, 2020
13. "Well, I'd love to open with a big bang, one beautiful country, and just open."
Uh huh. Tell me more...
14. "We're way under any polls or any of the models, as they call them -- they have 
models, and we're way under, and we hope to keep it that way, in terms of death."
It might be relevant to note here that Donald Trump is not, by training, a statistician.
15. " You know, we had the greatest economy in the history of our country, and then 
all of a sudden, they come in and say: 'Sir, you're going to have to close it.'"
Not true. No matter how many times he says it.
16. "It wiped out -- I mean, it just was unbelievable. That was your all-time bad."
Donald Trump on the Spanish Flu of 1918-1919. 
17. "So you have to be careful because you look at that, and close to 100 people get 
killed, you have to think that, you know, nobody would have thought it could have 
happened, but then you have to think, when you see this coming in and you see what
was happening in China, you have to say, well, maybe this can happen here, so we 
have to be careful."
[Jim Halpert stare at the camera]
18. "And I did what I wanted to do, and it was a good move."
This is Trump on his decision to shut down travel from China. But really this is Trump on 
everything.
19. "Well, I'm a diplomat, too."
[nods head very slowly]
20. "He has a hard time getting the words out, 'thank you, you did a great job.'"
Trump is referring here to an alleged lack of gratitude by New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo for 
what the federal government has done for him on coronavirus. Remember that Trump 
always wants to be thanked and congratulated -- for doing his job.
21. "When they bring you to the hospital with this one, this is not having your 
appendix taken out. It's a bad -- that's a bad thing."
Dr. Trump doing his daily rounds...
22. "I actually have four companies that are high-tech. I mean, these are brilliant, 
brilliant people. You look at Ebola, you look at AIDS, you look at some of the things 
that they've done, these are the companies that have really did it."
"I actually have four companies that are high-tech."
23. "So, I'm just -- all I am is a matchmaker. I -- you know, I see results, I see great 
technicians, great people, come in with -- with really, you know, potential cures, 
OK?"
A "matchmaker," eh?
24. "The media has been -- the lamestream media has been extremely dishonest and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59Hj7bp38f8
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/politics/donald-trump-press-media-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/90483/website-lets-you-watch-every-single-stare-scene-office
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2018/09/07/president-trumps-repeated-claim-greatest-economy-history-our-country/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/business/coronavirus-ppp-small-business-aid.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/business/coronavirus-ppp-small-business-aid.html


it's a shame, it's very sad."

This feels like a good place to end.”

Bernie Sanders drops out

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/bernie-sanders-drops-out/index.html


In a speech to supporters, the Vermont senator clears the path for Biden 
to serve as the Democratic nominee

Sanders: Path towards victory is virtually impossible

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Opinion: Now that Sanders is out, Democrats should cancel convention

Dana Bash points out glaring absence in Sanders' address

Civil rights icon John Lewis endorses Joe Biden

These are the other candidates who were once in the race

Chaos rocks White House on virus' most tragic day

Analysis: 24 irresponsible lines from Trump's latest interview with Sean 
Hannity

Aides hope to give Trump his economic 'big bang' starting in May

Almost 60% on cruise test positive

Opinion: Trump's real goal in demoting stimulus watchdog

Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing' 

CNN poll: Majority say federal government has done a poor job of 
preventing spread

Obama suggests a robust system of testing is needed before US can ease
measures

Right-wing media suggests death toll is inflated, despite experts saying 
opposite

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

What California is doing right in responding to the coronavirus pandemic

Amid a national shortage of Covid-19 tests, California's wealthy can still 
get tested

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/us/california-doctor-sell-coronavirus-tests/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/us/california-doctor-sell-coronavirus-tests/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/trump-covid-19-stimulus-glenn-fine-filipovic/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/americas/greg-mortimer-cruise-ship-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-economy-big-bang-coronavirus/index.html
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live updates Social distancing is working but deaths are rising, New York 
governor says 

Future projections are better than expected

Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?

'She coded in my arms': Mother recalls 27-year-old daughter's last 
moments

Report:     US intel warned of China's spreading virus in November  

A truck driver stabs four women, killing three, at a Tennessee truck stop, 
officers say

Live updates After major Dow rally fizzles, stocks try to gain again

https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040820/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/us/truck-driver-stabbed-women-trnd/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/07/coronavirus-school-prediction-fauci-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
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DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… 
No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... 
HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his parishioners would rather die than not go to 
church... 
Pastor who criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... 
California sheriff warns he can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not 
wearing masks...
State still way behind in testing... 
NJ town resorts to talking drones for social enforcement...
NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop...
Broadway Closed Through June 7...
South Florida City New Hot Spot...
DC braces for looming surge… 
Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed...
Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill...
Grocery stores turn to robots...
Massive wave of evictions coming...
Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November...
Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies...
Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows...
Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police...
Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist...
'By December, we are going to go through this again'...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in a largely straightforward 
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html
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https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/news/story/intelligence-report-warned-coronavirus-crisis-early-november-sources-70031273
https://www.sfgate.com/opinion/article/A-massive-wave-of-evictions-is-coming-Temporary-15186836.php
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/business/grocery-stores-robots-automation/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/pence-tells-u-food-workers-003303338.html
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coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html 

Researchers say the peak is still to come, but the model used by the 
White House now shows far fewer projected US deaths

Seasons:   Scientists say warmer weather won't stop virus  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 14,000  

CNN
[ A day in the life of coronamerica from the wall street perspective … in 
other words, total bull s**t! ] 

https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

Parts of US could ease restrictions by summer [ Bullishit! ]

Dr. Anthony Fauci says some regions of the country could move toward 
normalcy, but there are caveats 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
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live updates Almost 20% of the NYPD is out sick [ Bullishit! ]

America on hold:   These are the human stories of the pandemic   [ Bullishit!
]

Late rent:     Nearly a third of Americans didn't pay rent this month   
[ Bullishit! ]

Only one Covid-19 death:     See how country did it  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 14,000   [ Bullishit! ]

WHO chief:   See his response to Trump's threat   [ Bullishit! ] 

Pence's office blocks public health officials from appearing on CNN 
[ Bullishit! ]

GOP and Democrats block competing proposals over more COVID-19 aid 
[ Bullishit! ] 

Fact check: Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in straightforward 
briefing [ Bullishit! ]

CNN poll: Biden leads Trump in national head-to-head matchup

Analysis: Trump is missing his biggest asset in his bid for reelection 
[ trump’s biggest ass yet! Bullishit! ] 

See new press secretary's shocking and false claims about Trump 
[ Bullishit! ]

Analysis: Trump's secret theory about Barack Obama's endorsement

Watch Trump's reaction to Sanders ending presidential campaign 
[ Bullishit! ]

NYT: 86-year-old who broke social distancing space in ER died after being
shoved [ Bullishit! ]

Opinion: This Wisconsin voter was furious, so she made this sign

Fed unleashes another $2.3 trillion to support economy [ Bullishit! ] 

California's early response helped to flatten the curve

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/09/california-coronavirus-response-dan-simon-newday-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/economy/federal-reserve-stimulus-states-cities/index.html
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Analysis: Goodbye, Bernie Sanders [ Bullishit! ]

8 Capitol police test positive for coronavirus [ Bullishit! ]

'Yikes!' Amanpour reacts to Fox News montage about virus

Analysis: What Fox News' silence about 'Diamond & Silk' says about the 
network 

Study: New York's coronavirus outbreak came from Europe and other 
parts of US [ Bullishit! ]

MSNBC
As virus ravages U.S., Trump continues to look for targets to blame 
[ trump is so sick, so pathetic! ]

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-continues-looking-for-targets-to-blame-81825349854
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Sen. Murphy: Coronavirus will cause 'ripples of grief and trauma' for 
decades

Dr. Fauci: There may be no going back to the pre-coronavirus 'normal' 
[DUH!]

DRUDGEREPORT
Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press 
Briefings... 
EASTER CRACKDOWN
ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]
PEAK DEATH SUNDAY? 

New York daily death toll reaches third-straight record at 799... 
Outbreak Aboard Second Navy Carrier… 
DC mayor: All shoppers at grocery stores must wear masks... 
Major Meat Processors Shutting Down Plants Nationwide As Employees 
Get Sick...
After Violent Night, Chicago Mayor Puts Curfew On Liquor Sales... 
Prison riot in Washington state... 
UK lockdown   indefinitely  ...   
How single cough spreads across supermarket... 
Video shows particles from runners can infect you... 
Immune system gone haywire doing more damage than covid itself?
More and more testing positive AGAIN...
Most New York Cases Came From Europe, Genomes Show...
Federal stocks of protective equipment nearly depleted...
Mnuchin says could be 'open for business' in May...
16.8 million Americans thrown out of work as toll rises...
Fed Chair Powell says U.S. economy deteriorating with alarming speed… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-
deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak 
Pumps Another $2.3 Trillion... Why relief to small businesses has lagged...

Crisis Legacy: Mountains of Debt… 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-crisis-legacy-mountains-of-debt-11586447687
https://apnews.com/1804383d7b1b9633e265a78d5c6984ee
https://apnews.com/8508af5848939f715622a71a44d3af20
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak
https://apnews.com/c06a37220e461922c61bdf18c3a20c3e
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/09/treasury-secretary-mnuchin-says-us-could-be-open-for-business-in-may.html
https://apnews.com/a464316e25560d393bd07a021b7e81ba
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/08/most-new-york-coronavirus-cases-came-from-europe-genomes-show/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/491950-more-coronavirus-patients-testing-positive-again-after-recovery-report
https://www.wsj.com/articles/haywire-immune-response-eyed-in-coronavirus-deaths-treatment-11586430001
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11360637/video-runners-breath-spread-coronavirus/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11359723/video-cough-can-spread-cloud-coronavirus-across-supermarket-lingers/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-measures-21842421
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-measures-21842421
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/washington/articles/2020-04-09/virus-sparks-prison-riot-hits-more-wa-long-term-care-homes
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/04/08/chicago-mayor-lightfoot-curfew-on-liquor-sales-starts-thursday/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-latest-major-meat-processors-shutting-down-plants-as-employees-get-sick-with-covid-19/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-latest-major-meat-processors-shutting-down-plants-as-employees-get-sick-with-covid-19/
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/492009-bowser-all-shoppers-at-dc-grocery-stores-must-wear-masks
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2020-04-09/military-warns-of-coronavirus-breakouts-aboard-uss-nimitz-aircraft-carrier
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/09/new-york-coronavirus-daily-death-toll-reaches-third-straight-record-at-799-gov-cuomo-says.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200409134921-dvhvj
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abp-vigano-asks-bishops-priests-to-pray-exorcism-against-satan-on-holy-saturday
https://apnews.com/c06a37220e461922c61bdf18c3a20c3e
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/dr-fauci-going-back-to-pre-coronavirus-normal-might-not-ever-happen-81713733998
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/sen-murphy-on-mental-health-effects-in-aftermath-of-coronavirus-81809989664
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/sen-murphy-on-mental-health-effects-in-aftermath-of-coronavirus-81809989664


NYTIMES
6.6 Million Join U.S. Jobless Rolls; New Aid Plan Stalls in Senate 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?
action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

16 Million U.S. Workers Filed for Benefits in Last 3 Weeks

• The dire employment data suggested that Washington’s recent $2   
trillion relief package was not working quickly enough to halt the 
economic devastation.

• A Trump administration request for $250 billion in spending to   
replenish a new loan program for small businesses hit a roadblock in
the Senate.

CNN
Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 16,000   
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

MSNBC
Contradicting experts, Trump says U.S. doesn't need nationwide testing 
ahead of return to work 

HUFFPOST
CORONAVIRUS U.S. Economy Unlikely To Recover As Rapidly As It 
Collapsed

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
https://www.huffpost.com/feature/coronavirus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage


CNN
NY has more coronavirus cases than any country 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 
[ Start spreading the news, we’re leaving today, Don’t want to be a part of
guinea town, New York, New York … ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


While updated projections lowered the national death estimate, New 
York's projected deaths increased

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 16,000  

Analysis  : Lack of testing may blunt Trump's planned revival  

live updates 16 US states have statewide school closures

CDC director  : US coming to the peak of coronavirus cases  

Analysis  : The EU has bungled its pandemic response and might never   
fully recover

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Dr. Gupta shows how to make your own mask at home

The United States is already in a recession, 45 economists say

Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics

Analysis: Here's the silver lining in the CNN poll for Trump

Trump and Pence give different answer to the same question

White House reverses position after blocking health officials from 
appearing on CNN

Florida governor falsely claims the coronavirus hasn't killed anyone under
25

CNN Investigates: The red tape that crippled the US's virus response

Obama to mayors on coronavirus: Biggest mistake leaders can make is to
misinform

The Top 10 women Joe Biden might choose as his VP

Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering

Magic Johnson sees one similarity between Covid and HIV

Chinese government reveals draft list of animals which can be farmed for
meat

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/asia/china-wildlife-law-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/asia/china-wildlife-law-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/10/town-hall-magic-johnson-coronavirus-covid-19-minority-urban-communities-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/ammon-bundy-easter-gathering-idaho/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/joe-biden-vp-vice-president-pick/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/obama-mayors-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/obama-mayors-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/coronavirus-testing-cdc-fda-red-tape-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/florida-ron-desantis-false-claim-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/florida-ron-desantis-false-claim-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/09/us-testing-trump-coronavirus-task-force-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/donald-trump-joe-biden-poll-support/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/barack-obama-2014-pandemic-comments-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/business/united-states-recession/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/dr-sanjay-gupta-diy-make-mask-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/europe/eu-bungled-coronavirus-response-analysis-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/europe/eu-bungled-coronavirus-response-analysis-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/town-hall-redfield-coronavirus-us-peak-reopen-economy-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/donald-trump-testing-economy-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


Tornadoes and damaging winds are likely Easter weekend 

Unclaimed NY coronavirus bodies may be buried on island, officials say

Pop star: You should be upset I got a virus test and you didn't

A woman was arrested after licking $1,800 worth of grocery store items, 
police say

How a 100-year-old vaccine for tuberculosis could help fight the novel 
coronavirus

MSNBC
Trump lauds testing efforts, but under 1 percent of the U.S. population 
has been checked for COVID-19

https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-lauds-testing-efforts-but-under-1-of-the-u-s-has-been-checked-81862725866
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-lauds-testing-efforts-but-under-1-of-the-u-s-has-been-checked-81862725866
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/tuberculosis-bcg-vaccine-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/tuberculosis-bcg-vaccine-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-licked-grocery-store-items-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-licked-grocery-store-items-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/entertainment/2020/04/09/pink-coronavirus-ellen-interview-orig-vstan-bdk.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/new-york-hart-island-burials/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/weather/easter-weekend-tornado-storm-forecast/index.html


HUFFPOST
NEW YORK STATE PASSES ALL COUNTRIES IN CASES 

CNN
Tracking Covid-19:     US deaths top 18,000   https://www.cnn.com/interactive/
2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ 

The end of social distancing won't mean the end of coronavirus

As conversations about reopening the economy ramp up, Dr. Fauci says 
there's "no doubt" there will be cases of the virus when restrictions are 
relaxed

Demographics:     Surgeon general explains how coronavirus   
disproportionately affects people of color

Watch:   Surgeon general defends 'big mama' remark  

Podcast:   Keeping faith in a pandemic  

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Trump asked what metrics he's using for re-opening US. See his response

Postal Service looking into absentee ballot delivery irregularities in 
Wisconsin 

The rising number of deaths at homes have NYPD detectives fighting an 
'invisible bullet'

No, the coronavirus is not the leading cause of death in the US, CDC says

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval ticking down on coronavirus response

Ex-FDA commissioner says 'widespread screening' needed to reopen 
economy

Watchdog finds Treasury acted properly in denying request for Trump tax 
returns

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-tax-returns-treasury-watchdog-report/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-tax-returns-treasury-watchdog-report/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/former-fda-commissioner-scott-gottlieb-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/former-fda-commissioner-scott-gottlieb-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/cnn-poll-of-polls-trump-approval-coronavirus-general-election-biden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/coronavirus-not-leading-cause-of-death-us-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/nypd-doa-calls-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/nypd-doa-calls-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/absentee-ballots-postal-service-wisconsin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/absentee-ballots-postal-service-wisconsin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/trump-biggest-decision-coronavirus-tapper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-big-mama-abuela-comment-briefing-nr-bts-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/jerome-adams-minority-communities-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/jerome-adams-minority-communities-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-latest-news-coronavirus_n_5e8de277c5b62459a932511a


Opinion: Trump administration is rushing to gut environmental 
protections 

Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics

Exclusive: Navy commander says virus-struck aircraft carrier crew 
'struggling' after captain's firing

US Postal Service warns Congress it could become insolvent due to 
coronavirus

IRS says stimulus payments begin next week

Fact Check: Trump's new anti-Biden ad is filled with deceptive images 
and audio clips

See astronaut's advice about living in isolation

Opinion: UK's concern for Boris Johnson overrides politics 

Virginia governor signs abortion protections into law

US attorney launches investigation of Massachusetts veteran's nursing 
home suffering from deadly Covid-19 outbreak

3M sues over another company's marked-up offer to New York City of N95
masks

President Andrew Cuomo? Maybe

Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering

Car insurers are giving billions back to drivers. It still may not be enough

CNN
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/business/car-insurance-rebates-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/ammon-bundy-easter-gathering-idaho/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/09/governor-andrew-cuomo-for-president-2024-cillizza-the-point.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/3m-sues-new-york-city-n95-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/3m-sues-new-york-city-n95-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/holyoke-soldiers-home-us-attorney-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/holyoke-soldiers-home-us-attorney-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/virginia-abortion-protections/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/uks-concern-for-boris-johnson-overrides-politics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/10/nasa-astronaut-andrew-morgan-advice-on-isolation-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-campaign-ad-joe-biden-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-campaign-ad-joe-biden-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/stimulus-check-free-tax-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/postal-service-congress-help/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/postal-service-congress-help/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/navy-commander-carrier-crew-struggling/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/navy-commander-carrier-crew-struggling/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/barack-obama-2014-pandemic-comments-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/trump-rushing-to-rollback-environmental-protections-during-pandemic-garbow/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/trump-rushing-to-rollback-environmental-protections-during-pandemic-garbow/index.html


As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is 
yet to come in Texas and Florida

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered 
week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instea
d-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/
2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

TEST OF FAITH
IN A WORLD LOCKED DOWN 

Economic devastation looms on a Good Friday like no other...
How America was hit with COVID-19 from two continents...
2,200 Deaths In Nursing Homes...
Poop study shows virus cases undercounted...
Traces found in wastewater at high levels...
Antibody test in German town shows 15% infection rate...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing...
Half have neurological problems...
BROTHERLY LOVE: Man Gets Ripped Off Philly Bus For Not Wearing 
Mask...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong 
direction...
Prisoners Riot as Tensions Rise...
Inmates take over cell block in Kansas...
Europe close to herd immunity?
Rising from sick beds, medics head back to front lines...
Feds promised small businesses up to $2 million in loans. Now it's maxing
out at $15,000....
FAUCI: Americans could eventually carry certificates of immunity... 

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/10/dr-anthony-fauci-americans-could-eventually-carry-/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/908081/federal-program-promised-small-businesses-2-million-loans-now-maxing-15000
https://theweek.com/speedreads/908081/federal-program-promised-small-businesses-2-million-loans-now-maxing-15000
https://apnews.com/edcddd511e2e55a8a38076936e7948e2
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8206831/Europe-close-herd-immunity-coronavirus-ALREADY.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/inmates-kansas-prison-take-over-cell-block-damage-property-n1180856
https://www.wsj.com/articles/prisoners-riot-as-coronavirus-tensions-rise-11586469284
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/09/no-more-visiting-friends-and-neighbors-under-whitmers-expanded-coronavirus-order/5125426002/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/watch-philadelphia-police-man-bus-mask-video/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/watch-philadelphia-police-man-bus-mask-video/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/heres-where-coronavirus-hides-in-your-body
https://spectator.us/covid-antibody-test-german-town-shows-15-percent-infection-rate/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-traces-found-in-massachusetts-wastewater/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241908771.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-8206625/America-hit-COVID-19-two-continents-studies-suggest.html
https://apnews.com/8233264cd1a25eb2e583ef9f5e4f8d37
https://news.yahoo.com/experiences-emptiness-postcards-16-cities-across-world-001752427.html
https://apnews.com/98dd007d4c24dbba96386e2a3eb42444
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://apnews.com/517bb5588fc94403f797a2045095dcac
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/terence-p-jeffrey/federal-debt-tops-24-trillion-first-time-gao-current-federal
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/record-bankruptcies-predicted-in-next-year-as-unemployment-soars
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


MAG: Pandemic Will Cleave Nation in Two...
APPLEGOOGLE to track contact via smartphone...
U.S. Projects Summer Spike if Stay-At-Home Orders Lifted...
PRESIDENT: Decision To Open Country 'Biggest I've Ever Had To Make'...
SICK MAP... https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing… 
Half have neurological problems… https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-
half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/ 
FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER
CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS
FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS
TESTING BOTCHED 
Coronavirus found in air samples up to 13 feet from patients… 
CDC: Cases Double In Week...
Former FDA Commissioner: 'Far More Deadly than Spanish Flu'...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong 
direction...
Congress Debates Using Smartphone Data...   Burning Man Canceled...  
Italy extends lockdown despite business pressure...
Reports Most New Cases in a Week... IT CAN'T GO ON FOREVER! SICK 
MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/we-cant-shelter-in-place-forever-how-the-coronavirus-lockdown-might-end/ar-BB12rLtc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/italy-reports-most-new-coronavirus-cases-in-a-week/ar-BB12ujzZ
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-extends-lockdown-despite-business-pressure-183024850.html
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/11/burning-man-canceled-coronavirus-virtual/
https://www.nextgov.com/analytics-data/2020/04/congress-hears-optionsand-concerns-using-smartphone-data-fight-covid-19/164538/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/09/no-more-visiting-friends-and-neighbors-under-whitmers-expanded-coronavirus-order/5125426002/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/heres-where-coronavirus-hides-in-your-body
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/scott-gottlieb-coronavirus-would-have-been-far-more-deadly-than-spanish-flu-if-it-appeared-in-1918/
https://www.usnews.com/news/healthiest-communities/articles/2020-04-10/us-coronavirus-cases-doubled-in-1-week-cdc-says
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-found-air-samples-13-feet-patients-231032581.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-strikes-at-least-2-100-nursing-homes-across-u-s-killing-2-000-residents-11586554096
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026
https://www.newsobserver.com/news/coronavirus/article241890896.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8209071/Model-shows-spike-coronavirus-case-summer-lockdown-lifted.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-task-force-update-covid-19-response-watch-live-stream-today-2020-04-10/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-live-updates-us-projects-summer-spike-in-infections-if-stay-at-home-orders-are-lifted/ar-BB12qDxP
https://www.axios.com/apple-google-team-up-on-coronavirus-contact-tracing-6579b80f-f348-4c8e-ac87-d823b9abb4fb.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2020/04/two-pandemics-us-coronavirus-inequality/609622/


CNN
Major pork processor closes -- with a warning

Coronavirus is closing plants, pushing the US 'close to the edge' of its 
meat supply, Smithfield's CEO says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/
index.html 

Analysis:     Virus may dash Trump's plan for economic opening  

Watch:     What life is like for a doctor at Mount Sinai Hospital  

Victims:     Real estate mogul and Trump friend Stanley Chera dies  

Opinion:   The problem with Trump right now  

Analysis:     Trump wants country reopened, but there's an obstacle  

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Lines at food banks grow as some farmers destroy food

• Fauci: Earlier mitigation efforts would have saved lives
• Biden lays out plan to 'safely' reopen country

NYC has more than 100,000 cases of coronavirus

• Opinion: Why US has world's highest number of Covid-19 deaths
• These are the faces of some of the US coronavirus victims

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-united-states-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/opinions/coronavirus-us-death-toll-trump-sachs-opinion/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-13-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/biden-coronavirus-plan-opinion-editorial-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/anthony-fauci-pushback-coronavirus-measures-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/13/farmers-destroy-food-banks-lemon-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/governors-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/opinions/looking-for-hope-amid-tragedy-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/stanley-chera-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/13/mount-sinai-hospital-brooklyn-doctor-coronavirus-ward-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-economy-testing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html


Deadly tornadoes in the South cause 'catastrophic' damage

China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus

Tapper: Mr. President, these questions need answers

There's another incurable virus stalking black America. And Covid-19 is 
making it worse

Lt. Governor apologizes to New Orleans mayor: I was wrong and she was 
right

'I woke up and couldn't taste or smell:' A possible early sign of 
coronavirus

Seven people fined $1,000 each for violating stay-at-home order

Stelter: Trump may be best of all at this

https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/12/trump-coronavirus-narrative-coronavirus-brian-stelter-rs-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/us/santa-cruz-fine-drinks-stay-home-order-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/smell-taste-coronavirus-pandemic-wellness-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/smell-taste-coronavirus-pandemic-wellness-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/12/louisiana-mardi-gras-parade-nungesser-intv-tsr-blitzer-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/12/louisiana-mardi-gras-parade-nungesser-intv-tsr-blitzer-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/black-americans-hiv-coronavirus-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/black-americans-hiv-coronavirus-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/12/trump-jake-tapper-coronavirus-covid-19-journalists-plan-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/asia/china-coronavirus-research-restrictions-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/weather/easter-sunday-weather-tornadoes-storms/index.html


Thousands gather virtually to remember RFK's granddaughter and her 
son

DRUDGEREPORT
FAUCI DOWNLOADS ON TRUMP: LIVES COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IF 
SHUT EARLIER
BATTLE TO RE-OPEN 
USA FACES 18 MONTHS OF ROLLING SHUTDOWNS? 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-
face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD 
All 50 states under disaster declaration for first time in history... 
EASTER REBELLION: Florida pastor, others flout stay-home orders... 
Leaders seize new powers, dangers grow for democracy... 
Surveillance Thrives... 
Test-and-trace programs... 
Grocery workers increasingly fear showing up at work... 
QANTAS staff consider class action alleging airline failed to protect... 
Flight Attendants and Pilots Question Safety... 
NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19...
Repeatedly played down seriousness...
'It's going to be just fine'...
The 'Red Dawn' Emails...
DEATHS NEAR 22,000...
America's Darwinian moment...
Life and Death in Hot Zone...
NEW CASES CHINA: MOST IN 6 WEEKS...
SICK MAP... 

MSNBC
Dr. Fauci: 'It became clear that we were in real trouble' by mid- to late 
January

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - April 13th, 2020

https://www.msnbc.com/politicsnation/watch/dr-anthony-fauci-says-his-coronavirus-concerns-became-serious-mid-january-81955397569
https://www.msnbc.com/politicsnation/watch/dr-anthony-fauci-says-his-coronavirus-concerns-became-serious-mid-january-81955397569
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://news.trust.org/item/20200413004143-i15di
https://bdnews24.com/world/2020/04/12/life-and-death-in-the-hot-zone
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-inequality-darwinian-cbe43189-a776-445c-9d4a-40ddae1d2e38.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200412221334-qhwt2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/the-red-dawn-emails-8-key-exchanges-on-the-faltering-response-to-the-coronavirus/ar-BB12uMDp
https://apnews.com/6a8f85aad99607f313cca6ab1398e04d
https://www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/ct-nw-nyt-trump-early-warnings-ignored-timeline-20200411-dmyrwzmmanhajptjnqlwqfees4-story.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-BB12tYrs
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/12/flight-attendants-and-pilots-ask-is-it-ok-to-keep-working/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/apr/13/qantas-staff-consider-class-action-alleging-airline-failed-to-protect-them-against-covid-19
https://www.chron.com/business/article/Grocery-workers-increasingly-fear-showing-up-at-15195858.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/u-s-states-prepare-test-and-trace-programs-to-reopen-their-economies/ar-BB12ulVa
https://reason.com/2020/04/10/the-surveillance-state-thrives-during-the-pandemic/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Leaders-seize-new-powers-to-fight-coronavirus-15195776.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Florida-pastor-others-flout-stay-home-orders-on-15195904.php
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/492433-all-50-states-under-disaster-declaration-for-first
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Reopening-U-S-economy-by-May-1-may-be-15195921.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/672794/fauci-lives-saved-us-shut-down-earlier/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/672794/fauci-lives-saved-us-shut-down-earlier/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/robert-kennedy-granddaughter-maeve-kennedy-townsend-mckean-virtual-ceremony/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/robert-kennedy-granddaughter-maeve-kennedy-townsend-mckean-virtual-ceremony/index.html


Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

The major indices were mixed today following the biggest 1-week gain 
since 1974.

*The S&P and DOW still finished the day in negative territory for the first 
time in 3 sessions.

*However, the NASDAQ finished higher, helped out by a 7.0% jump in 
Netflix (NFLX) and new 52-week high for the stock.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row, even though OPEC 
members agreed to the biggest output cut in history. With a 1.5% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at 22.41 a barrel.

*Stimulus checks are trickling in, with the first deposits occurring over 
the weekend. The U.S. Treasury says that millions of Americans should 
receive deposits on Wednesday.

*JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) will kick off earnings 
season tomorrow. We’ll also hear from Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and 
Bank of America (BAC) this week.

HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS 
NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-
on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick 
dude trump beyond the pale! ]

MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO

CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health 
Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-
organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible 
… How very trumpian! ]

'Scariest day of my life':   Trump describes moment at briefing  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/trump-scariest-day-ventilators-coronavirus-briefing-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-announces-defunding-of-world-health-organization-after-criticism-of-u-s-virus-response-82044485783
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899


Live updates There are more than 590,000 cases in the US

Looking back:     Tapper rolls the tape on what Trump does 'not want you to   
remember'

Reopening:     Battle over when to reopen the US escalates  

Chris Cuomo:   I can't shake off my fever  

Opinion  : Here's something Trump can't spin  

California governor outlines plan to reopen economy as US death toll tops
25,000

• Trump retreats  : President acknowledges governors have authority to   
reopen states
• Analysis  : Florida governor hits new lows in battle against Covid-19  

US may have to endure social distancing until 2022 if no vaccine is 
quickly found, scientists predict

• Opinion  : California and New York were hit by Covid-19 early. The results   
are very different.
• 'Mind-boggling'  : How US pandemic planning never accounted for Trump  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/pandemic-preparedness-trump-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/opinions/california-new-york-covid-19-coronavirus-yang/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/opinions/california-new-york-covid-19-coronavirus-yang/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/social-distancing-research-coronavirus-2022-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/social-distancing-research-coronavirus-2022-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/ron-desantis-florida-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/h_e26b603db4900d4b196ca1099b0abe92
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/h_e26b603db4900d4b196ca1099b0abe92
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/opinions/chris-christie-interview-coronavirus-trump-opinion-axelrod/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/14/cuomo-gupta-covid-19-symptoms-fever-intv-sot-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/donald-trump-coronavirus-february-tapper-sot-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/donald-trump-coronavirus-february-tapper-sot-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/index.html


GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is lesser 
of two evils compared to economy tanking

CDC, FEMA have drafted a national plan to reopen US, report says

Farmer who had to destroy his crop has a message for federal 
government

Hank Steinbrenner, Yankees co-owner, dies

Analysis: Donald Trump had Tom Brady on the brain during a coronavirus 
meeting

Bishop who said 'God is larger than' Covid-19 has died from the disease

Obama endorses Biden for president

Scientists have bad news for the White House about coronavirus antibody
tests 

New WH committee opens with confusion

A 93-year-old woman got a massive Coors Light delivery after a viral plea 
for more beer

Ex-Trump adviser blasts slow execution of funds

NASCAR driver Kyle Larson fired from racing team for using a racial slur

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/kyle-larson-nascar-driver-chip-ganassi-racing-spt-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/14/gary-cohn-coronavirus-economic-response-amanpour-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/coors-light-delivery-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/coors-light-delivery-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trump-reopening-council/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/coronavirus-antibody-tests-scientists/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/coronavirus-antibody-tests-scientists/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/obama-endorses-biden/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/bishop-gerald-glenn-god-larger-coronavirus-dies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/tom-brady-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/tom-brady-trump-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/hank-steinbrenner-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/14/farmer-destroyed-crops-coronavirus-covid-19-flores-nr-vpx.cnn
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Reporter grills Trump: What did you do for entire month?

DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP ORDERS HIS NAME ON VIRUS CHECKS 
NO PEAK YET: U.S. DEATHS SET SINGLE-DAY RECORD... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS 
NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-
on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick 
dude trump beyond the pale! ]

MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO

CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health 
Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-
organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible 
… How very trumpian! ]

CNN GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is 
lesser of two evils compared to economy tanking 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trey-hollingsworth-coronavirus/
index.html [ Wow! You can’t make this s**t up. What a dumb thing to say, 
much less think. How about requiring him, his family, and his friends 
along with the thieving trumps to work the ERs, hospitals, clinics, etc., 
among other harms way but necessary positions. Did people actually 
vote for this guy (and trump)? ]
YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Worst Recession Since the 
Great Depression Is Coming, IMF Forecasts https://www.yahoo.com/news/
m/6d053565-044b-322f-8806-4854b2da1140/the-worst-recession-since-
the.html The coronavirus and countries' efforts to contain it has put the 
global economy on track for the worst recession since the Great 
Depression and could cost a cumulative loss of $9 trillion in economic 
activity over 2020 and 2021—more than the size of the Japanese and 
German economies combined, Gita Gopinath, the chief economist of the 
International Monetary Fund, said on Tuesday… 
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Trump MAGA Committee AD   Will You Choose Trump or a Dem in 2020?   
President Trump Will Not Let Our Nation Go Down the Bleak and Desolate
Path of Socialism, But He Needs You to Fight Back. Share Your Thoughts 
Now. [ WOW! These trumpy maga people are really, truly dumb! Let’s not 
even for the moment talk about successful tax-payer funded programs as 
social security. Their “capitalism” egregiously socializes the losses (ie., 
wall street bailout, etc.) and privatizes the gains 
(institutional/government/1percent thievery). At once, tragic and pathetic!
]

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Bill Kristol Names The Moment Donald 
Trump’s America Passed The Point Of No Return 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/bill-kristol-donald-trump-coronavirus-
response-072615014.html The conservative commentator called it "the 
inflection point of failure" when we "tripped and fell, not to get back up 
easily again." [ trump’s america Passed 'The Point Of No Return' … 
Passed the 'The Point Of No Return' indeed … I like that, though still 
euphemistic for the bleak consequential prospects that in trumpian 
denial/fashion seem as if “trump’s april miracle” disappeared as if by 
saying so makes it so, even if the propounder(s) is (are) a pathological 
liar(s) … Pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Business The Fiscal Times National Debt Will Exceed GDP 
This Fiscal Year, New Projection Says 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/national-debt-exceed-gdp-fiscal-
224936102.html 

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say. [ Keep in mind, the upshot of these sometimes blatant 
fraudulent wealth transfers to that so-called one percent, exemplified by 
ie., the wall street bailout with government complicity 
(republicans/democrats, dumbya bush/paulsen/cheney, 
obama/holder/biden, now trump/barr, etc., et als), is the equivalent of a 
‘heads they win tails you lose’ approach with huge treasury dollar 
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implications where they socialize the losses and privatize the gains. Fed 
chair tells Congress that $1 trillion budget deficits are unsustainable 
“…..There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-
the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ The magnitude of these frauds is 
almost incomprehensible. https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time 
numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT ]

CNN Trump erupts in Covid-19 briefing, claiming 'total' authority as 
president 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/politics/trump-coronavirus-defense-fauci/
index.html 
HUFFPOST TRUMP: I HAVE ‘TOTAL AUTHORITY’ OVER GOVS (HE 
DOESN’T) https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-total-authority-
president_n_5e94f544c5b606109f5ea92b 
MSNBC Trump falsely claims the president has 'total' power over 
governors … https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-asserts-his-
power-over-governors-as-total-81994821608
DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP CLAIMS 'TOTAL AUTHORITY' OVER STATES 

https://apnews.com/ba9578acf23bdb03fd51a2b81f640560 
[ Hmmm … Sounds historically familiar:
1933 
January 30: Schleicher is outmaneuvered by Papen, who persuades Hindenburg 
than Hitler can be controlled; the latter is made chancellor, with Papen vice-
chancellor.

February 6: Hitler introduces censorship.

February 27: With elections looming, the Reichstag is set on fire by a 
communist.

February 28: Citing the attack on the Reichstag as evidence of a mass 
communist movement, Hitler passes a law ending civil liberties in Germany.

March 5: The NSDAP, riding on the communist scare and aided by a now tame 
police force boosted by masses of SA, polls at 43.9 percent.4
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 The Nazis ban the communists.

March 21: During the "Day of Potsdam,"the Nazis open the Reichstag in a 
carefully stage-managed act which tries to show them as heirs of the Kaiser.

March 24: Hitler passes the Enabling Act; it makes him a dictator for four years.



YAHOONEWS (4-13-20) Business Yahoo Finance Stock market news live 
updates: Stock futures drop, officials discuss reopening economy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-april-13-
2020-221804219.html Stock futures fell Sunday evening at the end a 
holiday weekend in the U.S., declining after last week’s rally sent the S&P
500 to its best weekly gain since 1974.

HUFFPOST
SLOW, INCOMPETENT AND DISHONEST: INSIDE TRUMP’S BOTCHED 
RESPONSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-botched-delayed-
coronavirus-response_n_5e9315c0c5b69ededcf2d2b5 

DRUDGEREPORT NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19… Repeatedly 
played down seriousness… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-
could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-
BB12tYrs 
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4-12-20 Alec Baldwin’s Trump Calls In To ‘Weekend Update’ To Brag About
His Stellar COVID-19 Job https://www.huffpost.com/entry/alec-baldwin-
trump-weekend-update-snl_n_5e92a4b8c5b68ca47636e491 

CNN US hits new historic first in coronavirus pandemic 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/us-coronavirus-updates-sunday/
index.html 
President Trump approved a disaster declaration for Wyoming making it 
the first time in American history all states have one in place
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 
MAGAman trump has done it … ‘We’re number one!’ CNN US has most 
virus deaths in the world America is now reporting at least 18,860 
coronavirus fatalities, surpassing Italy as the nation with the most 
reported deaths https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-
pandemic-04-11-20/h_a72b3899f03070ecaad11f4375f1f995 

YAHOONEWS World Reuters IMF chief says pandemic will unleash worst 
recession since Great Depression 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/imf-chief-says-pandemic-unleash-
120000780.html 

CNN
US likely hit its peak daily death toll, expert says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/health/us-coronavirus-updates-saturday/
index.html 

At least 2,074 deaths were reported Friday, the largest increase in 
coronavirus fatalities since the beginning of the outbreak 

live updates US reaches half a million coronavirus cases
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As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is 
yet to come in Texas and Florida

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered 
week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instea
d-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/
2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Oversight erased, Supreme 
Court hijacked: Trump turns the presidency into a dictatorship 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/oversight-erased-supreme-court-hijacked-
071510076.html [ No surprise. Totally predictable. Tragic and pathetic! ]

CNN
Tracking Covid-19:     US deaths top 18,000   https://www.cnn.com/interactive/
2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ 

NEWYORKTIMES
Coronavirus Map: Tracking the Global Outbreak https://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2020/world/coronavirus-maps.html?action=click&module=Top
%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage&action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype
=Homepage 

BARRONS
The Stock Market Has Had a Heck of a Bounce. Why It’s Time for Another
Drop. https://www.barrons.com/articles/the-stock-markets-big-bounce-
could-turn-into-another-drop-soon-heres-why-51586365473?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS&adobe_mc=MCMID
%3D33765368431853895684615918636231509251%7CMCORGID
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%3DCB68E4BA55144CAA0A4C98A5%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS
%3D1586516007&adobe_mc=MCMID
%3D33765368431853895684615918636231509251%7CMCORGID
%3DCB68E4BA55144CAA0A4C98A5%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS
%3D1586516055 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press 
Briefings... [ WOW! Talk about biting the hand that fed him … well, that’s 
trump’s insanity, to be sure! ]
EASTER CRACKDOWN
ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

Then there’s this: https://www.usdebtclock.org

HUFFPOST
ECONOMISTS: FAT CHANCE FOR TRUMP’S ‘ROCKET’ RECOVERY 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-
coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abp-vigano-asks-bishops-priests-to-pray-exorcism-against-satan-on-holy-saturday
https://apnews.com/c06a37220e461922c61bdf18c3a20c3e
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/


YAHOONEWS Politics Politico The briefings aren’t working: Trump’s 
approval rating takes a dip

DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CNN poll  : Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half   
of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-
coronavirus/index.html 

MSNBC
Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's 
cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s 
madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ]

HUFFPOST
Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-
cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so 
mentally ill, so pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the 
coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is 
greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-
9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 

https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11349914/france-coronavirus-worst-world-death-toll/
https://apnews.com/72a432c5ef566621f3b288146d2bc00d
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html
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https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/04/07/coronavirus-update-already-struggling-small-businesses-in-south-bay-being-targeted-by-robbers/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8198633/US-hits-new-record-highest-number-coronavirus-deaths-DAY-1-890-fatalities.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/07/kushner-coronavirus-surveillance-174165
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/779-more-coronavirus-deaths-reported-in-new-york
https://apnews.com/136a9343b179727e81b89df3e7fc46c7
https://www.theguardian.com/world/ng-interactive/2020/apr/08/coronavirus-100-days-that-changed-the-world
http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/briefings-aren-t-working-trump-224910182.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/briefings-aren-t-working-trump-224910182.html


pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic! “...True 
enough, the republicans have gone beyond the pale for mentally ill 
mobster thief in chief trump; but, sadly a bit too generous/kind to the 
democrats who from my direct observation and experience are/were 
always ready to jump on the bandwagon if the same “works for them”. 
america is a complete and total fraud! ...”

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths 

Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this 
short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-
fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-
04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total 
bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths https://www.marketwatch.com/story/new-york-
state-reports-biggest-one-day-rise-in-coronavirus-cases-2020-04-07?
link=MW_latest_news 

HUFFPOST 
THEY KNEW: W.H. MEMO WARNED ‘MILLIONS’ IN DANGER 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/peter-navarro-trade-adviser-trump-
coronavirus-warning-memos_n_5e8c1e05c5b62459a92e4744 

YAHOONEWS Business Zacks First Bank Collapses Amid Coronavirus 
Woes: More in Store? U.S. HuffPost Former Fed Chair Janet Yellen: 
Unemployment 'May Go To Depression Levels' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/janet-yellen-economic-impact-
unemployment-coronavirus-great-depression-170636827.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Stock market is headed for choppy 
waters amid worries that a return to normal will elude the U.S. economy 
See: The soaring U.S. unemployment rate could approach Great 
Depression-era levels … [DUH!] Business Investor's Business Daily Dow 
Jones Futures Jump; Why This Stock Market Rally Is More Dangerous 
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Than The Coronavirus Market Crash Dow Jones futures rose solidly 
Sunday night, along with S&P 500 futures and Nasdaq futures as new 
coronavirus cases … [DUH! DUH! DUH!]

4-4-20 A Blast From The Past as Seth Meyers and Amy Poehler Rejoin 
Hands and Take A Closer Look, REALLY!   https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/  
seth-meyers-amy-poehler-coronavirus-mitch-mcconnell-132104748.html 

MSNBC
Coronavirus live updates: Surgeon General, Trump sound alarm as U.S. 
cases top 300,000 As Surgeon General warns of 'Pearl Harbor moment', 
U.S. surpasses 9,000 COVID-19 deaths 
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/as-surgeon-
general-warns-of-pearl-harbor-moment-u-s-surpasses-9-000-covid-19-
deaths-81659973793 

HUFFPOST
SURGEON GENERAL WARNS: NEXT WEEK WILL BE ‘9/11 MOMENT’ https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/surgeon-general-coronavirus-sept-
11_n_5e89df69c5b6cc1e47771c41 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost GOP Voters Rebuke Donald Trump's 
Coronavirus Response In New Video https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/gop-
voters-donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership-124400483.html This is a 
crisis and we need real leadership. Donald Trump is incapable of it," GOP 
voters said in Republicans for the Rule of Law's latest ad.

YAHOONEWS U.S. HuffPost Trump Org Reportedly Seeking Debt Help 
From Deutsche As Bank Is Probed By DOJ [ The shakedown! ] 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/deutsche-bank-trump-debt-help-
coronavirus-conflict-of-interest-132441939.html Former White House 
ethics chief Walter Shaub called it the "absolute nightmare" he has 
warned against.
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YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-
191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery 
should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they 
also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The 
most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest»

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse 
than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-
great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on 
record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://
www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/
brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html 

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say.

Senator: Outside pressure will move GOP on voting stance Yahoo News 
Video
Early Signs Could Preview Effect of Coronavirus on Housing Market 
ValuePenguin

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Sean Hannity Over Huge Coronavirus 
‘Hoax’ Lie https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
sean-hannity-over-huge-coronavirus-hoax-lie?
via=rss&source=articles_fancylink 

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo Finance Coronavirus pandemic to trigger 
'another selling wave' in the stock market soon: expert 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-
another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html Is 
it time to fade this short-term rally in the markets? Yes, this pro tells 
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Yahoo Finance in large part because of the unpredictable nature of the 
coronavirus. [ It’s really quite astounding to hear so-called ‘wall street 
mavens’ talk about this corona-induced bear market as run of the mill 
typical … WAKE UP! ]

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
MARKETWATCH
Study says virus death toll in Italian province is double the official tally https://
www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-
double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news 
YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch 5 reasons the spread of the 
coronavirus in the U.S. could be worse than in Italy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-
reasons-the-spread-of-the.html The spread of COVID-19 in the U.S. is 
accelerating, and mortality is increasing exponentially, putting the U.S. 
on a potentially worse trajectory than Italy's, according to an analysis by 
Morgan Stanley. Biotechnology analyst Matthew Harrison said he expects
President Donald 

YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Coronavirus Crisis Could Be as 
Bad as Anything We’ve Seen in the Last 150 Years: Harvard Economist 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-
coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo Harvard 
economist Kenneth Rogoff knows what a financial crisis looks like. In 
this pandemic, Rogoff sees the global economy possibly headed for a 
Depression-era like hit, with emerging markets, corporate debt and an 
election year making the situation more precarious. Barron's spoke with 
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Rogoff—who co-wrote This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial 
Folly with Reinhart in 2009—about how this coronavirus crisis compares 
with the Great Depression… 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
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outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
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Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo News Video Man dies, woman left in critical 
condition after taking chloroquine phosphate 
https://news.yahoo.com/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html An 
Arizona woman who was left in critical condition and whose husband 
died after they {took chloroquine phosphate} said, “Don’t believe anything
that the president says.”

https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-
214400339.html 

Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People 
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 
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human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied.

The trumpian american debacle lays bare the philosophical dilemma 
confronting the very foundations of so-called american democracy (at 
best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially
means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves… as 
exemplified in and by the american and French concepts of 'democracy'. 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 

[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! Unfortunately, trump 
knows that his americans, like him, are really dumb and lying does work 
in america!]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
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minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; NOT good by any universally accepted measure or application of the 
term.
Unfortunately, trump knows that his americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
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have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf

Trump Declares He Has 'Total' Authority As President In Defiant Press 
Briefing

huffpost.com

Doug Thiel mentioned you in a comment. I have heard that.....this will get 
very interesting with his fight with the Governors. They won’t back down 
as it’s their call. What do you think will happen Al?
Oh, when dealing with insanity, I've found predictions based upon rational
expectations totally worthless.

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
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Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

Unfortunately, trump knows that americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
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Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump 
Presidency Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, 
but Americans have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter 
Wehner

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
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We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

america is a total fraud!

america’s not worth it!

america’s a total fraud. americans for the most part are absolute shit!

"THE STATE, IT IS US 

Recent Articles

The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 
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The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 

David Stockman | March 30, 2020 

Look at the world around you. It may seem like an immovable, implacable
place. It is not. With the slightest push – in just the right place – it can be 
tipped.

–Malcolm Gladwell, The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big 
Difference (2000)

...

Even if Uncle Sam wasn’t already broke – with $23 trillion of public debt 
and $20 trillion more built into current policy over the next decade – this 
$2.2 trillion “stimulus” bill would rank as a monstrous eruption of fiscal 
incontinence.

What’s far worse than this cascade of freebies are the underlying 
theories used to justify it.

This latest attempt at fiscal “stimulus” basically says there’s no limit to 
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the amount of money the state and its central-banking branch can borrow
or print to hold harmless virtually every element and institution of the 
American economy at their January 2020 level.

Mind you, that’s fake prosperity based on egregiously inflated financial 
wealth.

[Chart]

And this bill is just a grand act of plenary social insurance designed to 
make everyone whole – as if the state has resources society as a whole 
doesn’t.

We leave it to the liberal numbskulls at Axios to reveal the true colors of 
the Everything Bailout:

This is not intended to stimulate growth and spending to offset a 
potential downturn; it is designed to prevent mass homelessness, 
starvation and a wave of business closures not seen since the height of 
the Great Depression.

“This should not be thought of as a stimulus bill – this should be thought 
of as social insurance in a disaster state of the world for the most hard 
hit,” Jonathan Parker, professor of finance at MIT, told Axios during a 
virtual briefing with reporters Wednesday.

“The idea is to freeze time for a month or six weeks and let people 
emerge with not a huge amount of debt – not starving, not being evicted.”



This would ideally produce “a V-shaped recovery where people find 
themselves roughly where they were when we went in.”

Even if the bill passes, the story won’t be over: We are likely to be in this 
same situation again, economists say – and soon.

Another stimulus bill will likely be necessary to get the economy running 
after the COVID-19 outbreak has been contained.

More immediately, it’s possible that a second massive spending bill will 
be needed just to stop further bleeding.

Well, there you have it. It’s a bald-faced recipe for the veritable 
destruction of capitalist prosperity and financial viability.

And this is the consensus extant across the length and breadth of the 
beltway.

These sanctimonious insiders are statists of the worst variety. Rather 
than overtly embrace Socialism, like Bernie, AOC, and the Squad, they 
embrace an ersatz version. Theirs presumes a hyper-interventionist state
is not capitalism’s mortal enemy, like classic socialism. Theirs is a 
helpmate, an enhancer, and a benefactor.

All rolled into one…

But that’s dead wrong.



What it does is eviscerate the fundamentals of stable, sustainable, and 
rising prosperity.

Beltway Socialism…

systematically falsifies and inflates financial asset prices…

confers windfall wealth on the already wealthy…

balloons public and private debt…

fosters pervasive speculation and malinvestment…

perpetuates failed business strategies and zombie companies…

undermines financial discipline among households, businesses, and 
government institutions alike…

kills savings, rainy-day funds, and balance-sheet reserves in favor of 
hand-to-mouth economics…

Finally – obviously, now – Beltway Socialism leaves the aggregate 
economy unnecessarily fragile and extremely vulnerable to exogenous 
shocks like the COVID-19 supply-side dislocation now underway.

Those insiders now roundly applauding the bill recognize none of these 
untoward consequences.



[Chart]

By their lights, the American economy’s apparent inability to weather a 
two- to four-month supply-side dislocation is due to the putative defects 
of market capitalism. Hyperactive intervention is exactly what their 
doctor ordered.

This is statism.

And it’s creeping up on all of us.

Here’s Michael Coolbaugh to take us out with some more wise words he 
shared with his Element Macro Research subscribers this morning:

I wish I had something more profound to offer you this morning. But, as 
Former Premier of the Soviet Union Vladimir Lenin once proclaimed, 
“There are decades where nothing happens, and there are weeks where 
decades happen.”

That’s the thing about these sorts of “big picture” scenarios.

They usually move at glacial speed with the seeds being sown over years,
if not decades. The problem being, we never know where the spark will 
come from that triggers the avalanche. 

I don’t have any first-hand accounts, but I highly doubt many had the 
assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria at the top of their list of 
triggers that would launch The Great War.



As I suggested on Friday, I believe we are currently experiencing 
something much greater than a pandemic-induced economic shock.

There will be many lasting consequences from what seems to be this 
singular event but is really just the culmination of decades of decisions 
that have brought us to this place.

We talked about the distinct possibility that the real economy 
outperforms the stock market. And what might that look like?

Have you noticed that the overwhelming view during this market rout has 
been to buy the technology sector on weakness?

After all, we are a service economy that is currently demonstrating our 
ability to work remotely… 

[Chart]

In fact, we’re told about it every single day: “You want to own growth in a
low-growth world”… There’s this now too: “Tech will be the least affected
by a global quarantine”… And, better still: “You can’t ignore the amazing 
relative performance.”

Well, you know how I feel about something that everyone believes in…

If there’s one thing history has taught us time and again, it’s that the 
unwind of such one-way thinking can be powerful and often extremely 
painful.



These are all just a few overarching things to keep in mind over the 
weeks and months to come.

Because, believe me, I could sit here and talk about this “big picture” and
metagame-type stuff all day.

But any time I see projections for oil priced below zero, it might suggest 
we’re rapidly approaching a major tipping point.

Indeed, Mike, indeed…

To common sense,

David Stockman"

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 30th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks bounced back after Friday’s drop, and kicked off the week with a 
win.

*Today’s gains come in spite of more bad news and a slide in oil:

*President Trump extended social distancing guidelines to April 30th.

*Right now there are more than 775,00 cases around the world and over 



37,000 deaths. And last week the U.S. became the country with the most 
cases in the world, now almost 160,000.

*St. Louis Fed President James Bullard and economists believe the 
unemployment rate could hit 32%.

*And Fed research shows that there are 66.8 million workers with “high 
risk of layoff.”

*But on a (trumpian) positive note, Bullard believes the hit to the 
economy might be short lived. In a CNBC interview, Bullard said “this is a 
special quarter, and once the virus goes away and if we play our cards 
right and keep everything intact, then everyone will go back to work and 
everything will be fine."

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 3rd day in a row. With a 5.4% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.33 a barrel. It was the lowest close for Crude Oil since 
2002.

*Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) jumped 8.0% on news that the company will 
begin human testing on a potential vaccine in September.”

YAHOONEWS Politics LA Times Column: Trump blocks coronavirus 
bailout oversight even before it can start 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-
163113509.html Trump says he won't cooperate with bailout oversight, so
what is he hiding?

CNN
Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
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devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/cuomo-lemon-handoff-trump-news-coverage-coronavirus-cpt-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/borger-column-trump-empathy/index.html
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state

CNN
Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states

The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the 
pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.

• live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this  
virus since day one'

• Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying   
virus
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• Social distancing:   'Glimmers' that measures are working  

• Tips:     Worried about infection from groceries? What to do  

• Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

• Podcast:     As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties  

CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus

• Comedian Michael Yo shares emotional post about recovering from 
coronavirus
• A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers 
test positive
• What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer

A grim picture of what could come in the US

• US Open tennis complex to be used as makeshift hospital in New 
York 
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• Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus  

• Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus   
guidelines and provide models as rationale

• Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was   
wrong

• Man best known for walking nearly every block of New   
York dies of coronavirus

• Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky   
start

• What to do if you're worried about bills  

• The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will   
receive medal of honor

• From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual   
campaigning

• DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA   
warrant process

• Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why  

• Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American   
democracy

• One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US  

Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
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live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/cuomo-lemon-handoff-trump-news-coverage-coronavirus-cpt-sot-vpx.cnn
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

MSNBC
U.S. death toll tops 3,000, exceeding 9/11 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-
coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627 
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Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

‘  I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools   

close

OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about 
coronavirus

Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal

State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket

U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far

Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits

Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do 
they see?

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

HUFFPOST
GOP GOV THROWS COLD WATER ON TRUMP TESTING LIE 

CORONAVIRUS

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-larry-hogan-trump-testing_n_5e834451c5b6d38d98a4ffaa
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
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CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19

A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue

GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public 
Health: Study

Amazon Worker Fired After Staging Walkout Over Company’s Handling Of 
Outbreak

LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak

DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-
080522193.html 
SOS NYC 
MORE DEAD THAN 9/11
CNN ANCHOR CUOMO INFECTED
DC THREAT: JAIL FOR LEAVING HOME
MAJORITY OF AMERICANS PRAYING 

Coronavirus could travel 27 feet, stay in air for hours: MIT researcher… 
Brooklyn Man Arrested After Coughing On FBI Agents...
Famed neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
PEAK? Model predicts 2,271 deaths on 4/15… 
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter Miracle...
Mixed messages confuse...
Bottlenecks in testing, excruciating wait times...
Captain of aircraft carrier with growing outbreak pleads for help… 
Military infections rise...
Hospitals Tell Doctors They'll Be Fired If Talk to Press...
Study shows middle-age mortality risk...
3D video shows extensive damage to lungs...
Supplies Get Tight As Food Distribution Systems Break Down... 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/supplies-are-starting-to-get-really-tight-nationwide-as-food-distribution-systems-break-down
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/it-is-affecting-every-age-group-3d-video-shows-extensive-damage-to-lungs-caused-by-covid-19
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https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-mixed-messages-confuse-coronavirus-194831761.html
https://apnews.com/df0f9e66090f77c3102610b4e8a49433
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8168661/Data-predicts-2-271-Americans-die-coronavirus-April-15.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-gets-back-to-work-while-u-s-extends-coronavirus-shutdowns-11585561393
https://www.the-sun.com/news/615922/neurosurgeon-james-goodrich-dead-coronavirus-conjoined-twins/
https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/nyc-man-coughs-on-fbi-agents-during-price-gouging-arrest
https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-could-travel-27-feet-stay-in-air-for-hours-mit-researcher/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/03/30/most-americans-say-coronavirus-outbreak-has-impacted-their-lives/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/30/dc-mayor-threatens-jail-time-for-leaving-home-during-coronavirus/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/breaking-cnns-chris-cuomo-has-tested-positive-for-coronavirus/
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WHOLE FOODS employees nationwide 'sick-out'...
AMAZON Struggles to Find Footing... 
Pets Growing More Stressed... 
SICK MAP... 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP... 
End of Dollar Reign? 
DOW heads for worst first quarter in history... Developing... 
Return of Barter Economy, Swapping Eggs for Toilet Paper... 

"Crazy Town

Crazy Town https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/ 

By David Stockman. March 31, 2020 

The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

David Stockman | March 31, 2020

Now this is the point. You fancy me a mad. Madmen know nothing. But 
you should have seen me. You should have seen how wisely I proceeded…

Edgar Allen Poe, The Tell-Tale Heart (1843)
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https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dmeka/whole-foods-employees-are-staging-a-nationwide-sick-out


...

Have I said it’s getting stupid-crazy down there in the Imperial City?

Or course I have, ad infinitum… ad nauseum, really.

And I’m doing it again today…

Consider the chart below.

[Chart]

To wit, it took the Federal Reserve 95 years after its doors opened in 
1914 to print enough money to fund a $600 billion balance sheet.

Between the famous Treasury Accord in 1951, by which the Fed was 
liberated from U.S. Treasury-ordered yield-pegging, and 1999, its balance 
sheet grew at a modest 5.2% per year.

And the Fed’s relative stinginess with the printing press was a great big 
never-mind. Real gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 3.4% per year 
over that near half-century period. And real median family income more 
than doubled, from $35,000 to $74,000.

I ponder that “$600 billion” today because its capsulizes the insanity 
loose in the Imperial City.



What took 95 years to accomplish in the purportedly benighted 20th 
century, now takes just five days…

[Chart]

You can’t make this stuff up.

Between March 20 and March 26 – five trading days – our monetary 
central planners purchased $622 billion of U.S. Treasuries and mortgage-
backed securities (MBS).

Its balance sheet has expanded from $4.75 trillion the evening of March 
19 to $5.372 trillion the evening of March 26.

The growth rate there is 61,084% per year.

Even Uncle Milton Friedman – the evil genius who started all this at Camp
David back in August 1971 – is surely rolling in his grave.

If there’s any doubt this madness is literally destroying the bond markets,
you need look no further than these side-by-side charts…

[Chart]

The massive corporate bond bubble that 10 years of the Fed’s foolish 
interest-rate repression generated is now coming unstuck at the seams.



As I’ve said all along, the specious assurance from the Eccles Building 
that the financial system is sound because banks have been passing their
ludicrously rigged “stress test” was malarkey of the first order.

For crying out loud, Waldo isn’t hiding in bank balance sheets. That was 
the last rodeo.

Bank balance sheets have been repaired as a result of savaging returns 
on the deposits held by millions of savers and retirees.

Meanwhile, Waldo is buried somewhere in the trillions of new corporate 
bond mutual funds and exchange-traded funds that have risen up to 
quench the desperate thirst for yield among asset gatherers…

Of course, these hideously low yields are being clobbered by the COVID-
19 shutdown panic. That’s caused a run on the bond funds like no brick-
and-mortar bank run ever before.

In just two weeks there was a $218 billion outflow from these funds, 
including $34.6 billion on “bond capitulation day” on March 20 alone.

Well, better late than never.

In an honest market, corporate bond yields would be rising smartly.

And the C-suite geniuses who trashed their own balance sheets over the 
last decade to fund rampant stock buybacks and financial engineering 
adventures might well be getting a tap on the shoulder from their own 
complicit boards, who might not otherwise relish the prospect of 



spending the rest of their days in shareholder litigation.

Nope… it’s the Everything Bailout for them.

And, alas, the last thing our monetary central planners wish to see is 
honest bond yields or any other kind of honest financial asset prices.

That moment of reckoning, of course, must be precluded at all hazards, 
even if it means fostering an even more incendiary blow-up just down the 
road.

The ever-prescient Jim Bianco summarized the action neatly:

In just these past few weeks, the Fed has cut rates by 150 basis points to
near zero and run through its entire 2008 crisis handbook. That wasn’t 
enough to calm markets, though – so the central bank also announced $1 
trillion a day in repurchase agreements and unlimited quantitative easing,
which includes a hard-to-understand $625 billion of bond buying a week 
going forward. At this rate, the Fed will own two-thirds of the Treasury 
market in a year.

But it’s the alphabet soup of new programs that deserve special 
consideration, as they could have profound long-term consequences for 
the functioning of the Fed and the allocation of capital in financial 
markets. Specifically, these are:

CPFF (Commercial Paper Funding Facility) – buying commercial paper 
from the issuer.

PMCCF (Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds from the issuer.



TALF (Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility) – funding backstop for
asset-backed securities.

SMCCF (Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds and bond ETFs in the secondary market.

MSBLP (Main Street Business Lending Program) – Details are to come, 
but it will lend to eligible small and medium-size businesses, 
complementing efforts by the Small Business Association.

To put it bluntly, the Fed isn’t allowed to do any of this. The central bank 
is only allowed to purchase or lend against securities that have 
government guarantee. This includes Treasury securities, agency 
mortgage-backed securities and the debt issued by Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac. An argument can be made that can also include municipal 
securities, but nothing in the laundry list above.

So how can they do this? The Fed will finance a special purpose vehicle 
(SPV) for each acronym to conduct these operations. The Treasury, using 
the Exchange Stabilization Fund, will make an equity investment in each 
SPV and be in a “first loss” position. What does this mean? In essence, 
the Treasury, not the Fed, is buying all these securities and backstopping 
of loans; the Fed is acting as banker and providing financing. The Fed 
hired BlackRock Inc. to purchase these securities and handle the 
administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury.

In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of 
the financial markets. The Fed is providing the money to do it. BlackRock 
will be doing the trades.

This scheme essentially merges the Fed and Treasury into one 
organization. So, meet your new Fed chairman, Donald J. Trump.

Now that’s a frightening thought.



To common sense,

David Stockman"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
"Market Update for Tuesday - March 31st, 2020
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks dropped today, ending the first quarter of 2020 with a loss.

*The DOW ended the quarter with a 23% loss and the S&P lost 20%. It 
was the worst quarter for the DOW since 1987 and the worst quarter for 
the S&P since 2008.

A few headlines moving the market…

*President Trump wants to include a $2 trillion infrastructure bill in the 
forth part of U.S. stimulus efforts.

*Consumer Confidence dropped (as most would expect). It was the 
lowest since July 2017.

*Goldman Sachs sees GDP dropping 34% in the 2nd quarter, which would 
be the biggest post-WWII drop by far.

*New York is now the coronavirus epicenter of the world. According to 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, cases jumped 14% overnight to 75,795 with 1,550 
deaths.

*Texas Governor Abbott issued a “stay at home” order until May 4th.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 4th day in a row. With a 3.2% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.10 a barrel. Down 66.9% in the first quarter, Crude Oil 
wrapped up its worst quarter ever."



ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day 
in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.

A few headlines moving the market…

* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very
painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 
deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.

*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in 
New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.

* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000
cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.

*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the
total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false 
statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single
funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there 
are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at 
$20.32 a barrel.

*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit 
in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.

*And the S&P 500 lost a long standing member: Macy’s (M) lost 9.8% 
today and has been removed from the index.



CNN
US coronavirus deaths surge past 4,700 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/
index.html 

NYC leads in US coronavirus deaths with 1,300. Meanwhile, the global 
number of cases tops 930,000.

CNN investigates:   Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests   
at just one lab company

Taking a toll:     Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him  

Fueling the virus:   Up     to 50% of carriers can infect others blindly  

Data:     Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections  

Impact:     One block. Six businesses on the brink of disaster.  

Podcast:     Dr. Fauci more personal than you have ever heard him  

Opinion  : What happens in the 4th wave of the pandemic   

Biden campaign says it will arrange call with Trump about coronavirus

•   Schumer wants to deal with coronavirus crisis before talking   

infrastructure recovery plan
• Opinion: Trump's shameless virus positioning

Trump uses coronavirus briefing to unveil new military counternarcotics 
mission 

• Source close to task force: Despite what White House say, tougher 
measures earlier 'might have made a difference'
• Calling the fight against coronavirus a 'war' can motivate but also 
mislead 

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/war-on-coronavirus-attack/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/war-on-coronavirus-attack/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/white-house-measures-make-a-difference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/white-house-measures-make-a-difference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/trump-coronavirus-military-drugs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/trump-coronavirus-military-drugs/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/trump-coronavirus-hyper-partisan-opinion-avlon/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/schumer-coronavirus-infrastructure-plan/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/schumer-coronavirus-infrastructure-plan/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/joe-biden-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/what-happens-in-the-4th-wave-of-the-pandemic-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/one-block-small-businesses-los-angeles/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/sanjay-gupta-virus-death-projection-is-optmistic-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/us-coronavirus-updates-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/anthony-fauci-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/testing-backlog-coronavirus-quest-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/testing-backlog-coronavirus-quest-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/index.html


Adam Schlesinger, Fountains of Wayne singer, dead at 52 from Covid-19

FDA calls for heartburn drug Zantac to be pulled from market 
immediately

Nurse tricked hospital to get tested. She tested positive.

See Gov. Cuomo's heartfelt message to his 'little brother' and 'best friend'
Chris

Florida governor: We'll take state residents only from Zaandam cruise 
ship 

Pelosi said Trump is responsible for US deaths. Watch Biden's answer

Only some medical supplies from overseas going directly to coronavirus 
hotspots

Stock futures up after a rough start

Outbreak could redefine labor in America

Opinion:     I left quarantine. You need to know what you're in for.  

MSNBC
Captain of aircraft carrier begged Navy for help as 93 sailors test positive
for COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-
carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-
81515077797 

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Number of COVID-19 deaths in NY jumped 25 percent in 24 hours

Trump admin orders suspension of personal protective gear shipments 
abroad

Tekashi 6ix9ine should be considered for early release because of 
coronavirus, judge says

George Washington University converts dorms to housing for healthcare 
workers fighting coronavirus

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174541
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174541
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174551
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174551
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174556
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174556
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174571
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/china-coronavirus-end-quarantine-devika-koppikar-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/coronavirus-labor-cross-industry-hiring-employee-sharing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fema-flights-distribution/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fema-flights-distribution/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/biden-trump-response-coronavirus-baldwin-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/holland-america-zaandam-cruise-ship-florida/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/holland-america-zaandam-cruise-ship-florida/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/01/chris-cuomo-andrew-coronavirus-cpt-show-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/01/chris-cuomo-andrew-coronavirus-cpt-show-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/01/new-york-nurse-works-while-infected-newday-cohen-vpx.cnn
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/zantac-fda-remove-from-market-bn/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/zantac-fda-remove-from-market-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/entertainment/adam-schlesinger-dead/index.html


Trump: Pence spoke 'for 5 minutes' & didn't 'touch' reporter's question 
about uninsured

Here's what Trump administration is doing while we're distracted by 
COVID-19 crisis

First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19

Ruhle: Trump's plan to save restaurants would only help strip clubs, 80s 
steak houses and Gordon Gekko

Coronavirus: U.S. Politics 

Sanders says he's 'assessing' his campaign with 'narrow' path to victory

Sen. Harris: This president 'inadequate' at meeting the needs of the 
moment

Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission

Bernie Sanders calls on Wisconsin to delay primary so people don't 'risk 
their lives' to vote

Stacey Abrams: If you don't fill out census, you're invisible. If you need 
help, we won't be there.

Senators seek federal government to take over medical supply chain

Biden: 'Hard to envision' a physical DNC convention 

Biden considering Michigan Gov. Whitmer for potential VP pick

'Who’s in charge?’ Biden criticizes Trump’s ‘slow’ coronavirus response

https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/-who-s-in-charge-biden-criticizes-trump-s-slow-coronavirus-response-81470021852
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/biden-considering-michigan-gov-whitmer-for-potential-vice-presidential-pick-81456197867
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/biden-coronavirus-may-alter-u-s-voting-and-democratic-convention-81471045743
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/senators-seek-federal-government-to-take-over-medical-supply-chain-81481797557
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/stacey-abrams-we-had-to-adapt-census-outreach-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-81489989656
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/stacey-abrams-we-had-to-adapt-census-outreach-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-81489989656
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/bernie-sanders-calls-on-wisconsin-to-delay-primary-so-people-don-t-risk-their-lives-to-vote-81492037816
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/bernie-sanders-calls-on-wisconsin-to-delay-primary-so-people-don-t-risk-their-lives-to-vote-81492037816
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/rep-schiff-drafting-legislation-to-form-coronavirus-response-commission-81491525586
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/sen-harris-let-s-meet-the-needs-of-the-moment-81503813872
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/sen-harris-let-s-meet-the-needs-of-the-moment-81503813872
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/sanders-says-he-s-assessing-his-campaign-with-narrow-path-to-victory-81491013902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/trump-calls-to-restore-business-meal-tax-reductions-81501253639
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/trump-calls-to-restore-business-meal-tax-reductions-81501253639
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/first-u-s-er-physician-dies-from-covid-19-81506885562
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-pursues-harmful-agenda-amid-global-pandemic-81515589984
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-pursues-harmful-agenda-amid-global-pandemic-81515589984
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/trump-pence-spoke-for-5-minutes-didn-t-touch-reporter-s-question-about-uninsured-81510981835
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/trump-pence-spoke-for-5-minutes-didn-t-touch-reporter-s-question-about-uninsured-81510981835


‘  Like surge pricing on Uber:’ Conn. governor on scramble to buy   

ventilators

Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission

Nicolle Wallace: Trump's comments on testing are a dangerous delusion, 
or an intentional lie

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

Phil Rucker: Trump's latest string of attacks on women 'fits a pattern'

HUFFPOST
PENTAGON SEEKS 100,000 BODY BAGS 

Florida Governor Issues Stay-At-Home Order

Trump Spends First Half Of Coronavirus Briefing Discussing War On Drugs

With Blood Supplies In Need, A Growing Call To Let Gay Men Donate

Pence Says Trump Is Just Being ‘Optimistic’ About Coronavirus

The Coronavirus Worker Revolt Is Just Beginning

DRUDGEREPORT
PENTAGON: 100,000 BODY BAGS 
Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-
than-reported-11585767179 
TRACKING APPS TO DETECT SICK
FAUCI GETS THREATS
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK 

As world battles virus, governments under fire... 
Fed 'Temporarily' Eases Capital Requirements for Big Banks… 
Hot spots clamor for quick tests! 
More evidence healthy people can spread...
Bluetooth-enabled armbands to trace infected?

https://news.trust.org/item/20200401131119-famq1
https://apnews.com/5c4992645fee551994325093858c14a4
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Virus-hot-spots-clamor-for-quick-tests-15172894.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-temporarily-eases-capital-requirements-for-big-banks-11585774838
https://sports.yahoo.com/world-battles-virus-governments-under-fire-013007499.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Fauci-s-security-is-stepped-up-as-doctor-and-face-15173001.php
https://news.sky.com/story/coronavirus-govt-set-to-release-contact-tracking-app-which-detects-nearby-virus-carriers-11966243
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/pentagon-seeking-100000-body-bags-for-civilians-in-crisis/ar-BB122chw
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-coronavirus-worker-revolt-is-just-beginning_n_5e84e57bc5b60bbd734e3fa0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pence-trump-optimistic-coronavirus_n_5e84c022c5b65dd0c5d8107b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/blood-donations-covid-19-gay-men_n_5e85250dc5b6927805071adb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-drug-cartels_n_5e851871c5b6927805071358
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/florida-stay-home-order-coronavirus-desantis_n_5e84dc34c5b6f55ebf46e8af
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/phil-rucker-trump-s-latest-string-of-attacks-on-women-fits-a-pattern-81442885712
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/nicolle-wallace-trump-s-comments-on-testing-are-a-dangerous-delusion-or-an-intentional-lie-81453637963
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/nicolle-wallace-trump-s-comments-on-testing-are-a-dangerous-delusion-or-an-intentional-lie-81453637963
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/rep-schiff-drafting-legislation-to-form-coronavirus-response-commission-81491525586
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-like-surge-pricing-on-uber-gov-lamont-on-scramble-to-buy-ventilators-81464389895
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-like-surge-pricing-on-uber-gov-lamont-on-scramble-to-buy-ventilators-81464389895


MAG: Military Knew Years Ago It Was Coming...
Coast Guard directs cruise ships with infected to stay offshore 
'indefinitely'...
CARNIVAL still has 6,000 passengers at sea...
McConnell Warns: Pelosi should 'stand down' on passing ANOTHER 
rescue bill...
Trillions in virus spending explode deficits to World War II levels... DEBT 
CLOCK...
Lines stretch at California food banks...
U.S. emergency medical stockpile nearly out of protective gear...
Oxygen shortage...
Hospital Not Allowing Nurses To Wear Masks...
Student doctors thrown onto frontlines... 
Booze sales jump 55%...
Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/booze-sales-surge-during-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-intern/learning-on-the-job-french-student-doctor-thrown-into-coronavirus-front-line-idUSKBN21J5WN
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/hospital-is-not-allowing-nurse-to-wear-masks-in-thick-of-covid-19-pandemic-furious-nurse-says/
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-facing-oxygen-shortage-amid-coronavirus-crisis/story?id=69915446
https://news.trust.org/item/20200401004741-7rc0u
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8176555/Lines-stretch-California-food-banks-near-Disneyland-closure.html
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trillions-in-coronavirus-spending-could-explode-deficits-to-world-war-two-levels-2020-03-31
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/pelosi-should-stand-down-on-passing-another-rescue-bill-mcconnell-says/ar-BB122NWG
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/pelosi-should-stand-down-on-passing-another-rescue-bill-mcconnell-says/ar-BB122NWG
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/carinval-cruise-ship-6000-passengers-at-sea-coronavirus/
https://apnews.com/564c86d2b78a6e1b1f0be7451848635a
https://apnews.com/564c86d2b78a6e1b1f0be7451848635a
https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/covid-military-shortage-pandemic/


CNN
The case for wearing masks strengthens

Last night, experts shared research with the White House showing 
coronavirus can be spread by talking or even breathing

In Georgia:     How a small city turned into a coronavirus hotspot  

Victim:   ER doctor dies in his husband's arms   

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Stimulus:   White House faces colossal test as it prepares to disperse   
trillions from stimulus

'Like a disaster film:'     See what Times Square looks like now  

Chris Cuomo:     I had wildest night of my life because of virus  

Podcast:     How do you stay at home if you are homeless?   

Fact check: Trump again misleads on ventilator shortages and timeline

• Analysis: As tragic toll rises, so do questions about Trump's leadership
• Last rounds of protective gear in national stockpile being shipped
• Opinion: Trump's covid-19 lapse gives China an opening

Dr. Anthony Fauci forced to beef up security as death threats increase 

• Opinion: Trump's Covid-19 reelection strategy
• Taking a toll: Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/anthony-fauci-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/trump-covid-19-response-reelection-strategy-lockhart/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/anthony-fauci-security-detail/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/opinions/trump-covid-china-charles-kupchan-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/national-stockpile-shipments/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-1/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/02/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-diagnosis-rigors-oxygen-gupta-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/02/us-new-york-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-times-square-subway-quest-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/trump-admin-challenge-dispersing-trillions-in-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/trump-admin-challenge-dispersing-trillions-in-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/emergency-room-doctor-dies-coronavirus-husbands-arms/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/albany-georgia-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html


This Midwestern mayor is fighting to get her residents to take 
coronavirus seriously

Pelosi announces House committee on coronavirus crisis to exercise 
oversight 

Former Rep. Chris Collins' prison term delayed due to coronavirus

A 39-year-old died of coronavirus. What his young widow wants you to 
know

Filing for unemployment benefits? Read this.

Coronavirus devastates the US job market

DoD working to get 100,000 body bags in anticipation of increasing 
coronavirus deaths

More than 40 spring breakers who ignored public health advice test 
positive for virus

Wife shares heartbreaking story after 30-year-old husband died of 
coronavirus

Engineer accused of crashing train said he was 'suspicious' of nearby 
coronavirus relief ship, Justice Department says

Dr. Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections

Live markets updates Wall Street grapples with sky-high unemployment 
claims

World leader using pandemic as cover for power grab

MSNBC
Record 6.6 million Americans applied for unemployment last week

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/record-6-6-million-americans-seeking-unemployment-benefits-81534533943
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/02/hungary-orban-russia-coronavirus-democracy-under-threat-robertson-pkg-intl-hnk-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-040220/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-040220/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/sanjay-gupta-virus-death-projection-is-optmistic-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/train-derailed-mercy-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/train-derailed-mercy-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/02/30-year-old-teacher-dies-coronavirus-luderer-camerota-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/02/30-year-old-teacher-dies-coronavirus-luderer-camerota-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/austin-spring-breakers-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/austin-spring-breakers-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/defense-department-body-bags-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/defense-department-body-bags-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/economy/unemployment-benefits-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/unemployment-benefits-federal-stimulus-us-economy/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/dj-conrad-buchanan-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/dj-conrad-buchanan-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/chris-collins-jail-coronavirus-delayed/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/coronavirus-house-committee-pelosi/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/coronavirus-house-committee-pelosi/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/kansas-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/kansas-coronavirus/index.html


New York City setting up makeshift morgues as coronavirus deaths surge

Passengers react to deal allowing cruise ship with coronavirus patients 
to dock in Florida

First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19

Georgia's GOP governor admits he just learned asymptomatic people can 
spread coronavirus

NYC emergency medical services to stop taking unresponsive cardiac 
patients to hospitals

Putin extends stay-at-home guidance until the end of April

Dr. Fauci now needs security detail after receiving death threats

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

Politics Fauci Suggests Need For National Lockdown As More States 
Issue Stay-At-Home Orders

Politics Trump Attacks Hospitals As Insatiable ‘Complainers’ Amid Crisis

World News Official Coronavirus Figures Don’t Reveal The True Scale of 
the Pandemic

Health Coronavirus Deaths Mount In New York

HuffPost Personal A Doctor Stopped COVID-19 Treatment Because She 
Was Afraid I Could Gain Weight

World News LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-treatment-weight-gain_n_5e824943c5b62dd9f5d401f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-treatment-weight-gain_n_5e824943c5b62dd9f5d401f6
https://www.huffpost.com/section/huffpost-personal
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-coronavirus-cases-doubled_n_5e8549c3c5b692780507363d
https://www.huffpost.com/section/health
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/official-coronavirus-figures-dont-reveal-the-true-scale-of-the-pandemic_n_5e846d7ac5b6a1bb76507da7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/official-coronavirus-figures-dont-reveal-the-true-scale-of-the-pandemic_n_5e846d7ac5b6a1bb76507da7
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hospitals-complainers-coronavirus_n_5e85e93ac5b6f55ebf490c36
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-national-lockdown-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e85e3aac5b6f55ebf48f063
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-national-lockdown-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e85e3aac5b6f55ebf48f063
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/dr-fauci-now-needs-security-detail-after-threats-81532485886
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1174996
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175031
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175031
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/first-u-s-er-physician-dies-from-covid-19-81506885562
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/deal-reached-to-allow-cruise-ships-with-coronavirus-patients-to-dock-in-florida-81539141914
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/deal-reached-to-allow-cruise-ships-with-coronavirus-patients-to-dock-in-florida-81539141914
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/new-york-city-setting-up-makeshift-morgues-as-coronavirus-deaths-surge-81541701875


DRUDGEREPORT
HALF HUMANITY ON LOCKDOWN 
Chris Cuomo's 'haunted' night: Shivering, hallucinating, beaten 'like 
piñata'...
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK DEATH… 
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-
brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php 
Paramedics told NOT to bring cardiac arrest patients to ER...
Man succumbs on subway...
KEEP OUT: Two-thirds Want Their STATE'S Border Closed...
Hot spots clamor for quick tests...
1 in 3 false negative?
SPREADS 'JUST BY BREATHING'… 
LA mayor says ALL residents should wear masks...
Looters wearing too...
Residents in Texas city face $1,000 fine for uncovered mouth, nose...
Outbreak Among Farm Workers Would Be Catastrophic...
Meat Supply System Vulnerable...
Team 700: The young doctors being asked to play god...
Life-or-Death Decisions Come With Threat of Lawsuits...
Nursing home infections surge...
SICK MAP... 

USA nears 1 in 1,000 infected... 
Nation facing hunger crisis as demand for food banks soars... 

Coronavirus Started in China, but Europe Became the Hub for Its Global 
Spread... 

Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported... 

Americans flock to remote land, survival retreats... 

As world battles bug, govts under fire... 

Angry Wuhan next-of-kin seek answers... 

Smartphone health code rules life... 

Finland Told Its Welfare State Can't Cope With Virus Fallout... 

https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/finland-is-told-its-welfare-state-can-t-cope-with-virus-fallout-1.1416274
https://apnews.com/88f837f24461c6e40480c96b55a4b6db
https://news.yahoo.com/angry-wuhan-next-kin-seek-answers-over-virus-074236044.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/world-battles-virus-governments-under-fire-013007499.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200402082129-zcgc7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-europe-travel/
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-europe-travel/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/02/us-food-banks-coronavirus-demand-unemployment
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/what-to-watch-key-data-points-as-us-nears-1-in-1-000-infected/article_39426ffd-4580-5235-8288-2e0c3db21c76.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/78e495c299d67e60d45729352f2c0d44
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/life-death-hospital-decisions-come-100000624.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52137160
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/under-siege-virus-meat-workers-213425916.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/an-outbreak-among-farm-workers-would-be-catastrophic/ar-BB1257dl
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/490783-residents-in-texas-city-can-face-1000-fine-for-not-wearing-some-form-of
https://www.the-sun.com/news/626544/coronavirus-looters-face-masks-shops-lockdown/
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/490751-los-angeles-mayor-says-all-residents-should-wear-masks
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/906407/experts-warn-many-1-3-coronavirus-test-results-may-incorrectly-negative
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Virus-hot-spots-clamor-for-quick-tests-15172894.php
https://cnsnews.com/blog/craig-bannister/rasmussen-two-thirds-support-closed-borders-their-state-fines-social
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/man-found-dead-on-subway-train
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/grim-new-rules-for-nyc-paramedics-dont-bring-cardiac-arrests-to-er-for-revival/2356265/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Shivering-hallucinating-beaten-like-a-15173800.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Shivering-hallucinating-beaten-like-a-15173800.php
https://www.euronews.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-in-europe-spain-s-death-toll-hits-10-000-after-record-950-new-deaths-in-24-hou


Jews, Muslims forced to change burial traditions... 

Duterte orders police to shoot dead lockdown troublemakers... 

Spanish cops bust supermarket 'bar' for breaking ban... 

"ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Thursday - April 2nd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Unemployment Claims were released today - and and it’s bad:

*Last week, 6,648,000 people filed for unemployment. This is the most 
ever.

*Trading was choppy when the U.S. session started, but then stocks 
rallied and finished near session highs, gaining more than 2%.

*Crude Oil (CL) had a HUGE day! With a 24.0% gain, Crude Oil finished at 
$25.19 a barrel, the biggest 1-day jump ever! Crude Oil’s rally came after 
President Trump said that Saudi Arabia and Russia could cut production 
oil by 10 million barrels a day.

*Tesla (TLSA) finished the day with a 5.6% loss. But after reporting better
than expected first quarter deliveries after the bell, Tesla is up almost 
16.0% in after-hours trading…which should help the puts we sold in our 
Mastermind Virtual Boardroom this week!

https://news.yahoo.com/spanish-cops-bust-supermarket-bar-breaking-virus-ban-205308680.html
https://news.yahoo.com/duterte-tells-philippine-police-shoot-dead-lockdown-troublemakers-065547761.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200402062139-jg1k0


*Zoom Video (ZM) dropped 11.0% after its CEO apologized for security 
issues and said the platform wasn’t built to handle the current number of 
users."

CNN
Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-
sources/index.html [ “..."The Cuomo show" (‘Amess and Andy’? Or ‘Fredo 
and Frodo’?)That's what the AP's David Bauder calls it: "With all their 
familial love and drama, the Cuomo brothers — Andrew during the 
daytime, Chris at night — have become compelling figures in the plague-
driven landscape of American television…"

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]

What worried 2 Trump officials? Pandemic flu

Trump says no one could have predicted coronavirus. But two 
administration officials said in 2019 that the threat of a pandemic kept 
them up at night.

Tracking virus cases | Newsletter | Podcast | Q&A | CNN town hall

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/app-news-section/full-coronavirus-town-hall-april-2-2020-app/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-questions-answers/
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter?utm_source=hp&source=hp
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://apnews.com/684cd739e90505a052f28f64c56ade23
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html


Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Chris Cuomo:     I've lost 13 pounds in 3 days from Covid-19  

live updates New York state will take unused medical equipment and give
them to hospitals in need, governor says

Weak jobs report:   It doesn't count worst coronavirus effects  

Empty beds:   Hospital ship deployed to NYC with 1,000 bed capacity is   
only treating 20 patients

Indoors:     Fauci says all of US should have stay-at-home orders  

Dr. Fauci:   Why the peak is coming, despite social distancing  

No work:     Pandemic has been catastrophic for house cleaners and   
nannies

Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' 

• Dr. Gupta demonstrates how to keep groceries and take-out items 
coronavirus-free
• 'Inexcusable': Dr. Gupta and Anderson Cooper stunned by Georgia 
governor's remark

Man dies after hundreds exposed to coronavirus walked around a major 
airport

• Here's what experts say about face masks
• Analysis: Wildest lines from Trump's childish letter to Schumer
• Analysis: Trump passes the buck as ventilator shortage looms
• Russian coronavirus aid delivery to US prompts confusion and criticism

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/russia-medical-supplies-us-propaganda/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/donald-trump-ventilators-leadership-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/chuck-schumer-donald-trump-letter-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/face-masks-health-experts-guidance-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/costa-luminosa-passengers-ordeal/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/costa-luminosa-passengers-ordeal/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/02/governor-brian-kemp-georgia-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-anderson-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/02/governor-brian-kemp-georgia-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-anderson-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/sanjay-gupta-wiping-cleaning-groceries-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/sanjay-gupta-wiping-cleaning-groceries-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/social-distancing-pandemic-domestic-workers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/social-distancing-pandemic-domestic-workers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/coronavirus-peak-fauci-town-hall-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/fauci-stay-home-coronavirus-states-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/navy-hospital-ship-comfort-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/navy-hospital-ship-comfort-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/march-jobs-report-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/03/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-symptoms-cooper-gupta-intv-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/


Bill Withers, 'Lean On Me' and 'Lovely Day' singer, has died

Opinion: How the US can reduce its death toll

Sailors cheer for aircraft carrier commander removed after issuing 
coronavirus warning 

Shocking video shows 'morbid new reality' in Ecuador

10 states still have no stay-at-home order

He collapsed in his bathroom from   Covid-19  . His daughter blames the   
government

Corona beer stops production

Delta to give passengers 2 years to rebook

She says she unknowingly infected others at her mom's 90th birthday 
party. Two died

She shared her heartbreaking story on CNN. Then a viewer stepped in. 

Jeff Bezos is donating $100 million to American food banks

Expert warns this city could be the next Covid-19 hotbed

MSNBC
Federal government sending desperately needed medical supplies to the 
private sector, not hospitals 

https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/admiral-defends-federal-government-sending-medical-supplies-to-the-private-sector-81600069633
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/admiral-defends-federal-government-sending-medical-supplies-to-the-private-sector-81600069633
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/03/tokyo-japan-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-hotbed-shinzo-abe-ripley-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/tech/jeff-bezos-food-bank-donation-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/shujana-anthony-update-rent-sot-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/birthday-party-coronavirus-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/birthday-party-coronavirus-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/h_b3c85fe035c6f8ac436c0168499a55cf
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/business/corona-beer-production/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/uk/thomas-harvey-uk-coronavirus-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/uk/thomas-harvey-uk-coronavirus-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/03/ecuador-coronavirus-bodies-rivers-intl-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/uss-theodore-roosevelt-aircraft-carrier-captain-send-off/index.html
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Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

N.J. to fly flags at half-staff to honor coronavirus victims

CNN's Brooke Baldwin says she's tested positive for the coronavirus

Rogue paddleboarder arrested at California beach

Massive hospital ship in NYC has only about 20 patients, but mayor says 
it will be full 'very soon'

Trump equates oversight on coronavirus aid with 'witch hunt' 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-
coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941 

HUFFPOST
MESS: STIMULUS STUMBLES OUT THE GATE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-
banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2 

Coronavirus

‘  Paycheck Protection Program’ Launches Today — But Banks Are Balking  

Fauci: ‘I Don’t Understand’ Why The Entire Country Isn’t Locked Down

Airlines Face Pressure To Refund Customers After Bailout By Taxpayers

Will the Coronavirus Pandemic Lead to A Political Shakeup?

LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK: 560 DEAD IN DAY 

https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e 

https://drudgereport.com/ The Report is almost all corona! trump’s witch 
hunt/hoax! 

https://drudgereport.com/
https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e
https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-news-covid-19_n_5e87209ec5b6d302366e8034
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-political-shakeup-brazil-donald-trump_n_5e870d0cc5b6a9491834d496
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/airlines-refunds-coronavirus_n_5e8672a6c5b6a9491833bf22
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/dr-anthony-fauci-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e869c66c5b6a9491833e4a3
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Coronavirus patients ordered to wear GPS ankle monitors… 
GOOGLE Releases Location Data To Help Authorities Check Lockdowns... 
Delaware Police Authorized To Pull Over Out-Of-State Drivers... 
Social distancing going to get darker... 
NYPD infection rate skyrockets past city's average... 
Morgues almost full...
Crematories running 24/7...
Flush With Lid Down: Experts Warn Of Fecal-Oral Transmission...
Next Hot Spots Seen as Michigan, Connecticut, Indiana...
Florida deaths higher than numbers in official reports... 
Bug at beaches? Surfers, swimmers should stay away, scientist says... 
Coronavirus may cause brain damage; Dangerous swelling found in 
confused patients...
ANOTHER CNN anchor tests positive...
Chris Cuomo Describes 'Wicked Phantasmagorical Experiences That Are 
Not Dreams'... 
NJ Gov tells families to distance from each other -- even inside house...
AMERICAN AIRLINES Gives Up on Most Overseas Flying...
80% of residents in TX nursing home infected...
Spreading among L.A. homeless...
SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Friday - April 3rd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Today was all about jobs: The March Jobs Report showed that U.S. 
payrolls fell by 701,000 (100,000 was the forecast) and the 
Unemployment Rate jumped to 4.4% (3.8% was the forecast).This is the 
worst jobs report since 2009. And this expected to be revised to an even 
worse number.The biggest job losses came in the Leisure and Hospitality 
industry.

Trading was was choppy today, and by the end of the day the major 
indices were sitting on losses.

Crude Oil (CL) had another big day. With an 11.9% gain, Crude Oil finished
at $28.33 a barrel.The rally came after Saudi Arabia called an emergency
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https://abcnews.go.com/Health/coronavirus-live-updates-us-death-toll-tops-6000/story?id=69953122
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OPEC meeting. The news left traders feeling optimistic about supply 
cuts, which could mean the end to the price war that began last month.

The small business relief program, which is part of the $2 trillion 
coronavirus stimulus bill, went live today. And Bank of America (BAC) 
said that half way through the first day there were 58,000 requests for $6
billion in loans. Bank of America finished the day with a 2.6% loss.

3M (MMM) was caught in the cross hairs of the White House when the 
Trump administration invoked the Defense Production Act to force 3M to 
produce respirator masks and asked 3M to stop exporting respirator 
masks to Canada and Latin America. 3M ended the day lower by 3.0%.

Tesla (TLSA) finished below session highs but was still up nicely with a 
5.6% gain. The rally came after the company reported better than 
expected first quarter deliveries.

CNN
'Normal' will look very different when this is over

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/what-matters-april-3/index.html


The coronavirus outbreak is going to get worse still, but it's not too soon 
to think about how we will start to come out of this

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state   
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

Toll rises  : US coronavirus deaths surpass 7,000  

Victims  : Erin Burnett was in tears in this interview. So will you  

Love story  : Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

live updates Coronavirus deaths pass 59,000 globally

Fact Check

Trump says some states aren't in jeopardy from the virus, denies saying 
it would go away by April

Acosta to Trump  : Who dropped the ball?  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/03/fauci-pandemic-preparedness-trump-sot-acosta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/facts-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-3/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/nfl-agent-buddy-baker-parents-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/04/maura-lewinger-full-intv-ebof-vpx.cnn
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Trump fires intelligence community watchdog who told Congress about 
whistleblower complaint that led to impeachment

Some cities see jumps in domestic violence during the pandemic

Bodies being left in the streets in this overwhelmed city

As northern Italy is ravaged by coronavirus, there's trouble brewing down
south 

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

Man dies after hundreds exposed to coronavirus walked around a major 
airport

What 'Contagion' writer says he can't believe happened in this real 
pandemic

Search suspended for two lost members of Kennedy family

Bus driver posted angry video about coughing passenger. He died days 
later

Corona beer stops production

At least 70 people infected with coronavirus linked to a single church in 
California, health officials say

See Disney employees raise American flag in empty park

WWE's WrestleMania is this weekend. Here's how to watch and what to 
expect

See lawmakers' unique stay-at-home messages

Selena Gomez shares that she has bipolar disorder

'The Masked Singer' reveals the White Tiger's identity

The Rock, in a towel, sings ultimate hand-washing song for 'Moana' fans

A hairstylist is using her spare time to experiment on her boyfriend

Kushner's remark leaves Bernie Sanders shaking his head

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/jared-kushner-federal-stockpile-sanders-intv-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/hairstylist-atlanta-quarantine-hairstyles-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/entertainment/the-rock-hand-washing/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/entertainment/selena-gomez-miley-cyrus-bipolar-disorder/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/01/states-crack-down-on-lockdown-orders-coronavirus-moos-ebof-pkg-vpx.cnn
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The hilltop fortress town that cut itself off from the world -- and 
coronavirus

CNN Business

In the Hamptons and Martha's Vineyard, locals fear wealthy coronavirus 
refugees

What the pandemic means for Easter shopping

Doctors use TikTok to share coronavirus news

CNN

Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-
home orders   https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-  
governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html "...The remaining 
exceptions are eight red states, all of which Trump carried four years ago
and is hoping to do so again in the fall. They stretch from the South to the
Midwest and the West, spanning the alphabet from Arkansas to Wyoming.

US military preparing to deploy additional forces to support coronavirus 
response

US military preparing to deploy additional forces to support coronavirus 
response

It's not as though the novel coronavirus hasn't touched each of their 
states in some way. Yet a combination of states' rights defiance, 
persuasion from some business and agricultural leaders and a largely 
rural composition have branded these governors as outliers during a 
moment of national crisis, where the actions of one potentially affect all.

In South Dakota, a Republican state lawmaker was among the first in the 
state to test positive, followed soon after by his wife, brother and sister-
in-law. His 51-year-old niece has died of Covid-19, family members told 
reporters, with several others experiencing symptoms.

In explaining her rationale against issuing a stay-at-home order, Gov. 
Kristi Noem told reporters, "The people themselves are primarily 
responsible for their safety." She also pointed to the state and national 
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constitutions that "prevent us from taking draconian measures much like 
the Chinese government has done."

In state after state, the Republican governors have all used the argument 
of government intrusion as one of the leading reasons for not following 
the lead of a majority of states in issuing stricter guidelines that could 
help sound the alarm about the serious nature of the threat.

FDA changes course and allows China&#39;s KN95 mask to be used in 
US

FDA changes course and allows China's KN95 mask to be used in US

All states have made strong recommendations to practice social 
distancing and at least half have some degree of restrictive measures in 
place, often because mayors or county officials made local decisions. But
these governors have stopped short of giving statewide orders that have 
been in place for weeks elsewhere.

In Iowa on Friday, a statewide board of medicine voted unanimously to 
recommend a so-called shelter-in-place order to limit the movements of 
residents to essential work and travel.

"A stronger commitment to isolation is in the best interest of the public 
and health care providers," Kent Nebel, executive director of the Iowa 
Board of Medicine, told the Des Moines Register.

Gov. Kim Reynolds said she is studying the data from across her state, 
which she said did not yet merit a statewide directive to restrict 
movement in places that have not yet been affected by coronavirus. As of
Friday evening, the state had nearly 700 cases and 11 deaths, according 
to Johns Hopkins University.

She acknowledged Friday that refusing to impose a shelter-in-place order 
had become a "divisive issue." She pushed back on Fauci's remark that 
questioned why all states have not issued stay-at-home orders.

"I would say that maybe he doesn't have all the information," Reynolds 
told reporters. "You can't just look at a map and assume no action has 
been taken."

Other governors said that they are following medical advice from their 



own experts, including in Nebraska, where Gov. Pete Ricketts said he 
was taking cues from his advisers, rather than national health officials.

He pointed to Dr. James Lawler, co-director of the University of Nebraska
Medical Center's Global Center for Health Security, who said people 
should spend more time heeding the warnings of social distancing and 
handwashing, rather than focusing on semantics of a statewide order.

"What I think we should really focus on is improving compliance and 
adherence," Lawler told reporters. "This depends on people taking this 
seriously and doing the right thing."

He added that if Nebraskans do "what we've already implemented and we
do it well, I think we'll get much more bang for our buck than we would 
from going to a much more draconian posture.

The remainder of the holdouts are North Dakota, South Carolina and 
Utah. In each state, the Republican governors have been urged by 
experts and Democratic officials to take the additional step of issuing a 
statewide order, even if the action would only serve to draw attention to 
the rising severity of the health crisis, but several made clear they were 
taking their cues from the White House.

Gov. Asa Hutchinson of Arkansas continued to defy calls for a statewide 
order and dismissed Fauci's comments.

"It's understandable that (Fauci) looks at that as a solution, a nationwide 
shutdown order. What's important is that has not been given," Hutchinson
said Friday at a news conference. "The CDC -- I watch their guidelines 
regularly -- and they have not indicated that's an appropriate or 
necessary step across the country."

In North Dakota, Gov. Doug Burgum acknowledged that some residents 
were taking seriously the guidelines for social distancing and limiting 
gatherings, while others were not. Still, he said he was resisting a 
statewide order, instead urging residents to "stay home, stay healthy and
stay connected."

Coronavirus in the US



In South Carolina, Gov. Henry McMaster declared a state of emergency 
last month, restricted use of the state's beaches and ordered non-
essential businesses to close. But he has stopped short of issuing a 
statewide order, saying: "We are not ordering people to stay at home, but 
from the very beginning we've been telling people to stay home."

In Utah, Gov. Gary Herbert has resisted arguments from Salt Lake City 
officials and leaders in five of the state's 29 counties where local stay-at-
home orders are in place. He said his "stay home, stay safe" instructions 
struck a more positive tone, without a statewide mandate.

In Wyoming, where the state medical society called for a stay-at-home 
order this week, Gov. Mark Gordon said he believes such a statewide 
directive would not accomplish its goal. His spokesman told reporters the
governor was more focused on "changing behavior right now."

Aides to several of the Republican governors said the only persuasion 
that was likely to move their positions was specific guidance from the 
President (WOW! Very trumpy! Talk about dumb!) ....."



China donates ventilators to NY

Gov. Andrew Cuomo says his state will receive 1,000 ventilators from 
China and 140 from Oregon. New York has 113,704 coronavirus cases 
and 3,565 deaths.

Analysis:     'Normal' will look very different when this is over  

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Victims:   An interview left Erin Burnett in tears. You will cry too  

Fighting coronavirus:   States say they're missing what they need   

Love story:     Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

When coronavirus hit her city, this mayor didn't wait to sound the alarm

Supplies could be delayed due to confusion from the White House, 
companies say

Acosta to Trump: Who dropped the ball on pandemic preparation?

Analysis: Wait, Jared Kushner is the coronavirus guru now?

Trump fires official who told Congress about complaint that led to 
impeachment

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Biden says he informed Sanders he will begin the VP vetting process

A woman flying to see her dying mother was the plane's only passenger

'Master' Italian shoe designer dies of coronavirus complications at 84

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

Walmart limits number of customers in stores

Search suspended for two lost members of Kennedy family

Smerconish on Trump comment: I had predicted this
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https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/what-matters-april-3/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_1f631979b35b4bcfa05223e75c101e9b
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_1f631979b35b4bcfa05223e75c101e9b
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_1f631979b35b4bcfa05223e75c101e9b
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_1f631979b35b4bcfa05223e75c101e9b


How the cell phones of spring breakers who flouted coronavirus warnings
were tracked

Chris Cuomo: I had one of the wildest nights of my life

Spain's virus death toll may be flattening

HOW TO: Recognize coronavirus symptoms

Stay fit at home

Have a weekend

Cure cabin fever

Video: The right way to wash your hands

Tips, advice and hope 

How to make your own face mask 

Most people recover from Covid-19. Here's why it's hard to pinpoint 
exactly how many

Worried about infection from take-out? Watch these 3 tips

Why these experts don't think we'll see a coronavirus baby boom

What California is doing right to fight coronavirus 

Countless Americans cannot complete unemployment applications

Here's what experts say about face masks

Dr. Gupta demonstrates how to keep your groceries coronavirus-free

ER doctor in New York details dire supply shortages from the front lines

Early coronavirus job losses hitting minorities, women, teens particularly
hard

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/economy/minority-job-losses-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/economy/minority-job-losses-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/coronavirus-medical-shortages-us/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/sanjay-gupta-wiping-cleaning-groceries-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/face-masks-health-experts-guidance-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/unemployment-benefits-states-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/california-coronavirus-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/baby-boom-coronavirus-demographics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/health/recovery-coronavirus-tracking-data-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/health/recovery-coronavirus-tracking-data-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/health/how-to-make-your-own-mask-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/specials/world/coronavirus-outbreak-intl-hnk
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/27/how-to-wash-hands-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/coronavirus-cabin-fever-definition-quarantine-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/us/what-to-do-this-weekend-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/exercise-gym-close-coronavirus-quarantine-wellness-jampolis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/europe/spain-coronavirus-death-toll-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/02/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-diagnosis-rigors-oxygen-gupta-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/location-tracking-florida-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/location-tracking-florida-coronavirus/index.html


A classic 'Twilight Zone' episode warns us how not to behave during a 
pandemic

CDC says you should wear a mask. Trump explains why he won't.

The ranking system that could decide who gets a ventilator

Katy Perry announced the gender of her baby in a tasty reveal with 
Orlando Bloom

Passenger gets entire plane to herself

Corona beer stops production

Disney is continuing this daily tradition even though the park is closed

At least 70 people infected with coronavirus linked to a single church in 
California, health officials say

WWE's WrestleMania is this weekend. Here's how to watch and what to 
expect

Remembering Bill Withers' top hits

The Rock, in a towel, sings ultimate hand-washing song for 'Moana' fans

A hairstylist is using her spare time to experiment on her boyfriend

Kushner's remark leaves Bernie Sanders shaking his head

The hilltop fortress town that cut itself off from the world -- and 
coronavirus

CNN Business

https://cnn.com/business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/europe/zahara-de-la-sierra-coronavirus-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/europe/zahara-de-la-sierra-coronavirus-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/jared-kushner-federal-stockpile-sanders-intv-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/hairstylist-atlanta-quarantine-hairstyles-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/entertainment/the-rock-hand-washing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/entertainment/2020/04/03/bill-withers-most-memorable-songs-orig-ff.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/wrestlemania-36-how-to-watch-preview-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/wrestlemania-36-how-to-watch-preview-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/sacramento-county-church-covid-19-outbreak/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/sacramento-county-church-covid-19-outbreak/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/empty-disney-parks-raise-american-flag-ns-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/business/corona-beer-production/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/travel/2020/04/04/solo-passenger-flight-coronavirus-trnd.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/katy-perry-orlando-bloom-gender-reveal-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/katy-perry-orlando-bloom-gender-reveal-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/coronavirus-hospital-ethics-ventilators-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/03/trump-will-not-wear-mask-cdc-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/twilight-zone-coronavirus-maple-street-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/twilight-zone-coronavirus-maple-street-blake/index.html


Millions of dads are stuck at home. That could be a game changer for 
working moms

In the Hamptons and Martha's Vineyard, locals fear wealthy coronavirus 
refugees

What the pandemic means for Easter shopping

DRUDGEREPORT 

POLL: MAJORITY WILL STAY HOME EVEN AFTER LOCKDOWN LIFTED...
NYC BUSINESS BURGLARIES RISE 75%… 
Stores prepare for civil unrest… https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-
owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan 

https://drudgereport.com/

NYPD infection rate skyrockets past city's average...
State Sees Jump Of 11K New Cases In Day... 
Can president declare martial law?
Pentagon Preparing For 'Worst-Case Scenarios' (But It's Secret)...
Coronavirus patients ordered to wear GPS ankle monitors...
MA Gov Announces First-In-Nation 'Community Tracing Collaborative'...
Delaware Police Authorized To Pull Over Out-Of-State Drivers...
L.A. tells paramedics to delay transporting cardiac patients...
Resistance to stay-at-home orders remains widespread...
Hundreds Of Bikers Flood Streets To Attend Funeral... 
Front-line medical staff deaths grow... 
Nuclear agency pulls back inspectors... 
ANOTHER CNN anchor tests positive...
Cats can infect each other...
AIRLINE BAILOUTS BEGIN...
1,000 US deaths in single day...
Barr orders release of more federal inmates... 
Families watch helplessly as virus hits nursing homes...
New Orleans Has Worst Death Rate in USA... 
FAUCI: 'NOT EVEN HALF-TIME'... 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8186047/Dr-Anthony-Fauci-says-not-half-time-fight-against-coronavirus.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-orleans-area-has-worst-coronavirus-death-rate-in-u-s-11586008800
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/families-watch-helplessly-as-coronavirus-hits-nursing-homes-infects-loved-one/ar-BB128ktv
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404012426-ouhta
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-hits-grim-mark-1-194853728.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200403223311-8d709
https://nypost.com/2020/04/03/cats-can-infect-each-other-with-coronavirus-study-says/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/breaking-cnns-brooke-baldwin-tests-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.rollcall.com/2020/04/02/citing-virus-nuclear-agency-pulls-back-inspectors/
https://apnews.com/24b8b30cbc11c43a19e7e7aff69e4044
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-queens-bikers-funeral/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-virus-takes-hold-resistance-to-stay-at-home-orders-remains-widespread-%E2%80%94-exposing-political-and-social-rifts/ar-BB125XuF
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-04-04/l-a-county-911-patients-hospital-coronavirus
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-delaware-police-authorized-to-pull-over-out-of-state-drivers-during-pandemic/
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-community-tracing-massachusetts-partners-in-health/
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/2020/03/31/louisville-circuit-court-ankle-bracelets-noncompliant-coronavirus-patients/5094594002/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-military-preparing-worst-case-contagion-scenarios-its-secret
https://thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/491155-can-the-president-declare-martial-law-in-response-to-coronavirus
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/04/coronavirus-surprise-china-oregon-come-through-with-more-ventilators-for-new-york/
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/03/nypd-social-distancing-arrests-coronavirus/
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-sees-more-burglaries-of-businesses-under-coronavirus-emergency-measures-11586008801
https://nypost.com/2020/04/04/most-americans-will-stay-home-this-month-even-if-lockdown-lifted-poll/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/easter-shopping-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/success/resort-towns-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/success/resort-towns-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/childcare-gender-equality-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/childcare-gender-equality-coronavirus/index.html


KISSINGER: PANDEMIC ALTERS WORLD ORDER
DC MAYOR: 1 IN 7 COULD BE INFECTED
NO MASK FOR TRUMP 

https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/03/tensions-persist-between-trump-and-medical-advisers-over-the-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Washington-mayor-says-1-in-7-could-be-infected-in-15178111.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coronavirus-pandemic-will-forever-alter-the-world-order-11585953005


WASHPOST
Denial, dysfunction, delays: Tracing Trump administration’s failures over 
first 70 days of the virus fight 

NYTIMES
Staggered U.S. Braces for More Infections as Death Toll Rises Above 
7,000

LATIMES
California starts to crack down on those who defy coronavirus orders 

CNN (america/the world most assuredly will never be quite the same)
CORONAVIRUS: Make your own face mask

• Unemployment benefits  

• Joe Tsai donation  

• TRENDING: Kobe Bryant  

• Katy Perry  

• 'Tiger King'  

• Bill Withers  

Trump paints grim picture of what's ahead (for what he’s termed 
hoax/fake news ….. hmmm) 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/
h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a 

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/bill-withers-great-songs-videos-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/tiger-king-john-finlay-shia-labeouf-channing-tatum/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/katy-perry-orlando-bloom-gender-reveal-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/kobe-bryant-hall-of-fame-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/unemployment-benefits-states-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/health/how-to-make-your-own-mask-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-04-04/coronavirus-violators-arrested-criminally-charged-california-cracks-down
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2020/04/04/coronavirus-government-dysfunction/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2020/04/04/coronavirus-government-dysfunction/


The President said this week and next will probably be the toughest in 
the fight against coronavirus and that 'there will be a lot of death'

Global scramble:   Coronavirus sparks a 'war for masks'  

Analysis:     'Normal' will look very different when this is over  

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Victims:   An interview left Erin Burnett in tears. You will cry too  

Love story:     Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

Georgia mayor assails governor's 'reckless mandate' to reopen the 
state's beaches

RNC and Wisconsin GOP file emergency petition in voting dispute

Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-
home orders 

Smerconish on Trump comment: I had predicted this

Trump considering second task force on reopening economy 

Analysis: Wait, Jared Kushner is the coronavirus guru now?

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Biden says he informed Sanders he will begin the VP vetting process

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/joe-biden-bernie-sanders-2020-vice-president-vetting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/04/uk-coronavirus-evolution-walsh-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/trump-economy-task-force-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/04/04/comment-time-to-get-on-the-same-page.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/rnc-wisconsin-republicans-voting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/tybee-island-georgia-beaches-open/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/tybee-island-georgia-beaches-open/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/nfl-agent-buddy-baker-parents-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/04/maura-lewinger-full-intv-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/what-matters-april-3/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/europe/coronavirus-masks-war-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a


Billionaire Brooklyn Nets owner donates ventilators and masks to New 
York 

A woman flying to see her dying mother was the plane's only passenger

Trump urges people to try unproven coronavirus treatment

Trump says it was 'inappropriate' of ex-Navy commander to write memo

'Master' Italian shoe designer dies of coronavirus complications at 84

Opinion: Trump put US lives in China's hands

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

New York City schools won't be using Zoom anymore because of security
concerns

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/nyc-schools-zoom-online-security/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/nyc-schools-zoom-online-security/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/03/trump-kushner-stockpile-clarification-reporter-collins-bts-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/opinions/presidential-weekly-briefing-trump-american-lives-china-vinograd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/style/article/sergio-rossi-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/trump-uss-roosevelt-commander-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/04/donald-trump-hydroxychloroquine-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/solo-passenger-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html


HOW TO: Recognize coronavirus symptoms

Stay fit at home

Have a weekend

Cure cabin fever

Video: The right way to wash your hands

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - April 4th, 2020

Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Unemployment could hit 32%…and “everything will be fine?”

*Tuesday: Worst quarter…EVER.

*Wednesday: Trump says “be prepared for a very, very painful two weeks”
– and the DOW drops 974 points

*Thursday: Another 6 million+ unemployed and stocks rally?!?!

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/27/how-to-wash-hands-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/coronavirus-cabin-fever-definition-quarantine-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/us/what-to-do-this-weekend-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/exercise-gym-close-coronavirus-quarantine-wellness-jampolis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html


*Friday: Unemployment jumps to 4.4% and 3M taking heat for exporting 
face masks – stocks end week with losses"

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
WHITE HOUSE: PEAK DEATH COMING 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x 
BIRX WARNS DO NOT GO TO GROCERY STORES
CHINA SEES NEW RISE IN CASES 

MASK OFF: Trump Rages at Critics During Coronavirus Press 
Conference...
Attempts to win daily news cycle feeds chaos... 
BALZ: Once again, government is caught unprepared... 
Small rural towns become deadly hotspots...
New Orleans Worst Death Rate in USA...
Where will all the bodies go?
DEFAINT: Despite stay-at-home orders, 6 out of 10 are still on roads...
NYC subway cars remain packed...
BUSINESS BURGLARIES RISE 75%...
Stores prepare for civil unrest...
Pentagon Preparing For 'Worst-Case Scenarios' [But It's Secret]...
Barr orders release of more federal inmates...
Families watch helplessly as virus hits nursing homes...
Front-line medical staff deaths grow...
SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Economy in shambles, Trump scrambles for new 2020 message... 
Recession Bread Lines Forming in Mar-a-Lago's Shadow... 
Trump Backs Dismissal of USS Roosevelt Captain... 
Whistleblower raised alarm about virus outbreak on ship... 
At least 155 sailors on board test positive...
Theodore Roosevelt captain followed in footsteps of ship's namesake by 
writing bombshell letter...
Tapper Grills Def Sec Esper... 
Biden says dismissal 'close to criminal'... 

https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/491213-biden-says-navy-firing-of-captain-is-close-to-criminal
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/cnns-tapper-grills-def-sec-esper-on-trump-attacking-navy-captain-who-raised-alarm-on-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/04/04/theodore-roosevelt-captain-followed-in-footsteps-of-ships-namesake-by-writing-bombshell-letter/
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/04/04/theodore-roosevelt-captain-followed-in-footsteps-of-ships-namesake-by-writing-bombshell-letter/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/sailors-uss-teddy-roosevelt-positive-covid-19-navy
https://apnews.com/7f2f3bce5b311f764ee90d7d5d556473
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-backs-dismissal-of-uss-roosevelt-captain-11586042319
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/recession-bread-lines-forming-mar-110052919.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/economy-shambles-trump-scrambles-2020-224111236.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/24b8b30cbc11c43a19e7e7aff69e4044
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/families-watch-helplessly-as-coronavirus-hits-nursing-homes-infects-loved-one/ar-BB128ktv
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404012426-ouhta
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-military-preparing-worst-case-contagion-scenarios-its-secret
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-sees-more-burglaries-of-businesses-under-coronavirus-emergency-measures-11586008801
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/some-new-yorkers-riding-crowded-subway-commutes-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Despite-stay-at-home-orders-6-out-of-10-are-on-15179476.php
https://apnews.com/75e97a636f40bcd98f0827dfaa09e3ff
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-orleans-area-has-worst-coronavirus-death-rate-in-u-s-11586008800
https://www.the-sun.com/news/637277/map-reveals-small-rural-towns-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Once-again-government-is-caught-unprepared-15179581.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/how-trumps-attempts-to-win-the-daily-news-cycle-feed-a-chaotic-coronavirus-response/ar-BB12arma
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-rages-at-critics-at-coronavirus-press-conference
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-rages-at-critics-at-coronavirus-press-conference
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404235657-jkjit
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/04/826741317/federal-government-implements-relief-as-nation-reels-from-coronavirus-pandemic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x
https://drudgereport.com/


Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky


Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nckWkuXeETKM9dF7Dd6DfKI9yGT1f7wR1G5RBnT8e0-xX3oPqFaC3yzQ&h=AT0ecwbmx_xy8ZrXQ7_IEwhVgJD29yvZvHm2k9Q_jvorxrhWeUQOwsRSgLmqkwg8s4NUcpZ5cSzr_btbDZrlY8UQm3OleLwtvId0vh_RIFgKNaYxOpOWwIzJF93puidwCg2j9TobbnxASEpMr5FO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fclintonkillist.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q6Q5CdNOzR1srrH63GL8Tv3Ko5o7HKNHrckL8i_h21x-EC3XN_C-QBjo&h=AT20uT8Enn0_2M7bv5f-4Hu3qeSRHkr6wICf5D6VBhJH17OgSJRLPX0-H8qHwRuSTlBau0roJ9DQi9xrSbdCFhgwEaDviu78MyfFRTj4dCnFRGq-ujhLT03AwPwXquvx6xGDtHEe4wqB50zvubR-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk%23current&h=AT0tE9xEYqBBKCwpaFFLGJ-efb_d_81_MrHbBafR6GqYAljlpvtig8MRVB55x3DGHPH-9O_h9aYI-83cKlETsW3sf32lB9YN5yEqBD8vcVtimyFVmWRAfGffuI9e7hMHS5hgFZLsIexudChPHZAX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2jYmedYcQLEo1xQxIg-nRmBreEE48ud28q_dx7f20iYyynjr0fqJ9C7UY&h=AT3hC8KsZg5GzSfVTCa1f5waeulxrvW0bxsHn6jKn2tQozYC6YipRWP-ow7rfCgJil5WudY6bWSeTTj0NOGpt7Cz2FS273jCRr1Uv1Yl62wWG5ndr5enDLiQwksjS5U6lO2G6PEoYM-hRg9LMjZ5&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xFhA_3H2AolhzuRC68LF7aXu71KY7V4p77wIJHYM5xhk5zdMSJRd1f7A&h=AT3j9dhJIKlaZo2X2K8SbIMo6VMFigvwJ2TouQoyxmxf9pijXQ4wfUfAU4xbYhhterghQltQFu9_ueu1NQrY3U_io_z0H82JZ9_V8ReonBG6A_O1uIkUWiOfwq64opgkSRFkloXYSiHl7CWavmIZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR37USLRBADqU2RurmaZRXT-IPZ61UjLPu2cev4tIsVzfzu10iJ6j91WgO0&h=AT3_TOo5UxTg7vst-rpKhB8Jf8AnQx7nodb8zUNYU9guT9yQu_-_VS9uX8PRfrMt6iCXHsZUeq6YLOvcwAKx7G-b5hJRT496PoXqFuYEGoFzdNaL6ad5VAhLg18yDEHCr_05R7nXIdlcLkPr0Ebs&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cWJ6Tr0fWgkBf2UTLJeB7U-bMxkMUIESE07tSWdrz_LfeQS_iWSXXjDQ&h=AT1goVqsc_6ENS4OzDNHw42_UOS0d7cVbi2ec7qkjAA66wBpqP1WuLeDKlSBTwJ1Pu9yB81a-IPtZCXg662rptuwOj12UqAkQ4TSpmFz1wnpOAGXiekQPKaWmQ79mIZy60wObb0jw12dyn7Wa5Vz&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0nqo7roqhfeSd0DnIasrQ8zzIcP-Kip3UIdaz_IXxCBPRO9FS0qUSmZzw&h=AT2SxZV9WO0D5Ws1hHJ0dT4HngGSYlFvySSeLi1DvRlsqxOdM8ZCsOnfLk--jTEhNw_GpTlPpBh50yeYoS0jykQg93WjZQZlNjDg6l2nj6uyhD3_DttzWgt0X2FNsv2AmWxsgkRaIIDnv4UbK4Ru&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime


Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf


Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
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http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg


http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

CNN
Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 10,300  

Virus hunters zero in on a possible culprit

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf
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The origin of coronavirus is debated. But genetic detective work is 
leading scientists to point at one animal suspect.     

Breaking Biden and Trump speak about coronavirus response 

Dr. Gupta:   Here's what this means for Boris Johnson  

Big test:   US prepares for the most critical week yet  

NYC official:   Trump has my mom's blood on his hands  

Sparks fly:   Heated disagreement breaks out in Situation Room  

How to help  : A list of vetted charities you can donate to  

Podcast  : New guidance on masks  

White House coronavirus press briefing

live updates New York shows signs of hitting apex while US passes 
10,000 deaths

NYC may temporarily bury coronavirus victims in park if morgues 
reach capacity, councilman says

Watch the question Trump wouldn't let Dr. Fauci answer

Wisconsin governor orders delay of primary election, GOP will 
challenge

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Opinion:     How the very rich are different in the Covid-19 fight  

Analysis: Why you should pay close attention to Trump's latest firing

Tourist sites packed as China comes out of lockdown. Experts say 
risk is high

Opinion: The Trump-Fox News feedback loop has new targets

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson enters intensive care due to 
coronavirus

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/uk/boris-johnson-coronavirus-hospital-gbr-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/uk/boris-johnson-coronavirus-hospital-gbr-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/trump-fox-news-cuomo-fauci-criticism-obeidallah/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/asia/china-coronavirus-tourist-warning-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/asia/china-coronavirus-tourist-warning-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/michael-atkinson-firing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/05/opinions/coronavirus-wealthy-false-security-vicky-ward-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/04/uk-coronavirus-evolution-walsh-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/wisconsin-primary-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/wisconsin-primary-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/trump-fauci-hydroxychloroquine-question-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/new-york-park-burial-morgue-capacity/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/new-york-park-burial-morgue-capacity/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-06-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-06-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/specials/live-video-1
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-how-to-help/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/05/politics/white-house-malaria-drug-hydroxychloroquine-disagreement/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/scott-stringer-mother-coronavirus-anderson-cooper-intv-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/health/us-coronavirus-updates-monday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/boris-johnson-intensive-care-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/biden-trump-call/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html


Opinion: A pandemic is no time to go federal

Wall Street has best day in two weeks as coronavirus optimism 
grows

See what streets in China look like now

A 7-year-old boy was shot in the face and killed in a drive-by 
shooting in Pennsylvania

Acting Navy secretary blasts ousted aircraft carrier captain as 
'stupid' in address to crew

Intensive care doctor with coronavirus made goodbye video for her 
kids

Opinion: This is how we conquer Covid-19

Man shot five people for 'talking too loud' during lockdown, 
investigators say

Teens charged with hate crimes for attacking woman and saying 
she caused coronavirus

Doctor on unproven drug: You could lose your life

MSNBC
Under fierce criticism, Wisconsin Gov. suspends in-person voting for 
Tuesday primary

U.K. Prime Minister Johnson taken into intensive care unit for COVID-19

https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/u-k-prime-minister-boris-johnson-taken-into-intensive-care-unit-for-covid-19-81705029836
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/under-fierce-criticism-wisconsin-gov-suspends-in-person-voting-for-tuesday-primary-81702469839
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/under-fierce-criticism-wisconsin-gov-suspends-in-person-voting-for-tuesday-primary-81702469839
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/06/donald-trump-coronavirus-doctor-drug-hydroxychloroquine-sot-vpx-tsr.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/teens-attack-woman-caused-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/teens-attack-woman-caused-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/europe/russia-shooting-lockdown-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/europe/russia-shooting-lockdown-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/how-to-conquer-covid-19-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/intensive-care-doctor-coronavirus-intv-berman-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/06/intensive-care-doctor-coronavirus-intv-berman-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/uss-tr-crozier-modly/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/politics/uss-tr-crozier-modly/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/chester-boy-killed-shooting-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/chester-boy-killed-shooting-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/06/china-coronavirus-transition-culver-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/dow-stock-market-today-040620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/opinions/coronavirus-federalism-states-governors-mitchell-opinion/index.html


Trump sends ‘best wishes’ to ‘very good friend’ Boris Johnson in ICU

New COVID-19 hot spot on New York’s Long Island sparks concern

How the White House mishandled first 70 days of coronavirus crisis

Latest news on the global pandemic

Trump insisted on surprise Sunday briefing to counter 'dour' message of 
his own experts

South Carolina ends holdout and issues stay-at-home order

Louisiana pastor cited for defying coronavirus order hosts hundreds on 
Palm Sunday

Indiana extends stay at home order for additional 2 weeks

HUFFPOST
BORIS JOHNSON IN ICU — CORONA CASE WORSENS 

Coronavirus Death Toll In U.S. Surpasses 10,000 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-
10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb 

Trump Administration Report Details Havoc For Hospitals Dealing With 
COVID-19

Hospital Workers Are Unsafe And Afraid They’ll Get Too Sick To Care For 
Patients

Industry Groups Ask California To Delay Pollution Rules, Citing Pandemic

LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The Coronavirus Outbreak 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
VIRUS GRIPS UK
ISRAEL PASSOVER LOCKDOWN
US DEATH TOLL TOPS 10,000
NEW YORK PEAK THURSDAY? 

https://nypost.com/2020/04/06/us-coronavirus-peak-forecasts-over-3000-deaths-in-single-day/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907200/coronavirus-death-toll-officially-passes-10000-nearly-half-new-york
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Coronavirus-8611-Israelis-have-disease-141-in-serious-condition-623716
https://apnews.com/23a9575396d8b636df2ccb8026f23527
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-news-covid-19-updates_n_5e8b28a1c5b6cbaf282cb6cf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/california-pollution-rules-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e8b7cc7c5b62459a92d4fb7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hospital-workers-unsafe-coronavirus_n_5e8b5268c5b6cc1e477982f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hospital-workers-unsafe-coronavirus_n_5e8b5268c5b6cc1e477982f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hhs-ig-report_n_5e8b51f4c5b6cc1e477980dc
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hhs-ig-report_n_5e8b51f4c5b6cc1e477980dc
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/boris-johnson-intensive-care-coronavirus_n_5e8b8015c5b6e1d10a681e69
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177896
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177921
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177921
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177906
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177946
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341/ncrd1177946
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-06-coronavirus-news-n1177341
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/how-the-wh-mishandled-first-70-days-of-coronavirus-crisis-81676357904
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/new-york-s-long-island-sparks-concern-as-new-covid-19-hot-spot-81705541542
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-responds-to-prime-minister-boris-johnson-in-intensive-care-81710661941


CDONALD's staff walkout over unsafe conditions after worker gets virus...
DOLLAR TREE cashier battered during social distancing beef...
Grocery workers key during virus. And they're afraid...
LOWE'S Slammed For Holding 'Spring Black Friday' Sale...
Postal Worker Accuses USPS Of Negligence... 
Robots replace students at graduation ceremony...
Residents Alarmed after Cops Use 'Purge Siren' to Signal Start of 
Curfew...
African Americans more likely to die...
As Trump administration debated travel restrictions, thousands streamed
in from China...
430,000 flew directly from China since January; 40,000 since 'shutoff'...
NYC to temporarily bury victims in park...
Mysterious Heart Damage Befalling Patients...
Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
Conservative Pundits Weren't Only Ones to Get Pandemic Wrong...
Governors seize spotlight... 
SICK MAP... 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 
pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic!

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/8a9a13ad533d0ed5fe8b9df9dbb9b3d8
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronavirus-pandemic-conservative-and-liberal-pundits-underestimated-threat/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/survivors-of-coronavirus-face-an-uncertain-road-back-to-normal-11586176884
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8191035/Data-scientist-reveals-EYE-PAIN-symptom-Covid-19.html
https://khn.org/news/mysterious-heart-damage-not-just-lung-troubles-befalling-covid-19-patients/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907102/new-york-city-plans-temporarily-bury-coronavirus-victims-park
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-coronavirus-corruption-430000-flew-directly-china-since-january-40000-since-shutoff/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://news.trust.org/item/20200406160842-9x3r4
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/robots-replace-students-zoom-graduation-21822147
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-colorado-postal-worker-accuses-usps-negligence/
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/04/06/lowes-employee-speaks-out/
https://apnews.com/d8060699d42287df48e0559c405cdf9a
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/buster/coronavirus/social-distancing-battery-278593
https://www.the-sun.com/news/644034/california-mcdonalds-staff-walkout-coronavirus-protection-employee-positive/


Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 
human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__cft__[0]=AZWEzYadhGKvIJEQg0gwoCihy2TGWlLXqDxdu_M9hkUl7AX_5AQ2f2n4xDJZoeYhzCPGcfAGRDQ6xAEZGM67GfLRRi9pcJQbUqY523Xrhic1E9HxaMgKyBxn-Y5EmmQXPOM&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R


CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk%23current&h=AT0tE9xEYqBBKCwpaFFLGJ-efb_d_81_MrHbBafR6GqYAljlpvtig8MRVB55x3DGHPH-9O_h9aYI-83cKlETsW3sf32lB9YN5yEqBD8vcVtimyFVmWRAfGffuI9e7hMHS5hgFZLsIexudChPHZAX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2jYmedYcQLEo1xQxIg-nRmBreEE48ud28q_dx7f20iYyynjr0fqJ9C7UY&h=AT3hC8KsZg5GzSfVTCa1f5waeulxrvW0bxsHn6jKn2tQozYC6YipRWP-ow7rfCgJil5WudY6bWSeTTj0NOGpt7Cz2FS273jCRr1Uv1Yl62wWG5ndr5enDLiQwksjS5U6lO2G6PEoYM-hRg9LMjZ5&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xFhA_3H2AolhzuRC68LF7aXu71KY7V4p77wIJHYM5xhk5zdMSJRd1f7A&h=AT3j9dhJIKlaZo2X2K8SbIMo6VMFigvwJ2TouQoyxmxf9pijXQ4wfUfAU4xbYhhterghQltQFu9_ueu1NQrY3U_io_z0H82JZ9_V8ReonBG6A_O1uIkUWiOfwq64opgkSRFkloXYSiHl7CWavmIZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR37USLRBADqU2RurmaZRXT-IPZ61UjLPu2cev4tIsVzfzu10iJ6j91WgO0&h=AT3_TOo5UxTg7vst-rpKhB8Jf8AnQx7nodb8zUNYU9guT9yQu_-_VS9uX8PRfrMt6iCXHsZUeq6YLOvcwAKx7G-b5hJRT496PoXqFuYEGoFzdNaL6ad5VAhLg18yDEHCr_05R7nXIdlcLkPr0Ebs&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cWJ6Tr0fWgkBf2UTLJeB7U-bMxkMUIESE07tSWdrz_LfeQS_iWSXXjDQ&h=AT1goVqsc_6ENS4OzDNHw42_UOS0d7cVbi2ec7qkjAA66wBpqP1WuLeDKlSBTwJ1Pu9yB81a-IPtZCXg662rptuwOj12UqAkQ4TSpmFz1wnpOAGXiekQPKaWmQ79mIZy60wObb0jw12dyn7Wa5Vz&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
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CDONALD's staff walkout over unsafe conditions after worker gets virus...
DOLLAR TREE cashier battered during social distancing beef...
Grocery workers key during virus. And they're afraid...
LOWE'S Slammed For Holding 'Spring Black Friday' Sale...
Postal Worker Accuses USPS Of Negligence... 
Robots replace students at graduation ceremony...
Residents Alarmed after Cops Use 'Purge Siren' to Signal Start of 
Curfew...
African Americans more likely to die...
As Trump administration debated travel restrictions, thousands streamed
in from China...
430,000 flew directly from China since January; 40,000 since 'shutoff'...
NYC to temporarily bury victims in park...
Mysterious Heart Damage Befalling Patients...
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Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
Conservative Pundits Weren't Only Ones to Get Pandemic Wrong...
Governors seize spotlight... 
SICK MAP... 

“CORONAVIRUS SYMPTOMS: 10 KEY INDICATORS AND WHAT TO DO 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/health/10-key-coronavirus-symptoms-
wellness/index.html 

By Sandee LaMotte, CNN

Updated 4:03 AM ET, Tue April 7, 2020

(CNN)Scientists are learning more each day about the mysterious novel 
coronavirus and the symptoms of Covid-19, the disease it causes.
Fever, cough and shortness of breath are found in the vast majority of all 
Covid-19 cases. But there are additional signals of the virus, some that 
are very much like cold or flu, and some that are more unusual.
Any or all symptoms can appear anywhere from two to 14 days after 
exposure to the virus, according to the US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention.
Here are 10 signs that you or a loved one may have Covid-19 -- and what 
to do to protect yourself and your family.

1. Shortness of breath
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
Shortness of breath is not usually an early symptom of Covid-19, but it is 
the most serious. It can occur on its own, without a cough. If your chest 
becomes tight or you begin to feel as if you cannot breathe deeply 
enough to fill your lungs with air, that's a sign to act quickly, experts say.
"If there's any shortness of breath immediately call your health care 
provider, a local urgent care or the emergency department," said 
American Medical Association president Dr. Patrice Harris.
"If the shortness of breath is severe enough, you should call 911," Harris 
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added.
The CDC lists other emergency warning signs for Covid-19 as a 
"persistent pain or pressure in the chest," and "bluish lips or face," which
can indicate a lack of oxygen.
Get medical attention immediately, the CDC says.
2. Fever
Fever is a key sign of Covid-19. Because some people can have a core 
body temperature lower or higher than the typical 98.6 degrees 
Fahrenheit (37 degrees Celsius), experts say not to fixate on a number.
CNN anchor Chris Cuomo, who is battling the virus from his home in New 
York, is one of those people.
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don&#39;t hoard, and more
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don't hoard, and more
"I run a little cool. My normal temperature is 97.6, not 98.6. So, even 
when I'm at 99 that would not be a big deal for most people. But, for me, 
I'm already warm," Cuomo told CNN Chief Medical Correspondent Dr. 
Sanjay Gupta in a CNN Town Hall.
Most children and adults, however, will not be considered feverish until 
their temperature reaches 100 degrees Fahrenheit (37.7 degrees 
Celsius).
"There are many misconceptions about fever," said Dr. John Williams, 
chief of the division of pediatric infectious diseases at the University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh.
"We all actually go up and down quite a bit during the day as much as half
of a degree or a degree," Williams said, adding that for most people "99.0
degrees or 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit is not a fever."
Don't rely on a temperature taken in the morning, said infectious disease 
expert Dr. William Schaffner, a professor of preventative medicine and 
infectious disease at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine in 
Nashville. Instead, take your temperature in the late afternoon and early 
evening.
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
"Our temperature is not the same during the day. If you take it at eight 
o'clock in the morning, it may be normal," Schaffner explained.
"One of the most common presentations of fever is that your temperature
goes up in the late afternoon and early evening. It's a common way that 
viruses produce fever."



3. Dry Cough
Coughing is another common symptom, but it's not just any cough.
"It's not a tickle in your throat. You're not just clearing your throat. It's 
not just irritated," Schaffner explained.
The cough is bothersome, a dry cough that you feel deep in your chest.
How &#39;regular school&#39; parents can homeschool their kids
How 'regular school' parents can homeschool their kids
"It's coming from your breastbone or sternum, and you can tell that your 
bronchial tubes are inflamed or irritated," Schaffner added.
A report put out by the World Health Organization in February found over 
33% of 55,924 people with laboratory confirmed cases of Covid-19 had 
coughed up sputum, a thick mucus sometimes called phlegm, from their 
lungs.
4. Chills and body aches
"The beast comes out at night," said Cuomo, referencing the chills, body 
aches and high fever that visited him on April 1.
'It was like somebody was beating me like a pinata. And I was shivering 
so much that ... I chipped my tooth. They call them the rigors," he said 
from his basement, where he is quarantined from the rest of his family.
"I was hallucinating. My dad was talking to me. I was seeing people from 
college, people I haven't seen in forever, it was freaky," Cuomo said.
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Not everyone will have such a severe reaction, experts say. Some may 
have no chills or body aches at all. Others may experience milder flu-like 
chills, fatigue and achy joints and muscles, which can make it difficult to 
know if it's flu or coronavirus that's to blame.
One possible sign that you might have Covid-19 is if your symptoms don't 
improve after a week or so but actually worsen.
5. Sudden confusion
Speaking of worsening signs, the CDC says a sudden confusion or an 
inability to wake up and be alert may be a serious sign that emergency 
care may be needed. If you or a loved one has those symptoms, 
especially with other critical signs like bluish lips, trouble breathing or 
chest pain, the CDC says to seek help immediately.

6. Digestive issues
At first science didn't think diarrhea or other typical gastric issues that 



often come with the flu applied to the noval coronavirus, also known as 
SARS-CoV-2. As more research on survivors becomes available, that 
opinion has changed.
"In a study out of China where they looked at some of the earliest 
patients, some 200 patients, they found that digestive or stomach GI 
(gastrointestinal) symptoms were actually there in about half the 
patients," Gupta said on CNN's New Day news program.
Overall, "I think we're getting a little bit more insight into the types of 
symptoms that patients might have," Gupta said.
The study described a unique subset of milder cases in which the initial 
symptoms were digestive issues such as diarrhea, often without fever. 
Those patients experienced delays in testing and diagnosis than patients 
with respiratory issues, and they took longer to clear the virus from their 
systems.

7. Pink eye
Research from China, South Korea and other parts of the world indicate 
that about 1% to 3% of people with Covid-19 also had conjunctivitis, 
commonly known as pink eye.
Do you wear contact lenses? You should switch to glasses to stop 
spreading the virus

Conjunctivitis, a highly contagious condition when caused by a virus, is 
an inflammation of the thin, transparent layer of tissue, called 
conjunctiva, that covers the white part of the eye and the inside of the 
eyelid.
But SARS-CoV-2 is just one of many viruses that can cause conjunctivitis,
so it came as no real surprise to scientists that this newly discovered 
virus would do the same.
Still, a pink or red eye could be one more sign that you should call your 
doctor if you also have other telltale symptoms of Covid-19, such as fever,
cough or shortness of breath.
8. Loss of smell and taste
In mild to moderate cases of coronavirus, a loss of smell and taste is 
emerging as one of the most unusual early signs of Covid-19.
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
"What's called anosmia, which basically means loss of smell, seems to 
be a symptom that a number of patients developed," CNN Chief Medical 
Correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta told CNN anchor Alisyn Camerota on 



New Day.
"It may be linked to loss of taste, linked to loss of appetite, we're not 
sure -- but it's clearly something to look out for," Gupta said. "Sometimes 
these early symptoms aren't the classic ones."
"Anosmia, in particular, has been seen in patients ultimately testing 
positive for the coronavirus with no other symptoms," according to the 
American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery.
A recent analysis of milder cases in South Korea found the major 
presenting symptom in 30% of patients was a loss of smell. In Germany, 
more than two in three confirmed cases had anosmia.
It has long been known in medical literature that a sudden loss of smell 
may be associated with respiratory infections caused by other types of 
coronaviruses, so it wasn't a surprise that the novel coronavirus would 
have this effect, according to ENT UK (PDF), a professional organization 
representing ear, nose and throat surgeons in the United Kingdom.
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
Is there anything you can do at home to test to see if you're suffering a 
loss of smell? The answer is yes, by using the "jellybean test" to tell if 
odors flow from the back of your mouth up through your nasal pharynx 
and into your nasal cavity. if you can pick out distinct flavors such as 
oranges and lemons, your sense of smell is functioning fine.
9. Fatigue
For some people, extreme fatigue can be an early sign of the novel 
coronavirus. The WHO report found nearly 40% of the nearly 6,000 people
with laboratory confirmed cases experienced fatigue.
Just a few days into his quarantine, Cuomo was already exhausted by the
fevers and body aches the disease brings.
"I'm so lethargic that I can stare outside, and, like, an hour-and-a-half 
goes by," Cuomo told Gupta on Anderson Cooper 360. "I think I took a 10-
minute nap, and it was three and a half hours."
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
Fatigue may continue long after the virus is gone. Anecdotal reports from
people who have recovered from Covid-19 say exhaustion and lack of 
energy continue well past the standard recovery period of a few weeks.

10. Headache, sore throat, congestion



The WHO report also found nearly 14% of the almost 6,000 cases of 
Covid-19 in China had symptoms of headache and sore throat, while 
almost 5% had nasal congestion.
Certainly not the most common signs of the disease, but obviously 
similar to colds and flu. In fact, many symptoms of Covid-19 can resemble
the flu, including headaches and the previously mentioned digestive 
issues, body aches and fatigue. Still other symptoms can resemble a cold
or allergies, such as a sore throat and congestion.
Most likely, experts say, you simply have a cold or the flu -- after all, they 
can cause fever and cough too.
So what should you do?
"At this moment, the current guidance -- and this may change -- is that if 
you have symptoms that are similar to the cold and the flu and these are 
mild symptoms to moderate symptoms, stay at home and try to manage 
them" with rest, hydration and the use of fever-reducing medications, 
said the AMA's Harris.

That advice does not apply if you are over age 60, since immune systems 
weaken as we age or if you are pregnant. Anyone with concerns about 
coronavirus should call their healthcare provider, according to the CDC.
It's unclear whether pregnant women have a greater chance of getting 
severely ill from coronavirus, but the CDC has said that women 
experience changes in their bodies during pregnancy that may increase 
their risk of some infections.
In general, Covid-19 infections are riskier if you have underlying health 
conditions such as diabetes, chronic lung disease or asthma, heart 
failure or heart disease, sickle cell anemia, cancer (or are undergoing 
chemotherapy), kidney disease with dialysis, a body mass index (BMI) 
over 40 (extremely obese) or an autoimmune disorder.
"Older patients and individuals who have underlying medical conditions 
or are immunocompromised should contact their physician early in the 
course of even mild illness," the CDC advises.
To be clear, you are at higher risk -- even if you are young -- if you have 
underlying health issues.
"People under 60 with underlying illnesses, with diabetes, heart disease, 
immunocompromised or have any kind of lung disease previously, those 
people are more vulnerable despite their younger age," Schaffner said.

Do I have 'cabin fever?' What it is, how to 'cure' it
A history of travel to an area where the novel coronavirus is widespread 



(and those parts of the world, including the US, are going up each day) is 
obviously another key factor in deciding if your symptoms may be Covid-
19 or not.
How to be evaluated
If you have no symptoms, please don't ask for testing or add to backlog 
of calls at testing centers, clinics, hospitals and the like, experts say.
"We do not test people with no symptoms because it's a resource issue," 
Schaffner said about the assessment center at Vanderbilt. "However, we 
are emphasizing that people who have this small cluster of important 
symptoms -- fever and anything related to the lower respiratory tract such
as cough and difficulty breathing -- reach out to be evaluated."
If you do have those three signs, where should you go?

'Contagion' vs. coronavirus: The film's connections to a real life pandemic
"If you have insurance and you're looking for a provider or someone to 
call or connect with, there's always a number on the back of your 
insurance card; or if you go online, there is information for patients," 
Harris said.

"If you don't have insurance, you can start with the state health 
department or the local community health centers, those are officially 
known as federally qualified health centers," Harris advised, adding that 
some states have a 1-800 hotline number to call.
"If there is a testing and assessment center near you, you can go there 
directly," Schaffer said. "It's always good to notify them that you're 
coming. Otherwise, you need to call your healthcare provider and they 
will direct you what to do."

CNN's Jacqueline Howard contributed to this report.”
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Market Update for Tuesday - April 7th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:



Yesterday the DOW finished with its 3rd biggest rally ever.And today it 
looked like stocks were going to add to yesterday’s gains: In overnight 
trading the major indices rallied.And at the open, the DOW was higher by 
4.2%.

*But after the strong start, some sobering news led to a pullback.In New 
York it looked like recent cases had peaked. But then New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo reported the biggest one-day jump in deaths (731).

*And a sell-off that lasted from lunch until the close erased the day’s 
gains and put the major indices in negative territory.

*Crude Oil (CL) finished lower for the 2nd day in a row. With an 8.8% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at $23.78 a barrel.

*And it sounds like there’s more stimulus on the way…House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi said she wants the next spending package to be at least $1 
trillion.

*And Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said he believes an 
increase to the small business loan program will be approved Thursday."

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Pink Moon linked to 'end of days' omen… 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
PANDEMIC DREAMS HAUNTING NATION'S SLEEP...
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
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CNN
Trump's wild performance at a press conference was a troubling 
spectacle at a moment when presidents are called to provide consistent, 
level leadership https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus/index.html 

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection [ Well, 
what can you expect from a complicit branch of the corrupt american so-
called government that ie., sports a typically corrupt new jersey guinea 
sam alito … you know the drill, ‘in for a penny, in for a pound’ which says 
it all. america is a complete and total fraud! ]
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Update:     Dosage guidance removed from CDC website on drug touted by   
Georgia, Florida and Trump

Advice:   Biden describes his phone call with Trump   

KFile:     New Trump press secretary downplayed pandemic  

live updates US cases are nearing 400,000

Fauci's prediction:     When will kids return to school?  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 12,000  

Cuomo  : Covid symptoms are 'depressing,' wearing me down  

Podcast:     Doctors' difficult decisions  

Fact check: Trump makes misleading claims about the WHO and his 
record on the coronavirus

Wisconsin holds primary election during pandemic

Opinion: Trump is desperately seeking to avoid blame

US states race to fight coronavirus cases with long-awaited medical 
shipments

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

CDC director: US death toll could be lower than warned

Doctor explains drop in predicted deaths

Trump removes watchdog overseeing coronavirus emergency funds 

Acting secretary of the Navy resigns after calling ousted aircraft carrier 
captain 'stupid'

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection 

Passengers to be evacuated from Antarctic cruise ship after almost 60% 
test positive for coronavirus

Global stocks and US futures retreat on coronavirus caution
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John Prine, influential singer-songwriter, dies at 73

Chinese billionaire who criticized Xi Jinping over coronavirus under 
investigation

Early data shows this group faces higher risk of getting coronavirus

Boris Johnson is 'stable' in ICU 

Detroit hospital nurses refuse to work without more help, ordered to 
leave

Van Jones: Start screaming this to the black community

Why black Americans are at higher risk for coronavirus

Mayor orders police to crack down on social gatherings. They find his 
wife at a bar

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Hello Giggles Andrew Lloyd Webber will live-
stream his most famous musicals every Friday for your Broadway date 
night https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-
140223912.html Every Friday, Broadway genius Andrew Lloyd Webber will
live stream one of his classic musicals for free via YouTube. Here's how 
to watch.

CNN
“THE 24 MOST WILDLY IRRESPONSIBLE LINES FROM DONALD TRUMP'S LATEST 
INTERVIEW WITH SEAN HANNITY https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-
trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so 
criminal; yet, at once , he’s a total joke, global laughing stock. Pathetic! ]

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

Updated 11:59 AM ET, Wed April 8, 2020 

(CNN)Even as his administration -- and the country -- continue to battle the coronavirus, 
President Donald Trump keeps finding time to call into Fox News' host Sean Hannity's 
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show. 

THE POINT -- NOW ON YOUTUBE! 
In each episode of his weekly YouTube show, Chris Cillizza will delve a little deeper into the
surreal world of politics. Click to subscribe!
Trump and Hannity talked March 5 and then again on March 27. And the two were back at 
it on Tuesday night. Below, the lines you need to see from that conversation.
1. "So, you know, things are happening. It's a -- it's -- I haven't seen bad. I've not seen
bad."
This is Trump talking about his push for hospitals to use hydroxychloroquine on patients 
struggling to combat coronavirus. Worth noting here that: a) Trump is not a doctor and b) 
most doctors are wary of recommending the anti-malarial drug's use broadly until more 
testing is done. And away we go!

2. "And I was -- I was excoriated by the fake news and by the press, by these people 
that are bad people. They're just bad people. They don't -- they cannot love our 
country, I can tell you."
In which the President openly claims that the media are "bad people" who "cannot love our 
country." His evidence? An inaccurate allegation that he was "excoriated" by the press for 
closing down travel from China when the coronavirus outbreak began.
3. "Once you get it -- I mean, if you're in the wrong group, if you're -- if you have a 
medical condition, if you're older -- it seems that older is certainly prime time for this 
-- this plague, this horrible virus."
An unedited "sentence" uttered by the President of the United States.
4. "I mean, you look at what's going on with the hospitals in New York and New 
Jersey. I was -- I was watching a little while ago, and it's -- it's terrible, a terrible 
thing."
A good reminder here that the lens through which Trump sees -- and perceives -- the world 
is cable television. Forever and always.
5. "We have to get our country open again. This wasn't designed to have this. You 
crack it -- you crack it in half. It's no good."
Trump is talking about the economy here, I think. All I know for sure is if you crack it in half, 
it's no good.
6. "The good thing is that the number of beds needed, I think we were right about 
that. I was right. My group was right."
"I was right." And, according to this analysis by MIT's Technology Review, Trump wasn't 
right; 21 states are expected to have hospital bed shortages in the coming weeks.
7. "I just saw on your show and a couple of other people just reported back to me 
that everyone is in great shape from the standpoint of ventilators, which are very 
hard, because they're expensive and they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and 
they're very high-tech."
"'Scotch tape and baling wire': How some hospitals and companies are responding to meet 
America's ventilator shortage" -- USA Today, April 8, 2020. Also, Donald Trump on 
ventilators: "they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and they're very high-tech."
8. "And by the way, the hydroxychloroquine, we have millions of doses that I bought.
I bought millions of doses, you know, for the country, the country bought."
"I bought."
9. "We have more than 29 million doses, and that's a lot."
[does a series of mathematical calculations] Yes, that is a lot.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/08/coronavirus-ventilator-shortage-hospitals-diy/2957847001/
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10. "A lot of people are looking at it and saying -- you know, there's just -- I don't hear
bad stories. I hear good stories."
So, the President hears "good stories" about the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine and "a lot 
of people are looking at it." Does that replace the clinical trials that the medical community 
wants before fully embracing the drug's use? No? 
11. "And I don't hear anything where it's causing death. So it's not like something 
unsafe."
Objection! Anecdotal, your honor. (My mom always wanted me to be a lawyer.)
12. "It's been incredible how -- how so far -- I mean, I hate to say flawlessly, it's three 
days, but it's away ahead of schedule."
"Small Business Aid Program Stretches Agency to Its Limits" -- The New York Times, April 
8, 2020
13. "Well, I'd love to open with a big bang, one beautiful country, and just open."
Uh huh. Tell me more...
14. "We're way under any polls or any of the models, as they call them -- they have 
models, and we're way under, and we hope to keep it that way, in terms of death."
It might be relevant to note here that Donald Trump is not, by training, a statistician.
15. " You know, we had the greatest economy in the history of our country, and then 
all of a sudden, they come in and say: 'Sir, you're going to have to close it.'"
Not true. No matter how many times he says it.
16. "It wiped out -- I mean, it just was unbelievable. That was your all-time bad."
Donald Trump on the Spanish Flu of 1918-1919. 
17. "So you have to be careful because you look at that, and close to 100 people get 
killed, you have to think that, you know, nobody would have thought it could have 
happened, but then you have to think, when you see this coming in and you see what
was happening in China, you have to say, well, maybe this can happen here, so we 
have to be careful."
[Jim Halpert stare at the camera]
18. "And I did what I wanted to do, and it was a good move."
This is Trump on his decision to shut down travel from China. But really this is Trump on 
everything.
19. "Well, I'm a diplomat, too."
[nods head very slowly]
20. "He has a hard time getting the words out, 'thank you, you did a great job.'"
Trump is referring here to an alleged lack of gratitude by New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo for 
what the federal government has done for him on coronavirus. Remember that Trump 
always wants to be thanked and congratulated -- for doing his job.
21. "When they bring you to the hospital with this one, this is not having your 
appendix taken out. It's a bad -- that's a bad thing."
Dr. Trump doing his daily rounds...
22. "I actually have four companies that are high-tech. I mean, these are brilliant, 
brilliant people. You look at Ebola, you look at AIDS, you look at some of the things 
that they've done, these are the companies that have really did it."
"I actually have four companies that are high-tech."
23. "So, I'm just -- all I am is a matchmaker. I -- you know, I see results, I see great 
technicians, great people, come in with -- with really, you know, potential cures, 
OK?"
A "matchmaker," eh?
24. "The media has been -- the lamestream media has been extremely dishonest and 
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it's a shame, it's very sad."

This feels like a good place to end.”

Bernie Sanders drops out

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/bernie-sanders-drops-out/index.html


In a speech to supporters, the Vermont senator clears the path for Biden 
to serve as the Democratic nominee

Sanders: Path towards victory is virtually impossible

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Opinion: Now that Sanders is out, Democrats should cancel convention

Dana Bash points out glaring absence in Sanders' address

Civil rights icon John Lewis endorses Joe Biden

These are the other candidates who were once in the race

Chaos rocks White House on virus' most tragic day

Analysis: 24 irresponsible lines from Trump's latest interview with Sean 
Hannity

Aides hope to give Trump his economic 'big bang' starting in May

Almost 60% on cruise test positive

Opinion: Trump's real goal in demoting stimulus watchdog

Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing' 

CNN poll: Majority say federal government has done a poor job of 
preventing spread

Obama suggests a robust system of testing is needed before US can ease
measures

Right-wing media suggests death toll is inflated, despite experts saying 
opposite

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

What California is doing right in responding to the coronavirus pandemic

Amid a national shortage of Covid-19 tests, California's wealthy can still 
get tested
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live updates Social distancing is working but deaths are rising, New York 
governor says 

Future projections are better than expected

Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?

'She coded in my arms': Mother recalls 27-year-old daughter's last 
moments

Report:     US intel warned of China's spreading virus in November  

A truck driver stabs four women, killing three, at a Tennessee truck stop, 
officers say

Live updates After major Dow rally fizzles, stocks try to gain again

4-14-20
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… 
No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... 
HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his parishioners would rather die than not go to 
church... 
Pastor who criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... 
California sheriff warns he can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not 
wearing masks...
State still way behind in testing... 
NJ town resorts to talking drones for social enforcement...
NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop...
Broadway Closed Through June 7...
South Florida City New Hot Spot...
DC braces for looming surge… 
Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed...
Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill...
Grocery stores turn to robots...
Massive wave of evictions coming...
Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November...
Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies...
Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows...
Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police...
Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist...
'By December, we are going to go through this again'...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in a largely straightforward 
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html
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https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/08/coronavirus-when-normal-expert-health-care-172005
https://news.trust.org/item/20200408103237-l2epf
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/tested-positive-coronavirus-health-workers-may-share-your-address-police-n1178696
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/as-coronavirus-fears-grow-doctors-and-nurses-face-abuse-attacks/ar-BB12kjM9
https://sports.yahoo.com/hospitals-feds-seizing-masks-other-210748808.html
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/news/story/intelligence-report-warned-coronavirus-crisis-early-november-sources-70031273
https://www.sfgate.com/opinion/article/A-massive-wave-of-evictions-is-coming-Temporary-15186836.php
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/business/grocery-stores-robots-automation/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/pence-tells-u-food-workers-003303338.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/news/farmers-are-panic-buying-to-keep-america-e2-80-99s-95-million-cows-fed/ar-BB12jy9v
https://apnews.com/e385038e91b655311219ffe23f130da9
https://www.thedailybeast.com/hialeah-florida-is-a-coronavirus-disaster-waiting-to-happen
https://deadline.com/2020/04/broadway-closed-june-7-coronavirus-2019-2020-season-ends-1202903469/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/07/man-wearing-medical-mask-sucker-punches-nypd-cop-in-the-bronx/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/nj-town-resorts-to-talking-drones-to-enforce-social-distancing/2364912/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/california-still-way-behind-in-coronavirus-testing-despite-recent-advances/ar-BB12jZgG
https://www.the-sun.com/news/654495/california-sheriff-warns-fines-arrests/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/654495/california-sheriff-warns-fines-arrests/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/07/pastor-who-criticized-coronavirus-mass-hysteria-dies-from-illness/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/654996/louisiana-pastor-refuses-stop-church-services-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/654996/louisiana-pastor-refuses-stop-church-services-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/government-and-businessesturn-attention-to-eventual-reopeningof-22-trillion-u-s-economy-11586301615
https://apnews.com/fab319a90ead9aae057f7fab059c2ccb
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/04/07/coronavirus-update-already-struggling-small-businesses-in-south-bay-being-targeted-by-robbers/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8198633/US-hits-new-record-highest-number-coronavirus-deaths-DAY-1-890-fatalities.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/07/kushner-coronavirus-surveillance-174165
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/779-more-coronavirus-deaths-reported-in-new-york
https://apnews.com/136a9343b179727e81b89df3e7fc46c7
https://www.theguardian.com/world/ng-interactive/2020/apr/08/coronavirus-100-days-that-changed-the-world
http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg
https://apnews.com/0a50f245b05a0a446f238c6097ef5ab0


coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html 

Researchers say the peak is still to come, but the model used by the 
White House now shows far fewer projected US deaths

Seasons:   Scientists say warmer weather won't stop virus  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 14,000  

CNN
[ A day in the life of coronamerica from the wall street perspective … in 
other words, total bull s**t! ] 

https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

Parts of US could ease restrictions by summer [ Bullishit! ]

Dr. Anthony Fauci says some regions of the country could move toward 
normalcy, but there are caveats 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/what-matters-april-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/what-matters-april-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html


live updates Almost 20% of the NYPD is out sick [ Bullishit! ]

America on hold:   These are the human stories of the pandemic   [ Bullishit!
]

Late rent:     Nearly a third of Americans didn't pay rent this month   
[ Bullishit! ]

Only one Covid-19 death:     See how country did it  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 14,000   [ Bullishit! ]

WHO chief:   See his response to Trump's threat   [ Bullishit! ] 

Pence's office blocks public health officials from appearing on CNN 
[ Bullishit! ]

GOP and Democrats block competing proposals over more COVID-19 aid 
[ Bullishit! ] 

Fact check: Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in straightforward 
briefing [ Bullishit! ]

CNN poll: Biden leads Trump in national head-to-head matchup

Analysis: Trump is missing his biggest asset in his bid for reelection 
[ trump’s biggest ass yet! Bullishit! ] 

See new press secretary's shocking and false claims about Trump 
[ Bullishit! ]

Analysis: Trump's secret theory about Barack Obama's endorsement

Watch Trump's reaction to Sanders ending presidential campaign 
[ Bullishit! ]

NYT: 86-year-old who broke social distancing space in ER died after being
shoved [ Bullishit! ]

Opinion: This Wisconsin voter was furious, so she made this sign

Fed unleashes another $2.3 trillion to support economy [ Bullishit! ] 

California's early response helped to flatten the curve

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/09/california-coronavirus-response-dan-simon-newday-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/economy/federal-reserve-stimulus-states-cities/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/opinions/wisconsin-voter-this-is-ridiculous-lake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-dementia-social-distance-guidelines/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-dementia-social-distance-guidelines/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/bernie-sanders-ends-presidential-campaign-trump-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/barack-obama-joe-biden-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/kayleigh-mcenany-white-house-press-secretary-past-comments-president-trump-orig-me.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/donald-trump-economy-joe-biden-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/cnn-poll-biden-trump/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/08/who-defends-coronavirus-response-trump-criticism-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/08/new-zealand-one-confirmed-coronavirus-death-jacinda-ardern-watson-pkg-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/business/americans-rent-payment-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/04/us/america-on-hold/
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-09-20/index.html


Analysis: Goodbye, Bernie Sanders [ Bullishit! ]

8 Capitol police test positive for coronavirus [ Bullishit! ]

'Yikes!' Amanpour reacts to Fox News montage about virus

Analysis: What Fox News' silence about 'Diamond & Silk' says about the 
network 

Study: New York's coronavirus outbreak came from Europe and other 
parts of US [ Bullishit! ]

MSNBC
As virus ravages U.S., Trump continues to look for targets to blame 
[ trump is so sick, so pathetic! ]

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-continues-looking-for-targets-to-blame-81825349854
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/new-york-coronavirus-outbreak-europe-origin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/new-york-coronavirus-outbreak-europe-origin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/media/fox-news-diamond-and-silk-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/media/fox-news-diamond-and-silk-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/fox-news-coronavirus-montage-amanpour-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/capitol-police-test-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/world/meanwhile-in-america-april-9/index.html


Sen. Murphy: Coronavirus will cause 'ripples of grief and trauma' for 
decades

Dr. Fauci: There may be no going back to the pre-coronavirus 'normal' 
[DUH!]

DRUDGEREPORT
Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press 
Briefings... 
EASTER CRACKDOWN
ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]
PEAK DEATH SUNDAY? 

New York daily death toll reaches third-straight record at 799... 
Outbreak Aboard Second Navy Carrier… 
DC mayor: All shoppers at grocery stores must wear masks... 
Major Meat Processors Shutting Down Plants Nationwide As Employees 
Get Sick...
After Violent Night, Chicago Mayor Puts Curfew On Liquor Sales... 
Prison riot in Washington state... 
UK lockdown   indefinitely  ...   
How single cough spreads across supermarket... 
Video shows particles from runners can infect you... 
Immune system gone haywire doing more damage than covid itself?
More and more testing positive AGAIN...
Most New York Cases Came From Europe, Genomes Show...
Federal stocks of protective equipment nearly depleted...
Mnuchin says could be 'open for business' in May...
16.8 million Americans thrown out of work as toll rises...
Fed Chair Powell says U.S. economy deteriorating with alarming speed… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-
deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak 
Pumps Another $2.3 Trillion... Why relief to small businesses has lagged...

Crisis Legacy: Mountains of Debt… 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-crisis-legacy-mountains-of-debt-11586447687
https://apnews.com/1804383d7b1b9633e265a78d5c6984ee
https://apnews.com/8508af5848939f715622a71a44d3af20
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https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/09/treasury-secretary-mnuchin-says-us-could-be-open-for-business-in-may.html
https://apnews.com/a464316e25560d393bd07a021b7e81ba
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/08/most-new-york-coronavirus-cases-came-from-europe-genomes-show/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/491950-more-coronavirus-patients-testing-positive-again-after-recovery-report
https://www.wsj.com/articles/haywire-immune-response-eyed-in-coronavirus-deaths-treatment-11586430001
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11360637/video-runners-breath-spread-coronavirus/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11359723/video-cough-can-spread-cloud-coronavirus-across-supermarket-lingers/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-measures-21842421
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-measures-21842421
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/washington/articles/2020-04-09/virus-sparks-prison-riot-hits-more-wa-long-term-care-homes
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/04/08/chicago-mayor-lightfoot-curfew-on-liquor-sales-starts-thursday/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-latest-major-meat-processors-shutting-down-plants-as-employees-get-sick-with-covid-19/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-latest-major-meat-processors-shutting-down-plants-as-employees-get-sick-with-covid-19/
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/492009-bowser-all-shoppers-at-dc-grocery-stores-must-wear-masks
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2020-04-09/military-warns-of-coronavirus-breakouts-aboard-uss-nimitz-aircraft-carrier
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/09/new-york-coronavirus-daily-death-toll-reaches-third-straight-record-at-799-gov-cuomo-says.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200409134921-dvhvj
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abp-vigano-asks-bishops-priests-to-pray-exorcism-against-satan-on-holy-saturday
https://apnews.com/c06a37220e461922c61bdf18c3a20c3e
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/dr-fauci-going-back-to-pre-coronavirus-normal-might-not-ever-happen-81713733998
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/sen-murphy-on-mental-health-effects-in-aftermath-of-coronavirus-81809989664
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/sen-murphy-on-mental-health-effects-in-aftermath-of-coronavirus-81809989664


NYTIMES
6.6 Million Join U.S. Jobless Rolls; New Aid Plan Stalls in Senate 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?
action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

16 Million U.S. Workers Filed for Benefits in Last 3 Weeks

• The dire employment data suggested that Washington’s recent $2   
trillion relief package was not working quickly enough to halt the 
economic devastation.

• A Trump administration request for $250 billion in spending to   
replenish a new loan program for small businesses hit a roadblock in
the Senate.

CNN
Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 16,000   
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

MSNBC
Contradicting experts, Trump says U.S. doesn't need nationwide testing 
ahead of return to work 

HUFFPOST
CORONAVIRUS U.S. Economy Unlikely To Recover As Rapidly As It 
Collapsed

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
https://www.huffpost.com/feature/coronavirus
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CNN
NY has more coronavirus cases than any country 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 
[ Start spreading the news, we’re leaving today, Don’t want to be a part of
guinea town, New York, New York … ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


While updated projections lowered the national death estimate, New 
York's projected deaths increased

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 16,000  

Analysis  : Lack of testing may blunt Trump's planned revival  

live updates 16 US states have statewide school closures

CDC director  : US coming to the peak of coronavirus cases  

Analysis  : The EU has bungled its pandemic response and might never   
fully recover

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Dr. Gupta shows how to make your own mask at home

The United States is already in a recession, 45 economists say

Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics

Analysis: Here's the silver lining in the CNN poll for Trump

Trump and Pence give different answer to the same question

White House reverses position after blocking health officials from 
appearing on CNN

Florida governor falsely claims the coronavirus hasn't killed anyone under
25

CNN Investigates: The red tape that crippled the US's virus response

Obama to mayors on coronavirus: Biggest mistake leaders can make is to
misinform

The Top 10 women Joe Biden might choose as his VP

Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering

Magic Johnson sees one similarity between Covid and HIV

Chinese government reveals draft list of animals which can be farmed for
meat

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/asia/china-wildlife-law-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/asia/china-wildlife-law-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/10/town-hall-magic-johnson-coronavirus-covid-19-minority-urban-communities-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/ammon-bundy-easter-gathering-idaho/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/joe-biden-vp-vice-president-pick/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/donald-trump-joe-biden-poll-support/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/barack-obama-2014-pandemic-comments-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/business/united-states-recession/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/dr-sanjay-gupta-diy-make-mask-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
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Tornadoes and damaging winds are likely Easter weekend 

Unclaimed NY coronavirus bodies may be buried on island, officials say

Pop star: You should be upset I got a virus test and you didn't

A woman was arrested after licking $1,800 worth of grocery store items, 
police say

How a 100-year-old vaccine for tuberculosis could help fight the novel 
coronavirus

MSNBC
Trump lauds testing efforts, but under 1 percent of the U.S. population 
has been checked for COVID-19

https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-lauds-testing-efforts-but-under-1-of-the-u-s-has-been-checked-81862725866
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/entertainment/2020/04/09/pink-coronavirus-ellen-interview-orig-vstan-bdk.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/new-york-hart-island-burials/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/weather/easter-weekend-tornado-storm-forecast/index.html


HUFFPOST
NEW YORK STATE PASSES ALL COUNTRIES IN CASES 

CNN
Tracking Covid-19:     US deaths top 18,000   https://www.cnn.com/interactive/
2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ 

The end of social distancing won't mean the end of coronavirus

As conversations about reopening the economy ramp up, Dr. Fauci says 
there's "no doubt" there will be cases of the virus when restrictions are 
relaxed

Demographics:     Surgeon general explains how coronavirus   
disproportionately affects people of color

Watch:   Surgeon general defends 'big mama' remark  

Podcast:   Keeping faith in a pandemic  

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Trump asked what metrics he's using for re-opening US. See his response

Postal Service looking into absentee ballot delivery irregularities in 
Wisconsin 

The rising number of deaths at homes have NYPD detectives fighting an 
'invisible bullet'

No, the coronavirus is not the leading cause of death in the US, CDC says

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval ticking down on coronavirus response

Ex-FDA commissioner says 'widespread screening' needed to reopen 
economy

Watchdog finds Treasury acted properly in denying request for Trump tax 
returns

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-tax-returns-treasury-watchdog-report/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-tax-returns-treasury-watchdog-report/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/former-fda-commissioner-scott-gottlieb-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/former-fda-commissioner-scott-gottlieb-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/cnn-poll-of-polls-trump-approval-coronavirus-general-election-biden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/coronavirus-not-leading-cause-of-death-us-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/nypd-doa-calls-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/nypd-doa-calls-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/absentee-ballots-postal-service-wisconsin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/absentee-ballots-postal-service-wisconsin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/trump-biggest-decision-coronavirus-tapper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-big-mama-abuela-comment-briefing-nr-bts-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/jerome-adams-minority-communities-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/jerome-adams-minority-communities-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-latest-news-coronavirus_n_5e8de277c5b62459a932511a


Opinion: Trump administration is rushing to gut environmental 
protections 

Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics

Exclusive: Navy commander says virus-struck aircraft carrier crew 
'struggling' after captain's firing

US Postal Service warns Congress it could become insolvent due to 
coronavirus

IRS says stimulus payments begin next week

Fact Check: Trump's new anti-Biden ad is filled with deceptive images 
and audio clips

See astronaut's advice about living in isolation

Opinion: UK's concern for Boris Johnson overrides politics 

Virginia governor signs abortion protections into law

US attorney launches investigation of Massachusetts veteran's nursing 
home suffering from deadly Covid-19 outbreak

3M sues over another company's marked-up offer to New York City of N95
masks

President Andrew Cuomo? Maybe

Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering

Car insurers are giving billions back to drivers. It still may not be enough

CNN
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/business/car-insurance-rebates-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/ammon-bundy-easter-gathering-idaho/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/09/governor-andrew-cuomo-for-president-2024-cillizza-the-point.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/3m-sues-new-york-city-n95-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/3m-sues-new-york-city-n95-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/holyoke-soldiers-home-us-attorney-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/holyoke-soldiers-home-us-attorney-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/virginia-abortion-protections/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/uks-concern-for-boris-johnson-overrides-politics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/10/nasa-astronaut-andrew-morgan-advice-on-isolation-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-campaign-ad-joe-biden-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-campaign-ad-joe-biden-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/stimulus-check-free-tax-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/postal-service-congress-help/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/postal-service-congress-help/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/navy-commander-carrier-crew-struggling/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/navy-commander-carrier-crew-struggling/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/barack-obama-2014-pandemic-comments-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/trump-rushing-to-rollback-environmental-protections-during-pandemic-garbow/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/trump-rushing-to-rollback-environmental-protections-during-pandemic-garbow/index.html


As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is 
yet to come in Texas and Florida

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered 
week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instea
d-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/
2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

TEST OF FAITH
IN A WORLD LOCKED DOWN 

Economic devastation looms on a Good Friday like no other...
How America was hit with COVID-19 from two continents...
2,200 Deaths In Nursing Homes...
Poop study shows virus cases undercounted...
Traces found in wastewater at high levels...
Antibody test in German town shows 15% infection rate...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing...
Half have neurological problems...
BROTHERLY LOVE: Man Gets Ripped Off Philly Bus For Not Wearing 
Mask...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong 
direction...
Prisoners Riot as Tensions Rise...
Inmates take over cell block in Kansas...
Europe close to herd immunity?
Rising from sick beds, medics head back to front lines...
Feds promised small businesses up to $2 million in loans. Now it's maxing
out at $15,000....
FAUCI: Americans could eventually carry certificates of immunity... 

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/10/dr-anthony-fauci-americans-could-eventually-carry-/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/908081/federal-program-promised-small-businesses-2-million-loans-now-maxing-15000
https://theweek.com/speedreads/908081/federal-program-promised-small-businesses-2-million-loans-now-maxing-15000
https://apnews.com/edcddd511e2e55a8a38076936e7948e2
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8206831/Europe-close-herd-immunity-coronavirus-ALREADY.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/inmates-kansas-prison-take-over-cell-block-damage-property-n1180856
https://www.wsj.com/articles/prisoners-riot-as-coronavirus-tensions-rise-11586469284
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/09/no-more-visiting-friends-and-neighbors-under-whitmers-expanded-coronavirus-order/5125426002/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/watch-philadelphia-police-man-bus-mask-video/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/watch-philadelphia-police-man-bus-mask-video/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/heres-where-coronavirus-hides-in-your-body
https://spectator.us/covid-antibody-test-german-town-shows-15-percent-infection-rate/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-traces-found-in-massachusetts-wastewater/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241908771.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-8206625/America-hit-COVID-19-two-continents-studies-suggest.html
https://apnews.com/8233264cd1a25eb2e583ef9f5e4f8d37
https://news.yahoo.com/experiences-emptiness-postcards-16-cities-across-world-001752427.html
https://apnews.com/98dd007d4c24dbba96386e2a3eb42444
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://apnews.com/517bb5588fc94403f797a2045095dcac
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/terence-p-jeffrey/federal-debt-tops-24-trillion-first-time-gao-current-federal
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/record-bankruptcies-predicted-in-next-year-as-unemployment-soars
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


MAG: Pandemic Will Cleave Nation in Two...
APPLEGOOGLE to track contact via smartphone...
U.S. Projects Summer Spike if Stay-At-Home Orders Lifted...
PRESIDENT: Decision To Open Country 'Biggest I've Ever Had To Make'...
SICK MAP... https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing… 
Half have neurological problems… https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-
half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/ 
FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER
CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS
FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS
TESTING BOTCHED 
Coronavirus found in air samples up to 13 feet from patients… 
CDC: Cases Double In Week...
Former FDA Commissioner: 'Far More Deadly than Spanish Flu'...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong 
direction...
Congress Debates Using Smartphone Data...   Burning Man Canceled...  
Italy extends lockdown despite business pressure...
Reports Most New Cases in a Week... IT CAN'T GO ON FOREVER! SICK 
MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/we-cant-shelter-in-place-forever-how-the-coronavirus-lockdown-might-end/ar-BB12rLtc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/italy-reports-most-new-coronavirus-cases-in-a-week/ar-BB12ujzZ
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-extends-lockdown-despite-business-pressure-183024850.html
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/11/burning-man-canceled-coronavirus-virtual/
https://www.nextgov.com/analytics-data/2020/04/congress-hears-optionsand-concerns-using-smartphone-data-fight-covid-19/164538/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/09/no-more-visiting-friends-and-neighbors-under-whitmers-expanded-coronavirus-order/5125426002/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/heres-where-coronavirus-hides-in-your-body
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/scott-gottlieb-coronavirus-would-have-been-far-more-deadly-than-spanish-flu-if-it-appeared-in-1918/
https://www.usnews.com/news/healthiest-communities/articles/2020-04-10/us-coronavirus-cases-doubled-in-1-week-cdc-says
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-found-air-samples-13-feet-patients-231032581.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-strikes-at-least-2-100-nursing-homes-across-u-s-killing-2-000-residents-11586554096
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026
https://www.newsobserver.com/news/coronavirus/article241890896.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8209071/Model-shows-spike-coronavirus-case-summer-lockdown-lifted.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-task-force-update-covid-19-response-watch-live-stream-today-2020-04-10/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-live-updates-us-projects-summer-spike-in-infections-if-stay-at-home-orders-are-lifted/ar-BB12qDxP
https://www.axios.com/apple-google-team-up-on-coronavirus-contact-tracing-6579b80f-f348-4c8e-ac87-d823b9abb4fb.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2020/04/two-pandemics-us-coronavirus-inequality/609622/


CNN
Major pork processor closes -- with a warning

Coronavirus is closing plants, pushing the US 'close to the edge' of its 
meat supply, Smithfield's CEO says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/
index.html 

Analysis:     Virus may dash Trump's plan for economic opening  

Watch:     What life is like for a doctor at Mount Sinai Hospital  

Victims:     Real estate mogul and Trump friend Stanley Chera dies  

Opinion:   The problem with Trump right now  

Analysis:     Trump wants country reopened, but there's an obstacle  

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Lines at food banks grow as some farmers destroy food

• Fauci: Earlier mitigation efforts would have saved lives
• Biden lays out plan to 'safely' reopen country

NYC has more than 100,000 cases of coronavirus

• Opinion: Why US has world's highest number of Covid-19 deaths
• These are the faces of some of the US coronavirus victims

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-united-states-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/opinions/coronavirus-us-death-toll-trump-sachs-opinion/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-13-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/biden-coronavirus-plan-opinion-editorial-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/anthony-fauci-pushback-coronavirus-measures-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/13/farmers-destroy-food-banks-lemon-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/governors-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/opinions/looking-for-hope-amid-tragedy-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/stanley-chera-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/13/mount-sinai-hospital-brooklyn-doctor-coronavirus-ward-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-economy-testing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html


Deadly tornadoes in the South cause 'catastrophic' damage

China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus

Tapper: Mr. President, these questions need answers

There's another incurable virus stalking black America. And Covid-19 is 
making it worse

Lt. Governor apologizes to New Orleans mayor: I was wrong and she was 
right

'I woke up and couldn't taste or smell:' A possible early sign of 
coronavirus

Seven people fined $1,000 each for violating stay-at-home order

Stelter: Trump may be best of all at this

https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/12/trump-coronavirus-narrative-coronavirus-brian-stelter-rs-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/us/santa-cruz-fine-drinks-stay-home-order-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/smell-taste-coronavirus-pandemic-wellness-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/smell-taste-coronavirus-pandemic-wellness-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/12/louisiana-mardi-gras-parade-nungesser-intv-tsr-blitzer-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/12/louisiana-mardi-gras-parade-nungesser-intv-tsr-blitzer-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/black-americans-hiv-coronavirus-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/black-americans-hiv-coronavirus-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/12/trump-jake-tapper-coronavirus-covid-19-journalists-plan-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/asia/china-coronavirus-research-restrictions-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/weather/easter-sunday-weather-tornadoes-storms/index.html


Thousands gather virtually to remember RFK's granddaughter and her 
son

DRUDGEREPORT
FAUCI DOWNLOADS ON TRUMP: LIVES COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IF 
SHUT EARLIER
BATTLE TO RE-OPEN 
USA FACES 18 MONTHS OF ROLLING SHUTDOWNS? 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-
face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD 
All 50 states under disaster declaration for first time in history... 
EASTER REBELLION: Florida pastor, others flout stay-home orders... 
Leaders seize new powers, dangers grow for democracy... 
Surveillance Thrives... 
Test-and-trace programs... 
Grocery workers increasingly fear showing up at work... 
QANTAS staff consider class action alleging airline failed to protect... 
Flight Attendants and Pilots Question Safety... 
NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19...
Repeatedly played down seriousness...
'It's going to be just fine'...
The 'Red Dawn' Emails...
DEATHS NEAR 22,000...
America's Darwinian moment...
Life and Death in Hot Zone...
NEW CASES CHINA: MOST IN 6 WEEKS...
SICK MAP... 

MSNBC
Dr. Fauci: 'It became clear that we were in real trouble' by mid- to late 
January

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

https://www.msnbc.com/politicsnation/watch/dr-anthony-fauci-says-his-coronavirus-concerns-became-serious-mid-january-81955397569
https://www.msnbc.com/politicsnation/watch/dr-anthony-fauci-says-his-coronavirus-concerns-became-serious-mid-january-81955397569
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://news.trust.org/item/20200413004143-i15di
https://bdnews24.com/world/2020/04/12/life-and-death-in-the-hot-zone
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-inequality-darwinian-cbe43189-a776-445c-9d4a-40ddae1d2e38.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200412221334-qhwt2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/the-red-dawn-emails-8-key-exchanges-on-the-faltering-response-to-the-coronavirus/ar-BB12uMDp
https://apnews.com/6a8f85aad99607f313cca6ab1398e04d
https://www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/ct-nw-nyt-trump-early-warnings-ignored-timeline-20200411-dmyrwzmmanhajptjnqlwqfees4-story.html
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https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/12/flight-attendants-and-pilots-ask-is-it-ok-to-keep-working/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/apr/13/qantas-staff-consider-class-action-alleging-airline-failed-to-protect-them-against-covid-19
https://www.chron.com/business/article/Grocery-workers-increasingly-fear-showing-up-at-15195858.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/u-s-states-prepare-test-and-trace-programs-to-reopen-their-economies/ar-BB12ulVa
https://reason.com/2020/04/10/the-surveillance-state-thrives-during-the-pandemic/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Leaders-seize-new-powers-to-fight-coronavirus-15195776.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Florida-pastor-others-flout-stay-home-orders-on-15195904.php
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/492433-all-50-states-under-disaster-declaration-for-first
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Market Update for Monday - April 13th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

The major indices were mixed today following the biggest 1-week gain 
since 1974.

*The S&P and DOW still finished the day in negative territory for the first 
time in 3 sessions.

*However, the NASDAQ finished higher, helped out by a 7.0% jump in 
Netflix (NFLX) and new 52-week high for the stock.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row, even though OPEC 
members agreed to the biggest output cut in history. With a 1.5% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at 22.41 a barrel.

*Stimulus checks are trickling in, with the first deposits occurring over 
the weekend. The U.S. Treasury says that millions of Americans should 
receive deposits on Wednesday.

*JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) will kick off earnings 
season tomorrow. We’ll also hear from Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and 
Bank of America (BAC) this week.

YAHOONEWS Business The Fiscal Times National Debt Will Exceed GDP 
This Fiscal Year, New Projection Says 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/national-debt-exceed-gdp-fiscal-
224936102.html 

CNN Trump erupts in Covid-19 briefing, claiming 'total' authority as 
president 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/politics/trump-coronavirus-defense-fauci/
index.html 
HUFFPOST TRUMP: I HAVE ‘TOTAL AUTHORITY’ OVER GOVS (HE 
DOESN’T) https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-total-authority-
president_n_5e94f544c5b606109f5ea92b 
MSNBC Trump falsely claims the president has 'total' power over 

https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-asserts-his-power-over-governors-as-total-81994821608
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-total-authority-president_n_5e94f544c5b606109f5ea92b
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governors … https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-asserts-his-
power-over-governors-as-total-81994821608
DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP CLAIMS 'TOTAL AUTHORITY' OVER STATES 

https://apnews.com/ba9578acf23bdb03fd51a2b81f640560 
[ Hmmm … Sounds historically familiar:
1933 
January 30: Schleicher is outmaneuvered by Papen, who persuades Hindenburg 
than Hitler can be controlled; the latter is made chancellor, with Papen vice-
chancellor.

February 6: Hitler introduces censorship.

February 27: With elections looming, the Reichstag is set on fire by a 
communist.

February 28: Citing the attack on the Reichstag as evidence of a mass 
communist movement, Hitler passes a law ending civil liberties in Germany.

March 5: The NSDAP, riding on the communist scare and aided by a now tame 
police force boosted by masses of SA, polls at 43.9 percent.4

 The Nazis ban the communists.

March 21: During the "Day of Potsdam," the Nazis open the Reichstag in a 
carefully stage-managed act which tries to show them as heirs of the Kaiser.

March 24: Hitler passes the Enabling Act; it makes him a dictator for four years.

https://www.thoughtco.com/adolf-hitler-appointed-chancellor-of-germany-1779275
https://apnews.com/ba9578acf23bdb03fd51a2b81f640560
https://apnews.com/ba9578acf23bdb03fd51a2b81f640560
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-asserts-his-power-over-governors-as-total-81994821608
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-asserts-his-power-over-governors-as-total-81994821608
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-asserts-his-power-over-governors-as-total-81994821608


YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say. [ Keep in mind, the upshot of these sometimes blatant 
fraudulent wealth transfers to that so-called one percent, exemplified by 
ie., the wall street bailout with government complicity 
(republicans/democrats, dumbya bush/paulsen/cheney, 
obama/holder/biden, now trump/barr, etc., et als), is the equivalent of a 
‘heads they win tails you lose’ approach with huge treasury dollar 
implications where they socialize the losses and privatize the gains. Fed 
chair tells Congress that $1 trillion budget deficits are unsustainable 
“…..There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-
the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ The magnitude of these frauds is 
almost incomprehensible. https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time 
numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT ]

http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/02/11/fed-chair-powell-warns-congress-that-1-trillion-budget-deficits-are-unsustainable/
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YAHOONEWS (4-13-20) Business Yahoo Finance Stock market news live 
updates: Stock futures drop, officials discuss reopening economy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-april-13-
2020-221804219.html Stock futures fell Sunday evening at the end a 
holiday weekend in the U.S., declining after last week’s rally sent the S&P
500 to its best weekly gain since 1974.

HUFFPOST
SLOW, INCOMPETENT AND DISHONEST: INSIDE TRUMP’S BOTCHED 
RESPONSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-botched-delayed-
coronavirus-response_n_5e9315c0c5b69ededcf2d2b5 

DRUDGEREPORT NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19… Repeatedly 
played down seriousness… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-
could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-
BB12tYrs 
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4-12-20 Alec Baldwin’s Trump Calls In To ‘Weekend Update’ To Brag About
His Stellar COVID-19 Job https://www.huffpost.com/entry/alec-baldwin-
trump-weekend-update-snl_n_5e92a4b8c5b68ca47636e491 

CNN US hits new historic first in coronavirus pandemic 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/us-coronavirus-updates-sunday/
index.html 
President Trump approved a disaster declaration for Wyoming making it 
the first time in American history all states have one in place
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 
MAGAman trump has done it … ‘We’re number one!’ CNN US has most 
virus deaths in the world America is now reporting at least 18,860 
coronavirus fatalities, surpassing Italy as the nation with the most 
reported deaths https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-
pandemic-04-11-20/h_a72b3899f03070ecaad11f4375f1f995 

YAHOONEWS World Reuters IMF chief says pandemic will unleash worst 
recession since Great Depression 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/imf-chief-says-pandemic-unleash-
120000780.html 

CNN
US likely hit its peak daily death toll, expert says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/health/us-coronavirus-updates-saturday/
index.html 

At least 2,074 deaths were reported Friday, the largest increase in 
coronavirus fatalities since the beginning of the outbreak 

live updates US reaches half a million coronavirus cases
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As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is 
yet to come in Texas and Florida

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered 
week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instea
d-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/
2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Oversight erased, Supreme 
Court hijacked: Trump turns the presidency into a dictatorship 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/oversight-erased-supreme-court-hijacked-
071510076.html [ No surprise. Totally predictable. Tragic and pathetic! ]

CNN
Tracking Covid-19:     US deaths top 18,000   https://www.cnn.com/interactive/
2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ 

NEWYORKTIMES
Coronavirus Map: Tracking the Global Outbreak https://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2020/world/coronavirus-maps.html?action=click&module=Top
%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage&action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype
=Homepage 

BARRONS
The Stock Market Has Had a Heck of a Bounce. Why It’s Time for Another
Drop. https://www.barrons.com/articles/the-stock-markets-big-bounce-
could-turn-into-another-drop-soon-heres-why-51586365473?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS&adobe_mc=MCMID
%3D33765368431853895684615918636231509251%7CMCORGID
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DRUDGEREPORT
Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press 
Briefings... [ WOW! Talk about biting the hand that fed him … well, that’s 
trump’s insanity, to be sure! ]
EASTER CRACKDOWN
ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

Then there’s this: https://www.usdebtclock.org

HUFFPOST
ECONOMISTS: FAT CHANCE FOR TRUMP’S ‘ROCKET’ RECOVERY 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-
coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4 
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https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abp-vigano-asks-bishops-priests-to-pray-exorcism-against-satan-on-holy-saturday
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https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
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YAHOONEWS Politics Politico The briefings aren’t working: Trump’s 
approval rating takes a dip

DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CNN poll  : Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half   
of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-
coronavirus/index.html 

MSNBC
Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's 
cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s 
madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ]

HUFFPOST
Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-
cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so 
mentally ill, so pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the 
coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is 
greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-
9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 

https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11349914/france-coronavirus-worst-world-death-toll/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8198633/US-hits-new-record-highest-number-coronavirus-deaths-DAY-1-890-fatalities.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/07/kushner-coronavirus-surveillance-174165
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/779-more-coronavirus-deaths-reported-in-new-york
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/ng-interactive/2020/apr/08/coronavirus-100-days-that-changed-the-world
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pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic! “...True 
enough, the republicans have gone beyond the pale for mentally ill 
mobster thief in chief trump; but, sadly a bit too generous/kind to the 
democrats who from my direct observation and experience are/were 
always ready to jump on the bandwagon if the same “works for them”. 
america is a complete and total fraud! ...”

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths 

Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this 
short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-
fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-
04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total 
bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths https://www.marketwatch.com/story/new-york-
state-reports-biggest-one-day-rise-in-coronavirus-cases-2020-04-07?
link=MW_latest_news 

HUFFPOST 
THEY KNEW: W.H. MEMO WARNED ‘MILLIONS’ IN DANGER 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/peter-navarro-trade-adviser-trump-
coronavirus-warning-memos_n_5e8c1e05c5b62459a92e4744 

YAHOONEWS Business Zacks First Bank Collapses Amid Coronavirus 
Woes: More in Store? U.S. HuffPost Former Fed Chair Janet Yellen: 
Unemployment 'May Go To Depression Levels' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/janet-yellen-economic-impact-
unemployment-coronavirus-great-depression-170636827.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Stock market is headed for choppy 
waters amid worries that a return to normal will elude the U.S. economy 
See: The soaring U.S. unemployment rate could approach Great 
Depression-era levels … [DUH!] Business Investor's Business Daily Dow 
Jones Futures Jump; Why This Stock Market Rally Is More Dangerous 
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Than The Coronavirus Market Crash Dow Jones futures rose solidly 
Sunday night, along with S&P 500 futures and Nasdaq futures as new 
coronavirus cases … [DUH! DUH! DUH!]

4-4-20 A Blast From The Past as Seth Meyers and Amy Poehler Rejoin 
Hands and Take A Closer Look, REALLY!   https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/  
seth-meyers-amy-poehler-coronavirus-mitch-mcconnell-132104748.html 

MSNBC
Coronavirus live updates: Surgeon General, Trump sound alarm as U.S. 
cases top 300,000 As Surgeon General warns of 'Pearl Harbor moment', 
U.S. surpasses 9,000 COVID-19 deaths 
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/as-surgeon-
general-warns-of-pearl-harbor-moment-u-s-surpasses-9-000-covid-19-
deaths-81659973793 

HUFFPOST
SURGEON GENERAL WARNS: NEXT WEEK WILL BE ‘9/11 MOMENT’ https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/surgeon-general-coronavirus-sept-
11_n_5e89df69c5b6cc1e47771c41 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost GOP Voters Rebuke Donald Trump's 
Coronavirus Response In New Video https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/gop-
voters-donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership-124400483.html This is a 
crisis and we need real leadership. Donald Trump is incapable of it," GOP 
voters said in Republicans for the Rule of Law's latest ad.

YAHOONEWS U.S. HuffPost Trump Org Reportedly Seeking Debt Help 
From Deutsche As Bank Is Probed By DOJ [ The shakedown! ] 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/deutsche-bank-trump-debt-help-
coronavirus-conflict-of-interest-132441939.html Former White House 
ethics chief Walter Shaub called it the "absolute nightmare" he has 
warned against.
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YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-
191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery 
should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they 
also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The 
most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest»

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse 
than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-
great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on 
record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://
www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/
brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html 

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say.

Senator: Outside pressure will move GOP on voting stance Yahoo News 
Video
Early Signs Could Preview Effect of Coronavirus on Housing Market 
ValuePenguin

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Sean Hannity Over Huge Coronavirus 
‘Hoax’ Lie https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
sean-hannity-over-huge-coronavirus-hoax-lie?
via=rss&source=articles_fancylink 

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo Finance Coronavirus pandemic to trigger 
'another selling wave' in the stock market soon: expert 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-
another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html Is 
it time to fade this short-term rally in the markets? Yes, this pro tells 
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Yahoo Finance in large part because of the unpredictable nature of the 
coronavirus. [ It’s really quite astounding to hear so-called ‘wall street 
mavens’ talk about this corona-induced bear market as run of the mill 
typical … WAKE UP! ]

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
MARKETWATCH
Study says virus death toll in Italian province is double the official tally https://
www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-
double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news 
YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch 5 reasons the spread of the 
coronavirus in the U.S. could be worse than in Italy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-
reasons-the-spread-of-the.html The spread of COVID-19 in the U.S. is 
accelerating, and mortality is increasing exponentially, putting the U.S. 
on a potentially worse trajectory than Italy's, according to an analysis by 
Morgan Stanley. Biotechnology analyst Matthew Harrison said he expects
President Donald 

YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Coronavirus Crisis Could Be as 
Bad as Anything We’ve Seen in the Last 150 Years: Harvard Economist 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-
coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo Harvard 
economist Kenneth Rogoff knows what a financial crisis looks like. In 
this pandemic, Rogoff sees the global economy possibly headed for a 
Depression-era like hit, with emerging markets, corporate debt and an 
election year making the situation more precarious. Barron's spoke with 
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Rogoff—who co-wrote This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial 
Folly with Reinhart in 2009—about how this coronavirus crisis compares 
with the Great Depression… 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
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outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
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Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo News Video Man dies, woman left in critical 
condition after taking chloroquine phosphate 
https://news.yahoo.com/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html An 
Arizona woman who was left in critical condition and whose husband 
died after they {took chloroquine phosphate} said, “Don’t believe anything
that the president says.”

https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-
214400339.html 

Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People 
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 
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human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied.

The trumpian american debacle lays bare the philosophical dilemma 
confronting the very foundations of so-called american democracy (at 
best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially
means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves… as 
exemplified in and by the american and French concepts of 'democracy'. 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 

[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! Unfortunately, trump 
knows that his americans, like him, are really dumb and lying does work 
in america!]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
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minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; NOT good by any universally accepted measure or application of the 
term.
Unfortunately, trump knows that his americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
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have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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Trump Declares He Has 'Total' Authority As President In Defiant Press 
Briefing

huffpost.com

Doug Thiel mentioned you in a comment. I have heard that.....this will get 
very interesting with his fight with the Governors. They won’t back down 
as it’s their call. What do you think will happen Al?
Oh, when dealing with insanity, I've found predictions based upon rational
expectations totally worthless.

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
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Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

Unfortunately, trump knows that americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus


Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump 
Presidency Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, 
but Americans have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter 
Wehner

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
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http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
http://albertpeia.com/


We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
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http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

CNN poll  : Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half   
of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-
coronavirus/index.html 

MSNBC
Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's 
cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s 
madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ]

HUFFPOST
Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-
cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so 
mentally ill, so pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the 
coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is 
greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-
9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 
pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic! “...True 
enough, the republicans have gone beyond the pale for mentally ill 
mobster thief in chief trump; but, sadly a bit too generous/kind to the 
democrats who from my direct observation and experience are/were 
always ready to jump on the bandwagon if the same “works for them”. 

https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
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america is a complete and total fraud! ...”

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths 

Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this 
short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-
fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-
04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total 
bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths https://www.marketwatch.com/story/new-york-
state-reports-biggest-one-day-rise-in-coronavirus-cases-2020-04-07?
link=MW_latest_news 

HUFFPOST 
THEY KNEW: W.H. MEMO WARNED ‘MILLIONS’ IN DANGER 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/peter-navarro-trade-adviser-trump-
coronavirus-warning-memos_n_5e8c1e05c5b62459a92e4744 

YAHOONEWS Business Zacks First Bank Collapses Amid Coronavirus 
Woes: More in Store? U.S. HuffPost Former Fed Chair Janet Yellen: 
Unemployment 'May Go To Depression Levels' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/janet-yellen-economic-impact-
unemployment-coronavirus-great-depression-170636827.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Stock market is headed for choppy 
waters amid worries that a return to normal will elude the U.S. economy 
See: The soaring U.S. unemployment rate could approach Great 
Depression-era levels … [DUH!] Business Investor's Business Daily Dow 
Jones Futures Jump; Why This Stock Market Rally Is More Dangerous 
Than The Coronavirus Market Crash Dow Jones futures rose solidly 
Sunday night, along with S&P 500 futures and Nasdaq futures as new 
coronavirus cases … [DUH! DUH! DUH!]

4-4-20 A Blast From The Past as Seth Meyers and Amy Poehler Rejoin 
Hands and Take A Closer Look, REALLY!   https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/  
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seth-meyers-amy-poehler-coronavirus-mitch-mcconnell-132104748.html 

MSNBC
Coronavirus live updates: Surgeon General, Trump sound alarm as U.S. 
cases top 300,000 As Surgeon General warns of 'Pearl Harbor moment', 
U.S. surpasses 9,000 COVID-19 deaths 
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/as-surgeon-
general-warns-of-pearl-harbor-moment-u-s-surpasses-9-000-covid-19-
deaths-81659973793 

HUFFPOST
SURGEON GENERAL WARNS: NEXT WEEK WILL BE ‘9/11 MOMENT’ https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/surgeon-general-coronavirus-sept-
11_n_5e89df69c5b6cc1e47771c41 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost GOP Voters Rebuke Donald Trump's 
Coronavirus Response In New Video https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/gop-
voters-donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership-124400483.html This is a 
crisis and we need real leadership. Donald Trump is incapable of it," GOP 
voters said in Republicans for the Rule of Law's latest ad.

YAHOONEWS U.S. HuffPost Trump Org Reportedly Seeking Debt Help 
From Deutsche As Bank Is Probed By DOJ [ The shakedown! ] 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/deutsche-bank-trump-debt-help-
coronavirus-conflict-of-interest-132441939.html Former White House 
ethics chief Walter Shaub called it the "absolute nightmare" he has 
warned against.
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YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-
191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery 
should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they 
also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The 
most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest»

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse 
than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-
great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on 
record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://
www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/
brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html 

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say.

Senator: Outside pressure will move GOP on voting stance Yahoo News 
Video
Early Signs Could Preview Effect of Coronavirus on Housing Market 
ValuePenguin

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Sean Hannity Over Huge Coronavirus 
‘Hoax’ Lie https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
sean-hannity-over-huge-coronavirus-hoax-lie?
via=rss&source=articles_fancylink 

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo Finance Coronavirus pandemic to trigger 
'another selling wave' in the stock market soon: expert 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-
another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html Is 
it time to fade this short-term rally in the markets? Yes, this pro tells 
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Yahoo Finance in large part because of the unpredictable nature of the 
coronavirus. [ It’s really quite astounding to hear so-called ‘wall street 
mavens’ talk about this corona-induced bear market as run of the mill 
typical … WAKE UP! ]

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
MARKETWATCH
Study says virus death toll in Italian province is double the official tally https://
www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-
double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news 
YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch 5 reasons the spread of the 
coronavirus in the U.S. could be worse than in Italy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-
reasons-the-spread-of-the.html The spread of COVID-19 in the U.S. is 
accelerating, and mortality is increasing exponentially, putting the U.S. 
on a potentially worse trajectory than Italy's, according to an analysis by 
Morgan Stanley. Biotechnology analyst Matthew Harrison said he expects
President Donald 

YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Coronavirus Crisis Could Be as 
Bad as Anything We’ve Seen in the Last 150 Years: Harvard Economist 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-
coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo Harvard 
economist Kenneth Rogoff knows what a financial crisis looks like. In 
this pandemic, Rogoff sees the global economy possibly headed for a 
Depression-era like hit, with emerging markets, corporate debt and an 
election year making the situation more precarious. Barron's spoke with 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/1b4ba202-c570-3716-8e8d-3cf60b2fc755/the-coronavirus-crisis-could.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/1b4ba202-c570-3716-8e8d-3cf60b2fc755/the-coronavirus-crisis-could.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a


Rogoff—who co-wrote This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial 
Folly with Reinhart in 2009—about how this coronavirus crisis compares 
with the Great Depression… 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-brags-television-ratings-during-192928326.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-brags-television-ratings-during-192928326.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html


outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg


Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo News Video Man dies, woman left in critical 
condition after taking chloroquine phosphate 
https://news.yahoo.com/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html An 
Arizona woman who was left in critical condition and whose husband 
died after they {took chloroquine phosphate} said, “Don’t believe anything
that the president says.”

https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-
214400339.html 

Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People 
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__cft__[0]=AZWEzYadhGKvIJEQg0gwoCihy2TGWlLXqDxdu_M9hkUl7AX_5AQ2f2n4xDJZoeYhzCPGcfAGRDQ6xAEZGM67GfLRRi9pcJQbUqY523Xrhic1E9HxaMgKyBxn-Y5EmmQXPOM&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-214400339.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-214400339.html
https://news.yahoo.com/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime


human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied.

The trumpian american debacle lays bare the philosophical dilemma 
confronting the very foundations of so-called american democracy (at 
best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially
means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves… as 
exemplified in and by the american and French concepts of 'democracy'. 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 

[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! Unfortunately, trump 
knows that his americans, like him, are really dumb and lying does work 
in america!]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com.my%2Fnews%2Fworld%2F2020%2F03%2F17%2Faustralia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT2JN5cfNrAd1jBOdpU3OoEsce1z-hcvOHG7fs80MnwMMzbMmSAHl1p24zRu5V5XatwzbrmqkND9ZcyuvbZ9Z2_cYq7yuvmDy3m_X_I2pChV_Bn1sEy67xiGH4p--qzw-XM2r8ycW3gI8qa3lEII&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com.my%2Fnews%2Fworld%2F2020%2F03%2F17%2Faustralia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT2JN5cfNrAd1jBOdpU3OoEsce1z-hcvOHG7fs80MnwMMzbMmSAHl1p24zRu5V5XatwzbrmqkND9ZcyuvbZ9Z2_cYq7yuvmDy3m_X_I2pChV_Bn1sEy67xiGH4p--qzw-XM2r8ycW3gI8qa3lEII&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Ftrump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk&h=AT07Eha5M8m_VJG5upvW-hhyjgfEXOeHDHgg7DqWhtskiJBngexGap2lReCkStsa6ZXPAE7LIs7JGVrdnozvLAN9kYkjRSo2XSTGFb-iSVlBiVoqdqBB4C0ygs8K7hkILYbd7Kefotqb4sY9Css9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
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minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; NOT good by any universally accepted measure or application of the 
term.
Unfortunately, trump knows that his americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
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have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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https://www.postfun.com/entertainment/movies-too-disturbing-to-watch-
all-the-way-through/1/ 

CNN

MSNBC

HUFFPOST

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Pandemic 
shows Trump’s resistance to criticism, desire for praise China reports 
highest number of new cases in nearly six weeks 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Worldwide Virus 
Battle Rages On Amid ‘Glimmers of Hope’ The world has begun to see 
encouraging signs that drastic changes in human behavior are slowing 
the insidious spread of the coronavirus. But scientists say these early 
indications, while promising, must not be interpreted to mean that all will
be well by summer’s first days. Trump Was Warned Early and Often: 
Behind His Halting Response Examining Tara Reade’s Sexual Assault 
Allegation Against Joe Biden

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/12/us/politics/joe-biden-tara-reade-sexual-assault-complaint.html?action=click&module=Well&pgtype=Homepage&section=Politics
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/12/us/politics/joe-biden-tara-reade-sexual-assault-complaint.html?action=click&module=Well&pgtype=Homepage&section=Politics
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/04/13/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/04/13/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/coronavirus-crisis-highlights-trumps-resistance-to-criticism--and-his-desire-for-fervent-praise/2020/04/08/8efe3176-7901-11ea-9bee-c5bf9d2e3288_story.html
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES All Los Angeles 
County public parks to close Easter Sunday over coronavirus Easter 
brings 31 new coronavirus deaths in L.A. County, the largest single-day 
total yet 

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS

FACEBOOKNEWS

GOOGLENEWS

DRUDGEREPORT

MAIL.COM

Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' 
[ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle 
….. 

UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-Winning 
Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
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https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/07/politics/moon-mars-trump-tweet/index.html
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
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NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch  
'  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just  
Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm
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Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm


CNN
Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states

The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the 
pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.

• live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this  
virus since day one'

• Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying   
virus

• Social distancing:   'Glimmers' that measures are working  

• Tips:     Worried about infection from groceries? What to do  

• Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

• Podcast:     As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties  

CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus

• Comedian Michael Yo shares emotional post about recovering from 
coronavirus
• A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers 
test positive
• What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer

A grim picture of what could come in the US

• US Open tennis complex to be used as makeshift hospital in New 
York 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/us-open-coronavirus-hospital/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/us-open-coronavirus-hospital/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-us-ihme-model-us/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/what-is-coronavirus-covid-19-wellness/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/30/trump-coronavirus-acosta-question-sot-vpx.cnn
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• Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus  

• Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus   
guidelines and provide models as rationale

• Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was   
wrong

• Man best known for walking nearly every block of New   
York dies of coronavirus

• Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky   
start

• What to do if you're worried about bills  

• The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will   
receive medal of honor

• From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual   
campaigning

• DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA   
warrant process

• Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why  

• Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American   
democracy

• One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US  

Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
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live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/cuomo-lemon-handoff-trump-news-coverage-coronavirus-cpt-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/borger-column-trump-empathy/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-politics-2020-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-03-31-20/index.html


He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/texas-2020-census-reapportionment-house/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/31/doctor-posts-coronavirus-reality-cornelia-griggs-intv-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/holland-america-zaandam-passengers/index.html
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Growing US death toll makes Trump accept reality

The President's extension of social distancing guidelines until April 30 is 
a significant move as the coronavirus pandemic is set to take a savage 
turn

live updates More than 723,000 people people infected worldwide and 
over 34,000 killed, Johns Hopkins University tally says

Stunning projection:     Fauci estimates between 100,000 to 200,000 deaths.  
But that could change, he said

Tracking the pandemic  : Coronavirus cases in the US  

Don Lemon:     This virus does not care what you believe  

Opinion:     Donald Trump's special day  

Watch:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question  

Podcast:     Bill Gates sounded the alarm  

A breakdown of false and misleading statements at Trump's Rose Garden
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-
briefing/index.html 

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Exclusive: DOJ reviews stock trades by lawmakers after coronavirus 
briefings

Analysis: As coronavirus death toll rises, Trump focuses on a different set
of numbers: TV ratings 

New York coronavirus deaths pass 960 as New Rochelle's 'Patient Zero' 
goes home

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fauci-trump-quarantine-white-house-discussions/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/opinions/donald-trumps-special-day-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/30/coronavirus-god-science-medicine-coexist-don-lemon-ctn-sot-vpx.cnn
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Tapper to GOP gov.: Does your state think this is a hoax?

Trump admin sent medical gear to China while he minimized the virus 
threat to US

9 takeaways from Tapper's interviews with Pelosi, Fauci, de Blasio and 
more

Opinion: The alarming message of Louisiana's spike in Covid-19 cases 

CBS journalist Maria Mercader dies at 54 of coronavirus

Opera legend Plácido Domingo hospitalized with coronavirus 

Ken Shimura, famed Japanese comedian, dead at 70 after contracting 
coronavirus

Singer-songwriter John Prine critically ill with coronavirus

Country music star Joe Diffie dies of complications from coronavirus

Trump says US will not pay for Prince Harry and Meghan's security. They 
say they don't need the help

Bill Gates' prediction for when coronavirus cases will peak in US

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Cruise ship headed to Florida has reported more sick people on board 
after 4 die 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Amazon workers to stage a walkout today, demanding closure of Staten 
Island facility

MSNBC Bill Rodgers: Real unemployment rate could reach 30 percent 
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/bill-rodgers-real-unemployment-
rate-could-reach-30-percent-81349189570 
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MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

MARKETWATCH Stock investors are too optimistic — they’re running up 
Abbott, Johnson & Johnson and General Motors without doing any 
research  Stocks Gained Today as Virginia Issued Stay-at-Home Order That  
Will Last Until June 10 [Aha! We knew there was a reason for the 
contrived run-up in stock prices. ] The Dow Surged 691 Points Because 
Investors Have More Hope Covid-19 Will Be Beat [ Yes, in trading pits to the 
trading floor, they were singing the new theme song/mantra; viz., ‘clap your 
hands, stamp your feet, covid-19 will be beat’. Well, there you go; all over but 
the shouting! ]
CNN
‘Tale of Two Streets’ (Wall Street and Main Street) Macy's will furlough 
the majority of its 125,000 employees 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-
coronavirus/index.html 

Cities transform to treat coronavirus victims
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A football stadium, convention centers and even parts of New York's 
Central Park are now makeshift hospitals

Opinion:     History's verdict on Trump will be devastating  

Flattening the curve:   Are US efforts actually working?   

Poll:   Americans divided over government handling of outbreak  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Briefing:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question   

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump gives update at coronavirus briefing: 'This is a very vital 30 days'

• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
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New York neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies from 
complications of Covid-19

Police arrest Florida pastor for holding church services despite stay-at-
home order

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Daughter's heartbreaking story of mom brings CNN's Brooke Baldwin to 
tears

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Ford to build 50,000 ventilators in 100 days

'I Love Rock 'n' Roll' songwriter Alan Merrill dies after coronavirus 
diagnosis

Model cited by White House says 82,000 people could die from 
coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

The US deported him. Days later, he was hospitalized with coronavirus

CBS journalist dies at 54 of coronavirus

WASHPOST
Trump steels nation for longer shutdown after experts warn virus could 
kill 200,000 in U.S. Trump steels nation for longer shutdown after experts 
warn virus could kill 200,000 in U.S.

NYTIMES
Despite Pushback, Trump Suggests Testing Is No Longer an Issue

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/30/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
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LATIMES
California launches initiative to increase healthcare providers amid 
coronavirus 

MSNBC
Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Prisoners in New York City jails sound alarm as coronavirus spreads
Are masks 'going out the back door' of NYC hospitals, as Trump 
suggests?
Coronavirus deniers take aim at hospitals as pandemic grows
Renowned surgeon who separated twins joined at the skull dies of 
coronavirus

HUFFPOST
OOPS: FEDS SEND 300K OF *WRONG* MASKS TO IL! 

WAREHOUSE HEALTH HAZARD: FRIVOLOUS ONLINE ORDERS 

World News When Will Life Return to Normal? The Answer From Europe Is
Emerging Coronavirus cases may be starting to peak in Europe, but 
lockdowns will likely remain for months, officials said.

There Are 67,000 Pharmacies In The U.S. Only 5 Are Testing For The 
Coronavirus.

DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-
080522193.html 
SOS NYC 
MORE DEAD THAN 9/11
CNN ANCHOR CUOMO INFECTED
DC THREAT: JAIL FOR LEAVING HOME
MAJORITY OF AMERICANS PRAYING 

Coronavirus could travel 27 feet, stay in air for hours: MIT researcher… 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-could-travel-27-feet-stay-in-air-for-hours-mit-researcher/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/03/30/most-americans-say-coronavirus-outbreak-has-impacted-their-lives/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/30/dc-mayor-threatens-jail-time-for-leaving-home-during-coronavirus/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/breaking-cnns-chris-cuomo-has-tested-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/coronavirus/article-8170427/US-coronavirus-death-toll-tops-3-000-dead-9-11-expects-say-worst-come.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/31/gov-cuomo-says-coronavirus-is-more-dangerous-than-expected-as-new-york-cases-jump-14percent-overnight-to-75795.html
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-long-will-coronavirus-last-peak-europe_n_5e81c461c5b66149226ad68a
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/warehouse-workers-coronavirus-frivolous-online-orders_n_5e8209dac5b6cb9dc1a437e2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/illinois-trump-n95-masks_n_5e8265f9c5b62dd9f5d44ef7
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172506
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172506
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172531
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172536
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172536
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761/ncrd1172551
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-extends-social-distancing-guidelines-governors-warn-n1171761
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-30/california-health-corps-nurses-doctors-staffing-rules-coronavirus
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-30/california-health-corps-nurses-doctors-staffing-rules-coronavirus


Brooklyn Man Arrested After Coughing On FBI Agents...
Famed neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
PEAK? Model predicts 2,271 deaths on 4/15… 
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter Miracle...
Mixed messages confuse...
Bottlenecks in testing, excruciating wait times...
Captain of aircraft carrier with growing outbreak pleads for help… 
Military infections rise...
Hospitals Tell Doctors They'll Be Fired If Talk to Press...
Study shows middle-age mortality risk...
3D video shows extensive damage to lungs...
Supplies Get Tight As Food Distribution Systems Break Down... 
WHOLE FOODS employees nationwide 'sick-out'...
AMAZON Struggles to Find Footing... 
Pets Growing More Stressed... 
SICK MAP... 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP... 
End of Dollar Reign? 
DOW heads for worst first quarter in history... Developing... 
Return of Barter Economy, Swapping Eggs for Toilet Paper... 

NYPOST Federal Reserve predicts 32% unemployment rate thanks to 
coronavirus https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/federal-reserve-predicts-32-
unemployment-rate-thanks-to-coronavirus/ By Emily Jacobs March 31, 
2020 

SOS NYC 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-
million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html 
Rent strike idea gaining steam... 

https://apnews.com/1bd0dccae3f84e380af62b3dd91ee26e
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://apnews.com/6b21476a513dde204be405d2c1a0ce1f
https://nypost.com/author/emily-jacobs/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/federal-reserve-predicts-32-unemployment-rate-thanks-to-coronavirus/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/federal-reserve-predicts-32-unemployment-rate-thanks-to-coronavirus/
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/the-return-of-the-barter-economy-swapping-eggs-for-toilet-paper
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/stock-futures-are-flat-following-rebound-from-coronavirus-sell-off.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2020-03-31/coronavirus-could-end-dollar-s-reign-in-favor-of-china
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-pet-behavior-breana-pitts-heidi-sutcliffe-norwell-veterinary-hospital/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-struggles-to-find-its-coronavirus-footing-its-a-time-of-great-stress-11585664987
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dmeka/whole-foods-employees-are-staging-a-nationwide-sick-out
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/supplies-are-starting-to-get-really-tight-nationwide-as-food-distribution-systems-break-down
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/it-is-affecting-every-age-group-3d-video-shows-extensive-damage-to-lungs-caused-by-covid-19
https://news.yahoo.com/study-shows-middle-age-covid-19-mortality-risk-100840947.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/hospitals-tell-doctors-they-ll-be-fired-if-they-talk-to-press
https://www.stripes.com/pentagon-struggles-to-stay-ahead-of-virus-as-infections-rise-ship-sidelined-1.624211
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Exclusive-Captain-of-aircraft-carrier-with-15167883.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/bottlenecks-in-coronavirus-testing-mean-excruciating-wait-times-for-the-sick/ar-BB11Vs8f
https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-mixed-messages-confuse-coronavirus-194831761.html
https://apnews.com/df0f9e66090f77c3102610b4e8a49433
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8168661/Data-predicts-2-271-Americans-die-coronavirus-April-15.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-gets-back-to-work-while-u-s-extends-coronavirus-shutdowns-11585561393
https://www.the-sun.com/news/615922/neurosurgeon-james-goodrich-dead-coronavirus-conjoined-twins/
https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/nyc-man-coughs-on-fbi-agents-during-price-gouging-arrest


Rampaging monkeys launching attacks sign of biblical plague, claims 
rabbi... [Hmmm…Truth be told, I’ve seen that in america for as long as I 
can remember!]

THE GREAT WAIT... 
Gov. issues stay-at-home order for South Florida...
Virginia Shut Until June...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
APRIL CANCELED...
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter plan...
500 homeless sleep in Vegas parking lot after vagrant tests positive...
SHOCK VIDEO: Cars wait in long line at Pennsylvania food bank...
Tampa megachurch pastor arrested after leading packed services...
New Yorkers who break distancing rules face fines...
Record number of 911 calls...
UPDATE: Field hospital set up in Central Park...
Queens Stadium to Be Converted Into Temporary Unit...
Dead bodies loaded into trucks...
Hamptons Houses Now Luxury Bunkers...
Secret Doomsday Ranch In Colorado Sees Spike In Interest...
Doctors Warn Virus Persists 8 Days After Symptoms...
Giving Birth In Time Of Pandemic 'Absolutely Terrifying'...
Elderly woman dies after smacked for not social distancing...
Domestic Abuse Calls Skyrocket...
IRS orders office evacuation, affecting most agency employees...
Trash Industry Braces for Deluge of Infectious Waste...
WHOLE FOODS employees planning nationwide 'sick-out'...
Dolly Parton Says Pandemic Message From God: Holding Us Up To Light...
SICK MAP... 

YAHOONEWS Politics LA Times Column: Trump blocks coronavirus 
bailout oversight even before it can start 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-
163113509.html Trump says he won't cooperate with bailout oversight, so
what is he hiding?

https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/30/dolly-parton-believes-coronavirus-pandemic-lesson-from-god/
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dmeka/whole-foods-employees-are-staging-a-nationwide-sick-out
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trash-industry-braces-for-potential-deluge-of-coronavirus-waste-11585560600
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/30/irs-orders-office-evacuation-affecting-most-agency-employees-155502
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/27/domestic-calls-skyrocket-victims-abusers/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/29/elderly-woman-dies-after-being-shoved-for-not-social-distancing-sources/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/28/coronavirus-pregnant-mothers-forced-change-birth-plans/
https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-persists-in-many-patients-even-after-symptoms-disappear-study-finds/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/30/fortitude-ranch-doomsday-shelters-preppers-colorado-springs-survivalist-coronavirus/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/realestate/hamptons-houses-are-now-luxury-coronavirus-bunkers/ar-BB11VhKb
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8167283/Horrifying-moment-dead-bodies-loaded-refrigerated-truck-forklift.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/queens-stadium-to-be-converted-into-temporary-hospital-in-coronavirus-fight-11585605068
https://news.trust.org/item/20200330143752-x6an9
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/sirens-a-constant-as-nyc-nears-700-coronavirus-deaths
https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/03/29/new-yorkers-who-break-social-distancing-rules-will-now-face-fines-up-to-500-1269545
https://apnews.com/6c8068e57e6d7fe80445f9f04bbd65ff
https://twitter.com/andrewrush/status/1244657465859457024
https://www.the-sun.com/news/612175/homeless-sleep-las-vegas-parking-lot-vagrant-coronavirus/
https://apnews.com/df0f9e66090f77c3102610b4e8a49433
https://www.axios.com/america-coronavirus-april-trump-9c611279-070a-4be7-9c4a-c6d3c4db2dbf.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-gets-back-to-work-while-u-s-extends-coronavirus-shutdowns-11585561393
https://www.richmond.com/special-report/coronavirus/update-northam-issues-statewide-stay-at-home-order-effective-through/article_67dbe141-da92-504b-b74d-e7c9ed8a118c.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241609941.html
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-america-waiting-8e474434-5736-49eb-ad74-025305c031f8.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/rampaging-monkeys-launching-attacks-sign-21774648
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/rampaging-monkeys-launching-attacks-sign-21774648


MSNBC
U.S. death toll tops 3,000, exceeding 9/11 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-
coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627 

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

‘  I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools   

close

OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about 
coronavirus

Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal

State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket

U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far

Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits

Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do 
they see?

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

HUFFPOST
GOP GOV THROWS COLD WATER ON TRUMP TESTING LIE 

CORONAVIRUS

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-larry-hogan-trump-testing_n_5e834451c5b6d38d98a4ffaa
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-tells-governors-he-hasn-t-heard-about-lack-of-testing-kits-81423429585
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173121
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173126
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CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19

A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue

GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public 
Health: Study

Amazon Worker Fired After Staging Walkout Over Company’s Handling Of 
Outbreak

LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch 5 reasons the spread of the 
coronavirus in the U.S. could be worse than in Italy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-
reasons-the-spread-of-the.html The spread of COVID-19 in the U.S. is 
accelerating, and mortality is increasing exponentially, putting the U.S. 
on a potentially worse trajectory than Italy's, according to an analysis by 
Morgan Stanley. Biotechnology analyst Matthew Harrison said he expects
President Donald 

YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Coronavirus Crisis Could Be as 
Bad as Anything We’ve Seen in the Last 150 Years: Harvard Economist 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-
coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo Harvard 
economist Kenneth Rogoff knows what a financial crisis looks like. In 
this pandemic, Rogoff sees the global economy possibly headed for a 
Depression-era like hit, with emerging markets, corporate debt and an 
election year making the situation more precarious. Barron's spoke with 
Rogoff—who co-wrote This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial 
Folly with Reinhart in 2009—about how this coronavirus crisis compares 
with the Great Depression… 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-updates-stats-cases-worldwide_n_5e81e1e9c5b6cb9dc1a3d3fb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-fires-worker-chris-smalls_n_5e828693c5b62dd9f5d482fa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-fires-worker-chris-smalls_n_5e828693c5b62dd9f5d482fa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-governors-restrictions-lag-coronovavirus-research_n_5e82bb6cc5b62dd9f5d4bd8b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-governors-restrictions-lag-coronovavirus-research_n_5e82bb6cc5b62dd9f5d4bd8b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/a-new-enemy-in-the-battle-against-coronavirus-lockdown-fatigue_n_5e8319e7c5b62dd9f5d5973b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-positive-cnn_n_5e836426c5b603fbdf4a2f51


CNN
Pelosi:     'As the President fiddles, people are dying'   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/
index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/index.html
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As the number of US coronavirus deaths doubled in just two days, the 
House speaker criticized the President's response to the pandemic

New restrictions:     CDC issues domestic travel advisory  

Pelosi on Trump's statement:     It's ridiculous  

live updates Rhode Island demands all travelers into the state to self-
quarantine for 14 days

Cuomo  : Quarantine would be declaration of war on states  

Restrictions:     What stay-at-home orders mean for you   

Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States

Opinion: Donald Trump's special day

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

Task force receives recommendations on reducing social distancing

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

Gretchen Whitmer takes on Trump as coronavirus cases rise in Michigan

Analysis: Trump's approval rating is up most among those who don't vote

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

John Callahan of TV show 'All My Children' dead at 66

A North Carolina county is using checkpoints to block visitors and keep 
coronavirus out

America's largest single site jail is home to a new coronavirus cluster

Trump strikes friendly tone on China with trade in mind, as his top 
officials point fingers

'Today' show host breaks down on air

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/hoda-kotb-drew-brees-coronavirus-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/trump-china-coronavirus-trade/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/27/trump-ventilator-guarantee-cutie-pie-coronavirus-briefing-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/opinions/stimulus-bill-tax-break-for-1-mccaffery/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/trump-approval-rating-poll-of-the-week/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/gretchen-whitmer-donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/28/david-axelrod-trump-stimulus-checks-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/28/david-axelrod-trump-stimulus-checks-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/social-distancing-recommendations-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fauci-trump-quarantine-white-house-discussions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fauci-trump-quarantine-white-house-discussions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/opinions/donald-trumps-special-day-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/us/coronavirus-which-states-stay-at-home-order-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/cuomo-trump-ny-quarantine-war-on-states-nr-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/nancy-pelosi-trump-stimulus-bill-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/index.html
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Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus 
complications

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Tornado rips through Arkansas city

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

HUFFPOST

RED ALERT: ‘EVERY METRO AREA’ SHOULD READY FOR NYC-SCALE 
OUTBREAK https://www.huffpost.com/entry/deborah-birx-metro-area-
coronavirus_n_5e80a0f0c5b6cb9dc1a1f276 

CORONAVIRUS

ER Doctor Sick With Coronavirus: ‘Nothing Right Now Is Sustainable’

‘  Off The Charts’: Coronavirus Hot   

YAHOONEWS U.S. Reuters U.S. virus deaths could reach 200,000, Fauci 
warns as medical supplies run short https://www.yahoo.com/news/u-
cities-warn-medical-supplies-141101968.html 

US coronavirus deaths top 2,000 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-28-20-intl-
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The number of Americans who have died from the virus has doubled 
since Thursday
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President:   Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of parts of   
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut 

Restrictions:   These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's  
what that means for you 

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Europe:     Italy's coronavirus death toll passes 10,000  

Cuomo:     Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'  

Cuomo on possible New York quarantine: 'I don't think it's legal'

New York faces a possible quarantine as other states prepare for surge 
of cases

Fact check: Trump makes another round of misstatements during Friday 
briefing

Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn dies after battle with cancer

How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's 
coronavirus plan 

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Tornado flattens buildings in Jonesboro, Arkansas

FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test

A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers test 
positive

NRA sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom and other state officials over gun
store closures
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How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

Experts are warning coronavirus puts the integrity of the 2020 election 
at risk

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

(Prevaricator-in-chief) trump makes another round of misstatements 
during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-
check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html 

New York may be weeks from peak 

More than a third of America's 102,702 known cases are in New York. 
Now other states are preparing for a surge

Breaking Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of New York

Live Updates Cuomo says he did not speak to Trump about a quarantine 
for New York

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Cuomo:     Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'  

Europe:     Italy's coronavirus death toll inches towards 10,000. Many are   
asking why the fatality rate is so high

trump makes another round of misstatements during coronavirus briefing 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/
index.html 

FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test
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How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's 
coronavirus plan 

Trump signs historic $2 trillion stimulus bill

Smerconish: I'd be shocked if Trump doesn't do this

Analysis: The surprising rise of Andrew Cuomo

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Postal Service workers worry they may not have the protection or 
funding to keep delivering mail for months longer

70 million people under severe weather threat that includes tornadoes 
and hail

Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn has died

Joseph Lowery, civil rights leader, dies at 98

NRA sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom and other state officials over gun
store closures

Experts are warning coronavirus puts the integrity of the 2020 election 
at risk

How deadly is coronavirus? That's complicated 

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

SeaWorld is temporarily furloughing over 90% of its employees

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

MSNBC
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Latest news on the global pandemic

Grand Canyon residents fear tourists will bring virus

U.N. postpones nuclear weapons conference

Rep. Ilhan Omar: Trump 'isn't being honest with the public'

More than 900 deaths mark Italy's deadliest day 
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-
updates-u-s-first-top-100-000-cases-n1171011/
ncrd1170986#liveBlogHeader 

HUFFPOST
TRUMP FLOATS NY QUARANTINE 

U.S. Cases Exceed 100,000, Exacerbating Drug And Equipment Scarcity

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Pandemic

Pope Francis Prays In Empty St. Peter’s Square In Hauntingly Moving 
Images

LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak
WORLD NEWS 

03/27/2020

Coronavirus Live Updates: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

Stay up to date as we cover the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its 
effects across the world.
HuffPost Staff HuffPost 

COVID-19, the disease caused by the coronavirus, was officially declared 
a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11.

The virus has killed more than 23,000 people worldwide and continues to 
spread at a rapid pace. Efforts to curb the outbreak have led to the global
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disruption of daily life and the economy, as schools and workplaces 
shutter in hopes of slowing transmission.

HuffPost reporters around the world are tracking the pandemic and the 
measures being taken to flatten the curve of transmission.

…..

A HuffPost Guide To Coronavirus

• Why Trump is wrong to compare coronavirus to the flu 
• How to file for unemployment if you’ve been laid off 
• Got anxiety? Here are 6 cheap mental health resources. 
• What to do if you live with someone with COVID-19 
• 12 Zoom hacks for work meetings and virtual happy hours 
• How to get the most out of the weekend despite coronavirus 
• The HuffPost guide to working from home   
• What coronavirus questions are on your mind right now? We want to 

help you find answers. 

 

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 
https://apnews.com/64ac08d62c3621f2b888785e02c7f6b1 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED 

TRUMP BACKS OFF QUARANTINE
CUOMO WARNED WAR!
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED https://www.foxnews.com/media/dr-deborah-
birx-issues-coronavirus-warning-we-dont-think-any-city-will-be-spared 

People arrested for violating stay-at-home orders...
Govt Tracking How People Move Around in Pandemic... 
Virus hotspots grow in middle America...
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Urban centers nationwide gird for catastrophe...
Rhode Island Police Hunt Down New Yorkers Seeking Refuge!
Florida state border checkpoints begin...
Scared medical workers decry lack of protection...
Hospitals turn to snorkel masks... 
California braces for cruelest month...
Farmers key to keeping nation fed wary of spread...
'Confirmed Cases' Almost Meaningless Metric...
Silent Spreaders Poised to Unleash Second Wave of Disaster...
Italy's toll tops 10,000 despite long lockdown...
SPAIN SURGE: Death Toll Rises 838 in Worst Day Yet...
SICK MAP... 

VIRUS HITS POLICE 
FEARS OF CIVIL UNREST     
https://apnews.com/069d01bafbb1f15b1f6c4a4479ab1456 
TRUMP MULLS NY, NJ, CT QUARANTINE     

Inside president's risky push to reopen the country amid crisis...     
Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus 
spreads...     
California braces for cruelest month...     
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized...     
Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting 
results...     
NYC closed until end of MAY?     
DEATH EVERY 9.5 MINS...     
NYPD cases surge...     
Rhode Island Police Hunt Down New Yorkers Seeking Refuge…     
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https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-sites-haven-t-15162863.php
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/how-bad-will-the-next-few-weeks-for-california-as-coronavirus-cases-explode
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trumps-risky-push-to-reopen-the-country-amid-the-coronavirus-crisis/ar-BB11PMHk?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/28/trump-considers-enforceable-quarantine-in-new-york-new-jersey-and-parts-of-connecticut.html
https://apnews.com/069d01bafbb1f15b1f6c4a4479ab1456
https://apnews.com/069d01bafbb1f15b1f6c4a4479ab1456
https://apnews.com/069d01bafbb1f15b1f6c4a4479ab1456
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11280320/coronavirus-deaths-in-spain-rise-by-838-in-countrys-worst-day-yet/
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-says-virus-response-fateful-eu-104005657.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-silent-spreaders-poised-to-unleash-second-wave-of-disaster
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/confirmed-coronavirus-cases-almost-meaningless-123550415.html
https://apnews.com/647a445d026527acdc2848a740666d38
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/how-bad-will-the-next-few-weeks-for-california-as-coronavirus-cases-explode
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/hospitals-turn-snorkel-masks-ease-respirator-overload-020738689.html
https://news.yahoo.com/york-medical-workers-decry-abysmal-lack-coronavirus-protection-061827504.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/news/2020/03/28/florida-coronavirus-cases-pass-4000-border-checkpoints-vacation-rentals-suspended/2934407001/
https://news.yahoo.com/rhode-island-police-hunt-down-211405349.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/its-no-different-from-new-york-urban-centers-nationwide-gird-for-catastrophic-virus-outbreak/ar-BB11QzZ6


Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers 
waiting...     
Farmers key to keeping nation fed are wary of spread...
What Happens If Workers Cutting Up Meat Get Sick?     
Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History...
President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb...
Claims Power to Gag Watchdog Overseeing Bill...     
$2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote...
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'...
Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'...
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread...     VIDEO...  
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
Power Demand to be 'Profoundly' Hit...
INTERNET BREAKING...     
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
KLOBUCHAR: Husband Coughing Up Blood; 'Still Could Be Contagious, 
They Don't Know'...     
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus 
Spreads...
SICK MAP...     

Not since Black Plague have Jerusalem's holy alleys fallen so still...     
Florida Keys closed to visitors... 
Organized crime enforces Brazil lockdown...     
Bolsonaro says 'sorry, some will die'...     
Doctor working with Amazon tribe tests positive...     
Italy, Spain Have Deadliest 24 Hours...     
Nightfall brings nightmares in Rome's hospitals,...     
Australia tightens quarantine rules...     
Last flight to Bangkok: 'If I die, I want to die in my country'...     
Haiti hospital chief kidnapped...     
'Super-spreader' guru puts Indian villages on high alert...     
Finland blocks roads to Helsinki...     
Epidemic infects Europe with 'germ of division'...     

https://news.yahoo.com/epidemic-infects-europe-germ-division-133819804.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327214859-ttfb5
https://news.yahoo.com/super-spreader-guru-puts-indian-villages-high-alert-092109976.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327235713-fb2z9
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328115401-ax1sp
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328000343-x7jvf
https://news.yahoo.com/romes-hospitals-nightfall-brings-nightmares-fear-death-220312050.html
https://news.yahoo.com/britains-johnson-tests-positive-virus-spain-sees-record-130954059.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327211122-0wa1z
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328011520-cnnbp
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/25/brazil-rio-gangs-coronavirus
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Florida-Keys-which-welcomes-all-to-come-as-you-15162424.php
https://www.lmtonline.com/news/article/Not-since-the-Black-Plague-have-Jerusalem-s-holy-15162438.php
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2020/03/27/he-was-coughing-up-blood-sen-amy-klobuchar-on-husbands-recovery-from-covid-19/
https://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2020/03/27/he-was-coughing-up-blood-sen-amy-klobuchar-on-husbands-recovery-from-covid-19/
https://www.tmz.com/2020/03/27/amazon-delivery-spits-package-caught-video-coronavirus/
https://sea.mashable.com/tech/9777/the-worlds-internet-is-slowing-down-because-everyone-is-staying-at-home
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/u-s-power-grids-will-be-profoundly-hit-as-lockdowns-spread
https://www.the-sun.com/news/597859/bill-gates-warns-10-week-lockdown/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/27/a-heart-attack-no-it-was-the-coronavirus/
https://www.axios.com/americas-coronavirus-cities-outbreak-5f22e933-42f1-464e-a68d-5f8ee0923fda.html
https://twitter.com/MikaelThalen/status/1243281598037913600
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/cellphone-heat-map-coronavirus/
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/banking-law/biggest-u-s-banks-flooded-with-deposits-in-flight-to-quality
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/stimulus-coronavirus-special-deals-151108
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/congressman-massie-denied-2t-coronavirus-stimulus-without-recorded-vote
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/trump-claims-power-to-gag-watchdog-overseeing-virus-stimulus-1.1413707
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-massie-factbox/mr-no-meet-the-u-s-congressman-who-might-delay-the-coronavirus-bill-idUSKBN21E26K
https://www.propublica.org/article/what-happens-if-workers-cutting-up-the-nations-meat-get-sick
https://apnews.com/647a445d026527acdc2848a740666d38
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php


YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html  ?  
action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

CDC issues travel advisory as deaths double within two days 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index
.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
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The advisory for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut comes as US 
coronavirus deaths surpass 2,000 

Restrictions:   These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's  
what that means for you 

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

live updates The US has the most known cases worldwide

Cuomo  : Quarantine would be declaration of war on states  

Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States

Fact check: Trump makes another round of misstatements during Friday 
briefing

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus 
complications

North Korea launches sixth unidentified projectile in under a month 

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Italy's coronavirus death toll passes 10,000

John Callahan of TV show 'All My Children' dead at 66

Tornado rips through Arkansas city, injuring 6 people 

A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers test 
positive

Owner of New York Knicks and Rangers tests positive for coronavirus

'Today' show host breaks down on air

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/hoda-kotb-drew-brees-coronavirus-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/ny-knicks-rangers-owner-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/nypd-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/nypd-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/weather/tornadoes-severe-storms/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/entertainment/john-callahan-dead/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-surpass-china-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-fox-news/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-fox-news/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/27/trump-ventilator-guarantee-cutie-pie-coronavirus-briefing-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/opinions/stimulus-bill-tax-break-for-1-mccaffery/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/asia/north-korea-japan-missile-2903-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/april-dunn-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/april-dunn-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/28/david-axelrod-trump-stimulus-checks-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/28/david-axelrod-trump-stimulus-checks-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/cuomo-trump-ny-quarantine-war-on-states-nr-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/27/trump-signing-oval-office-acosta-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/us/coronavirus-which-states-stay-at-home-order-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/us/coronavirus-which-states-stay-at-home-order-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index.html


Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

HUFFPOST
‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-
grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 

Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking 
Safety

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

WASHPOST
Desperate for medical equipment, states find a beleaguered national 
stockpile

Trump sows confusion with efforts to invoke presidential powers to fight 
coronavirus 

Pence to bring recommendations to Trump on whether to reopen 
economy; Japan’s cases accelerate 

NYTIMES
The Expert Who Corrects Trump Is Now a Target of Far-Right Vitriol

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/29/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/29/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-quarantine-defense-production-act-confusion/2020/03/28/2c7d9214-7125-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-quarantine-defense-production-act-confusion/2020/03/28/2c7d9214-7125-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/desperate-for-medical-equipment-states-encounter-a-beleaguered-national-stockpile/2020/03/28/1f4f9a0a-6f82-11ea-aa80-c2470c6b2034_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/desperate-for-medical-equipment-states-encounter-a-beleaguered-national-stockpile/2020/03/28/1f4f9a0a-6f82-11ea-aa80-c2470c6b2034_story.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-lilly-singh_n_5e7effd1c5b6cb9dc1a0d481
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/rhode-island-new-yorkers-quarantine-out-or-state_n_5e7fc775c5b6256a7a2be373
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/rhode-island-new-yorkers-quarantine-out-or-state_n_5e7fc775c5b6256a7a2be373
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/tech/instacart-planned-strike/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/undocumented-immigrants-coronavirus-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/illinois-two-sisters-death-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/illinois-two-sisters-death-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/28/calculating-coronavirus-death-rate-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/entertainment/tom-hanks-rita-wilson-coronavirus-update/index.html


How a Failure to Test Blinded the U.S. to Covid-19 

The U.S. Tried to Build a New Fleet of Ventilators. The Mission Collapsed.

LATIMES
Coronavirus patients in California’s ICU beds double overnight 

L.A. County announces 6 new coronavirus deaths as hospitals fill up in 
California 

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Variety Ridley Scott Blasts Donald Trump’s 
Response to Coronavirus: ‘He’s a Nutcase, Isn’t He?’ As the coronavirus 
pandemic continues to spread across the globe, Hollywood has been 
brought to a standstill. TV and movie productions have been put on hold, 
as the industry -- along with millions in other businesses -- is social 
distancing. …

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
"Market Update for Tuesday - March 31st, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks dropped today, ending the first quarter of 2020 with a loss.

*The DOW ended the quarter with a 23% loss and the S&P lost 20%. It 
was the worst quarter for the DOW since 1987 and the worst quarter for 
the S&P since 2008.

A few headlines moving the market…

*President Trump wants to include a $2 trillion infrastructure bill in the 
forth part of U.S. stimulus efforts.

*Consumer Confidence dropped (as most would expect). It was the 
lowest since July 2017.

*Goldman Sachs sees GDP dropping 34% in the 2nd quarter, which would 

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/ridley-scott-blasts-donald-trump-214314211.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/ridley-scott-blasts-donald-trump-214314211.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/coronavirus-deaths-in-california-top-100-as-officials-struggle-to-slow-spread
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/coronavirus-deaths-in-california-top-100-as-officials-struggle-to-slow-spread
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/coronavirus-patients-california-icu-beds-double-overnight
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/29/business/coronavirus-us-ventilator-shortage.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/us/testing-coronavirus-pandemic.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage


be the biggest post-WWII drop by far.

*New York is now the coronavirus epicenter of the world. According to 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, cases jumped 14% overnight to 75,795 with 1,550 
deaths.

*Texas Governor Abbott issued a “stay at home” order until May 4th.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 4th day in a row. With a 3.2% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.10 a barrel. Down 66.9% in the first quarter, Crude Oil 
wrapped up its worst quarter ever."

DRUDGEREPORT
LOCKDOWN FOR 15 DAYS
DOW -3000
FED PUMPS, PUMPS, PUMPS
LIVING THROUGH HISTORY 

San Francisco orders residents to stay inside… 
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf 
'This is our generation's great test'… 
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up their routines...
New Yorkers Hit Their Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
Police ask public to stop calling 911 over lack of toilet paper...
Kid Rock's Nashville Bar Refuses To Close, Calls Mandate 
'Unconstitutional'...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT!
Parents Battle 'Overwhelming Anxiety' With Longterm School Closures...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Airlines slash almost all flights...
More Cruise Ships Stuck at Sea...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
Traders Question Value of Stock-Market Circuit Breakers...
Gun sales surging...
EU CONSIDERS BAN ON VISITORS...
CANADA CLOSES BORDER...
SICK MAP...
What's the end game? 

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/health/story/2020-03-15/whats-the-covid-19-end-game
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cbsa-border-airports-screening-trudeau-covid19-coronavirus-1.5498866
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316150745-3kno6
https://apnews.com/9402d0680bbd3f27836a283c1956d671
https://www.wsj.com/articles/traders-question-value-of-stock-market-circuit-breakers-11584351001
https://www.wsj.com/articles/another-problem-for-the-fed-banks-pressured-as-clients-scramble-for-cash-11584356272
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-hits-more-cruise-ships-leaving-vessels-stuck-at-sea-11584373335
https://news.yahoo.com/global-airlines-slash-almost-flights-virus-spreads-wings-145441420.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-parents-students-across-us-contend-with-school-closures/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Casinos-ask-Congress-for-emergency-aid-as-15135870.php
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/do-not-call-911-just-because-you-ran-out-of-toilet-paper-oregon-police-say
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-yorkers-hit-their-favorite-restaurants-one-last-time-11584399943
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/despite-dire-coronavirus-warning-some-refuse-to-give-up-their-routines/ar-BB11gwUG
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://www.sfchronicle.com/local-politics/article/Bay-Area-must-shelter-in-place-Only-15135014.php
https://apnews.com/b64cf00f37d8da2fad3533aa7686c53d
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/fed-says-it-will-offer-an-additional-500-billion-in-overnight-repo-funding-markets.html
https://apnews.com/bd3276744b861e2669fd761733e9d2b4
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8118415/Donald-Trump-tells-America-lockdown-15-days-stop-coronavirus.html


France deploys 100,000 police to enforce lockdown... 
Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital... 
Over 70s told to isolate for 3 months... 

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...
Duterte puts Philippines under quarantine, says 'we are in fight of our 
lives'...
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters incuding primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..]

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08 [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters incuding primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] 

"BREAKING: The Crash Is Here 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/breaking-the-crash-is-here/ 

David Stockman | March 16, 2020

The real problem of humanity is the following: we have paleolithic 
emotions; medieval institutions; and god-like technology. And it is 
terrifically dangerous, and it is now approaching a point of crisis overall.

– E.O. Wilson, from “A Conversation with James D. Watson and Edward O. 
Wilson” (September 9, 2009)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/breaking-the-crash-is-here/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11184059/boris-johnson-to-step-up-coronavirus-fight-as-he-chairs-another-emergency-cobra-meeting/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316205604-r3s2w


...

As Michael Coolbaugh suggested in his Monday morning commentary for 
Delta Profit Trader subscribers, we could be heading for some sort of full-
scale market shutdown in the very near future.

It could come as a result of “Level 3” “circuit breakers” kicking in after a 
20% intraday drop for stocks. Or, it could be that global “authorities” pull 
plugs themselves.

Whichever way the case turns from here, we’re in entirely unprecedented
territory.

Here’s Tyler Durden of Zero Hedge, with a live look-in on Bubblevision:

Few are dealing with the economic and market turmoil with more chaos 
and less class and resolve than the expert "buy and hold" class over at 
CNBC, who shockingly never said one word of warning to their retail 
viewers when the market was doing nothing but going straight up for 
more than a decade, and instead were dragging mom and pop investors 
into massively overvalued stocks urging them to buy at all time highs, 
and who are now melting down before our eyes at the first sight of a 
substantial market pullback.

Their solution: own the shorts by shutting down the market entirely. 
Because if one can't BTFD, is it even a market?

As recently as Friday, when the Dow Jones posted a 2000 point gain on 
the back of a short squeeze that nearly doubled the indexes gains in the 



last 15 minutes of the day, there was no talk about markets being 
defective or needing to close. That was, of course, until the Fed's $700 
billion "quarantative easing" bazooka bailout of markets fizzled 
spectacularly on Sunday nights and futures promptly went limit down. 
When it appeared that this plan was failing, some of the industry's finest 
began to panic visibly.

We’ve been in entirely unprecedented territory for a long time now.

That’s what we’ve been talking about here, at Contra Corner, and on any 
and all mainstream outlets that’ll have us on…

Well, it’s “we still have enough bazookas in the war chest” time for the 
Federal Reserve after the second “emergency” rate cut of this evolving 
COVID-19 crisis…

[Chart]

We’re down to a target range of 0% to 0.25% for the federal funds rate. 
That’s the “zero bound,” if you’ve already forgotten the depths of the 
Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession.

And they’re buying bonds again, too, to the tune of $700 billion, as we’re 
on to round five of “quantitative easing.”

And, still, equity futures hit their “limit-down” almost immediately after 
opening on Sunday. And U.S. stock markets were halted literally seconds 
into Monday’s regular trading session.



We now have proof positive that the fools in the Eccles Building have 
completely lost their minds. They are so dense – so craven – that there’s 
almost literally no limit to the fiat credit and liquidity they’ll pour into 
Wall Street to satisfy the infinitely greedy and equally entitled crybabies 
and bullies who operate there.

One of CNBC’s talking heads whined on Friday that bond trades weren’t 
getting done, that if you needed to “sell in size,” you couldn’t get it done.

That’s horseshit, just more on the same self-serving con.

We’ll say it again, and then we’ll hand it off to Mike: There was and is 
absolutely no shortage of “liquidity” in the financial system – just a 
shortage of market-clearing trades at the ridiculously low rate that the 
Fed insists on foisting upon the money market.

If our monetary central planners just got their big, fat thumbs off money-
market rates, so-called “liquidity” would reappear in a nanosecond, albeit
at far higher interest rates than those dictated by the Fed.

Yet that’s exactly what the entire financial market and U.S. economy 
needs: higher market-clearing rates.

That’s the only way to shut down leveraged gamblers. And it’s also a 
good mechanism to teach politicians that fiscal borrowing is not a free 
lunch. In the bargain, it’ll force CEOs and CFOs to think twice about 
trashing their own balance sheets with debt in order to fund buybacks 
and M&A.

Problems solved.



Here’s Mike…

There isn’t a whole lot to say in terms of action items this morning. As I 
suggested on Friday, the Federal Reserve needed to go MUCH bigger. And
Sunday evening, they sort of did just that.

They opened the floodgates, as they slashed interest rates to zero and 
pledged to pump an addition $700 billion into the financial system.

Even so, E-mini S&P 500 Index futures were “locked limit-down” after 
being open for a mere 15 minutes Sunday evening.

If it wasn’t clear based on last week’s market action, this is the crash.

I do believe the economic fallout will be much greater than most 
appreciate. Just think about the predicament for those who get laid off 
over the weeks ahead…

There’s no going out and finding a new job right away. We were already at
full employment, corporations are beginning mass layoffs – not going on 
hiring sprees – and, it’s kind of hard to find a job when everything is 
closed.

We know that cutting interest rates and pumping money into financial 
assets cannot kill a virus that has entire nations on lockdown.

But this is all we’ve known since at least the 1980s… This is part of the 
painful re-pricing process that policy intervention has sought to protect 



us from since the ’80s.

This is what it looks like when monetary policy fails.

Now, there are some who suggest markets could and should be closed for
several days, if not a few weeks, until global leaders – more specifically, 
leaders in the United States – can find an appropriate response to stem 
the panic.

Is this appropriate? I don’t know.

Should we be bailing out large corporations that accumulated debt to 
staggering proportions in order to finance endless share repurchases to 
the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars? I have my own theories, but 
that’s for a separate discussion.

At the very least, I suspect this moment of “re-pricing” might be a little 
less severe absent financial engineering, which only served to inflate 
earnings-per-share figures, and had corporate buybacks been the largest 
source of demand over the past seven to 10 years.

So, do I think it will be enough? Not really – there are many signs outside 
of S&P futures, namely foreign exchange markets, that suggest the latest
emergency measures will not be enough.

But this goes to why risk management is so important. Sure, we could 
have said things were deeply oversold and held on to our positions in 
hopes of a relief bounce. But that would have also led to another 20%, 
30%, 40%, and even 50% more downside for some stocks in the market 
today.



Risk management is not something to be taken lightly, and there’s no 
better depiction of this than the damage done to some of the world’s 
largest and most successful hedge funds.

Here’s an excerpt from Ray Dalio, the founder of the world’s largest 
hedge fund, Bridgewater Associates: “We did not know how to navigate 
the virus and chose not to because we didn’t think we had an edge in 
trading it. So, we stayed in our positions and in retrospect we should 
have cut all risk.”

You see, even the all-time legends are subject to momentary lapses in 
judgement.

As you well know, my philosophy relies on evaluating the environment 
and putting the odds in our favor. I don’t believe in putting your head 
down and ignoring events when you don’t understand something. And it 
goes to one of my favorite sayings, “When in doubt, get out.”

There are so many unknowns at the moment that it doesn’t do any good 
to toss out wild guesses.

There will always be another day and another trade. I do believe we need 
to remain patient because, for those who make it through this tumultuous
period, there will undoubtedly be massive profit opportunities in the 
future.

…

In the meantime, please do stay safe. Look after your loved ones, lend a 



helping hand where you can. Together, we can and we will get through 
this.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 16th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029a
e434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049 

Today's Highlights:

It’s getting even uglier:

Friday markets had their best day since 2008. But over the weekend, 
news of restaurant closures, business closures, more public meetings 
and events getting canceled (all because of COVID-19) had traders 
worried.

Then on Sunday night, traders panicked after the Fed made an 
emergency rate cut just an hour before futures opened.

Futures went limit down almost immediately last night (down 5%).

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029ae434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029ae434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029ae434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049


Then this morning panic selling drove stocks to their 2nd circuit breaker, 
tripped after a 7%+ loss.

Stocks dropped again during lunch and continued to sell off in the 
afternoon.

All the major indices were down more than 12.0%.

Crude Oil (CL) was hammered with stocks and finished 8.8% lower.

The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 43.0% and finished at 82.69, levels not
seen since 2008.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029a
e434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Under lockdown, Armageddon is like end of the world... 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
GOODBYE PATRIOTS 

CLAIM: 86% of people with coronavirus are walking around undetected... 
18 MONTHS of social distancing?!
Stranded travelers struggle to get home as borders close...
Life in San Fran screeches to halt amid shutdown...
'This is our generation's great test'...
LA releasing inmates...
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up routines...
De Blasio considering shelter-in-place edict...
New Yorkers Hit Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
USA sees highest 24-hour death toll increase...
Tempers fray...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT...
Hospital First In Nation To Only Treat Coronavirus Patients...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Upside-Down World of Negative Rates Coming for Savers...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
'D' word rears head as markets brace for recession...
GDP could plunge 10%, economist warns...
'Free Money' Gains Bipartisan Support...
SICK MAP...
NYT: BEST AND WORST DEATH TOLL SCENARIOS... 
Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... 
In Dead of Night, Israel Approves Harsher Tracking Methods Than Gov't 
Stated... 
India Could be Next Hotspot With 'Avalanche' of Cases... 
France calls for all citizens to remain confined in homes... 
Ready to Nationalize Big Firms in Radical Response... 
'We are at war'... 
PAPER: World should learn lessons from China... 

CNN

https://news.trust.org/item/20200317000930-0b0vn
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-france-president-macron-warns-we-are-at-war.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-nationalist/france-could-nationalize-big-companies-if-necessary-finance-minister-idUSKBN2141AO
https://thehill.com/policy/international/487870-frances-macron-calls-for-all-citizens-to-remain-confined-in-homes-were
https://news.yahoo.com/india-could-next-virus-hotspot-064016084.html
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-cellphone-tracking-authorized-by-israel-to-be-used-for-enforcing-quarantine-orders-1.8681979
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-cellphone-tracking-authorized-by-israel-to-be-used-for-enforcing-quarantine-orders-1.8681979
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/16/upshot/coronavirus-best-worst-death-toll-scenario.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/giving-americans-money-to-offset-coronavirus-impact-gains-bipartisan-support-in-congress-11584446801
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/second-quarter-gdp-could-plunge-10-economist-warns-133619896.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/d-word-rears-head-coronavirus-050658349.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/another-problem-for-the-fed-banks-pressured-as-clients-scramble-for-cash-11584356272
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/upside-down-world-negative-rates-100000573.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-boston-carney-hospital-patients/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Casinos-ask-Congress-for-emergency-aid-as-15135870.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316220412-nzjlg
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/us-sees-highest-24-hour-coronavirus-death-toll-increase-since-outbreak-started
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-yorkers-hit-their-favorite-restaurants-one-last-time-11584399943
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-in-nyc-bill-de-blasio-says-a-shelter-in-place-edict-is-possible/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/despite-dire-coronavirus-warning-some-refuse-to-give-up-their-routines/ar-BB11gwUG
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-16/la-jail-population-arrests-down-amid-coronavirus
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://apnews.com/07672ee6aded6e8ac5954c07676eb926
https://apnews.com/15b99013e674de9ea83a707342e8ffe5
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-report-us-uk-strategies-e45bc5d4-d2f1-40e2-825e-429b2b7c1b50.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/86-of-people-with-coronavirus-are-walking-around-undetected-study-says/
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/03/17/tom-brady-leaving-patriots-thanking-belichick-and-kraft/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ftheendoftheworld.mp4%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3xfqyh59B_jAbuttv9iahAC8c4DCd0JENuCBstHZ3ZYJI1sM_n8irFZpo&h=AT12YDpRHmNaFN-F_ODO7EkdPwkHVKiIUOsAa6fTxn6ogHlbF1pTTYQ9QJYOb_7AnPIGdfow5yj11a1-iS1MhqH2OlRmRg0scGFQpofuaaIjgUz6s3kINX4lTrUncD_PjQrCoJxtRLbidsTbk4sXiRvjdpp-AfGVxi7ZzKaAT-alIMCCyA
https://news.trust.org/item/20200317095420-8jz5h


Health officials warn US is at a tipping point 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/
index.html 

As sweeping restrictions take effect in response to coronavirus, officials 
urge people to take the calls to action seriously

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html


live updates Cuomo: We have no plan to quarantine NYC

Breakdown:   This is the only state without a reported case  

Measures:     These states have stringent rules to combat spread  

Opinion:   Why South Korea has few virus deaths and Italy many  

Podcast:   Living with Coronavirus  

Cuomo:   Only now is reality forcing Trump to stop lying  

Watch:     New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus  

Trump admin pitches an $850 billion economic package

Ominous report sparks strategy shift in US and UK

Analysis: This Trump will save lives

Analysis: Is Trump up to the job?

Why this government's coronavirus response drew 'Shrek' comparison

Opinion: What we ER doctors need to keep doing our jobs

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Avlon: Coronavirus is Trump's kryptonite

Biden receives Secret Service protection

Analysis: As coronavirus suspends life in America, Fox changes its tone 

Tom Brady says he will not re-sign with New England Patriots

Live markets updates Stocks attempt rebound from Dow's worst day 
since 1987

This market crash is even crazier than 1929

A coronavirus patient refused to quarantine, so deputies are surrounding 
his house

Celebrity chef makes dire prediction about restaurant business

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/17/tom-colicchio-coronavirus-restaurant-impact-dire-prediction-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/us/kentucky-refused-quarantine-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/us/kentucky-refused-quarantine-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/investing/premarket-stocks-trading/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031720/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031720/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/sport/tom-brady-leave-new-england-spt-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/media/fox-news-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/joe-biden-gets-secret-service-protection/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/17/trump-coronavirus-response-avlon-reality-check-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/job-losses-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/opinions/coronavirus-emergency-doctor-help-shan-liu-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/17/coronavirus-covid-19-uk-government-response-social-distancing-boris-johnson-black-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/trump-2020-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/white-house-donald-trump-coronavirus-emergency/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/coronavirus-uk-model-study/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/politics/congress-coronavirus-package-senate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/16/italy-healthcare-system-coronavirus-nurse-photo-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/17/closing-argument-war-against-coronavirus-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/south-korea-italy-coronavirus-survivability-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/us/states-measures-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-17-20-intl-hnk/index.html


Future elections in question after today

He planned to sell 18,000 bottles of sanitizer. Then Amazon stepped in

MSNBC

White House eyeing $850B coronavirus stimulus package [ Eh, what’s 
another trillion when you’re already defacto bankrupt … 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Olympic Committee: Too early to make 'drastic decisions' about Tokyo

Queen to meet with prime minister, then head to Windsor Castle

Updated map from the NBC News Graphics team

HUFFPOST
Trump Sends Hateful ‘Chinese Virus’ Tweet, But He Praised The Country’s
Response For Weeks

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-china-virus-xenophobia_n_5e702e12c5b6eab7793b2824
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profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE https://www.huffpost.com/
…/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d41… 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a buch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/…/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700… 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/…/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coro… Seth 
Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming 
Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-
news-… ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/…/peter-wehner-trump-p…/607969/… 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-… 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
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http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/n…/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofper… 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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The world takes drastic measures 
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France to close restaurants and cafes. Spain and Israel lock down.

Domestic travel restrictions considered

Travel ban to extend to the UK and Ireland

Number of US coronavirus cases surpasses 2,500

NBA player who touched microphones then tested positive pledges 
$500K in aid

Analysis: To see what the next weeks could look like in the US, look 
abroad

CNN fact-checks Trump's testing claim

Analysis: Trump's appalling, blame-shifting Rose Garden news conference

People without symptons may be driving spread

New studies bring into question assertions about the way the novel 
coronavirus spreads

Financial expert: Do this with your money during the outbreak

School closures of 8 weeks or more may be needed, CDC says

Trump pressed on closing pandemic team. See his response.

Opinion: Enlist the military to build a parallel health care system to fight 
coronavirus

Twitter could have caused a coronavirus panic in New York. It's not doing
a lot about it

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

Opinion: America has learned a lot about Trump during coronavirus crisis

10 days that reshaped the Democratic presidential race

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Biden endorses Warren's bankruptcy plan: One of the things Bernie and I 
will agree on
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3 men sentenced to 125 years each over drowning of Syrian boy Alan 
Kurdi

She heard a woman yelling at the grocery store. Her next move drew a 
big reaction online

Chinese billionaire Jack Ma says he will donate one million face masks 
and 500,000 coronavirus testing kits to the US

MSNBC
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Coronavirus

Woman says children who came into contact with Rudy Gobert being 
denied coronavirus testing

Coronavirus

U.S. internet well-equipped to handle work from home surge, experts say

Court cites coronavirus in blocking Trump administration's food stamp 
cuts

Coronavirus

Trump says he has been tested for coronavirus, expects results within 
days

On the Trail

Biden's first virtual event encounters technological glitches

Coronavirus

How to seek testing for coronavirus according to state health 
departments

2020 Election

Sanders wins Northern Mariana Islands caucuses, NBC News projects

Coronavirus

Mismanagement, missed opportunities: How the White House bungled the
coronavirus response

U.S. news

Floyd Mayweather remembers late ex-girlfriend Josie Harris in Instagram 
posts

2020 Election
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Un-coventional? Coronavirus could risk Democratic, GOP national party 
gatherings

One Small Thing

Craving comfort food? Try these one-skillet creamy mustard pork chops

Coronavirus

'Hard to do anything': Funds dwindle for nonprofit clinics on the 
coronavirus frontlines

World

Rockets hit coalition military base in Iraq, injuring 5

2020 Election

Sanders had some vulnerable Democrats worried. Biden's surge eased 
their minds.

Coronavirus

Six feet of social distance? For hairdressers, that may not be possible.

HUFFPOST
LOCKDOWN IN EUROPE: FRANCE & SPAIN SHUTTER 

Brazilian Ambassador Who Dined With Trump Is Third Mar-a-Lago Guest 
With Coronavirus

France Is Closing Most Shops And Restaurants
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White House Widens European Travel Ban To Include U.K., Ireland

Big Business Gets A Pass On Sick Leave In White House-Dem Coronavirus
Aid Deal

White House To Check Temperature Of Individuals In Close Contact With 
Trump, Pence

Utilities Face Pressure To Stop Shutting Off Services

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS… 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-
deaths/ 
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
PRESIDENT: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
Blames Obama...
Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08!
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
National Guard activated... 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/big-businesses-get-a-pass-on-sick-leave-in-coronavirus-aid-deal_n_5e6d26e5c5b6747ef11e29bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-widens-european-travel-ban-to-include-uk-ireland_n_5e6d03efc5b6dda30fca1ed2


MILLION-hospitalized.html 
SICK MAP 

TEMP CHECKS BEGIN AT WHITE HOUSE... 
Journalist With Fever Denied Access... 
TRAVEL BAN EXPANDS... 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS...
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
'I Could Easily Kill Them': Terrified Doctors Sound Alarm...
Survivors may suffer reduced lung function...
TRUMP: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
APPLE closes all stores outside China...
National Guard activated...
Robberies by suspects wearing medical masks in multiple states... 
When will there be vaccine -- and who will get it first? 

https://news.yahoo.com/when-will-there-be-a-coronavirus-vaccine-and-who-will-get-it-first-165957441.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/487572-robberies-reported-across-multiple-states-by-suspects-wearing-medical-masks
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/14/coronavirus-apple-to-close-all-stores-outside-of-china-until-march-27.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/the-s-p-500-had-its-choppiest-week-since-hoover-was-president
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902272/trump-says-doesnt-take-responsibility-all-lack-coronavirus-testing
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/terrified-doctors-sound-alarm-on-coronavirus-chaos-nationwide
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
https://apnews.com/6c9b9686c4af21b9984341d330073979
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112417/US-travel-ban-Europe-set-extended-UK-Ireland-Monday-night.html
https://www.thewrap.com/journalist-fever-denied-access-white-house-press-briefing-cdc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/14/white-house-starts-temperature-checks-for-people-around-trump-129422
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-MILLION-hospitalized.html




CNN
Markets keep dropping after brief halt https://www.cnn.com/business/live-
news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html 

Stocks fell yet again after the Fed slashed interest rates to zero in an 
effort to calm coronavirus fears

live updates Connecticut, New York and New Jersey ban gatherings of 
more than 50 people

Manufacturers of medicines concerned about possible shortages

France says ibuprofen may aggravate coronavirus. Experts say more 
evidence is needed

Fareed Zakaria: This is why fear brings out the worst in Trump

Multiple cruise ships are left stranded as cases increase

Governor faces backlash over 'packed' restaurant tweet

America wakes up to massive shutdowns

Students in at least 31 states, and New York City and LA, are staying 
home. Bars, restaurants and other venues are closing.

Analysis: Trump unwilling to accept full, sobering reality of coronavirus

James Bond actress says she has virus

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

Cities are telling landlords to halt evictions during the coronavirus 
pandemic

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Opinion: I rushed home to beat Trump's travel curbs. But first I listened to
Macron

She heard someone yelling at grocery store. Her next move drew big 
reaction online

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/13/woman-helps-elderly-couple-grocery-shop-nr-keilar-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/13/woman-helps-elderly-couple-grocery-shop-nr-keilar-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/i-rushed-home-from-paris-to-beat-trump-travel-curb-andelman/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/i-rushed-home-from-paris-to-beat-trump-travel-curb-andelman/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/14/rich-thau-moderator-swing-voters-coronavirus-trump-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/us/cities-suspend-evictions-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/us/cities-suspend-evictions-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/entertainment/olga-kurylenko-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/politics/coronavirus-us-president-donald-trump-fauci-politics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/oklahoma-governor-deleted-tweet-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ships-stranded-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/03/14/exp-gps-0315-fareeds-take.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/coronavirus-ibuprofen-french-health-minister-scn-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/coronavirus-ibuprofen-french-health-minister-scn-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/supply-chain-shortages-coronavirus-pandemic/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html


Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

MSNBC
Disconnect between scientists, Trump on coronavirus continues 

Watch MSNBC Live: Schools, businesses shut down across U.S. as death 
toll grows worldwide

In emergency move, Federal Reserve cuts rates to zero 

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads

Trump declares national emergency to combat coronavirus, authorizes 
waiving of laws and regulations

HUFFPOST
CORONA NOSEDIVE: *ANOTHER* WALL ST. TRADING HALT 

Italy Has Been Trying To Send Us A Warning. Will We Listen?

Trump Reportedly Sees Upside To Coronavirus: Promoting His Closed 
Borders Agenda

DRUDGEREPORT
LOCKDOWN FOR 15 DAYS
DOW -3000

https://apnews.com/bd3276744b861e2669fd761733e9d2b4
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8118415/Donald-Trump-tells-America-lockdown-15-days-stop-coronavirus.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-borders-america-first_n_5e6e4772c5b6dda30fcb102f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-borders-america-first_n_5e6e4772c5b6dda30fcb102f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-coronavirus-united-states_n_5e6ee8d3c5b6bd8156fa29f1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/wall-street-traded-halted-again-coronavirus-crisis_n_5e6f819dc5b6747ef121bf4c
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-hold-friday-afternoon-press-conference-coronavirus-n1157981
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-hold-friday-afternoon-press-conference-coronavirus-n1157981
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-says-we-re-going-to-all-be-great-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-80690757932
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/us-federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-launches-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program-80691269648
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/disconnect-from-scientists-trump-on-coronavirus-continues-80702533960
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/fact-check-trump-control-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html


FED PUMPS, PUMPS, PUMPS
LIVING THROUGH HISTORY 

San Francisco orders residents to stay inside...
'This is our generation's great test'...
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up their routines...
New Yorkers Hit Their Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
Police ask public to stop calling 911 over lack of toilet paper...
Kid Rock's Nashville Bar Refuses To Close, Calls Mandate 
'Unconstitutional'...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT!
Parents Battle 'Overwhelming Anxiety' With Longterm School Closures...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Airlines slash almost all flights...
More Cruise Ships Stuck at Sea...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
Traders Question Value of Stock-Market Circuit Breakers...
Gun sales surging...
EU CONSIDERS BAN ON VISITORS...
CANADA CLOSES BORDER...
SICK MAP...
What's the end game? 

France deploys 100,000 police to enforce lockdown... 
Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital... 
Over 70s told to isolate for 3 months...     

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...
Duterte puts Philippines under quarantine, says 'we are in fight of our 
lives'...
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..]

https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11184059/boris-johnson-to-step-up-coronavirus-fight-as-he-chairs-another-emergency-cobra-meeting/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316205604-r3s2w
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/health/story/2020-03-15/whats-the-covid-19-end-game
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cbsa-border-airports-screening-trudeau-covid19-coronavirus-1.5498866
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316150745-3kno6
https://apnews.com/9402d0680bbd3f27836a283c1956d671
https://www.wsj.com/articles/traders-question-value-of-stock-market-circuit-breakers-11584351001
https://www.wsj.com/articles/another-problem-for-the-fed-banks-pressured-as-clients-scramble-for-cash-11584356272
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-hits-more-cruise-ships-leaving-vessels-stuck-at-sea-11584373335
https://news.yahoo.com/global-airlines-slash-almost-flights-virus-spreads-wings-145441420.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-parents-students-across-us-contend-with-school-closures/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Casinos-ask-Congress-for-emergency-aid-as-15135870.php
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/do-not-call-911-just-because-you-ran-out-of-toilet-paper-oregon-police-say
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-yorkers-hit-their-favorite-restaurants-one-last-time-11584399943
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/despite-dire-coronavirus-warning-some-refuse-to-give-up-their-routines/ar-BB11gwUG
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://www.sfchronicle.com/local-politics/article/Bay-Area-must-shelter-in-place-Only-15135014.php
https://apnews.com/b64cf00f37d8da2fad3533aa7686c53d
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/fed-says-it-will-offer-an-additional-500-billion-in-overnight-repo-funding-markets.html


Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital… 

Netanyahu rival Gantz receives mandate to form Israeli govt...

Queen Elizabeth flees Palace... 

Struggling Europeans tighten measures...

Spain imposes lockdown of entire country... 

AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...
Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
Illinois, Ohio Orders All Restaurants Closed...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO ZERO 

STOCKS 'LIMIT DOWN' 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 

Companies that feed America brace for labor shortages amid worry about
restocking stores... 

Brawls break out at stores across country as customers dash for 
supplies... 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8111333/Fights-break-stores-country-coronavirus-panic-buying-intensifies.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8111333/Fights-break-stores-country-coronavirus-panic-buying-intensifies.html
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/13/companies-that-feed-america-brace-for-labor-shortages-amid-worry-about-restocking-stores/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/13/companies-that-feed-america-brace-for-labor-shortages-amid-worry-about-restocking-stores/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/15/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus/lockdowns-and-entry-bans-imposed-around-the-world-to-fight-coronavirus-idUSKBN21208S
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/15/traders-await-futures-open-after-fed-cuts-rates-launches-easing-program.html
https://apnews.com/cf1d8e5487eee5e9eb649f0c6700ded6
https://apnews.com/c94f009b46741786a0fa3307a4841ba7
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/cnsnewscom-staff/trump-declares-national-day-prayer-americans-affected
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/world/coronavirus-humanity-global-response-intl/index.html
https://apnews.com/1510caddee80ea2d73363fab76d55967
https://apnews.com/2121f9adf0b53e6a8b3abcdcae2562c3
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/14/a-bank-in-midtown-is-cleaned-out-of-100-bills/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03/13/opinion/coronavirus-cautionary-tale-italy-dont-do-what-we-did/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-MILLION-hospitalized.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/us/coronavirus-pandemic-us/index.html
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/ohio-governor-mike-dewine-orders-all-bars-and-restaurants-to-close/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/coronavirus-update-nyc-schools-to-close-early-this-week/
https://apnews.com/97dbcb6d4ef71a48d15a7ec5dd7b4c48
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/487690-amazon-warns-of-delivery-delays-running-out-of-items
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/coronavirus-spain-news-nationwide-lockdown-emergency-covid-19-a9402166.html
https://apnews.com/1dde718068517f188b3fa65a7edcbf86
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11175256/queen-coronavirus-quits-buckingham-palace/
https://apnews.com/63f367ec108720d910b436d2ff1e45c7
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised


Grocers Fail to Keep Up With Demand... 

Lines extend for blocks... 

'Preppers' have moment... 

Man in hazmat suit runs into Vegas WALMART, sprays items... 

Feds seize fake test kits at LAX... 

Business booming for cam girls amid outbreak... 

Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 

Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 

Beaches close early to keep spring breakers from spreading... 

MSNBC
U.S. begins to shut down as coronavirus cases and death toll climb 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-
shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870 

Coronavirus latest

Just now18m ago

U.S. death toll jumps to 81
Just now32m ago

Facebook, Google and other tech giants vow solidarity to fight fraud and 
misinformation
Just now45m ago

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161026
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161131
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161131
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870
https://nypost.com/2020/03/14/miami-beaches-close-early-to-keep-spring-breakers-from-spreading-coronavirus/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/tourism-cruises/article241209366.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/tourism-cruises/article241209366.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/coronavirus-will-change-how-we-shop-travel-and-work-for-years/ar-BB11a8br
https://nypost.com/2020/03/14/business-booming-for-cam-girls-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/15/fake-coronavirus-test-kits-seized-lax/
https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/man-in-hazmat-suit-runs-into-walmart-in-las-vegas-sprays-items-1981248/
https://apnews.com/355c96b2eebe575e42a2bb4dcdd2d7fc
https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocers-fail-to-keep-up-with-demand-as-coronavirus-pandemic-spreads-11584196579
https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocers-fail-to-keep-up-with-demand-as-coronavirus-pandemic-spreads-11584196579


Washington state may call on dentists to donate personal protective gear
Just now46m ago

'Jeopardy!' and 'Wheel of Fortune' suspend production

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads 
[ Well, if trump says it, it must ………… not be true … remember the hoax, 
etc. Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

HUFFPOST
MEANWHILE — Prez Tells Governors: Solve Ventilator Shortage On 
Your Own!

DOW DIVES: Worst One-Day Point Drop In History

Know A Health Care Worker? Here’s How You Can Support Them 
Right Now.

States, Cities Put Bans On Restaurants And Bars To Stem 
Coronavirus Spread

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-restaurants-bars-shut-down_n_5e6f1be6c5b6747ef1203146
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-restaurants-bars-shut-down_n_5e6f1be6c5b6747ef1203146
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-to-support-health-care-workers-coronavirus_l_5e6f840ac5b6747ef121c749
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Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
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'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose

Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus

Regal Cinemas closing its theaters
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YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg
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quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
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The global coronavirus recession is beginning 
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/
index.html 

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Bank warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

MSNBC
Trump says U.S. may suffer a recession, (DUH!) but are we already there?
[Already there! The global coronavirus recession is beginning 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/
index.html ]

Lawrence: Trump gave Republicans false hope on coronavirus

Ben Rhodes: ‘We are going into a crisis without presidential leadership’

Conn. gov.: 200 nurses furloughed due to lack of coronavirus testing; 
Danbury hospital at capacity
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Stocks wipe out all gains under Trump's presidency…
I'm a Doctor in Britain. We're Heading Into Abyss... 
UK rolls out tougher action after dire science warning... 

Hello from Italy. Your future grimmer than think... 
Gas prices could drop below $1 gallon...
Virus Plan Anticipates 18-Month Pandemic, Widespread Shortages...
Next Nightmare: Drug Shortage on Horizon...
Can it spread through the mail?
California considering martial law...
Orange County Bans ALL Public, Private Gatherings -- Including Work...
Philly police delay arrests for crimes...
1,000 bed floating hospital to be deployed in NY harbor...
Scientists: Coronavirus NOT a bioweapon...
'Entirely Natural Origins Through Evolution'...
Ibuprofen may worsen effects! 
How women could be uniquely impacted...
Millennials at higher risk?
Wealthy hoping to buy their own ventilators...
NYSE closes trading floor...
Mnuchin warns jobless rate could hit 20%...
Layoffs Just Starting, Forecasts Bleak...
Unemployment websites crash...
Devilish Math Would Bring Market Down Another 40%...
GM, FORD, CHRYSLER close all US factories...
Majority with virus walking around undetected... 
TRACKING BRACELETS, INVISIBLE TATTOOS TO MONITOR?
NYC LEADERS BATTLE OVER 'SHELTER IN PLACE'...
Outbreak Hits NYPD...
American attitudes make virus response hard sell...
Texas man ARRESTED for lying about testing positive...
SICK MAP... 
PRESIDENT INVOKES WARTIME AUTHORITY 

CASH FOR THE PEOPLE! 
'RECESSION' OR 'DEPRESSION'
GOVT WANTS PHONE DATA TO TRACK SICK
NYC MAY 'SHELTER IN PLACE'
EU SHUTS BORDERS 
Mnuchin warns jobless rate could hit 20%… 
Majority with virus walking around undetected... 
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https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-origins-covid-19-wasnt-produced-in-a-lab-scientists-conclude/
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/18314818.coronavirus-not-bioweapon-created-lab-scientists-say/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/floating-hospital-to-be-set-up-in-new-york-harbor
https://www.fox29.com/news/philadelphia-police-to-delay-arrests-for-certain-non-violent-crimes
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/03/17/oc-health-officials-set-to-close-dine-in-restaurants/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/california-preparing-for-worst-case-scenarios-martial-law-a-possibility
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-can-it-spread-through-the-mail-package-delivery/
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/next-coronavirus-nightmare-theres-drug-shortage-horizon-134147
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/us-virus-plan-anticipates-18-month-pandemic-and-widespread-shortages/ar-BB11ktjA
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-could-hit-99-cents-in-some-states-due-to-coronavirus-and-supplies-expert-says
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Hello-from-Italy-Your-future-is-grimmer-than-you-15138082.php
https://news.yahoo.com/uk-begins-tougher-virus-action-dire-science-warning-145723246.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/18/im-a-doctor-in-britain-were-heading-into-the-abyss/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/dow-wipes-out-gains-under-trumps-presidency-still-slightly-positive-since-his-election.html


18 MONTHS of social distancing?
Stranded travelers struggle to get home...
Can feds order national quarantine?
New York bar, restaurant owners could be JAILED if they break 
lockdown...
911 gets calls about neighbors coughing...
Inside Upended Rural Town: 'All Around Us Chaos'...
Doctor: Lung scans for young patients nothing short of terrifying… 
Tempers fray in USA...
People with Type A blood MORE likely to catch? 
White House calls on military to boost medical response...
Navy Activating Hospital Ships...
Soldier in Virus Quarantine: 'Prisoners Receive Better Care'...
NYT: BEST AND WORST DEATH TOLL SCENARIOS...
SICK MAP... 

SPRING BREAK STAYS LIT: VIRUS DOESN'T STOP PARTYING...
DeSantis loses control...
Refuses to shut down beaches...
Younger Adults Comprise Big Portion of Hospitalizations… 
'Fever dream' of invincibility... 

Newark orders mandatory curfew... 

Patient on hellish ordeal: 'I was screaming for mercy and praying to 
God'... 
A New York Doctor's Warning: The Sky Is Falling... 
Three members of same NJ family die... 
Even most isolated corners of country not safe... 

Every 10 mins person dies in Iran... 
In Jerusalem's Old City, virus 'worse than war'... 
Loud protests ring out in Brazil over Bolsonaro response... 
Russians brace for worst... 
Massive Bangladesh prayer gathering sparks outcry... 
London lockdown? 
ITALY: Dozens of army trucks carry corpses as morgues fill up... 
Alone, Rome's seniors live in silence... 
Thai hospitals deploy 'ninja robots' to aid battle... 

https://news.yahoo.com/thai-hospitals-deploy-ninja-robots-aid-virus-battle-073032208.html
https://news.yahoo.com/alone-romes-seniors-live-lockdown-silence-130546784.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/dozens-army-trucks-carry-coronavirus-21717762
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/coronavirus-london-will-12-hour-21719143
https://news.yahoo.com/massive-bangladesh-coronavirus-prayer-gathering-sparks-outcry-193538973.html
https://news.yahoo.com/wary-official-virus-claims-russians-brace-worst-193056029.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200318230135-xexq3
https://news.yahoo.com/jerusalems-old-city-virus-worse-war-025115789.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319111156-9ccig
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-19/coronavirus-wyoming-covid-19-casper-idaho
https://nypost.com/2020/03/19/three-members-of-the-same-new-jersey-family-die-after-contracting-coronavirus/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/19/a-new-york-doctors-coronavirus-warning-the-sky-is-falling/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-patient-on-hellish-ordeal-i-was-screaming-for-mercy-and-praying-to-god/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-patient-on-hellish-ordeal-i-was-screaming-for-mercy-and-praying-to-god/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/newark-sets-nightly-curfew-non-essential-shops-must-close
https://news.yahoo.com/youth-warned-against-fever-dream-coronavirus-invicibility-055907018.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/younger-adults-comprise-big-portion-of-coronavirus-hospitalizations-in-us/ar-BB11nGEB?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-florida-beaches-ignore-social-distancing/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/florida-governor-refuses-shut-down-beaches-amid-spread-coronavirus-n1162226
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8125045/Spring-breakers-partying-St-Patricks-Day-South-Beach.html'
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/16/upshot/coronavirus-best-worst-death-toll-scenario.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-soldier-in-coronavirus-quarantine-prisoners-receive-better-care
https://news.usni.org/2020/03/17/pentagon-preparing-navy-hospital-ships-mercy-comfort-for-coronavirus-response
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-military/white-house-preparing-to-call-on-military-to-boost-coronavirus-medical-response-idUSKBN2143DP
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-8122493/People-Type-blood-likely-catch-coronavirus.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316220412-nzjlg
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-doctor-says-lung-scans-for-young-patients-were-nothing-short-of-terrifying/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/all-around-us-is-chaos-inside-a-rural-town-upended-by-the-virus/ar-BB11i7AA
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/03/16/shelter-place-recession-weinstein-trolls-westworld-mon-news/5060450002/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/551511/new-york-bar-restaurant-owners-arrested-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/551511/new-york-bar-restaurant-owners-arrested-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/can-federal-government-order-national-quarantine-n1162036
https://apnews.com/15b99013e674de9ea83a707342e8ffe5
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-report-us-uk-strategies-e45bc5d4-d2f1-40e2-825e-429b2b7c1b50.html


Stunned world grapples with 'once-in-100-year' battle... 
MERKEL: Biggest Challenge Since World War II... 
London shutting down... 
Israelis not allowed to leave homes... 
Starts surveilling virus carriers, sends 400 nearby to isolation... 
'Human biosecurity emergency' declared in Australia... 
Local spread takes off in Africa... 
French army flies patients to military hospital... 
Merkel first ever TV address as infections soar in Germany... 

VIRUS SPREADS TO 60 COUNTRIES 
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe 
RISK UPGRADED
OREGON HIT 
FAUCI TELLS LAWMAKERS THERE WILL BE MANY MORE INFECTED...
Testing under scrutiny after delays and questions over effectiveness...
Missteps at CDC...
Lawsuits Won't Be Far Behind...
How long can it survive on surfaces? Trump plays down risks… 'HOAX'… 
Feds boost production of protective gear...
FDA reports 1st drug shortage...
Toilet paper rationing in Hawaii...
Hoarding in the USA? How Daily Life Could Change...
'I have the coronavirus. So far, it isn't that bad'...
Americans canceling their domestic travel… Photos of deserted, nearly 
empty airports around world...
NO TIME TO DIE: HOLLYWOOD HAVOC...
GOOGLE employee tests positive...
GATES: May be 'once-in-a-century pathogen we've been worried about'...
What the End Game Will Look Like... 
Stock markets suffer worst week since financial crisis... 
World's Richest Lose $444 Billion... 
ROUBINI forecasts 40% drop... 
Plunge protection? 
Can the Fed inoculate economy?

'Panic mode' in immigration courts... 

Israelis not allowed to leave their homes… 

https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israelis-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-reports-304-patients-621258
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/17/anger-virus-dangers-immigration-courts-134709
https://news.yahoo.com/fed-inoculate-us-economy-against-virus-impact-210605544.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-cant-stop-coronavirus-from-slamming-the-economy-but-it-could-ease-the-pain-2020-02-28
https://theweek.com/speedreads/899110/stock-markets-are-headed-40-percent-plunge-says-economist-who-predicted-financial-crisis
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/world-richest-lose-444-billion-220432889.html
https://news.yahoo.com/asian-markets-slammed-again-virus-fears-cause-global-024836089.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/bill-gates-says-coronavirus-may-be-once-in-a-century-pathogen.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/02/28/google-employee-tests-positive-coronavirus/4904871002/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/hollywood-coronavirus-no-time-to-die-mulan-1203518001/
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/americans-are-canceling-their-domestic-travel-over-coronavirus-fears/ar-BB10xnbr
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/opinion/article/I-have-the-coronavirus-So-far-it-isn-t-that-bad-15093664.php
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/02/27/coronavirus-us-spread-daily-life-effects/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228205631-ls907
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/run-on-toilet-paper-in-hawaii-over-coronavirus-fears
https://abcnews.go.com/International/fda-reports-1st-drug-shortage-due-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69276490
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228214309-55fn9
https://apnews.com/ebc90501a013f52d792e72069bd4ad7f
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-plays-down-coronavirus-health-and-economic-15093869.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228215640-n07fz
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-come-u-lawsuits-won-163016610.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-testing-is-under-scrutiny-after-delays-and-questions-over-its-effectiveness/ar-BB10wCe3
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228151300-j38vl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/02/28/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/who-raises-risk-assessment-of-coronavirus-to-very-high-at-global-level.html
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe
https://www.thelocal.de/20200318/merkel-set-to-give-first-tv-address-on-coronavirus-crisis-in-germany
https://news.trust.org/item/20200318090958-zq5ac
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/coronavirus-local-spread-beginning-off-africa-69645522
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/488178-human-biosecurity-emergency-declared-in-australia
https://www.timesofisrael.com/health-ministry-begins-controversial-tracking-of-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israelis-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-reports-304-patients-621258
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/britain-braced-coronavirus-lockdown-london-21714296
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-18/merkel-urges-solidarity-in-biggest-challenge-since-world-war-ii
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus/stunned-world-grapples-with-once-in-100-year-coronavirus-battle-idUSKBN21522O


Iran warns virus could kill 'millions' in Islamic Republic...

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...

Australia raises travel restrictions to highest level... 

India Could be Next Hotspot With 'Avalanche' of Cases... 

Local spread takes off in Africa... 

Czechs sew to combat mask shortage... 

France calls for all citizens to remain confined in homes... 

Ready to Nationalize Big Firms in Radical Response... 

CNN

Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-
patient/index.html 

The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC
Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’

Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path

Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to 
critical illness

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/grim-future-for-beleaguered-hospitals-seen-in-lag-time-from-infections-to-critical-illness-80951365737
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/grim-future-for-beleaguered-hospitals-seen-in-lag-time-from-infections-to-critical-illness-80951365737
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/failure-to-identify-isolate-coronavirus-infections-puts-u-s-on-dark-path-80951365903
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/top-obama-clinton-economist-u-s-is-in-a-great-worker-recession-80950853535
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/28/coronavirus-questions-doctor-patel-acfc-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_f3fe8e330bdb048030b2708f63749559
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-patient/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-patient/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-nationalist/france-could-nationalize-big-companies-if-necessary-finance-minister-idUSKBN2141AO
https://thehill.com/policy/international/487870-frances-macron-calls-for-all-citizens-to-remain-confined-in-homes-were
https://news.yahoo.com/stitch-time-czechs-sew-combat-virus-mask-shortage-205213804.html
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/coronavirus-local-spread-beginning-off-africa-69645522
https://news.yahoo.com/india-could-next-virus-hotspot-064016084.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200317223850-5tz5g
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
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Two members of Congress test positive for coronavirus

Trump signs aid bill as U.S. coronavirus cases surpass 8,600

Italy records deadliest day of COVID-19 outbreak
Rattner's charts: Historic decline in economic growth is unfolding

Trump signs virus aid package as two House members test positive

MSNBC / rachel maddow showRevising history, Trump makes bizarre 
claim about pandemic foresight

Doctor: WH coronavirus response a ‘colossal failure’

https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/doctor-wh-coronavirus-response-a-colossal-failure-79587909604
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https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-signs-aid-bill-as-u-s-coronavirus-cases-surpass-8-600-80949317944
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/steve-rattner-historic-decline-in-economic-growth-is-unfolding-80959045661
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/italy-records-deadliest-day-of-covid-19-outbreak-80960069734
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-signs-aid-bill-as-u-s-coronavirus-cases-surpass-8-600-80949317944
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/two-members-of-congress-test-positive-for-coronavirus-80948805587


Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

10 more dead in and around Seattle

VA says 44 patients have tested positive for coronavirus

Chase to close nearly 1,000 branches

Some kids could experience severe coronavirus symptoms, study says

Ford to halt North American production over coronavirus outbreak

Top doctor is calling for a national quarantine

NYC mayor: 'Torrent' of new coronavirus cases coming, military aid may 
be needed

Supreme Court postpones oral arguments over coronavirus pandemic

HUFFPOST
REPORT: GOP SENATOR DUMPED STOCK WHILE   DOWNPLAYING     THREAT   

NO END IN SIGHT: PANDEMIC PAIN FOR MONTHS AT LEAST 

U.S. Manufacturers Start Shutting Down Major Plants

America’s Broken Social Safety Net Can’t Withstand The Coronavirus

2 Members Of Congress Test Positive

Younger Adults Are Also At Risk Of ‘Severe Outcomes,’ CDC Warns

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/younger-adults-coronavirus-severe-cdc_n_5e730ce6c5b63c3b648a7449
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/florida-republican-congressman-positive-test-coronavirus_n_5e72a781c5b6eab77941afe7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/americas-broken-social-safety-net-cant-withstand-coronavirus_n_5e59650cc5b6beedb4ead65c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-manufacturers-shutting-plants_n_5e72c5b1c5b63c3b648a14bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-long-will-americans-be-fighting-coronavirus_n_5e737f9cc5b63c3b648ba6c3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senator-richard-burr-coronavirus-stock_n_5e73e80dc5b6f5b7c5412d6c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senator-richard-burr-coronavirus-stock_n_5e73e80dc5b6f5b7c5412d6c
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/supreme-court-postpones-oral-arguments-over-coronavirus-pandemic-80708677928
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nyc-mayor-torrent-of-new-coronavirus-cases-coming-military-aid-may-be-needed-80890949830
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nyc-mayor-torrent-of-new-coronavirus-cases-coming-military-aid-may-be-needed-80890949830
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/top-doctor-is-calling-for-a-national-quarantine-80795717953
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/ford-to-halt-north-american-production-over-coronavirus-outbreak-80923717893
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-global-cases-approach-200-000-lockdown-becomes-new-n1162561/ncrd1163271
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-global-cases-approach-200-000-lockdown-becomes-new-n1162561/ncrd1163301
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https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-global-cases-approach-200-000-lockdown-becomes-new-n1162561/ncrd1163321
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/fmr-ebola-czar-u-s-so-far-behind-on-coronavirus-response-79616069607


Asian People Are Being Targeted By Racist Attacks. Here’s How You Can 
Be An Ally.

SHOCK: TOP HOSPITALITY UNION SAYS 80-90% COULD LOSE WORK 

U.S. And Canada Restrict Border To Essential Travel During Coronavirus 
Pandemic

Panic Attacks And Night Terrors: The Mental Health Toll Of Coronavirus

Republicans, White House Gut Paid Sick Leave

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paid-sick-leave-in-coronavirus-bill-watered-down-even-more_n_5e70e52ec5b6eab7793d0ceb
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GOP Group Uses Trump's Coronavirus Lies Against Him In New Attack Ad

Stunning Supercut Exposes Fox News' Dangerous Hypocrisy On 
Coronavirus

Trump Adviser Paula White Wants Money For Her Fake Coronavirus 
'Hospital’

Don Lemon Shreds Trump's Coronavirus Reversal: 'Gaslighting, Pure And 
Simple'

DEM CALLS GROW: NO BAILOUT BUCKS FOR BIGWIGS 

Second Troubling Mystery Case of Coronavirus Reported In California

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST New York Stock
Exchange to close trading floor next week after traders test positive HUD
offers 60-day moratorium on foreclosures for homeowners affected by 
coronavirus France issues more than 4,000 fines for violating lockdown in
the first day State Department warns Americans against overseas trips 
Italy death toll surpasses China’s, becoming world's highest 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Pandemic Erodes 
Gig Economy Work G.O.P. Aid Plan Has Corporate Tax Cuts and $1,200 
Checks to Taxpayers A New York Doctor’s Coronavirus Warning: The Sky 
Is Falling_Alarmist is not a word anyone has ever used to describe me 
before. But this is different. Jobless Claims Mount as Employers and 
Workers Face Bleak Outlook

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES L.A. County 
confirms 46 new coronavirus cases as deaths in California rise to 17 
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More than half of Californians could become infected with coronavirus, 
Newsom says 

The Crisis, CNBC, and Me… David Stockman | March 19, 2020 
http://albertpeia.com/stockman3-19-20 

http://albertpeia.com/stockman3-19-20
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"DEATH BY EASY MONEY https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/death-
by-easy-money/ 

David Stockman | March 18, 2020

In my opinion, it’s a great time to buy stocks or into your 401K. I would be
all in… Let’s see if I’m right…

–Eric Trump, via Twitter (deleted), February 28, 2020

...
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You do don’t need an PhD in economics – or even night-school survey 
course – to see that COVID-19 is a temporary supply side shock that 
0.00% money-market rates are powerless to combat. And you don’t need 
to be a financial wizard to see that with the yield on the 10-year U.S. 
Treasury note below 1.00% and 30-year mortgages at their lowest level in
history, more “quantitative easing” is a sick joke. Adding another $700 
billion to the Federal Reserve’s already hideously bloated balance sheet 
can’t possibly drive interest rates meaningfully lower. That’s even if rates
were a barrier to activity. And they’re not. In fact, the new barrage of QE5
is nothing more than a fraud authorized by the official criminals domiciled
in the Eccles Building. [Chart] Today, and for years in the past, the 
Federal Open Market Committee has been scurrying about in the dealer 
markets swapping counterfeit credits plucked from thin air for Treasury 
and government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) bonds that funded the 
consumption of real economic resources such as government salaries, 
purchases, and private housing construction. The traditional argument 
for central banking, of course, was that a little bit of financial fraud (3% 
per year balance sheet expansion per Uncle Milton Friedman, for 
example) could help lubricate the banking system and nudge gross 
domestic product (GDP) to steadier performance over time. What we have
now is epic-scale counterfeiting. There are now upward of $5 trillion of 
fiat money liabilities at the Fed and $25 trillion at all the world’s central 
banks, compared to just $500 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, at the 
turn of the century. And the latter figures were achieved only after 
decades, in some cases centuries… Indeed, they’ve turned the entire 
global financial system into a cesspool of false prices and destructive 
gambling rackets. They’ve stripped it of the honest money and legitimate 
capital formation its needs to function and thrive. What lies ahead is a no 
man’s land of statist demolition. You don’t need to be a cynic to see why 
the Eccles Building has launched its limp baby bazookas this week. The 
Federal Reserve now, and for many years past, has been the abject 
handmaid of the Wall Street gamblers, bullies and crybabies. Fedheads 
are deathly afraid of honest stock market prices – i.e., a crash – because 
they know it will make a mockery of their risible claims that the U.S. 
economy is in a “good place,” that the consumer is “strong,” that they’ve 
delivered the hallowed state of price stability and full employment, world 
without end… In truth, decades of monetary central planning have 
sucked the lifeblood out of Main Street. It’s destroyed savers; addicted 
households to debt-based hand-to-mouth living; eviscerated the 
purchasing power of wages via its 2.00% inflation obsession; and turned 



the C-suites of Corporate America into stock trading rooms and financial 
engineering joints in the service of Wall Street, not the construction of 
resilient, value-creating enterprises. [Chart] But the mask is being ripped 
off the phony narrative about the strength of the Main Street economy – 
especially the purported Energizer Bunny of household consumption. 
Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh set the table this morning for his Element 
Macro Research clients, illustrating just how impotent are our monetary 
central planners: Another morning, another full-blown liquidation. Equity 
futures are locked limit-down, bond yields are spiking, gold is pulling 
back, oil continues to tumble, and copper is getting destroyed. You also 
have stress continuing to build across EM currencies, with popular 
names like the Turkish Lira, Mexican Peso and South African Rand all 
down anywhere from 1-4%. On the other hand, High Yield CDS spreads 
have at least stopped their surge and FRA-OIS spreads are holding their 
Monday pullback, for now. But just as the banking fire has been 
smoldered, another one pops up. With US Commercial Paper 3-Month 
spreads now blowing out, it looks like the Fed is now just playing a giant 
game of ‘whack-a-mole’. I mentioned that the Fed will continue to throw 
the entire playbook at the liquidity crisis and its Commercial Paper 
Facility is just another in its toolkit. And don’t even get me started on the 
surging long dated yields across Europe –namely Greece and Italy. Maybe
investors are finally beginning to price in the true sovereign risk or maybe
its some sort of spectacular systematic unwind as even the US 30-year 
yield continues to rally. Then again, perhaps it’s just bond vigilantes 
trying to prove that Central Banks have lost control, and at some point, 
this tsunami of liquidity will provide inflation we’ve been assured will 
never arrive. Speaking of which, have you seen the real 10-year yield 
lately? Inflation expectations have crumbled while long dated yields are 
backing up, putting real yields in positive territory and on par with early 
2019. All this is to say that, despite the extreme measures from the 
world’s Central Banks, financial conditions are actually tightening. In 
other words, it’s still not enough. You do recall several Fed members 
recently discussing yield curve control, right? Call it ‘Yield Curve 
Control’, call it ‘Operation Twist’, or just plain old capping bond yields; I 
could care less. It’s all been brought up in the recent past and for a very 
good reason; it’s coming. What all these measures have in common – both
the ones already implemented, and the ones proposed – is that they 
involve the relentless printing of US Dollars. I’ve said it again and again 
and again: a surging US Dollar is crippling to a global economy with eye-
popping amounts of dollar-denominated debt. For today’s charts, I took 



some time away from the macro to address the micro by using the same 
rudimentary thinking espoused by Peter Lynch in his book, One Up On 
Wall Street. Ever notice how when things get crazy, everyone speaks in 
the all-encompassing term of “stocks”? Look, I’m all on board with the 
failure of monetary policy theory. But there is still money to be made in 
either direction here if we just take a moment to think and plan. What 
stores are sold out? What shelves are empty? It can’t be that easy, right? 
Maybe instead of running around with our hair on fire, let’s use the two-
way volatility to our advantage… Mike will be back tomorrow with his 
regular Thursday commentary.

To common sense,

David"

CNN

Coronavirus symptoms: A list and when to seek help 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-
to-do-wellness/index.html 

New York ordered to 'pause' 
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New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same

Live Updates Trends suggest virus in Italy more deadly for males

Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

Know the terms:   Self-isolation, quarantine and shelter in place  

'Just false!':     Ex-Obama official rebuffs Trump's virus remark  

Listen:   Medical workers balance patients and their own families  

Town Hall  : All your coronavirus questions answered  

Trump announces suspension of federally held student loan payments

US-Mexico border closing to non-essential travel

Reporter asks Trump: What do you say to scared Americans?

Opinion: Saudi Arabia just won control of the oil market 

US tax filing deadline moved to July 15

McConnell defends crafting $1 trillion relief bill without Democrats

Sean Hannity's head-spinning flip on the coronavirus

Analysis: Trump is calling coronavirus the 'China virus' for political 
reasons

NBC News staffer with coronavirus dies

Live Market Updates US stocks try to rally

How grocery stores are restocking in a pandemic

She lost her mother, two brothers and a sister to coronavirus within a 
week

Is delivery dangerous? Can I go outside? Your questions answered

Scammers use robocalls to falsely offer free coronavirus test kits 

Don't blame bats for coronavirus pandemic, blame humans
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Opinion: An open letter to my partying peers

Tom Brady officially signs with Tampa Bay

YAHOONEWS
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"This Is Not a Recession. It’s an Ice Age. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/quantifying-coming-
recession/608443/?
utm_medium=offsite&utm_source=yahoo&utm_campaign=yahoo-non-
hosted&yptr=yahoo 

No one alive has experienced an economic plunge this sudden.

Annie Lowrey

Staff writer at The Atlantic

We can’t say we’re in a recession yet, at least not formally. A committee 
decides these things—no, really. The government generally adopts the 
view that a contraction is not a recession unless economic activity has 
declined over two quarters. But we’re in a recession and everyone knows 
it. And what we’re experiencing is so much more than that: a black swan, 
a financial war, a plague. Maybe things feel normal where you are. Maybe
things do not feel normal. Things are not normal. For weeks or months, 
we won’t know how much GDP has slowed down and how many people 
have been forced out of work. Government statistics take a while to 
generate. They look backwards, the latest numbers still depicting a hot 
economy near full employment. To quantify the present reality, we have 
to rely on anecdotes from businesses, surveys of workers, shreds of 
private data, and a few state numbers. They show an economy not in a 
downturn or a contraction or a soft patch, not experiencing losses or 
selling off or correcting. They show evaporation, disappearance on what 
feels like a religious scale.

What is happening is a shock to the American economy more sudden and 
severe than anyone alive has ever experienced. The unemployment rate 
climbed to its apex of 9.9 percent 23 months after the formal start of the 
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Great Recession. Just a few weeks into the domestic coronavirus 
pandemic, and just days into the imposition of emergency measures to 
arrest it, nearly 20 percent of workers report that they have lost hours or 
lost their job. One payroll and scheduling processor suggests that 22 
percent of work hours have evaporated for hourly employees, with three 
in 10 people who would normally show up for work not going as of 
Tuesday. Absent a strong governmental response, the unemployment rate
seems certain to reach heights not seen since the Great Depression or 
even the miserable late 1800s. A 20 percent rate is not impossible.

State jobless filings are growing geometrically, a signal of how the 
national numbers will change when we have them. Last Monday, Colorado
had 400 people apply for unemployment insurance. This Tuesday: 6,800. 
California has seen its daily filings jump from 2,000 to 80,000. Oregon 
went from 800 to 18,000. In Connecticut, nearly 2 percent of the state’s 
workers declared that they were newly jobless on a single day. Many 
other states are reporting the same kinds of figures.

These numbers are subject to sharp changes; things like large plant 
closures lead them to jump and fall and jump and fall. But for them to rise
so precipitously, across all of the states? To stay high? That is new. The 
economy is not tipping into a jobs crisis. It is exploding into one. Given 
the trajectory of state reports, it is certain that the country will set a 
record for new jobless claims next week, not only in raw numbers but 
also in the share of workers laid off. The total is expected to be in the 
range of 1.5 million to 2.5 million, and to climb from there.

None of that is surprising. The economy needs to halt to protect lives and
sustain the medical system. Planes have been grounded, conferences 
canceled, millions of Americans told not to leave their homes except to 
get groceries and other necessities. Because of the emergency measures
now in place, businesses have had no choice but to let workers go. The 
list of employers laying off workers en masse includes cruise lines, 
airlines, hotels, restaurants, bars, cabinetmakers, linen companies, 
newspapers, bookstores, caterers, and festivals. I started adding up 
numbers in news reports, and quit when I hit 100,000.



The economy had been plodding along in its late expansion, growing at a 
2 or 3 percent annual pace. Now, private forecasters expect it will 
contract at something like a 15 percent pace, though nobody really 
knows. A viral quarantine is impossible to model, because modeling 
would mean knowing how long the necessary emergency measures will 
last and how well the government will respond with some degree of 
accuracy. Still, real-time measures show a consumer-economy 
apocalypse. One credit-card processor said that payments to businesses 
were down 30 percent in Seattle, 26 percent in Portland, and 12 percent 
in San Francisco. Nearly every state is seeing dramatic declines, with 
hotels and restaurants hit particularly hard.

The markets are not normal, either. The stock market lost 20 percent of 
its value in just 21 days—the fastest and sharpest bear market on record,
faster than 1929, faster than 1987, 10 times faster than 2007. The 
financial system has required no less than seven emergency 
interventions by the Federal Reserve in the past week. The country’s 
central bank has wrenched interest rates to zero, started buying more 
than half a trillion dollars of financial assets, and opened up special 
facilities to inject liquidity into the financial system.

Yet in the real economy, everything has halted, frozen in place. This is 
not a recession. It is an ice age."

We want to hear what you think about this article. Submit a letter to the 
editor or write to letters@theatlantic.com.



Annie Lowrey is a staff writer at The Atlantic, where she covers 
economic policy.

YAHOONEWS Business The Week Trump administration asks states to 
delay releasing unemployment numbers 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-
024500147.html [ There you go … trump’s proclaimed hoax to ostrich 
approach …..what an incompetent fool, not to mention mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump ]

In an email Wednesday, the Labor Department told state officials they 
needed to hold off on releasing the exact number of unemployment 
claims they are receiving amid the accelerating COVID-19 coronavirus 
pandemic, The New York Times reports. The Times obtained a copy of 
the email, which says that until the Labor Department releases the total 
number of national claims next Thursday, state officials should only 
"provide information using generalities to describe claims levels (very 
high, large increase)" and "not provide numeric values to the public."The 
message was written by Gay Gilbert, administrator of the Labor 
Department's Office of Employment Insurance. She has worked under 
Republican and Democratic administrations, and there is no indication 
political appointees asked her to send the request, the Times says. Still, 
many states were disturbed by the email, and one governor's office said 
it had asked the state attorney general whether it had to temporarily 
withhold the numbers.In Washington, where at least 74 people have died 
from COVID-19, a state official would tell the Times only that they are 
seeing an "even more dramatic increase this week" after unemployment 
claims rose 150 percent last week from the week prior. The federal 
government on Thursday morning reported that 281,000 people applied 
for unemployment insurance last week, an increase from 211,000 the 
previous week.More stories from theweek.com America has one of the 
world's worst coronavirus responses Goldman Sachs has a devastating 
revision for its GDP growth predictions Coronavirus is causing an 
overlooked crisis in assisted living care

U.S. jobless claims may reach 2.25 million, Goldman Sachs 
economist estimates
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MarketWatch
From 50-year low to fears of 20%? How coronavirus is fast changing 
U.S. jobless rate
LA Times

https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7089d8ab-9946-3817-8d0b-fbc2c8d6cd8a/u-s-jobless-claims-may-reach.html


DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-
of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html 
LIFE IN THE BUBBLE
CUOMO ORDERS STATE LOCKDOWN 
WHO WARNS SYSTEMS COLLAPSING 

UK SHUT...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...
CALIFORNIA: MORE THAN HALF WILL BE INFECTED...
STATE-WIDE LOCKDOWN...
TESTING CHAOS CONTINUES...
Outbreak: A Cascade of Warnings, Heard but Unheeded… 
Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
Newly unemployed grapple with fallout...
Virus killing far more men than women...
More survivors speak out on illness...
NETFLIX, YOUTUBE reduce resolution...
Internet Traffic Surging But Pipes Aren't Bursting Yet...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
NBCNEWS Staffer Dead...
Cases among troops surge...
AMERICAN AIRLINES grounds 55,000 flights...
DELTA, UNITED sending largest planes to desert for storage...
Gathering bans raise religious freedom questions...
Flocking to the Safety of Comfort Foods...
Meat Industry Braces for Disruptions From Ill Workers...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
'Never seen anything like it': Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at 
Trump briefing https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-
anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn President Trump made 
false claims about possible treatments for the coronavirus, and expert Dr.
Anthony Fauci had to tamp down optimism about the treatments at a 
press conference. Source: CNN 

http://www.cnn.com/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-20/threat-of-sick-workers-at-u-s-meat-plants-forces-policy-changes
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/americans-are-flocking-to-the-safety-of-comfort-foods/ar-BB11qK7U
https://apnews.com/c6198ba98ea6d26b128044ea59b9b4da
https://news.yahoo.com/delta-united-other-airlines-sending-195832455.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241345821.html
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2020/03/20/number-of-coronavirus-cases-among-troops-jumps-nearly-25-percent/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/nbc-news-employee-dies-after-testing-positive-coronavirus-n1164696
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/internet-traffic-is-surging-but-the-pipes-aren-t-bursting-yet
http://www.anews.com.tr/economy/2020/03/20/netflix-and-youtube-reduce-resolution-as-virus-hits-web
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/The-coronavirus-is-killing-far-more-men-than-women-15143405.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319221637-13fyc
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/coronavirus-outbreak-a-cascade-of-warnings-heard-but-unheeded/ar-BB11pYY1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-testing-chaos-across-america-11584618703
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/19/california-governor-issues-statewide-order-to-stay-at-home-effective-thursday-evening.html
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/488547-california-projects-56-percent-of-the-population-will-be-infected-over-8-week
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11219137/uk-pubs-restaurants-and-leisure-centres-to-close-nationwide-tonight-amid-coronavirus-crisis/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-who-says-health-systems-collapsing-this-isnt-just-a-bad-flu-season.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-in-ny-cuomo-orders-lockdown-shuts-down-non-essential-businesses/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-patients-apocalypse-ward-gasp-21723273
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html


'Just false!':     Ex-Obama official rebuffs Trump's virus remark  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/19/susan-rice-trump-administration-coronavirus-warning-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn


Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

More states issue stay home orders

Governors in Illinois and Connecticut are telling people to stay at home, 
but both states make some exceptions

"Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

David Stockman | March 20, 2020

They have exemplified the saying, “To him that hath, more shall be given; 
and from him that hath not, the little that he hath shall be taken away.” 
The rich have become richer, and the poor have become poorer; and the 
vessel of the state is driven between the Scylla and Charybdis of anarchy
and despotism. Such are the effects which must ever flow from an 
unmitigated exercise of the calculating faculty.

– Percy Bysshe Shelley, A Defence of Poetry (written 1821, published 
1840)

...

The nerve of it is a wonder to behold…

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/20/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-no-magic-drug-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-message-to-americans-coronavirus-presser-vpx.cnn


The U.S. airline industry has spent a decade shoving itself into harm’s 
way by strip-mining their balance sheets to fund share buybacks and to 
goose top executives’ stock options.

The recklessness of it is mind-boggling…

For decades, this has been a highly cyclical industry vulnerable to global 
dislocations caused by recessions, storms, wars, terror, and more. So, 
airlines absolutely need deep balance sheets and ample liquidity, even at 
the expense of short-term earnings.

Of course, the Big Four U.S. airlines – Delta, United, American, and 
Southwest – were having none of rationality, prudence, and common 
sense.

That just makes them poster-boys for this long overdue moment of truth.

Their problems are universal. That’s because our rotten regime of 
monetary central planning has corrupted the entire financial system and 
corroded the Main Street economy.

The only thing our monetary central planners have accomplished is to 
fuel egregious speculation on Wall Street; to drain Main Street of 
productive investment; and to leave businesses and households 
vulnerable to even short-run interruptions of cash flow.

Hand-to-mouth economics is not the natural modality on the free market. 
It’s the malignant product of bad money and the debt-fueled speculative 
manias that are the consequence of monetary central planning.



Left to their own devices on the free market, households save and 
provide for rainy days, regardless of income level or social status.

Likewise, in a world not poisoned by cheap debt and falsified costs of 
capital, businesses nurture their balance sheets and provide for cash 
flow interruptions either by buying insurance or setting aside liquid 
reserves and equity capital-based shock absorbers.

That’s the real message of this, the second great financial heart attack 
of the last decade. But rather than allowing the rot to be purged, the 
central bankers are now out pouring kerosene on the fires.

It’s getting downright maddening.

The length and breadth of the financial market was already saturated 
with reckless speculative excesses. This was denied by the Fed and Wall 
Street bulls right up to February 19, when the third great central-bank-
blown bubble of this century finally collapsed.

The absolute meltdown of the junk bond market in a matter of days is 
simply the trail of reckless speculation being flushed out of hiding…

[Chart]

In fact, the panicked return by our monetary central planners to ZIRP, to 
QE, and to who knows what else is to come is nothing more than the 
monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure…

It’s more likely to kill the patient than it is to help them recover.



Let’s close the week with some smart words from Michael Coolbaugh:

I want to make my longstanding view abundantly clear.

I, by no means, believe this is the end to the bear market. And I certainly 
do not believe we will quickly return to the recent norm that justified a 
simple “buy-and-hold” approach to markets.

There will be a need to be nimble, in both directions, if one wishes to 
generate attractive returns over the years to come.

Having said that, I’ve noticed several signposts over the past few days 
that lead me to believe markets may finally experience a counter-trend 
rally.

Some may look to play this “bounce” for a quick trade, while others who 
are still holding on to some long positions might be afforded a more 
attractive exit price over the days to come.

Stick with me for a moment as I lay out my thoughts and evidence to 
support this line of thinking…

Personally, I’ve always found it helpful to ask myself, “What is the 
scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”

Yes, I’m specifically talking about the general sentiment in the market 
today.



Sure, you could simply look at CNN’s “Fear & Greed Index,” which has 
been screaming “Extreme Fear” for well over the past week.

For me, it’s a compilation of several factors.

First, you have nearly every Wall Street strategist who began the year 
with their rosy outlooks and regurgitations of “weaker dollar, overweight 
emerging markets and beware of the impending melt-up.”

Yes, things were priced for perfection, but these were the same 
strategists who kept their heels dug in when coronavirus first hit.

We were peppered with “it’s just the flu” and other rationalizations such 
as “it’s just a short-term hiccup like Ebola or SARS.”

It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some 
extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION.

We’re now hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment – yes, Great 
Depression figures – 90% decline in corporate revenues, 1,600 S&P 500 
Index targets; the list goes on…

Then, you have a running list of technical indicators that suggest things 
have become extremely extended over the short term.

You know, my whole philosophy of putting the odds in your favor by way 
of measurable data points.



To name a few: percent of issues hitting a new 20-day low, percent of 
issues below their 200-day moving average, S&P 500 Index price as a 
percentage of its 200-day moving average, equity put/call ratio…

Again, the list goes on and on.

And, I know, many indicators have been suggesting markets were 
oversold for a while now. But it’s the subtle nuances we’ve seen the past 
few days that are encouraging to me.

So, with all this in mind, the constructive contrarian indicators 
accompanied by the usual crowd that always manages to show up after 
the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most 
off guard?”

Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an 
exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?

Could it be that the Fed’s endless attempts at easing the short-term 
liquidity crunch actually provide a short-term band-aid now that everyone
– yes, including mainstream media – is beginning to recognize the whole 
dollar shortage dynamic?

Yes, the same dynamic I’ve been warning about for weeks and revisited 
in yesterday’s Deep State Declassified piece, Here’s the Story of a Globe-
Wrecking U.S. Dollar…



To be clear, the short-term band-aids, a la foreign-exchange swap lines, 
only ease short-term pressure, as they merely create even more future 
demand for U.S. dollars, but I digress…

I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all in. After all, the amount 
of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal 
exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.

By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment. But let’s not go 
buying tin hats when pop-up vendors are selling them on every street 
corner.

In other words, there is a good possibility that we see a healthy bounce 
here.

Have as good a weekend as current state restrictions allow…

To common sense,

David"



MARKETWATCH 
Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to 
abandon pets https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-
positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-
20?link=MW_latest_news 

CNN

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to
enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.

In the US:     Number of cases surpasses 18,000  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Containment  : Empty shelves and unemployment become reality  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/us/coronavirus-us-pandemic-changes/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-testing-fauci-coronavirus-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_389d922cf3cf48688152c822dcac7aae
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CNN

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to
enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.

In the US:     Number of cases surpasses 18,000  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Containment  : Empty shelves and unemployment become reality  

MSNBC
Ma  ddow: Trump's 'happy talk' and lies about coronavirus are   
irresponsible, dangerous

Fmr. Obama ebola czar: Americans shouldn't listen to Trump about 
coronavirus

GOP senators sold stock after secret coronavirus briefing

Longtime NBC News employee dies after testing positive for coronavirus

HUFFPOST
U.S. INTEL WARNED FOR   MONTHS     AS TRUMP PLAYED DOWN PANDEMIC   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-intelligence-threat-ignored_n_5e7573ebc5b6eab779488315
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/longtime-nbc-news-employee-dies-after-testing-positive-for-coronavirus-81016901809
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/gop-senators-sold-stock-after-secret-coronavirus-briefing-81045573687
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-obama-ebola-czar-americans-shouldn-t-listen-to-trump-about-coronavirus-81048645535
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-obama-ebola-czar-americans-shouldn-t-listen-to-trump-about-coronavirus-81048645535
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-irresponsible-dangerous-with-lies-and-happy-talk-on-federal-coronavirus-help-81046085925
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html
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We Hope You Didn’t Take The Trump Administration’s Stock-Buying 
Advice

Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next 
Quarter https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-
coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4

MARKETWATCH 
Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to 
abandon pets     https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-  
positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-
20?link=MW_latest_news     

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Friday - March 20th, 2020 
Today's Highlights:

• Things looked good early on today, with the major indices all higher 

across the board. 

• But in the afternoon things got ugly: About 90 minutes before the 

close stocks started to drop and never looked back. 

• Stocks closed at session lows with the major indices down 3.8% – 

4.6%. 

• Just a few developments since yesterday’s close: 

• California issued a “shelter in place” for the entire state. 

• The state of New York issued a stay at home order, with New 

York City having 1/3 of all U.S. COVID-19 cases. 

• And there were reports that Illinois will issue a shelter in place 

as well. 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/larry-kudlow-stock-buying-dow-jones-down-coronavirus_n_5e750059c5b63c3b648ff29a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/larry-kudlow-stock-buying-dow-jones-down-coronavirus_n_5e750059c5b63c3b648ff29a


• 14,000 cases of COVID-19 are confirmed in the U.S. and the 

World Health Organization says that health care systems are 

“collapsing” around the world. 

• With today’s 913 point drop the DOW finished with its worst week 

since 2008. 

• And with this week’s losses, ALL of the gains since President Trump 

got elected have been erased. At one point stocks were up 49% from

Trump’s Inauguration Day to the DOW’s peak on February 12th. 

• Crude Oil (CL) was down again, dropping for the 4th day this week. 

With an 11.7% loss, Crude Oil finished at $22.89 a barrel. 

>> Click here to read the full story… 

DRUDGEREPORT

NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-
confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284 
20% OF POPULATION NOW ON LOCKDOWN
ECONOMY DETERIORATING FAST 

Military Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
President considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores 
open...
U.S. intelligence reports from January and February warned about likely 
pandemic… 
Shock moment wheezing man collapses on NYC subway... 
Testing faces new headwind: Lab supply shortages... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
Acts of kindness abound...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...

https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-acts-kindness-abound-us-182309839.html
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://apnews.com/4aac3a10664097f38633149367ac3928
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568784/coronavirus-new-york-city-subway-shocking-moment/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/U-S-economy-deteriorating-faster-than-15147050.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568703/illinois-pritzker-stay-home-order-coronavirus-us/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/Mwhk45nnl_U/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5906913024540672%2F4733012298432512


Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP...
More survivors speak out on illness...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
Congress may move to remote work... 
Police Arrest Homeowner For Hosting 'Pop-Up Wedding'...
AMAZON, WALMART Workers Push for Paid Leave, Better Protections...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch A bearish ‘death cross’ has 

appeared in the Dow’s chart https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-

326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%e2%80%98death-cross%e2%80%99-

has.html A bearish ‘death cross’ pattern has appeared in the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average’s chart for the first time in over a year, which is a 

warning of further losses in the near term. 

CNN

Gov. Cuomo announces 3,000 new cases, bringing New York's total to 

over 10,000

WaPo: US intelligence warned Trump in January and February as he 
dismissed threat

Doctor: For the first time in my career, I'm afraid 

Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-message-to-americans-coronavirus-presser-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/20/nurses-doctors-coronavirus-response-sidner-lead-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/us-intelligence-reports-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/us-intelligence-reports-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/new-york-andrew-cuomo-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/new-york-andrew-cuomo-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/amazon-walmart-workers-push-paid-233035655.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-latest-lakewood-police-arrest-homeowner-for-hosting-pop-up-wedding-with-more-than-50-people/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-lawmakers-begin-falling-ill-from-coronavirus-congress-may-move-to-remote-work/ar-BB11siWH
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20


MSNBC
Kudlow: Coronavirus stimulus package could total more than $2 trillion 
[ And, make no mistake, america’s already defacto bankrupt! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Delaware Gov. Carney 'absolutely' considering stay-at-home order

Gov. Cuomo announces there are over 10,000 cases of coronavirus in 
New York

Trump insults NBC reporter for asking president to speak to scared 
Americans

Arne Duncan on Trump’s missteps: ‘The consequences are beyond 
devastating’

Rep. Kennedy: The current relief plan is ‘completely divorced from reality’

U.N. officials warn of risk to 100M people in war zones

'It's not enough': Inside an Italy hospital struggling to contain COVID-19

Residents in Anchorage, Alaska, told to 'hunker down'

HUFFPOST
‘WAR ZONE’: C’VIRUS NIGHTMARE ON EMERGENCY FRONTLINES 

Lockdowns Multiply Globally As Virus Strains Health Systems

Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke Of Trump’s 
Response

YAHOONEWS

World AccuWeather What the massive locust swarm in Africa and the 

Middle East means to the US http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

Business Barrons.com Market Experts Say the Coronavirus Selloff Is 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.yahoo.com/news/massive-locust-swarm-africa-middle-144211394.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/massive-locust-swarm-africa-middle-144211394.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lockdowns-multiply-globally-as-virus-strains-health-systems_n_5e761382c5b6eab77948f1a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nurses-doctors-frontline-coronavirus_n_5e7400f5c5b6f5b7c54148f8
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165501
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-california-issues-stay-home-order-no-new-local-n1164541/ncrd1165511
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165521
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/rep-kennedy-the-current-relief-plan-is-completely-divorced-from-reality-81059909629
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/delaware-gov-carney-absolutely-considering-stay-at-home-order-81061957572
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/coronavirus-stimulus-package-could-total-more-than-2-trillion-kudlow-says-81062469563


‘Worse Than Anything We’ve Seen Since 1929.’ Here’s How Bad It Could 

Get.

DRUDGEREPORT

NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-

confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284 

20% OF POPULATION NOW ON LOCKDOWN

ECONOMY DETERIORATING FAST 

INSIDE MILILTARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES GOVT... 

Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 

President considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores 

open...

U.S. intelligence reports from January and February warned about likely 

pandemic… 

DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 

trial… 

CUOMO: Half State's Cases Are People Under 50 Years Old... 

Coronavirus killing more than person an hour in NYC...

Shock moment wheezing man collapses on subway... 

Javits Center To Become Massive Field Hospital... 

https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568784/coronavirus-new-york-city-subway-shocking-moment/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/half-of-all-coronavirus-cases-in-new-york-are-people-under-50-years-old-gov-cuomo-says
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/U-S-economy-deteriorating-faster-than-15147050.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568703/illinois-pritzker-stay-home-order-coronavirus-us/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html


NJ Orders Residents To Stay At Home, Bans All Gatherings... 

Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected... 

Testing faces new headwind: Lab supply shortages... 

California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...

LA gives up on containing; Tells doctors to skip testing... 

'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick... 

More survivors speak out on illness...

Acts of kindness abound...

Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!

GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP...

Kudlow Estimates Relief Package Could Be $2 Trillion... 

Congress may move to remote work... 

Police Arrest Homeowner For Hosting 'Pop-Up Wedding'...

AMAZON, WALMART Workers Push for Paid Leave, Better Protections...

UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...

'Exit strategy' could be months -- or years -- away... 

SICK MAP... 

New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 

Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 

was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 

wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 

the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 

http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://nypost.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-exit-strategy-could-be-months-or-years-away/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/amazon-walmart-workers-push-paid-233035655.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-latest-lakewood-police-arrest-homeowner-for-hosting-pop-up-wedding-with-more-than-50-people/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-lawmakers-begin-falling-ill-from-coronavirus-congress-may-move-to-remote-work/ar-BB11siWH
https://www.wsj.com/articles/kudlow-estimates-coronavirus-package-could-be-about-2-trillion-11584803333
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-acts-kindness-abound-us-182309839.html
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://apnews.com/4aac3a10664097f38633149367ac3928
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-in-new-jersey-gov-phil-murphy-to-make-major-announcement-regarding-efforts-to-curb-spread-of-covid-19/


Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 

everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 

to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (hell) (Dickens) …..”



CNN
New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 
was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 
Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 
everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 
to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (to hell) (Dickens) …..”

More than 23,000 cases in the US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-
hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75 

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html


At least 295 people have died as the coronavirus continues to spread

Stay home:     Governors of 5 states issue orders  

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

Trump on China: 'I wish they'd told us earlier' about coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

Despite federal guidelines, Trump suggests 'sanitizing' and reusing 
medical masks 

Hospitals press for $100B stimulus package 

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

6 people are dead after an Indiana bridge was washed away by 
floodwaters

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-passengers-stranded-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-passengers-stranded-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/health/social-distancing-coronavirus-faq-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/health/social-distancing-coronavirus-faq-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/indiana-bridge-collapse-franklin-county/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/indiana-bridge-collapse-franklin-county/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/west-virginia-coronavirus-patient-one-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/west-virginia-coronavirus-patient-one-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-vs-biden-poll-of-the-week/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/tapper-trump-response-coronavirus-lead-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/hospitals-stimulus-package/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-sanitize-medical-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-sanitize-medical-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/21/coronavirus-pandemic-reaction-se-cupp-monologue-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-china-told-us-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/army-coronavirus-social-post/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/army-coronavirus-social-post/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/opinions/trump-governors-leadership-zelizer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-testing-fauci-coronavirus-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/north-korea-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75


Why does Russia, population 146 million, have fewer virus cases than 
Luxembourg?

FDA approves a coronavirus test

Former CDC director: This is what comes next

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - March 21st, 2020

Albert peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Fed cuts rates to 0% to stop the crash – and fails

Tuesday: DOW up 1,000 on $1 trillion stimulus plan: everybody gets 

$1,000?

Wednesday: DOW falls below 20,000 and Crude Oil sinks to 18-year low

Thursday: Stocks hold onto gains and Crude Oil rallies!

Friday: Stocks down AGAIN, erasing Trump’s gains since becoming 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/21/ted-jenkin-finance-coronavirus-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-response-must-adapt-frieden-analysis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/fda-coronavirus-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/europe/putin-coronavirus-russia-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/europe/putin-coronavirus-russia-intl/index.html


President…



YAHOONEWS
Politics The Week Government officials reportedly 'just couldn't get' 
Trump to do anything about coronavirus early on https://www.yahoo.com/
news/government-officials-reportedly-just-couldnt-124140944.html 

Business MarketWatch Echoes of the Great Depression? U.S. economy 
could post biggest contraction ever 
Politics The Daily Beast Dr. Anthony Fauci: I Don’t Want to ‘Embarrass’ 
Trump

U.S. Rolling Stone DOJ Wants to Suspend Constitutional Rights During 
Coronavirus Emergency

Business The Week Unemployment claims could climb from 281,000 to 
more than 2 million this week, economists forecast

World Reuters Italy coronavirus deaths jump by almost 800, government 
shuts most workplaces

Business The Atlantic The Economic Devastation Is Going to Be Worse Than 
You Think On Sunday evening, Goldman Sachs projected that economic growth 
would be zero in the first quarter of the year, which ends March 31, and that 
economic activity would fall by 5 percent in the second quarter. Just three days
later, J.P. Morgan put out a new forecast: The gross domestic product would fall
by 4 percent this quarter and then plummet a staggering 14 percent in the next 
three months. We're talking really big numbers,” Heidi Shierholz, who 
served as chief economist for the Department of Labor during the Obama 
administration and is now a senior fellow at the Economic Policy 
Institute, a progressive think tank, told me on Thursday morning.

• Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next  
Quarter
HuffPost

• Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit record 2.5M this   
week: Goldman Sachs
USA TODAY

Politics HuffPost Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke 
Of Donald Trump's Coronavirus Response

Business USA TODAY Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit 
record 2.5M this week: Goldman Sachs Initial claims for unemployment 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/unemployment-claims-gauge-layoffs-may-142657913.html
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benefits may total record 2.5 million this week as coronavirus outbreak 
spreads, according to a Goldman Sachs estimate Up to 1,000% increase 
in claims: jobless New Yorkers overwhelm system The Guardian States 
rush to prepare for wave of U.S. unemployed Reuters

CNN

Coronavirus cases top 300,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-22-20/index.html 
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In the past week, worldwide cases nearly doubled. And there are now 
twice as many deaths.

Coping  : Some hard-hit areas restrict testing as death toll grows  

Echoes of 9/11  : New Yorkers 'try to keep calm but we can't quite carry   
on'

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

CDC offers online triage for coronavirus testing

US workers may get 'unemployment insurance on steroids,' Schumer says

Justice Dept. proposes denying visas to people who test positive for 
coronavirus

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board
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John King rips Trump's 'B.S. attack' on reporter

Former CDC director: What comes next

Congressman in critical condition with pneumonia

Coronavirus patient gets last rites by phone

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

Analysis: Outbreak is revealing how badly the UK has failed its most 
vulnerable
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DRUDGEREPORT
BILLION PEOPLE CONFINED TO HOMES
ITALY CASES SOAR AGAIN
NEW YORK HOSPITALS UNDER PRESSURE 

Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... [ Mob family 
trump.They’ve been taking bribes, emoluments, nepotic parasitic cash, 
etc., for quite some time already. Prosecute them, throw them in jail 
where they have as now belonged for quite some time! ] 
'I don't know what government assistance would be for what I have'... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Over 50 NYPD officers infected... 
INSIDE MILILTARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES 
NATION... 
Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial… 
U.S. intel reports from January warned about likely pandemic... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-
about-15147137.php 
CUOMO: Half State's Cases Are People Under 50 Years Old... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 32 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital... 
Symptoms often linger before worsening... 
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
LA gives up on containing; Tells doctors to skip testing... 
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick... 
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
'Exit strategy' could be months -- or years -- away...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in New York spike to 114 Coronavirus cases top 
300,000 worldwide   https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-  
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https://nypost.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-exit-strategy-could-be-months-or-years-away/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/slow-burn-coronavirus-symptoms-often-linger-worsening-n1164756
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/top-york-surgeon-warns-coronavirus-015200406.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
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outbreak-03-22-20/index.html 
MSNBC
Watch Live: The latest news and analysis on coronavirus

HUFFPOST
W.H. WAVES AWAY RED ALERT INTEL WARNING: ‘NO ONE’ EXPECTED IT! 

CNN
Pandemic takes 400 lives in US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-22-20/
index.html 
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There are at least 32,000 US coronavirus cases as more states issue 
stay-at-home orders

Dow futures drop 5%, hitting 'limit down' at the start of futures trading 
Sunday

Analysis:   How Cuomo contrasts with President Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Hospitalized patient:     You think you're going to die  

Dr. Fauci  : Top disease expert says 'there isn't, fundamentally, a   
difference' between his view and Trump's on coronavirus 

Fact check  : Trump made 33 false claims about coronavirus in the first   
weeks of March

Key procedural vote on economic stimulus fails after Democrats warn of 
'serious issues' with bill 

Trump outlines national guard activations for New York, California and 
Washington

Rep. Ocasio-Cortez criticizes Trump: This is going to cost lives

Sen. Rand Paul tests positive for coronavirus

Illinois governor says 'it's a wild west' for medical supplies

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

CDC offers online triage for testing

Physician on Trump's request: It's really impossible

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

12-year-old girl with coronavirus is on a ventilator and fighting for her life

Coronavirus is bringing a plague of dangerous doomsday predictions
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You want a coronavirus test -- here's why your doctor probably won't give
you one

AT&T CEO: Working from home is changing internet traffic

Ex-Fox News contributor denounces network's coronavirus coverage

Analysis: Coronavirus changes everything for 2020 candidates

Police in Arizona are searching for a man who allegedly stole 29 
coronavirus test kits

German Chancellor Angela Merkel goes into self-quarantine

MSNBC
Kudlow: Coronavirus stimulus package could total more than $2 trillion 
[ And, make no mistake, america’s already defacto bankrupt! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Coronavirus stimulus bill fails in Senate; Pelosi says Democrats will write
own bill in House

Sen. Rand Paul tests positive for COVID-19

Pelosi on coronavirus relief plan: Democrats will 'be introducing our own 
bill’

New York cases of COVID-19 rise to 15,000

Zimmern: Coronavirus pandemic 'reveals the flaws in every single piece 
of the system'
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Delaware Gov. Carney 'absolutely' considering stay-at-home order

Gov. Cuomo announces there are over 10,000 cases of coronavirus in 
New York

Trump insults NBC reporter for asking president to speak to scared 
Americans

Arne Duncan on Trump’s missteps: ‘The consequences are beyond 
devastating’

Rep. Kennedy: The current relief plan is ‘completely divorced from reality’

U.N. officials warn of risk to 100M people in war zones

'It's not enough': Inside an Italy hospital struggling to contain COVID-19

Residents in Anchorage, Alaska, told to 'hunker down'

HUFFPOST
GOP TRIES $500B ‘SLUSH FUND’! — DEMS BLOCK 

Trump Declines To Promise That His Own Company Won’t Get 
Coronavirus Bailout Money

‘WAR ZONE’: C’VIRUS NIGHTMARE ON EMERGENCY FRONTLINES 

Lockdowns Multiply Globally As Virus Strains Health Systems
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https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/delaware-gov-carney-absolutely-considering-stay-at-home-order-81061957572


Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke Of Trump’s 
Response

DRUDGEREPORT
CUOMO: 80% WILL GET VIRUS; NINE MONTH CRISIS https://www.the-
sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-
weeks/ 
BILLION CONFINED TO HOMES
POPE CALLS FOR PRAYER
FED READY WITH $4 TRILLION
WEINSTEIN TESTS POSITIVE IN PRISON 

Sen. Rand Paul Tests Positive... 
Merkel in quarantine... 
Man falls to death from NYC apartment during isolation... 
Doctor in Italy: We no longer help those over 60... 
Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Hawaii to quarantine all arrivals... 
DC Closes Streets... 
Jails Release Prisoners, Fearing Outbreak...
INSIDE MILITARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES NATION...

DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 30 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital...
Symptoms often linger before worsening...
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected...
'Who lives and who dies': Crisis to test medical ethics... 
Third of cases may be 'silent carriers'...
LA gives up on containing...
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick...
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3076323/third-coronavirus-cases-may-be-silent-carriers-classified
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/03/22/coronavirus-crisis-medical-ethics-guide-decisions-doctors-cant-help-all/2882738001/
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/slow-burn-coronavirus-symptoms-often-linger-worsening-n1164756
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/top-york-surgeon-warns-coronavirus-015200406.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jails-release-prisoners-fearing-coronavirus-outbreak-11584885600
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-d-c-closes-streets-to-prevent-coronavirus-transmission-11584850717
https://apnews.com/9a9267e5e23aa5cd66b1d407e13550e1
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572160/trump-coronavirus-hurting-hotels-hundreds-fired-mar-a-lago-closed/
https://www.jpost.com/International/Israeli-doctor-in-Italy-We-no-longer-help-those-over-60-621856
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/man-falls-death-16th-floor-21735275
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/22/chancellor-angela-merkel-in-quarantine-after-contact-with-doctor-who-tested-positive-for-coronavirus.html
https://www.axios.com/rand-paul-coronavirus-847b3df1-92bc-4ee6-833b-952d16f3ee3f.html
https://deadline.com/2020/03/coronavirus-harvey-weinstein-positive-test-prision-1202889800/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-will-make-up-to-4-trillion-in-loans-to-businesses-to-rescue-economy-mnuchin-says-2020-03-22
https://apnews.com/86ca5e1f6032314115176190c380818d
https://news.yahoo.com/nearly-one-billion-people-confined-homes-globally-curb-134625492.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-crisis-could-last-nine-months/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
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Dow futures plunge the 5% limit as coronavirus slams market, Fed official
warns unemployment could hit 30% 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-
889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html 

On top of that, a U.S. central bank official estimated that the 
unemployment rate could surge from just over 3% to 30% at its peak as 
businesses shutter in an effort to clamp down on the spread of the deadly
illness. Futures for the Dow Jones Industrial Average (YMM20) were down
954 points, or 5.01%, pegged at 19,173.98; those for the S&P 500 index 
(ESM20) were off 104.47 points, or 4.34%, at 2,304.92; while Nasdaq-100 
futures (NQM20)  were down 271.06 points, or 3,79%, at 6,879.52. All 
three index futures hit their 5% daily limit at the open of trade, which 
began at 6 p.m. Eastern.

• Stock market news live: Stock futures drop, hit limit down  
Yahoo Finance

• U.S. Stock Futures Hit Limit Down; Treasuries Rise: Markets Wrap  
Bloomberg

DON’T BUY THE DIP, THIS BEAR MARKET HAS LEGS

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dollar-dips-early-trading-kiwi-204656151.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dollar-dips-early-trading-kiwi-204656151.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-march-23-221605039.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-march-23-221605039.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html


STORY HIGHLIGHTS

• This market crash is a record breaker. We’ve never seen stocks fall this 
fast in modern history. 

• And stocks likely have further to fall. 

• Matt Badiali tells you why it is too early to start buying the dip. 

By Matt Badiali, Editor, Real Wealth Strategist

Dear Al,

Don’t buy the dip.

I know this is a tough time for everyone. But there’s something you need 
to see to put this in perspective.

This year the S&P 500 Index fell 31% in 22 trading days. That’s a record.

But it hasn’t fallen as far as any of the last three major crashes in 1987, 
2000 or 2008. You can see what I mean from the chart below:

[chart]

(Source: Bloomberg)

"Buy, Mortimer, Buy, Buy, Buy!!! 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/buy-mortimer-buy-buy-buy/

David Stockman | March 23, 2020 



It is a characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate things.

– Henry David Thoreau, Walden (1854)

...

After holding its third emergency meeting since this “crisis” began, the 

Federal Reserve announced a policy to rescue financial markets that 

amounts to “unlimited quantitative easing”…

And the Dow Jones Industrial Average is down more than 800 points two 

hours into the trading day.

As I noted on Friday, the Fed’s response here “is nothing more than the 

monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure… It’s more likely to kill the 

patient than it is to help them recover.”

Equities markets seem to be reflecting this sentiment.

All the more maddening is the fact that Jerome Powell seems set to 

follow cues issued by the set of monetary Boobsie Twins who happen to 



be his direct predecessors, Benjamin Bernanke and Janet Yellen.

Major architects of the disaster now underway, they wrote in the 

Financial Times last week asking that the Fed be granted expanded 

powers to buy corporate debt and who knows what else:

The Fed could ask Congress for the authority to buy limited amounts of 

investment-grade corporate debt. Most central banks already have this 

power, and the European Central Bank and the Bank of England regularly 

use it. The Fed’s intervention could help restart that part of the corporate

debt market, which is under significant stress. Such a programme would 

have to be carefully calibrated to minimise the credit risk taken by the 

Fed while still providing needed liquidity to an essential market.

The bold is mine, and it’s to highlight a risible lie. There is absolutely 

nothing wrong with the corporate debt market that even a modicum of 

honest interest rates could not handle.

That’s evident from the price chart of the largest corporate-bond-focused 

exchange-traded fund (ETF), shown below…

[Chart]



It’s trading no lower than in previous “risk-off” periods, including 

November-December 2018, January 2016, late 2013, and during the U.S. 

debt ceiling crisis of August 2011.

Yes, it’s plunged from the absurd levels reached during the stock markets

blow-off top a few weeks ago.

So what?

At the February extreme, the implied yield on corporate debt was hardly 

2.6%. And even after the price plunge of recent days, the implied yield is 

just 3.7%

What in the world are the Boobsie Twins talking about? Do they really 

think we’re stupid enough to believe that a 3.7% investment-grade yield is

an end-of-the-world crisis that requires the Fed to put its Big Fat Thumb 

on this sector of the rates market, too, after it’s already reduced 

sovereign debt to yield-free status?

Indeed, when you look at the real corporate debt yield after inflation, it’s 

downright miniscule at 1.35%. So, these Keynesian morons want the Fed 

to buy massive amounts of investment-grade corporate debt with fiat 

credits snatched from thin air because they think, apparently, that the 



U.S. economy will collapse at a real yield to just 1.35% after the current 

running level of inflation…

What we have here is a far more insidious reality.

Namely, the reaction function of monetary central planners past and 

present has degenerated into an Atlas Syndrome.

They think they have the entire $85 trillion world economy on their 

shoulders. And, any time there’s an abrupt re-pricing of the hideous 

bubbles they’ve inflated, they propose to throw sanity to the wind, lest 

the whole financial and economic system splatter against the wall…

It won’t, of course, because re-pricing of financial assets back to quasi-

sane levels is, actually, what is desperately needed right now. That’s the 

only thing that will stop the violent boom-and-bust cycles that have been 

gaining momentum under their tutelage for three decades now.

If the Federal Reserve and its fellow travelers fear a 3.7% investment-

grade bond yield, what they’re against is the price mechanism itself.

That’s the heart of the matter: All the emergency facilities and proposals 



for new legislative authority emanating from our monetary central 

planners and their acolytes and shills are designed to eviscerate and 

override honest price discovery.

The very absurdity and danger of that idea, however, is dramatized in 

spades by the juxtaposition of what happened around the run-up to 

publication time. Presumably, the Boobsie Twins were emailing their 

draft FT op-ed back and forth during market daylight hours.

Alas, the corporate bond market was so badly “broken” as they penned 

up their SOS proposal that, well, the largest amount of corporate debt 

deals of the year was brought to market!

That’s right. About $28 billion of new deals were priced the day it 

appeared, of which $10 billion was for duration of more than 20 years.

Duh. If that’s “broken,” I truly do not understand what financial planet 

these central bankers inhabit.

On the other hand, we know full well where drastic and sustained 

repression of bond yields have already led…



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT

FAUCI AND TRUMP CLASH

USA: 100+ DEATHS IN DAY 

https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-

S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php 

FED PUMPS ALL

COPS USE DRONES FOR LOCKDOWN 

'There's a lot we don't know': Researchers look at how coronavirus turns 

body against itself and kills... 

Doctors, Nurses 'Truly Scared To Come To Work' For First Time Ever... 

Surgeon: Writing Will Top Priority… 

Fauci's strikingly honest review of Trump response... 

'I Can't Jump In Front of the Microphone and Push Him Down'... 

Far more people in USA have coronavirus than think... 

https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.mediaite.com/news/dr-fauci-vents-on-trumps-false-coronavirus-statements-i-cant-jump-in-front-of-the-microphone-and-push-him-down/
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/i-m-going-keep-pushing-anthony-fauci-tries-make-white-house-listen-facts-pandemic
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-doctors-nurses-medical-supply-shortages/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-doctors-nurses-medical-supply-shortages/
https://www.theeagle.com/news/national/there-s-a-lot-we-don-t-know-uw-researchers/article_4791b57c-6058-5913-85e6-4fbb72d00156.html
https://www.theeagle.com/news/national/there-s-a-lot-we-don-t-know-uw-researchers/article_4791b57c-6058-5913-85e6-4fbb72d00156.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/california-police-to-use-chinese-made-patrol-drones-with-night-vision-cameras-during-coronavirus-lockdown
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/23/fed-announces-a-slew-of-new-programs-to-help-markets-including-open-ended-asset-purchases.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/23/coronavirus-latest-news/#link-67QUPA4HCBHXRO2343LOY5MCIU
https://www.thehour.com/opinion/article/I-know-but-what-do-you-want-me-to-do-Fauci-s-15150393.php


DC trying to keep crowds from cherry blossoms...

PHOTOS: Public places abandoned...

Madonna calls virus great equalizer in bathtub video...

LAWSON: Please can our politicians stop calling this a war. It's 

nothing like it... 

National Guard arrives at JAVITS to build first of 4 emergency 
hospitals... 

Strip club forced to close, so dancers now do delivery...

Explosion of Coronavirus-Themed Porn... 

RATION RAGE: Couple Throws Fit At Supermarket Over Not Being Able To Buy 
552 Cans Of Soda... 

Felony charge for woman who coughed in paramedic's face... 

Women face childbirth alone... 

Worst of Global Selloff Isn't 
Here Yet...

Pace of declines surpass 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/23/this-was-the-fastest-30percent-stock-market-decline-ever.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-worst-of-the-global-selloff-isnt-here-yet-banks-and-investors-warn-11584877018
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-worst-of-the-global-selloff-isnt-here-yet-banks-and-investors-warn-11584877018
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Family/imagined-women-face-childbirth-partners-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69712411
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/crime/coronavirus-cougher-971235
https://popculture.com/trending/2020/03/23/coronavirus-mountain-dew-kroger-couple-552-cans/
https://popculture.com/trending/2020/03/23/coronavirus-mountain-dew-kroger-couple-552-cans/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-explosion-of-coronavirus-themed-porn-they-lighten-the-tension
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/03/portland-strip-club-forced-to-close-so-dancers-now-do-delivery.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8144037/National-Guard-arrives-Javits-Center-Manhattan-build-FOUR-emergency-hospitals.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8144037/National-Guard-arrives-Javits-Center-Manhattan-build-FOUR-emergency-hospitals.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-8141097/DOMINIC-LAWSON-politicians-stop-calling-war-like-it.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-8141097/DOMINIC-LAWSON-politicians-stop-calling-war-like-it.html
https://pagesix.com/2020/03/22/madonna-calls-coronavirus-the-great-equalizer-in-bizarre-bathtub-video
https://apnews.com/af7b4e94c6c0b86f6d35f4c79be99cf8
https://apnews.com/5720c07cc92db122d5f2e147c02b1063


Great Depression... 

Biden Slams Trump 'Failure'...
Dem Convention Planners Look at Contingency Options...
Cruz calls on President to address medical supply shortages...
Hospitals trying to figure out how to ration ventilators...
Florida Spring Breakers Begin Testing Positive...
New York coronavirus cases surge 38% overnight to 20,875...
Faces Challenges as U.S. Epicenter...
Louisiana Gov says his state has fastest growing cases in world...
Klobuchar husband hospitalized...
Trump weighs easing stay-at-home advice to curb economic rout...
Tensions growing in White House... 
Jobless Rate May Soar to 30%... 
BARRACK: Commercial Mortgages on Brink of Collapse...
Bond Sales Flood Market Amid Pleas for Help...
Washington to pick which companies survive...
Virus reveals financial irresponsibility of Americans...
DEMS BLOCK RESCUE FOR SECOND DAY...
Police Tread Lightly as Pandemic Spreads...
'I am constitutional lawyer. I see govt using Covid-19 to take away 
rights'...
Loss of Smell Highlights Unusual Marker...
Testing Finally Available In LA, But Only To High-Risk Groups...
I'm 26. It Sent Me to Hospital...
Surgeon General: This week it's going to get bad...
Asia steps up efforts as second wave of infections strikes...
Wuhan Still Finding Symptom-Free Cases...
WHO warns: 'Accelerating'...
SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 23rd, 2020

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/coronavirus-live-updates-pandemic-is-accelerating-who-warns/ar-BB11z4C6
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-23/wuhan-still-finding-symptom-free-virus-cases-caixin-reports
https://news.yahoo.com/asia-steps-virus-efforts-second-wave-infections-strikes-065250439.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/surgeon-general-has-coronavirus-warning-week-it-s-going-get-n1166421
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/23/im-26-coronavirus-sent-me-to-the-hospital/
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/03/23/coronavirus-testing-finally-available-to-city-of-la/
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/lost-sense-of-smell-may-be-peculiar-clue-to-coronavirus-infection/articleshow/74767666.cms
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/483758-coronavirus-constitutional-rights-government/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/483758-coronavirus-constitutional-rights-government/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/police-tread-lightly-as-pandemic-spreads/ar-BB11yiwv
https://www.axios.com/congress-phase-3-stimulus-negotiations-fail-ab006a3c-fe77-4a3a-9a39-79cf9709c622.html
https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/488906-coronavirus-reveals-financial-irresponsibility-of-americans
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/03/22/bailout-coronavirus-congress-crisis-142961
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/mortgage-bond-sales-flood-market-020717934.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/real-estate-billionaire-barrack-says-230309693.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-jobless-rate-may-soar-to-30-25-fed-e2-80-99s-bullard-says/ar-BB11y3ER
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/tensions-brewing-inside-white-house-over-economic-consequences-coronavirus-response-n1166671
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-says-coronavirus-cure-cannot-be-worse-than-the-problem-itself/ar-BB11zYyS
https://www.axios.com/amy-klobuchar-husband-coronavirus-60e1f49d-9852-4d50-990d-432af8cc165a.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8143211/Louisiana-Gov-says-state-fastest-growing-coronavirus-cases.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-faces-challenges-as-u-s-epicenter-for-coronavirus-11584983498
https://nypost.com/2020/03/23/coronavirus-cases-top-20000-in-new-york-state-with-12000-in-nyc/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-florida-spring-break-test-positive-covid-19-college-students-not-social-distancing-university-of-tampa/
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-figure-ration-ventilators/story?id=69748177
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/article/Sen-Cruz-calls-on-Trump-to-address-medical-15151571.php
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/us/politics/democratic-convention-milwaukee-coronavirus.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/489014-biden-trumps-failure-of-planning-and-preparation-worsened-coronavirus
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/23/this-was-the-fastest-30percent-stock-market-decline-ever.html


Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

It was another crazy day of trading:

Last night futures went limit down AGAIN (down 5.0% overnight) after 
Democrats and Republicans failed to agree on a stimulus bill.

After the E-Mini S&P experienced a 9% swing (down 5% to up almost 4%) 
in pre-market trading, the major indices slide into the open.

With traders looking at Washington to pass a stimulus deal, trading was 
choppy. But after lawmakers failed to pass a stimulus deal for the 2nd 
day straight, stocks dropped again 3%.

Boeing (BA) was a big winner today, up 11.2% after Goldman Sachs said 
Boeing is a buy.

There’s still an overwhelming amount of uncertainty in the markets.But 
one thing that is for certain…the economy in the 2nd quarter is screwed 
because of COVID-19. Goldman Sachs economists expect the economy to
contract by 24%. And a 

“EL-ERIAN SAYS OUR ECONOMIC SITUATION HAS REACHED 'CRITICAL 
MASS' https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-
170335746.html 

Jayson Derrick
BenzingaMarch 23, 2020

http://www.benzinga.com/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-170335746.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-170335746.html


Economic disruptions to help curtail the spread of the coronavirus 
started off small, but have now reached "critical mass" in the U.S. and 
across the world, Allianz Chief Economic Advisor Mohamed El-Erian said 
on "Bloomberg The Open."

Benzinga is covering every angle of how the coronavirus affects the 
financial world. For daily updates, sign up for our coronavirus newsletter.

What Happened

The point of "critical mass" was reached over the weekend and the entire
economy is close to a full-stop, he said. While this may be necessary as 
health concerns trump economic concerns, the fact is there will be a lot 
of financial and economic damage.

"Very few people understand the economics of sudden stops," he said. 
"Even fewer understand the economics of fear and we are just starting to
understand the economics of circuit breakers."

It remains unclear how long the health-related measures will be in place 
and this is not "an economic issue." As such, no one knows for sure the 
full extent of the damage and many people are guilty of holding an over-
optimistic outlook by applying "old mindsets" and "old models."

What's Next

El-Erian said a coming global recession is a "done deal" as unemployment
levels will rise while supply disruptions will remain. The major question 
yet to be answered is how far will the financial deleveraging go.

"I hope that my predictions is wrong but I fear that we are still 
underestimating the depths of this recession that is going to hit this 
economy and what it is going to do for financial relationships," he said.” “

https://benzinga.us7.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=360cb137f817ffe23656afe49&id=e57f24ad9b&utm_campaign=partner_feed&utm_source=yahooFinance&utm_medium=partner_feed&utm_content=site
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qMjytwFy-g&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qMjytwFy-g&feature=emb_title
http://www.benzinga.com/topic/coronavirus?utm_campaign=partner_feed&utm_source=yahooFinance&utm_medium=partner_feed&utm_content=site


Morgan Stanley economist is calling for a 30% contraction.Ouch!!! https://
www.bloomberg.com/amp/news/articles/2020-03-22/morgan-stanley-sees-
u-s-economy-plunging-30-in-second-quarter?
fbclid=IwAR3tKczvmdYOseIRgEqkJbosXpKSCmwdyjBNZxs5BM9uqcmHnI
dD5w4KpLM 

YAHOONEWS World Investing.com COVID 19: 
Chinese     Optimism     Despite     Sudden     Spike in     Numbers     Over the     Weekend   
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/covid-19-chinese-optimism-despite-
235133677.html By Gina Lee

DRUDGEREPORT
Buddy, can you spare dime? Echoes of '30s in viral crisis? 
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71 

Economists See Worst-Ever Quarterly Contraction... 

Mortgage Firms Brace for Wave of Missed Payments... 

Welfare, socialism for wall street … Insurmountable debt load for defacto 
bankrupt america! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 

MSNBC
Trump Claims U.S. Will See More Death By Keeping Economy *Shut* Than
By Virus [ Well, there you go … if trump says it, it must be so …..NOT! … 
That’s a big NOT! ]

"WHEN WILL THEY SOCIALIZE THE GAINS?

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-claims-more-death-with-economy-shutdown-than-coronavirus_n_5e7950cfc5b63c3b6495df4c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-claims-more-death-with-economy-shutdown-than-coronavirus_n_5e7950cfc5b63c3b6495df4c
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mortgage-firms-brace-for-wave-of-missed-payments-as-coronavirus-slams-homeowners-11585017857
https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/economists-see-u-s-facing-worst-ever-quarterly-contraction
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71
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David Stockman | March 24, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

This is a spendthrift economy; though nothing is lost, all is spent.

–Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek (1974)

...

Now that a modest supply-side shock has descended on this house of 
cards, the malefactors of Wall Street and Corporate America have 
desperately pulled out the Lehman Brothers playbook and are fixing to 
launch the most malodorous crony-capitalist heist ever.

They’re talking about Bailouts for Everybody – airlines, shale producers, 
Boeing, the banks, hotels, restaurants, cruise lines, casinos, small 
business, medium business, every business, and some or all households 
of America in the form of helicopter money from Imperial Washington.

With respect to “QE for the people” – the $1,000/$1,500/$2,000 per 
American cash giveaway – don’t believe for a moment that this represents
an eruption of misguided, bleeding heart-humanitarianism along the 
Potomac.

Well, that may be the case among the left-wing dopes and do-gooders like
AOC, Bernie, and their acolytes.

But the real force making this prospect even thinkable is the malevolent 
machinations of the Trump reelection brigade, “political action 
committees” founded and formed on K Street for K Street, and, of course,



the usual Wall Street suspects and speculators.

Self-evidently, the of Brobdingnagian Ego who inhabits the Oval Office is 
untroubled by conservative principles. He’s oblivious to the difference 
between the U.S. Treasury and his own reelection committees.

And business PACs, by definition, exist to extract from the state by 
beltway influence-peddling that which they can’t obtain on the free 
market.

By far the most insidious force is Wall Street’s desperate need to keep 
American consumers swiping their credit cards.

It is the job of American households to spend, spend, spend – come hell, 
high water, or pandemic – in order to sustain the appearance of “growth” 
and to justify stock prices that until a few days ago were suspended from
skyhooks on the presumption that nothing would ever go wrong, and that 
the central banks would not let it happen in any event.

So, you had a burrito joint like Chipotle Mexican Grill (CMG) priced for 
perfection at 74 times current earnings and 66 times free cash flow. And 
that was for a “fast-casual” restaurant chain that’s had two brushes with 
its own in-house health disasters over the last decade. CMG consequently
posted just $350 million in net income for 2019, a figure just 6.9% higher 
than the $327 million it posted back in 2014.

That’s right. On February 19, CMG had an insane valuation of 74 times 
earnings that have grown at exactly 1.00% per year during the last half 
decade, causing its market cap to tip the scales at $25.8 billion.

Alas, in barely three weeks, CMG’s market cap has plunged by $11 billion,



or 42%. But it still trades at a ludicrous 41 times last year’s net income.

Is it any wonder, therefore, that the Wall Street gamblers are bleeding 
crocodile tears for the proletariat?

They want them noses back in their burrito bowls, and they don’t mind 
who pays the tab.

[Chart]

Of course, on the news that the White House and Congress will soon 
have a deal for a multi-hundred-billion-dollar free money dump on every 
American household, markets soared in very short order.

And that tells you all you need to know.

There is virtually nothing left of honest capitalism in America. And what 
passed for a constitutional democracy awhile back has been reduced to 
rank pillage and racketeering.

In this case, the Donald is getting a massive burst of election-year 
walking-around money to pass out on Main Street; Wall Street gets some 
cash injected into the bank accounts of shoppers and the cash flows of 
the high-flying stocks; and a “QE for the people” beard is being painted 
onto the pending mega-bailout bill to obfuscate another massive crony 
capitalist raid on the beleaguered American taxpayer.

Another way to say it is that America is being ruined in real time by the 
cult of the stock market and the reckless, unspeakable greed that’s been



fostered there by decades of monetary central planning.

There are simply no rules left.

The public fisc has become a giant cookie jar to be tapped at will by Wall 
Street and Corporate America in order to keep the stock indices from 
permanently correcting and today’s egregious stock-option windfalls 
flowing to the business elites.

This insane push toward the Mother-of-all-Bailouts will add trillions more 
to the crushing debts that are already weighing on the U.S. economy.

And this new debt explosion comes at a time when America already has 
$75 trillion of public and private debt, which was not only not rectified 
after the 2008 wake-up call but has actually been increased with malice 
aforethought during the years since.

That is, by $22 trillion from the precarious $53 trillion level that prevailed 
back when the Lehman heart attack struck in September 2008.

It also comes at a time when, again, in the hour of crisis, the White 
House is inhabited by a nominal Republican administration that hasn’t a 
single clue about how capitalism works or why during these moments of 
crisis it is more important than ever to maintain a decent regard for the 
principles of free markets, sound money, fiscal rectitude, and state 
forbearance.

God help us all…



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS BEST DAY SINCE 1933
AIRLINES BEG FOR RESCUE 
NYC OUTLOOK DARKENS
UK CALLS FOR 250,000 VOLUNTEERS 

Third of world under lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others? 
Pink eye could be early symptom... 
Countries Are Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade... 
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested... 
Trump, Cuomo clash over federal response...
Governors reject President's timeline...
NYPD Has Over 200 Coronavirus Cases, Thousands More Out Sick...
30 People In homeless shelters positive...
Inside besieged ERs...
Florida Gov. derides those 'bringing the virus' from hot zone... 
City dwellers fleeing to deserts, mountains...
'Go home rats!' Furious locals in rural towns fight back... 
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Pentagon sees crisis lasting months...
Flood of Unemployment Claims Sparks Delayed Checks...
GOLDMAN: BUY GOLD NOW...
Italy May Set Heavier Fines for Lockdown Violations...
What Happens When All Doctors Infected?
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Falwell invites students back to Liberty campus; He's 'protecting' them...
LA Sheriff orders gun stores to close... 
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government... 
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR? 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-digital-dollars-are-part-of-debate-over-coronavirus-stimulus-11585085518
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://www.foxla.com/news/la-county-sheriff-orders-gun-stores-to-close-adds-1300-deputies-to-patrol
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904376/jerry-falwell-jr-inviting-some-students-back-liberty-university-amid-pandemic-argues-hes-protecting
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-doctors-in-us-keep-getting-sick-what-happens-next/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/italy-may-set-heavier-fines-for-coronavirus-lockdown-violations/ar-BB11D4NI
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/goldman-sachs-says-it-is-time-to-buy-gold-the-currency-of-last-resort-2020-03-24
https://www.wsj.com/articles/surge-in-unemployment-claims-sparks-delayed-checks-amid-coronavirus-crisis-11585059384
https://news.yahoo.com/pentagon-sees-coronavirus-crisis-lasting-several-months-173422675.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484?mod=searchresults&page=3&pos=19
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8146283/Angry-locals-St-Ives-Cornwall-scrawl-messages-beach-second-home-owners-remain-defiant.html
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YAHOONEWS
World Reuters Italian coronavirus deaths jump, dashing hopes that worst 
was over Fatalities in Italy from coronavirus have surged in the last 24 
hours, the Civil Protection Agency said on Tuesday, dashing hopes the 
epidemic in the world's worst hit country was easing after more 
encouraging numbers in the previous two days. Italy has seen more 
fatalities than any other country, with latest figures showing that 6,820 
people have died from the infection in barely a month. The total number 
of confirmed cases hit 69,176 on Tuesday, but with Italy testing only 
people with severe symptoms, the head of the Civil Protection Agency 
said the true number of infected people was probably 10 times higher.

• Coronavirus: US death toll surges past 500  
The Independent

• Eye Opener at 8: U.S. sees biggest one day jump in coronavirus   
death toll https://www.yahoo.com/news/eye-opener-8-u-sees-
122118378.html 
CBS News Videos

CNN
Fauci on Trump: 'I can't jump in front of the microphone and push him 
down'

Health expert: New York's infection 'attack rate' is five times higher than 
the rest of the US

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-24-20-intl-hnk/h_544ea86632f3beb7399e05a754484eaa
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Official: Anyone who was in New York should self-quarantine     
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/coronavirus-new-york-self-
quarantine/index.html     

Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-
patient/index.html 

US coronavirus cases top 50,000

As cases rise, a World Health Organization spokesperson says the US has
potential to overtake Europe as the center of the coronavirus outbreak

Dr. Birx from the White House coronavirus task force issues the 
advice as nationwide cases top 50,000

The President's timeline  : A restless Trump wants to end the   
country's isolation -- and his own

Fauci weighs in:     See what he thinks about Trump's timeline  

Analysis  : 4 reasons why the 'American Resurrection' won't work  

Biden tells Trump:     Stop talking  

Podcast:   Talking to our kids about the coronavirus  

Latest from Congress:   Lawmakers     unlikely to give stimulus deal   
final approval Tuesday

CNN reporter:   'Unimaginable' scenes in central London  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/uk-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-london-lockdown-boris-johnson-npw-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
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US coronavirus cases top 50,000

How coronavirus cases are growing around the United States

New Orleans-area coronavirus cases see alarming spike as governor 
requests major disaster declaration

Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words

Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months 

State Department says it has repatriated 9,000 Americans amid 
pandemic

'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.

Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during 
coronavirus town hall

Illegal border crossings and lawful travel drop amid coronavirus 
pandemic 

US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins

Death of teen in California from virus believed to be first in US of 
someone that age

New Rochelle was a major virus cluster two weeks ago. Here's where it 
stands now.

Stock futures up as investors await coronavirus response stimulus 
package

Opinion: If virus spreads to this group, it could be catastrophic

Terrence McNally, Tony award-winning playwright, dies of coronavirus 
complications

Mayor confronts man violating lockdown

Social distancing means standing 6 feet apart. Here's what that actually 
looks like 

Joe Biden begins media blitz as he tries to break into the coronavirus 
conversation
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Opinion: Thank God for Andrew Cuomo

Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges

Pastor again defies state order not to hold large gatherings

Trump's timeline  : President wants country opened by Easter  

Biden tells Trump:     Stop talking  

Breaking New Orleans-area coronavirus cases see alarming spike as 
governor requests major disaster declaration

Cuomo to FEMA:   You pick the 26k who are going to die  

CNN reporter:   'Unimaginable' scenes in central London  

Podcast:   Talking to our kids about the coronavirus  

Opinion  : If virus spreads to this group, it could be catastrophic  

Cuomo demands federal help in fiery news conference

Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words

Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months 

'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.

Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during 
coronavirus town hall

Trump says he's pulling back from calling novel coronavirus the 'China 
virus'

Analysis: What Dan Patrick misses so badly in his 'let's get back to work' 
pledge

Negotiators signal deal on stimulus close and could pass Congress on 
Tuesday

Analysis: Has Donald Trump had enough of Anthony Fauci?

US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/andrew-cuomo-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/opinions/refugees-displaced-people-coronavirus-threat-lemmon/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/uk-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-london-lockdown-boris-johnson-npw-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/24/andrew-cuomo-fema-ventilator-response-sot-vpx.cnn
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The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC
'The clock has run out': McConnell, Schumer close to stimulus deal

COVID-19 cases surge past 50,000 in the U.S.

Trump's own medical experts repeatedly have to fact-check him

Rep. Shalala: 'Dangerous and immoral' for Trump to suggest to end 
restrictions by Easter

Vermont issues “stay home, stay safe" order

Malaysian police use drones to urge citizens to stay home

Iowa reports first coronavirus death

Miami mayor, still in quarantine, announces shelter-in-place order for city

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-
ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336 

U.S. coronavirus cases top 18,000 as states push Trump to act

Trump seems eager to end restrictions even as pandemic accelerates 

New York, California issue strict new policies as states step up actions 
to slow spread of coronavirus 

https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/as-new-york-coronavirus-cases-rise-cuomo-orders-entire-non-essential-workforce-home-81020997805
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https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336/ncrd1168051
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336/ncrd1168056
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/rep-shalala-dangerous-and-immoral-on-trump-suggesting-to-end-lockdowns-by-easter-81161797900
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/rep-shalala-dangerous-and-immoral-on-trump-suggesting-to-end-lockdowns-by-easter-81161797900
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/rebuffed-watch-trump-s-own-medical-expert-fact-check-him-at-wh-coronavirus-briefing-81160261828
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/covid-19-cases-surge-past-50-000-in-the-u-s-81157189672
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Senators under fire for selling stocks before market plunge [ Ooooh! 
Under fire … they must be so worried … What a joke this country is! ]

Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’

Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path

Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to 
critical illness

Over-promising and under-delivering during a crisis is a toxic combination

Two members of Congress test positive for coronavirus

Trump signs aid bill as U.S. coronavirus cases surpass 8,600

Italy records deadliest day of COVID-19 outbreak
Rattner's charts: Historic decline in economic growth is unfolding

Trump signs virus aid package as two House members test positive

MSNBC / rachel maddow showRevising history, Trump makes bizarre 
claim about pandemic foresight

Doctor: WH coronavirus response a ‘colossal failure’

https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/doctor-wh-coronavirus-response-a-colossal-failure-79587909604
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https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/senators-under-fire-for-selling-stocks-before-market-plunge-81018949724


Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

10 more dead in and around Seattle

VA says 44 patients have tested positive for coronavirus

Chase to close nearly 1,000 branches

Some kids could experience severe coronavirus symptoms, study says

Ford to halt North American production over coronavirus outbreak

Top doctor is calling for a national quarantine

NYC mayor: 'Torrent' of new coronavirus cases coming, military aid may 
be needed

Supreme Court postpones oral arguments over coronavirus pandemic

HUFFPOST
TRUMP MELTDOWN OVER VIRUS QUESTIONS 

GOVS REJECT TRUMP RUSH JOB — WON’T FOLLOW ‘IMAGINARY CLOCK’ 

REPORT: GOP SENATOR DUMPED STOCK WHILE DOWNPLAYING THREAT

NO END IN SIGHT: PANDEMIC PAIN FOR MONTHS AT LEAST 

TOP HEALTH EXPERT: EASING UP NOW COULD KILL MILLIONS 

DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS BEST DAY SINCE 1933 
https://apnews.com/44594c5f80e50524cd6325c00a2da0bd 
BIGGEST BAILOUT IN HISTORY! 
https://apnews.com/db4a954801ab08b492aedddfcf7132c8 
NYC OUTLOOK DARKENS
UK CALLS FOR 250,000 VOLUNTEERS 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-response-coronavirus-attacks-media_n_5e74f14cc5b63c3b648f9955
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/supreme-court-postpones-oral-arguments-over-coronavirus-pandemic-80708677928
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nyc-mayor-torrent-of-new-coronavirus-cases-coming-military-aid-may-be-needed-80890949830
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nyc-mayor-torrent-of-new-coronavirus-cases-coming-military-aid-may-be-needed-80890949830
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/top-doctor-is-calling-for-a-national-quarantine-80795717953
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/ford-to-halt-north-american-production-over-coronavirus-outbreak-80923717893
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-global-cases-approach-200-000-lockdown-becomes-new-n1162561/ncrd1163271
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Third of world under lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others? 
Pink eye could be early symptom... 
Countries Are Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade... 
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested... 
Trump, Cuomo clash over federal response...
Governors reject President's timeline...
NYPD Has Over 200 Coronavirus Cases, Thousands More Out Sick...
30 People In homeless shelters positive...
Inside besieged ERs...
Florida Gov. derides those 'bringing the virus' from hot zone... 
City dwellers fleeing to deserts, mountains...
'Go home rats!' Furious locals in rural towns fight back... 
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Pentagon sees crisis lasting months...
Flood of Unemployment Claims Sparks Delayed Checks...
GOLDMAN: BUY GOLD NOW...
Italy May Set Heavier Fines for Lockdown Violations...
What Happens When All Doctors Infected?
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Falwell invites students back to Liberty campus; He's 'protecting' them...
LA Sheriff orders gun stores to close... 
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government... 
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR? 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-digital-dollars-are-part-of-debate-over-coronavirus-stimulus-11585085518
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://www.foxla.com/news/la-county-sheriff-orders-gun-stores-to-close-adds-1300-deputies-to-patrol
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904376/jerry-falwell-jr-inviting-some-students-back-liberty-university-amid-pandemic-argues-hes-protecting
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-doctors-in-us-keep-getting-sick-what-happens-next/
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/goldman-sachs-says-it-is-time-to-buy-gold-the-currency-of-last-resort-2020-03-24
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484?mod=searchresults&page=3&pos=19
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8146283/Angry-locals-St-Ives-Cornwall-scrawl-messages-beach-second-home-owners-remain-defiant.html
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CNN
Historic $2-trillion stimulus deal reached Breaking News 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 

The White House and Senate leaders struck a major deal early 
Wednesday morning to jolt the economy struggling from the coronavirus 
pandemic

live updates At least 163 people were reported dead in the US Tuesday, 
bringing the death toll past 700

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-25-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-25-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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CNN 

'All hell broke loose': US patients start to overwhelm hospitals 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/
index.html 

Health experts warn the US could 'become Italy,' where hospitals filled 
with Covid-19 patients have been forced to ration care and choose who 
gets a ventilato

live updates NYC is the epicenter of the US outbreak

Overview:   What $2 trillion stimulus bill will cover  

Just the start:     US deaths could peak in 3 weeks, expert says  

Analysis  : Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now  

Watch:     NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic  

Panic shopping:     Egg prices are skyrocketing  

Podcast:     Searching for coronavirus treatments  

Opinion  : Why is Covid-19 death rate so low in Germany?  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/opinions/germany-low-death-rate-for-coronavirus-sepkowitz/index.html
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Trump speaks at coronavirus task force briefing

Senate stimulus shows lengths government is going to preserve supply 
chain

It's not too late for US to reverse course, WHO says

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

What the stimulus deal means for you

New York Gov. Cuomo says social distancing efforts are working to slow 
coronavirus

NBA star says his mother is in a coma

Dow soars as investors take in $2 trillion stimulus deal

AOC warns she may force House members to return for stimulus vote, 
potentially delaying final passage

Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges

National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for 
over 10 years

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-national-cathedral-donates-masks-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-national-cathedral-donates-masks-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/men-higher-gender-mortality-rate-coronavirus-foster-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-coronavirus-package-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-coronavirus-package-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-032520/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/25/karl-anthony-towns-mother-in-coma-orig-vstop-bdk.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-deal-stimulus-checks-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/trump-mitt-romney-tweet-coronavirus-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-state-actions-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-stimulus-preserve-supply-chain/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-stimulus-preserve-supply-chain/index.html
http://cnn.it/go2


We're reading the massive stimulus bill. Here are the highlights

'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis

Here's why the coronavirus may be killing more men than women. US 
should take note

Court upholds Jodi Arias' murder conviction and life sentence

What constitutes 'essential businesses'? States seem to have varying 
standards

Video shows Mexican president in a crowd of children

Biden says Democrats have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits 
to April showdown

Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday

Trump wants US reopened by Easter. That could send the economy into 
depression

Young adults held a party to defy orders to socially distance. One has the
virus

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/kentucky-coronavirus-party-infection/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/kentucky-coronavirus-party-infection/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/economy-recession-coronavirus-trump-easter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/economy-recession-coronavirus-trump-easter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/25/west-london-sunbathers-police-no-holiday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/joe-biden-democrats-had-enough-debates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/joe-biden-democrats-had-enough-debates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/25/mexico-brazil-response-coronavirus-rivers-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/essential-businesses-states-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/essential-businesses-states-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/arizona-jodi-arias-appeal-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/coronavirus-gender-mortality-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/coronavirus-gender-mortality-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/floyd-cardoz-chef-obit-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html


HUFFPOST
SENATE SHOCK: TRILLIONS IN CORRUPT CORPORATE HANDOUTS 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-donald-trump-
coronavirus-bill_n_5e7b77a6c5b62a1870d62d83 

MSNBC
Several GOP senators threatening to delay coronavirus aid package over 
unemployment payments   Alex Brandon / AP   https://www.msnbc.com/ali-
velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-
drafting-error-81198661800 

Watch MSNBC live: White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Trump declares disasters for states including New York, California and 
Texas

Photo: Long line for testing in New York

Rep. Katie Porter self-quarantines with fever, awaiting coronavirus test 
results

Watch live: New Orleans mayor gives coronavirus updates

Sen. Schumer breaks down massive coronavirus aid package

Joe explains why Trump's Easter timeline won't happen

Trump mocks Mitt Romney on Twitter

How Democratic leaders ensured Trump's businesses can't benefit from 
aid package 

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/schumer-makes-sure-trump-s-business-can-t-benefit-rescue-n1168471
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/schumer-makes-sure-trump-s-business-can-t-benefit-rescue-n1168471
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-mocks-mitt-romney-on-twitter-81178181845
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-explains-why-trump-s-easter-timeline-won-t-happen-81178181522
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/sen-schumer-breaks-down-massive-coronavirus-aid-package-81180741537
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169036
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1168691
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169071
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169071
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-drafting-error-81198661800
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-drafting-error-81198661800
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-drafting-error-81198661800
https://www.msnbc.com/live
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-donald-trump-coronavirus-bill_n_5e7b77a6c5b62a1870d62d83
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DRUDGEREPORT
BIGGEST BAILOUT IN HISTORY!
TREASURY NEGATIVE INTEREST 
NYC COULD CLOSE STREETS
MORGUES NEAR CAPACITY 

https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/25/dhs-briefing-nyc-morgues-near-
capacity-148259 

First US child to die from virus diagnosed after death, 'didn't meet test 
criteria'...
Pentagon tests 'scarce' despite assurances; Sick troops told to self-
isolate...
Bailout prevents Trump and family from personally benefiting...
Lawmakers to vote on 4th, 5th spending bill to fix 'mistakes'... 
WHAT'S IN THERE? Full text of stimulus hasn't been released -- but vote 
expected today...
Bernie threatens to hold up...
Third of world on lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others?
Pink eye could be early symptom...
Countries Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade...
How World's Richest Country Ran Out of 75-Cent Face Mask...
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested...
Those who intentionally spread could be charged as terrorists!
How govt can track social media posts to enforce quarantines...
Americans rush to make online wills...
Virus spreads to TEN AMAZON warehouses...
TRADER JOE'S closes stores after workers test positive...
Supermarkets instal protective barriers between staff, customers...
Reusable shopping bags banned in Mass...
FRITO-LAY Factory Shut Down After Multiple Employees Show 
Symptoms... 
Half of NYC cases found in adults under 45...
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Fired Americans Send Unemployment Websites Crashing Down...
Billionaires want people back to work, but employees not so sure...
On road through pandemic, truckers fear for lives...
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Will California look like Italy soon?

https://news.yahoo.com/californias-coronavirus-crisis-look-italys-140024299.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200325092335-y5hof
https://www.straitstimes.com/world/united-states/coronavirus-billionaires-want-people-back-to-work-but-their-employees-arent-so
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fired-americans-send-unemployment-websites-105208498.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904645/nearly-half-new-york-citys-coronavirus-cases-found-adults-under-45
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/24/modesto-frito-lay-factory-covid-19-symptoms/
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/24/modesto-frito-lay-factory-covid-19-symptoms/
https://www.wcvb.com/article/gov-baker-grocery-store-pharmacy-public-health-order-bans-reusable-bags-march-25-2020/31931763
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/protective-barriers-being-installed-at-supermarket-registers
https://nypost.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-in-ny-trader-joes-closes-2-stores-after-workers-test-positive/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/590381/amazon-cleaning-exposed-employees-coronavirus-warehouses/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-pandemic-triggers-rush-by-americans-to-make-online-wills.html
https://www.cnet.com/news/governments-could-track-covid-19-lockdowns-through-social-media-posts/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/24/coronavirus-terrorism-justice-department-147821
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/todaysdebate/2020/03/24/rand-paul-why-no-quarantine-after-getting-tested-editorials-debates/2912183001/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/how-the-worlds-richest-country-ran-out-of-a-75-cent-face-mask/ar-BB11GgLi
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/countries-are-starting-to-hoard-food-threatening-global-trade/ar-BB11EY3M
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241463776.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8149149/Expert-describes-one-coronavirus-patient-infect-59-000-others.html
https://news.yahoo.com/britain-lockdown-warns-pandemic-accelerating-051357601.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/bernie-sanders-4-gop-senators-threaten-to-hold-up-coronavirus-stimulus-bill.html
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/wheres-bill-full-text-stimulus-hasnt-been-released-vote-expected-today
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/wheres-bill-full-text-stimulus-hasnt-been-released-vote-expected-today
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/lawmakers-ready-vote-4th-and-5th-coronavirus-stimulus-package-fix-mistakes-2t
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Stimulus-bill-prevents-Trump-and-his-family-from-15155772.php
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/25/pentagon-coronavirus-tests-are-scarce-despite-assu/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/25/pentagon-coronavirus-tests-are-scarce-despite-assu/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/585672/first-us-minor-not-meet-criteria-coronavirus-test/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/585672/first-us-minor-not-meet-criteria-coronavirus-test/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/25/dhs-briefing-nyc-morgues-near-capacity-148259
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/25/dhs-briefing-nyc-morgues-near-capacity-148259
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/25/dhs-briefing-nyc-morgues-near-capacity-148259
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-new-york-city-weighs-closing-parks-playgrounds-and-streets-to-enforce-social-distancing-gov-cuomo-says.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/negative-rates-come-to-the-us-1-month-and-3-month-treasury-bill-yields-are-now-negative.html
https://apnews.com/edd230801c0e181169915e67b1fd64c6


GARCETTI: Water, power will be shut off for businesses that don't close...
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government...
NEWSOM: 4 of largest banks to suspend mortgage payments...
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR?
SICK MAP... 

Americans Stranded Abroad Fume Over the Long Wait to Come Home... 
'We are collapsing': Virus pummels medics in Spain and Italy... 
Body count leaps... 
Iran Imprisoning Corona Whistleblowers... 
Netanyahu predicts 10,000 Israelis will die... 
Life under lockdown ups precarity for France's prostitutes... 
Sick nurse kills self over fear of infecting others... 
Advice from Mexico's president: 'Live life as usual'... 
Gangs call curfews in Rio favelas...
Bali's 'Day of Silence' even quieter than usual... 

"THEIR “PLAN” IS TO RESCUE THE 1%

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/ 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/when-they-socialize-gains/ 

David Stockman | March 25, 2020

It is a popular delusion that the government wastes vast amounts of 
money through inefficiency and sloth. Enormous effort and elaborate 
planning are required to waste this much money.

–P.J. O’Rourke, Parliament of Whores: A Lone Humorist Attempts to 
Explain the Entire U.S. Government (1991)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/when-they-socialize-gains/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/
https://news.yahoo.com/balis-day-silence-hit-virus-fears-050654815.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200324211101-ie7qp
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/25/coronavirus-advice-from-mexicos-president-live-life-as-usual
https://nypost.com/2020/03/25/italian-nurse-with-coronavirus-kills-herself-amid-fears-of-infecting-others/
https://news.yahoo.com/life-under-lockdown-ups-precarity-frances-prostitutes-105514794.html
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/1656-Israeli-infected-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-622101
https://freebeacon.com/national-security/iran-lying-about-coronavirus-statistics-state-department-says/
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/spain-reports-deadliest-day-of-outbreak-as-virus-crisis-deepens/article_03dc9cb8-17cc-594d-9c31-78dd56be2bf5.html
https://apnews.com/7ec91dc45d8d7c2ea86b0a97446a303a
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-stranded-abroad-fume-over-the-long-wait-to-come-home-11585091082
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.infowars.com/cashless-society-democrats-propose-digital-dollar-run-by-the-fed/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/25/gavin-newsom-4-banks-suspend-mortgage-payments/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://ktla.com/news/coronavirus/mayor-garcetti-expected-to-hold-daily-briefing-on-l-a-s-covid-19-response/


...

Well, it’s done… it’s done, and there’s not much we can do about it now.

According to my old colleague Larry Kudlow, it’s a $6 trillion “stimulus,” 
counting this fiscal mess from Capitol Hill and the White House on top of 
the already-much-discussed monetary largesse from the Eccles Building.

I’ll start today where I ended yesterday: God help us all.

Imperial Washington has well and truly lost what little collective mind it 
had left. Its panic-driven assault on sanity has no apparent limits. And 
that means there’ll be hell to pay when it floods an already debt-and-
speculation-enfeebled economy shocked by COVID-19.

Holy moly, let the auction of America’s remaining bit of fiscal solvency 
begin…

Barring any last-minute shenanigans, by the time you’ve read this, the 
United States Senate likely will have opened the auction of America’s 
remaining bit of solvency. That’s the meaning of today’s vote on $2 trillion
of pandemic-inspired giveaways.

Today, though, I’d like to re-focus on Monday’s mind-boggling 
announcement that the Federal Reserve is standing up two massive 
corporate debt-buying facilities. One is for primary issues, the other for 
existing bonds.



The question applicable to both is, why?

Here’s the last 20 years of the AAA-rated corporate bond yield. In present
context, it fairly screams, “Where’s the fire!”

[Chart]

The yield hit a preposterous all-time low of 2.36% on March 6. That 
happened to equal the year-over-year rate for the Consumer Price Index 
ex-food and energy. That means the real cost of new AAA corporate debt 
was, well, nothing…

As of late last week, the yield had spurted to 3.86%. But that’s still well 
below where it’s been for most of the last 20 years.

Yet the crybabies in Corporate America’s C-suites – CEOs and CFOs who 
spent most of this century shit-canning their own balance sheets to fund 
mostly destructive financial engineering – apparently couldn’t 
countenance the prospect of paying 4% to borrow new money.

Indeed, what’s wrong with the 6% or even 8% corporate bond yields, 
which were par for the course before 2008?

To be sure, it doesn’t take a lot of investigation to see why the Fed wants 
to extinguish interest rates.

During the last decade of bubble reflation, as the financial system 
supposedly recovered from the heart attack of September 2008, 
Corporate America actually went on a borrowing spree that 



overwhelmingly funded financial engineering and arbitrage windfalls on 
Wall Street.

To fully grasp the scam implicit in the Fed’s action, consider why this 
chart soared by 60% after the warnings of September 2008…

[Chart]

The increased debt that red line represents was used for massive 
financial engineering ploys led by stock buybacks. So, can CEOs and 
CFOs use this latest gift of ultra-cheap money to pay dividends or buy 
back stock? Why, yes, of course they can…

Meanwhile, business balance sheets are already brittle and freighted 
down with debt-service costs at the very time they’re supposed to have 
cash reserves and resilience to what is likely to be only a short-term 
interruption of business activity.

At this very moment, CEO and CFO heads should be rolling for the 
reckless borrowing binge of the last decade.

And they would be if soaring interest rates were beginning to eat 
earnings alive, which, with $6 trillion of debt on the S&P 500 companies 
alone, would surely happen forthwith.

But that’s not to be. Corporate America will be getting another hall pass 
as the Fed scoops up corporate debt by the hundreds of billions at rock-
bottom yields.



Here’s the thing: This isn’t about investment-grade debt availability or 
“credit flow” to business or a bond market that has stone-cold shut down.

It’s about the carry cost of debt-bloated corporate balance sheets.

Last week, a record $35.6 billion flowed out of corporate debt funds. But 
that simply means, under current circumstances, that most of these 
outflows went into cash.

And they will only come back into the corporate bond pits upon a sharp 
upward reset of yields designed to compensate for the suddenly 
rediscovered reality of risk.

[Chart]

Of course, there’s only one thing wrong with letting price do its job.

If you allow the corporate bond market to clear pursuant to the laws of 
supply and demand, it would result in a heavy hit to earnings, share 
prices, and executive stock-option packages…

In a world awash with speculative capital, the Fed’s moves are about 
profits, not funding availability.

Indeed, that’s the real evil fostered by the monetary central planners who
inhabit the Eccles Building: They are the Typhoid Mary of moral hazard.

And, plain and simple, their new corporate bond-buying program will do 



nothing for Main Street.

It’s just another bailout of the 1%.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - March 25th, 2020

“Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*The DOW finished higher for the 2nd day in a row.

*This is the first time in 7 weeks that the DOW has back-to-back wins.

*Stocks jumped overnight after Republican Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell announced that a deal had been reached at 1:37am ET.

*Then stocks dropped sharply in the last hour of trading after Bernie 
Sanders threatened to hold up the stimulus bill

*The DOW led the way today with a 2.4% gain, while the NASDAQ was 
down 0.5%.

*Former Fed Chief Ben Bernanke shared his thoughts about the U.S. 
economy today, saying that he expects a quick rebound after a “very 
sharp” recession…

*Looking at the economic calendar, tomorrow is going to be a big day.: 
Unemployment Claims. And it could be the WORST economic report the 
U.S. has ever seen (at least based on pure numbers).According to CNBC 
anywhere between 1 million and 4 million people were expected to have 
filed for unemployment last week…the biggest 1-week change ever. For 
reference, Unemployment Claims the week prior were just 281,000…..”



CNN
Senate approves $2 trillion stimulus deal

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html


The historic bill includes direct payments to individuals, a boost to 
unemployment benefits and a $500 billion lending program. The House 
votes on it Friday.

What's in it  : We read the massive stimulus bill. Here's what's in it   https://
www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/
index.html 

READ  : Senate bill containing historic $2 trillion coronavirus relief   
stimulus package

Analysis:     Here's why the $2 trillion stimulus probably isn't enough  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

Measures:   Local officials begin penalizing people breaking stay at home   
orders 

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Searching for coronavirus treatments  

Opinion:   If you've got coronavirus, shout it from the rooftops  

Coronavirus death toll tops 21,000 globally

Deadliest day in US: More than 200 coronavirus deaths reported 

US patients start to overwhelm hospitals

Expert: US deaths could peak in 3 weeks

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Fact Check: US has done more coronavirus tests than South Korea, but 
not per person

NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic

Analysis: Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now

What the stimulus deal means for you

US stock futures point to further recovery after second strong day for 
Wall Street

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-deal-stimulus-checks-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/donald-trump-gallup-approval-polling/index.html
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Biden says Dems have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits to 
April showdown

National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for 
over 10 years

At least 13 patients have died from coronavirus over 24 hours at a New 
York hospital

96-year-old woman is now oldest South Korean to fully recover from 
coronavirus

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Georgia's hardest-hit hospital says ICU is filled with 'critically ill' virus 
patients 

Fauci on when to relax public health rules: 'You don't make the timeline, 
the virus makes the timeline'

Dr. Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis

Cruise ship with 77 people with flu-like symptoms is headed to Florida

Amazon warehouses hit by coronavirus

Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday

Man was killed during FBI probe into plot to attack hospital believed to 
have virus patients 

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html 
America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest 
day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous 
news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the 
machines do anything they say regardless of reality). 
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In hospitals:   Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

New Orleans:   For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's   
going to define our generation,' official says

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

New York  : State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator  

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the 
House 

US shatters record for jobless claims

Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures

Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis

Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to 
take this seriously'
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Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged

Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation

July 12, 2012 

 

Dear Senator Feinstein:

 

Thank you for your reply; but, with all due respect, 'saying it' in america 
today doesn't make it so. In fact, quite the contrary has been true for 
quite some time in now meaningfully lawless america. The following is a 
response to Congresswoman Roybal-Allard's email. Please note that FBI 
Agent Lewis with whom I spoke at the FBI office here in LA and who 
received the subject court disks with related affidavits, exhibits, etc. 
(waylaid twice by the USPS by way of registered then certified priority 
mail - finally delivered by courier UPS) was abruptly transferred to 
Washington D.C. Headquarters and thereafter I've been stonewalled for a 
formal response from the LA FBI Office which (after Agent Lewis' 
transfer) told me not to call and that I’d receive a formal response from 
the Office in writing (in the mail). That’s important to me at this juncture 
inasmuch as I’ll have to account for the time wherever I ultimately locate.
As I said to Agent Lewis before his promotion and transfer, I no longer 
even care about the government’s involvement in the illegal drug trade, 
but only resolution of this very costly RICO matter(s). { [Drug war 
hypocrisy: drug trafficking’s big money benefits Big Brother and corrupt 
banksters PF Louis | The hypocrisy of the war on drugs is centers on the 
amount of drug trafficking that benefits the CIA and international banking
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system. Natural News February 1, 2012 [ 
http://albertpeia/americangovernmentdrugtrafficking.htm 
http://albertpeia/americascorruptiondrugtrade.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenalt
yofperjury.pdf 
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/stansberrycorruptiondeclineofamerica.htm ] ‘The 
hypocrisy of the war on drugs is outrageous when compared to the 
amount of drug trafficking that benefits the CIA and international banking
system. The son of a convicted notorious mobster, John Gotti Jr, when 
asked in court if the family still dealt drugs cracked, “No, we can’t 
compete with the government.”Today in Afghanistan, American troops 
have been seen guarding poppy fields used to make heroin. Those fields 
were all but wiped out by 2001 when the Taliban destroyed them and 
forbade that agricultural pursuit. Now they’re flourishing again after the 
American occupation. This doesn’t make sense despite all the 
mainstream reports that American troops are protecting the poppy 
farmers from the bad guys. Internet sites such as Prison Planet, Info 
Wars, The Political Coffeehouse and others report otherwise. They 
connect the CIA and US military to restarting the poppy fields in 
Afghanistan in 2002, increasing poppy growth by over 650 percent. Who’s 
telling it like it is? One way the CIA keeps their drug trafficking hidden 
from public view …’. }

 

Respectfully, could you get this resolved? It’s the right thing to do, 
consistent with meaningful law, and I’d be very appreciative.

 

Sincerely,

 

Albert L. Peia

 

 

9-28-11
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Dear Congresswoman Roybal-Allard:

It is always somewhat reassuring that someone, like yourself in 
Washington, is committed to finding solutions to the myriad of problems 
confronting the nation; some insurmountable [ America’s debt woe is 
worse than Greece’s Sep 21st, 2011 News (CNN) — ‘Our government is 
utterly broke. There are signs everywhere one looks… The government’s 
total indebtedness — its fiscal gap — now stands at $211 trillion’   8 More 
Reasons Why You Should Be Deeply Concerned That The U.S. 
Government Has Lost Its AAA Credit Rating The Economic Collapse ‘… #8
The U.S. national debt continues to get worse by the day. Just check out 
what economics professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff recently told NPR….“If 
you add up all the promises that have been made for spending 
obligations, including defense expenditures, and you subtract all the 
taxes that we expect to collect, the difference is $211 trillion. That’s the 
fiscal gap” ..’ ,    Soros: US Is Already in Double-Dip Recession CNBC.com ,
the unprosecuted frauds on wall street … Dave’s Daily:’.. The HAL 9000s 
have been doing business as HFTs (High Frequency Traders) launching 
many buy or sell programs using complex algorithms which can drive 
prices on indexes higher or lower in dramatic fashion. One of their great 
acts is called "quote stuffing". It's another illegal activity which the SEC 
hasn't quite figured out. It's as futile for them as the illegal fee-driven 
recent end-of-quarter price jam-job..’ End of Quarter Price Mark-Ups; 
Dave’s Daily   http://www.thestreet.com/story/11260606/1/end-of-quarter-
price-mark-ups-daves-daily.html  Dave Fry  9-27-11 ‘All you need do is 
view the last week of June 2011, the previous quarter end, and you'll 
note a similar quarter end jam-job…’  , Roubini: U.S. in Throes of 
Economic Contraction Sep 27th, 2011 News (Bloomberg) , SHILLER: 
House Prices Probably Won’t Hit Bottom For Years Sep 27th, 2011 News 
(BusinessInsider) , etc. ] , confronting the nation. Yet it’s somewhat 
difficult to imagine that pension plans, particularly of the defined benefit 
variety as opposed to the more fiscally conservative defined contribution 
type, anywhere in america are over-funded in light of overly optimistic 
‘assumptions’ for returns on said funds (ie., Drudgereport: STUDY: State, 
local gov'ts must raise taxes $1,400 a year   for 30 years     to fund   
pensions...
Chicago county faces $108   billion     gap in pensions....  
TREASURY RAIDS PENSIONS...
Treasury to tap pensions to fund government (Washington Post) ].
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On September 22, 2011 I spoke with FBI Agent Bill Lewis in Washington 
who was recently promoted to the FBI Headquarters Office (D.C.) from 
the FBI office here in LA, and with whom I had discussed the matters of 
which you are aware; and which matters are well within Washington’s 
ability to easily resolve what should have been resolved in accordance 
with clear law quite some time ago. It is difficult to imagine the u.s. 
government solving the gargantuan, nation-destructive problems 
confronting the nation when through typical corruption, meaningful 
lawlessness, lack of will, etc., have chosen not to solve my matter as 
related to you in accordance with clear law and which would clearly be 
the right thing to do at long last.  

Previously I wrote to thank you for thinking of me and for the courtesy 
extended. However, in all honesty, with rare exceptions (ie., maybe ‘post-
cards’?, etc.), I don’t use the usps that I’ve found so unreliable. The 
following is my comment to an LA Times article regarding a Justice 
Department cover-up and as pertains to the usps! As I’ve previously 
related to you, all I think about day and night is a long overdue resolution 
to the RICO litigation as set forth therein:

 

U.S. Postal Service nearing bankruptcy as email asserts its dominance 
[Good! Let UPS take them over … the usps is totally unreliable]

----- 

Politics HuffPost Alec Baldwin Warns GOP’s ‘Sniveling Fealty’ To Donald 
Trump Is Straight Out Of Nazi Germany

MSNBC / rachel maddow showWhy AG Bill Barr's Trump 'rebuke' is so 
hard to take seriously https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/why-
ag-bill-barr-s-trump-rebuke-so-hard-take-n1136861?
cid=referral_taboolafeed [ Yeah, dog and pony show indeed; totally set to 
music! ]
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Look at this bull s**t from the ny times “I’m not going to be bullied or 
influenced by anybody,” he said, publicly challenging Mr. Trump in a way 
no other sitting cabinet member has. Wonder how mobster/criminal trump
remained under the radar … wonder no more!

P...a...lease… What total bull s**t! Barr Has a History of Writing 
Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing
the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of
those principal conclusions. [ Duh! 
…http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he 
does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there!

MSNBC Warren: 'We are watching a descent into authoritarianism' with 
Trump, Barr https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/elizabeth-warren-on-her-
call-to-end-trump-corruption-78650437678

YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President 
Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of
the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world
behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is 
a total fraud! 

Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the 
sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior 
political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, 
officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-
005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever 

This country, america’s a total fraud! 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How 
Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all
that they do … Their raison d'être 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos 
Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com ]

Andrea Cyr Al Peia we tried to warn them! No one could have predicted 
the extent of enabling he would come to receive.

2016, a warning to all indeed; albeit unheeded. Prior to that it was 
astonishment how feds, doj, courts et als were falling all over one 
another to cover-up substantial trump crimes. The answer, not obvious at 
first, was that they were all looking for that easy payday, one way or 
another. Laundered money needs a place to go. Stolen money, from the 
government, boondoggles, now emoluments in a very big way, needed 
protection/cover; hence, guilty mobster/criminal trump who needed 
protection/cover from prosecution. They’re all a bunch of criminal slugs, 
dependent on the illegal funds which are mindbogglingly huge, in the 
trillions. White House Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head 
Will Be On A Pike' 

 

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays, and pays well. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv 
version of ‘The Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably 
some guilt feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big
screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature 
are always for sale.

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, 
there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric 
Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks
for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. 
Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
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millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences.1 Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws.2 …”

CNN Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the 
DOJ revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the 
Ukraine aid freeze https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-
ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html WASHPOST The 
Senate impeachment trial was rigged! By Dana Milbank [ DUH! ] Trump 
won’t be removed. But we’ll be fine. By James B. Comey [ No, that’s not 
so, we won’t be fine … these gutless wonders, comey, mueller, freeh, 
barr, fbi/doj, et als are totally out to lunch and at the least if not overtly, 
eyes wide shut corrupt … typical americona! SENATE DEFEATS MOTION 
TO CALL WITNESSES https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-
impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that 
the so-called american nation-state, system, experiment is a complete 
and utter fraud and failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; with
trump rise inevitably that’s ‘WAS’ . For quite some time, if ever it was 
truly so, america has not been one of the good guys. globalnews.ca 
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean 
Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the american empire ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  
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Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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SPECIAL REPORT AMERICAN CANNIBALS: THE GOLDEN AGE OF WHITE-
COLLAR CROOKS https://www.huffpost.com/highline/article/white-collar-
crime/ [ This is really quite an article/project/worthwhile read; although, 
curiously, the trillion-dollar wall street bailout/no-prosecutions is missing 
by all but inference. ]

Pelosi:     Republican senators are 'accomplices to the President's cover-up'   
[ That’s true of course, and needed saying, by her. Some might say she 
was just spinning her wheels with this impeachment thing. The reality is, 
despite the factually/legally contraindicated outcome, her role in this 
‘impeachment thing’ has awakened her from a seeming slumber and has 
made her more relevant than ever. Great legal minds, Tribe, Napolitano, 
et als bolster her legal stance which absent her courage going forward 
would have been just another trump/coverup/criminal/scenario that would 
not have seen the light of day. To borrow a phrase, what ‘remains of the 
day’ remains to be seen. A sorry day for america indeed! ]
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FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

The Next Trump Crisis Is Already Here https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/
archive/2020/02/next-trump-crisis/605938/ Ukraine is by no means the 
only dirty secret being covered up. The Atlantic

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ivanka Trump Shares 'Genuinely 
Nightmarish’ Video About Dad’s State Of The Union 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ivanka-trump-state-of-the-union-video-
084831887.html “This remake of the tent scene in Blair Witch is 
unsettling," fired back former government ethics chief Walter Shaub. 
[ america’s really far gone … We’re truly in uncharted territory, far beyond
the pale. ] trump: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your Wife? 

Yes … Quite incredible; except, this is america, the great fraud!

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that
both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded
to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and 
screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following 
this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any 
of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my 
family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]
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CNN
SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
MORE BOLTON DETAILS SHAKE IMPEACHMENT
SENATE REJECTS WITNESSES
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TRIAL COULD EXTEND INTO NEXT WEEK 

Actress Says 'Deformed' Weinstein Raped Her After Using Penile 
Injection... [ How totally gross/sick! Shrek/ogre inspiration? Yuk! 
https://www.thewrap.com/jessica-mann-rape-harvey-weinstein-trial-
testimony-penile-injection/ But how about this: 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 ]
'Do you like my big fat Jewish d*ck?'     
He Doesn't Have Testicles?
Entire School District Closes After 600 Students Call In Sick...
STOCKS SPOOKED...
USA declares health emergency...
Travel restrictions, quarantines...
Bay Area's 1st case confirmed... 
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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DRUDGEREPORT
SHOCK CLAIM: AMERICAN DEATHS WILL TOP 80,000 IN NEXT 4 MONTHS 
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-
161924116.html 

Military to withhold infection data… 
Army Asks Retired Soldiers in Health Care Fields to Come Back... 
BOOMERANG: NOW CHINA BARS ENTRY TO FOREIGNERS...
Mnuchin Calls Record Unemployment Claims 'Not Relevant'...
Feds to Take Stakes in Airlines in Exchange for Bailout… 
DETAILS: Wasteful Spending... 
$2 trillion isn't enough! Second massive bill expected soon...
NBCUniversal CEO Says He Has Coronavirus...
'Most photographed' Wall Street trader tests positive...
Actor Arrested by FBI for Touting Cure...
Kathy Griffin hospitalized with 'unbearably painful' symptoms; Blames 
Trump...
3 BILLION NOW ON LOCKDOWN...
Patients 'charged with attempted murder' for failing to self-isolate...
FAUCI: Virus could become seasonal...
Politicians jockeying for tests find proximity to President is fastest 
route...
Emails Show Chaos at CDC Slowed Early Response...
Hospitals consider universal do-not-resuscitate orders...
NO MORE BEDS: Capacity Crosses Tipping Point...
Which patient gets the ventilator? Tough choices ahead...
Doctors Are Writing Their Wills...
Distressed Debt Balloons to Almost $1 Trillion, Nears 2008 Peak...
Economies Already Look Totally Different From Pre-Virus Age...

https://news.yahoo.com/economies-already-look-totally-different-235439273.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/distressed-debt-balloons-almost-1-171644746.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/26/doctors-are-writing-their-wills/
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/which-patient-gets-the-ventilator-doctors-may-have-tough-choices/article_f4afb438-0df0-51da-b9b4-b4dc2fac7c73.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hospital-capacity-crosses-tipping-point-in-u-s-coronavirus-hot-spots-11585215006
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/25/hospitals-across-us-consider-universal-do-not-resuscitate-orders-for-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.propublica.org/article/internal-emails-show-how-chaos-at-the-cdc-slowed-the-early-response-to-coronavirus
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Politicians-jockeying-for-covid-19-tests-find-15157424.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Politicians-jockeying-for-covid-19-tests-find-15157424.php
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-could-become-seasonal-top-us-scientist-001146451.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-patients-charged-attempted-murder-21756317
https://news.yahoo.com/one-third-humanity-under-virus-lockdown-040324730.html
https://ew.com/celebrity/kathy-griffin-coronavirus-slams-trump/
https://ew.com/celebrity/kathy-griffin-coronavirus-slams-trump/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/actor-keith-middlebrook-arrested-by-fbi-touting-coronavirus-cure-1286772
https://nypost.com/2020/03/26/most-photographed-wall-street-trader-peter-tuchman-has-coronavirus/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/nbcuniversal-ceo-jeff-shell-coronavirus-1203545780/
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-stimulus-bill-what-it-does-b4fa6c4d-6e45-4d15-8089-d51c655bc1c9.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2020/03/26/is-there-wasteful-spending-in-the-coronavirus-stimulus-bill/#628077160aee
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mnuchin-indicates-u-s-to-take-stakes-in-airlines-in-exchange-for-grants-11585229047
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/steven-mnuchin-calls-record-unemployment-claims-not-relevant-on-cnbc/
https://www.axios.com/china-foreigners-visas-coronavirus-6e87eea9-73f3-4342-aee2-a171ca742ea5.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/03/25/army-asks-retired-soldiers-health-care-fields-come-back-covid-19-fight.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-pentagon-secre/exclusive-as-coronavirus-spreads-us-military-to-withhold-some-infection-data-idUSKBN21D1YL
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AMAZON worker says virus 'spreading like wildfire' in warehouses...
Supermarkets install protective barriers between staff, customers...
Fed 'not going to run out of ammunition,' Powell vows... 
Hedge Funder Scored 10,000% Return Amid Market Meltdown... 
SICK MAP... 

NYC doctors describe fight against coronavirus as cases surge...
'Never, ever, ever seen anything like this'... 
Hospitals to treat two patients with one ventilator... 
American deaths top 1,000, amid incomplete reporting... 

Chicago Mayor: Those Who Go Outside To Exercise Risk Arrest… 
Fears that civil rights are disappearing... 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
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criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 
Unfortunately, trump knows that americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
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Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
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FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html 
America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest 
day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous 
news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the 
machines do anything they say regardless of reality). 
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In hospitals:   Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

New Orleans:   For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's   
going to define our generation,' official says

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

New York  : State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator  

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the 
House 

US shatters record for jobless claims

Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures

Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis

Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to 
take this seriously'

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/covid-19-lung-damage-video/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/covid-19-lung-damage-video/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/us/coronavirus-healthcare-worker-callout/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/trump-mitt-romney-tweet-coronavirus-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-deborah-birx-social-distancing-personal-story-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-032620/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/economy/unemployment-benefits-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/stimulus-coronavirus-pelosi-house-vote/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/coronavirus-cases-us-aircraft-carrier/index.html
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Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged

Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/gov-andrew-cuomo-first-responder-praise-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/cleveland-clinic-coronavirus-patient-message-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-anthony-fauci-cautious-optimism-coronavirus-spread-vaccine-bts-cpt-vpx.cnn


"PANIC ALONG THE POTOMAC

David Stockman | March 26, 2020 

Their “Plan” Is to Rescue the 1% By David Stockman  |  March 25, 2020 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/ 

There is a curse. They say: may you live in interesting times.

– Terry Pratchett, Interesting Times (1994)

...

Before I turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for another cool-headed 
view on what’s happening on Wall Street, I’d like to lay some flame on 
what’s going on at the power end of the Acela Corridor…

The level of hysteria in Imperial Washington has probably not been 
exceeded in America since the Salem Witch Trials of 1692.

Nor has the level of pillage been matched since the Visigoths sacked 
Rome in A.D. 410.

How else would you describe a bipartisan fiscal bailout that’s sure to 
exceed $2 trillion and be passed before anyone has even read the 2,000 
pages of handouts it will encompass, let alone analyzed its cost and 
consequences?

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/


The clowns and fools on Capitol Hill and inside the White House are 
concocting a veritable coast-to-coast soup line of companies and 
households. Indeed, Uncle Sam will be borrowing at 10 a.m. each day via 
a tsunami of bond issuance, which bonds will then be sold by the 23 
primary dealers to the Fed by 2 p.m.

[Chart]

The next day, of course, it will be rinse, repeat, and do it again. If that 
isn’t debt monetization and financial crackpottery on steroids, I don’t 
know what would be.

Folks, there’s no way to exaggerate the insanity on the loose.

The Federal is literally buying $125 billion of Treasury bonds and 
mortgage-backed securities every day, bringing the total to $1 trillion in 
just 10 days of certifiable madness.

For want of doubt, let it be reminded that it took 34,319 days (94 years) 
for the Fed to print its first $1 trillion of fiat credits.

Let it also be noted that this is a grotesque financial fraud.

The Fed is defying every law of sound money and financial discipline ever
known to mankind.

It’s the most fantastical eruption of “something for nothing” economics 
ever imagined.



And it can eventually lead only to calamities that are equally 
unimaginable.

Now, here’s Mike with some practical advice in these treacherous times…

Playing the Table, Not the Dealer

By Michael Coolbaugh

When it comes to money, it is so incredibly easy to become emotional.

We saw it in January and early February when we were told we couldn’t 
afford to miss out on the impending “melt-up” rally.

It was only after a 30% plunge for the broader equity indices when were 
we told that the world was ending, with projections of economic carnage 
much greater than that of the Great Depression… and, naturally, equity 
markets had much further to fall.

You see, there’s a reason trading and investing is so often compared to 
playing poker. Part of it is in the sense that you need to evaluate the odds
of a wide range of scenarios at each turn of a card.

But Blackjack also requires the evaluation of odds at each turn of a card.

So, what’s the reason for choosing poker and not Blackjack?



Because in poker, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.

By now, I’m sure we’re all aware of the famous quote from John Maynard 
Keynes that speaks to the irrational nature of markets.

But he’s had a few good ones. And one in particular might be just as if not
more valuable than his most famous line. Here it is:

“Successful investing is anticipating the anticipation of others.”

Here are a few snippets from the research note issued to my Element 
Macro Research clients this past Friday, which David highlighted in his 
Deep State Declassified piece, Monetary Central Planners Only Ever 
Learn One Lesson:

I usually find it helpful to always ask myself, “What is the scenario that 
would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”. Yes, this partially 
has to do with my increasingly constructive view for a tradeable near-
term bounce. But it also has to do with the general sentiment in the 
market today.

It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some 
extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION. 
We’re not hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment, 90% decline in
revenues, 1600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on and on.



So, with all this in mind: the constructive contrarian indicators 
accompanied by the usual crowd that manages to show up after the party
has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off-
guard?” Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the 
face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus 
cases?

I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all-in. After all, the amount 
of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal 
exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.

By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment, but let’s not go 
buying tin hats when they’re being sold on every street corner. There is a 
good possibility that we see a tradeable bounce here.

And here are a few of the charts included in that report to portray the 
extreme one sidedness of the market…
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If you haven’t noticed by now, when it comes to investing and trading, 
you’re playing the table, not the dealer.

It’s just like poker.

The number of confirmed coronavirus cases have indeed gone 
exponential.

We just received news of a record-setting figure for initial jobless claims: 
3.3 million.

Yes, that’s record-setting beyond any data point on record.

So, does it make sense that the market has rallied approximately 18% 
from Friday, given the influx of such terrifying news?!

If you haven’t gathered by now, I would argue “yes.”

You see, almost everyone has heard of the phrase “buy the rumor, sell 
the news.” And, for the most part, that is exactly what everyone has been
focused on when it comes to the COVID-19 stimulus bill that can’t seem 
to work its way through Congress.

In fact, this sort of “buy the rumor, sell the news” is exactly what 
happened with the painful process of approving the TARP bill in 2008, 
which is probably why everyone is gearing up for an exact replica.

But those same people aren’t recognizing that it works in both ways…



In other words, “sell the rumor, buy the news”…

Look, we were being prepared for a complete doomsday scenario, and A 
LOT of selling took place in anticipation of such.

But – now that the stale data have arrived – what’s next?

Well, we’ve seen a healthy relief rally. But now may not be the time to 
pile into new long positions. Here’s a glimpse at what I jotted down in my 
trading notebook yesterday morning…

2019 S&P 500 EPS = $151.93

Avg P/E Since 1975 = 16.8x

Implied Price Targets with Avg P/E for Various EPS Changes in 2020:

Flat = 2,560

-5% = 2,432

-10% = 2,304

-15% = 2,176



-20% = 2,048

-25% = 1,920

*Maintain tactical longs with max S&P 500 @ 2,560 – 2,600

*Trim and look for short opportunities on S&P overshoot.

Anyone notice where the S&P 500 stalled yesterday afternoon and where
it seems to be struggling today?

Somewhere between 2,560 and 2,600…

In other words, simple math can work wonders when it comes to 
investing against emotional human beings.

Let’s face it: Unless you’re hanging on to the pipe dream that earnings 
will miraculously be higher from 2019 figures, it’s a difficult bet to be 
aggressively long at this point.

We could see a further short squeeze into month-end. But we could also 
get a violent retest of the March 23 lows. In other words, it seems like 
we’re in a sort of no-man’s land.



What we shouldn’t do is get too caught up at the index level. Everything 
became correlated with the liquidation stories of systematic strategies 
being well documented. But even if we continue to trade lower, the dust 
should begin to settle.

[Chart]

Cross-asset relationships should return to some semblance of normal and
one might even expect divergent performance across sectors and 
factors.

In other words, if you haven’t already begun, now is the time to get to 
work on your “to-do” lists on both the long and short side, even if you 
take little action over the days ahead.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Thursday - March 26th, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Today it was all about weekly Unemployment Claims - the first real 
glimpse at just how much the virus and the call for “social distancing” 
has impacted the economy and workforce.

*And today’s numbers were even worse than most economists expected. 
In just 1 week, 3.3 million people applied for unemployment.



*So why the heck did stocks rally? - Maybe because there’s some 
optimism over the $2 trillion economic stimulus bill that was passed by 
the Senate. The bill now goes to the House, and it's expected to pass on 
Friday. And with these bad numbers, the bill is going to be passed quickly.

*Whatever the case might be, stocks rallied for most of the day and saw 
another surge into the close.The DOW finished higher for the 3rd day in a 
row.In fact, it was the the biggest 3-day rally since 1931 for the DOW!

*Yesterday, Ben Bernanke gave his thoughts about the economy (he 
expects a quick rebound after a “very sharp” recession). And today, the 
infamous trader Paul Tudor Jones said that after a retest of lows he 
expects “stocks will be higher in 3 to 5 months.” Could be true. But on 
the other hand, we expect a VERY tough earnings season, so “trade what
you SEE, not what you THINK!”

CNN
US surpasses China for most coronavirus cases 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-
hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110 

There are more than 82,000 coronavirus cases nationwide, according to 
CNN's tally

CNN
Trump touts success as US becomes virus epicenter 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110


response/index.html 

The President is downplaying the national crisis as evidence suggests 
the situation is getting worse 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
response/index.html 

Fact check  : Trump utters series of false claims at briefing   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-
briefing/index.html 
“ Washington (CNN)President Donald Trump, who has been regularly 
dishonest and inaccurate in his remarks about the coronavirus crisis, 
delivered another series of false and misleading claims at the White 
House coronavirus briefing on Thursday. 

Here is a preliminary roundup:

Gov. Jay Inslee's comments and the media 

Trump denounced "the fake news" for a report that Washington Gov. Jay 
Inslee had clashed with him on a Thursday phone call and had told him 
that "we need Tom Brady" in securing critical medical equipment rather 
than the "backup" Trump had pledged to be -- using the football metaphor
to urge the federal government to take a leading role in the effort. (The 
Washington Post broke the story.) 

Trump then said that Inslee did make the comment, but "meant it very 
positively -- but they took it differently." Trump proceeded to repeat that 
the reporting was "only fake news." 
Facts First: The reporting on this exchange was not "fake news." Trump 
himself confirmed that Inslee did utter the "Tom Brady" quote, as did 
Inslee implicitly (with a joke about it on Twitter). There is no indication 
that Inslee's remark was meant to be interpreted in a manner 
substantially different than how the Post and other outlets interpreted it.
Inslee declined to discuss the specifics of the call at a Thursday press 
conference, but added, "I think it would be very, very helpful if the federal
government could be more assertive and aggressive and more organized 
in helping all of us to obtain these systems."

How unforeseen the coronavirus crisis was

Trump repeated his previous claim that "this was something that nobody 

https://twitter.com/GovInslee/status/1243298899114131457
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-governors-inslee-coronavirus/2020/03/26/afd25a8c-6f9a-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html
https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1243269738362535941
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/politics/trump-coronavirus-briefings-rallies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/politics/fact-check-trump-administration-coronavirus-28-dishonest/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
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has ever thought could happen to this country." He added, "Nobody would
have ever thought a thing like this could have happened."
Facts First: This is false. The US intelligence community and public 
health experts had warned for years that the country was at risk from a 
pandemic. Experts had also warned that the country would face 
shortages of critical medical equipment, such as ventilators, if a 
pandemic occurred.
You can read a full fact check here about some of the pandemic 
warnings. You can read a full fact check here about warnings about the 
need for additional ventilators in a pandemic.

Americans' views on coronavirus-related closures

Trump said, "We have to open up. We can't say, 'Let's close.' People don't 
want to close." He also said, "People want to go back to work. I'm 
hearing it loud and clear from everybody." He added, "This is the United 
States of America. They don't want to sit around and wait."
Facts First: While there is no polling data on how long Americans want 
the country's institutions to remain closed, it is clear that not 
"everybody" wants workplaces to reopen quickly amid an ongoing 
pandemic. A poll released on Thursday found that large majorities of 
Americans say the closure of businesses, schools and entertainment 
activities was necessary to address the pandemic.
A Pew Research poll conducted March 19-24 found that 89% of the 
11,537 US adults surveyed thought the closure of K-12 schools was 
necessary, 91% thought canceling major sports and entertainment events
was necessary, 85% thought limiting restaurants to carry-out only was 
necessary, and 71% thought requiring most businesses other than 
grocery stores and pharmacies to close was necessary.
A Fox News poll conducted March 21-24 found that 75% of the 1,011 
registered voters surveyed supported a national "stay-in-place" order for 
everyone other than essential workers.
Public health experts have warned that it would be unwise to 
immediately abandon measures that keep Americans out of physical 
contact with each other. 

The trade deficit with China 

Trump repeated his regular claim that the trade deficit with China used to
be $500 billion, saying, "$500 billion a year they were taking out. We had 
trade deficits that were so large nobody has ever seen anything like it."

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/03/24/820591478/public-health-experts-decry-trumps-suggestion-shutdowns-could-soon-ease
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/fox-news-poll-march-21-24-2020
https://www.people-press.org/2020/03/26/worries-about-coronavirus-surge-as-most-americans-expect-a-recession-or-worse/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/politics/trump-ventilator-shortage-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-nobody-predicted/index.html


Facts First: There has never been a $500 billion trade deficit with China. 
The 2018 deficit was about $381 billion when counting goods and 
services; the goods and services deficit fell to about $308 billion in 2019.
(The deficit with China has not been $500 billion even if you only count 
trade in goods.)

The history of tariffs on China 

Trump repeated another regular claim about trade and China: "They're 
paying us a lot of money in tariffs and other things. They never paid us 10
cents." 
Facts First: Study after study has shown that Americans are bearing the 
cost of the tariffs; Americans make the actual tariff payments. That 
aside, it's not true that the Treasury has never received "10 cents" from 
tariffs on China. The US has had tariffs on China for more than two 
centuries; FactCheck.org reported that the US generated an "average of 
$12.3 billion in custom duties a year from 2007 to 2016, according to the 
U.S. International Trade Commission DataWeb."

Mexican troops on the border

Trump repeated his claim that "we have 27,000 Mexican soldiers on our 
southern border." 
Facts First: Mexico has deployed around 27,000 troops, but Trump 
exaggerated how many are being stationed near the US border in 
particular; Mexico's defense minister said in October that it was about 
15,000 on the US border, about 12,000 on Mexico's own southern border. “

https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/20/americas/mexico-border-wall-trump/index.html
https://www.factcheck.org/2019/11/video-fact-checking-trumps-louisiana-rally
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25672
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25638
https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c5700.html
https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/Press-Release/current_press_release/ft900.pdf


Live updates Confusion as airlines scramble to catch up

Watch:     3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs  

74,000 cases:   Why New York is the US epicenter  

Wash your hands:     Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it  

CNN Town Hall  : Watch medical experts answer your questions  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

US has the most coronavirus cases, but experts say it's just the 
beginning of the battle

Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time

Michigan governor to Trump: 'You said you stand with Michigan — prove 
it'

California cities could see outbreaks as bad as New York City, officials 
say

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story

Hospitals consider changes to do-not-resuscitate situations amid 
coronavirus pandemic

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

Opinion: These taxpayers won't get stimulus checks. That's unjust

Why America has the most confirmed Covid-19 cases

As coronavirus cases spike worldwide, China is closing itself off

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/tech/dyson-ventilators-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/tech/dyson-ventilators-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/bill-gates-coronavirus-town-hall-shutdown-april-peak-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/woman-coughed-on-produce-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/woman-coughed-on-produce-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/asia/china-coronavirus-foreigners-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/opinions/us-most-confirmed-cases-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/perspectives/stimulus-checks-undocumented-taxpayers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/us/coronavirus-healthcare-worker-callout/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-hospitals-do-not-resuscitate-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-hospitals-do-not-resuscitate-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/trump-coronavirus-task-force-lies-daniel-dale-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-stimulus-questions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/california-los-angeles-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/california-los-angeles-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-governor-trump-major-disaster-declaration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-governor-trump-major-disaster-declaration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/peter-navarro-intv-supply-of-masks-medical-supplies-sot-ath-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/app-news-section/full-coronavirus-town-hall-march-26-2020-app/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/27/how-to-wash-hands-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/new-york-coronavirus-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/26/3d-video-shows-covid-19-attack-lungs.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-27-20-intl-hnk/h_dc3bd0938f2cfea6448472d563a19837


Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

5.0-magnitude earthquake shakes Texas

They are trying to stop coronavirus without soap and water

Indian migrant workers could undermine the world's largest lockdown

CNN
Outbreaks to worsen in these US cities, surgeon general says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

New hot spots are emerging in Chicago, Detroit and New Orleans as 
officials warn this is just the beginning

live updates Vermont will close schools for the remainder of the year

Watch:     3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs  

Where's my check?     What to know about the benefits from the stimulus   
bill 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html 
“(CNN)The House is set to vote Friday, and President Donald Trump is expected to 
swiftly sign, a $2 trillion stimulus bill to address the dramatic economic crisis 
caused by the coronavirus pandemic.

Included are direct payments to many Americans, an unprecedented expansion in 
unemployment benefits and $350 billion in small business loans.
But while people need help immediately, it will still take time to get everything moving. 
Here's what you need to know: 

Direct stimulus payments

How much do I get?
Individuals would be due up to $1,200 and couples would receive up to $2,400 -- plus $500
per child.
But the payments would start phasing out for individuals with adjusted gross incomes of 
more than $75,000. The amount would then be reduced by $5 for every additional $100 of 
adjusted gross income, and those making more than $99,000 would not receive anything.

When will you see money and benefits from the stimulus bill?
By Tami Luhby, Katie Lobosco and Jeanne Sahadi, CNN
How do I get my money?
The money would likely be deposited directly into individuals' bank accounts -- as long as 
they've already authorized the IRS to send their tax refund that way over the past two 
years. 

https://www.cnn.com/profiles/jeanne-sahadi
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/katie-lobosco
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/tami-luhby
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-united-states-victims/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/india/coronavirus-covid-19-india-2703-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/26/idlib-population-vulnerable-coronavirus-syria-damon-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/el-paso-west-texas-earthquake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/coronavirus-cases-us-aircraft-carrier/index.html


If not, the IRS would send out checks in the mail.
For those that haven't filed a 2019 or 2018 tax return, the IRS would rely on information on 
file at the Social Security Administration, which keeps records on all Americans who have 
paid payroll taxes.
It's still possible that some people may fall through the cracks. On its website, the IRS says 
no sign-up would be needed to receive the money, but it's possible the agency ends up 
offering further guidance.

The income thresholds would be doubled for couples.
Income would generally be based on one's 2019 or 2018 tax returns. Those who made too 
much to qualify in those years, but see their income fall in 2020 would receive a tax credit 
when they file their return next year, according to the Senate Finance Committee. 
And those who make more this year than last would not have to pay back any stimulus 
money they receive if they end up exceeding the thresholds. The payments would not be 
subject to tax, and those who owe back taxes would still get a check.
When do I receive the money?
We don't know how long it would take the IRS to send out all the money, but it would likely 
take weeks before the first payments start going out.
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said on Wednesday that the IRS would begin issuing 
payments within three weeks of the legislation being signed into law. The bill simply calls for
payments to be made "as rapidly as possible."
But experts say it could take longer. In 2001, it took six weeks for the IRS to start sending 
out rebate checks under a new tax cut, and in 2008, it took three months after a stimulus 
package was signed into law. 
How do I get my money?
The money would likely be deposited directly into individuals' bank accounts -- as long as 
they've already authorized the IRS to send their tax refund that way over the past two 
years. 
If not, the IRS would send out checks in the mail.
For those that haven't filed a 2019 or 2018 tax return, the IRS would rely on information on 
file at the Social Security Administration, which keeps records on all Americans who have 
paid payroll taxes.
It's still possible that some people may fall through the cracks. On its website, the IRS says 
no sign-up would be needed to receive the money, but it's possible the agency ends up 
offering further guidance.

Unemployment benefits

How much do I get? 
Jobless workers are poised to get an extra $600 a week on top of their state benefits for up 
to four months. It would significantly boost everyone's regular state benefits, which range 
from about $200 to $550 a week, on average, depending on where you live.
Lawmakers also want to add up to 13 weeks of extended benefits, on top of state 
programs, which vary between up to 12 and 28 weeks.
Plus, more newly jobless Americans would receive checks. A new pandemic unemployment
assistance program would expand eligibility to those who are unemployed, partially 
unemployed or unable to work because of the virus and don't qualify for traditional benefits.
This would include independent contractors, the self-employed and gig economy workers. 
The pandemic program benefits would mirror what's available in one's state. 



When do I receive the money?

Coronavirus bill allows for pretax spending on menstrual products
The timing would vary based on where you live, but likely several weeks at least.
Unemployment benefits are administered by states. They would have to reprogram their 
systems to account for Congress' measures -- of which there are a few, some more 
complicated to enact than others. Not helping matters is that many state unemployment 
agencies use antiquated technology.
Adding a $600 boost to everyone's weekly check would be easier to accomplish, which is 
one reason why lawmakers designed the enhancement this way. During the Great 
Recession, the federal government temporarily increased benefits by $25 a week so this 
experience could help many states now, said Andrew Stettner, a senior fellow at The 
Century Foundation.
But Congress also wants to create a new pandemic unemployment assistance program, 
which would allow many more Americans to qualify for benefits. It's modeled on the existing
disaster unemployment assistance program, but only a few states have had to activate it in 
recent years, mainly because of hurricanes or floods.
All states would have to set up the pandemic program. So it would likely take even longer 
for jobless Americans who fall into this category to start receiving benefits, particularly in 
states that haven't faced disasters recently.
All these federal changes come at a particularly tough time for states, which are being 
squeezed from both sides, said Rebecca Dixon, executive director of the National 
Employment Law Project. They are contending with a historic number of first-time filers, 
who are already overwhelming their online sites and call centers, forcing agencies to divert 
staff and boost technical capacity.
Plus, these agencies are operating at very low funding levels because of historically low 
unemployment rates.
Doctor exposed to Covid-19 joins fight for possible treatment drug 02:36

Small business loans 

How much is available?
The biggest provision for small business owners in the economic aid package is roughly 
$350 billion in new loans, at least a portion of which will be forgiven so long as the business
continues to employ and pay its workers. 
Business owners need to apply for the loans at a lender approved by the Small Business 
Administration. The forgiven amount would be equal to 8 weeks' worth of payroll obligations
(e.g., wages and benefits), plus rent or mortgage bills and utilities. And the forgiven debt 
would not be treated as taxable income to the owner. 
How long will it take?
Normally SBA loans can take months, which many small businesses facing a cash crunch 
don't have. To get the money out more quickly, the bill calls on Treasury and the Small 
Business Administration to expedite the loan process and approve more institutions to 
make the loans. It also loosens the rules normally governing SBA loans. For instance, 
borrowers do not need to issue a personal guarantee or provide collateral.
But SBA lenders themselves aren't clear yet just how fast they can process the new loans, 
even though Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has suggested publicly this week they 
can do so very quickly. 
A joint letter from several banking and credit union associations this week urged the SBA to 
provide them with "clear and consistent" guidelines ASAP.

https://www.aba.com/advocacy/policy-analysis/sba-administrator-carranza-implementation-of-sba-7a-enhancement-provisions-s-3548-cares-act
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/success/small-business-economic-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/coronavirus-stimulus-menstrual-products/index.html


Cases explode in Michigan but states outside the hotspots can't get supplies

One non-bank direct SBA lender, Fountainhead, has been working for the past two weeks 
to streamline its own processes so that it will be able to process an application and close 
the new SBA loan in a matter of days, CEO Chris Hurn said. But lenders still need to know 
what documents and other reporting measures the SBA will require. Currently, Hurn noted, 
they have to upload a number of files on a borrower onto the SBA's electronic system. With
such an uptick in loans being issued, the chance for overload is real.
"There are some fundamental documents that I'm pretty sure the SBA is 
still going to want," Hurn said. "To me, that's going to be the bottleneck." 
“

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-coronavirus-states/index.html


Wash your hands:     Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it  

House debates before critical vote on $2 trillion stimulus deal as crisis 
worsens

Fireworks erupt as House deliberates coronavirus stimulus

Trump rails against GOP congressman who signaled support for forcing 
roll-call vote

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns

Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time

Analysis: The 30 most outrageous lines from Trump's interview with Sean
Hannity

Opinion: The pandemic isn't actually fixing climate change

DC mayor says staff member died after testing positive for virus

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, 
answered

live markets updates US stocks head south

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

Opinion: How to reopen America

Analysis: How can Boris Johnson run the UK while suffering from 
coronavirus?

CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story

Americans are panic buying pet food 

White House reassessing deal with General Motors and Ventec Life to 
produce ventilators

DRUDGEREPORT
USA NOW LEADS WORLD IN CASES

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-us-now-leads-the-world-in-confirmed-coronavirus-cases/ar-BB11LlDh
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COUNTIES TO GET RISK LEVEL
'PEAK SECOND WEEK APRIL' 
GREAT SPIRITUAL AWAKENING? 

Meet the One Congressman Against Bailout Bill… 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
Trump Rages Against Republican That Warns Of Debt Bomb… 
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-
congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-
republican-party/ 
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'... 
BOEING to Emerge as Big Winner...
Workers Critical to Food Supply Starting to Fall Ill... 
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO... 
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Cases hit 2 largest cities differently...
DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS...
'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Emails Show Chaos at CDC Slowed Early Response...
SICK MAP... 

Federal Reserve's Balance Sheet Tops $5 Trillion for First Time...
Bailout scheme merges Fed and Treasury into one organization!
BlackRock will do the trades... 

Fox Business parts ways with host who dismissed coronavirus as 
'impeachment scam' https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-
fox-news/index.html [ How about america as well as fox part ways with 
mentally ill mobster thief in chief trump who did the same and worse! ]

trump signs historic stimulus bill
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The $2 trillion package includes sending checks to people, major updates
to unemployment benefits and help for health care providers

Calculate your payout:   What you could get from the stimulus bill  

Watch:   Lawmaker who made Congress return to vote speaks  

Stimulus:     Hard-fought negotiations led to massive aid package  

Live Updates Disneyland and Walt Disney World remain closed

Fireworks erupt:   Lawmaker shouts over gavel  

Fact check: Trump utters series of false and misleading claims at 
coronavirus briefing

Governor fires back at Trump's claim: Grossly uninformed

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns

Opinion: Pandemic isn't fixing climate crisis

See what Pence said about Trump's plan to re-open country

Analysis: Trump in crisis mode uses interview to attack media and 
Democratic governors

Cuomo calls Trump 'incorrect and grossly uninformed' about ventilator 
situation

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, 
answered

Trump invokes Defense Production Act to require GM to make ventilators

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

Mayors say they can't get needed supplies

Four 'older' guests died on cruise ship where 2 people tested positive for 
coronavirus
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'Today' show host breaks down on air

Opinion: How to reopen America

"THE COMMITTEE TO SAVE THE DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 
By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 

David Stockman | March 27, 2020

But now I understand something more fully that I once only understood 
abstractly. I see how utterly ridiculous it is to think that the state can be 
the right means to help those who are poor or living at the margins of 
society. The state is their enemy, as it is for everyone else.

–Jeffrey Tucker, Bourbon for Breakfast: Living Outside the Statist Quo 
(2010)

...

The Cult of the Dow is overwhelming Wall Street, Imperial Washington, 
and Main Street.

Every semblance of rational financial and economic thinking and 
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deliberative review has been obliterated.

These monkeys in both the monetary and fiscal power centers of Imperial
Washington are just scratching their armpits, screeching loudly, and 
jerking their knees at the flickering lights of the stock-market ticker…

Start with the insanity of enacting instantly a sweeping bailout that 
wasn’t even on anyone’s radar screen just 15 days ago.

Why in the world can’t they spare another 15 days to at least find out 
what’s in it? Maybe you can amend it if necessary. Seems reasonable – a 
couple weeks’ consideration – before heavily mortgaging taxpayers 
permanently and setting policy precedents that will make future 
governance virtually impossible…

Already, a lobby group representing Silicon Valley startups is agitating for
their fair share of the coming largesse. From here to eternity, no bailout 
stone will ever go unturned. But that’s a down-the-line effect.

The claim that millions of shutdown-impacted workers are going to be 
left without food on their table and a roof over their heads next week is, 
of course, a more here-and-now type of bullshit.

These COVID-19 layoffs are only days old. For the week ending as 
recently as Saturday March 14, in fact, the number of initial 
unemployment insurance (UI) claims was just 281,000.

That number happens to be nearly an all-time low, and it reflects the level
that existed way back in June 1974, when the U.S. labor force was 92 
million versus 164 million today.



That’s right.

So, do these knuckleheads really believe that the 3 million or so workers 
who were suddenly laid off last week and have filed for benefits are 
already out of cash?

[Chart]

Or that the 60% wage replacement they’ll get from the regular 
federal/state unemployment insurance programs won’t be enough to meet
their mortgages, auto loans, or grocery bill for even a couple more 
weeks?

No, the purpose of rushing to add $600 per week on top of normal UI 
benefits and disperse a $1,200 check to nearly every adult person in 
America is to assure Wall Street that this economy’s Energizer Bunnies 
won’t miss a beat.

Our masters want us doing our jobs… and that’s to spend, spend, spend 
to keep gross domestic product, profit forecasts, and stock prices rising 
ever higher.

To be sure, Bernie Sanders and his horde undoubtedly believe this is 
about social justice and humanitarian endeavor. But on their own they 
couldn’t muster the votes to send roughly $550 billion on enhanced UI 
benefits and $1,200 per person checks to everyone in a month of 
Sundays.

This massive eruption of free stuff is happening, in fact, only because the



GOP has embraced bailout economics lock, stock, and barrel. And their 
crocodile tears for laid-off workers have nothing to do with it.

Mitch McConnell and the rest of his pathetic lot have shit-canned their 
historic bedrock principles of free markets and fiscal rectitude.

They think enabling workers to spend at nearly 100% of their prior rates 
will be good for the stock market, excellent for their stock-owning 
contributors, and conducive to GOP election prospects come November.

We’re looking at the crassest kind of unprincipled opportunism 
imaginable. The only thing that matters to the Donald and the GOP is the 
level of the Dow Jones Industrial Average between now and November 3.

And they are – literally – selling America down the drain by embracing 
Ersatz Socialism to rescue it from the 35% swoon of the last 30 days.

Let’s start with the fundamental economics of what is a severe but short-
term supply-side shock.

This is a temporary separation of workers from their workplaces and the 
paychecks that flow therefrom. It is an almost-certain likelihood that 
everyone will be back to work in four to five months. In China, it is, 
apparently, taking less than two months to re-open factories and stores.

This is what amounts to an extended Economic Spring Break. So, does it 
really make sense for workers to borrow 100% of their lost paychecks 
(less UI benefits) during the interim in order to keep spending at 100% of 
their pre-COVID-19 rate?



Self-evidently, it would not.

Prudent workers would sharply pare their spending habits. They’d be 
down to essentials like food, rent, health care, groceries, and loan 
payments while they’re sheltered in place.

They can’t go to restaurants, bars, movies, the ballpark, the mall, the 
gym, the bowling alley, night school, Disneyland, the racetrack, the 
casino, or even church, anyway…

A one-time shrinkage of discretionary spending and tapping of savings to 
cover a finite period of income loss for the vast majority of workers 
makes all the sense in the world. And that’s what’s happening across 
America right now.

That’s not to say there aren’t needy and cashless households. There are. 
And Imperial Washington’s efforts should be targeted to get help where 
it’s needed.

The question is, why should the state fill a temporary income and 
spending hole when the overwhelming share of present-day workers 
would surely tighten their belts for the duration of the emergency rather 
than take on more debt to spend on things that can’t even buy?

[Chart]

Those questions get to the essential folly of the entire $2 trillion bailout 
monstrosity.



It’s simply designed to snatch from thin air via Federal Reserve 
monetization of the massive amounts of new debt to be issued the cash 
needed to fund a 100% GDP replacement program both at the household 
and business level.

That’s why the bill also pumps $850 billion into the coffers of small 
business, medium business, and big business to ensure they keep paying 
workers who aren’t working, vendors who aren’t supplying parts, utilities 
who aren’t supplying fuel, etc.

Back in the day, the old saw about the stupidity of Keynesian economics 
was that to maintain the illusion of GDP growth and full employment, the 
professors would be willing to pay workers to dig holes with teaspoons 
and then fill them back up with the same.

Well, that’s the essence of the Trump/McConnell/Schumer/Pelosi deal, 
with a bow wrapped around it by the Donald’s new chief of staff, the “big 
government-hating” former chair of the House Freedom Caucus, Rep. 
Mark Meadows of North Carolina.

These geniuses are borrowing massively from future taxpayers to fill up a
temporary economic hole that will be little noted nor long remembered.

And it’s all because Wall Street economists and strategists need 100% 
GDP replacement so they can make the case to BTFD…

To common sense,

David Stockman"



CNN
The scariest thing Anthony Fauci said about Trump https://www.cnn.com/
2020/03/23/politics/trump-anthony-fauci-briefings/?hpt=ob_blogfooterold 

“… But make no mistake, what he's saying is this: Trump says things at 
these daily coronavirus task force press conferences that are not true. 
That's a very, very bad thing. ...”

Trump to Pence: Don't call governors who don't treat you right

A state-by-state breakdown of US cases

MSNBC
Fmr. Labor Dept. economist: 3.3M jobless claims ‘a drop in the bucket’ 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-labor-dept-economist-3-
3m-jobless-claims-a-drop-in-the-bucket-81316421961 
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Trump admin must stop saying 'everything will be okay' and make a plan, 
disease expert says

United States now has more than 100,000 coronavirus cases

Trump: Governors ‘should be appreciative’ of federal help

U.S. overtakes China in virus cases; NYC hospitals overwhelmed 

HUFFPOST
DOCS PLEAD FOR MORE GEAR; U.S. CASES HIT 100K 

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Coronavirus Myths: From Antidotes To 
Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Coronavirus

Detroit, An Emerging Coronavirus Hotspot, Is Uniquely Underprepared

10 Of Trump’s Most Damaging Coronavirus Lies

LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak
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DRUDGEREPORT
USA TOPS 100,000 CASES 
POPE: WE'RE ALL IN IT TOGETHER 

Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus 
spreads... 
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-
sites-haven-t-15162863.php 
Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting 
results... 
NYC closed until end of MAY? 
Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers 
waiting... 
Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History...
President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb...
$2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote...
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'...
Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'...
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO...
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Cases hit 2 largest cities differently...
Mystery In Wuhan: Recovered Patients Test Negative -- Then Positive...
Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus...
DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS… 
'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus 
Spreads...
SICK MAP... 
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"Market Update for Friday - March 27th, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Today stocks opened lower and never quite recovered.

* Stocks trimmed losses in the afternoon, rallying after President Trump 
signed the $2 trillion stimulus bill.

*However, stocks slide almost 3.0% in the last hour of trading and 
finished the day with losses of more than 3.0%.

*But in spite of today’s losses, the DOW managed to finish the week with 
its best weekly gain since 1938 (up 12.8%)

*Boeing (BA) led the DOW lower with a 10.3% loss. The drop came after 
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Boeing won’t look for a 
government bailout.

* Cruise lines were also hit hard after aid for cruise lines was not 
included in the stimulus bill. Carnival (CCL) lost 16.0%, Norwegian Cruise 
Line (NCLH) lost 19.9% and Royal Caribbean (RCL) dropped 13.3%.

*The virus continues to be a big problem and wild card for the U.S. 
economy. Especially after the U.S. surpassed both China and Italy for the 
most confirmed cases. Globally, there are 585,000 confirmed cases and 
24,863 deaths according to Johns Hopkins data..…"

CNN
(Prevaricator-in-chief) trump makes another round of misstatements 
during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-
check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html 
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New York may be weeks from peak 

More than a third of America's 102,702 known cases are in New York. 
Now other states are preparing for a surge

Breaking Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of New York

Live Updates Cuomo says he did not speak to Trump about a quarantine 
for New York

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Cuomo:     Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'  

Europe:     Italy's coronavirus death toll inches towards 10,000. Many are   
asking why the fatality rate is so high

trump makes another round of misstatements during coronavirus briefing 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/
index.html 

FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test

How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's 
coronavirus plan 

Trump signs historic $2 trillion stimulus bill

Smerconish: I'd be shocked if Trump doesn't do this

Analysis: The surprising rise of Andrew Cuomo

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Postal Service workers worry they may not have the protection or 
funding to keep delivering mail for months longer

70 million people under severe weather threat that includes tornadoes 
and hail

Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn has died
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Joseph Lowery, civil rights leader, dies at 98

NRA sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom and other state officials over gun
store closures

Experts are warning coronavirus puts the integrity of the 2020 election 
at risk

How deadly is coronavirus? That's complicated 

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

SeaWorld is temporarily furloughing over 90% of its employees

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

MSNBC
Latest news on the global pandemic

Grand Canyon residents fear tourists will bring virus

U.N. postpones nuclear weapons conference

Rep. Ilhan Omar: Trump 'isn't being honest with the public'

More than 900 deaths mark Italy's deadliest day 
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-
updates-u-s-first-top-100-000-cases-n1171011/
ncrd1170986#liveBlogHeader 

HUFFPOST
TRUMP FLOATS NY QUARANTINE 

U.S. Cases Exceed 100,000, Exacerbating Drug And Equipment Scarcity
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Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Pandemic

Pope Francis Prays In Empty St. Peter’s Square In Hauntingly Moving 
Images

LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak
WORLD NEWS 

03/27/2020

Coronavirus Live Updates: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

Stay up to date as we cover the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its 
effects across the world.
HuffPost Staff HuffPost 

COVID-19, the disease caused by the coronavirus, was officially declared 
a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11.

The virus has killed more than 23,000 people worldwide and continues to 
spread at a rapid pace. Efforts to curb the outbreak have led to the global
disruption of daily life and the economy, as schools and workplaces 
shutter in hopes of slowing transmission.

HuffPost reporters around the world are tracking the pandemic and the 
measures being taken to flatten the curve of transmission.

…..

A HuffPost Guide To Coronavirus

• Why Trump is wrong to compare coronavirus to the flu 
• How to file for unemployment if you’ve been laid off 
• Got anxiety? Here are 6 cheap mental health resources. 
• What to do if you live with someone with COVID-19 
• 12 Zoom hacks for work meetings and virtual happy hours 
• How to get the most out of the weekend despite coronavirus 
• The HuffPost guide to working from home   
• What coronavirus questions are on your mind right now? We want to 
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help you find answers. 

 

DRUDGEREPORT
VIRUS HITS POLICE 
FEARS OF CIVIL UNREST     
https://apnews.com/069d01bafbb1f15b1f6c4a4479ab1456 
TRUMP MULLS NY, NJ, CT QUARANTINE     

Inside president's risky push to reopen the country amid crisis...     
Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus 
spreads...     
California braces for cruelest month...     
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized...     
Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting 
results...     
NYC closed until end of MAY?     
DEATH EVERY 9.5 MINS...     
NYPD cases surge...     
Rhode Island Police Hunt Down New Yorkers Seeking Refuge…     
Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers 
waiting...     
Farmers key to keeping nation fed are wary of spread...
What Happens If Workers Cutting Up Meat Get Sick?     
Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History...
President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb...
Claims Power to Gag Watchdog Overseeing Bill...     
$2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote...
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'...
Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'...
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread...     VIDEO...  
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
Power Demand to be 'Profoundly' Hit...
INTERNET BREAKING...     
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
KLOBUCHAR: Husband Coughing Up Blood; 'Still Could Be Contagious, 
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They Don't Know'...     
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus 
Spreads...
SICK MAP...     

Not since Black Plague have Jerusalem's holy alleys fallen so still...     
Florida Keys closed to visitors... 
Organized crime enforces Brazil lockdown...     
Bolsonaro says 'sorry, some will die'...     
Doctor working with Amazon tribe tests positive...     
Italy, Spain Have Deadliest 24 Hours...     
Nightfall brings nightmares in Rome's hospitals,...     
Australia tightens quarantine rules...     
Last flight to Bangkok: 'If I die, I want to die in my country'...     
Haiti hospital chief kidnapped...     
'Super-spreader' guru puts Indian villages on high alert...     
Finland blocks roads to Helsinki...     
Epidemic infects Europe with 'germ of division'...     
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https://www.lmtonline.com/news/article/Not-since-the-Black-Plague-have-Jerusalem-s-holy-15162438.php
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
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YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

CNN
US coronavirus deaths top 2,000 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-28-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

The number of Americans who have died from the virus has doubled 
since Thursday 

President:   Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of parts of   
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut 

Restrictions:   These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's  
what that means for you 

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Europe:     Italy's coronavirus death toll passes 10,000  

Cuomo:     Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'  

Cuomo on possible New York quarantine: 'I don't think it's legal'

New York faces a possible quarantine as other states prepare for surge 
of cases

Fact check: Trump makes another round of misstatements during Friday 
briefing

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
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Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn dies after battle with cancer

How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's 
coronavirus plan 

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Tornado flattens buildings in Jonesboro, Arkansas

FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test

A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers test 
positive

NRA sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom and other state officials over gun
store closures

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

Experts are warning coronavirus puts the integrity of the 2020 election 
at risk

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/undocumented-immigrants-coronavirus-stimulus/index.html
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Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment 

CDC issues travel advisory as deaths double within two days 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index
.html 

The advisory for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut comes as US 
coronavirus deaths surpass 2,000 

Restrictions:   These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's  
what that means for you 

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

live updates The US has the most known cases worldwide

Cuomo  : Quarantine would be declaration of war on states  

Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States

Fact check: Trump makes another round of misstatements during Friday 
briefing

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus 
complications

North Korea launches sixth unidentified projectile in under a month 

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Italy's coronavirus death toll passes 10,000

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-surpass-china-intl/index.html
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John Callahan of TV show 'All My Children' dead at 66

Tornado rips through Arkansas city, injuring 6 people 

A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers test 
positive

Owner of New York Knicks and Rangers tests positive for coronavirus

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - March 28th, 2020

Albert peia, here's what happened this week:

*Monday: DOW falls 582 points because stimulus plan is stuck in Senate

*Tuesday: Wow…stocks have their best day since 1933!

*Wednesday: We might get the WORST economic report EVER tomorrow
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*Thursday: 3.3 million unemployed and stocks have biggest 3-day rally 
since 1931?!?

*Friday: Stimulus Bill signed, but Dow slides 900 points

HUFFPOST
‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-
grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 

Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking 
Safety

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines
(Prevaricator-in-chief) trump makes another round of misstatements 
during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-
check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html 

HUFFPOST
‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-
grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 

Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking 
Safety

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

NYTIMES
The Expert Who Corrects Trump Is Now a Target of Far-Right Vitriol

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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How a Failure to Test Blinded the U.S. to Covid-19 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/us/testing-coronavirus-
pandemic.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

The U.S. Tried to Build a New Fleet of Ventilators. The Mission Collapsed.

WASHPOST
Desperate for medical equipment, states find a beleaguered national 
stockpile

Trump sows confusion with efforts to invoke presidential powers to fight 
coronavirus 

Pence to bring recommendations to Trump on whether to reopen 
economy; Japan’s cases accelerate 

LATIMES
Coronavirus patients in California’s ICU beds double overnight 

L.A. County announces 6 new coronavirus deaths as hospitals fill up in 
California 

GOOGLENEWS
Live coronavirus updates: Global death toll tops 30,000 as Trump weighs 
quarantine on N.Y. area 
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-coronavirus-updates-
trump-weighs-quarantine-n-y-area-italian-n1171426 

The global death toll from COVID-19 has surpassed 30,000, according to 
John Hopkins University, as President Donald Trump said that he was 
considering an ...
NBCNews.com5 hours ago

Cuomo says possible NY quarantine 'would be chaos and mayhem'

video_youtubeCNNYesterday
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Trump says coronavirus quarantine on New York, New Jersey, 
Connecticut not necessary, CDC issues 14-day 'tr...

President Trump on Saturday said he is considering imposing an 
enforceable quarantine on New York, parts of New Jersey and parts of 
Connecticut as part of ...
Fox News LatinoYesterday

Trump to Issue Travel Advisory for N.Y. Region, Backing Off Quarantine 
Threat

WASHINGTON — President Trump said Saturday night that he would not 
impose a quarantine on New York, New Jersey and Connecticut to 
prevent the spread ...
The New York TimesYesterdayLocal coverage

Trump Considering Quarantine Of New York, New Jersey And Connecticut
| NBC Nightly News

video_youtubeNBC NewsYesterday

CNN
Pelosi:     'As the President fiddles, people are dying'   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/
index.html 
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https://news.google.com/articles/CBMib2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveG5ld3MuY29tL3BvbGl0aWNzL3RydW1wLW11bGxzLWltcG9zaW5nLWNvcm9uYXZpcnVzLXF1YXJhbnRpbmUtb24tbmV3LXlvcmstbmV3LWplcnNleS1jb25uZWN0aWN1dNIBc2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmZveG5ld3MuY29tL3BvbGl0aWNzL3RydW1wLW11bGxzLWltcG9zaW5nLWNvcm9uYXZpcnVzLXF1YXJhbnRpbmUtb24tbmV3LXlvcmstbmV3LWplcnNleS1jb25uZWN0aWN1dC5hbXA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


As the number of US coronavirus deaths doubled in just two days, the 
House speaker criticized the President's response to the pandemic

New restrictions:     CDC issues domestic travel advisory  

Pelosi on Trump's statement:     It's ridiculous  

live updates Rhode Island demands all travelers into the state to self-
quarantine for 14 days

Cuomo  : Quarantine would be declaration of war on states  

Restrictions:     What stay-at-home orders mean for you   

Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States

Opinion: Donald Trump's special day

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

Task force receives recommendations on reducing social distancing

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

Gretchen Whitmer takes on Trump as coronavirus cases rise in Michigan

Analysis: Trump's approval rating is up most among those who don't vote

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

John Callahan of TV show 'All My Children' dead at 66

A North Carolina county is using checkpoints to block visitors and keep 
coronavirus out

America's largest single site jail is home to a new coronavirus cluster

Trump strikes friendly tone on China with trade in mind, as his top 
officials point fingers

'Today' show host breaks down on air

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/hoda-kotb-drew-brees-coronavirus-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/trump-china-coronavirus-trade/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/trump-china-coronavirus-trade/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/detroit-coronavirus-cook-county-jail/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/dare-county-north-carolina-state-of-emergency-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/dare-county-north-carolina-state-of-emergency-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/entertainment/john-callahan-dead/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/27/trump-ventilator-guarantee-cutie-pie-coronavirus-briefing-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/opinions/stimulus-bill-tax-break-for-1-mccaffery/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/trump-approval-rating-poll-of-the-week/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/gretchen-whitmer-donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/28/david-axelrod-trump-stimulus-checks-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/28/david-axelrod-trump-stimulus-checks-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/social-distancing-recommendations-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fauci-trump-quarantine-white-house-discussions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fauci-trump-quarantine-white-house-discussions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/opinions/donald-trumps-special-day-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/us/coronavirus-which-states-stay-at-home-order-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/cuomo-trump-ny-quarantine-war-on-states-nr-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/nancy-pelosi-trump-stimulus-bill-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/index.html


Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus 
complications

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Tornado rips through Arkansas city

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

YAHOONEWS U.S. Reuters U.S. virus deaths could reach 200,000, Fauci 
warns as medical supplies run short https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
health-coronavirus-usa/u-s-virus-deaths-could-reach-200000-fauci-warns-
as-medical-supplies-run-short-idUSKBN21G0ME 

HUFFPOST
RED ALERT: ‘EVERY METRO AREA’ SHOULD READY FOR NYC-SCALE 
OUTBREAK https://www.huffpost.com/entry/deborah-birx-metro-area-
coronavirus_n_5e80a0f0c5b6cb9dc1a1f276 

CORONAVIRUS ER Doctor Sick With Coronavirus: ‘Nothing Right Now Is 
Sustainable’

‘  Off The Charts’: Coronavirus Hot   

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP BACKS OFF QUARANTINE
CUOMO WARNED WAR!
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED https://www.foxnews.com/media/dr-deborah-
birx-issues-coronavirus-warning-we-dont-think-any-city-will-be-spared 

People arrested for violating stay-at-home orders...

https://www.staradvertiser.com/2020/03/26/breaking-news/kauai-police-launch-checkpoints-to-enforce-lockdown-compliance/
https://www.foxnews.com/media/dr-deborah-birx-issues-coronavirus-warning-we-dont-think-any-city-will-be-spared
https://www.foxnews.com/media/dr-deborah-birx-issues-coronavirus-warning-we-dont-think-any-city-will-be-spared
https://www.foxnews.com/media/dr-deborah-birx-issues-coronavirus-warning-we-dont-think-any-city-will-be-spared
https://www.axios.com/fauci-coronavirus-deaths-america-aa3c1c66-329b-49a6-bcc4-50484ace46ed.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200329002442-prcmb
https://www.the-sun.com/news/604376/andrew-cuomo-new-york-coroanvirus-slams-donald-trump/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-considering-enforceable-quarantine-n-y-parts-n-j-connecticut-n1171186
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/er-doctor-sick-coronavirus-new-york-city_n_5e7e795cc5b6256a7a2abdb7
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa/u-s-virus-deaths-could-reach-200000-fauci-warns-as-medical-supplies-run-short-idUSKBN21G0ME
https://www.yahoo.com/news/u-cities-warn-medical-supplies-141101968.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/u-cities-warn-medical-supplies-141101968.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/tech/instacart-planned-strike/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/weather/tornadoes-severe-storms/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/28/calculating-coronavirus-death-rate-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/april-dunn-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/april-dunn-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/entertainment/tom-hanks-rita-wilson-coronavirus-update/index.html


Govt Tracking How People Move Around in Pandemic... 
Virus hotspots grow in middle America… 
Urban centers nationwide gird for catastrophe...
Rhode Island Police Hunt Down New Yorkers Seeking Refuge!
Florida state border checkpoints begin...
Scared medical workers decry lack of protection...
Hospitals turn to snorkel masks... 
California braces for cruelest month...
Farmers key to keeping nation fed wary of spread...
'Confirmed Cases' Almost Meaningless Metric...
Silent Spreaders Poised to Unleash Second Wave of Disaster...
Italy's toll tops 10,000 despite long lockdown...
SPAIN SURGE: Death Toll Rises 838 in Worst Day Yet...
SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 
https://apnews.com/64ac08d62c3621f2b888785e02c7f6b1 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED 

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Variety Ridley Scott Blasts Donald Trump’s 
Response to Coronavirus: ‘He’s a Nutcase, Isn’t He?’ [ Yes, indeed trump 
is, a nutcase and much worse! ] As the coronavirus pandemic continues 
to spread across the globe, Hollywood has been brought to a standstill. 
TV and movie productions have been put on hold, as the industry -- along 
with millions in other businesses -- is social distancing. …

MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/column/associated-press?mod=MW_author_byline
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/ridley-scott-blasts-donald-trump-214314211.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/ridley-scott-blasts-donald-trump-214314211.html
https://www.foxnews.com/media/dr-deborah-birx-issues-coronavirus-warning-we-dont-think-any-city-will-be-spared
https://apnews.com/64ac08d62c3621f2b888785e02c7f6b1
https://apnews.com/64ac08d62c3621f2b888785e02c7f6b1
https://news.trust.org/item/20200329002442-prcmb
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11280320/coronavirus-deaths-in-spain-rise-by-838-in-countrys-worst-day-yet/
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-says-virus-response-fateful-eu-104005657.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-silent-spreaders-poised-to-unleash-second-wave-of-disaster
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/confirmed-coronavirus-cases-almost-meaningless-123550415.html
https://apnews.com/647a445d026527acdc2848a740666d38
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/how-bad-will-the-next-few-weeks-for-california-as-coronavirus-cases-explode
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/hospitals-turn-snorkel-masks-ease-respirator-overload-020738689.html
https://news.yahoo.com/york-medical-workers-decry-abysmal-lack-coronavirus-protection-061827504.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/news/2020/03/28/florida-coronavirus-cases-pass-4000-border-checkpoints-vacation-rentals-suspended/2934407001/
https://news.yahoo.com/rhode-island-police-hunt-down-211405349.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/its-no-different-from-new-york-urban-centers-nationwide-gird-for-catastrophic-virus-outbreak/ar-BB11QzZ6
https://apnews.com/cb56e50250328b923776408386b3a82a
https://www.wsj.com/articles/government-tracking-how-people-move-around-in-coronavirus-pandemic-11585393202


YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

MSNBC Bill Rodgers: Real unemployment rate could reach 30 percent 
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/bill-rodgers-real-unemployment-
rate-could-reach-30-percent-81349189570 

MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 

CNN
Growing US death toll makes Trump accept reality

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-easter-hospitals-deadline/index.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-brags-television-ratings-during-192928326.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-brags-television-ratings-during-192928326.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html
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The President's extension of social distancing guidelines until April 30 is 
a significant move as the coronavirus pandemic is set to take a savage 
turn

live updates More than 723,000 people people infected worldwide and 
over 34,000 killed, Johns Hopkins University tally says

Stunning projection:     Fauci estimates between 100,000 to 200,000 deaths.  
But that could change, he said

Tracking the pandemic  : Coronavirus cases in the US  

Don Lemon:     This virus does not care what you believe  

Opinion:     Donald Trump's special day  

Watch:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question  

Podcast:     Bill Gates sounded the alarm  

A breakdown of false and misleading statements at Trump's Rose Garden
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-
briefing/index.html 

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Exclusive: DOJ reviews stock trades by lawmakers after coronavirus 
briefings

Analysis: As coronavirus death toll rises, Trump focuses on a different set
of numbers: TV ratings 

New York coronavirus deaths pass 960 as New Rochelle's 'Patient Zero' 
goes home

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

Tapper to GOP gov.: Does your state think this is a hoax?

Trump admin sent medical gear to China while he minimized the virus 
threat to US

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/opinions/coronavirus-personal-protective-equipment-obeidallah/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/opinions/coronavirus-personal-protective-equipment-obeidallah/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/nebraska-governor-pete-ricketts-trump-coronavirus-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fauci-trump-quarantine-white-house-discussions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fauci-trump-quarantine-white-house-discussions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/new-york-coronavirus-cases/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/new-york-coronavirus-cases/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/media/donald-trump-tv-ratings-reliable-sources/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/trump-yamiche-alcindor-hospital-equipment-coronavirus-task-force-briefing-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/opinions/donald-trumps-special-day-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/30/coronavirus-god-science-medicine-coexist-don-lemon-ctn-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/us-coronavirus-updates-monday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/us-coronavirus-updates-monday/index.html
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9 takeaways from Tapper's interviews with Pelosi, Fauci, de Blasio and 
more

Opinion: The alarming message of Louisiana's spike in Covid-19 cases 

CBS journalist Maria Mercader dies at 54 of coronavirus

Opera legend Plácido Domingo hospitalized with coronavirus 

Ken Shimura, famed Japanese comedian, dead at 70 after contracting 
coronavirus

Singer-songwriter John Prine critically ill with coronavirus

Country music star Joe Diffie dies of complications from coronavirus

Trump says US will not pay for Prince Harry and Meghan's security. They 
say they don't need the help

Bill Gates' prediction for when coronavirus cases will peak in US

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Cruise ship headed to Florida has reported more sick people on board 
after 4 die 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Amazon workers to stage a walkout today, demanding closure of Staten 
Island facility

MARKETWATCH Stock investors are too optimistic — they’re running up 
Abbott, Johnson & Johnson and General Motors without doing any 
research  Stocks Gained Today as Virginia Issued Stay-at-Home Order That  
Will Last Until June 10 [Aha! We knew there was a reason for the 
contrived run-up in stock prices. ] The Dow Surged 691 Points Because 
Investors Have More Hope Covid-19 Will Be Beat [ Yes, in trading pits to the 
trading floor, they were singing the new theme song/mantra; viz., ‘clap your 
hands, stamp your feet, covid-19 will be beat’. Well, there you go; all over but 
the shouting! ]
CNN

https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/dow-jones-industrial-average-rose-we-hope-covid-19-will-be-beat-51585603025?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/dow-jones-industrial-average-rose-we-hope-covid-19-will-be-beat-51585603025?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/the-u-s-should-have-enough-medical-supplies-to-fight-coronavirus-trump-says-51585580076?link=MW_latest_news
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‘Tale of Two Streets’ (Wall Street and Main Street) Macy's will furlough 
the majority of its 125,000 employees 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-
coronavirus/index.html 

Cities transform to treat coronavirus victims

A football stadium, convention centers and even parts of New York's 
Central Park are now makeshift hospitals

Opinion:     History's verdict on Trump will be devastating  

Flattening the curve:   Are US efforts actually working?   

Poll:   Americans divided over government handling of outbreak  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Briefing:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question   

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump gives update at coronavirus briefing: 'This is a very vital 30 days'

• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/borger-column-trump-empathy/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/specials/live-video-1
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/trump-yamiche-alcindor-hospital-equipment-coronavirus-task-force-briefing-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
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New York neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies from 
complications of Covid-19

Police arrest Florida pastor for holding church services despite stay-at-
home order

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Daughter's heartbreaking story of mom brings CNN's Brooke Baldwin to 
tears

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Ford to build 50,000 ventilators in 100 days

'I Love Rock 'n' Roll' songwriter Alan Merrill dies after coronavirus 
diagnosis

Model cited by White House says 82,000 people could die from 
coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

The US deported him. Days later, he was hospitalized with coronavirus

CBS journalist dies at 54 of coronavirus

WASHPOST
Trump steels nation for longer shutdown after experts warn virus could 
kill 200,000 in U.S. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/30/coronavirus-latest-
news/

NYTIMES
Despite Pushback, Trump Suggests Testing Is No Longer an Issue
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LATIMES
California launches initiative to increase healthcare providers amid 
coronavirus 

MSNBC
Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Prisoners in New York City jails sound alarm as coronavirus spreads
Are masks 'going out the back door' of NYC hospitals, as Trump 
suggests?
Coronavirus deniers take aim at hospitals as pandemic grows
Renowned surgeon who separated twins joined at the skull dies of 
coronavirus

HUFFPOST
WAREHOUSE HEALTH HAZARD: FRIVOLOUS ONLINE ORDERS 

World News When Will Life Return to Normal? The Answer From Europe Is
Emerging Coronavirus cases may be starting to peak in Europe, but 
lockdowns will likely remain for months, officials said.

There Are 67,000 Pharmacies In The U.S. Only 5 Are Testing For The 
Coronavirus.

DRUDGEREPORT
SOS NYC 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-
million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html 
Rent strike idea gaining steam... 

Rampaging monkeys launching attacks sign of biblical plague, claims 
rabbi... [Hmmm…Truth be told, I’ve seen that in america for as long as I 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/rampaging-monkeys-launching-attacks-sign-21774648
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can remember!]

THE GREAT WAIT... 
Gov. issues stay-at-home order for South Florida...
Virginia Shut Until June...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
APRIL CANCELED...
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter plan...
500 homeless sleep in Vegas parking lot after vagrant tests positive...
SHOCK VIDEO: Cars wait in long line at Pennsylvania food bank...
Tampa megachurch pastor arrested after leading packed services...
New Yorkers who break distancing rules face fines...
Record number of 911 calls...
UPDATE: Field hospital set up in Central Park...
Queens Stadium to Be Converted Into Temporary Unit...
Dead bodies loaded into trucks...
Hamptons Houses Now Luxury Bunkers...
Secret Doomsday Ranch In Colorado Sees Spike In Interest...
Doctors Warn Virus Persists 8 Days After Symptoms...
Giving Birth In Time Of Pandemic 'Absolutely Terrifying'...
Elderly woman dies after smacked for not social distancing...
Domestic Abuse Calls Skyrocket...
IRS orders office evacuation, affecting most agency employees...
Trash Industry Braces for Deluge of Infectious Waste...
WHOLE FOODS employees planning nationwide 'sick-out'...
Dolly Parton Says Pandemic Message From God: Holding Us Up To Light...
SICK MAP... 

"THE STATE, IT IS US 

Recent Articles
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The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 

David Stockman | March 30, 2020 

Look at the world around you. It may seem like an immovable, implacable
place. It is not. With the slightest push – in just the right place – it can be 
tipped.

–Malcolm Gladwell, The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big 
Difference (2000)

...

Even if Uncle Sam wasn’t already broke – with $23 trillion of public debt 
and $20 trillion more built into current policy over the next decade – this 
$2.2 trillion “stimulus” bill would rank as a monstrous eruption of fiscal 
incontinence.

What’s far worse than this cascade of freebies are the underlying 
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theories used to justify it.

This latest attempt at fiscal “stimulus” basically says there’s no limit to 
the amount of money the state and its central-banking branch can borrow
or print to hold harmless virtually every element and institution of the 
American economy at their January 2020 level.

Mind you, that’s fake prosperity based on egregiously inflated financial 
wealth.

[Chart]

And this bill is just a grand act of plenary social insurance designed to 
make everyone whole – as if the state has resources society as a whole 
doesn’t.

We leave it to the liberal numbskulls at Axios to reveal the true colors of 
the Everything Bailout:

This is not intended to stimulate growth and spending to offset a 
potential downturn; it is designed to prevent mass homelessness, 
starvation and a wave of business closures not seen since the height of 
the Great Depression.

“This should not be thought of as a stimulus bill – this should be thought 
of as social insurance in a disaster state of the world for the most hard 
hit,” Jonathan Parker, professor of finance at MIT, told Axios during a 
virtual briefing with reporters Wednesday.



“The idea is to freeze time for a month or six weeks and let people 
emerge with not a huge amount of debt – not starving, not being evicted.”

This would ideally produce “a V-shaped recovery where people find 
themselves roughly where they were when we went in.”

Even if the bill passes, the story won’t be over: We are likely to be in this 
same situation again, economists say – and soon.

Another stimulus bill will likely be necessary to get the economy running 
after the COVID-19 outbreak has been contained.

More immediately, it’s possible that a second massive spending bill will 
be needed just to stop further bleeding.

Well, there you have it. It’s a bald-faced recipe for the veritable 
destruction of capitalist prosperity and financial viability.

And this is the consensus extant across the length and breadth of the 
beltway.

These sanctimonious insiders are statists of the worst variety. Rather 
than overtly embrace Socialism, like Bernie, AOC, and the Squad, they 
embrace an ersatz version. Theirs presumes a hyper-interventionist state
is not capitalism’s mortal enemy, like classic socialism. Theirs is a 
helpmate, an enhancer, and a benefactor.

All rolled into one…



But that’s dead wrong.

What it does is eviscerate the fundamentals of stable, sustainable, and 
rising prosperity.

Beltway Socialism…

systematically falsifies and inflates financial asset prices…

confers windfall wealth on the already wealthy…

balloons public and private debt…

fosters pervasive speculation and malinvestment…

perpetuates failed business strategies and zombie companies…

undermines financial discipline among households, businesses, and 
government institutions alike…

kills savings, rainy-day funds, and balance-sheet reserves in favor of 
hand-to-mouth economics…

Finally – obviously, now – Beltway Socialism leaves the aggregate 
economy unnecessarily fragile and extremely vulnerable to exogenous 
shocks like the COVID-19 supply-side dislocation now underway.



Those insiders now roundly applauding the bill recognize none of these 
untoward consequences.

[Chart]

By their lights, the American economy’s apparent inability to weather a 
two- to four-month supply-side dislocation is due to the putative defects 
of market capitalism. Hyperactive intervention is exactly what their 
doctor ordered.

This is statism.

And it’s creeping up on all of us.

Here’s Michael Coolbaugh to take us out with some more wise words he 
shared with his Element Macro Research subscribers this morning:

I wish I had something more profound to offer you this morning. But, as 
Former Premier of the Soviet Union Vladimir Lenin once proclaimed, 
“There are decades where nothing happens, and there are weeks where 
decades happen.”

That’s the thing about these sorts of “big picture” scenarios.

They usually move at glacial speed with the seeds being sown over years,
if not decades. The problem being, we never know where the spark will 
come from that triggers the avalanche. 



I don’t have any first-hand accounts, but I highly doubt many had the 
assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria at the top of their list of 
triggers that would launch The Great War.

As I suggested on Friday, I believe we are currently experiencing 
something much greater than a pandemic-induced economic shock.

There will be many lasting consequences from what seems to be this 
singular event but is really just the culmination of decades of decisions 
that have brought us to this place.

We talked about the distinct possibility that the real economy 
outperforms the stock market. And what might that look like?

Have you noticed that the overwhelming view during this market rout has 
been to buy the technology sector on weakness?

After all, we are a service economy that is currently demonstrating our 
ability to work remotely… 

[Chart]

In fact, we’re told about it every single day: “You want to own growth in a
low-growth world”… There’s this now too: “Tech will be the least affected
by a global quarantine”… And, better still: “You can’t ignore the amazing 
relative performance.”

Well, you know how I feel about something that everyone believes in…



If there’s one thing history has taught us time and again, it’s that the 
unwind of such one-way thinking can be powerful and often extremely 
painful.

These are all just a few overarching things to keep in mind over the 
weeks and months to come.

Because, believe me, I could sit here and talk about this “big picture” and
metagame-type stuff all day.

But any time I see projections for oil priced below zero, it might suggest 
we’re rapidly approaching a major tipping point.

Indeed, Mike, indeed…

To common sense,

David Stockman"

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 30th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks bounced back after Friday’s drop, and kicked off the week with a 
win.



*Today’s gains come in spite of more bad news and a slide in oil:

*President Trump extended social distancing guidelines to April 30th.

*Right now there are more than 775,00 cases around the world and over 
37,000 deaths. And last week the U.S. became the country with the most 
cases in the world, now almost 160,000.

*St. Louis Fed President James Bullard and economists believe the 
unemployment rate could hit 32%.

*And Fed research shows that there are 66.8 million workers with “high 
risk of layoff.”

*But on a (trumpian) positive note, Bullard believes the hit to the 
economy might be short lived. In a CNBC interview, Bullard said “this is a 
special quarter, and once the virus goes away and if we play our cards 
right and keep everything intact, then everyone will go back to work and 
everything will be fine."

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 3rd day in a row. With a 5.4% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.33 a barrel. It was the lowest close for Crude Oil since 
2002.

*Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) jumped 8.0% on news that the company will 
begin human testing on a potential vaccine in September.”

YAHOONEWS Politics LA Times Column: Trump blocks coronavirus 
bailout oversight even before it can start 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-
163113509.html Trump says he won't cooperate with bailout oversight, so
what is he hiding?

https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html


CNN
Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/cuomo-lemon-handoff-trump-news-coverage-coronavirus-cpt-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-march-30/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-march-30/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/30/trump-coronavirus-acosta-question-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/illinois-governor-wrong-masks-ppe/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-politics-2020-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-03-31-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-us-ihme-model-us/index.html
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state

CNN
Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states

The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the 
pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.

• live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this  
virus since day one'

• Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying   
virus

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/30/trump-coronavirus-acosta-question-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/30/trump-coronavirus-acosta-question-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-03-31-20/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/justice-department-review-senator-stocks-honig/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/justice-department-review-senator-stocks-honig/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/minnesota-trooper-n95-masks-doctor-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/minnesota-trooper-n95-masks-doctor-trnd/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/florida-pastor-arrested-river-church/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/31/doctor-posts-coronavirus-reality-cornelia-griggs-intv-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/holland-america-zaandam-passengers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/world/coronavirus-who-masks-recommendation-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/nyu-langone-emergency-doctors-intubation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/nyu-langone-emergency-doctors-intubation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/31/drew-griffin-coronavirus-early-testing-we-blew-it-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-lower-death-rate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-lower-death-rate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/california-shelter-in-place-effects/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/california-shelter-in-place-effects/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/william-helmreich-dies-coronavirus/index.html


• Social distancing:   'Glimmers' that measures are working  

• Tips:     Worried about infection from groceries? What to do  

• Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

• Podcast:     As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties  

CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus

• Comedian Michael Yo shares emotional post about recovering from 
coronavirus
• A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers 
test positive
• What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer

A grim picture of what could come in the US

• US Open tennis complex to be used as makeshift hospital in New 
York 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/us-open-coronavirus-hospital/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/us-open-coronavirus-hospital/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-us-ihme-model-us/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/what-is-coronavirus-covid-19-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/nypd-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/nypd-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/entertainment/michael-yo-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/entertainment/michael-yo-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html


• Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus  

• Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus   
guidelines and provide models as rationale

• Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was   
wrong

• Man best known for walking nearly every block of New   
York dies of coronavirus

• Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky   
start

• What to do if you're worried about bills  

• The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will   
receive medal of honor

• From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual   
campaigning

• DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA   
warrant process

• Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why  

• Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American   
democracy

• One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US  

Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-us-ihme-model-us/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/fisa-warrants-fbi-justice-department-ig-carter-page/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/fisa-warrants-fbi-justice-department-ig-carter-page/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/2020-campaigning-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/2020-campaigning-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/teacher-disarmed-gunman-medal-of-honor-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/teacher-disarmed-gunman-medal-of-honor-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/success/cannot-pay-bills-coronavirus/index.html
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live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/cuomo-lemon-handoff-trump-news-coverage-coronavirus-cpt-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/borger-column-trump-empathy/index.html
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

MSNBC
U.S. death toll tops 3,000, exceeding 9/11 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-
coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627 
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Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

‘  I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools   

close

OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about 
coronavirus

Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal

State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket

U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far

Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits

Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do 
they see?

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

HUFFPOST
GOP GOV THROWS COLD WATER ON TRUMP TESTING LIE 

CORONAVIRUS

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-larry-hogan-trump-testing_n_5e834451c5b6d38d98a4ffaa
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-tells-governors-he-hasn-t-heard-about-lack-of-testing-kits-81423429585
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173121
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173126
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CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19

A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue

GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public 
Health: Study

Amazon Worker Fired After Staging Walkout Over Company’s Handling Of 
Outbreak

LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak

DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-
080522193.html 
SOS NYC 
MORE DEAD THAN 9/11
CNN ANCHOR CUOMO INFECTED
DC THREAT: JAIL FOR LEAVING HOME
MAJORITY OF AMERICANS PRAYING 

Coronavirus could travel 27 feet, stay in air for hours: MIT researcher… 
Brooklyn Man Arrested After Coughing On FBI Agents...
Famed neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
PEAK? Model predicts 2,271 deaths on 4/15… 
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter Miracle...
Mixed messages confuse...
Bottlenecks in testing, excruciating wait times...
Captain of aircraft carrier with growing outbreak pleads for help… 
Military infections rise...
Hospitals Tell Doctors They'll Be Fired If Talk to Press...
Study shows middle-age mortality risk...
3D video shows extensive damage to lungs...
Supplies Get Tight As Food Distribution Systems Break Down... 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/supplies-are-starting-to-get-really-tight-nationwide-as-food-distribution-systems-break-down
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/it-is-affecting-every-age-group-3d-video-shows-extensive-damage-to-lungs-caused-by-covid-19
https://news.yahoo.com/study-shows-middle-age-covid-19-mortality-risk-100840947.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/hospitals-tell-doctors-they-ll-be-fired-if-they-talk-to-press
https://www.stripes.com/pentagon-struggles-to-stay-ahead-of-virus-as-infections-rise-ship-sidelined-1.624211
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Exclusive-Captain-of-aircraft-carrier-with-15167883.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/bottlenecks-in-coronavirus-testing-mean-excruciating-wait-times-for-the-sick/ar-BB11Vs8f
https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-mixed-messages-confuse-coronavirus-194831761.html
https://apnews.com/df0f9e66090f77c3102610b4e8a49433
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8168661/Data-predicts-2-271-Americans-die-coronavirus-April-15.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-gets-back-to-work-while-u-s-extends-coronavirus-shutdowns-11585561393
https://www.the-sun.com/news/615922/neurosurgeon-james-goodrich-dead-coronavirus-conjoined-twins/
https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/nyc-man-coughs-on-fbi-agents-during-price-gouging-arrest
https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-could-travel-27-feet-stay-in-air-for-hours-mit-researcher/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/03/30/most-americans-say-coronavirus-outbreak-has-impacted-their-lives/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/30/dc-mayor-threatens-jail-time-for-leaving-home-during-coronavirus/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/breaking-cnns-chris-cuomo-has-tested-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/coronavirus/article-8170427/US-coronavirus-death-toll-tops-3-000-dead-9-11-expects-say-worst-come.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/31/gov-cuomo-says-coronavirus-is-more-dangerous-than-expected-as-new-york-cases-jump-14percent-overnight-to-75795.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-updates-stats-cases-worldwide_n_5e81e1e9c5b6cb9dc1a3d3fb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-fires-worker-chris-smalls_n_5e828693c5b62dd9f5d482fa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-fires-worker-chris-smalls_n_5e828693c5b62dd9f5d482fa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-governors-restrictions-lag-coronovavirus-research_n_5e82bb6cc5b62dd9f5d4bd8b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-governors-restrictions-lag-coronovavirus-research_n_5e82bb6cc5b62dd9f5d4bd8b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/a-new-enemy-in-the-battle-against-coronavirus-lockdown-fatigue_n_5e8319e7c5b62dd9f5d5973b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-positive-cnn_n_5e836426c5b603fbdf4a2f51


WHOLE FOODS employees nationwide 'sick-out'...
AMAZON Struggles to Find Footing... 
Pets Growing More Stressed... 
SICK MAP... 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP... 
End of Dollar Reign? 
DOW heads for worst first quarter in history... Developing... 
Return of Barter Economy, Swapping Eggs for Toilet Paper... 

"Crazy Town

Crazy Town https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/ 

By David Stockman. March 31, 2020 

The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

David Stockman | March 31, 2020

Now this is the point. You fancy me a mad. Madmen know nothing. But 
you should have seen me. You should have seen how wisely I proceeded…

Edgar Allen Poe, The Tell-Tale Heart (1843)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/the-return-of-the-barter-economy-swapping-eggs-for-toilet-paper
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/stock-futures-are-flat-following-rebound-from-coronavirus-sell-off.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2020-03-31/coronavirus-could-end-dollar-s-reign-in-favor-of-china
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-pet-behavior-breana-pitts-heidi-sutcliffe-norwell-veterinary-hospital/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-struggles-to-find-its-coronavirus-footing-its-a-time-of-great-stress-11585664987
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dmeka/whole-foods-employees-are-staging-a-nationwide-sick-out


...

Have I said it’s getting stupid-crazy down there in the Imperial City?

Or course I have, ad infinitum… ad nauseum, really.

And I’m doing it again today…

Consider the chart below.

[Chart]

To wit, it took the Federal Reserve 95 years after its doors opened in 
1914 to print enough money to fund a $600 billion balance sheet.

Between the famous Treasury Accord in 1951, by which the Fed was 
liberated from U.S. Treasury-ordered yield-pegging, and 1999, its balance 
sheet grew at a modest 5.2% per year.

And the Fed’s relative stinginess with the printing press was a great big 
never-mind. Real gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 3.4% per year 
over that near half-century period. And real median family income more 
than doubled, from $35,000 to $74,000.

I ponder that “$600 billion” today because its capsulizes the insanity 
loose in the Imperial City.



What took 95 years to accomplish in the purportedly benighted 20th 
century, now takes just five days…

[Chart]

You can’t make this stuff up.

Between March 20 and March 26 – five trading days – our monetary 
central planners purchased $622 billion of U.S. Treasuries and mortgage-
backed securities (MBS).

Its balance sheet has expanded from $4.75 trillion the evening of March 
19 to $5.372 trillion the evening of March 26.

The growth rate there is 61,084% per year.

Even Uncle Milton Friedman – the evil genius who started all this at Camp
David back in August 1971 – is surely rolling in his grave.

If there’s any doubt this madness is literally destroying the bond markets,
you need look no further than these side-by-side charts…

[Chart]

The massive corporate bond bubble that 10 years of the Fed’s foolish 
interest-rate repression generated is now coming unstuck at the seams.



As I’ve said all along, the specious assurance from the Eccles Building 
that the financial system is sound because banks have been passing their
ludicrously rigged “stress test” was malarkey of the first order.

For crying out loud, Waldo isn’t hiding in bank balance sheets. That was 
the last rodeo.

Bank balance sheets have been repaired as a result of savaging returns 
on the deposits held by millions of savers and retirees.

Meanwhile, Waldo is buried somewhere in the trillions of new corporate 
bond mutual funds and exchange-traded funds that have risen up to 
quench the desperate thirst for yield among asset gatherers…

Of course, these hideously low yields are being clobbered by the COVID-
19 shutdown panic. That’s caused a run on the bond funds like no brick-
and-mortar bank run ever before.

In just two weeks there was a $218 billion outflow from these funds, 
including $34.6 billion on “bond capitulation day” on March 20 alone.

Well, better late than never.

In an honest market, corporate bond yields would be rising smartly.

And the C-suite geniuses who trashed their own balance sheets over the 
last decade to fund rampant stock buybacks and financial engineering 
adventures might well be getting a tap on the shoulder from their own 
complicit boards, who might not otherwise relish the prospect of 



spending the rest of their days in shareholder litigation.

Nope… it’s the Everything Bailout for them.

And, alas, the last thing our monetary central planners wish to see is 
honest bond yields or any other kind of honest financial asset prices.

That moment of reckoning, of course, must be precluded at all hazards, 
even if it means fostering an even more incendiary blow-up just down the 
road.

The ever-prescient Jim Bianco summarized the action neatly:

In just these past few weeks, the Fed has cut rates by 150 basis points to
near zero and run through its entire 2008 crisis handbook. That wasn’t 
enough to calm markets, though – so the central bank also announced $1 
trillion a day in repurchase agreements and unlimited quantitative easing,
which includes a hard-to-understand $625 billion of bond buying a week 
going forward. At this rate, the Fed will own two-thirds of the Treasury 
market in a year.

But it’s the alphabet soup of new programs that deserve special 
consideration, as they could have profound long-term consequences for 
the functioning of the Fed and the allocation of capital in financial 
markets. Specifically, these are:

CPFF (Commercial Paper Funding Facility) – buying commercial paper 
from the issuer.

PMCCF (Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds from the issuer.



TALF (Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility) – funding backstop for
asset-backed securities.

SMCCF (Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds and bond ETFs in the secondary market.

MSBLP (Main Street Business Lending Program) – Details are to come, 
but it will lend to eligible small and medium-size businesses, 
complementing efforts by the Small Business Association.

To put it bluntly, the Fed isn’t allowed to do any of this. The central bank 
is only allowed to purchase or lend against securities that have 
government guarantee. This includes Treasury securities, agency 
mortgage-backed securities and the debt issued by Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac. An argument can be made that can also include municipal 
securities, but nothing in the laundry list above.

So how can they do this? The Fed will finance a special purpose vehicle 
(SPV) for each acronym to conduct these operations. The Treasury, using 
the Exchange Stabilization Fund, will make an equity investment in each 
SPV and be in a “first loss” position. What does this mean? In essence, 
the Treasury, not the Fed, is buying all these securities and backstopping 
of loans; the Fed is acting as banker and providing financing. The Fed 
hired BlackRock Inc. to purchase these securities and handle the 
administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury.

In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of 
the financial markets. The Fed is providing the money to do it. BlackRock 
will be doing the trades.

This scheme essentially merges the Fed and Treasury into one 
organization. So, meet your new Fed chairman, Donald J. Trump.

Now that’s a frightening thought.



To common sense,

David Stockman"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
"Market Update for Tuesday - March 31st, 2020
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks dropped today, ending the first quarter of 2020 with a loss.

*The DOW ended the quarter with a 23% loss and the S&P lost 20%. It 
was the worst quarter for the DOW since 1987 and the worst quarter for 
the S&P since 2008.

A few headlines moving the market…

*President Trump wants to include a $2 trillion infrastructure bill in the 
forth part of U.S. stimulus efforts.

*Consumer Confidence dropped (as most would expect). It was the 
lowest since July 2017.

*Goldman Sachs sees GDP dropping 34% in the 2nd quarter, which would 
be the biggest post-WWII drop by far.

*New York is now the coronavirus epicenter of the world. According to 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, cases jumped 14% overnight to 75,795 with 1,550 
deaths.

*Texas Governor Abbott issued a “stay at home” order until May 4th.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 4th day in a row. With a 3.2% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.10 a barrel. Down 66.9% in the first quarter, Crude Oil 
wrapped up its worst quarter ever."



YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch 5 reasons the spread of the 
coronavirus in the U.S. could be worse than in Italy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-
reasons-the-spread-of-the.html The spread of COVID-19 in the U.S. is 
accelerating, and mortality is increasing exponentially, putting the U.S. 
on a potentially worse trajectory than Italy's, according to an analysis by 
Morgan Stanley. Biotechnology analyst Matthew Harrison said he expects
President Donald 

YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Coronavirus Crisis Could Be as 
Bad as Anything We’ve Seen in the Last 150 Years: Harvard Economist 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-
coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo Harvard 
economist Kenneth Rogoff knows what a financial crisis looks like. In 
this pandemic, Rogoff sees the global economy possibly headed for a 
Depression-era like hit, with emerging markets, corporate debt and an 
election year making the situation more precarious. Barron's spoke with 
Rogoff—who co-wrote This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial 
Folly with Reinhart in 2009—about how this coronavirus crisis compares 
with the Great Depression… 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-brags-television-ratings-during-192928326.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-brags-television-ratings-during-192928326.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-coronavirus-011039497.html
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/1b4ba202-c570-3716-8e8d-3cf60b2fc755/the-coronavirus-crisis-could.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/1b4ba202-c570-3716-8e8d-3cf60b2fc755/the-coronavirus-crisis-could.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html


coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
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CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo News Video Man dies, woman left in critical 
condition after taking chloroquine phosphate 
https://news.yahoo.com/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html An 
Arizona woman who was left in critical condition and whose husband 
died after they {took chloroquine phosphate} said, “Don’t believe anything
that the president says.”

https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-
214400339.html 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Ftrump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk&h=AT07Eha5M8m_VJG5upvW-hhyjgfEXOeHDHgg7DqWhtskiJBngexGap2lReCkStsa6ZXPAE7LIs7JGVrdnozvLAN9kYkjRSo2XSTGFb-iSVlBiVoqdqBB4C0ygs8K7hkILYbd7Kefotqb4sY9Css9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-214400339.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-214400339.html
https://news.yahoo.com/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html
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http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime


response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 

[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! Unfortunately, trump 
knows that his americans, like him, are really dumb and lying does work 
in america!]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 
Unfortunately, trump knows that his americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
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[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
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Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
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other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf
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HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
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Unfortunately, trump knows that americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]

Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump 
Presidency Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, 
but Americans have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter 
Wehner

https://www.theatlantic.com/author/peter-wehner/
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https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 
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We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

america is a total fraud!

america’s not worth it!

america’s a total fraud. americans for the most part are absolute shit!
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CNN
New York may be weeks from peak

More than a third of America's 101,240 known cases are in New York. 
Now other states are preparing for a surge

Doctors and nurses sound the alarm:   See their message  

Live Updates FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Calculate your payout:   What you could get from the stimulus bill  

Podcast:   The pandemic has fueled a surge in racism, but a virus doesn't   
discriminate 

Trump makes another round of misstatements during coronavirus briefing

The scariest thing Anthony Fauci said about Trump https://www.cnn.com/
2020/03/23/politics/trump-anthony-fauci-briefings/?hpt=ob_blogfooterold 

“… But make no mistake, what he's saying is this: Trump says things at 
these daily coronavirus task force press conferences that are not true. 
That's a very, very bad thing. ...”

Trump to Pence: Don't call governors who don't treat you right

A state-by-state breakdown of US cases

Trump signs historic $2 trillion stimulus bill

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Trump says drug has 'tremendous promise,' but Fauci's not spending 
money on it 

Why we shouldn't name outbreaks after geographical locations

70 million people under severe weather threat that includes tornadoes 
and hail

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/weather/tornadoes-severe-storms-forecast-saturday/index.html
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Joseph Lowery, civil rights leader, dies at 98

5 takeaways from Joe Biden's CNN town hall on the coronavirus response

Mom asks Biden difficult virus question

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, 
answered

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Doctor: I am a soldier in this battle, and I am scared

MSNBC
Fmr. Labor Dept. economist: 3.3M jobless claims ‘a drop in the bucket’ 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-labor-dept-economist-3-
3m-jobless-claims-a-drop-in-the-bucket-81316421961 

Trump admin must stop saying 'everything will be okay' and make a plan, 
disease expert says

United States now has more than 100,000 coronavirus cases

Trump: Governors ‘should be appreciative’ of federal help

U.S. overtakes China in virus cases; NYC hospitals overwhelmed 

HUFFPOST
DOCS PLEAD FOR MORE GEAR; U.S. CASES HIT 100K 

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Coronavirus Myths: From Antidotes To 
Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Coronavirus

Detroit, An Emerging Coronavirus Hotspot, Is Uniquely Underprepared
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10 Of Trump’s Most Damaging Coronavirus Lies

LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Saturday - March 28th, 2020

Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:

*Monday: DOW falls 582 points because stimulus plan is stuck in Senate

*Tuesday: Wow…stocks have their best day since 1933!

*Wednesday: We might get the WORST economic report EVER tomorrow

*Thursday: 3.3 million unemployed and stocks have biggest 3-day rally 
since 1931?!?

*Friday: Stimulus Bill signed, but Dow slides 900 points

MSNBC
Latest news on the global pandemic

Grand Canyon residents fear tourists will bring virus

U.N. postpones nuclear weapons conference

Rep. Ilhan Omar: Trump 'isn't being honest with the public'

More than 900 deaths mark Italy's deadliest day

HUFFPOST
TRUMP FLOATS NY QUARANTINE 

U.S. Cases Exceed 100,000, Exacerbating Drug And Equipment Scarcity
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Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Pandemic

Pope Francis Prays In Empty St. Peter’s Square In Hauntingly Moving 
Images
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WORLD NEWS 
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Coronavirus Live Updates: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

Stay up to date as we cover the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its 
effects across the world.
HuffPost Staff HuffPost 

COVID-19, the disease caused by the coronavirus, was officially declared 
a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11.

The virus has killed more than 23,000 people worldwide and continues to 
spread at a rapid pace. Efforts to curb the outbreak have led to the global
disruption of daily life and the economy, as schools and workplaces 
shutter in hopes of slowing transmission.

HuffPost reporters around the world are tracking the pandemic and the 
measures being taken to flatten the curve of transmission.

Read the latest updates on the coronavirus pandemic below. (To see the 
latest updates, you may need to refresh the page. All times are Eastern. 
For earlier updates on the pandemic, go here.)

New York Postpones Primary To Late June ― 2/28/20, 1:20 p.m. ET

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo (D) announced Saturday that the state 
would be moving its presidential primary, originally scheduled for April 
28, to June 23.

“Public health is our number one priority and we will carry out this vital 
democratic process at a safer date,” Cuomo said.
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A number of other states ― Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island ― 
along with U.S. territory Puerto Rico have pushed back their primaries 
due to the coronavirus crisis. Alaska, Hawaii and Wyoming are holding 
their April elections by mail only, and Wisconsin is planning a similar 
measure.

― Sara Boboltz 

Trump Approves Michigan Disaster Declaration, PPE Shipment Received ―
3/28/20, 12:20 p.m. ET

President Donald Trump approved Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s (D) 
emergency declaration request on Friday, amid his repeated criticisms on
Twitter and Sean Hannity’s Fox News program. The emergency 
declaration makes federal aid available to the state, which currently has 
3,657 confirmed COVID-19 cases, according to Johns Hopkins data.

Whitmer announced Saturday morning that Michigan had received 
112,800 N95 masks from the national stockpile, with 8,000 more masks 
on their way.

“We’ll keep working hard along with FEMA and the White House to get 
more of the PPE we need to keep Michiganders safe,” she said.

Earlier in the week, the governor had made a plea for personal protective 
equipment, which has been in short supply nationally, saying that it 
appeared the federal government had been blocking the supplies from 
reaching her state. Trump characteristically lashed out in response, 
tweeting late Friday that Whitmer “doesn’t have a clue.”

Trump revealed Friday at a press conference that Vice President Mike 
Pence has been quietly calling governors who criticize the federal 
response to the coronavirus crisis. Referring to Whitmer as “the woman 
in Michigan,” Trump said he told Pence, “If they don’t treat you right, 
don’t call.”

― Sara Boboltz

Spain Deaths Hit New Daily Record — 3/28/20, 7:20 a.m. ET

Spain’s coronavirus death toll rose by 832 cases overnight to 5,690, the 
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health ministry said on Saturday, marking a new high in the daily rise in 
fatalities. The total number of those infected rose to 72,248 from 64,059 
on Friday.

— Reuters

Rep. Ayanna Pressley Tests Negative For COVID-19 — 3/27/20, 4:40 p.m. 
ET

Democratic Rep. Ayanna Pressley (Mass.) announced that she has tested 
negative for coronavirus after experiencing flu-like symptoms.

“As an asthmatic and as someone who had been in contact with a 
colleague who tested positive for COVID-19, it was determined that I fell 
into a high risk category,” the congresswoman said in a statement. “I am,
however still recovering from the flu, but feeling much better and 
continuing to work remotely with my team on COVID-19 response.”

Several members of Congress have tested positive for the virus, including
Rep. Joe Cunningham (D-S.C.) earlier Friday. Rep. Katie Porter (D-Calif.) 
said Friday that she had tested negative. Dozens more lawmakers are 
self-isolating due to possible exposure. 

The House voted Friday to pass an economic stimulus package to help 
Americans survive the broad economic shutdown meant to prevent 
further spread of the coronavirus.

— Sarah Ruiz-Grossman

California Suspends Evictions Statewide — 3/27/20, 4:06 p.m. ET

California Gov. Gavin Newsom (D) issued a statewide moratorium on 
evictions Friday, barring landlords from removing tenants who can’t pay 
their rent during the coronavirus crisis. The moratorium, issued via 
executive order, will be in effect through May 31. 

“Many Californians are experiencing or will experience substantial losses 
of income as a result of business closures, the loss of hours or wages, or 
layoffs related to COVID-19, hindering their ability to keep up with their 
rent, and leaving them vulnerable to eviction,” reads the order. 
“Minimizing evictions during this period is critical to reducing the spread 
of COVID-19 in vulnerable populations by allowing all residents to stay 
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home.” 

Previously, Newsom had authorized local governments to temporarily 
stop evictions in their cities and/or counties. While many of the state’s 
major cities, including Los Angeles and San Francisco, did stop evictions,
the policy will now protect all California renters. 

— Mollie Reilly

Democratic Congressman Tests Positive — 3/27/20, 3:10 p.m. ET

Rep. Joe Cunningham (D-S.C.) announced Friday that he had tested 
positive for COVID-19 after entering self-quarantine on March 19 due to 
contact with another infected member of Congress.

“While I otherwise feel fine, since March 17 I have been unable to smell or
taste, which I learned this week is a potential symptom of COVID-19,” 
Cunningham said in a statement. He sought testing on Thursday on 
advice from a doctor. “I was set to come out of quarantine tonight at 
midnight, and potentially go to DC tomorrow to vote for the stimulus bill,” 
he said in a video posted to Twitter.

Cunningham will now remain in quarantine until next week. “If anyone 
has any more recommendations besides ‘Tiger King’ on Netflix, send 
them my way,” added the congressman.  

Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-Fla.) became the first member of Congress to 
test positive for the virus on March 18, followed by Rep. Ben McAdams (D-
Utah) later that day and Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) on March 22. 

— Sara Boboltz

Italy Deaths Hit New Record, But Peak Still Yet To Come — 3/27/20, 1:20 
p.m. ET

Infections in Italy have yet to reach their peak, officials said on Friday, as
Italians were warned that lockdown restrictions would have to be 
extended beyond April 3. The death toll today surged by 919 to 9,134, 
easily the highest daily tally since the coronavirus epidemic emerged on 
Feb. 21.

Prior to Friday’s figure, Italy’s largest daily toll was registered on March 
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21, when 793 people died. The country now has 86,498 cases, surpassing
China to record the grim distinction of having the second-most infections 
in the world (behind the U.S.), with the latest data showing no let-up in 
new infections and stifling hopes of a possible turnaround.

“We haven’t reached the peak and we haven’t passed it,” the chief of the 
Superior Health Institute, Silvio Brusaferro, told reporters, adding that 
there were, however, “signs of a slowdown” in the numbers of people 
becoming infected. “When the descent begins, how steep it is will depend
on our behaviour,” Brusaferro said.

Italy was the first Western country to introduce restrictions on movement
after uncovering the outbreak five weeks ago. It has progressively 
tightened the curbs, banning all nonessential activities until at least next 
Friday.

— James Martin

Cuomo Responds To Trump: ‘I Don’t Operate On Opinion, I Operate On 
Facts’ — 3/27/20, 12:27 p.m. ET

After President Donald Trump suggested New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo 
(D) was lying about the number of ventilators the state needs to combat a
pending wave of hospitalizations as the coronavirus pandemic worsens, 
Cuomo responded by saying the numbers were based on facts.

“I don’t operate on opinion. I operate on facts, data, projections,” Cuomo 
said at his daily press conference, explaining that the numbers are based
on projections from public health experts. “All the projections say you 
could have an apex of 40,000 ventilators. Make the decisions based on 
the data and the science.”

“I hope we don’t need the 30,000 ventilators,” Cuomo added, saying he 
hoped for “some natural weather change” that could potentially wipe out 
the virus, appearing to refer to Trump’s spurious suggestion last month 
that the virus would simply disappear as the weather gets warmer.

“But that’s my hope. That’s my emotion,” Cuomo said. “The numbers say 
you may need 30,000.”

Trump said Thursday night that he had “a feeling” the numbers were 
wrong and didn’t “believe” them.
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“I have a feeling that a lot of the numbers that are being said in some 
areas are just bigger than they’re going to be,” he told Fox News’ Sean 
Hannity. “I don’t believe you need 40,000 or 30,000 ventilators. You know, 
you go into major hospitals sometimes, they’ll have two ventilators. And 
now all of a sudden, they’re saying can we order 30,000 ventilators?”

— Marina Fang

Rep. Katie Porter Says She Tested Negative, Will Continue To Self-
Quarantine — 3/27/20, 10:42 a.m. ET

U.S. Rep. Katie Porter (D-Calif.) is the latest member of Congress to 
report the results of a COVID-19 test, saying she tested negative after 
experiencing possible symptoms beginning last week.

Porter said she will continue to self-quarantine in her home in Southern 
California and conduct congressional business remotely. The 
representative has been self-quarantining since last week, when she 
started to experience possible symptoms including a fever and fatigue, 
and received a test earlier this week.

“I have to assume this is (the coronavirus),” she told the Orange County 
Register Wednesday. “If it’s not, that would be really welcome news. But I
can’t take any chances, and none of us can take any chances.”

Several members of Congress have tested positive for the virus, and 
dozens more are self-isolating due to possible exposure. The House is 
expected to vote Friday on the economic stimulus package that was 
passed by the Senate on Wednesday.

— Marina Fang

Daily Fatalities In Spain Hit New Record As Death Toll Nears 5,000      —   
3/27/20, 7:40 a.m. ET

More alarming figures are emerging from Spain where officials have 
announced another 769 deaths overnight, a new record in the number of 
fatalities recorded in 24 hours.

HuffPost Spain reports (in Spanish) that the death toll in the country now 
stands at 4,858. The total number of those infected rose to 64,059 from 
56,188 on Thursday.
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— James Martin

Boris Johnson Tests Positive For Coronavirus      — 3/27/20, 7:20 a.m. ET  

U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson has tested positive for coronavirus, 
Downing Street has announced. No.10 had previously said Dominic Raab, 
the foreign secretary, would take over Johnson’s duties should the prime 
minister become too ill to remain in charge.

“Over the last 24 hours I have developed mild symptoms and tested 
positive for coronavirus,” Johnson wrote on Twitter. “I am now self-
isolating, but I will continue to lead the government’s response via video-
conference as we fight this virus. Together we will beat this. 
#StayHomeSaveLives.”

— James Martin

COVID-19 ‘Bringing Out Middle-Class India’s Worst Impulses’ — 3/27/20, 7 
a.m. ET

Delhi has begun placing quarantine stickers on the houses of people 
suspected of being infected with coronavirus, leading to harassment and 
vilification of the city’s residents, HuffPost India reports.

A photo of a sticker placed on a flight attendant’s house with her 
personal details has been circulated on WhatsApp, and a video in which 
she is identified by her name and falsely called COVID-19 positive has 
been shared on social media.

“My safety and my image are under attack. People are saying that I’m 
corona-positive and humiliating me. One can’t live like this. Society will 
boycott you if they think you are corona-positive,” she said.

HuffPost India reports that the flight attendant is among many victims of 
public shaming and ostracising occurring in the country as the number of
coronavirus cases rises.

— James Martin

An Epidemic Inside The Pandemic In Iran — 3/27/20, 7 a.m. ET

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-cases-latest-updates-stimulus-package-task-force_n_5e7a175fc5b63c3b64979c7b?clear#update03272020-0700
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffingtonpost.in%2Fentry%2Fquarantined-govt-coronavirus-india_in_5e7da410c5b661492264fd39
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-cases-latest-updates-stimulus-package-task-force_n_5e7a175fc5b63c3b64979c7b?clear#update03272020-0702
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-cases-latest-updates-stimulus-package-task-force_n_5e7a175fc5b63c3b64979c7b?clear#update03272020-0702
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fhashtag%2FStayHomeSaveLives%3Fsrc%3Dhash
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffingtonpost.co.uk%2Fentry%2Fdominic-raab-boris-johnson-designated-survivor_uk_5e78aa1dc5b6f5b7c547d342
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffingtonpost.co.uk%2Fnews%2Fcoronavirus
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-cases-latest-updates-stimulus-package-task-force_n_5e7a175fc5b63c3b64979c7b?clear#update03272020-0720


Hundreds have died and more than 1,000 have been sickened in Iran by 
ingesting methanol in the mistaken belief that it protects against the new
coronavirus, AP reports.

“Other countries have only one problem, which is the new coronavirus 
pandemic. But we are fighting on two fronts here,” said Dr. Hossein 
Hassanian, an adviser to Iran’s Health Ministry. “We have to both cure the
people with alcohol poisoning and also fight the coronavirus.”

The Islamic Republic has reported over 32,300 cases and more than 
2,300 deaths from the virus.

— Liza Hearon

Nearly Half Of New York City’s Coronavirus Cases In People 44 And 
Younger — 3/26/20, 10:30 p.m. ET

New York City public health officials said Thursday that nearly half of all 
coronavirus infections in the city were in residents 44 and younger.

According to data up until 5 p.m., officials said 44% of infections were in 
the 18-to-44 age bracket, a total of 10,145 cases. And 34% percent were 
in people ages 45 to 64, with 19% among those 65 and older. The report 
adds to growing concern that the coronavirus doesn’t primarily affect 
older people and those with underlying health conditions.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data released last week 
showed nearly 40% of people sick enough to be hospitalized were ages 
20 to 54.

The risk of dying, however, remains significantly higher in older people 
and those with underlying conditions.

— Nick Visser

For earlier updates on the pandemic, go here.

A HuffPost Guide To Coronavirus

• Why Trump is wrong to compare coronavirus to the flu 
• How to file for unemployment if you’ve been laid off 
• Got anxiety? Here are 6 cheap mental health resources. 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cheap-mental-health-resources-anxiety_l_5e7b8269c5b64ef9d36f01f2?u
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-to-file-unemployment-coronavirus-layoffs_l_5e715af3c5b6eab7793e447b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-compared-to-flu-car-accidents_n_5e7bb166c5b6256a7a239368?q74
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-cases-latest-updates-stimulus-package-task-force_n_5e7a175fc5b63c3b64979c7b?clear
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/health/coronavirus-young-people.html
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/doh/downloads/pdf/imm/covid-19-daily-data-summary.pdf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-cases-latest-updates-stimulus-package-task-force_n_5e7a175fc5b63c3b64979c7b?clear#update20200326-2230
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-cases-latest-updates-stimulus-package-task-force_n_5e7a175fc5b63c3b64979c7b?clear#update20200326-2230
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcoronavirus.jhu.edu%2Fmap.html
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fin-iran-false-belief-a-poison-fights-virus-kills-hundreds_n_5e7dd6edc5b6614922657379%3Fja


• What to do if you live with someone with COVID-19 
• 12 Zoom hacks for work meetings and virtual happy hours 
• How to get the most out of the weekend despite coronavirus 
• The HuffPost guide to working from home   
• What coronavirus questions are on your mind right now? We want to 

help you find answers. 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-covid19-questions-answers_n_5e73b4fcc5b6f5b7c5405fde?915
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-covid19-questions-answers_n_5e73b4fcc5b6f5b7c5405fde?915
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/guide-to-working-from-home_l_5e6bab4ac5b6747ef11c0eda?6q7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/make-most-out-of-weekend-coronavirus_l_5e7b6187c5b6d2b50787ed41?3no
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/zoom-hacks-work-meetings-virtual-happy-hours_l_5e7ba807c5b6cb9dc1991ef4?qsm
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/what-to-do-living-with-someone-coronavirus_l_5e729252c5b6f5b7c53d9a6d


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST trump signs $2 
trillion bill to blunt virus fallout 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES U.S. Enacts 
Largest Relief Package in Modern History

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2020/03/27/congress-coronavirus-house-vote/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2020/03/27/congress-coronavirus-house-vote/
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Coronavirus 
surges in L.A. with 5 new deaths 

YAHOONEWS

FACEBOOKNEWS

GOOGLENEWS

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TOPS 100,000 CASES 
POPE: WE'RE ALL IN IT TOGETHER 

Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus 
spreads... 
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-
sites-haven-t-15162863.php 
Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting 
results... 
NYC closed until end of MAY? 
Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers 
waiting... 
Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History...
President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb...
$2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote...
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'...
Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'...
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO...
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Cases hit 2 largest cities differently...
Mystery In Wuhan: Recovered Patients Test Negative -- Then Positive...
Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus...
DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS… 
'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...

https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-outbreak-on-aircraft-carrier-sends-troops-scrambling
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/homebound-workers-close-overwhelming-internet-182913138.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/26/surging-traffic-is-slowing-down-our-internet/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/597859/bill-gates-warns-10-week-lockdown/
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-close-nyc-may-easter-reopening-de-blasio-20200327-24ovg4zdtvhnplpkdeal5qmbj4-story.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/27/a-heart-attack-no-it-was-the-coronavirus/
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/03/27/822407626/mystery-in-wuhan-recovered-coronavirus-patients-test-negative-then-positive
https://apnews.com/013ee46b9b97297ed8feef64168d210e
https://www.axios.com/americas-coronavirus-cities-outbreak-5f22e933-42f1-464e-a68d-5f8ee0923fda.html
https://twitter.com/MikaelThalen/status/1243281598037913600
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/cellphone-heat-map-coronavirus/
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/banking-law/biggest-u-s-banks-flooded-with-deposits-in-flight-to-quality
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/stimulus-coronavirus-special-deals-151108
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/congressman-massie-denied-2t-coronavirus-stimulus-without-recorded-vote
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-massie-factbox/mr-no-meet-the-u-s-congressman-who-might-delay-the-coronavirus-bill-idUSKBN21E26K
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8159805/De-Blasio-says-people-need-prepared-New-York-staying-closed-end-MAY.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-sites-haven-t-15162863.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-sites-haven-t-15162863.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-sites-haven-t-15162863.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://news.yahoo.com/pope-faces-coronavirus-tempest-alone-st-peters-square-193023795.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327231939-dlvze
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-27/california-facing-perilous-two-weeks-as-coronavirus-cases-deaths-surge
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-27/california-facing-perilous-two-weeks-as-coronavirus-cases-deaths-surge
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf


AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus 
Spreads...
SICK MAP... 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
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https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://www.tmz.com/2020/03/27/amazon-delivery-spits-package-caught-video-coronavirus/


Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 CNN

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

"Market Update for Friday - March 27th, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Today stocks opened lower and never quite recovered.

* Stocks trimmed losses in the afternoon, rallying after President Trump 
signed the $2 trillion stimulus bill.

*However, stocks slide almost 3.0% in the last hour of trading and 
finished the day with losses of more than 3.0%.

*But in spite of today’s losses, the DOW managed to finish the week with 
its best weekly gain since 1938 (up 12.8%)

*Boeing (BA) led the DOW lower with a 10.3% loss. The drop came after 
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Boeing won’t look for a 
government bailout.

* Cruise lines were also hit hard after aid for cruise lines was not 
included in the stimulus bill. Carnival (CCL) lost 16.0%, Norwegian Cruise 
Line (NCLH) lost 19.9% and Royal Caribbean (RCL) dropped 13.3%.

*The virus continues to be a big problem and wild card for the U.S. 
economy. Especially after the U.S. surpassed both China and Italy for the 
most confirmed cases. Globally, there are 585,000 confirmed cases and 
24,863 deaths according to Johns Hopkins data....."

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-along-the-potomac/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-along-the-potomac/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-along-the-potomac/


joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]

Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump 
Presidency Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, 
but Americans have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter 
Wehner

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-presidency-over/607969/?fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCWH3OeRmsFWI
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-presidency-over/607969/?fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCWH3OeRmsFWI
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-presidency-over/607969/?fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCWH3OeRmsFWI
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coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f


We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 
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Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 

CNN
'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing     https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-  
anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn President Trump made 
false claims about possible treatments for the coronavirus, and expert Dr.
Anthony Fauci had to tamp down optimism about the treatments at a 
press conference. Source: CNN 

New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 
was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 
Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 
everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 
to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (hell) (Dickens) …..”

Coronavirus cases top 300,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-22-20/index.html 
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In the past week, worldwide cases nearly doubled. And there are now 
twice as many deaths.

Coping  : Some hard-hit areas restrict testing as death toll grows  

Echoes of 9/11  : New Yorkers 'try to keep calm but we can't quite carry   
on'

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

CDC offers online triage for coronavirus testing

US workers may get 'unemployment insurance on steroids,' Schumer says

Justice Dept. proposes denying visas to people who test positive for 
coronavirus

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board
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John King rips Trump's 'B.S. attack' on reporter

Former CDC director: What comes next

Congressman in critical condition with pneumonia

Coronavirus patient gets last rites by phone

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

Analysis: Outbreak is revealing how badly the UK has failed its most 
vulnerable

More than 23,000 cases in the US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-
hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75 

At least 295 people have died as the coronavirus continues to spread

Stay home:     Governors of 5 states issue orders  

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

Trump on China: 'I wish they'd told us earlier' about coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

Despite federal guidelines, Trump suggests 'sanitizing' and reusing 
medical masks 

Hospitals press for $100B stimulus package 
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NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

6 people are dead after an Indiana bridge was washed away by 
floodwaters

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board

Why does Russia, population 146 million, have fewer virus cases than 
Luxembourg?

FDA approves a coronavirus test

Former CDC director: This is what comes next

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

'Just false!':     Ex-Obama official rebuffs Trump's virus remark  

Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

More states issue stay home orders

Governors in Illinois and Connecticut are telling people to stay at home, 
but both states make some exceptions

Coronavirus symptoms: A list and when to seek help 
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-
to-do-wellness/index.html 

New York ordered to 'pause' 

New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 
was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 
Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 
everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 
to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (hell) (Dickens) …..”
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Live Updates Trends suggest virus in Italy more deadly for males

Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

Know the terms:   Self-isolation, quarantine and shelter in place  

'Just false!':     Ex-Obama official rebuffs Trump's virus remark  

Listen:   Medical workers balance patients and their own families  

Town Hall  : All your coronavirus questions answered  

Trump announces suspension of federally held student loan payments

US-Mexico border closing to non-essential travel

Reporter asks Trump: What do you say to scared Americans?

Opinion: Saudi Arabia just won control of the oil market 

US tax filing deadline moved to July 15

McConnell defends crafting $1 trillion relief bill without Democrats

Sean Hannity's head-spinning flip on the coronavirus

Analysis: Trump is calling coronavirus the 'China virus' for political 
reasons

NBC News staffer with coronavirus dies

Live Market Updates US stocks try to rally

How grocery stores are restocking in a pandemic

She lost her mother, two brothers and a sister to coronavirus within a 
week

Is delivery dangerous? Can I go outside? Your questions answered

Scammers use robocalls to falsely offer free coronavirus test kits 

Don't blame bats for coronavirus pandemic, blame humans

Opinion: An open letter to my partying peers
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Tom Brady officially signs with Tampa Bay

-------------------------

DRUDGEREPORT
USA NOW LEADS WORLD IN CASES
COUNTIES TO GET RISK LEVEL
'PEAK SECOND WEEK APRIL' 
GREAT SPIRITUAL AWAKENING? 

Meet the One Congressman Against Bailout Bill… 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
Trump Rages Against Republican That Warns Of Debt Bomb… 
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-
congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-
republican-party/ 
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'... 
BOEING to Emerge as Big Winner...
Workers Critical to Food Supply Starting to Fall Ill... 
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO... 
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Cases hit 2 largest cities differently...
DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS...
'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Emails Show Chaos at CDC Slowed Early Response...
SICK MAP... 

Federal Reserve's Balance Sheet Tops $5 Trillion for First Time...
Bailout scheme merges Fed and Treasury into one organization!
BlackRock will do the trades... 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/feds-cure-risks-being-worse-110052807.html
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https://www.the-sun.com/news/597859/bill-gates-warns-10-week-lockdown/
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-close-nyc-may-easter-reopening-de-blasio-20200327-24ovg4zdtvhnplpkdeal5qmbj4-story.html
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https://twitter.com/MikaelThalen/status/1243281598037913600
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/cellphone-heat-map-coronavirus/
https://business.financialpost.com/pmn/business-pmn/food-workers-getting-sick-is-the-latest-threat-to-world-supply
https://www.wsj.com/articles/boeing-to-emerge-as-big-stimulus-winner-11585331293
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/stimulus-coronavirus-special-deals-151108
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-massie-factbox/mr-no-meet-the-u-s-congressman-who-might-delay-the-coronavirus-bill-idUSKBN21E26K
https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-coronavirus-great-awakening-11585262324
https://news.trust.org/item/20200326232240-2yx1f
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-administration-to-issue-guidelines-for-classifying-areas-by-coronavirus-risk-11585248715
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/the-us-now-leads-the-world-in-confirmed-coronavirus-cases/ar-BB11LlDh
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/sport/tom-brady-tampa-bay-nfl-spt-intl/index.html


Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1). 

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg


Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 10   India:

DRUDGEREPORT
BIGGEST BAILOUT IN HISTORY!
TREASURY NEGATIVE INTEREST 
NYC COULD CLOSE STREETS
MORGUES NEAR CAPACITY 

First US child to die from virus diagnosed after death, 'didn't meet test 
criteria'...
Pentagon tests 'scarce' despite assurances; Sick troops told to self-
isolate...
Bailout prevents Trump and family from personally benefiting...
Lawmakers to vote on 4th, 5th spending bill to fix 'mistakes'... 
WHAT'S IN THERE? Full text of stimulus hasn't been released -- but vote 
expected today...
Bernie threatens to hold up...
Third of world on lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others?
Pink eye could be early symptom...
Countries Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade...
How World's Richest Country Ran Out of 75-Cent Face Mask...
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested...
Those who intentionally spread could be charged as terrorists!
How govt can track social media posts to enforce quarantines...
Americans rush to make online wills...
Virus spreads to TEN AMAZON warehouses...
TRADER JOE'S closes stores after workers test positive...
Supermarkets instal protective barriers between staff, customers...
Reusable shopping bags banned in Mass...
FRITO-LAY Factory Shut Down After Multiple Employees Show 
Symptoms... 

https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/24/modesto-frito-lay-factory-covid-19-symptoms/
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/24/modesto-frito-lay-factory-covid-19-symptoms/
https://www.wcvb.com/article/gov-baker-grocery-store-pharmacy-public-health-order-bans-reusable-bags-march-25-2020/31931763
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/protective-barriers-being-installed-at-supermarket-registers
https://nypost.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-in-ny-trader-joes-closes-2-stores-after-workers-test-positive/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/590381/amazon-cleaning-exposed-employees-coronavirus-warehouses/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-pandemic-triggers-rush-by-americans-to-make-online-wills.html
https://www.cnet.com/news/governments-could-track-covid-19-lockdowns-through-social-media-posts/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/24/coronavirus-terrorism-justice-department-147821
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/todaysdebate/2020/03/24/rand-paul-why-no-quarantine-after-getting-tested-editorials-debates/2912183001/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/how-the-worlds-richest-country-ran-out-of-a-75-cent-face-mask/ar-BB11GgLi
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/countries-are-starting-to-hoard-food-threatening-global-trade/ar-BB11EY3M
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241463776.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8149149/Expert-describes-one-coronavirus-patient-infect-59-000-others.html
https://news.yahoo.com/britain-lockdown-warns-pandemic-accelerating-051357601.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/bernie-sanders-4-gop-senators-threaten-to-hold-up-coronavirus-stimulus-bill.html
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/wheres-bill-full-text-stimulus-hasnt-been-released-vote-expected-today
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/wheres-bill-full-text-stimulus-hasnt-been-released-vote-expected-today
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/lawmakers-ready-vote-4th-and-5th-coronavirus-stimulus-package-fix-mistakes-2t
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Stimulus-bill-prevents-Trump-and-his-family-from-15155772.php
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/25/pentagon-coronavirus-tests-are-scarce-despite-assu/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/25/pentagon-coronavirus-tests-are-scarce-despite-assu/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/585672/first-us-minor-not-meet-criteria-coronavirus-test/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/585672/first-us-minor-not-meet-criteria-coronavirus-test/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/25/dhs-briefing-nyc-morgues-near-capacity-148259
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-new-york-city-weighs-closing-parks-playgrounds-and-streets-to-enforce-social-distancing-gov-cuomo-says.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/negative-rates-come-to-the-us-1-month-and-3-month-treasury-bill-yields-are-now-negative.html
https://apnews.com/edd230801c0e181169915e67b1fd64c6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime


Half of NYC cases found in adults under 45...
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Fired Americans Send Unemployment Websites Crashing Down...
Billionaires want people back to work, but employees not so sure...
On road through pandemic, truckers fear for lives...
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Will California look like Italy soon?
GARCETTI: Water, power will be shut off for businesses that don't close...
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government...
NEWSOM: 4 of largest banks to suspend mortgage payments...
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR?
SICK MAP... 

Americans Stranded Abroad Fume Over the Long Wait to Come Home... 
'We are collapsing': Virus pummels medics in Spain and Italy... 
Body count leaps... 
Iran Imprisoning Corona Whistleblowers... 
Netanyahu predicts 10,000 Israelis will die... 
Life under lockdown ups precarity for France's prostitutes... 
Sick nurse kills self over fear of infecting others... 
Advice from Mexico's president: 'Live life as usual'... 
Gangs call curfews in Rio favelas...
Bali's 'Day of Silence' even quieter than usual... 

HUFFPOST
SENATE SHOCK: TRILLIONS IN CORRUPT CORPORATE HANDOUTS 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-donald-trump-
coronavirus-bill_n_5e7b77a6c5b62a1870d62d83 

MSNBC
Several GOP senators threatening to delay coronavirus aid package over 
unemployment payments   Alex Brandon / AP   https://www.msnbc.com/ali-
velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-
drafting-error-81198661800 

https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-drafting-error-81198661800
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-drafting-error-81198661800
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-drafting-error-81198661800
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-drafting-error-81198661800
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-drafting-error-81198661800
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-donald-trump-coronavirus-bill_n_5e7b77a6c5b62a1870d62d83
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-donald-trump-coronavirus-bill_n_5e7b77a6c5b62a1870d62d83
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-donald-trump-coronavirus-bill_n_5e7b77a6c5b62a1870d62d83
https://news.yahoo.com/balis-day-silence-hit-virus-fears-050654815.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200324211101-ie7qp
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/25/coronavirus-advice-from-mexicos-president-live-life-as-usual
https://nypost.com/2020/03/25/italian-nurse-with-coronavirus-kills-herself-amid-fears-of-infecting-others/
https://news.yahoo.com/life-under-lockdown-ups-precarity-frances-prostitutes-105514794.html
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/1656-Israeli-infected-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-622101
https://freebeacon.com/national-security/iran-lying-about-coronavirus-statistics-state-department-says/
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/spain-reports-deadliest-day-of-outbreak-as-virus-crisis-deepens/article_03dc9cb8-17cc-594d-9c31-78dd56be2bf5.html
https://apnews.com/7ec91dc45d8d7c2ea86b0a97446a303a
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-stranded-abroad-fume-over-the-long-wait-to-come-home-11585091082
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.infowars.com/cashless-society-democrats-propose-digital-dollar-run-by-the-fed/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/25/gavin-newsom-4-banks-suspend-mortgage-payments/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://ktla.com/news/coronavirus/mayor-garcetti-expected-to-hold-daily-briefing-on-l-a-s-covid-19-response/
https://news.yahoo.com/californias-coronavirus-crisis-look-italys-140024299.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200325092335-y5hof
https://www.straitstimes.com/world/united-states/coronavirus-billionaires-want-people-back-to-work-but-their-employees-arent-so
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fired-americans-send-unemployment-websites-105208498.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904645/nearly-half-new-york-citys-coronavirus-cases-found-adults-under-45


Watch MSNBC live: White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Trump declares disasters for states including New York, California and 
Texas

Photo: Long line for testing in New York

Rep. Katie Porter self-quarantines with fever, awaiting coronavirus test 
results

Watch live: New Orleans mayor gives coronavirus updates

Sen. Schumer breaks down massive coronavirus aid package

Joe explains why Trump's Easter timeline won't happen

Trump mocks Mitt Romney on Twitter

How Democratic leaders ensured Trump's businesses can't benefit from 
aid package 

CNN
Senate approves $2 trillion stimulus deal

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/schumer-makes-sure-trump-s-business-can-t-benefit-rescue-n1168471
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/schumer-makes-sure-trump-s-business-can-t-benefit-rescue-n1168471
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-mocks-mitt-romney-on-twitter-81178181845
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-explains-why-trump-s-easter-timeline-won-t-happen-81178181522
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/sen-schumer-breaks-down-massive-coronavirus-aid-package-81180741537
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169036
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1168691
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169071
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169071
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156
https://www.msnbc.com/live


The historic bill includes direct payments to individuals, a boost to 
unemployment benefits and a $500 billion lending program. The House 
votes on it Friday.

What's in it  : We read the massive stimulus bill. Here's what's in it   https://
www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/
index.html 

READ  : Senate bill containing historic $2 trillion coronavirus relief   
stimulus package

Analysis:     Here's why the $2 trillion stimulus probably isn't enough  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

Measures:   Local officials begin penalizing people breaking stay at home   
orders 

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Searching for coronavirus treatments  

Opinion:   If you've got coronavirus, shout it from the rooftops  

Coronavirus death toll tops 21,000 globally

Deadliest day in US: More than 200 coronavirus deaths reported 

US patients start to overwhelm hospitals

Expert: US deaths could peak in 3 weeks

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Fact Check: US has done more coronavirus tests than South Korea, but 
not per person

NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic

Analysis: Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now

What the stimulus deal means for you

US stock futures point to further recovery after second strong day for 
Wall Street

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-deal-stimulus-checks-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/donald-trump-gallup-approval-polling/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/25/craig-spencer-ny-hospital-trump-magical-thinking-sot-ac-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-testing-trump-south-korea-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-testing-trump-south-korea-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/trump-mitt-romney-tweet-coronavirus-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-death-peak-three-weeks-epidemiologist/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-state-actions-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/opinions/coronavirus-privacy-ford-vox/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/25/postcards-from-new-york-moos-ebof-pkg.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-thousand-deaths-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-thousand-deaths-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/26/stimulus-bill-how-much-will-you-get-todd-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/stimulus-coronavirus-jobs-economy-trump-congress/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/read-senate-coronavirus-stimulus-bill/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/read-senate-coronavirus-stimulus-bill/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html


Biden says Dems have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits to 
April showdown

National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for 
over 10 years

At least 13 patients have died from coronavirus over 24 hours at a New 
York hospital

96-year-old woman is now oldest South Korean to fully recover from 
coronavirus

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Georgia's hardest-hit hospital says ICU is filled with 'critically ill' virus 
patients 

Fauci on when to relax public health rules: 'You don't make the timeline, 
the virus makes the timeline'

Dr. Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis

Cruise ship with 77 people with flu-like symptoms is headed to Florida

Amazon warehouses hit by coronavirus

Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday

Man was killed during FBI probe into plot to attack hospital believed to 
have virus patients 

CNN 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/missouri-man-killed-fbi-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/missouri-man-killed-fbi-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/25/west-london-sunbathers-police-no-holiday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/tech/amazon-workers-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-zaandam-flu-symptoms-florida/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/floyd-cardoz-chef-obit-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-anthony-fauci-cautious-optimism-coronavirus-spread-vaccine-bts-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-timeline-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-timeline-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/southwest-georgia-icu-units-full/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/southwest-georgia-icu-units-full/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/california-teen-coronavirus-deaths/index.html
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'All hell broke loose': US patients start to overwhelm hospitals 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/
index.html 

Health experts warn the US could 'become Italy,' where hospitals filled 
with Covid-19 patients have been forced to ration care and choose who 
gets a ventilato

live updates NYC is the epicenter of the US outbreak

Overview:   What $2 trillion stimulus bill will cover  

Just the start:     US deaths could peak in 3 weeks, expert says  

Analysis  : Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now  

Watch:     NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic  

Panic shopping:     Egg prices are skyrocketing  

Podcast:     Searching for coronavirus treatments  

Opinion  : Why is Covid-19 death rate so low in Germany?  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/opinions/germany-low-death-rate-for-coronavirus-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/egg-prices-supermarkets-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/25/craig-spencer-ny-hospital-trump-magical-thinking-sot-ac-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/donald-trump-gallup-approval-polling/index.html
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Trump speaks at coronavirus task force briefing

Senate stimulus shows lengths government is going to preserve supply 
chain

It's not too late for US to reverse course, WHO says

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

What the stimulus deal means for you

New York Gov. Cuomo says social distancing efforts are working to slow 
coronavirus

NBA star says his mother is in a coma

Dow soars as investors take in $2 trillion stimulus deal

AOC warns she may force House members to return for stimulus vote, 
potentially delaying final passage

Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges

National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for 
over 10 years

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-national-cathedral-donates-masks-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-national-cathedral-donates-masks-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/men-higher-gender-mortality-rate-coronavirus-foster-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-coronavirus-package-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-coronavirus-package-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-032520/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/25/karl-anthony-towns-mother-in-coma-orig-vstop-bdk.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-deal-stimulus-checks-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/trump-mitt-romney-tweet-coronavirus-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
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We're reading the massive stimulus bill. Here are the highlights

'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis

Here's why the coronavirus may be killing more men than women. US 
should take note

Court upholds Jodi Arias' murder conviction and life sentence

What constitutes 'essential businesses'? States seem to have varying 
standards

Video shows Mexican president in a crowd of children

Biden says Democrats have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits 
to April showdown

Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday

Trump wants US reopened by Easter. That could send the economy into 
depression

Young adults held a party to defy orders to socially distance. One has the
virus

YAHOONEWS
World Reuters Italian coronavirus deaths jump, dashing hopes that worst 
was over Fatalities in Italy from coronavirus have surged in the last 24 
hours, the Civil Protection Agency said on Tuesday, dashing hopes the 
epidemic in the world's worst hit country was easing after more 
encouraging numbers in the previous two days. Italy has seen more 
fatalities than any other country, with latest figures showing that 6,820 
people have died from the infection in barely a month. The total number 
of confirmed cases hit 69,176 on Tuesday, but with Italy testing only 
people with severe symptoms, the head of the Civil Protection Agency 
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said the true number of infected people was probably 10 times higher.

• Coronavirus: US death toll surges past 500  
The Independent

• Eye Opener at 8: U.S. sees biggest one day jump in coronavirus   
death toll https://www.yahoo.com/news/eye-opener-8-u-sees-
122118378.html 
CBS News Videos

Politics The Week Government officials reportedly 'just couldn't get' 
Trump to do anything about coronavirus early on https://www.yahoo.com/
news/government-officials-reportedly-just-couldnt-124140944.html 

Business MarketWatch Echoes of the Great Depression? U.S. economy 
could post biggest contraction ever 

Politics The Daily Beast Dr. Anthony Fauci: I Don’t Want to ‘Embarrass’ 
Trump

U.S. Rolling Stone DOJ Wants to Suspend Constitutional Rights During 
Coronavirus Emergency

Business The Week Unemployment claims could climb from 281,000 to 
more than 2 million this week, economists forecast

World Reuters Italy coronavirus deaths jump by almost 800, government 
shuts most workplaces

Business The Atlantic The Economic Devastation Is Going to Be Worse 
Than You Think On Sunday evening, Goldman Sachs projected that 
economic growth would be zero in the first quarter of the year, which 
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ends March 31, and that economic activity would fall by 5 percent in the 
second quarter. Just three days later, J.P. Morgan put out a new forecast: 
The gross domestic product would fall by 4 percent this quarter and then 
plummet a staggering 14 percent in the next three months. We're talking 
really big numbers,” Heidi Shierholz, who served as chief economist for 
the Department of Labor during the Obama administration and is now a 
senior fellow at the Economic Policy Institute, a progressive think tank, 
told me on Thursday morning.

• Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next  
Quarter
HuffPost

• Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit record 2.5M this   
week: Goldman Sachs
USA TODAY

Politics HuffPost Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke 
Of Donald Trump's Coronavirus Response

Business USA TODAY Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit 
record 2.5M this week: Goldman Sachs Initial claims for unemployment 
benefits may total record 2.5 million this week as coronavirus outbreak 
spreads, according to a Goldman Sachs estimate Up to 1,000% increase 
in claims: jobless New Yorkers overwhelm system The Guardian States 
rush to prepare for wave of U.S. unemployed Reuters

New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 
was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 
Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 
everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 
to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (hell) (Dickens) …..”

More than 23,000 cases in the US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-
hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75 
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At least 295 people have died as the coronavirus continues to spread

Stay home:     Governors of 5 states issue orders  

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

Trump on China: 'I wish they'd told us earlier' about coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

Despite federal guidelines, Trump suggests 'sanitizing' and reusing 
medical masks 

Hospitals press for $100B stimulus package 

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

6 people are dead after an Indiana bridge was washed away by 
floodwaters

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-passengers-stranded-coronavirus/index.html
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Why does Russia, population 146 million, have fewer virus cases than 
Luxembourg?

FDA approves a coronavirus test

Former CDC director: This is what comes next

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

CNN
Gov. Cuomo announces 3,000 new cases, bringing New York's total to 
over 10,000

WaPo: US intelligence warned Trump in January and February as he 
dismissed threat

Doctor: For the first time in my career, I'm afraid 

Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

MSNBC
Kudlow: Coronavirus stimulus package could total more than $2 trillion 
[ And, make no mistake, america’s already defacto bankrupt! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
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Delaware Gov. Carney 'absolutely' considering stay-at-home order

Gov. Cuomo announces there are over 10,000 cases of coronavirus in 
New York

Trump insults NBC reporter for asking president to speak to scared 
Americans

Arne Duncan on Trump’s missteps: ‘The consequences are beyond 
devastating’

Rep. Kennedy: The current relief plan is ‘completely divorced from reality’

U.N. officials warn of risk to 100M people in war zones

'It's not enough': Inside an Italy hospital struggling to contain COVID-19

Residents in Anchorage, Alaska, told to 'hunker down'

HUFFPOST
‘WAR ZONE’: C’VIRUS NIGHTMARE ON EMERGENCY FRONTLINES 

Lockdowns Multiply Globally As Virus Strains Health Systems

Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke Of Trump’s 
Response

YAHOONEWS
World AccuWeather What the massive locust swarm in Africa and the 
Middle East means to the US http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

Business Barrons.com Market Experts Say the Coronavirus Selloff Is 
‘Worse Than Anything We’ve Seen Since 1929.’ Here’s How Bad It Could 
Get.

YAHOONEWS Business The Atlantic This Is Not a Recession. It’s an Ice 
Age. To quantify the present reality, we have to rely on anecdotes from 
businesses, surveys of workers, shreds of private data, and a few state 
numbers. Just a few weeks into the domestic coronavirus pandemic, and 
just days into the imposition of emergency measures to arrest it, nearly 
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20 percent of workers report that they have lost hours or lost their job. 
Absent a strong governmental response, the unemployment rate seems 
certain to reach heights not seen since the Great Depression or even the 
miserable late 1800s.

YAHOONEWS Business The Week Trump administration asks states to 
delay releasing unemployment numbers [ There you go … trump’s hoax to
ostrich approach …..what an incompetent fool, not to mention mentally ill
mobster/criminal trump ]
In an email Wednesday, the Labor Department told state officials they 
needed to hold off on releasing the exact number of unemployment 
claims they are receiving amid the accelerating COVID-19 coronavirus 
pandemic, The New York Times reports. The Times obtained a copy of 
the email, which says that until the Labor Department releases the total 
number of national claims next Thursday, state officials should only 
"provide information using generalities to describe claims levels (very 
high, large increase)" and "not provide numeric values to the public."The 
message was written by Gay Gilbert, administrator of the Labor 
Department's Office of Employment Insurance. She has worked under 
Republican and Democratic administrations, and there is no indication 
political appointees asked her to send the request, the Times says. Still, 
many states were disturbed by the email, and one governor's office said 
it had asked the state attorney general whether it had to temporarily 
withhold the numbers.In Washington, where at least 74 people have died 
from COVID-19, a state official would tell the Times only that they are 
seeing an "even more dramatic increase this week" after unemployment 
claims rose 150 percent last week from the week prior. The federal 
government on Thursday morning reported that 281,000 people applied 
for unemployment insurance last week, an increase from 211,000 the 
previous week.More stories from theweek.com America has one of the 
world's worst coronavirus responses Goldman Sachs has a devastating 
revision for its GDP growth predictions Coronavirus is causing an 
overlooked crisis in assisted living care

U.S. jobless claims may reach 2.25 million, Goldman Sachs 
economist estimates
MarketWatch
From 50-year low to fears of 20%? How coronavirus is fast changing 
U.S. jobless rate
LA Times
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To Our ThriftBooks Customers, 

We continue to monitor and follow directives from the World Health 
Organization (WHO) and the Center for Disease Control (CDC) as related 
to COVID-19. Providing a safe and healthy work environment for our 
employees while also doing all we can to be a good business partner for 
our customers, suppliers, and communities remain our top priorities. 

Below are details on how we are actively managing against COVID-19: 

 We have implemented enhanced daily protocols of cleaning and 
sanitizing all common areas in our processing centers, including 
tools, machinery, and all shared areas. 

 All workstations are thoroughly cleaned and sanitized before and 
after every shift. 

 Employees are using latex-free or disposable gloves whenever 
necessary. 

 All visitors to our processing centers must wash or sanitize hands 
as a first requirement upon entering the center. 

 Breaks and lunches are staggered to minimize the number of people 
in break rooms. 

 We require employees continue to practice proper hygiene: washing 
their hands with soap often and following proper cough and sneeze 
hygiene. 

 All processing center employees feeling ill or displaying any 
symptoms of illness are being provided excused absences and 
asked to stay home until they are well. 

 All office workers who can do so are working from home. 

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/FXWyBhybPMI/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick.thriftbooks-email.com%2F%3Fqs%3D1c659a0ae61045167cf1f912dbacb3558c7ae4e796a54e1fc1ebcbec47ed14437f732bfa4a50c0915280a4f5b67cabbbefc0dc21f0132d48
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/IM4uFFacAZA/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick.thriftbooks-email.com%2F%3Fqs%3D1c659a0ae6104516b797cbc99824962b914d1769b0f17f36dbb2d80c7a3359746387c18db5bbb2b7c6b5b8bca47bab270f54747a3bd81a59
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/IM4uFFacAZA/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick.thriftbooks-email.com%2F%3Fqs%3D1c659a0ae6104516b797cbc99824962b914d1769b0f17f36dbb2d80c7a3359746387c18db5bbb2b7c6b5b8bca47bab270f54747a3bd81a59


ThriftBooks has always had a personal connection with the communities 
we serve, through our processing centers, our local and national book 
donations, our partnerships with libraries across the country, and with 
you, our customers. Throughout the uncertainty ahead, we remain 
committed to being a resource for you. 

After you have taken the necessary precautions for your health and 
safety, and that of your friends and family, we encourage you to pause 
and find the beauty in the gift of time that has suddenly been given to all 
of us - time to connect with family, play a game, learn a new craft, study 
a new course, begin a new hobby, even read a new book or re-discover an
old favorite. We think of books as treasures, but no treasures are greater 
than the people we hold dear. 

Wishing you wellness, 

Ken Goldstein
Executive Chairman
ThriftBooks Global LLC 

CNN
Pandemic takes 400 lives in US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-22-20/
index.html 
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There are at least 32,000 US coronavirus cases as more states issue 
stay-at-home orders

Dow futures drop 5%, hitting 'limit down' at the start of futures trading 
Sunday

Analysis:   How Cuomo contrasts with President Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Hospitalized patient:     You think you're going to die  

Dr. Fauci  : Top disease expert says 'there isn't, fundamentally, a   
difference' between his view and Trump's on coronavirus 

Fact check  : Trump made 33 false claims about coronavirus in the first   
weeks of March

Key procedural vote on economic stimulus fails after Democrats warn of 
'serious issues' with bill 

Trump outlines national guard activations for New York, California and 
Washington

Rep. Ocasio-Cortez criticizes Trump: This is going to cost lives

Sen. Rand Paul tests positive for coronavirus

Illinois governor says 'it's a wild west' for medical supplies

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

CDC offers online triage for testing

Physician on Trump's request: It's really impossible

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

12-year-old girl with coronavirus is on a ventilator and fighting for her life

Coronavirus is bringing a plague of dangerous doomsday predictions

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/world/doomsday-prophets-coronavirus-blake/index.html
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You want a coronavirus test -- here's why your doctor probably won't give
you one

AT&T CEO: Working from home is changing internet traffic

Ex-Fox News contributor denounces network's coronavirus coverage

Analysis: Coronavirus changes everything for 2020 candidates

Police in Arizona are searching for a man who allegedly stole 29 
coronavirus test kits

German Chancellor Angela Merkel goes into self-quarantine

Coronavirus deaths in New York spike to 114 Coronavirus cases top 
300,000 worldwide   https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-  
outbreak-03-22-20/index.html 

MSNBC
Watch Live: The latest news and analysis on coronavirus

HUFFPOST
W.H. WAVES AWAY RED ALERT INTEL WARNING: ‘NO ONE’ EXPECTED IT! 

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html 
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Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to
enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.

In the US:     Number of cases surpasses 18,000  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Containment  : Empty shelves and unemployment become reality  

MSNBC
Maddow: Trump's 'happy talk' and lies about coronavirus are 
irresponsible, dangerous

Fmr. Obama ebola czar: Americans shouldn't listen to Trump about 
coronavirus

GOP senators sold stock after secret coronavirus briefing

Longtime NBC News employee dies after testing positive for coronavirus

HUFFPOST
U.S. INTEL WARNED FOR   MONTHS     AS TRUMP PLAYED DOWN PANDEMIC   

We Hope You Didn’t Take The Trump Administration’s Stock-Buying 
Advice

Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next 
Quarter
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DRUDGEREPORT
CUOMO: 80% WILL GET VIRUS; NINE MONTH CRISIS https://www.the-
sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-
weeks/ 
BILLION CONFINED TO HOMES
POPE CALLS FOR PRAYER
FED READY WITH $4 TRILLION
WEINSTEIN TESTS POSITIVE IN PRISON 

Sen. Rand Paul Tests Positive... 
Merkel in quarantine... 
Man falls to death from NYC apartment during isolation... 
Doctor in Italy: We no longer help those over 60... 
Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Hawaii to quarantine all arrivals... 
DC Closes Streets... 
Jails Release Prisoners, Fearing Outbreak...
INSIDE MILITARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES NATION...

DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 30 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital...
Symptoms often linger before worsening...
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected...
'Who lives and who dies': Crisis to test medical ethics... 
Third of cases may be 'silent carriers'...
LA gives up on containing...
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick...
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

YAHOONEWS

Business

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3076323/third-coronavirus-cases-may-be-silent-carriers-classified
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/03/22/coronavirus-crisis-medical-ethics-guide-decisions-doctors-cant-help-all/2882738001/
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/slow-burn-coronavirus-symptoms-often-linger-worsening-n1164756
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/top-york-surgeon-warns-coronavirus-015200406.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jails-release-prisoners-fearing-coronavirus-outbreak-11584885600
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-d-c-closes-streets-to-prevent-coronavirus-transmission-11584850717
https://apnews.com/9a9267e5e23aa5cd66b1d407e13550e1
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572160/trump-coronavirus-hurting-hotels-hundreds-fired-mar-a-lago-closed/
https://www.jpost.com/International/Israeli-doctor-in-Italy-We-no-longer-help-those-over-60-621856
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/man-falls-death-16th-floor-21735275
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/22/chancellor-angela-merkel-in-quarantine-after-contact-with-doctor-who-tested-positive-for-coronavirus.html
https://www.axios.com/rand-paul-coronavirus-847b3df1-92bc-4ee6-833b-952d16f3ee3f.html
https://deadline.com/2020/03/coronavirus-harvey-weinstein-positive-test-prision-1202889800/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-will-make-up-to-4-trillion-in-loans-to-businesses-to-rescue-economy-mnuchin-says-2020-03-22
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MarketWatch

Dow futures plunge the 5% limit as coronavirus slams market, Fed official
warns unemployment could hit 30% 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-
889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html 

On top of that, a U.S. central bank official estimated that the 
unemployment rate could surge from just over 3% to 30% at its peak as 
businesses shutter in an effort to clamp down on the spread of the deadly
illness. Futures for the Dow Jones Industrial Average (YMM20) were down
954 points, or 5.01%, pegged at 19,173.98; those for the S&P 500 index 
(ESM20) were off 104.47 points, or 4.34%, at 2,304.92; while Nasdaq-100 
futures (NQM20)  were down 271.06 points, or 3,79%, at 6,879.52. All 
three index futures hit their 5% daily limit at the open of trade, which 
began at 6 p.m. Eastern.

• Stock market news live: Stock futures drop, hit limit down  
Yahoo Finance

• U.S. Stock Futures Hit Limit Down; Treasuries Rise: Markets Wrap  
Bloomberg

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dollar-dips-early-trading-kiwi-204656151.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dollar-dips-early-trading-kiwi-204656151.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-march-23-221605039.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-march-23-221605039.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
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BILLION PEOPLE CONFINED TO HOMES
ITALY CASES SOAR AGAIN
NEW YORK HOSPITALS UNDER PRESSURE 

Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... [ Mob family 
trump.They’ve been taking bribes, emoluments, nepotic parasitic cash, 
etc., for quite some time already. Prosecute them, throw them in jail 
where they have as now belonged for quite some time! ] 
'I don't know what government assistance would be for what I have'... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Over 50 NYPD officers infected... 
INSIDE MILILTARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES 
NATION... 
Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial… 
U.S. intel reports from January warned about likely pandemic... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-
about-15147137.php 
CUOMO: Half State's Cases Are People Under 50 Years Old... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 32 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital... 
Symptoms often linger before worsening... 
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
LA gives up on containing; Tells doctors to skip testing... 
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick... 
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
'Exit strategy' could be months -- or years -- away...
SICK MAP... 

World Investing.com COVID 19: Chinese     Optimism     Despite     Sudden     Spike   
in     Numbers     Over the     Weekend   
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/covid-19-chinese-optimism-despite-
235133677.html By Gina Lee

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/covid-19-chinese-optimism-despite-235133677.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/covid-19-chinese-optimism-despite-235133677.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/covid-19-chinese-optimism-despite-235133677.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/covid-19-chinese-optimism-despite-235133677.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://nypost.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-exit-strategy-could-be-months-or-years-away/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/slow-burn-coronavirus-symptoms-often-linger-worsening-n1164756
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/top-york-surgeon-warns-coronavirus-015200406.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/half-of-all-coronavirus-cases-in-new-york-are-people-under-50-years-old-gov-cuomo-says
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/over-50-nypd-officers-test-positive-for-coronavirus
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/21/trump-i-dont-know-if-my-businesses-will-receive-coronavirus-aid.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572160/trump-coronavirus-hurting-hotels-hundreds-fired-mar-a-lago-closed/
https://apnews.com/48740e4bdefbb0e2459359a5eda2fdd6
https://apnews.com/3dcb3392a3c566a1caad7444e93fc7e6
https://news.yahoo.com/nearly-one-billion-people-confined-homes-globally-curb-134625492.html


NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-
confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284 
20% OF POPULATION NOW ON LOCKDOWN
ECONOMY DETERIORATING FAST 

Military Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
President considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores 
open...
U.S. intelligence reports from January and February warned about likely 
pandemic... 
Shock moment wheezing man collapses on NYC subway... 
Testing faces new headwind: Lab supply shortages... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
Acts of kindness abound...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...
Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP...
More survivors speak out on illness...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
Congress may move to remote work... 
Police Arrest Homeowner For Hosting 'Pop-Up Wedding'...
AMAZON, WALMART Workers Push for Paid Leave, Better Protections...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

Don’t Buy the Dip, This Bear Market Has Legs
STORY HIGHLIGHTS
• This market crash is a record breaker. We’ve never seen stocks fall this 
fast in modern history. 
• And stocks likely have further to fall. 
• Matt Badiali tells you why it is too early to start buying the dip. 

By Matt Badiali, Editor, Real Wealth Strategist
Dear Al,
Don’t buy the dip.

I know this is a tough time for everyone. But there’s something you need 
to see to put this in perspective.

This year the S&P 500 Index fell 31% in 22 trading days. That’s a record.

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/amazon-walmart-workers-push-paid-233035655.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-latest-lakewood-police-arrest-homeowner-for-hosting-pop-up-wedding-with-more-than-50-people/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-lawmakers-begin-falling-ill-from-coronavirus-congress-may-move-to-remote-work/ar-BB11siWH
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-acts-kindness-abound-us-182309839.html
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://apnews.com/4aac3a10664097f38633149367ac3928
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568784/coronavirus-new-york-city-subway-shocking-moment/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/U-S-economy-deteriorating-faster-than-15147050.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568703/illinois-pritzker-stay-home-order-coronavirus-us/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
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But it hasn’t fallen as far as any of the last three major crashes in 1987, 
2000 or 2008. You can see what I mean from the chart below:
(Source: Bloomberg)

-----------------

CNN
Gov. Cuomo announces 3,000 new cases, bringing New York's total to 
over 10,000

WaPo: US intelligence warned Trump in January and February as he 
dismissed threat

Doctor: For the first time in my career, I'm afraid 

Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

MSNBC
Kudlow: Coronavirus stimulus package could total more than $2 trillion 
[ And, make no mistake, america’s already defacto bankrupt! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Coronavirus stimulus bill fails in Senate; Pelosi says Democrats will write
own bill in House

Sen. Rand Paul tests positive for COVID-19

https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/sen-rand-paul-tests-positive-for-covid-19-81076805933
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/coronavirus-stimulus-package-could-total-more-than-2-trillion-kudlow-says-81062469563
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-message-to-americans-coronavirus-presser-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/20/nurses-doctors-coronavirus-response-sidner-lead-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/us-intelligence-reports-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/us-intelligence-reports-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/new-york-andrew-cuomo-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/new-york-andrew-cuomo-coronavirus-spread/index.html


Pelosi on coronavirus relief plan: Democrats will 'be introducing our own 
bill’

New York cases of COVID-19 rise to 15,000

Zimmern: Coronavirus pandemic 'reveals the flaws in every single piece 
of the system'

Delaware Gov. Carney 'absolutely' considering stay-at-home order

Gov. Cuomo announces there are over 10,000 cases of coronavirus in 
New York

Trump insults NBC reporter for asking president to speak to scared 
Americans

Arne Duncan on Trump’s missteps: ‘The consequences are beyond 
devastating’

Rep. Kennedy: The current relief plan is ‘completely divorced from reality’

U.N. officials warn of risk to 100M people in war zones

'It's not enough': Inside an Italy hospital struggling to contain COVID-19

Residents in Anchorage, Alaska, told to 'hunker down'

HUFFPOST
GOP TRIES $500B ‘SLUSH FUND’! — DEMS BLOCK 

Trump Declines To Promise That His Own Company Won’t Get 
Coronavirus Bailout Money

‘WAR ZONE’: C’VIRUS NIGHTMARE ON EMERGENCY FRONTLINES 

Lockdowns Multiply Globally As Virus Strains Health Systems

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lockdowns-multiply-globally-as-virus-strains-health-systems_n_5e761382c5b6eab77948f1a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nurses-doctors-frontline-coronavirus_n_5e7400f5c5b6f5b7c54148f8
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-companies-coronavirus-bailout_n_5e77f1e5c5b62f90bc4cdddf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-companies-coronavirus-bailout_n_5e77f1e5c5b62f90bc4cdddf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-senate-relief-bill_n_5e77d45fc5b63c3b6492a6a6
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165501
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-california-issues-stay-home-order-no-new-local-n1164541/ncrd1165511
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165521
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https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
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https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/zimmern-coronavirus-pandemic-reveals-the-flaws-in-every-single-piece-of-the-system-81078341810
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/new-york-cases-of-covid-19-rise-to-15-000-81076805855
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/pelosi-on-coronavirus-relief-plan-democrats-will-be-introducing-our-own-bill-81077829536
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/pelosi-on-coronavirus-relief-plan-democrats-will-be-introducing-our-own-bill-81077829536


Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke Of Trump’s 
Response

-----
As testing increases, known US cases soar 

US government is preparing for the possibility of a coronavirus pandemic 
that could last up to 18 months and 'include multiple waves of illness,' a 
report says

California governor orders 40 million to lock down

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-19-20-intl-hnk
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/us-coronavirus-case-updates-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/us-coronavirus-case-updates-thursday/index.html
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3


Gov. Newsom tells residents to stay home after projecting 56% will be 
infected with coronavirus in eight weeks

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-19-20-intl-hnk
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-19-20-intl-hnk


Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

Treatment:     Authorities study using existing medicines  

What they mean: Shelter in place, self-isolation, quarantine

live updates Official: 80% of people in Madrid will get COVID-19

Infections:     State-by-state breakdown of US cases  

Berman:     Nearly half the patients admitted to ICU under 65  

Desperation  : Method hospital uses for masks stuns CNN host  

Listen:   Dr. Gupta examines lessons from China  

See Sean Hannity's head-spinning flip on the coronavirus

Action:   Congress sprints to pass enormous stimulus plan  

Trump's new strategy is already being undermined by his own actions

Live markets updates Stocks drop at market open, then rise

Trump loses his touch with the markets

Unemployment claims suddenly surge

Opinion: Cash payments to everyday people can help combat this 
economic disaster

Meet Deborah Birx, Pence's 'right arm' on coronavirus

Opinion: Americans are going to demand to know why US wasn't 
prepared for this

John King: Trump 'deliberately' using offensive term

Sanders says 'I'm dealing with a f**king global crisis' when asked about 
campaign

Fox host admits he was wrong about virus

Delta Air Lines passenger had coronavirus and was contagious, officials 
say

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/us/passenger-delta-coronavirus-contagious/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/us/passenger-delta-coronavirus-contagious/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/17/fox-news-coronavirus-coverage-carlson-hannity-watters-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/18/politics/democratic-primary-bernie-sanders/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/18/trump-coronavirus-china-john-king-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/opinions/coronavirus-commission-investigation-opinion-bergen/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/opinions/coronavirus-commission-investigation-opinion-bergen/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/politics/who-is-deborah-birx/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/perspectives/cash-payments-economic-disaster/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/perspectives/cash-payments-economic-disaster/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/economy/jobless-claims-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/politics/trump-markets-coronavirus-drop/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031920/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/politics/donald-trump-leadership-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/politics/coronavirus-stimulus-package-state-of-play/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/17/fox-news-coronavirus-coverage-carlson-hannity-watters-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/18/georgia-hospital-sewing-masks-together-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/19/spring-break-young-people-coronavirus-risk-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-19-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/shelter-in-place-isolation-quarantine-definition/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/us-coronavirus-case-updates-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/20/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-no-magic-drug-sot-vpx.cnn


Senator's strong message to beachgoers

Doctor: We're seeing people in their 40s on ventilators

Coronavirus kills 3 family members and sickens 4 others after a dinner in 
New Jersey

Gun sales surge as pandemic spreads

Nancy Pelosi-Steve Mnuchin relationship key to coronavirus response

This is what it looks like to be in New York City during the coronavirus 
outbreak

Virus is stretching Facebook to its limits

London Tube stations shut as UK government considers lockdown in 
capital 

Couple disconnects from world for 25 days and returns to pandemic

-----

US is preparing for pandemic to 'include multiple waves of illness' 

Nearly two months since the first US coronavirus case, the government is
now preparing for the pandemic to last up to 18 months or longer, a 
report says 

Infections:     US cases soar past 8,700   

Dow closes below 20,000 

The Dow fell 1,338 points today, losing most of the gains under Trump as 
the coronavirus outbreak worsens

Live updates Scientists say they made test with result in 30 mins

Doubling down:   Trump asked about 'China virus' remark. See his answer  

Podcast:     Gupta and Deepak Chopra on handling anxiety  

Numbers rise:   US coronavirus cases soar past 7,000  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/18/health/us-coronavirus-case-updates-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
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Roll the tape  : Don Lemon says Trump is gaslighting you  

Trump and health officials caution young people to 'heed the advice' on 
coronavirus

Ted Cruz explains 'frustrating and annoying' measure during his 
quarantine

Elizabeth Warren has a list of demands for companies bailed out by 
Washington

Do not take a bunch of cash out of the bank because of coronavirus

Analysis: What a 20% unemployment rate would actually mean for our 
politics

Fox host admits he was wrong about virus

breaking Bill Weld ends Republican presidential campaign 

What we know about the people who've died in the US from coronavirus

Sanders to 'assess' presidential campaign

Doctor isolates himself in the garage. Hear wife's message for rest of us

Why NBA players can get coronavirus tests but regular Americans are 
struggling to

People are hoarding toilet paper. The truth about the supply chain

Trump administration contingency planning for coronavirus lasting '18 
months or longer'

GM, Ford among automakers to halt US production 

National Park Service to waive entrance fees to open parks to aid social 
distancing

Analysis: No, Donald Trump can't cancel the 2020 general election

A Navy hospital ship will head to New York to help handle coronavirus 
outbreak

Illinois Democrat becomes first House incumbent to lose primary in 2020
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Ex-Obama strategist has message for Bernie Sanders after primary 
losses

Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 

'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose
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Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus

Regal Cinemas closing its theaters

YAHOONEWS
YAHOONEWS
Politics The Week Government officials reportedly 'just couldn't get' 
Trump to do anything about coronavirus early on https://www.yahoo.com/
news/government-officials-reportedly-just-couldnt-124140944.html 

Business MarketWatch Echoes of the Great Depression? U.S. economy 
could post biggest contraction ever 

Politics The Daily Beast Dr. Anthony Fauci: I Don’t Want to ‘Embarrass’ 
Trump

U.S. Rolling Stone DOJ Wants to Suspend Constitutional Rights During 
Coronavirus Emergency

Business The Week Unemployment claims could climb from 281,000 to 
more than 2 million this week, economists forecast

World Reuters Italy coronavirus deaths jump by almost 800, government 
shuts most workplaces

Business The Atlantic The Economic Devastation Is Going to Be Worse Than 
You Think On Sunday evening, Goldman Sachs projected that economic growth 
would be zero in the first quarter of the year, which ends March 31, and that 
economic activity would fall by 5 percent in the second quarter. Just three days
later, J.P. Morgan put out a new forecast: The gross domestic product would fall
by 4 percent this quarter and then plummet a staggering 14 percent in the next 
three months. We're talking really big numbers,” Heidi Shierholz, who 
served as chief economist for the Department of Labor during the Obama 
administration and is now a senior fellow at the Economic Policy 
Institute, a progressive think tank, told me on Thursday morning.
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• Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next  
Quarter
HuffPost

• Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit record 2.5M this   
week: Goldman Sachs
USA TODAY

Politics HuffPost Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke 
Of Donald Trump's Coronavirus Response

Business USA TODAY Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit 
record 2.5M this week: Goldman Sachs Initial claims for unemployment 
benefits may total record 2.5 million this week as coronavirus outbreak 
spreads, according to a Goldman Sachs estimate Up to 1,000% increase 
in claims: jobless New Yorkers overwhelm system The Guardian States 
rush to prepare for wave of U.S. unemployed Reuters

TRUMP CLAIMS HE ALWAYS TOOK CORONAVIRUS SERIOUSLY, BUT THE 
RECORD SAYS OTHERWISE

Christopher Wilson
Senior Writer
,
Yahoo News•March 18, 2020

At a White House briefing on Tuesday, President Trump said no one took 
the danger of the coronavirus more seriously than he did.

“I’ve always known this is a real — this is a pandemic,” said Trump. “I felt 
it was a pandemic long before it was called a pandemic.”
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He doubled down on Wednesday morning in a tweet.

“I always treated the Chinese Virus very seriously, and have done a very 
good job from the beginning, including my very early decision to close the
‘borders’ from China - against the wishes of almost all,” wrote Trump, 
referring to the coronavirus with a term that many consider offensive and
medical experts discourage. “Many lives were saved. The Fake News new
narrative is disgraceful & false!”

But reality undercuts Trump’s assertions. In fact, the president 
downplayed the virus for weeks as it raged across other parts of the 
world and he was urged to begin mobilization against it in the United 
States. 

“We have it totally under control,” he said on Jan. 22, adding, “It’s one 
person coming in from China. We have it under control. It’s going to be 
just fine.”

“Looks like by April, you know, in theory, when it gets a little warmer, it 
miraculously goes away,” Trump said at a Feb. 10 rally in New Hampshire.

President Trump at a coronavirus briefing at the White House on Tuesday.
(Jonathan Ernst/Reuters)

On Feb. 24, Trump tweeted, “The Coronavirus is very much under control 
in the USA. We are in contact with everyone and all relevant countries. 
CDC & World Health have been working hard and very smart. Stock 
Market starting to look very good to me!”

The Dow Jones average closed at 27,960 that day. Shortly after the open 
on Wednesday it was 20,127, approximately where it was when Trump 
took office in 2017.

The following day, White House National Economic Council Director Larry
Kudlow     said on CNBC,   “We have contained this, I won’t say airtight but 
pretty close to airtight.”

On Feb. 26, Trump said at a coronavirus briefing, “When you have 15 
people, and the 15 within a couple of days is going to be down to close to
zero, that’s a pretty good job we’ve done.”
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On March 6, Vice President Mike Pence had to correct Trump about the 
rules on testing. In a White House briefing, Trump said, “Anybody that 
needs a test gets a test” for coronavirus, a misleading statement at the 
time and still not the case. The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention has badly lagged other countries in preparing a nationwide 
testing regime. Yet Trump repeated his claim on March 12, stating, 
“Frankly, the testing has been going very smooth.”

Going beyond Trump’s remarks in public, Politico has reported that the 
president discouraged widespread testing for the virus to keep the 
number of confirmed infections low. He said as much on March 6 when he
discussed keeping sick people on a cruise ship off the coast of California
because he didn’t want them counted in the U.S. total.

“I would rather because I like the numbers being where they are,” Trump 
said. “I don’t need to have the numbers double because of one ship that 
wasn’t our fault. And it wasn’t the fault of the people on the ship either, 
OK? It wasn’t their fault either, and they’re mostly Americans. So, I can 
live either way with it. I’d rather have them stay on, personally.”

On March 6 when Trump made those comments, the number of confirmed
cases in the United States was 307. As of Wednesday morning, there 
were 6,496.

Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
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companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg
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CNN
Fauci on Trump: 'I can't jump in front of the microphone and push him 
down'

Health expert:   New York's infection 'attack rate' is five times higher than   
the rest of the US

Official: Anyone who was in New York should self-quarantine     
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/coronavirus-new-york-self-
quarantine/index.html     

Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-
patient/index.html 

US coronavirus cases top 50,000

As cases rise, a World Health Organization spokesperson says the US has
potential to overtake Europe as the center of the coronavirus outbreak
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Dr. Birx from the White House coronavirus task force issues the 
advice as nationwide cases top 50,000

The President's timeline  : A restless Trump wants to end the   
country's isolation -- and his own

Fauci weighs in:     See what he thinks about Trump's timeline  

Analysis  : 4 reasons why the 'American Resurrection' won't work  

Biden tells Trump:     Stop talking  

Podcast:   Talking to our kids about the coronavirus  

Latest from Congress:   Lawmakers     unlikely to give stimulus deal   
final approval Tuesday

CNN reporter:   'Unimaginable' scenes in central London  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/uk-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-london-lockdown-boris-johnson-npw-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/congress-vote-coronavirus-economic-stimulus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/24/joe-biden-trump-coronavirus-tapper-intv-the-lead-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/trump-coronavirus-economy-back-to-work/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/24/dr-fauci-easter-timeline-coronavirus-presser-tsn-bts-vpx.cnn
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US coronavirus cases top 50,000

How coronavirus cases are growing around the United States

New Orleans-area coronavirus cases see alarming spike as governor 
requests major disaster declaration

Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words

Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months 

State Department says it has repatriated 9,000 Americans amid 
pandemic

'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.

Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during 
coronavirus town hall

Illegal border crossings and lawful travel drop amid coronavirus 
pandemic 

US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins

Death of teen in California from virus believed to be first in US of 
someone that age

New Rochelle was a major virus cluster two weeks ago. Here's where it 
stands now.

Stock futures up as investors await coronavirus response stimulus 
package

Opinion: If virus spreads to this group, it could be catastrophic

Terrence McNally, Tony award-winning playwright, dies of coronavirus 
complications

Mayor confronts man violating lockdown

Social distancing means standing 6 feet apart. Here's what that actually 
looks like 

Joe Biden begins media blitz as he tries to break into the coronavirus 
conversation

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/joe-biden-coronavirus/index.html
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Opinion: Thank God for Andrew Cuomo

Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges

Pastor again defies state order not to hold large gatherings

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/us/louisiana-pastor-spell-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/men-higher-gender-mortality-rate-coronavirus-foster-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/opinions/thank-god-for-andrew-cuomo-filipovic/index.html


Trump's timeline  : President wants country opened by Easter  

Biden tells Trump:     Stop talking  

Breaking New Orleans-area coronavirus cases see alarming spike as 
governor requests major disaster declaration

Cuomo to FEMA:   You pick the 26k who are going to die  

CNN reporter:   'Unimaginable' scenes in central London  

Podcast:   Talking to our kids about the coronavirus  

Opinion  : If virus spreads to this group, it could be catastrophic  

Cuomo demands federal help in fiery news conference

Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words

Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months 

'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.

Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during 
coronavirus town hall

Trump says he's pulling back from calling novel coronavirus the 'China 
virus'

Analysis: What Dan Patrick misses so badly in his 'let's get back to work' 
pledge

Negotiators signal deal on stimulus close and could pass Congress on 
Tuesday

Analysis: Has Donald Trump had enough of Anthony Fauci?

US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins

The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/28/coronavirus-questions-doctor-patel-acfc-sot-vpx.cnn
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MSNBC
'The clock has run out': McConnell, Schumer close to stimulus deal

COVID-19 cases surge past 50,000 in the U.S.

Trump's own medical experts repeatedly have to fact-check him

Rep. Shalala: 'Dangerous and immoral' for Trump to suggest to end 
restrictions by Easter

Vermont issues “stay home, stay safe" order

Malaysian police use drones to urge citizens to stay home

Iowa reports first coronavirus death

Miami mayor, still in quarantine, announces shelter-in-place order for city

U.S. coronavirus cases top 18,000 as states push Trump to act

Trump seems eager to end restrictions even as pandemic accelerates 

New York, California issue strict new policies as states step up actions 
to slow spread of coronavirus 

Senators under fire for selling stocks before market plunge [ Ooooh! 
Under fire … they must be so worried … What a joke this country is! ]

Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’

Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path

Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to 
critical illness

Over-promising and under-delivering during a crisis is a toxic combination

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/over-promising-under-delivering-during-crisis-toxic-combination-n1165041
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https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/top-obama-clinton-economist-u-s-is-in-a-great-worker-recession-80950853535
https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/senators-under-fire-for-selling-stocks-before-market-plunge-81018949724
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Two members of Congress test positive for coronavirus

Trump signs aid bill as U.S. coronavirus cases surpass 8,600

Italy records deadliest day of COVID-19 outbreak
Rattner's charts: Historic decline in economic growth is unfolding

Trump signs virus aid package as two House members test positive

MSNBC / rachel maddow showRevising history, Trump makes bizarre 
claim about pandemic foresight

Doctor: WH coronavirus response a ‘colossal failure’

https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/doctor-wh-coronavirus-response-a-colossal-failure-79587909604
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Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

10 more dead in and around Seattle

VA says 44 patients have tested positive for coronavirus

Chase to close nearly 1,000 branches

Some kids could experience severe coronavirus symptoms, study says

Ford to halt North American production over coronavirus outbreak

Top doctor is calling for a national quarantine

NYC mayor: 'Torrent' of new coronavirus cases coming, military aid may 
be needed

Supreme Court postpones oral arguments over coronavirus pandemic

HUFFPOST
TRUMP MELTDOWN OVER VIRUS QUESTIONS 

GOVS REJECT TRUMP RUSH JOB — WON’T FOLLOW ‘IMAGINARY CLOCK’ 

REPORT: GOP SENATOR DUMPED STOCK WHILE   DOWNPLAYING     THREAT   

NO END IN SIGHT: PANDEMIC PAIN FOR MONTHS AT LEAST 

TOP HEALTH EXPERT: EASING UP NOW COULD KILL   MILLIONS   

U.S. Manufacturers Start Shutting Down Major Plants

America’s Broken Social Safety Net Can’t Withstand The Coronavirus

2 Members Of Congress Test Positive

Younger Adults Are Also At Risk Of ‘Severe Outcomes,’ CDC Warns

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/younger-adults-coronavirus-severe-cdc_n_5e730ce6c5b63c3b648a7449
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/florida-republican-congressman-positive-test-coronavirus_n_5e72a781c5b6eab77941afe7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/americas-broken-social-safety-net-cant-withstand-coronavirus_n_5e59650cc5b6beedb4ead65c
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-response-coronavirus-attacks-media_n_5e74f14cc5b63c3b648f9955
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Asian People Are Being Targeted By Racist Attacks. Here’s How You Can 
Be An Ally.

SHOCK: TOP HOSPITALITY UNION SAYS 80-90% COULD LOSE WORK 

U.S. And Canada Restrict Border To Essential Travel During Coronavirus 
Pandemic

Panic Attacks And Night Terrors: The Mental Health Toll Of Coronavirus

Republicans, White House Gut Paid Sick Leave

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paid-sick-leave-in-coronavirus-bill-watered-down-even-more_n_5e70e52ec5b6eab7793d0ceb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/panic-attacks-and-night-terrors-the-mental-health-toll-of-coronavirus_n_5e7239b2c5b6eab7794061a9
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-canada-border-travel-coronavirus_n_5e7211c4c5b6f5b7c53ba6a7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-canada-border-travel-coronavirus_n_5e7211c4c5b6f5b7c53ba6a7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hospitality-workers-union-90-percent-may-lose-jobs_n_5e724b1bc5b63c3b6488efb2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/asian-american-racism-coronavirus_n_5e71ca06c5b63c3b64870f25
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/asian-american-racism-coronavirus_n_5e71ca06c5b63c3b64870f25


GOP Group Uses Trump's Coronavirus Lies Against Him In New Attack Ad

Stunning Supercut Exposes Fox News' Dangerous Hypocrisy On 
Coronavirus

Trump Adviser Paula White Wants Money For Her Fake Coronavirus 
'Hospital’

Don Lemon Shreds Trump's Coronavirus Reversal: 'Gaslighting, Pure And 
Simple'

DEM CALLS GROW: NO BAILOUT BUCKS FOR BIGWIGS 

Second Troubling Mystery Case of Coronavirus Reported In California

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-covid-19-community-spread-california-second-case_n_5e599d24c5b6450a30be8593
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-congress-bailouts_n_5e7233adc5b6eab779404287
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/don-lemon-donald-trump-coronavirus-gaslighting_n_5e71c14fc5b63c3b6486fb10
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/don-lemon-donald-trump-coronavirus-gaslighting_n_5e71c14fc5b63c3b6486fb10
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paula-white-coronavirus-hospital_n_5e71a3b2c5b63c3b6486dc1a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paula-white-coronavirus-hospital_n_5e71a3b2c5b63c3b6486dc1a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-news-coronavirus-supercut-video_n_5e71ac69c5b6eab7793e9bf6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fox-news-coronavirus-supercut-video_n_5e71ac69c5b6eab7793e9bf6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-group-donald-trump-unfit-coronavirus_n_5e71d2bcc5b6f5b7c53ad74a


DRUDGEREPORT
Buddy, can you spare dime? Echoes of '30s in viral crisis? 
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71 

Economists See Worst-Ever Quarterly Contraction... 

Mortgage Firms Brace for Wave of Missed Payments... 

GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-
of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html 
LIFE IN THE BUBBLE
CUOMO ORDERS STATE LOCKDOWN 
WHO WARNS SYSTEMS COLLAPSING 

DRUDGEREPORT
DRUDGEREPORT
CUOMO: 80% WILL GET VIRUS; NINE MONTH CRISIS https://www.the-
sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-
weeks/ 
BILLION CONFINED TO HOMES
POPE CALLS FOR PRAYER
FED READY WITH $4 TRILLION
WEINSTEIN TESTS POSITIVE IN PRISON 

Sen. Rand Paul Tests Positive... 
Merkel in quarantine... 
Man falls to death from NYC apartment during isolation... 
Doctor in Italy: We no longer help those over 60... 
Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Hawaii to quarantine all arrivals... 
DC Closes Streets... 
Jails Release Prisoners, Fearing Outbreak...
INSIDE MILITARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES NATION...

https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jails-release-prisoners-fearing-coronavirus-outbreak-11584885600
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-d-c-closes-streets-to-prevent-coronavirus-transmission-11584850717
https://apnews.com/9a9267e5e23aa5cd66b1d407e13550e1
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572160/trump-coronavirus-hurting-hotels-hundreds-fired-mar-a-lago-closed/
https://www.jpost.com/International/Israeli-doctor-in-Italy-We-no-longer-help-those-over-60-621856
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/man-falls-death-16th-floor-21735275
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/22/chancellor-angela-merkel-in-quarantine-after-contact-with-doctor-who-tested-positive-for-coronavirus.html
https://www.axios.com/rand-paul-coronavirus-847b3df1-92bc-4ee6-833b-952d16f3ee3f.html
https://deadline.com/2020/03/coronavirus-harvey-weinstein-positive-test-prision-1202889800/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-will-make-up-to-4-trillion-in-loans-to-businesses-to-rescue-economy-mnuchin-says-2020-03-22
https://apnews.com/86ca5e1f6032314115176190c380818d
https://news.yahoo.com/nearly-one-billion-people-confined-homes-globally-curb-134625492.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-crisis-could-last-nine-months/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-who-says-health-systems-collapsing-this-isnt-just-a-bad-flu-season.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-in-ny-cuomo-orders-lockdown-shuts-down-non-essential-businesses/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-patients-apocalypse-ward-gasp-21723273
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mortgage-firms-brace-for-wave-of-missed-payments-as-coronavirus-slams-homeowners-11585017857
https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/economists-see-u-s-facing-worst-ever-quarterly-contraction
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71


DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 30 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital...
Symptoms often linger before worsening...
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected...
'Who lives and who dies': Crisis to test medical ethics... 
Third of cases may be 'silent carriers'...
LA gives up on containing...
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick...
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 
NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-
confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284 
20% OF POPULATION NOW ON LOCKDOWN
ECONOMY DETERIORATING FAST 

Military Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
President considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores 
open...
U.S. intelligence reports from January and February warned about likely 
pandemic... 
Shock moment wheezing man collapses on NYC subway... 
Testing faces new headwind: Lab supply shortages... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
Acts of kindness abound...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...
Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP...
More survivors speak out on illness...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
Congress may move to remote work... 
Police Arrest Homeowner For Hosting 'Pop-Up Wedding'...
AMAZON, WALMART Workers Push for Paid Leave, Better Protections...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/amazon-walmart-workers-push-paid-233035655.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-latest-lakewood-police-arrest-homeowner-for-hosting-pop-up-wedding-with-more-than-50-people/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-lawmakers-begin-falling-ill-from-coronavirus-congress-may-move-to-remote-work/ar-BB11siWH
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-acts-kindness-abound-us-182309839.html
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://apnews.com/4aac3a10664097f38633149367ac3928
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568784/coronavirus-new-york-city-subway-shocking-moment/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/U-S-economy-deteriorating-faster-than-15147050.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568703/illinois-pritzker-stay-home-order-coronavirus-us/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3076323/third-coronavirus-cases-may-be-silent-carriers-classified
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/03/22/coronavirus-crisis-medical-ethics-guide-decisions-doctors-cant-help-all/2882738001/
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/slow-burn-coronavirus-symptoms-often-linger-worsening-n1164756
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/top-york-surgeon-warns-coronavirus-015200406.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023


UK SHUT...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...
CALIFORNIA: MORE THAN HALF WILL BE INFECTED...
STATE-WIDE LOCKDOWN...
TESTING CHAOS CONTINUES...
Outbreak: A Cascade of Warnings, Heard but Unheeded… 
Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
Newly unemployed grapple with fallout...
Virus killing far more men than women...
More survivors speak out on illness...
NETFLIX, YOUTUBE reduce resolution...
Internet Traffic Surging But Pipes Aren't Bursting Yet...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
NBCNEWS Staffer Dead...
Cases among troops surge...
AMERICAN AIRLINES grounds 55,000 flights...
DELTA, UNITED sending largest planes to desert for storage...
Gathering bans raise religious freedom questions...
Flocking to the Safety of Comfort Foods...
Meat Industry Braces for Disruptions From Ill Workers...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

Stocks wipe out all gains under Trump's presidency…
I'm a Doctor in Britain. We're Heading Into Abyss... 
UK rolls out tougher action after dire science warning... 

Hello from Italy. Your future grimmer than think... 
Gas prices could drop below $1 gallon...
Virus Plan Anticipates 18-Month Pandemic, Widespread Shortages...
Next Nightmare: Drug Shortage on Horizon...
Can it spread through the mail?
California considering martial law...
Orange County Bans ALL Public, Private Gatherings -- Including Work...
Philly police delay arrests for crimes...
1,000 bed floating hospital to be deployed in NY harbor...
Scientists: Coronavirus NOT a bioweapon...
'Entirely Natural Origins Through Evolution'...
Ibuprofen may worsen effects! 

https://www.jpost.com/HEALTH-SCIENCE/World-Health-Organization-backs-call-to-avoid-ibuprofen-for-coronavirus-621408
https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-origins-covid-19-wasnt-produced-in-a-lab-scientists-conclude/
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/18314818.coronavirus-not-bioweapon-created-lab-scientists-say/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/floating-hospital-to-be-set-up-in-new-york-harbor
https://www.fox29.com/news/philadelphia-police-to-delay-arrests-for-certain-non-violent-crimes
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/03/17/oc-health-officials-set-to-close-dine-in-restaurants/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/california-preparing-for-worst-case-scenarios-martial-law-a-possibility
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-can-it-spread-through-the-mail-package-delivery/
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/next-coronavirus-nightmare-theres-drug-shortage-horizon-134147
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/us-virus-plan-anticipates-18-month-pandemic-and-widespread-shortages/ar-BB11ktjA
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-could-hit-99-cents-in-some-states-due-to-coronavirus-and-supplies-expert-says
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Hello-from-Italy-Your-future-is-grimmer-than-you-15138082.php
https://news.yahoo.com/uk-begins-tougher-virus-action-dire-science-warning-145723246.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/18/im-a-doctor-in-britain-were-heading-into-the-abyss/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/dow-wipes-out-gains-under-trumps-presidency-still-slightly-positive-since-his-election.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-20/threat-of-sick-workers-at-u-s-meat-plants-forces-policy-changes
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/americans-are-flocking-to-the-safety-of-comfort-foods/ar-BB11qK7U
https://apnews.com/c6198ba98ea6d26b128044ea59b9b4da
https://news.yahoo.com/delta-united-other-airlines-sending-195832455.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241345821.html
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2020/03/20/number-of-coronavirus-cases-among-troops-jumps-nearly-25-percent/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/nbc-news-employee-dies-after-testing-positive-coronavirus-n1164696
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/internet-traffic-is-surging-but-the-pipes-aren-t-bursting-yet
http://www.anews.com.tr/economy/2020/03/20/netflix-and-youtube-reduce-resolution-as-virus-hits-web
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/The-coronavirus-is-killing-far-more-men-than-women-15143405.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319221637-13fyc
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/coronavirus-outbreak-a-cascade-of-warnings-heard-but-unheeded/ar-BB11pYY1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-testing-chaos-across-america-11584618703
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/19/california-governor-issues-statewide-order-to-stay-at-home-effective-thursday-evening.html
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/488547-california-projects-56-percent-of-the-population-will-be-infected-over-8-week
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11219137/uk-pubs-restaurants-and-leisure-centres-to-close-nationwide-tonight-amid-coronavirus-crisis/


How women could be uniquely impacted...
Millennials at higher risk?
Wealthy hoping to buy their own ventilators...
NYSE closes trading floor...
Mnuchin warns jobless rate could hit 20%...
Layoffs Just Starting, Forecasts Bleak...
Unemployment websites crash...
Devilish Math Would Bring Market Down Another 40%...
GM, FORD, CHRYSLER close all US factories...
Majority with virus walking around undetected... 
TRACKING BRACELETS, INVISIBLE TATTOOS TO MONITOR?
NYC LEADERS BATTLE OVER 'SHELTER IN PLACE'...
Outbreak Hits NYPD...
American attitudes make virus response hard sell...
Texas man ARRESTED for lying about testing positive...
SICK MAP... 
PRESIDENT INVOKES WARTIME AUTHORITY 

CASH FOR THE PEOPLE! 
'RECESSION' OR 'DEPRESSION'
GOVT WANTS PHONE DATA TO TRACK SICK
NYC MAY 'SHELTER IN PLACE'
EU SHUTS BORDERS 
Mnuchin warns jobless rate could hit 20%… 
Majority with virus walking around undetected... 
18 MONTHS of social distancing?
Stranded travelers struggle to get home...
Can feds order national quarantine?
New York bar, restaurant owners could be JAILED if they break 
lockdown...
911 gets calls about neighbors coughing...
Inside Upended Rural Town: 'All Around Us Chaos'...
Doctor: Lung scans for young patients nothing short of terrifying… 
Tempers fray in USA...
People with Type A blood MORE likely to catch? 
White House calls on military to boost medical response...
Navy Activating Hospital Ships...
Soldier in Virus Quarantine: 'Prisoners Receive Better Care'...
NYT: BEST AND WORST DEATH TOLL SCENARIOS...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/16/upshot/coronavirus-best-worst-death-toll-scenario.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-soldier-in-coronavirus-quarantine-prisoners-receive-better-care
https://news.usni.org/2020/03/17/pentagon-preparing-navy-hospital-ships-mercy-comfort-for-coronavirus-response
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-military/white-house-preparing-to-call-on-military-to-boost-coronavirus-medical-response-idUSKBN2143DP
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-8122493/People-Type-blood-likely-catch-coronavirus.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316220412-nzjlg
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-doctor-says-lung-scans-for-young-patients-were-nothing-short-of-terrifying/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/all-around-us-is-chaos-inside-a-rural-town-upended-by-the-virus/ar-BB11i7AA
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/03/16/shelter-place-recession-weinstein-trolls-westworld-mon-news/5060450002/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/551511/new-york-bar-restaurant-owners-arrested-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/551511/new-york-bar-restaurant-owners-arrested-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/can-federal-government-order-national-quarantine-n1162036
https://apnews.com/15b99013e674de9ea83a707342e8ffe5
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-report-us-uk-strategies-e45bc5d4-d2f1-40e2-825e-429b2b7c1b50.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/86-of-people-with-coronavirus-are-walking-around-undetected-study-says/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mnuchin-warns-virus-could-yield-20-25-jobless-rate-without-action/ar-BB11kulX
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-51927790
https://news.trust.org/item/20200317221814-pwrrp
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/technology/u-s-government-tech-industry-discussing-ways-to-harness-location-data-to-combat-coronavirus/
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-stocks-economy-usa/d-word-rears-head-as-coronavirus-hit-markets-brace-for-recession-idUSKBN2140IA
https://apnews.com/22b4db74a897c8803d228269827d8612
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/03/18/coronavirus-senate-vote-expected-house-sick-leave-testing-bill/5076063002/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8127039/Texas-man-ARRESTED-lied-social-media-post-testing-positive-coronavirus.html
https://apnews.com/1f800f38611f3fe95a309d607a24023a
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-nypd-officer-tests-positive/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/cuomo-says-he-wont-approve-coronavirus-shelter-in-place-order-for-new-york-city.html
https://www.infowars.com/covid-19-tracking-bracelets-invisible-tattoos-to-monitor-americans/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/86-of-people-with-coronavirus-are-walking-around-undetected-study-says/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/general-motors-ford-and-fiat-chrysler-to-close-all-us-factories-due-to-the-coronavirus-sources-say.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/devilish-math-would-bring-market-down-another-40-11584540730
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/coronavirus-state-unemployment-websites-crash-applications-surge-n1162731
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/17/layoffs-are-just-starting-and-the-forecasts-are-bleak/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mnuchin-warns-virus-could-yield-20-25-jobless-rate-without-action/ar-BB11kulX
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/nyse-to-temporarily-close-trading-floor-move-to-electronic-trading-because-of-coronavirus.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/business/ventilator-shortage-coronavirus.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/millennials-may-be-at-a-higher-risk-for-catching-coronavirus-official-says/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/how-the-coronavirus-could-impact-women-in-health-care.html


SPRING BREAK STAYS LIT: VIRUS DOESN'T STOP PARTYING...
DeSantis loses control...
Refuses to shut down beaches...
Younger Adults Comprise Big Portion of Hospitalizations… 
'Fever dream' of invincibility... 

Newark orders mandatory curfew... 

Patient on hellish ordeal: 'I was screaming for mercy and praying to 
God'... 
A New York Doctor's Warning: The Sky Is Falling... 
Three members of same NJ family die... 
Even most isolated corners of country not safe... 

Every 10 mins person dies in Iran... 
In Jerusalem's Old City, virus 'worse than war'... 
Loud protests ring out in Brazil over Bolsonaro response... 
Russians brace for worst... 
Massive Bangladesh prayer gathering sparks outcry... 
London lockdown? 
ITALY: Dozens of army trucks carry corpses as morgues fill up... 
Alone, Rome's seniors live in silence... 
Thai hospitals deploy 'ninja robots' to aid battle... 

Stunned world grapples with 'once-in-100-year' battle... 
MERKEL: Biggest Challenge Since World War II... 
London shutting down... 
Israelis not allowed to leave homes... 
Starts surveilling virus carriers, sends 400 nearby to isolation... 
'Human biosecurity emergency' declared in Australia... 
Local spread takes off in Africa... 
French army flies patients to military hospital... 
Merkel first ever TV address as infections soar in Germany... 

VIRUS SPREADS TO 60 COUNTRIES 
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe 
RISK UPGRADED
OREGON HIT 
FAUCI TELLS LAWMAKERS THERE WILL BE MANY MORE INFECTED...
Testing under scrutiny after delays and questions over effectiveness...

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-testing-is-under-scrutiny-after-delays-and-questions-over-its-effectiveness/ar-BB10wCe3
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228151300-j38vl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/02/28/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/who-raises-risk-assessment-of-coronavirus-to-very-high-at-global-level.html
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe
https://www.thelocal.de/20200318/merkel-set-to-give-first-tv-address-on-coronavirus-crisis-in-germany
https://news.trust.org/item/20200318090958-zq5ac
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/coronavirus-local-spread-beginning-off-africa-69645522
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/488178-human-biosecurity-emergency-declared-in-australia
https://www.timesofisrael.com/health-ministry-begins-controversial-tracking-of-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israelis-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-reports-304-patients-621258
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/britain-braced-coronavirus-lockdown-london-21714296
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-18/merkel-urges-solidarity-in-biggest-challenge-since-world-war-ii
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus/stunned-world-grapples-with-once-in-100-year-coronavirus-battle-idUSKBN21522O
https://news.yahoo.com/thai-hospitals-deploy-ninja-robots-aid-virus-battle-073032208.html
https://news.yahoo.com/alone-romes-seniors-live-lockdown-silence-130546784.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/dozens-army-trucks-carry-coronavirus-21717762
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/coronavirus-london-will-12-hour-21719143
https://news.yahoo.com/massive-bangladesh-coronavirus-prayer-gathering-sparks-outcry-193538973.html
https://news.yahoo.com/wary-official-virus-claims-russians-brace-worst-193056029.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200318230135-xexq3
https://news.yahoo.com/jerusalems-old-city-virus-worse-war-025115789.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319111156-9ccig
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-19/coronavirus-wyoming-covid-19-casper-idaho
https://nypost.com/2020/03/19/three-members-of-the-same-new-jersey-family-die-after-contracting-coronavirus/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/19/a-new-york-doctors-coronavirus-warning-the-sky-is-falling/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-patient-on-hellish-ordeal-i-was-screaming-for-mercy-and-praying-to-god/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-patient-on-hellish-ordeal-i-was-screaming-for-mercy-and-praying-to-god/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/newark-sets-nightly-curfew-non-essential-shops-must-close
https://news.yahoo.com/youth-warned-against-fever-dream-coronavirus-invicibility-055907018.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/younger-adults-comprise-big-portion-of-coronavirus-hospitalizations-in-us/ar-BB11nGEB?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-florida-beaches-ignore-social-distancing/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/florida-governor-refuses-shut-down-beaches-amid-spread-coronavirus-n1162226
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8125045/Spring-breakers-partying-St-Patricks-Day-South-Beach.html'


Missteps at CDC...
Lawsuits Won't Be Far Behind...
How long can it survive on surfaces? Trump plays down risks… 'HOAX'… 
Feds boost production of protective gear...
FDA reports 1st drug shortage...
Toilet paper rationing in Hawaii...
Hoarding in the USA? How Daily Life Could Change...
'I have the coronavirus. So far, it isn't that bad'...
Americans canceling their domestic travel… Photos of deserted, nearly 
empty airports around world...
NO TIME TO DIE: HOLLYWOOD HAVOC...
GOOGLE employee tests positive...
GATES: May be 'once-in-a-century pathogen we've been worried about'...
What the End Game Will Look Like... 
Stock markets suffer worst week since financial crisis... 
World's Richest Lose $444 Billion... 
ROUBINI forecasts 40% drop... 
Plunge protection? 
Can the Fed inoculate economy?

'Panic mode' in immigration courts... 

Israelis not allowed to leave their homes… 

Iran warns virus could kill 'millions' in Islamic Republic...

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...

Australia raises travel restrictions to highest level... 

India Could be Next Hotspot With 'Avalanche' of Cases... 

Local spread takes off in Africa... 

Czechs sew to combat mask shortage... 

France calls for all citizens to remain confined in homes... 

Ready to Nationalize Big Firms in Radical Response... 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-nationalist/france-could-nationalize-big-companies-if-necessary-finance-minister-idUSKBN2141AO
https://thehill.com/policy/international/487870-frances-macron-calls-for-all-citizens-to-remain-confined-in-homes-were
https://news.yahoo.com/stitch-time-czechs-sew-combat-virus-mask-shortage-205213804.html
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/coronavirus-local-spread-beginning-off-africa-69645522
https://news.yahoo.com/india-could-next-virus-hotspot-064016084.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200317223850-5tz5g
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://apnews.com/6e92d93551ee6c6ae51d0acaaad9eb32
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israelis-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-reports-304-patients-621258
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/17/anger-virus-dangers-immigration-courts-134709
https://news.yahoo.com/fed-inoculate-us-economy-against-virus-impact-210605544.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-cant-stop-coronavirus-from-slamming-the-economy-but-it-could-ease-the-pain-2020-02-28
https://theweek.com/speedreads/899110/stock-markets-are-headed-40-percent-plunge-says-economist-who-predicted-financial-crisis
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/world-richest-lose-444-billion-220432889.html
https://news.yahoo.com/asian-markets-slammed-again-virus-fears-cause-global-024836089.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/bill-gates-says-coronavirus-may-be-once-in-a-century-pathogen.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/02/28/google-employee-tests-positive-coronavirus/4904871002/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/hollywood-coronavirus-no-time-to-die-mulan-1203518001/
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/americans-are-canceling-their-domestic-travel-over-coronavirus-fears/ar-BB10xnbr
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/opinion/article/I-have-the-coronavirus-So-far-it-isn-t-that-bad-15093664.php
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/02/27/coronavirus-us-spread-daily-life-effects/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228205631-ls907
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/run-on-toilet-paper-in-hawaii-over-coronavirus-fears
https://abcnews.go.com/International/fda-reports-1st-drug-shortage-due-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69276490
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228214309-55fn9
https://apnews.com/ebc90501a013f52d792e72069bd4ad7f
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-plays-down-coronavirus-health-and-economic-15093869.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228215640-n07fz
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-come-u-lawsuits-won-163016610.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Illinois, 
California, Florida and New York increase restrictions   New York Stock   
Exchange to close trading floor next week after traders test positive HUD
offers 60-day moratorium on foreclosures for homeowners affected by 
coronavirus France issues more than 4,000 fines for violating lockdown in
the first day State Department warns Americans against overseas trips 
Italy death toll surpasses China’s, becoming world's highest U.S. 
coronavirus cases top 18,000 as states push Trump to act

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES With New State 
Decrees, 1 in 5 Americans to Be Ordered Home Pandemic Erodes Gig 
Economy Work G.O.P. Aid Plan Has Corporate Tax Cuts and $1,200 
Checks to Taxpayers A New York Doctor’s Coronavirus Warning: The Sky 
Is Falling_Alarmist is not a word anyone has ever used to describe me 
before. But this is different. Jobless Claims Mount as Employers and 
Workers Face Bleak Outlook Trump Is Losing His Patience With Fauci, 
Aides Say Dr. Anthony Fauci, to whom President Trump has given unusual
leeway, has grown bolder in correcting the president’s falsehoods about 
the coronavirus

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES L.A. County gives 
up on containing coronavirus, tells doctors to skip testing of some 
patients L.A. County confirms 46 new coronavirus cases as deaths in 
California rise to 17 More than half of Californians could become infected
with coronavirus, Newsom says 

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
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Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
YAHOONEWS Business The Week Trump administration asks states to 
delay releasing unemployment numbers 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-
024500147.html [ There you go … trump’s hoax to ostrich approach 
…..what an incompetent fool, not to mention mentally ill mobster/criminal
trump ]

In an email Wednesday, the Labor Department told state officials they 
needed to hold off on releasing the exact number of unemployment 
claims they are receiving amid the accelerating COVID-19 coronavirus 
pandemic, The New York Times reports. The Times obtained a copy of 
the email, which says that until the Labor Department releases the total 
number of national claims next Thursday, state officials should only 
"provide information using generalities to describe claims levels (very 
high, large increase)" and "not provide numeric values to the public."The 
message was written by Gay Gilbert, administrator of the Labor 
Department's Office of Employment Insurance. She has worked under 
Republican and Democratic administrations, and there is no indication 
political appointees asked her to send the request, the Times says. Still, 
many states were disturbed by the email, and one governor's office said 
it had asked the state attorney general whether it had to temporarily 
withhold the numbers.In Washington, where at least 74 people have died 
from COVID-19, a state official would tell the Times only that they are 
seeing an "even more dramatic increase this week" after unemployment 
claims rose 150 percent last week from the week prior. The federal 
government on Thursday morning reported that 281,000 people applied 
for unemployment insurance last week, an increase from 211,000 the 
previous week.More stories from theweek.com America has one of the 
world's worst coronavirus responses Goldman Sachs has a devastating 
revision for its GDP growth predictions Coronavirus is causing an 
overlooked crisis in assisted living care

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html
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U.S. jobless claims may reach 2.25 million, Goldman Sachs 
economist estimates
MarketWatch
From 50-year low to fears of 20%? How coronavirus is fast changing 
U.S. jobless rate
LA Times

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 23rd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

It was another crazy day of trading:

Last night futures went limit down AGAIN (down 5.0% overnight) after 
Democrats and Republicans failed to agree on a stimulus bill.

After the E-Mini S&P experienced a 9% swing (down 5% to up almost 4%) 
in pre-market trading, the major indices slide into the open.

With traders looking at Washington to pass a stimulus deal, trading was 
choppy. But after lawmakers failed to pass a stimulus deal for the 2nd 
day straight, stocks dropped again 3%.

Boeing (BA) was a big winner today, up 11.2% after Goldman Sachs said 
Boeing is a buy.

There’s still an overwhelming amount of uncertainty in the markets.But 
one thing that is for certain…the economy in the 2nd quarter is screwed 
because of COVID-19. Goldman Sachs economists expect the economy to
contract by 24%. And a Morgan Stanley economist is calling for a 30% 
contraction.Ouch!!! https://www.bloomberg.com/amp/news/articles/2020-
03-22/morgan-stanley-sees-u-s-economy-plunging-30-in-second-quarter?
fbclid=IwAR3tKczvmdYOseIRgEqkJbosXpKSCmwdyjBNZxs5BM9uqcmHnI
dD5w4KpLM 

YAHOONEWS Ideas
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"This Is Not a Recession. It’s an Ice Age. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/quantifying-coming-
recession/608443/?
utm_medium=offsite&utm_source=yahoo&utm_campaign=yahoo-non-
hosted&yptr=yahoo 

No one alive has experienced an economic plunge this sudden.

Annie Lowrey

Staff writer at The Atlantic

We can’t say we’re in a recession yet, at least not formally. A committee 
decides these things—no, really. The government generally adopts the 
view that a contraction is not a recession unless economic activity has 
declined over two quarters. But we’re in a recession and everyone knows 
it. And what we’re experiencing is so much more than that: a black swan, 
a financial war, a plague. Maybe things feel normal where you are. Maybe
things do not feel normal. Things are not normal. For weeks or months, 
we won’t know how much GDP has slowed down and how many people 
have been forced out of work. Government statistics take a while to 
generate. They look backwards, the latest numbers still depicting a hot 
economy near full employment. To quantify the present reality, we have 
to rely on anecdotes from businesses, surveys of workers, shreds of 
private data, and a few state numbers. They show an economy not in a 
downturn or a contraction or a soft patch, not experiencing losses or 
selling off or correcting. They show evaporation, disappearance on what 
feels like a religious scale.

What is happening is a shock to the American economy more sudden and 
severe than anyone alive has ever experienced. The unemployment rate 
climbed to its apex of 9.9 percent 23 months after the formal start of the 
Great Recession. Just a few weeks into the domestic coronavirus 
pandemic, and just days into the imposition of emergency measures to 
arrest it, nearly 20 percent of workers report that they have lost hours or 
lost their job. One payroll and scheduling processor suggests that 22 
percent of work hours have evaporated for hourly employees, with three 
in 10 people who would normally show up for work not going as of 

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/quantifying-coming-recession/608443/?utm_medium=offsite&utm_source=yahoo&utm_campaign=yahoo-non-hosted&yptr=yahoo
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/quantifying-coming-recession/608443/?utm_medium=offsite&utm_source=yahoo&utm_campaign=yahoo-non-hosted&yptr=yahoo
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/quantifying-coming-recession/608443/?utm_medium=offsite&utm_source=yahoo&utm_campaign=yahoo-non-hosted&yptr=yahoo


Tuesday. Absent a strong governmental response, the unemployment rate
seems certain to reach heights not seen since the Great Depression or 
even the miserable late 1800s. A 20 percent rate is not impossible.

State jobless filings are growing geometrically, a signal of how the 
national numbers will change when we have them. Last Monday, Colorado
had 400 people apply for unemployment insurance. This Tuesday: 6,800. 
California has seen its daily filings jump from 2,000 to 80,000. Oregon 
went from 800 to 18,000. In Connecticut, nearly 2 percent of the state’s 
workers declared that they were newly jobless on a single day. Many 
other states are reporting the same kinds of figures.

These numbers are subject to sharp changes; things like large plant 
closures lead them to jump and fall and jump and fall. But for them to rise
so precipitously, across all of the states? To stay high? That is new. The 
economy is not tipping into a jobs crisis. It is exploding into one. Given 
the trajectory of state reports, it is certain that the country will set a 
record for new jobless claims next week, not only in raw numbers but 
also in the share of workers laid off. The total is expected to be in the 
range of 1.5 million to 2.5 million, and to climb from there.

None of that is surprising. The economy needs to halt to protect lives and
sustain the medical system. Planes have been grounded, conferences 
canceled, millions of Americans told not to leave their homes except to 
get groceries and other necessities. Because of the emergency measures
now in place, businesses have had no choice but to let workers go. The 
list of employers laying off workers en masse includes cruise lines, 
airlines, hotels, restaurants, bars, cabinetmakers, linen companies, 
newspapers, bookstores, caterers, and festivals. I started adding up 
numbers in news reports, and quit when I hit 100,000.

The economy had been plodding along in its late expansion, growing at a 
2 or 3 percent annual pace. Now, private forecasters expect it will 
contract at something like a 15 percent pace, though nobody really 



knows. A viral quarantine is impossible to model, because modeling 
would mean knowing how long the necessary emergency measures will 
last and how well the government will respond with some degree of 
accuracy. Still, real-time measures show a consumer-economy 
apocalypse. One credit-card processor said that payments to businesses 
were down 30 percent in Seattle, 26 percent in Portland, and 12 percent 
in San Francisco. Nearly every state is seeing dramatic declines, with 
hotels and restaurants hit particularly hard.

The markets are not normal, either. The stock market lost 20 percent of 
its value in just 21 days—the fastest and sharpest bear market on record,
faster than 1929, faster than 1987, 10 times faster than 2007. The 
financial system has required no less than seven emergency 
interventions by the Federal Reserve in the past week. The country’s 
central bank has wrenched interest rates to zero, started buying more 
than half a trillion dollars of financial assets, and opened up special 
facilities to inject liquidity into the financial system.

Yet in the real economy, everything has halted, frozen in place. This is 
not a recession. It is an ice age."

We want to hear what you think about this article. Submit a letter to the 
editor or write to letters@theatlantic.com.

Annie Lowrey is a staff writer at The Atlantic, where she covers 
economic policy.

Business MarketWatch The U.S. government and American families have 
been swimming in debt — and will soon be drowning

Maryland GOP Governor: 'No Question' Donald Trump Made A Mistake 
With Coronavirus Response

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/gop-gov-larry-hogan-trump-coronavirus-mistake-070311672.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/gop-gov-larry-hogan-trump-coronavirus-mistake-070311672.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/0db2e66e-3321-376d-a4c9-52188f426128/the-u-s-government-and.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/0db2e66e-3321-376d-a4c9-52188f426128/the-u-s-government-and.html


YAHOONEWS World The Daily Beast Embattled Netanyahu Makes a 
Coronavirus Power Grab
JERUSALEM—Using the coronavirus crisis as cover, Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu is making a power grab unprecedented in Israeli 
history, and the example may be relevant to other countries as the crisis 
grows.Japan Shows Coronavirus May Be a Gift—for Would-Be 
DictatorsHis government effectively shut down the Israeli judiciary in the
dead of night last Sunday ...Israel parliament speaker shuts Knesset, 
enraging opposition Associated Press Israel is now using 
counterterrorism tactics to track possible coronavirus patients Quartz

BusinessReuters U.S. weekly jobless claims hit two-and-a-half-year high; 
mid-Atlantic factory activity plunges
The coronavirus has crippled the transportation, leisure and hospitality 
industries, as well as the manufacturing sector. Economists are 
predicting a surge in job cuts and a recession by the second quarter. 
"This shouldn't come as any surprise as the government has sent people 
home from work to stop the virus spread," said Chris Rupkey, chief 
economist at MUFG in New York.

Unemployment: US weekly jobless claims jump amid coronavirus 
layoffs
USA TODAY
U.S. jobless claims surge 70,000 to 281,000 in mid-March as 
coronavirus triggers layoffs
MarketWatch

Business
MoneyWise

Protect Your Finances From the COVID-19 Recession ...

GOOGLENEWS
Trump viciously attacks NBC News reporter in extended rant after being 
asked for message to Americans worried about coronavirus In an 
extraordinary exchange on Friday, President Donald Trump viciously 
attacked an NBC News reporter who asked what his message would be 
to Americans … CNN

Italy coronavirus deaths rise by record 475 in a day The number of people

https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiLmh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmJiYy5jb20vbmV3cy93b3JsZC1ldXJvcGUtNTE5NTI3MTLSATJodHRwczovL3d3dy5iYmMuY29tL25ld3MvYW1wL3dvcmxkLWV1cm9wZS01MTk1MjcxMg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMKHL9QowkqbaAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEMCmVnTeL4pTbTXLr3ZNTqkqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEMCmVnTeL4pTbTXLr3ZNTqkqGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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dying from coronavirus in Italy has risen by 475 in one day to nearly 3,000
- the biggest increase since the outbreak. There are a total of ...BBC 
NewsYesterday

Weekly jobless claims jump to 281,000 ahead of surge in coronavirus 
layoffs Jobless claims rose to 281000 last week, reflecting only the first 
indications of the impact the coronavirus will have on the U.S. 
employment picture. CNBC

MARKETWATCH 
Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to 
abandon pets https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-
positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-
20?link=MW_latest_news 

MAIL.COM
ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Today's Highlights:

• Stocks finished the day higher. 

• The NASDAQ was the leader with a 2.3% gain. 

• And today’s rally put the DOW back above 20,000. 

• Crude Oil (CL) had a HUGE day. With a 23.6% gain, Crude Oil finished

at $25.80 a barrel. 

• Uber (UBER) and Lyft (LYFT) made nice comebacks today. The 

companies finished higher by 36.6% and 29.0% respectively. 

• Today Senate Republicans unveiled a coronavirus relieve plan that 

includes $1,200 in cash payments for individuals, $2,400 for couples,

and $500 for every child. 

• In a note to clients today, Bank of America said that the economy 

has already “fallen into a recession.” Adding that “jobs will be lost, 
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wealth will be destroyed and confidence depressed.” 

The Crisis, CNBC, and Me… David Stockman | March 19, 2020 
http://albertpeia.com/stockman3-19-20.  pdf   

http://albertpeia.com/stockman3-19-20.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/stockman3-19-20.pdf


"DEATH BY EASY MONEY http://albertpeia.com/stockman3-19-20 

David Stockman | March 18, 2020

In my opinion, it’s a great time to buy stocks or into your 401K. I would be
all in… Let’s see if I’m right…

–Eric Trump, via Twitter (deleted), February 28, 2020

...



You do don’t need an PhD in economics – or even night-school survey 
course – to see that COVID-19 is a temporary supply side shock that 
0.00% money-market rates are powerless to combat. And you don’t need 
to be a financial wizard to see that with the yield on the 10-year U.S. 
Treasury note below 1.00% and 30-year mortgages at their lowest level in
history, more “quantitative easing” is a sick joke. Adding another $700 
billion to the Federal Reserve’s already hideously bloated balance sheet 
can’t possibly drive interest rates meaningfully lower. That’s even if rates
were a barrier to activity. And they’re not. In fact, the new barrage of QE5
is nothing more than a fraud authorized by the official criminals domiciled
in the Eccles Building. [Chart] Today, and for years in the past, the 
Federal Open Market Committee has been scurrying about in the dealer 
markets swapping counterfeit credits plucked from thin air for Treasury 
and government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) bonds that funded the 
consumption of real economic resources such as government salaries, 
purchases, and private housing construction. The traditional argument 
for central banking, of course, was that a little bit of financial fraud (3% 
per year balance sheet expansion per Uncle Milton Friedman, for 
example) could help lubricate the banking system and nudge gross 
domestic product (GDP) to steadier performance over time. What we have
now is epic-scale counterfeiting. There are now upward of $5 trillion of 
fiat money liabilities at the Fed and $25 trillion at all the world’s central 
banks, compared to just $500 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, at the 
turn of the century. And the latter figures were achieved only after 
decades, in some cases centuries… Indeed, they’ve turned the entire 
global financial system into a cesspool of false prices and destructive 
gambling rackets. They’ve stripped it of the honest money and legitimate 
capital formation its needs to function and thrive. What lies ahead is a no 
man’s land of statist demolition. You don’t need to be a cynic to see why 
the Eccles Building has launched its limp baby bazookas this week. The 
Federal Reserve now, and for many years past, has been the abject 
handmaid of the Wall Street gamblers, bullies and crybabies. Fedheads 
are deathly afraid of honest stock market prices – i.e., a crash – because 
they know it will make a mockery of their risible claims that the U.S. 
economy is in a “good place,” that the consumer is “strong,” that they’ve 
delivered the hallowed state of price stability and full employment, world 
without end… In truth, decades of monetary central planning have 
sucked the lifeblood out of Main Street. It’s destroyed savers; addicted 
households to debt-based hand-to-mouth living; eviscerated the 
purchasing power of wages via its 2.00% inflation obsession; and turned 



the C-suites of Corporate America into stock trading rooms and financial 
engineering joints in the service of Wall Street, not the construction of 
resilient, value-creating enterprises. [Chart] But the mask is being ripped 
off the phony narrative about the strength of the Main Street economy – 
especially the purported Energizer Bunny of household consumption. 
Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh set the table this morning for his Element 
Macro Research clients, illustrating just how impotent are our monetary 
central planners: Another morning, another full-blown liquidation. Equity 
futures are locked limit-down, bond yields are spiking, gold is pulling 
back, oil continues to tumble, and copper is getting destroyed. You also 
have stress continuing to build across EM currencies, with popular 
names like the Turkish Lira, Mexican Peso and South African Rand all 
down anywhere from 1-4%. On the other hand, High Yield CDS spreads 
have at least stopped their surge and FRA-OIS spreads are holding their 
Monday pullback, for now. But just as the banking fire has been 
smoldered, another one pops up. With US Commercial Paper 3-Month 
spreads now blowing out, it looks like the Fed is now just playing a giant 
game of ‘whack-a-mole’. I mentioned that the Fed will continue to throw 
the entire playbook at the liquidity crisis and its Commercial Paper 
Facility is just another in its toolkit. And don’t even get me started on the 
surging long dated yields across Europe –namely Greece and Italy. Maybe
investors are finally beginning to price in the true sovereign risk or maybe
its some sort of spectacular systematic unwind as even the US 30-year 
yield continues to rally. Then again, perhaps it’s just bond vigilantes 
trying to prove that Central Banks have lost control, and at some point, 
this tsunami of liquidity will provide inflation we’ve been assured will 
never arrive. Speaking of which, have you seen the real 10-year yield 
lately? Inflation expectations have crumbled while long dated yields are 
backing up, putting real yields in positive territory and on par with early 
2019. All this is to say that, despite the extreme measures from the 
world’s Central Banks, financial conditions are actually tightening. In 
other words, it’s still not enough. You do recall several Fed members 
recently discussing yield curve control, right? Call it ‘Yield Curve 
Control’, call it ‘Operation Twist’, or just plain old capping bond yields; I 
could care less. It’s all been brought up in the recent past and for a very 
good reason; it’s coming. What all these measures have in common – both
the ones already implemented, and the ones proposed – is that they 
involve the relentless printing of US Dollars. I’ve said it again and again 
and again: a surging US Dollar is crippling to a global economy with eye-
popping amounts of dollar-denominated debt. For today’s charts, I took 



some time away from the macro to address the micro by using the same 
rudimentary thinking espoused by Peter Lynch in his book, One Up On 
Wall Street. Ever notice how when things get crazy, everyone speaks in 
the all-encompassing term of “stocks”? Look, I’m all on board with the 
failure of monetary policy theory. But there is still money to be made in 
either direction here if we just take a moment to think and plan. What 
stores are sold out? What shelves are empty? It can’t be that easy, right? 
Maybe instead of running around with our hair on fire, let’s use the two-
way volatility to our advantage… Mike will be back tomorrow with his 
regular Thursday commentary.

To common sense,

David"

--------------

CNN

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to
enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.

In the US:     Number of cases surpasses 18,000  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Containment  : Empty shelves and unemployment become reality  

MSNBC
Ma  ddow: Trump's 'happy talk' and lies about coronavirus are   
irresponsible, dangerous

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-irresponsible-dangerous-with-lies-and-happy-talk-on-federal-coronavirus-help-81046085925
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-testing-fauci-coronavirus-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
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Fmr. Obama ebola czar: Americans shouldn't listen to Trump about 
coronavirus

GOP senators sold stock after secret coronavirus briefing

Longtime NBC News employee dies after testing positive for coronavirus

HUFFPOST
U.S. INTEL WARNED FOR   MONTHS     AS TRUMP PLAYED DOWN PANDEMIC   

We Hope You Didn’t Take The Trump Administration’s Stock-Buying 
Advice

Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next 
Quarter https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-
coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4

MARKETWATCH 
Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to 
abandon pets     https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-  
positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-
20?link=MW_latest_news     

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Friday - March 20th, 2020 
Today's Highlights:

• Things looked good early on today, with the major indices all higher 

across the board. 

• But in the afternoon things got ugly: About 90 minutes before the 

close stocks started to drop and never looked back. 

• Stocks closed at session lows with the major indices down 3.8% – 

4.6%. 
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• Just a few developments since yesterday’s close: 

• California issued a “shelter in place” for the entire state. 

• The state of New York issued a stay at home order, with New 

York City having 1/3 of all U.S. COVID-19 cases. 

• And there were reports that Illinois will issue a shelter in place 

as well. 

• 14,000 cases of COVID-19 are confirmed in the U.S. and the 

World Health Organization says that health care systems are 

“collapsing” around the world. 

• With today’s 913 point drop the DOW finished with its worst week 

since 2008. 

• And with this week’s losses, ALL of the gains since President Trump 

got elected have been erased. At one point stocks were up 49% from

Trump’s Inauguration Day to the DOW’s peak on February 12th. 

Crude Oil (CL) was down again, dropping for the 4th day this week. With 
an 11.7% loss, Crude Oil finished at $22.89 a barrel. 
--------------

Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' 
[ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle 
….. 

UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-Winning 
Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/07/politics/moon-mars-trump-tweet/index.html


Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch  
'  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just  
Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]

"ON A HORSE’S BACK https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-a-
horses-back/ 

David Stockman | February 28, 2020

Nor does the concourse of all causes make one simple chain or 
concatenation but an innumerable number of chains joined together, not 
in all parts, but in the first link God Almighty; and consequently the whole
cause of an event does not always depend on one single chain, but on 
many together… the last dictate of the judgement, concerning the good 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-a-horses-back/
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http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm


or bad that may follow on any action, is not properly the whole cause, but
the last part of it; and yet may be said to produce the effect necessarily, 
in such manner as the last feather may be said to break a horse’s back, 
when there were so many laid on before as there wanted by that one to 
do it.

– Thomas Hobbes, Hobbes’s Tripos: Of Liberty and Necessity (1684)

...

This morning, the yield on the central benchmark security of the entire 
$90 trillion global bond market, the 10-year U.S. Treasury note, hit an all-
time low of just 1.18%. Shot… …and chaser… This single, incongruous 
datapoint alone tells you that MAGA is a preposterous pipe dream. It 
bespeaks not of the “greatest economy ever” but of a financial 
malignancy that’s devouring the very foundations of capitalist prosperity 
in America. Up against those corrosive forces, the Donald’s unhinged 
boasting, careless misreading of the facts, and counterproductive fiscal 
and trade war policies don’t have a snowball’s chance in the hot place of 
even improving upon the badly impaired fundamentals he inherited, let 
alone fulfilling the fantasies continuously erupting from the his Twitter 
feed. In the first place, the underlying rot that is and will make a mockery
of MAGA flows from fact that the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield is a creature
of the Federal Reserve’s massive falsification of financial asset prices. 
The resulting systemic and long-accumulating distortions have, in turn, 
fostered rampant front-running and repo-funded speculation in the bond 
pits that amplify the initial mispricing resulting from massive monetary 
central planning. Moreover, these deep pricing distortions in the 
sovereign debt markets then cascade through the entire financial 
system, fueling superheated bubbles and vast misallocations all along 
the way. Well, it’s all coming to a head, as Michael Coolbaugh explains in 
a special market commentary ripped from his weekly note to Delta Profit 
Trader subscribers… Here’s What We Know… By Michael Coolbaugh 
There’s no way to sugarcoat things. This week has been brutal. I know it 
may seem like the world is ending, that there’s simply no stop to the 
relentless selling pressure over the past few days… But this is exactly 
what I was talking about last week in Something BIG This Way Comes 
and even in our first weekly edition, How to Put the Odds in Your Favor. 
The hints were there… Not necessarily that coronavirus would take the 
world by storm. But that the market in its entirety was extremely 



vulnerable to a sudden selloff at the first inkling of any negative shock. 
And, even though I didn’t explicitly state my rationale when providing the 
“risk size” for each trade alert, the simple fact that the odds were NOT in 
our favor – based upon my analysis of Valuation, Liquidity, Sentiment and 
Technicals – is precisely why we were using smaller position sizes of 
0.25% to 0.50% of net asset value (NAV). In fact, when the conditions are 
ripe, you’ll often see position sizes creep up as high as 1.50% to 2.00% of 
NAV. But we’re nowhere close to that right now. Yes, the market has 
achieved a good amount of “re-pricing.” It’s even reset much of the 
euphoria I’d been highlighting since January. But, whenever things turn 
crazy, people get emotional. As I wrote yesterday, “Emotions are running 
high, and, suddenly, long-term investors become day-traders, and day-
traders become long-term investors.” …which is why sticking to our own 
philosophy in good times and in bad is the first step to setting us apart 
from the manic crowd. So, here’s what we know… Several of our 
positions have been stopped out. And, even if you didn’t move your stop-
losses higher as I’d been recommending along the way, the maximum 
amount of risk your portfolio should have had is -11.75%. Now, certainly 
there were a few names that gapped below our stops, so we had some 
additional risk. But that figure also assumes we had zero profits – which 
we still do in names like TEVA, GILD, WPM, and NEM – and that we didn’t 
raise our stop-loss levels throughout the process. That’s not too shabby 
considering the S&P 500 Index is down a little over 9% since our first 
recommendation. Stay with me, though, because here’s where things get 
really interesting… As of the close of trading on February 27, 2020, and 
assuming the maximum position size was taken per recommendation, the
total return for the portfolio is -0.63% over the same time period that the 
S&P 500 Index is down over 9%! And that’s if we didn’t sell a single share 
of TEVA on the day we recommended taking a 25% to 30% profit on half 
of our position. Suddenly, we can see why I felt it was so imperative to 
relay my number one factor for success in any trading system: risk 
management/position sizing. According to some metrics, this drawdown 
has been among the most severe that shares the likes of 1987, 2000, and 
2008. And our portfolio is only down -0.63%!! Look, we have no idea if or 
when these sort of “black swan” events will unfold. We can’t control the 
unknown. But what we can control is risk management and a 
commitment to our plan. There will be more setups, I can promise you 
that. And, luckily, by managing our risk, we can operate with clear minds 
as everyone else is losing theirs. Why do I say folks have lost their 
minds? Well, only in October 2008 have volatility markets shown a 



greater degree of panic. Some of these are a bit technical, but here are 
just a few graphic illustrations of just how brutal this selloff has 
become… 

...

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM 

Market Update for Sunday - March 1st, 2020 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?
inf_contact_key=cfba5a1d5f14f4a814d1dbf072480548c9b359cd3c30ad03
dee6fdfba69fa879 

*Monday: Traders panic…and DOW drops more than 1000 points!!!

*Tuesday: Stocks keep plunging…DOW down 1,900 points in 2 days!

*Wednesday: Stocks tried to rebound…and failed

*Thursday: DOW down 3,226 points – and we’re officially in a “correction”

DRUDGEREPORT

CALIFORNIA: 56% WILL BE INFECTED
TESTING CHAOS CONTINUES
STAY HOME FOR 18 MONTHS? 
U.S. jobless claims could top record 1.5 million next week...
Newly unemployed grapple with fallout...
Half Of Patients Have Digestive Symptoms...
NETFLIX asked to slow streaming so Internet doesn't buckle...
AMERICAN AIRLINES grounds 55,000 flights...
DELTA, UNITED sending largest planes to desert for storage...
State Dept tells citizens not to travel; Return home if overseas...
National Guard Chief Sees 'Tens of Thousands' Deployed...

https://news.trust.org/item/20200319171102-vnw4m
https://apnews.com/2c7a28aae24ec5f4bb8a79022ac92e5c
https://news.yahoo.com/delta-united-other-airlines-sending-195832455.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241345821.html
https://ew.com/tv/netflix-coronavirus-speed/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-digestive-symptoms-diarrhea-almost-half-of-patients/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319221637-13fyc
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319190408-erroj
https://news.yahoo.com/no-not-going-stay-home-143016960.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-testing-chaos-across-america-11584618703
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/488547-california-projects-56-percent-of-the-population-will-be-infected-over-8-week
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?inf_contact_key=cfba5a1d5f14f4a814d1dbf072480548c9b359cd3c30ad03dee6fdfba69fa879
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?inf_contact_key=cfba5a1d5f14f4a814d1dbf072480548c9b359cd3c30ad03dee6fdfba69fa879
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?inf_contact_key=cfba5a1d5f14f4a814d1dbf072480548c9b359cd3c30ad03dee6fdfba69fa879


Outbreaks Spreading in Nursing Homes...
ER Doctor Says Hospital Supplies Already Being Rationed...
Forced Quarantines Spark Confusion and Worries About Precedent...
Sacramento County Issues Legal Order To Stay Inside...
Gathering bans raise religious freedom questions...
Grocery Delivery Strains to Meet Voracious Demand...
Truckers Facing Hurdles in Keeping Supply Chains Moving... Eating Out 
May Never Be the Same...
Looming psychological crisis...
SICK MAP... 
Senator Dumped Up to $1.6 Million of Stock After Reassuring Public 
About Coronavirus...
Could Wall Street Tsunami Get Worse? 
'All Hell About to Break Loose'... 
BANK OF AMERICA: Recession already here...
'Wealth will be destroyed'...
The Job Shock Begins: Spike in claims... 
Factory Index Slumps Most on Record...
White House mulls new 50-year bonds... 
How long will this last? 
Americans must relearn to sacrifice...
Fatigue Will Be the Carrier of the Second Wave... 
Woman Who Hid Symptoms to Fly Faces Criminal Charges... 
4 members of same   Freehold, NJ family die...   
Even most isolated corners of country not safe... 

Local spread of virus marks turning point in USA... 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200229163324-v735v 
WEST COAST ON ALERT... 
DEATH IN WASHINGTON STATE... 
Fear at nursing facility; 50+ sick... 
Suspected patient isolated in NJ... 
Wall Street preps for possible shutdown of trading floor... 
TRUMP: DON'T PANIC... 
Inside White House's frantic attempts to minimize crisis... 
Grocers Prepare for Surge in Demand... 
'Empty Shelves In TARGET, WALMART Early As April'... 

https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/02/28/chinese-products-shortage-coronavirus/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocers-prepare-for-surge-in-demand-as-coronavirus-spreads-11583004925
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Inside-Trump-s-frantic-attempts-to-minimize-the-15095593.php
https://apnews.com/ad97746163f019c576837838f8a6d267
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyse-could-close-trading-floor-in-coronavirus-contingency
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/suspected-coronavirus-patient-isolated-in-new-jersey-hospital/
https://apnews.com/f175d89567a26d59cab27725c9e8a0d7
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/trump-misidentifies-first-us-coronavirus-fatality-calling-man-a-wonderful-woman/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Virus-reported-in-wider-region-of-the-West-Coast-15095236.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200229163324-v735v
https://news.trust.org/item/20200229163324-v735v
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-19/coronavirus-wyoming-covid-19-casper-idaho
https://nypost.com/2020/03/19/fourth-person-in-nj-family-has-died-from-the-coronavirus
https://nypost.com/2020/03/19/fourth-person-in-nj-family-has-died-from-the-coronavirus
https://www.nbcboston.com/news/coronavirus/woman-who-hid-coronavirus-symptoms-to-fly-to-china-faces-criminal-charges/2093876/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fatigue-carrier-second-coronavirus-wave-220016488.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Americans-must-relearn-to-sacrifice-in-the-time-15142319.php
https://apnews.com/67ac94d1cf08a84ff7c6bbeec2b167fa
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/white-house-mulls-50-25-130627864.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/manufacturing-philadelphia-fed-region-drops-123809299.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-job-shock-begins-11584631568
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/19/bank-of-america-says-the-recession-is-already-here-jobs-will-be-lost-wealth-will-be-destroyed.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/19/bank-of-america-says-the-recession-is-already-here-jobs-will-be-lost-wealth-will-be-destroyed.html
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https://theweek.com/articles/903343
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/eating-may-never-same-u-140041187.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocery-delivery-strains-to-meet-voracious-demand-11584533936
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https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/19/sacramento-stay-inside/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/19/forced-quarantines-spark-confusion-and-worries-about-precedent/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/18/colorado-doctor-supplies-rationed/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-outbreaks-spreading-in-nursing-homes-11584628291


French Urged to Stop Cheek-to-Cheek Kisses... 
China officials knew of coronavirus, ordered cover-up...
Spreads in prisons... 
'Psychosis' in Milan... 
Empty streets, economic turmoil as virus alters daily life...
Americans canceling domestic travel...
What End Game Will Look Like... 

CNN
Coronavirus cases surge in Italy 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-
advisory/index.html 

The country reported a 50% increase in cases Sunday. Thirty-four people 
have died. 

Live updates Delta suspends flights to Milan, Italy

MSNBC
Coronavirus outbreak continues with two new cases in Washington state

HUFFPOST
Judge Rules Ken Cuccinelli Unlawfully Appointed Head Of Immigration 
Agency

-----

http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif 

YAHOONEWS Business The Week Stock markets are headed for a 40 
percent plunge, says economist who predicted financial crisis 
//www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-

https://www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-220900734.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-220900734.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-220900734.html
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ken-cuccinelli-unlawful-appointment-uscis_n_5e5c09ecc5b6450a30c0a3ce
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ken-cuccinelli-unlawful-appointment-uscis_n_5e5c09ecc5b6450a30c0a3ce
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/coronavirus-outbreak-continues-with-two-new-cases-in-washington-state-79769157915
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-01-20-intl-hnk
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-advisory/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-advisory/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/americans-are-canceling-their-domestic-travel-over-coronavirus-fears/ar-BB10xnbr
https://apnews.com/00d9680372ff4945449f670c10a88fe9
https://news.yahoo.com/sick-italys-virus-shutdown-milan-itches-back-204904436.html
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/coronavirus-hits-china-s-prisons-what-will-happen-to-activists/article_e7821e9f-7e07-5139-9634-2cfd65f051b5.html
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/china-officials-knew-of-coronavirus-in-december-ordered-cover-up-report-says/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/fight-coronavirus-france-urges-no-more-greetings-kisses-bans-large-n1145906


220900734.html The end of a very rough week for U.S. markets brought a 
worrying predict on.Wh le one expert warned fallout from the global 
coronavirus outbreak could be "worse than the financial 

DRUDGEREPORT
Virus may have spread undetected for 6 weeks in USA… 
https://www.boston.com/news/health/2020/03/01/coronavirus-may-have-
spread-undetected-for-weeks-in-u-s 
CDC Teams Race to Catch Up...
Coughing pope cancels retreat...
Addresses flock from window… 
Bug in over 60 countries; France closes Louvre...
'Psychosis' in Milan... DELTA suspends flights...
Empty streets, economic turmoil...
SICK MAP...
WEST COAST ALERT...
ANOTHER ONE DEAD IN WA… 
Nursing Home Fear...
Wall St preps for possible shutdown of trading floor...
TRUMP: DON'T PANIC...
Inside White House's frantic attempts to minimize crisis...
ZANDI: 'Significant threat' to re-election...
Rumors and chaos in Alabama point to big problems...
Grocers Prepare...
China officials ordered cover-up...
Factory activity weakest reading on record… 
Uighurs ordered to work... 

trumps are so full of s**t!

http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 

Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 

http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4
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https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Inside-Trump-s-frantic-attempts-to-minimize-the-15095593.php
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https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyse-could-close-trading-floor-in-coronavirus-contingency
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/01/us/washington-coronavirus-nursing-home.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/476914/coronavirus-washington-death-outbreak-nyc/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Virus-reported-in-wider-region-of-the-West-Coast-15095236.php
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of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

Second US coronavirus death confirmed in Washington state 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

The patient, a man in his 70s in King County, died Saturday. His case is 
one of four new presumptive cases that were detected in a nursing home.

Second coronavirus death reported in US and first case confirmed in New
York

Global coronavirus death toll tops 3,000

Inside White House's frantic attempts to minimize crisis… Drudgereport

https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Inside-Trump-s-frantic-attempts-to-minimize-the-15095593.php
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
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http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000


CNN
Markets keep dropping after brief halt https://www.cnn.com/business/live-
news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html 

Stocks fell yet again after the Fed slashed interest rates to zero in an 
effort to calm coronavirus fears

live updates Connecticut, New York and New Jersey ban gatherings of 
more than 50 people

Manufacturers of medicines concerned about possible shortages

France says ibuprofen may aggravate coronavirus. Experts say more 
evidence is needed

Fareed Zakaria: This is why fear brings out the worst in Trump

Multiple cruise ships are left stranded as cases increase

Governor faces backlash over 'packed' restaurant tweet

America wakes up to massive shutdowns

Students in at least 31 states, and New York City and LA, are staying 
home. Bars, restaurants and other venues are closing.

Analysis: Trump unwilling to accept full, sobering reality of coronavirus

James Bond actress says she has virus

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

Cities are telling landlords to halt evictions during the coronavirus 
pandemic

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Opinion: I rushed home to beat Trump's travel curbs. But first I listened to
Macron

She heard someone yelling at grocery store. Her next move drew big 
reaction online

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/13/woman-helps-elderly-couple-grocery-shop-nr-keilar-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/13/woman-helps-elderly-couple-grocery-shop-nr-keilar-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/i-rushed-home-from-paris-to-beat-trump-travel-curb-andelman/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/i-rushed-home-from-paris-to-beat-trump-travel-curb-andelman/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/14/rich-thau-moderator-swing-voters-coronavirus-trump-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/us/cities-suspend-evictions-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/us/cities-suspend-evictions-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/entertainment/olga-kurylenko-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/politics/coronavirus-us-president-donald-trump-fauci-politics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/oklahoma-governor-deleted-tweet-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ships-stranded-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/03/14/exp-gps-0315-fareeds-take.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/coronavirus-ibuprofen-french-health-minister-scn-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/coronavirus-ibuprofen-french-health-minister-scn-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/supply-chain-shortages-coronavirus-pandemic/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html


Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

MSNBC
Disconnect between scientists, Trump on coronavirus continues 

Watch MSNBC Live: Schools, businesses shut down across U.S. as death 
toll grows worldwide

In emergency move, Federal Reserve cuts rates to zero 

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads

Trump declares national emergency to combat coronavirus, authorizes 
waiving of laws and regulations

HUFFPOST
CORONA NOSEDIVE: *ANOTHER* WALL ST. TRADING HALT 

Italy Has Been Trying To Send Us A Warning. Will We Listen?

Trump Reportedly Sees Upside To Coronavirus: Promoting His Closed 
Borders Agenda

DRUDGEREPORT
LOCKDOWN FOR 15 DAYS
DOW -3000

https://apnews.com/bd3276744b861e2669fd761733e9d2b4
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8118415/Donald-Trump-tells-America-lockdown-15-days-stop-coronavirus.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-borders-america-first_n_5e6e4772c5b6dda30fcb102f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-borders-america-first_n_5e6e4772c5b6dda30fcb102f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-coronavirus-united-states_n_5e6ee8d3c5b6bd8156fa29f1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/wall-street-traded-halted-again-coronavirus-crisis_n_5e6f819dc5b6747ef121bf4c
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-hold-friday-afternoon-press-conference-coronavirus-n1157981
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-hold-friday-afternoon-press-conference-coronavirus-n1157981
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-says-we-re-going-to-all-be-great-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-80690757932
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/us-federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-launches-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program-80691269648
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/disconnect-from-scientists-trump-on-coronavirus-continues-80702533960
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/fact-check-trump-control-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html


FED PUMPS, PUMPS, PUMPS
LIVING THROUGH HISTORY 

San Francisco orders residents to stay inside...
'This is our generation's great test'...
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up their routines...
New Yorkers Hit Their Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
Police ask public to stop calling 911 over lack of toilet paper...
Kid Rock's Nashville Bar Refuses To Close, Calls Mandate 
'Unconstitutional'...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT!
Parents Battle 'Overwhelming Anxiety' With Longterm School Closures...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Airlines slash almost all flights...
More Cruise Ships Stuck at Sea...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
Traders Question Value of Stock-Market Circuit Breakers...
Gun sales surging...
EU CONSIDERS BAN ON VISITORS...
CANADA CLOSES BORDER...
SICK MAP...
What's the end game? 

France deploys 100,000 police to enforce lockdown... 
Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital... 
Over 70s told to isolate for 3 months...     

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...
Duterte puts Philippines under quarantine, says 'we are in fight of our 
lives'...
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..]

Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital… 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11184059/boris-johnson-to-step-up-coronavirus-fight-as-he-chairs-another-emergency-cobra-meeting/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316205604-r3s2w
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/health/story/2020-03-15/whats-the-covid-19-end-game
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cbsa-border-airports-screening-trudeau-covid19-coronavirus-1.5498866
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316150745-3kno6
https://apnews.com/9402d0680bbd3f27836a283c1956d671
https://www.wsj.com/articles/traders-question-value-of-stock-market-circuit-breakers-11584351001
https://www.wsj.com/articles/another-problem-for-the-fed-banks-pressured-as-clients-scramble-for-cash-11584356272
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-hits-more-cruise-ships-leaving-vessels-stuck-at-sea-11584373335
https://news.yahoo.com/global-airlines-slash-almost-flights-virus-spreads-wings-145441420.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-parents-students-across-us-contend-with-school-closures/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Casinos-ask-Congress-for-emergency-aid-as-15135870.php
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/do-not-call-911-just-because-you-ran-out-of-toilet-paper-oregon-police-say
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-yorkers-hit-their-favorite-restaurants-one-last-time-11584399943
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/despite-dire-coronavirus-warning-some-refuse-to-give-up-their-routines/ar-BB11gwUG
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://www.sfchronicle.com/local-politics/article/Bay-Area-must-shelter-in-place-Only-15135014.php
https://apnews.com/b64cf00f37d8da2fad3533aa7686c53d
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/fed-says-it-will-offer-an-additional-500-billion-in-overnight-repo-funding-markets.html


Netanyahu rival Gantz receives mandate to form Israeli govt...

Queen Elizabeth flees Palace... 

Struggling Europeans tighten measures...

Spain imposes lockdown of entire country... 

AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...
Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
Illinois, Ohio Orders All Restaurants Closed...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO ZERO 

STOCKS 'LIMIT DOWN' 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 

Companies that feed America brace for labor shortages amid worry about
restocking stores... 

Brawls break out at stores across country as customers dash for 
supplies... 

Grocers Fail to Keep Up With Demand... 

Lines extend for blocks... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocers-fail-to-keep-up-with-demand-as-coronavirus-pandemic-spreads-11584196579
https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocers-fail-to-keep-up-with-demand-as-coronavirus-pandemic-spreads-11584196579
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8111333/Fights-break-stores-country-coronavirus-panic-buying-intensifies.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8111333/Fights-break-stores-country-coronavirus-panic-buying-intensifies.html
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/13/companies-that-feed-america-brace-for-labor-shortages-amid-worry-about-restocking-stores/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/13/companies-that-feed-america-brace-for-labor-shortages-amid-worry-about-restocking-stores/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/15/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus/lockdowns-and-entry-bans-imposed-around-the-world-to-fight-coronavirus-idUSKBN21208S
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/15/traders-await-futures-open-after-fed-cuts-rates-launches-easing-program.html
https://apnews.com/cf1d8e5487eee5e9eb649f0c6700ded6
https://apnews.com/c94f009b46741786a0fa3307a4841ba7
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/cnsnewscom-staff/trump-declares-national-day-prayer-americans-affected
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/world/coronavirus-humanity-global-response-intl/index.html
https://apnews.com/1510caddee80ea2d73363fab76d55967
https://apnews.com/2121f9adf0b53e6a8b3abcdcae2562c3
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/14/a-bank-in-midtown-is-cleaned-out-of-100-bills/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03/13/opinion/coronavirus-cautionary-tale-italy-dont-do-what-we-did/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-MILLION-hospitalized.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/us/coronavirus-pandemic-us/index.html
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/ohio-governor-mike-dewine-orders-all-bars-and-restaurants-to-close/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/coronavirus-update-nyc-schools-to-close-early-this-week/
https://apnews.com/97dbcb6d4ef71a48d15a7ec5dd7b4c48
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/487690-amazon-warns-of-delivery-delays-running-out-of-items
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/coronavirus-spain-news-nationwide-lockdown-emergency-covid-19-a9402166.html
https://apnews.com/1dde718068517f188b3fa65a7edcbf86
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11175256/queen-coronavirus-quits-buckingham-palace/
https://apnews.com/63f367ec108720d910b436d2ff1e45c7


'Preppers' have moment... 

Man in hazmat suit runs into Vegas WALMART, sprays items... 

Feds seize fake test kits at LAX... 

Business booming for cam girls amid outbreak... 

Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 

Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 

Beaches close early to keep spring breakers from spreading... 

MSNBC
U.S. begins to shut down as coronavirus cases and death toll climb 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-
shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870 

Coronavirus latest

Just now18m ago

U.S. death toll jumps to 81
Just now32m ago

Facebook, Google and other tech giants vow solidarity to fight fraud and 
misinformation
Just now45m ago

Washington state may call on dentists to donate personal protective gear
Just now46m ago

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161121
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161026
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161026
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161131
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161131
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870
https://nypost.com/2020/03/14/miami-beaches-close-early-to-keep-spring-breakers-from-spreading-coronavirus/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/tourism-cruises/article241209366.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/tourism-cruises/article241209366.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/coronavirus-will-change-how-we-shop-travel-and-work-for-years/ar-BB11a8br
https://nypost.com/2020/03/14/business-booming-for-cam-girls-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/15/fake-coronavirus-test-kits-seized-lax/
https://www.reviewjournal.com/crime/man-in-hazmat-suit-runs-into-walmart-in-las-vegas-sprays-items-1981248/
https://apnews.com/355c96b2eebe575e42a2bb4dcdd2d7fc


'Jeopardy!' and 'Wheel of Fortune' suspend production

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads 
[ Well, if trump says it, it must ………… not be true … remember the hoax, 
etc. Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

HUFFPOST
MEANWHILE — Prez Tells Governors: Solve Ventilator Shortage On 
Your Own!

DOW DIVES: Worst One-Day Point Drop In History

Know A Health Care Worker? Here’s How You Can Support Them 
Right Now.

States, Cities Put Bans On Restaurants And Bars To Stem 
Coronavirus Spread

CNN
Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-restaurants-bars-shut-down_n_5e6f1be6c5b6747ef1203146
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-restaurants-bars-shut-down_n_5e6f1be6c5b6747ef1203146
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-to-support-health-care-workers-coronavirus_l_5e6f840ac5b6747ef121c749
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-to-support-health-care-workers-coronavirus_l_5e6f840ac5b6747ef121c749
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/wall-street-traded-halted-again-coronavirus-crisis_n_5e6f819dc5b6747ef121bf4c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-governors-ventilators-coronavirus-equipment_n_5e6fce5fc5b63c3b6482a53e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-governors-ventilators-coronavirus-equipment_n_5e6fce5fc5b63c3b6482a53e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-says-we-re-going-to-all-be-great-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-80690757932
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161121


'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose

Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus

Regal Cinemas closing its theaters

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/h_48a8f1e1437c5e1ace1b6bf9eab135b1
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/entertainment/olga-kurylenko-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/entertainment/kristofer-hivju-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/16/idris-elba-test-positive-coronavirus-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/entertainment/idris-elba-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/h_6315382240d96163d4d4cbe0b9aafb25
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/oklahoma-governor-deleted-tweet-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/16/trump-walks-back-coronavirus-comments-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/politics/trump-administration-nationwide-curfew-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/16/president-trump-rates-coronavirus-response-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/perspectives/coronavirus-outbreak-economy-2001-2008/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/job-losses-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/telling-my-kids-about-coronavirus-bolduan/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/16/italy-healthcare-system-coronavirus-nurse-photo-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/world/canada-border-closing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/h_c4fdd5d8e510215964665729bd8625f9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/h_59fc12079ee007cb3db50e20cb26722e
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/16/trump-announces-guidelines-slow-coronavirus-spread-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/politics/white-house-guidelines-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html


YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/goldman-sachs-predicts-u-gdp-235018564.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/goldman-sachs-predicts-u-gdp-235018564.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/goldman-downgrades-u-growth-forecast-201456378.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/goldman-downgrades-u-growth-forecast-201456378.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/goldman-downgrades-u-growth-forecast-201456378.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/2824a84f-6ffa-395f-b635-0a0ad35f9d94/goldman-says-u-s-growth-will.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/2824a84f-6ffa-395f-b635-0a0ad35f9d94/goldman-says-u-s-growth-will.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-takes-brutal-toll-7-125512933.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-takes-brutal-toll-7-125512933.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/wall-street-wants-even-more-014100174.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/wall-street-wants-even-more-014100174.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html


"PANDEMIC, PANIC, AND POWELL 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/pandemic-panic-and-powell/ 

David Stockman | March 02, 2020

I don’t want to be at the mercy of my emotions. I want to use them, to 
enjoy them, and to dominate them. n– Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian 
Gray (1890)

...

The Dow Jones Industrial Average gapped up more than 300 points at the
open this morning, but by 10:00 a.m. ET much of that had slipped away.

Stocks were (only just) still in the green when I began to write, a little 
more than 30 minutes into the trading day.

A little more than 30 minutes after noon, the Dow’s up more than 700 
points.

They will keep hope will alive, won’t they…

Well, of course futures markets are pricing in a 100% chance of a 50-
basis-point interest-rate cut on March 18: “Goldman now sees the Federal
Reserve getting even more aggressive in the face of coronavirus scare…”

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/pandemic-panic-and-powell/


Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh explained it in his Monday morning note to
Delta Profit Trader subscribers:

If there were any lingering doubt about the manic behavior of markets, I 
think we can put any questions to bed.

On Friday, I mentioned the possibility that markets could rebound… and 
the last 15 minutes of the trading day provided no shortage of fireworks, 
as the S&P 500 Index rallied over 110 points.

But that was just the beginning.

Sunday evening, S&P 500 equity futures opened lower by 55 points, 
swung higher by another 115 points before 3 a.m. ET, back lower again by
80 points over the next four hours, and all of this to return to nearly flat 
from Friday’s close before 8:30 a.m.

I could make an offer of some profound explanation. But I think my post 
from Friday afternoon says it best: There is absolutely no rhyme, reason, 
or rhythm to this market action the past few days.

If you’re “trading” this, you’re not trading, you’re gambling.

Neither investors nor traders are acting on facts. Sure, there are some 
systematic factors at play. But, by and large, the past few days has been 
pure emotion.

Meanwhile, here are some facts:



A private survey on Chinese manufacturing activity released during Asian
trading hours on Monday came in at its weakest level ever. The 
Caixin/Markit Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) came in at
40.3 for February, far below expectations of a reading of 45.7 by 
economists in a Reuters poll. PMI readings above 50 indicate expansion, 
while those below that level signify a contraction.

That came after an official data released Saturday showed China’s 
official manufacturing PMI plunging to 35.7 in February, a record low, 
from 50 in January. A reading below 50 indicates contraction in a sector.

[Chart]

It’s too early to tell, of course, whether COVID-19 is the Big Bang or if it 
will be soon wrestled to ground by public health authorities around the 
planet, relieving global supply chains of quarantined workers, grounded 
planes, ships and trains, depleted inventories, and paralyzed decision 
processes.

Even assuming the latter, the predicate of central bank omnipotence 
should now be swept into the dustpan of history.

Not only can the Federal Reserve not repair and revive disrupted supply 
chains. It can’t even accomplish the conventional tasks it’s defined for 
itself.

Namely, making domestic inflation rise by 2.00% annually and causing 
output growth to adhere unfailingly to the path of full-employment gross 
domestic product, world without end…

That’s because in a world of Peak Debt – $225 trillion globally and $74 



trillion in the U.S. alone – the Fed’s policy tools are not only impotent. 
They’re downright malignant.

It’s now more than evident that the benefits of its massive 
bond-buying/balance sheet expansion (“quantitative easing”) and brutal 
repression of money-market interest rates never extend beyond the top 
1%.

It just inflates, inflates, and inflates further asset prices owing to the 
symbiotic confluence of carry-trade speculation on Wall Street and 
financial engineering joints in the C-suites of Corporate America.

The Fed pretends it’s entirely about the business of boosting Main Street 
and the employment, production, income, and inflation metrics by which 
its performance is measured.

[Chart]

Source: The New York Times

Yet, as COVID-19 now reminds, our monetary central planners are 
actually impotent on all that it sanctimoniously claims to be shepherding 
and enhancing.

At the same time, it claims to be focused on the stock market, if at all, 
only out of a squinting corner of its collective eye.

Bullshit.



All that it does is conditioned and encapsulated by “wealth effects” 
theory and a sniveling fear of Acela Corridor hissy fits. So, it keeps on 
temporizing, capitulating, and re-fueling the bubbles that it dares not 
allow to correct.

Its true ignominy, however, is becoming ever more apparent. It has 
impaired Main Street – perhaps fatally – by crushing savers, wage-
earners, and productive investment at the same time it’s inflated a 
massive bubble on Wall Street it claims not to see.

But, now, the bubble has surely reached its asymptote and may well have
plowed into the pin that was always lurking it its path.

Yet, notwithstanding further bouts of “stimulus” idiocy, including a 
desperate plea by former Minneapolis Fed President Narayana 
Kocherlakota for deep immediate rate cuts (to what, zero?) – it’s not even
up to the task of sustaining the dangerous financial malignancies it’s 
fostered.

By imperiously violating, across four decades, every law of sound 
finance, honest money, and common sense that the world had learned 
over the centuries, our monetary central planners have created a 
monster that will surely bring their own demise.

Indeed, the predicate of their omnipotence faces a sudden and 
unexpected challenge from the growing impact of COVID-19 on the global
economy and its vast and intricate supply chains.

And none too soon.

To common sense,



David"

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Long-term stock investors still 
shouldn’t buy the dip, says El-Erian, but it’s an opportunity-filled 
environment for pro traders https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f94b0336-
ff9b-3a85-916f-8ed6a010376f/long-term-stock-investors.html 

The Market Is Too Calm About Coronavirus. Goldman Sachs Says to 
Watch Out. 
https://www.marketwatch.com/tools/stockresearch/globalmarkets/intindic
es.asp 

102 cases of coronavirus confirmed in the US 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

MARKETWATCH The Market Is Too Calm About Coronavirus. Goldman 
Sachs Says to Watch Out. 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/goldman-sachs-coronavirus-correction-for-stocks-51582238526?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.barrons.com/articles/goldman-sachs-coronavirus-correction-for-stocks-51582238526?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/tools/stockresearch/globalmarkets/intindices.asp
https://www.marketwatch.com/tools/stockresearch/globalmarkets/intindices.asp
https://www.barrons.com/articles/goldman-sachs-coronavirus-correction-for-stocks-51582238526?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.barrons.com/articles/goldman-sachs-coronavirus-correction-for-stocks-51582238526?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f94b0336-ff9b-3a85-916f-8ed6a010376f/long-term-stock-investors.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f94b0336-ff9b-3a85-916f-8ed6a010376f/long-term-stock-investors.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f94b0336-ff9b-3a85-916f-8ed6a010376f/long-term-stock-investors.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f94b0336-ff9b-3a85-916f-8ed6a010376f/long-term-stock-investors.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f94b0336-ff9b-3a85-916f-8ed6a010376f/long-term-stock-investors.html


The virus has killed six people in Washington state, according to health 
officials. More than 3,000 have died globally from the outbreak. 

Health expert contradicts Trump about vaccine timing

trumps are so full of s**t!

http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 

Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

CNN
Stark warning from WHO chief on coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/
index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/02/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-vaccine-push-back/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html


We're in 'uncharted territory,' head of WHO says, as coronavirus cases 
total more than 90,000 people 

live updates More than 100 coronavirus cases confirmed in US

MSNBC
Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus [ Well, 
there you go … if trump says it then :

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

MSNBC
WAPO: Trump aide calls coronavirus response 'complete chaos'

"LOOK OUT BELOW https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/look-out-
below/ 

David Stockman | March 03, 2020

What remains in diseases after the crisis is apt to produce relapses.

– Hippocrates, Aphorisms (as published in 1817)

...

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/look-out-below/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/look-out-below/
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/wapo-trump-aide-calls-coronavirus-response-complete-chaos-79858757623
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/trump-contradicts-health-experts-and-officials-on-coronavirus-80093253702
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html


Bubblevision’s Bob Pisani had it exactly right already a week ago, 
discussing the Dow futures as a vertigo-inducing roller-coaster: “The 
markets are clueless…”

Thousands of Dow points of COVID-19-triggered decline has, apparently, 
awakened some of the dream walkers.

Of course, honest price discovery and respect for fundamentals was 
destroyed years ago in favor of one-decision speculation.

It’s “buy the f***ing dip” – always, everywhere, and forever – because the 
Federal Reserve and its fellow-traveling monetary central planners 
around the world will never again allow markets to correct or run native 
after the trauma of 2008-09.

Alas, right on cue, the Fed announced a 50-basis-point cut to its 
benchmark interest rate this morning, taking the federal funds rate down 
to 1.00%.

Wouldn’t you know it, though? The Dow Jones Industrial Average is now 
down about another 1,000 points an hour and a half before the closing 
bell.

Michael Coolbaugh packed some sobering commentary into an alert to 
Delta Profit Trader readers this afternoon:

Very simply, I believe there is a heightened possibility of a market crash. 
And – just like we touched on last week where we saw your typical safe-
haven assets, like gold, get tossed out with the bathwater – I believe 
there’s a similar possibility in the near future.



We touched on the dangerous backdrop for the markets all throughout 
January and February. After the initial panic, I highlighted in Friday’s 
newsletter that markets were poised for a rebound.

Well, we got our rebound. But I’m not of the camp that believes the 
recent selloff was a simple short-term hiccup in what will be a 
continuation of the recent bull market.

But there’s really one main reason that’s causing the hair to stand up on 
the back of my neck.

And that’s today’s market reaction following the emergency rate cut by 
the Federal Reserve.

You see, when the Fed feels the need to slash rates by 50 basis points in 
between meetings, things are serious. The last two times they conducted
such emergency cuts were in 2008 and, before that, in 2001.

Here’s another fun fact: The last time the market rallied the same amount
as it did yesterday, in percentage terms, was in 2008.

We all know monetary policy cannot fix a global pandemic. Yet our 
monetary central planners felt the need to make a move anyway. After a 
brief rally, markets quickly reversed and have been tumbling all day long.

The reality is beginning to set in that we’re at the end of a lengthy 
business cycle and monetary central planners have all but spent every 
last piece of ammo in their toolbox.



And whenever a market fails to respond to seemingly positive 
developments – you know, that the Fed will supposedly save the day – it’s 
typically a sign that something is seriously wrong.

I can’t say with certainty whether this crash prediction will ultimately 
come to fruition. But, for now, self-preservation is the prudent action. If 
the market does crash, there will be massive opportunities to exploit in 
the aftermath.

But, as we saw late last week, there’s a very real possibility that 
everything – including the kitchen sink – gets tossed out the window.

In fact, even as I write, gold is beginning to give up its massive intraday 
rally as the market has come under increasing pressure.

In the end, the recent developments should undoubtedly bode extremely 
well for gold. Right now, however, we’re still within the recent volatile 
range, and patience is of the utmost importance.

Indeed, at times like these, perhaps it’s better to laugh than cry…

I mean, it’s getting absolutely nuts…

The sad truth is, the Fed’s previous massive attempts at economic 
“stimulus” have never really left the canyons of Wall Street. They’ve 
reflated financial assets to a fare-thee-well, and they’ve done so at a 
terrible price.



The already heavy public and private debt burden at $53 trillion on the 
eve of the Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession was quickly given a 
hall pass in the form of drastically lower (and falsified) interest rates. 
This sharply reduced the carry-cost of the U.S. economy’s swollen debts, 
even as total outstandings soared to $74.6 trillion by the fourth quarter of
2019.

Consequently, the aggregate leverage ratio against gross domestic 
product, which had hit a historic peak at 3.5 times in late 2007, wasn’t 
reduced at all during the last 10 years of so-called recovery.

Accordingly, the two turns of extra debt relative to the historically proven
1.5 times aggregate leverage ratio remained as it stood when the crisis 
was triggered in 2008.

By “proven,” I mean the latter ratio had prevailed during the century of 
industrialization, robust growth, rising living standards, and burgeoning 
wealth gains extant prior to 1971. The financial discipline imposed by one
form of the gold standard or another had proved itself via the undeniable 
capitalist prosperity on Main Street that materialized after 1870.

But, December 2019, those two extra turns of debt amounted to $40 
trillion. That was the headwind to recovery.

That’s why this incipient COVID-19 pandemic is not just another public 
health emergency.

Bubblevision’s talking heads are pushing the meme that coronavirus is 
causing temporary economic havoc by disrupting the global supply 
chains but will eventually fade into the rearview mirror.



They argue its impact will be minimal because – even though supply 
chains are more brittle than anybody realized – government authorities 
will at some point contain the virus, thereby permitting workers, 
truckers, airline pilots, longshoremen, etc., to go back to their jobs, 
commerce to restart, inventories to be replenished, and deliveries to 
normalize…

Not so fast.

Today’s fracturing supply chains did not materialize on Adam Smith’s free
market. Nor are they a testament to the wonders of comparative 
advantage.

To the contrary, they are the dark underbelly of the world’s $255 trillion 
of debt and the massively falsified global financial markets fostered by 
our monetary central planners.

The problem is not the debt, per se, or that it bears some kind of 
existentially evil characteristic. The skunk in the woodpile is actually the
reason why it’s there in the first place. And what it funded as it 
metastasized into today’s brobdingnagian accumulations.

The entire chain of malignancy was driven from the Eccles Building after 
1987. The U.S. economy needed to deflate from the rampant inflation of 
the 1970s in order to remain competitive with the mercantilist Asian 
economies rising from the rice paddies – most especially China after Mr. 
Deng choose the export route in the early 1990s and proclaimed it 
“glorious” to be rich.

At long last, of course, COVID-19 should at least prove a wake-up call 
about those artificially born, bred, and fueled global supply chains.



This time, however, cauterizing and stabilizing the rotten foundation our 
monetary central planners have fostered may well be above the pay 
grade of even these masters of malignant money.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - March 3rd, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-03/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d33165cea2c46d8116b554
55c04ab6436bf72b7be6507ffa57af3236798ca349 

Today's Highlights:

It was another roller-coaster ride in the markets today.

The Fed announced an emergency rate cut by 0.5% to help with the 
impact of the coronavirus. The announcement came two weeks ahead of 
the scheduled later this month.

The last time the Fed made an emergency rate cut of a half point was in 
the middle of the financial crisis. The Fed’s decision was meant to calm 
traders and the markets. But it made things worse.

The S&P was up 1.5% earlier in the day but then tanked.And after a 5% 
swing from highs to sessions, the S&P ended the day with a 2.8% loss.

The drop in interest rates sent bank stocks lower:

Bank of America (BAC) lost 5.5% and JP Morgan Chase (JPM) dropped 
3.8%.
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And airlines were some of the worst performers today: American Airlines 
(AAL) finished lower by 5.4%, and United Airlines (UAL) was down 4.9%.
>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-03/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d33165cea2c46d8116b554
55c04ab6436bf72b7be6507ffa57af3236798ca349 

YAHOONEWS 
Business
MarketWatch

CNBC’s Jim Cramer: I’m more nervous now than before the Fed’s rate cut

The Federal Reserve, in a rare inter-meeting move, cut its benchmark 
interest rate by a half percentage point to a range of 1%-1.25%. “The 
fundamentals of the U.S. economy remain strong,” the Fed said. “It's 
great that the Federal Reserve recognizes that there's going to be 
weakness, but it makes me feel, wow, the weakness must be much more 
than I thought,” Cramer said, adding that the rate cut doesn't exactly 
ease coronavirus fears.

• Bitcoin Drops 2% Following Fed’s First Emergency Rate Cut Since   
2008
Coindesk

• Fed rate cut expected to push historically low mortgage rates even   
lower
Yahoo Money

Business
MarketWatch

https://www.yahoo.com/money/fed-rate-cut-expected-to-push-historically-low-mortgage-rates-even-lower-13-h-16-thats-good-183030998.html
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Stocks haven’t bottomed yet, so wait for this signal, advises Charles 
Schwab trading guru https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/1125df26-47b5-
31fb-a61e-aed52f2b08b2/stocks-haven%E2%80%99t-bottomed-yet-.html 

Can Wall Street stocks add to the best gains in a year even as 
coronavirus cases and deaths continue to rise outside China? The 
Federal Reserve just delivered a rare between-meeting 50 basis-point 
rate cut shortly after the open, which briefly triggered a rally for stocks. 
That's after a Group of Seven finance ministers and central banks' 
statement failed to deliver the details on any coordinated action to fight 
the coronavirus.

• Gold prices end 3% higher as Fed announces a surprise interest-rate  
cut
MarketWatch

• Virus spread prompts Fed to slash rates in surprise move  
Associated Press

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/g-7-major-economies-pledge-130518271.html
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CNN 
Texas and New Jersey report presumptive coronavirus cases 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

There are now 158 cases of novel coronavirus in US 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-04-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

YAHOONEWS Health CBC 'This will not be contained': Experts cast doubt 
that spread of COVID-19 can be stopped 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/not-contained-experts-cast-doubt-
090000102.html 

• South Korea, Iran, Italy and Japan are greatest virus concern: WHO  
Reuters

• 'Never been seen before': WHO issues stark warning over   
coronavirus
Yahoo News UK

https://www.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-outbreak-uncharted-territory-virus-continues-to-spread-004910748.html
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ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - March 4th, 2020 
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/g_wgPKwfm6Q/dereferrer/?
redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com
%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5923236675321856%2F4733012298432512 

Today's Highlights:

More bad news regarding the coronavirus:

California reported its first coronavirus death.

And in China, scientists discovered evidence that the virus has mutated 
at least once.

In Italy, the Prime Minister said that their health care systems is on the 
verge of being overwhelmed because of the virus.

But today stocks were up more than 4.0% because of a Joe Biden Super 
Tuesday win? That’s how it looks. Biden’s win in key primary states gave 
a boost to the markets, since investors consider Biden a more market-
friendly Democratic candidate than Bernie Sanders.

In the afternoon the Fed’s Beige Book was released. It showed that the 
Fed sees U.S. economic activity as “modest to moderate” and mentioned 
the coronavirus as a risk.
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>> Click here to read the full 
story...https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/g_wgPKwfm6Q/dereferrer/?
redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com
%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5923236675321856%2F4733012298432512 

"YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/you-cant-make-this-stuff-up/ 

David Stockman | March 04, 2020

Power resides only where men believe it resides. [...] A shadow on the 
wall, yet shadows can kill. And ofttimes a very small man can cast a very 
large shadow.

– George R.R. Martin, A Clash of Kings (1998)

...

So, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note fell below 1.00% for the 
first time ever.

But the Dow Jones Industrial Average is up more than 800 points today; 
must be because Joe Biden has revived hopes the old postwar alliances 
will reemerge and prop up Imperial Washington’s consensus, once more, 
in the name of all that’s good and decent…

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/you-cant-make-this-stuff-up/
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Meanwhile, Wall Street, the old adage that stocks take an escalator up 
but an elevator down is being demonstrated… day after day after day…

The Dow is now down 3,651.16 points, or more than 12%, since the 
record high all the way back on, well, February 12. As of Tuesday’s close,
it was all the way back about where it stood in late August.

It took 168 days of irrational exuberance on steroids for the market to 
climb 3,773 Dow points to 29,551 on February 12. And it took about two 
weeks to shed every single point of that gain. And that brief but 
vertiginous interlude included four weekend days and a holiday to boot…

[Chart]

Despite what’s happening today, I’d say that “price action” is finally 
suggesting to day-traders, robo-machines, and plain-old speculators that 
there’s something rotten in Denmark.

Of course, the attention being paid is on exactly the wrong venue. Down 
on Wall Street, they’re in the thrall of our monetary central planners, 
awaiting now a coordinated round of global “easing”…

So, I’ll say it again: Central bankers caused the current crisis by fostering
hideously inflated financial markets and ultra-fragile global supply 
chains. Bringing more coals to Newcastle, therefore, will fix nothing. But 
it will aggravate the underlying malignancies that are now rushing to the 
surface

Indeed, COVID-19 is the inverse neutron bomb of finance.



The deadly radiation of the latter weapon kills everyone in its radius and 
leaves the buildings standing, of course, whereas COVID-19 seems to 
leave 98% of the infected population standing but has lethal effects on 
the global supply chains.

There’s a simple reason for that: The essence of fighting this ultra-
contagious pandemic is separating workers from their place of labor in 
order to blunt the disease’s transmission process.

And in today’s world that is a gigantic problem.

Among the baleful effects of monetary central planning has been the 
fostering of exceedingly fragile global supply chains, where the risks of 
disruption have been studiously ignored by liquidity inebriated stock 
markets.

Wall Street has encouraged maximum feasible outsourcing and offshoring
by Corporate America’s CEOs and CFOs in order to goose earnings and 
stock options. Meanwhile, they’re drastically underinvesting in supply-
chain redundancies, “just-in-case” inventories, and liquid financial 
reserves.

Accordingly, the true cost of 12,000-mile-long, inventory-light, air-freight-
driven logistics – even in today’s world of high-speed communications and
flat-Earth technology platforms – wasn’t reflected in the 30-year drive for 
dollar-cost and labor arbitrage.

What’s being priced in is not simply a worst-case scenario for the 
economic impacts of a terrible but one-off pandemic.



What’s really happening is the inexorable realignment and re-costing of 
artificially induced, unnatural, and unsustainable global supply chains 
that were fostered by money-printing central bankers, not the 
comparative advantage of Adam Smith’s free markets.

Back in the day, Bill Clinton’s principal trash-talker, James Carville, 
famously said, “It’s the economy, stupid” to explain the improbable 
victory of the Arkansas governor over George Bush the Elder’s sparkling 
30-year Washington resume.

Today, it’s the JIT, stupid!

“Just-in-time” supply chains appeared to have a sparkling 30-year record 
of soaring efficiency gains, with burgeoning corporate profit growth to 
boot.

But the present unexpected plunge in financial markets is a clanging 
warning bell that the world’s JIT-based supply chains are incredibly 
vulnerable and fragile.

As we’ll soon see, entire factories will be shut down for want of a 25-cent
washer, so to speak.

Even if coronavirus is eventually contained and extinguished, the impact 
is just beginning.

There’s only one way to make today’s intricate, globe-spanning, JIT 
regime robust: via a lot more cost – for inventories, second suppliers, 
shorter supply lines, etc. – and a lot less profit.



That implies a dramatic reset of stock prices and price-to-earnings (P/E) 
multiples. Yet the timing for these long-overdue economic and financial 
adjustments could not be worse.

After all, we’re at the tippy-top of the longest business expansion in 
history at 128 months. But P/E ratios are already in the nosebleed section
of history.

For the 12 months ended in January, S&P 500 Index components reported
earnings of $138.93 per share. At the February 12 high, the market was 
trading at 24.3 times earnings. But, relative to history, that’s a significant
understatement of the P/E multiple owing to the drastic change in the tax
regime implemented in 2018.

There’s at least $15 per share of added earnings owing to the 20% tax 
rate. So, on an apples-to-apples basis at the old rate, tax-adjusted 
trailing-12-month earnings stand at $124 per share. That’s an implied P/E 
multiple of 27.3 times. That compares to 17.7 times on the eve of the 
2008 financial crisis and 26.4 times in the fourth quarter of 2000.

The present world is doubly fragile. Global supply chains have been 
unsustainably profitable, and financial assets are egregiously overvalued.
And both conditions are owing to the world’s current rotten regime of 
monetary central planning.

Another 50 basis points of money-market rate cuts will solve nothing. It’ll
only pump another round of excess liquidity into a staggering Wall Street.

Undoubtedly, that’s where we are headed in the near term, just the same.



More opportunity to corrupt, more opportunity to impair, more 
opportunity to destabilize…

To common sense,

David"

CNN



Cruise ship held off California after coronavirus death 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/california-coronavirus-cruise-ship-
thursday/index.html 

The man had been on the Grand Princess and died of the virus after going
home. Some passengers and crew have symptoms now

live updates Washington school district closes schools

How to live with a coronavirus outbreak

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/04/asia/coronavirus-lessons-from-asia-intl-hnk-scli/index.html
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This number predicts how fast a virus will spread

DRUDGEREPORT
Banks ready disaster plans… https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-us-
banks-ready-disaster-plans-sources-183300327.html 
Fed Alters Capital Rules... 
IMF chief calls for all-out offensive to counteract epidemic...
HSBC evacuates London offices after worker tests positive... 
Empty stores, quarantined firefighters: Washington city at virus epicenter
reels as death toll rises... 
ULTRA festival canceled in Miami... 
Test delays stoke anger… 
Trump blames Obama… 
Airlines could lose up to $113 billion... 
Medical screener at LAX infected... 
Congressman 'mocks'? 
What would Hill do if Capitol got hit? 
State warns voters they shouldn't lick mail-in ballots... 
CAMPBELL Sees More Demand from Soup Stockpiling... 
Israel severely restricts entry from Europe... 
Touching your face. Here is how to stop doing it... 
SICK MAP... 
Coronavirus controls increase surveillance danger... 
High-tech tracking, fever checks... 
How risky is that virus? Your mind may mislead... 
Hysterical pet owners 'asking vets to euthanize their dogs'... 

CNN
Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/ 
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/hysterical-pet-owners-fearing-coronavirus-21636892
https://apnews.com/580923fa5e2200f98c0a42b5c0d7b236
https://news.yahoo.com/normal-virus-hit-china-high-tech-tracking-fever-154511422.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305002314-damsj
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/a-coronavirus-danger-touching-your-face-here-is-how-to-stop-doing-it/ar-BB10JGKl
https://news.yahoo.com/israel-severely-restricts-entry-europe-due-virus-204340338.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/campbell-raises-earnings-outlook-11583328158
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/04/us/washington-state-coronavirus-voting-trnd/index.html
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https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/medical-screener-lax-airport-tests-positive-coronavirus-n1149986
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/coronavirus-iata-warns-passenger-revenue-could-fall.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/04/donald-trump-obama-administration-coronavirus
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305021522-ny0rr
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As the number of US cases rises, Vice President Pence says there are 
not enough tests to meet demand

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

Breaking Senate approves $8.3 billion response package

Dr. Gupta debunks Trump's 'hunch' he made to Fox News

Dow tumbles 1,000 points again

Cruise returning to shore after coronavirus death

MSNBC

Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus [ Well, 
there you go … if trump says it then :

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

CNN
Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/ 

HUFFPOST Politics Federal Judge Blasts William Barr For Distorting 
Mueller Report Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure 
the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal 
conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those 
principal conclusions. [ Duh! …http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg 
(emphasis added!) http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …
that’s what he does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
INTEREST RATES HEAD TOWARD ZERO 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/bond-king-gundlach-says-fed-panicked-and-short-term-rates-are-headed-toward-zero.html
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/04/william-barr-mueller-report-summary
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/04/william-barr-mueller-report-summary
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/federal-judge-barr-distorts-mueller-report_n_5e6179f3c5b647a5bd2f151e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/federal-judge-barr-distorts-mueller-report_n_5e6179f3c5b647a5bd2f151e
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/trump-contradicts-health-experts-and-officials-on-coronavirus-80093253702
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/california-coronavirus-cruise-ship-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/investing/dow-stock-market-today/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/05/trump-coronavirus-fatality-rate-hunch-gupta-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/politics/coronavirus-senate-vote-response-funding-package/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/epa-disinfectants-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/


Christ's birthplace in Bethlehem quarantined... 
EASTER FEAR 2020... 
https://apnews.com/c57bc457c0c1c02a910c1564d8f76715 
Saudi empties Islam's holiest site... 
Bodies 'pile up' in Iran morgue...
STARBUCKS bans personal cups... 
World braces for months of trouble... 
Wall St Wild Ride Continues... 
STOCKS CRATER; DOW -969... 
Mortgage Rates All-time Low...
Banks ready disaster plans… 
Fed Alters Capital Rules... 
IMF chief calls for all-out offensive...
Venture firm SEQUOIA sounds alarm...
HSBC evacuates London offices...
South Korea tests hundreds of thousands...
Singapore: Lying about where you've been gets 6 months of jail... 
French politician in serious condition... 
Empty stores, quarantined firefighters: Washington city at virus epicenter
reels as death toll rises... 

Cruise Ship With Sick Passengers Stuck In Limbo Off CA... 

Hospital Prepping 'Surge Tents'... 

Containment 'Unlikely Outcome' as Spread Grows World-Wide... 

ULTRA festival canceled in Miami... 

TINDER warns users... 

More worry NYC... 

PENCE: America does NOT have enough test kits… 

Delays stoke anger… 

Trump blames Obama… 

White House sidelines health secretary... 

https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/05/white-house-alex-azar-coronavirus-122250
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/04/donald-trump-obama-administration-coronavirus
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305021522-ny0rr
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8080111/Mike-Pence-admits-America-does-NOT-testing-kits-meet-coronavirus-demand.html
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/2-more-covid-19-cases-in-ny-brings-total-to-13-community-spread-eyed-in-possible-nj-case-as-state-awaits-tests/2313298/
https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/486220-tinder-warns-users-to-maintain-social-distance-amid-coronavirus
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-dade/downtown-miami/article240878956.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-spreads-world-wide-containment-is-an-unlikely-outcome-11583403706
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/04/coronavirus-san-jose-good-samaritan-hospital-surge-tents-influx-cases-covid19/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/05/coronavirus-fears-keeps-grand-princess-in-limbo-off-california-coast/
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-03-04/kirkland-washington-coronavirus
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-03-04/kirkland-washington-coronavirus
https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.francebleu.fr%2Finfos%2Fsante-sciences%2Fun-depute-alsacien-hospitalise-pour-suspicion-de-coronavirus-1583440846
https://news.yahoo.com/singapore-working-round-clock-coronavirus-153100020.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/south-korea-tests-hundreds-thousands-210000450.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11104026/coronavirus-hsbc-evacuates-london-office-canary-wharf/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/sequoia-capital-alerts-companies-about-coronavirus-economic-fallout.html
https://news.yahoo.com/imf-chief-calls-offensive-counteract-epidemic-163131029.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-retools-capital-rules-for-largest-u-s-banks-11583359910
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-us-banks-ready-disaster-plans-sources-183300327.html
http://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/03/05/1995969/0/en/Mortgage-Rates-Hit-All-time-Low.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/us-markets-dow-futures-indicate-opening-drop.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/us-markets-dow-futures-indicate-opening-drop.html
https://apnews.com/435cb3786f0d6692c8143a07e29c3e79
https://news.yahoo.com/starbucks-bans-personal-cups-over-coronavirus-161236531.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/middleeast/iran-coronavirus-morgues-intl/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/saudi-empties-islams-holiest-sterilisation-161118787.html
https://apnews.com/c57bc457c0c1c02a910c1564d8f76715
https://apnews.com/c57bc457c0c1c02a910c1564d8f76715
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305112530-ck0oy


Capitol Hill Open as Lawmakers Fret About 'Petri Dish'... 

What would happen if it got hit? 

Airlines could lose 100+ billion... 

CAMPBELL Sees More Demand from Soup Stockpiling... 

Israel severely restricts entry from Europe... 

Touching your face. Here is how to stop doing it... 

SICK MAP... 

Coronavirus controls increase surveillance danger... 

How risky is that virus? Your mind may mislead... 

First known human-to-animal transmission... 

Hysterical pet owners 'asking vets to euthanize their dogs'...

How blood plasma from recovered patients could help treat... 

CNN
Thousands of US residents asked to 'self-quarantine' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-
procedures/index.html 

States are grappling to keep an eye on the thousands who may have 
come in contact with someone infected 

Get the latest on the virus: Podcast | Newsletter

https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/05/how-blood-plasma-from-recovered-patients-could-help-treat-coronavirus/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/hysterical-pet-owners-fearing-coronavirus-21636892
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/a-dog-has-a-low-level-coronavirus-infection-in-first-known-human-to-animal-transmission/
https://apnews.com/580923fa5e2200f98c0a42b5c0d7b236
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305002314-damsj
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/a-coronavirus-danger-touching-your-face-here-is-how-to-stop-doing-it/ar-BB10JGKl
https://news.yahoo.com/israel-severely-restricts-entry-europe-due-virus-204340338.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/campbell-raises-earnings-outlook-11583328158
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/coronavirus-iata-warns-passenger-revenue-could-fall.html
https://www.theeagle.com/news/national/what-would-congress-do-if-the-capitol-got-hit-by/article_0024dbea-11e7-5e18-9ccb-0921d4722458.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/capitol-hill-stays-open-as-lawmakers-fret-about-working-in-petri-dish-11583444966


Live Updates Coronavirus cases rise across the world

Bodies 'pile up' in morgue as Iran feels strain

A state-by-state breakdown of US cases

This is what it's like to have the coronavirus

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

This number predicts how fast a virus will spread

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - March 5th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e
4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389 

Today's Highlights:

The enthusiasm from "Super Tuesday" is clearly over.
And traders are back to worrying about the coronavirus:
California declared a state of emergency after 53 confirmed cases and a 
death from the virus.
With fears of the coronavirus spreading, and specifically the economic 
impact it will have, stocks tanked.
The S&P finished with a 3.4% loss.
With today’s slide the S&P dropped back below its 200-day moving 
average.
Bank stocks were slammed today:
Bank of America (BAC) suffered a 5.7% loss and JP Morgan Chase (JPM) 
lost 4.9%!
But airlines were hit even harder.
American Airlines (AAL) dropped 13.4% and United Airlines (UAL) was 
down 13.3%.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/03/how-viruses-spread-lon-md-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/epa-disinfectants-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/06/cooper-speaks-with-coronavirus-patient-town-hall-gupta-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-06-20-intl-hnk/h_5a424d73b33ede69bd6ce23a8952f655
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-06-20-intl-hnk/
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‘  It’s disturbing.’ U.S. Justice Department white-collar criminal   

prosecutions fall to their lowest level on record 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-
white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-
2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news [ hoover notoriously said there is no 
such thing as organized crime … Reason: organized criminal activity is 
the american way of life … america is a total fraud! ]

"WHEN ONE BIG, FAT, UGLY BUBBLE BURSTS 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/whats-another-thousand-points-
either-way/ 

David Stockman | March 06, 2020

The mother of excess is not joy but joylessness.

–Friedrich Nietzsche, Human, All Too Human: A Book for Free Spirits 
(1878)

...

When the markets closed several hours before the polls did on November 
8, 2016, the S&P 500 Index stood at 2,139.56

During the last months of the campaign that ended that day, Donald J. 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/whats-another-thousand-points-either-way/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/whats-another-thousand-points-either-way/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389


Trump had properly called it evidence of “one big, fat, ugly bubble.”

Three years and change later – and after the Donald’s Trade Wars, Fiscal 
Debauch, and idiotic calls for negative interest rates had made the mess 
he inherited far worse – the S&P 500 top-ticked at 3,393.52 on February 
19.

That is, the big, fat ugly bubble had gotten 58% bigger.

Well, as of about two and a half hours ahead of the close of the 12th 
trading session since then, we’re down 12.9% from there.

But the plunge has just begun.

[Click to Enlarge]

As the red line in this chart makes its way back to where it started, and 
perhaps even lower, the Tweeter-in-Chief’s wrath against the Democrats, 
the Federal Reserve, the mainstream media, Deep State saboteurs in his 
administration, and countless other enemies real and imagined will know 
no bounds.

Indeed, the one apparent talent the man has displayed over a lifetime in 
the public eye has been the capacity to bitterly blame one and all for 
whatever goes wrong – and to do so with copious amounts of bile, 
bombast, bellicosity, and bullshit.

And it will be made all the worse by campaign ads wrapping the 
collapsing stock averages right around the sitting president’s political 



neck.

So, there are a lot more shoes to fall from the COVID-19 outbreak than 
the fracturing global supply chains that are now pulling the global 
economy hard upon recession’s front door.

The impending arrival of the latter already seems to be sucking the 
bottled air holding the stock market aloft, which development will send 
the entire MAGA meme crashing hard upon the rocks of reality.

That’s because there’s been absolutely no acceleration of the economy 
during the Donald’s first 12 quarters in office compared to Barack 
Obama’s last 12 quarters.

The numbers speak for themselves. Real final sales to private domestic 
purchasers rose at a 3.24% annualized rate during Obama’s final 12 
quarters. That compares to a 2.77% annualized rate during Trump’s first 
12 quarters ending December 31, 2019.

The only thing that’s changed is the cycle has gotten older and more 
debt-ridden.

And the Donald’s misbegotten policies have only caused the underlying 
rot he inherited to become just that much more fetid.

As crashing stock prices strip away the veneer of MAGA, I’d like to share 
with you some passages from Michael Coolbaugh’s weekly commentary 
to Delta Profit Trader subscribers:



I want to provide a graphic that will demonstrate just how truly historic 
some of the market action has been over the past few days.

[Chart]

To put it simply, never before have we seen interest rates decline to such 
a large degree over a two-week period. Let me say that again: never 
before.

But that’s just one of the many figures floating around from statisticians 
these past few days.

What we are seeing is truly historic.

Here are a few:

Record-low interest rates on 10-year and 30-year U.S. Treasury bonds.

The fastest 10% market correct from all-time highs on record.

Record-low readings for China Manufacturing Purchasing Manager Index 
(PMI).

That’s right: What we’re seeing exceeds all the textbook cases of true 
panic – 1987 Black Monday, 2000 Dot-Com Bust, 2008 Global Financial 
Crisis.

And that’s not even including the running list of “almost records” we’re 
seeing on a near daily basis…



Here’s a glimpse at the largest daily gains by 30-year U.S. Treasury bond 
futures…

There have only been three other instances like it in the entire history of 
bond futures.

[Chart]

…

The reality is, for a long-only approach, there are only so many things 
investors can do to protect themselves from these sort of shock events. 
Primarily, those include using small position sizing and holding elevated 
amounts of cash.

Both of these are things I tried to stress because, even though we didn’t 
know the potential shock, we knew risks were elevated based on the 
four-pillar analysis I’ve been sharing from the beginning.

They’re the same risks that led us to recommend to our Stockman Letter 
subscribers that it was prudent to buy SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust (SPY) put
options and short the SPDR S&P Regional Banking ETF (KRE) prior to the 
February swoon.

And it’s why I don’t simply provide “buy” and “sell” recommendations.

To do so would be a great disservice to everyone.



The recent market environment is a perfect example of why I try to share
my evaluation of the overall market and recommend position sizes based 
on this analysis.

Look, the truth is that I’ve seen a countless number of strategies 
throughout the years. I’ve used several myself, and I’ve seen others 
implemented as well. Regardless of your approach, there are times when 
exogenous events will render any strategy difficult to execute.

And this is where risk management can make a world of difference.

I’ve shared my concerns about the overall outlook. And, as a result, I’m 
assuming many of you wonder whether this strategy will work if my 
worries come to fruition.

Well, here’s the thing…

Bear markets are very different from shock events. Bear markets are 
trends that can be observed through market prices, economic data, and 
many other factors. On the other hand, shock events are complete 
unknowns, and, when they occur, there’s almost nowhere to hide.

But shock events are just that – events. If a shock turns into a prolonged 
economic downturn, there will undoubtedly be trends that unfold along 
the way and present very attractive profit opportunities.

As slow-moving policy responses take hold, trends will begin to assert 
themselves. And, after panic subsides, investors will begin to act in a 
somewhat predictable fashion. Overvalued stocks will likely be sold, 



whereas undervalued stocks may gain greater attention due to their 
defensive characteristics.

Take gold for an example. Just as we saw in late 2008 – just because the 
Lehman bankruptcy event rendered gold useless for a few weeks – 
doesn’t mean it didn’t present excellent profit opportunities as larger 
economic trends began to unfold.

[Chart]

As for the recent events, there was really only one place to hide, and that
was in U.S. Treasuries.

I won’t go down the rabbit hole of why I believe the recent selloff could 
be just the beginning of something much larger.

If you’d like a quick glimpse, take a moment to read my piece in 
yesterday’s Deep State Declassified, titled We Need To Talk About 
“Acceleration”…

To be clear, it’s not just a spurious parallel to 1990s Japan.

There are many more factors at play, many of which I have been pointing 
out to my Element Macro Research clients who seek total portfolio 
solutions over the past few weeks.

In fact, for those interested, I’ll be compiling a special report to lay out 
all the important points I’ve been talking about.



Whether the recent turmoil is or isn’t the start of something much larger, 
there will undoubtedly be opportunities along the way.

For now, let’s control what we can.

We’ll stick to our plan, manage our risk, and operate with clear minds in 
an effort to identify tactical opportunities as they unfold.

Have a great weekend, folks.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

MARKET UPDATE FOR SUNDAY - MARCH 7TH, 2020

Here's how the Dow moved this week:

Up 1,293, down 785, up 1,173, down 969, down 256.

Monday: Was this the craziest trading day…EVER?!?!? – DOW up 1,294 
points



Tuesday: Fed tries to save the day – and fails!

Wednesday: More bad coronavirus news, but markets rally because of 
Biden?

Thursday: Stocks slammed after California declares state of emergency 
over coronavirus

Friday: Great Jobs Report, but stocks drop (again)

Market Update for Friday - March 6th, 2020 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-06/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d75fa21a9e33225a177a18c
3bbfd1b83ec4eac267cfa347c15543fce2f1f4ea3 

Today's Highlights:

Wow. It was another wild day of trading.

Stocks opened near lows of the week, then continued to slide.

The drop came in spite of a great February Jobs Report: 273,000 Non-
Farm Jobs were added (vs. a 175,000 forecast), Average Hourly Earnings 
increased 0.3% (same as forecasted), and the Unemployment Rate ticked
down to 3.5% (vs. a 3.6% forecast).

At one point the S&P and NASDAQ were down 4.0%!!! But a rally in the 
last hour of trading helped erase a large part of the day’s early losses.

It was the 2nd lowest close of the year for the S&P.
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Crude Oil (CL) finished was hammered: Down 10%, Crude Oil finished the 
day at $41.32 a barrel.

The $VIX (aka “fear index”) spiked to highs not seen since 2009.

And the 10-year yield dropped below 0.7% for the first time ever.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-06/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d75fa21a9e33225a177a18c
3bbfd1b83ec4eac267cfa347c15543fce2f1f4ea3 

DRUDGEREPORT
COVERUP IN BEIJING: Chinese whistleblowers say virus recovery 'fake, 
it's all fake' ... https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-
coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim 

RATES NEAR ZERO
LIQUIDITY CONCERNS
TAX CUTS TO EASE PAIN?
VIRUS FEAR HITS WHITE HOUSE
MAG: LESS THAN 2,000 AMERICANS TESTED 

COVERUP IN BEIJING: Chinese whistleblowers say virus recovery 'fake, 
it's all fake' ... 
U.S. Customs STILL NOT screening passengers from hot-spots... 
Fans Banned From NCAA Basketball Tournament... 
Chaos at hospitals...
KUDLOW: STAY AT WORK... 
POSITIVE IN IBIZA... 
Vatican reports first case... 
Mecca deserted in chilling video... 
Study predicts 15 million dead... 

https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-spreads-one-study-predicts-101552222.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/mecca-deserted-chilling-video-coronavirus-21643018
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8082259/Vatican-City-reports-case-coronavirus-days-Pope-tested-negative.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/breaking-coronavirus-hits-ibiza-first-21647695
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900423/white-house-economic-adviser-larry-kudlow-claims-coronavirus-contained-says-americans-should-stay-work
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/chaos-at-hospitals-due-to-shortage-of-coronavirus-tests/ar-BB10QubE
https://www.cbssports.com/college-basketball/news/spectators-will-be-banned-at-ncaa-division-iii-basketball-tournament-games-at-johns-hopkins-due-to-coronavirus/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8083543/Customs-NOT-screening-passengers-coronavirus-hot-spots.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-many-americans-have-been-tested-coronavirus/607597/?preview=3-4FLneYp3QF4ooMLWUN_KtUiR8
https://nypost.com/2020/03/06/how-white-house-is-protecting-trump-from-the-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/White-House-looking-at-tax-deferral-for-airline-15110808.php
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/credit-risk-concerns-build-key-124036016.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-rates-hurtle-toward-zero-103400835.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
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Robots fighting virus by disinfecting hospitals, taking temps, preparing 
meals... 

Thousands of Americans asked to 'self-quarantine'... 

UPDATE: 'Cluster' From Mexican Cruise Continues To Grow... 

Coronavirus Motel Ignites Clash in Seattle... 

SXSW cancelled... 

Unfazed gamblers, worried showgirls: Vegas on edge as virus arrives... 

Lights, camera... no action? Hollywood rocked... 

Touching your face. Here is how to stop doing it... 

SICK MAP…

Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus cure for stocks not yet found — 
don't rule out 50% of the market being wiped out 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-
dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html Caution 
should be the name of the game when it comes to investing suggests this
top strategist.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/a-coronavirus-danger-touching-your-face-here-is-how-to-stop-doing-it/ar-BB10JGKl
https://news.yahoo.com/lights-camera-no-action-hollywood-rocked-coronavirus-114156882.html
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-03-05/unfazed-gamblers-worried-showgirls-las-vegas-on-edge-as-coronavirus-spreads-nationwide
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/06/sxsw-cancelled-due-to-coronavirus.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/coronavirus-motel-ignites-clash-at-epicenter-of-seattle-outbreak
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/06/coronavirus-grand-princess-disease-cluster-confirmed-cases-grows/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/robots-fighting-coronavirus-china-disinfecting-130000493.html
https://news.yahoo.com/robots-fighting-coronavirus-china-disinfecting-130000493.html


CNN

70 nursing home workers show coronavirus symptons 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-
hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00 

The 70 are employees of the Life Care Center in Kirkland, Washington, a 
coronavirus epicenter

Coronavirus quarantine hotel collapses in China

Passengers aboard quarantined cruise ship share photos

A cancer patient quarantined on a cruise ship fears she won't make it 
home for her chemotherapy

HUFFPOST
MADNESS: PREZ TREATS PANDEMIC AS PR PROBLEM 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-doesnt-
care_n_5e63ca67c5b68d6164551e41 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

MARKET UPDATE FOR SUNDAY - MARCH 7TH, 2020

Here's how the Dow moved this week:

Up 1,293, down 785, up 1,173, down 969, down 256.

Monday: Was this the craziest trading day…EVER?!?!? – DOW up 1,294 
points

Tuesday: Fed tries to save the day – and fails!

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-doesnt-care_n_5e63ca67c5b68d6164551e41
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-doesnt-care_n_5e63ca67c5b68d6164551e41
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/07/china/china-coronavirus-hotel-collapse/index.html
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Wednesday: More bad coronavirus news, but markets rally because of 
Biden?

Thursday: Stocks slammed after California declares state of emergency 
over coronavirus

Friday: Great Jobs Report, but stocks drop (again)

Market Update for Friday - March 6th, 2020 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-06/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d75fa21a9e33225a177a18c
3bbfd1b83ec4eac267cfa347c15543fce2f1f4ea3 

Today's Highlights:

Wow. It was another wild day of trading.

Stocks opened near lows of the week, then continued to slide.

The drop came in spite of a great February Jobs Report: 273,000 Non-
Farm Jobs were added (vs. a 175,000 forecast), Average Hourly Earnings 
increased 0.3% (same as forecasted), and the Unemployment Rate ticked
down to 3.5% (vs. a 3.6% forecast).

At one point the S&P and NASDAQ were down 4.0%!!! But a rally in the 
last hour of trading helped erase a large part of the day’s early losses.

It was the 2nd lowest close of the year for the S&P.

Crude Oil (CL) finished was hammered: Down 10%, Crude Oil finished the 
day at $41.32 a barrel.
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The $VIX (aka “fear index”) spiked to highs not seen since 2009.

And the 10-year yield dropped below 0.7% for the first time ever.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-06/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d75fa21a9e33225a177a18c
3bbfd1b83ec4eac267cfa347c15543fce2f1f4ea3 

YAHOONEWS U.S. The Independent 'This isn't altruism': Trump comes 
under fire for £100k personal donation to coronavirus as accounts reveal 
admin has paid 6 times that to his hotel chain 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/isnt-altruism-trump-comes-under-
010300337.html [ DUH! Emoluments, nepotic jobs, etc., why do you think 
he’s there. trump/america are total frauds! ] President Donald Trump’s 
company charged the Secret Service $157,000 more than was previously 
known – billing taxpayers for rooms at his clubs at rates far higher than 
his company has claimed, according to a new trove of receipts and billing
documents released by the Secret Service.Many of the new receipts 
were obtained by the watchdog group Public Citizen, which spent three 
years battling the Secret Service over a public-records request from 
January 2017.

• Documents show Trump properties charged Secret Service higher   
rates than previously claimed
The Week

• Secret Service Charged More At Trump Properties Than Previously   
Known, Records Show
HuffPost

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-secret-service-golf-costs-160034372.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-secret-service-golf-costs-160034372.html
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‘Epic grifters’ … I like that … True enough, to be sure, but much worse 
when the reality of the mob ties for the mobster trumps is acknowledged.

“The Trump family are epic grifters, and this goes back generations. Fred 
Trump made his money by intersecting with both the federal governmet 
and state governments in New York. Donald Came up through New York, 
intersecting with local government and Atlantic City. Now they are in the 
White House and all of them are dipping their faces into the till. And if the
Republicans really want to make an issue out of Hunter Biden, which is 
very low-hanging fruit that I don’t think most Democratic voters care 
about anyway, there is going to be a scorched-earth response aimed at 
all of the Trump children that is unlike anything they have experienced in 
the media.” http://deepleftfield.info/bloomberg-planning-to-run-scorched-
earth-ad-campaign-against-trumps-grifter-kids-report/?
fbclid=IwAR0HUkMrEqwBGpJD0Wywso6FHp5NXnMWTmPCVcimQq90UHt
an7qB6PQ-FKM 

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY MAY RESTRICT QUARTER OF POPULATION 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-
countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874 
CPAC VIRUS NIGHTMARE
CDC HAS ONLY TESTED 1,583 

CHINA QUARANTINE HOTEL COLLAPSES...
COVERUP: Whistleblowers say recovery 'fake'... 
Israel considers placing travelers from NY, CA and WA in quarantine... 
MAG: LESS THAN 2,000 AMERICANS TESTED...
U.S. Customs STILL NOT screening passengers from hot-spots... 
Cuomo declares state of emergency in NY… 
First deaths in Florida...
All Hospital Beds Filled With Patients 'By May 8th'... 
Blood donations steadily dwindle... 
Pope goes livestream to fight epidemic... 
Nightmare of living in isolation...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Sailor in Naples has Navy's First Known Case... 

https://news.usni.org/2020/03/07/u-s-sailor-in-naples-has-navys-first-known-coronavirus-case
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/06/the-nightmare-of-living-quarantined-under-coronavirus/
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-calls-retired-doctors-help-fight-virus-104410595.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-07/amid-coronavirus-concerns-officials-call-on-public-to-donate-blood
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/all-hospital-beds-us-will-be-filled-coronavirus-patients-about-may-8th-according-analysis
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/coronavirus-claims-two-elderly-victims-in-florida/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/cuomo-declares-state-of-emergency-as-new-york-state-coronavirus-cases-soar-to-76/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8083543/Customs-NOT-screening-passengers-coronavirus-hot-spots.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-many-americans-have-been-tested-coronavirus/607597/?preview=3-4FLneYp3QF4ooMLWUN_KtUiR8
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Two-AIPAC-attendees-test-positive-for-coronavirus-620079
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086077/Hotel-China-holding-coronavirus-victims-quarantine-collapses.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/486452-cdc-has-tested-1583-people-for-coronavirus
https://www.axios.com/cpac-attendee-coronavirus-ac732478-bf2d-403e-981f-81c9f8ef2dfd.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
http://deepleftfield.info/bloomberg-planning-to-run-scorched-earth-ad-campaign-against-trumps-grifter-kids-report/?fbclid=IwAR0HUkMrEqwBGpJD0Wywso6FHp5NXnMWTmPCVcimQq90UHtan7qB6PQ-FKM
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Grand Princess cruise passenger describes hellish quarantine... 

Still in limbo off San Fran... 

Baboons Enlisted in Humankind's War on Virus... 

Dems twice as likely as Republicans to call imminent threat... 

SXSW cancelled... 

Coachella next? 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8085051/Could-COACHELLA-event-cancelled-coronavirus.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/06/sxsw-cancelled-due-to-coronavirus.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-polarization/americans-divided-on-party-lines-over-risk-from-coronavirus-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN20T2O3
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/texas-baboon-troop-enlisted-in-humankind-s-war-on-coronavirus
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086037/Relatives-passengers-stranded-coronavirus-hit-Grand-Princess-plead-ship-evacuate.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/grand-princess-cruise-passenger-describes-hellish-coronavirus-quarantine/


CNN
Coronavirus cases rise to more than 564     in the US   
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

The nation's coronavirus death toll jumped to 19 as confirmed cases 
spread to more than 30 states

Tapper presses surgeon general: You can't even give me a yes or no 
answer?

What first responders found at the nursing home linked to the majority of 
US deaths from the virus

33 states now have coronavirus as a cruise ship linked to dozens of 
cases will soon dock in the US

A timeline of coronavirus in the US

Hear Trump's reaction to CPAC attendee's positive diagnosis

MSNBC
‘…Italy’s massive coronavirus quarantine sign of things to come...’

HUFFPOST
REPORT: W.H. NIXED CDC VIRUS PLAN 

NY STATE OF EMERGENCY: Coronavirus Cases Jump to 76 In New York

Flight Attendant Union Chief Slams Trump ‘Chaos’ Over Coronavirus

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

DRUDGEREPORT
Rout in Stock Futures Trigger Trading Curbs... Developing...
10-year Treasury below 0.5%...
Anxiety grips companies across world...

https://apnews.com/b0b49661addb3b99efaca70c4ba1d189
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/10-year-treasury-yield-plunges.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-coronavirus-state-of-emergency_n_5e63f95cc5b68d6164553ee7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-coronavirus-elderly-cdc_n_5e64df61c5b6055728065f86
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/coronavirus-cases-hit-over-107-000-worldwide-italy-quarantines-80279109869
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/08/trump-coronavirus-not-concerned-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/coronavirus-evolved/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/politics/coronavirus-washington-nursing-home-life-care-center-kirkland-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/politics/coronavirus-washington-nursing-home-life-care-center-kirkland-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/08/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-coronavirus-test-kits-us-jake-tapper-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/08/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-coronavirus-test-kits-us-jake-tapper-sotu-vpx.cnn
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'We're past the point of containment'... 
Ted Cruz self-quarantines after contact at CPAC...
Close call threatens to upend Trump's routine... 
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Federal Agencies Prep Disruptions...
Cops in hazmat suits enforce lockdown in Spain...
Israel to Draft Teens and Army to Fight Spread... 
'Most daunting virus' in half century...
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Woman sparks panic on plane by deliberately coughing on crew!
Airport screeners, health workers plagued by fear and anger... 
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200308001731-hjzm5
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/
https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/world/2020/03/08/israel-to-draft-teens-and-army-to-fight-spread-of-virus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507166/coronavirus-patients-in-spain-forced-to-stay-in-their-homes-by-terror-cops-in-hazmat-suits/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Close-call-at-CPAC-threatens-to-upend-Trump-s-15115615.php
https://www.axios.com/ted-cruz-coronavirus-self-quarantine-0c85ef4e-8022-43c9-9196-ab2d43db3aba.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP


DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY RESTRICTS QUARTER OF POPULATION 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-
countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874 
TRAVEL CHAOS
CPAC VIRUS NIGHTMARE
CDC HAS ONLY TESTED 1,583 
Outbreak spreads to 32 states and DC... 
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Official: White House didn't want to tell seniors not to fly...
TRUMP: 'Perfectly coordinated and fine tuned plan'...
Federal Agencies Prepare for Disruptions...
Cuomo declares state of emergency in NY... 
First deaths in Florida...
'Most daunting virus' in half century...
All Hospital Beds Filled With Patients 'By May 8th'... 
Blood donations steadily dwindle... 
Pope goes livestream to fight epidemic... 
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Nightmare of living in isolation...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Army suspends travel to and from SKorea...
Sailor in Naples has Navy's First Case...
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

Grand Princess cruise passenger describes hellish quarantine... 

Will dock in Oakland... 

Baboons Enlisted in Humankind's War on Virus... 

Dems twice as likely as Republicans to call imminent threat... 

Robbers wearing surgical masks rob NY casino... 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/08/two-armed-gunmen-hold-up-aqueduct-racetrack-for-a-lot-of-money-saturday-night/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-polarization/americans-divided-on-party-lines-over-risk-from-coronavirus-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN20T2O3
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/texas-baboon-troop-enlisted-in-humankind-s-war-on-coronavirus
https://apnews.com/f84bfb316453b8bd3468bd64e319426f
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/grand-princess-cruise-passenger-describes-hellish-coronavirus-quarantine/
https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.usni.org/2020/03/07/u-s-sailor-in-naples-has-navys-first-known-coronavirus-case
https://www.foxnews.com/health/coronavirus-us-army-south-korea-suspends-travel-soldiers
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/06/the-nightmare-of-living-quarantined-under-coronavirus/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-calls-retired-doctors-help-fight-virus-104410595.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-07/amid-coronavirus-concerns-officials-call-on-public-to-donate-blood
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/all-hospital-beds-us-will-be-filled-coronavirus-patients-about-may-8th-according-analysis
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/coronavirus-claims-two-elderly-victims-in-florida/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/cuomo-declares-state-of-emergency-as-new-york-state-coronavirus-cases-soar-to-76/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-defends-coronavirus-response-as-he-attacks-fake-news-again-we-have-a-perfectly-coordinated-and-fine-tuned-plan/
https://apnews.com/921ad7f1f08d7634bf681ba785faf269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/486452-cdc-has-tested-1583-people-for-coronavirus
https://www.axios.com/cpac-attendee-coronavirus-ac732478-bf2d-403e-981f-81c9f8ef2dfd.html
https://apnews.com/f3be69cc2cf55f74a35118c557ad8461
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
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Coachella cancelled next? 

LEBRON: I won't play without fans... 

MLB limits spring autographs... 

CHINA QUARANTINE HOTEL COLLAPSES...

COVERUP: Whistleblowers say recovery 'fake'...

Israel considers placing travelers from NY, CA and WA in quarantine...

SICK MAP... 

'We're past the point of containment'… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-
passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-
BB10UEFP

DRUDGEREPORT
Rout in Stock Futures Trigger Trading Curbs... Developing… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-
221631295.html 
10-year Treasury below 0.5%...
Anxiety grips companies across world...
'We're past the point of containment'… 
Ted Cruz self-quarantines after contact at CPAC...
Close call threatens to upend Trump's routine... 
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Federal Agencies Prep Disruptions...
Cops in hazmat suits enforce lockdown in Spain...
Israel to Draft Teens and Army to Fight Spread... 

https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/world/2020/03/08/israel-to-draft-teens-and-army-to-fight-spread-of-virus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507166/coronavirus-patients-in-spain-forced-to-stay-in-their-homes-by-terror-cops-in-hazmat-suits/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Close-call-at-CPAC-threatens-to-upend-Trump-s-15115615.php
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https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Two-AIPAC-attendees-test-positive-for-coronavirus-620079
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086077/Hotel-China-holding-coronavirus-victims-quarantine-collapses.html
https://apnews.com/87c707ecd6f88fa763e2f4368aa0ecca
https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/486428-lebron-james-i-aint-playing-if-there-are-no-fans-due-to
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8085051/Could-COACHELLA-event-cancelled-coronavirus.html


'Most daunting virus' in half century...
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Woman sparks panic on plane by deliberately coughing on crew!
Airport screeners, health workers plagued by fear and anger... 
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

CME Group says U.S. stock futures hit down limit, continue to trade 
Futures contracts on the U.S. stock market had hit their 5% overnight 
down limit but trading in the instruments continued, the CME Group said 
on Monday. Reuters

YAHOONEWS Business Dow futures plunge 1,200 points, crude prices 
tumble as fears of oil price war add to virus angst 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-futures-plunge-1-000-
234211153.html 

YAHOONEWS Politics Associated Press Trump to skip St. Patrick's Day 
Hill luncheon, blames Pelosi Irish eyes at the U.S. Capitol will not smile 
on President Donald Trump on St. Patrick's Day. Trump is skipping an 
annual bipartisan luncheon with House and Senate lawmakers 
celebrating the ties that bind the U.S. and Ireland, a White House 
spokesman said. Trump blamed House Speaker Nancy Pelosi.

CNN
Coronavirus puts Italy on lockdown 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 
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https://news.google.com/articles/CBMihQFodHRwczovL3d3dy5yZXV0ZXJzLmNvbS9hcnRpY2xlL3VzLW1hcmtldHMtc3RvY2tzLWNtZS9jbWUtZ3JvdXAtc2F5cy11LXMtc3RvY2stZnV0dXJlcy1oaXQtZG93bi1saW1pdC1jb250aW51ZS10by10cmFkZS1pZFVTS0JOMjBXMENI0gE0aHR0cHM6Ly9tb2JpbGUucmV1dGVycy5jb20vYXJ0aWNsZS9hbXAvaWRVU0tCTjIwVzBDSA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200308001731-hjzm5
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/


The country's Prime Minister says the move will protect citizens, 
especially the most fragile

A 'tsunami of patients' in northern Italy

Should Trump be worried about contracting virus?

Head of NY/NJ port authority has coronavirus, governor says

Governor announces a 'New York' brand of hand sanitizer

Analysis: A 'short, sharp' global recession is looking inevitable

US coronavirus deaths surge as authorities look after travelers

Watch Trump promote misinformation as pandemic spreads

These trains carry millions. Coronavirus is their latest worry.

Opinion: Coronavirus will wreak havoc on the US economy

As states struggle to contain coronavirus, Trump gets combative with 
governors

4 lawmakers -- including one who shook Trump's hand -- to self-
quarantine after CPAC

• See Trump shake hands with lawmaker now under quarantine
• Analysis: Grisham's bad answer on the virus
• Analysis: 25 concerning lines from Trump's CDC visit

Dow posts biggest point drop in history

MSNBC
Gaetz, Collins had contact with Trump before entering self-quarantine

Former CIA director: Is Trump 'psychologically capable' of putting 
country first?

Presidential tweets can't paper over Trump's coronavirus failures

HUFFPOST
EMPTY ITALY: ENTIRE COUNTRY LOCKED DOWN! 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-lockdown-coronavirus_n_5e66ab53c5b605572809d54d
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/presidential-tweets-can-t-paper-over-trump-s-coronavirus-failures-n1153346
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/brennan-i-wonder-if-trump-s-psychologically-capable-to-put-the-country-s-well-being-first-80342085719
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/brennan-i-wonder-if-trump-s-psychologically-capable-to-put-the-country-s-well-being-first-80342085719
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/gaetz-collins-had-contact-with-trump-before-they-self-quarantined-after-coronavirus-exposure-80355397955
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-030920/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cdc-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/grisham-trump-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/politics/2020/03/09/trump-doug-collins-handshake-coronavirus-georgia-lead-vpx.cnn.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/doug-collins-self-quarantine-cpac/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/doug-collins-self-quarantine-cpac/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cuomo-coronavirus-combative-governors/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cuomo-coronavirus-combative-governors/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/perspectives/coronavirus-economy-recession-fed-rate-cut/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/new-york-subway-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/09/john-avlon-reality-check-trump-misinformation-coronavirus-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/health/us-coronavirus-monday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/09/new-york-prisoners-make-sanitizer-coronavirus-nr-baldwin-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/port-authority-coronavirus-director-new-york-new-jersey/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/09/trump-coronavirus-matt-gaetz-doug-collins-sanjay-gupta-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/europe/coronavirus-italy-lockdown-intl/index.html
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California Cruise Ship With Coronavirus Cases Docks In Oakland To 
Unload Passengers

The Next Big Coronavirus Worry: Can Hospitals Handle The Influx?

University of Puget Sound in Tacoma latest to turn to virtual classes 
because of coronavirus

The University of Puget Sound will move all in-person classes online 
starting March 9, school officials announced. The university joins others 
in the transition as ...
Tacoma News Tribune

DHEC investigating possible coronavirus case in Spartanburg, 3 others 
statewide, officials say

DHEC says officials are investigating four new presumptive positive 
cases of the novel coronavirus, also known as COVID-19, in South 
Carolina.
WYFF4 Greenville

SCDHEC announces four new presumptive cases of COVID-19, monitoring 
6 total

The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control 
(DHEC) is investigating additional cases of the COVID-19 novel 
coronavirus. As of Sunday ...
wpde.com

DHEC investigating four new presumptive positive Coronavirus cases in 
South Carolina

COLUMBIA, S.C. (WIS) - The South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control is investigating additional cases of the 
coronavirus in South ...
WIS10YesterdayLocal coverage
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SCDHEC investigating four new possible cases of coronavirus in S.C.

South Carolina state officials announced Sunday the possibility of four 
new 'presumptive' coronavirus cases in the state.
WMBF

Two more coronavirus cases confirmed in Pa., bringing state total to six

The cases were discovered in Montgomery County, where two other 
cases were previously reported, according to the Pennsylvania 
Department of Health.
PennLive

Two cases of COVID-19 in Montgomery County's location identified; 
Declaration of Disaster Emergency signed

Montgomery County officials and the Office of Public Health (OPH) 
provided an update on the two presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 in
Montgomery ...
6abc.com

Health officials confirm 3rd coronavirus case in Broward

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. (WSVN) - The Florida Department of Health has 
confirmed a third patient in Broward County has tested positive for the 
new ...
WSVN 7News | Miami News, Weather, Sports | Fort Lauderdale

Florida Department of Health announced new positive COVID-19 case in 
Broward County

The Florida Department of Health announced Sunday that there is a new 
positive case for COVID-19 in Broward County.
WPLG Local 10

Coronavirus spreads in Washington, but local officials confirm no cases 
in Spokane County

Local health officials said Sunday there are no positive cases of the new 
coronavirus in Spokane County, though the virus continues to spread in 
Washington.
The Spokesman-Review
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Three more coronavirus deaths reported Sunday, bringing statewide total
to 19

King County on Sunday reported two more deaths linked to coronavirus, 
bringing the total number of deaths in the state to 18.
Q13 News Seattle

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost 'Nero' Trends After Trump Shares Ominous
Meme Of Himself Fiddling Amid Chaos 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/donald-trump-nero-meme-
021905209.html The president golfed this weekend, then shared an 
image that critics say likened him to Nero fiddling as Rome burned.

Market Update for Monday - March 9th, 2020 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-09/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=495fb280c083691f831ee83
98e4931fab6ab370699ebb21cbbd41069d1f1344d 

Today's Highlights:

Markets around the globe were crashing last night after “the perfect 
storm”:

Coronavirus

Oil War between Saudi Arabia and Russia

Lowest 10-year yield ever!

The DOW crashed 2,014 point.

>> Click here to read the full story... (it's too much to write in this email!)
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"Madness Is the Rule 

David Stockman | March 09, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

Madness is something rare in individuals – but in groups, parties, peoples,
and ages, it is the rule.

–Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil (1886)

...

Here’s the “elevator pitch” breaking down what happened today, courtesy
of the email crew at The New York Times:

Breaking News: Trading in U.S. stocks was halted temporarily after a 7 
percent drop set off a “circuit breaker” to prevent a deeper crash.

This is Sven Henrich, writing on Sunday as what’s reflected on your 
screens today was taking shape:
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We’re faced with the most critical time since the financial crisis. That’s 
not my opinion, this is what the $VIX says. It’s behaving in a very unusual
and rare way and everyone better pay very close attention. When I made 
the $VIX 46 call in January it seemed like an idiotic call to make for $VIX 
moves into the 40’s are extremely rare. But it happened and $VIX hit 46 a
week ago and now on Friday $VIX hit 54 before again reverting below the 
trend line I had originally drawn in January (see Big Calls).

That was before the Dow Jones Industrial Average gapped down more 
than 1,000 points at the open and “circuit breakers” saved panic-sellers 
from themselves.

As we discussed last week, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note – 
the benchmark security of the entire global financial system – is rapidly 
making its way to zero.

And it looks like the very prospect is sending grand palpitations through 
every beating heart on Wall Street, even the silicon-based ones…

“Madness” is hardly adequate to describe the situation.

Whatever it is, the worst crack-up in history is unfolding. When it finally 
finds its pin – COVID-19 or otherwise – the ensuing implosion will rattle 
the foundations of the financial system like never before.

Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh framed the situation for Delta Profit 
Trader subscribers this morning:

We’ve been extremely nervous about a market crash, and, with U.S. 



equity futures “locked limit-down” this morning, a 5% drop could be just 
the tip of the iceberg.

Remember all those historical figures we discussed on Friday? Well, 
we’re close to another one, as oil futures have fallen by the most since 
1991 on the news that Russia and Saudi Arabia have launched an all-out 
price war.

There’s no easy way to say this… As bad as things seem to be, there is a 
distinct possibility they could get much worse.

What most people are missing when they discuss the Fed’s emergency 
rate cut is the fact that corporate credit markets had completely frozen. 
That’s right: It wasn’t necessarily the 10% dip in the S&P 500 Index.

It likely had much more to do with the fact that we hadn’t seen a single 
corporate credit issuance for seven days. 

[Chart]

That rarely happens in a world where corporations are constantly rolling 
billions of dollars in debt maturities and issuing new securities for a 
variety of reasons. I say “rarely” because these sorts of events are 
typically reserved for crises.

This credit freeze certainly has an impact on debt-fueled buybacks that 
have been the major force propping up equity markets for the past 
several years. But it goes much deeper than that.



When credit markets seize up, weaknesses everywhere will be exposed, 
particularly when corporations have been levering up at a staggering clip 
to buy back their own shares and create the illusion of earnings growth.

The buyback binge leaves corporations with increasing amounts of 
leverage and depleted cash buffers for when sudden shocks like, yes, the 
coronavirus, take the world by surprise.

It’s why General Electric (GE) had to slash its dividend and attempt to 
settle its massive pension deficit after years of dumping tens of billions 
of dollars into stock buybacks. It’s why Boeing (BA) needed a $10 billion 
lifeline in the immediate aftermath of its 737 MAX debacle.

Cash flows became severely impaired as orders came screeching to a 
halt – and that’s not even considering the fallout from extended flight 
cancellations due to coronavirus.

With airlines likely entering full-on self-preservation mode, can we really 
expect a sharp rebound in plane purchases?

Now, I know it’s just one example. But think about the repercussions of 
distress from a Fortune 100 bellwether, like Boeing, would have on the 
broader market.

It’s no coincidence investment-grade and high-yield credit default 
protection are blowing out, as cash flows for an over-indebted corporate 
sector are suddenly in doubt.

And the recent plunge in oil will likely only exacerbate the corporate 
credit crunch with an energy sector that’s seen its fair share of 
malinvestment due to the perverse mindset of “lower for longer” in 



interest rates.

Make no mistake.

Russia’s decision to refuse to cut oil production which then sparked 
Saudi Arabia’s response to ramp up production was 100% a metagame 
maneuver to kick the weak while they were down.

So, yes, equities are oversold. But, judging by the stress in credit 
markets, this sudden move lower could be far from over.

[Chart]

Rates are plummeting, and more rate cuts are likely forthcoming – not 
that they’ll do much to help.

And, despite all claims that banks are so much healthier today, the 
bursting of a corporate credit bubble accompanied by ever-lower interest
rates suggests the U.S. banking sector shouldn’t be far behind its 
European and Japanese brethren.

[Chart]

The unfortunate truth to the current dynamic is that, during times of 
extreme distress – just like two Fridays ago – anything can be liquidated 
as margin calls begin to sweep across traders around the world.

Let’s be safe out there.



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY QUARANTINES ENTIRE COUNTRY 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/italy-extends-its-quarantine-to-the-
entire-country-pm-asks-residents-to-stay-at-home.html 
MARKET BLOODBATH:
STOCKS CRATER: DOW -2013
OIL PLUNGES 24%
BANKS HIT HARD
FED PUMPS MORE CASH 

New York Prison Labor Prepares to Dig Graves... 
Now making hand sanitizer... 
CA restaurant takes temperatures before serving customers... 
Top Virus Doctor Says High Blood Pressure Is Major Death Risk... 
Average of 5 days for symptoms to show... 
NYC considers shutting subway system...
Top Transit Official Tests Positive...
NJ's First Patient Warns 'It Happened So Quick'...
Shocking escalation from 'no symptoms to death' in just hours...
Threat fuels demand for herbal remedies... 
Florida Republican goes into quarantine AFTER flying on Air Force One...
Georgia Rep. visited CDC with Commander-in-Chief...
CRAMER BLASTS TRUMP: 'We Want Leadership -- We Don't Want 
Golfing'...
President retweets photo of himself fiddling... 
Reassures donors response is under control... 
Stock Trading Halted After Selling Triggers Circuit Breaker... 
White House Drafting Economic Steps to Fight Fallout...
Wall Street execs coming Wednesday...
Anxiety grips companies across world...

https://apnews.com/b0b49661addb3b99efaca70c4ba1d189
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/white-house-to-invite-wall-street-executives-to-meet-over-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-aides-drafting-economic-measures-035235254.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/traders-closely-watching-circuit-breakers-thresholds-11583761223
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/trump-pence-try-to-reassure-gop-donors-coronavirus-response-under-control.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900761/trump-retweets-white-house-photo-fiddling-says-doesnt-know-what-means
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https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trump-spent-friday-doug-collins-corona-virus-quarantine/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8093227/Florida-Republican-Matt-Gaetz-goes-quarantine-flying-Air-Force-One-Donald-Trump.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309161253-0ve6e
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900862/washington-nursing-home-coronavirus-outbreak-reported-shocking-escalation-from-no-symptoms-death
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-update-new-jersey-patiet-speaks-out/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/ny-gov-cuomo-reports-that-top-transit-official-has-coronavirus/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/officials-not-ruling-out-shutting-down-mass-transit-in-wake-of-coronavirus
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/it-takes-an-average-of-5-days-for-coronavirus-symptoms-to-show-new-study-says.html
https://gulfnews.com/world/asia/coronavirus-doctor-says-high-blood-pressure-a-major-death-risk-1.1583772143148
https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/article241032031.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-in-ny-cuomo-unveils-states-hand-sanitizer-made-by-prisoners/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/rikers-inmates-will-dig-graves-if-coronavirus-batters-new-york
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/fed-to-step-up-liquidity-injections-to-guard-against-market-pressure.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bank-stocks-plummet-along-with-oil-prices-11583770912
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/dow-futures-drop-700-points-as-all-out-oil-price-war-adds-to-coronavirus-stress.html
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'We're past the point of containment'...
Congress Considering Emergency Shutdown...
Foreign officials 'discouraged' from visiting Oval Office, State Dept...
Conference calls, video chats instead...
WASHPOST, POLITICO, DAILY BEAST reporters quarantined...
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Deadly Prison Protests Break Out in Italy...
'Caged' pope receives guests -- from afar...
Flight Diverted After Passengers Turn Unruly Over Person Coughing, 
Sneezing...
Woman sparks panic by deliberately coughing on crew!
Saudi Arabia to fine people $133,000 for hiding health details on entry...
All travelers to Israel to be isolated...
French minister catches after parliament visit... 

As coronavirus spreads, warnings become more urgent for elderly and 
frail...

UPDATE: Cruise Ship Arrives At Port Of Oakland... 

'War Zone'...

Can You Catch From Handling Cash? 

Bill Gates-funded program will soon offer home-testing kits... 

Does worrying increase risk of getting sick? 

Not enough ICU beds or ventilators to deal with even moderate 
outbreak...

Florida theme parks keep eye on virus as spring break nears...

Criminals Cash In... 

Robbers wearing surgical masks rob NY casino... 

Beijing Portrays President Xi Jinping as Hero of Virus Fight... 

Madonna cancels remaining Paris gigs... 

https://www.france24.com/en/20200309-madonna-cancels-remaining-paris-gigs-over-coronavirus
https://www.wsj.com/articles/beijing-portrays-president-as-hero-of-coronavirus-fight-11583678054
https://nypost.com/2020/03/08/two-armed-gunmen-hold-up-aqueduct-racetrack-for-a-lot-of-money-saturday-night/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/criminals-cash-in-on-coronavirus-11583739994
https://apnews.com/8bf6899c88d896592417a781a41aa34f
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900850/doesnt-have-enough-icu-beds-ventilators-deal-even-moderate-coronavirus-outbreak
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900850/doesnt-have-enough-icu-beds-ventilators-deal-even-moderate-coronavirus-outbreak
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https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/gates-funded-program-will-soon-offer-home-testing-kits-for-new-coronavirus/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-cash-handling-money-from-asia-aside/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-stricken-grand-princess-golden-gate-bridge-sick-passengers-oakland/
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https://news.trust.org/item/20200309205743-rvt4v
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israeli-diagnosis-two-more-people-with-coronavirus-patients-40-and-41-620347
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309131544-4dcqh
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/08/unruly-passengers-divert-denver/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/08/unruly-passengers-divert-denver/
https://news.yahoo.com/caged-pope-receives-guests-afar-160248252.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/six-inmates-dead-scores-escape-as-prisoners-riot-across-italy-after-visitor-restrictions-over-coronavirus
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.washingtonian.com/2020/03/09/politico-reporters-who-covered-cpac-have-self-quarantined-due-to-coronavirus-fears/
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/white-house-coronavirus-officials
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/white-house-coronavirus-officials
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/anxiety-aging-congress-spreads-along-coronavirus-n1152851
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP


Drink Corona: Israel's rabbis offer mixed advice on outbreak... 

Bible Says There Will Be 'Pestilences' In Last Days... 

SICK MAP... 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
Bible Says There Will Be 'Pestilences' In Last Days... 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/the-bible-says-that-there-will-
be-pestilences-in-the-last-days 

YAHOONEWS Trump's stock market advice keeps looking worse 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/in-coronavirus-crisis-trumps-stockmarket-
advice-keeps-looking-worse-213627171.html Two weeks ago, President 
Trump said the coronavirus was under control and suggested it was a 
good time to buy stocks. Since then, the Dow has fallen by more than 
5,000 points. WH economic adviser made similar plea

YAHOONEWS Business ‘This Is 1929’: Hedge Fund Bear Warns of Great 
Depression-Style Stock Market Crash 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/1929-hedge-fund-bear-warns-
100007615.html Forget 2008. Hedge fund bear Kevin Smith says this 
stock market crash will mimic the 1929 downturn that ushered in the 
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Great Depression. [ I couldn’t help but see the same thing myself! ]

CNN
National Guard deployed to New York suburb 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-
hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced a new plan to contain an outbreak north 
of New York City that he called 'probably the largest cluster in the United
States'

Get updates on coronavirus Newsletter | Podcast I Catch up

House wins access to Mueller grand jury details, appeals court rules

MSNBC
Trump faces huge leadership crisis over coronavirus and the economy

Ruhle: 'Fears of a global recession are real' due to coronavirus

Trump compared coronavirus to the flu. Here's why that's a bad idea.

Biden and Sanders face off in six key states in next round of primaries

HUFFPOST
Politics

House Democrats Can See Secret Mueller Grand Jury Testimony, Appeals
Court Rules https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mueller-report-grand-jury-
testimony-ruling_n_5e67bd78c5b60557280c67a9 

World News

U.S. Military Begins Withdrawing Troops Amid Political Chaos In 
Afghanistan

Politics

https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-troop-withdrawal-afghanistan_n_5e674f23c5b6670e72fdefcb
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https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/ruhle-fears-of-a-global-recession-are-real-due-to-coronavirus-80377413504
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-faces-huge-leadership-crisis-over-coronavirus-and-the-economy-80375877957
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/politics/house-mueller-secret-grand-jury/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/world/newsletter-coronavirus-03-10-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
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Group Asks Congress To Investigate If Betsy DeVos Is Tied To Her 
Brother’s Work

YAHOONEWS Politics Reuters In setback for Trump, court says House 
panel can get Russia report material https://www.yahoo.com/news/u-
appeals-court-says-house-162736150.html A U.S. appeals court on 
Tuesday dealt a setback to President Donald Trump's administration, 
ruling that the Justice Department must provide a Democratic-led 
congressional panel grand jury material redacted from former Special 
Counsel Robert Mueller's report on Russian interference in the 2016 
election. In a 2-1 decision, a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit upheld an Oct. 25 ruling by 
Chief U.S. District Judge Beryl Howell against the administration's bid to 
keep the redacted material secret. The circuit court backed Howell's 
decision to direct the administration to comply with a subpoena by the 
House Judiciary Committee for the material blacked out of Mueller's 
report.

• House Democrats Can See Secret Mueller Grand Jury Testimony,   
Appeals Court Rules
HuffPost

• Court: House entitled to Mueller probe grand jury testimony  
Associated Press

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY QUARANTINES ENTIRE COUNTRY
NEW YORK DEPLOYS NATIONAL GUARD
SEATTLE READIES CRACKDOWN
STOCKS SWOON
TRUMP FEELS HEAT
STRUGGLES TO CALM NATION
ONLY 6,563 AMERICANS TESTED? 

Trump's Chief Of Staff Self-Quarantines… 
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-
meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/ 
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https://news.yahoo.com/only-5000-americans-have-been-tested-for-the-coronavirus-so-far-151447195.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Trump-struggles-to-calm-nation-after-days-of-15118445.php
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-feels-heat-coronavirus-stalks-us-215617212.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/dow-futures-fall-200-points-following-markets-worst-day-since-financial-crisis.html
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/seattle-area-official-outlines-potential-next-steps-in-coronavirus-response-including-cancellation-of-events/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/nyc-adds-5-new-covid-19-cases-tri-state-total-more-than-triples-in-days/2319688/
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Secret Service faces unique challenge of protecting president from 
exposure...
CPAC Attendee Went to Posh VIP Congressional Event...
TUCKER: People You Probably Voted For Are Minimizing Danger...
Pelosi rejects calls to shutter Capitol: 'We're the captains of this ship'...
MAYOR: NYC cases 'coming in so intensely now'...
Mass. declares state of emergency...
'10 days from our hospitals getting creamed'...
'Could happen here' like Wuhan...
CDC director: Not enough staff, equipment in public health labs...
NO KITS! Nursing home unable to diagnose 65 workers with symptoms...
Seattle Patient Zero Spread Despite Ebola-Style Lockdown...
Italy's lockdown upends most basic routines and joys...
Threat fuels demand for herbal remedies...
Mistrust, rumor and conspiracy theories hinder fight...
WALMART employee tests positive...
Silicon Valley bans mass gatherings of 1,000 or more...
Travel slump worsens as airlines blame media...
DELTA, AMERICAN Trim Capacity, SOUTHWEST Chief Salary Cut...
AP PHOTOS: Life in the time of coronavirus...
Pope tells priests to go out and meet sick...
Israel seals itself off from international travel...
German hospital creates drive-through for testing... 

https://news.yahoo.com/german-hospital-creates-drive-coronavirus-tests-135034506.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Israel-seals-itself-off-from-international-travel-15120089.php
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8095021/The-Pope-urges-priests-visit-coronavirus-sufferers.html
https://apnews.com/07b540c6c7e41c45cf72a8e650cfb268
https://www.wsj.com/articles/southwest-ceo-to-cut-his-pay-by-10-as-coronavirus-chills-bookings-11583840287
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/10/airlines-travel-slump-coronavirus-125016
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-10/coronavirus-economy-grand-princess-cruise-ship-oakland-california
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/10/walmart-deploys-new-emergency-leave-policy-kentucky-associate-has-coronavirus.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mistrust-rumor-and-conspiracy-theories-hinder-us-virus-fight/ar-BB10Xemg
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309161253-0ve6e
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Italy-s-coronavirus-lockdown-upends-the-most-15119948.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/seattles-patient-zero-spread-coronavirus-despite-ebola-style-lockdown/ar-BB10XnUo
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309234801-s0bah
https://edition.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_13406d523202d42f725a5ccb9efbdae6
https://nypost.com/2020/03/10/johns-hopkins-doctor-warns-coronavirus-could-happen-here-like-wuhan/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/901251/trumps-former-pandemic-adviser-are-10-days-from-hospitals-getting-creamed
https://www.boston.com/news/local-news/2020/03/10/charlie-baker-coronavirus-update-tuesday-march-10-2020-livestream
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CNN
Walmart confirms coronavirus in one of its stores 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/business/walmart-coronavirus-case/inde
x.html 

live updates Coachella is postponed and Portugal is suspending flights to 
Italy

See stark contrast between Trump and expert on coronavirus

Google wants all North America employees to work from home

Virus cases in the US approach 1,000 as officials call off large gatherings

Coronavirus cases pass 113,000 worldwide 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-11-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Virus cases in the US approach 1,000 as officials call off large gatherings

Duke and UCLA joins universities across the US that are canceling in-
person classes

YAHOONEWS Entertainment

Netflix Takes Aim at Jared Kushner: ‘A Tier-One Predator’
https://www.yahoo.com/news/netflix-takes-aim-jared-kushner-
084029659.html 
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Netflix

“It’s up for debate whether money is the root of all evil, but on the basis 
of Dirty Money it’s certainly the motivation for an overwhelming amount 
of fraudulent, corrupt, and vile behavior.

Executive produced by prolific documentarian Alex Gibney, Netflix’s 
docuseries returns for its second season on March 11, delivering six new 
hour-long stories about the wretched lengths people will go to 
accumulate wealth—as well as the clout and influence that comes along 
with it. Destined to incite outrage and dismay, it’s another round of eye-
opening warnings about the foolishness of expecting fairness and 
decency in any situation in which the powerful have an opportunity to 
profit at the expense of the less fortunate.

And chief among this season’s villains is a fresh-faced young 
entrepreneur who proves the age-old maxim, like father (and father-in-
law), like son: Jared Kushner, aptly described here as “a tier-one 
predator.”

Directed by Daniel DiMauro and Morgan Pehme (Get Me Roger Stone), 
Dirty Money’s third installment “Slumlord Millionaire” takes direct aim at 
Donald Trump’s son-in-law, who married the president’s daughter Ivanka 
after assuming control of his father Charles’ real estate empire. That 
position was attained at an early age because Charles had to spend two 
years in prison for trying to obstruct a Chris Christie investigation into his
business by—I kid you not—blackmailing his sister and brother-in-law 
with video of the latter having sex with a prostitute that Charles had 
hired. As DiMauro and Pehme lay out in startling fashion, the rotten apple
didn’t fall far from the tree. Along with purchasing the New York Observer 

in order to control negative press about him and his relatives (a reaction 
to the tabloid beating his dad took), Kushner quickly began managing the 
family business via underhanded practices of a despicable sort.

Bill Maher Goes Full Sexist, Defends Chris Matthews and Mocks His 
Sexual Harassment Accuser

The 8-Year-Old Boy Brutally Tortured and Killed by His Own Mother 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-8-year-old-boy-brutally-tortured-and-killed-by-his-own-mother-because-she-thought-he-was-gay?via=rss&source=articles_fancylink
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/liberal-pac-wants-unreleased-footage-from-netflixs-roger-stone-doc-after-daily-beast-report
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Because She Thought He Was Gay

Chief among those is “construction harassment.” Kushner Companies 
loves to boot New Yorkers out of rent-stabilized apartments by initiating 
unnecessary large-scale renovations intended to make life so miserable 
that tenants flee their homes, thus allowing rents to then be jacked up to 
unaffordable levels. Failing to repair water and fixture damage, and 
saddling residents with unjust late fees (sometimes years after they’ve 
vacated the space) are additional tactics employed by Kushner’s firms, 
both in New York in Maryland, according to the film. Particularly in the 
latter state’s apartment complexes, residents are gouged by a litany of 
monetary penalties as a means of propping up a Kushner empire that—in 
the wake of its record-breaking 2007 purchase of Manhattan’s 666 5th 
Ave. building, and the ensuing financial crisis that made the property a 
monumental burden—is in desperate need of a steady revenue stream.

The overarching portrait painted by “Slumlord Millionaire” is of 
unrepentant real-estate scumbagggery. And somehow, it gets worse! Now
ensconced in the White House, Kushner has exploited his undeserved 
political role to obtain lucrative financial deals for his family, which in 
turn has made him a figure easily exploited by foreign powers eager to 
gain leverage over the president. It’s a lose-lose scenario for everyone 
except Kushner and his cronies. The efforts of Housing Rights Initiative 
founder Aaron Carr and New York City Councilmember Ritchie Torres 
have sought to end some of Kushner’s more shady tricks, such as renting 
units in buildings for which he doesn’t have a certificate of occupancy. 
Yet the man continues to live the untouchable life thanks to his stature 
and sway, including over dim-bulb tenants that lament their Kushner-
created nightmares and yet confess that they voted for Trump because 
“he takes care of business.”

Kushner is Dirty Money’s celebrity centerpiece, but he turns out to be a 
kindred spirit to the rest of the series’ repugnant subjects. Take, for 
example, the executives of Wells Fargo seen in Dan Krauss’ debut 
chapter, “The Wagon Wheel.” To keep profits high (and their own bonuses
fat), they created a corporate environment in which low-level employees 
were pressured to meet unrealistic quotas by opening up multiple 
accounts for clients without their knowledge, in part through the process 
of “cross-selling.” When this appalling operation was revealed, those 
same low-level employees were scapegoated while upper management 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-8-year-old-boy-brutally-tortured-and-killed-by-his-own-mother-because-she-thought-he-was-gay?via=rss&source=articles_fancylink


got off relatively scot-free—a turn of events that puts the lie to the bank’s
historic image as a folksy protector of enterprising Americans…...

Dirty Money’s tales are swift and incisive; restricted to an hour, they slice
away unnecessary narrative and argumentative fat to get straight to the 
fetid heart of the matter. That also means melodramatic manipulation is 
in short supply. The emotional toll these crimes take on individuals, and 
society is plain to see in the faces of the victimized, whether it’s the 
former employees of Texas’ Formosa Plastics (which poisoned the region,
lying about it the entire time), or the Peruvian men forced to risk their 
lives by illicitly mining for gold that’s employed by drug cartels in an 
elaborate money-laundering scheme. Heartbreak is almost as plentiful as 
greed and callousness, and if the show’s contention about the corrupting 
nature of money is familiar,  it’s nonetheless startling to see it made in so
many different, equally enraging ways.

According to Dirty Money, there’s practically no facet of modern life 
untouched by some form of financial wrongdoing, in part because man’s 
capacity for avarice and cruelty knows no bounds. It’s a bleak state of 
affairs with few easy solutions, although those looking for hope can also 
occasionally find it here as well, in the brave efforts of Point Comfort, 
Texas’ grassroots activists, and the legal challenges to criminality 
brought by many upstanding lawyers.

Plus, Dirty Money imparts one valuable lesson everyone can agree on, 
and follow from here on out: never live in a Kushner property.

Read more at The Daily Beast. “

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Lawmaker Spots The Coronavirus 
Moment Donald Trump Will Come To Regret 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/david-jolly-coronavirus-donald-trump-
075959339.html 
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Business MarketWatch Stocks haven’t bottomed and ‘incredibly choppy’ 
trade still lies ahead, says El-Erian 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/0dcf5bb4-8f11-33f5-83ec-
5d28ae06bbd2/stocks-haven%E2%80%99t-bottomed-and.html El-Erian, 
chief economic adviser to Allianz, had warned investors early last month 
that the global coronavirus outbreak could end the market's longstanding
“buy-the-dip” dynamic. The eruption of a global crude oil price war 
between Russia and Saudi Arabia tanked oil prices on Monday, sending 
shivers through global financial markets already left fragile by worries 
over the economic implications of the spread of COVID-19, while 
underlining concerns over potential stresses in corporate credit.

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Lawmaker Spots The Coronavirus 
Moment Donald Trump Will Come To Regret 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/david-jolly-coronavirus-donald-trump-
075959339.html 

CNN
Major universities suspend in-person classes 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/coronavirus-university-college-
classes/index.html 
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Nursing homes to limit visitors as the coronavirus outbreak spreads 
across three facilities

Restaurants struggle to survive as Seattle turns into a ghost town

Google to its North American workers: Stay home

Analysis: Media companies encourage employees to work from home as 
virus spreads

Hear from passengers quarantined on cruise ship

LATIMES

As California retreats from containment, New York sends in the National 
Guard 
With community spread growing and the expectation the worst is yet to come, 
health officials in California and across the county are changing tactics.
More Coverage
True number of U.S. coronavirus cases is far above official tally, scientists say 
https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2020-03-10/us-coronavirus-cases-far-
above-official-tally-scientists 
Coronavirus live updates: The latest from California and around the world
Video: Times reporters and editors answer your questions about coronavirus

CNN
Dow is in a bear market
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The index dropped at least 20% from its recent peak as coronavirus 
continues to whiplash investors 

Live updates WHO declares coronavirus a pandemic

Analysis: Coronavirus is about to change your life...

Where the coronavirus cases are in the US

He's infected. See his message from hospital room.

Analysis: What National Review nails about Trump's poor performance on 
coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/politics/national-review-
donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html 

"When Easy Money Makes It Hard

David Stockman | March 11, 2020

For it is dangerous to attach one’s self to the crowd in front, and so long 
as each one of us is more willing to trust another than to judge for 
himself, we never show any judgement in the matter of living, but always 
a blind trust, and a mistake that has been passed on from hand to hand 
finally involves us and works our destruction. It is the example of other 
people that is our undoing; let us merely separate ourselves from the 
crowd, and we shall be made whole. But as it is, the populace, defending 
its own iniquity, pits itself against reason. And so we see the same thing 
happening that happens at the elections, where, when the fickle breeze 
of popular favour has shifted, the very same persons who chose the 
praetors wonder that those praetors were chosen.

– Seneca the Younger, De Vita Beata (AD c. 58)
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...

Well, it’s yet another 1,000-point drop right off the open for the Dow Jones
Industrial Average today…

Oh, were it that “quaint, “orderly,” and “civilized” had currency in the age 
of bile, bombast, braggadocio, and, yes, bullshit.

Alas, here we are…

That closing question – which, I assume, is rhetorical – tells you just 
about all you need to know.

It doesn’t get any more pathetic than this.

Consider that the Federal Reserve cut its already absurdly low 
benchmark interest rate by another 50 basis points at 10 a.m. last 
Tuesday and before noon the same day the Tweeter-in-Chief was already 
pounding for more…

That back-to-back eruption of financial insanity from the two most 
powerful economic actors on the planet should’ve been all the warning 
any real investor needed.

I’m inclined to give the Donald a tiny bit of slack. He’s an absolute moron 
on economics. And he spent a lifetime as a leveraged real estate 
speculator, where, in fact, lower rates are always, but always, to be 
welcomed when you’re rolling the dice with other people’s money.



That’s even though it doesn’t get any more primitive or dangerous than 
his conviction that the price of money should be graduated lower based 
on the current year international league tables of gross domestic product
(GDP) growth or the volume of presidential bile, bombast, braggadocio, 
and/or bullshit, as the case may be.

Effectively, however, the tiny posse of fools who run the developed 
world’s central banks, notably the European Central Bank and the Bank 
of Japan, are burning down the foundations of their own economies. So, 
the Donald insists, we burn down ours, too.

Folks, here’s the sum and substance of his “thinking”:

“As usual, Jay Powell and the Federal Reserve are slow to act. Germany 
and others are pumping money into their economies. Other Central Banks
are much more aggressive,” Trump said, referring to the Fed chairman.

“The Federal Reserve is cutting but must further ease and, most 
importantly, come into line with other countries/competitors. We are not 
playing on a level field. Not fair to USA. It is finally time for the Federal 
Reserve to LEAD. More easing and cutting!”

By contrast, the empty suit and sniveling coward who announced that 
emergency rate cut deserves no quarter.

Jay Powell is so petrified of a Wall Street hiss-fit that he’s just plain 
abandoned any pretense of rational thought. You could dismiss his 
meandering post-announcement presser as risible drivel and be done with
it. Except, except…

Powell and his merry band of monetary central planners are so drunk 



with power that they now believe any ragged, threadbare, illogical excuse
to display their muscle and placate the crybabies and bullies up and 
down the Acela Corridor is all that’s required.

That is, there are no trade-offs, no risks – just cut and print, rinse and 
repeat…

Here’s Powell, averring that the central bank’s action would provide “… a 
meaningful boost to the economy” by loosening financial conditions and 
shoring up business and household confidence:

“We saw a risk to the outlook for the economy and chose to act,” Powell 
said, noting the impact on tourism and travel and on company supply 
chains. “I do know that the U.S. economy is strong…I fully expect that we
will return to solid growth and a solid labor market as well.”

“We do recognize that a rate cut will not reduce the rate of infection, it 
won’t fix a broken supply chain; we get that, we don’t think we have all 
the answers,” Powell said. Still, he said, it will help support “overall 
economic activity.”

This is “group-think” run amuck.

There is apparently no longer a single Fed head who understands that 
interest rates are not merely one-way control dials that exist solely to 
enable the Federal Open Market Committee to fine-tune the path of the 
nation’s $22 trillion GDP.

Somewhere over the last decades, the truth that savers are being harmed
every time the Fed pleasures Wall Street with another rate cut has been 
lost completely.



So has the notion that rate signals intended to encourage homeowners to
buy a house or businesses to build a plant also foster ever more carry-
trade speculation on Wall Street and reward Corporate America’s CEOs 
and CFOs for investing in self-pleasuring buybacks and M&A rather than 
productive new plant, equipment, technology, intellectual capital, and 
human resources.

We’ve now reached the point where the Fed is no longer even in the 
business of safeguarding sound money and financial-system efficiency 
and stability. Instead, it’s morphed into a grand macroeconomic 
underwriter, purporting to insure the U.S. economy against any and all 
bumps in the road, regardless of their origin.

We already had them insuring against the Donald’s Trade War madness 
with three rate cuts last summer. Then, with their repo facility madness 
in the fall, they were essentially insuring against the adverse rate and 
growth impacts of Imperial Washington’s borrowing binge.

And, now, they’re throwing the untoward impacts of pandemic onto their 
underwriter’s table.

So, presumably, anything could be next…

Look out below.

To common sense,

David"



DRUDGEREPORT
'70% WILL BE INFECTED'
FED PUMPS $175 BILLION IN DAY
SEATTLE SCHOOLS CLOSE
TRUMP TO ADDRESS NATION 
TOP DOC: Virus 10 TIMES more lethal than flu… 
https://theweek.com/speedreads/901470/coronavirus-10-times-more-
lethal-than-seasonal-flu-trumps-task-force-immunologist-says 
FAUCI: Infections and deaths 'totally dependent upon how we respond'...
Most Americans Will Likely Be Exposed... 
Political Leaders at Risk...
DC declares state of emergency... 
X-rays show terrifying damage in lungs of victims... 
Clusters swell on both sides of USA...
White House told federal health agency to classify deliberations...
'Emergency meeting'... 
Fight enters new phase as containment falters...
Response could test limits of govt powers...
Georgia to isolate patients at Hard Labor Creek State Park...
No Escape From Threat for 2 Million Crammed in Prisons...
GOODWIN: Trump needs to step up...
POLL: PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL HOLDS AT 40%... 
Military Struggles to Respond... 
New Italian lifestyle upends most basic routines and joys...
WHO Blasts 'Alarming' Inaction...
USA weighs limits on travelers from Europe...
JETBLUE CEO: Impact On Airline 'Probably Worse' Than 9/11...
Young capitalize on cheap flights: 'If I die, I die'... 
Casino To Take Temperatures Of Guests, Employees...
NCAA March Madness to be fan free... 
NBA game too... 
AP PHOTOS OF OUTBREAK...
STOCK SELL-OFF ACCELERATES: DOW -1464... 
BEAR MARKET...
11-Year Bull Run Ends... 
TREASURIES TURN RISKY... [ Ultimate Reason: 
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msnbc

Ruhle: Trump’s inaction turned coronavirus into a financial crisis 
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gig-workers-small-business-feeling-
pressure-of-coronavirus-economy-80478277534 
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CNN
Trump suspends travel from Europe to US

Watch CNN live Trump suspends travel from Europe to US

Trump says response is the most comprehensive effort to confront a 
foreign virus in US history

Deep into crisis, Trump demands 'something big' on coronavirus

Watch expert's stark warning about future of the virus

Where the coronavirus cases are in the US

Some responders stunned by lack of protective steps

He's infected. See his message from hospital room.

In pictures: The coronavirus is spreading across the world

Analysis: Coronavirus is about to change your life for a little while

MSNBC
MSNBC / rachel maddow showPressed on the ACA, Trump's rhetoric takes
an incoherent turn
MSNBC / the beat with ariNo ‘credibility’: Trump losing 2020 battle to hide
secret parts of Mueller 

MSNBC / craig melvinFmr. US Attorney on Federal judge rebuke: “In 
normal times this would be a huge crisis in the department”
MSNBC / ali velshiDavid Sirota: Biden has accepted ‘the Republican 
argument’ for cutting Social Security
MSNBC / ali velshiBetsy DeVos’ brother reportedly recruited ex-spies to 
infiltrate liberal groups
MSNBC / on assignmentDr. Richard Hatchett: 60-70% of world's 
population could become infected with coronavirus
MSNBC / kasie dcGlobal health expert: 'We may be entering potentially 
another phase'
MSNBC / rachel maddow showNew polling shows Trump trailing Dems 
(but he's pretending otherwise)
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MSNBC / msnbc‘Obnoxious’ and ‘cowardly’: Weinstein attorney reacts to 
23-year sentence
MSNBC / andrea mitchell reportsBrennan: 'I wonder if [Trump's] 
psychologically capable ...

HUFFPPOST
TRUMP’S VIRUS ‘PLAN’: BAN EUROPE TRAVEL!   NO TALK OF TEST   
TROUBLES 

EARLIER: Prez Wouldn’t Answer CNN Reporter’s Question About His False
Coronavirus Comments

All Stores In Italy Except Pharmacies And Food Markets Will Close For 
Coronavirus Prevention

Wall St. Plunges Into First Bear Market Since Financial Crisis

Do Not Listen To Trump On Coronavirus. Listen To Health Experts, 
Please. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-health-
experts_n_5e6941bcc5b6dda30fc28bbc 

World Health Organization Declares COVID-19 A Pandemic

DRUDGEREPORT
GERMANY: 70% WILL BE INFECTED
TOM HANKS TESTS POSITIVE
NBA SUSPENDS SEASON 
Tests indicate coronavirus can survive in air...
Wave of cancellations as outbreak spreads...
Italy expands shutdown to nearly all stores...
Trump fury at Fed! Explosive tirade...
Businesses see plummeting sales; Job losses have begun...
STOCKS MOVE INTO BEAR MARKET...
POLL: PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL HOLDS AT 40%...
White House told health agency to classify deliberations...
Iran and Russian Media Push Bioweapon Conspiracies...
Fears China is harvesting organs from muslim prisoners...
TOP DOC: 10 TIMES more lethal than flu...

https://theweek.com/speedreads/901470/coronavirus-10-times-more-lethal-than-seasonal-flu-trumps-task-force-immunologist-says
https://www.the-sun.com/news/522114/fears-china-is-executing-muslim-prisoners-and-harvesting-their-organs-to-treat-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2020/03/iran-and-russian-media-push-bioweapon-conspiracies-amid-covid19-outbreak/163669/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-secrecy-exclusive/exclusive-white-house-told-federal-health-agency-to-classify-coronavirus-deliberations-sources-idUSKBN20Y2LM
https://www.ipsos.com/en-us/news-polls/reuters-ipsos-data-core-political-2020-03-11
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/10/dow-futures-point-to-a-loss-of-more-than-400-points-after-tuesdays-surge.html
https://www.stripes.com/news/us/the-first-us-layoffs-from-the-coronavirus-are-here-1.622069
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Trump-urged-Mnuchin-to-pressure-Fed-s-Powell-on-15124246.php
https://apnews.com/57d413557858077d861f846670ca3515
https://apnews.com/f46e3914fac402e673c0a564b3325913
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/487110-tests-indicate-coronavirus-can-survive-in-the-air
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/coronavirus-nba-suspends-season-after-player-tests-positive.html
https://deadline.com/2020/03/tom-hanks-rita-wilson-test-positive-coronavirus-elvis-presley-movie-1202880431/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51835856
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Most Americans Will Likely Be Exposed...
X-rays show terrifying damage in lungs of victims...
Political Leaders at Risk...
TRUMP BANS ALL TRAVEL FROM EUROPE FOR 30 DAYS... 
JETBLUE CEO: Impact Probably Worse Than 9/11...
Young capitalize on cheap flights: 'If I die, I die'...
Super-rich jet off to disaster bunkers... 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-
wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - March 11th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-11/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=436ef9bc1294d667aa38f4b
0df64939bdf50326a1e561daba0ba774a8ec98964

Today's Highlights:

*Stocks got hammered today, and the longest Bull Market in history is 
officially over.

*Selling accelerated after the World Health Organization (WHO) declared 
COVID-19 (coronavirus) a global pandemic.

*There were also reports that a Congressional Dr. expects that 70-150 
million people in the U.S. will be infected with the virus

*With losses of more than 4.6%, the major indices gave up all of 
yesterday’s gains.

*With stocks getting hammered across the board, the DOW is now in a 
bear market (down 20% from recent highs)

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/young-people-capitalize-cheap-coronavirus-flights-if-i-die-i-n1154326
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-jetblue-ceo-robin-airline-industry-demand-after-911/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-makes-statement-on-coronavirus-wednesday-evening-watch-live-stream-today-2020-03-11/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-puts-political-leaders-at-risk-11583958738
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-x-rays-show-terrifying-21672219
https://www.thedailybeast.com/most-americans-will-likely-be-exposed-to-coronavirus-republicans-told


*According to a Goldman Sachs analyst, the average bear market sees a 
33% drop based on data going back to World War II. And right now we’re 
hovering around the 19-20% mark.

>> Click here to read the full story... 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-11/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=436ef9bc1294d667aa38f4b
0df64939bdf50326a1e561daba0ba774a8ec98964

CNN
Trump address sparks chaos as coronavirus crisis deepens 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
europe-travel/index.html 

The President set out to steady a rattled nation and diving markets, but 
instead sowed more confusion and doubts that he can handle the fast-
worsening situtation

Trump suspends travel from 26 European countries to US

live updates European officials say they were blindsided by Trump's new 
travel restrictions

Dr. Gupta: We don't have good vision on Trump's claim, and 'that is a huge
problem'

US stock futures fall more than 1,000 points 

Doctor explains what worries him most about coronavirus 

YAHOONEWS Business Business Insider Global stocks plunge after Trump
announces coronavirus response package 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/global-stocks-plunge-trump-announces-
040951760.html Global stocks and US stock market futures dropped late 
Wednesday with futures for the three major US indexes falling by more 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/global-stocks-plunge-trump-announces-040951760.html
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than 4.5%.

• WHO Declares The Coronavirus Outbreak A Pandemic  
Benzinga

• Eight more coronavirus cases confirmed in New Jersey  
Reuters Videos

MAIL.COM Trump Is a No-Show After Promise of Economic Plan Details 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/eight-more-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-205437894.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/eight-more-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-205437894.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/declares-coronavirus-outbreak-pandemic-174824890.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/declares-coronavirus-outbreak-pandemic-174824890.html


YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch This plunge looks a lot like the ones 
that rocked stocks in 1929, 1987 and 2008 — …..

• Bear Market Becomes Official with 1,400-Point Drop amid   
Coronavirus Fears
National Review

• Dow enters bear territory, plunging by more than 1,400 points  
NBC News

CNN

“NCAA is canceling March Madness

As the US death toll rises and more people self-quarantine, the sports 
world is grinding to a halt

Live updates Coronavirus shifts and disrupts daily life

NBA player touches mics in presser, tests positive for coronavirus, 
according to ESPN

How sports leagues are responding to the virus

Trump contradicts GOP lawmakers on testing

Analysis: The 30 most troubling lines from Donald Trump's latest news 
conference on coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-press-
conference/index.html 

The 30 most troubling lines from Donald Trump's latest news conference on 
coronavirus

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

(CNN)In a photo op with Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar on Thursday, President Donald 
Trump took a series of questions about the coronavirus pandemic and his administration's 
handling of it.

Quote “It was really something. I went through the transcript of his remarks and picked out 
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the lines you need to see. They're below. 

1. "I see they've canceled their big soccer games, their championship games and a 
lot of other games. They've canceled a lot over in Europe and all over the world. So 
this is a big world problem."
"Big world problem." -- President Trump on a global pandemic. And away we go!
2. "We took the original boldest step of all when we closed very early with China. 
That helped us save thousands of lives. And we went very early with Europe."
Trump's focus -- as it has been since nearly the start of this virus -- is on proving that he did
the right thing by limiting arrivals from China and, as of Wednesday night, from Europe as 
well. As for his claim that his moves have "helped us save thousands of lives," that is a very
hard thing to fact-check.
3. "But it'll be -- it'll go very quickly."
There's no indication that coronavirus will "go very quickly." None. 
4. "We'll be discussing some other moves that we're going to be making. And I think 
it's going to work out very well for everybody."
Well, I'm convinced!
5. "And they're -- they're doing a very good job. They don't have very much infection 
at this point, and hopefully they'll keep it that way."
The United Kingdom, to which Trump is referring here, has 373 cases, according to the 
World Health Organization. That's many more than other European countries where Trump 
has banned travel.
6. "Well, we get along very well with the European leaders, but we had to make a 
decision and I didn't want to take time -- and, you know, it takes a long time to make 
the individual calls"
"World leaders have long mocked each other. With Trump, they mean it." -- The 
Washington Post
7. "In the case of European Union, I've consulted with many people."
Literally, what does this mean?
8. "And the same people, then they say, oh, he closed too fast, why did he close -- 
most of them said, why did he close with China? That turned out to be a great move."
Again, Trump wants to ensure people know he deserves credit for closing travel to China. 
That's the key takeaway here. Not the impact the coronavirus is having in the United 
States.
9. "When you think of what happened to Europe, because it was very fast and very 
furious."
[Vin Diesel nods knowingly]
10. "You know, you see what's going on. And so I just wanted that to stop as it 
pertains to the United States. And that's what we've done. We've stopped it."
[narrator voice] We haven't. Not even close.
11. "We have a big one in Tampa, all sold out. We had over 100,000 requests for 
tickets. But I think we'll probably not do it because people would say it's better to not
do."
The question here was what Trump planned to do about campaign rallies, given the 
warnings about the need to avoid large crowds in spreading the coronavirus. The President
turned it into a chance to brag about how many tickets were requested for a rally. So, yeah.
12. "And what is the number as of this morning? Is it 32? You could tell me. Is it 32 
deaths, Steve, around that?"
The President of the United States is unaware of how many Americans have died as a 
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result of coronavirus. Indefensible. (At the moment, 38 people have passed away in the US 
from coronavirus.)
13. "I mean, think of it, the United States, because of what I did and what the 
administration did with China, we have 32 deaths at this point."
It's 38. And it was 38 when Trump said this.
14. "Other countries, that are smaller countries, have many, many deaths. Thirty-two 
is a lot. Thirty-two is too many. But when you look at the kind of numbers that you're 
seeing coming out of other countries, it's pretty amazing, when you think of it."
Yes, he is patting himself on the back. And yes, he is wrong about the number of deaths. 
And yes, this quote is literally whatever the opposite of empathy is.
15. "We have very strong emergency powers under the Stafford Act. And we are -- we
haven't -- I mean, I have it memorized, practically, as to the powers in that act."
The Stafford Act allows, among other things, a president to declare a disaster, a move that 
frees up federal resources to deal with something like the coronavirus. It is 192 pages long. 
President Trump has it memorized.
16. "I have the right to do a lot of things that people don't even know about."
Well, this isn't ominous at all!
17. "Look, we're in -- we're in great shape; compared to other places, we are in really 
good shape. And we want to keep it that way. That's why I did the ban with respect to
Europe."
"There's little value to European travel restrictions. Poor use of time & energy. Earlier, yes. 
Now, travel restrictions/screening are less useful. We have nearly as much disease here in 
the US as the countries in Europe. We MUST focus on layered community mitigation 
measures-Now!" -- Former Trump administration Department of Homeland Security adviser 
Tom Bossert
18. "You have to remember, the stock market, as an example, is still much higher 
than when I got here."
As of noon Eastern time Thursday, 83% of the gains the stock market had made since 
Trump came into office had been wiped out by fears over the pandemic's effect on the 
world economy, according to The New York Times' Peter Baker.
19. "We love the Irish."
Okey-doke!
20. "People have -- you know, we call it cases, how many cases do you have. Well, 
relative to other countries, we have very few cases, relative to certain of the -- of the 
major countries that really have a bigger problem than us."
"We call it cases."
21. "Let's put it this way, I'm not concerned, OK?"
In which the President dismisses questions about the fact that he was photographed over 
the weekend with a Brazilian press aide who has been diagnosed with the coronavirus. 
Sure. OK.
22. "They have a million tests out now. They're going to have, over the next few days,
they're going to have 4 million tests out. And frankly, the testing has been going very
smooth."
"The idea of anybody getting it easily, the way people in other countries are doing it, we're 
not set up for that. Do I think we should be? Yes. But we're not. That is a failing. It is a 
failing. Let's admit it." -- Dr. Anthony Fauci, today
23. "We're doing it the opposite, we're very much ahead of everything."
Simply not true.
24. "Well, I think the Democrats won't be having rallies, but nobody showed up to 
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their rallies anyway, so what difference does it make?"
Very "modern-day presidential" stuff here. Very.
25. "My rallies are very big. They're very big rallies, and we'll be making a decision at 
the appropriate time."
Right. You said that already.
26 "And I don't want people dying. That's what I'm all about."
When people ask me what I am all about in the future, I am going to say: "I don't want 
people dying. That's what I'm all about."
27. "So I had to make that decision, and frankly, the people that are professionals 
praise the decision, and it's something I had to do, and I think you'll see the end 
result is very good because of it."
Trump's decisions are, according to Trump, a) praised by "professionals" and b) will look 
even better sometime very soon.
28. "I used to be in the real estate business, as you've probably heard. They built 
some really -- and I -- I built beautiful buildings, and they've built some really 
beautiful buildings."
So, canceling the Olympics in Japan would be bad because of all the beautiful buildings 
that had been built. As always, laser-focused on what's important!
29. "Some areas have no problem whatsoever, in our country, and others do."
As of Thursday afternoon, 44 US states had confirmed coronavirus cases.
30. "You see what they're doing in New Rochelle, which is -- which is good, frankly, 
it's the right thing. But it's not enforced, it's not very strong but people know they're 
-- they're being watched, New Rochelle, that's a hot spot."

Yeah, this feels like a good place to end.” End Quote
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"THIS IS WHAT TOTAL SYSTEM FAILURE LOOKS LIKE

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/madness-is-the-rule/ 

David Stockman | March 12, 2020

In a dying civilization, political prestige is the reward not of the 
shrewdest politician, but of the man with the best bedside manner. It is 
the decoration conferred on mediocrity by ignorance.

– Eric Ambler, A Coffin for Dimitrios (1939)

...

Last night, we heard from the Donald, and the Dow Futures soon pointed 
to another 1,000-point-plus drop for stocks right at today’s open.

In fact, the slide was so steep “circuit breakers” kicked in and trading 
was halted for 15 minutes shortly after 9:30 a.m. EDT.

By midday, stocks were down about 9%.

That’s when our monetary central planners showed up. Here’s how the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York describes what it’s going to do to prop
up financial markets over the next few days.
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Here’s what’s really happening…

It’s worth reiterating the point Jim Bianco makes in that second tweet 
there: “Their balance sheet will balloon to a new all-time high TODAY!”

It’s worth noting that the New York Fed’s announcement helped the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average cut the day’s initial losses by more than half 
within minutes. Within an hour, though, selling pressure ratcheted back 
up…

Let’s turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for his regular Thursday 
commentary on markets.

Anatomy of a Liquidity Crisis

By Michael Coolbaugh

There’s no easy way to say this: Markets are spiraling out of control, and 
we are now experiencing a full-blown liquidity crisis.

Here’s what it looks like…

At around 8:00 a.m. EDT this morning, E-mini S&P 500 Index futures 
became what is known as “locked limit-down.” In other words, it had 
tripped a circuit breaker which won’t allow US equity futures to fall more 
than 5% outside of regular trading hours – 9:30 a.m. through 4:00 p.m.

[Chart]



It’s the same exact thing as the circuit breakers that halt all trading for 
15 minutes when equity indices fall 7% during the regular trading day, 
except that it’s not for any specified amount of time. They’ll periodically 
re-open trading to see if the selling pressure has subsided.

But, as soon as supply and demand forces push the contract back down 
to -5%, activity is once again “locked.”

In fact, this is exactly what happened during early morning hours on 
Monday, March 9, as S&P 500 Index futures remained “locked limit-down” 
for nearly 11 hours until the regular morning session opened at 9:30 a.m.

But I digress…

How does this tell us that we’re experiencing a liquidity crisis?

You see, when you’re a major investor who can’t just liquidate your 100 
share blocks in a millisecond, it may take a while to unwind hundreds of 
millions if not billions of dollars in positions.

It’s why equity futures are so useful as a hedging tool. It’s a quick and 
liquid way to reduce your market exposure while buying you time to sell 
off some of your individual positions.

But what happens when you’re no longer allowed to sell short equity 
futures to offset your risk exposure?

Well, let’s take a look at what happened to gold as soon as trading was 



halted in equity index futures…
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That’s right: When there is a true liquidity crisis, the only thing people are
concerned with is cold, hard cash. It’s not some financial contract whose
value is at the whim of other manic investors.

So, you begin selling anything and everything in sight…
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I’ll be honest; part of my view from last week that the “dip” may be more 
than “just a dip” was the relatively complacent behavior from investors.

Despite the sudden 10%-plus plunge from all-time-highs, there were 
numerous stories that hedge funds – which were already running some of 
their highest exposures on record – had been more aggressive in “buying 
the dip” than we had seen over the past decade.
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Here are just a few of the headlines:

Hedge Funds Ramped Up Leverage in Stocks Just Before Market Rout, 
Bloomberg, February 25, 2020



Friday’s Dip Buying By Hedge Funds Was The Most Extreme In The Past 
Decade: Why This Is Worrying Morgan Stanley, ZeroHedge, March 2, 2020

In other words, investors still didn’t seem to appreciate the true gravity 
of the situation.

Unfortunately, that’s really been the mindset for most people around the 
world since the initial outbreak.

After all, we’ve been told from the get-go that it was “just the flu.”

To be clear, as bad as things seem to be, this recent liquidity crisis will 
only make things worse.

Here’s a view of repo operations following the Federal Reserve’s 
emergency rate cut…
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Not only has it done nothing to calm the panic gripping equity markets. 
It’s made the situation much worse.

Repo operations have now ballooned to their largest on record – yes, even
exceeding those during the Global Financial Crisis back in 2008-09.

[Chart]



For those of you who recall the beginnings of the GFC, you may 
remember the bank executives telling everyone that things are just fine.

Well, here are a few headlines from yesterday’s meeting at the White 
House:

Bank of America’s Moynihan, in White House Coronavirus meeting, says 
US banks are strongly capitalized

Goldman Sachs’ Solomon says banks are in good shape, we’ll get through
this

Citi’s Corbat says this is not a financial crisis

I don’t know about you, but I’ve always been taught by old-school traders 
that whenever somebody feels the need to comment on the strength of 
their balance sheet it might be best to run for the hills.

Of course, just as I’m writing this, the following headlines scrolled across
my Bloomberg terminal:

*FED EXPANDS TREASURY PURCHASES BEYOND BILLS

*NY FED SAYS TO OFFER $500B IN 30MONTH REPO OPERATION

In other words, the Fed has just re-launched another round of 
“quantitative easing.” Whether it will be enough to halt the current crisis 
remains to be seen.



I don’t believe billions of dollars will kill a virus. But it is a monumental 
step in the right direction for one of my long-term theses, which is…

Got Gold?

To common sense,

David"

CNN



As the outbreak spreads, closings and cancellations are hitting school 
systems, sporting events and even Disneyland

Disneyland and Disney World close due to outbreak

Governor explains why he closed all schools 

US moves to implement Europe travel restrictions Friday

Rep. Katie Porter gets CDC chief to agree to pay for virus testing

What historians heard when Trump warned of a 'foreign virus' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/us/disease-outbreaks-xenophobia-
history/index.html 

Doctor explains what worries him most about coronavirus

A prison pandemic? Steps to avoid the worst

Why the outbreak could be particularly bad on college campuses

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

Trump's rivals use virus to make 2020 case

MSNBC
Nearly half of U.S. states under emergency declarations over 
coronavirus

HUFFPOST
NBC NIXES LATE SHOWS FOR NOW 

YAHOONEWS Entertainment
Netflix Takes Aim at Jared Kushner: ‘A Tier-One Predator’
https://www.yahoo.com/news/netflix-takes-aim-jared-kushner-084029659.html 
Nick Schager
The Daily BeastMarch 9, 2020, 1:40 AM PDT
Netflix
“It’s up for debate whether money is the root of all evil, but on the basis of Dirty Money it’s certainly the 
motivation for an overwhelming amount of fraudulent, corrupt, and vile behavior.
Executive produced by prolific documentarian Alex Gibney, Netflix’s docuseries returns for its second 
season on March 11, delivering six new hour-long stories about the wretched lengths people will go to 
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accumulate wealth—as well as the clout and influence that comes along with it. Destined to incite outrage 
and dismay, it’s another round of eye-opening warnings about the foolishness of expecting fairness and 
decency in any situation in which the powerful have an opportunity to profit at the expense of the less 
fortunate.
And chief among this season’s villains is a fresh-faced young entrepreneur who proves the age-old maxim, 
like father (and father-in-law), like son: Jared Kushner, aptly described here as “a tier-one predator.”
Directed by Daniel DiMauro and Morgan Pehme (Get Me Roger Stone), Dirty Money’s third installment 
“Slumlord Millionaire” takes direct aim at Donald Trump’s son-in-law, who married the president’s daughter 
Ivanka after assuming control of his father Charles’ real estate empire. That position was attained at an early 
age because Charles had to spend two years in prison for trying to obstruct a Chris Christie investigation into 
his business by—I kid you not—blackmailing his sister and brother-in-law with video of the latter having sex
with a prostitute that Charles had hired. As DiMauro and Pehme lay out in startling fashion, the rotten apple 
didn’t fall far from the tree. Along with purchasing the New York Observer in order to control negative press 
about him and his relatives (a reaction to the tabloid beating his dad took), Kushner quickly began managing 
the family business via underhanded practices of a despicable sort.
Chief among those is “construction harassment.” Kushner Companies loves to boot New Yorkers out of rent-
stabilized apartments by initiating unnecessary large-scale renovations intended to make life so miserable 
that tenants flee their homes, thus allowing rents to then be jacked up to unaffordable levels. Failing to repair 
water and fixture damage, and saddling residents with unjust late fees (sometimes years after they’ve vacated
the space) are additional tactics employed by Kushner’s firms, both in New York in Maryland, according to 
the film. Particularly in the latter state’s apartment complexes, residents are gouged by a litany of monetary 
penalties as a means of propping up a Kushner empire that—in the wake of its record-breaking 2007 
purchase of Manhattan’s 666 5th Ave. building, and the ensuing financial crisis that made the property a 
monumental burden—is in desperate need of a steady revenue stream.
The overarching portrait painted by “Slumlord Millionaire” is of unrepentant real-estate scumbagggery. And 
somehow, it gets worse! Now ensconced in the White House, Kushner has exploited his undeserved political 
role to obtain lucrative financial deals for his family, which in turn has made him a figure easily exploited by 
foreign powers eager to gain leverage over the president. It’s a lose-lose scenario for everyone except 
Kushner and his cronies. The efforts of Housing Rights Initiative founder Aaron Carr and New York City 
Councilmember Ritchie Torres have sought to end some of Kushner’s more shady tricks, such as renting 
units in buildings for which he doesn’t have a certificate of occupancy. Yet the man continues to live the 
untouchable life thanks to his stature and sway, including over dim-bulb tenants that lament their Kushner-
created nightmares and yet confess that they voted for Trump because “he takes care of business.”
Kushner is Dirty Money’s celebrity centerpiece, but he turns out to be a kindred spirit to the rest of the series’
repugnant subjects. Take, for example, the executives of Wells Fargo seen in Dan Krauss’ debut chapter, “The
Wagon Wheel.” To keep profits high (and their own bonuses fat), they created a corporate environment in 
which low-level employees were pressured to meet unrealistic quotas by opening up multiple accounts for 
clients without their knowledge, in part through the process of “cross-selling.” When this appalling operation 
was revealed, those same low-level employees were scapegoated while upper management got off relatively 
scot-free—a turn of events that puts the lie to the bank’s historic image as a folksy protector of enterprising 
Americans…...
Dirty Money’s tales are swift and incisive; restricted to an hour, they slice away unnecessary narrative and 
argumentative fat to get straight to the fetid heart of the matter. That also means melodramatic manipulation 
is in short supply. The emotional toll these crimes take on individuals, and society is plain to see in the faces 
of the victimized, whether it’s the former employees of Texas’ Formosa Plastics (which poisoned the region, 
lying about it the entire time), or the Peruvian men forced to risk their lives by illicitly mining for gold that’s 
employed by drug cartels in an elaborate money-laundering scheme. Heartbreak is almost as plentiful as 
greed and callousness, and if the show’s contention about the corrupting nature of money is familiar, it’s 
nonetheless startling to see it made in so many different, equally enraging ways.
According to Dirty Money, there’s practically no facet of modern life untouched by some form of financial 
wrongdoing, in part because man’s capacity for avarice and cruelty knows no bounds. It’s a bleak state of 
affairs with few easy solutions, although those looking for hope can also occasionally find it here as well, in 
the brave efforts of Point Comfort, Texas’ grassroots activists, and the legal challenges to criminality brought 



by many upstanding lawyers.
Plus, Dirty Money imparts one valuable lesson everyone can agree on, and follow from here on out: never 
live in a Kushner property.
Read more at The Daily Beast. “

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - March 12th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-12/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=e6d98e8d83f3d79dc19ebe1
a21d7f9f956374244ed3079802af78ca168e4c2a0

Today's Highlights:

"Today will go down in history:

*The DOW lost 20% in the 1987 stock market crash 32 years ago. But 
today’s 10.0% drop was the WORST drop since 1987 and the biggest point
loss of all-time with a 2,353 point loss.

*Not only was today’s slide HUGE, but losses were everywhere:

*Stocks were hammered, Crude Oil dropped and even Gold (GC) wasn’t 
safe. With a 3.3% loss, Gold actually finished near 2-week lows!

*The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 40% to 75.47 today, and is now 
trading at the highest level since the financial crisis.

*Cruise lines continued to get slammed: Royal Caribbean finished lower 
by 31.8%, Carnival (CCL) lost 15.0% and Norwegian Cruise Lines down 
20.7%.

*And the economic harm that COVID-19 is causing continues…today the 
NCAA canceled March Madness. And Disneyland announced that it will 
shut its doors."



>> Click here to read the full story... 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-12/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=e6d98e8d83f3d79dc19ebe1
a21d7f9f956374244ed3079802af78ca168e4c2a0

CNN
What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building (Some strange bug in the neighborhood, who you 
gonna call; yes, of course, Bill Murray and Ghostbusters! 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/13/us/outbreak-coronavirus-neighborhood-
building-trnd/index.html 

CNN
America is on hold. Here are the facts about coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 
What you need to know

• The latest numbers: The novel coronavirus has infected more than 
125,000 people and killed over 4,600 globally, according to the World
Health Organization.

• US suspends travel from Europe: Trump canceled travel from 26 
European countries to the US for the next 30 days, beginning Friday 
at midnight.

Demolition Dummy
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CNN
America is on hold 

Daily life is changing for millions as cancellations and suspensions add 
up 

Cooper: Trump has failed to take this seriously 

Former Trump economic adviser sounds the alarm about US recession 
(THAT WE’RE ALREADY IN) 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/13/gary-cohn-economy-
coronavirus-intv-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn Trump's ex-top economic adviser: US 
is in a recession
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What a US coronavirus survivor learned when she was sick

JetBlue bans man who said after landing that he'd tested positive

Coronavirus expert: I'd take a second thought about flying

Throughout history when outbreaks spread, racism and xenophobia 
weren't far behind

Watch the entire CNN coronavirus town hall

Five US states are closing all schools over coronavirus fears

Governor explains why he closed all schools 

Justin Trudeau's wife tested positive for coronavirus

Facebook and Twitter kill accounts revealed to be Russian trolls by CNN

US conducts airstrikes against Iranian-backed militia sites in Iraq

Pentagon 'wishes to reconsider' $10 billion contract given to Microsoft 
over Amazon 

What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building

Coronavirus myths and misinformation, debunked

Worried about virus? If your loved one is over 60, read this

Doctor: How to reduce your vulnerability to coronavirus -- when sleeping

Travel advice: Everything you need to know

Doctors answer your coronavirus questions 

CNN
What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building (Some strange bug in the neighborhood, who you 
gonna call; yes, of course, Bill Murray and Ghostbusters! 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/13/us/outbreak-coronavirus-neighborhood-
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/opinions/coronavirus-vulnerability-while-sleeping-bruce-davidson/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/health/what-60-older-need-to-know-coronavirus-wellness-trnd/index.html
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CNN
Trump declares national emergency https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-hnk/index.html [ From trump’s 
alleged purported nothing burger to national emergency, quite a leap; 
but, in the psychotic, delusional world of mentally ill criminal trump, such
is the abnormal new norm. ]

At White House briefing, Trump says he does not support current House 
coronavirus bill

Trump says move will 'unleash the full power' of the government

Watch Trump's announcement

Trump shaking hands with Rose Garden guests

Here's what Trump's emergency declaration does

Opinion: Hello, Boomer? We need to talk about coronavirus

Doctor ultrasounds his lungs as his coronavirus progresses

Analysis: Why it matters that Trump hasn't been tested

DRUDGEREPORT
NATIONAL EMERGENCY 
https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a 
TRUMP 'MOST LIKELY' TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
CRISIS COULD LAST TWO MONTHS
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
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REPORT: Bolsonaro tests positive/negative days after meeting with 
Trump...
Miami mayor infected...
China govt spokesman says U.S. military may have brought virus to 
China...
'Be transparent! Make public your data! Owe us an explanation!'
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS...
150 MILLION AMERICANS COULD GET INFECTED...
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
Sick People Being Denied Across USA...
President blames Obama...
Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
FED TO START BUYING TREASURIES...
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08...
USA to purchase oil for strategic reserve...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
Los Angeles Closes Schools...
National Guard activated... 

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS… 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-
deaths/ 
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
PRESIDENT: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
Blames Obama… 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-condemns-cdc-lack-coronavirus-testing-blames-obama-n1157671
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902272/trump-says-doesnt-take-responsibility-all-lack-coronavirus-testing
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/In-Congress-bipartisan-complaints-to-Trump-15126672.php
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
https://apnews.com/6c9b9686c4af21b9984341d330073979
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
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https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/ed7031cd6d11daff2363a0c3a8bc4320
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8109075/White-House-coronavirus-expert-Dr-Anthony-Fauci-says-crisis-eight-weeks.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200313214059-b2m87
https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://deadline.com/2020/03/lausd-closes-schools-coronavirus-1202882420/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/13/oil-rebounds-5percent-as-trump-says-us-will-purchase-oil-for-strategic-reserve.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/futures-stock-market-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/13/the-fed-details-moves-to-buy-treasurys-across-all-durations-starting-with-30-year-bond.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11164783/europe-epicentre-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://news.yahoo.com/virus-deaths-soar-italy-us-deploys-national-guard-024018648.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-condemns-cdc-lack-coronavirus-testing-blames-obama-n1157671
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/12/sick-people-across-the-u-s-say-they-are-being-denied-the-coronavirus-test/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/In-Congress-bipartisan-complaints-to-Trump-15126672.php
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
https://apnews.com/6c9b9686c4af21b9984341d330073979
https://news.yahoo.com/150-million-americans-could-coronavirus-us-projection-185632345.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/chinese-official-pushes-conspiracy-theory-us-army-behind-virus/ar-BB117w4t
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Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08!
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
National Guard activated... 

"End Game

David Stockman | March 13, 2020 

All the world is made of faith, and trust, and pixie dust.

– J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan (1904)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/prepare-for-the-worst/

...

The very future of democracy and capitalist prosperity hangs in the 
balance – and not simply owing to this week’s bloodbath and the giant 
COVID-19 pin that’s slammed hard upon the biggest financial bubble in 
the history of humankind.

What’s coming next is the real danger.

https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/the-s-p-500-had-its-choppiest-week-since-hoover-was-president
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/futures-stock-market-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11164783/europe-epicentre-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://news.yahoo.com/virus-deaths-soar-italy-us-deploys-national-guard-024018648.html


That’s a bald-faced financial coup d’état by the Federal Reserve and its 
Wall Street auxiliaries, shills, and handmaids.

To forestall the apocalypse of its owing making, our monetary central 
planners will soon be loudly demanding additional “tools” and statutory 
“authorities” to arrest the financial contagion and to “support” a Main 
Street economy that will be reeling from the double-whammy of 
pandemic-induced supply-side shocks and the global systemic meltdown 
it’s catalyzed.

Since the Fed can and does buy every variety of Treasury security and 
federally guaranteed paper extant in the bond pits, the statutory 
enhancement at issue will involve sanction to buy equities, corporates, 
junk bonds, commercial real estate, exchange-traded funds, and Tesla 
(TSLA), too.

In other words, in order tranquilize and triage the casino against the 
carnage its Treasury-bond-buying and interest-rate-pegging have already 
fostered, our monetary central planners actually want to belly-up 
alongside traders, speculators, and grifters at the roulette wheel – and 
with the unlimited fiat credits that issue from its legal printing press…

The very idea of buying stocks and junk bonds with printing-press money 
gives the notion of financial fraud an altogether new definition.

After all, what else could you call the trillions of market cap that could be
created from thin air by even modest amounts of Fed stock or ETF 
buying?

Indeed, the multiplier effect in the stock market would be truly insidious. 



It would open the door to larcenous front-running by insiders like never 
before. If it became known or surmised that the Fed will be buying Apple 
(AAPL) stock and the bank ETFs, speculators would be backing up the 
trucks with malice aforethought.

As it is, honest price discovery was long ago smothered in the bond pits 
and the money-dealing rooms. That, in turn, has deeply infected all other 
financial markets through cheap carry-trade speculation, rock-bottom 
cap rates, and debt-fueled financial engineering in the C-suites.

To put a 12-member monetary politburo directly into the stock-, junk 
bond-, and ETF-buying business is beyond the pale.

It’d constitute the finally victory of the state over the free market.

As we head into one of the most fraught weekends in recent market 
history, here’s Michael Coolbaugh with some commentary he shared with 
Delta Profit Trader subscribers today:

Yesterday was the worst one-day drop since Black Monday 1987.

That’s the type of environment we’re dealing with folks.

As I mentioned last week, the records and “almost-records” keep piling 
up. And, while it’s easy to shrug these off as an anomaly, it’s important to
remember some key aspects.

A lot of people continue to dismiss the current market collapse as an 
anomaly. These are things we’ve literally never seen before.



Here’s the thing about markets: They’re ALWAYS doing things we’ve 
never seen before.

But is it unjustified? I’d argue “absolutely not.”

Remember, many of the pre-existing conditions were also things that we 
had never seen before…

Earth-shattering levels of debt – both sovereign and corporate

Record amounts of trading controlled by systematic strategies – they 
don’t ask questions if something is rational, they simply sell when told to 
sell;

A record shift from active management to passive management – leaving 
less money to step in and provide liquidity when things seem 
“overblown”;

Gross misallocation of capital by way of stock buybacks – also record-
setting levels, but remember, buybacks were not legal before 1982.

These are just a few, but I think you get my point…

So, sure, things look like they’re getting out of control.

But what really makes me nervous is the very real possibility that we 
have yet to see the true fireworks.

I know, I know… I suggested we were at a heightened risk of a crash, 
and, for the most part, it looks like we got one.



What really makes my stomach turn is the belief that we may be just 
getting started.

Here’s what I mean…

The Federal Reserve just announced a massive liquidity bomb to the tune
of $1.5 trillion.

Clue No. 1: The stock market bounced for a moment yesterday afternoon 
but was quickly sold as we raced back to new lows.

I’ve mentioned this before, but any time a market fails to rally on what 
seems to be an undoubtedly positive headline, things are bad.

Clue No. 2: The Federal Reserve still has not slashed the federal funds 
rate to zero despite market mechanics telling them policy is wayyyyy too 
tight.

[Chart]

It’s called the “fed spread,” which is the interest rate differential between
the two-year U.S. Treasury and the federal funds rate. Essentially, it tells 
you when the market – which controls the two-year yield – feels that the 
federal funds rate – which is set by the Fed – is too high.

Just as in every other crisis scenario, the fed spread had been flashing 
bright red lights that monetary central planners were making a BIG 
mistake.



Clue No. 3: A closely watched gauge of stress within the interbank 
lending market suggests things are literally blowing up beneath the 
surface.

[Chart]

It’s a bit technical, but to put it simply, the FRA-OIS spread widens when 
banks stop lending to each other in the extremely safe overnight lending 
market.

In other words, trust is breaking down, and everyone is beginning to 
hoard cash.

But it’s not just that it was surging over the past couple of days.

It’s a fact that – even after the Fed announced liquidity measures that 
dwarfed the extraordinary policy measures of QE1 and QE2 in the 
immediate aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis – this signal of stress 
continued to climb.

[Chart]

Said differently, the $1.5 trillion lifeline is simply not enough.

Things are breaking down everywhere. And, as I mentioned in yesterday’s
Deep State Declassified, we’re now experiencing a full-blown liquidity 
crisis.



Please try to enjoy your weekend.

To common sense,

David"

YAHOONEWS 

Italy offers U.S. a chilling preview of what's ahead 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/italy-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-
050009137.html 
What’s happening in Milan, Florence and Rome offers a likely preview of 
what’s coming to New York, London or Paris in a week or two.
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theatlantic.com%2Fideas%2Farchive%2F2020%2F03%2Fpeter-wehner-trump-presidency-over%2F607969%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3hsAK987evVy7DTki9C59W0eUIJxO9OFf8JuA3ApqcggW16sjJeXiO0-A&h=AT0LksrRq_ezTrJ8tCjewz-LUqJgRTQ7Ox7wOPZXYulfs7wglEW_h9UblFsOWnFx50caDVjCEf39LYVnk6cMmDfDGkHn9USLD1xs_YcPTu9BsMf22spg57NYeBD704Zt08G46G0Ha1b5VAeLmwGd&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2F-SoZcjMWxm8%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2lZ_IOL-pfewfWSQqcA7j9KgyF_gmUXhQmt3e5XpDP0IclY0ErWJ_uSaw&h=AT2VqGhupLh6LTHtctthgi98kMoV5kpbtfEyfKpPAd0T0JgwHJ1kVEjrwh_ZA9NIfFy2rFIjuirlgW5UTUDocRsgFQdktTua2FqWfucPSxmMrymD6MBaJdHp3Bc_KhS39uhbxepEbGMx_PqSfSdr&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ffinance.yahoo.com%2Fnews%2Fitaly-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-050009137.html&h=AT2UFQiZLG_ITE5NUWE6kfy66cKOo9pCSWLY-OO92C5L5t1GrrHZ4H7JKdc3mUc1kayqg-s73djY1msR0cGZoelKAd35dSmqfq9N3QfUDfyalMjGVtbX8BF71GXHKperoTNei7JxEcyonyTMO7HV&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
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TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0v-Gy-efPmKTUEgHYv03jIaQP8uqLURtal21TpVEKvfAv0TAPmVmEHwdw&h=AT25fMyZGSfhGKObX2bKwBlySLFuvwAHIrNW1oxO7v17SbHLvtfXu67TfzZ4vQKKSG8AwMIHGsA8GEClphifZnD5V2GpJ_Lzhnp5l81FjTXBS-vNiA_Kiwa0zWJTzAr7mNS-wLMKj8VwQz9deGDg&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3pgx-G5AE0oHdxERGO9EmhjDANDTnuCWARk_HKIl4y9zHFjEBhWBvnorQ&h=AT0T108f9_b9FgJTgdfv7ATs_Zu3384_mVuvGsMf8X9k4aiw55wki6sxukEx6fsaSDoWFDx_YsfGD5Lpf15s0vtR0Q9_EeuQlA1-K9G166eBIuTI6TZlEqsDca2UUNWtwAyePJ_wWKlHunk_70mj&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fmobfamilytrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3HXVMqYIyH3_ERO4P6fkgS0uOlutkX2CcWQ9NUykhv3hTk98luZ4UhtVI&h=AT1an7kkR2YMezCiv4IqN5gwb9dP-L7unmfZkeCQoxFehLqthDDcYt_tF-V1xUYNKLJiJFM4Dr_bRzJPWo2OmhLPGg333ryAa3SqWTHl2Wq_1s9skM_gwdToQLf0arHGvSKC_9U_q1MVzCJgTl69&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ftheendoftheworld.mp4%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Kc_VJASaKXfuwQ748zgZC78HdNXMmkY_2GaJSUeNyoWITcn8GnSj_x0k&h=AT2RyVmlr8jS1CyO-1NxdGXEL9niVMBINwuV3zHHh01WlH6cS4QHhCjVtBq9lJEUz_1avVDRaaUHuhxuG0d_N4OS7hZHSUISWNqlEcbaapIvzzJnPS317BiCz-lWsjE7C5-4zdBG-S3FP3grFCxH&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fevendworldwipeout.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1uIKYXAwRyxA0tlyYmu-tEbFZWoQbGo2KRXHwKyiQ20emPvI_D2O6-BTU&h=AT3TQA1a6lKAOHcPmctwtVVINaHXTig1oZocMJlgihz61TIch8jkeyCpkd4qQv3Or5lr9vRCiw0Ln56UUuowoWqkBcTcooR3pdGKY65dA1zXN44XI_MYNlo7XbLDe3nWS3YZhx-vm2E9PjmdI9Qb&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q_nyPx5mz2yj6ul1qgLD78MS6qyhHE5mjaDl7Atxq1uuZj-eaLW_mmZA&h=AT1Rh3b_3iHV3CVYIaITqocK02VMYiN_Nx1cjQJXrBrtujpbdjc1cEiJFE-HFZ3PVb0TZ9YATBJcYP9thYtqaBpgKuMH8eP4huUve8TE7tnDetDgoLk3wnKosNx4rvWmV_2aGD0Og1EaDVT1PBhX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q_nyPx5mz2yj6ul1qgLD78MS6qyhHE5mjaDl7Atxq1uuZj-eaLW_mmZA&h=AT1Rh3b_3iHV3CVYIaITqocK02VMYiN_Nx1cjQJXrBrtujpbdjc1cEiJFE-HFZ3PVb0TZ9YATBJcYP9thYtqaBpgKuMH8eP4huUve8TE7tnDetDgoLk3wnKosNx4rvWmV_2aGD0Og1EaDVT1PBhX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fretartrump.gif%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2v4HADYRaINdm2qJMRCrIs9ijQoOfWlO70Sh2h5J4GJmOuDlgyeDHb2mI&h=AT0Ep9KZYaYcQA2TNt-w57ZgTi9zSPnRL5Pmgmdhneo0AgB7XA_KDA7zzw_QRjjGFewQW_V7ebf8-CsW5EzaAVdfhGIBTz4wbaSb_J7p9lrI0Rx-56UV5lmchj1DXdJisWhmoIQAF-IRwFpidfZg&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
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https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Market crash has reached the 
‘panic’ stage, and ‘demoralization’ is still to come, Wall Street strategist 
says Tony Dwyer, Canaccord Genuity's strategist who was a big bull 
throughout 2019, had already become more cautious this year even 
before the coronavirus outbreak and OPEC's oil price war finally cut the 
legs out of the bull rally. “We believe that until there is proper testing and
...”

Business Quartz Nobel prize winning economist Robert Shiller says this 
economic disruption is different “Robert Shiller won the Nobel prize in 
2013 for his work on financial bubbles, and more recently he has written 
about the narratives and popular stories that affect the economy. The 
Yale economics professor says disruptions like the Great Depression can 
often be traced to a pessimistic idea, like the fear that the economy's 
best days are behind us. The spread of coronavirus is different because 
it's real—it is causing people to stay home and avoid going out, which is 
causing the gears of commerce to stop turning…..”

HTTPS://WWW.YAHOO.COM/
Politics
The Week

Trump just gave the worst speech of his presidency

“On Friday afternoon, Donald Trump gave the worst speech of his political
career.He appeared at the podium in the Rose Garden half an hour late. 
He looked and sounded exhausted. He stumbled over the word 
"coronavirus" in his very first sentence and seemed to struggle at a 
number of points throughout his address. His wonted improvisations and 
other departures from the script did not suggest his usual ease. He 
sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and confused 
senior citizen.The problems with Trump's speech were not limited to the 
manner in which it was delivered. Among other things, he ought to have 
secured a deal with Nancy Pelosi and House Democrats before speaking. 
His emphasis on the extraordinary achievements of such noted public 
servants as the CEO of Walmart (whose stock price is surging as I write 
this) did not exactly inspire confidence that the most important thing in 
this ordeal is public health and safety, as opposed to corporate profits. 
The bizarre round-table approach that brought everyone from public 
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health officials to business leaders to the vice president (who said some 
genuinely touching things about the elderly) before the podium was 
confusing. It was nice of the president to remind us that "so many of the 
great sports we've gotten used to" have been put on hold. I was surprised
that he did not once mention the 41 Americans who have already died of 
the virus until well into the question-and-answer portion of the 
proceedings, when he misstated the number.It is too early to say whether
the various new measures Trump announced will be effective. (Some of 
the obviously sensible ones — waiving interest on federal student loan 
debt, for example — are likely to be lost in the confusion.) I, for one, think
it is still likely that much of the media response to the virus has been 
hysterical, and that in two months schoolchildren across the country will 
longingly remember the time they got three extra weeks of spring break. 
But that is not relevant to my assessment of Trump's performance on 
Friday. On arguably the biggest stage of his presidency, he not only failed
to give the impression that he was in control of the situation, he looked 
about as ready to handle a crisis as Joe Biden is to speak calmly to 
elderly voters in Iowa or quote the Declaration of Independence.Agreeing
to take questions following his prepared remarks was almost certainly a 
mistake. In the coming days and weeks and months, Trump will have 
virtually unlimited opportunities to attack the legacy of the Obama 
administration. This was not the occasion for it. In so many other 
contexts, Trump's disdain for the press is defensible and even amusing. 
Friday it made him seem petty. And it is never a good idea for a president 
in the face of a crisis to tell the country that he takes "no responsibility" 
for anything (in this case, delays in virus testing). Taking responsibility is 
what the office is all about.These impressions will not go away. They will 
certainly outlast the pandemic. No American will remember the day that 
President Trump addressed the nation on the subject of the coronavirus 
pandemic the way they remember Ronald Reagan's response to the 
Challenger disaster. If we have any lasting impressions they will be of an 
enervated, verbally infelicitous elderly man attempting to speak to 
realities that he is only half aware of ("unlike websites of the past")….”
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Italy offers U.S. a chilling preview of what's ahead 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/italy-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-
050009137.html 
What’s happening in Milan, Florence and Rome offers a likely preview of 
what’s coming to New York, London or Paris in a week or two.
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
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CNN
Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

GOOGLENEWS As virus roils markets, Trump again threatens Fed 
chairman https://apnews.com/2a21e92ed9129e91e713495c9ef50050 
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump said Saturday he had the 
power to fire or demote Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell, adding
new fuel to … The Associated Press

DRUDGEREPORT
Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital… 

Netanyahu rival Gantz receives mandate to form Israeli govt...

Queen Elizabeth flees Palace... 

Struggling Europeans tighten measures...

Spain imposes lockdown of entire country... 

AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...

https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/487690-amazon-warns-of-delivery-delays-running-out-of-items
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/coronavirus-spain-news-nationwide-lockdown-emergency-covid-19-a9402166.html
https://apnews.com/1dde718068517f188b3fa65a7edcbf86
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11175256/queen-coronavirus-quits-buckingham-palace/
https://apnews.com/63f367ec108720d910b436d2ff1e45c7
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMITuzgEw4fQo?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://apnews.com/2a21e92ed9129e91e713495c9ef50050
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Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
Illinois, Ohio Orders All Restaurants Closed...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO     ZERO   
STOCKS 'LIMIT DOWN' 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 

Companies that feed America brace for labor shortages amid worry about
restocking stores... 
Brawls break out at stores across country as customers dash for 
supplies... 
Grocers Fail to Keep Up     With Demand...   
Lines extend for blocks... 
'Preppers' have moment... 
Man in hazmat suit runs into Vegas WALMART, sprays items... 
Feds seize fake test kits at LAX... 
Business booming for cam girls amid outbreak... 
Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 
Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 
Beaches close early to keep spring breakers from spreading... 

CNN
Markets keep dropping after brief halt https://www.cnn.com/business/live-
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Stocks fell yet again after the Fed slashed interest rates to zero in an 
effort to calm coronavirus fears

live updates Connecticut, New York and New Jersey ban gatherings of 
more than 50 people

Manufacturers of medicines concerned about possible shortages

France says ibuprofen may aggravate coronavirus. Experts say more 
evidence is needed

Fareed Zakaria: This is why fear brings out the worst in Trump

Multiple cruise ships are left stranded as cases increase

Governor faces backlash over 'packed' restaurant tweet

America wakes up to massive shutdowns

Students in at least 31 states, and New York City and LA, are staying 
home. Bars, restaurants and other venues are closing.

Analysis: Trump unwilling to accept full, sobering reality of coronavirus

James Bond actress says she has virus

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

Cities are telling landlords to halt evictions during the coronavirus 
pandemic

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Opinion: I rushed home to beat Trump's travel curbs. But first I listened to
Macron

She heard someone yelling at grocery store. Her next move drew big 
reaction online

Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 
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Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

MSNBC
Disconnect between scientists, Trump on coronavirus continues 

Watch MSNBC Live: Schools, businesses shut down across U.S. as death 
toll grows worldwide

In emergency move, Federal Reserve cuts rates to zero 

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads

Trump declares national emergency to combat coronavirus, authorizes 
waiving of laws and regulations

HUFFPOST
CORONA NOSEDIVE: *ANOTHER* WALL ST. TRADING HALT 

Italy Has Been Trying To Send Us A Warning. Will We Listen?

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-coronavirus-united-states_n_5e6ee8d3c5b6bd8156fa29f1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/wall-street-traded-halted-again-coronavirus-crisis_n_5e6f819dc5b6747ef121bf4c
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https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-says-we-re-going-to-all-be-great-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-80690757932
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/us-federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-launches-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program-80691269648
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/disconnect-from-scientists-trump-on-coronavirus-continues-80702533960
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Trump Reportedly Sees Upside To Coronavirus: Promoting His Closed 
Borders Agenda

“DRUDGEREPORT
MOODY'S: Swooning stocks signal higher likelihood of Trump losing 
election...
Rout threatens to wipe out all gains since inauguration...
Teetering economy sparks talk of second stimulus package...
Manufacturing index record decline...
AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...
Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NY, NJ, CT announce statewide business closures... 
Restaurants Closed Across Nation...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
HHS SUFFERS CYBER ATTACK... 
Ventilator shortage? 
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Supreme Court will delay oral arguments... 
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves...
Airlines Teeter...
Vegas bust...
Gun sales surging...
Third of Americans Losing Sleep... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO ZERO 
STOCKS PLUNGE 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 
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https://sputniknews.com/us/202003161078578597-nearly-one-third-of-us-losing-sleep-over-coronavirus-worries-wyoming-hawaii-top-list---survey/
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'Mass' hysteria -- even church is canceled! 
Fauci urges national shutdown as bug spreads... 
'If it looks like you're overreacting you're probably doing the right thing'...

Al Roker Pulled Off Air as Outbreak Hits 'TODAY'... 
Hoboken becomes first city with widespread curfew... 
Police Taking Some Reports By Phone Instead Of Dispatching Officers... 
Navy reports first suspected case on ship... 

Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 
Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 
Photos: From Shuffleboard to Spring Break, Outbreak Hardly Slows Down 
Florida... 
In retirement hub, more worry about stock market collapse than getting 
sick... “

YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html
The Health and Human Services Department suffered a cyberattack 
Sunday night, apparently intended to slow the agency’s response to the 
COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
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quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

CNN
Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 
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'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose

Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus
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Regal Cinemas closing its theaters

MSNBC
U.S. begins to shut down as coronavirus cases and death toll climb 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-
shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870 

Coronavirus latest

Just now18m ago

U.S. death toll jumps to 81
Just now32m ago

Facebook, Google and other tech giants vow solidarity to fight fraud and 
misinformation
Just now45m ago

Washington state may call on dentists to donate personal protective gear
Just now46m ago
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'Jeopardy!' and 'Wheel of Fortune' suspend production

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads 
[ Well, if trump says it, it must ………… not be true … remember the hoax, 
etc. Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

HUFFPOST
MEANWHILE — Prez Tells Governors: Solve Ventilator Shortage On 
Your Own!

DOW DIVES: Worst One-Day Point Drop In History

Know A Health Care Worker? Here’s How You Can Support Them 
Right Now.

States, Cities Put Bans On Restaurants And Bars To Stem 
Coronavirus Spread

YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...
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Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist
Opinion

" A Complete List of Trump’s Attempts to Play Down Coronavirus 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/15/opinion/trump-coronavirus.html?
fbclid=IwAR2GSppRpafxHWIYSK27x3Bhb844PwhPTlSrY0neWSxyJLVv0gd
2joQJN7Y 

He could have taken action. He didn’t.

David Leonhardt
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President Trump spoke at the Latino Coalition Legislative Summit in 
Washington on March 4.

President Trump spoke at the Latino Coalition Legislative Summit in 
Washington on March 4.Credit...Doug Mills/The New York Times

President Trump made his first public comments about the coronavirus 
on Jan. 22, in a television interview from Davos with CNBC’s Joe Kernen. 
The first American case had been announced the day before, and Kernen 
asked Trump, “Are there worries about a pandemic at this point?”

The president responded: “No. Not at all. And we have it totally under 
control. It’s one person coming in from China, and we have it under 
control. It’s going to be just fine.”

By this point, the seriousness of the virus was becoming clearer. It had 
spread from China to four other countries. China was starting to take 
drastic measures and was on the verge of closing off the city of Wuhan.

In the weeks that followed, Trump faced a series of choices. He could 
have taken aggressive measures to slow the spread of the virus. He 
could have insisted that the United States ramp up efforts to produce 
test kits. He could have emphasized the risks that the virus presented 
and urged Americans to take precautions if they had reason to believe 
they were sick. He could have used the powers of the presidency to 



reduce the number of people who would ultimately get sick.

He did none of those things.

I’ve reviewed all of his public statements and actions on coronavirus over
the last two months, and they show a president who put almost no 
priority on public health. Trump’s priorities were different: Making the 
virus sound like a minor nuisance. Exaggerating his administration’s 
response. Blaming foreigners and, anachronistically, the Obama 
administration. Claiming incorrectly that the situation was improving. 
Trying to cheer up stock market investors. (It was fitting that his first 
public comments were from Davos and on CNBC.)

Now that the severity of the virus is undeniable, Trump is already trying 
to present an alternate history of the last two months. Below are the 
facts — a timeline of what the president was saying, alongside 
statements from public-health experts as well as data on the virus.

Late January

On the same day that Trump was dismissing the risks on CNBC, Tom 
Frieden, who ran the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for eight 
years, wrote an op-ed for the health care publication Stat. In it, Frieden 
warned that the virus would continue spreading. “We need to learn — and
fast — about how it spreads,” he wrote.

It was one of many such warnings from prominent experts in late 
January. Many focused on the need to expand the capacity to test for the 
virus. In a Wall Street Journal article titled, “Act Now to Prevent an 
American Epidemic,” Luciana Borio and Scott Gottlieb — both former 
Trump administration officials — wrote:



If public-health authorities don’t interrupt the spread soon, the virus 
could infect many thousands more around the globe, disrupt air travel, 
overwhelm health care systems, and, worst of all, claim more lives. The 
good news: There’s still an opening to prevent a grim outcome. … But 
authorities can’t act quickly without a test that can diagnose the 
condition rapidly.

Trump, however, repeatedly told Americans that there was no reason to 
worry. On Jan. 24, he tweeted, “It will all work out well.” On Jan. 28, he 
retweeted a headline from One America News, an outlet with a history of 
spreading false conspiracy theories: “Johnson & Johnson to create 
coronavirus vaccine.” On Jan. 30, during a speech in Michigan, he said: 
“We have it very well under control. We have very little problem in this 
country at this moment — five. And those people are all recuperating 
successfully.”

That same day, the World Health Organization declared coronavirus to be 
a “public-health emergency of international concern.” It announced 7,818
confirmed cases around the world.

Jan. 31

Trump took his only early, aggressive action against the virus on Jan. 31: 
He barred most foreigners who had recently visited China from entering 
the United States. It was a good move.

But it was only one modest move, not the sweeping solution that Trump 
portrayed it to be. It didn’t apply to Americans who had been traveling in 
China, for example. And while it generated some criticism from 
Democrats, it wasn’t nearly as unpopular as Trump has since suggested. 
Two days after announcing the policy, Trump went on Fox News and 
exaggerated the impact in an interview with Sean Hannity.



“Coronavirus,” Hannity said. “How concerned are you?”

Trump replied: “Well, we pretty much shut it down coming in from China. 
We have a tremendous relationship with China, which is a very positive 
thing. Getting along with China, getting along with Russia, getting along 
with these countries.”

By the time of that interview, the number of confirmed coronavirus cases
around the world had surged to 14,557, a near doubling over the previous 
three days.

Early February

On Feb. 5, the C.D.C. began shipping coronavirus test kits to laboratories 
around the country. But the tests suffered from a technical flaw and 
didn’t produce reliable results, labs discovered.

The technical problems were understandable: Creating a new virus test 
is not easy. What’s less understandable, experts say, is why the Trump 
administration officials were so lax about finding a work-around, even as 
other countries were creating reliable tests.

The Trump administration could have begun to use a functioning test 
from the World Health Organization, but didn’t. It could have removed 
regulations that prevented private hospitals and labs from quickly 
developing their own tests, but didn’t. The inaction meant that the United
States fell behind South Korea, Singapore and China in fighting the virus. 
“We just twiddled our thumbs as the coronavirus waltzed in,” William 
Hanage, a Harvard epidemiologist, wrote.

Trump, for his part, spent these first weeks of February telling Americans
that the problem was going away. On Feb. 10, he repeatedly said — in a 



speech to governors, at a campaign rally and in an interview with Trish 
Regan of Fox Business — that warm spring weather could kill the virus. 
“Looks like by April, you know, in theory, when it gets a little warmer, it 
miraculously goes away,” he told the rally.

On Feb. 19, he told a Phoenix television station, “I think the numbers are 
going to get progressively better as we go along.” Four days later, he 
pronounced the situation “very much under control,” and added: “We had 
12, at one point. And now they’ve gotten very much better. Many of them 
are fully recovered.”

His message was clear: Coronavirus is a small problem, and it is getting 
smaller. In truth, the shortage of testing meant that the country didn’t 
know how bad the problem was. All of the available indicators suggested 
it was getting worse, rapidly.

On Feb. 23, the World Health Organization announced that the virus was 
in 30 countries, with 78,811 confirmed cases, a more than fivefold 
increase over the previous three weeks.

Late February

Trump seemed largely uninterested in the global virus statistics during 
this period, but there were other indicators — stock-market indexes — 
that mattered a lot to him. And by the last week of February, those 
market indexes were falling.

The president reacted by adding a new element to his public remarks. He
began blaming others.

He criticized CNN and MSNBC for “panicking markets.” He said at a South
Carolina rally — falsely — that “the Democrat policy of open borders” had 



brought the virus into the country. He lashed out at “Do Nothing 
Democrat comrades.” He tweeted about “Cryin’ Chuck Schumer,” 
mocking Schumer for arguing that Trump should be more aggressive in 
fighting the virus. The next week, Trump would blame an Obama 
administration regulation for slowing the production of test kits. There 
was no truth to the charge.

Throughout late February, Trump also continued to claim the situation 
was improving. On Feb. 26, he said: “We’re going down, not up. We’re 
going very substantially down, not up.” On Feb. 27, he predicted: “It’s 
going to disappear. One day — it’s like a miracle — it will disappear.” On 
Feb. 29, he said a vaccine would be available “very quickly” and “very 
rapidly” and praised his administration’s actions as “the most aggressive 
taken by any country.” None of these claims were true.
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By the end of February, there were 85,403 confirmed cases, in 55 
countries around the world.

Early March

Almost two decades ago, during George W. Bush’s presidency, the federal
government developed guidelines for communicating during a public-
health crisis. Among the core principles are “be first,” “be right,” “be 
credible,” “show respect” and “promote action.”

But the Trump administration’s response to coronavirus, as a Washington
Post news story put it, is “breaking almost every rule in the book.”



The inconsistent and sometimes outright incorrect information coming 
from the White House has left Americans unsure of what, if anything, to 
do. By early March, experts already were arguing for aggressive 
measures to slow the virus’s spread and avoid overwhelming the medical 
system. The presidential bully pulpit could have focused people on the 
need to change their behavior in a way that no private citizen could have. 
Trump could have specifically encouraged older people — at most risk 
from the virus — to be careful. Once again, he chose not to take action.

Instead, he suggested on multiple occasions that the virus was less 
serious than the flu. “We’re talking about a much smaller range” of 
deaths than from the flu, he said on March 2. “It’s very mild,” he told 
Hannity on March 4. On March 7, he said, “I’m not concerned at all.” On 
March 10, he promised: “It will go away. Just stay calm. It will go away.”

The first part of March was also when more people began to understand 
that the United States had fallen behind on testing, and Trump 
administration officials responded with untruths.

Alex Azar, the secretary of health and human services, told ABC, “There 
is no testing kit shortage, nor has there ever been.” Trump, while touring 
the C.D.C. on March 6, said, “Anybody that wants a test can get a test.”

That C.D.C. tour was a microcosm of Trump’s entire approach to the 
crisis. While speaking on camera, he made statements that were outright
wrong, like the testing claim. He brought up issues that had nothing to do
with the virus, like his impeachment. He made clear that he cared more 
about his image than about people’s well-being, by explaining that he 
favored leaving infected passengers on a cruise ship so they wouldn’t 
increase the official number of American cases. He also suggested that 
he knew as much as any scientist:

I like this stuff. I really get it. People are surprised that I understand it. 



Every one of these doctors said, ‘How do you know so much about this?’ 
Maybe I have a natural ability. Maybe I should have done that instead of 
running for president.

On March 10, the World Health Organization reported 113,702 cases of 
the virus in more than 100 countries.
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Mid-March and beyond

On the night of March 11, Trump gave an Oval Office address meant to 
convey seriousness. It included some valuable advice, like the 
importance of hand-washing. But it also continued many of the old 
patterns of self-congratulation, blame-shifting and misinformation. 
Afterward, Trump aides corrected three different misstatements.

This pattern has continued in the days since the Oval Office address. 
Trump now seems to understand that coronavirus isn’t going away 
anytime soon. But he also seems to view it mostly as a public-relations 
emergency for himself rather than a public-health emergency for the 
country. On Sunday, he used his Twitter feed to lash out at Schumer and 
Joe Biden and to praise Michael Flynn, the former Trump aide who 
pleaded guilty to lying to the F.B.I.

Around the world, the official virus count has climbed above 142,000. In 
the United States, scientists expect that between tens of millions and 
215 million Americans will ultimately be infected, and the death toll could
range from the tens of thousands to 1.7 million.



At every point, experts have emphasized that the country could reduce 
those terrible numbers by taking action. And at almost every point, the 
president has ignored their advice and insisted, “It’s going to be just 
fine.”

Susan Beachy and Ian Prasad Philbrick contributed research. "
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San Francisco orders residents to stay inside… 
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf 
'This is our generation's great test'… 
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up their routines...
New Yorkers Hit Their Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
Police ask public to stop calling 911 over lack of toilet paper...
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'Unconstitutional'...
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8118415/Donald-Trump-tells-America-lockdown-15-days-stop-coronavirus.html


Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital... 
Over 70s told to isolate for 3 months...     

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...
Duterte puts Philippines under quarantine, says 'we are in fight of our 
lives'...
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters incuding primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..]

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08 [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters incuding primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] 

"BREAKING: The Crash Is Here 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/breaking-the-crash-is-here/ 

David Stockman | March 16, 2020

The real problem of humanity is the following: we have paleolithic 
emotions; medieval institutions; and god-like technology. And it is 
terrifically dangerous, and it is now approaching a point of crisis overall.

– E.O. Wilson, from “A Conversation with James D. Watson and Edward O. 
Wilson” (September 9, 2009)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/breaking-the-crash-is-here/
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https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11184059/boris-johnson-to-step-up-coronavirus-fight-as-he-chairs-another-emergency-cobra-meeting/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised


...

As Michael Coolbaugh suggested in his Monday morning commentary for 
Delta Profit Trader subscribers, we could be heading for some sort of full-
scale market shutdown in the very near future. It could come as a result 
of “Level 3” “circuit breakers” kicking in after a 20% intraday drop for 
stocks. Or, it could be that global “authorities” pull plugs themselves. 
Whichever way the case turns from here, we’re in entirely unprecedented
territory. Here’s Tyler Durden of Zero Hedge, with a live look-in on 
Bubblevision: Few are dealing with the economic and market turmoil with
more chaos and less class and resolve than the expert "buy and hold" 
class over at CNBC, who shockingly never said one word of warning to 
their retail viewers when the market was doing nothing but going straight
up for more than a decade, and instead were dragging mom and pop 
investors into massively overvalued stocks urging them to buy at all time 
highs, and who are now melting down before our eyes at the first sight of 
a substantial market pullback. Their solution: own the shorts by shutting 
down the market entirely. Because if one can't BTFD, is it even a market?
As recently as Friday, when the Dow Jones posted a 2000 point gain on 
the back of a short squeeze that nearly doubled the indexes gains in the 
last 15 minutes of the day, there was no talk about markets being 
defective or needing to close. That was, of course, until the Fed's $700 
billion "quarantative easing" bazooka bailout of markets fizzled 
spectacularly on Sunday nights and futures promptly went limit down. 
When it appeared that this plan was failing, some of the industry's finest 
began to panic visibly. We’ve been in entirely unprecedented territory for 
a long time now. That’s what we’ve been talking about here, at Contra 
Corner, and on any and all mainstream outlets that’ll have us on… Well, 
it’s “we still have enough bazookas in the war chest” time for the Federal 
Reserve after the second “emergency” rate cut of this evolving COVID-19 
crisis… [Chart] We’re down to a target range of 0% to 0.25% for the 
federal funds rate. That’s the “zero bound,” if you’ve already forgotten the
depths of the Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession. And they’re buying 
bonds again, too, to the tune of $700 billion, as we’re on to round five of 
“quantitative easing.” And, still, equity futures hit their “limit-down” 
almost immediately after opening on Sunday. And U.S. stock markets 
were halted literally seconds into Monday’s regular trading session. We 
now have proof positive that the fools in the Eccles Building have 
completely lost their minds. They are so dense – so craven – that there’s 
almost literally no limit to the fiat credit and liquidity they’ll pour into 



Wall Street to satisfy the infinitely greedy and equally entitled crybabies 
and bullies who operate there. One of CNBC’s talking heads whined on 
Friday that bond trades weren’t getting done, that if you needed to “sell 
in size,” you couldn’t get it done. That’s horseshit, just more on the same 
self-serving con. We’ll say it again, and then we’ll hand it off to Mike: 
There was and is absolutely no shortage of “liquidity” in the financial 
system – just a shortage of market-clearing trades at the ridiculously low 
rate that the Fed insists on foisting upon the money market. If our 
monetary central planners just got their big, fat thumbs off money-market
rates, so-called “liquidity” would reappear in a nanosecond, albeit at far 
higher interest rates than those dictated by the Fed. Yet that’s exactly 
what the entire financial market and U.S. economy needs: higher market-
clearing rates. That’s the only way to shut down leveraged gamblers. And
it’s also a good mechanism to teach politicians that fiscal borrowing is 
not a free lunch. In the bargain, it’ll force CEOs and CFOs to think twice 
about trashing their own balance sheets with debt in order to fund 
buybacks and M&A. Problems solved. Here’s Mike… There isn’t a whole 
lot to say in terms of action items this morning. As I suggested on Friday,
the Federal Reserve needed to go MUCH bigger. And Sunday evening, 
they sort of did just that. They opened the floodgates, as they slashed 
interest rates to zero and pledged to pump an addition $700 billion into 
the financial system. Even so, E-mini S&P 500 Index futures were “locked 
limit-down” after being open for a mere 15 minutes Sunday evening. If it 
wasn’t clear based on last week’s market action, this is the crash. I do 
believe the economic fallout will be much greater than most appreciate. 
Just think about the predicament for those who get laid off over the 
weeks ahead… There’s no going out and finding a new job right away. We 
were already at full employment, corporations are beginning mass layoffs
– not going on hiring sprees – and, it’s kind of hard to find a job when 
everything is closed. We know that cutting interest rates and pumping 
money into financial assets cannot kill a virus that has entire nations on 
lockdown. But this is all we’ve known since at least the 1980s… This is 
part of the painful re-pricing process that policy intervention has sought 
to protect us from since the ’80s. This is what it looks like when 
monetary policy fails. Now, there are some who suggest markets could 
and should be closed for several days, if not a few weeks, until global 
leaders – more specifically, leaders in the United States – can find an 
appropriate response to stem the panic. Is this appropriate? I don’t know.
Should we be bailing out large corporations that accumulated debt to 
staggering proportions in order to finance endless share repurchases to 



the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars? I have my own theories, but 
that’s for a separate discussion. At the very least, I suspect this moment 
of “re-pricing” might be a little less severe absent financial engineering, 
which only served to inflate earnings-per-share figures, and had 
corporate buybacks been the largest source of demand over the past 
seven to 10 years. So, do I think it will be enough? Not really – there are 
many signs outside of S&P futures, namely foreign exchange markets, 
that suggest the latest emergency measures will not be enough. But this 
goes to why risk management is so important. Sure, we could have said 
things were deeply oversold and held on to our positions in hopes of a 
relief bounce. But that would have also led to another 20%, 30%, 40%, 
and even 50% more downside for some stocks in the market today. Risk 
management is not something to be taken lightly, and there’s no better 
depiction of this than the damage done to some of the world’s largest 
and most successful hedge funds. Here’s an excerpt from Ray Dalio, the 
founder of the world’s largest hedge fund, Bridgewater Associates: “We 
did not know how to navigate the virus and chose not to because we 
didn’t think we had an edge in trading it. So, we stayed in our positions 
and in retrospect we should have cut all risk.” You see, even the all-time 
legends are subject to momentary lapses in judgement. As you well 
know, my philosophy relies on evaluating the environment and putting the
odds in our favor. I don’t believe in putting your head down and ignoring 
events when you don’t understand something. And it goes to one of my 
favorite sayings, “When in doubt, get out.” There are so many unknowns 
at the moment that it doesn’t do any good to toss out wild guesses. There
will always be another day and another trade. I do believe we need to 
remain patient because, for those who make it through this tumultuous 
period, there will undoubtedly be massive profit opportunities in the 
future. 

…

In the meantime, please do stay safe. Look after your loved ones, lend a 
helping hand where you can. Together, we can and we will get through 
this.

To common sense,



David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 16th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029a
e434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049 

Today's Highlights:

It’s getting even uglier:

Friday markets had their best day since 2008. But over the weekend, 
news of restaurant closures, business closures, more public meetings 
and events getting canceled (all because of COVID-19) had traders 
worried.

Then on Sunday night, traders panicked after the Fed made an 
emergency rate cut just an hour before futures opened.

Futures went limit down almost immediately last night (down 5%).

Then this morning panic selling drove stocks to their 2nd circuit breaker, 
tripped after a 7%+ loss.

Stocks dropped again during lunch and continued to sell off in the 
afternoon.

All the major indices were down more than 12.0%.

Crude Oil (CL) was hammered with stocks and finished 8.8% lower.
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The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 43.0% and finished at 82.69, levels not
seen since 2008.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029a
e434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Under lockdown, Armageddon is like end of the world... 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
GOODBYE PATRIOTS 

CLAIM: 86% of people with coronavirus are walking around undetected... 
18 MONTHS of social distancing?!
Stranded travelers struggle to get home as borders close...
Life in San Fran screeches to halt amid shutdown...
'This is our generation's great test'...
LA releasing inmates...
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up routines...
De Blasio considering shelter-in-place edict...
New Yorkers Hit Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
USA sees highest 24-hour death toll increase...
Tempers fray...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT...
Hospital First In Nation To Only Treat Coronavirus Patients...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Upside-Down World of Negative Rates Coming for Savers...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
'D' word rears head as markets brace for recession...
GDP could plunge 10%, economist warns...
'Free Money' Gains Bipartisan Support...
SICK MAP...
NYT: BEST AND WORST DEATH TOLL SCENARIOS... 
Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... 
In Dead of Night, Israel Approves Harsher Tracking Methods Than Gov't 
Stated... 
India Could be Next Hotspot With 'Avalanche' of Cases... 
France calls for all citizens to remain confined in homes... 
Ready to Nationalize Big Firms in Radical Response... 
'We are at war'... 
PAPER: World should learn lessons from China... 

CNN

https://news.trust.org/item/20200317000930-0b0vn
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-france-president-macron-warns-we-are-at-war.html
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Health officials warn US is at a tipping point 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/
index.html 

As sweeping restrictions take effect in response to coronavirus, officials 
urge people to take the calls to action seriously
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live updates Cuomo: We have no plan to quarantine NYC

Breakdown:   This is the only state without a reported case  

Measures:     These states have stringent rules to combat spread  

Opinion:   Why South Korea has few virus deaths and Italy many  

Podcast:   Living with Coronavirus  

Cuomo:   Only now is reality forcing Trump to stop lying  

Watch:     New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus  

Trump admin pitches an $850 billion economic package

Ominous report sparks strategy shift in US and UK

Analysis: This Trump will save lives

Analysis: Is Trump up to the job?

Why this government's coronavirus response drew 'Shrek' comparison

Opinion: What we ER doctors need to keep doing our jobs

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Avlon: Coronavirus is Trump's kryptonite

Biden receives Secret Service protection

Analysis: As coronavirus suspends life in America, Fox changes its tone 

Tom Brady says he will not re-sign with New England Patriots

Live markets updates Stocks attempt rebound from Dow's worst day 
since 1987

This market crash is even crazier than 1929

A coronavirus patient refused to quarantine, so deputies are surrounding 
his house

Celebrity chef makes dire prediction about restaurant business

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/17/tom-colicchio-coronavirus-restaurant-impact-dire-prediction-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/south-korea-italy-coronavirus-survivability-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/us/states-measures-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-17-20-intl-hnk/index.html


Future elections in question after today

He planned to sell 18,000 bottles of sanitizer. Then Amazon stepped in

MSNBC

White House eyeing $850B coronavirus stimulus package [ Eh, what’s 
another trillion when you’re already defacto bankrupt … 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Olympic Committee: Too early to make 'drastic decisions' about Tokyo

Queen to meet with prime minister, then head to Windsor Castle

Updated map from the NBC News Graphics team

HUFFPOST
Trump Sends Hateful ‘Chinese Virus’ Tweet, But He Praised The Country’s
Response For Weeks

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-china-virus-xenophobia_n_5e702e12c5b6eab7793b2824
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-china-virus-xenophobia_n_5e702e12c5b6eab7793b2824
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161626
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161611
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161621
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1WDp4tGp9QYV3m7QN7k2Cjg2MFE0BQXVvjB4mC_Cm5dU2H5CoqnFe7wSc&h=AT1RVtp6QkUlAH7ygymTj6A3fxRzhKBdBiG0f2S23Oee2qn46pjV2LtFyHAIKb5VxWUPVfL0pMGDiSAunWa9b6WgPNNZsTYVCC774UrE_msLhMNpBs2fVLtQe2XTRg7EQ5zR0KzvrNWf_IqcipVeZfQUqtmtlsnM276vDPV_mz_fxxRhdA
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161641
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/16/tennessee-hand-sanitizer-price-gouging-mxp-vpx.hln
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/democratic-primary-what-to-watch/index.html


profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE https://www.huffpost.com/
…/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d41… 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a buch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/…/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700… 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/…/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coro… Seth 
Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming 
Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-
news-… ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/…/peter-wehner-trump-p…/607969/… 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-… 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedailybeast.com%2Fseth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0JbckaN7TyvY0ALCOjafd3_wL1Ej2VGN4TujzEqiGnWvY4L37cfpPjhTs&h=AT3sV_3ugrBNcqet5mwMai7CVpcCko7Xv1hbdgD4NeyGglFN5--940HRfOd6ISIdv3sZbbp37OIO7eDYX9lAllCXMgogfIw058Yf9HfHL9k58QYRp-wqOIV3TRKB0koxcdGzKw4dQfAmPCa-Dh5YAQ74__qh-GZAtyVrBxTkGShUem3XkA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedailybeast.com%2Fseth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0JbckaN7TyvY0ALCOjafd3_wL1Ej2VGN4TujzEqiGnWvY4L37cfpPjhTs&h=AT3sV_3ugrBNcqet5mwMai7CVpcCko7Xv1hbdgD4NeyGglFN5--940HRfOd6ISIdv3sZbbp37OIO7eDYX9lAllCXMgogfIw058Yf9HfHL9k58QYRp-wqOIV3TRKB0koxcdGzKw4dQfAmPCa-Dh5YAQ74__qh-GZAtyVrBxTkGShUem3XkA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theatlantic.com%2Fideas%2Farchive%2F2020%2F03%2Fpeter-wehner-trump-presidency-over%2F607969%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3TSpLgRJ41zwIvOxRqz6Lt3jc37vFGIfVXNtvWX2qcjCjE8oIYvE9c-7Y&h=AT1mLgdLae5lYSJame8--VrbcOJ6iC0l9NO56xjUdCttlkxSAOHBFIUtxPWqd_MYWvLyUDrmdlIG2a2cjNn1YsJndhdrA5h2lmd5CHV-SMYuJCYpleb92ArSkHUDIX-c1qdM_TZa-NuVX7BriYtQmXYeAG8lGCAG02wJaM69jgcHT5Mbfg
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats?fbclid=IwAR0EN4iPim0G16Oq0yQdejKCV426O1bPvDNCmCv76qtmbDbvysMCAwurosM
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats?fbclid=IwAR0EN4iPim0G16Oq0yQdejKCV426O1bPvDNCmCv76qtmbDbvysMCAwurosM
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f?fbclid=IwAR3xYp3gCEuRUFOGvATks5sW8AcnTvZCzOS7WCdsrriJtae-ShR-b1mJLQw
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.yahoo.com%2Fnews%2Ftrump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700719.html&h=AT3FZnHML8HmRPU9z1H4noEWL2iHc4wHbYC3AK6RtyNrNZbfBsE5yVdu88_guB5XthGL3Sb-WI9p5n6qHHp3St_akuasO2ZF_hnmC3fBS4CMoDzTYpkTxYutdG_epwJAM4qlb-9NL1iWcQXWAj-fyiLSyoy0gbboX3zODRVUOiHnBOW_JQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D-SoZcjMWxm8%26feature%3Dyoutu.be%26fbclid%3DIwAR2f4PS_x-8mLJL_E37Y11SZC2mXzR_Bml87HFU13_pHSDPWkdXimIvteH0&h=AT19sGHfuxIJLYtfnOc6yayVaVUJTWZS-97f2iPTn0CjrFigWVnIL0Iu9T_ByLc1bZdwuFj4V6k7HwPFBKG7_LPnnVOp7EpPiYmXRaCvdLbKJwcW7Kp8B6C_NkgpUXD_Seavk16ub_xR5XPViKkccnpTufCEMuEe5uEcn850qlzAkkNffg
https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8?fbclid=IwAR0iVfDtYR3X49d2SJh14hCdObz4g2SAqmkHJytnzgZ8nd4slTocN0GeOZ0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072?fbclid=IwAR1j1gvSi1lcAJZlFg1hVXyRmLalJMB9gK-qfxQ0O3y6yuDUidsLAYckQ7U
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072?fbclid=IwAR1j1gvSi1lcAJZlFg1hVXyRmLalJMB9gK-qfxQ0O3y6yuDUidsLAYckQ7U


https://www.huffpost.com/…/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coro… 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/n…/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofper… 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1aBdk5paFNdYp8f40JOxy-vVNJk4EFfM_gqJmrw5WmFpL7m7aO9Z9xon0&h=AT3-OWRjpiq-10rkzcOEHIsA7u7n9UwbvzgLXJlXFYqdoqqv-i1nGN2FFndAm5fSevtV66dfpgLnqOxqviY1NLRoR1BgPAZKPIwvy6fZrU3Wp-Wy9A-2MtFccQvB7xmdkoHHhnSAc_WfT1IDt_87iZ2ajFh9FjR7CvKNBKjJCLBbgVsi8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0Wt3s9S-gZmFd43hR5atzcQI3TIEnj7m_jKdKrnzTYPPWMG7ewektKxOo&h=AT0sAP_QPYK0Gg1N0ZgnQVjlxBtyhosY4myFT8aS2hup_06SaHMvjd8VGC4H_D16hg3oV42R508rWn6rwNQ3yh5yCyRq7ssBrI3DMfIkZGChVrP6KIhpKAIk_YUZVZXGifNO7QSo6JI4dP-t8N2K9zTK4Ysr-YDbJ4rsplwae6fN7qqKYQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1m31tPbuB3hyY-VWwRnkU6zD8XSP1T6KCLgToHA6w65_hDT3ajYy7yhV4&h=AT2wsledrSkKLBHVK4LyA7a6xTi3Tjzl6eZAFUUi9w5aMZ1jD6MQeMqgwGTjmM0nyf8QyoNgZU-X00BjLptIUHBxwV-k3qe5-4W0zbd6VuX8NQpXlvB60pBZPx18SEHa3NJ0mKupc4XwxDHiy1bma9jCC1guU7Pf1en-McLRclFf_o4PKw
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fmobfamilytrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3Ym4OfKt61sIGMXW28bOhcz_YYBqs4JtiYi_1CbSqmJQ-j_6-QXr0Fw_8&h=AT3sh7M6enNv2UB8JYqIer_L_1mm4ci_y4ppkOCHoZC3W2fZDCLu5Q03xHp01iVEVPSA47Kl_m7Jhem9wmu1-c3JDiBWGMml7OD3WUvFDSsl0LLlExVBDbP837KA_023-xVkSpMwHre1V8x4QX1Uv8XC0AEr9e9XNxqMFuchb_28lIEkdw
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ftheendoftheworld.mp4%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0kvxbK1OW1NcWWE9QQGgWuQ1aROv7vOwaxz1ki5TArvyz4VqcT4nK0BVk&h=AT3KLsNfDSMxteLyzfvC9jC-n9OT20EwLzQADzL9CbRvgYLmwiVJxzQZ0nqswfZ7AS9oHARdfheEI8Bq2GkM1Nrq1BSKsUSZWIhMYtkpiTWuYcqPv8RZCzjYi6XoAevSFc29ByVT9_48a7ubOBI0iXiD9YTLX-83_ZDmy2yeCkeAhSjo1g
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo.foxnews.com%2Fv%2F6093878990001%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0jXWOpgL5FMUvFBYZRPMPPR4f_84XAeXjw2JKC1NzOoYr0I3z7mK9jlWI%23sp%3Dshow-clips&h=AT1CxsonfgUJbLFUXIU054iq4ZJGPv8lIILmIk8vMWHCCdGv_3OyIbw-rII4H9LYBD-nsIcU8RX84rlrelm_lx_9-s3V_0QKgkLRU-dVZrX9lDuneq8nvi_qytkkIV-Q4sFCvkkb_EmK6Tbg6CO5mw0vQbNuIOPobfYb9zA7a5abLpDg2g
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https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/n…/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
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The world takes drastic measures 
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France to close restaurants and cafes. Spain and Israel lock down.

Domestic travel restrictions considered

Travel ban to extend to the UK and Ireland

Number of US coronavirus cases surpasses 2,500

NBA player who touched microphones then tested positive pledges 
$500K in aid

Analysis: To see what the next weeks could look like in the US, look 
abroad

CNN fact-checks Trump's testing claim

Analysis: Trump's appalling, blame-shifting Rose Garden news conference

People without symptons may be driving spread

New studies bring into question assertions about the way the novel 
coronavirus spreads

Financial expert: Do this with your money during the outbreak

School closures of 8 weeks or more may be needed, CDC says

Trump pressed on closing pandemic team. See his response.

Opinion: Enlist the military to build a parallel health care system to fight 
coronavirus

Twitter could have caused a coronavirus panic in New York. It's not doing
a lot about it

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

Opinion: America has learned a lot about Trump during coronavirus crisis

10 days that reshaped the Democratic presidential race

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Biden endorses Warren's bankruptcy plan: One of the things Bernie and I 
will agree on
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3 men sentenced to 125 years each over drowning of Syrian boy Alan 
Kurdi

She heard a woman yelling at the grocery store. Her next move drew a 
big reaction online

Chinese billionaire Jack Ma says he will donate one million face masks 
and 500,000 coronavirus testing kits to the US

MSNBC
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Coronavirus

Woman says children who came into contact with Rudy Gobert being 
denied coronavirus testing

Coronavirus

U.S. internet well-equipped to handle work from home surge, experts say

Court cites coronavirus in blocking Trump administration's food stamp 
cuts

Coronavirus

Trump says he has been tested for coronavirus, expects results within 
days

On the Trail

Biden's first virtual event encounters technological glitches

Coronavirus

How to seek testing for coronavirus according to state health 
departments

2020 Election

Sanders wins Northern Mariana Islands caucuses, NBC News projects

Coronavirus

Mismanagement, missed opportunities: How the White House bungled the
coronavirus response

U.S. news

Floyd Mayweather remembers late ex-girlfriend Josie Harris in Instagram 
posts

2020 Election

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-presidential-election
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Un-coventional? Coronavirus could risk Democratic, GOP national party 
gatherings

One Small Thing

Craving comfort food? Try these one-skillet creamy mustard pork chops

Coronavirus

'Hard to do anything': Funds dwindle for nonprofit clinics on the 
coronavirus frontlines

World

Rockets hit coalition military base in Iraq, injuring 5

2020 Election

Sanders had some vulnerable Democrats worried. Biden's surge eased 
their minds.

Coronavirus

Six feet of social distance? For hairdressers, that may not be possible.

HUFFPOST
LOCKDOWN IN EUROPE: FRANCE & SPAIN SHUTTER 

Brazilian Ambassador Who Dined With Trump Is Third Mar-a-Lago Guest 
With Coronavirus

France Is Closing Most Shops And Restaurants
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White House Widens European Travel Ban To Include U.K., Ireland

Big Business Gets A Pass On Sick Leave In White House-Dem Coronavirus
Aid Deal

White House To Check Temperature Of Individuals In Close Contact With 
Trump, Pence

Utilities Face Pressure To Stop Shutting Off Services

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS… 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-
deaths/ 
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
PRESIDENT: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
Blames Obama...
Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08!
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
National Guard activated... 

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TESTED
FEAR SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-
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https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11164783/europe-epicentre-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://news.yahoo.com/virus-deaths-soar-italy-us-deploys-national-guard-024018648.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-condemns-cdc-lack-coronavirus-testing-blames-obama-n1157671
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902272/trump-says-doesnt-take-responsibility-all-lack-coronavirus-testing
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/In-Congress-bipartisan-complaints-to-Trump-15126672.php
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
https://apnews.com/6c9b9686c4af21b9984341d330073979
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
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https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/ed7031cd6d11daff2363a0c3a8bc4320
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8109075/White-House-coronavirus-expert-Dr-Anthony-Fauci-says-crisis-eight-weeks.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200313214059-b2m87
https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/utility-bill-service-shutoffs-coronavirus_n_5e6c1002c5b6bd8156f752c9
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-temperature-check-trump-pence-coronavirus_n_5e6cfcdac5b6dda30fca1710
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-temperature-check-trump-pence-coronavirus_n_5e6cfcdac5b6dda30fca1710
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/big-businesses-get-a-pass-on-sick-leave-in-coronavirus-aid-deal_n_5e6d26e5c5b6747ef11e29bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/big-businesses-get-a-pass-on-sick-leave-in-coronavirus-aid-deal_n_5e6d26e5c5b6747ef11e29bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-widens-european-travel-ban-to-include-uk-ireland_n_5e6d03efc5b6dda30fca1ed2


MILLION-hospitalized.html 
SICK MAP 

TEMP CHECKS BEGIN AT WHITE HOUSE... 
Journalist With Fever Denied Access... 
TRAVEL BAN EXPANDS... 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS...
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
'I Could Easily Kill Them': Terrified Doctors Sound Alarm...
Survivors may suffer reduced lung function...
TRUMP: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
APPLE closes all stores outside China...
National Guard activated...
Robberies by suspects wearing medical masks in multiple states... 
When will there be vaccine -- and who will get it first? 

CNN
The global coronavirus recession is beginning 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/
index.html 

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Bank warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

MSNBC
Trump says U.S. may suffer a recession, (DUH!) but are we already there?
[Already there! The global coronavirus recession is beginning 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/
index.html ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-says-u-s-may-suffer-a-recession-but-are-we-already-there-80753221586
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/perspectives/coronavirus-outbreak-economy-2001-2008/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/job-losses-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/when-will-there-be-a-coronavirus-vaccine-and-who-will-get-it-first-165957441.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/487572-robberies-reported-across-multiple-states-by-suspects-wearing-medical-masks
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/14/coronavirus-apple-to-close-all-stores-outside-of-china-until-march-27.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/the-s-p-500-had-its-choppiest-week-since-hoover-was-president
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902272/trump-says-doesnt-take-responsibility-all-lack-coronavirus-testing
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/terrified-doctors-sound-alarm-on-coronavirus-chaos-nationwide
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
https://apnews.com/6c9b9686c4af21b9984341d330073979
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112417/US-travel-ban-Europe-set-extended-UK-Ireland-Monday-night.html
https://www.thewrap.com/journalist-fever-denied-access-white-house-press-briefing-cdc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/14/white-house-starts-temperature-checks-for-people-around-trump-129422
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-MILLION-hospitalized.html


Lawrence: Trump gave Republicans false hope on coronavirus

Ben Rhodes: ‘We are going into a crisis without presidential leadership’

Conn. gov.: 200 nurses furloughed due to lack of coronavirus testing; 
Danbury hospital at capacity

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/conn-gov-200-nurses-furloughed-due-to-lack-of-coronavirus-testing-danbury-hospital-at-capacity-80736325731
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/conn-gov-200-nurses-furloughed-due-to-lack-of-coronavirus-testing-danbury-hospital-at-capacity-80736325731
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/ben-rhodes-we-are-going-into-a-crisis-without-presidential-leadership-80754757768
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/lawrence-trump-gave-republicans-false-hope-on-coronavirus-80752197624


HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a buch of jokers/accomplices! ]

Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump 
Presidency Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, 
but Americans have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter 
Wehner

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-presidency-over/607969/?fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCWH3OeRmsFWI
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700719.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700719.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072
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Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
http://albertpeia.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats


We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

america is a total fraud!

america’s not worth it!

america’s a total fraud. americans for the most part are absolute shit!

CNN
Thousands of US residents asked to 'self-quarantine' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-
procedures/index.html 

States are grappling to keep an eye on the thousands who may have 
come in contact with someone infected 

Get the latest on the virus: Podcast | Newsletter

https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
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Live Updates Coronavirus cases rise across the world

Bodies 'pile up' in morgue as Iran feels strain

A state-by-state breakdown of US cases

This is what it's like to have the coronavirus

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

This number predicts how fast a virus will spread 

Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/ 

As the number of US cases rises, Vice President Pence says there are 
not enough tests to meet demand

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

Breaking Senate approves $8.3 billion response package

Dr. Gupta debunks Trump's 'hunch' he made to Fox News

Dow tumbles 1,000 points again

Cruise returning to shore after coronavirus death 

Coronavirus cases surge in Italy 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-
advisory/index.html 

The country reported a 50% increase in cases Sunday. Thirty-four people 
have died. 

Live updates Delta suspends flights to Milan, Italy

MSNBC
Quarantined nurse raises alarms over being denied coronavirus test

https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/quarantined-nurse-raises-alarms-over-being-denied-coronavirus-test-80110149805
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-01-20-intl-hnk
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-advisory/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-advisory/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-advisory/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-advisory/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-advisory/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/california-coronavirus-cruise-ship-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/investing/dow-stock-market-today/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/05/trump-coronavirus-fatality-rate-hunch-gupta-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/politics/coronavirus-senate-vote-response-funding-package/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/epa-disinfectants-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/03/how-viruses-spread-lon-md-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/epa-disinfectants-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/06/cooper-speaks-with-coronavirus-patient-town-hall-gupta-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-06-20-intl-hnk/h_5a424d73b33ede69bd6ce23a8952f655
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-06-20-intl-hnk/


Trump's counterfactual claims on coronavirus 'not helpful' 

MaddowBlog: On coronavirus, Trump cites 'hunch' to contradict health 
experts

Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus

Coronavirus outbreak continues with two new cases in Washington state

HUFFPOST
Politics Trump Claims Thousands Could Still Go To Work With 
Coronavirus And Get Better

CRUZ CONTACT WITH VIRUS — SELF-QUARANTINES 

Judge Rules Ken Cuccinelli Unlawfully Appointed Head Of Immigration 
Agency

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ken-cuccinelli-unlawful-appointment-uscis_n_5e5c09ecc5b6450a30c0a3ce
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ken-cuccinelli-unlawful-appointment-uscis_n_5e5c09ecc5b6450a30c0a3ce
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ted-cruz-self-quarantine-coronavirus-cpac_n_5e657ef5c5b68d61645623cf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-work-coronavirus_n_5e608bd2c5b69d641c0aa3dc
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-work-coronavirus_n_5e608bd2c5b69d641c0aa3dc
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/coronavirus-outbreak-continues-with-two-new-cases-in-washington-state-79769157915
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/trump-contradicts-health-experts-and-officials-on-coronavirus-80093253702
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/coronavirus-trump-cites-hunch-contradict-health-experts-n1150311
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/coronavirus-trump-cites-hunch-contradict-health-experts-n1150311
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/trump-contradicts-health-experts-and-officials-on-coronavirus-80093253702


CNN
Stark warning from WHO chief on coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/
index.html 

We're in 'uncharted territory,' head of WHO says, as coronavirus cases 
total more than 90,000 people 

live updates More than 100 coronavirus cases confirmed in US

CDC hasn't given doctors information that would help coronavirus 
patients 

MSNBC
WAPO: Trump aide calls coronavirus response 'complete chaos'

HUFFPOST
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Governments 
intensify response as number of U.S. cases surpasses 500 Italy expands 
travel restrictions to entire country, locking down 60 million people Dow 
plunges more than 2,000 points Virus spurs more cancellations and 
market shock waves

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Coronavirus 
Updates: U.S. Cases Cross 500, and Deaths in Italy Surge Italy Issues 
Nationwide Restrictions; Markets Plunge Wall Street, Rattled by 
Coronavirus, Has Worst Day in Over a Decade U.S. Stocks Have Their 
Worst Day Since 1987 Crash

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/12/business/stock-market-today.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/12/business/stock-market-today.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/09/world/coronavirus-news.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/09/world/coronavirus-news.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/09/world/coronavirus-news.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/09/world/coronavirus-news.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/08/world/coronavirus-news.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/08/world/coronavirus-news.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/12/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/12/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/09/coronavirus-panic-stunning-market-declines-fan-recession-fears/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/09/coronavirus-panic-stunning-market-declines-fan-recession-fears/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/italy-extends-coronavirus-lockdown-to-entire-country-imposing-restrictions-on-60-million-people/2020/03/09/baa10058-6248-11ea-8a8e-5c5336b32760_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/italy-extends-coronavirus-lockdown-to-entire-country-imposing-restrictions-on-60-million-people/2020/03/09/baa10058-6248-11ea-8a8e-5c5336b32760_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/governments-step-up-coronavirus-response-as-us-cases-top-500/2020/03/08/ca5fdd16-6171-11ea-acca-80c22bbee96f_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/governments-step-up-coronavirus-response-as-us-cases-top-500/2020/03/08/ca5fdd16-6171-11ea-acca-80c22bbee96f_story.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/wapo-trump-aide-calls-coronavirus-response-complete-chaos-79858757623
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/health/coronvirus-patient-research-cdc/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/health/coronvirus-patient-research-cdc/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES ‘We’re past the 
point of containment’: Coronavirus fight enters new phase L.A. County 
has first coronavirus case from community spread. Here’s the latest The 
total number of COVID-19 cases in Los Angeles County now stands at 16.
L.A. County reports new community-spread coronavirus cases as state 
total hits 198 

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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CNN
White House announces new travel restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

President Trump spoke after the first death of a coronavirus patient in 
the US 

First coronavirus death confirmed in the US

HHS secretary: From day one this is what we predicted

Trump says victim was a high-risk patient in late 50s

https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/politics/trump-coronavirus-outbreak/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/29/alex-azar-hhs-secretary-wh-coronavirus-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.grabien.com/story-matthews-livid-over-mueller-how-could-they-let-trump-hook
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-12/coronavirus-pandemic-response-trump-travel-ban-nba-suspends-season
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-12/coronavirus-pandemic-response-trump-travel-ban-nba-suspends-season
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-09/l-a-county-up-to-16-coronavirus-cases-with-1-of-unknown-origin-heres-the-latest
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-09/l-a-county-up-to-16-coronavirus-cases-with-1-of-unknown-origin-heres-the-latest
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-08/grand-princess-cruise-ship-to-dock-in-oakland-some-passengers-quarantine-in-san-antonio
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-08/grand-princess-cruise-ship-to-dock-in-oakland-some-passengers-quarantine-in-san-antonio
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf


Sick employees should stay home. But many won't get paid

Lemon slams 'classic gaslighting by Trump' over virus impacts

Opinion: Trump is failing the leadership test on coronavirus

MSNBC
First U.S. coronavirus death confirmed in Washington state

HUFFPOST
First Coronavirus Death In U.S. Reported In Washington State

Trump Adds New Travel Bans But Continues To Downplay Coronavirus 
Risk

The White House Is Really Screwing Up Its Coronavirus Response

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

DRUDGEREPORT
FIRST US DEATH IN WASHINGTON STATE 
https://apnews.com/f175d89567a26d59cab27725c9e8a0d7 
VIRUS SPREADS ON WEST COAST
'IT'S ALREADY OUT OF THE BAG' 

Local spread of coronavirus marks turning point in USA... 
Suspected patient isolated in NJ hospital... 
Testing under scrutiny after delays and questions over effectiveness...
Missteps at CDC...
Lawsuits Won't Be Far Behind...
How long can it survive on surfaces? 
Trump plays down risks… 
'HOAX'… 
Feds boost production of protective gear...
FDA reports 1st drug shortage...
Toilet paper rationing in Hawaii...

https://www.fox5ny.com/news/run-on-toilet-paper-in-hawaii-over-coronavirus-fears
https://abcnews.go.com/International/fda-reports-1st-drug-shortage-due-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69276490
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228214309-55fn9
https://apnews.com/ebc90501a013f52d792e72069bd4ad7f
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-plays-down-coronavirus-health-and-economic-15093869.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228215640-n07fz
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-come-u-lawsuits-won-163016610.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-testing-is-under-scrutiny-after-delays-and-questions-over-its-effectiveness/ar-BB10wCe3
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/suspected-coronavirus-patient-isolated-in-new-jersey-hospital/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200229163324-v735v
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-02-29/coronavirus-california-spread-health-officials
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/number-coronavirus-cases-unknown-source-growing-u-s-n1145781
https://apnews.com/f175d89567a26d59cab27725c9e8a0d7
https://apnews.com/f175d89567a26d59cab27725c9e8a0d7
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-officials-dangerously-downplays-coronavirus-as-experts-warn-of-very-high-global-risk_n_5e59714cc5b6010221107269
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-news-conference_n_5e5aa559c5b6beedb4ec0a2b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-news-conference_n_5e5aa559c5b6beedb4ec0a2b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-first-us-death-washington_n_5e5aaa8fc5b6450a30bf6ed5
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/first-u-s-coronavirus-death-confirmed-in-washington-state-79708741750
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/opinions/trump-failing-leadership-test-coronavirus-opinion-lockhart/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/29/coronavirus-trump-white-house-response-dons-take-ctn-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/success/unpaid-sick-leave-coronavirus/index.html


Hoarding in USA? 
'Empty Shelves In TARGET, WALMART Early As April'... 
'I have coronavirus. So far, it isn't that bad'...
Americans canceling domestic travel… 
Photos of deserted, nearly empty airports around world...
NO TIME TO DIE: HOLLYWOOD HAVOC...
GOOGLE employee tests positive...
GATES: May be 'once-in-a-century pathogen we've been worried about'...
What End Game Will Look Like...
Trump considering travel restrictions at southern border... 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm
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http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
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http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/29/trump-considering-travel-restrictions-at-us-southern-border-over-coronavirus.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/bill-gates-says-coronavirus-may-be-once-in-a-century-pathogen.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/02/28/google-employee-tests-positive-coronavirus/4904871002/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/hollywood-coronavirus-no-time-to-die-mulan-1203518001/
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/americans-are-canceling-their-domestic-travel-over-coronavirus-fears/ar-BB10xnbr
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/opinion/article/I-have-the-coronavirus-So-far-it-isn-t-that-bad-15093664.php
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/02/28/chinese-products-shortage-coronavirus/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228205631-ls907


https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
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https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
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CNN
White House announces new travel restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

President Trump spoke after the first death of a coronavirus patient in 
the US 

First coronavirus death confirmed in the US

HHS secretary: From day one this is what we predicted

Trump says victim was a high-risk patient in late 50s

Sick employees should stay home. But many won't get paid

Lemon slams 'classic gaslighting by Trump' over virus impacts

Opinion: Trump is failing the leadership test on coronavirus

MSNBC
First U.S. coronavirus death confirmed in Washington state

HUFFPOST
First Coronavirus Death In U.S. Reported In Washington State

Trump Adds New Travel Bans But Continues To Downplay Coronavirus 
Risk

The White House Is Really Screwing Up Its Coronavirus Response

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-officials-dangerously-downplays-coronavirus-as-experts-warn-of-very-high-global-risk_n_5e59714cc5b6010221107269
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-news-conference_n_5e5aa559c5b6beedb4ec0a2b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-news-conference_n_5e5aa559c5b6beedb4ec0a2b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-first-us-death-washington_n_5e5aaa8fc5b6450a30bf6ed5
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/first-u-s-coronavirus-death-confirmed-in-washington-state-79708741750
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/opinions/trump-failing-leadership-test-coronavirus-opinion-lockhart/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/29/coronavirus-trump-white-house-response-dons-take-ctn-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/success/unpaid-sick-leave-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/politics/trump-coronavirus-outbreak/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/29/alex-azar-hhs-secretary-wh-coronavirus-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-29-20-intl-hnk/index.html
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0h0AHE8_mRo6Bjiv0PHTJPfJkzvyvCjx0yIbSjElLijyGn_cr9yzNUAy0
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DRUDGEREPORT
FIRST US DEATH IN WASHINGTON STATE 
https://apnews.com/f175d89567a26d59cab27725c9e8a0d7 
VIRUS SPREADS ON WEST COAST
'IT'S ALREADY OUT OF THE BAG' 

Local spread of coronavirus marks turning point in USA... 
Suspected patient isolated in NJ hospital... 
Testing under scrutiny after delays and questions over effectiveness...
Missteps at CDC...
Lawsuits Won't Be Far Behind...
How long can it survive on surfaces? 
Trump plays down risks… 
'HOAX'… 
Feds boost production of protective gear...
FDA reports 1st drug shortage...
Toilet paper rationing in Hawaii...
Hoarding in USA? 
'Empty Shelves In TARGET, WALMART Early As April'... 
'I have coronavirus. So far, it isn't that bad'...
Americans canceling domestic travel… 
Photos of deserted, nearly empty airports around world...
NO TIME TO DIE: HOLLYWOOD HAVOC...
GOOGLE employee tests positive...
GATES: May be 'once-in-a-century pathogen we've been worried about'...
What End Game Will Look Like...
Trump considering travel restrictions at southern border... 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
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http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/29/trump-considering-travel-restrictions-at-us-southern-border-over-coronavirus.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/bill-gates-says-coronavirus-may-be-once-in-a-century-pathogen.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/02/28/google-employee-tests-positive-coronavirus/4904871002/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/hollywood-coronavirus-no-time-to-die-mulan-1203518001/
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/americans-are-canceling-their-domestic-travel-over-coronavirus-fears/ar-BB10xnbr
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/opinion/article/I-have-the-coronavirus-So-far-it-isn-t-that-bad-15093664.php
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/02/28/chinese-products-shortage-coronavirus/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228205631-ls907
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/run-on-toilet-paper-in-hawaii-over-coronavirus-fears
https://abcnews.go.com/International/fda-reports-1st-drug-shortage-due-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69276490
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228214309-55fn9
https://apnews.com/ebc90501a013f52d792e72069bd4ad7f
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-plays-down-coronavirus-health-and-economic-15093869.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228215640-n07fz
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-come-u-lawsuits-won-163016610.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-testing-is-under-scrutiny-after-delays-and-questions-over-its-effectiveness/ar-BB10wCe3
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/suspected-coronavirus-patient-isolated-in-new-jersey-hospital/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200229163324-v735v
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-02-29/coronavirus-california-spread-health-officials
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/number-coronavirus-cases-unknown-source-growing-u-s-n1145781
https://apnews.com/f175d89567a26d59cab27725c9e8a0d7
https://apnews.com/f175d89567a26d59cab27725c9e8a0d7
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4


http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY
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CNN Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk https://www.cnn.com/asia/
live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/
h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053 

The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC As threat level escalates, Mulvaney claims media exaggerating 
coronavirus peril to harm Trump

Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S. is 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

Coronavirus whistleblower says U.S. workers lacked protective gear, 
training

HUFFPOST America’s Broken Social Safety Net Can’t Withstand The 
Coronavirus

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/americas-broken-social-safety-net-cant-withstand-coronavirus_n_5e59650cc5b6beedb4ead65c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/americas-broken-social-safety-net-cant-withstand-coronavirus_n_5e59650cc5b6beedb4ead65c
https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/cdc-issues-new-testing-guidance-for-health-care-workers-79633477964
https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/cdc-issues-new-testing-guidance-for-health-care-workers-79633477964
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/fmr-ebola-czar-u-s-so-far-behind-on-coronavirus-response-79616069607
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-wh-response-has-been-one-mistake-after-another-79619141741
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-wh-response-has-been-one-mistake-after-another-79619141741
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/28/coronavirus-questions-doctor-patel-acfc-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_f3fe8e330bdb048030b2708f63749559
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0h0AHE8_mRo6Bjiv0PHTJPfJkzvyvCjx0yIbSjElLijyGn_cr9yzNUAy0


CNN

Dow posts its worst point drop in history 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/
index.html 
Breaking News

US markets posted another sharp selloff as worries about coronavirus 
mount

Ebola czar calls White House's move an 'outrage' 

Get caught up on the latest coronavirus updates

Goldman Sachs: US companies will have zero 2020 profit growth

Gupta on Trump's coronavirus claim: That's not true

live updates California is monitoring more than 8,400 people who traveled
from places 'of concern'

How to recession-proof your investments

US companies say the coronavirus outbreak could cut China revenues by 
50%

MSNBC

Dow plunges nearly 1,200 points as coronavirus fears tank markets

Trump gives 'incoherent' briefing on coronavirus, contradicts CDC

HUFFPOST

Concerns Over Coronavirus Send Stock Market Into Frenzy

Trump Taps Pence To Lead Outbreak Response

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-mike-pence_n_5e56fd90c5b68f79fdc48693
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-outbreak-stocks-fall_n_5e57e0cac5b6beedb4e7b9fb
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-gives-incoherent-briefing-on-coronavirus-contradicts-cdc-79522373801
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/markets-plunge-again-amid-coronavirus-fears-79556165754
https://www.msnbc.com/video
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/business/coronavirus-us-companies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/business/coronavirus-us-companies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/success/recession-proof-investments/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-27-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-27-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/27/trump-coronavirus-flu-news-conference-sanjay-gupta-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/earnings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-27-20-intl-hnk/h_a5f88fff5f560bbd36b9dfda5fcfa38b
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/27/coronavirus-ebola-czar-ron-klain-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/index.html


CNN War on truth takes a dangerous turn 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/media/trump-attacks-media-coronavirus/
index.html [ The amazing part of all this is that none of this trumpian 
reality/criminality/insanity is new; but, covered up for self-interested 
trumpets, trump et als. Quite pathetic! ]

Experts have warned that the President's lack of credibility would imperil
the country in an emergency. Those fears may be coming true.

Trump to address coronavirus outbreak

live updates The outbreak has spread to 6 of the 7 continents

Analysis: The Trump administration might have just had its 'Mission 
Accomplished' moment

MSNBC
Glaude: Donald Trump is a symptom of the rot at the heart of our 
Democracy

Suburban NYC county monitoring more than 80 people for possible 
coronavirus exposure

Trump downplays coronavirus amid CDC warning

Fmr. Head of Foreign Disaster Assistance on coronavirus: ‘The risk is 
real’

HUFFPOST
World News At Least 20 Dead From Delhi Riots During Trump Trip While 
violence between Hindu mobs and Muslims gripped New Delhi, Prime 
Minister Modi hosted a reception for Trump. [ As madmen trump and modi
share reincarnation as venomous snakes fantasy. ]

Health How To Prepare For A Pandemic, According To U.S. Health 
Officials The new coronavirus, COVID-19, is expected to grow into a 
pandemic. Here's what to do before it breaks and after.

World News Brazil Confirms First Coronavirus Case In Latin America A 
61-year-old man contracted the virus during a two-week work trip to Italy,

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/brazil-first-coronavirus-case_n_5e568e36c5b649ec43313b02
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-to-prepare-for-a-pandemic_n_5e557e58c5b63b9c9ce4a2bf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-to-prepare-for-a-pandemic_n_5e557e58c5b63b9c9ce4a2bf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/delhi-riots-during-trump-trip-death-toll_n_5e5653fbc5b649ec43309d97
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/fmr-head-of-u-s-foreign-disaster-assistance-on-the-coronavirus-the-risk-is-real-79481925522
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/fmr-head-of-u-s-foreign-disaster-assistance-on-the-coronavirus-the-risk-is-real-79481925522
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-downplays-coronavirus-amid-cdc-warning-79461957796
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/suburban-nyc-county-monitoring-more-than-80-people-for-possible-coronavirus-exposure-79489605536
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/suburban-nyc-county-monitoring-more-than-80-people-for-possible-coronavirus-exposure-79489605536
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/-it-s-a-hard-no-bernie-sanders-rejects-bloomberg-s-cash-in-general-election-79449669544
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/-it-s-a-hard-no-bernie-sanders-rejects-bloomberg-s-cash-in-general-election-79449669544
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/investing/trump-mission-accomplished/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/investing/trump-mission-accomplished/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-26-20-intl-hnk/h_cae39a08e358777f9cd1409c561b8c19
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/politics/trump-coronavirus-stock-market/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/media/trump-attacks-media-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/media/trump-attacks-media-coronavirus/index.html
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according to Brazil's health ministry.



CNN
CDC official: It's not if coronavirus will spread in the US, but when https://
www.cnn.com/2020/02/25/health/coronavirus-us-american-cases/
index.html 

The latest tally of novel coronavirus cases in the US jumped to 57. One of
the agency's top officials warns she expects the outbreak to continue. 

Live updates Global death toll rises to more than 2,700

Breaking The Dow has lost everything it gained this year

Coronavirus lockdown turns Disney parks into ghost towns

Former CDC director: A pandemic is inevitable. What now?

MSNBC
CDC warns spread of coronavirus in U.S. is inevitable: 'It's not if, it's 
when' 

Lawmakers told Russia is looking to help Trump win in 2020

Trump believed that Rep. Adam Schiff, who was included in the 
intelligence briefing, would use the information to undermine him as he 
runs for reelection 

Trump's new spy chief having an immediate impact 

Richard Grenell just started, but is already leaving his stamp on the 
intelligence community that Trump has repeatedly attacked

Sciutto: This is an 'egregious presidential choice'

Analysis: Russian meddling was out of a spy novel in 2016. It's turning 
2020 into a horror movie.

Sanders told Russia trying to help campaign

Watch lawmaker's blunt message to GOP after intel warning

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/20/kathleen-rice-intel-report-russia-trump-election-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
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Goldman Sachs warns of stock market correction 

Stone was convicted of lying to Congress and threatening a witness 
regarding his efforts for Trump's 2016 run. Trump says he'd like to see 
Stone exonerated. 

Stone sentenced to 40 months in prison after Trump complains about 
prosecutors 

Top Defense official resigns at Trump's request 

John Rood, the Pentagon's top policy official, had warned against 
withholding Ukraine aid 

Italy's coronavirus outbreak is the biggest outside of Asia 

Woman records racist coronavirus rant while on subway

Dow futures fall as coronavirus continues to spread

Immunologist: Virus has 'makings of a pandemic' 

Coronavirus infections double in South Korea with half of total cases 
linked to a religious group 

Fears over containing coronavirus grow as global cases spike

Spike in new coronavirus cases linked to religious group

https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/02/22/south-korea-coronavirus-daegu-hancocks-pkg-vpx.cnn
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780 million affected by China virus crackdown

China's coronavirus crackdown is affecting nearly half its population, 
CNN analysis shows 

Federal prosecutors weigh new charges that bring Lev Parnas probe 
closer to Giuliani 

Coronavirus mystery puts globe on edge https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/
health/novel-coronavirus-surfaces-study/index.html 

China is destroying cash. Ships are quarantined. The effort to contain the
virus hinges on research into how long it lingers on surfaces. 

Boy Scouts of America files for bankruptcy amid hundreds of sexual 
abuse lawsuits 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/18/us/boy-scouts-bankruptcy/index.html
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Trump's 'Deep State' conspiracy took a big hit

The DOJ's refusal to prosecute former FBI deputy director Andrew 
McCabe undermines the President's go-to theory about the 2016 election 

Breaking DOJ drops investigation into Andrew McCabe 

Barr ordered reexamination of Flynn's case, US officials say 

US prepares to evacuate cruise ship as infections climb 

Sources say other Justice Dpt. prosecutors have discussed resigning 
after attorneys quit the Roger Stone case 

Unprecedented walkout highlights DOJ friction with Barr 

The ex-White House chief of staff says Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman was 
right to raise concerns about Trump's July call to Ukraine's president, 
The Atlantic reports 

Breaking An attorney who oversaw Roger Stone's prosecution resigns 
after Trump pulled nomination for top job

Analysis: Trump's decision to expand his power stuns Washington

GOP senator: No indication Trump has learned anything

Unprecedented walkout highlights DOJ friction with Barr

Jeffrey Toobin: This is so chilling

Trump contradicts himself, admits to sending Giuliani to Ukraine 

Emboldened after his impeachment acquittal, the President now says he 
dispatched his attorney to find damaging information about his political 
opponents 

Opinion: The Iowa caucuses are an embarrassment
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See George Conway's reaction to Trump's acquittal https://www.cnn.com/
videos/politics/2020/02/05/george-conway-trump-impeachment-acquittal-
vpx.cnn 

Coronavirus death toll passes 1,000 

More than 100 people died from coronavirus Monday in mainland China, 
while global number of confirmed cases now exceeds 42,000 

Breaking   All 4 federal prosecutors quit Stone case after DOJ pushes to   
reduce Trump ally's sentencing

Analyst on Stone: This stinks to high hell
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MSNBC
CDC warns spread of coronavirus in U.S. is inevitable: 'It's not if, it's 
when' 

Susan Rice: Grenell is 'one of the most nasty, dishonest people I've ever 
encountered'

Morning Joe Naming of Richard Grenell 'ridiculously insane', says 
professor https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/naming-of-richard-
grenell-ridiculously-insane-says-professor-79085125707 

Donald Trump’s ‘decapitation of his own intelligence community’ 

Fmr. federal prosecutor: Trump ‘trying to destroy many of the institutions’
responsible for U.S. national security https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-
word/watch/fmr-federal-prosecutor-trump-trying-to-destroy-many-of-the-
institutions-responsible-for-u-s-national-security-79192133627 

Juror in Roger Stone case calls Trump's attacks on jury 'appalling' 

Judge denies Roger Stone's request for new trial

Trump budget called for cuts to safety net programs 

Joe: Trump is a would-be dictator, and it's the GOP's fault 

John Kelly calls out Trump, defends Vindman: We teach military 'not to 
follow an illegal order'
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Trump interference in Stone case triggers 'rule of law emergency'

Odd for an election year: Trump proposes massive health care cuts

Freed by Senate GOP, Trump appears to formalize Ukraine scheme 
through Barr

Trump vindictiveness sends chilling message to U.S. officials 

The key facts missing from Trump's misleading Super Bowl ad

'Bizarre,' 'unusual' 'reality show' moments at 2020 State of the Union

‘  Nauseating’: Trump blasted for giving Rush Limbaugh the Medal of   

Freedom

Former DOJ insider blasts Bill Barr: He's 'weaponizing' Justice Dept. to 
shield Trump

Former fed. prosecutor: I don’t see Barr asserting independence

Legal experts question Barr’s independence from Trump

After impeachment, Trump has a very clear enemies list

‘  Tuesday afternoon massacre?’ 3rd DOJ prosecutor leaves Roger Stone   

case

Every prosecutor on Roger Stone case quits in protest after DOJ lightens 
sentencing recommendation

Finding himself in a hole, Pompeo reaches for a shovel, digs deeper
MSNBC / rachel maddow showAt the crossroads, GOP fears opening 
'floodgates' of information
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MSNBC / morning joeJoe: The truth will come out and it will make the 
GOP look worse

HUFFPOST
Politics Fox News Legal Analyst: Trump Still ‘Clearly Guilty Of A High 
Crime’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/andrew-napolitano-fox-news-
trump-high-crime_n_5e3bbecac5b6b70886fa1e49 

Prosecutors Withdraw From Roger Stone Case After DOJ Walks Back 
Sentencing 

GRIM: VENGEANCE PREZ OUT FOR BLOOD 

Trump Supporters Upset He Won’t Be Acquitted Before State Of The 
Union Address

SPECIAL REPORT AMERICAN CANNIBALS: THE GOLDEN AGE OF WHITE-
COLLAR CROOKS https://www.huffpost.com/highline/article/white-collar-
crime/ 

Judge Blocks Plan To Move Coronavirus Patients To California City For 
Quarantine

Barr Orders Review Of Michael Flynn Case, Heightening Political 
Interference Concerns

Politics Trump Costing Taxpayers And Putting Money In His Pocket With 
Stay At His Own Hotel 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-las-vegas-hotel_n_5e4fe0dfc5b629695f596f0b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-las-vegas-hotel_n_5e4fe0dfc5b629695f596f0b
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/roger-stone-sentence-prosecutors-trump_n_5e42ec0fc5b6bb0ffc197409
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/andrew-napolitano-fox-news-trump-high-crime_n_5e3bbecac5b6b70886fa1e49
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https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-the-truth-will-come-out-and-it-will-make-the-gop-look-worse-77872709625?cid=referral_taboolafeed
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-the-truth-will-come-out-and-it-will-make-the-gop-look-worse-77872709625?cid=referral_taboolafeed


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Coronavirus 
deaths climb as China corrals sick in quarantine facilities After a ‘gut 
punch’ in Iowa, a surreal feeling surrounds Biden’s campaign Trump 
attacks prosecutors, judge in Twitter tirade defending Roger Stone 14 
cruise ship passengers with virus among those evacuated to U.S. 
Outbreaks in Italy and South Korea continue to grow rapidly Both 
countries reported a slew of new coronavirus patients Sunday, and 
Italian authorities raced to seal off towns where cases of the disease 
were confirmed. Weinstein guilty on two charges in sexual assault case, 
acquitted on others Economic damage spreads across Europe as 
countries confront coronavirus

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Deaths From 
Coronavirus Surpass Global Toll From SARS Coronavirus Updates: U.S. 
Allows Infected Americans From Ship to Return With more than 800 
deaths, the outbreak has claimed more victims than SARS, another 
coronavirus that circulated in China in 2003. Beijing may reverse course 
and let experts from the W.H.O. into China after ignoring offers of 
assistance for weeks. Follow the latest updates here. Canada’s Newest 
Tyrannosaur Is Named for a ‘Reaper of Death’ (‘Donnie’) Aggrieved and 
Unbound, Trump Embarks on a Post-Impeachment Purge Italy Battles to 
Contain Europe’s First Major Coronavirus Outbreak Harvey Weinstein Is 
Found Guilty of Sex Crimes in #MeToo Watershed Stocks Plunge in Worst 
Loss Since 2011 Over Coronavirus Fears

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/27/business/stock-market-coronavirus.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/27/business/stock-market-coronavirus.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/24/nyregion/harvey-weinstein-trial-rape-verdict.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/24/nyregion/harvey-weinstein-trial-rape-verdict.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/23/world/europe/italy-coronavirus.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/23/world/europe/italy-coronavirus.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/11/us/politics/trump-vindman.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/11/us/politics/trump-vindman.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/11/science/tyrannosaur-alberta-canada.html?action=click&module=Well&pgtype=Homepage&section=Science
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Oscars 2020 live 
updates: From the red carpet to backstage at the Academy Awards 
Harvey Weinstein convicted in sexual assault trial Lawmakers press 
health officials on coronavirus preparations 

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS

Perma-Bear Albert Edwards Still Sees a Stock Market ‘Ice Age’ Coming. 
What He’s Worried About Now. 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/cant-even-emails-reveal-epa-
145412239.html 

YAHOONEWS Politics Esquire More Than 1,100 Former Justice 
Department Officials Want William Barr to Resign

Politics USA TODAY I'm not going to be the Republican Christopher 
Steele': Graham fears Giuliani evidence is Russian propaganda

Closing Bell: Coronavirus Fears Finally Hammer US Markets 
https://moneyandmarkets.com/?p=18801?utm_source=MAM-
Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Daily-Article-Traffic 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Dow sees biggest back-to-back 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6eddad4e-b497-3a1c-9e37-3cee90991fb6/dow-sees-biggest-back-to-back.html
https://moneyandmarkets.com/?p=18801?utm_source=MAM-Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Daily-Article-Traffic
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point drop on record amid coronavirus jitters Stocks recorded one of 
their biggest back-to-back losses on Tuesday as the COVID-19 outbreak 
rattled investors that fear the impact of the virus is spreading rapidly 
outside of China. The S&P 500 (spx) slid 3% to end around 3,128. The 
Dow Jones Industrial Average (djia) shed 879 points, or 3.1%, to finish 
near 27,082, based on preliminary estimates.

FACEBOOKNEWS
FACEBOOKNEWS Susan Edelman Blank The fury of the Führer knows no 
bounds. [ america today: When Ivana trump reported decades ago how 
mentally ill mobster trump obsessively listened to hitler orations with 
admiration, who would have thought we’d see the upshot of such 
defective mindset made reality today. Indeed, broken america would be 
fertile ground for the likes of hitler et als this day as we see in trump et 
als. Really quite tragic, pathetic! Although as set forth in the links that 
follow, that tragic reality has been readily apparent for quite some time. 
No excuses are acceptable! america is the guilty nation without any 
credibility whatsoever! For the once great america there is no 
tomorrow! ]

Andrea Cyr Al Peia we tried to warn them! No one could have predicted 
the extent of enabling he would come to receive.

For me, 2016, a warning to all indeed; albeit unheeded. Prior to that it 
was astonishment how feds, doj, courts et als were falling all over one 
another to cover-up substantial trump crimes. The answer, not obvious at 
first, was that they were all looking for that easy payday, one way or 
another. Laundered money needs a place to go. Stolen money, from the 
government, boondoggles, now emoluments in a very big way, needed 
protection/cover; hence, guilty mobster/criminal trump who needed 
protection/cover from prosecution. They’re all a bunch of criminal slugs, 
dependent on the illegal funds which are mindbogglingly huge, in the 
trillions. Democrats/republicans indistinguishably dirty; ie., White House 
Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head Will Be On A Pike' Well
this explains how it is that all those Republicans can walk out of the 
senate having heard nothing but presidential perfection. WATCH: In 
opening statements, House managers examined the debunked conspiracy
theories invoked by Pres. Trump. A @POTUS confidant tells CBS News 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.politicalflare.com%2F2020%2F01%2Fwhite-house-threat-vote-against-the-president-and-your-head-will-be-on-a-pike%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1_go0zw2xW_YDgNXBLonYnRcNihWSmG0rEoLDi4cKIhu3B1VNaZb2QT70&h=AT0SFRqlZtj264F7EUdWaA4CPDrC3IUzBku1NWHiISK5q-bf-W1vS1Q-5Awy4s_h5tKIO0qL9s1caz3iNF42IMNFAh7Te9AdPMKgI8ruS_BtOmMwXTadxUeh_uTU5BHnYH-THMc_WFJt0hg2ASEOGcOx
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.politicalflare.com%2F2020%2F01%2Fwhite-house-threat-vote-against-the-president-and-your-head-will-be-on-a-pike%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1_go0zw2xW_YDgNXBLonYnRcNihWSmG0rEoLDi4cKIhu3B1VNaZb2QT70&h=AT0SFRqlZtj264F7EUdWaA4CPDrC3IUzBku1NWHiISK5q-bf-W1vS1Q-5Awy4s_h5tKIO0qL9s1caz3iNF42IMNFAh7Te9AdPMKgI8ruS_BtOmMwXTadxUeh_uTU5BHnYH-THMc_WFJt0hg2ASEOGcOx
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/andrea.jean.cyr
https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARAzNNuzikeTMUtjy8bVQh-yQaFH-CiBWfxjZZQDsUPTkwExdNXApxH1mwNlRKFQnk_z1KrCPCRLQpwl&hc_ref=ARQyRwTL_08N-6vTcUWE6yQz0AXUyjH3Zi4hNjDugXtgZRsERYXfSQRwxCaf6nyalE4&fref=nf
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6eddad4e-b497-3a1c-9e37-3cee90991fb6/dow-sees-biggest-back-to-back.html


that GOP senators were...

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays, and pays well. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv 
version of ‘The Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably 
some guilt feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big
screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature 
are always for sale. 

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? 
“It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as 
attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing 
or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-
collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences.1

Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an 
empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with 
Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new
office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be 
getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder 
agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.2 …”

CNN Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the 
DOJ revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the 
Ukraine aid freeze https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-
ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html WASHPOST 
Impeachment Diary The Senate impeachment trial was rigged! By Dana 
Milbank [ DUH! ] Trump won’t be removed. But we’ll be fine. By James B. 
Comey [ No, that’s not so, we won’t be fine … these gutless wonders, 
comey, mueller, freeh, barr, fbi/doj, et als are totally out to lunch and at 
the least if not overtly, eyes wide shut corrupt … typical americona! 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/james-comey-trump-wont-be-removed-but-well-be-fine/2020/01/31/95816ca0-4460-11ea-b503-2b077c436617_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/dana-milbank/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/dana-milbank/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/01/31/senate-impeachment-trial-was-rigged/
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SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; but, with trump rise 
inevitably that’s ‘WAS’ . For quite some time, if ever it was truly so, 
america has not been one of the good guys. globalnews.ca 
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean 
Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2tpfLnshzslMqf9Tr18FFnMBMXbEY_uIwh4FBid0XKEYQ_EHfvwhEhr7k
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://www.rt.com/news/479584-stone-hollywood-censorship-money/
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html


Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ ….. 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

america’s not worth it!

america’s a total fraud. americans for the most part are absolute shit!

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
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sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

U.S. TODAY 6-year-old girl was committed to mental health facility 
without parent consent The mother said her daughter can tell her "bits 
and pieces" of what happened: "'Mommy, they locked the door. They 
wouldn't let me out. Mommy, they gave me a shot.'"

GOOGLENEWS
President Trump removes two impeachment witnesses CBS News

Did Trump Propose Cuts to Federal Pay Raises, Citing 'Serious Economic 
Conditions'? 

U.S. workers without protective gear assisted coronavirus evacuees, HHS
whistleblower says Officials at the Department of Health and Human 
Services sent more than a dozen workers to receive the first Americans 
evacuated from Wuhan, China, the … The Washington Post

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7UlAowt9F0?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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DRUDGEREPORT
Grenell now highest-ranking openly gay official in US govt history... 
Big jump in virus cases in Italy despite lockdowns... 
Venice carnival canceled… 
Australia braces for pandemic... 
Judge blocks quarantine in CA city... 
Pair trapped in 'prison' hospital want Trump to rescue them... 
Moscow targets Chinese with raids... 
Millions of Firms Face Collapse If Banks Don't Act Fast… 
Tokyo Olympics Could Be Moved or Canceled... 
Worry as untraceable clusters emerge... 
Iran says 'enemies' used virus to sabotage as death toll rises... 
Interrupts Supply Chains From Watches to Lobsters...
Threatens shortages of 150 drugs... 

Federal Taxes and Spending Set New Records… 
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/terence-p-jeffrey/federal-
taxes-and-spending-set-records-through-january 

BEIJING ADMITS: 15,152 NEW VIRUS CASES… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/13/coronavirus-latest-updates-china-
hubei.html 
Changes counting methods...
Wuhan Communist Party chiefs removed...
Stranded foreigners tell of fear and rations...
Hong Kong Concerned Spread Through Pipes...
New Questions About Origin...
More sick on quarantined ship...
NKorea 'executes patient'...
Rio braces for risk during Carnival...
Elites Shun Commercial Airlines, Look to Private Jets...
Cat owners urged to keep pets indoors...
US military prepping for pandemic… 
CDC gets ready... 

BIDEN 5TH PLACE FINISH?

https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/02/08/nh-primary-poll-sanders-buttigieg-klobuchar/
https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/prevention-cures/482794-officials-say-the-cdc-is-preparing-for
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2020/02/13/us-military-prepping-for-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1241832/Coronavirus-UK-pets-catch-virus-keep-cats-indoors-vet-advice-symptoms-coronavirus-news
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/02/13/global-elites-shun-commercial-airlines-look-to-private-jets-as-coronavirus-death-toll-surges/
http://news.trust.org/item/20200212214841-b1szx
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-north-korea-executes-coronavirus-21488604
https://apnews.com/ff4f6baa1b49f96dc15c236b5b467369
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/sudden-militarization-wuhans-p4-lab-raises-new-questions-about-origin-deadly-covid-19
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/article/3050068/coronavirus-your-toilet-how-hong-kong-policy
https://news.yahoo.com/foreigners-stranded-wuhan-virus-tell-fear-rations-094314188.html
http://news.trust.org/item/20200213042304-qcdq7
https://news.yahoo.com/china-virus-death-toll-tops-1-100-cases-042819236.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/the-virus-is-interrupting-supply-chains-from-watches-to-lobsters/ar-BB10gQqz
https://news.yahoo.com/iran-accuses-enemies-using-virus-sabotage-vote-090204026.html
https://apnews.com/783c7a396adf5f99b8cff399f9478e36
https://time.com/5786657/tokyo-olympics-coronavirus-asia-china/
https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/millions-of-chinese-firms-face-collapse-if-banks-don-t-act-fast
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/moscow-targets-chinese-raids-amid-virus-fears-69157387
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11017711/coronavirus-brits-trapped-son-begs-trump-help/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/feb/23/costa-mesa-california-coronavirus-quarantine-block/
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/no-need-for-face-masks-business-as-usual-says-australia-s-chief-medical-officer-20200223-p543gf.html
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NEW HAMPSHIRE SPIRAL 
LASHES OUT AT 'DOG-FACED' VOTER 

MAIL.COM

Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' 
[ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle 
….. 

UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-Winning 
Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 

Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch  
'  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just  
Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 
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https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/07/politics/moon-mars-trump-tweet/index.html
https://news.grabien.com/story-biden-calls-skeptical-new-hampshire-voter-lying-dog-faced-po
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CNN
Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the DOJ 
revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the Ukraine aid
freeze 

Wednesday acquittal vote scheduled after effort to have witnesses fails 

White House officials not thrilled but resigned to new impeachment trial 
timeline

Chief Justice reveals what he would've done with tie vote

Marie Yovanovitch retires from State Department

Hear SE Cupp's harsh words for Republicans

Presidential candidates will dash from the trial to the trail and back again

Jeffrey Toobin: The President is guilty

Analysis   There are new rules for US politics as the Senate prepares for a   
final vote that will likely result in the President's acquittal

Chris Cuomo:     You should be mad as hell  

Pelosi:     Republican senators are 'accomplices to the President's cover-up'  

Fact check:   Trump made at least 27 false claims as Senate debated   
impeachment on Thursday

Opinion  : If Dems can't pivot, their worst fear could become a reality  

Consequences  : Organizer of conservative conference won't invite Mitt   
Romney after impeachment vote

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/31/politics/mitt-romney-not-invited-cpac-impeachment-witness-vote/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/h_4d3aa8845a93cf7e4c28d0e69259df86
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/01/impeachment-mad-republicans-cuomo-closing-argument-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/impeachment-watch-january-31/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/01/cupp-history-will-remember-senate-impeachment-trial-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/31/politics/marie-yovanovitch-retires/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/31/politics/white-house-vote-timeline/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/31/politics/senate-impeachment-trial-last-day/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html
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Ex-WH chief of staff Kelly says he believes Bolton's account 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/28/john-kelly-believes-john-
bolton-ukraine-allegation-collins-sot-vpx.cnn 

Alan Dershowitz called Trump corrupt in 2016 and said he could be 
corrupt as President 

Live updates Dershowitz claims a president who manipulates foreign 
policy to aid his reelection can't be impeached. Democrats slam the 
theory as a path to abuse. 

White House issues threat to Bolton to keep him from publishing book 

Claims:     New York Times reports Bolton wrote he was concerned Trump   
was granting favors to autocratic leaders

Poll: 75% of voters want witnesses for Senate impeachment trial 

Bombshells pressure Republicans to allow witnesses

Live updates   Trump's lawyers deliver their defense against a backdrop of   
a scathing NYT report that has GOP senators trying to control the 
damage 

War room:   How Trump's prosecutors reacted when the Bolton news broke  

Breaking   Prince Andrew has not cooperated with Jeffrey Epstein probe,   
US Attorney says [ What about clinton and trump; are they cooperating, 
perjuring, what gives? Everyone knows they’re sick pedo-pervs, etc.! ]
analysis   The President's team used its second day of arguments to   
perform the very task that got him in trouble: roughing up Joe Biden, his 
potential Democratic foe 

Response  : Biden campaign fires back at Trump's legal team  

Analysis:   Bolton blows the impeachment case back open  
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Claims:     New York Times reports Bolton wrote he was concerned Trump   
was granting favors to autocratic leaders

Toobin on Trump team's defense  : Are you kidding?  

Opinion:   Trump's defense team failed at their most important job  

War room:   How Trump lawyers reacted when Bolton news broke  

Trump's tweet:   Why it may have waived his executive privilege  

Analysis:   3 ways Bolton's bombshells contradicts Trump's defense  

Fact check:   What     Trump's attorney left out of her Biden arguments  

Top stories
---------

Number of confirmed coronavirus cases in China jumped almost 65% in a 
day

US airlines offer to change China flights for free for another month

Trump's spiritual adviser defends her controversial prayer

DNA test forces former Belgian king to admit fathering a child in 
extramarital affair

Washington Post     criticized for suspending reporter over Kobe Bryant   
tweets

Pompeo boils over as Ukraine pressure increases

Stelter: Fox News turns on ex-employee

https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/01/28/john-bolton-from-fox-news-contributor-to-criticism-stelter-pkg-ctn-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/27/politics/house-managers-war-room-impeachment-democrats/index.html
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Sandy Hook denier charged with illegally possessing ID of victim's dad 
----------
Schiff calls Trump 'vindictive' and says Trump's tweet was intended to 
intimidate

Opening arguments  : Schiff says evidence supporting Trump's removal is   
overwhelming     

NYT: Bolton draft book manuscript says Trump tied Ukraine aid freeze to 
political investigations Washington (CNN)President Donald Trump in 
August told his then-national security adviser John Bolton that he wanted
to continue holding military aid to Ukraine until the country helped with 
investigations into Democrats -- including former Vice President Joe 
Biden -- the New York Times reported Sunday, citing multiple people's 
descriptions of an unpublished draft manuscript by Bolton….
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Trump captured on tape demanding firing of ambassador to Ukraine, 
attorney says

Audio of Trump at donor dinner includes Parnas

The nearly 90-minute recording features the President and the indicted 
businessmen Trump has said he doesn't know 

Analysis:   Moment in recording reporter says is 'most chilling'  

Democrats use best witness they have: Trump 

Case for removing Trump centers on Ukraine scheme 

Schiff accuses Trump of promoting Russian propaganda 

The President embraced 'kooky, crazy' conspiracy theories instead of 
siding with US intelligence, the Democratic House manager says

Trump's tweets:     The President sent 54 messages before noon today   

Schiff:   'You know you can't trust this President to do what's right for this   
country'

Borger on GOP Senator's attack:   'Just embarrassing'  

Analysis:     Schiff piles pressure on Republicans under fire  
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Republicans vote to kill requests for evidence

51% say Senate should remove Trump from office 

Dr. Cornel West to Conway: Your boss is a gangster 

Live updates Democrats failed to get White House and other agency 
documents. Now Schumer introduces subpoenaing Mulvaney.

The trial:     Republicans vote to kill Democratic amendments seeking   
documents

Roll the tape:     Schiff uses Trump's words against him at impeachment   
trial

A guide:     Stage is set for Trump's trial. Here's a look at each step  

Catch up  : What happened in the Senate impeachment trial so far today  

Watch:     Democrat's impeachment argument gets personal  

House manager calls Giuliani a 'cold-blooded' Trump operative [ They call
him Ghouliani, the son of a mafia! ]

Live updates Democratic prosecutors make opening statements to build a
case against the President in the Senate trial 

Fact check:   Trump lawyers make at least three false claims  

Roll the tape:     Schiff uses Trump's words against him  

Opening arguments:     Democrats make case against Trump  

Trump:     I'd love for these people to testify, but ..  
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Poll  : 51% say Senate should remove Trump from office  

Trump's legal issues continue past impeachment 

• Trump 'can't understand why he is impeached'
• Senator makes prediction ahead of trial
• Trump lawyer will use 152-year-old defense
• Cupp: GOP strategy is 'damn cowardly'

Pompeo stonewalls as new evidence emerges

Texts suggest the ex-Ukraine ambassador may have been illegally 
surveilled before she was forced out 

Lev Parnas  : Giuliani associate says he watched Trump fire the US   
ambassador to Ukraine

Video:   Parnas' attorney posted this after Trump's denial  

'I don't know him':   Trump insists he doesn't know Lev Parnas  

Opinion  : Trump can't dodge the GAO report bombshell  

Watch  : Parnas outlines quid pro quo he says Giuliani requested  

Fact check:   Collins' confusing comments about new documents  

Devin Nunes  : GOP rep now says he talked to key Ukraine figure, after   
suggesting he hadn't

White House abruptly cancels three classified Iran-related briefings

The State Department provided little or no explanation for nixing the 
briefings related to the ongoing crisis in Iran, sources say 

Some Mount Vesuvius victims suffered slowly. One victim's brain turned 
to glass
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MSNBC
John Brennan: Trump most ignorant, incompetent individual to hold 
presidency https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/john-brennan-trump-
most-ignorant-incompetent-individual-to-hold-presidency-76849733681 
[ Ignorant, incompetent to be sure; but alas, no crime in that; and hence, 
fault must lie with and upon the ignorant, incompetent american 
populace, bureaucrats, politicians, enablers, etc.. However, criminal, 
criminally corrupt, coverups, co-conspirators, accomplices must be 
outed, held accountable, and pay the piper. Don’t hold your breath, money
is changing hands at break-neck speed; huge illegal wealth transfers (ie., 
wall street bailouts, military industrial complex boondoggles, private 
contracts, kush (ie.ner)jobs/deals, etc.) Welcome to the great lie/fraud 
called fallen america! ]

Wiley: 'Corrupt intent' is the only explanation for why Ukraine scheme 
happened as it did

Susan Rice calls out Trump, says he used office for his own gain

Huge push for impeachment witnesses as Team Trump wraps up defense

Former Trump Chief of Staff John Kelly: 'I believe John Bolton'

Ukraine prosecutor offered dirt on Biden in exchange for firing of U.S. 
Ambassador 

Exclusive: Lev Parnas says 'President Trump knew exactly what was 
going on'

MSNBC / msnbc Shocking new evidence released in Trump impeachment 
case
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MSNBC / am joyExperts blast Iran strike as foolish, perhaps illegal

House Democrats file brief outlining 'compelling case' for impeachment

Barbara Boxer calls McConnell's impeachment rules proposal 'a disgrace'

Johnson: If senators continue to lack independence and integrity, Trump 
becomes a dictator 

MSNBC / the beat with ari'Dersh-o-mania!': Laurence Tribe demolishes 
Trump lawyer's 'Wizard of Oz' impeachment 
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HUFFPOST
SENATE SCRAMBLE: GOP LACKING VOTES TO BLOCK BOLTON

Adam Schiff Says Trump Tweet About Paying ‘A Price’ Was Intended As A 
Threat

SCHIFF: CASE ‘IS PROVED’ ― IMPLORES GOP: SHOW ‘REAL MORAL 
COURAGE’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/adam-schiff-trump-senate-
impeachment-trial_n_5e2b9ee5c5b6779e9c32d92f 

NUNES AIDE TALKED UKR. SCHEME WITH PARNAS! 

NEW VIDEO: TRUMP CALLED FOR UKRAINE AMB OUSTER 

HE ‘KNEW’:   PARNAS PINS IT ON THE PREZ   

GOP BLOWS PAST UKRAINE BOMBSHELLS

Biden Led Budget Talks Where Social Security Cuts Were On The Table

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Trial opens with
rancor over witnesses and new evidence on Trump’s Ukraine dealings 
‘You’re a bunch of dopes and babies’: Inside Trump’s rant at generals 
‘Once this is over, we’ll be kings’: How Lev Parnas worked his way into 
Trump’s world — and now is rattling it Trump’s lawyers, Senate GOP allies
work privately to ensure Bolton does not testify publicly As Democrats 
unfold their case, T  rump and GOP press ahead with attacks   WAPO 
Impeachment Diary John Roberts comes face to face with the mess he 
made By Dana Milbank Annabella Sciorra testifies that Harvey Weinstein 
raped her: ‘It was just so disgusting that my body started to shake’ The 
“Sopranos” actress delivered emotional testimony as the prosecution’s 
first witness.
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Sombe  r Ritual   
Unfolds in Senate as New Ukraine Evidence Emerges Meteorite or 
Volcano? New Clues to the Dinosaurs’ Demise 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/01/19/opinion/amy-klobuchar-
elizabeth-warren-nytimes-endorsement.html?
action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage McConnell Unveils 
Impeachment Trial Rules as Trump Requests Swift Acquittal Democrats 
Present Scathing Case for Convicting Trump Opinion The Editorial Board 
Surprise, Mr. President. John Bolton Has the Goods. Who’s telling the 
truth about Ukraine? There’s one way to find out.

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Alan Dershowitz, 
marred by ties to Jeffrey Epstein, will defend Trump at impeachment trial
‘Zombieland: Double Tap’ is good, goofy fun   Trump’s lawyers say no crime  
in impeachment charge. Democrats call it ‘absurdist’ House Democrats 
argue to remove Trump for abusing office ‘to cheat an election’ Trump 
tweeted more than 140 times, a daily record for him, suggesting his 
heightened anxiety as the Senate for only the third time in history sat in 
judgment of a president. 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Carl Bernstein Rips Senate Republicans: 
'This Is A Cover-Up, Plain and Simple' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/carl-bernstein-donald-trump-senate-trial-
coverup-085355854.html 
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'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS Politics Business Insider 'I could've f------ gone!': Trump 
blamed John Kelly for his own decision to bail on a WWI memorial visit, 
according to a new book https://www.yahoo.com/news/couldve-f-gone-
trump-blamed-212846544.html "Your general should've convinced me to 
go," President Trump privately said to an aide, adding that it was "a 
stupid decision."

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Says He’s Willing To Tackle 
Entitlements ‘Toward The End Of The Year’The president once promised 
he wouldn’t be “like every other Republican” who wanted to cut Medicaid,
Medicare and Social Security. 

Business Yahoo Finance The stock market is overvalued: Allianz CEO 
Oliver Bate [ DUH! ]

Politics The Week GOP senators reportedly 'blindsided' by Bolton 
revelations Republican senators reportedly want to get to the bottom of 
how the excerpts from former National Security Adviser John Bolton's 
forthcoming book leaked out, The New York Times reports.The word is 
the leaks came from inside the White House, and "blindsided" senators 
are reportedly itching to figure out who provided the Times with the 
scoop about key contents in Bolton's book, including his recollection of 
President Trump's alleged Ukraine quid pro quo. Per sources, some GOP 
senators privately pushing White House for information on who at 
administration had visibility into the manuscript over the last month. 
Senators feel blindsided. — Maggie Haberman (@maggieNYT) January 27, 
2020They're in an awkward spot with a vote on witnesses in Trump's 
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Senate impeachment trial on the horizon since it will likely be more 
difficult for Republicans to dismiss Bolton's story now that it's out in the 
open. Most GOP lawmakers have been quiet so far, though Sen. Mike 
Braun (R-Ind.) said it'll be "interesting to see what happens" following 
Bolton's revelation. Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.), meanwhile, argued the 
timing of the report feels like an attempt to influence the witness vote; 
he still thinks it's a "bunch of hearsay" at the moment. Josh Hawley, on 
Fox & Friends, on Bolton's book: "Well, I know that the book is apparently
on sale for preorder today too, so it's certainly going to sell a lot of 
books. Listen, I can't tell from the New York Times report what is being 
reported here ... it's a bunch of hearsay." pic.twitter.com/r9vrs75F2K — 
Aaron Rupar (@atrupar) January 27, 2020But other Republican senators 
reportedly think there might actually be a silver lining in all this — one 
Senate source told The Dispatch that the Bolton revelations seemingly 
make a witness swap of Bolton for Hunter Biden "more viable."More 
stories from theweek.com Mike Pompeo is a disgrace Fox News poll finds
independents want the Senate to convict and remove Trump by 19-point 
margin The 2020 Grammys drew the show's smallest audience in more 
than a decade Bolton book draft says Trump tied Ukraine funds to Biden 
probe Yahoo News Video Susan Collins: Bolton’s Contradiction of Trump 
‘Strengthens the Case’ for Calling Impeachment Witnesses National 
Review
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Business MarketWatch Legendary investor Paul Tudor Jones says market 
today is like early ’99, driven by ‘insane monetary policy’

FACEBOOKNEWS
The Late Show with Stephen Colbert posted an episode of a show. On the
second day of Donald Trump’s impeachment trial, lead House manager 
Rep. Adam Schiff showed remarkable courage and poise in presenting 
the case against the President.

GOOGLENEWS
Joe Biden says he won't testify in impeachment trial in exchange for 
Republican witnesses Former Vice President Joe Biden said Wednesday 
that he would not make a deal where he would testify at the 
impeachment trial in exchange for the testimonies ...CNN

Listen: Trump tells associates to ‘get rid of’ U.S. ambassador to Ukraine 
Just moments after hearing that then-U.S. ambassador to Ukraine had 
disparaged him, President Trump ordered her firing, stating that he 
wanted her gone the … The Washington Post
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DRUDGEREPORT
FOXNEWS POLL: 50% WANT TRUMP CONVICTION AND REMOVAL...
President Down Big to 2020 Rivals...
HUNT: Troubles won't end with Senate acquittal...
Rudy associate has MORE recordings of president... 
BOLTON: Trump Tied Ukraine Aid to Inquiries He Sought… 

XI: SPREAD ACCELERATING
'GRAVE SITUATION' 
56 MILLION QUARANTINED
USA TO EVACUATE CITIZENS 

China orders nationwide measures to detect virus... 
Medic claims '100,000 infected'... 
MAP... 
EUROPE HIT...
BUG ESCAPED FROM LAB?
Scientists race to develop vaccine... 

Trump legal team lays out defense against impeachment...
Removing would be 'very dangerous'... 
Arguments prompt new calls for witnesses... 
TURLEY: Neither side really trying to win... 
Republicans decry trial as 'boring'... 
Jon Voight calls for 'highest prayers'... 
Reporter says Pompeo cursed at her after interview, told her to point to 
Ukraine on map... 

SPREAD https://apnews.com/ed98662865c3c2eafc1733c827111ab2 
CITIES QUARANTINED
SNAKES COULD BE SOURCE
COVER-UP FEARS MOUNTING
SUSPECTED CASE IN TEXAS 
VIRUS SCARE LAX 
Dems face risks and limits in impeachment trial...
Senators Play With Toys, Read Books...
Mulvaney becomes top target...
Anxiety Over Bolton...
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POLL: 72% WANT WITNESSES...
PEW: DEEP PARTISAN SPLIT ON REMOVAL...
Giuliani claims he has goods on Biden, threatens to go public... 

VIRUS 'MUTATING'
NEW CASES RISE SHARPLY
CHINA QUARANTINES WUHAN 
TRUMP TRIAL UNFOLDS...
On Fast Track...
Senators suffer 'digital detox' as they hear case... 
Anxiety Over Bolton...
POLL: 72% WANT WITNESSES... 
PEW: DEEP PARTISAN SPLIT ON REMOVAL... 
Roberts admonishes both sides...
Schiff, Nadler tension spills out...
George Conway Rips 'Utterly Shameless' Trump Lawyers...
'What are they afraid of?' 
President breaks daily tweet record... 
DAY 1: 11 million TV viewers... 

VANITYFAIR.COM 
The Levin Report Adam Schiff Shreds Trump Lawyer for Outright 
Impeachment Lies The Democratic lawmaker was having none of 
Cipollone’s cascade of bulls-t. by Bess Levin

The Levin Report Trump Casually Confirms Medicare Is on the Chopping 
Block From “I’m not going to cut Medicare or Medicaid” to hell yes I’m 
coming for your social safety net. by Bess Levin
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Business MarketWatch Legendary investor Paul Tudor Jones says market 
today is like early ’99, driven by ‘insane monetary policy’

"CHRONICLE OF A CRASH FORETOLD 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/chronicle-of-a-crash-foretold/ 
David Stockman | January 22, 2020

If only one person were perfectly informed there could never be a general
crisis. But the only perfectly informed person is God, and he does not 
play the stock market. – Robert Skidelsky, Keynes: The Return of the 
Master (2009)

...

Exactly two decades ago, Alan Greenspan and his band of monetary 
central planners, panicked by the “Y2K” threat, kicked the Federal 
Reserve’s printing presses into overdrive.

In barely three months, the amount outstanding on the Fed’s “repo” 
account soared from $15 billion in early October 1999 to $120 billion by 
the week of January 5, 2000. Back in those days, a $105 billion liquidity 
injection was no small thing; it represented nearly 20% of the Fed’s 
entire balance sheet.

[Chart]

As it happened, the Y2K bogeyman was a hoax.

But the Fed’s flood of liquidity did not exactly recede from the canyons of
Wall Street. Indeed, the dot-com bubble was heading for a blowoff top by 
late 1999; the Fed’s monetary kerosene fueled the flames to white-hot 
temperatures.

During the six months commencing with the Y2K repo surge after 
September 1999, the Nasdaq 100 Index soared by 96%. It went up an 
average of 1% every trading day until it reached an asymptotic high of 
4,700 on March 27, 2000.

[Chart]
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At that point, apparently every mullet, lemming, and new-age believer 
that could be sold a share had been rounded up and turned upside down, 
because, all of a sudden, the music just plain stopped.

By April 15, the index was down a heart-stopping 33%. But it’s plunge 
was just getting started. When the Nasdaq 100 finally reached bottom in 
October 2002, it was down a staggering 82%. It had come full circle, 
returning to the 800 level it had crossed way back in November 1996.

[Chart]

So… deju vu, anyone?

If you missed the Delta Profit Summit, here’s some good news…

Earlier today, former Wall Street trader, Michael Coolbaugh pulled back 
the curtain to reveal one of Wall Street’s very own trading algorithms. He 
showed viewers how this can help them generate impressive returns and 
give their portfolios one more big boost in this bull market.

Click here to catch a recording of Michael’s presentation for free!

This time, ructions in the repo market itself in mid-September 2019 
triggered another bout of monetary incontinence in the Eccles Building.

From a standing start of $18 billion on September 18, the Fed’s liquidity 
fire hose had bulged to $240 billion by the turn of the year.

[Chart]

Moreover, this time the Fed added a huge dollop of Treasury bill 
purchases under its “permanent open-market operations,” or “POMO,” to 
its “temporary” repo antics just for good measure. That added another 
$170 billion to the liquidity flood in barely 90 days.

It doesn’t take a financial genius or math savant to divine what’s going to 
happen when the Fed injects $425 billion into the bond market in a virtual
heartbeat.

Presumably, the Fedheads already knew the answer.

Of course, there’s absolutely no question Wall Street knew exactly what 
to do: Back up the trucks and hit the “buy” key like there’s no tomorrow.



As a technical matter, these massive liquidity injections crushed the 
yields available to private investors who would otherwise operate in the 
short-term funding markets. So, real money cash investors just segued 
out the risk curve a few notches and bought rapidly rising “risk assets” 
with the funds that might have otherwise been loaned for a smaller yield 
against Uncle Sam’s finest collateral.

It’s just that simple....."
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2020 predictions we got horribly wrong 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/01/tech/2020-predictions-we-got-wrong-scli-
intl/index.html 

CNN
The crisis between the US and Iran is far from over

Growing doubts on legality of US strike https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/
middleeast/soleimani-strike-legality-doubts-us-iran-intl/index.html 

Trump's changing Iran story is costing him support

The President's decision to kill an Iranian general and tempt war without 
consulting Congress has caused even a close ally to vote against him 

Expert breaks down shocking details of how plane went down

Trump's shifting stories on Soleimani strike is raising huge doubts

New video shows moment airliner crashes in Iran 

The US-Iran conflict: A timeline of how we got here

Iranian protesters take to streets after Tehran admits Ukrainian plane 
was shot down unintentionally

Fact check: Trump made 15 false claims last week 

Attorney General and Secretary of State shift justification for Iran strike 

Giuliani associate hands thousands of pages of documents to 
impeachment investigators 
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Iran threatens to attack inside America if the US responds to the missile 
attacks 

Sen. Mike Lee called today's briefing 'un-American' and the worst he's 
seen as the White House faces heat over handling of the crisis 

At key moments, lack of trust in a president can be deadly

• How Pompeo convinced Trump to kill Soleimani and fulfilled a decade-
long goal [ Very unwise, even foolish! ]

House votes to limit Trump's military action against Iran without 
Congress' approval 

• These Republicans voted yes on the War Powers resolution
• Analysis: GOP rebellion breaks out on Iran

Preet Bharara to Georgia congressman: You've hit a shocking new low 

Iran questions allegation it mistakenly shot down plane 

Live updates Iranian official: We may need outside help reading data on 
black boxes 

Trump apparently furious over war powers vote, sources say 

• These Republicans voted yes on the War Powers resolution
• Democrat claps back after Trump mocks vote
• Analysis: GOP rebellion breaks out on Iran
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Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger 
plane 'a big lie' 

US targeted another Iranian military official 

On the night the US killed Iranian commander Qasem Soleimani, the US 
unsuccessfully targeted another top Iranian military official, two sources 
tell CNN 

US imposes sanctions on Iran

US unsuccessfully tried to kill another Iranian military official 

See the destruction at Iraqi air base targeted by Iran 

EXCLUSIVE US troops knew Al-Asad air base would be attacked and 
sheltered in bunkers

2 US service members killed in Afghanistan

Trump made 15 false claims this week

Erin Burnett: You cannot make this up ... but Trump did

US officials tried to prevent Iraqi vote to remove troops

Analysis:     Uproar and consequences mount for Trump after Soleimani   
killing

Opinion:     Why the killing of Iran's top general won't 'stop a war'   

Trump's administration is in danger of losing control of the political 
storm unleashed by killing Iran's top general 
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CNN Opinion  : Trump's America stands alone   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/opinions/trump-allies-soleimani-iran-
conflict-andelman/index.html [ And not in the positive sense. Indeed, 
there is not a rational, civilized nation in this world, this century that 
would countenance such as mentally ill mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief as 
trump; truly an historically significant regression for america. Quite 
tragic! ]

Some experts are skeptical that the White House's justification for the 
strike on Soleimani meets the standard of a 'targeted killing' 

Breaking US military mistakenly circulates letter suggesting withdrawal 
of American troops from Iraq

Live updates Soldiers deploying to Middle East not allowed to take cell 
phones

CNN's Brian Stelter: Tucker Carlson just burst the propaganda bubble on 
Fox

Iran abandons limits on uranium enrichment

Iran's foreign minister says the country will defy the 2015 nuclear 
agreement that capped centrifuges

Exclusive:   Adviser says Iran will respond 'against military sites'  

Buttigieg  : Has Trump thought through the consequences?  

Fallout continues:     Iraqi Parliament votes to expel US troops  

The decision:   How Republicans primed Trump to strike back  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

Senior US officials  : There is widespread opposition within the White   
House to targeting cultural sites in Iran 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/iranian-cultural-sites-us-strikes-donald-trump/index.html
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In Iraq  : US-led coalition pauses fight agai  nst ISIS  

Opinion  : Trump's America stands alone  

'You're not a dictator'  : Democrats criticize Trump tweet on notifying   
Congress about Iran military action 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/trump-war-tweet-iran/index.html 

Joe Walsh:     Trump is absolutely incompetent and unfit   
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/05/joe-walsh-trump-iran-
tweets-reaction-sot-nr-vpx.cnn 

Opinion:   Trump threatens the stability of the world   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/04/opinions/trump-threatens-stability-
dantonio/index.html 

Iran's ambassador to the UN says the killing of Soleimani is an 'act of 
war' 

How Trump's decision unfolded to kill a top Iranian general 

Skepticism mounts over Trump's claims of an imminent threat

After the President said the US might hit targets important to the Iranian 
culture, Iran's foreign minister said targeting cultural sites is a war crime

Iran warns Trump about targeting cultural sites

Inside makeshift situation rooms in Mar-a-Lago, Trump weighed the 
biggest risk of his presidency 
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Live Updates Rockets strike two locations in Iraq. It's unclear who fired 
them.

Analysis:     Trump vulnerable to Iranian revenge in US election year  

Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days:   See his reaction to strike  

Fact-check  : Pence's tweet about Soleimani  

Bergen:     Trump has created his biggest foreign policy crisis yet  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

'Within weeks:'     Trump administration warns Congress Iran could retaliate  
against US [ DUH! ]

breaking Airstrike reportedly hits Iranian-backed forces

Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days:   See his reaction to strike  

Analysis  : Attack threatens spiral of violence in Middle East  

Why now?     Lawmakers question strike's timing and legality  

Opinion:     The world waits with bated breath  

'Just be quiet':   Retired general responds to senator  

Watch Trump's full statement     after ordering strike  

Pompeo: Strike may have saved thousands of American lives [ Yeah, and 
if pompeo’s grandmother had wheels she may have been a trolley car. ]

New Ukraine revelations turn up heat on Senate trial showdown 

• Cooper: What's behind the blacked-out emails

• Opinion: This is the bombshell Trump's team didn't want revealed

This is the bombshell Trump's team didn't want revealed 

• New York Times: Trump administration withholds emails on Ukraine aid
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• Burnett: Trump didn't want anyone to see this
• Analysis: New Ukraine revelations turn up heat on Senate trial 
showdown

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/03/politics/donald-trump-impeachment-republicans-mcconnell/index.html
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Documents link hold on Ukraine aid to Trump

A previously blacked-out White House email claims the President gave 
'clear direction' to hold military funding, report says 

All eyes on McConnell as Senate returns tomorrow

Bill Taylor departs post as top US diplomat in Ukraine

Ex-prosecutor slams Giuliani's impeachment offer: Terrible idea

Analysis: Mike Pompeo just dealt a major blow to Senate Republicans

Opinion: The Trump cover-up is unfolding before our eyes

MSNBC
The human toll of America's wars

Art of the Deal’ co-author: Everyone feels the ‘contagious’ anxiety Trump 
spreads 

President Trump falsely claims he’s trying to save coverage for pre-
existing conditions 

Joe: Trump, GOP spending money like drunken socialists 

Iran claims credit for launching strikes against Iraqi base housing US 
troops

Iran ends commitment to nuclear deal limits following US strike that 
killed Soleimani

Iraqi parliament passes resolution telling government to end U.S. military
presence 

https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/iraqi-parliament-passes-resolution-telling-government-to-end-u-s-military-presence-76079685951
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https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/the-human-toll-of-america-s-wars-76437573568
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House to vote on war powers resolution to limit Trump's military actions 

Additional article of impeachment 'on the table' after Iran strike 

Joe: Trump's ignorance makes for international crisis 

Internal document suggests Pence role in Trump Ukraine scandal 

Nicolle Wallace astonished as GOP Senator breaks from Trump 'zombies,'
criticizes Iran briefing 

On Trump trial, Sen. McConnell gets fact-checked by six of his Senate 
colleagues at once 

Iran plane crash apparently the consequence of stoked hostilities 

The human toll of America's wars 

Chris Matthews: Iran will remember what the United States did 

TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES 

Most Americans believe Trump committed impeachable offense

U.S. troops fire tear gas as Iraqi protesters gather outside embassy for 
second day

'It's practically a war zone': Unprecedented threat to life continues as 
Australia fires rage on 

Giuliani would 'love' to represent Trump at Senate impeachment trial 

Trump in 2011: The president 'plays golf to escape work while America 
goes down the drain' 

Trump predicted Obama would attack Iran to 'get elected'

Parallels between now and 1998 Iraq air strike

Amb. Christopher Hill: 'Questionable' the US made Iraq and surrounding 
regions safer

https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/amb-christopher-hill-says-it-s-questionable-the-us-made-iraq-and-surrounding-regions-safer-76030533902
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/amb-christopher-hill-says-it-s-questionable-the-us-made-iraq-and-surrounding-regions-safer-76030533902
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/parallels-between-now-and-1998-iraq-air-strike-75998277700
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-predicted-obama-would-attack-iran-to-get-elected-75999813544
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Rice: Risks likely outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani

U.S. overplayed its hand by killing top Iranian general

Ro Khanna on War Powers Resolution: We need to exercise power of 
purse [ Right out of first year constitutional law class. ]

HUFFPOST 
Stephanie Grisham Peddles Outrageous Defense Of Trump’s Anti-Muslim 
Retweet

DEFENSE SEC JAW-DROPPER: ‘DIDN’T SEE’ EVIDENCE OF THREAT TO 4 
EMBASSIES 

IRAN STRIKES BACK: BASES ATTACKED  🚨 

Angry GOP Senator Trashes ‘Insulting’ Trump Administration Briefing On 
Iran

TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES 

Rep. Duncan Hunter Resigns After Pleading Guilty To Stealing Campaign 
Donations

‘LEGALLY TENUOUS’: EXPERTS SKEPTICAL OF TRUMP RATIONALE [ Do 
you think that matters to trump … do you think that mattered to hitler 
whose orations were obsessively listened to by trump with admiration as 
per Ivana trump. ]

Pentagon Contradicts Trump, Says U.S. Won’t Strike Cultural Sites

Iranian Foreign Minister Says Iran Will Respond ‘Proportionately’ To 
Assassination 

It Was ‘Safer Before Soleimani Was Killed,’ Retired Admiral Says 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/james-stavridis-soleimani-safe-strategy_n_5e13ebf5c5b6b5a713bf9720
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THE (SICK) BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN 

MORE FALLOUT: IRAN DEAL DEAD 

Trump Bolted To Most Extreme Iran Measure Despite Reported Concerns 
By Aides

TRUMP FAIRYTALE: ASSASSINATION ‘TO STOP A WAR’ [ Speaking of 
fairytales: The eternal trumpian story courtesy of Aesop. (Hint: trump is 
both wasp and snake) 'The Wasp and the Snake' A WASP seated himself 
upon the head of a Snake and, striking him unceasingly with his stings, 
wounded him to death. The Snake, being in great torment and not 
knowing how to rid himself of his enemy, saw a wagon heavily laden with 
wood, and went and purposely placed his head under the wheels, saying, 
“At least my enemy and I shall perish together.” ‘ … Don’t forget, trump is 
a nutjob/dimwit (maryanne trump), nuttier than a fruit cake, 

globalnews.ca
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://ijr.com Trump Draws Laughter After Tweeting Photo of His Head 
Photoshopped Onto Rocky Balboa's Body

Robin Brown Guist
His mental state is frightening and sad.

Al Peia trump is so sick, so mentally ill; but, he’s a philosopher who 
ponders the great philosophical questions of our time, viz., Trump on 
Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter 
Than Your Wife?’ https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-on-ivanka-is… 
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm

americanindependent.com Trump threatens civil war if he's removed from
office over Ukraine scandal https://americanindependent.com/donald-
trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?
fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-

https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Famericanindependent.com%2Fdonald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0tMINy1FrOM5YYxJVHzt2s5cpD9QE82P-gnz045EF06jLJJ4OT9LnTap8&h=AT0lt1w3CkrV8J0p_sJgR7p0wwNIplj2Gwgf_SwtPW3NkWvzGMp-VwnhzY-6CgiA1sjzRQzjpKokBXyHFRCltt2cS6BUveii6c9gXyNTOL3Ov_mUetQ7qT9idLkCfvnJvyjG9E-t5Jk6TOQoL984ChN81mmsWpjOf1W-prRr
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Famericanindependent.com%2Fdonald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0tMINy1FrOM5YYxJVHzt2s5cpD9QE82P-gnz045EF06jLJJ4OT9LnTap8&h=AT0lt1w3CkrV8J0p_sJgR7p0wwNIplj2Gwgf_SwtPW3NkWvzGMp-VwnhzY-6CgiA1sjzRQzjpKokBXyHFRCltt2cS6BUveii6c9gXyNTOL3Ov_mUetQ7qT9idLkCfvnJvyjG9E-t5Jk6TOQoL984ChN81mmsWpjOf1W-prRr
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm?fbclid=IwAR1Z-BFijYufOKi_g_Iq85UxlZHCTfVA9Ql7eee2KXJbNPK_aQ9dxsri1E0
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4?fbclid=IwAR0lMCIFY4wkWAi8mVzRNJw_KVkWCXFgxnNMpEMSvNTxTpuFzNrWhBpO9Eo
https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-on-ivanka-is
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARC8Jv78DjvGhfOG8Vbxay6vImJwrL9lPlmVyn7FHAurnqJlGVvYsWhuGj9hd0Cmoqd3aTZzsTP9iHvo&hc_ref=ART18e6wOPBjY6jn6vc-kNyK5Cdl2c9pkdnaXORO9gsaodRTduWGzCnxdUIXNCtHR-o&fref=nf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhubs.ly%2FH0l_ZdP0%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR34hdt9J2WBMEX7nbc6A_ogoS9OpRZZ_mIaRb19XLWnrL75bdJe96PRdSw&h=AT1hySoA8UXmQe1zsCZ51wMlGeKyQfGqIuu4hzLqSP9h-S_mJ8dWrgqFJj_GJWPZTqpNCQ8FnbbbcFwvzkctGrjzlfonEMNNvV4tooNaKEIRayGdX-9qPqH60PUKF-3p37Lvq90YsXrqzbMQgn-3G57u-tPjNBIX9xJ7TVMLWiw0El8o2oKRsA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhubs.ly%2FH0l_ZdP0%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR34hdt9J2WBMEX7nbc6A_ogoS9OpRZZ_mIaRb19XLWnrL75bdJe96PRdSw&h=AT1hySoA8UXmQe1zsCZ51wMlGeKyQfGqIuu4hzLqSP9h-S_mJ8dWrgqFJj_GJWPZTqpNCQ8FnbbbcFwvzkctGrjzlfonEMNNvV4tooNaKEIRayGdX-9qPqH60PUKF-3p37Lvq90YsXrqzbMQgn-3G57u-tPjNBIX9xJ7TVMLWiw0El8o2oKRsA
http://ijr.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-iran-airstrike_n_5e0fa41cc5b6b5a713ba2c2b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-iran-extreme-action-legitimacy-concerns_n_5e1146cae4b0843d36135ecb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-iran-extreme-action-legitimacy-concerns_n_5e1146cae4b0843d36135ecb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/iran-says-it-will-no-longer-abide-by-its-nuclear-deal_n_5e1226dbe4b0843d36140e2b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/iraq-war-hawks-sell-iran-war_n_5e165473c5b61f701948c11c


f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60 
U.S. Trump's 'Civil War' Quote Tweet Is Actually Grounds for 
Impeachment, Says Harvard Law Professor 
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-
1462044 By Alexandra Hutzler "...The president's tweet was immediately 
met with backlash, and Harvard Law professor John Coates argued that 
the social media post itself is an "independent basis" for lawmakers to 
remove him from the White House. "This tweet is itself an independent 
basis for impeachment - a sitting president threatening civil war if 
Congress exercises its constitutionally authorized power," Coates wrote 
on Twitter on Monday..."

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor: ‘More Than 
Enough Evidence Now’ Against Trump Laurence Tribe dissected the 
latest Ukraine scandal news and warned that the U.S. is "in real danger." 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-
inquiry-082721518.html 

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist NEWSWEEK Politics Trump Is a 
'Successful Sociopath' and a Predator Who 'Lacks a Conscience and 
Lacks Empathy,' Says Former Harvard Psychiatrist By Shane Croucher

Al Peia Indeed, ‘functioning(successful) sociopath’ fits mentally ill, 
mobster, criminal trump ‘to the T(for trump)’; yet importantly, it has 
become an anthropologically evolutionary american story in the most 
dire sense. Really quite alarmingly tragic! 

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that
both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in the summer
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded
to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and 
screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following 

http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4
https://www.amazon.com/Epstein-Dead-Men-Tell-Tales/dp/1510757929/
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
https://www.newsweek.com/authors/shane-croucher
https://www.newsweek.com/politics
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARDD7DlBKOWxtbvdhZjwVRUaOEY6QdtLxJ6fb8Nme2ksL01CfGjE3jcdmMva9t1WPGzW-gME8DYLnL7U&hc_ref=ARQ8mNZx0P3i75lZnOGPe3LnIUnWOqHfLyADHR6S7Jbx5YAsc1M-QCPWytQVmgNGt9o
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://www.newsweek.com/authors/alexandra-hutzler
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-1462044
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-1462044
https://www.newsweek.com/us
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60


this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any 
of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my 
family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]

“...In THE DANGEROUS CASE OF DONALD TRUMP, twenty-seven 
psychiatrists, psychologists, and other mental health experts argue that, 
in Mr. Trump's case, their moral and civic "duty to warn" America 
supersedes professional neutrality. They then explore Trump's symptoms 
and potentially relevant diagnoses to find a complex, if also dangerously 
mad, man. Philip Zimbardo and Rosemary Sword, for instance, explain 
Trump's impulsivity in terms of "unbridled and extreme present 
hedonism." Craig Malkin writes on pathological narcissism and politics as
a lethal mix. Gail Sheehy, on a lack of trust that exceeds paranoia. Lance 
Dodes, on sociopathy. Robert Jay Lifton, on the "malignant normality" 
that can set in everyday life if psychiatrists do not speak up. His madness
is catching, too. From the trauma people have experienced under the 
Trump administration to the cult-like characteristics of his followers, he 
has created unprecedented mental health consequences across our 
nation and beyond. It's not all in our heads. It's in his. "There will not be a
book published this fall more urgent, important, or controversial than The
Dangerous Case of Donald Trump ...profound, illuminating and 
discomforting" --Bill Moyers …..”

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000


SHAMELESS: BIBI PUSHES FOR IMMUNITY 

John Roberts Warns Americans They’re Taking Democracy ‘For Granted’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-
democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305 [ Sure, if you’re relying upon 
him and scotus et als. ] Chief Justice John Roberts says Americans may 
'take democracy for granted' As the country faces unprecedented rancor 
between the branches of government in the midst of impeachment 
proceedings, Chief Justice John Roberts urged … CNN [ While on the 
subject of taking things for granted, how about about him having a sit-
down with his ‘good neighbor sam’ (scalito), the italian from jersey … I’m 
still wondering what happened to that file, twice, concerning money 
laundering by RICO defendants/trump casinos, how trump sister and fed 
bench friend maryanne is still a taxpayer expense, and maybe a 
clarification regarding the resigned tony kennedy, deutsche 
bank/trump/son connection … don’t be shy, john roberts, american 
democracy for, ie., trump, et als means all the criminal you can be. In 
other words, john, you’re full of s**t, you cowardly baseturd! 

Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001)

U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut - 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. 
Conn. 2001)

RULING ON DEFENDANT UNITED STATES'S MOTION TO DISMISS
DORSEY, Senior District Judge.

The United States moves to dismiss all Plaintiff's claims. The motion is 
granted.

*230 I. JURISDICTION

Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMKHL9QowkqbaAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKDODp4i0qcvdxY_P0gPj98qGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKDODp4i0qcvdxY_P0gPj98qGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/israels-netanyahu-seeks-immunity-buying-time-until-after-vote_n_5e0d2088e4b0843d360d713d


18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1).

II. BACKGROUND

The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 
massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims.

In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in 
the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money 
owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge 
Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena 
diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug 
profits that were then laundered through the Trump casinos. 
Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he 
informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive.

As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, 
Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he 
sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald 
Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this 



time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to 
convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. 
The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989...

-------------------------------------------------------------
* The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and 
the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... 
Petition for Cert. Denied
Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of 
appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand
Total $26,500,160 .

[ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey’s factual background 
synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued individually for having 
missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings parallel to the RICO 
action causing dismissal with prejudice and substantial damages 
thereby. ]

AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Potential clash 
between U.S. and Iran averted as embassy siege ends U.S. strike on 
Iranian leader sparks fears of major digital disruption Trump endorses 
tweet comparing top Senate Democrat to Iranians [ You can’t make this 
stuff up! So sick, so mentally ill! Psychopath trump! ] ‘  America is the   
enemy of God’: Calls for revenge at Soleimani funeral in Iraq How do they
support a president who cheers for war crimes? More than 12 Iranian 
missiles launched at 2 U.S. bases in Iraq Iraq says U.S. military letter was
‘clear’: American troops are leaving Trump says 4 embassies were under 
threat from Iran, a claim contested by U.S. officials

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/trump-now-claims-four-embassies-were-under-threat-from-iran-raising-fresh-questions-about-intelligence-reports/2020/01/10/02f8d154-33e7-11ea-a053-dc6d944ba776_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/trump-now-claims-four-embassies-were-under-threat-from-iran-raising-fresh-questions-about-intelligence-reports/2020/01/10/02f8d154-33e7-11ea-a053-dc6d944ba776_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/iraq-says-it-has-been-informed-by-the-us-military-that-troops-will-be-withdrawn/2020/01/07/0e164b46-30d3-11ea-971b-43bec3ff9860_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/iraq-says-it-has-been-informed-by-the-us-military-that-troops-will-be-withdrawn/2020/01/07/0e164b46-30d3-11ea-971b-43bec3ff9860_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/iran-live-updates/2020/01/07/896c70a2-30d5-11ea-9313-6cba89b1b9fb_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/iran-live-updates/2020/01/07/896c70a2-30d5-11ea-9313-6cba89b1b9fb_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/01/07/how-do-they-support-president-who-cheers-war-crimes/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/01/07/how-do-they-support-president-who-cheers-war-crimes/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-endorses-tweet-comparing-top-senate-democrat-to-iranians/2020/01/03/3103a226-2e43-11ea-9b60-817cc18cf173_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-endorses-tweet-comparing-top-senate-democrat-to-iranians/2020/01/03/3103a226-2e43-11ea-9b60-817cc18cf173_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/01/03/cyber-attack-should-be-expected-us-strike-iranian-leader-sparks-fears-major-digital-disruption/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/01/03/cyber-attack-should-be-expected-us-strike-iranian-leader-sparks-fears-major-digital-disruption/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/supporters-of-iranian-backed-militia-start-withdrawing-from-besieged-us-embassy-in-baghdad-following-militia-orders/2020/01/01/8280cb34-2c9e-11ea-9b60-817cc18cf173_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/supporters-of-iranian-backed-militia-start-withdrawing-from-besieged-us-embassy-in-baghdad-following-militia-orders/2020/01/01/8280cb34-2c9e-11ea-9b60-817cc18cf173_story.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Trump Bet He 
Could Isolate Iran and Charm North Korea. It Hasn’t Worked. Christianity 
Today Editor Laments ‘Ethical Naïveté’ of Trump Backers Iran Vows 
‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills Top Commander Iran Pulls Back From 
Nuclear Deal as Killing of Iranian General Upends Mideast Analysis: 
Trump’s Iran Strategy Backfires The Arrogance of Trump’s Enablers 
Attack Is Retaliation for Suleimani’s Killing, Iran Says A single word has 
become a focal point of concerns about President Trump’s decision to kill
Iran’s top general: assassination. U.S. Unsuccessfully Tried Killing a 
Second Iranian Military Official

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/10/world/middleeast/trump-iran-yemen.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/10/world/middleeast/trump-iran-yemen.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/07/world/middleeast/iran-soleimani-assassination.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/07/world/middleeast/iran-soleimani-assassination.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/07/world/middleeast/trump-iran.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/07/opinion/trump-impeachment-congress.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/05/world/middleeast/trump-iran-nuclear-agreement.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Militiamen 
withdraw from U.S. Embassy, but Iraq tensions linger Trump retreats from
full ban on flavored vaping   Magnitude 4 earthquake near Oxnard shakes   
up L.A. and Ventura counties Opinion: Trump’s Suleimani strike is more of
the same old losing U.S. game plan in the Mideast   Column: Trump’s   
Orwellian doublespeak on Iran Opinion: Iraq’s vote to expel U.S. troops is 
Iran’s true victory   Repercussions mount over U.S. strike, with Iran   
nuclear deal pullback and Iraq call for U.S. troop pullout Editorial: Trump 
is winging it with Iran. The results do not look good Iran fires missiles at 
two U.S. bases in Iraq 2020 candidate Michael Bloomberg says he doesn’t
regret backing Iraq war [ Regrets are irrelevant/meaningless but stupid 
is, and mike that was … stupid! ]

'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison 
d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report 
filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned 
as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned?
You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS
Majority disapprove of Trump's actions on Iran: Poll

Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Strategist: Can’t Imagine Worse President At 
This Very Dangerous Moment

https://www.yahoo.com/news/steve-schmidt-trump-iran-prediction-085419352.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/steve-schmidt-trump-iran-prediction-085419352.html
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Epstein accusers speak out: 'No way that guy took his life'     

Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger 
plane 'a big lie' 
https://www.cnn.com/…/…/iran-plane-crash-intl-hnk/index.html   [ First, the   
trump/americonna track record for verity precludes the desperate 
administration’s favored spin pinning the blame on Iran for an act clearly 
against its own interest in its own nation. The video, less than conclusive
anyway, could easily be contrived/doctored. The bottom line is that, much
like the Iraq debacle, desperate trump et als own this unfortunate 
scenario which bespeaks again the ugly american mideast presence. ]

Associated Press
Iran denies missile hit plane, calls on West to share data
Associated PressJanuary 9, 2020, 9:31 PM PST
https://www.yahoo.com/…/iran-invites-boeing-probe-plane-053…

"TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran on Friday denied Western allegations that one 
of its own missiles downed a Ukrainian jetliner that crashed outside 
Tehran, and called on the U.S. and Canada to share any information they 
have on the crash, which killed all 176 people on board.

Western leaders said the plane appeared to have been unintentionally hit 
by a surface-to-air missile just hours after Iran launched around a dozen 
ballistic missiles at two U.S. bases in Iraq to avenge the killing of its top 
general in an American airstrike last week.

“What is obvious for us, and what we can say with certainty, is that no 
missile hit the plane,” Ali Abedzadeh, head of Iran's national aviation 
department, told a press conference.

“If they are really sure, they should come and show their findings to the 
world" in accordance with international standards, he added.

Hassan Rezaeifar, the head of the Iranian investigation team, said 
recovering data from the black box flight recorders could take more than 
a month and that the entire investigation could stretch into next year. He 
also said Iran may request help from international experts if it is not able
to extract the flight recordings...."

http://albertpeia.com 
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http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofper… 

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current

A spokesman for the Iranian government said reports that missiles 
downed the Ukraine International Airlines flight that crashed near Tehran
Wednesday are "a big lie," state-run media reported.

YAHOONEWS
Politics “The Guardian Trump's lawless thuggery is corrupting justice in 
America https://www.yahoo.com/news/every-opportunity-trump-
recklessly-degrades-060052046.html 

“Intimidating whistleblowers, politicizing law enforcement, protecting 
rogue military officers and criminal sheriffs – the pattern is depressingly 
clear As the Senate moves to an impeachment trial and America slouches
into this election year, the rule of law is center stage.Yet Donald Trump is
substituting lawless thuggery for impartial justice.The biggest immediate
news is the president’s killing of Qassem Suleimani. The act brings 
America to the brink of an illegal war with Iran without any congressional
approval, in direct violation of Congress’s war-making authority under the
constitution.But other presidents have disregarded Congress’s war-
making power, too. What makes Trump unique is the overall pattern. 
Almost wherever you look, he has shown utter disdain for law. Consider 
Trump’s outing of the person who blew the whistle on his phone call to 
the Ukrainian president, Volodymyr Zelenskiy – tweeting just after 
Christmas a link to a Washington Examiner article headlined with the 
presumed whistleblower’s name, then retweeting a supporter who named
the presumed whistleblower.Even before outing the whistleblower, Trump
had whipped his followers into a lather by calling the whistleblower a 
“spy”, guilty of “treason”.The outing not only imperils the whistleblower’s
safety. It violates the purpose of the Whistleblower Act, which is to 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/every-opportunity-trump-recklessly-degrades-060052046.html
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protect people who alert authorities that government officials are 
violating the law.It’s on this deeper level that Trump’s lawlessness is 
most corrosive. From now on, anyone aware of illegality on the part of a 
government official, including a president, will think twice before 
sounding the alarm.Trump’s intrusion into the navy’s prosecution of Chief
Petty Officer Edward Gallagher on war crimes has the same corrosive 
effect.Trump not only stopped the navy from possibly giving Gallagher a 
less-than-honorable discharge. Trump also upended the military code of 
justice, designed for the military to handle legal violations in its ranks, 
including war crimes.Gallagher’s Navy Seal accusers were themselves 
whistleblowers who broke the Seal’s code of silence in order to stop a 
rogue chief. Now they face recrimination from within the ranks. From now
on, any soldier who witnesses a superior officer committing possible war 
crimes will be more reluctant to report them.Similarly, Trump’s ongoing 
intrusions into the justice department (DoJ) and the FBI aren’t just efforts
to derail investigations of his wrongdoing. They’re attacks on the system 
of impartial justice itself.Trump’s attorney general, William Barr, is 
supposed to be responsible to the American people. Instead he’s become 
Trump’s advocate. Barr even advised the White House not to turn over the
whistleblower complaint to Congress.After misleading the public on the 
contents of Robert Mueller’s report, Barr bowed to Trump’s demand that 
the department look into the origin of the FBI investigation that had led 
to the Mueller report.And now, after the DoJ’s own inspector general has 
found that the FBI had plenty of evidence to start its Russia inquiry – 
more than 100 contacts between members of the Trump campaign and 
Russian agents during the 2016 campaign – Barr refuses to be bound by 
the findings, and has appointed a prosecutor to launch yet another 
inquiry into the origins of the Russia investigation.The deeper systemic 
corrosion: from now on, attorneys general won’t be presumed to be 
administering impartial justice, and the findings of special counsels and 
inspectors general will have less finality and legitimacy.Barr is part of 
Trump’s private goon squad, along with Rudy Giuliani, chief enabler Mick 
Mulvaney and Trump’s resident white supremacist, Stephen 
Miller.Giuliani is using the authority of the presidency to mount a rogue 
foreign policy designed to keep Trump in power. It’s double lawlessness: 
Giuliani is bending the law and he’s accountable to no one.Miller, 
meanwhile, is waging Trump’s ongoing war against people legally 
seeking asylum in the United States – featuring family separations, caged
children and inhumane detention.Miller even got Trump to pardon Joe 
Arpaio, the former Arizona sheriff who was ordered by a federal judge to 



stop detaining people solely on suspicion of their immigration status. 
Arpaio disregarded the order, which is why he was convicted of criminal 
contempt of court. From now on, rogue sheriffs will be less constrained. 
You see the pattern: whistleblowers intimidated, the justice department 
politicized, findings of special counsels and inspectors general distorted 
or ignored, foreign policy made by a private citizen unaccountable to 
anybody, rogue military officers and rogue sheriffs pardoned.Each 
instance is disturbing on its own. Viewed as a whole, Trump’s 
lawlessness is systematically corrupting justice in the US. Impartial 
justice is the keystone of a democracy. Even if the Senate fails to remove
Trump for impeachable offenses, American voters must do so next 
November.”

CNN 'You're not a dictator'  : Democrats criticize Trump tweet on notifying   
Congress about Iran military action 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/trump-war-tweet-iran/index.html 

Joe Walsh: Trump is absolutely incompetent and unfit 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/05/joe-walsh-trump-iran-
tweets-reaction-sot-nr-vpx.cnn 
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Russia Warns U.S. of ‘Grave Consequences’ of Soleimani Killing National 
Review

World Yahoo News UK Iran's UN ambassador accuses Donald Trump of 
'starting a war against Iran' with killing of top general

U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed on Killing 
Soleimani

YAHOONEWS U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed 
on Killing Soleimani [ Rational thought process; viz., ie., Rice: Risks likely
outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani , etc., is something 
documented mentally ill insane person trump is incapable of! ]

World Yahoo Finance Samantha Power on Iran: 'This is likely to get ugly 
very quickly'

World Yahoo News UK Boris Johnson told to 'get off his sun lounger' and 
speak out on US killing of Iranian commander

World The Daily Beast Kim Jong Un Rings in a Thoroughly Nuclear New 
Year

Trump Organization purges workers in year-end firings

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-organization-fires-more-undocumented-022554245.html
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YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg U.S. Factory Gauge Unexpectedly Falls
to Lowest Since 2009 (Bloomberg) -- U.S. manufacturing closed out a 
tumultuous year with the weakest monthly performance since the end of 
the recession, with orders shrinking and factories continuing to dial back
production. Stocks and Treasury yields, already lower after a U.S. 
airstrike killed one of Iran’s most powerful military leaders, extended 
declines after the report. The Institute for Supply Management’s 
purchasing managers’ index fell to 47.2 in December from 48.1, the fifth 
straight month of contraction and missing estimates for a rise in a 
Bloomberg survey of economists, according to a report Friday. It was the 
worst reading since June 2009 and marked the eighth decline in the last 
nine months. Readings below 50 indicate activity is shrinking.The 
deterioration was driven by the weakest gauges of new orders and 
production since April 2009. The data show American factories remain 
plagued by pullbacks in business investment at home, softer demand 
throughout the world and, until recently, an escalating trade war between
the U.S. and China.

Politics HuffPost Trump Winery Fired Undocumented Workers — But Only 
After Grape Harvest Had Ended

Trump's now-deleted retweet sparks outrage The president recently 
shared a post that included the name of a man alleged to be the 
whistleblower whose complaint launched the impeachment process.

Politics People Ron Howard Calls Donald Trump a 'Self-Serving, 
Dishonest, Morally Bankrupt Ego Maniac' [ He forgot the mentally ill, 
mobster/criminal part, etc. ]

U.S. HuffPost Trump Cost Taxpayers An Extra $5 Million By Starting 
Afghanistan Trip In Florida The secret trip required two more planes than 
if he’d flown from and back to D.C., raising his golf-related tab to $123.6 
million.

Why is America so depressed?
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U.S. Bloomberg Goodbye, New York, California and Illinois. Hello 
…     Where?   (Bloomberg Opinion) -- New York, California and Illinois have 
been hemorrhaging residents. Almost 3.2 million more people left those 
states for elsewhere in the U.S. than arrived from other states, from 2010
through 2019, according to population estimates released last week by 
the Census Bureau. Nine other states saw net out-migration of more than
100,000 people over that period, but none really came close to the big 
three.Thanks to 2 million more births than deaths and 1 million 
newcomers from other countries, California’s population still grew by 
about 2 million over this period, a gain that trailed only those of Texas 
and Florida. New York’s population grew but only slightly, while Illinois 
lost an estimated 159,751 people between 2010 and 2019. Yes, these are 
all big states, but New York and Illinois ranked second and third in net 
domestic migration as percentage of 2010 population, behind only Alaska
(California ranked 13th).Where are all these people going? The Empire 
Center for Public Policy, a conservative Albany think tank, put together 
some estimates for New York based on data that the Internal Revenue 
Service gleans from tax returns. (The Census Bureau also releases data 
on state-to-state migration flows, but those are based on surveys with 
sometimes-large margins of error, so the IRS numbers are more reliable if
less complete.) This inspired me to do the same for California and Illinois.
Here are the Empire Center’s numbers for New York:The adjusted gross 
income of New York taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $88,940 from
2012 through 2018. Those who left for Florida, New Jersey, California and
Connecticut made more money than that; those who moved to other 
states in the top 10 less, in some cases much less. By far the most 
affluent group of migrants from New York was the 1,309 taxpayers who 
moved to Wyoming, who had an average income of $179,014.Here’s 
where Californians have been heading.The adjusted gross income of 
California taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $84,641, and migrants 
to all of the top-10 states made less than that. Also notable in California’s
case is that it experienced net inflows from about half the states, 
including New York and Illinois. It’s losing residents in huge numbers to 
nearby states, but still attracting people from the Northeast and 
Midwest.Finally, here’s where Illinoisans (Illinoians?) have been 
going.The adjusted gross income of Illinois taxpayers who didn’t migrate 
averaged $78,959. Illinois has been losing high-income residents (a lot of 
them retirees, one imagines) to Florida, middle-income residents to the 
South and West, and those with lower incomes to neighboring states. 
Also, the top two destinations for Illinois migrants are the top two for the 
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nation as a whole, with Florida first, Texas second.Domestic migration 
statistics are frequently cited as evidence of the failures of blue-state 
governance, in particular the higher taxes imposed by states that are 
losing lots of residents. There’s something to that — income-tax-free 
Florida sure is attracting a lot of affluent people from Illinois and New 
York, and a recent study of high-income California taxpayers concluded 
that a 2012 income tax increase there did in fact drive some away. 
But California, Illinois and New York have all experienced bigger per 
capita personal income gains than the nation as a whole since the 
beginning of 2010, and all saw taxpayers with incomes below $50,000 
overrepresented among the leavers from 2011 through 2018. These 
departures may indicate failures of governance as well, but it’s a 
different set of governance failures, presumably related more to housing 
costs, commutes and job opportunities than taxes per se.There also isn’t 
much evidence in the IRS data — yet — of an exodus of high-income 
taxpayers hit by the state-and-local-tax-deduction limits imposed by the 
2017 tax bill. That is, the number of taxpayers with adjusted gross 
incomes of $200,000 or more leaving for other states actually fell in high-
tax California, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey and New York from 2017 
to 2018, the year the cap went into effect. Those who ended up with 
higher tax bills due to the change generally didn’t find out exactly how 
much higher until 2019, though, so it may just be too early to tell.One last
thing I checked was which counties in New York have been sending the 
most migrants to other states. My fellow Bloomberg Opinion columnist 
Conor Sen argued this week that in congressional-redistricting terms the 
most important population shifts of recent years have been from rural 
areas to large metropolitan areas, not from state to state. Indeed, thanks
to babies and immigrants, New York City and most of its suburbs have 
gained population over the past decade as the rest of the state has 
shrunk. That may be changing, though, as the city in particular has been 
seeing accelerating migration to other states. Of those who left New 
York state from 2011 to 2012, 49.1% were from the city. From 2017 to 
2018, 68.4% were. A lot of those people are just moving to New Jersey. 
But it’s not a great sign.To contact the author of this story: Justin Fox at 
justinfox@bloomberg.netTo contact the editor responsible for this story: 
Stacey Shick at sshick@bloomberg.netThis column does not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its 
owners.Justin Fox is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering business. 
He was the editorial director of Harvard Business Review and wrote for 
Time, Fortune and American Banker. He is the author of “The Myth of the 



Rational Market.”For more articles like this, please visit us at 
bloomberg.com/opinion©2020 Bloomberg L.P.
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The Levin Report Trump Thinks Iran Will Be Cool With the U.S. Killing Its Top 
Leader by Bess Levin January 3, 2020 

Foreign Policy “The Administration’s Track Record Doesn’t Inspire Confidence”: 
After Killing Soleimani, Trump Confronts a Credibility Gap 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-killing-
iran With an Iran war looming, cuts at State, demoralized intelligence agencies,
vulnerable embassies, and a reputation for untruth, Trump faces significant 
doubt on the home front for his foray abroad. By Abigail Tracy January 3, 2020

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump’s Old Tweets About Obama Striking Iran 
For Re-Election Come Back To Haunt Him https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-old-tweets-barack-obama-iran-091733115.html 

MSNBC Trump in 2011: The president 'plays golf to escape work while 
America goes down the drain' 

https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-in-2011-the-president-plays-golf-to-escape-work-while-america-goes-down-the-drain-75879493821
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/trump-in-2011-the-president-plays-golf-to-escape-work-while-america-goes-down-the-drain-75879493821
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-old-tweets-barack-obama-iran-091733115.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-old-tweets-barack-obama-iran-091733115.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-old-tweets-barack-obama-iran-091733115.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-old-tweets-barack-obama-iran-091733115.html
https://www.vanityfair.com/contributor/abigail-tracy
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-killing-iran
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-killing-iran
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-iran-war
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-iran-war


Trump spent 1 of every 5 days at one of his golf clubs in 2019 
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/31/politics/trump-golfing-vacation/index.htm
l “… According to CNN's tally, he has spent at least 252 days at a Trump 
golf club and 333 days at a Trump property as President …..” [ Titanic 
america … the ‘ship of fools’! ]

YAHOONEWS President Trump outstrips Obama on golf trips The 
president, who once criticized predecessor Barack Obama for spending 
too much time playing golf, is on track to pass Obama's 8-year total in 
just 4 years. Well over $100 million» [ Mentally ill, pathological liar, fraud, 
mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief trump is so full of s**t! ]

ABC News Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says he will ask 
parliament to grant him immunity from corruption charges, a step that is 
expected to delay his trial for months.

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert posted an episode of a show. 
TONIGHT (1-3-20): James Bond's drink of choice is a martini, but Daniel 
Craig is all about Guinness.

GOOGLENEWS
The Nightmare Stage of Trump’s Rule Is Here Unstable and impeached, 
the president pushes the U.S. toward war with Iran.

The New York Times Opinion

Live Updates: Iran Vows ‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills General 

Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, promised retaliation 
against those who killed Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani in Baghdad. The 
U.S. moved to send … The New York Times

Trump speaks after ordering strike on top Iran general

video_youtube CNN

https://news.google.com/articles/CCAiC1kxSzZCcmg2MHo4mAEB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7rigMwlq88?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/2557728327572233/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBPqh-nW2YIzRKYVWBJok0KnPFME7DHlZhVkku_vQQINe4XQZe8byTZdEdADTF4mLOYjo9cJuLxkcH_9DS0zYDvPOSmscJlPZuzrSC6NW-rdzBHdyGR1K3IiNFS9LEgY9jKv2odoJrEZQX_kyXHIntdtXeEm73RmYrCri_1-cxd8LVpkBbp3c8w0m6P53hWMtCMpkd5-l4XxhvwAZJMc_Ui4yImrxM6P5mrh5oK7xh7yBWh2T0Hswnp6IvadZzPIn3tOss4P__SQH3aeUHZpubmkmg4z9NQELoJiklIgn3GB7EmA0LPvOA_MX4H0mk5Py75RyIf-XzUeg4PCrcqMPPWAdBHlfihRXPI1IIxsZF2odLgIO7KN6qE5kDIBBw&__tn__=-UC-R
https://www.facebook.com/colbertlateshow/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARC2AVYLS91DQ-Uw0qLYtEL9f0hzfQflclAbWHBkDWsZP_pJ2fUQxQcKSw1JvCfmkHldr_jlmsdjYr5X&hc_ref=ARSTEFWDOjjrDAA8G136VDiawVoUMdarBKyc3rb8KUDoU_hYYprtpDRAeoBUisk00U8&ref=nf_target&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBPqh-nW2YIzRKYVWBJok0KnPFME7DHlZhVkku_vQQINe4XQZe8byTZdEdADTF4mLOYjo9cJuLxkcH_9DS0zYDvPOSmscJlPZuzrSC6NW-rdzBHdyGR1K3IiNFS9LEgY9jKv2odoJrEZQX_kyXHIntdtXeEm73RmYrCri_1-cxd8LVpkBbp3c8w0m6P53hWMtCMpkd5-l4XxhvwAZJMc_Ui4yImrxM6P5mrh5oK7xh7yBWh2T0Hswnp6IvadZzPIn3tOss4P__SQH3aeUHZpubmkmg4z9NQELoJiklIgn3GB7EmA0LPvOA_MX4H0mk5Py75RyIf-XzUeg4PCrcqMPPWAdBHlfihRXPI1IIxsZF2odLgIO7KN6qE5kDIBBw
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Dramatic escalation with airstrike in Iraq l ABC News

video_youtube ABC News

The death of Iran's top general, Qassem Soleimani, means America has 
declared war

Iran's Qassem Soleimani, assassinated in a U.S. air strike Trump ordered,
means U.S. is at war with Iran.

NBCNews.com Opinion

New photos show widespread fire damage in aftermath of militants' 
attack on US embassy in Baghdad

Stunning photos reveal scenes of destruction inside the United States 
embassy in Iraq's capital one day after Iran-backed militiamen stormed 
the heavily fortified ...
Fox News

U.S. embassy suspends consular operations

The U.S. Embassy in Baghdad said on Wednesday that all public consular 
operations were suspended, a day after Iran-backed militias and their 
supporters ...
Reuters

Iran-backed militiamen withdraw from siege of US Embassy in Baghdad 
as more American troops deployed

The siege outside of the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad ended Wednesday 
after dozens of pro-Iran militiamen and their supporters began to 
withdraw from the ...
Fox News

Shock Waves From American Airstrikes in Iraq May Have Just Begun

Iran-backed Shiite militias have been firing missiles at American troops 
and military contractors in Iraq for six months now, and last week they 
finally killed one of ...
The New York Times Opinion

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMI7rigMwlq88?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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Iraqi security forces regain control of area around US Embassy after 
second day of protests

Iraqi security forces have regained control of the area around the US 
Embassy in Baghdad, after the compound was rocked by a second day of 
mass protests.
CNN

https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMKHL9QowkqbaAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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DRUDGEREPORT
COULTER: WE THOUGHT TRUMP WOULD BE DIFFERENT... Ann Coulter: 
‘We Thought Trump Was Different’ About Starting Wars 
http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv 

http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv
https://dailycaller.com/2020/01/06/ann-coulter-trump-different-iran-war/


POMPEO: Trump Ready to Launch More Strikes... 
Iran military displaying 'heightened state of readiness'... 
13 'revenge scenarios'... 
Drone attacks? 
BAKER: High-risk gambles with much at stake... 
'Completely coincidental': Air Force launches 52 fighter jets in training 
exercise...
College students panic over fine print about registering for the draft...
'We're going to war, bro'... 
Anxiety over fate of American hostages... 
At least 50 killed in stampede at Iranian general's funeral... 
Putin lands in Damascus on unannounced visit... 

POLL: 66% Want To See Bolton Testify In Senate Impeachment Trial... 
RAGE BUILDS
IRAN EYES 35 TARGETS
ROCKETS LAUNCHED AT US TROOPS 
Red flag raised at Mosque warning of severe battle to come... 
Will punish Americans wherever they are...
General steps out of Soleimani shadow...
Fear Hits Tehran Over What Might Come Next...
Royal Navy Admiral warns West against war...
Need millions of soldiers...
NATO suspends Iraq training mission...
Strait of Hormuz in focus...
TRUMP THE TERMINATOR…
Trump thought war with Iran could help Obama reelection. What about 
his own? 
'Totally Unpredictable'...
'Hornets' nest'...
FEAR OF CYBER ATTACKS...
Protests across USA...
Selective Service Site Falters Over #WWIII Draft Fears... 

Trump Rattles Mideast With Risky Strike...
Soleimani 'torn to shreds' by missile...
Body identified by ring...
DRONES FOUND HIM...

https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/ct-nw-nyt-qassem-soleimani-iran-20200103-6cfuwdo5cfhi7aocmrhn75nbse-story.html
https://nypost.com/2020/01/03/qassem-soleimani-airstrike-ring-from-corpse-identified-irans-top-general/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7847795/How-airstrike-Iranian-general-unfolded-Baghdad.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-rattles-mideast-u-politics-055619552.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/selective-service-website-falters-as-talk-of-u-s-draft-rises
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/01/04/iraq-iran-tensions-protests-condemn-u-s-actions-middle-east/2807176001/
https://www.axios.com/us-iran-war-footing-qasem-soleimani-airstrike-13cbe74f-9095-47b4-8d03-85f1e702f447.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/With-missile-strike-Trump-opts-for-escalation-14948664.php
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-killing-soleimani-leaves-trump-050002273.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Trump-thought-war-with-Iran-could-help-reelect-14949215.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Trump-thought-war-with-Iran-could-help-reelect-14949215.php
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7848729/Trump-taunts-Iran-saying-never-won-war-ordering-strike-killed-Soleimani.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/strait-of-hormuz-the-worlds-biggest-oil-chokepoint-in-focus-as-us-iran-tensions-flare-2020-01-03
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security-nato/nato-suspends-iraq-training-mission-after-soleimani-killing-idUSKBN1Z30EX
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/iran-war-would-need-millions-21211138
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/iran-war-would-need-millions-21211138
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fear-hits-tehran-over-might-133724630.html
https://apnews.com/d515b9c3a2b48f9d3416d73dad347456
http://news.trust.org/item/20200104104819-ohs52
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1223958/Iran-US-red-flag-Qassem-Soleimani-world-war-3-ww3-Donald-Trump-Jamkaran-Mosque
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/missiles-hit-green-zone-and-iraq-base-housing-us-troops-security-sources/ar-BBYC7Kb
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10670210/iran-unfurls-red-flag-ready-for-war/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7851075/Thousands-chant-Death-America-funeral-Iranian-general-Qassem-Soleimani.html
https://poll.qu.edu/national/release-detail?ReleaseID=3653
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/putin-syria-damascus-assad-russia-a9273781.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-security/at-least-50-killed-in-stampede-at-iranian-generals-funeral-tehran-weighs-response-to-u-s-attack-idUSKBN1Z60NL
https://news.yahoo.com/death-iran-general-spurs-anxiety-052022548.html
http://news.trust.org/item/20200107102718-0wstz
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/military-draft-united-states-college-students-loan-fafsa-selective-service/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/jan/6/air-force-launches-52-fighter-jets-training-exerci/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/jan/6/air-force-launches-52-fighter-jets-training-exerci/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/for-trump-the-burden-may-be-proving-this-is-not-the-moment-his-critics-predicted/ar-BBYDYRk
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/07/politics/us-iran-high-alert-drone-attacks/index.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7860045/Iran-considering-13-revenge-scenarios-death-General-Soleimani.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/iran-news-qassem-soleimani-funeral-deaths-today-revolutionary-guard-threatens-us-allies-live-updates-2020-01-07/
https://freebeacon.com/national-security/pompeo-trump-admin-ready-to-launch-more-strikes-on-iran/


'Hornets' nest'...
RAND PAUL: NO WAR...
EX-CIA DIRECTOR: 'THERE WILL BE DEAD AMERICANS'...
Depart Iraq immediately...
Westerners 'should leave Dubai'... 
NYC ON ALERT... 
UK livid... 
Thousands rally in Iran against 'crimes'...
Israel braces for retaliation... 
Oil prices surge... Stocks shook... 
Strait of Hormuz in focus... 
UPDATES...
TRUMP: 'Reign of terror over'...
'Took Action To Stop War'… 
How decision was made... 

Trump doubled his tweets in 2019.... 
U.S. combat deaths in Afghanistan highest in years… 

FLASHBACK: TRUMP SAID OBAMA WOULD ATTACK IRAN TO WIN RE-
ELECTION...
TWEETS COME BACK TO HAUNT... 
WAG THE DOG THEORIES ERUPT... 
No 'stupid' wars doctrine faces biggest test...
Iraq War Hawks Now Pumped For Iran…

THE NEW YORKER https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/as-a-
businessman-trump-was-the-biggest-loser-of-all?fbclid=IwAR1yUJvVPI4-
pqUiLVXxVSihkd9b6j-VAcaIGedbRiNJgV9ZtbFkKYhgQAs 

“Our Columnists

“As a Businessman, Trump Was the Biggest Loser of All

By John Cassidy 

May 8, 2019

https://www.newyorker.com/contributors/john-cassidy
https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists
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https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/01/with-a-war-against-iran-brewing-dont-listen-to-the-hawks-who-lied-us-into-iraq/
https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-no-stupid-wars-doctrine-faces-biggest-test-161739094.html
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Many Americans still believe that Donald Trump is a savvy and successful
businessman, but a recent Times exposé on the Trump family’s financial 
records suggests the opposite.Photograph by Joe McNally / Getty

Last October, the New York Times published a monumental exposé of 
how Donald Trump and other members of the Trump family engaged in 
sham financial schemes during the nineteen-nineties, including what the 
newspaper described as “instances of outright fraud,” to avoid paying 
hundreds of millions of dollars in taxes on the real-estate fortune that 
Fred Trump passed on to his children. Last month, the three reporters 
who wrote the story—David Barstow, Susanne Craig, and Russ Buettner—
were awarded the Pulitzer Prize in explanatory reporting.

On Tuesday evening, the Times dropped another story that delved into the
President’s financial past. Written by Buettner and Craig, and based upon 
“printouts from Mr. Trump’s official Internal Revenue Service transcripts” 
that the reporters obtained, the story further undermined the assiduously
promoted fiction that Trump, before he became a reality-television star 
and entered politics, was a highly successful self-made businessman. He 
was anything but.

Between 1985 and 1994, the Times story says, Trump’s core businesses 
lost money every single year, and the accumulated losses came to more 
than a billion dollars. “In fact, year after year, Mr. Trump appears to have 
lost more money than nearly any other individual American taxpayer, the 
Times found when it compared his results with detailed information the 
I.R.S. compiles on an annual sampling of high-income earners,” Buettner 
and Craig write. “His core business losses in 1990 and 1991—more than 
$250 million each year—were more than double those of the nearest 
taxpayers in the I.R.S. information for those years.”

In case you didn’t take all that in, here is a quick recap: when Trump was 
portraying himself as a newly minted billionaire and financial genius, his 
core businesses were losing money hand over fist. Assuming the Times 

reporters’ analysis of the I.R.S. data on high earners is accurate—and 
there is no apparent reason to doubt it—he was the biggest loser in the 
country for two years in a row.

Of course, anybody who has followed Trump’s career already knew that 
much of what he said was erroneous and deceptive. He financed the 
parts of his business portfolio that he didn’t inherit from Fred by taking 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/07/31/the-tv-that-created-donald-trump
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/05/07/us/politics/donald-trump-taxes.html
https://www.pulitzer.org/winners/david-barstow-susanne-craig-and-russ-buettner-new-york-times
https://www.newyorker.com/tag/donald-trump
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html


on huge loans. During the recession of the early nineteen-nineties, four of
his highly indebted businesses declared bankruptcy—three casinos in 
Atlantic City and the Plaza Hotel on Fifth Avenue. Other Trump 
businesses only survived because they were sold or his lenders decided 
they were worth more as going concerns and allowed him to write down 
some of his debts.

Video From The New Yorker
President Trump Is Impeached

The Times reporters and other journalists have already covered some of 
this troubled history. In September, 2016, the Times received a copy of 
part of Trump’s 1995 tax return, which showed that he declared a 
massive tax loss, of nine hundred and sixteen million dollars. Under tax 
laws, business owners are allowed to carry losses into subsequent years 
and offset them against income. Trump’s loss was so huge in 1995, the 
Times noted, that it “could have allowed him to legally avoid paying any 
federal income taxes for up to 18 years.” In response to that Times 

scoop, Trump’s campaign released a statement that didn’t challenge the 
nine-hundred-and-sixteen-million-dollar loss but claimed that he “has paid
hundreds of millions of dollars in property taxes, sales and excise taxes, 
real estate taxes, city taxes, state taxes, employee taxes and federal 
taxes.”

By lumping all the different taxes together, this statement seemed to 
concede that Trump’s federal-tax payments after 1995 weren’t very large.
The latest Times report confirms that Trump didn’t pay much tax in the 
decade before 1995, either. To wit: “Over all, Mr. Trump lost so much 
money that he was able to avoid paying income taxes for eight of the 10 
years.” (The story also notes, “It is not known whether the I.R.S. later 
required changes after audits.”)

This revelation confirms another thing that many Trump skeptics have 
long suspected. The financial problems his businesses faced predated 
the bust of the early nineteen-nineties. “The numbers show that in 1985, 
Mr. Trump reported losses of $46.1 million from his core businesses—
largely casinos, hotels and retail space in apartment buildings,” the 
Times reported. “They continued to lose money every year, totaling $1.17 
billion in losses for the decade.” In 1987, Trump published a ghostwritten 
book—“Trump: The Art of the Deal”—that became a best-seller and 
cemented his status as a celebrity. By the time the book came out, the 

https://www.amazon.com/Trump-Art-Deal-Donald-J/dp/0399594493
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/07/25/donald-trumps-ghostwriter-tells-all
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/07/25/donald-trumps-ghostwriter-tells-all
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-taxes.html
https://video.newyorker.com/watch/president-trump-is-impeached/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2016/live-updates/general-election/real-time-fact-checking-and-analysis-of-the-first-presidential-debate/fact-check-has-trump-declared-bankruptcy-four-or-six-times/?utm_term=.2578ef7d2f57


story notes, Trump “was already in deep financial distress, losing tens of 
millions of dollars on troubled business deals.”

In response to inquiries from the Times, Charles Harder, a lawyer for 
Trump, claimed that the tax information the newspaper obtained was 
“demonstrably false” but didn’t cite any specific errors. Harder also 
described I.R.S. transcripts, which are official records of full tax returns, 
as “notoriously inaccurate.” The Times story quoted a former director of 
research at the I.R.S., who disputed this characterization and said that 
the agency’s own auditors often referred to tax transcripts as handy 
summaries of full tax returns.

If the entries in Trump’s actual tax returns really differed materially from 
the figures in the I.R.S. transcripts that the Times cited, Harder and 
Trump could have resolved the matter by showing the newspaper copies 
of the original documents. But they didn’t do that, of course. Meanwhile, 
Trump and his Treasury Secretary, Steven Mnuchin, who oversees the 
I.R.S., are busy fighting congressional requests for the President’s more 
recent tax records, and the matter seems to be headed for the courts. It’s
too early to say how that dispute will ultimately be resolved, but an 
amicable settlement seems highly unlikely.

Even now, there are a lot of Americans who believe that the President is 
a savvy and successful businessman who knows what he is doing. The 
actual record, which, thanks to the Times, we now know a good deal 
more about, suggests the exact opposite. It reveals Trump to be a 
reckless conman who burned money and relied on his father, even as he 
was fashioning a myth that eventually took him all the way to the White 
House. No wonder he is so averse to allowing the American public to see 
any more accurate information about his financial history.”

MARKETWATCH
Drones Are Cheap. A War With Iran Isn't.

Mike Bloomberg: Don’t Believe Trump – Our Economy Is Broken 
https://www.barrons.com/…/mike-bloomberg-dont-believe-trump… [ It truly
is difficult for me to be negative about Mike Bloomberg because he really 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/mike-bloomberg-dont-believe-trump-our-economy-is-broken-51578578400?mod=article_inline&fbclid=IwAR0hroI5kP6F7tX2V58kWI_8FNjqSTYAa-3UzFX-SeRD2b9UV9k6keBEIpE
https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/drones-are-cheap-a-war-with-iran-isnt-51578091713?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/mnuchin-rejects-democrats-demand-to-hand-over-trumps-tax-returns-all-but-ensuring-legal-battle/2019/05/06/5483f8ac-7022-11e9-9eb4-0828f5389013_story.html?utm_term=.32ac8774fb61


“knows how to count”; but, there’s that golfing picture with trump, 
clinton, giuliani and his crusade against soda (yes soda with empty 
calories and sugar is not good for you but there are many things that are 
far worse and I’ve observed people who drank only water but consistently
pigged out and were obese). He’s a billionaire to his credit; but, he really 
should address the nation’s unsustainable debt 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
PETER SCHIFF: RECESSION SO BAD COMING, US DOOMED TO DEFAULT 
ON NATIONAL DEBT https://moneyandmarkets.com/peter-schiff-us-
default-on-de…/… 

“Former Head of the U.S. Fed Reveals Washington's Nasty Trick to 
Confiscate Your Savings... Here's How Americans are Resisting... In 
October, U.S. government debt surpassed a record $23 TRILLION.

So, what does David Stockman say? ]

“ECONOMY AND POLICY

Mike Bloomberg: Don’t Believe Trump – Our Economy Is Broken

COMMENTARY
By Michael R. Bloomberg
Updated Jan. 9, 2020 10:13 am ET / Original Jan. 9, 2020 9:00 am ET

Democratic Presidential candidate Michael Bloomberg addresses a crowd
in North Carolina. Photograph by Melissa Sue Gerrits/Getty Images

This article originally appeared on MarketWatch, a sister publication of 
Barron’s.

President Donald Trump says our economy is “the best it has ever been,” 
and he is planning to ride that false claim to a second term.

I won’t let him get away with it.

https://moneyandmarkets.com/peter-schiff-us-default-on-debt/?post_ids=15756%2C15521%2C15464%2C15123%2C14995&utm_source=MAM-Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Daily-Article-Traffic&fbclid=IwAR0on8ZGt7trd0mLpmfvp5t3IZBfNEGzGN2YnZlMWLRpJ5Tsj6G3arIlO78
https://moneyandmarkets.com/peter-schiff-us-default-on-debt/?post_ids=15756%2C15521%2C15464%2C15123%2C14995&utm_source=MAM-Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Daily-Article-Traffic&fbclid=IwAR0on8ZGt7trd0mLpmfvp5t3IZBfNEGzGN2YnZlMWLRpJ5Tsj6G3arIlO78
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MAIL.COM NEWS
AP FACT CHECK: Trump's distortions are across the board 
https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-
distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5 [ trump is so sick, so mentally 
ill; trump is at once, a global tragedy and a global embarrassment to 
america! ]

"WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump systematically fabricated 
his record before boisterous supporters and the eyes of the world this 
past week. To a core question — did the U.S. killing of an Iranian general 
avoid an imminent attack on U.S. interests? — there is no definitive 
answer days after missiles flew. Trump and his officials said the U.S. 
attack achieved that result but have yet to prove it.

(1 of 4) President Donald Trump speaks on proposed changes to the 
National Environmental Policy Act, at the White House in Washington.

January 12, 2020

In other matters, Trump offered distortion across the breadth of public 
policy. He declared clean-air achievements when the air has become 
dirtier. He claimed to have come up with the “great idea” of letting 
veterans seek private care at public expense, when that was already law,
accomplished by President Barack Obama.

Primis Player Placeholder

He complained that he didn't get the Nobel Peace Prize for peace in 
Ethiopia, when he had little to nothing to do with it. He invented a 
dialogue with a Democrat in Congress and claimed he succeeded on two 
fronts where other presidents failed, each time for at least 44 years, a 
made-up number.

And as he done repeatedly, but this time in the midst of dangerous 
brinkmanship with Iran, he falsely accused Obama of opening the U.S. 
treasury to Tehran and handing over a fortune. A sampling from the week:

https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5
https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5
https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5


PEACE PRIZE TRUMP: “I'm going to tell you about the Nobel Peace Prize, 
I will tell you about that. I made a deal, I saved the country and I just 
heard that the head of that country is now getting the Nobel Peace Prize 
for saving the country. I said, what, did I have something to do with it? 
Yeah but, you know, that is the way it is. " Toledo, Ohio, rally Thursday.

THE FACTS: Trump did not save Ethiopia. Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy 
Ahmed won the prize in October after he fully accepted a peace deal 
ending a 20-year border war with neighboring Eritrea that saw some 
80,000 people killed. Trump had no known involvement in the peace deal.

The prize also recognized Abiy, Africa's youngest leader, for sweeping 
changes in Ethiopian society as he released tens of thousands of 
prisoners, welcomed home once-banned opposition groups, expanded 
freedom of expression and acknowledged his country's past abuses.

Trump did agree to a request from Egypt’s president to mediate a dispute
among Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan over a proposed dam on the Nile River. 
That mediation continues. Trump is known to express pique when he is 
not recognized in the manner he thinks is deserved. He mocked teenage 
climate activist Greta Thunberg when Time magazine named her person 
of the year last month.

JOBS

TRUMP: “America lost 60,000 factories under the previous administration,
60,000. You wouldn't believe that's possible but I know it's true. ... No, it's
true. No, it’s true. ... It's 60,000 closed, gone. They are all coming back. 
They are all coming back.” — Toledo rally.



THE FACTS: It’s not true.

The U.S. has indeed lost roughly 60,000 factories but that’s since 2001, 
the start of President George W. Bush’s administration. It didn’t happen 
“under the previous administration.” And they’re not “all coming back.”

Construction spending on factories has declined since a recent peak in 
2015 during Obama's presidency. Factories cut 12,000 jobs in December, 
according to the jobs report Friday. Growth in manufacturing jobs 
decelerated sharply in 2019, to 46,000, down from 264,000 added jobs in 
2018.

VETERANS

TRUMP on the Veterans Administration: “For 44 years they try to get 
accountability. ... I said, you know ... I have an idea, such a great idea. 
You are going to go out private, you're going to pick up a doctor, you are 
going to get yourself fixed up, we're going to pay the bill, right? And you 
know what happened? And I said how — how brilliant is that? They say 
sir, we've been working on that for 48 years but we've never been able to 
get it approved. So I was very, very disillusioned but you know what I'm 
good at, getting things approved and we got it approved.” — to cheers at 
Toledo rally.

THE FACTS: He did not think up the idea and get it approved. Obama got 
it approved. Obama signed into law the Choice program that lets veterans
go to a private doctor at public expense under some circumstances. 
Trump routinely ignores that and says presidents have tried to get it done
for 44 years. He only expanded the program.



As for accountability, Trump claims that his law means bad VA employees
are swiftly fired. But a report released in October by the VA inspector 
general found “significant deficiencies” in the accountability office 
established by the law, such as poor leadership, shoddy training of 
investigators and a failure to push out underperforming senior leaders.

Also at the rally, Trump claimed that “44 years" of failure preceded his 
success in getting the “right to try” initiative into law. That initiative, 
aimed at giving terminally ill patients more access to unapproved drugs, 
only goes back five or so years.

CANCER

TRUMP: “U.S. Cancer Death Rate Lowest In Recorded History! A lot of 
good news coming out of this Administration.” — tweet Thursday.

THE FACTS: The news came from the American Cancer Society, not the 
administration, and it does not reflect Trump's record.

The group said the death rate from cancer has declined nearly 30% since
1991 and took its sharpest one-year drop in 2017. But the data did not 
reflect cancer-research spending under the Trump administration.

Trump proposed cutting spending at the National Institutes of Health but 
Congress ignored the effort and raised spending in a bill the president 
signed. That is not reflected in the cancer society report.

IRAN



TRUMP: “Iran’s hostility substantially increased after the foolish Iran 
nuclear deal was signed in 2013. And they were given $150 billion, not to 
mention $1.8 billion in cash.” — address Wednesday.

TRUMP: “Iran now is not wealthy like it was when President Obama 
handed him $150 billion..” — remarks Thursday.

TRUMP: “They gave around $150 billion including $1.7 billion in the hard 
cold cash, can you imagine? No, no, can you imagine? $1.7 billion, $1.8 
billion in cash.” — Toledo rally.

THE FACTS: There was no $150 billion payout from the U.S. treasury or 
other countries. The U.S. made a separate payment of roughly $1.8 billion
to cover a decades-old IOU.

When Iran signed the multinational deal to restrain its nuclear 
development in return for being freed from sanctions, it regained access 
to its own assets, which had been frozen abroad. Iran was allowed to get 
its money back. The deal actually was signed in 2015, after a 2013 
preliminary agreement. Trump has taken the U.S. out of it.

As for the $1.8 billion: In the 1970s, Iran paid the U.S. $400 million for 
military equipment that was never delivered because the Iranian 
government was overthrown and diplomatic relations ruptured. After the 
nuclear deal, the U.S. and Iran announced they had settled the matter, 
with the U.S. agreeing to pay the $400 million principal along with about 
$1.3 billion in interest.

The $400 million was paid in cash and flown to Tehran on a cargo plane, 
which gave rise to Trump's previous dramatic accounts of money stuffed 
in barrels or boxes and delivered in the dead of night. The arrangement 
provided for the interest to be paid later, not crammed into containers.



TRUMP: “The foolish Iran nuclear deal financed Iranian aggression while 
allowing a quick path to nuclear breakout. That is what it did. And by the 
way it expires so soon. They can have nuclear weapons." — Toledo rally.

TRUMP: “It’s close to expiring. In other words, if I didn’t terminate it, it 
expires in a very short period of time.” — remarks at White House on 
Thursday.

THE FACTS: The 2015 agreement is not about to expire. It imposes limits 
on Iran's nuclear development for 15 years.

TRUMP: “The missiles fired last night at us and our allies were paid for 
with the funds made available by the last administration.” — address 
Wednesday.

THE FACTS: That accusation comes without corroboration. The 
administration has offered no information supporting the contention that 
in regaining access to $150 billion of its assets that had been frozen 
abroad, Iran steered a chunk of that money to the missiles that hit the 
U.S. bases in Iraq.

“I doubt anyone has the insight into Iran's budgetary mechanisms to say 
that this money was used for this purpose,” said Gerald Feierstein, a 
career U.S. diplomat who retired in 2016 as the principal deputy assistant
secretary of state for Near Eastern Affairs.

“It's a funds-are-fungible kind of argument,” he said. "I mean, if they have
money, can you say that dollar went directly to buy a missile, as opposed 
to freeing up another dollar that went to buy a missile?"



Joseph Votel, who retired from the U.S. Army in March as the top military
commander for the Middle East, said he was not aware of any specific 
intelligence on this question. “I don't have anything that would 
particularly support that,” he said. “I'm not saying it did or it didn't, but I 
don't have details to demonstrate it one way or the other.”

ENVIRONMENT

TRUMP: “We have some of the cleanest air and cleanest water on earth, 
and for our country the air is right now cleaner than it's been in 40 years.”
— remarks Thursday.

THE FACTS: No, air quality has worsened under the Trump administration.
And it's a stretch to say the U.S. is among the countries with the cleanest
air. Dozens of nations have less smoggy air. Trump made the remarks as 
he proposed the latest enforcement rollbacks for the bedrock 
environmental acts credited with beginning the clean-up of U.S. air and 
water a half-century ago.

As to water quality, one measure, Yale University's global Environmental 
Performance Index, finds the U.S. tied with nine other countries as having
the cleanest drinking water.

But after decades of improvement, progress in air quality has stalled.

There were 15% more days with unhealthy air in America in 2017 and 
2018 than there were on average from 2013 through 2016, the four years 
when the U.S had its fewest number of those days since at least 1980, 
according to an AP analysis of EPA data.



A recent study by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University found that 
deadly air particle pollution increased 5.5% in the United States between 
2016 and 2018 after declining by 24.2% from 2009 to 2016.

"The increase was associated with 9,700 premature deaths in 2018," the 
study by Karen Clay and Nicholas Muller said. "At conventional 
valuations, these deaths represent damages of $89 billion."

The Obama administration set records for the fewest air-polluted days.

Trump’s proposal would greatly cut back on the National Environmental 
Policy Act’s requirement that federal agencies consider whether a big 
construction project would hurt the environment before they approve the 
project. Other Trump proposals would roll back restrictions on major 
sources of air and water pollution, including coal-fired power plants and 
autos.”

ISLAMIC STATE GROUP

TRUMP: “Three months ago, after destroying 100% of ISIS and its 
territorial caliphate ..." — address Wednesday on Iran's missile strike on 
two Iraqi bases.

THE FACTS: His claim of a 100% defeat is misleading as the Islamic State
group still poses a threat.

IS was defeated in Iraq in 2017, then lost the last of its land holdings in 
Syria in March, marking the end of the extremists' self-declared 
caliphate. Still, extremist sleeper cells have continued to launch attacks 
in Iraq and Syria and are believed to be responsible for targeted killings 
against local officials and members of the Syrian Democratic Forces.



U.N. experts have warned that IS leaders are seeking a resurgence. This 
past week, Defense Secretary Mark Esper said the fight against the 
group was continuing in Syria.

IMPEACHMENT

TRUMP, on the House Intelligence Committee chairman: “He's a corrupt 
politician, Adam Schiff. He's corrupt. ... He gave a sentence that he made 
up. He made it up, and it was not — it was not what was said in the 
conversation. That's why I released the transcript, got approval from 
Ukraine." — remarks Thursday.

THE FACTS: Trump's timeline is wrong and he's exaggerating the episode 
and botching the timeline.

Schiff, D-Calif., delivered what he called a parody of Trump's remarks in 
the president's July 25 phone call with Ukraine's leader.

Schiff did so after the White House released a rough transcript of the 
call, not before, as Trump states. So people who read the official account
knew Schiff was riffing from it, not quoting from it.

Though Trump took umbrage at having words put in his mouth by Schiff, 
the president routinely invents dialogue. It's a staple of his rhetoric when
he mocks political rivals. He did it Thursday night at a rally, making up a 
conversation he pretended he had — with Schiff.

TRUMP: “We released the exact transcript.” — remarks Thursday.



THE FACTS: No, the White House memo describing Trump's phone 
conversation with President Volodymyr Zelenskiy isn't exact.

It was presented by the White House as a rough transcript. The public 
does not know precisely what each leader said.

Officials who were tasked to listen in to the call say the rough transcript 
is largely accurate in representing the material aspects of the 
conversation as they heard it.

One such witness testified that some quotations in the account were not 
exact, though he did not consider the variance to be consequential.

TRUMP, explaining why he initially held up military aid to Ukraine: “Why is
it that the United States pays? And it affects Europe far more than it 
affects the United States. So why isn’t it that France, Germany, and all of 
those countries in Europe that are so strongly affected, why aren’t they 
paying?” — remarks Tuesday with Greece's prime minister.

THE FACTS: He’s incorrect that European countries weren’t putting up aid
for Ukraine.

European Union institutions have provided far more development 
assistance than the $204 million from Washington. Specific EU members, 
Japan and Canada also contribute significantly.



Since 2014, the EU and European financial institutions have mobilized 
more than $16 billion to help Ukraine's economy, counter corruption, 
build institutions and strengthen its sovereignty against further 
incursions by Russia after its annexation of Crimea.

The U.S. is a heavy source of military assistance. But NATO also 
contributes a variety of military-assistance programs and trust funds for 
Ukraine. In most such cases, the programs are modest and NATO 
countries other than the U.S. take the lead

ENERGY

TRUMP: “We are independent, and we do not need Middle East oil.” — 
address Wednesday.

THE FACTS: Trump’s declaration of energy independence is premature. 
The U.S. still needs plenty of oil from the Mideast.

The volume of U.S. oil imports from the Persian Gulf alone — 23 million 
barrels in October – would not be easy to make up elsewhere, at least not
without major changes in U.S. demand or production.

Technological advances like fracking and horizontal drilling have allowed 
the U.S. to greatly increase production, but demand remains brisk and 
the country still imports millions of barrels of oil from Saudi Arabia, 
Canada, Iraq and other countries. Moreover, much of what the U.S. 
produces is hard for domestic refiners to convert to practical use. So the 
U.S. exports that production and imports oil that is more suitable for 
American refineries to handle.



On energy more broadly, the U.S. is indeed close to parity on how much 
energy it produces and how much it consumes. In some months, it 
produces more than it consumes. But it has not achieved self-sufficiency. 
In the first nine months of last year, it imported about as much energy as 
it exported.

MILITARY

TRUMP: “The American military has been completely rebuilt under my 
administration, at a cost of $2.5 trillion.” — address Wednesday.

THE FACTS: That’s an exaggeration.

It’s true that his administration has accelerated a sharp buildup in 
defense spending, including a respite from what the U.S. military 
considered to be crippling spending limits under budget sequestration.

But a number of new Pentagon weapons programs, such as the F-35 
fighter jet, were started years before the Trump administration. And it 
will take years for freshly ordered tanks, planes and other weapons to be 
built, delivered and put to use.

The Air Force’s Minuteman 3 missiles, a key part of the U.S. nuclear 
force, for instance, have been operating since the early 1970s and the 
modernization was begun under the Obama administration. They are due 
to be replaced with a new version, but not until later this decade.

Associated Press writers Christopher Rugaber, Ellen Knickmeyer, 
Matthew Lee, Michael Biesecker, Lolita C. Baldor, Matthew Daly and 
Robert Burns contributed to this report.



EDITOR'S NOTE — A look at the veracity of claims by political figures.

Find AP Fact Checks at http://apne.ws/2kbx8bd

Follow @APFactCheck on Twitter: https://twitter.com/APFactCheck"

ALL THE NEWS THAT’S FIT FOR BUBBLEVISION David Stockman | 
January 10, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-
thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ 

By reading narrative, we escape the anxiety that attacks us when we try 
to say something true about the world. This is the consoling function of 
narrative – the reason people tell stories and have told stories from the 
beginning of time.

– Umberto Eco, Six Walks in the Fictional Woods (1994)

...

“The whole narrative on the economy is wrong.”

That’s the money quote from my most recent talk with the folks from 
Doug Casey’s International Man project. That narrative includes just 
about everything you’ve heard from Bubblevision about the December 
nonfarm payrolls report from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).

Headlines say we added 145,000 new jobs during the last month of 2019 
and that the unemployment rate remained 3.5%.

I’d note that under the Tweeter-in-Chief, the average monthly jobs gain 
has been 190,000 a month. I’d add that during the last 33 months under 
President Obama, it was 225,000 a month.

No, this is not the “greatest economy ever.” And there’s no one out there 
to save it – us – from what’s on the horizon.
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That includes the Federal Reserve. Indeed, this is the worst policy 
environment of a lifetime.

It’s time to get ready for the worst of all possible outcomes: a market 
crash, a Main Street recession, and the election of Elizabeth Warren.

Welcome, folks, to the “Great Disruption”… [chart] …..”

 

[Click to Enlarge]

Now, here’s the first part of my talk with International Man; I’ll share the 
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second half on Monday.

International Man: Trump is calling for a weaker dollar and negative 
interest rates. What does this tell you about Trump’s understanding of 
economics?

David Stockman: It tells you that he has no understanding of economics 
at all!

I think Trump is not even a primitive when it comes to economic 
comprehension. His views are just plain stupid when it comes to 
exchange rates. He seems to think it’s some grand game of global golf, 
where the strongest player gets the lowest score.

What sense does it make tweeting as he did recently in attacking the 
Fed?

According to Trump, the US economy is so much better than the rest of 
the world’s economies, and therefore we should have the lowest interest 
rate as a result. It has nothing to do with economic logic or with 
principles related to sound money. I think he’s just thrashing about trying 
to create a warning that if things go badly, it’s the Fed’s fault.

The whole narrative on the economy is wrong.

The low unemployment rate is something he inherited. It’s the end of the 
longest business cycle in history – 126 months.

As the economy continues to inch forward, the inventory of excess labor 
goes down. The unemployment rate, even as badly measured as it is by 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), inherently goes lower. He didn’t
have anything to do with it.

In fact, if you look at the first 33 job reports under President Trump, the 
average gains have been 190,000 a month. During the last 33 reports 
under President Obama, it was 225,000 a month.

There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle.



Even John Maynard Keynes himself said that you ought to try to balance 
the budget and even generate a surplus at the top of the cycle.

We’re right in the middle of the worst kind of economic policy in my 
lifetime, anyway – going back to the 1960s.

Trump is completely clueless about how we got here, how he got here, 
and where we’re going.

I’ve said many times that if you boast about it, you own it. He’s been 
boasting about the stock market, which is the greatest bubble in history. 
He’s been boasting about a business cycle that he inherited that’s got all 
kinds of rot underneath and that’s nearing its final days.

All of that’s going to come home to roost, and I think it’s very likely to 
happen before the 2020 election.

So, the 2020 election is not all over except for the shouting, as a lot of 
people believe. In fact, the prospect that Elizabeth Warren gets the 
nomination on the Democratic side and becomes a serious contender for 
the Oval Office is very high.

The irony is that it will ensure the stock market’s collapse and Trump ’s 
defeat. He’s setting himself up for the worst possible outcome.

International Man: The Fed recently said it could increase its tolerance 
for inflation before it considers raising interest rates. It would be a major 
policy shift. What’s really going on here?

David Stockman: I think what’s going on is that they’re looking for another
excuse to capitulate to Wall Street next time it has a hissy fit because it 
believes the Fed owes them another shot of stimulus and more liquidity.

Let’s address the underlying issue now. The 2% inflation target is absurd 
to begin with. There is no historical or theoretical evidence to suggest 
that inflation at 2% is better for growth and prosperity than inflation at 
1.5%, 1%, or even -1%.

This is just made up, just like the money they created that’s been 
snatched from thin air, adopted as official policy in January 2012.

It becomes a rolling excuse for running the printing press and 



accommodating both the politicians in Washington, D.C., who want low 
interest rates so that debts are cheap to finance and the gamblers on 
Wall Street who want low interest rates because they result in higher 
asset values and cheaper costs for carry trade speculators.

The idea that we haven’t had enough inflation as it’s measured by one 
indicator – the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) deflator – is kind 
of crazy for two reasons.

First, there’s a lot of other inflation measures that say we easily achieved
2% inflation.

The 16% trimmed-mean CPI is a very handy tool. It has the same CPI data
at the product code level as that in the regular CPI, but in order to 
smooth out the monthly figure, it takes out the lowest and highest 16% of
individual prices.
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[Click to Enlarge]

It’s probably more accurate than CPI because it removes the outliers but 
puts them back in as soon as they reach the center of the distribution.

The trimmed-mean CPI has averaged 2% since January 2012. During the 
last 12 months, it’s reached 2.34%, way over the Fed’s 2% target.

There are lots of issues here.

One of them is that there are many ways to measure inflation. Another 
issue is that you can’t scientifically measure inflation in a dynamic global
economy like the one we’re in today.

It’s just an average in some arbitrarily-weighted product categories that 
are way too complicated, even for the bureaucrats at the BLS.

And, third, even if you could measure it halfway accurately, which I 
seriously doubt, the Fed has no tools to achieve its targets anyway.

The big swings of inflation are from commodity cycles and the global 
trading system, evidenced in oil prices, metal and materials prices, food 
and grain prices, and so forth. The Fed can’t do much about that.

The point is, inflation targeting is one of the greatest efforts at 
misdirection that a government agency has ever concocted. This gives 
them a license to constantly intervene and meddle in the financial 
markets – pointlessly fiddling with the whole price structure of debt and 
equity assets. The less inflation there is, the better.

They can’t target it to the second decimal point, and you can’t measure it
anyway.

The fact that they’re now saying, “Well, we don’t mean to target inflation 
on a monthly basis or quarterly or annual basis, it’s a cumulative basis 
from a day one,” indicates they are maybe starting from the Garden of 
Eden or something like that.
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It just shows you that they’ve backed themselves into a corner of illogic 
and stupidity, from which I don’t think there’s any exit…..”

“ON STRANGE BEDFELLOWS https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-
strange-bedfellows/ David Stockman | January 07, 2020

Indeed, only what does not have a tangible measure can easily be 
exaggerated in importance. This is the basic reason why the privileged 
elite in every society has always consisted – and, I submit, will always 
consist – of members who perform unproductive services under one form
or another. Whatever the title under which this elite may receive its 
share, this share will never be that of worker’s wage – even if, as is 
possible, it may be called by that name. – Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, 
The Entropy Law and the Economic Process

...

“China’s had another record year of corporate bond defaults. That’s not a 
crisis. It’s a plan.”

That’s the opening line of a recent Bloomberg story on the state of things
in the Middle Kingdom. Of course, that old nickname seems a little 
antiquated. “Red Ponzi” is much more apt.

Here’s more from   Bloomberg  :

But rising defaults also mean that global investors have to abandon some
assumptions about which borrowers are safe. There are some nasty 
surprises on the long list of companies that have either defaulted or have
seen their bond prices plunge. Among them: a would-be Wall Street-style 
investment bank endorsed by China’s premier and two technology 
companies connected to top universities. In December, a commodities 
company called Tewoo Group Corp. delivered the biggest dollar-bond 
default in two decades by a state-owned enterprise. That event “could 
prove a turning point,” says Todd Schubert, a managing director for fixed 
income at Bank of Singapore. It’s getting more dangerous to count on 
some companies being, in essence, too connected to fail.

Indeed, as Chris Scott notes as he resumes his regular Tuesday updates 
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on the U.S-China relationship, they may be at least as infatuated with 
“easy money” than even we are…

All “Easy Money,” All the Time… Chinese-Style

By Chris Scott

Major Chinese stock benchmarks started the year off with two days in 
the green (or red, if you’re watching a price board in China – remember, 
everything is upside down there).

This is all thanks to the People’s Bank of China, whose “put” is working 
just like the Federal Reserve’s, only with Chinese characteristics.

“Socialism with Chinese characteristics” is how the Communist Party has
chosen to describe its Frankenstein’s monster of an economic system. 
One part free enterprise, nine parts investment from Wall Street and 
Corporate America, rounded out with 90 parts party control. Just stitch 
together and voila… “it’s alive.”

But the dragon that woke from its slumber to start this century is more 
akin to the brainy creature in Mary Shelley’s tormented tale than it is to 
Hollywood’s flat-topped oaf. China’s debt-laden patchwork of modern 
megalopolises and sprawling industrial hellscapes is guided warily by 
partners of America’s elite.

By now you’ve probably heard the name Liu He (pronounced “Huh”), the 
man who’s on his way to Washington next week to sign the “phase one” 
trade deal.

Apart from being Chinese President Xi Jinping’s middle school buddy, 
Liu’s bonafides include years of study in the U.S., culminating a master’s 
degree at Harvard. This is the guy credited with articulating Beijing’s 
policy of trying to reign in the debt binge…..”
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--------------------------

“THE GUNS OF JANUARY https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-
guns-of-january/ 

David Stockman | January 06, 2020

Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired 
signifies in the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not 
fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms is not 
spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its laborers, the 
genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children. This is not a way of life 
at all in any true sense. Under the clouds of war, it is humanity hanging 
on a cross of iron. 

– President Dwight D. Eisenhower, The “Chance for Peace/Cross of Iron” 
Speech (April 16, 1953)

[ True words spoken by a great man, the underrated but great President 
General Eisenhower. No slouch or wall flower when called upon to fight 
the good fight (and no bone spurs like the cowardly mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump) ]

...

Stock futures pointed to a particularly ugly first Monday of the new year 
[not to worry, that’s what computerized trade programs are for despite 
reality, to keep the fraud going with ultimately other people’s money] , as 
fresh tensions with charter “Axis of Evil” member Iran spooked just about
everybody not immersed in MAGA.

Over the weekend, after the Tweeter-in-Chief ordered the assassination 
of Quds Force honcho Qassem Soleimani, the Islamic Republic cancelled 
all commitments that remained under the infamous “nuclear deal.”

And Iraq’s parliament – an ostensibly democratic body established as 
part of our “regime change/nation-building” efforts in the Middle East – 
voted to oust U.S. troops from within its borders.
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The Donald is still out on point, though, threatening to bomb 52 cultural 
sites in Persia, the number representing the 52 Americans taken hostage 
at the U.S. embassy in Tehran during the 1979 revolution that deposed 
the Shah and installed the Ayatollah Khomeini.

Folks, this president is a bungler; this is not some brilliant “three-
dimensional-chess” gambit.

But even a bungler – maybe especially a bungler, in this particular 
context – can be a Great Disruptor.

Well, this is what happens when you make a Warfare State, prosecute 
Forever War, and put perhaps the single most impulsive man on the planet
in charge of it all.

The Duopoly created the environment that made the Donald a political 
force. It also built the machine he’s threatening to unleash against, 
basically, all comers at this point.

What comes next is on Imperial Washington.

It’s worth it to take a step back from the present brink and understand 
how we got here…..”

…...

“CODA https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/coda/ 

David Stockman | January 03, 2020

You only grow by coming to the end of something and by beginning 
something else.

– John Irving, The World According to Garp (1978)

...

Once they are debt-entombed, economies are inexorably capable of ever-
more modest rates of growth. That truth is written all over the subway 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/coda/


walls, as Simon & Garfunkel once put it.

Between 2001 and 2007, for example, global debt rose from $86 trillion to
$140 trillion. At the same time, global nominal gross domestic product 
(GDP) increased from $33 trillion to $58 trillion. That is, $54 trillion of 
new debt bought $25 trillion of new GDP.

Debt exploded from the pre-crisis level of $140 trillion to $255 trillion by 
2019. Meanwhile, GDP rose to just $85 trillion during the 11-year cycle 
subsequent to the pre-crisis peak.

That is, in the latest “recovery,” it took $115 trillion of new debt to 
generate just $27 trillion of additional GDP. That’s $4 dollars of going into
permanent hock for just $1 dollar of (temporary) current GDP.

[ chart ]

That debt-fueled route to nominal GDP growth has played out. The 
household sector is at Peak Debt. And the business sector has been lured
into massive financial engineering, not productive investment, by the 
speculative casino on Wall Street.

Alas, this is the end product of monetary central planning.

All that massive central-bank stimulus – in the form of fiat credit 
expansion – never escaped the canyons of Wall Street and its counterpart
venues around the world. And, there, it did cause growth and inflation – 
but only of financial asset prices, and egregiously so.

Asset prices are now precariously purchased in the nosebleed section of 
history. We’re talking stock prices and bond prices, too. The $17 trillion 
of sub-zero-yielding government and investment-grade bonds in the world 
are also hideously overpriced instruments of rank speculation.

But, if you look at the charts, there are massive air pockets down below, 
let’s say, the 2,700 level on the S&P 500 Index.

If there’s a shock event – like some tankers blow up in the Persian Gulf, 
or something really bad happens in the Taiwan Straits, or the Chinese 
pull some real retaliatory stunt like dumping a couple ten billion of U.S. 
Treasuries in a few hours – it could ignite the selloff fuse on a market 
which is overwhelmingly machine driven, thereby tanking the whole 



applecart.

After all, 80% of daily volume in the stock market is essentially either 
indexed-driven exchange-traded funds and mutual funds or various kinds 
of quantitative, machine-driven momentum-based investment strategies.

If these carbon- and silicon-based chart-monkeys ever lose their 
formulaic footings, the market will drop through a deep air pocket. And 
then it’s all over except for the shouting.

If the S&P 500 drops 400, 500, or 600 points, you’ll trigger another go-
round for CEOs and CFOs. They’ll wake up – like they did in October 2008 
– and suddenly realize, “Oh my God, we’ve got too much inventory, we’ve 
horded too much labor, we’ve got a lot of M&A assets that aren’t 
producing returns…”

And, then, Corporate America will go into these big restructuring 
programs, laying off workers by the tens of thousands, taking huge write-
downs, closing facilities, extinguishing assets in order to appease Wall 
Street.

The next thing you know, of course, you have a C-suite-triggered 
recession. That’s how it happens these days under the baleful regime of 
monetary central planning. Recessions don’t happen anymore because 
the Fed is tightening credit costs on Main Street.

That’s the old days. That’s your grandfather’s economy. And that’s your 
great-grandfather’s Fed.

If You Need Your Money in the Next 5 Years…

America is at a crossroads. The middle class is disappearing… 
government spending is out of control… and the implosion of Bubble 
Finance will cause the greatest market crash in history. So, if you need 
access to your nest egg in the next five years and can’t afford another 
market crash, it’s time to take matters into your own hands. Find out 
what to do, right here.

We’re now in the era of Bubble Finance. Our monetary central planners 
basically inflate the financial system until it collapses. And then it spills 
onto Main Street when CEOs and CFOs panic at the thought of 
disappointing their masters.



So, if the stock market cuts through the air pockets down below, the 
recession will happen instantly. And no one will see it coming – just like it
was in 2008.

I remember well the talk in the spring of 2008 about a “Goldilocks 
economy.” By November 2008, they were talking about the end of the 
world. This is exactly what’ll happen if the stock market breaks loose…..”

VANITYFAIR.COM 
The Levin Report Trump Thinks Iran Will Be Cool With the U.S. Killing Its 
Top Leader by Bess Levin January 3, 2020 

Foreign Policy “The Administration’s Track Record Doesn’t Inspire 
Confidence”: After Killing Soleimani, Trump Confronts a Credibility Gap 
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-
killing-iran With an Iran war looming, cuts at State, demoralized 
intelligence agencies, vulnerable embassies, and a reputation for untruth,
Trump faces significant doubt on the home front for his foray abroad. By 
Abigail Tracy January 3, 2020

THE LEVIN REPORT Art Of The Deal Trump’s “Phase One” Trade Deal 
Leaves China With Massive Advantage One of the key reasons Trump 
launched his trade war has yet to be resolved. by Bess Levin December 
31, 2019 

The Levin Report Damning Emails Show Trump Knew He Was Breaking 
the Law on Ukraine https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-
trump-ukraine-aid-emails Oh, and that the Department of Justice tried 
very hard to cover it up. by Bess Levin January 2, 2020 
YAHOONEWS Politics Rolling Stone Oh Look, More Evidence Trump Was 
Using Ukraine for Personal Gain https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/oh-
look-more-evidence-trump-184721156.html 

MSNBC DOJ documents hide key conversations on Ukraine aid 
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MSNBC / the last word Psychiatrist: Trump's projection on Chairman Schiff is 
‘primitive’ Psychiatrist Lance Dodes joins Lawrence O'Donnell to discuss Donald
Trump’s behavior abroad as the impeachment investigation advances at home. 
Dr. Dodes says President Trump is "running a really simple program" with 
"limited capacity" and exemplifying "early emotional development." … [ That’s 
very kind, generous of Dodes ...trump is so sick, so mentally ill; but, he’s a 
philosopher who ponders the great philosophical questions of our time, 
viz., Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your 
Own Daughter Than Your Wife?’ https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-
on-ivanka-is… http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm

https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153
At his rally in Minneapolis, Donald Trump did an impression of former FBI 
agent Peter Strzok having an orgasm
americanindependent.com Trump threatens civil war if he's removed from
office over Ukraine scandal https://americanindependent.com/donald-
trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?
fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-
f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60 
U.S. Trump's 'Civil War' Quote Tweet Is Actually Grounds for 
Impeachment, Says Harvard Law Professor 
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-
1462044 By Alexandra Hutzler "...The president's tweet was immediately 
met with backlash, and Harvard Law professor John Coates argued that 
the social media post itself is an "independent basis" for lawmakers to 
remove him from the White House. "This tweet is itself an independent 
basis for impeachment - a sitting president threatening civil war if 
Congress exercises its constitutionally authorized power," Coates wrote 
on Twitter on Monday..."

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor: ‘More Than 
Enough Evidence Now’ Against Trump Laurence Tribe dissected the 
latest Ukraine scandal news and warned that the U.S. is "in real danger." 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-

https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html
https://www.newsweek.com/authors/alexandra-hutzler
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-1462044
https://www.newsweek.com/trump-civil-war-tweet-grounds-impeachment-1462044
https://www.newsweek.com/us
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60
https://americanindependent.com/donald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter/?fbclid=IwAR3he8nVNarAXO-f_Sd2ytwQzHkNZ7XTjQLIgtkBNxWv1mJWN9UATDGaE60
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Famericanindependent.com%2Fdonald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0tMINy1FrOM5YYxJVHzt2s5cpD9QE82P-gnz045EF06jLJJ4OT9LnTap8&h=AT0lt1w3CkrV8J0p_sJgR7p0wwNIplj2Gwgf_SwtPW3NkWvzGMp-VwnhzY-6CgiA1sjzRQzjpKokBXyHFRCltt2cS6BUveii6c9gXyNTOL3Ov_mUetQ7qT9idLkCfvnJvyjG9E-t5Jk6TOQoL984ChN81mmsWpjOf1W-prRr
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Famericanindependent.com%2Fdonald-trump-impeachment-civil-war-ukraine-whistleblower-twitter%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0tMINy1FrOM5YYxJVHzt2s5cpD9QE82P-gnz045EF06jLJJ4OT9LnTap8&h=AT0lt1w3CkrV8J0p_sJgR7p0wwNIplj2Gwgf_SwtPW3NkWvzGMp-VwnhzY-6CgiA1sjzRQzjpKokBXyHFRCltt2cS6BUveii6c9gXyNTOL3Ov_mUetQ7qT9idLkCfvnJvyjG9E-t5Jk6TOQoL984ChN81mmsWpjOf1W-prRr
https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1182657104798257153?fbclid=IwAR1CUOdPjsOzsKYrYmqGks7j-fQ1OAgdSyY3SQmrafxVHRmpUD1oAWJn9Fs
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4?fbclid=IwAR0lMCIFY4wkWAi8mVzRNJw_KVkWCXFgxnNMpEMSvNTxTpuFzNrWhBpO9Eo
https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-on-ivanka-is
https://www.politicalflare.com/.../trump-on-ivanka-is
https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=75a21a2b11f22b2b19ddb23a763a5017&sd=v2_60486abc4f08f156e910458ddbcc3a4e_28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc_1575456681_1575457127_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GPrcv4TtLSADKAQw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjL6hpQowZYAGC4Ag&ui=28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc&it=video&ii=-8458537408411062196&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=24de9b54ddb4d91ee3fecbe2e6b2883caf65a4f339e9&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2Fthe-last-word%2Fwatch%2Fpsychiatrist-trump-s-projection-on-chairman-schiff-is-primitive-74462277699%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1575457123962&r=37&lti=deflated&ppb=CN8B&cpb=EhIyMDE5MTEzMC0yLVJFTEVBU0UYiwcgnP__________ASoZbGEudGFib29sYXN5bmRpY2F0aW9uLmNvbTIId2F0ZXIyODc4gNa_5QRAkaQOSIuwDlDL6hpYowZjCNIDEOAGGAhkYwj3__________8BEPf__________wEYCWQ
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inquiry-082721518.html 

[ How can they be coddling this hitlerish, documented hitlerphile, 
mentally ill, mobster/criminal/traitor trump ….. AMERICA IS SUCH A 
TOTAL FRAUD! ]

globalnews.ca
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
Brett Wilkins - Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the
Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” 
of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal 
conclusions. [ Double Duh! ... 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!).....’ ..... 
that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!).....’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook?
[ How? That’s what they do ..... That’s all that they do ... Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [Stunned? Suddenly 
they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

[ It’s really quite astounding; that this could happen in any nation much 
less this nation. Yet, it’s my experience, what I saw! ]

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf in pertinent part:

Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001)

U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut - 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. 
Conn. 2001)
May 22, 2001

152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (2001)

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8&h=AT2ai9HjtB8AB5EvUb9WO84clbWvxAbGBOMQnkaC56yREGBaR34M_jGAqvNcodHX405NZ2_eaaG3zZjw_rLl2qhnyiyJeAv8YVOtVGHiHJGbtP8lXXJdCCCojKU9qzyjZufN
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html


Albert L. PEIA, Plaintiff,
v.
UNITED STATES of America, et al., Defendants.

No. Civ. 3:00cv2310 (PCD).

United States District Court, D. Connecticut.

May 22, 2001.

*227 *228 *229 Albert L. Peia, Reseda, CA, pro se.

Ann M. Nevins, U.S. Attorney's Office, Bridgeport, CT, for U.S.

Timothy D. Miltenberger, Coan, Lewendon, Royston & Gulliver, New 
Haven, CT, for Richard M. Coan.

RULING ON DEFENDANT UNITED STATES'S MOTION TO DISMISS

DORSEY, Senior District Judge.

The United States moves to dismiss all Plaintiff's claims. The motion is 
granted.

*230 I. JURISDICTION

Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1).

II. BACKGROUND

The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 



casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 
massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims.

In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in 
the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money 
owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge 
Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena 
diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug 
profits that were then laundered through the Trump casinos. 
Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he 
informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive.

As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, 
Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he 
sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald 
Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this 
time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to 
convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. 
The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989…..



-------------------------------------------------------------
* The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and 
the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... 
Petition for Cert. Denied
Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of 
appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand
Total $26,500,160 . [ Important, for clarity there’s this as well: 
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

[ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey’s factual background 
synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued individually for having 
missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings parallel to the RICO 
action causing dismissal with prejudice and substantial damages 
thereby. ]

AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!

----------------------------

Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' 
[ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle 
….. 

UFOetry: We Never Went To The Moon - The Award-Winning 
Documentary/Music/Video by John Lee 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv
https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/07/politics/moon-mars-trump-tweet/index.html
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


Fake Dutch     '  moon rock  ' revealed   A treasured piece at the Dutch national 
museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is 
nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe |   Fake Dutch  
'  moon rock  ' revealed  Prized   moon rock     a   fake   - A PIECE of moon rock given to an
overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, 
museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... '  Moon Rock  ' in Dutch Museum Is Just  
Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. 
Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by 
American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that 
shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud 

NO HUMAN HAS EVER SET FOOT ON THE MOON! 
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm 

https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]

------------------------------------------------------

What do you think Mark (Levin - on Twitter)? Your buddy hannity relentlessly pounded 
clinton on the Juanita Broaddrick rape: Conservatives Are Destroying Our Future [ trump's 
a con but not a con_servative. ] "I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I 
was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in 
the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied 
me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the 
course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he 
did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his

http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa12.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa6.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa5.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa4.htm
https://www.aulis.com/nasa3.htm
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://news.aol.com/article/moon-rock-in-dutch-museum-is-just/642402
http://www.smh.com.au/national/prized-moon-rock-a-fake-20090829-f3al.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm


open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this
rape, Defendant Trump threatened me that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of 
Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically 
harmed if not killed." 

In The United States District Court Southern District Of New York 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 
Why is this not in the news? 

trump, clinton, epstein

About 13,500,000 results (0.31 seconds) 

Search Results

Web results

Here are the famous people Jeffrey Epstein was connected to ...

https://www.businessinsider.com › famous-people-jeffery-epstein-money-...
6 days ago - Jeffrey Epstein once counted Donald Trump and Bill Clinton in his social circle,
among other celebrity friends.

Jeffrey Epstein's connections to Donald Trump and Bill Clinton ...

https://www.vox.com › jeffrey-epstein-trump-bill-clinton
Aug 10, 2019 - There are all sorts of unsupported speculation and dark conspiracy theories 
related to Epstein, Trump, and Clinton — but here's our ...

Trump defends sharing Clinton-Epstein conspiracy theory ...

https://www.politico.com › story › 2019/08/13 › trump-clinton-epstein-co...
Aug 13, 2019 - President Donald Trump on Tuesday defended his decision to share a tweet
suggesting Bill and Hillary Clinton were involved in financier ...

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/13/trump-clinton-epstein-conspiracy-theory-1460646
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/13/trump-clinton-epstein-conspiracy-theory-1460646
https://www.vox.com/2019/7/9/20686347/jeffrey-epstein-trump-bill-clinton
https://www.vox.com/2019/7/9/20686347/jeffrey-epstein-trump-bill-clinton
https://www.businessinsider.com/famous-people-jeffery-epstein-money-manager-sexual-trafficking-connected-2019-7
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Trump retweets Epstein conspiracy theory, claiming Clinton ...

https://www.nbcnews.com › politics › donald-trump › trump-retweets-epst...
Aug 11, 2019 - Trump retweeted a conspiracy theory Saturday, claiming former President 
Bill Clinton was connected to the death of Jeffrey Epstein.

Photos Emerge of Bill Clinton on Jeffrey Epstein's Plane

nymag.com › intelligencer › 2020/01 › photos-bill-clinton-jeffrey-epstein-pl...
3 days ago - Bill Clinton flew to Africa with Jeffrey Epstein in 2002 on a ... says Maxwell 
recruited her into Epstein's orbit at Donald Trump's Mar-a-Lago, ...

Trump Defends Sharing Unhinged Theory That the Clintons ...

https://www.vanityfair.com › 2019/08 › trump-clinton-epstein-conspiracy
Aug 13, 2019 - “The question you have to ask is, did Bill Clinton go to the island? ... The 
death of Epstein, then, provided Trump with a veritable treasure trove ...

Trump's Epstein Response: The Clintons Are Definitely ...

https://www.vanityfair.com › news › 2019/08 › trump-epstein-clinton-cons...
Aug 11, 2019 - Hours after word of Epstein's death by suicide arrived, Trump broke any ... 
assertion that Bill and Hillary Clinton were behind Epstein's death.

Bill Clinton photographed aboard Epstein's 'Lolita Express ...

https://www.foxbusiness.com › bill-clinton-jeffrey-epstein-lolita-express
3 days ago - President Trump speaks on Bill Clinton's reported flights on Jeffrey Epstein's 
personal jet. New photos obtained by the New York Post show ...

Trump Shares Unfounded Fringe Theory About Epstein and ...

https://www.nytimes.com › politics › trump-epstein-conspiracy-theories
Aug 10, 2019 - Mr. Epstein “had information on Bill Clinton & now he's dead,” wrote Mr. 
Williams, a Trump supporter. In an accompanying two-minute video, Mr.

Trump has no idea if Clintons involved in Jeffrey Epstein's death

https://www.cnbc.com › 2019/08/13 › trump-calls-for-full-probe-into-jail-...
Aug 13, 2019 - Trump also said former President Bill Clinton may have visited Epstein's 
private island in the U.S. Virgin Island, which would not be "very good."

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/13/trump-calls-for-full-probe-into-jail-death-of-jeffrey-epstein.html
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"A MINISTER OF PROPAGANDA https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/a-
minister-of-propaganda/ 

David Stockman | January 24, 2020

A Truth thats told with bad intent Beats all the Lies you can invent – 
William Blake, “Auguries of Innocence” (1803/1863)

...

Editor’s Note: I hope by now you’ve had an opportunity to catch Michael 
Coolbaugh’s Delta Profit Summit. Click here to view the recording. It’s 
well worth your time. – DAS

“As we begin the new year,” the Donald recently said at a rally in Toledo, 
Ohio, “our economy is booming, wages are soaring, workers are thriving, 
and America’s future has never, ever looked brighter.”

This is, generally, a bunch of bullshit. That is, the Tweeter-in-Chief really 
has no idea what he’s talking about, on any given subject, so he can’t be 
simply “lying.” It’s more pernicious than that; he’s preaching to his vocal, 
volatile base.

Of course, the Donald’s unabashed boasting should be taken with a grain 
of salt. That’s because he’s taking credit for a positive-trending business 
cycle he inherited in January 2017, when it was right in its sweet spot at 
month No. 90.

The real issue, though, is what’s percolating below the surface. What are 
the forces at work that’ll shape the coming year and decade ahead?

Trailing indicators – like the headline unemployment rate – merely reflect 
the cumulative gains from the entire cycle reaching back to month No. 1, 
day No. 1 in July 2009.

[chart]

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/a-minister-of-propaganda/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/a-minister-of-propaganda/


Indeed, the dubious nature of the Donald’s economic boasting was 
perhaps inadvertently crystallized in mid-January when he reminded, 
once again, that he’ll take credit for any and all good news that happens 
on his watch.

It doesn’t matter how outlandish, nor whether he had any hand in it, 
however small, whatsoever…

So, there he was, touting 2019’s continuation of a multidecade slide in 
the rate of cancer deaths in the U.S. Here he goes again:

U.S. Cancer Death Rate Lowest In Recorded History! A lot of good news 
coming out of this Administration.

Well, yes there was. The cancer death rate (per 100,000 population) for 
males has fallen by nearly 40%. But that’s been happening continuously 
without fail for 30 years running.

And the female cancer rate has been falling for 90 years.

When you’re at the terminal end of positive 30- and 90-year trends, why 
then every year is a new historic record. So what?

In this case, like in most else, the fact that the Donald is in the Oval 
Office has had absolutely zero bearing on the underlying health and 
treatment efficacy trends that actually account for the positive results 
displayed in the chart…

[chart]

OK, look, given all he’s accused of by Democrats and Acela Corridor 
elites that he’s not remotely responsible for – such as Imperial 
Washington’s complete mess of a foreign policy – he’s entitled to an 
occasional mulligan.

But the case of the long-term cancer trends is a powerful demonstration 
of why context and pre-existing trends make all the difference in the 
world. That’s true when it comes to cancer as well as when it comes to 
interpreting and assessing the latest monthly economic metrics.

And if you ignore or even make light of the former, you’re likely to 
mistake the last green light for a runaway bus coming right around the 



bend.

And when it comes to Wall Street, in fact, the onrushing bus metaphor 
couldn’t be more apt.

Trading Just Become a Level Playing Field

Earlier this week, Michael Coolbaugh held a fascinating webinar, the 
Delta Profit Summit, which revealed some really impressive findings. 
Calling on his experience working on Wall Street, Michael showed 
viewers how unfair the game of trading stocks has become… but shared 
unprecedented insight into an algorithm Wall Street has used for years, 
that everyday investors can now use themselves.

Click here to catch a recording of Michael’s webinar and see for yourself.

Indeed, the jobs report for December 2019 is a flashing-yellow warning 
that the deeply impaired, artificial recovery since the 2008 crisis is 
heading for its end.

It’s not a vindication of Trumponomics.

[chart]

Folks, the last time the unemployment rate measured in the 3.5% zone 
was at the end of the 1960s.

When it posted at that level a final time in December 1969, it didn’t 
signify that Richard Nixon had made his own primitive version of MAGA. It
meant that Tricky Dick had stumbled into office at the top of the business
cycle.

After a record 105-month expansion, the domestic inventory of idle labor 
had been used up. It was the cumulative result of a full decade of 
continuous economic expansion.

Most definitely, an unemployment rate of 3.5% didn’t indicate the U.S. 
economy was in a “good place.” Actually, in late 1969, the U.S. economy 
was peering into the jaws of disaster.

LBJ’s “guns and butter” fiscal profligacy and brutish hectoring of the 
Federal Reserve to monetize the Treasury’s bulging debt emissions had 



laid the groundwork for the roaring inflation and balance-of-payments 
disaster brewing below the labor market’s salutary metrics.

In fact, the 1970 recession commenced the very next month…

Something New Under the Sun

The 2020 election has replaced the Trade War as the primary risk for 
investors. That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this 
is the most politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these.” I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh
to update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 



disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,

David Stockman's signature

David”
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WAPO Impeachment Diary John Roberts comes face to face with the 
mess he made By Dana Milbank 

Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als.Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv version of ‘The 
Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably some guilt 
feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big screen of 
the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature are always 
for sale.
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FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist This is how he has gotten away with 
his criminal behavior since years before he announced his 
candidacy.politicalflare.com

White House Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head Will Be 
On A Pike'
Well this explains how it is that all those Republicans can walk out of the 
senate having heard nothing but presidential perfection. WATCH: In 
opening statements, House managers examined the debunked conspiracy
theories invoked by Pres. Trump. A @POTUS confidant tells CBS News 
that GOP senators were...
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the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als.Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv version of ‘The 
Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably some guilt 
feelings belying his heritage) as Eliot Ness. I’d love to see a spoof on the 
big screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by 
nature are always for sale.
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YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Supercut Shows Why Lindsey Graham Is 
'Most Shameless Man In American Politics' The South Carolina senator is 
"the worst of the lot," The Intercept’s Mehdi Hasan explains in a new 
video. Lindsey Graham Bizarrely Defends Trump: 'He Did Nothing Wrong 
In His Mind' HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/lindsey-graham-trump-
defense-twitter-202353476.html [ Yes … extremely subjective, criminal 
oriented state-of-mind defense that worked so well for hitler et als, 
fascists, nazis in their rise to power WOW! You can’t make this stuff up … 
america here today, gone tomorrow! ]

HUFFPOST SCHIFF: CASE ‘IS PROVED’ ― IMPLORES GOP: SHOW ‘REAL 
MORAL COURAGE’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/adam-schiff-trump-
senate-impeachment-trial_n_5e2b9ee5c5b6779e9c32d92f [ Come on! 
Appealing to the non-existent american sense of justice/moral courage …
What parallel universe is he living in … I’d be inclined to cry if this 
assertion/plea wasn’t so laughable … america’s a sh*thole country, with a
sh*thole leader, of sh*thole people … the reality is this outrageous, 
cancerous trumpian scenario has grown as these now purported 
advocates awake from their self-serving/self-interested slumber. Much 
too little, too late! That’s reality! ]

The trumpian american debacle lays bare the philosophical dilemma 
confronting the very foundations of so-called american democracy (at 
best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially
means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves… as exemplified
in and by the American and French concepts of 'democracy'. 

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist This is how he has gotten away with 
his criminal behavior since years before he announced his 
candidacy.politicalflare.com
White House Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head Will Be 
On A Pike' https://www.politicalflare.com/2020/01/white-house-threat-
vote-against-the-president-and-your-head-will-be-on-a-pike/?
fbclid=IwAR0FVk0icTuKDOR0xTe18_YlUaiW7cacLyXV0ztrD95lcKo7SDFW
FY178Qk 
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Well this explains how it is that all those Republicans can walk out of the 
senate having heard nothing but presidential perfection. WATCH: In 
opening statements, House managers examined the debunked conspiracy
theories invoked by Pres. Trump. A @POTUS confidant tells CBS News 
that GOP senators were...

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv version of ‘The 
Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably some guilt 
feelings belying his heritage) as Eliot Ness. I’d love to see a spoof on the 
big screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by 
nature are always for sale.

CNN Romney 'very likely' to favor calling witnesses https://www.cnn.com/
2020/01/25/politics/mitt-romney-witnesses-impeachment-trial/index.html 

GOP senator says he'll decide after opening arguments. A vote for new 
evidence would require all Democrats and 4 Republicans.

MSNBC Rachel Maddow Warren on Trump administration: Corruption. No 
other word for it. https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/warren-
on-trump-administration-corruption-no-other-word-for-it-77354053578 
[ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST TIME AFTER TIME: TRUMP INCRIMINATES HIMSELF 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/impeachment-trial-trump-witness-own-
words_n_5e2b1168c5b6779e9c31d501 
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YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Washington Post Editorial Board Issues 
Ominous Impeachment Warning To GOP Senators, Trump The 
newspaper’s board said “the hard evidence” will eventually catch up to 
them “whether they ignore it or not.” 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/washington-post-editorial-board-gop-
impeachment-warning-084145936.html 

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 

new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. 
Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans 
particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new 
age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ]

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Trump justice: He's using his 
office to reward friends, punish enemies and tarnish America 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-dangerous-justice-coup-punishing-
100014486.html [ DUH! Come on...that’s what mobsters do, no surprise 
here … where were all these “journalists”, legal beagles, etc., when it 
counted. ] 
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HUFFPOST Politics William Barr Is Turning U.S. Into Dictatorship, Says 
Ex-Labor Secretary https://www.huffpost.com/entry/robert-reich-william-
barr-dictatorship_n_5e562b2cc5b649ec4330229b 

YAHOONEWS The authors of 'A Very Stable Genius' discuss Trump's rage,
ignorance, and the unprecedented dysfunction of his White House https://
www.yahoo.com/news/authors-very-stable-genius-discuss Barr Has a 
History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr 
wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling 
apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! 
…http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he 
does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there!

MSNBC Warren: 'We are watching a descent into authoritarianism' with 
Trump, Barr https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/elizabeth-warren-on-her-
call-to-end-trump-corruption-78650437678 

YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President 
Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of
the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world
behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is 
a total fraud! 

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Trump justice: He's using his 
office to reward friends, punish enemies and tarnish America 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-dangerous-justice-coup-punishing-
100014486.html [ DUH! Come on...that’s what mobsters do, no surprise 
here … where were all these “journalists”, legal beagles, etc., when it 
counted.

Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the 
sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior 
political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, 
officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-
005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever 
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This country, america’s a total fraud! 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How 
Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all
that they do … Their raison d'être 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos 
Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com ]

Andrea Cyr Al Peia we tried to warn them! No one could have predicted 
the extent of enabling he would come to receive.

2016, a warning to all indeed; albeit unheeded. Prior to that it was 
astonishment how feds, doj, courts et als were falling all over one 
another to cover-up substantial trump crimes. The answer, not obvious at 
first, was that they were all looking for that easy payday, one way or 
another. Laundered money needs a place to go. Stolen money, from the 
government, boondoggles, now emoluments in a very big way, needed 
protection/cover; hence, guilty mobster/criminal trump who needed 
protection/cover from prosecution. They’re all a bunch of criminal slugs, 
dependent on the illegal funds which are mindbogglingly huge, in the 
trillions. White House Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head 
Will Be On A Pike' 

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays, and pays well. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv 
version of ‘The Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably 
some guilt feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big
screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature 
are always for sale. 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
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https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
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obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, 
there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their 
criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to 
rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year 
helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal consequences.1 Worse, it was just 
reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor 
corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase 
a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major 
payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation…”

CNN Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the 
DOJ revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the 
Ukraine aid freeze https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-
ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html WASHPOST The 
Senate impeachment trial was rigged! By Dana Milbank [ DUH! ] Trump 
won’t be removed. But we’ll be fine. By James B. Comey [ No, that’s not 
so, we won’t be fine … these gutless wonders, comey, mueller, freeh, 
barr, fbi/doj, et als are totally out to lunch and at the least if not overtly, 
eyes wide shut corrupt … typical americona! SENATE DEFEATS MOTION 
TO CALL WITNESSES https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-
impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that 
the so-called american nation-state, system, experiment is a complete 
and utter fraud and failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; with
trump rise inevitably that’s ‘WAS’ . For quite some time, if ever it was 
truly so, america has not been one of the good guys. globalnews.ca 
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean 
Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the american empire ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofper  ju  ry.pdf  
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Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ]

america’s a total fraud!

CNN US soldier in South Korea tests positive for coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-26-20-intl-
hnk 

• Live updates: First French national dies
• Analysis: Conflicting signals cast doubt on Trump team's coronavirus 
response
• It's not if, but when coronavirus will spread in the US, CDC official says

https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/25/health/coronavirus-us-american-cases/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/politics/coronavirus-donald-trump-politics-us-health/index.html
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DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD ON LOCKDOWN...

SPREAD IN USA 'INEVITABLE'...

CDC OUTLINES PLANS...

STOCKS STAY RED... 

Book of Revelation? 

White House struggles to contain public alarm... 

Report: Border Patrol Agents Provided Respirators to Deal with Chinese...

Italy sees 45% rise... 

Guests in Spanish hotel locked down... 

San Fran declares state of emergency... 

Iran says top official who played down fears is infected...

Woman tests positive for coronavirus, dengue at same time! 

'Doomsday vault' stocks up on 60,000 more food seeds... 
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http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
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https://www.infowars.com/report-border-patrol-agents-provided-respirators-to-deal-with-chinese-immigrants-crossing-from-mexico/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/White-House-struggles-to-contain-public-alarm-15084160.php
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sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

Aesop’s Fables
The Goods and the Ills
ALL the Goods were once driven out by the Ills from that common share 
which they each had in the affairs of mankind; for the Ills by reason of 
their numbers had prevailed to possess the earth. The Goods wafted 
themselves to heaven and asked for a righteous vengeance on their 
persecutors. They entreated Jupiter that they might no longer be 
associated with the Ills, as they had nothing in common and could not 
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live together, but were engaged in unceasing warfare; and that an 
indissoluble law might be laid down for their future protection. Jupiter 
granted their request and decreed that henceforth the Ills should visit the
earth in company with each other, but that the Goods should one by one 
enter the habitations of men. Hence it arises that Ills abound, for they 
come not one by one, but in troops, and by no means singly: while the 
Goods proceed from Jupiter, and are given, not alike to all, but singly, and
separately; and one by one to those who are able to discern them.
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http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
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american/trumpian era love story: https://www.yahoo.com/news/girl-11-
gave-birth-baby-170100565.html 
U.S. Girl, 11, gave birth to baby allegedly fathered by brother

Janelle Griffith
NBC NewsFebruary 22, 2020, 11:40 AM PST

Girl, 11, gave birth to baby allegedly fathered by brother

An 11-year-old girl who was allegedly raped by her brother gave birth at 
home, and now he and their parents are facing criminal charges.

The girl gave birth to a boy in a bathtub in St. Charles, Missouri, 
according to a probable cause statement. 

Her biological brother, who is 17, was charged last week with incest, 
statutory rape and statutory sodomy of a person younger than 12, while 
her parents were charged with child endangerment. Police say the girl's 
parents did not provide medical care to their daughter after she gave 
birth.

NBC News is not naming the girl's parents or brother because it would 
identify the victim.

Police started investigating on Feb. 11 after the girl's parents brought a 
baby boy to a hospital. The baby still had the umbilical cord and placenta 
attached and a body temperature of 90 degrees, according to a probable 
cause statement.

The girl's father initially claimed the baby was his and had been dropped 
off on their porch by an ex-girlfriend.

He later told investigators his daughter had given birth to the boy and 
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that his son was the father, a probable cause statement states. The girl's 
parents claimed they were not aware she was pregnant or that she was 
allegedly being sexually assaulted by her brother, according to the 
statement.

During questioning, the brother told police he had sex with his sister 
about 100 times but did not know she was pregnant, according to a 
probable cause statement. He also said he did not know how long it had 
been going on for, the statement said.

All three suspects are being held by the St. Charles County Department 
of Corrections, a jail official told NBC News Friday. Bail was set at 
$10,000 for the woman, $100,000 cash only for the man and $300,000 
cash only for the teen, according to court records.

No attorneys are listed for them in online court records.

The baby, who was born premature, remains hospitalized, and the girl is 
in the care of relatives, St. Charles police Lt. Tom Wilkison told NBC 
News
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And, that other mobster/s**t, clinton, also as with mobster trump, an 
epstein-linked pedo-perve; and corrupt dumbya bush et als, huge illegal 
wealth transfers (ie., wall street bailouts, military industrial complex 
boondoggles, private contracts, kush (ie.ner)jobs/deals, etc.) 
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there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their 
criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to 
rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year 
helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal consequences.1 Worse, it was just 
reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor 
corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase 
a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major 
payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. 2 …”One piece of s**t after another. 
Welcome to the great lie/fraud called fallen america! 
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http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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Deep State Declassified

Positively Trump Street

David Stockman | February 14, 2020

I hope you have not been leading a double life, pretending to be wicked 
and being good all the time. That would be hypocrisy. – Oscar Wilde, “The 
Importance of

Being Earnest” (1895)

...
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So, it looks, for now, like the Donald’s been spared the ignominy of 
spending his remaining days in one of Uncle Sam’s hospitality suites.

That surely would have been the eventual consequence of his removal 
from office and Democrat vendettas that would’ve followed hard 
thereupon.

But if he’s out of the woods.

In fact, he seems more unleashed than ever.

Further, though, the Tweeter-in-Chief is still just a big, orange distraction,
obscuring the bipartisan Duopoly’s assault on constitutional government 
in America.

That little project hasn’t been slowed in the slightest; indeed, a Trumped-
up statist GOP remains in power to bring further assault on capitalist 
prosperity here and abroad.

I was reminded of how completely the transformation of the GOP into the
second party of Big Government has been accelerated by the response of
the Secretary of the Treasury to the recent news of another punk gross 
domestic product (GDP) report out of Europe.

Fourth-quarter real GDP growth printed at an anemic 0.4% annualized 
rate, bringing growth for the full year down to 1.2%. That’s the lowest 
gain since the crisis of 2012-13.



Of course, Steve Mnuchin is a clueless knucklehead and Wall Street 
flunky who got rich by accident in 2009 when he bought a bankrupt 
subprime high-flyer, Indy Mac, and got showered with billions of free 
money from U.S. taxpayers to bail it out.

Other than that, the guy who sits in Alexander Hamilton’s chair wouldn’t 
know macroeconomics from macaroni-and-cheese. But he’s hung around 
Imperial Washington long enough to ritually intone the most dangerous 
catechism of modern times.

To wit, the insidious notion that if government agents – including the 
central bank – are not “al in” on “stimulus,” the Main Street economy is 
prone to underperformance, recession, and worse.

So, after that punk report crystalized once again the travails of European 
economies being strangled by socialism and dirigisme, the Donald’s top 
economic official did not hesitate to attack the one country on the planet
which has shown a modicum of fiscal sanity:

Speaking Saturday in London, U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin 
urged Germany in particular to act.

“There are countries that have opportunities to expand fiscal on top of 
monetary,” he said. “Monetary cannot be the only economic tool.”

That’s right, Steve.

But what’s wrong with the most potent economic tool of all, capitalism 
itself?



A “MUST-READ” Book Before the 2020 Election

In Peak Trump, the latest book from David Stockman, you'll learn exactly 
why the future of America is truly at grave risk. This is the only place 
where you’ll see a former White House director expose the Deep State 
and all their lies. Find out why even the Donald doesn’t stand a chance to 
protect us from what they have in store.

Grab your copy today!

Governments can’t print, borrow, or spend the macroeconomy into higher 
growth and greater sustainable prosperity.

Growth comes from the sweat and exertions of millions of workers and 
the energy and innovations of thousands of entrepreneurs, investors, 
inventors, and savers pursuing their own betterment on the free market.

Back in the day, every Republican knew at least that much.

And when, in the pre-1980 era, Republicans strayed from the gospel, it 
was, more often than not, owing to a desire to oil squeaky wheels back 
home with regulatory or trade protections or fiscal subventions and pork.

“Heterodoxy” consisted mainly of parochial exceptions to the general 
rule of non-intervention at the national or macro-level.

So, nobody – and I mean nobody – would have talked about “expanding 
fiscal on top of monetary.” That’s heresy from Harvard Yard.



And, most especially, no one would have advocated deliberate deficit 
spending to goose the GDP growth rate. The very idea that in normal 
times – outside of world war or extreme economic collapse – you would 
deliberately incur deficits was simply beyond the pale.

Yet here we are today with a top GOP official rebuking Germany for doing
exactly what it needed to do—and before the fiscal-demographic disaster
struck.

To wit, it has one of the oldest populations in Europe and an anemic 
fertility rate of just 1.5. That means its population will be crashing in the 
decades ahead, and the ratio of workers versus retirees will plummet.

So, in order to prepare for the soaring costs of socialized medicine and 
pensions for a ballooning retired population, it has worked diligently to 
get its fiscal house in order.

After running deficits of 3% to 4% of GDP for the first decade of this 
century, Germany turned the corner in 2012 and has been generating 
modest budget surpluses ever since.

This was no mean achievement. That’s because, all the while, the 
German government was being importuned by apparatchiks in Brussels 
and the socialist and statist politicians in the rest of the eurozone to 
throw future German taxpayers under the bus in the name of economic 
stimulus and greater fiscal union.

Germany’s Deficit/Surplus as a Percentage of GDP, 2001 through 2019

[Chart]



Germany stood its ground against French demands for debt sharing and 
the fiscal miscreants of Club Med. Accordingly, it’s nearly brought its 
debt-to-GDP ratio back around the barn to where it stood at the turn of 
the century.

After rising from 60% of GDP to a peak of 82% in 2010, the German debt 
ratio now stands at just 61%.

That’s why Mnuchin’s hectoring is especially galling. The U.S. public debt 
ratio was also about 60% of GDP at the turn of the century. But after it 
soared toward 90% during the Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession, 
the Duopoly never looked back.

Now, of course, the King of Debt himself has broken dangerous new 
ground.

Not only has the small decline in the debt ratio achieved during from 2013
through 2016 been reversed. But massive new discretionary deficits have
been baked into the cake for the foreseeable future.

When the next recession hits, the U.S. debt-to-GDP ratio will instantly hit 
120%. That’s double Germany’s.

Yet, the U.S. Treasury Secretary presumes to lecture the Germans on 
how to manage their economy and fiscal policy…

To be sure, as a Wall Street flunky and lifelong Democrat, Mnuchin’s 
stand in favor of fiscal profligacy is not surprising. Whatever affinity for 
fiscal rectitude Wall Street once had – and it was considerable before 



1980, as I know from direct experience—has long since evaporated.

Indeed, the cult of ever-rising stock prices and the wealth-effects-driven 
Federal Reserve subservience to it has thoroughly corrupted Wall 
Street’s stance on fiscal policy.

That’s because at least a simulacrum of economic growth must be 
maintained in order to keep corporate profits gaining and stocks 
climbing. Imperial Washington has been assigned the job of making it 
happen by whatever means necessary.

And should the money pumpers in the Eccles Building not be up to the 
task alone, then fiscal stimulus is presumed to be the expedient of next 
resort.

[Chart]

Mnuchin’s apostasy is only symptomatic of the far more dangerous threat
that now lies ahead.

The Donald believes that he has been thoroughly vindicated by the 
Democrats’ misbegotten effort to override the U.S. Constitution out of 
irrational bereavement over their 2016 election defeat at the hands of the
very worst candidate the GOP has ever fielded.

So, whether he’s reelected or not – which is probably now in the hands of 
the coronavirus and its consequence for the global economy and stock 
markets – the GOP will have become thoroughly Trumpified and will 
function going forward as the second party of Big Government in the 
process of American democracy.



And that means American prosperity will soon be dying in the woods… 
even if the Donald himself has made it out.

Bring It All Back Home

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential politics in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 



harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,

David"

HUFFPOST Seth Meyers Baits Donald Trump Over His ‘Dumbest’ 
Obsession Yet



https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-
obsession_n_5e466fd9c5b64d860fc8e9af 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost More Senate Democrats Call For William 
Barr To Resign Over Roger Stone Case 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/senate-democrats-barr-resign-roger-
stone-210037835.html Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders were among 
those who said DOJ officials’ intervention was a “clear violation” of 
Barr’s “duty.” Trump tells Barr he can stay – but makes clear the tweets 
will continue The Independent
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[ http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm ]

From:

Nancy Pelosi 

Reply to:

dccc@dccc.org 

To:

albertpeia@mail.com

Nancy:

I donated as requested this 11th day of February, 2020. 
[ Thank you for your contribution in support of DCCC! DCCC ]

[ Some recent facebook posts; but first, some prior email responses to 
Senator Feinstein and Congresswoman Royball-Allard. Then: I need this 
resolved in accordance with law (ie., for a compromised amount, ie., as 
set forth in 
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf )! 
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf ] :

cover-up
-----
July 12, 2012

Dear Senator Feinstein:

Thank you for your reply; but, with all due respect, 'saying it' in america today doesn't make 
it so. In fact, quite the contrary has been true for quite some time in now meaningfully 
lawless america. The following is a response to Congresswoman Roybal-Allard's email. 
Please note that FBI Agent Lewis with whom I spoke at the FBI office here in LA and who 
received the subject court disks with related affidavits, exhibits, etc. (waylaid twice by the 
USPS by way of registered then certified priority mail - finally delivered by courier UPS) was 
abruptly transferred to Washington D.C. Headquarters and thereafter I've been stonewalled 
for a formal response from the LA FBI Office which (after Agent Lewis' transfer) told me not 

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
mailto:albertpeia@mail.com
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to call and that I’d receive a formal response from the Office in writing (in the mail). That’s 
important to me at this juncture inasmuch as I’ll have to account for the time wherever I 
ultimately locate. As I said to Agent Lewis before his promotion and transfer, I no longer 
even care about the government’s involvement in the illegal drug trade, but only resolution 
of this very costly RICO matter(s). { [Drug war hypocrisy: drug trafficking’s big money 
benefits Big Brother and corrupt banksters PF Louis | The hypocrisy of the war on drugs is 
centers on the amount of drug trafficking that benefits the CIA and international banking 
system. Natural News February 1, 2012 [ 
http://albertpeia/americangovernmentdrugtrafficking.htm 
http://albertpeia/americascorruptiondrugtrade.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/stansberrycorruptiondeclineofamerica.htm ] ‘The hypocrisy of the war 
on drugs is outrageous when compared to the amount of drug trafficking that benefits the 
CIA and international banking system. The son of a convicted notorious mobster, John Gotti
Jr, when asked in court if the family still dealt drugs cracked, “No, we can’t compete with 
the government.”Today in Afghanistan, American troops have been seen guarding poppy 
fields used to make heroin. Those fields were all but wiped out by 2001 when the Taliban 
destroyed them and forbade that agricultural pursuit. Now they’re flourishing again after the
American occupation. This doesn’t make sense despite all the mainstream reports that 
American troops are protecting the poppy farmers from the bad guys. Internet sites such as 
Prison Planet, Info Wars, The Political Coffeehouse and others report otherwise. They 
connect the CIA and US military to restarting the poppy fields in Afghanistan in 2002, 
increasing poppy growth by over 650 percent. Who’s telling it like it is? One way the CIA 
keeps their drug trafficking hidden from public view …’. }

Respectfully, could you get this resolved? It’s the right thing to do, consistent with 
meaningful law, and I’d be very appreciative.

Sincerely,

Albert L. Peia

9-28-11
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Dear Congresswoman Roybal-Allard:

It is always somewhat reassuring that someone, like yourself in Washington, is committed 
to finding solutions to the myriad of problems confronting the nation; some insurmountable
[ America’s debt woe is worse than Greece’s Sep 21st, 2011 News (CNN) — ‘Our government
is utterly broke. There are signs everywhere one looks… The government’s total 
indebtedness — its fiscal gap — now stands at $211 trillion’  8 More Reasons Why You 
Should Be Deeply Concerned That The U.S. Government Has Lost Its AAA Credit Rating The
Economic Collapse ‘… #8 The U.S. national debt continues to get worse by the day. Just 
check out what economics professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff recently told NPR….“If you add 
up all the promises that have been made for spending obligations, including defense 
expenditures, and you subtract all the taxes that we expect to collect, the difference is $211 
trillion. That’s the fiscal gap” ..’ ,    Soros: US Is Already in Double-Dip Recession 
CNBC.com , the unprosecuted frauds on wall street … Dave’s Daily:’.. The HAL 9000s have 
been doing business as HFTs (High Frequency Traders) launching many buy or sell 
programs using complex algorithms which can drive prices on indexes higher or lower in 
dramatic fashion. One of their great acts is called "quote stuffing". It's another illegal 
activity which the SEC hasn't quite figured out. It's as futile for them as the illegal fee-driven
recent end-of-quarter price jam-job..’ End of Quarter Price Mark-Ups; Dave’s Daily   
http://www.thestreet.com/story/11260606/1/end-of-quarter-price-mark-ups-daves-daily.html  
Dave Fry  9-27-11 ‘All you need do is view the last week of June 2011, the previous quarter 
end, and you'll note a similar quarter end jam-job…’  , Roubini: U.S. in Throes of Economic 
Contraction Sep 27th, 2011 News (Bloomberg) , SHILLER: House Prices Probably Won’t Hit 
Bottom For Years Sep 27th, 2011 News (BusinessInsider) , etc. ] , confronting the nation. Yet
it’s somewhat difficult to imagine that pension plans, particularly of the defined benefit 
variety as opposed to the more fiscally conservative defined contribution type, anywhere in 
america are over-funded in light of overly optimistic ‘assumptions’ for returns on said funds
(ie., Drudgereport: STUDY: State, local gov'ts must raise taxes $1,400 a year   for 30 years     
to fund pensions...
Chicago county faces $108   billion     gap in pensions....  
TREASURY RAIDS PENSIONS...
Treasury to tap pensions to fund government (Washington Post) ].

On September 22, 2011 I spoke with FBI Agent Bill Lewis in Washington who was recently 
promoted to the FBI Headquarters Office (D.C.) from the FBI office here in LA, and with 
whom I had discussed the matters of which you are aware; and which matters are well 
within Washington’s ability to easily resolve what should have been resolved in accordance 
with clear law quite some time ago. It is difficult to imagine the u.s. government solving the 
gargantuan, nation-destructive problems confronting the nation when through typical 
corruption, meaningful lawlessness, lack of will, etc., have chosen not to solve my matter as
related to you in accordance with clear law and which would clearly be the right thing to do 
at long last.  

Previously I wrote to thank you for thinking of me and for the courtesy extended. However, 
in all honesty, with rare exceptions (ie., maybe ‘post-cards’?, etc.), I don’t use the usps that 
I’ve found so unreliable. The following is my comment to an LA Times article regarding a 
Justice Department cover-up and as pertains to the usps! As I’ve previously related to you, 
all I think about day and night is a long overdue resolution to the RICO litigation as set forth 
therein:
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U.S. Postal Service nearing bankruptcy as email asserts its dominance [Good! Let UPS take 
them over … the usps is totally unreliable]

-----
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trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Virus panic and locust plague spark Bible apocalypse fears… 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1242268/end-world-coronavirus-
africa-locust-swarm-iran-us-conflict-apocalypse-bible-jesus-spt 
Farmers traumatized as swarms devour crops in seconds...
No peak in sight as China reports 5,000 new coronavirus patients...
Installs disinfectant tunnel...
They Documented Crisis. Then Vanished...
Beijing orders 14-day quarantine for returnees...
8 planes locked down at Heathrow...
CDC: Could last into next year...
Feds Launch 'Early Warning System'...
Spread by people who don't show symptoms...
Evacuees Ask Why They Aren't Being Tested...
Drug, medical supply supply chain interrupted...
Harvard Prof Sounds Alarm on Likely Pandemic...
Disease modelers: Maybe 4,400,000 cases... 
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MSNBC / the beat with ari'Dersh-o-mania!': Laurence Tribe demolishes 
Trump lawyer's 'Wizard of Oz' impeachment   https://www.msnbc.com/the-  
beat-with-ari/watch/-dersh-o-mania-laurence-tribe-demolishes-trump-
lawyer-s-wizard-of-oz-impeachment-defense-77161029549?
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palestinians-fatal-061130312.html One of the men was hospitalized with 
kidney failure and 11 broken ribs. Then the three Palestinians were 
returned to their Israeli interrogators… [ ‘2 state solution’ the wisest, 
fairest course. ]

YAHOONEWS World The Daily Beast EX-CIA Lawyer: The Soleimani Hit 
Was a Homicide Under U.S. Criminal Law https://www.yahoo.com/news/ex-
cia-lawyer-soleimani-hit-101840834.html “In bragging that he ordered a 
successful hit on Iranian Maj. Gen. Qassem Soleimani, President Trump 
has admitted to killing a senior government official of a sovereign state, 
Iran, while he was traveling in another sovereign state, Iraq. On its face, 
his conduct and intent satisfy the elements of premeditated murder 
under Section 1116 of Title 18 of the United States Criminal Code, 
"Murder or manslaughter of foreign officials, official guests, or 
internationally protected persons."We can and must debate, and many 
are, whether the killing was an "assassination" or a violation of 
"international norms," but neither of those charges has been codified by 
Congress into the criminal code and thus they have no teeth. The 
assassination ban is found in an executive order and a president is not 
bound by it. As for international norms, including the adherence to long-
standing principles of the ethics of just war, well, ignoring norms is 
Trump's calling card, and his supporters love him for it. The provisions of 
the United States Criminal Code, however, bind all persons, including 
presidents. They cannot be waived, and they have very sharp teeth. By 
ordering the drone attack killing General Soleimani, it appears that 
Trump committed a homicide under federal law. ‘OK, Now What?’: Inside 
Team Trump’s Scramble to Sell the Soleimani Hit to AmericaCongress 
passed the relevant law against the “murder or manslaughter of foreign 
officials,” Section 1116 of Title 18, in response to the killing of Israeli 
Olympic athletes in Germany, and other acts of terrorism around the 
world, It provides that “[w]hoever kills or attempts to kill a foreign 
official, official guest, or internationally protected person shall be 
punished." After becoming a signatory in 1973 to a United Nations 
convention to deter attacks on foreign officials and other protected 
persons as they travel and conduct the business of state around the 
globe, the Congress expanded Section 1116 to provide the Department of
Justice with extraterritorial jurisdiction to pursue such 
crimes.Unchastened by impeachment, and emboldened by the Justice 
Department's dusty old opinion that he cannot be indicted while in office,
Trump nonetheless ordered the killing of Soleimani, a senior Iranian 
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official, in Iraq, in violation of Section 1116. The Department of Justice 
has jurisdiction to prosecute a violation of that statute. This killing 
cannot be justified under either the 2001 Authorization for Use of Military 
Force or the 2002 Authorization for Use of Military Force Against Iraq. 
They are not blank checks cashed in whenever and wherever the 
president so desires. The 2001 AUMF applied to those responsible for the
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. The 2002 AUMF applied to the Saddam Hussein
regime in Iraq. Trump's drone attack was against an Iranian official who 
had nothing to do with 9/11 nor with the dead Iraqi leader's 
regime. Though he now sings a different tune, Defense Secretary Mark 
Esper stated before the Senate Armed Services Committee during his 
confirmation hearings that neither AUMF would allow military action 
against Iran.Current DOJ opinions have prevented the indictment of a 
sitting president. But it’s worth noting that if one is found guilty of 
homicide under Section 1116, and if it is deemed "premeditated," the 
penalty is life in prison, with no parole. In other words, it is among the 
most serious crimes on the books, and justice should await him after his 
presidency. United States Attorney General William Barr, we know from 
his recent speeches, would disagree. Barr scoffs at the notion that any 
president is bound by any criminal statute. His view of the scope of a 
president's Article II powers has no limits and, presumably, permits 
conduct that would violate federal homicide statutes. Under the Barr 
Rule, our Congress may enact such a statute, but our president need not 
follow it unless the law states so expressly. In other words, our president 
is above the law.Reality check: The Supreme Court has never adopted a 
rule of statutory interpretation that broad as to make a president immune
from all criminal laws, and certainly not homicide.Unsurprisingly, 
President Trump subscribes to the Barr Rule. We recall that he famously 
bragged that he "could stand in the middle of 5th Avenue and shoot 
somebody and [he] wouldn't lose voters." His lawyers have embraced and
extended that boast in federal court to argue that the Manhattan district 
attorney's office cannot subpoena Trump's tax returns. Sticking doggedly
to the script, in response to a question from a federal judge, Trump's 
lawyer asserted that he could not be prosecuted by a state government 
for homicide, either, while he is in office. These arguments failed in the 
lower courts and the case is now pending in the Supreme Court.Since his 
inauguration, Trump has conducted his presidency as if it is a criminal 
enterprise, so it is not surprising that targeted hits are now part of his 
repertoire. That Soleimani is a bad actor on the world stage is not a 
legally permitted defense to a murder charge in federal court. Mobsters' 



targets are usually "bad guys" too, of course. If Soleimani’s history 
reveals him to be a “terrorist,” a word with varying definition, then our 
beef is with the Iranian state, of which he is a senior official—not with 
him as an individual. Armed drone attacks in Iran would be acts of war 
and we could debate the foreign policy, legal and moral justifications for 
those actions. Congress would be involved in that discussion. But killing 
Soleimani in Iraq is a federal homicide.The language in Section 1116 
defines as a homicide conduct that the U.N. considered an act of 
terrorism, and required all signatories to add provisions to their own 
domestic law. The fact that the background of the law was designed to 
thwart terrorism does not excuse Trump from its express 
terms. Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama killed alleged 
terrorists and civilians too with armed drones—thousands of them 
according to several entities tracking the deaths. They have been 
justifiably criticized for those killings on the grounds that they are both 
immoral and bad policy. Indeed, President Obama has killed three 
American citizens, that we know of, implicating the due process clause of
the Constitution. But, to our knowledge, those presidents never killed a 
foreign government official from a sovereign state with which we are not 
at war while he was traveling in another sovereign state with which we 
are not at war. Their actions killing non-governmental actors may have 
been wrong for a variety of reasons, but they did not violate Section 
1116.Finally, if an unmanned shot from the sky killing an Iranian general 
does not "feel" enough like a federal homicide, imagine this: What if the 
president had ordered the killing of a German official (who Trump 
suspects has ties to ISIS) traveling at Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris?
If proven, that fact pattern would violate 18 USC Section 1116 — our 
criminal code does not discriminate among victims (Iranian/German) and 
places (Iraq/France). Perhaps the president is wrong this time, and voters
will care that he is bragging about committing cold-blooded murder. 
Perhaps Republican senators will too. Vicki Divoll was general counsel of
the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and assistant general 
counsel at the Central Intelligence Agency.”
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If only one person were perfectly informed there could never be a general
crisis. But the only perfectly informed person is God, and he does not 
play the stock market.

– Robert Skidelsky, Keynes: The Return of the Master (2009)

...

Exactly two decades ago, Alan Greenspan and his band of monetary 
central planners, panicked by the “Y2K” threat, kicked the Federal 
Reserve’s printing presses into overdrive.

In barely three months, the amount outstanding on the Fed’s “repo” 
account soared from $15 billion in early October 1999 to $120 billion by 
the week of January 5, 2000. Back in those days, a $105 billion liquidity 
injection was no small thing; it represented nearly 20% of the Fed’s 
entire balance sheet.

[Chart]

As it happened, the Y2K bogeyman was a hoax.

But the Fed’s flood of liquidity did not exactly recede from the canyons of
Wall Street. Indeed, the dot-com bubble was heading for a blowoff top by 
late 1999; the Fed’s monetary kerosene fueled the flames to white-hot 
temperatures.

During the six months commencing with the Y2K repo surge after 
September 1999, the Nasdaq 100 Index soared by 96%. It went up an 



average of 1% every trading day until it reached an asymptotic high of 
4,700 on March 27, 2000.

[Chart]

At that point, apparently every mullet, lemming, and new-age believer 
that could be sold a share had been rounded up and turned upside down, 
because, all of a sudden, the music just plain stopped.

By April 15, the index was down a heart-stopping 33%. But it’s plunge 
was just getting started. When the Nasdaq 100 finally reached bottom in 
October 2002, it was down a staggering 82%. It had come full circle, 
returning to the 800 level it had crossed way back in November 1996.

[Chart]

So… deju vu, anyone?

If you missed the Delta Profit Summit, here’s some good news…

Earlier today, former Wall Street trader, Michael Coolbaugh pulled back 
the curtain to reveal one of Wall Street’s very own trading algorithms. He 
showed viewers how this can help them generate impressive returns and 
give their portfolios one more big boost in this bull market.

Click here to catch a recording of Michael’s presentation for free!

This time, ructions in the repo market itself in mid-September 2019 



triggered another bout of monetary incontinence in the Eccles Building.

From a standing start of $18 billion on September 18, the Fed’s liquidity 
fire hose had bulged to $240 billion by the turn of the year.

[Chart]

Moreover, this time the Fed added a huge dollop of Treasury bill 
purchases under its “permanent open-market operations,” or “POMO,” to 
its “temporary” repo antics just for good measure. That added another 
$170 billion to the liquidity flood in barely 90 days.

It doesn’t take a financial genius or math savant to divine what’s going to 
happen when the Fed injects $425 billion into the bond market in a virtual
heartbeat.

Presumably, the Fedheads already knew the answer.

Of course, there’s absolutely no question Wall Street knew exactly what 
to do: Back up the trucks and hit the “buy” key like there’s no tomorrow.

As a technical matter, these massive liquidity injections crushed the 
yields available to private investors who would otherwise operate in the 
short-term funding markets. So, real money cash investors just segued 
out the risk curve a few notches and bought rapidly rising “risk assets” 
with the funds that might have otherwise been loaned for a smaller yield 
against Uncle Sam’s finest collateral.

It’s just that simple....."
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True enough, the republicans have gone beyond the pale for mentally ill 
mobster thief in chief trump; but, sadly a bit too generous/kind to the 
democrats who from my direct observation and experience are/were 
always ready to jump on the bandwagon if the same “works for them”. 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Federal Taxes and Spending Set New Records… 
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/terence-p-jeffrey/federal-
taxes-and-spending-set-records-through-january 

BEIJING ADMITS: 15,152 NEW VIRUS CASES… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/13/coronavirus-latest-updates-china-
hubei.html 
Changes counting methods...
Wuhan Communist Party chiefs removed...
Stranded foreigners tell of fear and rations...
Hong Kong Concerned Spread Through Pipes...
New Questions About Origin...
More sick on quarantined ship...
NKorea 'executes patient'...
Rio braces for risk during Carnival...
Elites Shun Commercial Airlines, Look to Private Jets...
Cat owners urged to keep pets indoors...
US military prepping for pandemic… 
CDC gets ready... 
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CNN
Opening arguments  : Schiff says evidence supporting Trump's removal is   
overwhelming https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/22/politics/senate-
impeachment-trial-day-2/index.html 

MSNBC Tribe blasts McConnell's 'dark of night' Trump trial 'cover-up' 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/tribe-blasts-mcconnell-s-
dark-of-night-trump-trial-cover-up-77157957631 
HUFFPOST DEMS HAMMER AWAY: ‘IF THIS ISN’T IMPEACHABLE, 
NOTHING IS’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/impeachment-trial-
trump_n_5e289fc0c5b6d6767fce3871 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-01-22/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=a80ceb0942caa2902fdea82
e976e9e420c973b8936282bcfa17ad90af1aa6cc5 

Market Update for Wednesday - Jan 22nd, 2020

Today's Highlights:

• Stocks opened the day strong, but erased most of the day’s gains as
the session went on. And at the end of the day, stocks were mixed.

• IBM (IBM) helped with today’s early jump after traders responded to 
the company’s better than expected earnings. The stock finished 
with a 3.4% gain.

• Tesla (TSLA) made new records today, jumping 4.0% after an 
another analyst issued a TSLA upgrade. With today’s move the 
company is now worth $100 billion.
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• Netflix (NFLX) was also on the move, but in the opposite direction. 
The stock dropped 3.6% after issuing disappointing subscriber 
growth…a drop of 28% since record growth a year ago.

Quite right Doug; but, meaningfully lawless society is more to the point 
since we have loads of laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump 
et als, they're literally the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly 
untouchable died a broken man, pauper, the real american story). 
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, even California covered for mentally 
ill mobster trump et als. 

YAHOONEWS Politics Business Insider 'I could've f------ gone!': Trump 
blamed John Kelly for his own decision to bail on a WWI memorial visit, 
according to a new book https://www.yahoo.com/news/couldve-f-gone-
trump-blamed-212846544.html "Your general should've convinced me to 
go," President Trump privately said to an aide, adding that it was "a 
stupid decision."

DRUDGEREPORT:
VIRUS 'MUTATING' https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10784540/coronavirus-
death-toll-wuhan-china/ 
NEW CASES RISE SHARPLY
CHINA QUARANTINES WUHAN 
TRUMP TRIAL UNFOLDS...
On Fast Track...
Senators suffer 'digital detox' as they hear case... 
Anxiety Over Bolton...
POLL: 72% WANT WITNESSES... 
PEW: DEEP PARTISAN SPLIT ON REMOVAL... 
Roberts admonishes both sides...
Schiff, Nadler tension spills out...
George Conway Rips 'Utterly Shameless' Trump Lawyers...
'What are they afraid of?' 
President breaks daily tweet record... 
DAY 1: 11 million TV viewers... 

http://news.trust.org/item/20200122221214-885t7
https://www.axios.com/trump-twitter-record-impeachment-trial-e2b8f412-e429-4ce3-8d34-77e5334f3595.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/479361-conway-says-senate-gop-knows-trump-is-guilty-what-are-they-afraid-of
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/george-conway-rips-utterly-shameless-trump-lawyers-in-rare-tv-appearance-treating-the-senate-like-theyre-morons/
http://www.rollcall.com/news/congress/schiff-nadler-impeachment-tension-spill-onto-senate-floor
https://apnews.com/ddec6989614fea6b5421c130a4ee4efa
https://www.people-press.org/2020/01/22/by-a-narrow-margin-americans-say-senate-trial-should-result-in-trumps-removal/
http://news.trust.org/item/20200122223845-ozj6d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-shows-anxiety-as-arguments-begin-in-senate-impeachment-trial/ar-BBZecI9?li=BBnbcA1
http://news.trust.org/item/20200122233952-np0dr
https://apnews.com/29b81fda30045ec649467abb7ee47d28
http://news.trust.org/item/20200122233051-0thx7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-virus-cases-pass-400-11579670877
https://apnews.com/902c9f9f551d55b227b3d754f42aad50
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10784540/coronavirus-death-toll-wuhan-china/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10784540/coronavirus-death-toll-wuhan-china/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10784540/coronavirus-wuhan-china-death/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/couldve-f-gone-trump-blamed-212846544.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/couldve-f-gone-trump-blamed-212846544.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/couldve-f-gone-trump-blamed-212846544.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/couldve-f-gone-trump-blamed-212846544.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/couldve-f-gone-trump-blamed-212846544.html


FACEBOOKPOST:
CNN Trump now says he's open to entitlement cuts, including Medicare 
Analysis: President Trump is breaking all his previous Twitter records 
during impeachment Opinion roundup: Schiff brilliantly crushes Trump 
defense Tigers spent lives in cages. See first moments of new life. 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Says He’s Willing To Tackle 
Entitlements ‘Toward The End Of The Year’The president once promised 
he wouldn’t be “like every other Republican” who wanted to cut Medicaid,
Medicare and Social Security. http://albertpeia.com/locktrumpup.jpg 

" A CHANGE IS GONNA COME https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/a-
change-is-gonna-come/ 

David Stockman | January 23, 2020

Indeed, it might even be said that this small decision of mine constituted 
something of a key turning point; that that decision set things on an 
inevitable course towards what eventually happened. – Kazuo Ishiguro, 
The Remains of the Day (1989)

...

Michael Coolbaugh is back with another Thursday commentary on 
markets that would have just about any investor who knows what they’re 
looking at begging, borrowing, and/or stealing to get regular access to 
his thoughts and ideas about how to protect and build wealth in this 
market…

Of course, you don’t have to do any of that. In fact, all you have to do is 
click here for the presentation of Michael’s all-new service, Delta Profit 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/a-change-is-gonna-come/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/a-change-is-gonna-come/
http://albertpeia.com/locktrumpup.jpg
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-entitlement-cuts-davos-2020-211412134.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-entitlement-cuts-davos-2020-211412134.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/01/22/big-cats-rescued-circuses-guatemala-south-africa-tigers-lions-mckenzie-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/22/opinions/impeachment-trial-day-two-commentary/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/22/opinions/impeachment-trial-day-two-commentary/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/23/politics/donald-trump-twitter-impeachment/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/23/politics/donald-trump-twitter-impeachment/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/23/politics/donald-trump-medicare-entitlements-cuts/index.html


Trader.

I invited Michael to join our team in mid-summer 2019, after the infamous 
“Powell Pivot” to “easy money forever.” And Michael’s actionable 
commentary on markets is critically important to what we’re doing in 
Deep State Declassified and The Stockman Letter.

I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again: I literally cannot think of a better 
way to identify opportunities for upside while we continue to prepare for 
the inevitable prodigious downside that comes with these sordid bubbles 
than through Michael’s system.

He’s already demonstrated his value here and in the pages of The 
Stockman Letter. This presentation – the “Delta Profit Summit” – simply 
promises much more of the same.

And, given the way the market’s moving of late, – responding as it has to 
the Federal Reserve’s massive “not QE” liquidity injections, I expect to 
see a lot of action sooner rather than later with this new investment 
newsletter…

Now, here’s Michael with a more extended preview of his insights…

A Well-Played Piece

By Michael Coolbaugh

“There’s no better satisfaction than playing a piece well, whether the 
instrument is a piano or the markets.”



One thing you’ll quickly come to learn is that I’m really going to push you 
to expand your knowledge of the trading legends.

Today’s lead quote is from Linda Bradford Raschke, a legendary futures 
trader who was featured in a volume of Jack Schwager’s renowned 
Market Wizards series.

But, honestly, I’m not here to play a stock market version of “Jeopardy!”.

No, what I hope you’ll gain from broadening your knowledge of such 
legends, most of whom are unknown to the general public, is a deeper 
understanding of what works and what doesn’t work when it comes to 
markets.

My reasoning?

I’ve talked about it at great length, but simply put, I’m not one to believe 
“this time being different.”

After all, we’re dealing with humans. And human nature doesn’t just 
change, which means what worked decades ago is likely to carry 
substantial weight today.

I’m not just talking about investors. The harsh reality of the many flaws 
deep within human nature permeates decision-making by everyone from 
politicians to monetary central planners to your local factory supervisor.

Remember the “chess match,” or the “game within the game,” that we 



briefly touched on in As Many Fools As Possible from December 19?

Well, the defense just came on a blitz, and by the “defense,” I mean 
Christine Lagarde and the European Central Bank (ECB).

Here’s a smattering of headlines from today’s ECB presser, as rendered 
by my Bloomberg terminal:

• ECB: BOND PURCHASES WILL CONTINUE FOR “AS LONG AS 
NECESSARY”

• ECB: BOND PURCHASES WILL END SHORTLY BEFORE FIRST RATE 
RISE

• ECB EXPECTS KEY RATES TO REMAIN “AT THEIR PRESENT, OR 
LOWER LEVELS”

• ECB: RATE GUIDANCE APPLIES UNTIL UNDERLYING INFLATION 
ROBUSTLY CONVERGES WITH TARGET

• LAGARDE: ECB COMMITTED TO SYMMETRY ON INFLATION

• LAGARDE: NEED HIGHLY ACCOMODATIVE STANCE FOR PROLONGED
PERIOD

• LAGARDE: ECB TO REVIEW HOW TO MEASURE INFLATION, TOOLS

• LAGARDE: INFLATION OUTLOOK STILL SUBDUED

In other words, the circumstances are changing.

Now what?



If you’ll recall from my December 12 commentary, Let Me Be Clear, I 
suggested that, through the monetization of U.S. deficit spending, the 
Federal Reserve was attempting to weaken the U.S. dollar.

But it wasn’t just the American central bank acting to devalue its home 
currency. Here’s how I closed that December 12 note:

With central banks around the world seemingly testing to see who’s able 
to weaken their currency the fastest, there’s a distinct possibility we’ll 
see a series of ‘competitive devaluations’ in the coming year, maybe even
a Currency War to augment the Trade War.

Well, if December was the opening salvo from J. Powell & Co., it appears 
that Lagarde & Partners may have just fired back.

I mean, in their very own words, they state that “quantitative easing” will 
continue until rates rise, and – in the very next sentence – they suggest 
they expect rates to remain at current or lower levels.

In other words, “QE” is here to stay…

[insert]

And, just to throw salt in the wound, they even chose select words and 
phrases that are identical to what the Fed used in the statement released
following its December meeting:

“Symmetry on inflation”…



“Review how to measure inflation”…

“Inflation outlook still subdued”…

It’s truly astounding.

I’m not touching on this as a victory lap. No, my intention is to remind you
that we’ve had this on our radar screen. And, just as with film study for 
athletes, if we know our opponent’s tendencies, we improve our odds of 
constructing the appropriate response.

I mention it because while all of Wall Street is fully on board with the 
usual list of “weak U.S. dollar” trades (long emerging markets, long 
commodities, long the euro, etc.), we can prepare ourselves for the 
outcome where the crowd ends up collectively wrong.

[chart]

Need proof?

Here’s what Lagarde & Partners managed to do to the euro today…

[chart]

And with the euro, down went emerging markets, represented by the 
iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (NYSEArca: EEM), with was down 
2%; crude oil, which was down 2.7%; copper, which was down 1.8%... the 
list goes on…



By no means do I believe this is the end to this Currency War.

And, with the Fed awaiting its next turn on offense Wednesday, January 
29, you can bet we’ll likely get a few more clues as to which side has the 
upper hand in this battle.

It’s certainly something I’ll be watching for Delta Profit Trader members…

How to Play It

The 2020 election has replaced the Trade War as the primary risk for 
investors. That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this 
is the most politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these.” I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh
to update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 



harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth..…"

DRUDGEREPORT:
SPREAD https://apnews.com/ed98662865c3c2eafc1733c827111ab2 
CITIES QUARANTINED
SNAKES COULD BE SOURCE
COVER-UP FEARS MOUNTING
SUSPECTED CASE IN TEXAS 
VIRUS SCARE LAX 
Dems face risks and limits in impeachment trial...
Senators Play With Toys, Read Books...
Mulvaney becomes top target...
Anxiety Over Bolton...
POLL: 72% WANT WITNESSES...

http://news.trust.org/item/20200122223845-ozj6d
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-shows-anxiety-as-arguments-begin-in-senate-impeachment-trial/ar-BBZecI9?li=BBnbcA1
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/01/23/mick-mulvaney-trump-impeachment-102758
https://dailycaller.com/2020/01/23/gop-senators-kids-toys-fidget-spinners/
https://apnews.com/5dbd0f2716438d40395b36f054f7d55d
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/lax-passenger-quarantined-after-showing-potential-coronavirus-symptoms
https://www.click2houston.com/news/local/2020/01/23/brazos-county-investigating-suspected-case-of-novel-coronavirus/
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Wuhan-quarantine-expands-as-Chinese-fear-14997682.php
https://www.studyfinds.org/chinese-coronavirus-outbreak-traced-back-to-snakes-study-finds/
https://apnews.com/ed98662865c3c2eafc1733c827111ab2
https://apnews.com/ed98662865c3c2eafc1733c827111ab2
https://apnews.com/ed98662865c3c2eafc1733c827111ab2


PEW: DEEP PARTISAN SPLIT ON REMOVAL...
Giuliani claims he has goods on Biden, threatens to go public... 

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s criminal acts do 
not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity. ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com 

https://home.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE 
US GOVERNMENT.com 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0h0AHE8_mRo6Bjiv0PHTJPfJkzvyvCjx0yIbSjElLijyGn_cr9yzNUAy0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1gyAngs0nBTSk9FODtUtSiMO-FQLW3G9bgnIIZbfvEiqo1EC8fQ753o04
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhome.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR19-XpR_yc8tQ0LfEBz-ArTCzZuS8gfqbI8juyVd8EDLpjBzzs384vFvjo&h=AT2Hwpda5HAktlNUTNI-OHamgF1Z_mz9NsTlGAQQk6Zg8reu7KplL4iez_fEsRMDlIFJDuzHyAcwuPciQBxry6RvwvsD2_2hGjGx72tZ2Nfy8E84z_-y5NE25UGnQLedQjJtMvnHMBiecaGJhfrGtPqM
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR23vFi1vsu-Fymbm4QlxbLQyDmMqj-PODqEgQsjpSbztAPAHM73TRvXjgw
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR1GeUK1rw9i9arrFSkt9M5c81zgwT5DBeBwtXJls-38As_d74jZM4qBVpA
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0EfpLL41xrCNa20DSeQ48NnvSAyFJmAs2uWj_XiR2C9jABkf5mYwvbakQ
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jH0J7nedFNEIaO0L0Du4LPpGNJqyI_9yVEJCZKeR00CcxmupKR_jtIHE#current
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1OAuc23wEvvE4NJhc8y6y38TjdKTzZ-FgFcg2WpbNxv6rgAEx8hXoPV-I&h=AT1mmKfaMzLn9EQhmzsrPhpSBcN88mKco03lVDJMNsfbBN5ATE0t2B_64ZRJTecenI7yGx0BJgO6ZVBxrn1l5U726kSREd8YgLZKz77koYm1hmgb9rFVIpvF4fHcFaC3XMq6FJ1yPC2lLnNlOW6voP2b
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0KtYVjd9TFek91Alwn1mpTOsij4Q7vZOfE5gbSllsizKvNCvoKj0362pA
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR1FUaoy_CyPS3LmdAOimRQ3A3tlx6nQ6YoTDiIjhpUZgFnIbvrWKGwtmGg
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR0BN--vB9ZbjC1UJCzRAZGQDUnbxp66dh7ZyJ4JVgtrMpyyqYDWXtIYLYc
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2GGQyoE9T58hJXTUvxodc5HoztTQ_7_KC17KeC7Zgpd40W1DSBmF5vOtI
http://albertpeia.com/?fbclid=IwAR1ycRtm5DT13ay21JLJpqgcVcUV3AfRyWnBDEjpSgTTMa6MS1WtavLlkTQ
https://nypost.com/2020/01/23/rudy-giuliani-threatens-to-go-public-with-biden-corruption-allegations/
https://www.people-press.org/2020/01/22/by-a-narrow-margin-americans-say-senate-trial-should-result-in-trumps-removal/


MSNBC
Jason Johnson: History will look shamefully on Justice Roberts

WAPO Impeachment Diary John Roberts comes face to face with the 
mess he made By Dana Milbank [ Well, I’m not so sure you can exclusively
blame roberts for this american mess; but, he is complicit. 

John Roberts Warns Americans They’re Taking Democracy ‘For Granted’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-
democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305 [ Sure, if you’re relying upon 
him and scotus et als. ] Chief Justice John Roberts says Americans may 
'take democracy for granted' As the country faces unprecedented rancor 
between the branches of government in the midst of impeachment 
proceedings, Chief Justice John Roberts urged … CNN [ While on the 
subject of taking things for granted, how about about him having a sit-
down with his ‘good neighbor sam’ (scalito), the italian from jersey … I’m 
still wondering what happened to that file, twice, concerning money 
laundering by RICO defendants/trump casinos, how trump sister and fed 
bench friend maryanne is still a taxpayer expense, and maybe a 
clarification regarding the resigned tony kennedy, deutsche 
bank/trump/son connection … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s criminal acts do 
not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity. ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf [ Don’t be shy, john roberts, 
american democracy for, ie., trump, et als means all the criminal you can 
be. In other words, john, you’re full of s**t, you cowardly baseturd! ]

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0KtYVjd9TFek91Alwn1mpTOsij4Q7vZOfE5gbSllsizKvNCvoKj0362pA
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR1FUaoy_CyPS3LmdAOimRQ3A3tlx6nQ6YoTDiIjhpUZgFnIbvrWKGwtmGg
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR0BN--vB9ZbjC1UJCzRAZGQDUnbxp66dh7ZyJ4JVgtrMpyyqYDWXtIYLYc
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2GGQyoE9T58hJXTUvxodc5HoztTQ_7_KC17KeC7Zgpd40W1DSBmF5vOtI
https://news.google.com/publications/CAAqBwgKMKHL9QowkqbaAg?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKDODp4i0qcvdxY_P0gPj98qGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/articles/CAIiEKDODp4i0qcvdxY_P0gPj98qGQgEKhAIACoHCAowocv1CjCSptoCMPrTpgU?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/dana-milbank/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/01/23/john-roberts-comes-face-face-with-mess-he-made/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/01/23/john-roberts-comes-face-face-with-mess-he-made/
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/jason-johnson-history-will-look-shamefully-on-justice-roberts-77799493884


Come on! http://albertpeia.com/oath.jpg Do you really think an oath means
anything to these inveterate liars, criminals? Don’t forget, there’s 
maryanne trump barry, sam allito, tony kennedy and son, et als; they all 
have a price in one form or another. Remember: this is america, a nation 
of predominantly criminals and mentally ill people. trump is a testament 
to that unfortunate reality. roberts is very smart, to be sure; but, he's also
a typical eyes wide shut american kind of guy and lacks courage! 

CNN
Schiff accuses Trump of promoting Russian propaganda 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-24-20/
index.html 

The President embraced 'kooky, crazy' conspiracy theories instead of 
siding with US intelligence, the Democratic House manager says

Trump's tweets:     The President sent 54 messages before noon today   
[ trump is so sick, so mentally ill! ]

Schiff:   'You know you can't trust this President to do what's right for this   
country'

Borger on GOP Senator's attack:   'Just embarrassing'  

Analysis:     Schiff piles pressure on Republicans under fire   

MARKETWATCH Trump unveils Space Force logo — and it looks a lot like 
the Star Trek symbol https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-unveils-
space-force-logo-and-it-looks-a-lot-like-the-star-trek-symbol-2020-01-24?
link=MW_latest_news [ Sick nation america. trump is so sick, so mentally 
ill! ]

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2GGQyoE9T58hJXTUvxodc5HoztTQ_7_KC17KeC7Zgpd40W1DSBmF5vOtI
http://albertpeia.com/?fbclid=IwAR1ycRtm5DT13ay21JLJpqgcVcUV3AfRyWnBDEjpSgTTMa6MS1WtavLlkTQ
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-unveils-space-force-logo-and-it-looks-a-lot-like-the-star-trek-symbol-2020-01-24?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-unveils-space-force-logo-and-it-looks-a-lot-like-the-star-trek-symbol-2020-01-24?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-unveils-space-force-logo-and-it-looks-a-lot-like-the-star-trek-symbol-2020-01-24?link=MW_latest_news
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Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist This is how he has gotten away with 
his criminal behavior since years before he announced his 
candidacy.politicalflare.com

White House Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head Will Be 
On A Pike'
Well this explains how it is that all those Republicans can walk out of the 
senate having heard nothing but presidential perfection. WATCH: In 
opening statements, House managers examined the debunked conspiracy
theories invoked by Pres. Trump. A @POTUS confidant tells CBS News 
that GOP senators were...
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Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als.Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv version of ‘The 
Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably some guilt 
feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big screen of 
the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature are always 
for sale.
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4a246e971a54e29adb09592ab7d46eae79258d295 

Market Update for Thursday - Jan 23rd, 2020 

Today's Highlights:

Stocks bounced back after a rough start this morning and finished the 
day mixed.

The coronavirus was a hot topic again today, after 600 confirmed cases 
have been reported, including cases in Singapore and the U.S.

China locked down some cities to prevent the spread of the virus ahead 
of their Lunar New Year festivities

American Airlines (AAL) dropped initially after reporting weaker than 
expected earnings. But the stock jumped after the WHO comments, with 
traders hoping that a full blown pandemic wouldn’t hurt air travel. The 
stock ended the day with a 5.4% gain.

Netflix (NFLX) bounced back after yesterday’s drop on disappointing 
subscriber growth and finished the day with a 7.2% gain.
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COURAGE’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/adam-schiff-trump-senate-
impeachment-trial_n_5e2b9ee5c5b6779e9c32d92f [ Come on! Appealing 
to the non-existent american sense of justice/moral courage … What 
parallel universe is he living in … I’d be inclined to cry if this 
assertion/plea wasn’t so laughable … america’s a sh*thole country, with a
sh*thole leader, of sh*thole people … the reality is this outrageous, 
cancerous trumpian scenario has grown as these now purported 
advocates awake from their self-serving/self-interested slumber. Much 
too little, too late! That’s reality! ]

The trumpian american debacle lays bare the philosophical dilemma 
confronting the very foundations of so-called american democracy (at 
best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially
means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves… as exemplified
in and by the american and French concepts of 'democracy'. 

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist This is how he has gotten away with 
his criminal behavior since years before he announced his 
candidacy.politicalflare.com White House Threat: 'Vote Against the 
President and Your Head Will Be On A Pike' 
https://www.politicalflare.com/2020/01/white-house-threat-vote-against-
the-president-and-your-head-will-be-on-a-pike/?
fbclid=IwAR0FVk0icTuKDOR0xTe18_YlUaiW7cacLyXV0ztrD95lcKo7SDFW
FY178Qk 

Well this explains how it is that all those Republicans can walk out of the 
senate having heard nothing but presidential perfection. WATCH: In 
opening statements, House managers examined the debunked conspiracy
theories invoked by Pres. Trump. A @POTUS confidant tells CBS News 
that GOP senators were...

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
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New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv version of ‘The 
Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably some guilt 
feelings belying his heritage) as Eliot Ness. I’d love to see a spoof on the 
big screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by 
nature are always for sale.
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Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
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obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? 

It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as 
attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing 
or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-
collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences.1

Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an 
empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with 
Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new
office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be 
getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder 
agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.2

The leaders of the House and Senate Judiciary committees owe it to the 
American people to explore all communications between a sitting attorney 
general and a firm that appears to have been holding a job for him while its 
clients negotiated legal settlements with the Justice Department.

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click here to sign the petition.

Wall Street banks committed fraud that crashed the economy and then illegally
foreclosed on countless homeowners, but still not a single big bank executive 
has gone to jail. In many cases, the Justice Department under Eric Holder’s 

http://act.credoaction.com/sign/subpoena_holder?t=4&akid=14923.7997710.3ixIF4
http://act.credoaction.com/sign/subpoena_holder?t=4&akid=14923.7997710.3ixIF4
http://act.credoaction.com/sign/subpoena_holder?t=4&akid=14923.7997710.3ixIF4


leadership refused even to prosecute banks for criminal acts, despite 
whistleblowers coming forward to guide investigators to the key evidence. In 
the rare cases where prosecutors brought charges, they quickly agreed on 
settlements that allowed banks to get off the hook with empty promises, token 
fines, no admissions of wrongdoing, no one losing their job, and no one going 
to jail.

We knew that Eric Holder’s long career in white-collar criminal defense biased 
him against confronting mega banks, and many expected him to return to 
Covington & Burling after he left office. But only recently did it come to light 
that the firm had reserved a space for him in its new building well before he 
had announced his attention to resign. Not only that, last year Holder and his 
wife purchased a $1.5 million just 300 feet from the firm’s downtown office, a 
move that many interpret to suggest he knew he would return. The firm’s 
chairman even admitted in an interview that Holder’s return was “a project I've 
been working on since I started as chair [in 2008].”3

Did Covington & Burling make concrete promises to Holder while he was still 
serving as attorney general? Holding a corner office alone could constitute a 
violation of U.S. criminal code prohibiting “an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment.”4 

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click here to sign the petition.

Even if there is no smoking gun of criminal behavior, the mere fact that Holder 
will now make millions getting rich criminals off the hook is a revolting 
example of the revolving door. Covington & Burling represents JPMorgan 
Chase, Goldman Sachs, Citibank, and nearly every other Wall Street titan. 
Disturbingly, the firm’s marketing materials include glowing references to 
Lanny Breuer. In Breuer's four years as head of the Justice Department's 
criminal division under Holder, he sent not a single banker to jail for crimes 
committed during the financial meltdown. In 2013, Breuer left the DOJ for a job 
at Covington where his salary was reported to start at around $4 million a year.
The firm is notable for helping big banks find the legal justification for much of
the rampant securitization that led to the financial crash and ensuing 
foreclosure fraud.5

Covington & Burling has already brought on six of Holder’s colleagues from 
the Justice Department, including the former head of the criminal division who 
refused to investigate banks, and the firm reportedly views Holder as a 
“rainmaker” who will bring in new business. Holder himself recently said his 
role model is a former attorney general who used his position to became the 
first lawyer to charge $1,000 an hour.6 Even if Holder never shows up in court 
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to represent his clients, he and Covington & Burling clearly plan to trade on 
expertise and insider connections to defend illegal behavior and rake in big 
bucks.7

Holder’s new job is already a national disgrace. The least the leaders of the 
House and Senate Judiciary Committees can do is make sure it isn’t criminal, 
as well.

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click below to sign the petition.
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CNN Romney 'very likely' to favor calling witnesses https://www.cnn.com/
2020/01/25/politics/mitt-romney-witnesses-impeachment-trial/index.html 

GOP senator says he'll decide after opening arguments. A vote for new 
evidence would require all Democrats and 4 Republicans.

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM 
Market Update for Sunday - January 26th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-01-26/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=416a971f14d34e9d027d04b
b94ffe3482791a5bacc411f8c8c9462125e3e88ad 

This Week's Highlights:

• Stocks had a rough week with traders worried about the 
coronavirus.

• It was a short week, since exchanges were closed for Martin Luther 
King Jr. Day on Monday.

• It was a choppy week, but Friday was the worst day: the S&P 
finished with its worst close since January 15th.

• With Friday’s loss, the major indices dropped below some key levels:

• The S&P finished below 3,300 and the DOW dropped below 29,000.

Here’s what traders are focusing on:
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• Coronavirus –

On Friday, the CDC confirmed the 2nd case of the virus in the U.S. (over 
the weekend a 3rd case in California was confirmed). The virus could 
have a major impact on spending and travel, and this has traders worried.
On Saturday, Chinese Vice Minister of Transport said that travel on the 
first day of the Lunar New Year is down 28.8% from a year ago. And the 
government is encouraging people to stay home and restricting travel for 
millions.

• Earnings –

According to FactSet, a little more than 16% of S&P 500 companies have 
reported earnings. And of these, companies, 70% have reported better 
than expected numbers.
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/.../453.../jean-chretien-donald-trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Supercut Shows Why Lindsey Graham Is 
'Most Shameless Man In American Politics' The South Carolina senator is 
"the worst of the lot," The Intercept’s Mehdi Hasan explains in a new 
video. Lindsey Graham Bizarrely Defends Trump: 'He Did Nothing Wrong 
In His Mind' HuffPost https://www.yahoo.com/news/lindsey-graham-trump-
defense-twitter-202353476.html [ Yes … extremely subjective, criminal 
oriented state-of-mind defense that worked so well for hitler et als, 
fascists, nazis in their rise to power WOW! You can’t make this stuff up … 
america here today, gone tomorrow! ]

HUFFPOST SCHIFF: CASE ‘IS PROVED’ ― IMPLORES GOP: SHOW ‘REAL 
MORAL COURAGE’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/adam-schiff-trump-
senate-impeachment-trial_n_5e2b9ee5c5b6779e9c32d92f [ Come on! 
Appealing to the non-existent american sense of justice/moral courage …
What parallel universe is he living in … I’d be inclined to cry if this 
assertion/plea wasn’t so laughable … america’s a sh*thole country, with a
sh*thole leader, of sh*thole people … the reality is this outrageous, 
cancerous trumpian scenario has grown as these now purported 
advocates awake from their self-serving/self-interested slumber. Much 
too little, too late! That’s reality! ]

The trumpian american debacle lays bare the philosophical dilemma 
confronting the very foundations of so-called american democracy (at 
best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially
means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves… as exemplified
in and by the American and French concepts of 'democracy'. 

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist This is how he has gotten away with 
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his criminal behavior since years before he announced his 
candidacy.politicalflare.com
White House Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head Will Be 
On A Pike' https://www.politicalflare.com/2020/01/white-house-threat-
vote-against-the-president-and-your-head-will-be-on-a-pike/?
fbclid=IwAR0FVk0icTuKDOR0xTe18_YlUaiW7cacLyXV0ztrD95lcKo7SDFW
FY178Qk 
Well this explains how it is that all those Republicans can walk out of the 
senate having heard nothing but presidential perfection. WATCH: In 
opening statements, House managers examined the debunked conspiracy
theories invoked by Pres. Trump. A @POTUS confidant tells CBS News 
that GOP senators were...

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv version of ‘The 
Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably some guilt 
feelings belying his heritage) as Eliot Ness. I’d love to see a spoof on the 
big screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by 
nature are always for sale.

CNN Romney 'very likely' to favor calling witnesses https://www.cnn.com/
2020/01/25/politics/mitt-romney-witnesses-impeachment-trial/index.html 
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GOP senator says he'll decide after opening arguments. A vote for new 
evidence would require all Democrats and 4 Republicans.

MSNBC Rachel Maddow Warren on Trump administration: Corruption. No 
other word for it. https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/warren-
on-trump-administration-corruption-no-other-word-for-it-77354053578 
[ DUH! ]

HUFFPOST TIME AFTER TIME: TRUMP INCRIMINATES HIMSELF 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/impeachment-trial-trump-witness-own-
words_n_5e2b1168c5b6779e9c31d501 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Washington Post Editorial Board Issues 
Ominous Impeachment Warning To GOP Senators, Trump The 
newspaper’s board said “the hard evidence” will eventually catch up to 
them “whether they ignore it or not.” 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/washington-post-editorial-board-gop-
impeachment-warning-084145936.html 
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Yes … Quite incredible; except, this is america, the great fraud!

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]
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Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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MSNBC
Jason Johnson: History will look shamefully on Justice Roberts

FACEBOOK My Reply Doug: Roberts is a smart guy; but, I doubt that he's 
a brave guy. sam alito, for example, has in my scenario alone, committed 
at least one serious crime for which most people would do serious prison 
time (quid pro quo appointment to 3rd cir. court of appeals/then scotus). 
tony kennedy (scotus) resigned to facilitate avoiding warranted scrutiny 
of his son's deutsch bank/hence his trump connection, trump's sister 
though resigned (avoiding further scrutiny of her trump family business 
from bench crimes) still collecting tax-payer dollars. The corruption is 
substantial and deep. The best that can be said for Roberts is that he's 
heavily medicated for his condition ["...Roberts Facing Medical Option on 
2nd Seizure - The New ...
Aug 1, 2007 - Despite his quick recovery from the seizure he suffered on 
Monday, Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. faces a complex diagnosis and 
a difficult ...
www.washingtonpost.com › national › health-science › 2012/06/18

Why John Bryson and John Roberts should talk about their ...
Jun 18, 2012 - On July 30, 2007, Chief Justice John Roberts collapsed on 
a boat ... to a common health problem be any less willing to discuss their 
seizures?
abcnews.go.com › Health › Healthday › story
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Experts Split on Whether Chief Justice Roberts Has Epilepsy ...
Mar 23, 2008 - TUESDAY, July 31 (HealthDay News) -- U.S. Supreme Court 
Chief Justice John Roberts ... Roberts left Penobscot Bay Medical Center 
in Rockport shortly ... with seizures and epilepsy, the cause of their 
condition is unknown...."

What most people don't fully realize is the huge trillions in u.s. dollars for 
the corrupt taking ultimately at stake ... people are getting hosed in a 
very big way.

Regards, 

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s criminal acts do 
not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity. ]
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/.../453.../jean-chretien-donald-trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

FACEBOOK: Doug Thiel Al, why can’t Judge Roberts step in on this and 
require witnesses?

Al Peia Doug: Roberts is a smart guy; but, I doubt that he's a brave 
guy. sam alito, for example, has in my scenario alone, committed at 
least one serious crime for which most people would do serious 
prison time (quid pro quo appointment to 3rd cir. court of 
appeals/then scotus). tony kennedy (scotus) resigned to facilitate 
avoiding warranted scrutiny of his son's deutsch bank/hence his 
trump connection, trump's sister though resigned (avoiding further 
scrutiny of her trump family business from bench crimes) still 
collecting tax-payer dollars. The corruption is substantial and deep. 
The best that can be said for Roberts is that he's heavily medicated 
for his condition ["...Roberts Facing Medical Option on 2nd Seizure - 
The New ...
Aug 1, 2007 - Despite his quick recovery from the seizure he suffered
on Monday, Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. faces a complex 
diagnosis and a difficult ...
www.washingtonpost.com › national › health-science › 2012/06/18

Why John Bryson and John Roberts should talk about their ...
Jun 18, 2012 - On July 30, 2007, Chief Justice John Roberts 
collapsed on a boat ... to a common health problem be any less 
willing to discuss their seizures?
abcnews.go.com › Health › Healthday › story

Experts Split on Whether Chief Justice Roberts Has Epilepsy ...
Mar 23, 2008 - TUESDAY, July 31 (HealthDay News) -- U.S. Supreme 
Court Chief Justice John Roberts ... Roberts left Penobscot Bay 
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Medical Center in Rockport shortly ... with seizures and epilepsy, the
cause of their condition is unknown...."]

What most people don't fully realize is the huge trillions in u.s. 
dollars for the corrupt taking ultimately at stake ... people are 
getting hosed in a very big way.

Regards,

 

washingtonpost.com
Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis

CNN
Schiff calls Trump 'vindictive' and says Trump's tweet was intended to 
intimidate

Opening arguments  : Schiff says evidence supporting Trump's removal is   
overwhelming     

NYT: Bolton draft book manuscript says Trump tied Ukraine aid freeze to 
political investigations Washington (CNN) President Donald Trump in 
August told his then-national security adviser John Bolton that he wanted
to continue holding military aid to Ukraine until the country helped with 
investigations into Democrats -- including former Vice President Joe 
Biden -- the New York Times reported Sunday, citing multiple people's 
descriptions of an unpublished draft manuscript by Bolton…. 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/26/politics/bolton-book-ukraine-aid-trump/
index.html 
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/.../453.../jean-chretien-donald-trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

Al Peia And, that other mobster/s**t, clinton, also as with mobster trump, 
an epstein-linked pedo-perve; and corrupt dumbya bush et als, huge 
illegal wealth transfers (ie., wall street bailouts, military industrial 
complex boondoggles, private contracts, kush (ie.ner)jobs/deals, etc.) 
One piece of s**t after another. Welcome to the great lie/fraud called 
fallen america!
Al Peia http://albertpeia.com/clintonian.htm

obama the B for biden and bulls**t!

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? 
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“It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as 
attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing 
or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-
collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences.1

Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an 
empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with 
Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new
office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be 
getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder 
agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.2

The leaders of the House and Senate Judiciary committees owe it to the 
American people to explore all communications between a sitting attorney 
general and a firm that appears to have been holding a job for him while its 
clients negotiated legal settlements with the Justice Department.

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click here to sign the petition.

Wall Street banks committed fraud that crashed the economy and then illegally
foreclosed on countless homeowners, but still not a single big bank executive 
has gone to jail. In many cases, the Justice Department under Eric Holder’s 
leadership refused even to prosecute banks for criminal acts, despite 
whistleblowers coming forward to guide investigators to the key evidence. In 
the rare cases where prosecutors brought charges, they quickly agreed on 
settlements that allowed banks to get off the hook with empty promises, token 
fines, no admissions of wrongdoing, no one losing their job, and no one going 
to jail.

We knew that Eric Holder’s long career in white-collar criminal defense biased 
him against confronting mega banks, and many expected him to return to 
Covington & Burling after he left office. But only recently did it come to light 
that the firm had reserved a space for him in its new building well before he 
had announced his attention to resign. Not only that, last year Holder and his 
wife purchased a $1.5 million just 300 feet from the firm’s downtown office, a 
move that many interpret to suggest he knew he would return. The firm’s 
chairman even admitted in an interview that Holder’s return was “a project I've 
been working on since I started as chair [in 2008].”3

Did Covington & Burling make concrete promises to Holder while he was still 
serving as attorney general? Holding a corner office alone could constitute a 
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violation of U.S. criminal code prohibiting “an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment.”4 

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click here to sign the petition.

Even if there is no smoking gun of criminal behavior, the mere fact that Holder 
will now make millions getting rich criminals off the hook is a revolting 
example of the revolving door. Covington & Burling represents JPMorgan 
Chase, Goldman Sachs, Citibank, and nearly every other Wall Street titan. 
Disturbingly, the firm’s marketing materials include glowing references to 
Lanny Breuer. In Breuer's four years as head of the Justice Department's 
criminal division under Holder, he sent not a single banker to jail for crimes 
committed during the financial meltdown. In 2013, Breuer left the DOJ for a job 
at Covington where his salary was reported to start at around $4 million a year.
The firm is notable for helping big banks find the legal justification for much of
the rampant securitization that led to the financial crash and ensuing 
foreclosure fraud.5

Covington & Burling has already brought on six of Holder’s colleagues from 
the Justice Department, including the former head of the criminal division who 
refused to investigate banks, and the firm reportedly views Holder as a 
“rainmaker” who will bring in new business. Holder himself recently said his 
role model is a former attorney general who used his position to became the 
first lawyer to charge $1,000 an hour.6 Even if Holder never shows up in court 
to represent his clients, he and Covington & Burling clearly plan to trade on 
expertise and insider connections to defend illegal behavior and rake in big 
bucks.7

Holder’s new job is already a national disgrace. The least the leaders of the 
House and Senate Judiciary Committees can do is make sure it isn’t criminal, 
as well.

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click below to sign the petition.”

Swamp king trump proclaims in French:
LE MARAIS C'EST MOI! 
Yes sick mobster don, the swamp is you!
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“CONTAGION https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/contagion/ David 
Stockman | January 27, 2020
Throughout recorded history, the most powerful leveling invariably 
resulted from the most powerful shocks. Four different kinds of violent 
ruptures have flattened inequality: mass mobilization warfare, 
transformative revolution, state failure, and lethal pandemics. I call these
the Four Horsemen of Leveling. Just like their biblical counterparts, they 
went forth to “take peace from the earth” and “kill with sword, and with 
hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth.” Sometimes 
acting individually and sometimes in concert with one another, they 
produced outcomes that to contemporaries often seemed nothing short 
of apocalyptic.

–Walter Scheidel, The Great Leveler: Violence and the History of
Inequality from the Stone Age to the Twenty-First Century (2017)

...”

DRUDGEREPORT
FOXNEWS POLL: 50% WANT TRUMP CONVICTION AND REMOVAL...
President Down Big to 2020 Rivals...
HUNT: Troubles won't end with Senate acquittal...
Rudy associate has MORE recordings of president... 
BOLTON: Trump Tied Ukraine Aid to Inquiries He Sought… 

You can't make this stuff up ... I'd say the gop generally and graham 
particularly could f**k up a wet dream; except graham’s a cornholin' 
west point man, like porcine pompeo. Boy, am I glad I didn't go to west 
point, though appointment in hand.

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s criminal acts do 
not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity. ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-tied-ukraine-aid-to-inquiries-he-sought-bolton-book-says/ar-BBZlMfy
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/25/politics/recording-trump-lev-parnas-igor-fruman-ukraine-ambassador/index.html
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/479942-trumps-troubles-wont-end-with-a-senate-acquittal
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/fox-friends-covers-fox-news-poll-completely-ignores-part-showing-trump-down-big-to-2020-rivals/
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/479973-fox-news-poll-half-of-americans-say-trump-should-be-convicted-and
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/contagion/


http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com 

Biden Led Budget Talks Where Social Security Cuts Were On The Table 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-2011-budget-talks-social-
security-democratic-primary_n_5e2dcbffc5b67d8874b423fe [ If biden is 
nominee, as in 2016, gop’s for the taking! ]

obama the B for biden and bulls**t!

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? 

“It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as 
attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing 
or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-
collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences.1

Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an 
empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with 
Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new
office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be 
getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder 
agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.2

The leaders of the House and Senate Judiciary committees owe it to the 
American people to explore all communications between a sitting attorney 
general and a firm that appears to have been holding a job for him while its 
clients negotiated legal settlements with the Justice Department.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-2011-budget-talks-social-security-democratic-primary_n_5e2dcbffc5b67d8874b423fe
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-2011-budget-talks-social-security-democratic-primary_n_5e2dcbffc5b67d8874b423fe


Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click here to sign the petition.

Wall Street banks committed fraud that crashed the economy and then illegally
foreclosed on countless homeowners, but still not a single big bank executive 
has gone to jail. In many cases, the Justice Department under Eric Holder’s 
leadership refused even to prosecute banks for criminal acts, despite 
whistleblowers coming forward to guide investigators to the key evidence. In 
the rare cases where prosecutors brought charges, they quickly agreed on 
settlements that allowed banks to get off the hook with empty promises, token 
fines, no admissions of wrongdoing, no one losing their job, and no one going 
to jail.

We knew that Eric Holder’s long career in white-collar criminal defense biased 
him against confronting mega banks, and many expected him to return to 
Covington & Burling after he left office. But only recently did it come to light 
that the firm had reserved a space for him in its new building well before he 
had announced his attention to resign. Not only that, last year Holder and his 
wife purchased a $1.5 million just 300 feet from the firm’s downtown office, a 
move that many interpret to suggest he knew he would return. The firm’s 
chairman even admitted in an interview that Holder’s return was “a project I've 
been working on since I started as chair [in 2008].”3

Did Covington & Burling make concrete promises to Holder while he was still 
serving as attorney general? Holding a corner office alone could constitute a 
violation of U.S. criminal code prohibiting “an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment.”4 

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click here to sign the petition.

Even if there is no smoking gun of criminal behavior, the mere fact that Holder 
will now make millions getting rich criminals off the hook is a revolting 
example of the revolving door. Covington & Burling represents JPMorgan 
Chase, Goldman Sachs, Citibank, and nearly every other Wall Street titan. 
Disturbingly, the firm’s marketing materials include glowing references to 
Lanny Breuer. In Breuer's four years as head of the Justice Department's 
criminal division under Holder, he sent not a single banker to jail for crimes 
committed during the financial meltdown. In 2013, Breuer left the DOJ for a job 
at Covington where his salary was reported to start at around $4 million a year.
The firm is notable for helping big banks find the legal justification for much of
the rampant securitization that led to the financial crash and ensuing 
foreclosure fraud.5
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Covington & Burling has already brought on six of Holder’s colleagues from 
the Justice Department, including the former head of the criminal division who 
refused to investigate banks, and the firm reportedly views Holder as a 
“rainmaker” who will bring in new business. Holder himself recently said his 
role model is a former attorney general who used his position to became the 
first lawyer to charge $1,000 an hour.6 Even if Holder never shows up in court 
to represent his clients, he and Covington & Burling clearly plan to trade on 
expertise and insider connections to defend illegal behavior and rake in big 
bucks.7

Holder’s new job is already a national disgrace. The least the leaders of the 
House and Senate Judiciary Committees can do is make sure it isn’t criminal, 
as well.

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click below to sign the petition.”

Fed chair tells Congress that $1 trillion budget deficits are unsustainable 

“…..There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-
the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ 

https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM 
Market Update for Tuesday - January 28th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-01-28/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=34dd8fc3d4c15909cdeb513
b347f49086844fcd1a35a326ef37e2a26408e3ff1

Today's Highlights:

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/02/11/fed-chair-powell-warns-congress-that-1-trillion-budget-deficits-are-unsustainable/


• Over the past 2 trading sessions, worries about the Coronavirus sent
stocks lower.

• And the virus keeps spreading: Now there are 4,600 people infected 
(up from 2,800 yesterday) and 106 people died (up from 80 
yesterday).

• But stocks rallied today, as investors seem to take advantage of the 
2-day decline for “buying the dip.”

• 3M (MMM) finished 5.7% lower and Pfizer (PFE) dropped 5.0% after 
worse than expected earnings.

• But Apple (APPL) was the big winner today: AAPL reported earnings 
that were better than expected. The stock is up 2.8% for the day and
an additional 1.4% after hours.

Stock Market Update Monday, January 27th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-01-
27/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content
_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_messag
e__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=af66c1652c6
a9e3024ba917ddc314600b35f7cb4f843dbaf82489fd4b96e6293

Today's Highlights:

• Stocks kicked off the week with a big loss, and the DOW suffered its worst day since October.

• Why are traders worried? The death toll for the coronavirus has climbed to more than 80 and there are now 

more than 2,800 confirmed cases in 12 countries. 

• And in addition to the unfortunate loss of human life, the coronavirus is starting to have a real impact on the 

global economy. 

• Because of coronavirus travel concerns, airlines were hit hard today.

Delta (DAL) lost 3.4%, United (UAL) dropped 5.2% and American (AAL) finished lower by 5.5%. 

• The gaming industry was also hit:

Las Vegas Sands (LVS) suffered a 6.8% loss and Wynn Resorts (WYNN) was hit with an 8.1% drop. 

• And the VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 25.2% to highs not seen in 3 months. 



Alan Dershowitz called Trump corrupt in 2016 and said he could be 
corrupt as President https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/28/politics/dershowitz-
2016-trump-corruption-kfile/index.html [ Well, that’s who mobsters are 
and what they do; crimes in a big way, and then, there’s the profound 
mental illness http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm america’s a 
complete and total fraud! ]

Biden Led Budget Talks Where Social Security Cuts Were On The Table 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/joe-biden-2011-budget-talks-social-
security-democratic-primary_n_5e2dcbffc5b67d8874b423fe [ If biden is 
nominee, as in 2016, 2020gop’s for the taking! ]
obama the B for biden and bulls**t!

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? 

“It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as 
attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing 
or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-
collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences.1

Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an 
empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with 
Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new
office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be 
getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder 
agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.2

The leaders of the House and Senate Judiciary committees owe it to the 
American people to explore all communications between a sitting attorney 
general and a firm that appears to have been holding a job for him while its 
clients negotiated legal settlements with the Justice Department.

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click here to sign the petition.

Wall Street banks committed fraud that crashed the economy and then illegally
foreclosed on countless homeowners, but still not a single big bank executive 
has gone to jail. In many cases, the Justice Department under Eric Holder’s 
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leadership refused even to prosecute banks for criminal acts, despite 
whistleblowers coming forward to guide investigators to the key evidence. In 
the rare cases where prosecutors brought charges, they quickly agreed on 
settlements that allowed banks to get off the hook with empty promises, token 
fines, no admissions of wrongdoing, no one losing their job, and no one going 
to jail.

We knew that Eric Holder’s long career in white-collar criminal defense biased 
him against confronting mega banks, and many expected him to return to 
Covington & Burling after he left office. But only recently did it come to light 
that the firm had reserved a space for him in its new building well before he 
had announced his attention to resign. Not only that, last year Holder and his 
wife purchased a $1.5 million just 300 feet from the firm’s downtown office, a 
move that many interpret to suggest he knew he would return. The firm’s 
chairman even admitted in an interview that Holder’s return was “a project I've 
been working on since I started as chair [in 2008].”3

Did Covington & Burling make concrete promises to Holder while he was still 
serving as attorney general? Holding a corner office alone could constitute a 
violation of U.S. criminal code prohibiting “an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment.”4 

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click here to sign the petition.

Even if there is no smoking gun of criminal behavior, the mere fact that Holder 
will now make millions getting rich criminals off the hook is a revolting 
example of the revolving door. Covington & Burling represents JPMorgan 
Chase, Goldman Sachs, Citibank, and nearly every other Wall Street titan. 
Disturbingly, the firm’s marketing materials include glowing references to 
Lanny Breuer. In Breuer's four years as head of the Justice Department's 
criminal division under Holder, he sent not a single banker to jail for crimes 
committed during the financial meltdown. In 2013, Breuer left the DOJ for a job 
at Covington where his salary was reported to start at around $4 million a year.
The firm is notable for helping big banks find the legal justification for much of
the rampant securitization that led to the financial crash and ensuing 
foreclosure fraud.5

Covington & Burling has already brought on six of Holder’s colleagues from 
the Justice Department, including the former head of the criminal division who 
refused to investigate banks, and the firm reportedly views Holder as a 
“rainmaker” who will bring in new business. Holder himself recently said his 
role model is a former attorney general who used his position to became the 
first lawyer to charge $1,000 an hour.6 Even if Holder never shows up in court 
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to represent his clients, he and Covington & Burling clearly plan to trade on 
expertise and insider connections to defend illegal behavior and rake in big 
bucks.7

Holder’s new job is already a national disgrace. The least the leaders of the 
House and Senate Judiciary Committees can do is make sure it isn’t criminal, 
as well.

Tell Congress: Subpoena former Attorney General Eric Holder's 
communications with his corporate law firm while serving as head of the 
Department of Justice. Click below to sign the petition.”

FACEBOOKNEWS ABC News Annual congressional report the U.S. budget 
deficit is likely to burst through the symbolic $1 trillion barrier this year, 
despite a healthy economy.

Healthy? Election year obfuscation by both parties to protect their money
for nothing if not fraud friendly positions ... 

“…..There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-
the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ 

https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

CNN
Ex-WH chief of staff Kelly says he believes Bolton's account 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/28/john-kelly-believes-john-
bolton-ukraine-allegation-collins-sot-vpx.cnn 

Alan Dershowitz called Trump corrupt in 2016 and said he could be 
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corrupt as President 

Live updates Dershowitz claims a president who manipulates foreign 
policy to aid his reelection can't be impeached. Democrats slam the 
theory as a path to abuse. 

White House issues threat to Bolton to keep him from publishing book 

Claims:     New York Times reports Bolton wrote he was concerned Trump   
was granting favors to autocratic leaders

Poll: 75% of voters want witnesses for Senate impeachment trial 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Alec Baldwin Warns GOP’s ‘Sniveling 
Fealty’ To Donald Trump Is Straight Out Of Nazi Germany 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/alec-baldwin-donald-trump-gop-hitler-
084547860.html 

america today:
When Ivana trump reported decades ago how mentally ill mobster trump 
obsessively listened to hitler orations with admiration, who would have 
thought we’d see the upshot of such defective mindset made reality 
today. Indeed, broken america would be fertile ground for the likes of 
hitler et als this day as we see in trump et als. Really quite tragic, 
pathetic! Although as set forth in the links that follow, that tragic reality 
has been readily apparent for quite some time. No excuses are 
acceptable! america is the guilty nation without any credibility 
whatsoever! For the once great america there is no tomorrow!

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/alec-baldwin-donald-trump-gop-hitler-084547860.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/alec-baldwin-donald-trump-gop-hitler-084547860.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/alec-baldwin-donald-trump-gop-hitler-084547860.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/alec-baldwin-donald-trump-gop-hitler-084547860.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/28/politics/quinnipiac-impeachment-poll-witnesses/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/27/politics/john-bolton-trump-turkey-china/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/27/politics/john-bolton-trump-turkey-china/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/29/politics/donald-trump-john-bolton-white-house-book/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-29-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-29-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-29-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/28/politics/dershowitz-2016-trump-corruption-kfile/index.html


http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com 

https://home.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE 
US GOVERNMENT.com 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

washingtonpost.com Opinion | If John Bolton doesn’t testify, it’s a 
coverup, not a trial The Senate must hear from the former national 
security adviser.

WHILE ON THE SUBJECT OF COVERUPS: 

Re: President Trump 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fopinions%2Fif-john-bolton-doesnt-testify-its-a-coverup-not-a-trial%2F2020%2F01%2F27%2Fda883c90-4143-11ea-b5fc-eefa848cde99_story.html%3Futm_campaign%3Dwp_opinions%26utm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_source%3Dfacebook%26fbclid%3DIwAR2gAsamJRMNmhZFQRJWxTkmd7RZ-i2Z-1LXtOaHlaUg5GWZ5HszxgitQlA&h=AT2FRnJ8WIa5BjJYdeK3bM7SlRqibkhqDoXFGkLdZZYwUwiHWvLZog5E9E1tHxbAm8fXuoX4XLOH-sZY8UcZ0U5qQRRKS5L01Q-mxwEDu-XQcLbU7pi_CMflGun7020Ty7nxN8OMDiwSnunWdFeHSaKZWZx4tToBsJDlI_no
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fopinions%2Fif-john-bolton-doesnt-testify-its-a-coverup-not-a-trial%2F2020%2F01%2F27%2Fda883c90-4143-11ea-b5fc-eefa848cde99_story.html%3Futm_campaign%3Dwp_opinions%26utm_medium%3Dsocial%26utm_source%3Dfacebook%26fbclid%3DIwAR2gAsamJRMNmhZFQRJWxTkmd7RZ-i2Z-1LXtOaHlaUg5GWZ5HszxgitQlA&h=AT2FRnJ8WIa5BjJYdeK3bM7SlRqibkhqDoXFGkLdZZYwUwiHWvLZog5E9E1tHxbAm8fXuoX4XLOH-sZY8UcZ0U5qQRRKS5L01Q-mxwEDu-XQcLbU7pi_CMflGun7020Ty7nxN8OMDiwSnunWdFeHSaKZWZx4tToBsJDlI_no
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8&h=AT2ai9HjtB8AB5EvUb9WO84clbWvxAbGBOMQnkaC56yREGBaR34M_jGAqvNcodHX405NZ2_eaaG3zZjw_rLl2qhnyiyJeAv8YVOtVGHiHJGbtP8lXXJdCCCojKU9qzyjZufN
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhome.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3-DUv0WL4MXgD6AIzhpNacNDYF_4UqEUBp2m1vHNi7AswZx-bwyIqYmBQ&h=AT2DfnMTEZGt7cWt52QN5NghEjZuFFJ-ETaHBh8IDyEFp9_VThfoBxga88N0Rc2rksYX27SuPH480nzeWLb_TCJCceaOsvB_F4OtmGiTnaXTDiIyw9MwLBNVp_lJSIBeEWQo
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y


From:

Nancy Pelosi 

1/27/2020 at 9:31 AM 

Reply to:

dccc@dccc.org 

To:

albertpeia@mail.com

I need this resolved in accordance with law (ie., for a compromised 
amount, ie., etc., as set forth in 
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf )! 
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Carl Bernstein Rips Senate Republicans: 
'This Is A Cover-Up, Plain and Simple' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/carl-bernstein-donald-trump-senate-trial-
coverup-085355854.html 

I emailed you -- twice!
I emailed you a third time 

Nancy, you’re preaching to the choir … I need this resolved in accordance
with law (ie., for a compromised amount, ie., as set forth in 
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf )! 

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

[ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey’s factual background 
synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued individually for having 
missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings parallel to the RICO 
action causing dismissal with prejudice and substantial damages 
thereby. ]

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf in pertinent part: 
Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001) 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8&h=AT2ai9HjtB8AB5EvUb9WO84clbWvxAbGBOMQnkaC56yREGBaR34M_jGAqvNcodHX405NZ2_eaaG3zZjw_rLl2qhnyiyJeAv8YVOtVGHiHJGbtP8lXXJdCCCojKU9qzyjZufN
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/carl-bernstein-donald-trump-senate-trial-coverup-085355854.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/carl-bernstein-donald-trump-senate-trial-coverup-085355854.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/carl-bernstein-donald-trump-senate-trial-coverup-085355854.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/carl-bernstein-donald-trump-senate-trial-coverup-085355854.html
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf


U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut - 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. 
Conn. 2001)

RULING ON DEFENDANT UNITED STATES'S MOTION TO DISMISS
DORSEY, Senior District Judge.

The United States moves to dismiss all Plaintiff's claims. The motion is 
granted.

*230 I. JURISDICTION

Plaintiff, pro se, sues under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization Act ("RICO"), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 1291, 1346, 1402, 2401-2402, 2411-
2412, 2671-2680. This court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 1964(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1346(b) (1).

II. BACKGROUND

The facts are taken as alleged in the complaint[1]. Plaintiff alleges a 
broad-ranging conspiracy involving the United States of America, the U.S.
Bankruptcy Courts, various U.S. District Court Judges, various U.S. 
Bankruptcy Trustees, the U.S. Attorney's Office, Donald Trump, the FBI, 
and fifteen John Doe defendants. The scheme involves the United States 
laundering proceeds from illegal drug sales through the New Jersey 
casinos of Donald Trump and systematically defrauding bankruptcy 
creditors and debtors through the theft of property and surplus funds 
generated through bankruptcy sales. Plaintiff further alleges fraud and a 
massive cover-up, effected by misrepresenting court proceedings and 
removing court documents, as part of the underlying crimes that give rise
to his civil RICO claims.

In 1987, Plaintiff commenced an action alleging civil RICO violations in 
the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey to recover money 
owed to him by a Mr. Dilena. The case was assigned to District Judge 
Maryanne Trump Barry[2]. The thrust of his claim was that Mr. Dilena 
diverted funds owed to Plaintiff and comingled them with illicit drug 
profits that were then laundered through the Trump casinos. 
Contemporaneous to the 1987 RICO action, Plaintiff claims that he 



informed Assistant U.S. Attorney Jonathan Lacey of the RICO scheme 
and provided him with documents to support his theory. After no answer 
from Mr. Lacey for several months, Plaintiff learned Mr. Lacey was no 
longer with the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not 
be found. Plaintiff delivered another package of the same documents 
several months later to U.S. Attorney Sam Alito.[3] After no contact for 
several months Plaintiff learned that Mr. Alito was no longer working in 
the U.S. Attorney's office and that his documents could not be located. 
Plaintiff then attempted to tell his story to agents of the FBI, but they 
were not receptive.

As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, 
Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he 
sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald 
Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this 
time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to 
convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. 
The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989…..

-------------------------------------------------------------
* The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and 
the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... 
Petition for Cert. Denied
Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of 
appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand
Total $26,500,160 .
AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s criminal acts do 
not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity. ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY


http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com 

https://home.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE 
US GOVERNMENT.com 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

america today:
When Ivana trump reported decades ago how mentally ill mobster trump 
obsessively listened to hitler orations with admiration, who would have 
thought we’d see the upshot of such defective mindset made reality 
today. Indeed, broken america would be fertile ground for the likes of 
hitler et als this day as we see in trump et als. Really quite tragic, 
pathetic! Although as set forth in the links that follow, that tragic reality 
has been readily apparent for quite some time. No excuses are 
acceptable! america is the guilty nation without any credibility 
whatsoever, domestically or internationally! For the once great america 
there is no tomorrow!

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8&h=AT2ai9HjtB8AB5EvUb9WO84clbWvxAbGBOMQnkaC56yREGBaR34M_jGAqvNcodHX405NZ2_eaaG3zZjw_rLl2qhnyiyJeAv8YVOtVGHiHJGbtP8lXXJdCCCojKU9qzyjZufN
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhome.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3-DUv0WL4MXgD6AIzhpNacNDYF_4UqEUBp2m1vHNi7AswZx-bwyIqYmBQ&h=AT2DfnMTEZGt7cWt52QN5NghEjZuFFJ-ETaHBh8IDyEFp9_VThfoBxga88N0Rc2rksYX27SuPH480nzeWLb_TCJCceaOsvB_F4OtmGiTnaXTDiIyw9MwLBNVp_lJSIBeEWQo
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
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Ron Dicker 
HuffPostJanuary 29, 2020, 6:54 AM PST
Donald Trump Did The Most Trump Thing When Michael Bloomberg Gave 
Him Advice

Michael Bloomberg said he hasn’t spoken to President Donald Trump in 
more than three years, but their last conversation was a doozy.

On “The Tonight Show” Tuesday, the Democratic presidential candidate 
recalled a request by Trump to call him after he’d been elected in 2016. 
Bloomberg obliged. So when Trump asked Bloomberg what he should do, 
Bloomberg said he advised him thusly: “You’ve never been in government 
before ― what you need to do is get some people that have experience, 
try to find a bunch of people who are smarter than you.”

“At which point he alleged that there weren’t any,” Bloomberg added.

The former New York City mayor let the line sink in for a moment.

“And then he gave me his private cell number, which I didn’t bother to 
write down,” Bloomberg added.

The two haven’t talked since, the 2020 hopeful said.

Bloomberg recounted details of the phone call to CBS News earlier this 
week and said Trump was polite.

Perhaps Bloomberg was saving Trump’s boastful response for late night 
national television. 
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ROCKWELLTRADING.COM 
Market Update for Thursday - January 30th, 2020
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-01-30/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=065c521112d0db4dec27c9
8968798077464dbfbc1801014bcbec243a32905af2
Today's Highlights:

• It was a rough morning: The major indices opened lower and 
continued to drop in the morning. At one point, the S&P was down 
almost 1.0%.

• The early losses were tied to ongoing coronavirus concerns and a 
rising death toll in China. There are now more than 8,000 confirmed 
cases and 171 deaths.

• And in the afternoon the World Health Organization (WHO) declared 
the coronavirus a global health emergency.
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• But after the announcement, stocks shot higher and rallied into the 
close.

• Coca-Cola (KO) was an earnings winner today, leading the DOW with 
a 3.3% gain.

• Microsoft (MSFT) was the 2nd biggest gainer in the DOW, up 2.8% 
after an earnings beat.

• Facebook (FB) was one of the biggest losers in the NASDAQ 100, 
down more than 8.0% after yesterday’s earnings report which 
revealed a big jump in expenses.

• Traders will keep an eye on Amazon (AMZN) tomorrow after a huge 
earnings win for the company. The stock is up more than 12% in 
after-hours trading after beating earnings and revenue expectations.
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america today:
When Ivana trump reported decades ago how mentally ill mobster trump 
obsessively listened to hitler orations with admiration, who would have 
thought we’d see the upshot of such defective mindset made reality 
today. Indeed, broken america would be fertile ground for the likes of 
hitler et als this day as we see in trump et als. Really quite tragic, 
pathetic! Yet, as set forth in the links that follow, that tragic reality has 
been readily apparent for quite some time. No excuses are acceptable! 
america is the guilty nation without any credibility whatsoever, 
domestically or internationally! For the once great nation america there 
is no tomorrow!
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governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]
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index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
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DRUDGEREPORT
OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; but, with trump rise 
that’s ‘WAS’ globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-
chretien-donald-trump/ Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds 
end of the American empire ]

SCARBOROUGH: Trump's So-Called Great Economy WORSE than Jimmy 
Carter's 'Year of Malaise'...
MORE BOLTON DETAILS SHAKE IMPEACHMENT
SENATE REJECTS WITNESSES
TRIAL COULD EXTEND INTO NEXT WEEK 
Actress Says 'Deformed' Weinstein Raped Her After Using Penile 
Injection... [ How totally gross/sick! Shrek/ogre inspiration? Yuk! 
https://www.thewrap.com/jessica-mann-rape-harvey-weinstein-trial-
testimony-penile-injection/ But how about this: 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 ]
'You owe me!' [ Woman says Weinstein yelled, ‘You owe me!’ before raping
her ]
'Do you like my big fat Jewish d*ck?'     
He Doesn't Have Testicles? 
Entire School District Closes After 600 Students Call In Sick...
STOCKS SPOOKED...
USA declares health emergency...
Travel restrictions, quarantines...
Bay Area's 1st case confirmed... 
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MORE BOLTON DETAILS SHAKE IMPEACHMENT
SENATE REJECTS WITNESSES
TRIAL COULD EXTEND INTO NEXT WEEK 
Actress Says 'Deformed' Weinstein Raped Her After Using Penile 
Injection... [ How totally gross/sick! Shrek/ogre inspiration? Yuk! 
https://www.thewrap.com/jessica-mann-rape-harvey-weinstein-trial-
testimony-penile-injection/ But how about this: 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 "I 
understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. 
Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different parties in 
the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with 
Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then 
proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual 
attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. 
Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the 
face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he 
wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened me
that, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual 
and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if 
not killed." ]
'Do you like my big fat Jewish d*ck?' 
'You owe me!' [ Woman says Weinstein yelled, ‘You owe me!’ before raping
her ]
He Doesn't Have Testicles? 
Entire School District Closes After 600 Students Call In Sick...
STOCKS SPOOKED...
USA declares health emergency...
Travel restrictions, quarantines...
Bay Area's 1st case confirmed... 
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Pandemic and Impeachment and Liquidity and Disaster 
David Stockman | January 31, 2020

That’s great, it starts with an earthquake
Birds and snakes, and aeroplanes
And Lenny Bruce is not afraid 

– R.E.M., “It’s the End of the World as We Know It (And I
Feel Fine)” (1987)

...

“And, still, the entire Acela Corridor’s ruling elite – from Imperial 
Washington to Wall Street – seems euthanized to the developing calamity 
over which they preside.”

That’s where I left it on Wednesday before I handed things over to 
Michael Coolbaugh for his regular Thursday market commentary. As Mike 
noted, “With equities near record-high valuations, I get the urge to 
channel my inner Inspector Harry Callahan…”

That is: “You’ve got to ask yourself one question: ‘Do I feel lucky?’ Well, 
do you, punk?”

The Dow Jones Industrial Average is indeed off more thatn 500 points 
heading into the end of trading this week; and it’s been an adventurous 
one…

• Will there be a “Coronavirus Pandemic”… 
• Will the President of the United States be impeached… 
• Will the Federal Reserve never stop its liquidity flood… 

Of course, at the end of the day, in this politicized market, all roads – and 
all “bullet lists” – lead to Imperial Washington and the anchors it’s 
weighted on the Main Street economy.

Indeed, the Duopoly’s profligacy is down to domination by advocates of 
empire and the military-industrial-surveillance complex that feeds off it. 
The Welfare State is a multitrillion dollar bribe.

But we can certainly label some parties more guilty than others, like the 
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Trumpified GOP.

Let’s run some numbers.

Between the fourth quarter of 2012 and the fourth quarter of 2016 – 
basically Obama’s second term – national defense spending declined by 
$64 billion, or about 8%, as peak expenditures for the Iraq and 
Afghanistan invasions slowly wound down.

Well, it’s been off to the races since the Donald arrived in the Oval Office.

During the most recently reported quarter – the three months ended 
September 30, 2019 – national defense spending had soared to $850 
billion at an annualized rate.

It’s up more than 16%.
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At the same time, there was no let-up in domestic spending, either.

In fact, the Trumpified GOP has all but surrendered on the big retirement 
entitlements – and right as the Baby Boom tsunami is about to swamp the
rolls at a 11,000 per day rate during the Turbulent Twenties.

What that means, as a practical matter, is that spending growth is now 
accelerating based on the pure interaction of legal entitlements, 
enrollment growth, and high medical-cost inflation.

So, lack of legislative action to reform and curtail entitlements amounts 
to acquiescence in a sharply increased rate of spending growth.

Thus, during Obama’s last term, federal transfer-payment spending for 
social security, the medical entitlements, food stamps, and cash 
assistance rose from $1.79 trillion per year during the fourth quarter of 
2012 to a $2.03 trillion rate by the fourth quarter of 2016. That’s a 3.2% 
annualized rate of gain.

During the third quarter of 2019, transfer-payment spending had already 
risen to a $2.35 trillion annual rate; the growth rate had already 
accelerated to 5.4% per year.

And it’s only going to get worse from here.

Accelerating rates of growth are a monumental problem. Compared to a 
gain of $51 billion per year in the fourth quarter of 2016, the rate of 
increase in transfer-payment spending had already accelerated by three 
times, to $166 billion by the third quarter of 2019.
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The same is true of the third great category of the federal budget: 
interest expense.

During the four years ending December 31, 2016, gross interest expense 
on the federal debt totaled $466 billion per year, representing a modest 
1.16% annual rate of increase from the $445 billion level as of March 31, 
2012.

To be sure, this temporary flat-lining trend was an aberration. Even as the
federal debt was growing by leaps and bounds during Obama’s second 
term, the Fed’s endless financial repression via “quantitative easing” had 
steadily lowered the weighted average nut.

No more.
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Even though interest rates are artificially low, they’ve essentially been 
cycling in a range between 1.5% and 2.3% on the 10-year benchmark 
since the Donald arrived in the Oval Office.

Consequently, as the public debt has soared, so has gross interest 
expense.

During the third quarter of 2019, interest expense soared to a $585 billion
annual rate. That’s an 8.62% annual rate of gain since the end of 2016.

Note that the annual deficit is soaring toward $2 trillion, and the built-in 
rise of the federal debt causes outstandings to rise from $23 trillion to 
$43 trillion during the decade ahead…
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Of course, the Trumpified GOP pretends either that none of these baleful 
trends exist or that they have a “double-secret” plan to fix everything 
after the 2020 election.

In fact, they’re full of shit. That goes for the other half of the Duopoly too,
the Nancy Pelosi’s/Chuck Schumer’s/Joe Biden’s/Bernie 
Sanders’s/Elizabeth Warren’s/AOC’s Democrats…

They cling – first and foremost – to their incumbency and the perks and 
pelf of office. That’s why Republicans cut taxes by the staggering sum of 
$1.7 trillion on Christmas Eve 2017 without making even token efforts to 
offset the revenue loss with spending cuts or more benign forms of 
taxation.

So, the rate of federal revenue growth has sharply decelerated – the 
opposite of the accelerating spending trends.

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/Hc9xl2iD_0U/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick2.p.deepstatedeclassified.com%2Ft%2FMA%2FC-M%2FGUs%2FAAb4YA%2FuiY%2FAAFF4w%2FAQ%2FedvQ
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To wit, owing to expiration of some of the anti-recession tax cuts after 
2012 and the slow but steady recovery of the U.S. economy, federal 
receipts increased from $2.77 trillion in the fourth quarter of 2012 to 
$3.49 trillion per year in the fourth quarter of 2016.

That represented a healthy 6.0% annualized rate of increase.

By contrast, owing to the 2018 tax cut and the decelerating rate of 
growth in 2019, federal receipts totaled just $3.62 trillion at an annual 
rate in the third quarter of 2019. Accordingly, the rate of federal revenue 
growth has slowed to just 1.37% per year since the fourth quarter of 
2016.

Art Laffer and the other supply-side charlatans notwithstanding, that 

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/KwF458am4Co/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick2.p.deepstatedeclassified.com%2Ft%2FMA%2FC-M%2FGUs%2FAAb4YA%2FuiY%2FAAFF5Q%2FAQ%2Fkarc
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/gzO6WXSafmE/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick2.p.deepstatedeclassified.com%2Ft%2FMA%2FC-M%2FGUs%2FAAb4YA%2FuiY%2FAAFF5A%2FAQ%2FFiRD


anemic rate of gain doesn’t sound like growing your way out of debt.

To the contrary, during the Donald’s 11 quarters in the Oval Office, 
federal spending has increased at a 5.32% annual rate. That’s nearly four 
times faster than receipts.

If the Trumpified GOP has a fiscal formula, it amounts to burying the 
nation in public debt.

And it virtually guarantees the interest-rate-clubbing Fedheads will 
continue to expand their balance sheet and monetize it all.

The question is, how long will this massive stock market bubble survive 
the fiscal and monetary disasters dead ahead?

When the Stakes Are High

This is the most politicized market in history. And the Tweeter-in-Chief is 
still in charge. So, the situation is changing almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times like these. And we’ve 
updated our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/8c251CuHEqk/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick2.p.deepstatedeclassified.com%2Ft%2FMA%2FC-M%2FGUs%2FAAb4YA%2FuiY%2FODMyODB8aHR0cHM6Ly9wcm8uY2hhcmxlc3N0cmVldHJlc2VhcmNoLmNvbS9tLzE0NjY0ODk-YT00OCZvPTMwNTkmcz02NDc1JnU9NDU2ODAwJmw9ODMyODAmcj1NQzImdmlkPURtUGdwTCZnPTA.%2FAQ%2F1NV4


You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and we’re here to help you
do that.

To common sense,

David

PANDEMIC AND IMPEACHMENT AND LIQUIDITY AND DISASTER

David Stockman | January 31, 2020

That’s great, it starts with an earthquake
Birds and snakes, and aeroplanes
And Lenny Bruce is not afraid 
– R.E.M., “It’s the End of the World as We Know It (And I Feel Fine)” (1987)
...

[ On topic, I've added the words of the great Jim Morrison/Doors:

'THE END Jim Morrison
This is the end, beautiful friend
This is the end, my only friend
The end of our elaborate plans
The end of ev'rything that stands
The end
No safety or surprise
The end
I'll never look into your eyes again
Can you picture what will be
So limitless and free
Desperately in need of
some strangers hand
In a desperate land
Lost in a Roman wilderness of pain
And all the children are insane
All the children are insane
Waiting for the summer rain

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/3TkvO6n9zyk/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick2.p.deepstatedeclassified.com%2Ft%2FMA%2FC-M%2FGUs%2FAAb4YA%2FuiY%2FODM0MzF8aHR0cHM6Ly9wcm8uY2hhcmxlc3N0cmVldHJlc2VhcmNoLmNvbS9tLzE0NjY0ODk-YT00OCZvPTMwNTkmcz02NDc1JnU9NDU2ODAwJmw9ODM0MzEmcj1NQzImdmlkPURtUGdwTCZnPTA.%2FAQ%2F3bRW
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/3TkvO6n9zyk/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fclick2.p.deepstatedeclassified.com%2Ft%2FMA%2FC-M%2FGUs%2FAAb4YA%2FuiY%2FODM0MzF8aHR0cHM6Ly9wcm8uY2hhcmxlc3N0cmVldHJlc2VhcmNoLmNvbS9tLzE0NjY0ODk-YT00OCZvPTMwNTkmcz02NDc1JnU9NDU2ODAwJmw9ODM0MzEmcj1NQzImdmlkPURtUGdwTCZnPTA.%2FAQ%2F3bRW


There's danger on the edge of town
Ride the king's highway
Weird scenes inside the goldmine
Ride the highway West baby
Ride the snake
Ride the snake
To the lake
To the lake
The ancient lake baby
The snake is long
Seven miles
Ride the snake
He's old
And his skin is cold
The west is the best
The west is the best
Get here and we'll do the… 
The blue bus is calling us
The blue bus is calling us
Driver, where you taking us?
The killer awoke before dawn
He put his boots on
He took a face from the ancient gallery
And he walked on down the hall
He went into the room where his sister lived
And then he paid a visit to his brother
And then he walked on down the hall
And he came to a door
And he looked inside
Father?
Yes son
I want to kill you
Mother, I want to...
Come on, baby, take a chance with us
Come on, baby, take a chance with us
Come on, baby, take a chance with us
And meet me at the back of the blue bus
This is the end, beautiful friend
This is the end, my only friend
The end



It hurts to set you free
But you'll never follow me-aca
Source: LyricFind '

...
"
“And, still, the entire Acela Corridor’s ruling elite – from Imperial 
Washington to Wall Street – seems euthanized to the developing calamity 
over which they preside.”

That’s where I left it on Wednesday before I handed things over to 
Michael Coolbaugh for his regular Thursday market commentary. As Mike 
noted, “With equities near record-high valuations, I get the urge to 
channel my inner Inspector Harry Callahan…”

That is: “You’ve got to ask yourself one question: ‘Do I feel lucky?’ Well, 
do you, punk?”

The Dow Jones Industrial Average is indeed off more thatn 500 points 
heading into the end of trading this week; and it’s been an adventurous 
one…

Will there be a “Coronavirus Pandemic”…
Will the President of the United States be impeached…
Will the Federal Reserve never stop its liquidity flood…

Of course, at the end of the day, in this politicized market, all roads – and 
all “bullet lists” – lead to Imperial Washington and the anchors it’s 
weighted on the Main Street economy.

Indeed, the Duopoly’s profligacy is down to domination by advocates of 
empire and the military-industrial-surveillance complex that feeds off it. 
The Welfare State is a multitrillion dollar bribe.

But we can certainly label some parties more guilty than others, like the 
Trumpified GOP.

Let’s run some numbers.

Between the fourth quarter of 2012 and the fourth quarter of 2016 – 
basically Obama’s second term – national defense spending declined by 



$64 billion, or about 8%, as peak expenditures for the Iraq and 
Afghanistan invasions slowly wound down.

Well, it’s been off to the races since the Donald arrived in the Oval Office.

During the most recently reported quarter – the three months ended 
September 30, 2019 – national defense spending had soared to $850 
billion at an annualized rate.

It’s up more than 16%.

[Chart]

At the same time, there was no let-up in domestic spending, either.

In fact, the Trumpified GOP has all but surrendered on the big retirement 
entitlements – and right as the Baby Boom tsunami is about to swamp the
rolls at a 11,000 per day rate during the Turbulent Twenties.

What that means, as a practical matter, is that spending growth is now 
accelerating based on the pure interaction of legal entitlements, 
enrollment growth, and high medical-cost inflation.

So, lack of legislative action to reform and curtail entitlements amounts 
to acquiescence in a sharply increased rate of spending growth.

Thus, during Obama’s last term, federal transfer-payment spending for 
social security, the medical entitlements, food stamps, and cash 
assistance rose from $1.79 trillion per year during the fourth quarter of 
2012 to a $2.03 trillion rate by the fourth quarter of 2016. That’s a 3.2% 
annualized rate of gain.

During the third quarter of 2019, transfer-payment spending had already 
risen to a $2.35 trillion annual rate; the growth rate had already 
accelerated to 5.4% per year.

And it’s only going to get worse from here.

Accelerating rates of growth are a monumental problem. Compared to a 
gain of $51 billion per year in the fourth quarter of 2016, the rate of 
increase in transfer-payment spending had already accelerated by three 
times, to $166 billion by the third quarter of 2019.



[Chart]

The same is true of the third great category of the federal budget: 
interest expense.

During the four years ending December 31, 2016, gross interest expense 
on the federal debt totaled $466 billion per year, representing a modest 
1.16% annual rate of increase from the $445 billion level as of March 31, 
2012.

To be sure, this temporary flat-lining trend was an aberration. Even as the
federal debt was growing by leaps and bounds during Obama’s second 
term, the Fed’s endless financial repression via “quantitative easing” had 
steadily lowered the weighted average nut.

No more.

Even though interest rates are artificially low, they’ve essentially been 
cycling in a range between 1.5% and 2.3% on the 10-year benchmark 
since the Donald arrived in the Oval Office.

Consequently, as the public debt has soared, so has gross interest 
expense.

During the third quarter of 2019, interest expense soared to a $585 billion
annual rate. That’s an 8.62% annual rate of gain since the end of 2016.

Note that the annual deficit is soaring toward $2 trillion, and the built-in 
rise of the federal debt causes outstandings to rise from $23 trillion to 
$43 trillion during the decade ahead…

[Chart]

Of course, the Trumpified GOP pretends either that none of these baleful 
trends exist or that they have a “double-secret” plan to fix everything 
after the 2020 election.

In fact, they’re full of shit. That goes for the other half of the Duopoly too,
the Nancy Pelosi’s/Chuck Schumer’s/Joe Biden’s/Bernie 
Sanders’s/Elizabeth Warren’s/AOC’s Democrats…

They cling – first and foremost – to their incumbency and the perks and 



pelf of office. That’s why Republicans cut taxes by the staggering sum of 
$1.7 trillion on Christmas Eve 2017 without making even token efforts to 
offset the revenue loss with spending cuts or more benign forms of 
taxation.

So, the rate of federal revenue growth has sharply decelerated – the 
opposite of the accelerating spending trends.

[Chart]

To wit, owing to expiration of some of the anti-recession tax cuts after 
2012 and the slow but steady recovery of the U.S. economy, federal 
receipts increased from $2.77 trillion in the fourth quarter of 2012 to 
$3.49 trillion per year in the fourth quarter of 2016.

That represented a healthy 6.0% annualized rate of increase.

By contrast, owing to the 2018 tax cut and the decelerating rate of 
growth in 2019, federal receipts totaled just $3.62 trillion at an annual 
rate in the third quarter of 2019. Accordingly, the rate of federal revenue 
growth has slowed to just 1.37% per year since the fourth quarter of 
2016.

Art Laffer and the other supply-side charlatans notwithstanding, that 
anemic rate of gain doesn’t sound like growing your way out of debt.

To the contrary, during the Donald’s 11 quarters in the Oval Office, 
federal spending has increased at a 5.32% annual rate. That’s nearly four 
times faster than receipts.

If the Trumpified GOP has a fiscal formula, it amounts to burying the 
nation in public debt.

And it virtually guarantees the interest-rate-clubbing Fedheads will 
continue to expand their balance sheet and monetize it all.

The question is, how long will this massive stock market bubble survive 
the fiscal and monetary disasters dead ahead?
When the Stakes Are High

This is the most politicized market in history. And the Tweeter-in-Chief is 
still in charge. So, the situation is changing almost by the minute.



It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times like these. And we’ve 
updated our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and we’re here to help you
do that.

To common sense,

David"

SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html


http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com 

https://home.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE 
US GOVERNMENT.com 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Elizabeth Warren Brilliantly Trolls Chief 
Justice Roberts ― And He's Not Happy 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/elizabeth-warren-chief-justice-roberts-
impeachment-004352025.html Does the chief justice presiding over a trial
with no witnesses contribute to “the loss of legitimacy of … the Supreme 
Court?” Warren asked. 

FACEBOOK My Reply Doug: Roberts is a smart guy; but, I doubt that he's 
a brave guy. sam alito, for example, has in my scenario alone, committed 
at least one serious crime for which most people would do serious prison 

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/elizabeth-warren-chief-justice-roberts-impeachment-004352025.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/elizabeth-warren-chief-justice-roberts-impeachment-004352025.html
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8&h=AT2ai9HjtB8AB5EvUb9WO84clbWvxAbGBOMQnkaC56yREGBaR34M_jGAqvNcodHX405NZ2_eaaG3zZjw_rLl2qhnyiyJeAv8YVOtVGHiHJGbtP8lXXJdCCCojKU9qzyjZufN
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhome.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3-DUv0WL4MXgD6AIzhpNacNDYF_4UqEUBp2m1vHNi7AswZx-bwyIqYmBQ&h=AT2DfnMTEZGt7cWt52QN5NghEjZuFFJ-ETaHBh8IDyEFp9_VThfoBxga88N0Rc2rksYX27SuPH480nzeWLb_TCJCceaOsvB_F4OtmGiTnaXTDiIyw9MwLBNVp_lJSIBeEWQo
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y


time (quid pro quo appointment to 3rd cir. court of appeals/then scotus). 
tony kennedy (scotus) resigned to facilitate avoiding warranted scrutiny 
of his son's deutsch bank/hence his trump connection, trump's sister 
though resigned (avoiding further scrutiny of her trump family business 
from bench crimes) still collecting tax-payer dollars. The corruption is 
substantial and deep. The best that can be said for Roberts is that he's 
heavily medicated for his condition ["...Roberts Facing Medical Option on 
2nd Seizure - The New ...
Aug 1, 2007 - Despite his quick recovery from the seizure he suffered on 
Monday, Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. faces a complex diagnosis and 
a difficult ...
www.washingtonpost.com › national › health-science › 2012/06/18

Why John Bryson and John Roberts should talk about their ...
Jun 18, 2012 - On July 30, 2007, Chief Justice John Roberts collapsed on 
a boat ... to a common health problem be any less willing to discuss their 
seizures?
abcnews.go.com › Health › Healthday › story

Experts Split on Whether Chief Justice Roberts Has Epilepsy ...
Mar 23, 2008 - TUESDAY, July 31 (HealthDay News) -- U.S. Supreme Court 
Chief Justice John Roberts ... Roberts left Penobscot Bay Medical Center 
in Rockport shortly ... with seizures and epilepsy, the cause of their 
condition is unknown...."

What most people don't fully realize is the huge trillions in u.s. dollars for 
the corrupt taking ultimately at stake .. people are getting hosed in a 
very big way.

Regards, 

CNN Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the 
DOJ revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the 
Ukraine aid freeze https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-
ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html WASHPOST 
Impeachment Diary The Senate impeachment trial was rigged! By Dana 
Milbank [ DUH! ] Trump won’t be removed. But we’ll be fine. By James B. 
Comey [ No, that’s not so, we won’t be fine … these gutless wonders, 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/james-comey-trump-wont-be-removed-but-well-be-fine/2020/01/31/95816ca0-4460-11ea-b503-2b077c436617_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/dana-milbank/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/dana-milbank/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/01/31/senate-impeachment-trial-was-rigged/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fabcnews.go.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR36qjub83cWcv2WSd7W23ulzazbG-pTrWcQN_2iR18AgZQRej502XC1Hms&h=AT1WqiFCH6P7--E9XLZYfg0HeJLrYiaUIocoObannmCjs2dwWej9HUNFfjZpJfxcLhn4kZ99gLQCQML6Rw_d-069WAfa29N2P1z1OwdEMJFVj6AOtu-HUBVNUhdNjGlW1ZUASmk0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3bN5OBNszVk9NkyUE2F7M3DC1ioVW7yYWNy1iPrt_FwZFBB0cCTBsB-KE&h=AT1oKkpj428YIcdpShpr6UPkhPoQcJOxS9STh2jibDrj8mwslgYjX-_ZxlsJ_gEv2UQMnt3Iht2WmbnDeUf0cnxXgMhrRM0fKX9GQ3BbUxppQW5y8EO4NCW85Y2hrHCI75xxcQlh


comey, mueller, freeh, barr, fbi/doj, et als are totally out to lunch and at 
the least if not overtly, eyes wide shut corrupt … typical americona! 
SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; but, with trump rise 
inevitably that’s ‘WAS’ . For quite some time, if ever it was truly so, 
america has not been one of the good guys. globalnews.ca 
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean 
Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire ]

YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President 
Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of
the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world
behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is 
a total fraud! 

Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the 
sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior 
political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, 
officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-
005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever 

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…that’s what
he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 'HARDBALL' Matthews 
Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do 
….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'être 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos 
Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
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indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com ]

Andrea Cyr Al Peia we tried to warn them! No one could have predicted 
the extent of enabling he would come to receive.

For me, 2016, a warning to all indeed; albeit unheeded. Prior to that it 
was astonishment how feds, doj, courts et als were falling all over one 
another to cover-up substantial trump crimes. The answer, not obvious at 
first, was that they were all looking for that easy payday, one way or 
another. Laundered money needs a place to go. Stolen money, from the 
government, boondoggles, now emoluments in a very big way, needed 
protection/cover; hence, guilty mobster/criminal trump who needed 
protection/cover from prosecution. They’re all a bunch of criminal slugs, 
dependent on the illegal funds which are mindbogglingly huge, in the 
trillions. Democrats/republicans indistinguishably dirty; ie., White House 
Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head Will Be On A Pike' 

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays, and pays well. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv 
version of ‘The Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably 
some guilt feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big
screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature 
are always for sale. 

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, 
there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their 
criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
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rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year 
helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal consequences.1 Worse, it was just 
reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor 
corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase 
a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major 
payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future 
job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.2 …”

CNN Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the 
DOJ revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the 
Ukraine aid freeze https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-
ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html WASHPOST 
Impeachment Diary The Senate impeachment trial was rigged! By Dana 
Milbank [ DUH! ] Trump won’t be removed. But we’ll be fine. By James B. 
Comey [ No, that’s not so, we won’t be fine … these gutless wonders, 
comey, mueller, freeh, barr, fbi/doj, et als are totally out to lunch and at 
the least if not overtly, eyes wide shut corrupt … typical americona! 
SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; but, 
with trump rise inevitably that’s ‘WAS’ . For quite some time, if ever it was
truly so, america has not been one of the good guys. globalnews.ca 
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean 
Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  
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Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) ….. that’s 
what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do …..That’s all that they do…Their raison 
d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News 
Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ]

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
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http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/
daily-update-2020-02-02/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=03adc81ee1f01d2d5e0a15e
f4d8a79483a5186b0959d36194e900cf71a9c9586 

Market Update for Sunday - February 2nd, 2020
This Week's Highlights:

It was a busy week: Coronavirus, Fed and Earnings:
• The Fed kept rates unchanged on Wednesday. But with traders 

focused on earnings and the coronavirus, the Fed comments were 
really just a blip on the radar last week.

• On Thursday, stocks experienced a big swing after the World Health 
Organization (WHO) declared the coronavirus a global health 
emergency.

• On Friday stocks plunged with the DOW down 600 points (its worst 
day since August).

• And with Friday’s drop, the DOW and S&P are both negative for the 
year.

Here’s what traders are focusing on:
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• Earnings – 226 companies in the S&P 500 have reported. And 70% of
these companies have beaten analyst expectations (according to 
FactSet).

• Coronavirus – With the virus spreading, traders are really starting to 
worry about its impact on the global economy. There are now more 
than 9,500 confirmed cases and 213 deaths, with the virus 
spreading to 18 other countries.

When I saw the excellent film, ‘Voyage of the Damned’, Lee Grant et als, 
on the big screen, I did not understand how such could happen in this 
country. Now I do!

Markus Heitkoetter - Rockwell Trading

True story: In 2002, everything changed for me.

I quit my 6-figure job as a director at IBM and moved 5,680 miles from 
Munich in Germany to Austin, TX - leaving EVERYTHING behind.

Here’s what happened:

After college, I started work for IBM, and life is good.

I am working for IBM Global Services as a consultant in the late 90s, and 
I quickly work my way up the corporate ladder.

Within 3 years I have a responsibility for what IBM calls EMEA – that’s 
Europe, Middle East and Africa, and I’m traveling the world.

I stay in 5-star hotels, travel first class, and my rental car is always a 
nice BMW.

But all this has its price: I am working 60-80 hours per week, and I’m on 
the road 6 out of 7 days, and I am getting burned out.

So I something very daring:

I decided to quit a nice six-figure job as a director at IBM to become a 
full-time trader.

And I moved 5,480 miles from Munich in Germany to Austin, TX to start 
my new life.
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I had $20,000 in my trading account!

And I was excited. I left the corporate world behind and was FINALLY 
free to do what I REALLY wanted: Trading.
But it didn’t go well…

Not at all!

Because within a few weeks, my account was already down.

I lost almost half of my money, since I didn’t have a proven system.

I jumped from one trading strategy to the next…
… and I was panicking.

So I bought more books, courses, indicators, software packages, and I 
invested a lot of time and money… only to get more confused.

Yes, I did have some winning trades, but overall my account was still 
going down.

I was bleeding to death.

I was now 8 months into my 1-year deadline.

I had only 4 more months before my time was up, and I had to go back to 
work for “the man” – because that’s what I promised my family.

I never forget the moment, when I was sitting at the kitchen table at 
night. It was dark… and I’m desperate…. almost ready to give up, … when
it hit me!
I suddenly knew what I did wrong, and how to fix it!

I wrote down my new plan, and I was excited.

Would you like to know what I did to turn my trading around?

Then join me at our upcoming Stock Trading Bootcamp:
https://bit.ly/2S50xD3
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MARKETWATCH ‘Godfather’ of technical analysis says stock-market 
downturn is going to get worse: ‘I am looking at a 10% drop maybe a little
bit more’
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/godfather-of-technical-analysis-says-
stock-market-downturn-is-going-to-get-worse-i-am-looking-at-a-10-drop-
maybe-a-little-but-more-2020-01-31 

MARKETWATCH Oops: Trump congratulates ‘Great State of Kansas’ after 
Chiefs’ Super Bowl win [ trump is so dumb! america is pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Trump congratulates wrong state for Super Bowl win 
[ trump is so dumb, so sick http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm ]

MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump 
https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524
100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater 

MARKETWATCH ‘Godfather’ of technical analysis says stock-market 
downturn is going to get worse: ‘I am looking at a 10% drop maybe a little
bit more’

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/godfather-of-technical-analysis-says-
stock-market-downturn-is-going-to-get-worse-i-am-looking-at-a-10-drop-
maybe-a-little-but-more-2020-01-31 

https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!

The Impeachment Trial That Wasn't [ Courtesy of SNL ] 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/snl-alec-baldwin-bolton-impeachment-
trial-060634459.html 

The Next Trump Crisis Is Already Here https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/02/next-trump-crisis/605938/
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WHAT IS THE REAL STATE OF THIS UNION? 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/what-is-the-real-state-of-this-
union/

David Stockman | February 05, 2020

There is nothing I detest so much as the contortions of these great time-
and-lip servers, these affable dispensers of meaningless embraces, these
obliging utterers of empty words, who view every one in civilities. – 
Molière, The Misanthrope (1666)

...

At this rate, we’ll be talking about Dow 30,000 maybe by Friday, Monday 
at the latest…

Of course, at times like these, it’s just as possible that we’ll be looking 
back up at 29,000 before today is over, perhaps 28,000 by next week.

It’s just that uncertain right now. Oh, monetary central planners all over 
the world are doing their best to keep stocks afloat. That’s all they can 
do. Rate cuts and liquidity injections – as the highly respected, widely 
followed Liz Ann Sonders noted today – have done much for stock prices.

But they haven’t done much for Main Street.

That’s the thing about the State of the Union... It’s neither the Speaker’s 
drama-queen moves nor the Donald’s own performative bullying. It’s the 
substance that’s lacking, and nobody gives a care, least of all 
Mainstream Media’s courtesans inside Imperial Washington.

The bottom line is this is not the “greatest economy ever.” And America’s 
decline continues, unabated, without regard to the Tweeter-in-Chief’s 
bile, bombast, braggadocio, and bullshit.

Indeed, Donald J. Trump, con man, has CNN – whose anchors he banned 
from a traditional pre-SOTU White House sit-down – pimping a “dazzling” 
Tuesday night performance.

He’s also got Flyover America in his pocket. We’ll see what happens if 
this bubble collapses before November, but, right now, Trump 2020 has 



the wind in its sails.

And it’s more than a little ironic.

We Can’t Let the Deep State Win

[Insert]

Start with the fact that the bottom 50% of households – the very voters of
Flyover America who put the Donald in the Oval Office – have actually 
been far richer than they are today.

Since the year 2000, the net worth of the bottom 50% is up by only 17% 
in nominal terms even as the Consumer Price Index (CPI) has risen by 
48%.

No matter how you slice it, the real wealth of much of American society 
has been shrinking for the entire 21st century and is now 30% below 
where it stood when Bill Clinton was packing his bags to shuffle out of 
the White House…

[Chart]

Indeed, even Mr. MAGA himself is thoroughly corrupted by the malignancy
of monetary central planning. Look no further than the transcript of his 
extended interview with CNBC’s Joe Kernen at the World Economic 
Forum in Davos a couple weeks ago.

It’s well and truly a case of a fawning empty suit talking to a billowing 
bag of wind. Almost nothing that passed between the two is even 
remotely anchored in the foreboding realities that stalk the planet.

In the first place, and despite all the White House and Wall Street 
cheerleading, there’s no difference at all between the Trump economy 
and the Obama economy, once the we got out of the recessionary woods 
during his first term.

That is, whatever ailed the U.S. economy under Obama hasn’t gone away. 
And there’s no “MAGA trend” improvement whatsoever. None.

On the most comprehensive and stable measure of economic activity – 
real final sales – economic growth averaged just 2.55% per year during 
Trump’s first seven quarters in the Oval Office. That’s lower than the 



2.60% per year during Obama’s last seven quarters.

Of course, neither Obama nor Trump had much to do with those modest 
rates of expansion. In both cases, tepid gains were down to capitalism, 
modulated from quarter to quarter by the push and pull of the global 
economy, most especially the powerful credit impulses emanating from 
the Red Ponzi.

But it’s impossible to tell where the Obama economy ended and MAGA 
began without looking at the date axis.

The overlooked point is the more crucial: The “Trump Economy” isn’t 
strong. It’s just very old at month No. 128 of the longest, weakest 
recovery in history.

There’s never been so much unsupportable debt and so much growth-
impairing malinvestment and state-imposed distortion on the economy as
at present.

[Chart]

Consider the labor market.

Before we go any further, let’s agree that the correct labor variable is 
hours employed, not headcounts. That’s because the quality of “jobs” has
been deteriorating for several decades when measured by average 
weekly hours and rates of pay. So gross job counts are not comparable 
over time.

The quality of aggregate hours employed as measured by rates of pay 
and benefits has also deteriorated over the last several decades. But this 
metric is not nearly as misleading as the headcount-based Bureau of 
Labor Statistics (BLS) numbers.

Peak year-over-year hours gains have been steadily deteriorating since 
the Reagan boom of the 1980s.

[Chart]

Back in the day “strong” meant 5% per year gains at the peak and more 
than 2.5% year-over-year gains during most of the expansion.

The peak rate of hours gained dropped to 4% per year during the 



technology boom of the 1990s. It sank to 2.5% during the Greenspan-
blown housing bubble between 2001 and 2008. And it plumbed to hardly 
2.0% during most of the long expansion since the Great Recession.

It’s now fallen to just 1.0%, and indication the tax-cut-induced Trump 
sugar high of 2018 is already over and done, with labor-hour growth once 
again sliding toward the flatline.

So, call it what you will. It’s just not strong. And it’s certainly not 
accelerating.

And, if you’re getting less and less growth over each business cycle on 
the account of brute force labor hours employed, the only other source of
output gain is productivity improvement.

Alas, the long-term trend there is also from strong to weaker and weaker.
Across the eight business cycles between 1953 and 2000, for example, 
nonfarm productivity growth averaged 2.14% per year and actually rose 
slightly to 2.66% during the peak-to-peak housing bubble from the fourth 
quarter of 2000 the fourth quarter of 2007.

During the present simulacrum of recovery, not so much…

The productivity growth rate since the pre-crisis peak is just 1.27% per 
year. That’s barely half its historic levels. And there’s no acceleration 
here either.

That’s about as basic as it gets; after labor hours growth plus 
productivity gains, there ain’t nothing but hopium…

[Chart]

At the end of the day, you can’t entirely blame the Donald for boasting 
loudly and egregiously. That’s what he does.

But it’s a measure of the power hunger at both ends of the Acela Corridor
that he’s made to sound only like a showman echo of what amounts to 
the prevailing narrative.

And, still, the rot and the malignancies hover just below the surface…
A Bite of Reality

This is the most politicized market in history. And the Tweeter-in-Chief is 



still in charge. So, the situation is changing almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times like these. And we’ve 
updated our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and we’re here to help you
do that.

To common sense,

David”

CNN
See George Conway's reaction to Trump's acquittal
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/05/george-conway-trump-
impeachment-acquittal-vpx.cnn
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/05/george-conway-trump-impeachment-acquittal-vpx.cnn


http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

The Next Trump Crisis Is Already Here https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/
archive/2020/02/next-trump-crisis/605938/ Ukraine is by no means the 
only dirty secret being covered up. The Atlantic

" WHO IS “DAVOS MAN”? https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/who-is-
davos-man/ 

David Stockman | February 03, 2020 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/who-is-davos-man/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/who-is-davos-man/
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Like the elite of ancient Egypt, most people in most cultures dedicate 
their lives to building pyramids. Only the names, shapes and sizes of 
these pyramids change from one culture to the other.

– Yuval Noah Harari, Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind (2011)

...

Apparently, 119 billionaires attended the World Economic Forum in 
Davos, Switzerland, this year.

That includes the Donald, the alleged billionaire who took a day off from 
Impeachment Theater to address this equally august gathering of global-
elite movers and shakers.

There were also 1,500 private jets crowding the surrounding airports – 
excess that must have drawn the ire of the train-traveling 17-year old 
expert on planetary climate science Greta Thunberg.

Surely among the 10 billionaires in attendance from communist China 
was Ren Zhenfei, founder of Huawei and father of its CFO, Meng 
Wanzhou.

Even as dad courted the rich and famous on the slopes, daughter 
languished in a Canadian jail, awaiting extradition to the U.S. because 
she had the audacity to do business with Iran against Imperial 
Washington’s instructions and contra the Tweeter-in-Chief’s latest fatwa 
against Tehran.

These odd juxtapositions – and there were countless more – had me 
thinking about Davos Man himself and the ultimate juxtaposition of our 
times…

According to Forbes, 20 years ago the combined net worth of the world’s 
billionaires was $1 trillion.

At this bubble-icious, moment that number is reckoned at just under $10 
trillion. So, the 2,150-member global Billionaires Club now has more net 
worth than 60% of the world’s population combined. That’s 4.6 billion 
people!

Noting these facts doesn’t put me in with the Bernie 



Sanders/AOC/Pocahontas brigade. In a world of free markets, honest 
money, and de minimis government, the more billionaires the better.

What I doubt is that there was an honest and sustainable basis for a 10X 
gain in the net worth of the Billionaires Club over a two-decade period 
when nominal global gross domestic product (GDP) only grew from $35 
trillion to $85 trillion, or by 2.4 times.

After all, the predominately financial assets comprising the world’s net 
worth are merely the capitalization of its underlying income, or GDP.

And there’s no basis in either sound economics or basic math for the 
former to grow nearly four times faster than the latter for two decades 
running.

Unless the age-old laws of sound money have been repealed by the 
economic gods themselves, Davos Man is fixing to become nearly as rare 
as Neanderthal Man.

Or, maybe this has been a case of Piltdown Man all along…

Recall that the latter had been touted by some British scoundrels in 1912 
to be a 500,000-year-old homo sapiens and evolution’s missing link. Alas, 
it was a ho-hum 50,000-year-old human skeleton fused with the jawbone 
and teeth of a modern orangutan.

If You Want Your Money in the Next Five Years…

America is at a crossroads. The middle class is disappearing… 
government spending is out of control… and the implosion of Bubble 
Finance will cause the greatest market crash in history. So, if you need 
access to your nest egg in the next five years and can’t afford another 
market crash, it’s time to take matters into your own hands.

Find out what to do, right here.

It took the world about three decades to figure out that Piltdown Man 
was a hoax.

But the hoax attendant to Davos Man is already plain as day.

By even tolerating Greta’s “impending extinction” hysteria and the 
Donald’s hideous “greatest economy ever” boasts, the assembled 



billionaires demonstrate that they are not 4X geniuses after all.

They’re just bubble riders enjoying the great central banking hoax of the 
21st century.

Indeed, I suppose some kind of guilt-tripping accounts for the grandly 
named World Economic Forum’s solicitude for the global warming scam 
and its program-perfect poster girl.

But why in the world would the purported deep thinkers of Davos not 
laugh the Donald’s malarkey right off the stage?

On the way to Switzerland, he tweeted a superlative that would be the 
envy of the biggest braggart in the school yard…

And he thickened the goo while at the podium in Davos:

America’s newfound prosperity is undeniable, unprecedented and 
unmatched anywhere in the world… America made this stunning 
turnaround not by making minor changes to a handful of policies but by 
adopting a whole new approach. Every decision we make… is focused on 
improving the lives of everyday Americans. We are determined to create 
the highest standard of living that anyone can imagine.

Folks, that’s just blithering poppycock. We’re at the end of the longest 
and weakest business cycle expansion in history, yet real median 
household income has barely returned to where it stood two decades 
ago.

The idea that Trumponomics has anything to do with paving the way for 
the “highest standard of living that anyone can imagine” is just content-
free bluster.

The facts show that the American standard of living has been stagnant 
for two decades. It’s risen and fallen with the business cycle, gaining, on 
average, the grand sum of $87 per year (in 2018 dollars) since 1999.

The $63,179 median income reported for 2018 is undoubtedly the high-
water mark for years to come. Yet it represents a mere 2.7% gain from 
the $61,526 level posted way back in 1999.

Data for 2019 aren’t yet available. But it’s evident that the various 



categories of income gain last year barely kept up with inflation. So, real 
median family income was flat.

And the coming recession in the early 2020s will send the black bars in 
the chart sliding lower as they did during and after each of the 
recessions marked by the white space.

[Chart]

Here’s the thing.

The Donald’s policies have immensely harmed the foundations on which 
today’s tepidly expanding business cycle rests.

Yet there’s been no short-run benefit in terms of accelerating overall GDP
growth. In fact, we’ve seen a sharp deceleration of business investment 
and export growth.

Likewise, the vaunted 70% of GDP attributable to personal consumption 
spending is being kept alive by borrowing.

Nearly 67% of the gain in personal consumption expenditures since the 
fourth quarter of 2012, when the U.S. had fully recovered from the Great 
Recession, has been accounted for by household debt growth.

[Chart]

What the “strong economy” gummers forget, of course, is that, sooner or 
later, you have to pay the piper. And you’re supposed to pay down debt 
during the “up” phase of the cycle. But that hasn’t been happening this 
time around.

Boast all you want about the “greatest economy ever” to stock-options-
rich crowds.

Indeed, it’s grade-A bullshit befitting the A-list Davos crowd.

But it doesn’t gainsay the unsustainable economic and monetary rot upon
which it’s all based.

We’re heading for a lot of strum und drang in the Turbulent Twenties.

But the alleged adults in the room don’t have a clue. They think America’s



fantasy of “free lunch” economics and unhinged partisan warfare is 
sustainable indefinitely.

It’s not.

[Chart]

If you’re sitting on phantasmagorical stock market paper values and not 
sweating bullets about the implications of central banks’ $25 trillion 
balance sheet, the world’s $255 trillion of debt, the Red Ponzi’s 
monumental malinvestment, the Donald’s wars on trade, immigrants, and 
(fiscal) sanity, the Duopoly’s assault on constitutional government in 
America, the Empire’s claim to global extraterritoriality, and the statist 
grab for power in the name of a phony climate crisis, then you are not 
paying attention.

Each of these force vectors is bearing down on the pathway ahead. One 
thing stands apart, though…

The net worth of the top 1% has soared from $11.8 trillion to $34.5 
trillion, or by 193%. Nominal GDP has risen from $10.5 trillion to $21.5 
trillion, or by 106%. And the net worth of the bottom 50% has crept up 
from $1.4 trillion to $1.7 trillion, or by 17%.

Just 17%.

When the wealth of the top 1% (1.3 million households) is growing at 
nearly twice the rate of national income and by 11 times more than the 
bottom half of households (63.5 million households), there’s absolutely 
nothing sustainable about it.

It’s the reason why the real extinction threat is not the one Greta’s 
scolding her elders about.

It’s Davos Man himself.

Reality Dose

This is the most politicized market in history. And the Tweeter-in-Chief is 
still in charge. So, the situation is changing almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.



And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times like these. And we’ve 
updated our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and we’re here to help you
do that.

To common sense,

David "

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ivanka Trump Shares 'Genuinely 
Nightmarish’ Video About Dad’s State Of The Union 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ivanka-trump-state-of-the-union-video-
084831887.html “This remake of the tent scene in Blair Witch is 
unsettling," fired back former government ethics chief Walter Shaub. 
[ america’s really far gone … We’re truly in uncharted territory, far beyond
the pale. ] trump: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your Wife? 

Yes … Quite incredible; except, this is america, the great fraud!

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is

https://www.amazon.com/Epstein-Dead-Men-Tell-Tales/dp/1510757929/
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ivanka-trump-state-of-the-union-video-084831887.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ivanka-trump-state-of-the-union-video-084831887.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ivanka-trump-state-of-the-union-video-084831887.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ivanka-trump-state-of-the-union-video-084831887.html


It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]
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http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
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Perma-Bear Albert Edwards Still Sees a Stock Market ‘Ice Age’ Coming. 
What He’s Worried About Now. 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM Market Update for Monday - February 3rd, 2020
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-03/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=e6f6000053c2776b271a947
dae14b2ab2fff72da363b354f729db1788063859c 

Today's Highlights:

Stocks kicked off the week with a wild day of trading.
• Coronavirus remains a concern for traders, with the death toll rising 

to 361 over the weekend. This makes the coronavirus more deadly 
than the SARS outbreak in 2002-2003.

• After a rally in the morning, the major indices chopped around for 
the rest of the session and finished higher.

Analyst upgrades helped a few big names today.
• Nike (NKE) was up 3.1% after a JP Morgan and USB upgrade.
• And Tesla (TSLA) jumped 19.9% with its biggest 1-day jump for Tesla

in 6 years after an analyst upgrade.
• Carnival Corporation (CCL) was up earlier in the session. But reports

that a cruise passenger tested positive for coronavirus sent the 
stock 1.8% down.

• Gilead Sciences (GILD) jumped 5.0% after reports that the company 
is testing a treatment for the virus.

• Alphabet (GOOG) will be in the spotlight tomorrow after reporting 
disappointing earnings after the bell. The stock is down 4.0% in 
after-hours trading.
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-
donald-trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the 
American empire 

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. Household Debt Exceeds $14 Trillion for the First Time… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-household-debt-exceeds-14-
160303784.html 
Credit-Card Crazy... 
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Fed chief issues stark warning to Congress on deficits… 

WASHPOST Fed chair tells Congress that $1 trillion budget deficits are 
unsustainable [ DUH! ] Fed chair tells Congress that $1 trillion budget 
deficits are unsustainable 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/02/11/fed-chair-powell-
warns-congress-that-1-trillion-budget-deficits-are-unsustainable/ 

“…..There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-
the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ 

https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!
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insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-
the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ 

https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable 
and insurmountable!
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other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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The Acela Corridor and Its Fantastic Morality 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-acela-corridor-and-its-
fantastic-morality/ 
By David Stockman February 12, 2020 

"WHEN TO GO TO THE MATTRESSES David Stockman | February 13, 2020

It’s not personal, Sonny. It’s strictly business. – Michael Corleone, “The 
Godfather” (1972)

...

It’s Thursday, so Michael Coolbaugh is here with his regular commentary 
on markets.

Michael’s been busy this week, sharing multiple opportunities for his 
Delta Profit Traders to participate in this week’s upside, including, of 
course, a way to play the response to the coronavirus outbreak in China…
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Mike, as he is also wont to do, has a bit of a history lesson for us today – 
some pictures of the past that will probably prove also to be prologue 
before too long.

Indeed, if you want to know why we’re heading for a financial train-
wreck, just consider the back-to-back statements uttered/tweeted earlier
this week by arguably the two most powerful economic players on the 
entire planet:

Powell: “There’s nothing about this expansion that is unstable or 
unsustainable.”

Trump: “BEST USA ECONOMY IN HISTORY!”

Powell: “The U.S. economy is in ‘a very good place.’”

Trump: “When Jerome Powell started his testimony today, the Dow was 
up 125, & heading higher. As he spoke it drifted steadily downward, as 
usual, and is now at -15. Germany & other countries get paid to borrow 
money. We are more prime, but Fed Rate is too high, Dollar tough on 
exports.”

Notwithstanding the Donald’s routine “low interest” dig at the Chair of 
the Federal Reserve, the real scary thing is that the two took turns 
praising the unpraiseworthy.

After all, how could anyone in their right mind praise an economy that’s 
gone more than a decade with virtually no gain in industrial production?

The fact is, the business cycle hasn’t been outlawed by the economic 
gods. And it has always and everywhere defeated central bankers who 
think they partake of the divine.

So, we are now at the expansion’s 11th hour, a point 147 months from the
pre-crisis peak of the last cycle in November 2007.

And here’s all we have to show for it:

manufacturing output is still down by 2.1%;
Gas and electric utility production is still lower by 1.5%; and
total industrial production has barely crept forward by 3.9%, a 0.32% 
annual rate of gain.



We’ll address in the February issue of The Stockman Letter – coming next
week – the spurious notion that the Donald has made America great 
again.

For now, here’s Mike with some clear warning signs about what’s 
happening in the market…
Where There’s Smoke

By Michael Coolbaugh

If you have a moment, I’d like you to join me for a trip back in time…

It’s March 1999, and you’re a trader on the floor of the New York Stock 
Exchange.

Everywhere you turn, there are signs of extreme euphoria.

Qualcomm Inc. (QCOM), already trading at a price-to-earnings ratio of 
60x, is beginning to break out for a mind-bending run from $5 a share to 
$100 over the next nine months.

Cisco Systems Inc. (CSCO), boasting a healthy price-to-earnings ratio of 
83x, is also well on its way to nearly tripling over the same nine-month 
period.

And don’t forget those that are no longer around today: Pets.com, 
Boo.com, Worldcom.

The list goes on…

Now, you’re not alone in thinking the world has gone mad. But anyone 
who tries to short this runaway market gets taken out faster than 
Michael Corleone took care of the heads of the other five New York Mafia
families.

You know you can’t let anyone outside the family know what you’re 
thinking, but the “Tarantella” isn’t your tune.

So, sure, you could sit this one out.

But you know that when Michael moves to Nevada, there will be 
enormous opportunities here in New York.



How can you position yourself for success without first losing your shirt?

If You Want Your Money in the Next Five Years…

America is at a crossroads. The middle class is disappearing… 
government spending is out of control… and the implosion of Bubble 
Finance will cause the greatest market crash in history. So, if you need 
access to your nest egg in the next five years and can’t afford another 
market crash, it’s time to take matters into your own hands. Find out 
what to do, right here.

Well, there was a way.

The trade in question resides in the foreign exchange arena. And, outside
of global macro trading communities, this arena isn’t well known to the 
public.

I’m talking about the euro-yen cross (EUR/JPY). The EUR/JPY cross is 
well regarded as a sign of risk sentiment. A rising EUR/JPY cross 
indicates stronger risk appetite whereas a falling cross means there is 
greater demand for a safe-haven currency, like the Japanese yen.

Now, I’m not suggesting anyone should go out and attempt to trade FX, 
especially non-U.S. dollar crosses. Rather, my intent is to reiterate one of
my most fundamental trading principles.

And that is this: In almost any case, we should be trading in the direction 
of the larger trend.

See, if you had the wherewithal to realize the world was out of control as
early as December 1998, there were “risk-off” trades you could have 
made and were with the trend. In this instance, my gauge shows that the 
trend of EUR/JPY turned bearish as early as November 1998.

In fact, if you bet on a falling EUR/JPY cross, you would have made nearly
37% by the time the S&P 500 Index topped out and witnessed its own 
shift to a bearish trend in October 2000.

And, while it doesn’t quite compare to the meteoric rise in the Nasdaq 
Composite between November 1998 and October 2000, this “risk-off” 
trade would have outpaced gains from holding the S&P 500 over that 



same period.

[Chart]

Pretty staggering if we consider this doesn’t even adjust for variances in 
volatility between asset classes.

Fun fact: If we were to “volatility-adjust” these figures using today’s 
volatility readings, it would imply gains of approximately 87% for the 
EUR/JPY trade versus about 35% for the S&P 500.

But enough of the past.

The really cool part of all this is, given the lengthy list of similarities 
between 2000 and the present moment, it’s quite intriguing that the same
trade is available today…

[Chart]

Again, I’m not recommending anyone run out to trade foreign exchange.

It does, however, bring me to one more very important point that I shared 
on social media just the other day…

There are times when trade expression and construction are just as 
important – if not even more critical – than the idea. Some of this simply 
boils down to my philosophy of trading in the direction of the larger 
trend.

The other part is this: Despite the push for FAANG stocks and passive 
indexing from Bubblevision, there will be a time when you really need to 
think about what exactly your trade expresses and how you construct 
that trade.

[Chart]

Because, as highly respected researcher on sentiment-driven decision-
making Peter Atwater suggested the other day, the market now seems to 
be playing with fire…
Actually, This Is “Personal Business”…

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential politics in the U.S. has replaced the 



Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.



To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - February 13th, 2020 https://deref-mail.com/
mail/client/xy7rMBIS6K8/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-
tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick
%2F5669892169924608%2F4733012298432512 

Today's Highlights:

Yesterday, traders were optimistic about news that coronavirus cases 
might be slowing down. But with China confirming 15,152 new cases and 
254 more coronavirus deaths, there was news that cases have actually 
spiked.
After a wild ride, all major indices ended the day with a loss.
Airline stocks and casino stocks were hit hardest after the grim 
coronavirus update:
American Airlines (AAL) finished lower by 1.3% and United Airlines (UAL) 
lost 1.5%.
Las Vegas Sands (LVS) and Wynn Resorts (WYNN) dropped 2.6% and 2.3%
respectively.
Cisco (CSCO) was an earnings loser today, dropping 5.2% after reporting 
a drop in revenue.
Tesla (TSLA) is trying to take advantage of the recent jump in stock price
by raising some capital. The company was up 4.8% today after 
announcing a $2 billion common stock offering.
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David Stockman | February 10, 2020 

When one boy among a dozen throws a stone into the air, crying out, that 
‘what goes up must come down,’ it is very likely so to happen.

–Theodore Sedgwick, Hints to My Countrymen (1826)

...

The ill effects of monetary central planning are nearly endless. Foremost 
among them, though, is its corruption of the financial and economic 
culture.

There is simply no end to the rot. Consider the Donald’s proposed budget 
for fiscal 2021. Unveiled on Monday, the plan includes cuts to the Welfare 
State. But it also includes massive increases for the Warfare State. And, 
well, of course it does those things.

There’s one other thing, though, and it demonstrates as much as anything
that the rot has reached all the way to top. Here’s the estimable and 
aggravated David Rosenberg with the only “data” that really matter:

[insert]

We are so torn from reality. And it’s only going to get worse.

Constant intervention by central banks to prop up stocks and other risk 
assets leads to exactly the wrong kind of discounting and, therefore, 
rampant, unnatural complacency.
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Instead of pricing in the myriad factors that would upset growth and 
earnings, markets militantly discount nearly every manner of risk. Buyers
do so upon the conviction that the Federal Reserve has their back and 
won’t tolerate any sustained correction of equity indexes.

Indeed, every coronavirus-driven selloff is met with Bubblevision’s “buy 
the f***ing dip” mentality.

There is, apparently, nothing that man, god, or infinitely foolish power-
grabbing and war-mongering governments can do anywhere that 
monetary central planners can’t fix.

So, Wall Street’s reckless business of pricing in perfection and ever-rising
price-to-earnings multiples are nothing to sweat.

The screaming proof for that predicate surely was the market’s 30% 
surge last year in response to the pathetic Powell Pivot. That was 
January 4, 2019, exactly after the 19.9% plunge for the S&P 500 Index 
during December 2018.

In a monetary heartbeat, the Fed threw to the winds a long overdue plan 
for normalization of interest rates and its balance sheet and did the 
unthinkable.

In the face of the lowest headline unemployment rate in 50 years and a 
still-expanding business cycle, our monetary central planners abandoned 
planned rate increases and instead cut them three times to an idiotic 
1.55%.

And that occurred even as it shit-canned “quantitative tightening” and 
started flooding the market again with $425 billion of freshly minted cash
during the final quarter of the year.

[insert]

That’s OK, though, because we have Michael Coolbaugh on the case…

If You Want Your Money in the Next Five Years…

The Father of Reaganomics has returned with a dire warning: “Trump 
may be the Great Disruptor, but he’s going to fail at one of his core 
campaign promises. And his failure could cost you your freedoms AND 



your wealth.” To learn more about Stockman’s prophecy and to find out 
what you can do to protect yourself, your family, and your assets, just go 
here.

Historians will surely mark the 2019 Powell Pivot as one of the most 
mendacious episodes of central banking ever.

There was no “emergency” extant in the domestic or international 
financial markets during the fourth quarter of 2018. Yet the Fed was 
pumping credit at a $1.6 trillion annual rate – a that even exceeded Ben 
Bernanke’s furious printing during the depths of the Great Recession.

As we’ve often discussed, the very idea that the mighty U.S. economy 
couldn’t stand the 2.40% money-market rate that prevailed on the eve of 
the Powell Pivot is a bad joke.

The trend rate of inflation change, as measured by the stable CPI less 
food and energy, stood at 2.21% on a year-over-year basis in December 
2018. It posted at 2.25% in December 2019. It never dropped below 2.00%
during the entire year of furious Fed retreat and liquidity pumping.

The cowards in the Eccles Building would have us believe that a 15 to 20 
basis point real rate of interest in the money markets – essentially a 
funding arena for Wall Street speculators and carry traders, not Main 
Street households and businesses – would kill prosperity in its tracks.

That’s nonsense.

After the Christmas Eve bloodbath last December, they were in deathly 
fear of an accelerating Wall Street hissy-fit.

[Chart]

So, they invented an excuse: an insurance cut to keep the expansion 
going. But they had only one purpose: to stimulate the blow-off top that 
delivered the casino right into the jaws of the coronavirus and all the 
other real-world risk vectors coming down the pike as the Turbulent 
Twenties get underway.

This capitulation and coddling would be bad enough if the only thing it 
did was to intoxicate the traders and gamblers and induce them to get in 
way over their skies.



But Wall Street doesn’t operate in a vacuum. It’s a massive, elaborate, 
and potent signaling system. And it encourages every manner of 
dangerous and uneconomic behavior on Wall Street and Main Street alike.

If stocks were trading at rational price-to-earnings multiples, of course, 
they could probably tolerate a pandemic or two. Sooner or later they do 
end, and human ingenuity does find ways to recapture over time the lost 
output and interruption costs that they entail.

But when the signal is to “buy the f***ing dip” – over and over and over – 
because monetary central planners are riding to the rescue, well, it’s 
time to mark the exits.

A Better Way

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential politics in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 



engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,

David"

DEEP STATE DECLASSIFIED 
Beware the Narrative https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/beware-the-
narrative/ 

David Stockman | February 11, 2020

Rage against this injustice; let your lives burn with a flame of decency. –
Xu Zhangrun, “When Fury Overcomes Fear” (February 4, 2020)

...

God bless our monetary central planners:

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell said the central bank is 
“closely monitoring” the extent of global economic disruptions from the 
coronavirus in China, singling out a risk that has made officials more 
likely to lower interest rates than to raise them.

The critical dynamic here is “confidence.” Neither Wall Street nor Main 
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Street can be allowed to become hesitant or afraid, lest they stop 
borrowing and speculating and buying.

But controlling the narrative is not the same as controlling the virus.

Here’s Chris Scott, in an excerpt from his regular Tuesday dispatch on 
the state of things between the U.S. and China:

Because of the scale and scope of the crisis as well as the speed with 
which it’s developing, authorities haven’t been able to control 
information.

When it comes to information that they can control, it seems the powers 
that be, and specifically Xi Jinping, are totally lost.

There’s more from Chris – who cut short a recent trip to China because of
the coronavirus outbreak – below.

[Chart]

For my part here, let’s note that authorities outside the Middle Kingdom 
have no more interest in accurate death totals being released than the 
Communist Party of China. So, official agencies and the corporate media 
dutifully parrot implausibly low statistics as if they reflect reality.

At the same time, China has now placed hundreds of millions of its 
citizens under quarantine.

Workers can’t leave their homes. Factories are idle. Ports have stopped 
shipping. International airlines are suspending flights to and from the 
country.

China’s economy is grinding to a halt.

More than 300 Chinese companies are seeking bank loans totaling at 
least 57.4 billion yuan ($8.2 billion) to help to soften the impact of the 
outbreak, reports Reuters.

According to TechNode, AccorFoxconn, the iPhone manufacturer with 
factories in southern China, hasn’t been allowed to restart its operations 
in many locations.

One broad estimate shows that a $10 billion decrease in Chinese 



manufacturing output would reduce the rest of the world’s output by $6.7 
billion.

South Korea, Japan, and the U.S. in particular are likely to feel the 
impact. The ripple effect on peripheral industries could imperil 
production worth about $65 billion.

It’s not just the economy, either.

That’s OK, though, because we have Michael Coolbaugh on the case…

One of the Biggest Investing Game-Changers Since the Internet 
Revolution

If you want to grab a piece of the ultra-lucrative technology market 
without spending thousands on overpriced FAANG stocks or risky start-
ups, join Lance Gaitan on Tuesday, February 25th for an exciting, live 
presentation.

Click here to reserve your seat!

Chinese are tracked by the world’s most sophisticated system of 
electronic surveillance. As Reuters notes, this crisis provides authorities 
with justification for even more sweeping high-tech social control.

Indeed, partial lockdowns in Beijing and Shanghai have been announced, 
according to the SCMP, even as Zhejiang Province next door to Shanghai 
has begun to relax some controls.

Let’s turn it back over to our man who was literally just on the ground…
Requiem for a Chinese Dream

By Chris Scott

Since I warned last week against shrugging off the economic impact of 
the new coronavirus, things just about went off the rails from the 
standpoint of China’s ruling elite.

In the span of just a few days, disturbing stories and images spread 
across Chinese social media in a manner not seen since before President
Xi Jinping’s Herculean efforts to tame the internet proved mostly 
successful over the past several years.



News that a young physician named Li Wenliang who was reprimanded 
for early warnings of the epidemic died were punctuated by a striking 
image of the 34-year old in his intensive care unit. People anxiously 
followed social media posts of care workers pacing nervously outside the
room.

What really gave the story legs to be shared along with messages of 
disgust and horror by seemingly everyone on China’s Facebook-like 
WeChat messaging app was the bizarre timeline of reporting. Li’s death 
was reported by several prominent Chinese news sources late Thursday 
night – prompting an immediate public uproar – only to be retracted 
without a clear explanation. 

It appeared to netizens, helped by reporters waiting outside of Li’s 
intensive-care unit, that specialists at the hospital were ordered by 
fearful party officials to shock the young doctor back to life and keep his 
heart beating.

Everyone’s “moments” feed – basically the Chinese equivalent of your 
Facebook “news feed” – was filled exclusively with comments and shared
stories about this event. Just think about that for a second. This was not 
tribal. Even some party stooges that post news simply to advance the 
official agenda were posting about this.

The story went far beyond the realm of something that party leadership 
could attempt to reign in.

More terrifying were the images of residents being dragged out of their 
apartments to face forced quarantine.

More disturbing still were photos of rows upon rows of hospital beds set 
up in large arena-like settings, with little if any medical equipment.
Rudderless in a Perfect Storm

Because of the scale and scope of the crisis as well as the speed with 
which it’s developing, authorities haven’t been able to control 
information.

When it comes to information that they can control, it seems the powers 
that be, and specifically Xi Jinping, are totally lost.

Xi himself has been a no-show for almost this entire ordeal. His recent 



appearances in official media have been largely limited to meetings with 
foreign dignitaries. From the standpoint of the official narrative, it seems 
they have been trying to keep his hands clean from the quarantine 
efforts.

That might allow him to lay the blame on others, such as Premier Li 
Keqiang, who until the outbreak had been sidelined since Xi took power. 
Premier Li was the first to be sent directly to ground zero in Wuhan as 
cannon fodder.

But Xi is having second thoughts, it seems. On Monday he made his first 
“front-line” appearance, face mask and all, visiting a hospital in Beijing 
set up to deal with coronavirus patients.

Things have gotten so bad that several prominent critics of Xi Jinping in 
Beijing – figures who tend to keep their powder dry in the current political
climate – have felt emboldened to speak out in blunt terms.

A professor at Tsinghua University (think MIT and Harvard combined in 
terms of prestige), Xu Zhangrun, penned a piece last week explicitly 
blaming Xi Jinping and the Chinese Communist Party for the outbreak. 
Here’s a translation of that essay.

The legal scholar was publicly reprimanded early last year when he 
criticized Xi Jinping’s decision to abolish term limits, arguing that Xi was 
undoing decades of work to build a consensus-driven government.

Another prominent critic of the party in Beijing, Rong Jian, felt 
courageous enough to offer up a bunch of juicy quotes to the New York 
Times, in a sign that this virus battle has weakened the authority’s ability
to clamp down on speech without facing a backlash.

“It’s a big shock to the legitimacy of the ruling party. I think it could be 
only second to the June 4 [Tiananmen Square Massacre] incident of 
1989. It’s that big,” he said, adding, “There’s no doubt about his control 
over power… but the manner of control and its consequences have hurt 
his legitimacy and reputation.”

That is a sentiment I’ve heard multiple times from people who have been 
in Beijing watching Chinese politics since the 1980s. This is the single 
biggest threat to the elite in Beijing since then – by a very wide margin.
The Writing Is on the Wall



And, as the country braces for the economic blowback, the true scale of 
the crisis is quickly unfolding before Xi’s eyes.

There are three epic battles that he must face at the same time: an 
epidemic with no clear path to containment, a political challenge not 
seen since 1989, and a hit to the economy that could finally blow up the 
debt bomb.
Click here to continue reading…"



"THE ACELA CORRIDOR AND ITS FANTASTIC MORALITY 

David Stockman | February 12, 2020

It’s discouraging to think how many people are shocked by honesty and 
how few by deceit. – Noël Coward, “Blithe Spirit” (1941)

...

This decade-long bubbled-up “recovery” since the Global Financial Crisis/
Great Recession has come with considerable costs.

Among others, it’s reduced the Acela Corridor to a Fantasyland. On any 
given day, you only need contemplate prevailing headlines and memes to 
see it in action.

I leave it to Sven Henrich to provide all the context you need in just two 
tweets…

He speaks more of Wall Street here.

But Imperial Washington’s dream is at least as fevered, as evidenced in a 
recent Bubblevision appearance by Rep. Kevin Brady.

Brady, a Republican from Texas, happens to be the author of the $1.7 
trillion Christmas Eve tax cut paid for on Uncle Sam’s tapped-out credit 
card.

But, just a couple weeks ago on CNBC, he had the gall to say it’s working 
as planned, it’s increased Imperial Washington’s revenue take, it needs to
be made permanent after most of the individual cuts expire in 2025.

For crying out loud…

That was within a day of the Congressional Budget Office publishing the 
10-year fiscal outlook summarized in the table below.

It projects $13.2 trillion of new debt over the next decade and a deficit of
5% of gross domestic product (GDP) into the indefinite future.

Folks, our debt-to-GDP ratio will hit a Greece-style 150% within two 
decades.



Yet even that dire scenario assumes no recessions occur, ever again, and
that the Trump-GOP tax cuts are allowed to expire in 2025, as scheduled.

It also builds in the positive deficit impact of myriad expiring loopholes 
and out-year spending cuts, which otherwise keep getting deferred as 
their effective dates draw near.

[Chart]

What Brady and his ilk are really after is a permanent extension of the 
Trump tax cuts that would increase the flood of red ink by another $3.8 
trillion over a 10-year period.

That sure would expose the scam perpetrated in 2017, when the cuts 
were made to abruptly expire in order to stay within the 10-year revenue 
loss prescribed in the budget deal.

And it would also bury the nation even deeper in public debt.

But factor in just a mild recession between now and 2030. Also, account 
for the absolute political certainty that scheduled out-year spending cuts 
get deferred (they were put there in the first place for “window dressing” 
purposes). And, I hate to break it to you: Those expiring tax cuts and 
loopholes will get extended – K Street will see to that.

So, the true baseline deficit over the next 10 years is closer to $20 
trillion.

And total public debt would hit $43 trillion before 2030.

When asked about trillion-dollar deficits and whether defense cuts should
be part of the solution, Brady wasted no time spewing the GOP’s risible 
talking points.

And that means only when Democrats are ready to give them political 
cover will Republicans talk entitlement reform.

Likewise, since combined defense and non-defense “discretionary 
spending” is only $1.4 trillion out of a $4.6 trillion outlay budget, it’s not 
really the problem.

Here’s the thing, and it’s a mouthful…



If you insist on taking the headline defense budget from $550 billion, 
which was already way too high, to $740 billion, as Trump’s GOP has 
done since 2016, and you don’t put a scratch on $2.9 trillion per year of 
entitlement spending until the Dems embrace it, you don’t have the right 
to promise even more trillions of tax cuts, no matter how appealing the 
proposition is as a matter of philosophy or equity.

Sixty-five years ago, President Eisenhower got it right when he said that 
the high Roosevelt-Truman tax burden must come down. Ike also had it 
right that the GOP had to earn the right to relieve the taxpayers by first 
cutting spending and balancing the budget.

Today, GOP of Trump and Brady stands for just the opposite.

They propose to cut taxes morning, noon, and night. They goose the 
defense and discretionary spending budgets year after year. And they 
blame Democrats for the resulting deficits because they’re unwilling to 
attack the Welfare State.

And that’s why America is heading for fiscal catastrophe.

David Stockman’s Chilling Prediction…

The Father of Reaganomics has returned with a dire warning: “Trump 
may be the Great Disruptor, but he’s going to fail at one of his core 
campaign promises. And his failure could cost you your freedoms AND 
your wealth.” To learn more about Stockman’s prophecy and to find out 
what you can do to protect yourself, your family, and your assets, just go 
here.

Republicans form the party of the Warfare State, Democrats champion 
the Welfare State, and never the twain shall face fiscal scrutiny.

The GOP’s risible hypocrisy is highlighted by two sets of figures in the 
CBO table.

The first is that the sum of mandatory spending and interest expense will
rise from $3.1 trillion in 2019 to $5.7 trillion by 2030. That’s a gain of 
83%. But Brady and his GOP colleagues insist they can’t and won’t do a 
thing about it until the Democrats sign a blood oath not to campaign 
against Social Security and Medicare cuts.



And that will never happen.

The second is that the federal revenue share of GDP is only 16.4% in 
fiscal 2020 and would stay at 17% or less indefinitely if the expiring 
Trump tax cuts are made permanent. But spending is heading for 23.4% 
of GDP by the end of the decade.

And that’s even under the CBO baseline without the increased interest 
expense burden of extending the tax cuts and the likely recession-driven 
downturn in receipts sometime during the coming decade.

And the latter will surely happen. As it is, the current expansion is 
already the longest in history. By 2030, it would be more than double the 
119 months of the 1990s expansion. And that one happened under far 
better circumstances.

Duration of Economic Expansions Since 1945

Quarters

[Chart]

That’s why the GOP’s tax cut fairy tales are so lame. They aren’t 
remotely “paying for themselves.” And there’s not a snowball’s chance in 
hell that even more tax cuts would relieve the massive structural deficit 
depicted in the CBO table.

Here’s what’s happening in a nutshell…

The spending side of the federal ledger is being driven to historic highs 
by the demographic tsunami of Baby Boom retirements hitting the 
Welfare State budget. At the same time, neocon/neoliberal interventionist
domination of the Duopoly is ballooning the Warfare State budget.

That’s even as Republican tax policies are taking receipts to modern 
historic lows relative to national income.

[Chart]

For instance, measured at business cycle peaks, the Reagan budget took 
in receipts of 17.6% of GDP in 1987, the Clinton budget collected 19.7% 
of GDP in 2000, and the Bush revenue take was 17.8% of GDP in 2007.



It was 16.3% in 2019.

Indeed, Imperial Washington’s fiscal fantasy is now plain as day.

That’s Enough About the Blob…

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential politics in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 



indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,

David"

Guilty vote topples Mitt Romney's old image 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/romney-guilty-vote-new-gop-
maverick/index.html 
• Analysis: Mitt Romney is now the head of the new old GOP 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/mitt-romney-new-old-gop/index.ht
ml 
[ It should be clear to all that 2012 was Mitt Romney’s year (to be 
President), that deference to obama/holder/biden was an egregious error 
that paved the way for mentally ill mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief trump! ]

CNN debunks Trump's claim about Ivanka during speech 
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/06/trump-acquittal-speech-
fact-check-dan-dale-vpx.cnn 

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 

http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4
https://www.amazon.com/Epstein-Dead-Men-Tell-Tales/dp/1510757929/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/06/trump-acquittal-speech-fact-check-dan-dale-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/06/trump-acquittal-speech-fact-check-dan-dale-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/06/trump-acquittal-speech-fact-check-dan-dale-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/mitt-romney-new-old-gop/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/mitt-romney-new-old-gop/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/mitt-romney-new-old-gop/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/romney-guilty-vote-new-gop-maverick/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/romney-guilty-vote-new-gop-maverick/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/romney-guilty-vote-new-gop-maverick/index.html


Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/31/health/coronavirus-asymptomatic-
spread-study/?hpt=ob_blogfooterold 

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/31/health/coronavirus-asymptomatic-spread-study/?hpt=ob_blogfooterold
https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/31/health/coronavirus-asymptomatic-spread-study/?hpt=ob_blogfooterold
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000


globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

Mentally ill guilty mobster/criminal trump acquitted. History writes 
america as an abject fraud and failure!
si.com How Feral Pigs Took Over Your Country https://www.si.com/sports-
illustrated/2020/01/30/feral-pigs-problem-texas-helicopters?
utm_source=pocket-newtab Which wouldn’t be such a problem except 
that wild pigs don’t become a part of their environment so much as Swine
Country: How Feral Pigs Took Over the U.S. ...And how Texas is fighting 
back against nature's nightmare. With helicopters. by Dan Greene

Pelosi:     Republican senators are 'accomplices to the President's cover-up'   
[ That’s true of course, and needed saying, by her. Some might say she 
was just spinning her wheels with this impeachment thing. The reality is, 
despite the factually/legally contraindicated outcome, her role in this 
‘impeachment thing’ has awakened her from a seeming slumber and has 
made her more relevant than ever. Great legal minds, Tribe, Napolitano, 
et als bolster her legal stance which absent her courage going forward 
would have been just another trump/coverup/criminal/scenario that would 
not have seen the light of day. To borrow a phrase, what ‘remains of the 
day’ remains to be seen. A sorry day for america indeed! ]
"RUNAWAY TRAIN https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/runaway-train/ 
David Stockman | February 06, 2020

It was like when you make a move in chess and just as you take your 
finger off the piece, you see the mistake you've made, and there's this 
panic because you don't know yet the scale of disaster you've left 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/runaway-train/
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/h_4d3aa8845a93cf7e4c28d0e69259df86
https://www.si.com/author/dan-greene
https://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/2020/01/30/feral-pigs-problem-texas-helicopters?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/2020/01/30/feral-pigs-problem-texas-helicopters?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/2020/01/30/feral-pigs-problem-texas-helicopters?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/2020/01/30/feral-pigs-problem-texas-helicopters?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/2020/01/30/feral-pigs-problem-texas-helicopters?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/2020/01/30/feral-pigs-problem-texas-helicopters?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://www.si.com/sports-illustrated/2020/01/30/feral-pigs-problem-texas-helicopters?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0


yourself open to. – Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go (2005)

...

It’s yet another “green” day on Wall Street, folks, as this central-bank-
driven rally continues. The Dow Jones Industrial Average may not breach 
30,000 tomorrow or even Monday, though not for any lack of monetary 
central planning…

Days – weeks; heck, months – like this are why we have Michael 
Coolbaugh guiding us along this market’s treacherous terrain. His system
– focused on facts and data and trend and momentum – will help us profit 
on the upside as well as on the downside.

Now is a time to take some upside. If you’re in on The Stockman Letter, 
you’ve followed along with multiple trade alerts – including one today – 
about the market and some actionable steps you can take to maybe build
some wealth. If not, today is a great time to signup.

Today’s alert was particularly compelling, as it included a pretty 
“insidery” tip on how to use a particular option strategy to “trade around 
your position.” To invoke a phrase good basketball coaches who build 
winning teams with strong defense use, you’ve got to keep your feet 
moving.

Michael’s doing that for us. And good defense, of course, often translates 
into good offense…

OK, here’s Mike with his latest observations on the market…

How to Spot Impending Disaster



By Michael Coolbaugh

Have you ever seen a train wreck up close in person?

OK, I don’t mean literally because, thankfully, they are quite rare.

But let’s talk figuratively for a moment.

When tech stocks went parabolic in 1999, most grizzled veterans knew it 
would end badly.

When Bitcoin went bonkers in 2017, yet again most scorned traders knew
it would end badly.

And, now, here’s Tesla (TSLA), which managed to run over just about 
anyone who dared to bet against its meteoric rise.

But, rest assured, just as with every case before it, the high school 
students posting Instagram videos of how “easy” it was to make 
thousands of dollars trading Tesla stock over the short course of morning
breakfast… this, too, will end badly.

This isn’t to opine on the merits of Tesla’s technology, operational 
efficiency, or its wildest business prospects.

Rather, the party in Tesla will end badly for one reason and one reason 



only: It’s just the latest case of human greed gone wild.

But, while everyone else is so laser-focused on Elon Musk’s proclivity to 
taunt short-sellers around the world, I want to direct your attention to 
another train wreck, one that appears to be traveling at a much slower 
pace.

I’m talking about the North American oil and gas industry.

Read This Book Before the 2020 Election!

Contrary to what many believe, we’re in a far worse… more dangerous 
spot than we were just two years ago. The Deep State has emerged out 
of the shadows to steal our democracy and put your assets… savings… 
retirement… and everything you’ve worked so hard for, at risk.

Learn how to protect yourself today!

You see, the great thing about identifying slow-moving train wrecks is 
that they can provide a self-replenishing list of what are called 
‘derivative’ trades.

Not “derivative” meaning a financial contract like futures or options, but, 
rather the “knock on” effects, like the slip of one icicle and quickly turns 
into a disastrous avalanche.

Take for example, falling interest rates…



Everyone immediately identifies the first-order effect: rising bond prices. 
But how is it that some traders manage to turn a 5% rally in bond prices 
into a 50% gain for their total portfolio?

Sure, some employ a lot of leverage. But the true mastery comes from 
identifying the second-, third-, fourth-, and even fifth-order effects.

Lower interest rates mean cheaper mortgages, cheaper mortgages tend 
to lead to more home purchases, more purchases push home prices 
higher, higher home prices incentivize more activity from homebuilders, 
more activity by homebuilders creates more demand for lumber.

As you can see, these links can run quite deep…

It’s why I so thoroughly enjoy finding a certain macro theme, because 
when the market begins to suggest my thesis is correct, I stick with it for
a period of time. I stick with it to try and ride the avalanche all the way 
down the mountain.

So, you’ll have to forgive me, but we’re talking about that pesky yield 
curve again.

Just last week, I pointed out that the evidence continues to suggest the 
yield curve does, in fact, still matter.

I won’t harp on the mechanics again; I’ve already demonstrated at great 
length how the yield curve has direct implications for bank lending 
activity.



Assuming this standard economic theory still holds any weight, we can 
see how a drastic tightening in lending activity could spell doom for an 
industry that, to this point, has received an endless stream of capital.

In other words, we can start to evaluate the second-, third-, and fourth-
order effects.

Here’s what I mean…

According to Moody’s Investors Service, the North American oil and gas 
industry is facing a crippling wall of debt maturity over the next four 
years.

Here’s what The Wall Street Journal had to say:

It is unclear how they will repay it all. Shareholders and private-equity 
investors have been burned in recent years attempting to buy at the 
bottom. Banks are in retreat. Bond markets have shown little indication 
that they are open to any but the oil patch’s most attractive buyers.

I get it; just about everyone knows the energy sector appears cheap. But 
we have to ask ourselves, “What will spark a turnaround?”

At the top of that list would likely be higher oil prices.

But here’s the problem: I don’t think that’ll happen anytime soon.

Here’s a major reason why…



[Chart]

The black line representing the U.S. dollar on this chart is inverted to 
better demonstrate the correlation. A “rising” black line would indicate a 
weaker U.S. dollar.

Extensive cuts from OPEC+ couldn’t do it.

An Iranian torpedo to Saudi Aramco facilities couldn’t do it.

The U.S. assassination of an Iranian general and subsequent tensions 
across the Middle East couldn’t do it.

The U.S. has, defiantly, become energy independent. And, while we’re 
fully capable of fulfilling our energy needs internally, the excess oil must 
be exported.

In fact, the combination of a stronger U.S. dollar and rising oil prices is 
now a double whammy to foreigners who import oil from the U.S. If 
foreigners struggle to purchase our excess oil, well, we have a serious 
supply-and-demand problem.

When a certain asset fails to sustain a rally on what seems like an 
endless stream of positive developments, it’s often a sign there’s 
something structurally wrong.

Barring an earth-shattering move by J. Powell & Co. that would 
significantly weaken the U.S. dollar – and, believe me, with all the “not 



QE,” they have been trying – the downward pressure on the price of oil, 
and, with it, the stocks of various energy companies, will only continue 
to increase.

Crisis and Opportunity

This is the most politicized market in history. And the Tweeter-in-Chief is 
still in charge. So, the situation is changing almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times like these. And we’ve 
updated our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.



It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and we’re here to help you
do that.

To common sense,

David"

"Dumbed-Up Davos Man https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/dumbed-
up-davos-man/ 

David Stockman | February 07, 2020

The urge to save humanity is almost always only a false-face for the urge 
to rule it. Power is what all messiahs really seek: not the chance to 
serve. This is true even of the pious brethren who carry the gospel to 
foreign parts. – H.L. Mencken, Minority Report: H.L. Mencken’s Notebooks 
(1956)

...

Turns out equity indexes can go down, after all…

Today is the first trading session since last Friday that the S&P 500 
Index, the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the Nasdaq, et al., have 
wallowed in the red.

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/dumbed-up-davos-man/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/dumbed-up-davos-man/


These are just details, though, at this point. As Michael Coolbaugh noted 
in an alert to his Delta Profit Trader subscribers this morning, “The 
objective stats still suggest that the risks are tilted towards the negative 
side.”

As you well know, my read of the macro picture is that we’re heading for 
a disaster of epic, empire-toppling proportions. “Coronavirus” seems a 
matter of convenience for authority at this point, post-facto justification 
for that which they would have done in their behalf anyway…

In fact, the more monetary central planners attempt to keep the hope of 
Imperial Washington Consensus alive with their liquidity spigots, the 
more they ensure such an historic outcome.

At the same time, this kind of volatility – the up-moves as well as the 
down-moves – does create opportunity.

This week, Michael identified a total “insider” move on an options 
strategy we have in place for The Stockman Letter, and he’s also used 
this insane rally to position Delta Profit Traders for solid upside across a 
number of names in specific sectors that fit with our larger narrative 
here.

Yeah, that’s a mouthful. Simplify it by clicking here to get specifics on 
Michael’s trading system…

Meanwhile, it must come as a shock to the Tweeter-in-Chief that markets
are down on Jobs Friday…



Of course, the Donald is a billowing bag of wind on economic matters, 
the following passage from his fawnfest with Bubblevision’s Joe Kernen 
all the evidence of that you need…

Kernen wonders about negative interest rates and the possibility they 
haven’t worked well elsewhere. Mr. MAGA doesn’t hesitate with a fog of 
incoherence:

Well, they don’t know yet. It’s so new. And you look at other countries 
where they actually have negative interest rates, negative in a positive 
way. I mean they’re actually getting paid – they make a loan and they end 
up… getting paid.

I want to know who are the people that buy. Okay? Who are the people 
that buy and they invest in Germany and end up getting, you know, less 
money at the period of time – so I – have to find these people [sic] 

But – no, if Germany – and – we’re the most prime in the world. We’re the 
leader in the world. We have the dollar, and the dollar’s very strong. A 
lotta – a lotta things are happening. But, you know, we’re paying higher 
interest than other countries because of the Fed. If we were paying less, 
I would do it, and I’d pay off a lot of debt.

And what did Mr. Bubblevison have to say in response to that miasma of 
mental diarrhea?

“Right.”

In other words, “If you say so, sir!”



On the matter of ultra-low rates, Kernen wanted to know if Jerome 
Powell is still in the doghouse or whether he’s finally getting the Federal 
Reserve’s price control mission right with respect to the cost of money: 
“Is Chairman Powell out of the doghouse?” this financial journalist asks. 
“Is he – are rates where they should be? Are you satisfied with the 
situation? Are we at a good level now, do you feel?”

Folks, this goes to the very heart of darkness that envelopes today’s 
financial world.

How in the hell does any President of the United States – let alone our 
current stumblebum – know where rates “should be”?

The question is no less galling if asked of any of the 12 only slightly more
knowledgeable members of the Federal Open Market Committee.

If You Want Your Money in the Next Five Years…

America is at a crossroads. The middle class is disappearing… 
government spending is out of control… and the implosion of Bubble 
Finance will cause the greatest market crash in history. So, if you need 
access to your nest egg in the next five years and can’t afford another 
market crash, it’s time to take matters into your own hands.

Find out what to do, right here.

The free market’s enormous and inexhaustible capacity for price 
discovery simply cannot be supplanted, matched, or even faintly 
approximated by the state – whether that’s the Donald or a cabal of 
monetary central planners.



Given the enormous size, speed, complexity, and interconnectivity of the 
money and capital markets – especially in today’s algo-driven world – it 
doesn’t require much thought at all to recognize that price discovery is a 
job for markets, not apparatchiks.

That’s the real irony of Bubblevision’s embarrassing fawning in the face 
of the Donald’s economic gobbledygook.

Kernen and his ilk have been marinating so long in Bubble Finance that 
they’ve developed a huge collective blind spot when it comes to the 
single most important pricing function in all of capitalism.

That is, the pricing of money, debt, equity, and their derivatives, which, in
turn, drive the flow and allocation of capital throughout the entire 
economy.

Well, if Wall Street is disconnected from Main Street, it’s because 
irresponsible and/or innumerate authority make it so.

Kernen, in particular, has long postured himself as the great capitalist, 
conservative, and defender of markets against the encroachments of 
Imperial Washington’s meddlers and redistributionists.

Yet he doesn’t find it strange at all that the Fed not only pegs short-term 
interest rates to the exact basis point but, in the process, dominates, 
distorts, and smothers the money and capital markets in their entirety.

[Chart]



This stubborn, wholesale rejection of the free market in finance rests on 
a crucial unexamined predicate: that Wall Street-determined financial 
asset prices might be “correct” on the bourses and in the bond and 
money trading pits but they would be bad for Main Street and the 
performance of the macroeconomy.

That’s the essence of today’s tyranny of monetary central planning and 
the malignant speculation, malinvestment, and rent-seeking it enables, 
backstops, and propagates.

Meanwhile, there is absolutely no reason to believe that what is actually 
good for Wall Street – honest price discovery – would not also be good for 
Main Street.

But can you really blame the Donald alone for the economic crackpottery 
he’s wont to espouse? After all, what he told Mr. Bubblevision a Davos is 
just standard Wall Street/Fed folly with a cherry on top:

Now, with all of that, had we not done the big raise on interest, I think we
would have been close to 4%, and I could see 5,000 to 10,000 points more
on the Dow. But that was a killer when they raised the rate. It was just a 
big mistake. And they admit to it. They admit to it. I was right. I don’t 
wanna be right, but I was right.

That all of this has led to a financial fantasy world cannot be gainsaid.

Consider what Jamie Dimon said on CBS’s “60 Minutes” recently about 
the rosy health of the American consumer and therefore the U.S. and 
world economy:



The consumer, which is 70% of the U.S. economy, is quite strong. 
Confidence is very high. Their balance sheets are in great shape. And you
see that the strength of the American consumer is driving the American 
economy and the global economy. And while business slowed down, my 
current view is that, no, it just was a slowdown, not a petering out.

Really?

Let’s Get Practical

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential politics in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 



like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,



David"

FACEBOOK Liberals United Well, I’m glad someone is saying!!! It’s so 
obvious Trump is not well, why are people ignoring it??

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi accused Donald Trump of appearing “a little 
bit sedated” during his State of the Union address earlier this week when
she extended her hand to shake. “It was also an act of kindness, because
he looked to me like he was a little bit sedated,” Pelosi said at her week...

politicalflare.com Nancy Pelosi Accuses Trump of Being on Drugs During 
State of the Union Address House Speaker Nancy Pelosi accused Donald 
Trump of appearing “a little bit sedated” during his State of the Union 
address earlier this week when she extended her hand to shake. “It was 
also an act of kindness, because he looked to me like he was a little bit 
sedated,” Pelosi said at her week...

U.S. Inside Edition CBS Video A Vicious Pack of Dogs Is Terrorizing This 
New Jersey Neighborhood: Cops 
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/vicious-pack-dogs-terrorizing-
jersey-223001776.html [ trump supporters, friends, and family at it 
again. ] A disturbing video shows a terrified man swinging a large pipe, 
trying to defend himself against a menacing pack of dogs. He’s allegedly 
just one of many who has had to defend himself from the dogs over the 
past few months. The dogs have been terrorizing a neighborhood in Little 
Egg Harbor Township, New Jersey, and have apparently bitten at least six
other residents. 

The new trumpian gop has adopted a new slogan to comport with their 
new trumpian criminal mindset; viz., ‘in for a penny, in for a pound’. Really
quite tragic! So-called american democracy, gangland style. [ What it 
actually means is related to crime: if you steal a penny and will go to jail 
for it, you may as well steal a pound. Either way you're in as in in jail (or 
gaol, depending on which side of the Atlantic will be prosecuting you). It 
obviously hails from a time when a penny and a pound were worth much 
more than they are today. ] Trump fires key impeachment witnesses, 
Gordon Sondland and Alexander Vindman 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/07/politics/alex-vindman-donald-trump-impeachment/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/07/politics/alex-vindman-donald-trump-impeachment/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/vicious-pack-dogs-terrorizing-jersey-223001776.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/vicious-pack-dogs-terrorizing-jersey-223001776.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/vicious-pack-dogs-terrorizing-jersey-223001776.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/vicious-pack-dogs-terrorizing-jersey-223001776.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.politicalflare.com%2F2020%2F02%2Fnancy-pelosi-accuses-trump-of-being-on-drugs-during-state-of-the-union-address%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2K7jugMxkO5x9Y1kh0_xmY3quH3omKRlzx5JiFb6YUeo9IGhwYOSxyUwE&h=AT2po6WWJuUSzqKFaoCPhj4Aq9cSi7gn9SEgfwlB417U_rqeqq7gDLu3vke6i0HIqnrfjgIKw-vGKvA-oNagBxIQzsPe1_by1Y58o2IwJYRvkRomqMzold7OiHh4S2mD5TJ5HLjGlSft7bumeaVvxg2v_NdiatThT6UZTa9ZpWQSGwqPrJSvEY-_XYP2aY13P2gnP_rn_YquLGmeWoazn1PdX90fbyqpo02MabaqJIgOfXL-r6zgA1Ac-2whoCLDppjzgYJpmTvH0XU_ri_VL8ba1VNuV4oqiONIiAhE1BggPnvSJZd8tomIz7PA5cddAw2Ie8NCG1dMM5wjIuumsufn8i5KKOhollvgsEE7dAGD7QaF8o3PC_PdTwXLwAIvk_s3mmemEPyj6eG-D6Jgpcp3H0Y6_PW2TwV6OpsT-HZuluaYBR0ljzX64erN_OlffHiMu5claNLfq4Lm8fyAqWsD70UhD0Tv7UKMqU0NMeUJU4WGtj15mfeyPyrm-ZMiVlsH-OhrVdVCcdx469imcbA13ZwBpUUnnsen8ZwwLUiOiSE-KyCHB9LJP-txneMcUfUCzu7Ss_wH6f52ft4_LjFRZh08ViHrHzej7kAlk8MtjwVFwThtY3lAlJXOCCA-D2FoPwkbaitx4K1kolLfEtvtMpOBP8tOu8SreH8LCQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.politicalflare.com%2F2020%2F02%2Fnancy-pelosi-accuses-trump-of-being-on-drugs-during-state-of-the-union-address%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2K7jugMxkO5x9Y1kh0_xmY3quH3omKRlzx5JiFb6YUeo9IGhwYOSxyUwE&h=AT2po6WWJuUSzqKFaoCPhj4Aq9cSi7gn9SEgfwlB417U_rqeqq7gDLu3vke6i0HIqnrfjgIKw-vGKvA-oNagBxIQzsPe1_by1Y58o2IwJYRvkRomqMzold7OiHh4S2mD5TJ5HLjGlSft7bumeaVvxg2v_NdiatThT6UZTa9ZpWQSGwqPrJSvEY-_XYP2aY13P2gnP_rn_YquLGmeWoazn1PdX90fbyqpo02MabaqJIgOfXL-r6zgA1Ac-2whoCLDppjzgYJpmTvH0XU_ri_VL8ba1VNuV4oqiONIiAhE1BggPnvSJZd8tomIz7PA5cddAw2Ie8NCG1dMM5wjIuumsufn8i5KKOhollvgsEE7dAGD7QaF8o3PC_PdTwXLwAIvk_s3mmemEPyj6eG-D6Jgpcp3H0Y6_PW2TwV6OpsT-HZuluaYBR0ljzX64erN_OlffHiMu5claNLfq4Lm8fyAqWsD70UhD0Tv7UKMqU0NMeUJU4WGtj15mfeyPyrm-ZMiVlsH-OhrVdVCcdx469imcbA13ZwBpUUnnsen8ZwwLUiOiSE-KyCHB9LJP-txneMcUfUCzu7Ss_wH6f52ft4_LjFRZh08ViHrHzej7kAlk8MtjwVFwThtY3lAlJXOCCA-D2FoPwkbaitx4K1kolLfEtvtMpOBP8tOu8SreH8LCQ
https://www.facebook.com/liberals.united.now/?__tn__=kC-RH-R&eid=ARBvDqyNE-3_uXqOXtno_dUdncfAuohR6ZeFQtRt2-v1-KQ2IEaPlqMhZFGSskPZng-TIF8ruEHu0Fhv&hc_ref=ARTJ4U-KECuMw_4SVFizL8duy42utXZDc7vVh9L1LEIJVQqkiVzFUYQ_n-G8YtqwIB8&fref=nf&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAM2xbr0Gqp6sepj7aYdbWaWSM5vJLFIutN0xnri2xe4EIfY1-mcw20KQV6fao3yvdN_Ue8o_4lXRW4-255voVSO4GPqnrVLJdK8LdJ7XuF1bdMQk4kJhLYmuhEc1gdr6D61nGrMyyRg6s2D2aT8rK_yGJeTnnSk8CoSlqCjSVMmC-KJqmphL-a3bzoy8T7e2Do42vt--Ij1mb434wNJ8WDnKHDh0_uT5DHrnrC1eiaQoQ06vHbQRwyczwIMlu8WuQKGrkd_u_IFpERGW6Of3gEKjuNCtKopbUYSn7IY3dgJOszEclWlYifvXknvLsQDs69UnFmPRnR32lpLFixBezpU5oGuCw_MEWG7sTEBvLuxQ


https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/07/politics/alex-vindman-donald-trump-
impeachment/index.html The trumpian american debacle lays bare the 
philosophical dilemma confronting the very foundations of so-called 
american democracy (at best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). 
[ Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics distinguishes between democracy and 
ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially means rule by those incapable of 
ruling even themselves… as exemplified in and by the American and 
French concepts of 'democracy'. ]

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ex-Ethics Chief: This Is Just The Start Of 
Donald Trump's Authoritarianism https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/walter-
shaub-donald-trump-just-the-start-080224570.html "We’re in the heads-on-
pikes phase," warned Walter Shaub.

america today:
When Ivana trump reported decades ago how mentally ill mobster trump 
obsessively listened to hitler orations with admiration, who would have 
thought we’d see the upshot of such defective mindset made reality 
today. Indeed, broken america would be fertile ground for the likes of 
hitler et als this day as we see in trump et als. Really quite tragic, 
pathetic! Yet, as set forth in the links that follow, that tragic reality has 
been readily apparent for quite some time. No excuses are acceptable! 
america is the guilty nation without any credibility whatsoever, 
domestically or internationally! For the once great nation america there 
is no tomorrow!
Student Biden called ‘lying dog-faced pony soldier’ says she was 
humiliated 
https://nypost.com/2020/02/10/student-biden-called-lying-dog-faced-pony-
soldier-says-she-was-humiliated/?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=NYPOST [ Say it ain’t so sleepy joe!
obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? 

“It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder spent six years as 
attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their criminal wrongdoing 
or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-
collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year helping Wall Street 
bankers avoid criminal consequences.1

Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an 

https://nypost.com/2020/02/10/student-biden-called-lying-dog-faced-pony-soldier-says-she-was-humiliated/?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=NYPOST
https://nypost.com/2020/02/10/student-biden-called-lying-dog-faced-pony-soldier-says-she-was-humiliated/?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=NYPOST
https://nypost.com/2020/02/10/student-biden-called-lying-dog-faced-pony-soldier-says-she-was-humiliated/?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=NYPOST
https://nypost.com/2020/02/10/student-biden-called-lying-dog-faced-pony-soldier-says-she-was-humiliated/?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=NYPOST
https://nypost.com/2020/02/10/student-biden-called-lying-dog-faced-pony-soldier-says-she-was-humiliated/?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=NYPOST
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/walter-shaub-donald-trump-just-the-start-080224570.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/walter-shaub-donald-trump-just-the-start-080224570.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/walter-shaub-donald-trump-just-the-start-080224570.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/walter-shaub-donald-trump-just-the-start-080224570.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/07/politics/alex-vindman-donald-trump-impeachment/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/07/politics/alex-vindman-donald-trump-impeachment/index.html


empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with 
Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new
office raises serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be 
getting a major payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent 
companies under Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder 
agreed on a future job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.2...” ]

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

YAHOONEWS Politics Trump repeatedly asked Reince Priebus if 

https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY


Wisconsin badgers are 'mean to people,' how they 'work,' and what they 
eat, according to a new book https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-
repeatedly-asked-reince-priebus-172921256.html Business Insider 
February 12, 2020,

Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your Wife? https://www.politicalflare.com/2019/10/trump-
on-ivanka-is-it-wrong-to-be-more-sexually-attracted-to-your-own-daughter-
than-your-wife/?utm_source=right-rail-latest 

[ trump’s probing mind seeking answers to the most profound mysteries 
of the universe ... You can’t make this s**t up … this country is a total 
fraud, a total joke! ]
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other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Friday - March 20th, 2020 
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/Mwhk45nnl_U/dereferrer/?
redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com
%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5906913024540672%2F4733012298432512 

Today's Highlights:
• Things looked good early on today, with the major indices all higher 

across the board. 

• But in the afternoon things got ugly: About 90 minutes before the 

close stocks started to drop and never looked back. 

• Stocks closed at session lows with the major indices down 3.8% – 

4.6%. 

• Just a few developments since yesterday’s close: 

• California issued a “shelter in place” for the entire state. 

• The state of New York issued a stay at home order, with New 

York City having 1/3 of all U.S. COVID-19 cases. 

• And there were reports that Illinois will issue a shelter in place 

as well. 

• 14,000 cases of COVID-19 are confirmed in the U.S. and the 

World Health Organization says that health care systems are 

“collapsing” around the world. 

• With today’s 913 point drop the DOW finished with its worst week 

since 2008. 
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• And with this week’s losses, ALL of the gains since President Trump 

got elected have been erased. At one point stocks were up 49% from

Trump’s Inauguration Day to the DOW’s peak on February 12th. 

• Crude Oil (CL) was down again, dropping for the 4th day this week. 

With an 11.7% loss, Crude Oil finished at $22.89 a barrel. 

>> Click here to read the full story… 

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/Mwhk45nnl_U/dereferrer/?

redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com

%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5906913024540672%2F4733012298432512 

Market Update for Monday - February 10th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-10/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=6f0e0d834a0e0d45653f641f
f5e20b696844fcd1a35a326ef37e2a26408e3ff1 

Today's Highlights:

• The coronavirus continues to spread…just not to the markets.
• The major indices opened the day lower after China’s health ministry

reported 40,171 confirmed cases and a 910 deaths.
• But after the lower open stocks moved in just one direction in the 

morning – up!
• Both the S&P and NASDAQ finished with new record highs.
• Slack (WORK) saw a nice 15.4% gain today before trading was 

halted at 3:49pm ET. The move came after a report suggested that 
IBM (IBM) will have 350,000 of its employee’s use Slack’s 
communications technology.

• Tomorrow we’ll hear from Fed Chair Powell with his testimony before
the House Financial Services Committee.
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http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.
pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of 
governmental/sovereign immunity (as america has posited many 
times as a rule to hold other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-
donald-trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the 
American empire 

Trump's Refusal To Leave Iraq Is A Violation Of International Law 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-refusal-leave-iraq-violation-
083000473.html A US strike which killed Iranian general Qassem 
Soleimani in Baghdad in January, and the counter-strike by the 
Iranian military on US targets in 
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HUFFINGTONPOST
SPECIAL REPORT AMERICAN CANNIBALS: THE GOLDEN AGE OF 
WHITE-COLLAR CROOKS 
https://www.huffpost.com/highline/article/white-collar-crime/ [ This is
really quite an article/project/worthwhile read; although, curiously, 
the trillion-dollar wall street bailout/no-prosecutions is missing by all
but inference. ]
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governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of 
governmental/sovereign immunity (as america has posited many 
times as a rule to hold other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-
donald-trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the 
American empire 
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ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Sunday - February 9th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-09/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=044f54bdbfe35ef0b6a3ef6e
a4d4a2afa6962d1c92ac1407bd3dfd0422dea95d 
This Week's Highlights:

• What a week!
• Stocks were up nicely Monday, rallying after a strong open.
• Then on Tuesday, the S&P gapped higher and rallied again. And by 

the close, the S&P had erased the previous week’s losses.
• An unconfirmed coronavirus breakthrough and better than expected 

ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI data helped stocks rally on Wednesday. 
And with a push higher in the last hour of trading, the S&P and 
NASDAQ made new record highs.

• On Thursday, the S&P, DOW, and NASDAQ all made new record highs 
after China announced that they are cutting tariffs in half on $75 
billion in U.S. goods (a move planned with the Phase One deal).

• But on Friday, stocks dropped. But after 4 winning days and a march 
to record highs, a pullback was in order.

• Although stocks dropped on Friday, the S&P still managed to have 
its best week since June.

• Here’s what traders are focusing on:
• Earnings – As of Friday, 64% of the S&P 500 companies have 

reported Q4 earnings. And according to FactSet, 71% of the 
companies that have reported earnings have reported better than 
expected numbers.

• Jobs – On Friday, the Jobs Report was released with mixed results: 
225,000 Non-Farm Jobs were added (vs. 163,000 forecast), but the 
Unemployment Rate was up a tick to 3.6% (vs. a 3.5% forecast).

• Coronavirus – Traders shook off coronavirus concerns for most of 
the week. But on Friday, China confirmed 31,131 cases and 636 
deaths in the country. With reports that get worse and confirmation 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-09/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=044f54bdbfe35ef0b6a3ef6ea4d4a2afa6962d1c92ac1407bd3dfd0422dea95d
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-09/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=044f54bdbfe35ef0b6a3ef6ea4d4a2afa6962d1c92ac1407bd3dfd0422dea95d
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-09/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=044f54bdbfe35ef0b6a3ef6ea4d4a2afa6962d1c92ac1407bd3dfd0422dea95d


that the virus continues to spread globally, coronavirus will remain 
an issue. And it's uncertain just how much it will impact the global 
economy..

http://albertpeia.com 

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.
pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of 
governmental/sovereign immunity (as america has posited many 
times as a rule to hold other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-
donald-trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the 
American empire 

https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
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https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
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YAHOONEWS Politics 'Weekend Update' Does Epic Takedown Of 
Trump Over Impeachment, Attacks https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/
weekend-update-trump-colin-jost-michael-che-090815040.html

FACEBOOKNEWS

Susan Edelman Blank The fury of the Führer knows no bounds. [
america today: When Ivana trump reported decades ago how 
mentally ill mobster trump obsessively listened to hitler orations 
with admiration, who would have thought we’d see the upshot of 
such defective mindset made reality today. Indeed, broken america 
would be fertile ground for the likes of hitler et als this day as we 
see in trump et als. Really quite tragic, pathetic! Although as set 
forth in the links that follow, that tragic reality has been readily 
apparent for quite some time. No excuses are acceptable! america 
is the guilty nation without any credibility whatsoever! For the once 
great america there is no tomorrow! ]

Perma-Bear Albert Edwards Still Sees a Stock Market ‘Ice Age’ Coming. 
What He’s Worried About Now. 

DRUDGEREPORT
Trump slams federal judge in Roger Stone case… 
DOJ STEPS IN… 
4 prosecutors quit… 
Pelosi calls for investigation… 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is 
a total fraud! 

https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/482693-pelosi-calls-for-investigation-into-roger-stone-sentencing
https://apnews.com/f9addeca0df46d91442701d1420ed046
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-expected-to-scale-back-roger-stones-extreme-sentencing-recommendation-official
https://www.theweek.com/speedreads/895357/twitter-rampage-trump-attacks-federal-judge-set-sentence-roger-stone
https://www.barrons.com/articles/perma-bear-albert-edwards-sees-market-ice-age-looming-what-hes-worried-about-now-51581452731?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.barrons.com/articles/perma-bear-albert-edwards-sees-market-ice-age-looming-what-hes-worried-about-now-51581452731?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.facebook.com/susan.blank?__tn__=%2CdC-R-R&eid=ARAzNNuzikeTMUtjy8bVQh-yQaFH-CiBWfxjZZQDsUPTkwExdNXApxH1mwNlRKFQnk_z1KrCPCRLQpwl&hc_ref=ARQyRwTL_08N-6vTcUWE6yQz0AXUyjH3Zi4hNjDugXtgZRsERYXfSQRwxCaf6nyalE4&fref=nf
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/weekend-update-trump-colin-jost-michael-che-090815040.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/weekend-update-trump-colin-jost-michael-che-090815040.html


Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the 
sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior 
political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, 
officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-
005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever 

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…that’s what
he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 'HARDBALL' Matthews 
Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do 
….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'être 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos 
Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com ]

Andrea Cyr Al Peia we tried to warn them! No one could have predicted 
the extent of enabling he would come to receive.

For me, 2016, a warning to all indeed; albeit unheeded. Prior to that it 
was astonishment how feds, doj, courts et als were falling all over one 
another to cover-up substantial trump crimes. The answer, not obvious at 
first, was that they were all looking for that easy payday, one way or 
another. Laundered money needs a place to go. Stolen money, from the 
government, boondoggles, now emoluments in a very big way, needed 
protection/cover; hence, guilty mobster/criminal trump who needed 
protection/cover from prosecution. They’re all a bunch of criminal slugs, 
dependent on the illegal funds which are mindbogglingly huge, in the 
trillions. Democrats/republicans indistinguishably dirty; ie., White House 
Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head Will Be On A Pike' 

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.politicalflare.com%2F2020%2F01%2Fwhite-house-threat-vote-against-the-president-and-your-head-will-be-on-a-pike%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1_go0zw2xW_YDgNXBLonYnRcNihWSmG0rEoLDi4cKIhu3B1VNaZb2QT70&h=AT0SFRqlZtj264F7EUdWaA4CPDrC3IUzBku1NWHiISK5q-bf-W1vS1Q-5Awy4s_h5tKIO0qL9s1caz3iNF42IMNFAh7Te9AdPMKgI8ruS_BtOmMwXTadxUeh_uTU5BHnYH-THMc_WFJt0hg2ASEOGcOx
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.politicalflare.com%2F2020%2F01%2Fwhite-house-threat-vote-against-the-president-and-your-head-will-be-on-a-pike%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1_go0zw2xW_YDgNXBLonYnRcNihWSmG0rEoLDi4cKIhu3B1VNaZb2QT70&h=AT0SFRqlZtj264F7EUdWaA4CPDrC3IUzBku1NWHiISK5q-bf-W1vS1Q-5Awy4s_h5tKIO0qL9s1caz3iNF42IMNFAh7Te9AdPMKgI8ruS_BtOmMwXTadxUeh_uTU5BHnYH-THMc_WFJt0hg2ASEOGcOx
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/andrea.jean.cyr
http://albertpeia.com/
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
https://news.yahoo.com/mainstream-media-stunned-mueller-report-152236518.html
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf
https://news.grabien.com/story-matthews-livid-over-mueller-how-could-they-let-trump-hook
https://news.grabien.com/story-matthews-livid-over-mueller-how-could-they-let-trump-hook
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/04/william-barr-mueller-report-summary
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-005500147.html
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meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays, and pays well. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv 
version of ‘The Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably 
some guilt feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big
screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature 
are always for sale. 

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, 
there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric Holder 
spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks for their 
criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. Now, he’s set to 
rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making millions each year 
helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal consequences.1 Worse, it was just 
reported that the firm, Covington & Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor 
corner office for Holder awaiting his return. Combined with Holder’s purchase 
a year ago of a $1.5 million condo just 300 feet from his new office raises 
serious questions about how long Holder knew he would be getting a major 
payday from his old firm even while it continued to represent companies under
Department of Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future 
job offer, that alone could violate criminal laws.2 …”

CNN Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the 
DOJ revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the 
Ukraine aid freeze https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-
ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html WASHPOST 
Impeachment Diary The Senate impeachment trial was rigged! By Dana 
Milbank [ DUH! ] Trump won’t be removed. But we’ll be fine. By James B. 
Comey [ No, that’s not so, we won’t be fine … these gutless wonders, 
comey, mueller, freeh, barr, fbi/doj, et als are totally out to lunch and at 
the least if not overtly, eyes wide shut corrupt … typical americona! 
SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/james-comey-trump-wont-be-removed-but-well-be-fine/2020/01/31/95816ca0-4460-11ea-b503-2b077c436617_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/dana-milbank/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/dana-milbank/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/01/31/senate-impeachment-trial-was-rigged/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html
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DRUDGEREPORT OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; but, 
with trump rise inevitably that’s ‘WAS’ . For quite some time, if ever it was
truly so, america has not been one of the good guys. globalnews.ca 
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean 
Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 
memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. 
ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) ….. that’s 
what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg 
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 
'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? 
[ How? That’s what they do …..That’s all that they do…Their raison d'être
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos 
Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com 
http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
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https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/04/william-barr-mueller-report-summary
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2tpfLnshzslMqf9Tr18FFnMBMXbEY_uIwh4FBid0XKEYQ_EHfvwhEhr7k
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://www.rt.com/news/479584-stone-hollywood-censorship-money/


http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
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This Week's Highlights:

It was another wild week of trading.
But in the end, stocks finished the week higher.

Here’s what traders are focusing on:

Coronavirus
The virus has now spread to 12 countries and the numbers out of China 
continue to get worse. On Saturday, China said there are 68,500 
confirmed cases and there have been 1,655 deaths. But the real numbers 
could be worse: China has been reluctant to work with the CDC…a 
possible sign that China is being less than transparent about the virus 
and confirmed cases.
Earnings
More than 77% of S&P 500 companies have reported earnings. And so far
72% have beaten earnings expectations.

This upcoming week is a short trading week, with markets closed on 
Monday for Presidents’ Day.
Enjoy the 3-day weekend!!!
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How about Romney, Democrat/Independent, President 2020! 

Bloomberg reportedly considering Hillary Clinton as running mate [ He 
better think again. Time for clintons to get real jobs... Right! That will 
happen! http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonian.htm . clintons/obama/holder/biden paved 
the way for mentally ill mobster/criminal trump.]

And, there’s that other mobster/s**t, clinton; also as with mobster trump, 
an epstein-linked pedo-perve; and corrupt dumbya bush et als, huge 
illegal wealth transfers (ie., wall street bailouts, military industrial 
complex boondoggles, private contracts, kush (ie.ner)jobs/deals, etc.) 
obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, 
there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric 
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Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks
for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. 
Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences.1 Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. 2 …” ...One piece of s**t after another. Welcome to 
the great lie/fraud called fallen america! 

http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 

https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm?fbclid=IwAR3Dd-dENkMX37joSmGgAnpOvur2-67YPvPuQgrYeIC0JYNSsyf8Ej09zK8
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1HxKQcpVoUE4igkWgz0MqCbJ1zhRLP4wJD8CJR8-58aQRtmK3t1mRhJkY&h=AT3R6SlpOvvI_n5zXGIt0iBvrq2EfVKWgxK-riWHWnTtcSB7cwMlGZPfnBzKBKt1qoWukWEYAxMjEd9y0alY8AlERyEHu79b3-FPtKoshgcXyD4t4INYCG5zW56aiMpBOgOY


FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

CNN Prosecutors and other DOJ officials call on Barr to resign 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/16/politics/prosecutors-doj-officials-barr-
resign/index.html 

The rare statement from over 1,100 officials condemning the attorney 
general comes after a tumultuous week at the Justice Department [ Yes, 
very rare; but, that trump’s still standing means he/they have done their 
jobs ...(on the payrolls, emoluments, expensive stays at trump money 
laundering projects/hotels/resorts. Pathetic! ]

MSNBC Rule of law already broken where it involves Trump 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/rule-of-law-is-not-
threatened-but-broken-where-it-involves-trump-78806597779 [ Duh! That’s
what mobsters/gangsters do. Fashionably late realization is at best, 
defacto on the record but shoulder-shrugging coverups/crime/criminal 
tolerance is the reality. america’s a total fraud! ]

Former GOP Governor Bill Weld: Trump and Barr are trashing the rule of 
law [ Duh! That’s what mobsters/gangsters do. Fashionably late 
realization is at best, defacto on the record but shoulder-shrugging 
coverups/crime/criminal tolerance is the reality. america’s a total fraud! ]

CNN Federal prosecutors weigh new charges that bring Lev Parnas probe 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/politics/sdny-weighs-new-charges-fraud-guarantee/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/former-gop-governor-bill-weld-trump-and-barr-are-trashing-the-rule-of-law-78806085684
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/former-gop-governor-bill-weld-trump-and-barr-are-trashing-the-rule-of-law-78806085684
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/rule-of-law-is-not-threatened-but-broken-where-it-involves-trump-78806597779
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/rule-of-law-is-not-threatened-but-broken-where-it-involves-trump-78806597779
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/rule-of-law-is-not-threatened-but-broken-where-it-involves-trump-78806597779
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/16/politics/prosecutors-doj-officials-barr-resign/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/16/politics/prosecutors-doj-officials-barr-resign/index.html
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
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closer to Giuliani https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/politics/sdny-weighs-
new-charges-fraud-guarantee/index.html 
DRUDGEREPORT
14 Americans Flown Home From Cruise Have Virus...
Another quarantine...
Panic during evacuation as woman chants 'USA, USA' with no face mask 
on... 
Fears of global contagion as 3,000 passengers return to 40 countries... 
Couple Tests Positive After Hawaii Visit...
Did it originate in lab? 
Beijing fast-tracks new mask factory... 
Government offers bounties to rat out sick neighbors...
DEADLIER REINFECTION CAUSING SUDDEN HEART ATTACKS...
Now Locust plague reaches China… 

CNN
Coronavirus mystery puts globe on edge https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/
health/novel-coronavirus-surfaces-study/index.html 
China is destroying cash. Ships are quarantined. The effort to contain the
virus hinges on research into how long it lingers on surfaces. 

780 million affected by China virus crackdown

China's coronavirus crackdown is affecting nearly half its population, 
CNN analysis shows 

"FROM NO. 1 AND NO. 16 TO NO. 45

David Stockman | February 17, 2020
For most Americans the Constitution had become a hazy document, cited 
like the Bible on ceremonial occasions but forgotten in the daily 
transactions of life.

– Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., “The Imperial Presidency” (1973)

...

https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-17-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-17-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-17-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/health/novel-coronavirus-surfaces-study/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/health/novel-coronavirus-surfaces-study/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/health/novel-coronavirus-surfaces-study/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/health/novel-coronavirus-surfaces-study/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/health/novel-coronavirus-surfaces-study/index.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/locust-plague-reaches-coronavirus-hit-21513111
https://www.infowars.com/hubei-doctors-warn-of-even-deadlier-coronavirus-reinfection-causing-sudden-heart-attacks/
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/china-desperate-to-stop-coronavirus-turns-neighbor-against-neighbor/articleshow/73922967.cms
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-health-masks/beijing-to-fast-track-new-mask-factory-in-virus-fight-idUSKBN20B0WX
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8009669/Did-coronavirus-originate-Chinese-government-laboratory.html
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/a-hunt-for-clues-in-hawaii-after-a-tourist-couple-falls-ill-with-coronavirus/
https://fortune.com/2020/02/16/diamond-princess-cruise-ship-coronavirus/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8009967/Americans-leave-quarantined-Japan-ship-virus-cases-hit-355.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8009967/Americans-leave-quarantined-Japan-ship-virus-cases-hit-355.html
https://apnews.com/8296fc5a288587fe08a70fb72d4c433c
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fourteen-americans-headed-home-from-coronavirus-cruise-ship-test-positive-11581931972
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/politics/sdny-weighs-new-charges-fraud-guarantee/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/politics/sdny-weighs-new-charges-fraud-guarantee/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/17/politics/sdny-weighs-new-charges-fraud-guarantee/index.html


Today, we honor George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, two of the 
most significant figures in American history.

No. 1 and No. 16 wouldn’t recognize No. 45. Nor would they recognize any
“chief magistrate” of the 20th century, much less anyone else who’s 
“administered the executive branch of the Government” in the 21st.

Teddy Roosevelt made the “bully pulpit,” while FDR set the stage for new 
superpowers to replace the old. And Ike teed up the “military-industrial 
complex” for his successors – including JFK, Tricky Dick, my old boss, 
both Bushes, Slick Willy, and Barry the Bomber – to make it an “imperial 
presidency.”

But nobody and nobody brings the kingly authoritarianism like the Donald.

So, let’s be reminded, today, of the humility and the dignity that used to 
grace the office.

Here are opening and closing paragraphs from President George 
Washington’s “Farewell Address” and the “Bliss Copy” of President 
Abraham Lincoln’s “Gettysburg Address”…
“Farewell Address”

September 19, 1796

Friends and Fellow Citizens:

The period for a new election of a citizen to administer the Executive 
Government of the United States being not far distant, and the time 
actually arrived when your thoughts must be employed in designating the
person who is to be clothed with that important trust, it appears to me 
proper, especially as it may conduce to a more distinct expression of the 
public voice, that I should now apprise you of the resolution I have 
formed to decline being considered among the number of those out of 
whom a choice is to be made.

I beg you at the same time to do me the justice to be assured that this 
resolution has not been taken without a strict regard to all the 
considerations appertaining to the relation which binds a dutiful citizen 
to his country; and that in withdrawing the tender of service, which 
silence in my Situation might imply, I am influenced by no diminution of 



zeal for your future interest, no deficiency of grateful respect for your 
past kindness, but am supported by a full conviction that the step is 
compatible with both.

…

Though in reviewing the incidents of my Administration I am unconscious
of intentional error, I am nevertheless too sensible of my defects not to 
think it probable that I may have committed many errors. Whatever they 
may be, I fervently beseech the Almighty to avert or mitigate the evils to 
which they may tend. I shall also carry with me the hope that my country 
will never cease to view them with indulgence, and that, after forty-five 
years of my life dedicated to its service with an upright zeal, the faults of
incompetent abilities will be consigned to oblivion, as myself must soon 
be to the mansions of rest.

Relying on its kindness in this as in other things, and actuated by that 
fervent love toward it which is so natural to a man who views in it the 
native soil of himself and his progenitors for several generations, I 
anticipate with pleasing expectation that retreat in which I promise 
myself to realize without alloy the sweet enjoyment of partaking in the 
midst of my fellow-citizens the benign influence of good laws under a free
government--the ever-favorite object of my heart, and the happy reward, 
as I trust, of our mutual cares, labors, and dangers.

GO. WASHINGTON.

The Most Important Book You'll Read Before the 2020 Election

Find out exactly why the future of America is truly at grave risk, in Peak 
Trump, the latest book from David Stockman. This is the only place 
where you’ll see a former White House director expose the Deep State, 
all their lies and the true dangers they pose to our freedoms and wealth. 
Even Donald Trump doesn’t stand a chance to protect us from what's in 
store.

Grab your copy today!
“Gettysburg Address”

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this 
continent, a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the 
proposition that all men are created equal.



Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or 
any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met 
on a great battle-field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of 
that field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that 
that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do
this.

But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate – we can not consecrate – we 
can not hallow – this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who 
struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or 
detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, 
but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to 
be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here 
have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated 
to the great task remaining before us – that from these honored dead we 
take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full 
measure of devotion – that we here highly resolve that these dead shall 
not have died in vain – that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth 
of freedom – and that government of the people, by the people, for the 
people, shall not perish from the earth.

A. LINCOLN

November 19, 1863
A Steady Lead

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential roulette in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.



Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,
David"

"THE RED PONZI LOOKS FLUSHED 

David Stockman | February 18, 2020 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/ 

Before mass leaders seize the power to fit reality to their lies, their 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/


propaganda is marked by its extreme contempt for facts as such, for in 
their opinion fact depends entirely on the power of man who can 
fabricate it.

– Hannah Arendt, “The Origins of Totalitarianism” (1951)

...

Late last week, following a staff meeting, Chris Scott, who recently had 
to cut short a long-planned visit to China, emailed our editor with a note 
about the coronavirus:

Don’t think this story is going away tomorrow. The below interview is 
eye-opening. I had cold symptoms at the end of the “14-day” incubation 
period (Chinese studies suggest it is 24 days), but the CDC said I wasn't 
eligible for testing (and their testing kits were faulty anyway), nor did 
they recommend isolation. Some studies show that the vast majority of 
cases only show mild cold symptoms. 

And that’s what’s happening across the globe. This a viewer comment on 
the below video:

“Yet, when I did the right thing and went to the hospital here in Australia 
as I had some symptoms and we were in Hong Kong and the Philippines 
until late Jan 2020, they told me I was a borderline case and I would not 
be tested...umm sorry WHAT?......And, apparently THAT advice came from
our National Health Dept. Never mind, that I am an elementary teacher 
around students all day. If that is the government's response, then this is 
going to explode.”

Seems strange to me that authorities everywhere are just pretending this
is going away and will “work out fine,” as Trump said. That doesn't seem 
plausible based on what basically all of the research shows.

[Click here to see the video Chris references]

And here’s our correspondent with the latest on the outbreak…
Two Ways to Die: Choose One

By Chris Scott

Over the coming days and weeks, the managers of China’s grand 



experiment in “state capitalism” – or “market communism” or whatever 
term you prefer – have the unenviable task of choosing between two grim
fates for their country’s people.

Disease, or unemployment?

Apparently, the “People’s Leader” Xi Jinping is leaning towards the 
former – unless you live where he does in Beijing, where they've stepped 
up quarantine restrictions.

The most important development this week is that the man chosen to 
spearhead the national COVID-19 response, Premier Li Keqiang, sounded 
just about ready to declare victory

Here’s what Li said in a meeting on Monday:

Positive results have been achieved in the prevention and control of the 
epidemic through great endeavor… The possibility of a wider epidemic 
outbreak has been avoided through strengthened prevention and control 
measures, the meeting noted, adding that a positive trend has emerged 
nationwide in curbing the epidemic.

There’s very little evidence that this thing is over. But there are growing 
fears of widespread unemployment resulting from the impact of strict 
quarantine measures on businesses.

China’s biggest job recruiting website said this week that a survey found 
a full 10% of firms were “on the verge of death.”

About a third of those surveyed said they were planning job cuts, and 
another third weren’t prepared to pay employees on time.

In that context, the positive tone may just be a ploy to get people back to
work. The primary source of legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party’s
leadership has always been and will always be economic growth and 
prosperity.

These charts will explain why the dead bodies piling up in Wuhan (which, 
many claim, are being vastly undercounted) are less scary than potential 
blow to the economy from this crisis.

Here’s a look at average road congestion across 100 cities in China…



[Chart]
This is coal consumption by power plants…

[Chart]
Here are daily property sales in 30 major cities, in thousands of units…

[Chart]
And this is the wholesale price index for food…

[Click to Enlarge]

There are essentially two potential outcomes from this crisis in the short 
to medium term. It’s impossible to tell which one is more likely because 
experts simply don’t have enough information yet to gauge when the 
pandemic will come under control.

If it comes under control within the next several months, Xi and his 
lackeys will claim triumphant victory.

They’ve done this successfully in the past, including when dealing with a 
devastating earthquake in Sichuan province more than a decade ago, and
the SARS outbreak before that.

If the crisis lingers into the summer, the blow to the economy would be 
devastating in a way the earthquake simply couldn’t: It affects the whole 
country.

And that’s also crucial element to remember about the new virus itself. 
While the suffering has been mostly concentrated in one province, the 
disruption has been nationwide and hasn’t spared the well-connected and
those in the middle and upper-middle class. It has also been much worse 
in scale than the SARS outbreak.

Wall Street, and many veteran China politics watchers, see this resolving 
itself and ultimately turning into a win for the party – “We got through this
because of the strength of our system, not despite it,” the official 
narrative will read.

Judging from recent stock-price movement, that’s the base-case scenario
for Wall Street.

But China still hasn't really gotten back to work yet. We must wait and 



see whether optimistic words from Beijing will be followed by a 
resumption of coal burning.

If this drags on and the economy fails to heat back up, this represents a 
tail risk on par with the 2008 financial crisis.
“Tail Risk?” “Crisis?” Look No Further…

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential roulette in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.



The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,
David"

DRUDGEREPORT
10 PLAGUES HITTING PLANET SIMULTANEOUSLY...
Locust Outbreak Spreads... 
Book of Revelation apocalypse seal 'broken' as swarm reaches China… 
http://albertpeia.com/endtimesapocalypse.gif 

VIRUS TAKES BITE OF APPLE... 
World Closes Doors to China... 
Russia bans citizens... 
Beijing Detains Activist Who Accused Xi of Cover-Up... 
Senior doctor dies as authorities 'round up' patients... 
Villager tied to post for refusing to wear mask... 
Towns 'sealed shut'; 58 million on lockdown... 
$600 million in cash destroyed to stop spread... 
Thieves steal 6,000 masks in Japan... 
Cruise quarantine 'went awry,' official says... 
U.S. Cases Nearly Double With No End in Sight... 

CNN Trump's pardon spree deepens crisis gripping American justice 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/19/politics/donald-trump-pardons/index.html

[ What justice? http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s 
(non-governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of 
governmental/sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as 
a rule to hold other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ] 
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm?fbclid=IwAR1jOeeLlTdEKYp2tdakXUgTrzRz6VTZD0UMZqCS5DVPXj6PvaXuCaEyv_Y
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/19/politics/donald-trump-pardons/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/19/politics/donald-trump-pardons/index.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/right-wing-activists-discussed-wiretapping-seth-richs-family-three-people-in-the-room-say
https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/cruises/2020/02/17/coronavirus-official-explains-diamond-princess-cruise-quarantine-fail/4785290002/
https://news.yahoo.com/bare-faced-robbery-thieves-steal-6-000-hygiene-093704500.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/china-destroys-600-million-cash-21520944
https://www.the-sun.com/news/416085/coronavirus-china-puts-58million-people-in-lockdown-indefinitely-as-towns-and-villages-sealed-shut-to-stop-epidemic/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8015737/Chinese-villager-tied-post-scolded-refusing-wear-face-mask.html
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/feb/18/senior-wuhan-doctor-dies-from-coronavirus-as-authorities-start-to-round-up-patients
https://dnyuz.com/2020/02/17/china-detains-activist-who-accused-xi-of-coronavirus-cover-up/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200218171512-gh2fj
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amid-coronavirus-the-world-closes-its-doors-to-china-i-feel-so-isolated-11582060811
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/18/chip-stocks-dive-after-apples-coronavirus-warning-led-by-iphone-suppliers.html
http://albertpeia.com/endtimesapocalypse.gif
https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1243557/locast-swarm-china-coronavirus-book-revelation-seventh-seal-trumpet-jesus-christ-god-spt
https://news.yahoo.com/huge-locust-outbreak-east-africa-152610718.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/10-plagues-that-are-hitting-our-planet-simultaneously


https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

CNN The President effectively undid complex prosecutions, ignored jury 
decisions and usurped government prosecutors who put years into high-
profile cases 

MSNBC Trump issues pardons, calls himself nation's top law enforcement
official https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-issues-pardons-
calls-himself-nation-s-top-law-enforcement-official-78985285976 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm [This country is such a joke, 
such a total fraud! ]

YAHOONEWS World The Daily Beast Trump Offered Assange Pardon if He 
Covered Up Russian Hack, WikiLeaks Founder’s Lawyer Claims 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-offered-assange-pardon-covered-
171516819.html 

"Resilient? Ridiculous! https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-red-
ponzi-looks-flushed/

David Stockman | February 19, 2020

When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men in a society, over 
the course of time they create for themselves a legal system that 
authorizes it and a moral code that glorifies it.

– Frédéric Bastiat, The Law (1850)

...

In case you were still wondering, The Wall Street Journal has already 
explained it all:

The Dow industrials added as many as 500 points on speculation that 
economic growth will prove to be resilient as fiscal and monetary 
policies blunt the impact of the coronavirus outbreak on China’s 
economy.

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-offered-assange-pardon-covered-171516819.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-offered-assange-pardon-covered-171516819.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-offered-assange-pardon-covered-171516819.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-offered-assange-pardon-covered-171516819.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-issues-pardons-calls-himself-nation-s-top-law-enforcement-official-78985285976
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-issues-pardons-calls-himself-nation-s-top-law-enforcement-official-78985285976
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-issues-pardons-calls-himself-nation-s-top-law-enforcement-official-78985285976
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-issues-pardons-calls-himself-nation-s-top-law-enforcement-official-78985285976
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/19/politics/donald-trump-pardons/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/19/politics/donald-trump-pardons/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/19/politics/donald-trump-pardons/index.html
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0h0AHE8_mRo6Bjiv0PHTJPfJkzvyvCjx0yIbSjElLijyGn_cr9yzNUAy0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3C48_s7U73zBiu4p1vmdubDla0pA-1Y--1TGjuqBDQgyZp4z-9iIdekLk&h=AT0khI5wJTD8YUDANXOQOfiWkZ5-c-eSzgr4hMlUwffP69s0kzFvr-suKTGqU9miZyUbLuqG98W94oEoLueFEYp2gCJXA6jZgRC8qxZ9nga7ndNUhJXI9pHfBJVAw7K21d-R


That’s news-ticker fodder from two weeks ago. But, of course, the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average is up big again today on refreshed hope of a 
quick end to the story.

To quote our U.S.-China correspondent Chris Scott, “Don’t think this story
is going away tomorrow.”

I read that as both observation and admonition.

That’s because China is going offline and off the rails at the same time, 
as Red Emperor Xi Jinping imposes marshal law and places upwards of 
50 million citizens under house arrest.

Supply chains all over the world are buckling.

What started with Hyundai Motor Co. and its sister Kia Motors Corp. 
suspending auto assembly lines in South Korea was crystalized by Apple 
Inc.’s (AAPL) announcement that it would miss revenue guidance for its 
fiscal 2020 second quarter.

But there is no fear on Wall Street. The coronavirus will be gone by 
spring, at which time any hits to sales and earnings will be excused as 
one-time inconveniences and dismissed as ancient history.

Oh, but the giddy cheer in the casino is not rooted in a decent regard for 
capitalism’s inherent risks and volatilities.

It’s all down to worship of all-powerful economic agents of the state.

[Insert]

The fiscal and monetary authorities are presumed to always and 
everywhere have the back of financial speculators. They exist mainly to 
underwrite Wall Street’s entitlement to ever-rising asset prices, world 
without end.

These rallies to new highs are not about “resilience.”

They’re owing to blind faith that central banks will come to the rescue 
with still another tidal wave of dishonest money, that China will remain 
the world’s “growth engine,” that concentration of financial, economic, 
and political power is the way to foster and sustain permanent prosperity.



Remember, the Red Ponzi we allude to is a debt-entombed freak of 
history, now – more than ever, perhaps – rooted in the cult of an infallible 
and all-powerful Great Leader…

That’s exactly how the Red Ponzi is rolling these days as the coronavirus 
tightens its grip. State-controlled media have deified Xi as the veritable 
savior who will single-handedly deliver the nation from the pandemic’s 
clutches:

A People’s Daily front-page editorial said the battle against the 
coronavirus is a “people’s war,” and as long as the great Chinese people 
“more closely rally around the CCP with comrade Xi Jinping as the core,” 
they will be able to win this war.

Xinhua News Agency summarized Xi’s orders on controlling the virus 
outbreak, again saying that Xi “has been personally directing, and 
personally planning” everything on this matter. And, thanks to his efforts, 
things are done effectively and orderly.

The Communist Party chief of Hubei province, Jiang Chaoliang, a former 
top banking executive, said in a press conference that the Hubei 
government will “deeply reflect” on their performance controlling the 
virus outbreak, so to learn the lessons, as instructed by Xi Jinping.

Indeed, it puts you in mind of exactly 54 years ago, when, after being 
cloistered for months plotting to regain control of the Middle Kingdom, 
Chairman Mao returned to duty by taking a record-breaking swim – 
allegedly 15 kilometers in a mere 65 minutes – at the Wuhan Bridge on 
the Yangtze River.

The message was that if the aging Chairman could conquer the mighty 
Yangtze, surely the nation could brave the economic and political storms 
then raging and overcome the adversities that had attended the failure of
the Great Leap Forward and the tens of millions of famine deaths that 
stalked the land as a consequence.

Of course, even the Great Man is not always right. After Mao completed 
his legendary swim in Wuhan, he launched the even more catastrophic 
Cultural Revolution. But his swimming speed record holds to this very 
day…

Even in the more credulous times of 1966, the outside world laughed at 



Mao’s feat.

But not so much today, even in these more cynical times, regarding the 
current Chairman of the Communist Party of China.

The Great Helmsman and world-historic killer’s heir and assign, Xi 
Jinping, is feted by the assembled billionaires and grifters at Davos, 
heralded on Wall Street as the genius who can make the trains run on 
time and gross domestic product (GDP) grow quarter after quarter after 
quarter with uncanny predictability and regularity.

Look, not a single even quasi-capitalist economy in all of recorded 
history has ever posted results remotely like China’s in the modern era.

Yet purported capitalists on Wall Street and in Imperial Washington 
assume global growth can’t/won’t falter because – coronavirus or no – 
Chairman Xi will just keep swimming.

Then again, if you believe the following chart, you’re probably buying the 
dips along with your Florida swampland. At some point, credulity has no 
antidote…

[Chart]

The statists who confected this simulacrum of a GDP chart are now busy 
flooding the world with propaganda and misdirection about China’s 
alleged herculean efforts to vanquish this virus.

Stunts like building a prefabricated prison/tomb-like “hospital” in 10 days 
in Wuhan are fronted as evidence of Xi’s absolute power to stop the 
pandemic cold and right the ship of state.

The reality is the new tsunami of credit and commands from Beijing will 
only accelerate the Red Ponzi’s eventual rendezvous with entropic decay 
and dissolution.

You simply can’t subject a people or their economy to this kind of 
unrelenting flow of centrally directed credit and command and expect a 
stable, sustainable, low-error outcome.

That’s the real reason why reasonably free markets are not optional and 
roughly honest monies are essential.



The fact that China is not the marvel of reliability and relentless growth 
that it’s cracked up to be has dire implications for the rest of the planet.

China consumes more than 58% of the world’s $360 billion 
semiconductor supply because it’s the computer-age assembly shop of 
the global economy. And, by the way, that figure was just 18% back in 
2003, when the far less virulent SARS episode occurred.

So, if the Red Ponzi finally reaches its breakdown point, we’re not talking 
just about its 19% share of global GDP.

We’re talking about a horrendous potential disruption of the entire supply
of gadgets and goods upon which the world vitally depends.

The Fed and other developed-world central banks have even less power 
to foster sustainable prosperity than even Chairman Xi.

Xi can, apparently, still build modern day pyramids – or scores of empty 
cities, 60 million unoccupied apartments, hundreds of unvisited shopping 
centers, thousands of miles of untraveled highways, hundreds of little-
used train stations, airports, public arenas, and other public baubles, and
hundreds of billions worth of redundant industrial capacity for steel, 
cement, and construction infrastructure.

These get totted up into GDP in Keynesian fashion, even if the embedded 
debt and malinvestment results in the eventual diminution of wealth, not 
its expansion.

But monetary central planners in the U.S., Japan, and Europe have been 
printing money so egregiously for so long that they no longer have any 
measurable impact on Main Street.

And that is why all this talk of “resilience” is simply ridiculous.
Be Your Own Investor

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential roulette in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.



And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,

David Stockman"



ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Wednesday - Feb 19th, 2020
Market Update Feb 19th 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-19/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=32993e65dc34575c3efc268
f2744bb89b218dc52b043bf6dfa73846fd56e3920
Today's Highlights:

Stocks opened higher and never looked back!
One of the main reasons behind the rally are reports that the coronavirus
seems to be slowing down. On Wednesday, there were 1,749 new cases 
which is the lowest number of new confirmed cases since late January.
In the afternoon, the Fed released minutes from their January 
meeting.The minutes showed that the Fed believes rates will stay at 
current levels for now.
With today’s gains, the S&P and NASDAQ finished with new record highs.
Tesla (TSLA) was on the move again today after an analyst upgrade. The 
stock finished with its best close ever. Up 6.9%, Tesla closed at $916.96 a
share.

DRUDGEREPORT
BOOK: Zuckerberg consumed by public image... 
Gets armpits blow-dried before speeches… 
https://www.businessinsider.com/zuckerberg-sweat-armpit-hair-blow-dry-
big-events-new-book-2020-2 [ Wow … no wonder he’s so kind to the 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. ]

Army fights voracious locusts...
'Panic mode'... 
'Nothing left': Fields stripped by swarm... 
10 PLAGUES HITTING PLANET SIMULTANEOUSLY... 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/10-plagues-that-are-hitting-our-planet-simultaneously
https://news.trust.org/item/20200219145345-e89fd
https://news.yahoo.com/uganda-army-fights-voracious-desert-locusts-115930924.html
https://news.yahoo.com/uganda-army-fights-voracious-desert-locusts-115930924.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/zuckerberg-sweat-armpit-hair-blow-dry-big-events-new-book-2020-2
https://www.businessinsider.com/zuckerberg-sweat-armpit-hair-blow-dry-big-events-new-book-2020-2
https://www.businessinsider.com/zuckerberg-sweat-armpit-hair-blow-dry-big-events-new-book-2020-2
https://nypost.com/2020/02/19/mark-zuckerberg-reportedly-gets-his-armpits-blow-dried-before-speeches/
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-19/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=32993e65dc34575c3efc268f2744bb89b218dc52b043bf6dfa73846fd56e3920
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Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 
new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. 
Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans 
particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new 
age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ]

CNN
America's Russia nightmare is back 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/21/politics/donald-trump-russia-2020-
election/index.html 

Analysis The President's defensive response to new Russia interference 
drama already appears to be exacerbating the damage caused by 
Moscow's meddling

Russia is looking to help Trump win in 2020, election security official told
lawmakers 

Goldman Sachs warns of stock market correction 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/20/investing/goldman-sachs-stocks/index.ht
ml 

Stone was convicted of lying to Congress and threatening a witness 
regarding his efforts for Trump's 2016 run. Trump says he'd like to see 
Stone exonerated. 

Stone sentenced to 40 months in prison after Trump complains about 
prosecutors 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/20/politics/roger-stone-sentencing-hearing/index.html
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“ WITH A CAPITAL “B” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/with-a-
capital-b/ 

David Stockman | February 20, 2020

All the light had fallen away from the world, with only the fog illuminated 
now. Even the stars struggled against the black, managing only the 
slightest pinpricks of twinkles through a gloom that was both everywhere
and nowhere at once. It wasn’t the dark of night; it was the tenebrous 
shadow of bad omens.

– C. Robert Cargill, Dreams and Shadows (2013)

...

I want to get to Michael Coolbaugh’s weekly market commentary pretty 
quickly today, because he’s got some more fascinating things to say 
about the present setup, including this: “Something BIG is brewing!”

But, first, I want to point out that even some corners of Wall Street are 
starting to turn a little darker.

This morning, the banned-from-Twitter shit-stirrers over at Zero Hedge 
shared the following notes hot off the Quantitative Derivative Strategies 
desk at Morgan Stanley:

Fed ‘liquidity’ has powered the S&P 500 to a 16% gain since they 
announced Permanent Open Market Operations in October 2019, while 
the NDX is up a cool 26% (total returns). The rally makes sense in the 
context of a Fed that is continuing to print money until at least April, and 
beyond that likely continues to try to fight the structural forces of 
deflation with the only tool they have. But at the same time consensus is 
that the rally in Tech/Growth continues, and investors should be 
increasingly concerned with some of extremes being priced into 
markets….

Turning to the data – first consider that breadth over the past six months 
has been the narrowest since at least 2005, with only 38% of S&P 500 
constituents outperforming the index.

Here’s the chart depicting the breadth data…



[Chart]

Here’s one more alarm: “The five largest companies are all Tech names 
and currently make up 18% of the S&P 500 market cap, but less than 
14% of the total S&P 500 earnings…”

Now, here’s Mike…
This Is All Very Ominous

By Michael Coolbaugh

I don’t mean to sound alarmist, but…

Something BIG is brewing!

Back in late December, and again in late January, I touched on the 
possibility of a Currency War to begin the new decade. Most of this type 
of scenario-building centers around not only the words coming from 
monetary central planners but their blatant actions as well.

There were hints as far back as a few months ago. And then there was 
the occasional road sign like the European Central Bank (ECB) press 
conference in late January.

If you haven’t been paying attention to the flashing neon billboard, well, 
it’s time to take notice.

It’s not so much that the ECB, the Federal Reserve, the Bank of England, 
or the Bank of Japan have told us anything different in the past two 
weeks.

Nope; we’re past the stage of listening to what they have to say.

What I’m focused on is the resounding message from global markets that 
fiat currencies are in a spiral. Here’s gold priced in euros…

[Chart]

This is the Midas metal priced in Japanese yen…

[Chart]

And, for good measure, here it is in Chinese renminbi…



[Chart]

So, with every other fiat currency across the globe devaluing against the 
same benchmark, should we expect any different in relation to the U.S. 
dollar?

[Chart]

Forget the fact that monetary central planners-gone-Kardashian haven’t 
explicitly told us they’re devaluing these meaningless pieces of paper. 
They’ve already cranked up their printing presses into overdrive!

So, yes, gold appears quite attractive to begin the new decade.

But here’s where things can get hairy…

At first blush, wide-open monetary spigots should help support financial 
assets around the world.

BUT…

Early indications suggest the Fed mistakenly brought a water pistol to a 
super soaker free-for-all.

Here’s what I mean…

Despite a valiant effort to pull one over the eyes of the public, the Fed’s 
“not QE” program has not been enough to weaken the greenback. In fact, 
the U.S. Dollar Index just broke above the high set in September 2019, 
just before the Fed went back to the well.

[Chart]

Unfortunately, that’s only the beginning.

What we have today is a toxic concoction of extreme complacency, 
based upon the illusion that monetary central planners will always 
remain firmly in control, and an over-indebted global economy.

[Chart]

The problem with an over-indebted global economy is that much of it 
comes in the form of dollar-denominated debt due to the U.S. dollar’s 



status as the “global reserve currency.” It is almost literally the focal 
point of the whole financial world.

So, what we find is that when the global economy slows, investors begin 
to pull money from the riskier parts of the world; think “emerging” and 
“frontier” markets like Argentina or Nigeria.

It’s also why the greenback is the recipient of your traditional “safe-
haven” bid when capital flows out of more fragile economies.

Concerning enough, right?

Well, wait, I’m not done…

Click here to continue reading… https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/
with-a-capital-b/ “
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https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

DRUDGEREPORT
ROHRABACHER: I DID OFFER ASSANGE PARDON... 

How Deutsche Bank Helped Finance Donald Trump’s Political Rise https://
www.barrons.com/articles/how-deutsche-bank-helped-finance-donald-
trump-political-rise-51582050221?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS [ Don’t forget the trump/u.s.scotus tony kennedy/son 
trump connection … deja vu all over again … america is such a total 
fraud! ]

Deutsche Bank Admits It Helped Hitler : Confronting a Dark ...

www.nytimes.com › 1995/02/22 › business › worldbusiness › IHT-deuts...
Feb 22, 1995 - Deutsche Bank AG actively aided the expropriation of 
Jewish ... joined the Nazi Party before 1933, many "opportunists" did so 
after Hitler ...

Biggest German Bank Admits and Regrets Dealing in Nazi ...

www.nytimes.com › 1998/08/01 › world › biggest-german-bank-admits...

https://www.nytimes.com/1998/08/01/world/biggest-german-bank-admits-and-regrets-dealing-in-nazi-gold.html
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Aug 1, 1998 - Germany's biggest bank, Deutsche Bank AG, acknowledged 
yesterday that it had dealt in Nazi gold during World War II and said it 
''regrets most deeply injustices that occurred. ... Both banks have long 
been regarded by other historians as having played key roles in the 
financing of the ...

The Deutsche Bank and the Nazi Economic War against the ...

www.amazon.com › Deutsche-Bank-Nazi-Economic-against
Deutsche Bank, Germany's largest financial institution, played an 
important role in the expropriation of Jewish-owned enterprises during 
the Nazi dictatorship, ...

The Deutsche Bank and the Nazi Economic War against the ...

muse.jhu.edu › article › pdf
by MT Allen - 2003
The Deutsche Bank and the Nazi Economic War against the. Jews: The 
Expropriation of Jewish-Owned Property (review). Michael Thad Allen. 
Holocaust and ...

Deutsche Bank's Auschwitz Role Tangles Takeover in U.S. ...

www.latimes.com › archives › la-xpm-1999-feb-05-fi-5041-story
Feb 5, 1999 - Deutsche Bank AG, Germany's biggest bank, said Thursday 
that it helped finance construction of the Nazi death camp at Auschwitz--
a surprise ...

How failing banks paved Hitler's path to power | World Economic Forum

www.weforum.org › agenda › 2019/04 › how-failing-banks-paved-hi...
Apr 16, 2019 - A branch of Germany's largest business bank, Deutsche 
Bank AG, ... we show that the German banking crisis was crucial to 
boosting the Nazi ...

Deutsche Bank Reveals Nazi Link; Bankers Trust Deal May ...

www.wsj.com › articles

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB918167761316552000
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB918167761316552000
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/04/how-failing-banks-paved-hitlers-path-to-power-financial-crisis-and-right-wing-extremism-in-germany-1931-33/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/04/how-failing-banks-paved-hitlers-path-to-power-financial-crisis-and-right-wing-extremism-in-germany-1931-33/
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1999-feb-05-fi-5041-story.html
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1999-feb-05-fi-5041-story.html
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/45697/pdf
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/45697/pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Deutsche-Bank-Nazi-Economic-against/dp/0521803292
https://www.amazon.com/Deutsche-Bank-Nazi-Economic-against/dp/0521803292


Feb 5, 1999 - FRANKFURT -- Deutsche Bank AG disclosed that it helped to
finance the construction of Auschwitz, the Nazi death camp, a revelation 
that ...

Review: The Nazi Dictatorship and the Deutsche Bank ...

www.dialoginternational.com › dialog_international › 2010/09 › revi...
Sep 2, 2010 - Princeton historian Harold James' book The Nazi 
Dictatorship and the Deutsche Bank is a fascinating look a Germany's 
largest bank during the ...

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - February 20th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-20/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d166e956bbb5922e2f6e92a
d9872db17121216c3a82d754a88f6751e8a28a7b5
Today's Highlights:

Stocks slide…but it could have been worse!

The major indices opened lower, but a little more than an hour into the 
session the major indices were positive.

But then out of nowhere stocks tanked: Between 10:45am and 11:45am 
ET the major indices dropped more than 1.3%. But what was really 
strange is there wasn’t a catalyst or much of an explanation for the drop.

After the 1-hour slide, stocks bounced back. And by the close the major 
indices had erased a large part of the morning losses.

Morgan Stanley (MS) joined the “broker wars” today with a deal to buy E-
Trade (ETFC) for $13 billion. Morgan Stanley finished the day with a 4.6% 
loss while E-Trade jumped 21.8%.

Gold (GC) hit a 7-year high today with a 0.6% gain.

https://www.dialoginternational.com/dialog_international/2010/09/review-the-nazi-dictatorship-and-the-deutsche-bank.html
https://www.dialoginternational.com/dialog_international/2010/09/review-the-nazi-dictatorship-and-the-deutsche-bank.html


PENCE’S THEME [ To the tune of "Sing a Song of Sixpence" , a well-
known English nursery rhyme, the now well known american criminal 
nursery rhyme. ] 

Let's sing a song of sick pence,

the toady boy of trump,

No we can not see him cause he's so 

far up donny's rump,

Now some are crying black face,

No that's just not the case,

It's just a bit of trump’s own s**t 

though but a trace!

MARKETWATCH
Trump angered after lawmakers told Russia is aiding his reelection 
efforts: report https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-angered-after-
lawmakers-told-russia-is-aiding-his-reelection-efforts-report-2020-02-20?
link=MW_latest_news 

CNN
America's Russia nightmare is back 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/21/politics/donald-trump-russia-2020-
election/index.html 

Analysis The President's defensive response to new Russia interference 
drama already appears to be exacerbating the damage caused by 
Moscow's meddling

Russia is looking to help Trump win in 2020, election security official told
lawmakers 

DRUDGEREPORT
OUTBREAK SHIFTS, SPREADS... 
10 Italian towns in lockdown… 

https://news.yahoo.com/10-italian-towns-lockdown-over-coronavirus-fears-220635548.html
https://apnews.com/52916125b486708cad26557a02ca9b7f
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/20/politics/trump-russia-intelligence-2020/index.html
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Coronavirus-themed party stirs anger at college! 
Thousands of Americans in voluntary quarantine...
Reporting on Epidemic Under China's Watchful Eye... 
Confusion mounts over counting methods… 
Another hotspot surfaces: Prisons... 
Hundreds of animals mysteriously drop dead...
Moscow deploys facial recognition for quarantine... 

DRUDGEREPORT
NYT PAGE ONE FRIDAY: Russia Backs Trump's Re-election, and He Fears 
Dems Will Exploit Its Support...   https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/  
russia-backs-trump-e2-80-99s-reelection-and-he-fears-democrats-will-
exploit-its-support/ar-BB10dBOd [ Well, there you go … nothing more to 
see here … game time, game over ….. Actually, I believe the Russians 
have concluded, correctly I believe, that they can’t go wrong with such 
an overt endorsement given trump’s psychological profile. trump’s a sick 
puppy and a clear and present danger, to be sure; particularly to the 
nation he’s obliged to serve, viz., america. ]

MARKETWATCH
Trump angered after lawmakers told Russia is aiding his reelection 
efforts: report https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-angered-after-
lawmakers-told-russia-is-aiding-his-reelection-efforts-report-2020-02-20?
link=MW_latest_news 

YAHOONEWS Politics The Week Former CIA Director John Brennan says 
'we are now in a full-blown national security crisis' 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/former-cia-director-john-brennan-
032900963.html 
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Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labeled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 
new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500-well, you have to start somewhere, it was absolute 
s**t, as was DOS et seq.), in large part courtesy of the then dominant 
IBM. Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, 
americans particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in 
that new age shorthand vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh, lol, etc..
To reiterate, euphemistically speaking, human nature is rather pathetic, 
a universal theme that is recounted in more ways than imaginable. trump
is an american testament to that reality]
I believe that to fully comprehend this horrific american scenario 
encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. 
First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly 
as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout 
america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the 
alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at 
all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as 
criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the 
uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I 
believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight 
can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-
Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of 
mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New 
York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality 
to america)-Carpenter.

http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
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http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

Trump's new personnel chief said his office will be hunting for people 
across the federal bureaucracy who are disloyal to the President, 
sources say 
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White House staff is looking for disloyalty 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/21/politics/john-mcentee-disloyal-white-
house-staffers/index.html 
[ Absolute blind loyalty to the fuhrer trump is required … WOW! You can’t 
make this sick s**t up! ] 

"TODAY’S MONETARY POLICY: SATIRE, RIDDLE, OR JOKE? 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/todays-monetary-policy-satire-
riddle-or-joke/ 

David Stockman | February 21, 2020

All the light had fallen away from the world, with only the fog illuminated 
now. Even the stars struggled against the black, managing only the 
slightest pinpricks of twinkles through a gloom that was both everywhere
and nowhere at once. It wasn’t the dark of night; it was the tenebrous 
shadow of bad omens. – C. Robert Cargill, Dreams and Shadows (2013)

...

Is the market starting to take seriously the facts on the ground?

Well, the Dow Jones Industrial Average was down more than 300 points 
by mid-morning, and the Nasdaq Composite is off by 1.3%.

Whether today – or Monday, or Tuesday – is The Day, “Something BIG is 
brewing!” as Michael Coolbaugh noted at the top of his regular market 
commentary yesterday.

Indeed, we’ve been discussing the onset of the next crisis for quite some 
time now. So far, the Federal Reserve and its flood of liquidity have kept 
things afloat.

But, down below, things are getting heavier and heavier and heavier…

This, folks, is a picture of debt being monetized – hand over fist – as Wall 
Street’s rally rages and Main Street’s growth stagnates.

To bring it home, while “modern monetary theory” oozes in, let’s make 
some comparisons.
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We’re are now at the expansion’s 11th hour, 147 months from the pre-
crisis peak of the last cycle in November 2007. Here’s what we’ve got to 
show for all the monetary central planning in the world…

[Chart]

Manufacturing output is still down by 2.1%. Gas and electric utility 
production is still lower by 1.5%. And total industrial production has 
barely crept forward by 3.9%, a weak 0.32% annual rate of gain.

Here are the same three basic industrial production measures for the 
slightly shorter 126-month span between the June 1990 pre-recession 
peak and the next cycle peak in December 2000…

[Chart]

This is what a real recovery and a “strong” economy looks like. During 
that 126-month span between recessions, manufacturing output rose by 
56.5%, gas and electric utility output increased by 30.9%, and overall 
industrial production expanded by 47.3%.

It’s an altogether different economic planet.

And it’s one that’s apparently been lost for the duration.

That’s because, at 127 months of age and in the context of a massively 
bloated financial system rife with egregious speculation and reckless 
leverage, the current expansion’s days were already numbered.

And then came the Donald’s Trade War.

And now comes the Red Ponzi’s coronavirus.

The world has simply not changed so much in the last 10 years that a 
decade of no industrial growth equates in any way, shape or form to the 
1990s decade of solid industrial output growth.

Meanwhile, the Tweeter-in-Chief’s idea that “Germany and other 
countries get paid to borrow money” and that therefore the Fed is 
derelict in not racing them to the bottom is just plain bonkers.

In fact, it’s the persistence of negative real money market interest rates 
for more than a decade that gives rebuke to Fed Chair Jerome Powell’s 



claims about the stability of the cycle.

The actual result of that foolish policy has been rampant carry-trade 
speculation on Wall Street and stagnation on Main Street.

Here’s the picture for the real economic boom of the 1990s and its 47% 
gain in industrial production over the course of the 126-month peak-to-
peak cycle.

[Chart]

For most of the period except for the early recovery period in 1992-94, 
the Fed’s policy rate exceeded the stable inflation rate by 200 to 300 
basis points.

It cost real money to engage in carry-trade speculation on Wall Street – 
even as Main Street investment, production, and growth proceeded 
apace.

Now, here’s what has the Tweeter-in-Chief up in arms…

[Chart]

During the 143 months since April 2008, the federal funds rate has been 
above the inflation rate – that is, positive in real terms – during a grand 
total of just eight months.

And for most of the period, it was deeply below the running inflation rate.

Indeed, those eight months of barely positive real rates occurred even as
the Powell Pivot, which commenced on January 4, 2019, less than a 
month after the Fed’s policy rate went positive, was heading back into 
subzero land.

That’s a faster and even more complete retreat than Churchill famously 
made at Dunkirk in 1940, as evidenced by the current spread.

As of December 2019, the trimmed-mean Consumer Price Index was up 
2.37% year over year, meaning that the policy rate at 1.55% stood 82 
basis points underwater in real terms.

So, tweet what you will, Mr. President; this economy is not “great.” And, 
Chair Powell, testify as you will, but don’t expect us to believe the system



is solid, stable, or sustainable.

When the egregious financial bubbles the Fed is now inflating finally 
burst and induce another Main Street recession, the household sector 
will be lugging $16 trillion of debt.

And most of it is held by the bottom 80%, who have virtually no cash 
cushions or rainy-day funds beyond their paycheck.

Surely, this is far, far from the “best USA economy in history.”
Can You Handle the Truth?

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential politics in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.



The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT
Grenell now highest-ranking openly gay official in US govt history… 

OUTBREAK SHIFTS, SPREADS... 
https://apnews.com/52916125b486708cad26557a02ca9b7f 
10 Italian towns in lockdown… 
Coronavirus-themed party stirs anger at college! 
Thousands of Americans in voluntary quarantine...
Reporting on Epidemic Under China's Watchful Eye... 
Confusion mounts over counting methods… 
Another hotspot surfaces: Prisons... 
Hundreds of animals mysteriously drop dead...
Moscow deploys facial recognition for quarantine... 

The Hollywood Reporter POLITICS Clint Eastwood Says Electing Michael 
Bloomberg Is "the Best Thing We Could Do" 
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/clint-eastwood-says-electing-
michael-bloomberg-is-best-thing-we-could-do-1280579 
[ Well, well, well … there you go ….. Clint taking down the big guys after 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/clint-eastwood-says-electing-michael-bloomberg-is-best-thing-we-could-do-1280579
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/clint-eastwood-says-electing-michael-bloomberg-is-best-thing-we-could-do-1280579
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/node/859190
https://news.trust.org/item/20200221114452-s7xez
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/hundreds-animals-mysteriously-drop-dead-21547076
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8028275/More-500-new-coronavirus-cases-detected-PRISONS-China.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Confusion-mounts-over-China-s-counting-methods-as-15071671.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/quarantined-reporting-on-an-epidemic-under-chinas-watchful-eye-11582301786
https://www.the-sun.com/news/431674/coronavirus-voluntary-quarantine-thousands-california-new-york/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/coronavirus-themed-party-stirs-anger-at-ny-college
https://news.yahoo.com/10-italian-towns-lockdown-over-coronavirus-fears-220635548.html
https://apnews.com/52916125b486708cad26557a02ca9b7f
https://apnews.com/52916125b486708cad26557a02ca9b7f
https://nypost.com/2020/02/22/richard-grenell-now-highest-ranking-openly-gay-official-in-us-government-history/


all, ironically by endorsing ‘the little guy’ (one of trump’s insanely derived 
monikers) … Then there’s Kevin Costner for Mayor Pete ….. Politics… 
strange bedfellows indeed! ] 

Clint Eastwood abandons Trump for another candidate Actor and 
longtime Republican Clint Eastwood is pulling support from President 
Trump ahead of the election, instead urging a vote for one Democratic 
candidate. 'The best thing we could do...'» HUFFPOST Politics Dick Van 
Dyke Urges Fellow Way-Past-Boomers To Vote For Bernie Sanders The 94-
year-old screen legend quipped that "somebody younger, like Bernie, is 
just the perfect candidate." 

GOOGLENEWS Actor Clint Eastwood shows support for Michael 
Bloomberg and criticizes Trump's behavior Actor and director Clint 
Eastwood, a longtime supporter of Republican candidates, appeared to 
back Democratic candidate Michael Bloomberg for president and … CNN

HUFFPOST POLITICS 02/21/2020 Trump Costing Taxpayers And Putting 
Money In His Pocket With Stay At His Own Hotel The president insisted 
on returning to Las Vegas each night of his western states swing, rather 
than overnighting where he was appearing. By S.V. Date 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-las-vegas-
hotel_n_5e4fe0dfc5b629695f596f0b 

LAS VEGAS ― “President Donald Trump’s choice to stay at his own Las 
Vegas hotel each night during the western states swing that wraps up 
Friday likely cost taxpayers a million extra dollars as well as diverted 
thousands of them into his own cash registers.

Previous presidents on extended trips away from the White House 
typically stayed in the city of each day’s final event, or traveled to the 
city of the following day’s first event. Trump, instead, traveled back to 
Las Vegas each night from California, Arizona and Colorado to overnight 
at his Trump International Hotel ― requiring several extra hours’ flying 
time on Air Force One, a plane that costs taxpayers about a quarter-
million dollars per hour in the air.

“At this point in his presidency, there’s no way to look at it other than 
Donald Trump is using his position and taxpayer dollars to make money 
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for his businesses,” said Jordan Libowitz with Citizens for Responsibility 
and Ethics in Washington. “This is beyond a conflict of interest. This is 
corruption, plain and simple.” …..”

“What if our Earth is the hell of another planet?” — Aldous Huxley 

CNN Daredevil 'Mad Mike' Hughes dies while attempting to launch a 
homemade rocket https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/22/us/science-channel-
mike-hughes-dead/index.html 
https://twitter.com/i/status/1231336002175717376 [ The moral of this 
story: ‘Until you can ride wormholes, there’s no use in trying’ (to leave 
this God-forsaken planet). ]

MSNBC
Susan Rice: Grenell is 'one of the most nasty, dishonest people I've ever 
encountered'

Morning Joe Naming of Richard Grenell 'ridiculously insane', says 
professor https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/naming-of-richard-
grenell-ridiculously-insane-says-professor-79085125707 
Donald Trump’s ‘decapitation of his own intelligence community’ 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Sunday - February 23rd, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-23/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=016ee4f05d1cc63aaaa1d49
9498c2a60a91245ca6bd452a9752f53c4c590a541 

Today's Highlights:

Stocks went on a roller coaster ride during the short trading week and 
ended the week with losses.
Markets were closed Monday for Presidents’ Day.
Then on Tuesday, stocks opened slightly lower and struggled to find a 
direction.
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On Wednesday, stocks jumped and made new record highs.
Thursday was a wild trading day with a "Mystery Crash" that sent stocks 
into a free fall. However, by the end of the day a large part of the day’s 
losses were erased.
Then Friday was ugly. Stocks opened lower and never looked back.
Bad Flash Manufacturing PMI data (a slight decline in manufacturing and 
contraction for the first time since 2013) and ongoing coronavirus 
worries were the perfect combination for sellers to push the major 
indices lower.
Speaking of Coronavirus: On Friday, China reported 75,000 confirmed 
cases and more than 2,000 deaths from the virus. And the economic 
impact of the virus is beginning to show more and more: The China 
Passenger Car Association released numbers that showed a 92% drop in 
auto sales during the first 2 weeks of February.
Closing higher every day last week, Gold (GC) saw its best week since 
June of 2019 and finished the week at 7-year highs. Gold ended the week 
with a 3.9% gain.

DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS SPIRAL 
YIELDS CRASH 
SYSTEMS BUCKLE 

Grenell now highest-ranking openly gay official in US govt history... 
Big jump in virus cases in Italy despite lockdowns... 
Venice carnival canceled… 
Australia braces for pandemic... 
Judge blocks quarantine in CA city... 
Pair trapped in 'prison' hospital want Trump to rescue them... 
Moscow targets Chinese with raids... 
Millions of Firms Face Collapse If Banks Don't Act Fast… 
Tokyo Olympics Could Be Moved or Canceled... 
Worry as untraceable clusters emerge... 
Iran says 'enemies' used virus to sabotage as death toll rises... 
Interrupts Supply Chains From Watches to Lobsters...
Threatens shortages of 150 drugs... 

https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-threatens-drug-shortage-318c9e7b-5d92-4a5e-b992-2478023c6d01.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/the-virus-is-interrupting-supply-chains-from-watches-to-lobsters/ar-BB10gQqz
https://news.yahoo.com/iran-accuses-enemies-using-virus-sabotage-vote-090204026.html
https://apnews.com/783c7a396adf5f99b8cff399f9478e36
https://time.com/5786657/tokyo-olympics-coronavirus-asia-china/
https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/millions-of-chinese-firms-face-collapse-if-banks-don-t-act-fast
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/moscow-targets-chinese-raids-amid-virus-fears-69157387
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11017711/coronavirus-brits-trapped-son-begs-trump-help/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/feb/23/costa-mesa-california-coronavirus-quarantine-block/
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/no-need-for-face-masks-business-as-usual-says-australia-s-chief-medical-officer-20200223-p543gf.html
https://apnews.com/bda63e372d4d0e5f393744e2cff6fdf1
https://apnews.com/bda63e372d4d0e5f393744e2cff6fdf1
https://nypost.com/2020/02/22/richard-grenell-now-highest-ranking-openly-gay-official-in-us-government-history/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/24/fidelity-says-some-clients-experiencing-technical-issues-amid-800-point-dow-plunge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/24/treasury-yields-plunge-amid-escalating-global-coronavirus-fears.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/24/us-futures-coronavirus-outbreak.html


CNN South Korean coronavirus cases surge 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-24-20-hnk-
intl/index.html 

More than 830 coronavirus cases have been reported in South Korea. 
Meanwhile in Italy, cases jumped from 3 to 152 over the weekend

Global stocks hammered as coronavirus cases rise in South Korea and 
Italy

Novel coronavirus cases top 79,000 worldwide

Virus is a daily reminder of China's global reach     
DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS SPIRAL https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/24/us-futures-
coronavirus-outbreak.html 
YIELDS CRASH 
SYSTEMS BUCKLE 

HARVEY GUILTY OF SEX CRIMES… 
STRAIGHT TO JAIL...
FACES 5 TO 29 YEARS...
CONVICTED ON ASSAULT, RAPE; CLEARED OF OTHER CHARGES...
FALL OF THE LAST HOLLYWOOD MOGUL...
Landmark #MeToo moment...     

HARVEY GUILTY OF SEX CRIMES... 
STRAIGHT TO RIKERS...
FACES 5 TO 29 YEARS...
CONVICTED ON ASSAULT, RAPE; CLEARED OF OTHER CHARGES...
FALL OF THE LAST HOLLYWOOD MOGUL...
Landmark #MeToo moment...
Case now moves to LA...     

Virus pushes beyond Asia, taking aim at Europe, Mideast... 
CRAMER: Impact on companies more severe than thought... 
Lab monkeys infected in desperate bid to find vaccine... 
Cases skyrocket in Italy... 
STORE SHELVES EMPTY AS PANIC BUYING HITS... 
Fear Grips SKorea Amid Mounting Cases... 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-city-shuts-down-as-south-korea-raises-highest-coronavirus-alert-11582465932
https://www.infowars.com/coronavirus-store-shelves-empty-as-panic-buying-hits-italy/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/coronavirus-skyrockets-in-italy-cases-surge-from-3-to-more-than-200-in-a-few-days/ar-BB10jFlo
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/lab-monkeys-infected-coronavirus-desperate-21559290
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/24/cramer-on-market-plunge-coronavirus-impact-more-severe-than-thought.html
https://apnews.com/ef2bac5c99d52df9fe1e10302e98e20b
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-02-24/harvey-weinstein-verdict-the-case-now-moves-to-los-angeles
https://apnews.com/67057b46fcd3f1183cf6a699a399c886
https://news.yahoo.com/weinstein-found-guilty-sexual-assault-rape-170333866.html
https://apnews.com/67057b46fcd3f1183cf6a699a399c886
https://news.trust.org/item/20200224161417-cln8q
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8038717/Harvey-Weinstein-guilty-New-York-rape-trial.html
https://deadline.com/2020/02/harvey-weinstein-guilty-rape-trial-new-york-appeal-assured-1202862551/
https://apnews.com/67057b46fcd3f1183cf6a699a399c886
https://news.yahoo.com/weinstein-found-guilty-sexual-assault-rape-170333866.html
https://apnews.com/67057b46fcd3f1183cf6a699a399c886
https://news.trust.org/item/20200224161417-cln8q
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/02/24/harvey-weinstein-trial-jury-reaches-verdict-on-rape-sex-assault-charges/
https://deadline.com/2020/02/harvey-weinstein-guilty-rape-trial-new-york-appeal-assured-1202862551/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/24/fidelity-says-some-clients-experiencing-technical-issues-amid-800-point-dow-plunge.html
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Thousands line up to buy face masks in astonishing drone footage... 
Pair trapped in 'prison' hospital want Trump to rescue them... 
Moscow targets Chinese with raids... 
Tokyo Olympics Could Be Moved or Canceled... 
Iran Denies Cover-Up After Lawmaker Contradicts Official Figures... 

YAHOONEWS Politics The Week Conservative activists are reportedly 
sending Trump lists of 'disloyal' government officials to fire 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/conservative-activists-reportedly-sending-
trump-050300079.html [ The new 21st century nazis/fascists ]Since 2018, 
people close to President Trump, including "a well-connected network of 
conservative activists," have been putting together lists of government 
officials deemed "disloyal" as well as pro-Trump people who should 
replace them, more than a dozen people with knowledge of the matter 
told Axios' Jonathan Swan. Ginni Thomas, the wife of Supreme Court 
Justice Clarence Thomas, leads Groundswell, the conservative network 
at the center of the lists. Thomas has passed along memos to Trump 
listing people who need to be replaced and suggestions as to who should 
fill their posts. Some recommendations have shaped Trump's opinion, 
Swan reports, and others have caused internal strife between Trump's 
outside advisers and White House officials in charge of personnel.Trump 
has become convinced that every department in the government is filled 
with "snakes" who need to be fired, Swan writes. One person who 
became a victim of these memos is former U.S. Attorney Jessie Liu, a 
person familiar with the matter told Swan. Treasury Secretary Steven 
Mnuchin had chosen Liu to become the department's undersecretary for 
terrorism and financial crimes, but after reading a lengthy memo listing 
allegations against her, Trump withdrew the nomination.That memo was 
written by a member of Groundswell, a GOP Senate staffer named 
Barbara Ledeen, Swan reports. The memo claimed that there were more 
than a dozen reasons why Liu was unfit for the job, including because she
dismissed charges against "violent inauguration protesters who plotted 
to disrupt the inauguration," belongs to a networking group that is "pro-
choice," and signed the sentencing filing asking that former National 
Security Adviser Michael Flynn serve jail time. Flynn, who pleaded guilty 
to lying to the FBI, and Ledeen are friends.You can read more about the 
lists and the suggested replacements, which include Fox News regulars 
and a controversial ex-sheriff, at Axios.More stories from theweek.com 
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https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/moscow-targets-chinese-raids-amid-virus-fears-69157387
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11017711/coronavirus-brits-trapped-son-begs-trump-help/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8037595/Coronavirus-Thousands-queue-buy-face-masks-South-Korea.html


Elizabeth Warren rose to 2nd place in a new national poll after the Las 
Vegas debate The real third way in 2020 Bloomberg adviser accuses 
Warren of 'running interference' for Sanders

• Trump and his administration allies keep lists of 'disloyal' officials to  
push them out, according to report
INSIDER

• Ginni Thomas: Supreme Court justice's wife leading right-wing effort  
to purge officials 'disloyal' to Trump
The Independent

"Corona, Corona" https://www.businessinsider.com/corona-beer-virus-
wuhan-no-link-trusts-customers-2020-1 

"David Stockman | February 24, 2020
Don’t panic.

– Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (1979)

...

The correction that came hard and fast on Thursday and Friday only got 
more serious today, and the Dow Jones Industrial Average actually 
turned negative for the year.

Last week, the five horsemen of this rally – Apple Inc. (AAPL), Microsoft 
Corp. (MSFT), Google (GOOGL), Facebook Inc. (FB), and Amazon.com Inc. 
(AMZN) led the way lower.

Today, just about everything went down, hard and fast. And this is the 
first time we’ve seen a real rotation out of the “momentum chase” into 
fixed income.

Global Pandemic Risk is rising. Indeed, “Markets are getting slammed as 
coronavirus fears escalate. Dow futures are down 710 points or 2.5%,” 
read the Yahoo! Finance alert at about 8:00 a.m. ET this morning.

It’s an interesting day, bound, perhaps, to be remembered as just the first
of many such days in renewed crisis. So, there’s a premium on solid 
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information and analysis.

That being the case, I thought it prudent to share with you what Michael 
Coolbaugh, our portfolio strategist, had to say this morning to his Delta 
Profit Trader subscribers.

Here’s Mike…

I could try to explain away the carnage we’re seeing across global 
markets overnight and into the early morning, but there’s no point in 
getting fancy: It’s coronavirus.

No, I didn’t have some special model to predict the rapid growth in 
confirmed cases in Italy, Iran, and/or South Korea. We’ve talked at length 
about how the odds were against equity markets, and, despite their 
relentless grind higher, we can see just how quickly risk can reveal itself.

This is why we stay nimble, closely monitor our stop-losses, and listen to 
the warnings provided by simple and observable statistics.

For the passive crowd, the S&P 500 Index looks set to give back every 
ounce of gains it’s built since the first week of January. These sudden 
plunges have the potential to derail confidence, and, when it comes to 
financial markets, confidence is everything. It’s why the rush to passive 
is so dangerous. Think about it…

There’s one way in and one way out.

Luckily, that’s not how we do things here at Delta Profit Trader. We’ve 
been slowly raising our stop-loss levels over the past few weeks, so our 
risk should have been steadily falling. The addition of defensive trades 
like precious metals mining companies will also play an important role in 
cushioning any short-term setbacks.

Look, I have no idea how all this will play out today or tomorrow and 
whether this might be the end of the bull market.

But, with a lengthy list of “events” yet to unfold throughout the coming 
months, there will undoubtedly be numerous profit opportunities ahead.

Presidential election, changes in monetary policy, further unknown risks 
that might come flying out of left field, you name it…



Indeed, “you name it…” Whatever may come, you can be sure Mike will 
have a grip on it. He’s taken the time to archive his weekly commentary 
in a single place; click here to review what is a trove of that solid 
information and analysis that’s so valuable right now.

There’s much more to come on this story. Chris Scott will be here 
tomorrow with his latest update from as close to the ground in China as 
anyone in America can get right now.

We know enough already, though, to say that, unless China reboots its 
economy, it faces an economic shock the likes of which it has never seen
before.

At the same time, it can’t reboot the economy unless it stops the viral 
pandemic, something it will never be able to do if it lies to the population.

“Leaders” can’t continue to tell the public “it’s almost over” in hopes of 
forcing people to get back to work.

It’s the most diabolic Catch-22 for China’s social and economic system. 
Whereas until now China could easily lie its way out of any problem, in 
this case lying will only make the underlying problem worse as sick 
people return to work, only to infect even more co-workers, forcing even 
more businesses to be quarantined…

This is the debt-entombed Red Ponzi’s greatest quandary.

Meanwhile, the whole thing is unraveling, fast.
Inoculate Yourself

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential politics in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.



And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 
newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,

David"
ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Monday - February 24th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-24/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=f62bdc2370ceeb155b97f7d
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4a789ce20ae788fd53dbd8435c82ea4a7febc39e6 

Today's Highlights:

Stocks were hammered overnight and opened lower this morning.
Coronavirus fears were the big driver behind today’s drop. Reports are 
showing that the virus is spreading across the globe, and traders 
panicked.
The DOW lost more than 1000 points with its worst day since February 
2018.
And the NASDAQ led the major indices with a 3.7% loss.
Apple (AAPL) lost 4.8%, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) lost 7.8% and 
United Airlines gave up 3.3%.
With stocks getting slaughtered, Gold (GC) finished higher for the 5th day 
straight with a 1.7% gain.
“What if our Earth is the hell of another planet?” — Aldous Huxley 

CNN These adorable cheetah cubs just made history
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/02/24/cheetah-cubs-born-columbus-
zoo-in-vitro-fertilization-mh-orig.cnn 
YAHOONEWS Business Associated Press As concern grows, China, South 
Korea report more virus cases https://www.yahoo.com/news/china-
reports-508-more-virus-010943542.html China and South Korea on 
Tuesday reported more cases of a new viral illness that has been 
concentrated in North Asia but is causing global worry as clusters grow 
in the Middle East and Europe. China reported 508 new cases and 
another 71 deaths, 68 of them in the central city of Wuhan, where the 
epidemic was first detected in December. The updates bring mainland 
China's totals to 77,658 cases and 2,663 deaths. Global Markets Break 
Down On Coronavirus Anxiety Zacks Coronavirus Cases Outside China 
Are Accelerating Rapidl Meredith Videos

"The President’s “Best People” 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-presidents-best-people-are-

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-presidents-best-people-are-on-the-case/
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on-the-case/ " [ 'All the President's Men' ... hmmm ..... 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_the_President%27s_Men ] "Are on the 
Case!

David Stockman | February 25, 2020

The Coronavirus is very much under control in the USA. We are in contact
with everyone and all relevant countries. CDC & World Health have been 
working hard and very smart. Stock Market starting to look very good to 
me!

– President Donald J. Trump, Statement via Twitter, February 24, 2020

...

European stocks opened higher Tuesday but quickly slipped into the red 
as the spread of coronavirus continues. Japan was down more than 3% in
its first trading session of the week.

Meanwhile, U.S. futures pointed to a green open as of 8:00 a.m. ET. The 
yield on the U.S. Treasury note is down to 1.371% this morning.

Chris Scott has been pulled away from his usual reporting on the U.S.-
China relationship to focus on a special project for our publisher, so we 
won’t have his usual Tuesday contribution. But, in an email thread late 
last week, he did share this coronavirus tidbit…

Not sure how much I’m going to be able to contribute over the course of 
the next few weeks, but just to continue our running conversation in this 
space, I heard the best quote yet about coronavirus…

Chris Buckley, the long-time New York Times correspondent who’s been 
in Wuhan since the news of the outbreak first broke, said in a podcast 
speaking from the city that he saw political graffiti for the first time 
recently when he was walking in the streets. 

Among the people there is a mixture of anger and despondency, he noted,
but added that because of the nature of the crisis it can't manifest itself 
because people have to stay inside and isolated… but the graffiti 
suggested that shouldn't be mistaken for resignation. 

“Good will be repaid with good, evil will be repaid with evil. It’s not that 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_the_President's_Men
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-presidents-best-people-are-on-the-case/


we won’t do anything, it's just that the time isn’t ripe,” he paraphrased 
the graffiti as saying. 

Here’s the podcast. It’s the best window into the crisis you can find.

Meanwhile, in lieu of Chris’s narrative, here are a few pertinent and 
deteriorating data points, courtesy of Zero Hedge and Goldman Sachs (an
odd combo, indeed, in these strange times…):

One month after the start of the Lunar New Year it's not getting any 
better, as the latest high frequency updates out of China, courtesy of 
Goldman Sachs, demonstrate.

First, here is China's daily coal consumption which have barely pushed 
off the lows, and are roughly 50% where they were a year ago this time…

[Chart]

One of the better indicators of real-time commerce, traffic congestion, 
remains virtually unchanged, and substantially below where it was in 
previous years…
[Chart]

And speaking of not transport, the number of passengers carried after 
the New Year is barely above 10 million, almost 50 million below last 
year’s levels…

[Chart]

Last but not least, and perhaps most ominous of all, the earlier semi-
official data print in the form of the February survey on business 
conditions showed a depression level plunge, with the index crashing 
more than 18 points, the most on record, to 37.3, which confirms 
Nomura’s expectation of a manufacturing PMI print later this week which 
may have a 30-handle.

[Chart]

Let it be said that historians will surely marvel – and soon – at the grand 
delusion of the present era.

Namely, the near universal belief that central bankers could print, peg, 
and palaver the Main Street economy into unfailing expansion and ever-



rising prosperity and that there were essentially no macro-risks to 
soaring stock prices that their toolkits couldn’t contain and counteract…

This misbegotten belief is having huge untoward consequences. It’s 
made economies brittle with too much leverage, financialization, and 
speculation, and too fragile without sufficient shock absorbers, insurance
mechanisms, and contingency plans.

Now comes the Black Bat of 2020 – or whatever snappy name they’ll pin 
on it – with its toxic economic contagion.

Racing with virtual lightning speed through an infinitely complex and 
deeply integrated global supply chain anchored in the Red Ponzi, the 
breakdown of economic activity is already proving that our monetary 
central planners are not omnipotent after all…
A Coolbaugh in Hot Times…

The combination of the coronavirus outbreak in China and the 
quadrennial return of presidential politics in the U.S. has replaced the 
Trade War as the primary risk for investors.

That’s because, as we’ve been saying for some time now, this is the most 
politicized market in history.

And the Tweeter-in-Chief is still in charge. So, the situation is changing 
almost by the minute.

It’s “Impeachment!” in Imperial Washington and all over the Mainstream 
Media. It’s “Easy Money!” on Wall Street and across Bubblevision.

And it seems as if the whole world has, indeed, gone mad.

Amid this chaos, prices will continue to rise and fall, trends will continue 
to develop and dissipate.

Here’s where I usually say, “Well, The Stockman Letter is made for times 
like these”…

And I can say that because we brought aboard Michael Coolbaugh to 
update our design to help us better navigate to not only the safest 
harbors but also the most promising opportunities.

And he’s doing that. He’s also launched a complementary investment 



newsletter, Delta Profit Trader, that promises “higher frequency” 
engagement with markets.

Click here to view the “Delta Profit Summit,” where Michael explains his 
whole approach to investing in this environment.

The stakes are as high as they can be heading into 2020. Markets appear 
to be straining, catching up to an economy that’s been weak and getting 
weaker for years.

The Donald is tied up in the day-to-day movements of the major stock 
indexes like no president before him. The increasingly desperate 
incumbent will do anything he must to hold the White House.

It’s a major tipping point. And there’s no telling what the Donald’s great 
disruptions could do to your wealth.

You’ve got to be nimble to win in this market… and Michael’s here to help 
you do that.

To common sense,

David"

CNN
CDC official: It's not if coronavirus will spread in the US, but when https://
www.cnn.com/2020/02/25/health/coronavirus-us-american-cases/
index.html 

The latest tally of novel coronavirus cases in the US jumped to 57. One of
the agency's top officials warns she expects the outbreak to continue. 

Live updates Global death toll rises to more than 2,700

Breaking The Dow has lost everything it gained this year

Coronavirus lockdown turns Disney parks into ghost towns

Former CDC director: A pandemic is inevitable. What now?

https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/25/health/coronavirus-pandemic-frieden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/02/25/coronavirus-outbreak-disney-theme-parks-shanghai-china-hong-kong-culver-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/25/investing/dow-jones-stock-market/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-25-20-hnk-intl/index.html
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MSNBC
CDC warns spread of coronavirus in U.S. is inevitable: 'It's not if, it's 
when' 

HUFFPOST
CDC Urges Americans To Prepare For Coronavirus Spread

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - February 25th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-25/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=a8e2b6b94f19b76c5efac92
cb298b82556374244ed3079802af78ca168e4c2a0 

Today's Highlights:

Stocks suffered big losses again today after more coronavirus news.
The sell-off continued after the Center for Disease Control (CDC) said “we
are asking the American public to work with us to prepare in the 
expectation that this (coronavirus) could be bad.”
With today’s drop, stocks have finished lower for 4 days straight.
Today the NASDAQ closed below 9,000 for the first time since 2019.
And the S&P has lost 6.3% ($1.7 trillion in market value) in the last 2 
days, which is the biggest 2-day slide since 2015.
The 10-year Treasury yield hit an all-time low at 1.33% today.
And the lower rates pushed bank stocks lower:
Bank of America (BAC) lost 5.0%, JP Morgan Chase (JPM) dropped 4.5% 
and Citigroup (C) was down 4.3%.

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Dow sees biggest back-to-back 
point drop on record amid coronavirus jitters 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6eddad4e-b497-3a1c-9e37-
3cee90991fb6/dow-sees-biggest-back-to-back.html Stocks recorded one 
of their biggest back-to-back losses on Tuesday as the COVID-19 
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outbreak rattled investors that fear the impact of the virus is spreading 
rapidly outside of China. The S&P 500 (spx) slid 3% to end around 3,128. 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average (djia) shed 879 points, or 3.1%, to 
finish near 27,082, based on preliminary estimates.

DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD ON LOCKDOWN...
SPREAD IN USA 'INEVITABLE'...
CDC OUTLINES PLANS...
STOCKS STAY RED... 
Book of Revelation? 
White House struggles to contain public alarm... 
Report: Border Patrol Agents Provided Respirators to Deal with Chinese...

Italy sees 45% rise... 
Guests in Spanish hotel locked down... 
San Fran declares state of emergency... 
Iran says top official who played down fears is infected...
Woman tests positive for coronavirus, dengue at same time! 

http://albertpeia.com 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
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https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/woman-tests-positive-coronavirus-dengue-21576075
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https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/484602-san-francisco-declares-state-of-emergency-over-coronavirus
https://news.yahoo.com/hundreds-tourists-tenerife-hotel-lockdown-over-coronavirus-154330732.html
https://apnews.com/6268e9441f590fbc625221c1c77cf471
https://www.infowars.com/report-border-patrol-agents-provided-respirators-to-deal-with-chinese-immigrants-crossing-from-mexico/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/White-House-struggles-to-contain-public-alarm-15084160.php
https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1247068/end-world-book-revelation-coronavirus-sabbath-china-wuhan-church-bible-jesus-spt
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http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

Al Peia commented on Robin Brown Guist's post.

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

'...As a result of deliberately slow proceedings in his 1987 RICO action, 
Plaintiff filed for bankruptcy in New Jersey in 1988. Later in 1988, he 
sought to recuse Judge Barry because she was the sister of Donald 
Trump, owner of the Trump Casinos involved in the RICO scheme. At this 
time Plaintiff met with then U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee Hugh Leonard to 
convince him to join Plaintiff's motion to recuse. Mr. Leonard declined. 
The 1987 RICO action was dismissed in 1989..…'

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3uVVpazNslaEZbDMcZC6yLHZ5ImP0hbdgGMUpoIvID4-TTAhV5jZw0hWM&h=AT38EUJWnvbUTsVo8P-EW_ow_RLLpD1FE0ysSYvH6Qz0mRRuV53KFoahKAbjgJn-QGEg2Mx9vRO3NROUZ2-WBLlo4HzVJzcPmaJ_hstXwNJSxBTCvRO0zobZz1IjtEuoVNPyaOqa
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist/posts/10219784795324627
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?eid=ARCe0kfxj-IJPU40YwhP0qVHMB1w10Xxz_Gh6YNiRIJf9wxJqHLD_vc28KLmLiZuJmzB8tkoVmKm52bx
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?eid=ARBu8SPLqfbZUrcsHvN5NY9bxZtyTccxdNWtDrufxZAXPrrekIoN62Dwb8rD-Ajr9Hv-mTarVjq8iTDf
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0h0AHE8_mRo6Bjiv0PHTJPfJkzvyvCjx0yIbSjElLijyGn_cr9yzNUAy0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ou3D4DF9DaScfxa1Ds585766qtGbDFpWz5036FbSNJqbpXvPkqkC5g0o&h=AT11jsJvtI137kNiChS3w43QIkDJNDA4DmacTKFxAp9EHMkU8_GvcEQince8lgL9xRpyYMOLY9WiPVuWRt7lW_94-CIhP875HYBKv8KbGezb91p0wb2oqfMP_TD5ML-6QZvrYj3swsVgu085uki8
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/?fbclid=IwAR3QR_yiCwX5S04j2724N-Isa0J2o7_w0PFY6XCsyCHJlLsVZxpR5AMOKe0
http://GOVERNMENT.com/?fbclid=IwAR1AWfJeWTTinjARJQhVRk3e_8PFbbVwGA9acZ9Bsv0_VYIv48Xe2s3YdXg
https://missingmoney.solari.com/?fbclid=IwAR1X2GOLiVZ9towUqrGWyd7IgLsgVGF0BdbienXcmKdfVM76XGIFpJoN9a8
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21GEoevBnZniP6x_IZZ5aQ42IScOdz_76GmNKK0weFS4VOpnsD5dGaLh0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YMSCtZLX1HZXm4aC-_hizibK89bdbMNCJkO266BZ7Q3nlB5BRCAaa4Xo%23current&h=AT1izfXUM8D0YRgRpND5mnwexwYRqtZZcRexHbfNXDi6G33kbq6rwgFvR2W0NLKTiPMxfSlcoobkEtxaCmSVuI6HsTuGLEG1jKXKnSa2Gjc-1jy0dOf6-1wfKU2GOjWDuH2o
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AoAd5m10geUy08aL5UvYax5zaLTLvKz2uxo-SiH8mQTZLafnFlg7qd7c&h=AT1paMAEhF6ihAMlkaJzccaG2qVAkk5x0n_kfEhJPOCGc8QkgbK7AsI808DUxnp1H1jX3vTiY81m6PoCakE16znZY1sVDYWAtiIB4liMkUkUadHvFl04KDV356TXxju704w6


MSNBC / rachel maddow show A 'remarkable universe of criminality' 
surrounds Trump 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/remarkable-universe-
criminality-surrounds-trump-n1139981?cid=referral_taboolafeed 
[ Remarkable? I don’t think so. After all, that’s the so-called ‘underworld’ 
that mobsters/gangsters inhabit. Typical is the appropriate word. america
is such a total fraud! ]
MSNBC / Rachel Maddow ShowTrump engaged in 'jury tampering on a 
mass, national scale'

MSNBC / stephanie ruhleNew details over why Trump ousted Top intel 
official

CNN War on truth takes a dangerous turn 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/media/trump-attacks-media-coronavirus/
index.html [ The amazing part of all this is that none of this trumpian 
reality/criminality/insanity is new; but, covered up for self-interested 
trumpets, trump et als. Quite pathetic! ]

Experts have warned that the President's lack of credibility would imperil
the country in an emergency. Those fears may be coming true.

Trump to address coronavirus outbreak

live updates The outbreak has spread to 6 of the 7 continents

Analysis: The Trump administration might have just had its 'Mission 
Accomplished' moment

MSNBC
Glaude: Donald Trump is a symptom of the rot at the heart of our 
Democracy

Suburban NYC county monitoring more than 80 people for possible 
coronavirus exposure

https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/suburban-nyc-county-monitoring-more-than-80-people-for-possible-coronavirus-exposure-79489605536
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/suburban-nyc-county-monitoring-more-than-80-people-for-possible-coronavirus-exposure-79489605536
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/-it-s-a-hard-no-bernie-sanders-rejects-bloomberg-s-cash-in-general-election-79449669544
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/-it-s-a-hard-no-bernie-sanders-rejects-bloomberg-s-cash-in-general-election-79449669544
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/investing/trump-mission-accomplished/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/investing/trump-mission-accomplished/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-26-20-intl-hnk/h_cae39a08e358777f9cd1409c561b8c19
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/politics/trump-coronavirus-stock-market/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/media/trump-attacks-media-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/media/trump-attacks-media-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/media/trump-attacks-media-coronavirus/index.html
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Trump downplays coronavirus amid CDC warning

Fmr. Head of Foreign Disaster Assistance on coronavirus: ‘The risk is 
real’

HUFFPOST
World News At Least 20 Dead From Delhi Riots During Trump Trip While 
violence between Hindu mobs and Muslims gripped New Delhi, Prime 
Minister Modi hosted a reception for Trump. [ As madmen trump and modi
share reincarnation as venomous snakes fantasy. ]

Health How To Prepare For A Pandemic, According To U.S. Health 
Officials The new coronavirus, COVID-19, is expected to grow into a 
pandemic. Here's what to do before it breaks and after.

World News Brazil Confirms First Coronavirus Case In Latin America A 
61-year-old man contracted the virus during a two-week work trip to Italy,
according to Brazil's health ministry.

"LET’S LOOK AT A LONG TWILIGHT

David Stockman | February 26, 2020 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/about-stockman/ 

Try again, I’ve gotten much better at detecting your bullshit.

– Alexandra Bracken, In the Afterlight (2014)

...

Far be it from me to defend Barack Obama’s tax, spend, borrow, and print 
policies. That was Keynesianism at its worst.

Except that the Tweeter-in-Chief has only advocated more of the same – 
and to the same dismal end for Main Street.

Indeed, historians will surely label Trump’s incessant boasting about the 
“greatest economy ever” as a stark delusion.

Promising MAGA, he’ll have delivered a debacle of epic proportion.

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/about-stockman/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/brazil-first-coronavirus-case_n_5e568e36c5b649ec43313b02
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-to-prepare-for-a-pandemic_n_5e557e58c5b63b9c9ce4a2bf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-to-prepare-for-a-pandemic_n_5e557e58c5b63b9c9ce4a2bf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/delhi-riots-during-trump-trip-death-toll_n_5e5653fbc5b649ec43309d97
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/fmr-head-of-u-s-foreign-disaster-assistance-on-the-coronavirus-the-risk-is-real-79481925522
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/fmr-head-of-u-s-foreign-disaster-assistance-on-the-coronavirus-the-risk-is-real-79481925522
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-downplays-coronavirus-amid-cdc-warning-79461957796


Our man Michael Coolbaugh framed the thing quite well this morning…

It’s important to remember, though, that the Donald’s not by his lonesome
when it comes to misapprehending what’s going on with the American 
economy.

With plenty of only slightly less delusional company – at the Federal 
Reserve and on Capitol Hill, on Wall Street and via Bubblevision – he’s 
just the biggest, loudest braggart on either end of the Acela Corridor.

The truth is, Donald J. Trump inherited a debt-and-speculation-addled 
“recovery” that was already on borrowed time in January 2017 when he 
stumbled into the Oval Office against all odds.

He’s just doubled down on the fiscal incontinence, monetary profligacy, 
and statist assault on capitalist prosperity that’ve been festering for 
decades.

That this toxic brew co-existed for more than three years with the 
simulacrum of a MAGA Boom was the handiwork of Wall Street and its 
obeisant subalterns at the Fed.

The latter conspired to wildly inflate the already bubble-ridden stock 
market the Donald roundly (and accurately) denounced during the 
campaign, thereby conflating speculative madness on Wall Street with an
alleged rejuvenation of the Main Street economy that never happened.

Let’s address the pre-existing rot on another occasion.

First, we need to clear the decks of the GOP’s increasingly noisy and 
mendacious claims to having effected a sharp turnaround since January 
2017.

Absolutely nothing of the kind has happened. The American economy is 
still drifting toward the shoals – only even faster now than it was with 
Barry the Bomber at the helm.

The bedrock metric for short-term change in the economic aggregates is 
real final sales to private domestic purchasers. That’s essentially gross 
domestic product (GDP).

But real final sales to private domestic purchasers eliminates extremely 



volatile inventory swings from quarter to quarter. Those tend to wash out 
over any reasonable timespan. It also removes government spending, 
where Republicans, presumably, haven’t yet become overt Keynesian 
pump-primers.

And the only valid way to assess the incoming economic data is in the 
context of the business cycle. It should have nothing to do with the 
election calendar or the occupant of the Oval Office.

"My #1 Loophole This Tax Season”

I call it “David's loophole.”

Kiplinger says it can add “thousands of dollars each year.”

It's named after a coworker of mine, David Andrews, who told me this 
obscure loophole worked for him.

See how it’s changed David’s life here.

Don’t wait to take advantage of this.

Go here now to see my #1 tax loophole.

It so happens that the post-June 2009 recovery cycle matriculated to 
middle age (month Nos. 54 through 90) during the final three years of 
Obama’s watch, from 2014 through 2016. It then flowed into its relative 
golden years (month Nos. 90 through 126) during the Donald’s first three 
years, from 2017 through 2019).

As you can plainly see, there’s been no MAGA Boom – or even a hint of 
acceleration…

[Chart]

In fact, the growth rate of the U.S. economy has slowed materially on the 
Donald’s watch.

Real final sales to private domestic purchasers grew at an average 
annual rate of 3.24% during Obama’s last three years. That weakened to 
just 2.78% from 2017 through 2019.

Moreover, during the 12 months ended December 31, 2019, the growth 



rate slowed even more – to just 2.15%. That’s the weakest the year-over-
year growth rate has registered since 2013.

What that means is the Donald’s and the GOP’s tax-cut-induced sugar 
high of 2018 was modest and short-lived.

All things being equal, of course, you’d expect the expansion to slow 
during its late-cycle phase.

And that’s what makes the Tweeter-in-Chief’s incessant boasting all the 
more misplaced. He should not be taking credit for the deeds of Main 
Street.

While the cyclical sun is still shining, he should be getting Uncle Sam’s 
fiscal house in order. And before debt monetization runs amok, he should 
be encouraging the Fed to normalize interest rates and its balance sheet 
with all deliberate speed.

He’s done the opposite, of course, leaving Main Street vulnerable to a 
steadily weakening spell of cyclical old age—even as the headwinds of 
rising debt, speculative excess, and fears of a global COVID-19 pandemic 
weigh ever more heavily on global markets and world economies.

Folks, MAGA is a delusion.

To common sense,

David"

CNN
New US coronavirus case's origin is unknown 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/health/us-cases-coronavirus-community-
transmission/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/health/us-cases-coronavirus-community-transmission/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/health/us-cases-coronavirus-community-transmission/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/health/us-cases-coronavirus-community-transmission/index.html


Patient in California did not have the travel history or exposure to another
patient to be infected, CDC says

Trump appoints Pence. HHS boss says 'I'm still chairman'

Opinion The best defense against coronavirus

live updates WHO: More new cases outside China than inside

Coronavirus lockdown turns Disney parks into ghost towns

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Wednesday - Feb 26th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-26/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=2f1fc7a58be44f740db0b81d
a1474d05dcd31c885f4ab1b34be5363d83ed1062 

Today's Highlights:

Today stocks made an attempt at a rebound…and failed.
Stocks opened higher this morning, but a quick sell off in the afternoon 
sent stocks to session lows.
And the S&P and DOW had their 5th losing session in a row.
The coronavirus continues to be the main focus for traders. Germany 
reported that the country is at the beginning of the epidemic, with 20 
cases. And in New York 83 people are in self-quarantine over concerns 
that they were exposed to the virus.
This evening, President Trump is holding a press conference on the virus 
at 6:30pm ET.
Disney (DIS) was the biggest loser in the DOW today, losing 3.8% after 
Disney’s CEO stepped down.

YAHOONEWS Business
MarketWatch

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-26/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=2f1fc7a58be44f740db0b81da1474d05dcd31c885f4ab1b34be5363d83ed1062
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-26/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=2f1fc7a58be44f740db0b81da1474d05dcd31c885f4ab1b34be5363d83ed1062
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-26/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=2f1fc7a58be44f740db0b81da1474d05dcd31c885f4ab1b34be5363d83ed1062
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/02/25/coronavirus-outbreak-disney-theme-parks-shanghai-china-hong-kong-culver-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-27-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/opinions/colleen-kraft-coronavirus-best-defense/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/politics/alexander-azar-coronavirus-chairman-task-force/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/health/us-cases-coronavirus-community-transmission/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/health/us-cases-coronavirus-community-transmission/index.html


U.S. stock futures drop after Trump fails to reassure traders, new 
California case https://finance.yahoo.com/m/941ffe46-0de9-3f8e-8804-
6ac6eb2f7a5c/u-s-stock-futures-drop-after.html 

U.S. stock futures were down sharply Thursday, after a news conference 
by President Donald Trump failed to reassure investors and as a new 
case of coronavirus with no known origin was discovered in California. In 
choppy action reminiscent of recent days, Dow Jones Industrial Average 
futures (YM00)  sank more than 200 points, but nearly 400 points at one 
stage, while S&P 500 (ES00)  and Nasdaq Composite futures (NQ00)  
were also off by 0.7%. “There's no reason to be panicked,” Trump said 
Wednesday evening at a White House press briefing, as he played down 
the risks and said the nation is well-prepared for a possible Covid-19 
outbreak.

• Stocks end mostly lower, as concerns about spread of coronavirus   
extend selloff
MarketWatch

• Stocks - U.S. Futures Waver as Wall St Attempts Bounce After Epic   
Rout
Investing.com

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stocks-u-futures-waver-wall-065800786.html
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CNN

Dow posts its worst point drop in history 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/
index.html 
Breaking News

US markets posted another sharp selloff as worries about coronavirus 
mount

Ebola czar calls White House's move an 'outrage' 

Get caught up on the latest coronavirus updates

Goldman Sachs: US companies will have zero 2020 profit growth

Gupta on Trump's coronavirus claim: That's not true

live updates California is monitoring more than 8,400 people who traveled
from places 'of concern'

How to recession-proof your investments

US companies say the coronavirus outbreak could cut China revenues by 
50%

MSNBC

Dow plunges nearly 1,200 points as coronavirus fears tank markets

Trump gives 'incoherent' briefing on coronavirus, contradicts CDC

HUFFPOST

Concerns Over Coronavirus Send Stock Market Into Frenzy

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-outbreak-stocks-fall_n_5e57e0cac5b6beedb4e7b9fb
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-gives-incoherent-briefing-on-coronavirus-contradicts-cdc-79522373801
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/markets-plunge-again-amid-coronavirus-fears-79556165754
https://www.msnbc.com/video
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/business/coronavirus-us-companies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/business/coronavirus-us-companies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/26/success/recession-proof-investments/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-27-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-27-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/27/trump-coronavirus-flu-news-conference-sanjay-gupta-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/earnings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-27-20-intl-hnk/h_a5f88fff5f560bbd36b9dfda5fcfa38b
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/02/27/coronavirus-ebola-czar-ron-klain-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/27/investing/dow-stock-market-selloff/index.html
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Trump Taps Pence To Lead Outbreak Response

"ORDER FROM THE MESS https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/order-
from-the-mess/ 

David Stockman | February 27, 2020

It’s just that you’re about to do something out of the ordinary. And after 
you do something like that, the everyday look of things might seem to 
change a little. Things may look different to you than they did before. But 
don’t let appearances fool you. There’s always only one reality. – Haruki 
Murakami, 1Q84 (2009)

...

Michael Lebowitz and Jack Scott over at Real Investment Advice 
described it yesterday as “Our Triple-C Rated Economy: Complacency, 
Contradictions, and Corona”:

Consider the virus is now spreading rapidly to other suppliers of U.S. 
goods and services such as Korea, Japan, and Italy. What might not be 
obvious is that the growing problem will impede global commerce and 
cause fractures in the extensive and complex network of global supply 
chains. Goods and services we are accustomed to finding on the shelves 
of the local Wal-Mart or via the internet may not be available to us, or if 
they are, they may come at a cost well above the price we paid before 
the pandemic. If that occurs, those changes in prices will eventually find 
their way to the BLS inflation data collectors, and then, as the old saying 
goes, all bets are off.

Indeed, Michael Coolbaugh – on top of things – is issuing alerts to both 
Stockman Letter and Delta Profit Trader subscribers, probably as I type…

Here’s what he had to say in closing a Stockman Letter short:

The banking sector defied gravity for a bit longer than I expected. But 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/order-from-the-mess/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/order-from-the-mess/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-mike-pence_n_5e56fd90c5b68f79fdc48693


that’s the market for you…

No, we didn’t know the coronavirus would hit. But we did know that many
economic and market indicators were beginning to turn south well in 
advance of any sign a global pandemic was underway.

As we talked about, banks trade with yields and, more importantly, the 
yield curve.

Well, yields and the yield curve have been crashing. Banks, too.

Like the broader market, the regional banking ETF is deeply oversold and 
may be due for a bounce in the days ahead.

Here’s how he framed “sell” calls on four open Delta Profit Trader 
positions:

In times like these, we need to be focused on preserving our money. 
Profit opportunities will come, but not if we’re too beaten down to see 
them as they unfold.

No one knows just how bad the whole situation with the coronavirus will 
be, especially as it starts to spread throughout the United States.

Let’s protect what we have, exercise extreme patience and be on the 
lookout for opportunities to come. 

It’s all about being nimble – and that’s a function of being facts-and-data 
driven.

The biggest facts-and-data point of the day, obviously, is that we’ve seen 
another 900-point drop for the Dow Jones Industrial Average today. That’s
more than 3%, a serious move.

Is all this just the beginning of a long-overdue correction? Here’s Mike 
with the beginnings of an answer in his weekly market commentary…
That Escalated Quickly…

By Michael Coolbaugh

In a mere four trading days, the S&P 500 Index managed to erase every 
cent of gains that had been built since October 2019. It reminds me of 
one of the more notorious sayings around Wall Street: “The stock market 



takes the stairs up, and the elevator down.”

I’ll admit, I had zero idea the pace with which coronavirus fear would 
overwhelm markets. And, to this minute, I still have no idea the extent to 
which it will have an impact on the global economy.

That’s the really cool thing about monitoring the subtle hints provided by 
markets. They’re often beneath the surface, so that most who listen to 
Bubblevision’s nonsense aren’t aware of the lurking dangers. But they 
were there.

I highlighted some of them last week when I suggested “Something BIG 
is brewing.”

It’s not that I knew we would see a rapid growth in COVID-19 cases from 
South Korea, Iran, Italy, and, eventually, the United States.

As the signs continued to build that equity markets were vulnerable, all it
took was a shock, any shock, to force investors to respect the 
vulnerabilities that were already in place.

So, now that we got our initial shock, where do we go from here?

An interesting question… but perhaps it’s better displayed by my 
response to one of Bubblevision’s own, Bloomberg journalist Tracy 
Alloway…

That’s right – the vaunted “yield curve” debate. And, unfortunately, it 
appears as though the oblivious talking heads are determined to 
discredit the yield curve, once again.

You see, I could pepper you with endless charts to demonstrate that 
economic activity was rapidly deteriorating well before any hint of a 
global pandemic.

But for those of you who have been following along, we’ve already 
touched on numerous examples over the past few months that explain 
why the yield curve matters.

So, instead of regurgitating old information – which Bubblevision will 
likely someday tout as a classic case of “Who Knew?” – let’s talk about 
what we can do moving forward.



The coronavirus is a true shock – a black swan, if you will. Nobody saw it 
coming, but it merely speeds up a global economy that was already 
deteriorating at the end of a lengthy cycle.

But, now that things have become a bit extreme over the short term, 
what’s next?

You see, markets are now at a point of extreme confusion.

Nothing displays this better than the manic swing from +2% to -2.3% over
the course of breakfast yesterday morning.

[Chart]

For my Element Macro clients, we profited from the blind-side blow this 
past week. But the past two days of violent swings, well, we’ve been 
almost entirely on the sidelines.

There’s a famous saying that I often like to quote: “There is a time to 
make money and a time to keep money.” Many a Wall Street veteran has 
said this – and for very good reason.

You see, after the initial shock, the “risk-off” behavior is understandable. 
But, at a certain point, things swing from one extreme to the next over 
the short term as investors try to wrap their heads around an unknown.

[Chart]

Emotions are running high, and, suddenly, long-term investors become 
day-traders, and day-traders become long-term investors.

[Chart]

In other words, people begin to lose their cool. It’s what turns investing 
and trading into pure gambling.

And that’s why I feel now is one of those times that we should be focused
on keeping our money.

If this truly is the top of a lengthy bull market, there will undoubtedly be 
plentiful opportunities to bet against the market in the months to come.

On the other hand, if this is simply a short-term disruption that will come 



to pass, the recent chaos will provide an opportunity to purchase 
attractive companies at what will prove to be discounted prices.

Which one it will be, we have no idea. But what we can say with extreme 
confidence is that emotions are running high right now. Investors aren’t 
behaving rationally.

Now is not the time to aggressively bet on a collapsing stock market nor 
is it time to attempt to catch the proverbial falling knife.

I know it’s felt like an eternity, but – believe it or not – we’re still only in 
February.

In times like these, we need to be focused on preserving our money. 
Profit opportunities will come, but not if we’re too beaten down to see 
them as they unfold.

To common sense,

David”
ROCKWELLTRADING.COM 
Market Update for Thursday - February 27th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=37eae9d7695c9a637eaa13
b0dea2166b76f2a36d5c9f30736335e3c4f3607839 

Today's Highlights:

It was a wild trading day!
Stocks were down, then moved higher and then plummeted into the 
close.
The S&P closed below 2,900 for the first time since mid-October.
But even worse, with today’s losses the S&P has entered in correction 
territory, down 12.2% since making a record high on February 19th.
The DOW finished at its lowest level since August of last year.
The DOW is also in correction territory, down 12.2% after losing 3,800 
points in just two weeks.
Last night, President Trump tried to tame coronavirus concerns by saying
that the risk to people in the U.S. is still “very low.”
But this didn’t do much to calm coronavirus fears, especially since there 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=37eae9d7695c9a637eaa13b0dea2166b76f2a36d5c9f30736335e3c4f3607839
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was news that someone in Northern California now has coronavirus. And 
the person got the virus without any travel to China or interaction with 
traveler’s to China. And on Thursday, California’s governor announced 
that the state is monitoring 8,400 people for the virus.
Today the biggest losers in the DOW were Apple (AAPL), down 6.7%, and 
Intel (INTC), down 6.4%.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=37eae9d7695c9a637eaa13
b0dea2166b76f2a36d5c9f30736335e3c4f3607839 

DRUDGEREPORT
FEAR IN ITALY
WARNINGS BERLIN
SPY AGENCIES MONITOR INDIA 
700 ASKED TO ISOLATE IN NY 
CALIFORNIA MONITORING 8400
DOW -1190
BIGGEST DROP IN HISTORY 

First case of UNKNOWN ORIGIN confirmed in Northern California...
WAS NOT TESTED FOR DAYS… 
Medical staff exposed?
Scope of undetected spread unknown...
Experts: Prepare to see overnight boom...
Seattle-area high school shuttered...
CA Gov Says State Only Has 200 Testing Kits...
Empty shelves hit Hawaii...
Masks Run Short...
How Daily Life Could Change...
Virus threatening to end air-travel boom...
Panicked passengers get family kicked off flight over coughing 
daughter... 

https://www.the-sun.com/news/463636/family-kicked-off-flight-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/463636/family-kicked-off-flight-coronavirus/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/27/coronavirus-raises-worries-about-a-broad-slowdown-in-air-travel.html
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/02/27/coronavirus-us-spread-daily-life-effects/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/masks-run-short-as-coronavirus-spreads-11582829321
https://www.khon2.com/local-news/worries-over-panic-buying-arise-as-some-supply-shelves-at-stores-empty-out/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/02/27/gov-newsom-coronavirus-testing-kits-shortage/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/feb/27/bothell-high-school-closed-over-coronavirus-fears/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-could-explode-in-the-us-overnight-like-it-did-in-italy
https://www.statnews.com/2020/02/27/a-single-coronavirus-case-exposes-a-bigger-problem-the-scope-of-undetected-u-s-spread-is-unknown/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8051701/CDC-took-four-days-test-person-unknown-origin-coronavirus-case.html
https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/coronavirus-CDC-UC-Davis-Solano-County-patient-15088045.php
https://www.sacbee.com/news/local/health-and-medicine/article240674471.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/26/dow-futures-fall-after-microsoft-issues-coronavirus-warning.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/26/dow-futures-fall-after-microsoft-issues-coronavirus-warning.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/27/california-is-monitoring-8400-people-for-the-coronavirus.html
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/02/26/coronavirus-update-de-blasio-cuomo-outline-preparations-in-new-york/
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-health-usa-intelligence/u-s-spy-agencies-monitor-coronavirus-spread-concerns-about-india-sources-idUSL2N2AR1YG
https://apnews.com/230fa2d2e2891ab2ccb6d9c8a5f479bf
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11054234/pope-ill-vatican-coronavirus/
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=37eae9d7695c9a637eaa13b0dea2166b76f2a36d5c9f30736335e3c4f3607839
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=37eae9d7695c9a637eaa13b0dea2166b76f2a36d5c9f30736335e3c4f3607839
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YAHOONEWS Emails reveal EPA's reaction to Trump's shower remarks 
When the top EPA official overseeing its WaterSense program first heard 
of the president's rant about toilets and modern faucets, she was at a 
loss for words. 'I can't even'» https://www.yahoo.com/news/cant-even-
emails-reveal-epa-145412239.html [ trump is so dumb, so mentally ill, so 
pathetic; but, dangerously criminal! ] 
CNN
Trump seeks a 'miracle' as virus fears mount 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
miracle-stock-markets/index.html 

Devastating losses on Wall Street convinced Trump to put a face on the 
crisis. But his erratic news conference only fanned the impression of a 
leadership vacuum.

Burnett explains why Trump's press conference backfired 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

independent.co.uk Donald Trump might be the stupidest President ever It 
should come as no surprise - and it has not - that he is sorely lacking in 
sophistication, knowledge of the world, understanding of government and
a rudimentary grasp of economics. President Donald Trump does not 
read - except in small doses and when his own name appears 
prominently. Prior to the presidency, his only activities were work and 
golf. He does not mingle with intellectuals, cultural trend-setters or 
artists. 'DONNIE WAS NEVER A SMART BOY, NO MATTER WHAT HE TELLS
YOU. THE NEIGHBORHOOD KIDS, USED TO CALL HIM, DONNIE DIMWIT', 
SAID MARYANN TRUMP BARRY, TRUMP'S OLDER SISTER, WHO IS A 
JUDGE. TRUMP'S OLDER SISTER WORRIES ABOUT HIM: 'DONNIE'S 
ACTING LIKE A NUTJOB' nova-magazine.net [ That's because he is a 
nutjob! ]. 

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus just sent the Dow 
crashing 1,100 points and it could get worse 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-just-sent-the-dow-
crashing-1100-points-but-it-could-get-worse-233433770.html 

CNN

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-just-sent-the-dow-crashing-1100-points-but-it-could-get-worse-233433770.html
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Trump seeks a 'miracle' as virus fears mount 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
miracle-stock-markets/index.html 

Devastating losses on Wall Street convinced Trump to put a face on the 
crisis. But his erratic news conference only fanned the impression of a 
leadership vacuum.

Burnett explains why Trump's press conference backfired 

HUFFPOST 
INVESTORS FEAR: U.S. RESPONSE TOO LITTLE TOO LATE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/investment-advisors-coronavirus-
response_n_5e5899b3c5b60102210e9c41 

DRUDGEREPORT
14% of patients who recover -- test positive again... 
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/coronavirus-bombshell-14-
patients-who-21588972 

Woman reinfected WEEKS later... 

HIV-like mutation... 

CNN Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk https://www.cnn.com/asia/
live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/
h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053 

The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC As threat level escalates, Mulvaney claims media exaggerating 
coronavirus peril to harm Trump

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-wh-response-has-been-one-mistake-after-another-79619141741
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Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S. is 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

Coronavirus whistleblower says U.S. workers lacked protective gear, 
training

HUFFPOST America’s Broken Social Safety Net Can’t Withstand The 
Coronavirus

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/americas-broken-social-safety-net-cant-withstand-coronavirus_n_5e59650cc5b6beedb4ead65c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/americas-broken-social-safety-net-cant-withstand-coronavirus_n_5e59650cc5b6beedb4ead65c
https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/cdc-issues-new-testing-guidance-for-health-care-workers-79633477964
https://www.msnbc.com/katy-tur/watch/cdc-issues-new-testing-guidance-for-health-care-workers-79633477964
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/fmr-ebola-czar-u-s-so-far-behind-on-coronavirus-response-79616069607


CNN

Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-
patient/index.html 

The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC

Doctor: WH coronavirus response a ‘colossal failure’

Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

HUFFPOST

America’s Broken Social Safety Net Can’t Withstand The Coronavirus

Second Troubling Mystery Case of Coronavirus Reported In California

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-covid-19-community-spread-california-second-case_n_5e599d24c5b6450a30be8593
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/americas-broken-social-safety-net-cant-withstand-coronavirus_n_5e59650cc5b6beedb4ead65c
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DRUDGEREPORT
VIRUS SPREADS TO 60 COUNTRIES 
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe 
RISK UPGRADED
OREGON HIT 
FAUCI TELLS LAWMAKERS THERE WILL BE MANY MORE INFECTED...
Testing under scrutiny after delays and questions over effectiveness...
Missteps at CDC...
Lawsuits Won't Be Far Behind...
How long can it survive on surfaces? Trump plays down risks… 'HOAX'… 
Feds boost production of protective gear...
FDA reports 1st drug shortage...
Toilet paper rationing in Hawaii...
Hoarding in the USA? How Daily Life Could Change...
'I have the coronavirus. So far, it isn't that bad'...
Americans canceling their domestic travel… Photos of deserted, nearly 
empty airports around world...
NO TIME TO DIE: HOLLYWOOD HAVOC...
GOOGLE employee tests positive...
GATES: May be 'once-in-a-century pathogen we've been worried about'...
What the End Game Will Look Like... 
Stock markets suffer worst week since financial crisis... 
World's Richest Lose $444 Billion... 
ROUBINI forecasts 40% drop... 
Plunge protection? 
Can the Fed inoculate economy?

"On a Horse’s Back https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-a-horses-
back/ 

David Stockman | February 28, 2020

Nor does the concourse of all causes make one simple chain or 
concatenation but an innumerable number of chains joined together, not 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-a-horses-back/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/on-a-horses-back/
https://news.yahoo.com/fed-inoculate-us-economy-against-virus-impact-210605544.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-cant-stop-coronavirus-from-slamming-the-economy-but-it-could-ease-the-pain-2020-02-28
https://theweek.com/speedreads/899110/stock-markets-are-headed-40-percent-plunge-says-economist-who-predicted-financial-crisis
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/world-richest-lose-444-billion-220432889.html
https://news.yahoo.com/asian-markets-slammed-again-virus-fears-cause-global-024836089.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/bill-gates-says-coronavirus-may-be-once-in-a-century-pathogen.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/02/28/google-employee-tests-positive-coronavirus/4904871002/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/hollywood-coronavirus-no-time-to-die-mulan-1203518001/
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
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https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/opinion/article/I-have-the-coronavirus-So-far-it-isn-t-that-bad-15093664.php
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/02/27/coronavirus-us-spread-daily-life-effects/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228205631-ls907
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/run-on-toilet-paper-in-hawaii-over-coronavirus-fears
https://abcnews.go.com/International/fda-reports-1st-drug-shortage-due-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69276490
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228214309-55fn9
https://apnews.com/ebc90501a013f52d792e72069bd4ad7f
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-plays-down-coronavirus-health-and-economic-15093869.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228215640-n07fz
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-come-u-lawsuits-won-163016610.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-testing-is-under-scrutiny-after-delays-and-questions-over-its-effectiveness/ar-BB10wCe3
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228151300-j38vl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/02/28/coronavirus-live-updates/
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in all parts, but in the first link God Almighty; and consequently the whole
cause of an event does not always depend on one single chain, but on 
many together… the last dictate of the judgement, concerning the good 
or bad that may follow on any action, is not properly the whole cause, but
the last part of it; and yet may be said to produce the effect necessarily, 
in such manner as the last feather may be said to break a horse’s back, 
when there were so many laid on before as there wanted by that one to 
do it.

– Thomas Hobbes, Hobbes’s Tripos: Of Liberty and Necessity (1684)

...

This morning, the yield on the central benchmark security of the entire 
$90 trillion global bond market, the 10-year U.S. Treasury note, hit an all-
time low of just 1.18%.

Shot…

…and chaser…

This single, incongruous datapoint alone tells you that MAGA is a 
preposterous pipe dream. It bespeaks not of the “greatest economy ever”
but of a financial malignancy that’s devouring the very foundations of 
capitalist prosperity in America.

Up against those corrosive forces, the Donald’s unhinged boasting, 
careless misreading of the facts, and counterproductive fiscal and trade 
war policies don’t have a snowball’s chance in the hot place of even 
improving upon the badly impaired fundamentals he inherited, let alone 
fulfilling the fantasies continuously erupting from the his Twitter feed.



In the first place, the underlying rot that is and will make a mockery of 
MAGA flows from fact that the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield is a creature of
the Federal Reserve’s massive falsification of financial asset prices.

The resulting systemic and long-accumulating distortions have, in turn, 
fostered rampant front-running and repo-funded speculation in the bond 
pits that amplify the initial mispricing resulting from massive monetary 
central planning.

Moreover, these deep pricing distortions in the sovereign debt markets 
then cascade through the entire financial system, fueling superheated 
bubbles and vast misallocations all along the way.

Well, it’s all coming to a head, as Michael Coolbaugh explains in a special
market commentary ripped from his weekly note to Delta Profit Trader 
subscribers…

Here’s What We Know…

By Michael Coolbaugh

There’s no way to sugarcoat things. This week has been brutal.

I know it may seem like the world is ending, that there’s simply no stop to
the relentless selling pressure over the past few days…

But this is exactly what I was talking about last week in Something BIG 
This Way Comes and even in our first weekly edition, How to Put the 
Odds in Your Favor.



The hints were there…

Not necessarily that coronavirus would take the world by storm. But that 
the market in its entirety was extremely vulnerable to a sudden selloff at 
the first inkling of any negative shock.

And, even though I didn’t explicitly state my rationale when providing the 
“risk size” for each trade alert, the simple fact that the odds were NOT in 
our favor – based upon my analysis of Valuation, Liquidity, Sentiment and 
Technicals – is precisely why we were using smaller position sizes of 
0.25% to 0.50% of net asset value (NAV).

In fact, when the conditions are ripe, you’ll often see position sizes creep
up as high as 1.50% to 2.00% of NAV.

But we’re nowhere close to that right now.

Yes, the market has achieved a good amount of “re-pricing.” It’s even 
reset much of the euphoria I’d been highlighting since January. But, 
whenever things turn crazy, people get emotional.

As I wrote yesterday, “Emotions are running high, and, suddenly, long-
term investors become day-traders, and day-traders become long-term 
investors.”

…which is why sticking to our own philosophy in good times and in bad is 
the first step to setting us apart from the manic crowd.



So, here’s what we know…

Several of our positions have been stopped out. And, even if you didn’t 
move your stop-losses higher as I’d been recommending along the way, 
the maximum amount of risk your portfolio should have had is -11.75%.

Now, certainly there were a few names that gapped below our stops, so 
we had some additional risk. But that figure also assumes we had zero 
profits – which we still do in names like TEVA, GILD, WPM, and NEM – and 
that we didn’t raise our stop-loss levels throughout the process.

That’s not too shabby considering the S&P 500 Index is down a little over 
9% since our first recommendation.

Stay with me, though, because here’s where things get really 
interesting…

As of the close of trading on February 27, 2020, and assuming the 
maximum position size was taken per recommendation, the total return 
for the portfolio is -0.63% over the same time period that the S&P 500 
Index is down over 9%!

And that’s if we didn’t sell a single share of TEVA on the day we 
recommended taking a 25% to 30% profit on half of our position.

Suddenly, we can see why I felt it was so imperative to relay my number 
one factor for success in any trading system: risk management/position 
sizing.



According to some metrics, this drawdown has been among the most 
severe that shares the likes of 1987, 2000, and 2008. And our portfolio is 
only down -0.63%!!

Look, we have no idea if or when these sort of “black swan” events will 
unfold. We can’t control the unknown.

But what we can control is risk management and a commitment to our 
plan. There will be more setups, I can promise you that.

And, luckily, by managing our risk, we can operate with clear minds as 
everyone else is losing theirs.

Why do I say folks have lost their minds? Well, only in October 2008 have 
volatility markets shown a greater degree of panic.

Some of these are a bit technical, but here are just a few graphic 
illustrations of just how brutal this selloff has become…

...

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM 

Market Update for Sunday - March 1st, 2020 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-02-27/?
inf_contact_key=cfba5a1d5f14f4a814d1dbf072480548c9b359cd3c30ad03
dee6fdfba69fa879 
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*Monday: Traders panic…and DOW drops more than 1000 points!!!

*Tuesday: Stocks keep plunging…DOW down 1,900 points in 2 days!

*Wednesday: Stocks tried to rebound…and failed

*Thursday: DOW down 3,226 points – and we’re officially in a “correction”

DRUDGEREPORT

Local spread of virus marks turning point in USA... 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200229163324-v735v 
WEST COAST ON ALERT... 
DEATH IN WASHINGTON STATE... 
Fear at nursing facility; 50+ sick... 
Suspected patient isolated in NJ... 
Wall Street preps for possible shutdown of trading floor... 
TRUMP: DON'T PANIC... 
Inside White House's frantic attempts to minimize crisis... 
Grocers Prepare for Surge in Demand... 
'Empty Shelves In TARGET, WALMART Early As April'... 
French Urged to Stop Cheek-to-Cheek Kisses... 
China officials knew of coronavirus, ordered cover-up...
Spreads in prisons... 
'Psychosis' in Milan... 
Empty streets, economic turmoil as virus alters daily life...
Americans canceling domestic travel...
What End Game Will Look Like... 

CNN
Coronavirus cases surge in Italy 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-travel-
advisory/index.html 

The country reported a 50% increase in cases Sunday. Thirty-four people 
have died. 

Live updates Delta suspends flights to Milan, Italy

https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-01-20-intl-hnk
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/americans-are-canceling-their-domestic-travel-over-coronavirus-fears/ar-BB10xnbr
https://apnews.com/00d9680372ff4945449f670c10a88fe9
https://news.yahoo.com/sick-italys-virus-shutdown-milan-itches-back-204904436.html
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/coronavirus-hits-china-s-prisons-what-will-happen-to-activists/article_e7821e9f-7e07-5139-9634-2cfd65f051b5.html
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/china-officials-knew-of-coronavirus-in-december-ordered-cover-up-report-says/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/fight-coronavirus-france-urges-no-more-greetings-kisses-bans-large-n1145906
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/02/28/chinese-products-shortage-coronavirus/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocers-prepare-for-surge-in-demand-as-coronavirus-spreads-11583004925
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Inside-Trump-s-frantic-attempts-to-minimize-the-15095593.php
https://apnews.com/ad97746163f019c576837838f8a6d267
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyse-could-close-trading-floor-in-coronavirus-contingency
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/suspected-coronavirus-patient-isolated-in-new-jersey-hospital/
https://apnews.com/f175d89567a26d59cab27725c9e8a0d7
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/trump-misidentifies-first-us-coronavirus-fatality-calling-man-a-wonderful-woman/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Virus-reported-in-wider-region-of-the-West-Coast-15095236.php
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MSNBC
Coronavirus outbreak continues with two new cases in Washington state

HUFFPOST
Judge Rules Ken Cuccinelli Unlawfully Appointed Head Of Immigration 
Agency

-----

http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif 

YAHOONEWS Business The Week Stock markets are headed for a 40 
percent plunge, says economist who predicted financial crisis 
//www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-
220900734.html The end of a very rough week for U.S. markets brought a 
worrying predict on.Wh le one expert warned fallout from the global 
coronavirus outbreak could be "worse than the financial 

DRUDGEREPORT
Virus may have spread undetected for 6 weeks in USA… 
https://www.boston.com/news/health/2020/03/01/coronavirus-may-have-
spread-undetected-for-weeks-in-u-s 
CDC Teams Race to Catch Up...
Coughing pope cancels retreat...
Addresses flock from window… 
Bug in over 60 countries; France closes Louvre...
'Psychosis' in Milan... DELTA suspends flights...
Empty streets, economic turmoil...
SICK MAP...
WEST COAST ALERT...
ANOTHER ONE DEAD IN WA… 

https://www.the-sun.com/news/476914/coronavirus-washington-death-outbreak-nyc/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Virus-reported-in-wider-region-of-the-West-Coast-15095236.php
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/00d9680372ff4945449f670c10a88fe9
https://www.the-sun.com/news/475476/coronavirus-delta-airlines-suspend-flights-milan-jfk/
https://news.yahoo.com/sick-italys-virus-shutdown-milan-itches-back-204904436.html
https://apnews.com/fd006734bacfb34a9dba966694359e5f
https://news.trust.org/item/20200301102509-eofj0
https://news.yahoo.com/pope-francis-cancels-planned-retreat-due-cold-190702327.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/cdc-teams-race-to-catch-up-to-spread-of-coronavirus-in-us/ar-BB10BA4f
https://www.boston.com/news/health/2020/03/01/coronavirus-may-have-spread-undetected-for-weeks-in-u-s
https://www.boston.com/news/health/2020/03/01/coronavirus-may-have-spread-undetected-for-weeks-in-u-s
https://www.boston.com/news/health/2020/03/01/coronavirus-may-have-spread-undetected-for-weeks-in-u-s
https://www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-220900734.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-220900734.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-220900734.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/stock-markets-headed-40-percent-220900734.html
http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ken-cuccinelli-unlawful-appointment-uscis_n_5e5c09ecc5b6450a30c0a3ce
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ken-cuccinelli-unlawful-appointment-uscis_n_5e5c09ecc5b6450a30c0a3ce
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/coronavirus-outbreak-continues-with-two-new-cases-in-washington-state-79769157915


Nursing Home Fear...
Wall St preps for possible shutdown of trading floor...
TRUMP: DON'T PANIC...
Inside White House's frantic attempts to minimize crisis...
ZANDI: 'Significant threat' to re-election...
Rumors and chaos in Alabama point to big problems...
Grocers Prepare...
China officials ordered cover-up...
Factory activity weakest reading on record… 
Uighurs ordered to work... 

trumps are so full of s**t!

http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 

Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

Second US coronavirus death confirmed in Washington state 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-hnk/index.html
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/uighur-muslim-china-xinjiang-factory-nike-shoe-apple-dell-volkswagen-a9366956.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/02/china-economy-caixinmarkit-february-manufacturing-pmi-amid-coronavirus.html
https://nypost.com/2020/02/29/china-officials-knew-of-coronavirus-in-december-ordered-cover-up-report-says/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/grocers-prepare-for-surge-in-demand-as-coronavirus-spreads-11583004925
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Coronavirus-rumors-and-chaos-in-Alabama-point-to-15096757.php
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/01/coronavirus-is-significant-threat-to-economy-and-trump-mark-zandi.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Inside-Trump-s-frantic-attempts-to-minimize-the-15095593.php
https://apnews.com/ad97746163f019c576837838f8a6d267
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/nyse-could-close-trading-floor-in-coronavirus-contingency
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/01/us/washington-coronavirus-nursing-home.html


The patient, a man in his 70s in King County, died Saturday. His case is 
one of four new presumptive cases that were detected in a nursing home.

Second coronavirus death reported in US and first case confirmed in New
York

Global coronavirus death toll tops 3,000

Inside White House's frantic attempts to minimize crisis… Drudgereport

"PANDEMIC, PANIC, AND POWELL 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/pandemic-panic-and-powell/ 

David Stockman | March 02, 2020

I don’t want to be at the mercy of my emotions. I want to use them, to 
enjoy them, and to dominate them. n– Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian 
Gray (1890)

...

The Dow Jones Industrial Average gapped up more than 300 points at the
open this morning, but by 10:00 a.m. ET much of that had slipped away.

Stocks were (only just) still in the green when I began to write, a little 
more than 30 minutes into the trading day.

A little more than 30 minutes after noon, the Dow’s up more than 700 
points.

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/pandemic-panic-and-powell/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Inside-Trump-s-frantic-attempts-to-minimize-the-15095593.php
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/01/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-02-20-intl-hnk/index.html


They will keep hope will alive, won’t they…

Well, of course futures markets are pricing in a 100% chance of a 50-
basis-point interest-rate cut on March 18: “Goldman now sees the Federal
Reserve getting even more aggressive in the face of coronavirus scare…”

Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh explained it in his Monday morning note to
Delta Profit Trader subscribers:

If there were any lingering doubt about the manic behavior of markets, I 
think we can put any questions to bed.

On Friday, I mentioned the possibility that markets could rebound… and 
the last 15 minutes of the trading day provided no shortage of fireworks, 
as the S&P 500 Index rallied over 110 points.

But that was just the beginning.

Sunday evening, S&P 500 equity futures opened lower by 55 points, 
swung higher by another 115 points before 3 a.m. ET, back lower again by
80 points over the next four hours, and all of this to return to nearly flat 
from Friday’s close before 8:30 a.m.

I could make an offer of some profound explanation. But I think my post 
from Friday afternoon says it best: There is absolutely no rhyme, reason, 
or rhythm to this market action the past few days.

If you’re “trading” this, you’re not trading, you’re gambling.



Neither investors nor traders are acting on facts. Sure, there are some 
systematic factors at play. But, by and large, the past few days has been 
pure emotion.

Meanwhile, here are some facts:

A private survey on Chinese manufacturing activity released during Asian
trading hours on Monday came in at its weakest level ever. The 
Caixin/Markit Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) came in at
40.3 for February, far below expectations of a reading of 45.7 by 
economists in a Reuters poll. PMI readings above 50 indicate expansion, 
while those below that level signify a contraction.

That came after an official data released Saturday showed China’s 
official manufacturing PMI plunging to 35.7 in February, a record low, 
from 50 in January. A reading below 50 indicates contraction in a sector.

[Chart]

It’s too early to tell, of course, whether COVID-19 is the Big Bang or if it 
will be soon wrestled to ground by public health authorities around the 
planet, relieving global supply chains of quarantined workers, grounded 
planes, ships and trains, depleted inventories, and paralyzed decision 
processes.

Even assuming the latter, the predicate of central bank omnipotence 
should now be swept into the dustpan of history.

Not only can the Federal Reserve not repair and revive disrupted supply 
chains. It can’t even accomplish the conventional tasks it’s defined for 
itself.



Namely, making domestic inflation rise by 2.00% annually and causing 
output growth to adhere unfailingly to the path of full-employment gross 
domestic product, world without end…

That’s because in a world of Peak Debt – $225 trillion globally and $74 
trillion in the U.S. alone – the Fed’s policy tools are not only impotent. 
They’re downright malignant.

It’s now more than evident that the benefits of its massive 
bond-buying/balance sheet expansion (“quantitative easing”) and brutal 
repression of money-market interest rates never extend beyond the top 
1%.

It just inflates, inflates, and inflates further asset prices owing to the 
symbiotic confluence of carry-trade speculation on Wall Street and 
financial engineering joints in the C-suites of Corporate America.

The Fed pretends it’s entirely about the business of boosting Main Street 
and the employment, production, income, and inflation metrics by which 
its performance is measured.

[Chart]

Source: The New York Times

Yet, as COVID-19 now reminds, our monetary central planners are 
actually impotent on all that it sanctimoniously claims to be shepherding 
and enhancing.



At the same time, it claims to be focused on the stock market, if at all, 
only out of a squinting corner of its collective eye.

Bullshit.

All that it does is conditioned and encapsulated by “wealth effects” 
theory and a sniveling fear of Acela Corridor hissy fits. So, it keeps on 
temporizing, capitulating, and re-fueling the bubbles that it dares not 
allow to correct.

Its true ignominy, however, is becoming ever more apparent. It has 
impaired Main Street – perhaps fatally – by crushing savers, wage-
earners, and productive investment at the same time it’s inflated a 
massive bubble on Wall Street it claims not to see.

But, now, the bubble has surely reached its asymptote and may well have
plowed into the pin that was always lurking it its path.

Yet, notwithstanding further bouts of “stimulus” idiocy, including a 
desperate plea by former Minneapolis Fed President Narayana 
Kocherlakota for deep immediate rate cuts (to what, zero?) – it’s not even
up to the task of sustaining the dangerous financial malignancies it’s 
fostered.

By imperiously violating, across four decades, every law of sound 
finance, honest money, and common sense that the world had learned 
over the centuries, our monetary central planners have created a 
monster that will surely bring their own demise.



Indeed, the predicate of their omnipotence faces a sudden and 
unexpected challenge from the growing impact of COVID-19 on the global
economy and its vast and intricate supply chains.

And none too soon.

To common sense,

David"

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Long-term stock investors still 
shouldn’t buy the dip, says El-Erian, but it’s an opportunity-filled 
environment for pro traders https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f94b0336-
ff9b-3a85-916f-8ed6a010376f/long-term-stock-investors.html 

The Market Is Too Calm About Coronavirus. Goldman Sachs Says to 
Watch Out. 
https://www.marketwatch.com/tools/stockresearch/globalmarkets/intindic
es.asp 

102 cases of coronavirus confirmed in the US 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

MARKETWATCH The Market Is Too Calm About Coronavirus. Goldman 
Sachs Says to Watch Out. 

https://www.barrons.com/articles/goldman-sachs-coronavirus-correction-for-stocks-51582238526?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.barrons.com/articles/goldman-sachs-coronavirus-correction-for-stocks-51582238526?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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https://www.barrons.com/articles/goldman-sachs-coronavirus-correction-for-stocks-51582238526?link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_medium=BARRONS
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/f94b0336-ff9b-3a85-916f-8ed6a010376f/long-term-stock-investors.html
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The virus has killed six people in Washington state, according to health 
officials. More than 3,000 have died globally from the outbreak. 

Health expert contradicts Trump about vaccine timing

trumps are so full of s**t!

http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 

Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood 
that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump 
responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open 
hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately 
following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to 
reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse 
of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

CNN
Stark warning from WHO chief on coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/
index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html
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http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/02/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-vaccine-push-back/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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We're in 'uncharted territory,' head of WHO says, as coronavirus cases 
total more than 90,000 people 

live updates More than 100 coronavirus cases confirmed in US

MSNBC
Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus [ Well, 
there you go … if trump says it then :

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

MSNBC
WAPO: Trump aide calls coronavirus response 'complete chaos'

"LOOK OUT BELOW https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/look-out-
below/ 

David Stockman | March 03, 2020

What remains in diseases after the crisis is apt to produce relapses.

– Hippocrates, Aphorisms (as published in 1817)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/look-out-below/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/look-out-below/
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/wapo-trump-aide-calls-coronavirus-response-complete-chaos-79858757623
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/trump-contradicts-health-experts-and-officials-on-coronavirus-80093253702
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-03-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html


...

Bubblevision’s Bob Pisani had it exactly right already a week ago, 
discussing the Dow futures as a vertigo-inducing roller-coaster: “The 
markets are clueless…”

Thousands of Dow points of COVID-19-triggered decline has, apparently, 
awakened some of the dream walkers.

Of course, honest price discovery and respect for fundamentals was 
destroyed years ago in favor of one-decision speculation.

It’s “buy the f***ing dip” – always, everywhere, and forever – because the 
Federal Reserve and its fellow-traveling monetary central planners 
around the world will never again allow markets to correct or run native 
after the trauma of 2008-09.

Alas, right on cue, the Fed announced a 50-basis-point cut to its 
benchmark interest rate this morning, taking the federal funds rate down 
to 1.00%.

Wouldn’t you know it, though? The Dow Jones Industrial Average is now 
down about another 1,000 points an hour and a half before the closing 
bell.

Michael Coolbaugh packed some sobering commentary into an alert to 
Delta Profit Trader readers this afternoon:



Very simply, I believe there is a heightened possibility of a market crash. 
And – just like we touched on last week where we saw your typical safe-
haven assets, like gold, get tossed out with the bathwater – I believe 
there’s a similar possibility in the near future.

We touched on the dangerous backdrop for the markets all throughout 
January and February. After the initial panic, I highlighted in Friday’s 
newsletter that markets were poised for a rebound.

Well, we got our rebound. But I’m not of the camp that believes the 
recent selloff was a simple short-term hiccup in what will be a 
continuation of the recent bull market.

But there’s really one main reason that’s causing the hair to stand up on 
the back of my neck.

And that’s today’s market reaction following the emergency rate cut by 
the Federal Reserve.

You see, when the Fed feels the need to slash rates by 50 basis points in 
between meetings, things are serious. The last two times they conducted
such emergency cuts were in 2008 and, before that, in 2001.

Here’s another fun fact: The last time the market rallied the same amount
as it did yesterday, in percentage terms, was in 2008.

We all know monetary policy cannot fix a global pandemic. Yet our 
monetary central planners felt the need to make a move anyway. After a 
brief rally, markets quickly reversed and have been tumbling all day long.



The reality is beginning to set in that we’re at the end of a lengthy 
business cycle and monetary central planners have all but spent every 
last piece of ammo in their toolbox.

And whenever a market fails to respond to seemingly positive 
developments – you know, that the Fed will supposedly save the day – it’s 
typically a sign that something is seriously wrong.

I can’t say with certainty whether this crash prediction will ultimately 
come to fruition. But, for now, self-preservation is the prudent action. If 
the market does crash, there will be massive opportunities to exploit in 
the aftermath.

But, as we saw late last week, there’s a very real possibility that 
everything – including the kitchen sink – gets tossed out the window.

In fact, even as I write, gold is beginning to give up its massive intraday 
rally as the market has come under increasing pressure.

In the end, the recent developments should undoubtedly bode extremely 
well for gold. Right now, however, we’re still within the recent volatile 
range, and patience is of the utmost importance.

Indeed, at times like these, perhaps it’s better to laugh than cry…

I mean, it’s getting absolutely nuts…



The sad truth is, the Fed’s previous massive attempts at economic 
“stimulus” have never really left the canyons of Wall Street. They’ve 
reflated financial assets to a fare-thee-well, and they’ve done so at a 
terrible price.

The already heavy public and private debt burden at $53 trillion on the 
eve of the Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession was quickly given a 
hall pass in the form of drastically lower (and falsified) interest rates. 
This sharply reduced the carry-cost of the U.S. economy’s swollen debts, 
even as total outstandings soared to $74.6 trillion by the fourth quarter of
2019.

Consequently, the aggregate leverage ratio against gross domestic 
product, which had hit a historic peak at 3.5 times in late 2007, wasn’t 
reduced at all during the last 10 years of so-called recovery.

Accordingly, the two turns of extra debt relative to the historically proven
1.5 times aggregate leverage ratio remained as it stood when the crisis 
was triggered in 2008.

By “proven,” I mean the latter ratio had prevailed during the century of 
industrialization, robust growth, rising living standards, and burgeoning 
wealth gains extant prior to 1971. The financial discipline imposed by one
form of the gold standard or another had proved itself via the undeniable 
capitalist prosperity on Main Street that materialized after 1870.

But, December 2019, those two extra turns of debt amounted to $40 
trillion. That was the headwind to recovery.

That’s why this incipient COVID-19 pandemic is not just another public 
health emergency.



Bubblevision’s talking heads are pushing the meme that coronavirus is 
causing temporary economic havoc by disrupting the global supply 
chains but will eventually fade into the rearview mirror.

They argue its impact will be minimal because – even though supply 
chains are more brittle than anybody realized – government authorities 
will at some point contain the virus, thereby permitting workers, 
truckers, airline pilots, longshoremen, etc., to go back to their jobs, 
commerce to restart, inventories to be replenished, and deliveries to 
normalize…

Not so fast.

Today’s fracturing supply chains did not materialize on Adam Smith’s free
market. Nor are they a testament to the wonders of comparative 
advantage.

To the contrary, they are the dark underbelly of the world’s $255 trillion 
of debt and the massively falsified global financial markets fostered by 
our monetary central planners.

The problem is not the debt, per se, or that it bears some kind of 
existentially evil characteristic. The skunk in the woodpile is actually the
reason why it’s there in the first place. And what it funded as it 
metastasized into today’s brobdingnagian accumulations.



The entire chain of malignancy was driven from the Eccles Building after 
1987. The U.S. economy needed to deflate from the rampant inflation of 
the 1970s in order to remain competitive with the mercantilist Asian 
economies rising from the rice paddies – most especially China after Mr. 
Deng choose the export route in the early 1990s and proclaimed it 
“glorious” to be rich.

At long last, of course, COVID-19 should at least prove a wake-up call 
about those artificially born, bred, and fueled global supply chains.

This time, however, cauterizing and stabilizing the rotten foundation our 
monetary central planners have fostered may well be above the pay 
grade of even these masters of malignant money.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - March 3rd, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-03/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d33165cea2c46d8116b554
55c04ab6436bf72b7be6507ffa57af3236798ca349 

Today's Highlights:

It was another roller-coaster ride in the markets today.

The Fed announced an emergency rate cut by 0.5% to help with the 
impact of the coronavirus. The announcement came two weeks ahead of 
the scheduled later this month.
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The last time the Fed made an emergency rate cut of a half point was in 
the middle of the financial crisis. The Fed’s decision was meant to calm 
traders and the markets. But it made things worse.

The S&P was up 1.5% earlier in the day but then tanked.And after a 5% 
swing from highs to sessions, the S&P ended the day with a 2.8% loss.

The drop in interest rates sent bank stocks lower:

Bank of America (BAC) lost 5.5% and JP Morgan Chase (JPM) dropped 
3.8%.

And airlines were some of the worst performers today: American Airlines 
(AAL) finished lower by 5.4%, and United Airlines (UAL) was down 4.9%.
>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-03/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d33165cea2c46d8116b554
55c04ab6436bf72b7be6507ffa57af3236798ca349 

YAHOONEWS 
Business
MarketWatch

CNBC’s Jim Cramer: I’m more nervous now than before the Fed’s rate cut

The Federal Reserve, in a rare inter-meeting move, cut its benchmark 
interest rate by a half percentage point to a range of 1%-1.25%. “The 
fundamentals of the U.S. economy remain strong,” the Fed said. “It's 
great that the Federal Reserve recognizes that there's going to be 
weakness, but it makes me feel, wow, the weakness must be much more 
than I thought,” Cramer said, adding that the rate cut doesn't exactly 
ease coronavirus fears.

• Bitcoin Drops 2% Following Fed’s First Emergency Rate Cut Since   
2008
Coindesk

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/bitcoin-drops-2-following-fed-163328659.html
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• Fed rate cut expected to push historically low mortgage rates even   
lower
Yahoo Money

Business
MarketWatch

Stocks haven’t bottomed yet, so wait for this signal, advises Charles 
Schwab trading guru https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/1125df26-47b5-
31fb-a61e-aed52f2b08b2/stocks-haven%E2%80%99t-bottomed-yet-.html 

Can Wall Street stocks add to the best gains in a year even as 
coronavirus cases and deaths continue to rise outside China? The 
Federal Reserve just delivered a rare between-meeting 50 basis-point 
rate cut shortly after the open, which briefly triggered a rally for stocks. 
That's after a Group of Seven finance ministers and central banks' 
statement failed to deliver the details on any coordinated action to fight 
the coronavirus.

• Gold prices end 3% higher as Fed announces a surprise interest-rate  
cut
MarketWatch

• Virus spread prompts Fed to slash rates in surprise move  
Associated Press

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/g-7-major-economies-pledge-130518271.html
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CNN 
Texas and New Jersey report presumptive coronavirus cases 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

There are now 158 cases of novel coronavirus in US 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-04-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

YAHOONEWS Health CBC 'This will not be contained': Experts cast doubt 
that spread of COVID-19 can be stopped 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/not-contained-experts-cast-doubt-
090000102.html 

• South Korea, Iran, Italy and Japan are greatest virus concern: WHO  
Reuters

• 'Never been seen before': WHO issues stark warning over   
coronavirus
Yahoo News UK
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ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - March 4th, 2020 
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/g_wgPKwfm6Q/dereferrer/?
redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com
%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5923236675321856%2F4733012298432512 

Today's Highlights:

More bad news regarding the coronavirus:

California reported its first coronavirus death.

And in China, scientists discovered evidence that the virus has mutated 
at least once.

In Italy, the Prime Minister said that their health care systems is on the 
verge of being overwhelmed because of the virus.

But today stocks were up more than 4.0% because of a Joe Biden Super 
Tuesday win? That’s how it looks. Biden’s win in key primary states gave 
a boost to the markets, since investors consider Biden a more market-
friendly Democratic candidate than Bernie Sanders.

In the afternoon the Fed’s Beige Book was released. It showed that the 
Fed sees U.S. economic activity as “modest to moderate” and mentioned 
the coronavirus as a risk.
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>> Click here to read the full 
story...https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/g_wgPKwfm6Q/dereferrer/?
redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com
%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5923236675321856%2F4733012298432512 

"YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/you-cant-make-this-stuff-up/ 

David Stockman | March 04, 2020

Power resides only where men believe it resides. [...] A shadow on the 
wall, yet shadows can kill. And ofttimes a very small man can cast a very 
large shadow.

– George R.R. Martin, A Clash of Kings (1998)

...

So, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note fell below 1.00% for the 
first time ever.

But the Dow Jones Industrial Average is up more than 800 points today; 
must be because Joe Biden has revived hopes the old postwar alliances 
will reemerge and prop up Imperial Washington’s consensus, once more, 
in the name of all that’s good and decent…

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/you-cant-make-this-stuff-up/
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Meanwhile, Wall Street, the old adage that stocks take an escalator up 
but an elevator down is being demonstrated… day after day after day…

The Dow is now down 3,651.16 points, or more than 12%, since the 
record high all the way back on, well, February 12. As of Tuesday’s close,
it was all the way back about where it stood in late August.

It took 168 days of irrational exuberance on steroids for the market to 
climb 3,773 Dow points to 29,551 on February 12. And it took about two 
weeks to shed every single point of that gain. And that brief but 
vertiginous interlude included four weekend days and a holiday to boot…

[Chart]

Despite what’s happening today, I’d say that “price action” is finally 
suggesting to day-traders, robo-machines, and plain-old speculators that 
there’s something rotten in Denmark.

Of course, the attention being paid is on exactly the wrong venue. Down 
on Wall Street, they’re in the thrall of our monetary central planners, 
awaiting now a coordinated round of global “easing”…

So, I’ll say it again: Central bankers caused the current crisis by fostering
hideously inflated financial markets and ultra-fragile global supply 
chains. Bringing more coals to Newcastle, therefore, will fix nothing. But 
it will aggravate the underlying malignancies that are now rushing to the 
surface

Indeed, COVID-19 is the inverse neutron bomb of finance.



The deadly radiation of the latter weapon kills everyone in its radius and 
leaves the buildings standing, of course, whereas COVID-19 seems to 
leave 98% of the infected population standing but has lethal effects on 
the global supply chains.

There’s a simple reason for that: The essence of fighting this ultra-
contagious pandemic is separating workers from their place of labor in 
order to blunt the disease’s transmission process.

And in today’s world that is a gigantic problem.

Among the baleful effects of monetary central planning has been the 
fostering of exceedingly fragile global supply chains, where the risks of 
disruption have been studiously ignored by liquidity inebriated stock 
markets.

Wall Street has encouraged maximum feasible outsourcing and offshoring
by Corporate America’s CEOs and CFOs in order to goose earnings and 
stock options. Meanwhile, they’re drastically underinvesting in supply-
chain redundancies, “just-in-case” inventories, and liquid financial 
reserves.

Accordingly, the true cost of 12,000-mile-long, inventory-light, air-freight-
driven logistics – even in today’s world of high-speed communications and
flat-Earth technology platforms – wasn’t reflected in the 30-year drive for 
dollar-cost and labor arbitrage.

What’s being priced in is not simply a worst-case scenario for the 
economic impacts of a terrible but one-off pandemic.



What’s really happening is the inexorable realignment and re-costing of 
artificially induced, unnatural, and unsustainable global supply chains 
that were fostered by money-printing central bankers, not the 
comparative advantage of Adam Smith’s free markets.

Back in the day, Bill Clinton’s principal trash-talker, James Carville, 
famously said, “It’s the economy, stupid” to explain the improbable 
victory of the Arkansas governor over George Bush the Elder’s sparkling 
30-year Washington resume.

Today, it’s the JIT, stupid!

“Just-in-time” supply chains appeared to have a sparkling 30-year record 
of soaring efficiency gains, with burgeoning corporate profit growth to 
boot.

But the present unexpected plunge in financial markets is a clanging 
warning bell that the world’s JIT-based supply chains are incredibly 
vulnerable and fragile.

As we’ll soon see, entire factories will be shut down for want of a 25-cent
washer, so to speak.

Even if coronavirus is eventually contained and extinguished, the impact 
is just beginning.

There’s only one way to make today’s intricate, globe-spanning, JIT 
regime robust: via a lot more cost – for inventories, second suppliers, 
shorter supply lines, etc. – and a lot less profit.



That implies a dramatic reset of stock prices and price-to-earnings (P/E) 
multiples. Yet the timing for these long-overdue economic and financial 
adjustments could not be worse.

After all, we’re at the tippy-top of the longest business expansion in 
history at 128 months. But P/E ratios are already in the nosebleed section
of history.

For the 12 months ended in January, S&P 500 Index components reported
earnings of $138.93 per share. At the February 12 high, the market was 
trading at 24.3 times earnings. But, relative to history, that’s a significant
understatement of the P/E multiple owing to the drastic change in the tax
regime implemented in 2018.

There’s at least $15 per share of added earnings owing to the 20% tax 
rate. So, on an apples-to-apples basis at the old rate, tax-adjusted 
trailing-12-month earnings stand at $124 per share. That’s an implied P/E 
multiple of 27.3 times. That compares to 17.7 times on the eve of the 
2008 financial crisis and 26.4 times in the fourth quarter of 2000.

The present world is doubly fragile. Global supply chains have been 
unsustainably profitable, and financial assets are egregiously overvalued.
And both conditions are owing to the world’s current rotten regime of 
monetary central planning.

Another 50 basis points of money-market rate cuts will solve nothing. It’ll
only pump another round of excess liquidity into a staggering Wall Street.

Undoubtedly, that’s where we are headed in the near term, just the same.



More opportunity to corrupt, more opportunity to impair, more 
opportunity to destabilize…

To common sense,

David"

CNN



Cruise ship held off California after coronavirus death 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/california-coronavirus-cruise-ship-
thursday/index.html 

The man had been on the Grand Princess and died of the virus after going
home. Some passengers and crew have symptoms now

live updates Washington school district closes schools

How to live with a coronavirus outbreak

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/04/asia/coronavirus-lessons-from-asia-intl-hnk-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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This number predicts how fast a virus will spread

DRUDGEREPORT
Banks ready disaster plans… https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-us-
banks-ready-disaster-plans-sources-183300327.html 
Fed Alters Capital Rules... 
IMF chief calls for all-out offensive to counteract epidemic...
HSBC evacuates London offices after worker tests positive... 
Empty stores, quarantined firefighters: Washington city at virus epicenter
reels as death toll rises... 
ULTRA festival canceled in Miami... 
Test delays stoke anger… 
Trump blames Obama… 
Airlines could lose up to $113 billion... 
Medical screener at LAX infected... 
Congressman 'mocks'? 
What would Hill do if Capitol got hit? 
State warns voters they shouldn't lick mail-in ballots... 
CAMPBELL Sees More Demand from Soup Stockpiling... 
Israel severely restricts entry from Europe... 
Touching your face. Here is how to stop doing it... 
SICK MAP... 
Coronavirus controls increase surveillance danger... 
High-tech tracking, fever checks... 
How risky is that virus? Your mind may mislead... 
Hysterical pet owners 'asking vets to euthanize their dogs'... 

CNN
Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/ 
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https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/hysterical-pet-owners-fearing-coronavirus-21636892
https://apnews.com/580923fa5e2200f98c0a42b5c0d7b236
https://news.yahoo.com/normal-virus-hit-china-high-tech-tracking-fever-154511422.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305002314-damsj
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/a-coronavirus-danger-touching-your-face-here-is-how-to-stop-doing-it/ar-BB10JGKl
https://news.yahoo.com/israel-severely-restricts-entry-europe-due-virus-204340338.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/campbell-raises-earnings-outlook-11583328158
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/04/us/washington-state-coronavirus-voting-trnd/index.html
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https://www.rawstory.com/2020/03/matt-gaetz-mocks-essential-coronavirus-funding-by-strapping-on-a-gas-mask/
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/medical-screener-lax-airport-tests-positive-coronavirus-n1149986
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/coronavirus-iata-warns-passenger-revenue-could-fall.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/04/donald-trump-obama-administration-coronavirus
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305021522-ny0rr
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As the number of US cases rises, Vice President Pence says there are 
not enough tests to meet demand

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

Breaking Senate approves $8.3 billion response package

Dr. Gupta debunks Trump's 'hunch' he made to Fox News

Dow tumbles 1,000 points again

Cruise returning to shore after coronavirus death

MSNBC

Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus [ Well, 
there you go … if trump says it then :

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

CNN
Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/ 

HUFFPOST Politics Federal Judge Blasts William Barr For Distorting 
Mueller Report Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure 
the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal 
conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those 
principal conclusions. [ Duh! …http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg 
(emphasis added!) http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …
that’s what he does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
INTEREST RATES HEAD TOWARD ZERO 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/bond-king-gundlach-says-fed-panicked-and-short-term-rates-are-headed-toward-zero.html
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/04/william-barr-mueller-report-summary
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/04/william-barr-mueller-report-summary
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/federal-judge-barr-distorts-mueller-report_n_5e6179f3c5b647a5bd2f151e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/federal-judge-barr-distorts-mueller-report_n_5e6179f3c5b647a5bd2f151e
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/trump-contradicts-health-experts-and-officials-on-coronavirus-80093253702
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/california-coronavirus-cruise-ship-thursday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/investing/dow-stock-market-today/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/05/trump-coronavirus-fatality-rate-hunch-gupta-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/politics/coronavirus-senate-vote-response-funding-package/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/epa-disinfectants-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/


Christ's birthplace in Bethlehem quarantined... 
EASTER FEAR 2020... 
https://apnews.com/c57bc457c0c1c02a910c1564d8f76715 
Saudi empties Islam's holiest site... 
Bodies 'pile up' in Iran morgue...
STARBUCKS bans personal cups... 
World braces for months of trouble... 
Wall St Wild Ride Continues... 
STOCKS CRATER; DOW -969... 
Mortgage Rates All-time Low...
Banks ready disaster plans… 
Fed Alters Capital Rules... 
IMF chief calls for all-out offensive...
Venture firm SEQUOIA sounds alarm...
HSBC evacuates London offices...
South Korea tests hundreds of thousands...
Singapore: Lying about where you've been gets 6 months of jail... 
French politician in serious condition... 
Empty stores, quarantined firefighters: Washington city at virus epicenter
reels as death toll rises... 

Cruise Ship With Sick Passengers Stuck In Limbo Off CA... 

Hospital Prepping 'Surge Tents'... 

Containment 'Unlikely Outcome' as Spread Grows World-Wide... 

ULTRA festival canceled in Miami... 

TINDER warns users... 

More worry NYC... 

PENCE: America does NOT have enough test kits… 

Delays stoke anger… 

Trump blames Obama… 

White House sidelines health secretary... 

https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/05/white-house-alex-azar-coronavirus-122250
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/04/donald-trump-obama-administration-coronavirus
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305021522-ny0rr
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8080111/Mike-Pence-admits-America-does-NOT-testing-kits-meet-coronavirus-demand.html
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/2-more-covid-19-cases-in-ny-brings-total-to-13-community-spread-eyed-in-possible-nj-case-as-state-awaits-tests/2313298/
https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/486220-tinder-warns-users-to-maintain-social-distance-amid-coronavirus
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-dade/downtown-miami/article240878956.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-spreads-world-wide-containment-is-an-unlikely-outcome-11583403706
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/04/coronavirus-san-jose-good-samaritan-hospital-surge-tents-influx-cases-covid19/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/05/coronavirus-fears-keeps-grand-princess-in-limbo-off-california-coast/
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-03-04/kirkland-washington-coronavirus
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-03-04/kirkland-washington-coronavirus
https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=auto&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.francebleu.fr%2Finfos%2Fsante-sciences%2Fun-depute-alsacien-hospitalise-pour-suspicion-de-coronavirus-1583440846
https://news.yahoo.com/singapore-working-round-clock-coronavirus-153100020.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/south-korea-tests-hundreds-thousands-210000450.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11104026/coronavirus-hsbc-evacuates-london-office-canary-wharf/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/sequoia-capital-alerts-companies-about-coronavirus-economic-fallout.html
https://news.yahoo.com/imf-chief-calls-offensive-counteract-epidemic-163131029.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-retools-capital-rules-for-largest-u-s-banks-11583359910
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-us-banks-ready-disaster-plans-sources-183300327.html
http://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/03/05/1995969/0/en/Mortgage-Rates-Hit-All-time-Low.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/us-markets-dow-futures-indicate-opening-drop.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/us-markets-dow-futures-indicate-opening-drop.html
https://apnews.com/435cb3786f0d6692c8143a07e29c3e79
https://news.yahoo.com/starbucks-bans-personal-cups-over-coronavirus-161236531.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/middleeast/iran-coronavirus-morgues-intl/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/saudi-empties-islams-holiest-sterilisation-161118787.html
https://apnews.com/c57bc457c0c1c02a910c1564d8f76715
https://apnews.com/c57bc457c0c1c02a910c1564d8f76715
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305112530-ck0oy


Capitol Hill Open as Lawmakers Fret About 'Petri Dish'... 

What would happen if it got hit? 

Airlines could lose 100+ billion... 

CAMPBELL Sees More Demand from Soup Stockpiling... 

Israel severely restricts entry from Europe... 

Touching your face. Here is how to stop doing it... 

SICK MAP... 

Coronavirus controls increase surveillance danger... 

How risky is that virus? Your mind may mislead... 

First known human-to-animal transmission... 

Hysterical pet owners 'asking vets to euthanize their dogs'...

How blood plasma from recovered patients could help treat... 

CNN
Thousands of US residents asked to 'self-quarantine' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-
procedures/index.html 

States are grappling to keep an eye on the thousands who may have 
come in contact with someone infected 

Get the latest on the virus: Podcast | Newsletter

https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/05/how-blood-plasma-from-recovered-patients-could-help-treat-coronavirus/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/hysterical-pet-owners-fearing-coronavirus-21636892
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/a-dog-has-a-low-level-coronavirus-infection-in-first-known-human-to-animal-transmission/
https://apnews.com/580923fa5e2200f98c0a42b5c0d7b236
https://news.trust.org/item/20200305002314-damsj
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/a-coronavirus-danger-touching-your-face-here-is-how-to-stop-doing-it/ar-BB10JGKl
https://news.yahoo.com/israel-severely-restricts-entry-europe-due-virus-204340338.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/campbell-raises-earnings-outlook-11583328158
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/coronavirus-iata-warns-passenger-revenue-could-fall.html
https://www.theeagle.com/news/national/what-would-congress-do-if-the-capitol-got-hit-by/article_0024dbea-11e7-5e18-9ccb-0921d4722458.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/capitol-hill-stays-open-as-lawmakers-fret-about-working-in-petri-dish-11583444966


Live Updates Coronavirus cases rise across the world

Bodies 'pile up' in morgue as Iran feels strain

A state-by-state breakdown of US cases

This is what it's like to have the coronavirus

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

This number predicts how fast a virus will spread

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - March 5th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e
4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389 

Today's Highlights:

The enthusiasm from "Super Tuesday" is clearly over.
And traders are back to worrying about the coronavirus:
California declared a state of emergency after 53 confirmed cases and a 
death from the virus.
With fears of the coronavirus spreading, and specifically the economic 
impact it will have, stocks tanked.
The S&P finished with a 3.4% loss.
With today’s slide the S&P dropped back below its 200-day moving 
average.
Bank stocks were slammed today:
Bank of America (BAC) suffered a 5.7% loss and JP Morgan Chase (JPM) 
lost 4.9%!
But airlines were hit even harder.
American Airlines (AAL) dropped 13.4% and United Airlines (UAL) was 
down 13.3%.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/03/how-viruses-spread-lon-md-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/epa-disinfectants-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/06/cooper-speaks-with-coronavirus-patient-town-hall-gupta-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-06-20-intl-hnk/h_5a424d73b33ede69bd6ce23a8952f655
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-06-20-intl-hnk/
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motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e
4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389 

‘  It’s disturbing.’ U.S. Justice Department white-collar criminal   

prosecutions fall to their lowest level on record 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-
white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-
2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news [ hoover notoriously said there is no 
such thing as organized crime … Reason: organized criminal activity is 
the american way of life … america is a total fraud! ]

"WHEN ONE BIG, FAT, UGLY BUBBLE BURSTS 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/whats-another-thousand-points-
either-way/ 

David Stockman | March 06, 2020

The mother of excess is not joy but joylessness.

–Friedrich Nietzsche, Human, All Too Human: A Book for Free Spirits 
(1878)

...

When the markets closed several hours before the polls did on November 
8, 2016, the S&P 500 Index stood at 2,139.56

During the last months of the campaign that ended that day, Donald J. 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/whats-another-thousand-points-either-way/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/whats-another-thousand-points-either-way/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/its-disturbing-us-justice-department-white-collar-criminal-prosecutions-fall-to-their-lowest-level-on-record-2020-03-06?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-05/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=05e1a5902a58db6d1f9275e4fd3ea98c801195387ba98c7f473ffe7a3ca49389


Trump had properly called it evidence of “one big, fat, ugly bubble.”

Three years and change later – and after the Donald’s Trade Wars, Fiscal 
Debauch, and idiotic calls for negative interest rates had made the mess 
he inherited far worse – the S&P 500 top-ticked at 3,393.52 on February 
19.

That is, the big, fat ugly bubble had gotten 58% bigger.

Well, as of about two and a half hours ahead of the close of the 12th 
trading session since then, we’re down 12.9% from there.

But the plunge has just begun.

[Click to Enlarge]

As the red line in this chart makes its way back to where it started, and 
perhaps even lower, the Tweeter-in-Chief’s wrath against the Democrats, 
the Federal Reserve, the mainstream media, Deep State saboteurs in his 
administration, and countless other enemies real and imagined will know 
no bounds.

Indeed, the one apparent talent the man has displayed over a lifetime in 
the public eye has been the capacity to bitterly blame one and all for 
whatever goes wrong – and to do so with copious amounts of bile, 
bombast, bellicosity, and bullshit.

And it will be made all the worse by campaign ads wrapping the 
collapsing stock averages right around the sitting president’s political 



neck.

So, there are a lot more shoes to fall from the COVID-19 outbreak than 
the fracturing global supply chains that are now pulling the global 
economy hard upon recession’s front door.

The impending arrival of the latter already seems to be sucking the 
bottled air holding the stock market aloft, which development will send 
the entire MAGA meme crashing hard upon the rocks of reality.

That’s because there’s been absolutely no acceleration of the economy 
during the Donald’s first 12 quarters in office compared to Barack 
Obama’s last 12 quarters.

The numbers speak for themselves. Real final sales to private domestic 
purchasers rose at a 3.24% annualized rate during Obama’s final 12 
quarters. That compares to a 2.77% annualized rate during Trump’s first 
12 quarters ending December 31, 2019.

The only thing that’s changed is the cycle has gotten older and more 
debt-ridden.

And the Donald’s misbegotten policies have only caused the underlying 
rot he inherited to become just that much more fetid.

As crashing stock prices strip away the veneer of MAGA, I’d like to share 
with you some passages from Michael Coolbaugh’s weekly commentary 
to Delta Profit Trader subscribers:



I want to provide a graphic that will demonstrate just how truly historic 
some of the market action has been over the past few days.

[Chart]

To put it simply, never before have we seen interest rates decline to such 
a large degree over a two-week period. Let me say that again: never 
before.

But that’s just one of the many figures floating around from statisticians 
these past few days.

What we are seeing is truly historic.

Here are a few:

Record-low interest rates on 10-year and 30-year U.S. Treasury bonds.

The fastest 10% market correct from all-time highs on record.

Record-low readings for China Manufacturing Purchasing Manager Index 
(PMI).

That’s right: What we’re seeing exceeds all the textbook cases of true 
panic – 1987 Black Monday, 2000 Dot-Com Bust, 2008 Global Financial 
Crisis.

And that’s not even including the running list of “almost records” we’re 
seeing on a near daily basis…



Here’s a glimpse at the largest daily gains by 30-year U.S. Treasury bond 
futures…

There have only been three other instances like it in the entire history of 
bond futures.

[Chart]

…

The reality is, for a long-only approach, there are only so many things 
investors can do to protect themselves from these sort of shock events. 
Primarily, those include using small position sizing and holding elevated 
amounts of cash.

Both of these are things I tried to stress because, even though we didn’t 
know the potential shock, we knew risks were elevated based on the 
four-pillar analysis I’ve been sharing from the beginning.

They’re the same risks that led us to recommend to our Stockman Letter 
subscribers that it was prudent to buy SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust (SPY) put
options and short the SPDR S&P Regional Banking ETF (KRE) prior to the 
February swoon.

And it’s why I don’t simply provide “buy” and “sell” recommendations.

To do so would be a great disservice to everyone.



The recent market environment is a perfect example of why I try to share
my evaluation of the overall market and recommend position sizes based 
on this analysis.

Look, the truth is that I’ve seen a countless number of strategies 
throughout the years. I’ve used several myself, and I’ve seen others 
implemented as well. Regardless of your approach, there are times when 
exogenous events will render any strategy difficult to execute.

And this is where risk management can make a world of difference.

I’ve shared my concerns about the overall outlook. And, as a result, I’m 
assuming many of you wonder whether this strategy will work if my 
worries come to fruition.

Well, here’s the thing…

Bear markets are very different from shock events. Bear markets are 
trends that can be observed through market prices, economic data, and 
many other factors. On the other hand, shock events are complete 
unknowns, and, when they occur, there’s almost nowhere to hide.

But shock events are just that – events. If a shock turns into a prolonged 
economic downturn, there will undoubtedly be trends that unfold along 
the way and present very attractive profit opportunities.

As slow-moving policy responses take hold, trends will begin to assert 
themselves. And, after panic subsides, investors will begin to act in a 
somewhat predictable fashion. Overvalued stocks will likely be sold, 



whereas undervalued stocks may gain greater attention due to their 
defensive characteristics.

Take gold for an example. Just as we saw in late 2008 – just because the 
Lehman bankruptcy event rendered gold useless for a few weeks – 
doesn’t mean it didn’t present excellent profit opportunities as larger 
economic trends began to unfold.

[Chart]

As for the recent events, there was really only one place to hide, and that
was in U.S. Treasuries.

I won’t go down the rabbit hole of why I believe the recent selloff could 
be just the beginning of something much larger.

If you’d like a quick glimpse, take a moment to read my piece in 
yesterday’s Deep State Declassified, titled We Need To Talk About 
“Acceleration”…

To be clear, it’s not just a spurious parallel to 1990s Japan.

There are many more factors at play, many of which I have been pointing 
out to my Element Macro Research clients who seek total portfolio 
solutions over the past few weeks.

In fact, for those interested, I’ll be compiling a special report to lay out 
all the important points I’ve been talking about.



Whether the recent turmoil is or isn’t the start of something much larger, 
there will undoubtedly be opportunities along the way.

For now, let’s control what we can.

We’ll stick to our plan, manage our risk, and operate with clear minds in 
an effort to identify tactical opportunities as they unfold.

Have a great weekend, folks.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

MARKET UPDATE FOR SUNDAY - MARCH 7TH, 2020

Here's how the Dow moved this week:

Up 1,293, down 785, up 1,173, down 969, down 256.

Monday: Was this the craziest trading day…EVER?!?!? – DOW up 1,294 
points



Tuesday: Fed tries to save the day – and fails!

Wednesday: More bad coronavirus news, but markets rally because of 
Biden?

Thursday: Stocks slammed after California declares state of emergency 
over coronavirus

Friday: Great Jobs Report, but stocks drop (again)

Market Update for Friday - March 6th, 2020 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-06/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d75fa21a9e33225a177a18c
3bbfd1b83ec4eac267cfa347c15543fce2f1f4ea3 

Today's Highlights:

Wow. It was another wild day of trading.

Stocks opened near lows of the week, then continued to slide.

The drop came in spite of a great February Jobs Report: 273,000 Non-
Farm Jobs were added (vs. a 175,000 forecast), Average Hourly Earnings 
increased 0.3% (same as forecasted), and the Unemployment Rate ticked
down to 3.5% (vs. a 3.6% forecast).

At one point the S&P and NASDAQ were down 4.0%!!! But a rally in the 
last hour of trading helped erase a large part of the day’s early losses.

It was the 2nd lowest close of the year for the S&P.
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Crude Oil (CL) finished was hammered: Down 10%, Crude Oil finished the 
day at $41.32 a barrel.

The $VIX (aka “fear index”) spiked to highs not seen since 2009.

And the 10-year yield dropped below 0.7% for the first time ever.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-06/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d75fa21a9e33225a177a18c
3bbfd1b83ec4eac267cfa347c15543fce2f1f4ea3 

DRUDGEREPORT
COVERUP IN BEIJING: Chinese whistleblowers say virus recovery 'fake, 
it's all fake' ... https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-
coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim 

RATES NEAR ZERO
LIQUIDITY CONCERNS
TAX CUTS TO EASE PAIN?
VIRUS FEAR HITS WHITE HOUSE
MAG: LESS THAN 2,000 AMERICANS TESTED 

COVERUP IN BEIJING: Chinese whistleblowers say virus recovery 'fake, 
it's all fake' ... 
U.S. Customs STILL NOT screening passengers from hot-spots... 
Fans Banned From NCAA Basketball Tournament... 
Chaos at hospitals...
KUDLOW: STAY AT WORK... 
POSITIVE IN IBIZA... 
Vatican reports first case... 
Mecca deserted in chilling video... 
Study predicts 15 million dead... 

https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-spreads-one-study-predicts-101552222.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/mecca-deserted-chilling-video-coronavirus-21643018
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8082259/Vatican-City-reports-case-coronavirus-days-Pope-tested-negative.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/breaking-coronavirus-hits-ibiza-first-21647695
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900423/white-house-economic-adviser-larry-kudlow-claims-coronavirus-contained-says-americans-should-stay-work
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/chaos-at-hospitals-due-to-shortage-of-coronavirus-tests/ar-BB10QubE
https://www.cbssports.com/college-basketball/news/spectators-will-be-banned-at-ncaa-division-iii-basketball-tournament-games-at-johns-hopkins-due-to-coronavirus/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8083543/Customs-NOT-screening-passengers-coronavirus-hot-spots.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-many-americans-have-been-tested-coronavirus/607597/?preview=3-4FLneYp3QF4ooMLWUN_KtUiR8
https://nypost.com/2020/03/06/how-white-house-is-protecting-trump-from-the-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/White-House-looking-at-tax-deferral-for-airline-15110808.php
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/credit-risk-concerns-build-key-124036016.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-rates-hurtle-toward-zero-103400835.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
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Robots fighting virus by disinfecting hospitals, taking temps, preparing 
meals... 

Thousands of Americans asked to 'self-quarantine'... 

UPDATE: 'Cluster' From Mexican Cruise Continues To Grow... 

Coronavirus Motel Ignites Clash in Seattle... 

SXSW cancelled... 

Unfazed gamblers, worried showgirls: Vegas on edge as virus arrives... 

Lights, camera... no action? Hollywood rocked... 

Touching your face. Here is how to stop doing it... 

SICK MAP…

Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus cure for stocks not yet found — 
don't rule out 50% of the market being wiped out 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-
dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html Caution 
should be the name of the game when it comes to investing suggests this
top strategist.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-cure-for-stocks-not-yet-found-dont-rule-out-50-of-the-market-being-wiped-out-155725587.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/a-coronavirus-danger-touching-your-face-here-is-how-to-stop-doing-it/ar-BB10JGKl
https://news.yahoo.com/lights-camera-no-action-hollywood-rocked-coronavirus-114156882.html
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-03-05/unfazed-gamblers-worried-showgirls-las-vegas-on-edge-as-coronavirus-spreads-nationwide
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/06/sxsw-cancelled-due-to-coronavirus.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/coronavirus-motel-ignites-clash-at-epicenter-of-seattle-outbreak
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/06/coronavirus-grand-princess-disease-cluster-confirmed-cases-grows/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/06/health/self-quarantine-explainer-procedures/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/robots-fighting-coronavirus-china-disinfecting-130000493.html
https://news.yahoo.com/robots-fighting-coronavirus-china-disinfecting-130000493.html


CNN

70 nursing home workers show coronavirus symptons 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-
hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00 

The 70 are employees of the Life Care Center in Kirkland, Washington, a 
coronavirus epicenter

Coronavirus quarantine hotel collapses in China

Passengers aboard quarantined cruise ship share photos

A cancer patient quarantined on a cruise ship fears she won't make it 
home for her chemotherapy

HUFFPOST
MADNESS: PREZ TREATS PANDEMIC AS PR PROBLEM 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-doesnt-
care_n_5e63ca67c5b68d6164551e41 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

MARKET UPDATE FOR SUNDAY - MARCH 7TH, 2020

Here's how the Dow moved this week:

Up 1,293, down 785, up 1,173, down 969, down 256.

Monday: Was this the craziest trading day…EVER?!?!? – DOW up 1,294 
points

Tuesday: Fed tries to save the day – and fails!

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-doesnt-care_n_5e63ca67c5b68d6164551e41
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-doesnt-care_n_5e63ca67c5b68d6164551e41
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-doesnt-care_n_5e63ca67c5b68d6164551e41
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/07/us/grand-princess-cancer-patient-stuck-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/07/us/grand-princess-cancer-patient-stuck-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/07/us/grand-princess-cruise-photos-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/07/china/china-coronavirus-hotel-collapse/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00


Wednesday: More bad coronavirus news, but markets rally because of 
Biden?

Thursday: Stocks slammed after California declares state of emergency 
over coronavirus

Friday: Great Jobs Report, but stocks drop (again)

Market Update for Friday - March 6th, 2020 
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Today's Highlights:

Wow. It was another wild day of trading.

Stocks opened near lows of the week, then continued to slide.

The drop came in spite of a great February Jobs Report: 273,000 Non-
Farm Jobs were added (vs. a 175,000 forecast), Average Hourly Earnings 
increased 0.3% (same as forecasted), and the Unemployment Rate ticked
down to 3.5% (vs. a 3.6% forecast).

At one point the S&P and NASDAQ were down 4.0%!!! But a rally in the 
last hour of trading helped erase a large part of the day’s early losses.

It was the 2nd lowest close of the year for the S&P.

Crude Oil (CL) finished was hammered: Down 10%, Crude Oil finished the 
day at $41.32 a barrel.
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The $VIX (aka “fear index”) spiked to highs not seen since 2009.

And the 10-year yield dropped below 0.7% for the first time ever.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-06/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
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YAHOONEWS U.S. The Independent 'This isn't altruism': Trump comes 
under fire for £100k personal donation to coronavirus as accounts reveal 
admin has paid 6 times that to his hotel chain 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/isnt-altruism-trump-comes-under-
010300337.html [ DUH! Emoluments, nepotic jobs, etc., why do you think 
he’s there. trump/america are total frauds! ] President Donald Trump’s 
company charged the Secret Service $157,000 more than was previously 
known – billing taxpayers for rooms at his clubs at rates far higher than 
his company has claimed, according to a new trove of receipts and billing
documents released by the Secret Service.Many of the new receipts 
were obtained by the watchdog group Public Citizen, which spent three 
years battling the Secret Service over a public-records request from 
January 2017.

• Documents show Trump properties charged Secret Service higher   
rates than previously claimed
The Week

• Secret Service Charged More At Trump Properties Than Previously   
Known, Records Show
HuffPost

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-secret-service-golf-costs-160034372.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-secret-service-golf-costs-160034372.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-secret-service-golf-costs-160034372.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/documents-show-trump-properties-charged-012400832.html
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‘Epic grifters’ … I like that … True enough, to be sure, but much worse 
when the reality of the mob ties for the mobster trumps is acknowledged.

“The Trump family are epic grifters, and this goes back generations. Fred 
Trump made his money by intersecting with both the federal governmet 
and state governments in New York. Donald Came up through New York, 
intersecting with local government and Atlantic City. Now they are in the 
White House and all of them are dipping their faces into the till. And if the
Republicans really want to make an issue out of Hunter Biden, which is 
very low-hanging fruit that I don’t think most Democratic voters care 
about anyway, there is going to be a scorched-earth response aimed at 
all of the Trump children that is unlike anything they have experienced in 
the media.” http://deepleftfield.info/bloomberg-planning-to-run-scorched-
earth-ad-campaign-against-trumps-grifter-kids-report/?
fbclid=IwAR0HUkMrEqwBGpJD0Wywso6FHp5NXnMWTmPCVcimQq90UHt
an7qB6PQ-FKM 

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY MAY RESTRICT QUARTER OF POPULATION 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-
countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874 
CPAC VIRUS NIGHTMARE
CDC HAS ONLY TESTED 1,583 

CHINA QUARANTINE HOTEL COLLAPSES...
COVERUP: Whistleblowers say recovery 'fake'... 
Israel considers placing travelers from NY, CA and WA in quarantine... 
MAG: LESS THAN 2,000 AMERICANS TESTED...
U.S. Customs STILL NOT screening passengers from hot-spots... 
Cuomo declares state of emergency in NY… 
First deaths in Florida...
All Hospital Beds Filled With Patients 'By May 8th'... 
Blood donations steadily dwindle... 
Pope goes livestream to fight epidemic... 
Nightmare of living in isolation...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Sailor in Naples has Navy's First Known Case... 

https://news.usni.org/2020/03/07/u-s-sailor-in-naples-has-navys-first-known-coronavirus-case
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/06/the-nightmare-of-living-quarantined-under-coronavirus/
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-calls-retired-doctors-help-fight-virus-104410595.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-07/amid-coronavirus-concerns-officials-call-on-public-to-donate-blood
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/all-hospital-beds-us-will-be-filled-coronavirus-patients-about-may-8th-according-analysis
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/coronavirus-claims-two-elderly-victims-in-florida/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/cuomo-declares-state-of-emergency-as-new-york-state-coronavirus-cases-soar-to-76/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8083543/Customs-NOT-screening-passengers-coronavirus-hot-spots.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-many-americans-have-been-tested-coronavirus/607597/?preview=3-4FLneYp3QF4ooMLWUN_KtUiR8
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Two-AIPAC-attendees-test-positive-for-coronavirus-620079
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086077/Hotel-China-holding-coronavirus-victims-quarantine-collapses.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/486452-cdc-has-tested-1583-people-for-coronavirus
https://www.axios.com/cpac-attendee-coronavirus-ac732478-bf2d-403e-981f-81c9f8ef2dfd.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
http://deepleftfield.info/bloomberg-planning-to-run-scorched-earth-ad-campaign-against-trumps-grifter-kids-report/?fbclid=IwAR0HUkMrEqwBGpJD0Wywso6FHp5NXnMWTmPCVcimQq90UHtan7qB6PQ-FKM
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Grand Princess cruise passenger describes hellish quarantine... 

Still in limbo off San Fran... 

Baboons Enlisted in Humankind's War on Virus... 

Dems twice as likely as Republicans to call imminent threat... 

SXSW cancelled... 

Coachella next? 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8085051/Could-COACHELLA-event-cancelled-coronavirus.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/06/sxsw-cancelled-due-to-coronavirus.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-polarization/americans-divided-on-party-lines-over-risk-from-coronavirus-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN20T2O3
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/texas-baboon-troop-enlisted-in-humankind-s-war-on-coronavirus
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086037/Relatives-passengers-stranded-coronavirus-hit-Grand-Princess-plead-ship-evacuate.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/grand-princess-cruise-passenger-describes-hellish-coronavirus-quarantine/


CNN
Coronavirus cases rise to more than 564     in the US   
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

The nation's coronavirus death toll jumped to 19 as confirmed cases 
spread to more than 30 states

Tapper presses surgeon general: You can't even give me a yes or no 
answer?

What first responders found at the nursing home linked to the majority of 
US deaths from the virus

33 states now have coronavirus as a cruise ship linked to dozens of 
cases will soon dock in the US

A timeline of coronavirus in the US

Hear Trump's reaction to CPAC attendee's positive diagnosis

MSNBC
‘…Italy’s massive coronavirus quarantine sign of things to come...’

HUFFPOST
REPORT: W.H. NIXED CDC VIRUS PLAN 

NY STATE OF EMERGENCY: Coronavirus Cases Jump to 76 In New York

Flight Attendant Union Chief Slams Trump ‘Chaos’ Over Coronavirus

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

DRUDGEREPORT
Rout in Stock Futures Trigger Trading Curbs... Developing...
10-year Treasury below 0.5%...
Anxiety grips companies across world...

https://apnews.com/b0b49661addb3b99efaca70c4ba1d189
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/10-year-treasury-yield-plunges.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/flight-attendant-union-coronavirus-trump_n_5e635cd0c5b68d616454bf13
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-coronavirus-state-of-emergency_n_5e63f95cc5b68d6164553ee7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-coronavirus-elderly-cdc_n_5e64df61c5b6055728065f86
https://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/coronavirus-cases-hit-over-107-000-worldwide-italy-quarantines-80279109869
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/08/trump-coronavirus-not-concerned-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/coronavirus-evolved/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/politics/coronavirus-washington-nursing-home-life-care-center-kirkland-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/politics/coronavirus-washington-nursing-home-life-care-center-kirkland-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/08/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-coronavirus-test-kits-us-jake-tapper-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/08/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-coronavirus-test-kits-us-jake-tapper-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-08-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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'We're past the point of containment'... 
Ted Cruz self-quarantines after contact at CPAC...
Close call threatens to upend Trump's routine... 
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Federal Agencies Prep Disruptions...
Cops in hazmat suits enforce lockdown in Spain...
Israel to Draft Teens and Army to Fight Spread... 
'Most daunting virus' in half century...
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Woman sparks panic on plane by deliberately coughing on crew!
Airport screeners, health workers plagued by fear and anger... 
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200308001731-hjzm5
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/
https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/world/2020/03/08/israel-to-draft-teens-and-army-to-fight-spread-of-virus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507166/coronavirus-patients-in-spain-forced-to-stay-in-their-homes-by-terror-cops-in-hazmat-suits/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Close-call-at-CPAC-threatens-to-upend-Trump-s-15115615.php
https://www.axios.com/ted-cruz-coronavirus-self-quarantine-0c85ef4e-8022-43c9-9196-ab2d43db3aba.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP


DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY RESTRICTS QUARTER OF POPULATION 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-
countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874 
TRAVEL CHAOS
CPAC VIRUS NIGHTMARE
CDC HAS ONLY TESTED 1,583 
Outbreak spreads to 32 states and DC... 
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Official: White House didn't want to tell seniors not to fly...
TRUMP: 'Perfectly coordinated and fine tuned plan'...
Federal Agencies Prepare for Disruptions...
Cuomo declares state of emergency in NY... 
First deaths in Florida...
'Most daunting virus' in half century...
All Hospital Beds Filled With Patients 'By May 8th'... 
Blood donations steadily dwindle... 
Pope goes livestream to fight epidemic... 
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Nightmare of living in isolation...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Army suspends travel to and from SKorea...
Sailor in Naples has Navy's First Case...
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

Grand Princess cruise passenger describes hellish quarantine... 

Will dock in Oakland... 

Baboons Enlisted in Humankind's War on Virus... 

Dems twice as likely as Republicans to call imminent threat... 

Robbers wearing surgical masks rob NY casino... 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/08/two-armed-gunmen-hold-up-aqueduct-racetrack-for-a-lot-of-money-saturday-night/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-polarization/americans-divided-on-party-lines-over-risk-from-coronavirus-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKBN20T2O3
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/texas-baboon-troop-enlisted-in-humankind-s-war-on-coronavirus
https://apnews.com/f84bfb316453b8bd3468bd64e319426f
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/grand-princess-cruise-passenger-describes-hellish-coronavirus-quarantine/
https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.usni.org/2020/03/07/u-s-sailor-in-naples-has-navys-first-known-coronavirus-case
https://www.foxnews.com/health/coronavirus-us-army-south-korea-suspends-travel-soldiers
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/06/the-nightmare-of-living-quarantined-under-coronavirus/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-calls-retired-doctors-help-fight-virus-104410595.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-07/amid-coronavirus-concerns-officials-call-on-public-to-donate-blood
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/all-hospital-beds-us-will-be-filled-coronavirus-patients-about-may-8th-according-analysis
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/coronavirus-claims-two-elderly-victims-in-florida/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/07/cuomo-declares-state-of-emergency-as-new-york-state-coronavirus-cases-soar-to-76/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-defends-coronavirus-response-as-he-attacks-fake-news-again-we-have-a-perfectly-coordinated-and-fine-tuned-plan/
https://apnews.com/921ad7f1f08d7634bf681ba785faf269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/08/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/486452-cdc-has-tested-1583-people-for-coronavirus
https://www.axios.com/cpac-attendee-coronavirus-ac732478-bf2d-403e-981f-81c9f8ef2dfd.html
https://apnews.com/f3be69cc2cf55f74a35118c557ad8461
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italy-plans-large-scale-lockdown-in-countrys-north-to-fight-coronavirus-11583613874


Coachella cancelled next? 

LEBRON: I won't play without fans... 

MLB limits spring autographs... 

CHINA QUARANTINE HOTEL COLLAPSES...

COVERUP: Whistleblowers say recovery 'fake'...

Israel considers placing travelers from NY, CA and WA in quarantine...

SICK MAP... 

'We're past the point of containment'… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-
passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-
BB10UEFP

DRUDGEREPORT
Rout in Stock Futures Trigger Trading Curbs... Developing… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-
221631295.html 
10-year Treasury below 0.5%...
Anxiety grips companies across world...
'We're past the point of containment'… 
Ted Cruz self-quarantines after contact at CPAC...
Close call threatens to upend Trump's routine... 
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Inside Administration, Debate Raged Over What to Tell Public...
Federal Agencies Prep Disruptions...
Cops in hazmat suits enforce lockdown in Spain...
Israel to Draft Teens and Army to Fight Spread... 

https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/world/2020/03/08/israel-to-draft-teens-and-army-to-fight-spread-of-virus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507166/coronavirus-patients-in-spain-forced-to-stay-in-their-homes-by-terror-cops-in-hazmat-suits/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-agencies-prepare-for-coronavirus-disruptions-11583639269
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trump-administration-debate-raged-over-what-to-tell-public/ar-BB10SKCK
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Close-call-at-CPAC-threatens-to-upend-Trump-s-15115615.php
https://www.axios.com/ted-cruz-coronavirus-self-quarantine-0c85ef4e-8022-43c9-9196-ab2d43db3aba.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://apnews.com/b0b49661addb3b99efaca70c4ba1d189
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/10-year-treasury-yield-plunges.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/rout-u-stock-futures-trigger-221631295.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Two-AIPAC-attendees-test-positive-for-coronavirus-620079
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900488/chinas-coronavirus-recovery-all-fake-whistleblowers-residents-claim
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8086077/Hotel-China-holding-coronavirus-victims-quarantine-collapses.html
https://apnews.com/87c707ecd6f88fa763e2f4368aa0ecca
https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/486428-lebron-james-i-aint-playing-if-there-are-no-fans-due-to
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8085051/Could-COACHELLA-event-cancelled-coronavirus.html


'Most daunting virus' in half century...
San Fran Bans Non-Essential Public Gatherings At City Facilities...
Shoppers throw punches over toilet paper... 
Woman sparks panic on plane by deliberately coughing on crew!
Airport screeners, health workers plagued by fear and anger... 
Marine at Virginia base tests positive... 

CME Group says U.S. stock futures hit down limit, continue to trade 
Futures contracts on the U.S. stock market had hit their 5% overnight 
down limit but trading in the instruments continued, the CME Group said 
on Monday. Reuters

YAHOONEWS Business Dow futures plunge 1,200 points, crude prices 
tumble as fears of oil price war add to virus angst 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-futures-plunge-1-000-
234211153.html 

YAHOONEWS Politics Associated Press Trump to skip St. Patrick's Day 
Hill luncheon, blames Pelosi Irish eyes at the U.S. Capitol will not smile 
on President Donald Trump on St. Patrick's Day. Trump is skipping an 
annual bipartisan luncheon with House and Senate lawmakers 
celebrating the ties that bind the U.S. and Ireland, a White House 
spokesman said. Trump blamed House Speaker Nancy Pelosi.

CNN
Coronavirus puts Italy on lockdown 
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-futures-plunge-1-000-234211153.html
https://news.google.com/articles/CBMihQFodHRwczovL3d3dy5yZXV0ZXJzLmNvbS9hcnRpY2xlL3VzLW1hcmtldHMtc3RvY2tzLWNtZS9jbWUtZ3JvdXAtc2F5cy11LXMtc3RvY2stZnV0dXJlcy1oaXQtZG93bi1saW1pdC1jb250aW51ZS10by10cmFkZS1pZFVTS0JOMjBXMENI0gE0aHR0cHM6Ly9tb2JpbGUucmV1dGVycy5jb20vYXJ0aWNsZS9hbXAvaWRVU0tCTjIwVzBDSA?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://wtop.com/fairfax-county/2020/03/first-positive-test-for-coronavirus-confirmed-in-virginia/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200308001731-hjzm5
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://www.theamericanmirror.com/2020/03/video-coronavirus-panic-shoppers-throw-punches-over-toilet-paper-another-tasered/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/07/san-francisco-bans-non-essential-public-gatherings-at-city-facilities-for-2-weeks/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/07/harvard-forum-experts-warn-most-daunting-virus-in-50-years/


The country's Prime Minister says the move will protect citizens, 
especially the most fragile

A 'tsunami of patients' in northern Italy

Should Trump be worried about contracting virus?

Head of NY/NJ port authority has coronavirus, governor says

Governor announces a 'New York' brand of hand sanitizer

Analysis: A 'short, sharp' global recession is looking inevitable

US coronavirus deaths surge as authorities look after travelers

Watch Trump promote misinformation as pandemic spreads

These trains carry millions. Coronavirus is their latest worry.

Opinion: Coronavirus will wreak havoc on the US economy

As states struggle to contain coronavirus, Trump gets combative with 
governors

4 lawmakers -- including one who shook Trump's hand -- to self-
quarantine after CPAC

• See Trump shake hands with lawmaker now under quarantine
• Analysis: Grisham's bad answer on the virus
• Analysis: 25 concerning lines from Trump's CDC visit

Dow posts biggest point drop in history

MSNBC
Gaetz, Collins had contact with Trump before entering self-quarantine

Former CIA director: Is Trump 'psychologically capable' of putting 
country first?

Presidential tweets can't paper over Trump's coronavirus failures

HUFFPOST
EMPTY ITALY: ENTIRE COUNTRY LOCKED DOWN! 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-lockdown-coronavirus_n_5e66ab53c5b605572809d54d
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/presidential-tweets-can-t-paper-over-trump-s-coronavirus-failures-n1153346
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/brennan-i-wonder-if-trump-s-psychologically-capable-to-put-the-country-s-well-being-first-80342085719
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/brennan-i-wonder-if-trump-s-psychologically-capable-to-put-the-country-s-well-being-first-80342085719
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/gaetz-collins-had-contact-with-trump-before-they-self-quarantined-after-coronavirus-exposure-80355397955
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-030920/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cdc-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/grisham-trump-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/politics/2020/03/09/trump-doug-collins-handshake-coronavirus-georgia-lead-vpx.cnn.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/doug-collins-self-quarantine-cpac/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/doug-collins-self-quarantine-cpac/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cuomo-coronavirus-combative-governors/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/politics/trump-cuomo-coronavirus-combative-governors/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/perspectives/coronavirus-economy-recession-fed-rate-cut/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/new-york-subway-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/09/john-avlon-reality-check-trump-misinformation-coronavirus-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/health/us-coronavirus-monday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/09/new-york-prisoners-make-sanitizer-coronavirus-nr-baldwin-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/port-authority-coronavirus-director-new-york-new-jersey/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/09/trump-coronavirus-matt-gaetz-doug-collins-sanjay-gupta-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/europe/coronavirus-italy-lockdown-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-09-20-intl-hnk/index.html


California Cruise Ship With Coronavirus Cases Docks In Oakland To 
Unload Passengers

The Next Big Coronavirus Worry: Can Hospitals Handle The Influx?

University of Puget Sound in Tacoma latest to turn to virtual classes 
because of coronavirus

The University of Puget Sound will move all in-person classes online 
starting March 9, school officials announced. The university joins others 
in the transition as ...
Tacoma News Tribune

DHEC investigating possible coronavirus case in Spartanburg, 3 others 
statewide, officials say

DHEC says officials are investigating four new presumptive positive 
cases of the novel coronavirus, also known as COVID-19, in South 
Carolina.
WYFF4 Greenville

SCDHEC announces four new presumptive cases of COVID-19, monitoring 
6 total

The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control 
(DHEC) is investigating additional cases of the COVID-19 novel 
coronavirus. As of Sunday ...
wpde.com

DHEC investigating four new presumptive positive Coronavirus cases in 
South Carolina

COLUMBIA, S.C. (WIS) - The South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control is investigating additional cases of the 
coronavirus in South ...
WIS10YesterdayLocal coverage

https://news.google.com/articles/CBMiZGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3Lndpc3R2LmNvbS8yMDIwLzAzLzA4L2RoZWMtaW52ZXN0aWdhdGluZy1mb3VyLW5ldy1wcmVzdW1wdGl2ZS1wb3NpdGl2ZS1jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy1jYXNlcy_SAXNodHRwczovL3d3dy53aXN0di5jb20vMjAyMC8wMy8wOC9kaGVjLWludmVzdGlnYXRpbmctZm91ci1uZXctcHJlc3VtcHRpdmUtcG9zaXRpdmUtY29yb25hdmlydXMtY2FzZXMvP291dHB1dFR5cGU9YW1w?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
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SCDHEC investigating four new possible cases of coronavirus in S.C.

South Carolina state officials announced Sunday the possibility of four 
new 'presumptive' coronavirus cases in the state.
WMBF

Two more coronavirus cases confirmed in Pa., bringing state total to six

The cases were discovered in Montgomery County, where two other 
cases were previously reported, according to the Pennsylvania 
Department of Health.
PennLive

Two cases of COVID-19 in Montgomery County's location identified; 
Declaration of Disaster Emergency signed

Montgomery County officials and the Office of Public Health (OPH) 
provided an update on the two presumptive positive cases of COVID-19 in
Montgomery ...
6abc.com

Health officials confirm 3rd coronavirus case in Broward

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. (WSVN) - The Florida Department of Health has 
confirmed a third patient in Broward County has tested positive for the 
new ...
WSVN 7News | Miami News, Weather, Sports | Fort Lauderdale

Florida Department of Health announced new positive COVID-19 case in 
Broward County

The Florida Department of Health announced Sunday that there is a new 
positive case for COVID-19 in Broward County.
WPLG Local 10

Coronavirus spreads in Washington, but local officials confirm no cases 
in Spokane County

Local health officials said Sunday there are no positive cases of the new 
coronavirus in Spokane County, though the virus continues to spread in 
Washington.
The Spokesman-Review
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Three more coronavirus deaths reported Sunday, bringing statewide total
to 19

King County on Sunday reported two more deaths linked to coronavirus, 
bringing the total number of deaths in the state to 18.
Q13 News Seattle

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost 'Nero' Trends After Trump Shares Ominous
Meme Of Himself Fiddling Amid Chaos 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/donald-trump-nero-meme-
021905209.html The president golfed this weekend, then shared an 
image that critics say likened him to Nero fiddling as Rome burned.

Market Update for Monday - March 9th, 2020 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-09/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=495fb280c083691f831ee83
98e4931fab6ab370699ebb21cbbd41069d1f1344d 

Today's Highlights:

Markets around the globe were crashing last night after “the perfect 
storm”:

Coronavirus

Oil War between Saudi Arabia and Russia

Lowest 10-year yield ever!

The DOW crashed 2,014 point.

>> Click here to read the full story... (it's too much to write in this email!)
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"Madness Is the Rule 

David Stockman | March 09, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

Madness is something rare in individuals – but in groups, parties, peoples,
and ages, it is the rule.

–Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil (1886)

...

Here’s the “elevator pitch” breaking down what happened today, courtesy
of the email crew at The New York Times:

Breaking News: Trading in U.S. stocks was halted temporarily after a 7 
percent drop set off a “circuit breaker” to prevent a deeper crash.

This is Sven Henrich, writing on Sunday as what’s reflected on your 
screens today was taking shape:
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We’re faced with the most critical time since the financial crisis. That’s 
not my opinion, this is what the $VIX says. It’s behaving in a very unusual
and rare way and everyone better pay very close attention. When I made 
the $VIX 46 call in January it seemed like an idiotic call to make for $VIX 
moves into the 40’s are extremely rare. But it happened and $VIX hit 46 a
week ago and now on Friday $VIX hit 54 before again reverting below the 
trend line I had originally drawn in January (see Big Calls).

That was before the Dow Jones Industrial Average gapped down more 
than 1,000 points at the open and “circuit breakers” saved panic-sellers 
from themselves.

As we discussed last week, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note – 
the benchmark security of the entire global financial system – is rapidly 
making its way to zero.

And it looks like the very prospect is sending grand palpitations through 
every beating heart on Wall Street, even the silicon-based ones…

“Madness” is hardly adequate to describe the situation.

Whatever it is, the worst crack-up in history is unfolding. When it finally 
finds its pin – COVID-19 or otherwise – the ensuing implosion will rattle 
the foundations of the financial system like never before.

Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh framed the situation for Delta Profit 
Trader subscribers this morning:

We’ve been extremely nervous about a market crash, and, with U.S. 



equity futures “locked limit-down” this morning, a 5% drop could be just 
the tip of the iceberg.

Remember all those historical figures we discussed on Friday? Well, 
we’re close to another one, as oil futures have fallen by the most since 
1991 on the news that Russia and Saudi Arabia have launched an all-out 
price war.

There’s no easy way to say this… As bad as things seem to be, there is a 
distinct possibility they could get much worse.

What most people are missing when they discuss the Fed’s emergency 
rate cut is the fact that corporate credit markets had completely frozen. 
That’s right: It wasn’t necessarily the 10% dip in the S&P 500 Index.

It likely had much more to do with the fact that we hadn’t seen a single 
corporate credit issuance for seven days. 

[Chart]

That rarely happens in a world where corporations are constantly rolling 
billions of dollars in debt maturities and issuing new securities for a 
variety of reasons. I say “rarely” because these sorts of events are 
typically reserved for crises.

This credit freeze certainly has an impact on debt-fueled buybacks that 
have been the major force propping up equity markets for the past 
several years. But it goes much deeper than that.



When credit markets seize up, weaknesses everywhere will be exposed, 
particularly when corporations have been levering up at a staggering clip 
to buy back their own shares and create the illusion of earnings growth.

The buyback binge leaves corporations with increasing amounts of 
leverage and depleted cash buffers for when sudden shocks like, yes, the 
coronavirus, take the world by surprise.

It’s why General Electric (GE) had to slash its dividend and attempt to 
settle its massive pension deficit after years of dumping tens of billions 
of dollars into stock buybacks. It’s why Boeing (BA) needed a $10 billion 
lifeline in the immediate aftermath of its 737 MAX debacle.

Cash flows became severely impaired as orders came screeching to a 
halt – and that’s not even considering the fallout from extended flight 
cancellations due to coronavirus.

With airlines likely entering full-on self-preservation mode, can we really 
expect a sharp rebound in plane purchases?

Now, I know it’s just one example. But think about the repercussions of 
distress from a Fortune 100 bellwether, like Boeing, would have on the 
broader market.

It’s no coincidence investment-grade and high-yield credit default 
protection are blowing out, as cash flows for an over-indebted corporate 
sector are suddenly in doubt.

And the recent plunge in oil will likely only exacerbate the corporate 
credit crunch with an energy sector that’s seen its fair share of 
malinvestment due to the perverse mindset of “lower for longer” in 



interest rates.

Make no mistake.

Russia’s decision to refuse to cut oil production which then sparked 
Saudi Arabia’s response to ramp up production was 100% a metagame 
maneuver to kick the weak while they were down.

So, yes, equities are oversold. But, judging by the stress in credit 
markets, this sudden move lower could be far from over.

[Chart]

Rates are plummeting, and more rate cuts are likely forthcoming – not 
that they’ll do much to help.

And, despite all claims that banks are so much healthier today, the 
bursting of a corporate credit bubble accompanied by ever-lower interest
rates suggests the U.S. banking sector shouldn’t be far behind its 
European and Japanese brethren.

[Chart]

The unfortunate truth to the current dynamic is that, during times of 
extreme distress – just like two Fridays ago – anything can be liquidated 
as margin calls begin to sweep across traders around the world.

Let’s be safe out there.



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY QUARANTINES ENTIRE COUNTRY 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/italy-extends-its-quarantine-to-the-
entire-country-pm-asks-residents-to-stay-at-home.html 
MARKET BLOODBATH:
STOCKS CRATER: DOW -2013
OIL PLUNGES 24%
BANKS HIT HARD
FED PUMPS MORE CASH 

New York Prison Labor Prepares to Dig Graves... 
Now making hand sanitizer... 
CA restaurant takes temperatures before serving customers... 
Top Virus Doctor Says High Blood Pressure Is Major Death Risk... 
Average of 5 days for symptoms to show... 
NYC considers shutting subway system...
Top Transit Official Tests Positive...
NJ's First Patient Warns 'It Happened So Quick'...
Shocking escalation from 'no symptoms to death' in just hours...
Threat fuels demand for herbal remedies... 
Florida Republican goes into quarantine AFTER flying on Air Force One...
Georgia Rep. visited CDC with Commander-in-Chief...
CRAMER BLASTS TRUMP: 'We Want Leadership -- We Don't Want 
Golfing'...
President retweets photo of himself fiddling... 
Reassures donors response is under control... 
Stock Trading Halted After Selling Triggers Circuit Breaker... 
White House Drafting Economic Steps to Fight Fallout...
Wall Street execs coming Wednesday...
Anxiety grips companies across world...

https://apnews.com/b0b49661addb3b99efaca70c4ba1d189
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/white-house-to-invite-wall-street-executives-to-meet-over-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-aides-drafting-economic-measures-035235254.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/traders-closely-watching-circuit-breakers-thresholds-11583761223
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/trump-pence-try-to-reassure-gop-donors-coronavirus-response-under-control.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900761/trump-retweets-white-house-photo-fiddling-says-doesnt-know-what-means
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https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trump-spent-friday-doug-collins-corona-virus-quarantine/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8093227/Florida-Republican-Matt-Gaetz-goes-quarantine-flying-Air-Force-One-Donald-Trump.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309161253-0ve6e
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900862/washington-nursing-home-coronavirus-outbreak-reported-shocking-escalation-from-no-symptoms-death
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-update-new-jersey-patiet-speaks-out/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/ny-gov-cuomo-reports-that-top-transit-official-has-coronavirus/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/officials-not-ruling-out-shutting-down-mass-transit-in-wake-of-coronavirus
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/it-takes-an-average-of-5-days-for-coronavirus-symptoms-to-show-new-study-says.html
https://gulfnews.com/world/asia/coronavirus-doctor-says-high-blood-pressure-a-major-death-risk-1.1583772143148
https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/article241032031.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-in-ny-cuomo-unveils-states-hand-sanitizer-made-by-prisoners/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/rikers-inmates-will-dig-graves-if-coronavirus-batters-new-york
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/fed-to-step-up-liquidity-injections-to-guard-against-market-pressure.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bank-stocks-plummet-along-with-oil-prices-11583770912
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/oil-plummets-30percent-as-opec-deal-failure-sparks-price-war-fears.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/08/dow-futures-drop-700-points-as-all-out-oil-price-war-adds-to-coronavirus-stress.html
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'We're past the point of containment'...
Congress Considering Emergency Shutdown...
Foreign officials 'discouraged' from visiting Oval Office, State Dept...
Conference calls, video chats instead...
WASHPOST, POLITICO, DAILY BEAST reporters quarantined...
Era of 'Social Distancing' Begins...
Deadly Prison Protests Break Out in Italy...
'Caged' pope receives guests -- from afar...
Flight Diverted After Passengers Turn Unruly Over Person Coughing, 
Sneezing...
Woman sparks panic by deliberately coughing on crew!
Saudi Arabia to fine people $133,000 for hiding health details on entry...
All travelers to Israel to be isolated...
French minister catches after parliament visit... 

As coronavirus spreads, warnings become more urgent for elderly and 
frail...

UPDATE: Cruise Ship Arrives At Port Of Oakland... 

'War Zone'...

Can You Catch From Handling Cash? 

Bill Gates-funded program will soon offer home-testing kits... 

Does worrying increase risk of getting sick? 

Not enough ICU beds or ventilators to deal with even moderate 
outbreak...

Florida theme parks keep eye on virus as spring break nears...

Criminals Cash In... 

Robbers wearing surgical masks rob NY casino... 

Beijing Portrays President Xi Jinping as Hero of Virus Fight... 

Madonna cancels remaining Paris gigs... 

https://www.france24.com/en/20200309-madonna-cancels-remaining-paris-gigs-over-coronavirus
https://www.wsj.com/articles/beijing-portrays-president-as-hero-of-coronavirus-fight-11583678054
https://nypost.com/2020/03/08/two-armed-gunmen-hold-up-aqueduct-racetrack-for-a-lot-of-money-saturday-night/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/criminals-cash-in-on-coronavirus-11583739994
https://apnews.com/8bf6899c88d896592417a781a41aa34f
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900850/doesnt-have-enough-icu-beds-ventilators-deal-even-moderate-coronavirus-outbreak
https://theweek.com/speedreads/900850/doesnt-have-enough-icu-beds-ventilators-deal-even-moderate-coronavirus-outbreak
https://abcnews.go.com/US/coronavirus-worrying-increase-risk-sick/story?id=69478552
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/gates-funded-program-will-soon-offer-home-testing-kits-for-new-coronavirus/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-cash-handling-money-from-asia-aside/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-stricken-grand-princess-golden-gate-bridge-sick-passengers-oakland/
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/03/09/coronavirus-stricken-grand-princess-golden-gate-bridge-sick-passengers-oakland/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-08/coronavirus-elderly-frail-people-at-risk
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-08/coronavirus-elderly-frail-people-at-risk
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309205743-rvt4v
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israeli-diagnosis-two-more-people-with-coronavirus-patients-40-and-41-620347
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309131544-4dcqh
https://www.the-sun.com/news/507275/cabin-crew-tackle-woman-who-sparked-coronavirus-panic-by-coughing-on-staff-deliberately-to-get-them-to-let-her-off-jet/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/08/unruly-passengers-divert-denver/
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/03/08/unruly-passengers-divert-denver/
https://news.yahoo.com/caged-pope-receives-guests-afar-160248252.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/six-inmates-dead-scores-escape-as-prisoners-riot-across-italy-after-visitor-restrictions-over-coronavirus
https://www.wsj.com/articles/social-distancing-is-new-coronavirus-buzz-phrase-does-it-work-11583524419
https://www.washingtonian.com/2020/03/09/politico-reporters-who-covered-cpac-have-self-quarantined-due-to-coronavirus-fears/
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/white-house-coronavirus-officials
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/white-house-coronavirus-officials
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/anxiety-aging-congress-spreads-along-coronavirus-n1152851
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/grand-princess-cruise-ship-passengers-face-coronavirus-screenings-on-arrival-in-oakland/ar-BB10UEFP


Drink Corona: Israel's rabbis offer mixed advice on outbreak... 

Bible Says There Will Be 'Pestilences' In Last Days... 

SICK MAP... 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
Bible Says There Will Be 'Pestilences' In Last Days... 
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/the-bible-says-that-there-will-
be-pestilences-in-the-last-days 

YAHOONEWS Trump's stock market advice keeps looking worse 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/in-coronavirus-crisis-trumps-stockmarket-
advice-keeps-looking-worse-213627171.html Two weeks ago, President 
Trump said the coronavirus was under control and suggested it was a 
good time to buy stocks. Since then, the Dow has fallen by more than 
5,000 points. WH economic adviser made similar plea

YAHOONEWS Business ‘This Is 1929’: Hedge Fund Bear Warns of Great 
Depression-Style Stock Market Crash 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/1929-hedge-fund-bear-warns-
100007615.html Forget 2008. Hedge fund bear Kevin Smith says this 
stock market crash will mimic the 1929 downturn that ushered in the 
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Great Depression. [ I couldn’t help but see the same thing myself! ]

CNN
National Guard deployed to New York suburb 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-
hnk/h_784fb34921999ed90811d28c8f83c0fd 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced a new plan to contain an outbreak north 
of New York City that he called 'probably the largest cluster in the United
States'

Get updates on coronavirus Newsletter | Podcast I Catch up

House wins access to Mueller grand jury details, appeals court rules

MSNBC
Trump faces huge leadership crisis over coronavirus and the economy

Ruhle: 'Fears of a global recession are real' due to coronavirus

Trump compared coronavirus to the flu. Here's why that's a bad idea.

Biden and Sanders face off in six key states in next round of primaries

HUFFPOST
Politics

House Democrats Can See Secret Mueller Grand Jury Testimony, Appeals
Court Rules https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mueller-report-grand-jury-
testimony-ruling_n_5e67bd78c5b60557280c67a9 

World News

U.S. Military Begins Withdrawing Troops Amid Political Chaos In 
Afghanistan

Politics

https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-troop-withdrawal-afghanistan_n_5e674f23c5b6670e72fdefcb
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https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-compared-coronavirus-to-the-flu-here-s-why-that-s-a-bad-idea-80376389777
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/ruhle-fears-of-a-global-recession-are-real-due-to-coronavirus-80377413504
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-faces-huge-leadership-crisis-over-coronavirus-and-the-economy-80375877957
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/politics/house-mueller-secret-grand-jury/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/world/newsletter-coronavirus-03-10-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter?utm_source=hp&source=hp
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Group Asks Congress To Investigate If Betsy DeVos Is Tied To Her 
Brother’s Work

YAHOONEWS Politics Reuters In setback for Trump, court says House 
panel can get Russia report material https://www.yahoo.com/news/u-
appeals-court-says-house-162736150.html A U.S. appeals court on 
Tuesday dealt a setback to President Donald Trump's administration, 
ruling that the Justice Department must provide a Democratic-led 
congressional panel grand jury material redacted from former Special 
Counsel Robert Mueller's report on Russian interference in the 2016 
election. In a 2-1 decision, a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit upheld an Oct. 25 ruling by 
Chief U.S. District Judge Beryl Howell against the administration's bid to 
keep the redacted material secret. The circuit court backed Howell's 
decision to direct the administration to comply with a subpoena by the 
House Judiciary Committee for the material blacked out of Mueller's 
report.

• House Democrats Can See Secret Mueller Grand Jury Testimony,   
Appeals Court Rules
HuffPost

• Court: House entitled to Mueller probe grand jury testimony  
Associated Press

DRUDGEREPORT
ITALY QUARANTINES ENTIRE COUNTRY
NEW YORK DEPLOYS NATIONAL GUARD
SEATTLE READIES CRACKDOWN
STOCKS SWOON
TRUMP FEELS HEAT
STRUGGLES TO CALM NATION
ONLY 6,563 AMERICANS TESTED? 

Trump's Chief Of Staff Self-Quarantines… 
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-
meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/ 

https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/09/trumps-new-chief-of-staff-mark-meadows-self-quarantines-possible-meeting-individual-coronavirus/
https://news.yahoo.com/only-5000-americans-have-been-tested-for-the-coronavirus-so-far-151447195.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Trump-struggles-to-calm-nation-after-days-of-15118445.php
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-feels-heat-coronavirus-stalks-us-215617212.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/09/dow-futures-fall-200-points-following-markets-worst-day-since-financial-crisis.html
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/seattle-area-official-outlines-potential-next-steps-in-coronavirus-response-including-cancellation-of-events/
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/nyc-adds-5-new-covid-19-cases-tri-state-total-more-than-triples-in-days/2319688/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-italy-idUSKBN20X11D
https://www.yahoo.com/news/court-house-entitled-portions-mueller-163105574.html
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Secret Service faces unique challenge of protecting president from 
exposure...
CPAC Attendee Went to Posh VIP Congressional Event...
TUCKER: People You Probably Voted For Are Minimizing Danger...
Pelosi rejects calls to shutter Capitol: 'We're the captains of this ship'...
MAYOR: NYC cases 'coming in so intensely now'...
Mass. declares state of emergency...
'10 days from our hospitals getting creamed'...
'Could happen here' like Wuhan...
CDC director: Not enough staff, equipment in public health labs...
NO KITS! Nursing home unable to diagnose 65 workers with symptoms...
Seattle Patient Zero Spread Despite Ebola-Style Lockdown...
Italy's lockdown upends most basic routines and joys...
Threat fuels demand for herbal remedies...
Mistrust, rumor and conspiracy theories hinder fight...
WALMART employee tests positive...
Silicon Valley bans mass gatherings of 1,000 or more...
Travel slump worsens as airlines blame media...
DELTA, AMERICAN Trim Capacity, SOUTHWEST Chief Salary Cut...
AP PHOTOS: Life in the time of coronavirus...
Pope tells priests to go out and meet sick...
Israel seals itself off from international travel...
German hospital creates drive-through for testing... 

https://news.yahoo.com/german-hospital-creates-drive-coronavirus-tests-135034506.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Israel-seals-itself-off-from-international-travel-15120089.php
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8095021/The-Pope-urges-priests-visit-coronavirus-sufferers.html
https://apnews.com/07b540c6c7e41c45cf72a8e650cfb268
https://www.wsj.com/articles/southwest-ceo-to-cut-his-pay-by-10-as-coronavirus-chills-bookings-11583840287
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/10/airlines-travel-slump-coronavirus-125016
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-10/coronavirus-economy-grand-princess-cruise-ship-oakland-california
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/10/walmart-deploys-new-emergency-leave-policy-kentucky-associate-has-coronavirus.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mistrust-rumor-and-conspiracy-theories-hinder-us-virus-fight/ar-BB10Xemg
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309161253-0ve6e
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Italy-s-coronavirus-lockdown-upends-the-most-15119948.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/seattles-patient-zero-spread-coronavirus-despite-ebola-style-lockdown/ar-BB10XnUo
https://news.trust.org/item/20200309234801-s0bah
https://edition.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-10-20-intl-hnk/h_13406d523202d42f725a5ccb9efbdae6
https://nypost.com/2020/03/10/johns-hopkins-doctor-warns-coronavirus-could-happen-here-like-wuhan/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/901251/trumps-former-pandemic-adviser-are-10-days-from-hospitals-getting-creamed
https://www.boston.com/news/local-news/2020/03/10/charlie-baker-coronavirus-update-tuesday-march-10-2020-livestream
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/10/nyc-coronavirus-cases-are-coming-in-so-intensely-now-mayor-de-blasio-says.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/486834-pelosi-rejects-calls-to-shutter-capitol-were-the-captains-of-this-ship
https://www.thewrap.com/fox-news-tucker-carlson-warns-people-you-probably-voted-for-are-minimizing-coronavirus-danger/
https://freebeacon.com/issues/cpac-attendee-with-coronavirus-attended-posh-vip-congressional-event-before-confab/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Secret-Service-faces-unique-challenge-of-15118700.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Secret-Service-faces-unique-challenge-of-15118700.php


CNN
Walmart confirms coronavirus in one of its stores 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/business/walmart-coronavirus-case/inde
x.html 

live updates Coachella is postponed and Portugal is suspending flights to 
Italy

See stark contrast between Trump and expert on coronavirus

Google wants all North America employees to work from home

Virus cases in the US approach 1,000 as officials call off large gatherings

Coronavirus cases pass 113,000 worldwide 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-11-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Virus cases in the US approach 1,000 as officials call off large gatherings

Duke and UCLA joins universities across the US that are canceling in-
person classes

YAHOONEWS Entertainment

Netflix Takes Aim at Jared Kushner: ‘A Tier-One Predator’
https://www.yahoo.com/news/netflix-takes-aim-jared-kushner-
084029659.html 
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Nick Schager
The Daily BeastMarch 9, 2020, 1:40 AM PDT

Netflix

“It’s up for debate whether money is the root of all evil, but on the basis 
of Dirty Money it’s certainly the motivation for an overwhelming amount 
of fraudulent, corrupt, and vile behavior.

Executive produced by prolific documentarian Alex Gibney, Netflix’s 
docuseries returns for its second season on March 11, delivering six new 
hour-long stories about the wretched lengths people will go to 
accumulate wealth—as well as the clout and influence that comes along 
with it. Destined to incite outrage and dismay, it’s another round of eye-
opening warnings about the foolishness of expecting fairness and 
decency in any situation in which the powerful have an opportunity to 
profit at the expense of the less fortunate.

And chief among this season’s villains is a fresh-faced young 
entrepreneur who proves the age-old maxim, like father (and father-in-
law), like son: Jared Kushner, aptly described here as “a tier-one 
predator.”

Directed by Daniel DiMauro and Morgan Pehme (Get Me Roger Stone), 
Dirty Money’s third installment “Slumlord Millionaire” takes direct aim at 
Donald Trump’s son-in-law, who married the president’s daughter Ivanka 
after assuming control of his father Charles’ real estate empire. That 
position was attained at an early age because Charles had to spend two 
years in prison for trying to obstruct a Chris Christie investigation into his
business by—I kid you not—blackmailing his sister and brother-in-law 
with video of the latter having sex with a prostitute that Charles had 
hired. As DiMauro and Pehme lay out in startling fashion, the rotten apple
didn’t fall far from the tree. Along with purchasing the New York Observer 

in order to control negative press about him and his relatives (a reaction 
to the tabloid beating his dad took), Kushner quickly began managing the 
family business via underhanded practices of a despicable sort.

Bill Maher Goes Full Sexist, Defends Chris Matthews and Mocks His 
Sexual Harassment Accuser

The 8-Year-Old Boy Brutally Tortured and Killed by His Own Mother 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-8-year-old-boy-brutally-tortured-and-killed-by-his-own-mother-because-she-thought-he-was-gay?via=rss&source=articles_fancylink
https://www.thedailybeast.com/bill-maher-defends-chris-matthews-and-mocks-his-sexual-harassment-accuser-thank-you-rosa-parks?via=rss&source=articles_fancylink
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-york-observer-owner-jared-kushner-is-trumped-by-an-underling
https://www.thedailybeast.com/liberal-pac-wants-unreleased-footage-from-netflixs-roger-stone-doc-after-daily-beast-report
https://www.thedailybeast.com/john-oliver-donald-trump-has-more-sexual-chemistry-with-ivanka-than-jared-kushner
https://www.thedailybeast.com/bill-maher-defends-chris-matthews-and-mocks-his-sexual-harassment-accuser-thank-you-rosa-parks
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-gibney-how-donald-trump-is-morphing-into-vladimir-putin
http://www.thedailybeast.com/


Because She Thought He Was Gay

Chief among those is “construction harassment.” Kushner Companies 
loves to boot New Yorkers out of rent-stabilized apartments by initiating 
unnecessary large-scale renovations intended to make life so miserable 
that tenants flee their homes, thus allowing rents to then be jacked up to 
unaffordable levels. Failing to repair water and fixture damage, and 
saddling residents with unjust late fees (sometimes years after they’ve 
vacated the space) are additional tactics employed by Kushner’s firms, 
both in New York in Maryland, according to the film. Particularly in the 
latter state’s apartment complexes, residents are gouged by a litany of 
monetary penalties as a means of propping up a Kushner empire that—in 
the wake of its record-breaking 2007 purchase of Manhattan’s 666 5th 
Ave. building, and the ensuing financial crisis that made the property a 
monumental burden—is in desperate need of a steady revenue stream.

The overarching portrait painted by “Slumlord Millionaire” is of 
unrepentant real-estate scumbagggery. And somehow, it gets worse! Now
ensconced in the White House, Kushner has exploited his undeserved 
political role to obtain lucrative financial deals for his family, which in 
turn has made him a figure easily exploited by foreign powers eager to 
gain leverage over the president. It’s a lose-lose scenario for everyone 
except Kushner and his cronies. The efforts of Housing Rights Initiative 
founder Aaron Carr and New York City Councilmember Ritchie Torres 
have sought to end some of Kushner’s more shady tricks, such as renting 
units in buildings for which he doesn’t have a certificate of occupancy. 
Yet the man continues to live the untouchable life thanks to his stature 
and sway, including over dim-bulb tenants that lament their Kushner-
created nightmares and yet confess that they voted for Trump because 
“he takes care of business.”

Kushner is Dirty Money’s celebrity centerpiece, but he turns out to be a 
kindred spirit to the rest of the series’ repugnant subjects. Take, for 
example, the executives of Wells Fargo seen in Dan Krauss’ debut 
chapter, “The Wagon Wheel.” To keep profits high (and their own bonuses
fat), they created a corporate environment in which low-level employees 
were pressured to meet unrealistic quotas by opening up multiple 
accounts for clients without their knowledge, in part through the process 
of “cross-selling.” When this appalling operation was revealed, those 
same low-level employees were scapegoated while upper management 
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got off relatively scot-free—a turn of events that puts the lie to the bank’s
historic image as a folksy protector of enterprising Americans…...

Dirty Money’s tales are swift and incisive; restricted to an hour, they slice
away unnecessary narrative and argumentative fat to get straight to the 
fetid heart of the matter. That also means melodramatic manipulation is 
in short supply. The emotional toll these crimes take on individuals, and 
society is plain to see in the faces of the victimized, whether it’s the 
former employees of Texas’ Formosa Plastics (which poisoned the region,
lying about it the entire time), or the Peruvian men forced to risk their 
lives by illicitly mining for gold that’s employed by drug cartels in an 
elaborate money-laundering scheme. Heartbreak is almost as plentiful as 
greed and callousness, and if the show’s contention about the corrupting 
nature of money is familiar,  it’s nonetheless startling to see it made in so
many different, equally enraging ways.

According to Dirty Money, there’s practically no facet of modern life 
untouched by some form of financial wrongdoing, in part because man’s 
capacity for avarice and cruelty knows no bounds. It’s a bleak state of 
affairs with few easy solutions, although those looking for hope can also 
occasionally find it here as well, in the brave efforts of Point Comfort, 
Texas’ grassroots activists, and the legal challenges to criminality 
brought by many upstanding lawyers.

Plus, Dirty Money imparts one valuable lesson everyone can agree on, 
and follow from here on out: never live in a Kushner property.

Read more at The Daily Beast. “

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Lawmaker Spots The Coronavirus 
Moment Donald Trump Will Come To Regret 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/david-jolly-coronavirus-donald-trump-
075959339.html 
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Business MarketWatch Stocks haven’t bottomed and ‘incredibly choppy’ 
trade still lies ahead, says El-Erian 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/0dcf5bb4-8f11-33f5-83ec-
5d28ae06bbd2/stocks-haven%E2%80%99t-bottomed-and.html El-Erian, 
chief economic adviser to Allianz, had warned investors early last month 
that the global coronavirus outbreak could end the market's longstanding
“buy-the-dip” dynamic. The eruption of a global crude oil price war 
between Russia and Saudi Arabia tanked oil prices on Monday, sending 
shivers through global financial markets already left fragile by worries 
over the economic implications of the spread of COVID-19, while 
underlining concerns over potential stresses in corporate credit.
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Moment Donald Trump Will Come To Regret 
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CNN
Major universities suspend in-person classes 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/us/coronavirus-university-college-
classes/index.html 
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Nursing homes to limit visitors as the coronavirus outbreak spreads 
across three facilities

Restaurants struggle to survive as Seattle turns into a ghost town

Google to its North American workers: Stay home

Analysis: Media companies encourage employees to work from home as 
virus spreads

Hear from passengers quarantined on cruise ship

LATIMES

As California retreats from containment, New York sends in the National 
Guard 
With community spread growing and the expectation the worst is yet to come, 
health officials in California and across the county are changing tactics.
More Coverage
True number of U.S. coronavirus cases is far above official tally, scientists say 
https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2020-03-10/us-coronavirus-cases-far-
above-official-tally-scientists 
Coronavirus live updates: The latest from California and around the world
Video: Times reporters and editors answer your questions about coronavirus

CNN
Dow is in a bear market
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The index dropped at least 20% from its recent peak as coronavirus 
continues to whiplash investors 

Live updates WHO declares coronavirus a pandemic

Analysis: Coronavirus is about to change your life...

Where the coronavirus cases are in the US

He's infected. See his message from hospital room.

Analysis: What National Review nails about Trump's poor performance on 
coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/politics/national-review-
donald-trump-coronavirus/index.html 

"When Easy Money Makes It Hard

David Stockman | March 11, 2020

For it is dangerous to attach one’s self to the crowd in front, and so long 
as each one of us is more willing to trust another than to judge for 
himself, we never show any judgement in the matter of living, but always 
a blind trust, and a mistake that has been passed on from hand to hand 
finally involves us and works our destruction. It is the example of other 
people that is our undoing; let us merely separate ourselves from the 
crowd, and we shall be made whole. But as it is, the populace, defending 
its own iniquity, pits itself against reason. And so we see the same thing 
happening that happens at the elections, where, when the fickle breeze 
of popular favour has shifted, the very same persons who chose the 
praetors wonder that those praetors were chosen.

– Seneca the Younger, De Vita Beata (AD c. 58)
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...

Well, it’s yet another 1,000-point drop right off the open for the Dow Jones
Industrial Average today…

Oh, were it that “quaint, “orderly,” and “civilized” had currency in the age 
of bile, bombast, braggadocio, and, yes, bullshit.

Alas, here we are…

That closing question – which, I assume, is rhetorical – tells you just 
about all you need to know.

It doesn’t get any more pathetic than this.

Consider that the Federal Reserve cut its already absurdly low 
benchmark interest rate by another 50 basis points at 10 a.m. last 
Tuesday and before noon the same day the Tweeter-in-Chief was already 
pounding for more…

That back-to-back eruption of financial insanity from the two most 
powerful economic actors on the planet should’ve been all the warning 
any real investor needed.

I’m inclined to give the Donald a tiny bit of slack. He’s an absolute moron 
on economics. And he spent a lifetime as a leveraged real estate 
speculator, where, in fact, lower rates are always, but always, to be 
welcomed when you’re rolling the dice with other people’s money.



That’s even though it doesn’t get any more primitive or dangerous than 
his conviction that the price of money should be graduated lower based 
on the current year international league tables of gross domestic product
(GDP) growth or the volume of presidential bile, bombast, braggadocio, 
and/or bullshit, as the case may be.

Effectively, however, the tiny posse of fools who run the developed 
world’s central banks, notably the European Central Bank and the Bank 
of Japan, are burning down the foundations of their own economies. So, 
the Donald insists, we burn down ours, too.

Folks, here’s the sum and substance of his “thinking”:

“As usual, Jay Powell and the Federal Reserve are slow to act. Germany 
and others are pumping money into their economies. Other Central Banks
are much more aggressive,” Trump said, referring to the Fed chairman.

“The Federal Reserve is cutting but must further ease and, most 
importantly, come into line with other countries/competitors. We are not 
playing on a level field. Not fair to USA. It is finally time for the Federal 
Reserve to LEAD. More easing and cutting!”

By contrast, the empty suit and sniveling coward who announced that 
emergency rate cut deserves no quarter.

Jay Powell is so petrified of a Wall Street hiss-fit that he’s just plain 
abandoned any pretense of rational thought. You could dismiss his 
meandering post-announcement presser as risible drivel and be done with
it. Except, except…

Powell and his merry band of monetary central planners are so drunk 



with power that they now believe any ragged, threadbare, illogical excuse
to display their muscle and placate the crybabies and bullies up and 
down the Acela Corridor is all that’s required.

That is, there are no trade-offs, no risks – just cut and print, rinse and 
repeat…

Here’s Powell, averring that the central bank’s action would provide “… a 
meaningful boost to the economy” by loosening financial conditions and 
shoring up business and household confidence:

“We saw a risk to the outlook for the economy and chose to act,” Powell 
said, noting the impact on tourism and travel and on company supply 
chains. “I do know that the U.S. economy is strong…I fully expect that we
will return to solid growth and a solid labor market as well.”

“We do recognize that a rate cut will not reduce the rate of infection, it 
won’t fix a broken supply chain; we get that, we don’t think we have all 
the answers,” Powell said. Still, he said, it will help support “overall 
economic activity.”

This is “group-think” run amuck.

There is apparently no longer a single Fed head who understands that 
interest rates are not merely one-way control dials that exist solely to 
enable the Federal Open Market Committee to fine-tune the path of the 
nation’s $22 trillion GDP.

Somewhere over the last decades, the truth that savers are being harmed
every time the Fed pleasures Wall Street with another rate cut has been 
lost completely.



So has the notion that rate signals intended to encourage homeowners to
buy a house or businesses to build a plant also foster ever more carry-
trade speculation on Wall Street and reward Corporate America’s CEOs 
and CFOs for investing in self-pleasuring buybacks and M&A rather than 
productive new plant, equipment, technology, intellectual capital, and 
human resources.

We’ve now reached the point where the Fed is no longer even in the 
business of safeguarding sound money and financial-system efficiency 
and stability. Instead, it’s morphed into a grand macroeconomic 
underwriter, purporting to insure the U.S. economy against any and all 
bumps in the road, regardless of their origin.

We already had them insuring against the Donald’s Trade War madness 
with three rate cuts last summer. Then, with their repo facility madness 
in the fall, they were essentially insuring against the adverse rate and 
growth impacts of Imperial Washington’s borrowing binge.

And, now, they’re throwing the untoward impacts of pandemic onto their 
underwriter’s table.

So, presumably, anything could be next…

Look out below.

To common sense,

David"



DRUDGEREPORT
'70% WILL BE INFECTED'
FED PUMPS $175 BILLION IN DAY
SEATTLE SCHOOLS CLOSE
TRUMP TO ADDRESS NATION 
TOP DOC: Virus 10 TIMES more lethal than flu… 
https://theweek.com/speedreads/901470/coronavirus-10-times-more-
lethal-than-seasonal-flu-trumps-task-force-immunologist-says 
FAUCI: Infections and deaths 'totally dependent upon how we respond'...
Most Americans Will Likely Be Exposed... 
Political Leaders at Risk...
DC declares state of emergency... 
X-rays show terrifying damage in lungs of victims... 
Clusters swell on both sides of USA...
White House told federal health agency to classify deliberations...
'Emergency meeting'... 
Fight enters new phase as containment falters...
Response could test limits of govt powers...
Georgia to isolate patients at Hard Labor Creek State Park...
No Escape From Threat for 2 Million Crammed in Prisons...
GOODWIN: Trump needs to step up...
POLL: PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL HOLDS AT 40%... 
Military Struggles to Respond... 
New Italian lifestyle upends most basic routines and joys...
WHO Blasts 'Alarming' Inaction...
USA weighs limits on travelers from Europe...
JETBLUE CEO: Impact On Airline 'Probably Worse' Than 9/11...
Young capitalize on cheap flights: 'If I die, I die'... 
Casino To Take Temperatures Of Guests, Employees...
NCAA March Madness to be fan free... 
NBA game too... 
AP PHOTOS OF OUTBREAK...
STOCK SELL-OFF ACCELERATES: DOW -1464... 
BEAR MARKET...
11-Year Bull Run Ends... 
TREASURIES TURN RISKY... [ Ultimate Reason: 
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msnbc

Ruhle: Trump’s inaction turned coronavirus into a financial crisis 
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gig-workers-small-business-feeling-
pressure-of-coronavirus-economy-80478277534 
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CNN
Trump suspends travel from Europe to US

Watch CNN live Trump suspends travel from Europe to US

Trump says response is the most comprehensive effort to confront a 
foreign virus in US history

Deep into crisis, Trump demands 'something big' on coronavirus

Watch expert's stark warning about future of the virus

Where the coronavirus cases are in the US

Some responders stunned by lack of protective steps

He's infected. See his message from hospital room.

In pictures: The coronavirus is spreading across the world

Analysis: Coronavirus is about to change your life for a little while

MSNBC
MSNBC / rachel maddow showPressed on the ACA, Trump's rhetoric takes
an incoherent turn
MSNBC / the beat with ariNo ‘credibility’: Trump losing 2020 battle to hide
secret parts of Mueller 

MSNBC / craig melvinFmr. US Attorney on Federal judge rebuke: “In 
normal times this would be a huge crisis in the department”
MSNBC / ali velshiDavid Sirota: Biden has accepted ‘the Republican 
argument’ for cutting Social Security
MSNBC / ali velshiBetsy DeVos’ brother reportedly recruited ex-spies to 
infiltrate liberal groups
MSNBC / on assignmentDr. Richard Hatchett: 60-70% of world's 
population could become infected with coronavirus
MSNBC / kasie dcGlobal health expert: 'We may be entering potentially 
another phase'
MSNBC / rachel maddow showNew polling shows Trump trailing Dems 
(but he's pretending otherwise)
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MSNBC / msnbc‘Obnoxious’ and ‘cowardly’: Weinstein attorney reacts to 
23-year sentence
MSNBC / andrea mitchell reportsBrennan: 'I wonder if [Trump's] 
psychologically capable ...

HUFFPPOST
TRUMP’S VIRUS ‘PLAN’: BAN EUROPE TRAVEL!   NO TALK OF TEST   
TROUBLES 

EARLIER: Prez Wouldn’t Answer CNN Reporter’s Question About His False
Coronavirus Comments

All Stores In Italy Except Pharmacies And Food Markets Will Close For 
Coronavirus Prevention

Wall St. Plunges Into First Bear Market Since Financial Crisis

Do Not Listen To Trump On Coronavirus. Listen To Health Experts, 
Please. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-health-
experts_n_5e6941bcc5b6dda30fc28bbc 

World Health Organization Declares COVID-19 A Pandemic

DRUDGEREPORT
GERMANY: 70% WILL BE INFECTED
TOM HANKS TESTS POSITIVE
NBA SUSPENDS SEASON 
Tests indicate coronavirus can survive in air...
Wave of cancellations as outbreak spreads...
Italy expands shutdown to nearly all stores...
Trump fury at Fed! Explosive tirade...
Businesses see plummeting sales; Job losses have begun...
STOCKS MOVE INTO BEAR MARKET...
POLL: PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL HOLDS AT 40%...
White House told health agency to classify deliberations...
Iran and Russian Media Push Bioweapon Conspiracies...
Fears China is harvesting organs from muslim prisoners...
TOP DOC: 10 TIMES more lethal than flu...

https://theweek.com/speedreads/901470/coronavirus-10-times-more-lethal-than-seasonal-flu-trumps-task-force-immunologist-says
https://www.the-sun.com/news/522114/fears-china-is-executing-muslim-prisoners-and-harvesting-their-organs-to-treat-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2020/03/iran-and-russian-media-push-bioweapon-conspiracies-amid-covid19-outbreak/163669/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-secrecy-exclusive/exclusive-white-house-told-federal-health-agency-to-classify-coronavirus-deliberations-sources-idUSKBN20Y2LM
https://www.ipsos.com/en-us/news-polls/reuters-ipsos-data-core-political-2020-03-11
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/10/dow-futures-point-to-a-loss-of-more-than-400-points-after-tuesdays-surge.html
https://www.stripes.com/news/us/the-first-us-layoffs-from-the-coronavirus-are-here-1.622069
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Trump-urged-Mnuchin-to-pressure-Fed-s-Powell-on-15124246.php
https://apnews.com/57d413557858077d861f846670ca3515
https://apnews.com/f46e3914fac402e673c0a564b3325913
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/487110-tests-indicate-coronavirus-can-survive-in-the-air
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/coronavirus-nba-suspends-season-after-player-tests-positive.html
https://deadline.com/2020/03/tom-hanks-rita-wilson-test-positive-coronavirus-elvis-presley-movie-1202880431/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51835856
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Most Americans Will Likely Be Exposed...
X-rays show terrifying damage in lungs of victims...
Political Leaders at Risk...
TRUMP BANS ALL TRAVEL FROM EUROPE FOR 30 DAYS... 
JETBLUE CEO: Impact Probably Worse Than 9/11...
Young capitalize on cheap flights: 'If I die, I die'...
Super-rich jet off to disaster bunkers... 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-
wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - March 11th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-11/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=436ef9bc1294d667aa38f4b
0df64939bdf50326a1e561daba0ba774a8ec98964

Today's Highlights:

*Stocks got hammered today, and the longest Bull Market in history is 
officially over.

*Selling accelerated after the World Health Organization (WHO) declared 
COVID-19 (coronavirus) a global pandemic.

*There were also reports that a Congressional Dr. expects that 70-150 
million people in the U.S. will be infected with the virus

*With losses of more than 4.6%, the major indices gave up all of 
yesterday’s gains.

*With stocks getting hammered across the board, the DOW is now in a 
bear market (down 20% from recent highs)

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/11/disease-dodging-worried-wealthy-jet-off-to-disaster-bunkers
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/young-people-capitalize-cheap-coronavirus-flights-if-i-die-i-n1154326
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-jetblue-ceo-robin-airline-industry-demand-after-911/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-makes-statement-on-coronavirus-wednesday-evening-watch-live-stream-today-2020-03-11/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-puts-political-leaders-at-risk-11583958738
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-x-rays-show-terrifying-21672219
https://www.thedailybeast.com/most-americans-will-likely-be-exposed-to-coronavirus-republicans-told


*According to a Goldman Sachs analyst, the average bear market sees a 
33% drop based on data going back to World War II. And right now we’re 
hovering around the 19-20% mark.

>> Click here to read the full story... 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-11/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=436ef9bc1294d667aa38f4b
0df64939bdf50326a1e561daba0ba774a8ec98964

CNN
Trump address sparks chaos as coronavirus crisis deepens 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
europe-travel/index.html 

The President set out to steady a rattled nation and diving markets, but 
instead sowed more confusion and doubts that he can handle the fast-
worsening situtation

Trump suspends travel from 26 European countries to US

live updates European officials say they were blindsided by Trump's new 
travel restrictions

Dr. Gupta: We don't have good vision on Trump's claim, and 'that is a huge
problem'

US stock futures fall more than 1,000 points 

Doctor explains what worries him most about coronavirus 

YAHOONEWS Business Business Insider Global stocks plunge after Trump
announces coronavirus response package 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/global-stocks-plunge-trump-announces-
040951760.html Global stocks and US stock market futures dropped late 
Wednesday with futures for the three major US indexes falling by more 
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/12/dr-sam-fink-coronavirus-italy-ski-trip-patients-ac360-sot-vpx.cnn
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than 4.5%.

• WHO Declares The Coronavirus Outbreak A Pandemic  
Benzinga

• Eight more coronavirus cases confirmed in New Jersey  
Reuters Videos

MAIL.COM Trump Is a No-Show After Promise of Economic Plan Details 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/eight-more-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-205437894.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/eight-more-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-205437894.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/declares-coronavirus-outbreak-pandemic-174824890.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/declares-coronavirus-outbreak-pandemic-174824890.html


YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch This plunge looks a lot like the ones 
that rocked stocks in 1929, 1987 and 2008 — …..

• Bear Market Becomes Official with 1,400-Point Drop amid   
Coronavirus Fears
National Review

• Dow enters bear territory, plunging by more than 1,400 points  
NBC News

CNN

“NCAA is canceling March Madness

As the US death toll rises and more people self-quarantine, the sports 
world is grinding to a halt

Live updates Coronavirus shifts and disrupts daily life

NBA player touches mics in presser, tests positive for coronavirus, 
according to ESPN

How sports leagues are responding to the virus

Trump contradicts GOP lawmakers on testing

Analysis: The 30 most troubling lines from Donald Trump's latest news 
conference on coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-press-
conference/index.html 

The 30 most troubling lines from Donald Trump's latest news conference on 
coronavirus

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

(CNN)In a photo op with Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar on Thursday, President Donald 
Trump took a series of questions about the coronavirus pandemic and his administration's 
handling of it.

Quote “It was really something. I went through the transcript of his remarks and picked out 
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the lines you need to see. They're below. 

1. "I see they've canceled their big soccer games, their championship games and a 
lot of other games. They've canceled a lot over in Europe and all over the world. So 
this is a big world problem."
"Big world problem." -- President Trump on a global pandemic. And away we go!
2. "We took the original boldest step of all when we closed very early with China. 
That helped us save thousands of lives. And we went very early with Europe."
Trump's focus -- as it has been since nearly the start of this virus -- is on proving that he did
the right thing by limiting arrivals from China and, as of Wednesday night, from Europe as 
well. As for his claim that his moves have "helped us save thousands of lives," that is a very
hard thing to fact-check.
3. "But it'll be -- it'll go very quickly."
There's no indication that coronavirus will "go very quickly." None. 
4. "We'll be discussing some other moves that we're going to be making. And I think 
it's going to work out very well for everybody."
Well, I'm convinced!
5. "And they're -- they're doing a very good job. They don't have very much infection 
at this point, and hopefully they'll keep it that way."
The United Kingdom, to which Trump is referring here, has 373 cases, according to the 
World Health Organization. That's many more than other European countries where Trump 
has banned travel.
6. "Well, we get along very well with the European leaders, but we had to make a 
decision and I didn't want to take time -- and, you know, it takes a long time to make 
the individual calls"
"World leaders have long mocked each other. With Trump, they mean it." -- The 
Washington Post
7. "In the case of European Union, I've consulted with many people."
Literally, what does this mean?
8. "And the same people, then they say, oh, he closed too fast, why did he close -- 
most of them said, why did he close with China? That turned out to be a great move."
Again, Trump wants to ensure people know he deserves credit for closing travel to China. 
That's the key takeaway here. Not the impact the coronavirus is having in the United 
States.
9. "When you think of what happened to Europe, because it was very fast and very 
furious."
[Vin Diesel nods knowingly]
10. "You know, you see what's going on. And so I just wanted that to stop as it 
pertains to the United States. And that's what we've done. We've stopped it."
[narrator voice] We haven't. Not even close.
11. "We have a big one in Tampa, all sold out. We had over 100,000 requests for 
tickets. But I think we'll probably not do it because people would say it's better to not
do."
The question here was what Trump planned to do about campaign rallies, given the 
warnings about the need to avoid large crowds in spreading the coronavirus. The President
turned it into a chance to brag about how many tickets were requested for a rally. So, yeah.
12. "And what is the number as of this morning? Is it 32? You could tell me. Is it 32 
deaths, Steve, around that?"
The President of the United States is unaware of how many Americans have died as a 
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result of coronavirus. Indefensible. (At the moment, 38 people have passed away in the US 
from coronavirus.)
13. "I mean, think of it, the United States, because of what I did and what the 
administration did with China, we have 32 deaths at this point."
It's 38. And it was 38 when Trump said this.
14. "Other countries, that are smaller countries, have many, many deaths. Thirty-two 
is a lot. Thirty-two is too many. But when you look at the kind of numbers that you're 
seeing coming out of other countries, it's pretty amazing, when you think of it."
Yes, he is patting himself on the back. And yes, he is wrong about the number of deaths. 
And yes, this quote is literally whatever the opposite of empathy is.
15. "We have very strong emergency powers under the Stafford Act. And we are -- we
haven't -- I mean, I have it memorized, practically, as to the powers in that act."
The Stafford Act allows, among other things, a president to declare a disaster, a move that 
frees up federal resources to deal with something like the coronavirus. It is 192 pages long. 
President Trump has it memorized.
16. "I have the right to do a lot of things that people don't even know about."
Well, this isn't ominous at all!
17. "Look, we're in -- we're in great shape; compared to other places, we are in really 
good shape. And we want to keep it that way. That's why I did the ban with respect to
Europe."
"There's little value to European travel restrictions. Poor use of time & energy. Earlier, yes. 
Now, travel restrictions/screening are less useful. We have nearly as much disease here in 
the US as the countries in Europe. We MUST focus on layered community mitigation 
measures-Now!" -- Former Trump administration Department of Homeland Security adviser 
Tom Bossert
18. "You have to remember, the stock market, as an example, is still much higher 
than when I got here."
As of noon Eastern time Thursday, 83% of the gains the stock market had made since 
Trump came into office had been wiped out by fears over the pandemic's effect on the 
world economy, according to The New York Times' Peter Baker.
19. "We love the Irish."
Okey-doke!
20. "People have -- you know, we call it cases, how many cases do you have. Well, 
relative to other countries, we have very few cases, relative to certain of the -- of the 
major countries that really have a bigger problem than us."
"We call it cases."
21. "Let's put it this way, I'm not concerned, OK?"
In which the President dismisses questions about the fact that he was photographed over 
the weekend with a Brazilian press aide who has been diagnosed with the coronavirus. 
Sure. OK.
22. "They have a million tests out now. They're going to have, over the next few days,
they're going to have 4 million tests out. And frankly, the testing has been going very
smooth."
"The idea of anybody getting it easily, the way people in other countries are doing it, we're 
not set up for that. Do I think we should be? Yes. But we're not. That is a failing. It is a 
failing. Let's admit it." -- Dr. Anthony Fauci, today
23. "We're doing it the opposite, we're very much ahead of everything."
Simply not true.
24. "Well, I think the Democrats won't be having rallies, but nobody showed up to 
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their rallies anyway, so what difference does it make?"
Very "modern-day presidential" stuff here. Very.
25. "My rallies are very big. They're very big rallies, and we'll be making a decision at 
the appropriate time."
Right. You said that already.
26 "And I don't want people dying. That's what I'm all about."
When people ask me what I am all about in the future, I am going to say: "I don't want 
people dying. That's what I'm all about."
27. "So I had to make that decision, and frankly, the people that are professionals 
praise the decision, and it's something I had to do, and I think you'll see the end 
result is very good because of it."
Trump's decisions are, according to Trump, a) praised by "professionals" and b) will look 
even better sometime very soon.
28. "I used to be in the real estate business, as you've probably heard. They built 
some really -- and I -- I built beautiful buildings, and they've built some really 
beautiful buildings."
So, canceling the Olympics in Japan would be bad because of all the beautiful buildings 
that had been built. As always, laser-focused on what's important!
29. "Some areas have no problem whatsoever, in our country, and others do."
As of Thursday afternoon, 44 US states had confirmed coronavirus cases.
30. "You see what they're doing in New Rochelle, which is -- which is good, frankly, 
it's the right thing. But it's not enforced, it's not very strong but people know they're 
-- they're being watched, New Rochelle, that's a hot spot."

Yeah, this feels like a good place to end.” End Quote

Oldest bull market in US history is dead
•   Analysis: Poof. A huge chunk of stock market gains under Trump are   

gone 
• New York Fed takes extraordinary steps to calm markets

Outbreak empties notable spaces around the world

live updates France closes schools; Greece closes courts, theaters and 
gyms

Brazilian official tests positive days after visiting Trump

Israeli airline El Al suspends most operations

Dr. Gupta: This is how to fight the pandemic

A second Utah Jazz player tests positive for coronavirus as NBA 
considers next steps
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Coronavirus enters devastating new phase https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/
watch/coronavirus-enters-devastating-new-phase-80542789679 
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Here's what we're losing.
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"THIS IS WHAT TOTAL SYSTEM FAILURE LOOKS LIKE

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/madness-is-the-rule/ 

David Stockman | March 12, 2020

In a dying civilization, political prestige is the reward not of the 
shrewdest politician, but of the man with the best bedside manner. It is 
the decoration conferred on mediocrity by ignorance.

– Eric Ambler, A Coffin for Dimitrios (1939)

...

Last night, we heard from the Donald, and the Dow Futures soon pointed 
to another 1,000-point-plus drop for stocks right at today’s open.

In fact, the slide was so steep “circuit breakers” kicked in and trading 
was halted for 15 minutes shortly after 9:30 a.m. EDT.

By midday, stocks were down about 9%.

That’s when our monetary central planners showed up. Here’s how the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York describes what it’s going to do to prop
up financial markets over the next few days.
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Here’s what’s really happening…

It’s worth reiterating the point Jim Bianco makes in that second tweet 
there: “Their balance sheet will balloon to a new all-time high TODAY!”

It’s worth noting that the New York Fed’s announcement helped the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average cut the day’s initial losses by more than half 
within minutes. Within an hour, though, selling pressure ratcheted back 
up…

Let’s turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for his regular Thursday 
commentary on markets.

Anatomy of a Liquidity Crisis

By Michael Coolbaugh

There’s no easy way to say this: Markets are spiraling out of control, and 
we are now experiencing a full-blown liquidity crisis.

Here’s what it looks like…

At around 8:00 a.m. EDT this morning, E-mini S&P 500 Index futures 
became what is known as “locked limit-down.” In other words, it had 
tripped a circuit breaker which won’t allow US equity futures to fall more 
than 5% outside of regular trading hours – 9:30 a.m. through 4:00 p.m.

[Chart]



It’s the same exact thing as the circuit breakers that halt all trading for 
15 minutes when equity indices fall 7% during the regular trading day, 
except that it’s not for any specified amount of time. They’ll periodically 
re-open trading to see if the selling pressure has subsided.

But, as soon as supply and demand forces push the contract back down 
to -5%, activity is once again “locked.”

In fact, this is exactly what happened during early morning hours on 
Monday, March 9, as S&P 500 Index futures remained “locked limit-down” 
for nearly 11 hours until the regular morning session opened at 9:30 a.m.

But I digress…

How does this tell us that we’re experiencing a liquidity crisis?

You see, when you’re a major investor who can’t just liquidate your 100 
share blocks in a millisecond, it may take a while to unwind hundreds of 
millions if not billions of dollars in positions.

It’s why equity futures are so useful as a hedging tool. It’s a quick and 
liquid way to reduce your market exposure while buying you time to sell 
off some of your individual positions.

But what happens when you’re no longer allowed to sell short equity 
futures to offset your risk exposure?

Well, let’s take a look at what happened to gold as soon as trading was 



halted in equity index futures…

[Chart]

That’s right: When there is a true liquidity crisis, the only thing people are
concerned with is cold, hard cash. It’s not some financial contract whose
value is at the whim of other manic investors.

So, you begin selling anything and everything in sight…

[Chart]

I’ll be honest; part of my view from last week that the “dip” may be more 
than “just a dip” was the relatively complacent behavior from investors.

Despite the sudden 10%-plus plunge from all-time-highs, there were 
numerous stories that hedge funds – which were already running some of 
their highest exposures on record – had been more aggressive in “buying 
the dip” than we had seen over the past decade.

[Chart]

Here are just a few of the headlines:

Hedge Funds Ramped Up Leverage in Stocks Just Before Market Rout, 
Bloomberg, February 25, 2020



Friday’s Dip Buying By Hedge Funds Was The Most Extreme In The Past 
Decade: Why This Is Worrying Morgan Stanley, ZeroHedge, March 2, 2020

In other words, investors still didn’t seem to appreciate the true gravity 
of the situation.

Unfortunately, that’s really been the mindset for most people around the 
world since the initial outbreak.

After all, we’ve been told from the get-go that it was “just the flu.”

To be clear, as bad as things seem to be, this recent liquidity crisis will 
only make things worse.

Here’s a view of repo operations following the Federal Reserve’s 
emergency rate cut…

[Chart]

Not only has it done nothing to calm the panic gripping equity markets. 
It’s made the situation much worse.

Repo operations have now ballooned to their largest on record – yes, even
exceeding those during the Global Financial Crisis back in 2008-09.

[Chart]



For those of you who recall the beginnings of the GFC, you may 
remember the bank executives telling everyone that things are just fine.

Well, here are a few headlines from yesterday’s meeting at the White 
House:

Bank of America’s Moynihan, in White House Coronavirus meeting, says 
US banks are strongly capitalized

Goldman Sachs’ Solomon says banks are in good shape, we’ll get through
this

Citi’s Corbat says this is not a financial crisis

I don’t know about you, but I’ve always been taught by old-school traders 
that whenever somebody feels the need to comment on the strength of 
their balance sheet it might be best to run for the hills.

Of course, just as I’m writing this, the following headlines scrolled across
my Bloomberg terminal:

*FED EXPANDS TREASURY PURCHASES BEYOND BILLS

*NY FED SAYS TO OFFER $500B IN 30MONTH REPO OPERATION

In other words, the Fed has just re-launched another round of 
“quantitative easing.” Whether it will be enough to halt the current crisis 
remains to be seen.



I don’t believe billions of dollars will kill a virus. But it is a monumental 
step in the right direction for one of my long-term theses, which is…

Got Gold?

To common sense,

David"

CNN



As the outbreak spreads, closings and cancellations are hitting school 
systems, sporting events and even Disneyland

Disneyland and Disney World close due to outbreak

Governor explains why he closed all schools 

US moves to implement Europe travel restrictions Friday

Rep. Katie Porter gets CDC chief to agree to pay for virus testing

What historians heard when Trump warned of a 'foreign virus' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/us/disease-outbreaks-xenophobia-
history/index.html 

Doctor explains what worries him most about coronavirus

A prison pandemic? Steps to avoid the worst

Why the outbreak could be particularly bad on college campuses

Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

Trump's rivals use virus to make 2020 case

MSNBC
Nearly half of U.S. states under emergency declarations over 
coronavirus

HUFFPOST
NBC NIXES LATE SHOWS FOR NOW 

YAHOONEWS Entertainment
Netflix Takes Aim at Jared Kushner: ‘A Tier-One Predator’
https://www.yahoo.com/news/netflix-takes-aim-jared-kushner-084029659.html 
Nick Schager
The Daily BeastMarch 9, 2020, 1:40 AM PDT
Netflix
“It’s up for debate whether money is the root of all evil, but on the basis of Dirty Money it’s certainly the 
motivation for an overwhelming amount of fraudulent, corrupt, and vile behavior.
Executive produced by prolific documentarian Alex Gibney, Netflix’s docuseries returns for its second 
season on March 11, delivering six new hour-long stories about the wretched lengths people will go to 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.yahoo.com%2Fnews%2Fnetflix-takes-aim-jared-kushner-084029659.html&h=AT0Od-T-rQi9TuSlChO0Rzep9Vbp_jWHDtbBsO0Moxmc2187xqxTZXOpD497-EQbQUtbblh8fViSNdcK3BCtONvyXMOBLDD7nxpGHSYscqduzb5Y2fN0-LAcrnTvRch7uzCMrMAKRZ5-ghdG4HV7&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT2jKdOiTEc3V3mywDfwCw-YLRU_C4CjOIoZ6uBiQxLa9UCxhvAid32Q6jjLmuv38P1WX-ptPjoeKLiZ1rA0QSCqSgl4LKqS59tMpU2JMBZfV6aCJA_x4BdJ_nIMR3QgLVlC4S5S6OXnXhgDOEa-
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nbc-fallon-meyers-late-night-shows-suspended-coronavirus_n_5e6ac3dcc5b6bd8156f423bb
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/at-least-23-states-declare-outbreak-emergencies-80582213558
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/at-least-23-states-declare-outbreak-emergencies-80582213558
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/joe-biden-bernie-sanders-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/epa-disinfectants-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/07/health/universities-coronavirus-impact/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/opinions/coronavirus-prison-population-precautions-jones-jackson/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/12/dr-sam-fink-coronavirus-italy-ski-trip-patients-ac360-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/us/disease-outbreaks-xenophobia-history/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/us/disease-outbreaks-xenophobia-history/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/12/ohio-governor-closes-all-schools-bans-gatherings-blitzer-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/media/disney-world-close-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-12-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-12-20-intl-hnk/index.html


accumulate wealth—as well as the clout and influence that comes along with it. Destined to incite outrage 
and dismay, it’s another round of eye-opening warnings about the foolishness of expecting fairness and 
decency in any situation in which the powerful have an opportunity to profit at the expense of the less 
fortunate.
And chief among this season’s villains is a fresh-faced young entrepreneur who proves the age-old maxim, 
like father (and father-in-law), like son: Jared Kushner, aptly described here as “a tier-one predator.”
Directed by Daniel DiMauro and Morgan Pehme (Get Me Roger Stone), Dirty Money’s third installment 
“Slumlord Millionaire” takes direct aim at Donald Trump’s son-in-law, who married the president’s daughter 
Ivanka after assuming control of his father Charles’ real estate empire. That position was attained at an early 
age because Charles had to spend two years in prison for trying to obstruct a Chris Christie investigation into 
his business by—I kid you not—blackmailing his sister and brother-in-law with video of the latter having sex
with a prostitute that Charles had hired. As DiMauro and Pehme lay out in startling fashion, the rotten apple 
didn’t fall far from the tree. Along with purchasing the New York Observer in order to control negative press 
about him and his relatives (a reaction to the tabloid beating his dad took), Kushner quickly began managing 
the family business via underhanded practices of a despicable sort.
Chief among those is “construction harassment.” Kushner Companies loves to boot New Yorkers out of rent-
stabilized apartments by initiating unnecessary large-scale renovations intended to make life so miserable 
that tenants flee their homes, thus allowing rents to then be jacked up to unaffordable levels. Failing to repair 
water and fixture damage, and saddling residents with unjust late fees (sometimes years after they’ve vacated
the space) are additional tactics employed by Kushner’s firms, both in New York in Maryland, according to 
the film. Particularly in the latter state’s apartment complexes, residents are gouged by a litany of monetary 
penalties as a means of propping up a Kushner empire that—in the wake of its record-breaking 2007 
purchase of Manhattan’s 666 5th Ave. building, and the ensuing financial crisis that made the property a 
monumental burden—is in desperate need of a steady revenue stream.
The overarching portrait painted by “Slumlord Millionaire” is of unrepentant real-estate scumbagggery. And 
somehow, it gets worse! Now ensconced in the White House, Kushner has exploited his undeserved political 
role to obtain lucrative financial deals for his family, which in turn has made him a figure easily exploited by 
foreign powers eager to gain leverage over the president. It’s a lose-lose scenario for everyone except 
Kushner and his cronies. The efforts of Housing Rights Initiative founder Aaron Carr and New York City 
Councilmember Ritchie Torres have sought to end some of Kushner’s more shady tricks, such as renting 
units in buildings for which he doesn’t have a certificate of occupancy. Yet the man continues to live the 
untouchable life thanks to his stature and sway, including over dim-bulb tenants that lament their Kushner-
created nightmares and yet confess that they voted for Trump because “he takes care of business.”
Kushner is Dirty Money’s celebrity centerpiece, but he turns out to be a kindred spirit to the rest of the series’
repugnant subjects. Take, for example, the executives of Wells Fargo seen in Dan Krauss’ debut chapter, “The
Wagon Wheel.” To keep profits high (and their own bonuses fat), they created a corporate environment in 
which low-level employees were pressured to meet unrealistic quotas by opening up multiple accounts for 
clients without their knowledge, in part through the process of “cross-selling.” When this appalling operation 
was revealed, those same low-level employees were scapegoated while upper management got off relatively 
scot-free—a turn of events that puts the lie to the bank’s historic image as a folksy protector of enterprising 
Americans…...
Dirty Money’s tales are swift and incisive; restricted to an hour, they slice away unnecessary narrative and 
argumentative fat to get straight to the fetid heart of the matter. That also means melodramatic manipulation 
is in short supply. The emotional toll these crimes take on individuals, and society is plain to see in the faces 
of the victimized, whether it’s the former employees of Texas’ Formosa Plastics (which poisoned the region, 
lying about it the entire time), or the Peruvian men forced to risk their lives by illicitly mining for gold that’s 
employed by drug cartels in an elaborate money-laundering scheme. Heartbreak is almost as plentiful as 
greed and callousness, and if the show’s contention about the corrupting nature of money is familiar, it’s 
nonetheless startling to see it made in so many different, equally enraging ways.
According to Dirty Money, there’s practically no facet of modern life untouched by some form of financial 
wrongdoing, in part because man’s capacity for avarice and cruelty knows no bounds. It’s a bleak state of 
affairs with few easy solutions, although those looking for hope can also occasionally find it here as well, in 
the brave efforts of Point Comfort, Texas’ grassroots activists, and the legal challenges to criminality brought 



by many upstanding lawyers.
Plus, Dirty Money imparts one valuable lesson everyone can agree on, and follow from here on out: never 
live in a Kushner property.
Read more at The Daily Beast. “

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - March 12th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-12/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=e6d98e8d83f3d79dc19ebe1
a21d7f9f956374244ed3079802af78ca168e4c2a0

Today's Highlights:

"Today will go down in history:

*The DOW lost 20% in the 1987 stock market crash 32 years ago. But 
today’s 10.0% drop was the WORST drop since 1987 and the biggest point
loss of all-time with a 2,353 point loss.

*Not only was today’s slide HUGE, but losses were everywhere:

*Stocks were hammered, Crude Oil dropped and even Gold (GC) wasn’t 
safe. With a 3.3% loss, Gold actually finished near 2-week lows!

*The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 40% to 75.47 today, and is now 
trading at the highest level since the financial crisis.

*Cruise lines continued to get slammed: Royal Caribbean finished lower 
by 31.8%, Carnival (CCL) lost 15.0% and Norwegian Cruise Lines down 
20.7%.

*And the economic harm that COVID-19 is causing continues…today the 
NCAA canceled March Madness. And Disneyland announced that it will 
shut its doors."



>> Click here to read the full story... 

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-12/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=e6d98e8d83f3d79dc19ebe1
a21d7f9f956374244ed3079802af78ca168e4c2a0

CNN
What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building (Some strange bug in the neighborhood, who you 
gonna call; yes, of course, Bill Murray and Ghostbusters! 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/13/us/outbreak-coronavirus-neighborhood-
building-trnd/index.html 

CNN
America is on hold. Here are the facts about coronavirus 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 
What you need to know

• The latest numbers: The novel coronavirus has infected more than 
125,000 people and killed over 4,600 globally, according to the World
Health Organization.

• US suspends travel from Europe: Trump canceled travel from 26 
European countries to the US for the next 30 days, beginning Friday 
at midnight.

Demolition Dummy

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-europe-travel/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/12/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-europe-travel/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/specials/asia/coronavirus-outbreak-intl-hnk
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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CNN
America is on hold 

Daily life is changing for millions as cancellations and suspensions add 
up 

Cooper: Trump has failed to take this seriously 

Former Trump economic adviser sounds the alarm about US recession 
(THAT WE’RE ALREADY IN) 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/13/gary-cohn-economy-
coronavirus-intv-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn Trump's ex-top economic adviser: US 
is in a recession

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/13/gary-cohn-economy-coronavirus-intv-sot-ac360-vpx.cnn
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What a US coronavirus survivor learned when she was sick

JetBlue bans man who said after landing that he'd tested positive

Coronavirus expert: I'd take a second thought about flying

Throughout history when outbreaks spread, racism and xenophobia 
weren't far behind

Watch the entire CNN coronavirus town hall

Five US states are closing all schools over coronavirus fears

Governor explains why he closed all schools 

Justin Trudeau's wife tested positive for coronavirus

Facebook and Twitter kill accounts revealed to be Russian trolls by CNN

US conducts airstrikes against Iranian-backed militia sites in Iraq

Pentagon 'wishes to reconsider' $10 billion contract given to Microsoft 
over Amazon 

What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building

Coronavirus myths and misinformation, debunked

Worried about virus? If your loved one is over 60, read this

Doctor: How to reduce your vulnerability to coronavirus -- when sleeping

Travel advice: Everything you need to know

Doctors answer your coronavirus questions 

CNN
What to do if there's a coronavirus case in your neighborhood or 
apartment building (Some strange bug in the neighborhood, who you 
gonna call; yes, of course, Bill Murray and Ghostbusters! 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/13/us/outbreak-coronavirus-neighborhood-
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/13/coronavirus-questions-answered-town-hall-mh-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/coronavirus-travel-advice/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/opinions/coronavirus-vulnerability-while-sleeping-bruce-davidson/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/12/health/what-60-older-need-to-know-coronavirus-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/04/health/debunking-coronavirus-myths-trnd/index.html
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CNN
Trump declares national emergency https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-13-20-intl-hnk/index.html [ From trump’s 
alleged purported nothing burger to national emergency, quite a leap; 
but, in the psychotic, delusional world of mentally ill criminal trump, such
is the abnormal new norm. ]

At White House briefing, Trump says he does not support current House 
coronavirus bill

Trump says move will 'unleash the full power' of the government

Watch Trump's announcement

Trump shaking hands with Rose Garden guests

Here's what Trump's emergency declaration does

Opinion: Hello, Boomer? We need to talk about coronavirus

Doctor ultrasounds his lungs as his coronavirus progresses

Analysis: Why it matters that Trump hasn't been tested

DRUDGEREPORT
NATIONAL EMERGENCY 
https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a 
TRUMP 'MOST LIKELY' TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
CRISIS COULD LAST TWO MONTHS
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
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REPORT: Bolsonaro tests positive/negative days after meeting with 
Trump...
Miami mayor infected...
China govt spokesman says U.S. military may have brought virus to 
China...
'Be transparent! Make public your data! Owe us an explanation!'
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS...
150 MILLION AMERICANS COULD GET INFECTED...
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
Sick People Being Denied Across USA...
President blames Obama...
Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
FED TO START BUYING TREASURIES...
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08...
USA to purchase oil for strategic reserve...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
Los Angeles Closes Schools...
National Guard activated... 

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS… 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-
deaths/ 
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
PRESIDENT: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
Blames Obama… 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-condemns-cdc-lack-coronavirus-testing-blames-obama-n1157671
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902272/trump-says-doesnt-take-responsibility-all-lack-coronavirus-testing
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/In-Congress-bipartisan-complaints-to-Trump-15126672.php
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
https://apnews.com/6c9b9686c4af21b9984341d330073979
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8109075/White-House-coronavirus-expert-Dr-Anthony-Fauci-says-crisis-eight-weeks.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200313214059-b2m87
https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://deadline.com/2020/03/lausd-closes-schools-coronavirus-1202882420/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/13/oil-rebounds-5percent-as-trump-says-us-will-purchase-oil-for-strategic-reserve.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/futures-stock-market-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/13/the-fed-details-moves-to-buy-treasurys-across-all-durations-starting-with-30-year-bond.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11164783/europe-epicentre-coronavirus-pandemic/
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Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08!
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
National Guard activated... 

"End Game

David Stockman | March 13, 2020 

All the world is made of faith, and trust, and pixie dust.

– J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan (1904)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/prepare-for-the-worst/

...

The very future of democracy and capitalist prosperity hangs in the 
balance – and not simply owing to this week’s bloodbath and the giant 
COVID-19 pin that’s slammed hard upon the biggest financial bubble in 
the history of humankind.

What’s coming next is the real danger.

https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/the-s-p-500-had-its-choppiest-week-since-hoover-was-president
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/futures-stock-market-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11164783/europe-epicentre-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://news.yahoo.com/virus-deaths-soar-italy-us-deploys-national-guard-024018648.html


That’s a bald-faced financial coup d’état by the Federal Reserve and its 
Wall Street auxiliaries, shills, and handmaids.

To forestall the apocalypse of its owing making, our monetary central 
planners will soon be loudly demanding additional “tools” and statutory 
“authorities” to arrest the financial contagion and to “support” a Main 
Street economy that will be reeling from the double-whammy of 
pandemic-induced supply-side shocks and the global systemic meltdown 
it’s catalyzed.

Since the Fed can and does buy every variety of Treasury security and 
federally guaranteed paper extant in the bond pits, the statutory 
enhancement at issue will involve sanction to buy equities, corporates, 
junk bonds, commercial real estate, exchange-traded funds, and Tesla 
(TSLA), too.

In other words, in order tranquilize and triage the casino against the 
carnage its Treasury-bond-buying and interest-rate-pegging have already 
fostered, our monetary central planners actually want to belly-up 
alongside traders, speculators, and grifters at the roulette wheel – and 
with the unlimited fiat credits that issue from its legal printing press…

The very idea of buying stocks and junk bonds with printing-press money 
gives the notion of financial fraud an altogether new definition.

After all, what else could you call the trillions of market cap that could be
created from thin air by even modest amounts of Fed stock or ETF 
buying?

Indeed, the multiplier effect in the stock market would be truly insidious. 



It would open the door to larcenous front-running by insiders like never 
before. If it became known or surmised that the Fed will be buying Apple 
(AAPL) stock and the bank ETFs, speculators would be backing up the 
trucks with malice aforethought.

As it is, honest price discovery was long ago smothered in the bond pits 
and the money-dealing rooms. That, in turn, has deeply infected all other 
financial markets through cheap carry-trade speculation, rock-bottom 
cap rates, and debt-fueled financial engineering in the C-suites.

To put a 12-member monetary politburo directly into the stock-, junk 
bond-, and ETF-buying business is beyond the pale.

It’d constitute the finally victory of the state over the free market.

As we head into one of the most fraught weekends in recent market 
history, here’s Michael Coolbaugh with some commentary he shared with 
Delta Profit Trader subscribers today:

Yesterday was the worst one-day drop since Black Monday 1987.

That’s the type of environment we’re dealing with folks.

As I mentioned last week, the records and “almost-records” keep piling 
up. And, while it’s easy to shrug these off as an anomaly, it’s important to
remember some key aspects.

A lot of people continue to dismiss the current market collapse as an 
anomaly. These are things we’ve literally never seen before.



Here’s the thing about markets: They’re ALWAYS doing things we’ve 
never seen before.

But is it unjustified? I’d argue “absolutely not.”

Remember, many of the pre-existing conditions were also things that we 
had never seen before…

Earth-shattering levels of debt – both sovereign and corporate

Record amounts of trading controlled by systematic strategies – they 
don’t ask questions if something is rational, they simply sell when told to 
sell;

A record shift from active management to passive management – leaving 
less money to step in and provide liquidity when things seem 
“overblown”;

Gross misallocation of capital by way of stock buybacks – also record-
setting levels, but remember, buybacks were not legal before 1982.

These are just a few, but I think you get my point…

So, sure, things look like they’re getting out of control.

But what really makes me nervous is the very real possibility that we 
have yet to see the true fireworks.

I know, I know… I suggested we were at a heightened risk of a crash, 
and, for the most part, it looks like we got one.



What really makes my stomach turn is the belief that we may be just 
getting started.

Here’s what I mean…

The Federal Reserve just announced a massive liquidity bomb to the tune
of $1.5 trillion.

Clue No. 1: The stock market bounced for a moment yesterday afternoon 
but was quickly sold as we raced back to new lows.

I’ve mentioned this before, but any time a market fails to rally on what 
seems to be an undoubtedly positive headline, things are bad.

Clue No. 2: The Federal Reserve still has not slashed the federal funds 
rate to zero despite market mechanics telling them policy is wayyyyy too 
tight.

[Chart]

It’s called the “fed spread,” which is the interest rate differential between
the two-year U.S. Treasury and the federal funds rate. Essentially, it tells 
you when the market – which controls the two-year yield – feels that the 
federal funds rate – which is set by the Fed – is too high.

Just as in every other crisis scenario, the fed spread had been flashing 
bright red lights that monetary central planners were making a BIG 
mistake.



Clue No. 3: A closely watched gauge of stress within the interbank 
lending market suggests things are literally blowing up beneath the 
surface.

[Chart]

It’s a bit technical, but to put it simply, the FRA-OIS spread widens when 
banks stop lending to each other in the extremely safe overnight lending 
market.

In other words, trust is breaking down, and everyone is beginning to 
hoard cash.

But it’s not just that it was surging over the past couple of days.

It’s a fact that – even after the Fed announced liquidity measures that 
dwarfed the extraordinary policy measures of QE1 and QE2 in the 
immediate aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis – this signal of stress 
continued to climb.

[Chart]

Said differently, the $1.5 trillion lifeline is simply not enough.

Things are breaking down everywhere. And, as I mentioned in yesterday’s
Deep State Declassified, we’re now experiencing a full-blown liquidity 
crisis.



Please try to enjoy your weekend.

To common sense,

David"

YAHOONEWS 

Italy offers U.S. a chilling preview of what's ahead 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/italy-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-
050009137.html 
What’s happening in Milan, Florence and Rome offers a likely preview of 
what’s coming to New York, London or Paris in a week or two.
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2F-SoZcjMWxm8%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2lZ_IOL-pfewfWSQqcA7j9KgyF_gmUXhQmt3e5XpDP0IclY0ErWJ_uSaw&h=AT2VqGhupLh6LTHtctthgi98kMoV5kpbtfEyfKpPAd0T0JgwHJ1kVEjrwh_ZA9NIfFy2rFIjuirlgW5UTUDocRsgFQdktTua2FqWfucPSxmMrymD6MBaJdHp3Bc_KhS39uhbxepEbGMx_PqSfSdr&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ffinance.yahoo.com%2Fnews%2Fitaly-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-050009137.html&h=AT2UFQiZLG_ITE5NUWE6kfy66cKOo9pCSWLY-OO92C5L5t1GrrHZ4H7JKdc3mUc1kayqg-s73djY1msR0cGZoelKAd35dSmqfq9N3QfUDfyalMjGVtbX8BF71GXHKperoTNei7JxEcyonyTMO7HV&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ffinance.yahoo.com%2Fnews%2Fitaly-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-050009137.html&h=AT2UFQiZLG_ITE5NUWE6kfy66cKOo9pCSWLY-OO92C5L5t1GrrHZ4H7JKdc3mUc1kayqg-s73djY1msR0cGZoelKAd35dSmqfq9N3QfUDfyalMjGVtbX8BF71GXHKperoTNei7JxEcyonyTMO7HV&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S


TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/retartrump.gif 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3pVVrNolR4j-YJTU1kvFY1ug1RInCbSpbHeiajaGMu5wCol5VLmbNOENA%23current&h=AT1xCyqwixnpmRvrLd9-vbyUmv0s8qwKxLNXhTQZjg1ShcnaNQ9MknWfHDI2toLJuRHBuauK_dmnFdpc2O2ZBAx3Gz7taCNRT1wL8nswiO9fxHpFNQUa-ToWQiysRDJXhyTKB6i6oR-UmJ9rTFZQ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3fvEUFPAH1436n6_Phez54_qyzCbr4o8QdiZa5KTZTvb_lAsvJCirxmUM&h=AT0qjDAG3ypdE9MXOrYc3KlgNK0AT0tnHJoD4RLdNs0uM7O107duoD8ZmxnDve_JZhn8oDsbjTyCeuXLY6VlHoaW2GAzXft3-ZeTpLlH1cIFW3-vwUc0BmUeLrGhlc21IefkvcALj6eOWVRA4lVY&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0v-Gy-efPmKTUEgHYv03jIaQP8uqLURtal21TpVEKvfAv0TAPmVmEHwdw&h=AT25fMyZGSfhGKObX2bKwBlySLFuvwAHIrNW1oxO7v17SbHLvtfXu67TfzZ4vQKKSG8AwMIHGsA8GEClphifZnD5V2GpJ_Lzhnp5l81FjTXBS-vNiA_Kiwa0zWJTzAr7mNS-wLMKj8VwQz9deGDg&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Ie0jS0jo5O5iYPQdO6KvNbrblbq6Mh48T8rs9Gao9ga8U2ECf7wrms8E&h=AT3gFO-2X-sOA_YaA6guK_ieXfrJ8ptElSlsW7VabnFtnTK8S1woQKnwGy23bi-tGO641R_1tT1KLKI4b8-Ge0S4BmU0RH9qLpGaJQvehybbViRNXWULmLC4GFUH8oIzr2tzxrR_279wtpA3A0S-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Kc_VJASaKXfuwQ748zgZC78HdNXMmkY_2GaJSUeNyoWITcn8GnSj_x0k&h=AT1SHh04GfouAoEcayX53zBiCvsJqcpV8f3MEBNJvJV49oLzdmzdieZ3C9FIs8xKEfFAqPz45buq9-HiLj9svXEgtXk7lpbpWpCk6pGoAia0TuFnFnH1X3nbs_QWgoppZPafzNK60Wyqhp3znYvI&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR02J2BeGtnfuJWkoccpfY_uaCL9jJB_9WOssqUwmQlG6fXx71NSn-MQdzs&h=AT0PwyllQO-6KdNceewID48BL48h7LEHKHYDat_ZBz66uWNKnmLeYkqcaFs8V3kneeQStUDN5NkharY6kpxMUBHInXVt1mvH8zbFwqj7rjGumFuIH03JWhr9rs_QbNzh1TmJQxLKd-VzuFo2b79M&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3pgx-G5AE0oHdxERGO9EmhjDANDTnuCWARk_HKIl4y9zHFjEBhWBvnorQ&h=AT0T108f9_b9FgJTgdfv7ATs_Zu3384_mVuvGsMf8X9k4aiw55wki6sxukEx6fsaSDoWFDx_YsfGD5Lpf15s0vtR0Q9_EeuQlA1-K9G166eBIuTI6TZlEqsDca2UUNWtwAyePJ_wWKlHunk_70mj&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fmobfamilytrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3HXVMqYIyH3_ERO4P6fkgS0uOlutkX2CcWQ9NUykhv3hTk98luZ4UhtVI&h=AT1an7kkR2YMezCiv4IqN5gwb9dP-L7unmfZkeCQoxFehLqthDDcYt_tF-V1xUYNKLJiJFM4Dr_bRzJPWo2OmhLPGg333ryAa3SqWTHl2Wq_1s9skM_gwdToQLf0arHGvSKC_9U_q1MVzCJgTl69&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ftheendoftheworld.mp4%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Kc_VJASaKXfuwQ748zgZC78HdNXMmkY_2GaJSUeNyoWITcn8GnSj_x0k&h=AT2RyVmlr8jS1CyO-1NxdGXEL9niVMBINwuV3zHHh01WlH6cS4QHhCjVtBq9lJEUz_1avVDRaaUHuhxuG0d_N4OS7hZHSUISWNqlEcbaapIvzzJnPS317BiCz-lWsjE7C5-4zdBG-S3FP3grFCxH&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fevendworldwipeout.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1uIKYXAwRyxA0tlyYmu-tEbFZWoQbGo2KRXHwKyiQ20emPvI_D2O6-BTU&h=AT3TQA1a6lKAOHcPmctwtVVINaHXTig1oZocMJlgihz61TIch8jkeyCpkd4qQv3Or5lr9vRCiw0Ln56UUuowoWqkBcTcooR3pdGKY65dA1zXN44XI_MYNlo7XbLDe3nWS3YZhx-vm2E9PjmdI9Qb&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1eKc3SD88FCFNMri95_i_Bcjdn0Y61MjMbBRkyaOyl9VVQkQ8BOQGhyTg&h=AT3fpEuM5hOuIasxiZT5ntMr_8sYt6pwRwLjU745tlKPV0qMDXCFI7exvClGFMoZn8fl6tQeZqrJE0FbQzuX8Qbnf4F1G8frxWs6gPOTb58-iaIB5yuH-aD8uOINVqh8qnLDobDZW5QiGmZuPLxC&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q_nyPx5mz2yj6ul1qgLD78MS6qyhHE5mjaDl7Atxq1uuZj-eaLW_mmZA&h=AT1Rh3b_3iHV3CVYIaITqocK02VMYiN_Nx1cjQJXrBrtujpbdjc1cEiJFE-HFZ3PVb0TZ9YATBJcYP9thYtqaBpgKuMH8eP4huUve8TE7tnDetDgoLk3wnKosNx4rvWmV_2aGD0Og1EaDVT1PBhX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q_nyPx5mz2yj6ul1qgLD78MS6qyhHE5mjaDl7Atxq1uuZj-eaLW_mmZA&h=AT1Rh3b_3iHV3CVYIaITqocK02VMYiN_Nx1cjQJXrBrtujpbdjc1cEiJFE-HFZ3PVb0TZ9YATBJcYP9thYtqaBpgKuMH8eP4huUve8TE7tnDetDgoLk3wnKosNx4rvWmV_2aGD0Og1EaDVT1PBhX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1xFP9JIm1o3W3jPdgB2us-6S-FJhAalNOAYEYazmGjY3jPY85mv1xwxMukC6fp9c6FxfuZ9apsvY2kOzFWww-dZIQrsg0mgVddXB-NYXu9VIX1CBa__4eBXmcMHUuAk1KZHvk8LpzHPOcGvl2S
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf
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YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Market crash has reached the 
‘panic’ stage, and ‘demoralization’ is still to come, Wall Street strategist 
says Tony Dwyer, Canaccord Genuity's strategist who was a big bull 
throughout 2019, had already become more cautious this year even 
before the coronavirus outbreak and OPEC's oil price war finally cut the 
legs out of the bull rally. “We believe that until there is proper testing and
...”

Business Quartz Nobel prize winning economist Robert Shiller says this 
economic disruption is different “Robert Shiller won the Nobel prize in 
2013 for his work on financial bubbles, and more recently he has written 
about the narratives and popular stories that affect the economy. The 
Yale economics professor says disruptions like the Great Depression can 
often be traced to a pessimistic idea, like the fear that the economy's 
best days are behind us. The spread of coronavirus is different because 
it's real—it is causing people to stay home and avoid going out, which is 
causing the gears of commerce to stop turning…..”

HTTPS://WWW.YAHOO.COM/
Politics
The Week

Trump just gave the worst speech of his presidency

“On Friday afternoon, Donald Trump gave the worst speech of his political
career.He appeared at the podium in the Rose Garden half an hour late. 
He looked and sounded exhausted. He stumbled over the word 
"coronavirus" in his very first sentence and seemed to struggle at a 
number of points throughout his address. His wonted improvisations and 
other departures from the script did not suggest his usual ease. He 
sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and confused 
senior citizen.The problems with Trump's speech were not limited to the 
manner in which it was delivered. Among other things, he ought to have 
secured a deal with Nancy Pelosi and House Democrats before speaking. 
His emphasis on the extraordinary achievements of such noted public 
servants as the CEO of Walmart (whose stock price is surging as I write 
this) did not exactly inspire confidence that the most important thing in 
this ordeal is public health and safety, as opposed to corporate profits. 
The bizarre round-table approach that brought everyone from public 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700719.html
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health officials to business leaders to the vice president (who said some 
genuinely touching things about the elderly) before the podium was 
confusing. It was nice of the president to remind us that "so many of the 
great sports we've gotten used to" have been put on hold. I was surprised
that he did not once mention the 41 Americans who have already died of 
the virus until well into the question-and-answer portion of the 
proceedings, when he misstated the number.It is too early to say whether
the various new measures Trump announced will be effective. (Some of 
the obviously sensible ones — waiving interest on federal student loan 
debt, for example — are likely to be lost in the confusion.) I, for one, think
it is still likely that much of the media response to the virus has been 
hysterical, and that in two months schoolchildren across the country will 
longingly remember the time they got three extra weeks of spring break. 
But that is not relevant to my assessment of Trump's performance on 
Friday. On arguably the biggest stage of his presidency, he not only failed
to give the impression that he was in control of the situation, he looked 
about as ready to handle a crisis as Joe Biden is to speak calmly to 
elderly voters in Iowa or quote the Declaration of Independence.Agreeing
to take questions following his prepared remarks was almost certainly a 
mistake. In the coming days and weeks and months, Trump will have 
virtually unlimited opportunities to attack the legacy of the Obama 
administration. This was not the occasion for it. In so many other 
contexts, Trump's disdain for the press is defensible and even amusing. 
Friday it made him seem petty. And it is never a good idea for a president 
in the face of a crisis to tell the country that he takes "no responsibility" 
for anything (in this case, delays in virus testing). Taking responsibility is 
what the office is all about.These impressions will not go away. They will 
certainly outlast the pandemic. No American will remember the day that 
President Trump addressed the nation on the subject of the coronavirus 
pandemic the way they remember Ronald Reagan's response to the 
Challenger disaster. If we have any lasting impressions they will be of an 
enervated, verbally infelicitous elderly man attempting to speak to 
realities that he is only half aware of ("unlike websites of the past")….”
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Italy offers U.S. a chilling preview of what's ahead 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/italy-nightmare-offers-chilling-preview-
050009137.html 
What’s happening in Milan, Florence and Rome offers a likely preview of 
what’s coming to New York, London or Paris in a week or two.
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
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CNN
Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

GOOGLENEWS As virus roils markets, Trump again threatens Fed 
chairman https://apnews.com/2a21e92ed9129e91e713495c9ef50050 
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump said Saturday he had the 
power to fire or demote Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell, adding
new fuel to … The Associated Press

DRUDGEREPORT
Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital… 

Netanyahu rival Gantz receives mandate to form Israeli govt...

Queen Elizabeth flees Palace... 

Struggling Europeans tighten measures...

Spain imposes lockdown of entire country... 

AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...

https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/487690-amazon-warns-of-delivery-delays-running-out-of-items
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/coronavirus-spain-news-nationwide-lockdown-emergency-covid-19-a9402166.html
https://apnews.com/1dde718068517f188b3fa65a7edcbf86
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Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
Illinois, Ohio Orders All Restaurants Closed...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO     ZERO   
STOCKS 'LIMIT DOWN' 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 

Companies that feed America brace for labor shortages amid worry about
restocking stores... 
Brawls break out at stores across country as customers dash for 
supplies... 
Grocers Fail to Keep Up     With Demand...   
Lines extend for blocks... 
'Preppers' have moment... 
Man in hazmat suit runs into Vegas WALMART, sprays items... 
Feds seize fake test kits at LAX... 
Business booming for cam girls amid outbreak... 
Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 
Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 
Beaches close early to keep spring breakers from spreading... 

CNN
Markets keep dropping after brief halt https://www.cnn.com/business/live-
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Stocks fell yet again after the Fed slashed interest rates to zero in an 
effort to calm coronavirus fears

live updates Connecticut, New York and New Jersey ban gatherings of 
more than 50 people

Manufacturers of medicines concerned about possible shortages

France says ibuprofen may aggravate coronavirus. Experts say more 
evidence is needed

Fareed Zakaria: This is why fear brings out the worst in Trump

Multiple cruise ships are left stranded as cases increase

Governor faces backlash over 'packed' restaurant tweet

America wakes up to massive shutdowns

Students in at least 31 states, and New York City and LA, are staying 
home. Bars, restaurants and other venues are closing.

Analysis: Trump unwilling to accept full, sobering reality of coronavirus

James Bond actress says she has virus

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

Cities are telling landlords to halt evictions during the coronavirus 
pandemic

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Opinion: I rushed home to beat Trump's travel curbs. But first I listened to
Macron

She heard someone yelling at grocery store. Her next move drew big 
reaction online

Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 
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Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

MSNBC
Disconnect between scientists, Trump on coronavirus continues 

Watch MSNBC Live: Schools, businesses shut down across U.S. as death 
toll grows worldwide

In emergency move, Federal Reserve cuts rates to zero 

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads

Trump declares national emergency to combat coronavirus, authorizes 
waiving of laws and regulations

HUFFPOST
CORONA NOSEDIVE: *ANOTHER* WALL ST. TRADING HALT 

Italy Has Been Trying To Send Us A Warning. Will We Listen?

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-coronavirus-united-states_n_5e6ee8d3c5b6bd8156fa29f1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/wall-street-traded-halted-again-coronavirus-crisis_n_5e6f819dc5b6747ef121bf4c
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https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-says-we-re-going-to-all-be-great-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-80690757932
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/us-federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-launches-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program-80691269648
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/disconnect-from-scientists-trump-on-coronavirus-continues-80702533960
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Trump Reportedly Sees Upside To Coronavirus: Promoting His Closed 
Borders Agenda

“DRUDGEREPORT
MOODY'S: Swooning stocks signal higher likelihood of Trump losing 
election...
Rout threatens to wipe out all gains since inauguration...
Teetering economy sparks talk of second stimulus package...
Manufacturing index record decline...
AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...
Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NY, NJ, CT announce statewide business closures... 
Restaurants Closed Across Nation...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
HHS SUFFERS CYBER ATTACK... 
Ventilator shortage? 
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Supreme Court will delay oral arguments... 
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves...
Airlines Teeter...
Vegas bust...
Gun sales surging...
Third of Americans Losing Sleep... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO ZERO 
STOCKS PLUNGE 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 
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'Mass' hysteria -- even church is canceled! 
Fauci urges national shutdown as bug spreads... 
'If it looks like you're overreacting you're probably doing the right thing'...

Al Roker Pulled Off Air as Outbreak Hits 'TODAY'... 
Hoboken becomes first city with widespread curfew... 
Police Taking Some Reports By Phone Instead Of Dispatching Officers... 
Navy reports first suspected case on ship... 

Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 
Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 
Photos: From Shuffleboard to Spring Break, Outbreak Hardly Slows Down 
Florida... 
In retirement hub, more worry about stock market collapse than getting 
sick... “

YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/key-u-health-agency-suffers-131126244.html
The Health and Human Services Department suffered a cyberattack 
Sunday night, apparently intended to slow the agency’s response to the 
COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
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quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

CNN
Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 
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'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose

Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus
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Regal Cinemas closing its theaters

MSNBC
U.S. begins to shut down as coronavirus cases and death toll climb 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-
shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870 

Coronavirus latest

Just now18m ago

U.S. death toll jumps to 81
Just now32m ago

Facebook, Google and other tech giants vow solidarity to fight fraud and 
misinformation
Just now45m ago

Washington state may call on dentists to donate personal protective gear
Just now46m ago
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'Jeopardy!' and 'Wheel of Fortune' suspend production

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads 
[ Well, if trump says it, it must ………… not be true … remember the hoax, 
etc. Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

HUFFPOST
MEANWHILE — Prez Tells Governors: Solve Ventilator Shortage On 
Your Own!

DOW DIVES: Worst One-Day Point Drop In History

Know A Health Care Worker? Here’s How You Can Support Them 
Right Now.

States, Cities Put Bans On Restaurants And Bars To Stem 
Coronavirus Spread

YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...
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Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist
Opinion

" A Complete List of Trump’s Attempts to Play Down Coronavirus 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/15/opinion/trump-coronavirus.html?
fbclid=IwAR2GSppRpafxHWIYSK27x3Bhb844PwhPTlSrY0neWSxyJLVv0gd
2joQJN7Y 

He could have taken action. He didn’t.

David Leonhardt
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President Trump spoke at the Latino Coalition Legislative Summit in 
Washington on March 4.

President Trump spoke at the Latino Coalition Legislative Summit in 
Washington on March 4.Credit...Doug Mills/The New York Times

President Trump made his first public comments about the coronavirus 
on Jan. 22, in a television interview from Davos with CNBC’s Joe Kernen. 
The first American case had been announced the day before, and Kernen 
asked Trump, “Are there worries about a pandemic at this point?”

The president responded: “No. Not at all. And we have it totally under 
control. It’s one person coming in from China, and we have it under 
control. It’s going to be just fine.”

By this point, the seriousness of the virus was becoming clearer. It had 
spread from China to four other countries. China was starting to take 
drastic measures and was on the verge of closing off the city of Wuhan.

In the weeks that followed, Trump faced a series of choices. He could 
have taken aggressive measures to slow the spread of the virus. He 
could have insisted that the United States ramp up efforts to produce 
test kits. He could have emphasized the risks that the virus presented 
and urged Americans to take precautions if they had reason to believe 
they were sick. He could have used the powers of the presidency to 



reduce the number of people who would ultimately get sick.

He did none of those things.

I’ve reviewed all of his public statements and actions on coronavirus over
the last two months, and they show a president who put almost no 
priority on public health. Trump’s priorities were different: Making the 
virus sound like a minor nuisance. Exaggerating his administration’s 
response. Blaming foreigners and, anachronistically, the Obama 
administration. Claiming incorrectly that the situation was improving. 
Trying to cheer up stock market investors. (It was fitting that his first 
public comments were from Davos and on CNBC.)

Now that the severity of the virus is undeniable, Trump is already trying 
to present an alternate history of the last two months. Below are the 
facts — a timeline of what the president was saying, alongside 
statements from public-health experts as well as data on the virus.

Late January

On the same day that Trump was dismissing the risks on CNBC, Tom 
Frieden, who ran the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for eight 
years, wrote an op-ed for the health care publication Stat. In it, Frieden 
warned that the virus would continue spreading. “We need to learn — and
fast — about how it spreads,” he wrote.

It was one of many such warnings from prominent experts in late 
January. Many focused on the need to expand the capacity to test for the 
virus. In a Wall Street Journal article titled, “Act Now to Prevent an 
American Epidemic,” Luciana Borio and Scott Gottlieb — both former 
Trump administration officials — wrote:



If public-health authorities don’t interrupt the spread soon, the virus 
could infect many thousands more around the globe, disrupt air travel, 
overwhelm health care systems, and, worst of all, claim more lives. The 
good news: There’s still an opening to prevent a grim outcome. … But 
authorities can’t act quickly without a test that can diagnose the 
condition rapidly.

Trump, however, repeatedly told Americans that there was no reason to 
worry. On Jan. 24, he tweeted, “It will all work out well.” On Jan. 28, he 
retweeted a headline from One America News, an outlet with a history of 
spreading false conspiracy theories: “Johnson & Johnson to create 
coronavirus vaccine.” On Jan. 30, during a speech in Michigan, he said: 
“We have it very well under control. We have very little problem in this 
country at this moment — five. And those people are all recuperating 
successfully.”

That same day, the World Health Organization declared coronavirus to be 
a “public-health emergency of international concern.” It announced 7,818
confirmed cases around the world.

Jan. 31

Trump took his only early, aggressive action against the virus on Jan. 31: 
He barred most foreigners who had recently visited China from entering 
the United States. It was a good move.

But it was only one modest move, not the sweeping solution that Trump 
portrayed it to be. It didn’t apply to Americans who had been traveling in 
China, for example. And while it generated some criticism from 
Democrats, it wasn’t nearly as unpopular as Trump has since suggested. 
Two days after announcing the policy, Trump went on Fox News and 
exaggerated the impact in an interview with Sean Hannity.



“Coronavirus,” Hannity said. “How concerned are you?”

Trump replied: “Well, we pretty much shut it down coming in from China. 
We have a tremendous relationship with China, which is a very positive 
thing. Getting along with China, getting along with Russia, getting along 
with these countries.”

By the time of that interview, the number of confirmed coronavirus cases
around the world had surged to 14,557, a near doubling over the previous 
three days.

Early February

On Feb. 5, the C.D.C. began shipping coronavirus test kits to laboratories 
around the country. But the tests suffered from a technical flaw and 
didn’t produce reliable results, labs discovered.

The technical problems were understandable: Creating a new virus test 
is not easy. What’s less understandable, experts say, is why the Trump 
administration officials were so lax about finding a work-around, even as 
other countries were creating reliable tests.

The Trump administration could have begun to use a functioning test 
from the World Health Organization, but didn’t. It could have removed 
regulations that prevented private hospitals and labs from quickly 
developing their own tests, but didn’t. The inaction meant that the United
States fell behind South Korea, Singapore and China in fighting the virus. 
“We just twiddled our thumbs as the coronavirus waltzed in,” William 
Hanage, a Harvard epidemiologist, wrote.

Trump, for his part, spent these first weeks of February telling Americans
that the problem was going away. On Feb. 10, he repeatedly said — in a 



speech to governors, at a campaign rally and in an interview with Trish 
Regan of Fox Business — that warm spring weather could kill the virus. 
“Looks like by April, you know, in theory, when it gets a little warmer, it 
miraculously goes away,” he told the rally.

On Feb. 19, he told a Phoenix television station, “I think the numbers are 
going to get progressively better as we go along.” Four days later, he 
pronounced the situation “very much under control,” and added: “We had 
12, at one point. And now they’ve gotten very much better. Many of them 
are fully recovered.”

His message was clear: Coronavirus is a small problem, and it is getting 
smaller. In truth, the shortage of testing meant that the country didn’t 
know how bad the problem was. All of the available indicators suggested 
it was getting worse, rapidly.

On Feb. 23, the World Health Organization announced that the virus was 
in 30 countries, with 78,811 confirmed cases, a more than fivefold 
increase over the previous three weeks.

Late February

Trump seemed largely uninterested in the global virus statistics during 
this period, but there were other indicators — stock-market indexes — 
that mattered a lot to him. And by the last week of February, those 
market indexes were falling.

The president reacted by adding a new element to his public remarks. He
began blaming others.

He criticized CNN and MSNBC for “panicking markets.” He said at a South
Carolina rally — falsely — that “the Democrat policy of open borders” had 



brought the virus into the country. He lashed out at “Do Nothing 
Democrat comrades.” He tweeted about “Cryin’ Chuck Schumer,” 
mocking Schumer for arguing that Trump should be more aggressive in 
fighting the virus. The next week, Trump would blame an Obama 
administration regulation for slowing the production of test kits. There 
was no truth to the charge.

Throughout late February, Trump also continued to claim the situation 
was improving. On Feb. 26, he said: “We’re going down, not up. We’re 
going very substantially down, not up.” On Feb. 27, he predicted: “It’s 
going to disappear. One day — it’s like a miracle — it will disappear.” On 
Feb. 29, he said a vaccine would be available “very quickly” and “very 
rapidly” and praised his administration’s actions as “the most aggressive 
taken by any country.” None of these claims were true.
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By the end of February, there were 85,403 confirmed cases, in 55 
countries around the world.

Early March

Almost two decades ago, during George W. Bush’s presidency, the federal
government developed guidelines for communicating during a public-
health crisis. Among the core principles are “be first,” “be right,” “be 
credible,” “show respect” and “promote action.”

But the Trump administration’s response to coronavirus, as a Washington
Post news story put it, is “breaking almost every rule in the book.”



The inconsistent and sometimes outright incorrect information coming 
from the White House has left Americans unsure of what, if anything, to 
do. By early March, experts already were arguing for aggressive 
measures to slow the virus’s spread and avoid overwhelming the medical 
system. The presidential bully pulpit could have focused people on the 
need to change their behavior in a way that no private citizen could have. 
Trump could have specifically encouraged older people — at most risk 
from the virus — to be careful. Once again, he chose not to take action.

Instead, he suggested on multiple occasions that the virus was less 
serious than the flu. “We’re talking about a much smaller range” of 
deaths than from the flu, he said on March 2. “It’s very mild,” he told 
Hannity on March 4. On March 7, he said, “I’m not concerned at all.” On 
March 10, he promised: “It will go away. Just stay calm. It will go away.”

The first part of March was also when more people began to understand 
that the United States had fallen behind on testing, and Trump 
administration officials responded with untruths.

Alex Azar, the secretary of health and human services, told ABC, “There 
is no testing kit shortage, nor has there ever been.” Trump, while touring 
the C.D.C. on March 6, said, “Anybody that wants a test can get a test.”

That C.D.C. tour was a microcosm of Trump’s entire approach to the 
crisis. While speaking on camera, he made statements that were outright
wrong, like the testing claim. He brought up issues that had nothing to do
with the virus, like his impeachment. He made clear that he cared more 
about his image than about people’s well-being, by explaining that he 
favored leaving infected passengers on a cruise ship so they wouldn’t 
increase the official number of American cases. He also suggested that 
he knew as much as any scientist:

I like this stuff. I really get it. People are surprised that I understand it. 



Every one of these doctors said, ‘How do you know so much about this?’ 
Maybe I have a natural ability. Maybe I should have done that instead of 
running for president.

On March 10, the World Health Organization reported 113,702 cases of 
the virus in more than 100 countries.
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Mid-March and beyond

On the night of March 11, Trump gave an Oval Office address meant to 
convey seriousness. It included some valuable advice, like the 
importance of hand-washing. But it also continued many of the old 
patterns of self-congratulation, blame-shifting and misinformation. 
Afterward, Trump aides corrected three different misstatements.

This pattern has continued in the days since the Oval Office address. 
Trump now seems to understand that coronavirus isn’t going away 
anytime soon. But he also seems to view it mostly as a public-relations 
emergency for himself rather than a public-health emergency for the 
country. On Sunday, he used his Twitter feed to lash out at Schumer and 
Joe Biden and to praise Michael Flynn, the former Trump aide who 
pleaded guilty to lying to the F.B.I.

Around the world, the official virus count has climbed above 142,000. In 
the United States, scientists expect that between tens of millions and 
215 million Americans will ultimately be infected, and the death toll could
range from the tens of thousands to 1.7 million.



At every point, experts have emphasized that the country could reduce 
those terrible numbers by taking action. And at almost every point, the 
president has ignored their advice and insisted, “It’s going to be just 
fine.”

Susan Beachy and Ian Prasad Philbrick contributed research. "
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San Francisco orders residents to stay inside… 
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf 
'This is our generation's great test'… 
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up their routines...
New Yorkers Hit Their Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
Police ask public to stop calling 911 over lack of toilet paper...
Kid Rock's Nashville Bar Refuses To Close, Calls Mandate 
'Unconstitutional'...
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Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Airlines slash almost all flights...
More Cruise Ships Stuck at Sea...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
Traders Question Value of Stock-Market Circuit Breakers...
Gun sales surging...
EU CONSIDERS BAN ON VISITORS...
CANADA CLOSES BORDER...
SICK MAP...
What's the end game? 

France deploys 100,000 police to enforce lockdown... 

https://news.trust.org/item/20200316205604-r3s2w
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/health/story/2020-03-15/whats-the-covid-19-end-game
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cbsa-border-airports-screening-trudeau-covid19-coronavirus-1.5498866
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316150745-3kno6
https://apnews.com/9402d0680bbd3f27836a283c1956d671
https://www.wsj.com/articles/traders-question-value-of-stock-market-circuit-breakers-11584351001
https://www.wsj.com/articles/another-problem-for-the-fed-banks-pressured-as-clients-scramble-for-cash-11584356272
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-hits-more-cruise-ships-leaving-vessels-stuck-at-sea-11584373335
https://news.yahoo.com/global-airlines-slash-almost-flights-virus-spreads-wings-145441420.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-parents-students-across-us-contend-with-school-closures/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Casinos-ask-Congress-for-emergency-aid-as-15135870.php
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/do-not-call-911-just-because-you-ran-out-of-toilet-paper-oregon-police-say
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-yorkers-hit-their-favorite-restaurants-one-last-time-11584399943
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/despite-dire-coronavirus-warning-some-refuse-to-give-up-their-routines/ar-BB11gwUG
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://www.sfchronicle.com/local-politics/article/Bay-Area-must-shelter-in-place-Only-15135014.php
https://apnews.com/b64cf00f37d8da2fad3533aa7686c53d
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/fed-says-it-will-offer-an-additional-500-billion-in-overnight-repo-funding-markets.html
https://apnews.com/bd3276744b861e2669fd761733e9d2b4
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8118415/Donald-Trump-tells-America-lockdown-15-days-stop-coronavirus.html


Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital... 
Over 70s told to isolate for 3 months...     

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...
Duterte puts Philippines under quarantine, says 'we are in fight of our 
lives'...
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters incuding primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..]

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08 [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters incuding primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] 

"BREAKING: The Crash Is Here 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/breaking-the-crash-is-here/ 

David Stockman | March 16, 2020

The real problem of humanity is the following: we have paleolithic 
emotions; medieval institutions; and god-like technology. And it is 
terrifically dangerous, and it is now approaching a point of crisis overall.

– E.O. Wilson, from “A Conversation with James D. Watson and Edward O. 
Wilson” (September 9, 2009)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/breaking-the-crash-is-here/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11184059/boris-johnson-to-step-up-coronavirus-fight-as-he-chairs-another-emergency-cobra-meeting/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised


...

As Michael Coolbaugh suggested in his Monday morning commentary for 
Delta Profit Trader subscribers, we could be heading for some sort of full-
scale market shutdown in the very near future.

It could come as a result of “Level 3” “circuit breakers” kicking in after a 
20% intraday drop for stocks. Or, it could be that global “authorities” pull 
plugs themselves.

Whichever way the case turns from here, we’re in entirely unprecedented
territory.

Here’s Tyler Durden of Zero Hedge, with a live look-in on Bubblevision:

Few are dealing with the economic and market turmoil with more chaos 
and less class and resolve than the expert "buy and hold" class over at 
CNBC, who shockingly never said one word of warning to their retail 
viewers when the market was doing nothing but going straight up for 
more than a decade, and instead were dragging mom and pop investors 
into massively overvalued stocks urging them to buy at all time highs, 
and who are now melting down before our eyes at the first sight of a 
substantial market pullback.

Their solution: own the shorts by shutting down the market entirely. 
Because if one can't BTFD, is it even a market?

As recently as Friday, when the Dow Jones posted a 2000 point gain on 
the back of a short squeeze that nearly doubled the indexes gains in the 
last 15 minutes of the day, there was no talk about markets being 
defective or needing to close. That was, of course, until the Fed's $700 



billion "quarantative easing" bazooka bailout of markets fizzled 
spectacularly on Sunday nights and futures promptly went limit down. 
When it appeared that this plan was failing, some of the industry's finest 
began to panic visibly.

We’ve been in entirely unprecedented territory for a long time now.

That’s what we’ve been talking about here, at Contra Corner, and on any 
and all mainstream outlets that’ll have us on…

Well, it’s “we still have enough bazookas in the war chest” time for the 
Federal Reserve after the second “emergency” rate cut of this evolving 
COVID-19 crisis…

[Chart]

We’re down to a target range of 0% to 0.25% for the federal funds rate. 
That’s the “zero bound,” if you’ve already forgotten the depths of the 
Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession.

And they’re buying bonds again, too, to the tune of $700 billion, as we’re 
on to round five of “quantitative easing.”

And, still, equity futures hit their “limit-down” almost immediately after 
opening on Sunday. And U.S. stock markets were halted literally seconds 
into Monday’s regular trading session.

We now have proof positive that the fools in the Eccles Building have 
completely lost their minds. They are so dense – so craven – that there’s 



almost literally no limit to the fiat credit and liquidity they’ll pour into 
Wall Street to satisfy the infinitely greedy and equally entitled crybabies 
and bullies who operate there.

One of CNBC’s talking heads whined on Friday that bond trades weren’t 
getting done, that if you needed to “sell in size,” you couldn’t get it done.

That’s horseshit, just more on the same self-serving con.

We’ll say it again, and then we’ll hand it off to Mike: There was and is 
absolutely no shortage of “liquidity” in the financial system – just a 
shortage of market-clearing trades at the ridiculously low rate that the 
Fed insists on foisting upon the money market.

If our monetary central planners just got their big, fat thumbs off money-
market rates, so-called “liquidity” would reappear in a nanosecond, albeit
at far higher interest rates than those dictated by the Fed.

Yet that’s exactly what the entire financial market and U.S. economy 
needs: higher market-clearing rates.

That’s the only way to shut down leveraged gamblers. And it’s also a 
good mechanism to teach politicians that fiscal borrowing is not a free 
lunch. In the bargain, it’ll force CEOs and CFOs to think twice about 
trashing their own balance sheets with debt in order to fund buybacks 
and M&A.

Problems solved.



Here’s Mike…

There isn’t a whole lot to say in terms of action items this morning. As I 
suggested on Friday, the Federal Reserve needed to go MUCH bigger. And
Sunday evening, they sort of did just that.

They opened the floodgates, as they slashed interest rates to zero and 
pledged to pump an addition $700 billion into the financial system.

Even so, E-mini S&P 500 Index futures were “locked limit-down” after 
being open for a mere 15 minutes Sunday evening.

If it wasn’t clear based on last week’s market action, this is the crash.

I do believe the economic fallout will be much greater than most 
appreciate. Just think about the predicament for those who get laid off 
over the weeks ahead…

There’s no going out and finding a new job right away. We were already at
full employment, corporations are beginning mass layoffs – not going on 
hiring sprees – and, it’s kind of hard to find a job when everything is 
closed.

We know that cutting interest rates and pumping money into financial 
assets cannot kill a virus that has entire nations on lockdown.

But this is all we’ve known since at least the 1980s… This is part of the 
painful re-pricing process that policy intervention has sought to protect 
us from since the ’80s.



This is what it looks like when monetary policy fails.

Now, there are some who suggest markets could and should be closed for
several days, if not a few weeks, until global leaders – more specifically, 
leaders in the United States – can find an appropriate response to stem 
the panic.

Is this appropriate? I don’t know.

Should we be bailing out large corporations that accumulated debt to 
staggering proportions in order to finance endless share repurchases to 
the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars? I have my own theories, but 
that’s for a separate discussion.

At the very least, I suspect this moment of “re-pricing” might be a little 
less severe absent financial engineering, which only served to inflate 
earnings-per-share figures, and had corporate buybacks been the largest 
source of demand over the past seven to 10 years.

So, do I think it will be enough? Not really – there are many signs outside 
of S&P futures, namely foreign exchange markets, that suggest the latest
emergency measures will not be enough.

But this goes to why risk management is so important. Sure, we could 
have said things were deeply oversold and held on to our positions in 
hopes of a relief bounce. But that would have also led to another 20%, 
30%, 40%, and even 50% more downside for some stocks in the market 
today.



Risk management is not something to be taken lightly, and there’s no 
better depiction of this than the damage done to some of the world’s 
largest and most successful hedge funds.

Here’s an excerpt from Ray Dalio, the founder of the world’s largest 
hedge fund, Bridgewater Associates: “We did not know how to navigate 
the virus and chose not to because we didn’t think we had an edge in 
trading it. So, we stayed in our positions and in retrospect we should 
have cut all risk.”

You see, even the all-time legends are subject to momentary lapses in 
judgement.

As you well know, my philosophy relies on evaluating the environment 
and putting the odds in our favor. I don’t believe in putting your head 
down and ignoring events when you don’t understand something. And it 
goes to one of my favorite sayings, “When in doubt, get out.”

There are so many unknowns at the moment that it doesn’t do any good 
to toss out wild guesses.

There will always be another day and another trade. I do believe we need 
to remain patient because, for those who make it through this tumultuous
period, there will undoubtedly be massive profit opportunities in the 
future.

…

In the meantime, please do stay safe. Look after your loved ones, lend a 
helping hand where you can. Together, we can and we will get through 
this.



To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 16th, 2020 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029a
e434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049 

Today's Highlights:

It’s getting even uglier:

Friday markets had their best day since 2008. But over the weekend, 
news of restaurant closures, business closures, more public meetings 
and events getting canceled (all because of COVID-19) had traders 
worried.

Then on Sunday night, traders panicked after the Fed made an 
emergency rate cut just an hour before futures opened.

Futures went limit down almost immediately last night (down 5%).

Then this morning panic selling drove stocks to their 2nd circuit breaker, 
tripped after a 7%+ loss.

https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029ae434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049
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Stocks dropped again during lunch and continued to sell off in the 
afternoon.

All the major indices were down more than 12.0%.

Crude Oil (CL) was hammered with stocks and finished 8.8% lower.

The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 43.0% and finished at 82.69, levels not
seen since 2008.

>> Click here to read the full story... 
https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-16/?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_pro
motion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_
newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=be669c28e1f7196e243029a
e434f6dd6611c10abb7b3657801e6f799df81c049 
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DRUDGEREPORT
Under lockdown, Armageddon is like end of the world... 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
GOODBYE PATRIOTS 

CLAIM: 86% of people with coronavirus are walking around undetected... 
18 MONTHS of social distancing?!
Stranded travelers struggle to get home as borders close...
Life in San Fran screeches to halt amid shutdown...
'This is our generation's great test'...
LA releasing inmates...
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up routines...
De Blasio considering shelter-in-place edict...
New Yorkers Hit Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
USA sees highest 24-hour death toll increase...
Tempers fray...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT...
Hospital First In Nation To Only Treat Coronavirus Patients...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Upside-Down World of Negative Rates Coming for Savers...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
'D' word rears head as markets brace for recession...
GDP could plunge 10%, economist warns...
'Free Money' Gains Bipartisan Support...
SICK MAP...
NYT: BEST AND WORST DEATH TOLL SCENARIOS... 
Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... 
In Dead of Night, Israel Approves Harsher Tracking Methods Than Gov't 
Stated... 
India Could be Next Hotspot With 'Avalanche' of Cases... 
France calls for all citizens to remain confined in homes... 
Ready to Nationalize Big Firms in Radical Response... 
'We are at war'... 
PAPER: World should learn lessons from China... 

CNN

https://news.trust.org/item/20200317000930-0b0vn
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-france-president-macron-warns-we-are-at-war.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-nationalist/france-could-nationalize-big-companies-if-necessary-finance-minister-idUSKBN2141AO
https://thehill.com/policy/international/487870-frances-macron-calls-for-all-citizens-to-remain-confined-in-homes-were
https://news.yahoo.com/india-could-next-virus-hotspot-064016084.html
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-cellphone-tracking-authorized-by-israel-to-be-used-for-enforcing-quarantine-orders-1.8681979
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-cellphone-tracking-authorized-by-israel-to-be-used-for-enforcing-quarantine-orders-1.8681979
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/16/upshot/coronavirus-best-worst-death-toll-scenario.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/giving-americans-money-to-offset-coronavirus-impact-gains-bipartisan-support-in-congress-11584446801
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/second-quarter-gdp-could-plunge-10-economist-warns-133619896.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/d-word-rears-head-coronavirus-050658349.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/another-problem-for-the-fed-banks-pressured-as-clients-scramble-for-cash-11584356272
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/upside-down-world-negative-rates-100000573.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-boston-carney-hospital-patients/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Casinos-ask-Congress-for-emergency-aid-as-15135870.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316220412-nzjlg
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https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-in-nyc-bill-de-blasio-says-a-shelter-in-place-edict-is-possible/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/despite-dire-coronavirus-warning-some-refuse-to-give-up-their-routines/ar-BB11gwUG
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-16/la-jail-population-arrests-down-amid-coronavirus
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
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Health officials warn US is at a tipping point 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/
index.html 

As sweeping restrictions take effect in response to coronavirus, officials 
urge people to take the calls to action seriously
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live updates Cuomo: We have no plan to quarantine NYC

Breakdown:   This is the only state without a reported case  

Measures:     These states have stringent rules to combat spread  

Opinion:   Why South Korea has few virus deaths and Italy many  

Podcast:   Living with Coronavirus  

Cuomo:   Only now is reality forcing Trump to stop lying  

Watch:     New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus  

Trump admin pitches an $850 billion economic package

Ominous report sparks strategy shift in US and UK

Analysis: This Trump will save lives

Analysis: Is Trump up to the job?

Why this government's coronavirus response drew 'Shrek' comparison

Opinion: What we ER doctors need to keep doing our jobs

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Avlon: Coronavirus is Trump's kryptonite

Biden receives Secret Service protection

Analysis: As coronavirus suspends life in America, Fox changes its tone 

Tom Brady says he will not re-sign with New England Patriots

Live markets updates Stocks attempt rebound from Dow's worst day 
since 1987

This market crash is even crazier than 1929

A coronavirus patient refused to quarantine, so deputies are surrounding 
his house

Celebrity chef makes dire prediction about restaurant business

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/17/tom-colicchio-coronavirus-restaurant-impact-dire-prediction-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/media/fox-news-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/joe-biden-gets-secret-service-protection/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/17/trump-coronavirus-response-avlon-reality-check-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/job-losses-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/opinions/coronavirus-emergency-doctor-help-shan-liu-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/17/coronavirus-covid-19-uk-government-response-social-distancing-boris-johnson-black-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/trump-2020-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/white-house-donald-trump-coronavirus-emergency/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/coronavirus-uk-model-study/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/politics/congress-coronavirus-package-senate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/16/italy-healthcare-system-coronavirus-nurse-photo-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/17/closing-argument-war-against-coronavirus-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/south-korea-italy-coronavirus-survivability-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/us/states-measures-coronavirus-spread/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-17-20-intl-hnk/index.html


Future elections in question after today

He planned to sell 18,000 bottles of sanitizer. Then Amazon stepped in

MSNBC

White House eyeing $850B coronavirus stimulus package [ Eh, what’s 
another trillion when you’re already defacto bankrupt … 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Olympic Committee: Too early to make 'drastic decisions' about Tokyo

Queen to meet with prime minister, then head to Windsor Castle

Updated map from the NBC News Graphics team

HUFFPOST
Trump Sends Hateful ‘Chinese Virus’ Tweet, But He Praised The Country’s
Response For Weeks

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-china-virus-xenophobia_n_5e702e12c5b6eab7793b2824
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-china-virus-xenophobia_n_5e702e12c5b6eab7793b2824
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161626
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161611
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161621
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1WDp4tGp9QYV3m7QN7k2Cjg2MFE0BQXVvjB4mC_Cm5dU2H5CoqnFe7wSc&h=AT1RVtp6QkUlAH7ygymTj6A3fxRzhKBdBiG0f2S23Oee2qn46pjV2LtFyHAIKb5VxWUPVfL0pMGDiSAunWa9b6WgPNNZsTYVCC774UrE_msLhMNpBs2fVLtQe2XTRg7EQ5zR0KzvrNWf_IqcipVeZfQUqtmtlsnM276vDPV_mz_fxxRhdA
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-countries-across-world-step-restrictions-combat-crisis-n1161301/ncrd1161641
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/16/tennessee-hand-sanitizer-price-gouging-mxp-vpx.hln
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/17/politics/democratic-primary-what-to-watch/index.html


profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE https://www.huffpost.com/
…/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d41… 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a buch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/…/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700… 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/…/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coro… Seth 
Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming 
Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-
news-… ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/…/peter-wehner-trump-p…/607969/… 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-… 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedailybeast.com%2Fseth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0JbckaN7TyvY0ALCOjafd3_wL1Ej2VGN4TujzEqiGnWvY4L37cfpPjhTs&h=AT3sV_3ugrBNcqet5mwMai7CVpcCko7Xv1hbdgD4NeyGglFN5--940HRfOd6ISIdv3sZbbp37OIO7eDYX9lAllCXMgogfIw058Yf9HfHL9k58QYRp-wqOIV3TRKB0koxcdGzKw4dQfAmPCa-Dh5YAQ74__qh-GZAtyVrBxTkGShUem3XkA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedailybeast.com%2Fseth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0JbckaN7TyvY0ALCOjafd3_wL1Ej2VGN4TujzEqiGnWvY4L37cfpPjhTs&h=AT3sV_3ugrBNcqet5mwMai7CVpcCko7Xv1hbdgD4NeyGglFN5--940HRfOd6ISIdv3sZbbp37OIO7eDYX9lAllCXMgogfIw058Yf9HfHL9k58QYRp-wqOIV3TRKB0koxcdGzKw4dQfAmPCa-Dh5YAQ74__qh-GZAtyVrBxTkGShUem3XkA
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theatlantic.com%2Fideas%2Farchive%2F2020%2F03%2Fpeter-wehner-trump-presidency-over%2F607969%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3TSpLgRJ41zwIvOxRqz6Lt3jc37vFGIfVXNtvWX2qcjCjE8oIYvE9c-7Y&h=AT1mLgdLae5lYSJame8--VrbcOJ6iC0l9NO56xjUdCttlkxSAOHBFIUtxPWqd_MYWvLyUDrmdlIG2a2cjNn1YsJndhdrA5h2lmd5CHV-SMYuJCYpleb92ArSkHUDIX-c1qdM_TZa-NuVX7BriYtQmXYeAG8lGCAG02wJaM69jgcHT5Mbfg
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats?fbclid=IwAR0EN4iPim0G16Oq0yQdejKCV426O1bPvDNCmCv76qtmbDbvysMCAwurosM
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats?fbclid=IwAR0EN4iPim0G16Oq0yQdejKCV426O1bPvDNCmCv76qtmbDbvysMCAwurosM
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f?fbclid=IwAR3xYp3gCEuRUFOGvATks5sW8AcnTvZCzOS7WCdsrriJtae-ShR-b1mJLQw
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.yahoo.com%2Fnews%2Ftrump-just-gave-worst-speech-204700719.html&h=AT3FZnHML8HmRPU9z1H4noEWL2iHc4wHbYC3AK6RtyNrNZbfBsE5yVdu88_guB5XthGL3Sb-WI9p5n6qHHp3St_akuasO2ZF_hnmC3fBS4CMoDzTYpkTxYutdG_epwJAM4qlb-9NL1iWcQXWAj-fyiLSyoy0gbboX3zODRVUOiHnBOW_JQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D-SoZcjMWxm8%26feature%3Dyoutu.be%26fbclid%3DIwAR2f4PS_x-8mLJL_E37Y11SZC2mXzR_Bml87HFU13_pHSDPWkdXimIvteH0&h=AT19sGHfuxIJLYtfnOc6yayVaVUJTWZS-97f2iPTn0CjrFigWVnIL0Iu9T_ByLc1bZdwuFj4V6k7HwPFBKG7_LPnnVOp7EpPiYmXRaCvdLbKJwcW7Kp8B6C_NkgpUXD_Seavk16ub_xR5XPViKkccnpTufCEMuEe5uEcn850qlzAkkNffg
https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8?fbclid=IwAR0iVfDtYR3X49d2SJh14hCdObz4g2SAqmkHJytnzgZ8nd4slTocN0GeOZ0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072?fbclid=IwAR1j1gvSi1lcAJZlFg1hVXyRmLalJMB9gK-qfxQ0O3y6yuDUidsLAYckQ7U
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072?fbclid=IwAR1j1gvSi1lcAJZlFg1hVXyRmLalJMB9gK-qfxQ0O3y6yuDUidsLAYckQ7U


https://www.huffpost.com/…/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coro… 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/n…/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofper… 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1aBdk5paFNdYp8f40JOxy-vVNJk4EFfM_gqJmrw5WmFpL7m7aO9Z9xon0&h=AT3-OWRjpiq-10rkzcOEHIsA7u7n9UwbvzgLXJlXFYqdoqqv-i1nGN2FFndAm5fSevtV66dfpgLnqOxqviY1NLRoR1BgPAZKPIwvy6fZrU3Wp-Wy9A-2MtFccQvB7xmdkoHHhnSAc_WfT1IDt_87iZ2ajFh9FjR7CvKNBKjJCLBbgVsi8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0Wt3s9S-gZmFd43hR5atzcQI3TIEnj7m_jKdKrnzTYPPWMG7ewektKxOo&h=AT0sAP_QPYK0Gg1N0ZgnQVjlxBtyhosY4myFT8aS2hup_06SaHMvjd8VGC4H_D16hg3oV42R508rWn6rwNQ3yh5yCyRq7ssBrI3DMfIkZGChVrP6KIhpKAIk_YUZVZXGifNO7QSo6JI4dP-t8N2K9zTK4Ysr-YDbJ4rsplwae6fN7qqKYQ
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https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 

http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/n…/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf

CNN
The world takes drastic measures 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/health/us-coronavirus-weekend-updates/
index.html 
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France to close restaurants and cafes. Spain and Israel lock down.

Domestic travel restrictions considered

Travel ban to extend to the UK and Ireland

Number of US coronavirus cases surpasses 2,500

NBA player who touched microphones then tested positive pledges 
$500K in aid

Analysis: To see what the next weeks could look like in the US, look 
abroad

CNN fact-checks Trump's testing claim

Analysis: Trump's appalling, blame-shifting Rose Garden news conference

People without symptons may be driving spread

New studies bring into question assertions about the way the novel 
coronavirus spreads

Financial expert: Do this with your money during the outbreak

School closures of 8 weeks or more may be needed, CDC says

Trump pressed on closing pandemic team. See his response.

Opinion: Enlist the military to build a parallel health care system to fight 
coronavirus

Twitter could have caused a coronavirus panic in New York. It's not doing
a lot about it

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

Opinion: America has learned a lot about Trump during coronavirus crisis

10 days that reshaped the Democratic presidential race

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Biden endorses Warren's bankruptcy plan: One of the things Bernie and I 
will agree on
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3 men sentenced to 125 years each over drowning of Syrian boy Alan 
Kurdi

She heard a woman yelling at the grocery store. Her next move drew a 
big reaction online

Chinese billionaire Jack Ma says he will donate one million face masks 
and 500,000 coronavirus testing kits to the US

MSNBC

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/tech/jack-ma-face-masks-us-donation/index.html
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Coronavirus

Woman says children who came into contact with Rudy Gobert being 
denied coronavirus testing

Coronavirus

U.S. internet well-equipped to handle work from home surge, experts say

Court cites coronavirus in blocking Trump administration's food stamp 
cuts

Coronavirus

Trump says he has been tested for coronavirus, expects results within 
days

On the Trail

Biden's first virtual event encounters technological glitches

Coronavirus

How to seek testing for coronavirus according to state health 
departments

2020 Election

Sanders wins Northern Mariana Islands caucuses, NBC News projects

Coronavirus

Mismanagement, missed opportunities: How the White House bungled the
coronavirus response

U.S. news

Floyd Mayweather remembers late ex-girlfriend Josie Harris in Instagram 
posts

2020 Election

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-presidential-election
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/floyd-mayweather-remembers-late-ex-girlfriend-josie-harris-n1158921
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Un-coventional? Coronavirus could risk Democratic, GOP national party 
gatherings

One Small Thing

Craving comfort food? Try these one-skillet creamy mustard pork chops

Coronavirus

'Hard to do anything': Funds dwindle for nonprofit clinics on the 
coronavirus frontlines

World

Rockets hit coalition military base in Iraq, injuring 5

2020 Election

Sanders had some vulnerable Democrats worried. Biden's surge eased 
their minds.

Coronavirus

Six feet of social distance? For hairdressers, that may not be possible.

HUFFPOST
LOCKDOWN IN EUROPE: FRANCE & SPAIN SHUTTER 

Brazilian Ambassador Who Dined With Trump Is Third Mar-a-Lago Guest 
With Coronavirus

France Is Closing Most Shops And Restaurants

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/france-businesses-coronavirus_n_5e6d2f0dc5b6747ef11e2d62
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White House Widens European Travel Ban To Include U.K., Ireland

Big Business Gets A Pass On Sick Leave In White House-Dem Coronavirus
Aid Deal

White House To Check Temperature Of Individuals In Close Contact With 
Trump, Pence

Utilities Face Pressure To Stop Shutting Off Services

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TO BE TESTED
COMPLETE SHUTDOWN ON TABLE
MODERN LIFE TURNS SURREAL
SICK MAP 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS… 
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-
deaths/ 
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
Survivors may suffer from reduced lung function...
Testing lag ignites political uproar...
PRESIDENT: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
Blames Obama...
Tough measures rolled out across Europe to stop spread...
The new epicenter... 
STOCKS POST BIGGEST RALLY SINCE '08!
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
National Guard activated... 

DRUDGEREPORT
IT'S AN EMERGENCY
TRUMP TESTED
FEAR SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-
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https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/the-s-p-500-had-its-choppiest-week-since-hoover-was-president
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/12/futures-stock-market-coronavirus-concerns.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11164783/europe-epicentre-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://news.yahoo.com/virus-deaths-soar-italy-us-deploys-national-guard-024018648.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-condemns-cdc-lack-coronavirus-testing-blames-obama-n1157671
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902272/trump-says-doesnt-take-responsibility-all-lack-coronavirus-testing
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/In-Congress-bipartisan-complaints-to-Trump-15126672.php
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
https://apnews.com/6c9b9686c4af21b9984341d330073979
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/ed7031cd6d11daff2363a0c3a8bc4320
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8109075/White-House-coronavirus-expert-Dr-Anthony-Fauci-says-crisis-eight-weeks.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200313214059-b2m87
https://apnews.com/83b0c8e168548fd453b0c177dd1f203a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/utility-bill-service-shutoffs-coronavirus_n_5e6c1002c5b6bd8156f752c9
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-temperature-check-trump-pence-coronavirus_n_5e6cfcdac5b6dda30fca1710
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-temperature-check-trump-pence-coronavirus_n_5e6cfcdac5b6dda30fca1710
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/big-businesses-get-a-pass-on-sick-leave-in-coronavirus-aid-deal_n_5e6d26e5c5b6747ef11e29bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/big-businesses-get-a-pass-on-sick-leave-in-coronavirus-aid-deal_n_5e6d26e5c5b6747ef11e29bb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/white-house-widens-european-travel-ban-to-include-uk-ireland_n_5e6d03efc5b6dda30fca1ed2


MILLION-hospitalized.html 
SICK MAP 

TEMP CHECKS BEGIN AT WHITE HOUSE... 
Journalist With Fever Denied Access... 
TRAVEL BAN EXPANDS... 
CDC NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: 1.7 MILLION DEATHS...
Hospitals brace for 'tremendous strain'...
Six patients for every bed?
'I Could Easily Kill Them': Terrified Doctors Sound Alarm...
Survivors may suffer reduced lung function...
TRUMP: 'I don't take responsibility at all'...
S&P 500 Had Choppiest Week Since Hoover Was President...
Countries Curb Short Selling...
Mnuchin vows to keep markets open...
APPLE closes all stores outside China...
National Guard activated...
Robberies by suspects wearing medical masks in multiple states... 
When will there be vaccine -- and who will get it first? 

https://news.yahoo.com/when-will-there-be-a-coronavirus-vaccine-and-who-will-get-it-first-165957441.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/487572-robberies-reported-across-multiple-states-by-suspects-wearing-medical-masks
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/coronavirus/2020/03/13/national-guard-activated-to-combat-coronavirus-spread-in-six-states-more-to-follow/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/14/coronavirus-apple-to-close-all-stores-outside-of-china-until-march-27.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/us-plans-to-keep-markets-open-as-virus-spreads-mnuchin-says/ar-BB119pVg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/countries-curb-short-selling-to-stem-steep-market-drops-11584112007
https://www.bloombergquint.com/markets/the-s-p-500-had-its-choppiest-week-since-hoover-was-president
https://theweek.com/speedreads/902272/trump-says-doesnt-take-responsibility-all-lack-coronavirus-testing
https://nypost.com/2020/03/13/coronavirus-survivors-may-suffer-from-reduced-lung-function/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/terrified-doctors-sound-alarm-on-coronavirus-chaos-nationwide
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/03/13/us-hospitals-overwhlemed-coronavirus-cases-result-in-too-few-beds/5002942002/
https://apnews.com/6c9b9686c4af21b9984341d330073979
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/13/the-worst-case-estimate-for-u-s-coronavirus-deaths/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112417/US-travel-ban-Europe-set-extended-UK-Ireland-Monday-night.html
https://www.thewrap.com/journalist-fever-denied-access-white-house-press-briefing-cdc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/14/white-house-starts-temperature-checks-for-people-around-trump-129422
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-MILLION-hospitalized.html




CNN
Markets keep dropping after brief halt https://www.cnn.com/business/live-
news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html 

Stocks fell yet again after the Fed slashed interest rates to zero in an 
effort to calm coronavirus fears

live updates Connecticut, New York and New Jersey ban gatherings of 
more than 50 people

Manufacturers of medicines concerned about possible shortages

France says ibuprofen may aggravate coronavirus. Experts say more 
evidence is needed

Fareed Zakaria: This is why fear brings out the worst in Trump

Multiple cruise ships are left stranded as cases increase

Governor faces backlash over 'packed' restaurant tweet

America wakes up to massive shutdowns

Students in at least 31 states, and New York City and LA, are staying 
home. Bars, restaurants and other venues are closing.

Analysis: Trump unwilling to accept full, sobering reality of coronavirus

James Bond actress says she has virus

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

Cities are telling landlords to halt evictions during the coronavirus 
pandemic

Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump

Opinion: I rushed home to beat Trump's travel curbs. But first I listened to
Macron

She heard someone yelling at grocery store. Her next move drew big 
reaction online

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/13/woman-helps-elderly-couple-grocery-shop-nr-keilar-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/13/woman-helps-elderly-couple-grocery-shop-nr-keilar-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/i-rushed-home-from-paris-to-beat-trump-travel-curb-andelman/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/i-rushed-home-from-paris-to-beat-trump-travel-curb-andelman/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/14/rich-thau-moderator-swing-voters-coronavirus-trump-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/us/cities-suspend-evictions-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/us/cities-suspend-evictions-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/entertainment/olga-kurylenko-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/politics/coronavirus-us-president-donald-trump-fauci-politics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/us-coronavirus-monday-updates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/oklahoma-governor-deleted-tweet-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ships-stranded-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/03/14/exp-gps-0315-fareeds-take.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/coronavirus-ibuprofen-french-health-minister-scn-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/health/coronavirus-ibuprofen-french-health-minister-scn-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/supply-chain-shortages-coronavirus-pandemic/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html


Americans face new restrictions 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus 
[ What a total moron! ]

State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases

MSNBC
Disconnect between scientists, Trump on coronavirus continues 

Watch MSNBC Live: Schools, businesses shut down across U.S. as death 
toll grows worldwide

In emergency move, Federal Reserve cuts rates to zero 

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads

Trump declares national emergency to combat coronavirus, authorizes 
waiving of laws and regulations

HUFFPOST
CORONA NOSEDIVE: *ANOTHER* WALL ST. TRADING HALT 

Italy Has Been Trying To Send Us A Warning. Will We Listen?

Trump Reportedly Sees Upside To Coronavirus: Promoting His Closed 
Borders Agenda

DRUDGEREPORT
LOCKDOWN FOR 15 DAYS
DOW -3000

https://apnews.com/bd3276744b861e2669fd761733e9d2b4
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8118415/Donald-Trump-tells-America-lockdown-15-days-stop-coronavirus.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-borders-america-first_n_5e6e4772c5b6dda30fcb102f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-borders-america-first_n_5e6e4772c5b6dda30fcb102f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/italy-coronavirus-united-states_n_5e6ee8d3c5b6bd8156fa29f1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/wall-street-traded-halted-again-coronavirus-crisis_n_5e6f819dc5b6747ef121bf4c
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-hold-friday-afternoon-press-conference-coronavirus-n1157981
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-hold-friday-afternoon-press-conference-coronavirus-n1157981
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-says-we-re-going-to-all-be-great-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-80690757932
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/us-federal-reserve-cuts-rates-to-zero-launches-700-billion-quantitative-easing-program-80691269648
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/live
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/disconnect-from-scientists-trump-on-coronavirus-continues-80702533960
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/health/us-coronavirus-cases-state-by-state/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/fact-check-trump-control-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html


FED PUMPS, PUMPS, PUMPS
LIVING THROUGH HISTORY 

San Francisco orders residents to stay inside...
'This is our generation's great test'...
Despite dire warning, some refuse to give up their routines...
New Yorkers Hit Their Favorite Restaurants One Last Time...
Police ask public to stop calling 911 over lack of toilet paper...
Kid Rock's Nashville Bar Refuses To Close, Calls Mandate 
'Unconstitutional'...
CASINOS WANT BAILOUT!
Parents Battle 'Overwhelming Anxiety' With Longterm School Closures...
Psychologist's science-based tips for emotional resilience... 
Airlines slash almost all flights...
More Cruise Ships Stuck at Sea...
Banks Pressured as Clients Scramble for Cash...
Traders Question Value of Stock-Market Circuit Breakers...
Gun sales surging...
EU CONSIDERS BAN ON VISITORS...
CANADA CLOSES BORDER...
SICK MAP...
What's the end game? 

France deploys 100,000 police to enforce lockdown... 
Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital... 
Over 70s told to isolate for 3 months...     

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...
Duterte puts Philippines under quarantine, says 'we are in fight of our 
lives'...
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions... [ Preoccupied with 
their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..]

https://news.trust.org/item/20200316233425-9st08
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316135824-ivaic
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11184059/boris-johnson-to-step-up-coronavirus-fight-as-he-chairs-another-emergency-cobra-meeting/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316205604-r3s2w
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/health/story/2020-03-15/whats-the-covid-19-end-game
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cbsa-border-airports-screening-trudeau-covid19-coronavirus-1.5498866
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316150745-3kno6
https://apnews.com/9402d0680bbd3f27836a283c1956d671
https://www.wsj.com/articles/traders-question-value-of-stock-market-circuit-breakers-11584351001
https://www.wsj.com/articles/another-problem-for-the-fed-banks-pressured-as-clients-scramble-for-cash-11584356272
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-hits-more-cruise-ships-leaving-vessels-stuck-at-sea-11584373335
https://news.yahoo.com/global-airlines-slash-almost-flights-virus-spreads-wings-145441420.html
https://www.thehour.com/lifestyle/article/A-psychologist-s-science-based-tips-for-emotional-15135619.php
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-parents-students-across-us-contend-with-school-closures/
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/Casinos-ask-Congress-for-emergency-aid-as-15135870.php
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://popculture.com/country-music/2020/03/16/kid-rock-nashville-bar-refuses-close-amid-coronavirus-concerns-mayor-mandate-unconstitutional/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/do-not-call-911-just-because-you-ran-out-of-toilet-paper-oregon-police-say
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-yorkers-hit-their-favorite-restaurants-one-last-time-11584399943
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/despite-dire-coronavirus-warning-some-refuse-to-give-up-their-routines/ar-BB11gwUG
https://apnews.com/a342998638cdccb56172a1663e8d6edf
https://www.sfchronicle.com/local-politics/article/Bay-Area-must-shelter-in-place-Only-15135014.php
https://apnews.com/b64cf00f37d8da2fad3533aa7686c53d
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/fed-says-it-will-offer-an-additional-500-billion-in-overnight-repo-funding-markets.html


Leaked document: UK crisis to last 12 months with 8 million in hospital… 

Netanyahu rival Gantz receives mandate to form Israeli govt...

Queen Elizabeth flees Palace... 

Struggling Europeans tighten measures...

Spain imposes lockdown of entire country... 

AMAZON warns of delivery delays, running out of items...
Kentucky patient under 24/7 armed guard after REFUSING to self-
isolate...
Israel to monitor phones of sick...
NYC Schools Shut For At Least Month...
Illinois, Ohio Orders All Restaurants Closed...
How USA Reached Turning Point...
FEAR HEALTH SYSTEM WILL BUCKLE...
Cautionary tale from Italy...
Bank in Midtown Cleaned Out of $100 Bills...
States turn to cash reserves... 

CHAOS TO GET BACK IN USA
PANIC PANDEMIC
TRUMP: PRAY
DON'T HOARD 
FED CUTS RATES TO ZERO 

STOCKS 'LIMIT DOWN' 
WORLD SHUTTING
ITALY: 368 DEAD IN DAY
SICK MAP 

Companies that feed America brace for labor shortages amid worry about
restocking stores... 

Brawls break out at stores across country as customers dash for 
supplies... 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8111333/Fights-break-stores-country-coronavirus-panic-buying-intensifies.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8111333/Fights-break-stores-country-coronavirus-panic-buying-intensifies.html
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/13/companies-that-feed-america-brace-for-labor-shortages-amid-worry-about-restocking-stores/
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/13/companies-that-feed-america-brace-for-labor-shortages-amid-worry-about-restocking-stores/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/15/coronavirus-latest-news/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus/lockdowns-and-entry-bans-imposed-around-the-world-to-fight-coronavirus-idUSKBN21208S
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/15/traders-await-futures-open-after-fed-cuts-rates-launches-easing-program.html
https://apnews.com/cf1d8e5487eee5e9eb649f0c6700ded6
https://apnews.com/c94f009b46741786a0fa3307a4841ba7
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/cnsnewscom-staff/trump-declares-national-day-prayer-americans-affected
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/world/coronavirus-humanity-global-response-intl/index.html
https://apnews.com/1510caddee80ea2d73363fab76d55967
https://apnews.com/2121f9adf0b53e6a8b3abcdcae2562c3
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/14/a-bank-in-midtown-is-cleaned-out-of-100-bills/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03/13/opinion/coronavirus-cautionary-tale-italy-dont-do-what-we-did/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8112063/America-braces-coronvirus-collapse-100-00-ICU-beds-10-MILLION-hospitalized.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/us/coronavirus-pandemic-us/index.html
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/ohio-governor-mike-dewine-orders-all-bars-and-restaurants-to-close/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/15/coronavirus-update-nyc-schools-to-close-early-this-week/
https://apnews.com/97dbcb6d4ef71a48d15a7ec5dd7b4c48
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/539494/coronavirus-kentucky-patient-self-isolate-armed-guard/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/487690-amazon-warns-of-delivery-delays-running-out-of-items
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/coronavirus-spain-news-nationwide-lockdown-emergency-covid-19-a9402166.html
https://apnews.com/1dde718068517f188b3fa65a7edcbf86
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11175256/queen-coronavirus-quits-buckingham-palace/
https://apnews.com/63f367ec108720d910b436d2ff1e45c7
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/15/uk-coronavirus-crisis-to-last-until-spring-2021-and-could-see-79m-hospitalised


Grocers Fail to Keep Up With Demand... 

Lines extend for blocks... 

'Preppers' have moment... 

Man in hazmat suit runs into Vegas WALMART, sprays items... 

Feds seize fake test kits at LAX... 

Business booming for cam girls amid outbreak... 

Coronavirus Will Change How We Shop, Travel and Work -- for Years... 

Thousands leave Miami cruise ship without screenings after former 
passenger got COVID-19... 

Beaches close early to keep spring breakers from spreading... 

MSNBC
U.S. begins to shut down as coronavirus cases and death toll climb 
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/america-begins-to-
shut-down-as-coronavirus-cases-and-death-toll-climb-80714309870 

Coronavirus latest

Just now18m ago

U.S. death toll jumps to 81
Just now32m ago

Facebook, Google and other tech giants vow solidarity to fight fraud and 
misinformation
Just now45m ago

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161026
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161131
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106/ncrd1161131
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-live-u-s-cities-close-public-buildings-global-n1160106
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Washington state may call on dentists to donate personal protective gear
Just now46m ago

'Jeopardy!' and 'Wheel of Fortune' suspend production

'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads 
[ Well, if trump says it, it must ………… not be true … remember the hoax, 
etc. Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

HUFFPOST
MEANWHILE — Prez Tells Governors: Solve Ventilator Shortage On 
Your Own!

DOW DIVES: Worst One-Day Point Drop In History

Know A Health Care Worker? Here’s How You Can Support Them 
Right Now.

States, Cities Put Bans On Restaurants And Bars To Stem 
Coronavirus Spread
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CNN
Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 
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'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as 
American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic

Trump says virus measures could last into August

Watch Trump's virus announcement

France shuts borders, bans family gatherings

live updates NYC considers a curfew

Canada closing borders with a US exception

New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus

Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

Trump grades his coronavirus response

Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines

Trump walks back coronavirus remark

Governor faces backlash over tweet

First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose

Idris Elba says he has coronavirus

See Elba's message after getting virus

'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive

James Bond actress says she has virus

Regal Cinemas closing its theaters
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/opinions/telling-my-kids-about-coronavirus-bolduan/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/16/italy-healthcare-system-coronavirus-nurse-photo-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/world/canada-border-closing/index.html
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YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg
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CNN
Nothing will be the same for a while https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/investing/dow-jones-stock-market-
coronavirus/index.html 
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YAHOONEWS
Cyberattack hits U.S. health department The Health and Human Services 
Department suffered a cyberattack Sunday night, apparently intended to 
slow the agency’s response to the COVID-19 crisis. 'Rumors of a national 
quarantine are fake'»

Business Bloomberg ‘They Blew It’: Wall Street Reacts to Fed’s 
Emergency Cut (Bloomberg) -- The Federal Reserve’s shock interest-rate 
cut and bond-buying program rippled through global markets on Monday, 
with S&P 500 Index futures falling by the most allowed and Treasury 
yields plunging at the start of what promises to be another volatile ...

Business Zacks Coronavirus Takes Brutal Toll: 7 Retailers Shutting Down 
Stores Columbia Sportswear (COLM) shuts its brick and mortar retail 
stores in North America due to coronavirus concerns. Other apparel 
companies also resort to similar steps.

Business MarketWatch Goldman says U.S. growth will shrink 5% next 
quarter and here’s how low stocks could go
But U.S. stock futures hit limit down ahead of the open on Monday, and 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF tumbled (SPY) 9.6%, indicating the central bank's 
dramatic intervention would do little to stop the rot. In our call of the day,
Goldman Sachs downgraded U.S. GDP forecasts and said a recession was
on its way. The investment bank's economic research team, led by Jan 
Hatzius, said economic activity would “contract sharply” for the rest of 
March and April as consumers and businesses cut back on spending.

Goldman cuts U.S. growth forecast for first and second quarter due to 
coronavirus
Reuters

Goldman Sachs Predicts U.S. GDP to Shrink 5% in Second Quarter
Bloomberg

CNN
The global coronavirus recession is beginning 
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/
index.html 

Stock market volatility spikes to record high

Millions of US jobs may be at risk

Bank warns on how far stocks could plunge

Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again

MSNBC
Trump says U.S. may suffer a recession, (DUH!) but are we already there?
[Already there! The global coronavirus recession is beginning 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/16/economy/global-recession-coronavirus/
index.html ]

Lawrence: Trump gave Republicans false hope on coronavirus

Ben Rhodes: ‘We are going into a crisis without presidential leadership’

Conn. gov.: 200 nurses furloughed due to lack of coronavirus testing; 
Danbury hospital at capacity
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DRUDGEREPORT
Stocks wipe out all gains under Trump's presidency…
I'm a Doctor in Britain. We're Heading Into Abyss... 
UK rolls out tougher action after dire science warning... 

Hello from Italy. Your future grimmer than think... 
Gas prices could drop below $1 gallon...
Virus Plan Anticipates 18-Month Pandemic, Widespread Shortages...
Next Nightmare: Drug Shortage on Horizon...
Can it spread through the mail?
California considering martial law...
Orange County Bans ALL Public, Private Gatherings -- Including Work...
Philly police delay arrests for crimes...
1,000 bed floating hospital to be deployed in NY harbor...
Scientists: Coronavirus NOT a bioweapon...
'Entirely Natural Origins Through Evolution'...
Ibuprofen may worsen effects! 
How women could be uniquely impacted...
Millennials at higher risk?
Wealthy hoping to buy their own ventilators...
NYSE closes trading floor...
Mnuchin warns jobless rate could hit 20%...
Layoffs Just Starting, Forecasts Bleak...
Unemployment websites crash...
Devilish Math Would Bring Market Down Another 40%...
GM, FORD, CHRYSLER close all US factories...
Majority with virus walking around undetected... 
TRACKING BRACELETS, INVISIBLE TATTOOS TO MONITOR?
NYC LEADERS BATTLE OVER 'SHELTER IN PLACE'...
Outbreak Hits NYPD...
American attitudes make virus response hard sell...
Texas man ARRESTED for lying about testing positive...
SICK MAP... 
PRESIDENT INVOKES WARTIME AUTHORITY 

CASH FOR THE PEOPLE! 
'RECESSION' OR 'DEPRESSION'
GOVT WANTS PHONE DATA TO TRACK SICK
NYC MAY 'SHELTER IN PLACE'
EU SHUTS BORDERS 
Mnuchin warns jobless rate could hit 20%… 
Majority with virus walking around undetected... 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/86-of-people-with-coronavirus-are-walking-around-undetected-study-says/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mnuchin-warns-virus-could-yield-20-25-jobless-rate-without-action/ar-BB11kulX
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-51927790
https://news.trust.org/item/20200317221814-pwrrp
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/technology/u-s-government-tech-industry-discussing-ways-to-harness-location-data-to-combat-coronavirus/
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-stocks-economy-usa/d-word-rears-head-as-coronavirus-hit-markets-brace-for-recession-idUSKBN2140IA
https://apnews.com/22b4db74a897c8803d228269827d8612
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/03/18/coronavirus-senate-vote-expected-house-sick-leave-testing-bill/5076063002/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8127039/Texas-man-ARRESTED-lied-social-media-post-testing-positive-coronavirus.html
https://apnews.com/1f800f38611f3fe95a309d607a24023a
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-nypd-officer-tests-positive/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/cuomo-says-he-wont-approve-coronavirus-shelter-in-place-order-for-new-york-city.html
https://www.infowars.com/covid-19-tracking-bracelets-invisible-tattoos-to-monitor-americans/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/86-of-people-with-coronavirus-are-walking-around-undetected-study-says/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/general-motors-ford-and-fiat-chrysler-to-close-all-us-factories-due-to-the-coronavirus-sources-say.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/devilish-math-would-bring-market-down-another-40-11584540730
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/coronavirus-state-unemployment-websites-crash-applications-surge-n1162731
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/17/layoffs-are-just-starting-and-the-forecasts-are-bleak/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/mnuchin-warns-virus-could-yield-20-25-jobless-rate-without-action/ar-BB11kulX
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/nyse-to-temporarily-close-trading-floor-move-to-electronic-trading-because-of-coronavirus.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/business/ventilator-shortage-coronavirus.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/millennials-may-be-at-a-higher-risk-for-catching-coronavirus-official-says/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/how-the-coronavirus-could-impact-women-in-health-care.html
https://www.jpost.com/HEALTH-SCIENCE/World-Health-Organization-backs-call-to-avoid-ibuprofen-for-coronavirus-621408
https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-origins-covid-19-wasnt-produced-in-a-lab-scientists-conclude/
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/18314818.coronavirus-not-bioweapon-created-lab-scientists-say/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/floating-hospital-to-be-set-up-in-new-york-harbor
https://www.fox29.com/news/philadelphia-police-to-delay-arrests-for-certain-non-violent-crimes
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/03/17/oc-health-officials-set-to-close-dine-in-restaurants/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/california-preparing-for-worst-case-scenarios-martial-law-a-possibility
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-can-it-spread-through-the-mail-package-delivery/
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/next-coronavirus-nightmare-theres-drug-shortage-horizon-134147
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/us-virus-plan-anticipates-18-month-pandemic-and-widespread-shortages/ar-BB11ktjA
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/gas-prices-could-hit-99-cents-in-some-states-due-to-coronavirus-and-supplies-expert-says
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Hello-from-Italy-Your-future-is-grimmer-than-you-15138082.php
https://news.yahoo.com/uk-begins-tougher-virus-action-dire-science-warning-145723246.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/18/im-a-doctor-in-britain-were-heading-into-the-abyss/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/dow-wipes-out-gains-under-trumps-presidency-still-slightly-positive-since-his-election.html


18 MONTHS of social distancing?
Stranded travelers struggle to get home...
Can feds order national quarantine?
New York bar, restaurant owners could be JAILED if they break 
lockdown...
911 gets calls about neighbors coughing...
Inside Upended Rural Town: 'All Around Us Chaos'...
Doctor: Lung scans for young patients nothing short of terrifying… 
Tempers fray in USA...
People with Type A blood MORE likely to catch? 
White House calls on military to boost medical response...
Navy Activating Hospital Ships...
Soldier in Virus Quarantine: 'Prisoners Receive Better Care'...
NYT: BEST AND WORST DEATH TOLL SCENARIOS...
SICK MAP... 

SPRING BREAK STAYS LIT: VIRUS DOESN'T STOP PARTYING...
DeSantis loses control...
Refuses to shut down beaches...
Younger Adults Comprise Big Portion of Hospitalizations… 
'Fever dream' of invincibility... 

Newark orders mandatory curfew... 

Patient on hellish ordeal: 'I was screaming for mercy and praying to 
God'... 
A New York Doctor's Warning: The Sky Is Falling... 
Three members of same NJ family die... 
Even most isolated corners of country not safe... 

Every 10 mins person dies in Iran... 
In Jerusalem's Old City, virus 'worse than war'... 
Loud protests ring out in Brazil over Bolsonaro response... 
Russians brace for worst... 
Massive Bangladesh prayer gathering sparks outcry... 
London lockdown? 
ITALY: Dozens of army trucks carry corpses as morgues fill up... 
Alone, Rome's seniors live in silence... 
Thai hospitals deploy 'ninja robots' to aid battle... 

https://news.yahoo.com/thai-hospitals-deploy-ninja-robots-aid-virus-battle-073032208.html
https://news.yahoo.com/alone-romes-seniors-live-lockdown-silence-130546784.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/dozens-army-trucks-carry-coronavirus-21717762
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/coronavirus-london-will-12-hour-21719143
https://news.yahoo.com/massive-bangladesh-coronavirus-prayer-gathering-sparks-outcry-193538973.html
https://news.yahoo.com/wary-official-virus-claims-russians-brace-worst-193056029.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200318230135-xexq3
https://news.yahoo.com/jerusalems-old-city-virus-worse-war-025115789.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319111156-9ccig
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-19/coronavirus-wyoming-covid-19-casper-idaho
https://nypost.com/2020/03/19/three-members-of-the-same-new-jersey-family-die-after-contracting-coronavirus/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/19/a-new-york-doctors-coronavirus-warning-the-sky-is-falling/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-patient-on-hellish-ordeal-i-was-screaming-for-mercy-and-praying-to-god/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/18/coronavirus-patient-on-hellish-ordeal-i-was-screaming-for-mercy-and-praying-to-god/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/newark-sets-nightly-curfew-non-essential-shops-must-close
https://news.yahoo.com/youth-warned-against-fever-dream-coronavirus-invicibility-055907018.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/younger-adults-comprise-big-portion-of-coronavirus-hospitalizations-in-us/ar-BB11nGEB?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-florida-beaches-ignore-social-distancing/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/florida-governor-refuses-shut-down-beaches-amid-spread-coronavirus-n1162226
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8125045/Spring-breakers-partying-St-Patricks-Day-South-Beach.html'
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/16/upshot/coronavirus-best-worst-death-toll-scenario.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-soldier-in-coronavirus-quarantine-prisoners-receive-better-care
https://news.usni.org/2020/03/17/pentagon-preparing-navy-hospital-ships-mercy-comfort-for-coronavirus-response
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-military/white-house-preparing-to-call-on-military-to-boost-coronavirus-medical-response-idUSKBN2143DP
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-8122493/People-Type-blood-likely-catch-coronavirus.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200316220412-nzjlg
https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-doctor-says-lung-scans-for-young-patients-were-nothing-short-of-terrifying/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/all-around-us-is-chaos-inside-a-rural-town-upended-by-the-virus/ar-BB11i7AA
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/03/16/shelter-place-recession-weinstein-trolls-westworld-mon-news/5060450002/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/551511/new-york-bar-restaurant-owners-arrested-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/551511/new-york-bar-restaurant-owners-arrested-coronavirus-lockdown/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/can-federal-government-order-national-quarantine-n1162036
https://apnews.com/15b99013e674de9ea83a707342e8ffe5
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-report-us-uk-strategies-e45bc5d4-d2f1-40e2-825e-429b2b7c1b50.html


Stunned world grapples with 'once-in-100-year' battle... 
MERKEL: Biggest Challenge Since World War II... 
London shutting down... 
Israelis not allowed to leave homes... 
Starts surveilling virus carriers, sends 400 nearby to isolation... 
'Human biosecurity emergency' declared in Australia... 
Local spread takes off in Africa... 
French army flies patients to military hospital... 
Merkel first ever TV address as infections soar in Germany... 

VIRUS SPREADS TO 60 COUNTRIES 
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe 
RISK UPGRADED
OREGON HIT 
FAUCI TELLS LAWMAKERS THERE WILL BE MANY MORE INFECTED...
Testing under scrutiny after delays and questions over effectiveness...
Missteps at CDC...
Lawsuits Won't Be Far Behind...
How long can it survive on surfaces? Trump plays down risks… 'HOAX'… 
Feds boost production of protective gear...
FDA reports 1st drug shortage...
Toilet paper rationing in Hawaii...
Hoarding in the USA? How Daily Life Could Change...
'I have the coronavirus. So far, it isn't that bad'...
Americans canceling their domestic travel… Photos of deserted, nearly 
empty airports around world...
NO TIME TO DIE: HOLLYWOOD HAVOC...
GOOGLE employee tests positive...
GATES: May be 'once-in-a-century pathogen we've been worried about'...
What the End Game Will Look Like... 
Stock markets suffer worst week since financial crisis... 
World's Richest Lose $444 Billion... 
ROUBINI forecasts 40% drop... 
Plunge protection? 
Can the Fed inoculate economy?

'Panic mode' in immigration courts... 

Israelis not allowed to leave their homes… 

https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israelis-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-reports-304-patients-621258
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/17/anger-virus-dangers-immigration-courts-134709
https://news.yahoo.com/fed-inoculate-us-economy-against-virus-impact-210605544.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-cant-stop-coronavirus-from-slamming-the-economy-but-it-could-ease-the-pain-2020-02-28
https://theweek.com/speedreads/899110/stock-markets-are-headed-40-percent-plunge-says-economist-who-predicted-financial-crisis
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/world-richest-lose-444-billion-220432889.html
https://news.yahoo.com/asian-markets-slammed-again-virus-fears-cause-global-024836089.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-end-game-look-000023845.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/bill-gates-says-coronavirus-may-be-once-in-a-century-pathogen.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/02/28/google-employee-tests-positive-coronavirus/4904871002/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/hollywood-coronavirus-no-time-to-die-mulan-1203518001/
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://news.yahoo.com/photos-deserted-nearly-empty-airports-185813177.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/americans-are-canceling-their-domestic-travel-over-coronavirus-fears/ar-BB10xnbr
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/opinion/article/I-have-the-coronavirus-So-far-it-isn-t-that-bad-15093664.php
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/02/27/coronavirus-us-spread-daily-life-effects/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228205631-ls907
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/run-on-toilet-paper-in-hawaii-over-coronavirus-fears
https://abcnews.go.com/International/fda-reports-1st-drug-shortage-due-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69276490
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228214309-55fn9
https://apnews.com/ebc90501a013f52d792e72069bd4ad7f
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-plays-down-coronavirus-health-and-economic-15093869.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228215640-n07fz
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-come-u-lawsuits-won-163016610.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/cdc-coronavirus-covid-19-test
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-testing-is-under-scrutiny-after-delays-and-questions-over-its-effectiveness/ar-BB10wCe3
https://news.trust.org/item/20200228151300-j38vl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/02/28/coronavirus-live-updates/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/who-raises-risk-assessment-of-coronavirus-to-very-high-at-global-level.html
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe
https://apnews.com/7d1a054f19cf1f33b4ee22c244603ebe
https://www.thelocal.de/20200318/merkel-set-to-give-first-tv-address-on-coronavirus-crisis-in-germany
https://news.trust.org/item/20200318090958-zq5ac
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/coronavirus-local-spread-beginning-off-africa-69645522
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/488178-human-biosecurity-emergency-declared-in-australia
https://www.timesofisrael.com/health-ministry-begins-controversial-tracking-of-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Israelis-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-reports-304-patients-621258
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/britain-braced-coronavirus-lockdown-london-21714296
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-18/merkel-urges-solidarity-in-biggest-challenge-since-world-war-ii
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus/stunned-world-grapples-with-once-in-100-year-coronavirus-battle-idUSKBN21522O


Iran warns virus could kill 'millions' in Islamic Republic...

Puerto Rico under 24-hour isolation...

Australia raises travel restrictions to highest level... 

India Could be Next Hotspot With 'Avalanche' of Cases... 

Local spread takes off in Africa... 

Czechs sew to combat mask shortage... 

France calls for all citizens to remain confined in homes... 

Ready to Nationalize Big Firms in Radical Response... 

CNN

Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-
patient/index.html 

The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC
Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’

Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path

Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to 
critical illness

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/grim-future-for-beleaguered-hospitals-seen-in-lag-time-from-infections-to-critical-illness-80951365737
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/grim-future-for-beleaguered-hospitals-seen-in-lag-time-from-infections-to-critical-illness-80951365737
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/failure-to-identify-isolate-coronavirus-infections-puts-u-s-on-dark-path-80951365903
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/top-obama-clinton-economist-u-s-is-in-a-great-worker-recession-80950853535
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/28/coronavirus-questions-doctor-patel-acfc-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_f3fe8e330bdb048030b2708f63749559
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-patient/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-patient/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-28-20-intl-hnk/h_27a7eeed180e54e7ff3f59f4db825053
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-nationalist/france-could-nationalize-big-companies-if-necessary-finance-minister-idUSKBN2141AO
https://thehill.com/policy/international/487870-frances-macron-calls-for-all-citizens-to-remain-confined-in-homes-were
https://news.yahoo.com/stitch-time-czechs-sew-combat-virus-mask-shortage-205213804.html
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/coronavirus-local-spread-beginning-off-africa-69645522
https://news.yahoo.com/india-could-next-virus-hotspot-064016084.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200317223850-5tz5g
https://news.yahoo.com/puerto-rico-first-us-territory-under-24-hour-224602015.html
https://apnews.com/6e92d93551ee6c6ae51d0acaaad9eb32


Two members of Congress test positive for coronavirus

Trump signs aid bill as U.S. coronavirus cases surpass 8,600

Italy records deadliest day of COVID-19 outbreak
Rattner's charts: Historic decline in economic growth is unfolding

Trump signs virus aid package as two House members test positive

MSNBC / rachel maddow showRevising history, Trump makes bizarre 
claim about pandemic foresight

Doctor: WH coronavirus response a ‘colossal failure’

https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/doctor-wh-coronavirus-response-a-colossal-failure-79587909604
https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=49b7df8c3bb29d4dca494e2cf63fd338&sd=v2_45acf9b009249cd14dac5454e3911a39_28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc_1584613058_1584613160_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GPHot5KPLiADKAQw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjw34wCUKMGWABgDWiKxJbgusn6pjk&ui=28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc&it=text&ii=1509720576937003770&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=8cd5aff18d1c9ca789811419e3d18c6ba564db70ddfe&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2Frachel-maddow-show%2Frevising-history-trump-makes-bizarre-claim-about-pandemic-foresight-n1162056%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1584613160049&r=64&lti=enable_trc_cache_4_ctrl&ppb=CMcE&cpb=EhMyMDIwMDMxNS0zNS1SRUxFQVNFGIsHIAAqGWxhLnRhYm9vbGFzeW5kaWNhdGlvbi5jb20yCHdhdGVyMjA3OIDgv-UEQJGkDkiLsA5Q8N-MAlijBmMI0gMQ4AYYCGRjCJkKEMcPGBFkYwj3__________8BEPf__________wEYCWRjCMwMEM4SGApkYwj0BRCXDBgLZGMI9AcQ5gwYDmQ
https://trc.taboola.com/nbcuniversal-msnbc/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=49b7df8c3bb29d4dca494e2cf63fd338&sd=v2_45acf9b009249cd14dac5454e3911a39_28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc_1584613058_1584613160_CIi3jgYQ8-I9GPHot5KPLiADKAQw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjw34wCUKMGWABgDWiKxJbgusn6pjk&ui=28688f90-25a2-4de1-adc8-90aa9ba31a75-tuct4b142bc&it=text&ii=1509720576937003770&pt=home&li=rbox-h2v&sig=8cd5aff18d1c9ca789811419e3d18c6ba564db70ddfe&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msnbc.com%2Frachel-maddow-show%2Frevising-history-trump-makes-bizarre-claim-about-pandemic-foresight-n1162056%3Fcid%3Dreferral_taboolafeed&vi=1584613160049&r=64&lti=enable_trc_cache_4_ctrl&ppb=CMcE&cpb=EhMyMDIwMDMxNS0zNS1SRUxFQVNFGIsHIAAqGWxhLnRhYm9vbGFzeW5kaWNhdGlvbi5jb20yCHdhdGVyMjA3OIDgv-UEQJGkDkiLsA5Q8N-MAlijBmMI0gMQ4AYYCGRjCJkKEMcPGBFkYwj3__________8BEPf__________wEYCWRjCMwMEM4SGApkYwj0BRCXDBgLZGMI9AcQ5gwYDmQ
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-signs-aid-bill-as-u-s-coronavirus-cases-surpass-8-600-80949317944
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/steve-rattner-historic-decline-in-economic-growth-is-unfolding-80959045661
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/italy-records-deadliest-day-of-covid-19-outbreak-80960069734
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-signs-aid-bill-as-u-s-coronavirus-cases-surpass-8-600-80949317944
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/two-members-of-congress-test-positive-for-coronavirus-80948805587


Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

10 more dead in and around Seattle

VA says 44 patients have tested positive for coronavirus

Chase to close nearly 1,000 branches

Some kids could experience severe coronavirus symptoms, study says

Ford to halt North American production over coronavirus outbreak

Top doctor is calling for a national quarantine

NYC mayor: 'Torrent' of new coronavirus cases coming, military aid may 
be needed

Supreme Court postpones oral arguments over coronavirus pandemic
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NO END IN SIGHT: PANDEMIC PAIN FOR MONTHS AT LEAST 

U.S. Manufacturers Start Shutting Down Major Plants

America’s Broken Social Safety Net Can’t Withstand The Coronavirus

2 Members Of Congress Test Positive

Younger Adults Are Also At Risk Of ‘Severe Outcomes,’ CDC Warns
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Asian People Are Being Targeted By Racist Attacks. Here’s How You Can 
Be An Ally.

SHOCK: TOP HOSPITALITY UNION SAYS 80-90% COULD LOSE WORK 

U.S. And Canada Restrict Border To Essential Travel During Coronavirus 
Pandemic

Panic Attacks And Night Terrors: The Mental Health Toll Of Coronavirus

Republicans, White House Gut Paid Sick Leave
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GOP Group Uses Trump's Coronavirus Lies Against Him In New Attack Ad

Stunning Supercut Exposes Fox News' Dangerous Hypocrisy On 
Coronavirus

Trump Adviser Paula White Wants Money For Her Fake Coronavirus 
'Hospital’

Don Lemon Shreds Trump's Coronavirus Reversal: 'Gaslighting, Pure And 
Simple'

DEM CALLS GROW: NO BAILOUT BUCKS FOR BIGWIGS 

Second Troubling Mystery Case of Coronavirus Reported In California
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coronavirus France issues more than 4,000 fines for violating lockdown in
the first day State Department warns Americans against overseas trips 
Italy death toll surpasses China’s, becoming world's highest 
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Workers Face Bleak Outlook
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More than half of Californians could become infected with coronavirus, 
Newsom says 

The Crisis, CNBC, and Me… David Stockman | March 19, 2020 
http://albertpeia.com/stockman3-19-20 
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"DEATH BY EASY MONEY https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/death-
by-easy-money/ 

David Stockman | March 18, 2020

In my opinion, it’s a great time to buy stocks or into your 401K. I would be
all in… Let’s see if I’m right…

–Eric Trump, via Twitter (deleted), February 28, 2020

...
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You do don’t need an PhD in economics – or even night-school survey 
course – to see that COVID-19 is a temporary supply side shock that 
0.00% money-market rates are powerless to combat. And you don’t need 
to be a financial wizard to see that with the yield on the 10-year U.S. 
Treasury note below 1.00% and 30-year mortgages at their lowest level in
history, more “quantitative easing” is a sick joke. Adding another $700 
billion to the Federal Reserve’s already hideously bloated balance sheet 
can’t possibly drive interest rates meaningfully lower. That’s even if rates
were a barrier to activity. And they’re not. In fact, the new barrage of QE5
is nothing more than a fraud authorized by the official criminals domiciled
in the Eccles Building. [Chart] Today, and for years in the past, the 
Federal Open Market Committee has been scurrying about in the dealer 
markets swapping counterfeit credits plucked from thin air for Treasury 
and government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) bonds that funded the 
consumption of real economic resources such as government salaries, 
purchases, and private housing construction. The traditional argument 
for central banking, of course, was that a little bit of financial fraud (3% 
per year balance sheet expansion per Uncle Milton Friedman, for 
example) could help lubricate the banking system and nudge gross 
domestic product (GDP) to steadier performance over time. What we have
now is epic-scale counterfeiting. There are now upward of $5 trillion of 
fiat money liabilities at the Fed and $25 trillion at all the world’s central 
banks, compared to just $500 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, at the 
turn of the century. And the latter figures were achieved only after 
decades, in some cases centuries… Indeed, they’ve turned the entire 
global financial system into a cesspool of false prices and destructive 
gambling rackets. They’ve stripped it of the honest money and legitimate 
capital formation its needs to function and thrive. What lies ahead is a no 
man’s land of statist demolition. You don’t need to be a cynic to see why 
the Eccles Building has launched its limp baby bazookas this week. The 
Federal Reserve now, and for many years past, has been the abject 
handmaid of the Wall Street gamblers, bullies and crybabies. Fedheads 
are deathly afraid of honest stock market prices – i.e., a crash – because 
they know it will make a mockery of their risible claims that the U.S. 
economy is in a “good place,” that the consumer is “strong,” that they’ve 
delivered the hallowed state of price stability and full employment, world 
without end… In truth, decades of monetary central planning have 
sucked the lifeblood out of Main Street. It’s destroyed savers; addicted 
households to debt-based hand-to-mouth living; eviscerated the 
purchasing power of wages via its 2.00% inflation obsession; and turned 



the C-suites of Corporate America into stock trading rooms and financial 
engineering joints in the service of Wall Street, not the construction of 
resilient, value-creating enterprises. [Chart] But the mask is being ripped 
off the phony narrative about the strength of the Main Street economy – 
especially the purported Energizer Bunny of household consumption. 
Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh set the table this morning for his Element 
Macro Research clients, illustrating just how impotent are our monetary 
central planners: Another morning, another full-blown liquidation. Equity 
futures are locked limit-down, bond yields are spiking, gold is pulling 
back, oil continues to tumble, and copper is getting destroyed. You also 
have stress continuing to build across EM currencies, with popular 
names like the Turkish Lira, Mexican Peso and South African Rand all 
down anywhere from 1-4%. On the other hand, High Yield CDS spreads 
have at least stopped their surge and FRA-OIS spreads are holding their 
Monday pullback, for now. But just as the banking fire has been 
smoldered, another one pops up. With US Commercial Paper 3-Month 
spreads now blowing out, it looks like the Fed is now just playing a giant 
game of ‘whack-a-mole’. I mentioned that the Fed will continue to throw 
the entire playbook at the liquidity crisis and its Commercial Paper 
Facility is just another in its toolkit. And don’t even get me started on the 
surging long dated yields across Europe –namely Greece and Italy. Maybe
investors are finally beginning to price in the true sovereign risk or maybe
its some sort of spectacular systematic unwind as even the US 30-year 
yield continues to rally. Then again, perhaps it’s just bond vigilantes 
trying to prove that Central Banks have lost control, and at some point, 
this tsunami of liquidity will provide inflation we’ve been assured will 
never arrive. Speaking of which, have you seen the real 10-year yield 
lately? Inflation expectations have crumbled while long dated yields are 
backing up, putting real yields in positive territory and on par with early 
2019. All this is to say that, despite the extreme measures from the 
world’s Central Banks, financial conditions are actually tightening. In 
other words, it’s still not enough. You do recall several Fed members 
recently discussing yield curve control, right? Call it ‘Yield Curve 
Control’, call it ‘Operation Twist’, or just plain old capping bond yields; I 
could care less. It’s all been brought up in the recent past and for a very 
good reason; it’s coming. What all these measures have in common – both
the ones already implemented, and the ones proposed – is that they 
involve the relentless printing of US Dollars. I’ve said it again and again 
and again: a surging US Dollar is crippling to a global economy with eye-
popping amounts of dollar-denominated debt. For today’s charts, I took 



some time away from the macro to address the micro by using the same 
rudimentary thinking espoused by Peter Lynch in his book, One Up On 
Wall Street. Ever notice how when things get crazy, everyone speaks in 
the all-encompassing term of “stocks”? Look, I’m all on board with the 
failure of monetary policy theory. But there is still money to be made in 
either direction here if we just take a moment to think and plan. What 
stores are sold out? What shelves are empty? It can’t be that easy, right? 
Maybe instead of running around with our hair on fire, let’s use the two-
way volatility to our advantage… Mike will be back tomorrow with his 
regular Thursday commentary.

To common sense,

David"

CNN

Coronavirus symptoms: A list and when to seek help 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-
to-do-wellness/index.html 

New York ordered to 'pause' 
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New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same

Live Updates Trends suggest virus in Italy more deadly for males

Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

Know the terms:   Self-isolation, quarantine and shelter in place  

'Just false!':     Ex-Obama official rebuffs Trump's virus remark  

Listen:   Medical workers balance patients and their own families  

Town Hall  : All your coronavirus questions answered  

Trump announces suspension of federally held student loan payments

US-Mexico border closing to non-essential travel

Reporter asks Trump: What do you say to scared Americans?

Opinion: Saudi Arabia just won control of the oil market 

US tax filing deadline moved to July 15

McConnell defends crafting $1 trillion relief bill without Democrats

Sean Hannity's head-spinning flip on the coronavirus

Analysis: Trump is calling coronavirus the 'China virus' for political 
reasons

NBC News staffer with coronavirus dies

Live Market Updates US stocks try to rally

How grocery stores are restocking in a pandemic

She lost her mother, two brothers and a sister to coronavirus within a 
week

Is delivery dangerous? Can I go outside? Your questions answered

Scammers use robocalls to falsely offer free coronavirus test kits 

Don't blame bats for coronavirus pandemic, blame humans
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Opinion: An open letter to my partying peers

Tom Brady officially signs with Tampa Bay
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"This Is Not a Recession. It’s an Ice Age. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/quantifying-coming-
recession/608443/?
utm_medium=offsite&utm_source=yahoo&utm_campaign=yahoo-non-
hosted&yptr=yahoo 

No one alive has experienced an economic plunge this sudden.

Annie Lowrey

Staff writer at The Atlantic

We can’t say we’re in a recession yet, at least not formally. A committee 
decides these things—no, really. The government generally adopts the 
view that a contraction is not a recession unless economic activity has 
declined over two quarters. But we’re in a recession and everyone knows 
it. And what we’re experiencing is so much more than that: a black swan, 
a financial war, a plague. Maybe things feel normal where you are. Maybe
things do not feel normal. Things are not normal. For weeks or months, 
we won’t know how much GDP has slowed down and how many people 
have been forced out of work. Government statistics take a while to 
generate. They look backwards, the latest numbers still depicting a hot 
economy near full employment. To quantify the present reality, we have 
to rely on anecdotes from businesses, surveys of workers, shreds of 
private data, and a few state numbers. They show an economy not in a 
downturn or a contraction or a soft patch, not experiencing losses or 
selling off or correcting. They show evaporation, disappearance on what 
feels like a religious scale.

What is happening is a shock to the American economy more sudden and 
severe than anyone alive has ever experienced. The unemployment rate 
climbed to its apex of 9.9 percent 23 months after the formal start of the 
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Great Recession. Just a few weeks into the domestic coronavirus 
pandemic, and just days into the imposition of emergency measures to 
arrest it, nearly 20 percent of workers report that they have lost hours or 
lost their job. One payroll and scheduling processor suggests that 22 
percent of work hours have evaporated for hourly employees, with three 
in 10 people who would normally show up for work not going as of 
Tuesday. Absent a strong governmental response, the unemployment rate
seems certain to reach heights not seen since the Great Depression or 
even the miserable late 1800s. A 20 percent rate is not impossible.

State jobless filings are growing geometrically, a signal of how the 
national numbers will change when we have them. Last Monday, Colorado
had 400 people apply for unemployment insurance. This Tuesday: 6,800. 
California has seen its daily filings jump from 2,000 to 80,000. Oregon 
went from 800 to 18,000. In Connecticut, nearly 2 percent of the state’s 
workers declared that they were newly jobless on a single day. Many 
other states are reporting the same kinds of figures.

These numbers are subject to sharp changes; things like large plant 
closures lead them to jump and fall and jump and fall. But for them to rise
so precipitously, across all of the states? To stay high? That is new. The 
economy is not tipping into a jobs crisis. It is exploding into one. Given 
the trajectory of state reports, it is certain that the country will set a 
record for new jobless claims next week, not only in raw numbers but 
also in the share of workers laid off. The total is expected to be in the 
range of 1.5 million to 2.5 million, and to climb from there.

None of that is surprising. The economy needs to halt to protect lives and
sustain the medical system. Planes have been grounded, conferences 
canceled, millions of Americans told not to leave their homes except to 
get groceries and other necessities. Because of the emergency measures
now in place, businesses have had no choice but to let workers go. The 
list of employers laying off workers en masse includes cruise lines, 
airlines, hotels, restaurants, bars, cabinetmakers, linen companies, 
newspapers, bookstores, caterers, and festivals. I started adding up 
numbers in news reports, and quit when I hit 100,000.



The economy had been plodding along in its late expansion, growing at a 
2 or 3 percent annual pace. Now, private forecasters expect it will 
contract at something like a 15 percent pace, though nobody really 
knows. A viral quarantine is impossible to model, because modeling 
would mean knowing how long the necessary emergency measures will 
last and how well the government will respond with some degree of 
accuracy. Still, real-time measures show a consumer-economy 
apocalypse. One credit-card processor said that payments to businesses 
were down 30 percent in Seattle, 26 percent in Portland, and 12 percent 
in San Francisco. Nearly every state is seeing dramatic declines, with 
hotels and restaurants hit particularly hard.

The markets are not normal, either. The stock market lost 20 percent of 
its value in just 21 days—the fastest and sharpest bear market on record,
faster than 1929, faster than 1987, 10 times faster than 2007. The 
financial system has required no less than seven emergency 
interventions by the Federal Reserve in the past week. The country’s 
central bank has wrenched interest rates to zero, started buying more 
than half a trillion dollars of financial assets, and opened up special 
facilities to inject liquidity into the financial system.

Yet in the real economy, everything has halted, frozen in place. This is 
not a recession. It is an ice age."

We want to hear what you think about this article. Submit a letter to the 
editor or write to letters@theatlantic.com.



Annie Lowrey is a staff writer at The Atlantic, where she covers 
economic policy.

YAHOONEWS Business The Week Trump administration asks states to 
delay releasing unemployment numbers 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-
024500147.html [ There you go … trump’s proclaimed hoax to ostrich 
approach …..what an incompetent fool, not to mention mentally ill 
mobster/criminal trump ]

In an email Wednesday, the Labor Department told state officials they 
needed to hold off on releasing the exact number of unemployment 
claims they are receiving amid the accelerating COVID-19 coronavirus 
pandemic, The New York Times reports. The Times obtained a copy of 
the email, which says that until the Labor Department releases the total 
number of national claims next Thursday, state officials should only 
"provide information using generalities to describe claims levels (very 
high, large increase)" and "not provide numeric values to the public."The 
message was written by Gay Gilbert, administrator of the Labor 
Department's Office of Employment Insurance. She has worked under 
Republican and Democratic administrations, and there is no indication 
political appointees asked her to send the request, the Times says. Still, 
many states were disturbed by the email, and one governor's office said 
it had asked the state attorney general whether it had to temporarily 
withhold the numbers.In Washington, where at least 74 people have died 
from COVID-19, a state official would tell the Times only that they are 
seeing an "even more dramatic increase this week" after unemployment 
claims rose 150 percent last week from the week prior. The federal 
government on Thursday morning reported that 281,000 people applied 
for unemployment insurance last week, an increase from 211,000 the 
previous week.More stories from theweek.com America has one of the 
world's worst coronavirus responses Goldman Sachs has a devastating 
revision for its GDP growth predictions Coronavirus is causing an 
overlooked crisis in assisted living care

U.S. jobless claims may reach 2.25 million, Goldman Sachs 
economist estimates

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7089d8ab-9946-3817-8d0b-fbc2c8d6cd8a/u-s-jobless-claims-may-reach.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7089d8ab-9946-3817-8d0b-fbc2c8d6cd8a/u-s-jobless-claims-may-reach.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-administration-asks-states-delay-024500147.html


MarketWatch
From 50-year low to fears of 20%? How coronavirus is fast changing 
U.S. jobless rate
LA Times

https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/spike-jobless-claims-due-corornavirus-130619342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7089d8ab-9946-3817-8d0b-fbc2c8d6cd8a/u-s-jobless-claims-may-reach.html


DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-
of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html 
LIFE IN THE BUBBLE
CUOMO ORDERS STATE LOCKDOWN 
WHO WARNS SYSTEMS COLLAPSING 

UK SHUT...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...
CALIFORNIA: MORE THAN HALF WILL BE INFECTED...
STATE-WIDE LOCKDOWN...
TESTING CHAOS CONTINUES...
Outbreak: A Cascade of Warnings, Heard but Unheeded… 
Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
Newly unemployed grapple with fallout...
Virus killing far more men than women...
More survivors speak out on illness...
NETFLIX, YOUTUBE reduce resolution...
Internet Traffic Surging But Pipes Aren't Bursting Yet...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
NBCNEWS Staffer Dead...
Cases among troops surge...
AMERICAN AIRLINES grounds 55,000 flights...
DELTA, UNITED sending largest planes to desert for storage...
Gathering bans raise religious freedom questions...
Flocking to the Safety of Comfort Foods...
Meat Industry Braces for Disruptions From Ill Workers...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
'Never seen anything like it': Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at 
Trump briefing https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-
anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn President Trump made 
false claims about possible treatments for the coronavirus, and expert Dr.
Anthony Fauci had to tamp down optimism about the treatments at a 
press conference. Source: CNN 

http://www.cnn.com/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
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https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-20/threat-of-sick-workers-at-u-s-meat-plants-forces-policy-changes
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/americans-are-flocking-to-the-safety-of-comfort-foods/ar-BB11qK7U
https://apnews.com/c6198ba98ea6d26b128044ea59b9b4da
https://news.yahoo.com/delta-united-other-airlines-sending-195832455.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241345821.html
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2020/03/20/number-of-coronavirus-cases-among-troops-jumps-nearly-25-percent/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/nbc-news-employee-dies-after-testing-positive-coronavirus-n1164696
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/internet-traffic-is-surging-but-the-pipes-aren-t-bursting-yet
http://www.anews.com.tr/economy/2020/03/20/netflix-and-youtube-reduce-resolution-as-virus-hits-web
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/The-coronavirus-is-killing-far-more-men-than-women-15143405.php
https://news.trust.org/item/20200319221637-13fyc
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/coronavirus-outbreak-a-cascade-of-warnings-heard-but-unheeded/ar-BB11pYY1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-testing-chaos-across-america-11584618703
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/19/california-governor-issues-statewide-order-to-stay-at-home-effective-thursday-evening.html
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/488547-california-projects-56-percent-of-the-population-will-be-infected-over-8-week
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11219137/uk-pubs-restaurants-and-leisure-centres-to-close-nationwide-tonight-amid-coronavirus-crisis/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-who-says-health-systems-collapsing-this-isnt-just-a-bad-flu-season.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-in-ny-cuomo-orders-lockdown-shuts-down-non-essential-businesses/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-patients-apocalypse-ward-gasp-21723273
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
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'Just false!':     Ex-Obama official rebuffs Trump's virus remark  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/19/susan-rice-trump-administration-coronavirus-warning-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn


Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

Dr. Fauci:     There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus  

More states issue stay home orders

Governors in Illinois and Connecticut are telling people to stay at home, 
but both states make some exceptions

"Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

David Stockman | March 20, 2020

They have exemplified the saying, “To him that hath, more shall be given; 
and from him that hath not, the little that he hath shall be taken away.” 
The rich have become richer, and the poor have become poorer; and the 
vessel of the state is driven between the Scylla and Charybdis of anarchy
and despotism. Such are the effects which must ever flow from an 
unmitigated exercise of the calculating faculty.

– Percy Bysshe Shelley, A Defence of Poetry (written 1821, published 
1840)

...

The nerve of it is a wonder to behold…

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-20-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/20/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-no-magic-drug-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-message-to-americans-coronavirus-presser-vpx.cnn


The U.S. airline industry has spent a decade shoving itself into harm’s 
way by strip-mining their balance sheets to fund share buybacks and to 
goose top executives’ stock options.

The recklessness of it is mind-boggling…

For decades, this has been a highly cyclical industry vulnerable to global 
dislocations caused by recessions, storms, wars, terror, and more. So, 
airlines absolutely need deep balance sheets and ample liquidity, even at 
the expense of short-term earnings.

Of course, the Big Four U.S. airlines – Delta, United, American, and 
Southwest – were having none of rationality, prudence, and common 
sense.

That just makes them poster-boys for this long overdue moment of truth.

Their problems are universal. That’s because our rotten regime of 
monetary central planning has corrupted the entire financial system and 
corroded the Main Street economy.

The only thing our monetary central planners have accomplished is to 
fuel egregious speculation on Wall Street; to drain Main Street of 
productive investment; and to leave businesses and households 
vulnerable to even short-run interruptions of cash flow.

Hand-to-mouth economics is not the natural modality on the free market. 
It’s the malignant product of bad money and the debt-fueled speculative 
manias that are the consequence of monetary central planning.



Left to their own devices on the free market, households save and 
provide for rainy days, regardless of income level or social status.

Likewise, in a world not poisoned by cheap debt and falsified costs of 
capital, businesses nurture their balance sheets and provide for cash 
flow interruptions either by buying insurance or setting aside liquid 
reserves and equity capital-based shock absorbers.

That’s the real message of this, the second great financial heart attack 
of the last decade. But rather than allowing the rot to be purged, the 
central bankers are now out pouring kerosene on the fires.

It’s getting downright maddening.

The length and breadth of the financial market was already saturated 
with reckless speculative excesses. This was denied by the Fed and Wall 
Street bulls right up to February 19, when the third great central-bank-
blown bubble of this century finally collapsed.

The absolute meltdown of the junk bond market in a matter of days is 
simply the trail of reckless speculation being flushed out of hiding…

[Chart]

In fact, the panicked return by our monetary central planners to ZIRP, to 
QE, and to who knows what else is to come is nothing more than the 
monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure…

It’s more likely to kill the patient than it is to help them recover.



Let’s close the week with some smart words from Michael Coolbaugh:

I want to make my longstanding view abundantly clear.

I, by no means, believe this is the end to the bear market. And I certainly 
do not believe we will quickly return to the recent norm that justified a 
simple “buy-and-hold” approach to markets.

There will be a need to be nimble, in both directions, if one wishes to 
generate attractive returns over the years to come.

Having said that, I’ve noticed several signposts over the past few days 
that lead me to believe markets may finally experience a counter-trend 
rally.

Some may look to play this “bounce” for a quick trade, while others who 
are still holding on to some long positions might be afforded a more 
attractive exit price over the days to come.

Stick with me for a moment as I lay out my thoughts and evidence to 
support this line of thinking…

Personally, I’ve always found it helpful to ask myself, “What is the 
scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”

Yes, I’m specifically talking about the general sentiment in the market 
today.



Sure, you could simply look at CNN’s “Fear & Greed Index,” which has 
been screaming “Extreme Fear” for well over the past week.

For me, it’s a compilation of several factors.

First, you have nearly every Wall Street strategist who began the year 
with their rosy outlooks and regurgitations of “weaker dollar, overweight 
emerging markets and beware of the impending melt-up.”

Yes, things were priced for perfection, but these were the same 
strategists who kept their heels dug in when coronavirus first hit.

We were peppered with “it’s just the flu” and other rationalizations such 
as “it’s just a short-term hiccup like Ebola or SARS.”

It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some 
extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION.

We’re now hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment – yes, Great 
Depression figures – 90% decline in corporate revenues, 1,600 S&P 500 
Index targets; the list goes on…

Then, you have a running list of technical indicators that suggest things 
have become extremely extended over the short term.

You know, my whole philosophy of putting the odds in your favor by way 
of measurable data points.



To name a few: percent of issues hitting a new 20-day low, percent of 
issues below their 200-day moving average, S&P 500 Index price as a 
percentage of its 200-day moving average, equity put/call ratio…

Again, the list goes on and on.

And, I know, many indicators have been suggesting markets were 
oversold for a while now. But it’s the subtle nuances we’ve seen the past 
few days that are encouraging to me.

So, with all this in mind, the constructive contrarian indicators 
accompanied by the usual crowd that always manages to show up after 
the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most 
off guard?”

Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an 
exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?

Could it be that the Fed’s endless attempts at easing the short-term 
liquidity crunch actually provide a short-term band-aid now that everyone
– yes, including mainstream media – is beginning to recognize the whole 
dollar shortage dynamic?

Yes, the same dynamic I’ve been warning about for weeks and revisited 
in yesterday’s Deep State Declassified piece, Here’s the Story of a Globe-
Wrecking U.S. Dollar…



To be clear, the short-term band-aids, a la foreign-exchange swap lines, 
only ease short-term pressure, as they merely create even more future 
demand for U.S. dollars, but I digress…

I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all in. After all, the amount 
of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal 
exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.

By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment. But let’s not go 
buying tin hats when pop-up vendors are selling them on every street 
corner.

In other words, there is a good possibility that we see a healthy bounce 
here.

Have as good a weekend as current state restrictions allow…

To common sense,

David"



MARKETWATCH 
Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to 
abandon pets https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-
positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-
20?link=MW_latest_news 

CNN

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to
enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.

In the US:     Number of cases surpasses 18,000  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Containment  : Empty shelves and unemployment become reality  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/us/coronavirus-us-pandemic-changes/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-testing-fauci-coronavirus-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
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CNN

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html 

Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to
enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.

In the US:     Number of cases surpasses 18,000  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Containment  : Empty shelves and unemployment become reality  

MSNBC
Ma  ddow: Trump's 'happy talk' and lies about coronavirus are   
irresponsible, dangerous

Fmr. Obama ebola czar: Americans shouldn't listen to Trump about 
coronavirus

GOP senators sold stock after secret coronavirus briefing

Longtime NBC News employee dies after testing positive for coronavirus

HUFFPOST
U.S. INTEL WARNED FOR   MONTHS     AS TRUMP PLAYED DOWN PANDEMIC   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-trump-intelligence-threat-ignored_n_5e7573ebc5b6eab779488315
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/longtime-nbc-news-employee-dies-after-testing-positive-for-coronavirus-81016901809
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/gop-senators-sold-stock-after-secret-coronavirus-briefing-81045573687
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-obama-ebola-czar-americans-shouldn-t-listen-to-trump-about-coronavirus-81048645535
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-obama-ebola-czar-americans-shouldn-t-listen-to-trump-about-coronavirus-81048645535
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We Hope You Didn’t Take The Trump Administration’s Stock-Buying 
Advice

Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next 
Quarter https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-
coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4

MARKETWATCH 
Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to 
abandon pets     https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-  
positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-
20?link=MW_latest_news     

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Friday - March 20th, 2020 
Today's Highlights:

• Things looked good early on today, with the major indices all higher 

across the board. 

• But in the afternoon things got ugly: About 90 minutes before the 

close stocks started to drop and never looked back. 

• Stocks closed at session lows with the major indices down 3.8% – 

4.6%. 

• Just a few developments since yesterday’s close: 

• California issued a “shelter in place” for the entire state. 

• The state of New York issued a stay at home order, with New 

York City having 1/3 of all U.S. COVID-19 cases. 

• And there were reports that Illinois will issue a shelter in place 

as well. 
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/larry-kudlow-stock-buying-dow-jones-down-coronavirus_n_5e750059c5b63c3b648ff29a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/larry-kudlow-stock-buying-dow-jones-down-coronavirus_n_5e750059c5b63c3b648ff29a


• 14,000 cases of COVID-19 are confirmed in the U.S. and the 

World Health Organization says that health care systems are 

“collapsing” around the world. 

• With today’s 913 point drop the DOW finished with its worst week 

since 2008. 

• And with this week’s losses, ALL of the gains since President Trump 

got elected have been erased. At one point stocks were up 49% from

Trump’s Inauguration Day to the DOW’s peak on February 12th. 

• Crude Oil (CL) was down again, dropping for the 4th day this week. 

With an 11.7% loss, Crude Oil finished at $22.89 a barrel. 

>> Click here to read the full story… 

DRUDGEREPORT

NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK 
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-
confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284 
20% OF POPULATION NOW ON LOCKDOWN
ECONOMY DETERIORATING FAST 

Military Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
President considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores 
open...
U.S. intelligence reports from January and February warned about likely 
pandemic… 
Shock moment wheezing man collapses on NYC subway... 
Testing faces new headwind: Lab supply shortages... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
Acts of kindness abound...
Fed begins pumping municipal bonds...

https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/business/article/Federal-Reserve-backstops-muni-bond-market-as-15145736.php
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-acts-kindness-abound-us-182309839.html
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://apnews.com/4aac3a10664097f38633149367ac3928
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568784/coronavirus-new-york-city-subway-shocking-moment/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/U-S-economy-deteriorating-faster-than-15147050.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568703/illinois-pritzker-stay-home-order-coronavirus-us/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/Mwhk45nnl_U/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5906913024540672%2F4733012298432512


Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!
GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP...
More survivors speak out on illness...
Power industry may ask staff to LIVE on site...
Congress may move to remote work... 
Police Arrest Homeowner For Hosting 'Pop-Up Wedding'...
AMAZON, WALMART Workers Push for Paid Leave, Better Protections...
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch A bearish ‘death cross’ has 

appeared in the Dow’s chart https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-

326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%e2%80%98death-cross%e2%80%99-

has.html A bearish ‘death cross’ pattern has appeared in the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average’s chart for the first time in over a year, which is a 

warning of further losses in the near term. 

CNN

Gov. Cuomo announces 3,000 new cases, bringing New York's total to 

over 10,000

WaPo: US intelligence warned Trump in January and February as he 
dismissed threat

Doctor: For the first time in my career, I'm afraid 

Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-message-to-americans-coronavirus-presser-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/20/nurses-doctors-coronavirus-response-sidner-lead-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/us-intelligence-reports-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/us-intelligence-reports-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/new-york-andrew-cuomo-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/new-york-andrew-cuomo-coronavirus-spread/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/7c61afbe-178f-326f-824e-9d213343f607/a-bearish-%E2%80%98death-cross%E2%80%99-has.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/amazon-walmart-workers-push-paid-233035655.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-latest-lakewood-police-arrest-homeowner-for-hosting-pop-up-wedding-with-more-than-50-people/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-lawmakers-begin-falling-ill-from-coronavirus-congress-may-move-to-remote-work/ar-BB11siWH
https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/488609-power-industry-may-ask-staff-to-live-on-site-as-coronavirus
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20


MSNBC
Kudlow: Coronavirus stimulus package could total more than $2 trillion 
[ And, make no mistake, america’s already defacto bankrupt! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Delaware Gov. Carney 'absolutely' considering stay-at-home order

Gov. Cuomo announces there are over 10,000 cases of coronavirus in 
New York

Trump insults NBC reporter for asking president to speak to scared 
Americans

Arne Duncan on Trump’s missteps: ‘The consequences are beyond 
devastating’

Rep. Kennedy: The current relief plan is ‘completely divorced from reality’

U.N. officials warn of risk to 100M people in war zones

'It's not enough': Inside an Italy hospital struggling to contain COVID-19

Residents in Anchorage, Alaska, told to 'hunker down'

HUFFPOST
‘WAR ZONE’: C’VIRUS NIGHTMARE ON EMERGENCY FRONTLINES 

Lockdowns Multiply Globally As Virus Strains Health Systems

Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke Of Trump’s 
Response

YAHOONEWS

World AccuWeather What the massive locust swarm in Africa and the 

Middle East means to the US http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

Business Barrons.com Market Experts Say the Coronavirus Selloff Is 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.yahoo.com/news/massive-locust-swarm-africa-middle-144211394.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/massive-locust-swarm-africa-middle-144211394.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lockdowns-multiply-globally-as-virus-strains-health-systems_n_5e761382c5b6eab77948f1a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nurses-doctors-frontline-coronavirus_n_5e7400f5c5b6f5b7c54148f8
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165501
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-california-issues-stay-home-order-no-new-local-n1164541/ncrd1165511
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165521
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/rep-kennedy-the-current-relief-plan-is-completely-divorced-from-reality-81059909629
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/delaware-gov-carney-absolutely-considering-stay-at-home-order-81061957572
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/coronavirus-stimulus-package-could-total-more-than-2-trillion-kudlow-says-81062469563


‘Worse Than Anything We’ve Seen Since 1929.’ Here’s How Bad It Could 

Get.

DRUDGEREPORT

NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-

confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284 

20% OF POPULATION NOW ON LOCKDOWN

ECONOMY DETERIORATING FAST 

INSIDE MILILTARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES GOVT... 

Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 

President considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores 

open...

U.S. intelligence reports from January and February warned about likely 

pandemic… 

DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 

trial… 

CUOMO: Half State's Cases Are People Under 50 Years Old... 

Coronavirus killing more than person an hour in NYC...

Shock moment wheezing man collapses on subway... 

Javits Center To Become Massive Field Hospital... 

https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568784/coronavirus-new-york-city-subway-shocking-moment/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/half-of-all-coronavirus-cases-in-new-york-are-people-under-50-years-old-gov-cuomo-says
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-about-15147137.php
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/breaking-trump-eyes-2-week-quarantine-only-drug-grocery-stores-open
https://www.wsj.com/articles/military-role-widens-in-pandemic-response-11584746488
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.thehour.com/business/article/U-S-economy-deteriorating-faster-than-15147050.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/568703/illinois-pritzker-stay-home-order-coronavirus-us/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/nih-director-70k-coronavirus-cases-confirmed-us-end/story?id=69717284
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/40e5377f-da59-3f75-8950-ccff6d150a8c/market-experts-say-the.html


NJ Orders Residents To Stay At Home, Bans All Gatherings... 

Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected... 

Testing faces new headwind: Lab supply shortages... 

California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...

LA gives up on containing; Tells doctors to skip testing... 

'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick... 

More survivors speak out on illness...

Acts of kindness abound...

Jobless claims may reach over 2 MILLION next week!

GOLDMAN PREDICTS -24% GDP...

Kudlow Estimates Relief Package Could Be $2 Trillion... 

Congress may move to remote work... 

Police Arrest Homeowner For Hosting 'Pop-Up Wedding'...

AMAZON, WALMART Workers Push for Paid Leave, Better Protections...

UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...

'Exit strategy' could be months -- or years -- away... 

SICK MAP... 

New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 

Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 

was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 

wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 

the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 

http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://nypost.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-exit-strategy-could-be-months-or-years-away/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/amazon-walmart-workers-push-paid-233035655.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-latest-lakewood-police-arrest-homeowner-for-hosting-pop-up-wedding-with-more-than-50-people/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-lawmakers-begin-falling-ill-from-coronavirus-congress-may-move-to-remote-work/ar-BB11siWH
https://www.wsj.com/articles/kudlow-estimates-coronavirus-package-could-be-about-2-trillion-11584803333
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/20/goldman-sees-an-unprecedented-stop-of-economic-activity-with-2nd-quarter-gdp-contracting-by-24percent.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/jobless-claims-may-reach-225-million-goldman-sachs-economist-estimates-2020-03-20
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-acts-kindness-abound-us-182309839.html
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article241363476.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://apnews.com/30e5ec0a1967d46c4afbf1b11ff33f17
https://apnews.com/4aac3a10664097f38633149367ac3928
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-in-new-jersey-gov-phil-murphy-to-make-major-announcement-regarding-efforts-to-curb-spread-of-covid-19/


Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 

everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 

to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (hell) (Dickens) …..”



CNN
New York Gov. Cuomo orders non-essential workers to stay home after 
Gov. Newsom told Californians to do the same ‘A Tale of Two States’ “It 
was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 
Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 
everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 
to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way (to hell) (Dickens) …..”

More than 23,000 cases in the US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-
hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75 

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/h_de9239aa9abd3f5800cd2673f33e2c75
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/politics/new-york-workforce-stay-home/index.html


At least 295 people have died as the coronavirus continues to spread

Stay home:     Governors of 5 states issue orders  

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Coronavirus symptoms:     A list and when to seek help  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

Trump on China: 'I wish they'd told us earlier' about coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

Despite federal guidelines, Trump suggests 'sanitizing' and reusing 
medical masks 

Hospitals press for $100B stimulus package 

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

6 people are dead after an Indiana bridge was washed away by 
floodwaters

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board

https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-passengers-stranded-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-passengers-stranded-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/health/social-distancing-coronavirus-faq-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/health/social-distancing-coronavirus-faq-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/indiana-bridge-collapse-franklin-county/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/indiana-bridge-collapse-franklin-county/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/west-virginia-coronavirus-patient-one-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/us/west-virginia-coronavirus-patient-one-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-vs-biden-poll-of-the-week/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/tapper-trump-response-coronavirus-lead-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/media/nbc-trump-reporter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/hospitals-stimulus-package/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-sanitize-medical-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-sanitize-medical-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/21/coronavirus-pandemic-reaction-se-cupp-monologue-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/trump-china-told-us-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/army-coronavirus-social-post/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/politics/army-coronavirus-social-post/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/21/opinions/trump-governors-leadership-zelizer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-testing-fauci-coronavirus-presser-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
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Why does Russia, population 146 million, have fewer virus cases than 
Luxembourg?

FDA approves a coronavirus test

Former CDC director: This is what comes next

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - March 21st, 2020

Albert peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Fed cuts rates to 0% to stop the crash – and fails

Tuesday: DOW up 1,000 on $1 trillion stimulus plan: everybody gets 

$1,000?

Wednesday: DOW falls below 20,000 and Crude Oil sinks to 18-year low

Thursday: Stocks hold onto gains and Crude Oil rallies!

Friday: Stocks down AGAIN, erasing Trump’s gains since becoming 

https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/21/ted-jenkin-finance-coronavirus-newday-vpx.cnn
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President…



YAHOONEWS
Politics The Week Government officials reportedly 'just couldn't get' 
Trump to do anything about coronavirus early on https://www.yahoo.com/
news/government-officials-reportedly-just-couldnt-124140944.html 

Business MarketWatch Echoes of the Great Depression? U.S. economy 
could post biggest contraction ever 
Politics The Daily Beast Dr. Anthony Fauci: I Don’t Want to ‘Embarrass’ 
Trump

U.S. Rolling Stone DOJ Wants to Suspend Constitutional Rights During 
Coronavirus Emergency

Business The Week Unemployment claims could climb from 281,000 to 
more than 2 million this week, economists forecast

World Reuters Italy coronavirus deaths jump by almost 800, government 
shuts most workplaces

Business The Atlantic The Economic Devastation Is Going to Be Worse Than 
You Think On Sunday evening, Goldman Sachs projected that economic growth 
would be zero in the first quarter of the year, which ends March 31, and that 
economic activity would fall by 5 percent in the second quarter. Just three days
later, J.P. Morgan put out a new forecast: The gross domestic product would fall
by 4 percent this quarter and then plummet a staggering 14 percent in the next 
three months. We're talking really big numbers,” Heidi Shierholz, who 
served as chief economist for the Department of Labor during the Obama 
administration and is now a senior fellow at the Economic Policy 
Institute, a progressive think tank, told me on Thursday morning.

• Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next  
Quarter
HuffPost

• Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit record 2.5M this   
week: Goldman Sachs
USA TODAY

Politics HuffPost Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke 
Of Donald Trump's Coronavirus Response

Business USA TODAY Unemployment claims, a gauge of layoffs, may hit 
record 2.5M this week: Goldman Sachs Initial claims for unemployment 
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benefits may total record 2.5 million this week as coronavirus outbreak 
spreads, according to a Goldman Sachs estimate Up to 1,000% increase 
in claims: jobless New Yorkers overwhelm system The Guardian States 
rush to prepare for wave of U.S. unemployed Reuters

CNN

Coronavirus cases top 300,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-22-20/index.html 
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In the past week, worldwide cases nearly doubled. And there are now 
twice as many deaths.

Coping  : Some hard-hit areas restrict testing as death toll grows  

Echoes of 9/11  : New Yorkers 'try to keep calm but we can't quite carry   
on'

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Offer:     North Korea says it received a letter from Trump  

Watch:   Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer  

Trump poses, while these governors actually lead 

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

SE Cupp compares Trump crisis response to Obama and Bush

CDC offers online triage for coronavirus testing

US workers may get 'unemployment insurance on steroids,' Schumer says

Justice Dept. proposes denying visas to people who test positive for 
coronavirus

NBC News staffers fire back at Trump, call his attack on reporter 
'absolutely nuts'

Tapper: This is the latest evidence Trump should let Pence take the helm

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

She fought to get her husband tested while her state was applauded for 
having no coronavirus

Can I go to the grocery store? What you should know about social 
distancing

At least 30 cruise ships are at sea right now. Here's what it's like on 
board
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John King rips Trump's 'B.S. attack' on reporter

Former CDC director: What comes next

Congressman in critical condition with pneumonia

Coronavirus patient gets last rites by phone

Financial expert: If you're laid off, ask this question first

Analysis: Outbreak is revealing how badly the UK has failed its most 
vulnerable
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DRUDGEREPORT
BILLION PEOPLE CONFINED TO HOMES
ITALY CASES SOAR AGAIN
NEW YORK HOSPITALS UNDER PRESSURE 

Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... [ Mob family 
trump.They’ve been taking bribes, emoluments, nepotic parasitic cash, 
etc., for quite some time already. Prosecute them, throw them in jail 
where they have as now belonged for quite some time! ] 
'I don't know what government assistance would be for what I have'... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Over 50 NYPD officers infected... 
INSIDE MILILTARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES 
NATION... 
Role Widens in Pandemic Response... 
DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial… 
U.S. intel reports from January warned about likely pandemic... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Intelligence-officials-early-alarms-
about-15147137.php 
CUOMO: Half State's Cases Are People Under 50 Years Old... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 32 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital... 
Symptoms often linger before worsening... 
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected... 
California awakes to new reality: Homebound amid outbreak...
LA gives up on containing; Tells doctors to skip testing... 
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick... 
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
'Exit strategy' could be months -- or years -- away...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in New York spike to 114 Coronavirus cases top 
300,000 worldwide   https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-  
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https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
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outbreak-03-22-20/index.html 
MSNBC
Watch Live: The latest news and analysis on coronavirus

HUFFPOST
W.H. WAVES AWAY RED ALERT INTEL WARNING: ‘NO ONE’ EXPECTED IT! 

CNN
Pandemic takes 400 lives in US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-22-20/
index.html 
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There are at least 32,000 US coronavirus cases as more states issue 
stay-at-home orders

Dow futures drop 5%, hitting 'limit down' at the start of futures trading 
Sunday

Analysis:   How Cuomo contrasts with President Trump  

'Never seen anything like it':     Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at   
Trump briefing

Hospitalized patient:     You think you're going to die  

Dr. Fauci  : Top disease expert says 'there isn't, fundamentally, a   
difference' between his view and Trump's on coronavirus 

Fact check  : Trump made 33 false claims about coronavirus in the first   
weeks of March

Key procedural vote on economic stimulus fails after Democrats warn of 
'serious issues' with bill 

Trump outlines national guard activations for New York, California and 
Washington

Rep. Ocasio-Cortez criticizes Trump: This is going to cost lives

Sen. Rand Paul tests positive for coronavirus

Illinois governor says 'it's a wild west' for medical supplies

Army removes person tasked for social media after 'inappropriate' post 
on coronavirus

CDC offers online triage for testing

Physician on Trump's request: It's really impossible

Analysis: Trump starts 2020 in the worst polling position since Truman

12-year-old girl with coronavirus is on a ventilator and fighting for her life

Coronavirus is bringing a plague of dangerous doomsday predictions
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You want a coronavirus test -- here's why your doctor probably won't give
you one

AT&T CEO: Working from home is changing internet traffic

Ex-Fox News contributor denounces network's coronavirus coverage

Analysis: Coronavirus changes everything for 2020 candidates

Police in Arizona are searching for a man who allegedly stole 29 
coronavirus test kits

German Chancellor Angela Merkel goes into self-quarantine

MSNBC
Kudlow: Coronavirus stimulus package could total more than $2 trillion 
[ And, make no mistake, america’s already defacto bankrupt! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org ]

Coronavirus stimulus bill fails in Senate; Pelosi says Democrats will write
own bill in House

Sen. Rand Paul tests positive for COVID-19

Pelosi on coronavirus relief plan: Democrats will 'be introducing our own 
bill’

New York cases of COVID-19 rise to 15,000

Zimmern: Coronavirus pandemic 'reveals the flaws in every single piece 
of the system'
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/us/arizona-coronavirus-test-kits-stolen/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/us/arizona-coronavirus-test-kits-stolen/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/politics/2020-election-week-ahead/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/03/22/julie-roginsky-former-fox-news-coronavirus-coverage-sot-rs-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/22/randall-stephenson-internet-working-from-home-coronavirus-rs-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/health/coronavirus-testing-priorities-doctors/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/22/health/coronavirus-testing-priorities-doctors/index.html


Delaware Gov. Carney 'absolutely' considering stay-at-home order

Gov. Cuomo announces there are over 10,000 cases of coronavirus in 
New York

Trump insults NBC reporter for asking president to speak to scared 
Americans

Arne Duncan on Trump’s missteps: ‘The consequences are beyond 
devastating’

Rep. Kennedy: The current relief plan is ‘completely divorced from reality’

U.N. officials warn of risk to 100M people in war zones

'It's not enough': Inside an Italy hospital struggling to contain COVID-19

Residents in Anchorage, Alaska, told to 'hunker down'

HUFFPOST
GOP TRIES $500B ‘SLUSH FUND’! — DEMS BLOCK 

Trump Declines To Promise That His Own Company Won’t Get 
Coronavirus Bailout Money

‘WAR ZONE’: C’VIRUS NIGHTMARE ON EMERGENCY FRONTLINES 

Lockdowns Multiply Globally As Virus Strains Health Systems

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/lockdowns-multiply-globally-as-virus-strains-health-systems_n_5e761382c5b6eab77948f1a0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nurses-doctors-frontline-coronavirus_n_5e7400f5c5b6f5b7c54148f8
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-companies-coronavirus-bailout_n_5e77f1e5c5b62f90bc4cdddf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-companies-coronavirus-bailout_n_5e77f1e5c5b62f90bc4cdddf
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-senate-relief-bill_n_5e77d45fc5b63c3b6492a6a6
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165501
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-california-issues-stay-home-order-no-new-local-n1164541/ncrd1165511
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-75-million-americans-under-virtual-lockdown-restrictions-tighten-n1165541/ncrd1165521
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/rep-kennedy-the-current-relief-plan-is-completely-divorced-from-reality-81059909629
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/arne-duncan-on-trump-s-missteps-the-consequences-are-beyond-devastating-81057861902
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nbc-news-reporter-berated-by-trump-at-coronavirus-briefing-you-re-a-terrible-reporter-81024581674
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-cuomo-announces-there-are-over-10-000-cases-of-coronavirus-in-new-york-81060421858
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/delaware-gov-carney-absolutely-considering-stay-at-home-order-81061957572


Washington Post Editorial Board Issues Sharp Rebuke Of Trump’s 
Response

DRUDGEREPORT
CUOMO: 80% WILL GET VIRUS; NINE MONTH CRISIS https://www.the-
sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-
weeks/ 
BILLION CONFINED TO HOMES
POPE CALLS FOR PRAYER
FED READY WITH $4 TRILLION
WEINSTEIN TESTS POSITIVE IN PRISON 

Sen. Rand Paul Tests Positive... 
Merkel in quarantine... 
Man falls to death from NYC apartment during isolation... 
Doctor in Italy: We no longer help those over 60... 
Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... 
Clinic worker found dead in her kitchen while waiting for delayed test 
results... 
Hawaii to quarantine all arrivals... 
DC Closes Streets... 
Jails Release Prisoners, Fearing Outbreak...
INSIDE MILITARY TOP SECRET PLANS IF OUTBREAK CRIPPLES NATION...

DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without 
trial... 
Virus killing more than person an hour in NYC...
Could peak in 30 days...
JAVITS CENTER To Become Massive Hospital...
Symptoms often linger before worsening...
Top health official says EVERYONE will get infected...
'Who lives and who dies': Crisis to test medical ethics... 
Third of cases may be 'silent carriers'...
LA gives up on containing...
'Terrified' Package Delivery Employees Going to Work Sick...
Asia now looks safer than USA?
UPDATE: Best-Case Outcome, and Worst...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/20/the-best-case-outcome-for-the-coronavirus-and-the-worst/
https://news.yahoo.com/mess-america-why-asia-now-231402220.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/21/terrified-package-delivery-employees-are-going-to-work-sick/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-20/coronavirus-county-doctors-containment-testing
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3076323/third-coronavirus-cases-may-be-silent-carriers-classified
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/03/22/coronavirus-crisis-medical-ethics-guide-decisions-doctors-cant-help-all/2882738001/
https://www.nj.com/coronavirus/2020/03/im-going-to-get-it-we-all-are-njs-top-health-official-says-as-she-leads-the-states-coronavirus-war.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/slow-burn-coronavirus-symptoms-often-linger-worsening-n1164756
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/03/21/coronavirus-update-nycs-javits-center-to-become-massive-field-hospital/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/top-york-surgeon-warns-coronavirus-015200406.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/20/coronavirus-killing-more-than-a-person-an-hour-in-nyc/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/21/doj-coronavirus-emergency-powers-140023
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jails-release-prisoners-fearing-coronavirus-outbreak-11584885600
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-d-c-closes-streets-to-prevent-coronavirus-transmission-11584850717
https://apnews.com/9a9267e5e23aa5cd66b1d407e13550e1
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572255/39-year-old-new-orleans-woman-dies-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/572160/trump-coronavirus-hurting-hotels-hundreds-fired-mar-a-lago-closed/
https://www.jpost.com/International/Israeli-doctor-in-Italy-We-no-longer-help-those-over-60-621856
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/man-falls-death-16th-floor-21735275
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/22/chancellor-angela-merkel-in-quarantine-after-contact-with-doctor-who-tested-positive-for-coronavirus.html
https://www.axios.com/rand-paul-coronavirus-847b3df1-92bc-4ee6-833b-952d16f3ee3f.html
https://deadline.com/2020/03/coronavirus-harvey-weinstein-positive-test-prision-1202889800/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-fed-will-make-up-to-4-trillion-in-loans-to-businesses-to-rescue-economy-mnuchin-says-2020-03-22
https://apnews.com/86ca5e1f6032314115176190c380818d
https://news.yahoo.com/nearly-one-billion-people-confined-homes-globally-curb-134625492.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-mnuchin-warns-12-weeks/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/574277/new-york-cuomo-slams-groups-crisis-could-last-nine-months/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/washington-post-editorial-board-trump-coronavirus_n_5e75b08bc5b6f5b7c544b2e3
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Dow futures plunge the 5% limit as coronavirus slams market, Fed official
warns unemployment could hit 30% 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-
889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html 

On top of that, a U.S. central bank official estimated that the 
unemployment rate could surge from just over 3% to 30% at its peak as 
businesses shutter in an effort to clamp down on the spread of the deadly
illness. Futures for the Dow Jones Industrial Average (YMM20) were down
954 points, or 5.01%, pegged at 19,173.98; those for the S&P 500 index 
(ESM20) were off 104.47 points, or 4.34%, at 2,304.92; while Nasdaq-100 
futures (NQM20)  were down 271.06 points, or 3,79%, at 6,879.52. All 
three index futures hit their 5% daily limit at the open of trade, which 
began at 6 p.m. Eastern.

• Stock market news live: Stock futures drop, hit limit down  
Yahoo Finance

• U.S. Stock Futures Hit Limit Down; Treasuries Rise: Markets Wrap  
Bloomberg

DON’T BUY THE DIP, THIS BEAR MARKET HAS LEGS

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dollar-dips-early-trading-kiwi-204656151.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dollar-dips-early-trading-kiwi-204656151.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-march-23-221605039.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-march-23-221605039.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/979d85ab-1e5e-3883-9fac-889021c5444b/dow-futures-plunge-the-5-.html


STORY HIGHLIGHTS

• This market crash is a record breaker. We’ve never seen stocks fall this 
fast in modern history. 

• And stocks likely have further to fall. 

• Matt Badiali tells you why it is too early to start buying the dip. 

By Matt Badiali, Editor, Real Wealth Strategist

Dear Al,

Don’t buy the dip.

I know this is a tough time for everyone. But there’s something you need 
to see to put this in perspective.

This year the S&P 500 Index fell 31% in 22 trading days. That’s a record.

But it hasn’t fallen as far as any of the last three major crashes in 1987, 
2000 or 2008. You can see what I mean from the chart below:

[chart]

(Source: Bloomberg)

"Buy, Mortimer, Buy, Buy, Buy!!! 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/buy-mortimer-buy-buy-buy/

David Stockman | March 23, 2020 



It is a characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate things.

– Henry David Thoreau, Walden (1854)

...

After holding its third emergency meeting since this “crisis” began, the 

Federal Reserve announced a policy to rescue financial markets that 

amounts to “unlimited quantitative easing”…

And the Dow Jones Industrial Average is down more than 800 points two 

hours into the trading day.

As I noted on Friday, the Fed’s response here “is nothing more than the 

monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure… It’s more likely to kill the 

patient than it is to help them recover.”

Equities markets seem to be reflecting this sentiment.

All the more maddening is the fact that Jerome Powell seems set to 

follow cues issued by the set of monetary Boobsie Twins who happen to 



be his direct predecessors, Benjamin Bernanke and Janet Yellen.

Major architects of the disaster now underway, they wrote in the 

Financial Times last week asking that the Fed be granted expanded 

powers to buy corporate debt and who knows what else:

The Fed could ask Congress for the authority to buy limited amounts of 

investment-grade corporate debt. Most central banks already have this 

power, and the European Central Bank and the Bank of England regularly 

use it. The Fed’s intervention could help restart that part of the corporate

debt market, which is under significant stress. Such a programme would 

have to be carefully calibrated to minimise the credit risk taken by the 

Fed while still providing needed liquidity to an essential market.

The bold is mine, and it’s to highlight a risible lie. There is absolutely 

nothing wrong with the corporate debt market that even a modicum of 

honest interest rates could not handle.

That’s evident from the price chart of the largest corporate-bond-focused 

exchange-traded fund (ETF), shown below…

[Chart]



It’s trading no lower than in previous “risk-off” periods, including 

November-December 2018, January 2016, late 2013, and during the U.S. 

debt ceiling crisis of August 2011.

Yes, it’s plunged from the absurd levels reached during the stock markets

blow-off top a few weeks ago.

So what?

At the February extreme, the implied yield on corporate debt was hardly 

2.6%. And even after the price plunge of recent days, the implied yield is 

just 3.7%

What in the world are the Boobsie Twins talking about? Do they really 

think we’re stupid enough to believe that a 3.7% investment-grade yield is

an end-of-the-world crisis that requires the Fed to put its Big Fat Thumb 

on this sector of the rates market, too, after it’s already reduced 

sovereign debt to yield-free status?

Indeed, when you look at the real corporate debt yield after inflation, it’s 

downright miniscule at 1.35%. So, these Keynesian morons want the Fed 

to buy massive amounts of investment-grade corporate debt with fiat 

credits snatched from thin air because they think, apparently, that the 



U.S. economy will collapse at a real yield to just 1.35% after the current 

running level of inflation…

What we have here is a far more insidious reality.

Namely, the reaction function of monetary central planners past and 

present has degenerated into an Atlas Syndrome.

They think they have the entire $85 trillion world economy on their 

shoulders. And, any time there’s an abrupt re-pricing of the hideous 

bubbles they’ve inflated, they propose to throw sanity to the wind, lest 

the whole financial and economic system splatter against the wall…

It won’t, of course, because re-pricing of financial assets back to quasi-

sane levels is, actually, what is desperately needed right now. That’s the 

only thing that will stop the violent boom-and-bust cycles that have been 

gaining momentum under their tutelage for three decades now.

If the Federal Reserve and its fellow travelers fear a 3.7% investment-

grade bond yield, what they’re against is the price mechanism itself.

That’s the heart of the matter: All the emergency facilities and proposals 



for new legislative authority emanating from our monetary central 

planners and their acolytes and shills are designed to eviscerate and 

override honest price discovery.

The very absurdity and danger of that idea, however, is dramatized in 

spades by the juxtaposition of what happened around the run-up to 

publication time. Presumably, the Boobsie Twins were emailing their 

draft FT op-ed back and forth during market daylight hours.

Alas, the corporate bond market was so badly “broken” as they penned 

up their SOS proposal that, well, the largest amount of corporate debt 

deals of the year was brought to market!

That’s right. About $28 billion of new deals were priced the day it 

appeared, of which $10 billion was for duration of more than 20 years.

Duh. If that’s “broken,” I truly do not understand what financial planet 

these central bankers inhabit.

On the other hand, we know full well where drastic and sustained 

repression of bond yields have already led…



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT

FAUCI AND TRUMP CLASH

USA: 100+ DEATHS IN DAY 

https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-

S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php 

FED PUMPS ALL

COPS USE DRONES FOR LOCKDOWN 

'There's a lot we don't know': Researchers look at how coronavirus turns 

body against itself and kills... 

Doctors, Nurses 'Truly Scared To Come To Work' For First Time Ever... 

Surgeon: Writing Will Top Priority… 

Fauci's strikingly honest review of Trump response... 

'I Can't Jump In Front of the Microphone and Push Him Down'... 

Far more people in USA have coronavirus than think... 

https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.mediaite.com/news/dr-fauci-vents-on-trumps-false-coronavirus-statements-i-cant-jump-in-front-of-the-microphone-and-push-him-down/
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/03/i-m-going-keep-pushing-anthony-fauci-tries-make-white-house-listen-facts-pandemic
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-doctors-nurses-medical-supply-shortages/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-doctors-nurses-medical-supply-shortages/
https://www.theeagle.com/news/national/there-s-a-lot-we-don-t-know-uw-researchers/article_4791b57c-6058-5913-85e6-4fbb72d00156.html
https://www.theeagle.com/news/national/there-s-a-lot-we-don-t-know-uw-researchers/article_4791b57c-6058-5913-85e6-4fbb72d00156.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/california-police-to-use-chinese-made-patrol-drones-with-night-vision-cameras-during-coronavirus-lockdown
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/23/fed-announces-a-slew-of-new-programs-to-help-markets-including-open-ended-asset-purchases.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Far-more-people-in-the-U-S-have-the-coronavirus-15150191.php
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/23/coronavirus-latest-news/#link-67QUPA4HCBHXRO2343LOY5MCIU
https://www.thehour.com/opinion/article/I-know-but-what-do-you-want-me-to-do-Fauci-s-15150393.php


DC trying to keep crowds from cherry blossoms...

PHOTOS: Public places abandoned...

Madonna calls virus great equalizer in bathtub video...

LAWSON: Please can our politicians stop calling this a war. It's 

nothing like it... 

National Guard arrives at JAVITS to build first of 4 emergency 
hospitals... 

Strip club forced to close, so dancers now do delivery...

Explosion of Coronavirus-Themed Porn... 

RATION RAGE: Couple Throws Fit At Supermarket Over Not Being Able To Buy 
552 Cans Of Soda... 

Felony charge for woman who coughed in paramedic's face... 

Women face childbirth alone... 

Worst of Global Selloff Isn't 
Here Yet...

Pace of declines surpass 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/23/this-was-the-fastest-30percent-stock-market-decline-ever.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-worst-of-the-global-selloff-isnt-here-yet-banks-and-investors-warn-11584877018
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-worst-of-the-global-selloff-isnt-here-yet-banks-and-investors-warn-11584877018
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Family/imagined-women-face-childbirth-partners-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/story?id=69712411
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/crime/coronavirus-cougher-971235
https://popculture.com/trending/2020/03/23/coronavirus-mountain-dew-kroger-couple-552-cans/
https://popculture.com/trending/2020/03/23/coronavirus-mountain-dew-kroger-couple-552-cans/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-explosion-of-coronavirus-themed-porn-they-lighten-the-tension
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/03/portland-strip-club-forced-to-close-so-dancers-now-do-delivery.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8144037/National-Guard-arrives-Javits-Center-Manhattan-build-FOUR-emergency-hospitals.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8144037/National-Guard-arrives-Javits-Center-Manhattan-build-FOUR-emergency-hospitals.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-8141097/DOMINIC-LAWSON-politicians-stop-calling-war-like-it.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-8141097/DOMINIC-LAWSON-politicians-stop-calling-war-like-it.html
https://pagesix.com/2020/03/22/madonna-calls-coronavirus-the-great-equalizer-in-bizarre-bathtub-video
https://apnews.com/af7b4e94c6c0b86f6d35f4c79be99cf8
https://apnews.com/5720c07cc92db122d5f2e147c02b1063


Great Depression... 

Biden Slams Trump 'Failure'...
Dem Convention Planners Look at Contingency Options...
Cruz calls on President to address medical supply shortages...
Hospitals trying to figure out how to ration ventilators...
Florida Spring Breakers Begin Testing Positive...
New York coronavirus cases surge 38% overnight to 20,875...
Faces Challenges as U.S. Epicenter...
Louisiana Gov says his state has fastest growing cases in world...
Klobuchar husband hospitalized...
Trump weighs easing stay-at-home advice to curb economic rout...
Tensions growing in White House... 
Jobless Rate May Soar to 30%... 
BARRACK: Commercial Mortgages on Brink of Collapse...
Bond Sales Flood Market Amid Pleas for Help...
Washington to pick which companies survive...
Virus reveals financial irresponsibility of Americans...
DEMS BLOCK RESCUE FOR SECOND DAY...
Police Tread Lightly as Pandemic Spreads...
'I am constitutional lawyer. I see govt using Covid-19 to take away 
rights'...
Loss of Smell Highlights Unusual Marker...
Testing Finally Available In LA, But Only To High-Risk Groups...
I'm 26. It Sent Me to Hospital...
Surgeon General: This week it's going to get bad...
Asia steps up efforts as second wave of infections strikes...
Wuhan Still Finding Symptom-Free Cases...
WHO warns: 'Accelerating'...
SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 23rd, 2020

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/coronavirus-live-updates-pandemic-is-accelerating-who-warns/ar-BB11z4C6
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-23/wuhan-still-finding-symptom-free-virus-cases-caixin-reports
https://news.yahoo.com/asia-steps-virus-efforts-second-wave-infections-strikes-065250439.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/surgeon-general-has-coronavirus-warning-week-it-s-going-get-n1166421
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/23/im-26-coronavirus-sent-me-to-the-hospital/
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/03/23/coronavirus-testing-finally-available-to-city-of-la/
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/lost-sense-of-smell-may-be-peculiar-clue-to-coronavirus-infection/articleshow/74767666.cms
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/483758-coronavirus-constitutional-rights-government/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/483758-coronavirus-constitutional-rights-government/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/police-tread-lightly-as-pandemic-spreads/ar-BB11yiwv
https://www.axios.com/congress-phase-3-stimulus-negotiations-fail-ab006a3c-fe77-4a3a-9a39-79cf9709c622.html
https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/488906-coronavirus-reveals-financial-irresponsibility-of-americans
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/03/22/bailout-coronavirus-congress-crisis-142961
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/mortgage-bond-sales-flood-market-020717934.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/real-estate-billionaire-barrack-says-230309693.html
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https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/tensions-brewing-inside-white-house-over-economic-consequences-coronavirus-response-n1166671
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-says-coronavirus-cure-cannot-be-worse-than-the-problem-itself/ar-BB11zYyS
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https://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-figure-ration-ventilators/story?id=69748177
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/article/Sen-Cruz-calls-on-Trump-to-address-medical-15151571.php
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/us/politics/democratic-convention-milwaukee-coronavirus.html
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https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/23/this-was-the-fastest-30percent-stock-market-decline-ever.html


Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

It was another crazy day of trading:

Last night futures went limit down AGAIN (down 5.0% overnight) after 
Democrats and Republicans failed to agree on a stimulus bill.

After the E-Mini S&P experienced a 9% swing (down 5% to up almost 4%) 
in pre-market trading, the major indices slide into the open.

With traders looking at Washington to pass a stimulus deal, trading was 
choppy. But after lawmakers failed to pass a stimulus deal for the 2nd 
day straight, stocks dropped again 3%.

Boeing (BA) was a big winner today, up 11.2% after Goldman Sachs said 
Boeing is a buy.

There’s still an overwhelming amount of uncertainty in the markets.But 
one thing that is for certain…the economy in the 2nd quarter is screwed 
because of COVID-19. Goldman Sachs economists expect the economy to
contract by 24%. And a 

“EL-ERIAN SAYS OUR ECONOMIC SITUATION HAS REACHED 'CRITICAL 
MASS' https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-
170335746.html 

Jayson Derrick
BenzingaMarch 23, 2020

http://www.benzinga.com/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-170335746.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/el-erian-says-economic-situation-170335746.html


Economic disruptions to help curtail the spread of the coronavirus 
started off small, but have now reached "critical mass" in the U.S. and 
across the world, Allianz Chief Economic Advisor Mohamed El-Erian said 
on "Bloomberg The Open."

Benzinga is covering every angle of how the coronavirus affects the 
financial world. For daily updates, sign up for our coronavirus newsletter.

What Happened

The point of "critical mass" was reached over the weekend and the entire
economy is close to a full-stop, he said. While this may be necessary as 
health concerns trump economic concerns, the fact is there will be a lot 
of financial and economic damage.

"Very few people understand the economics of sudden stops," he said. 
"Even fewer understand the economics of fear and we are just starting to
understand the economics of circuit breakers."

It remains unclear how long the health-related measures will be in place 
and this is not "an economic issue." As such, no one knows for sure the 
full extent of the damage and many people are guilty of holding an over-
optimistic outlook by applying "old mindsets" and "old models."

What's Next

El-Erian said a coming global recession is a "done deal" as unemployment
levels will rise while supply disruptions will remain. The major question 
yet to be answered is how far will the financial deleveraging go.

"I hope that my predictions is wrong but I fear that we are still 
underestimating the depths of this recession that is going to hit this 
economy and what it is going to do for financial relationships," he said.” “

https://benzinga.us7.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=360cb137f817ffe23656afe49&id=e57f24ad9b&utm_campaign=partner_feed&utm_source=yahooFinance&utm_medium=partner_feed&utm_content=site
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qMjytwFy-g&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qMjytwFy-g&feature=emb_title
http://www.benzinga.com/topic/coronavirus?utm_campaign=partner_feed&utm_source=yahooFinance&utm_medium=partner_feed&utm_content=site


Morgan Stanley economist is calling for a 30% contraction.Ouch!!! https://
www.bloomberg.com/amp/news/articles/2020-03-22/morgan-stanley-sees-
u-s-economy-plunging-30-in-second-quarter?
fbclid=IwAR3tKczvmdYOseIRgEqkJbosXpKSCmwdyjBNZxs5BM9uqcmHnI
dD5w4KpLM 

YAHOONEWS World Investing.com COVID 19: 
Chinese     Optimism     Despite     Sudden     Spike in     Numbers     Over the     Weekend   
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/covid-19-chinese-optimism-despite-
235133677.html By Gina Lee

DRUDGEREPORT
Buddy, can you spare dime? Echoes of '30s in viral crisis? 
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71 

Economists See Worst-Ever Quarterly Contraction... 

Mortgage Firms Brace for Wave of Missed Payments... 

Welfare, socialism for wall street … Insurmountable debt load for defacto 
bankrupt america! 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 

MSNBC
Trump Claims U.S. Will See More Death By Keeping Economy *Shut* Than
By Virus [ Well, there you go … if trump says it, it must be so …..NOT! … 
That’s a big NOT! ]

"WHEN WILL THEY SOCIALIZE THE GAINS?

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-claims-more-death-with-economy-shutdown-than-coronavirus_n_5e7950cfc5b63c3b6495df4c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-claims-more-death-with-economy-shutdown-than-coronavirus_n_5e7950cfc5b63c3b6495df4c
https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mortgage-firms-brace-for-wave-of-missed-payments-as-coronavirus-slams-homeowners-11585017857
https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/economists-see-u-s-facing-worst-ever-quarterly-contraction
https://apnews.com/28e409d4f392c0dbe0aaba4aeb304b71
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David Stockman | March 24, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/

This is a spendthrift economy; though nothing is lost, all is spent.

–Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek (1974)

...

Now that a modest supply-side shock has descended on this house of 
cards, the malefactors of Wall Street and Corporate America have 
desperately pulled out the Lehman Brothers playbook and are fixing to 
launch the most malodorous crony-capitalist heist ever.

They’re talking about Bailouts for Everybody – airlines, shale producers, 
Boeing, the banks, hotels, restaurants, cruise lines, casinos, small 
business, medium business, every business, and some or all households 
of America in the form of helicopter money from Imperial Washington.

With respect to “QE for the people” – the $1,000/$1,500/$2,000 per 
American cash giveaway – don’t believe for a moment that this represents
an eruption of misguided, bleeding heart-humanitarianism along the 
Potomac.

Well, that may be the case among the left-wing dopes and do-gooders like
AOC, Bernie, and their acolytes.

But the real force making this prospect even thinkable is the malevolent 
machinations of the Trump reelection brigade, “political action 
committees” founded and formed on K Street for K Street, and, of course,



the usual Wall Street suspects and speculators.

Self-evidently, the of Brobdingnagian Ego who inhabits the Oval Office is 
untroubled by conservative principles. He’s oblivious to the difference 
between the U.S. Treasury and his own reelection committees.

And business PACs, by definition, exist to extract from the state by 
beltway influence-peddling that which they can’t obtain on the free 
market.

By far the most insidious force is Wall Street’s desperate need to keep 
American consumers swiping their credit cards.

It is the job of American households to spend, spend, spend – come hell, 
high water, or pandemic – in order to sustain the appearance of “growth” 
and to justify stock prices that until a few days ago were suspended from
skyhooks on the presumption that nothing would ever go wrong, and that 
the central banks would not let it happen in any event.

So, you had a burrito joint like Chipotle Mexican Grill (CMG) priced for 
perfection at 74 times current earnings and 66 times free cash flow. And 
that was for a “fast-casual” restaurant chain that’s had two brushes with 
its own in-house health disasters over the last decade. CMG consequently
posted just $350 million in net income for 2019, a figure just 6.9% higher 
than the $327 million it posted back in 2014.

That’s right. On February 19, CMG had an insane valuation of 74 times 
earnings that have grown at exactly 1.00% per year during the last half 
decade, causing its market cap to tip the scales at $25.8 billion.

Alas, in barely three weeks, CMG’s market cap has plunged by $11 billion,



or 42%. But it still trades at a ludicrous 41 times last year’s net income.

Is it any wonder, therefore, that the Wall Street gamblers are bleeding 
crocodile tears for the proletariat?

They want them noses back in their burrito bowls, and they don’t mind 
who pays the tab.

[Chart]

Of course, on the news that the White House and Congress will soon 
have a deal for a multi-hundred-billion-dollar free money dump on every 
American household, markets soared in very short order.

And that tells you all you need to know.

There is virtually nothing left of honest capitalism in America. And what 
passed for a constitutional democracy awhile back has been reduced to 
rank pillage and racketeering.

In this case, the Donald is getting a massive burst of election-year 
walking-around money to pass out on Main Street; Wall Street gets some 
cash injected into the bank accounts of shoppers and the cash flows of 
the high-flying stocks; and a “QE for the people” beard is being painted 
onto the pending mega-bailout bill to obfuscate another massive crony 
capitalist raid on the beleaguered American taxpayer.

Another way to say it is that America is being ruined in real time by the 
cult of the stock market and the reckless, unspeakable greed that’s been



fostered there by decades of monetary central planning.

There are simply no rules left.

The public fisc has become a giant cookie jar to be tapped at will by Wall 
Street and Corporate America in order to keep the stock indices from 
permanently correcting and today’s egregious stock-option windfalls 
flowing to the business elites.

This insane push toward the Mother-of-all-Bailouts will add trillions more 
to the crushing debts that are already weighing on the U.S. economy.

And this new debt explosion comes at a time when America already has 
$75 trillion of public and private debt, which was not only not rectified 
after the 2008 wake-up call but has actually been increased with malice 
aforethought during the years since.

That is, by $22 trillion from the precarious $53 trillion level that prevailed 
back when the Lehman heart attack struck in September 2008.

It also comes at a time when, again, in the hour of crisis, the White 
House is inhabited by a nominal Republican administration that hasn’t a 
single clue about how capitalism works or why during these moments of 
crisis it is more important than ever to maintain a decent regard for the 
principles of free markets, sound money, fiscal rectitude, and state 
forbearance.

God help us all…



To common sense,

David"

DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS BEST DAY SINCE 1933
AIRLINES BEG FOR RESCUE 
NYC OUTLOOK DARKENS
UK CALLS FOR 250,000 VOLUNTEERS 

Third of world under lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others? 
Pink eye could be early symptom... 
Countries Are Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade... 
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested... 
Trump, Cuomo clash over federal response...
Governors reject President's timeline...
NYPD Has Over 200 Coronavirus Cases, Thousands More Out Sick...
30 People In homeless shelters positive...
Inside besieged ERs...
Florida Gov. derides those 'bringing the virus' from hot zone... 
City dwellers fleeing to deserts, mountains...
'Go home rats!' Furious locals in rural towns fight back... 
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Pentagon sees crisis lasting months...
Flood of Unemployment Claims Sparks Delayed Checks...
GOLDMAN: BUY GOLD NOW...
Italy May Set Heavier Fines for Lockdown Violations...
What Happens When All Doctors Infected?
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Falwell invites students back to Liberty campus; He's 'protecting' them...
LA Sheriff orders gun stores to close... 
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government... 
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR? 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-digital-dollars-are-part-of-debate-over-coronavirus-stimulus-11585085518
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://www.foxla.com/news/la-county-sheriff-orders-gun-stores-to-close-adds-1300-deputies-to-patrol
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904376/jerry-falwell-jr-inviting-some-students-back-liberty-university-amid-pandemic-argues-hes-protecting
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-doctors-in-us-keep-getting-sick-what-happens-next/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/italy-may-set-heavier-fines-for-coronavirus-lockdown-violations/ar-BB11D4NI
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/goldman-sachs-says-it-is-time-to-buy-gold-the-currency-of-last-resort-2020-03-24
https://www.wsj.com/articles/surge-in-unemployment-claims-sparks-delayed-checks-amid-coronavirus-crisis-11585059384
https://news.yahoo.com/pentagon-sees-coronavirus-crisis-lasting-several-months-173422675.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484?mod=searchresults&page=3&pos=19
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8146283/Angry-locals-St-Ives-Cornwall-scrawl-messages-beach-second-home-owners-remain-defiant.html
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YAHOONEWS
World Reuters Italian coronavirus deaths jump, dashing hopes that worst 
was over Fatalities in Italy from coronavirus have surged in the last 24 
hours, the Civil Protection Agency said on Tuesday, dashing hopes the 
epidemic in the world's worst hit country was easing after more 
encouraging numbers in the previous two days. Italy has seen more 
fatalities than any other country, with latest figures showing that 6,820 
people have died from the infection in barely a month. The total number 
of confirmed cases hit 69,176 on Tuesday, but with Italy testing only 
people with severe symptoms, the head of the Civil Protection Agency 
said the true number of infected people was probably 10 times higher.

• Coronavirus: US death toll surges past 500  
The Independent

• Eye Opener at 8: U.S. sees biggest one day jump in coronavirus   
death toll https://www.yahoo.com/news/eye-opener-8-u-sees-
122118378.html 
CBS News Videos

CNN
Fauci on Trump: 'I can't jump in front of the microphone and push him 
down'

Health expert: New York's infection 'attack rate' is five times higher than 
the rest of the US

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-24-20-intl-hnk/h_544ea86632f3beb7399e05a754484eaa
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Official: Anyone who was in New York should self-quarantine     
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/coronavirus-new-york-self-
quarantine/index.html     

Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-
patient/index.html 

US coronavirus cases top 50,000

As cases rise, a World Health Organization spokesperson says the US has
potential to overtake Europe as the center of the coronavirus outbreak

Dr. Birx from the White House coronavirus task force issues the 
advice as nationwide cases top 50,000

The President's timeline  : A restless Trump wants to end the   
country's isolation -- and his own

Fauci weighs in:     See what he thinks about Trump's timeline  

Analysis  : 4 reasons why the 'American Resurrection' won't work  

Biden tells Trump:     Stop talking  

Podcast:   Talking to our kids about the coronavirus  

Latest from Congress:   Lawmakers     unlikely to give stimulus deal   
final approval Tuesday

CNN reporter:   'Unimaginable' scenes in central London  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/uk-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-london-lockdown-boris-johnson-npw-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
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US coronavirus cases top 50,000

How coronavirus cases are growing around the United States

New Orleans-area coronavirus cases see alarming spike as governor 
requests major disaster declaration

Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words

Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months 

State Department says it has repatriated 9,000 Americans amid 
pandemic

'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.

Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during 
coronavirus town hall

Illegal border crossings and lawful travel drop amid coronavirus 
pandemic 

US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins

Death of teen in California from virus believed to be first in US of 
someone that age

New Rochelle was a major virus cluster two weeks ago. Here's where it 
stands now.

Stock futures up as investors await coronavirus response stimulus 
package

Opinion: If virus spreads to this group, it could be catastrophic

Terrence McNally, Tony award-winning playwright, dies of coronavirus 
complications

Mayor confronts man violating lockdown

Social distancing means standing 6 feet apart. Here's what that actually 
looks like 

Joe Biden begins media blitz as he tries to break into the coronavirus 
conversation

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/joe-biden-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/joe-biden-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/border-crossings-down-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/border-crossings-down-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/media/fox-news-trump-town-hall/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/media/fox-news-trump-town-hall/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/24/trump-easter-fox-news-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/state-department-repatriation-flights/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/state-department-repatriation-flights/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/nancy-pelosi-trump-talks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/andrew-cuomo-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/us/new-orleans-coronavirus-jefferson-orleans-parish-louisiana/index.html
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Opinion: Thank God for Andrew Cuomo

Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges

Pastor again defies state order not to hold large gatherings

Trump's timeline  : President wants country opened by Easter  

Biden tells Trump:     Stop talking  

Breaking New Orleans-area coronavirus cases see alarming spike as 
governor requests major disaster declaration

Cuomo to FEMA:   You pick the 26k who are going to die  

CNN reporter:   'Unimaginable' scenes in central London  

Podcast:   Talking to our kids about the coronavirus  

Opinion  : If virus spreads to this group, it could be catastrophic  

Cuomo demands federal help in fiery news conference

Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words

Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months 

'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.

Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during 
coronavirus town hall

Trump says he's pulling back from calling novel coronavirus the 'China 
virus'

Analysis: What Dan Patrick misses so badly in his 'let's get back to work' 
pledge

Negotiators signal deal on stimulus close and could pass Congress on 
Tuesday

Analysis: Has Donald Trump had enough of Anthony Fauci?

US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/politics/us-china-coronavirus-disinformation-campaign/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/us-coronavirus-updates-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/opinions/refugees-displaced-people-coronavirus-threat-lemmon/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/uk-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-london-lockdown-boris-johnson-npw-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/24/andrew-cuomo-fema-ventilator-response-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/us/new-orleans-coronavirus-jefferson-orleans-parish-louisiana/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/opinions/thank-god-for-andrew-cuomo-filipovic/index.html


The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects 
what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says

At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died

Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why

MSNBC
'The clock has run out': McConnell, Schumer close to stimulus deal

COVID-19 cases surge past 50,000 in the U.S.

Trump's own medical experts repeatedly have to fact-check him

Rep. Shalala: 'Dangerous and immoral' for Trump to suggest to end 
restrictions by Easter

Vermont issues “stay home, stay safe" order

Malaysian police use drones to urge citizens to stay home

Iowa reports first coronavirus death

Miami mayor, still in quarantine, announces shelter-in-place order for city

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-
ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336 

U.S. coronavirus cases top 18,000 as states push Trump to act

Trump seems eager to end restrictions even as pandemic accelerates 

New York, California issue strict new policies as states step up actions 
to slow spread of coronavirus 

https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/as-new-york-coronavirus-cases-rise-cuomo-orders-entire-non-essential-workforce-home-81020997805
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/as-new-york-coronavirus-cases-rise-cuomo-orders-entire-non-essential-workforce-home-81020997805
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-eager-to-end-social-distancing-as-virus-spreads-faster-81132101988
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/u-s-coronavirus-cases-top-18-000-as-states-push-trump-to-act-81047621855
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336
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https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336/ncrd1168046
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336/ncrd1168051
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336/ncrd1168056
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/rep-shalala-dangerous-and-immoral-on-trump-suggesting-to-end-lockdowns-by-easter-81161797900
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/rep-shalala-dangerous-and-immoral-on-trump-suggesting-to-end-lockdowns-by-easter-81161797900
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/rebuffed-watch-trump-s-own-medical-expert-fact-check-him-at-wh-coronavirus-briefing-81160261828
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/covid-19-cases-surge-past-50-000-in-the-u-s-81157189672
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/rebuffed-watch-trump-s-own-medical-expert-fact-check-him-at-wh-coronavirus-briefing-81160261828
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/02/28/coronavirus-questions-doctor-patel-acfc-sot-vpx.cnn
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Senators under fire for selling stocks before market plunge [ Ooooh! 
Under fire … they must be so worried … What a joke this country is! ]

Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’

Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path

Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to 
critical illness

Over-promising and under-delivering during a crisis is a toxic combination

Two members of Congress test positive for coronavirus

Trump signs aid bill as U.S. coronavirus cases surpass 8,600

Italy records deadliest day of COVID-19 outbreak
Rattner's charts: Historic decline in economic growth is unfolding

Trump signs virus aid package as two House members test positive

MSNBC / rachel maddow showRevising history, Trump makes bizarre 
claim about pandemic foresight

Doctor: WH coronavirus response a ‘colossal failure’

https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/doctor-wh-coronavirus-response-a-colossal-failure-79587909604
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https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/two-members-of-congress-test-positive-for-coronavirus-80948805587
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/over-promising-under-delivering-during-crisis-toxic-combination-n1165041
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/grim-future-for-beleaguered-hospitals-seen-in-lag-time-from-infections-to-critical-illness-80951365737
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https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/top-obama-clinton-economist-u-s-is-in-a-great-worker-recession-80950853535
https://www.msnbc.com/stephanie-ruhle/watch/senators-under-fire-for-selling-stocks-before-market-plunge-81018949724


Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

10 more dead in and around Seattle

VA says 44 patients have tested positive for coronavirus

Chase to close nearly 1,000 branches

Some kids could experience severe coronavirus symptoms, study says

Ford to halt North American production over coronavirus outbreak

Top doctor is calling for a national quarantine

NYC mayor: 'Torrent' of new coronavirus cases coming, military aid may 
be needed

Supreme Court postpones oral arguments over coronavirus pandemic

HUFFPOST
TRUMP MELTDOWN OVER VIRUS QUESTIONS 

GOVS REJECT TRUMP RUSH JOB — WON’T FOLLOW ‘IMAGINARY CLOCK’ 

REPORT: GOP SENATOR DUMPED STOCK WHILE DOWNPLAYING THREAT

NO END IN SIGHT: PANDEMIC PAIN FOR MONTHS AT LEAST 

TOP HEALTH EXPERT: EASING UP NOW COULD KILL MILLIONS 

DRUDGEREPORT
STOCKS BEST DAY SINCE 1933 
https://apnews.com/44594c5f80e50524cd6325c00a2da0bd 
BIGGEST BAILOUT IN HISTORY! 
https://apnews.com/db4a954801ab08b492aedddfcf7132c8 
NYC OUTLOOK DARKENS
UK CALLS FOR 250,000 VOLUNTEERS 

https://news.trust.org/item/20200324171818-o0avb
https://news.trust.org/item/20200324194117-4o3pw
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senator-richard-burr-coronavirus-stock_n_5e73e80dc5b6f5b7c5412d6c
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governors-reject-trump-coronavirus-timeline_n_5e7a9000c5b6d01bd153cfe6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-response-coronavirus-attacks-media_n_5e74f14cc5b63c3b648f9955
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/supreme-court-postpones-oral-arguments-over-coronavirus-pandemic-80708677928
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nyc-mayor-torrent-of-new-coronavirus-cases-coming-military-aid-may-be-needed-80890949830
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/nyc-mayor-torrent-of-new-coronavirus-cases-coming-military-aid-may-be-needed-80890949830
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/top-doctor-is-calling-for-a-national-quarantine-80795717953
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/ford-to-halt-north-american-production-over-coronavirus-outbreak-80923717893
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-global-cases-approach-200-000-lockdown-becomes-new-n1162561/ncrd1163271
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https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/fmr-ebola-czar-u-s-so-far-behind-on-coronavirus-response-79616069607


Third of world under lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others? 
Pink eye could be early symptom... 
Countries Are Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade... 
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested... 
Trump, Cuomo clash over federal response...
Governors reject President's timeline...
NYPD Has Over 200 Coronavirus Cases, Thousands More Out Sick...
30 People In homeless shelters positive...
Inside besieged ERs...
Florida Gov. derides those 'bringing the virus' from hot zone... 
City dwellers fleeing to deserts, mountains...
'Go home rats!' Furious locals in rural towns fight back... 
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Pentagon sees crisis lasting months...
Flood of Unemployment Claims Sparks Delayed Checks...
GOLDMAN: BUY GOLD NOW...
Italy May Set Heavier Fines for Lockdown Violations...
What Happens When All Doctors Infected?
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Falwell invites students back to Liberty campus; He's 'protecting' them...
LA Sheriff orders gun stores to close... 
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government... 
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR? 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-digital-dollars-are-part-of-debate-over-coronavirus-stimulus-11585085518
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://www.foxla.com/news/la-county-sheriff-orders-gun-stores-to-close-adds-1300-deputies-to-patrol
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904376/jerry-falwell-jr-inviting-some-students-back-liberty-university-amid-pandemic-argues-hes-protecting
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-doctors-in-us-keep-getting-sick-what-happens-next/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/italy-may-set-heavier-fines-for-coronavirus-lockdown-violations/ar-BB11D4NI
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/goldman-sachs-says-it-is-time-to-buy-gold-the-currency-of-last-resort-2020-03-24
https://www.wsj.com/articles/surge-in-unemployment-claims-sparks-delayed-checks-amid-coronavirus-crisis-11585059384
https://news.yahoo.com/pentagon-sees-coronavirus-crisis-lasting-several-months-173422675.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484?mod=searchresults&page=3&pos=19
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8146283/Angry-locals-St-Ives-Cornwall-scrawl-messages-beach-second-home-owners-remain-defiant.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/hoping-to-escape-coronavirus-city-dwellers-are-fleeing-to-californias-deserts-and-mountains/ar-BB11zHSz
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Gov-DeSantis-derides-those-bringing-the-virus-15154853.php
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https://nypost.com/2020/03/24/coronavirus-in-ny-30-people-in-homeless-shelters-test-positive/
https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/de-blasio-says-nyc-doesnt-have-enough-equipment-for-2-weeks
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https://news.trust.org/item/20200324190108-cbc7g
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/todaysdebate/2020/03/24/rand-paul-why-no-quarantine-after-getting-tested-editorials-debates/2912183001/
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https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241463776.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8149149/Expert-describes-one-coronavirus-patient-infect-59-000-others.html
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CNN
Historic $2-trillion stimulus deal reached Breaking News 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 

The White House and Senate leaders struck a major deal early 
Wednesday morning to jolt the economy struggling from the coronavirus 
pandemic

live updates At least 163 people were reported dead in the US Tuesday, 
bringing the death toll past 700

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-25-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-25-20-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.usdebtclock.org/?fbclid=IwAR3L8P33Xv5uSsy-mOYGktxqeO3YbFG6Pqta3Y57TOtSy_vuWvHkLw1f2W8
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html


CNN 

'All hell broke loose': US patients start to overwhelm hospitals 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/
index.html 

Health experts warn the US could 'become Italy,' where hospitals filled 
with Covid-19 patients have been forced to ration care and choose who 
gets a ventilato

live updates NYC is the epicenter of the US outbreak

Overview:   What $2 trillion stimulus bill will cover  

Just the start:     US deaths could peak in 3 weeks, expert says  

Analysis  : Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now  

Watch:     NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic  

Panic shopping:     Egg prices are skyrocketing  

Podcast:     Searching for coronavirus treatments  

Opinion  : Why is Covid-19 death rate so low in Germany?  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/opinions/germany-low-death-rate-for-coronavirus-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/egg-prices-supermarkets-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/25/craig-spencer-ny-hospital-trump-magical-thinking-sot-ac-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/donald-trump-gallup-approval-polling/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-death-peak-three-weeks-epidemiologist/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/stimulus-bill-individuals-businesses-overview-chatterley-lklv-newday-vpx.cnn
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Trump speaks at coronavirus task force briefing

Senate stimulus shows lengths government is going to preserve supply 
chain

It's not too late for US to reverse course, WHO says

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

What the stimulus deal means for you

New York Gov. Cuomo says social distancing efforts are working to slow 
coronavirus

NBA star says his mother is in a coma

Dow soars as investors take in $2 trillion stimulus deal

AOC warns she may force House members to return for stimulus vote, 
potentially delaying final passage

Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges

National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for 
over 10 years

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-national-cathedral-donates-masks-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-national-cathedral-donates-masks-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/24/men-higher-gender-mortality-rate-coronavirus-foster-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-coronavirus-package-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-coronavirus-package-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-032520/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/25/karl-anthony-towns-mother-in-coma-orig-vstop-bdk.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/us/new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-deal-stimulus-checks-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/trump-mitt-romney-tweet-coronavirus-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-state-actions-wednesday/index.html
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We're reading the massive stimulus bill. Here are the highlights

'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis

Here's why the coronavirus may be killing more men than women. US 
should take note

Court upholds Jodi Arias' murder conviction and life sentence

What constitutes 'essential businesses'? States seem to have varying 
standards

Video shows Mexican president in a crowd of children

Biden says Democrats have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits 
to April showdown

Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday

Trump wants US reopened by Easter. That could send the economy into 
depression

Young adults held a party to defy orders to socially distance. One has the
virus

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/kentucky-coronavirus-party-infection/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/24/health/kentucky-coronavirus-party-infection/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/economy-recession-coronavirus-trump-easter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/business/economy-recession-coronavirus-trump-easter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/25/west-london-sunbathers-police-no-holiday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/joe-biden-democrats-had-enough-debates/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html


HUFFPOST
SENATE SHOCK: TRILLIONS IN CORRUPT CORPORATE HANDOUTS 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/senate-democrats-donald-trump-
coronavirus-bill_n_5e7b77a6c5b62a1870d62d83 

MSNBC
Several GOP senators threatening to delay coronavirus aid package over 
unemployment payments   Alex Brandon / AP   https://www.msnbc.com/ali-
velshi/watch/republican-senators-may-delay-coronavirus-relief-bill-over-
drafting-error-81198661800 

Watch MSNBC live: White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Trump declares disasters for states including New York, California and 
Texas

Photo: Long line for testing in New York

Rep. Katie Porter self-quarantines with fever, awaiting coronavirus test 
results

Watch live: New Orleans mayor gives coronavirus updates

Sen. Schumer breaks down massive coronavirus aid package

Joe explains why Trump's Easter timeline won't happen

Trump mocks Mitt Romney on Twitter

How Democratic leaders ensured Trump's businesses can't benefit from 
aid package 

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/schumer-makes-sure-trump-s-business-can-t-benefit-rescue-n1168471
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https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/sen-schumer-breaks-down-massive-coronavirus-aid-package-81180741537
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/coronavirus-updates-senate-passes-2-trillion-stimulus-plan-u-s-n1168156/ncrd1169036
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DRUDGEREPORT
BIGGEST BAILOUT IN HISTORY!
TREASURY NEGATIVE INTEREST 
NYC COULD CLOSE STREETS
MORGUES NEAR CAPACITY 

https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/25/dhs-briefing-nyc-morgues-near-
capacity-148259 

First US child to die from virus diagnosed after death, 'didn't meet test 
criteria'...
Pentagon tests 'scarce' despite assurances; Sick troops told to self-
isolate...
Bailout prevents Trump and family from personally benefiting...
Lawmakers to vote on 4th, 5th spending bill to fix 'mistakes'... 
WHAT'S IN THERE? Full text of stimulus hasn't been released -- but vote 
expected today...
Bernie threatens to hold up...
Third of world on lockdown...
One patient could infect up to 59,000 others?
Pink eye could be early symptom...
Countries Starting to Hoard Food, Threatening Global Trade...
How World's Richest Country Ran Out of 75-Cent Face Mask...
Rand Paul: Why I didn't quarantine after getting tested...
Those who intentionally spread could be charged as terrorists!
How govt can track social media posts to enforce quarantines...
Americans rush to make online wills...
Virus spreads to TEN AMAZON warehouses...
TRADER JOE'S closes stores after workers test positive...
Supermarkets instal protective barriers between staff, customers...
Reusable shopping bags banned in Mass...
FRITO-LAY Factory Shut Down After Multiple Employees Show 
Symptoms... 
Half of NYC cases found in adults under 45...
As Panic Spreads, Living Underground Doesn't Seem So Strange...
Fired Americans Send Unemployment Websites Crashing Down...
Billionaires want people back to work, but employees not so sure...
On road through pandemic, truckers fear for lives...
Postal Service Bankrupt By Summer...
Will California look like Italy soon?

https://news.yahoo.com/californias-coronavirus-crisis-look-italys-140024299.html
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241470831.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200325092335-y5hof
https://www.straitstimes.com/world/united-states/coronavirus-billionaires-want-people-back-to-work-but-their-employees-arent-so
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fired-americans-send-unemployment-websites-105208498.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-coronavirus-spreads-underground-bunkers-dont-seem-so-excessive-now-11585073484
https://theweek.com/speedreads/904645/nearly-half-new-york-citys-coronavirus-cases-found-adults-under-45
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/24/modesto-frito-lay-factory-covid-19-symptoms/
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2020/03/24/modesto-frito-lay-factory-covid-19-symptoms/
https://www.wcvb.com/article/gov-baker-grocery-store-pharmacy-public-health-order-bans-reusable-bags-march-25-2020/31931763
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/protective-barriers-being-installed-at-supermarket-registers
https://nypost.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-in-ny-trader-joes-closes-2-stores-after-workers-test-positive/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/590381/amazon-cleaning-exposed-employees-coronavirus-warehouses/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/coronavirus-pandemic-triggers-rush-by-americans-to-make-online-wills.html
https://www.cnet.com/news/governments-could-track-covid-19-lockdowns-through-social-media-posts/
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/24/coronavirus-terrorism-justice-department-147821
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/todaysdebate/2020/03/24/rand-paul-why-no-quarantine-after-getting-tested-editorials-debates/2912183001/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/how-the-worlds-richest-country-ran-out-of-a-75-cent-face-mask/ar-BB11GgLi
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https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/25/negative-rates-come-to-the-us-1-month-and-3-month-treasury-bill-yields-are-now-negative.html
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GARCETTI: Water, power will be shut off for businesses that don't close...
GUSH: Fed Taps BLACKROCK to Purchase Bonds for Government...
NEWSOM: 4 of largest banks to suspend mortgage payments...
DAWN OF DIGITAL DOLLAR?
SICK MAP... 

Americans Stranded Abroad Fume Over the Long Wait to Come Home... 
'We are collapsing': Virus pummels medics in Spain and Italy... 
Body count leaps... 
Iran Imprisoning Corona Whistleblowers... 
Netanyahu predicts 10,000 Israelis will die... 
Life under lockdown ups precarity for France's prostitutes... 
Sick nurse kills self over fear of infecting others... 
Advice from Mexico's president: 'Live life as usual'... 
Gangs call curfews in Rio favelas...
Bali's 'Day of Silence' even quieter than usual... 

"THEIR “PLAN” IS TO RESCUE THE 1%

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/ 

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/when-they-socialize-gains/ 

David Stockman | March 25, 2020

It is a popular delusion that the government wastes vast amounts of 
money through inefficiency and sloth. Enormous effort and elaborate 
planning are required to waste this much money.

–P.J. O’Rourke, Parliament of Whores: A Lone Humorist Attempts to 
Explain the Entire U.S. Government (1991)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/when-they-socialize-gains/
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https://news.yahoo.com/balis-day-silence-hit-virus-fears-050654815.html
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/25/coronavirus-advice-from-mexicos-president-live-life-as-usual
https://nypost.com/2020/03/25/italian-nurse-with-coronavirus-kills-herself-amid-fears-of-infecting-others/
https://news.yahoo.com/life-under-lockdown-ups-precarity-frances-prostitutes-105514794.html
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/1656-Israeli-infected-with-coronavirus-Health-Ministry-622101
https://freebeacon.com/national-security/iran-lying-about-coronavirus-statistics-state-department-says/
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/spain-reports-deadliest-day-of-outbreak-as-virus-crisis-deepens/article_03dc9cb8-17cc-594d-9c31-78dd56be2bf5.html
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-stranded-abroad-fume-over-the-long-wait-to-come-home-11585091082
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.infowars.com/cashless-society-democrats-propose-digital-dollar-run-by-the-fed/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/25/gavin-newsom-4-banks-suspend-mortgage-payments/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-taps-blackrock-to-purchase-bonds-for-the-government-11585085843
https://ktla.com/news/coronavirus/mayor-garcetti-expected-to-hold-daily-briefing-on-l-a-s-covid-19-response/


...

Well, it’s done… it’s done, and there’s not much we can do about it now.

According to my old colleague Larry Kudlow, it’s a $6 trillion “stimulus,” 
counting this fiscal mess from Capitol Hill and the White House on top of 
the already-much-discussed monetary largesse from the Eccles Building.

I’ll start today where I ended yesterday: God help us all.

Imperial Washington has well and truly lost what little collective mind it 
had left. Its panic-driven assault on sanity has no apparent limits. And 
that means there’ll be hell to pay when it floods an already debt-and-
speculation-enfeebled economy shocked by COVID-19.

Holy moly, let the auction of America’s remaining bit of fiscal solvency 
begin…

Barring any last-minute shenanigans, by the time you’ve read this, the 
United States Senate likely will have opened the auction of America’s 
remaining bit of solvency. That’s the meaning of today’s vote on $2 trillion
of pandemic-inspired giveaways.

Today, though, I’d like to re-focus on Monday’s mind-boggling 
announcement that the Federal Reserve is standing up two massive 
corporate debt-buying facilities. One is for primary issues, the other for 
existing bonds.



The question applicable to both is, why?

Here’s the last 20 years of the AAA-rated corporate bond yield. In present
context, it fairly screams, “Where’s the fire!”

[Chart]

The yield hit a preposterous all-time low of 2.36% on March 6. That 
happened to equal the year-over-year rate for the Consumer Price Index 
ex-food and energy. That means the real cost of new AAA corporate debt 
was, well, nothing…

As of late last week, the yield had spurted to 3.86%. But that’s still well 
below where it’s been for most of the last 20 years.

Yet the crybabies in Corporate America’s C-suites – CEOs and CFOs who 
spent most of this century shit-canning their own balance sheets to fund 
mostly destructive financial engineering – apparently couldn’t 
countenance the prospect of paying 4% to borrow new money.

Indeed, what’s wrong with the 6% or even 8% corporate bond yields, 
which were par for the course before 2008?

To be sure, it doesn’t take a lot of investigation to see why the Fed wants 
to extinguish interest rates.

During the last decade of bubble reflation, as the financial system 
supposedly recovered from the heart attack of September 2008, 
Corporate America actually went on a borrowing spree that 



overwhelmingly funded financial engineering and arbitrage windfalls on 
Wall Street.

To fully grasp the scam implicit in the Fed’s action, consider why this 
chart soared by 60% after the warnings of September 2008…

[Chart]

The increased debt that red line represents was used for massive 
financial engineering ploys led by stock buybacks. So, can CEOs and 
CFOs use this latest gift of ultra-cheap money to pay dividends or buy 
back stock? Why, yes, of course they can…

Meanwhile, business balance sheets are already brittle and freighted 
down with debt-service costs at the very time they’re supposed to have 
cash reserves and resilience to what is likely to be only a short-term 
interruption of business activity.

At this very moment, CEO and CFO heads should be rolling for the 
reckless borrowing binge of the last decade.

And they would be if soaring interest rates were beginning to eat 
earnings alive, which, with $6 trillion of debt on the S&P 500 companies 
alone, would surely happen forthwith.

But that’s not to be. Corporate America will be getting another hall pass 
as the Fed scoops up corporate debt by the hundreds of billions at rock-
bottom yields.



Here’s the thing: This isn’t about investment-grade debt availability or 
“credit flow” to business or a bond market that has stone-cold shut down.

It’s about the carry cost of debt-bloated corporate balance sheets.

Last week, a record $35.6 billion flowed out of corporate debt funds. But 
that simply means, under current circumstances, that most of these 
outflows went into cash.

And they will only come back into the corporate bond pits upon a sharp 
upward reset of yields designed to compensate for the suddenly 
rediscovered reality of risk.

[Chart]

Of course, there’s only one thing wrong with letting price do its job.

If you allow the corporate bond market to clear pursuant to the laws of 
supply and demand, it would result in a heavy hit to earnings, share 
prices, and executive stock-option packages…

In a world awash with speculative capital, the Fed’s moves are about 
profits, not funding availability.

Indeed, that’s the real evil fostered by the monetary central planners who
inhabit the Eccles Building: They are the Typhoid Mary of moral hazard.

And, plain and simple, their new corporate bond-buying program will do 



nothing for Main Street.

It’s just another bailout of the 1%.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - March 25th, 2020

“Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*The DOW finished higher for the 2nd day in a row.

*This is the first time in 7 weeks that the DOW has back-to-back wins.

*Stocks jumped overnight after Republican Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell announced that a deal had been reached at 1:37am ET.

*Then stocks dropped sharply in the last hour of trading after Bernie 
Sanders threatened to hold up the stimulus bill

*The DOW led the way today with a 2.4% gain, while the NASDAQ was 
down 0.5%.

*Former Fed Chief Ben Bernanke shared his thoughts about the U.S. 
economy today, saying that he expects a quick rebound after a “very 
sharp” recession…

*Looking at the economic calendar, tomorrow is going to be a big day.: 
Unemployment Claims. And it could be the WORST economic report the 
U.S. has ever seen (at least based on pure numbers).According to CNBC 
anywhere between 1 million and 4 million people were expected to have 
filed for unemployment last week…the biggest 1-week change ever. For 
reference, Unemployment Claims the week prior were just 281,000…..”



CNN
Senate approves $2 trillion stimulus deal

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-senate-action-coronavirus/index.html


The historic bill includes direct payments to individuals, a boost to 
unemployment benefits and a $500 billion lending program. The House 
votes on it Friday.

What's in it  : We read the massive stimulus bill. Here's what's in it   https://
www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/
index.html 

READ  : Senate bill containing historic $2 trillion coronavirus relief   
stimulus package

Analysis:     Here's why the $2 trillion stimulus probably isn't enough  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

Measures:   Local officials begin penalizing people breaking stay at home   
orders 

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Searching for coronavirus treatments  

Opinion:   If you've got coronavirus, shout it from the rooftops  

Coronavirus death toll tops 21,000 globally

Deadliest day in US: More than 200 coronavirus deaths reported 

US patients start to overwhelm hospitals

Expert: US deaths could peak in 3 weeks

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Fact Check: US has done more coronavirus tests than South Korea, but 
not per person

NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic

Analysis: Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now

What the stimulus deal means for you

US stock futures point to further recovery after second strong day for 
Wall Street

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/senate-deal-stimulus-checks-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/donald-trump-gallup-approval-polling/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/25/craig-spencer-ny-hospital-trump-magical-thinking-sot-ac-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-testing-trump-south-korea-fact-check/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/trump-mitt-romney-tweet-coronavirus-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-death-peak-three-weeks-epidemiologist/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-state-actions-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html
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Biden says Dems have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits to 
April showdown

National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for 
over 10 years

At least 13 patients have died from coronavirus over 24 hours at a New 
York hospital

96-year-old woman is now oldest South Korean to fully recover from 
coronavirus

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Georgia's hardest-hit hospital says ICU is filled with 'critically ill' virus 
patients 

Fauci on when to relax public health rules: 'You don't make the timeline, 
the virus makes the timeline'

Dr. Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis

Cruise ship with 77 people with flu-like symptoms is headed to Florida

Amazon warehouses hit by coronavirus

Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday

Man was killed during FBI probe into plot to attack hospital believed to 
have virus patients 

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html 
America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest 
day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous 
news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the 
machines do anything they say regardless of reality). 
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/tech/amazon-workers-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/cruise-ship-zaandam-flu-symptoms-florida/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/floyd-cardoz-chef-obit-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-anthony-fauci-cautious-optimism-coronavirus-spread-vaccine-bts-cpt-vpx.cnn
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In hospitals:   Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

New Orleans:   For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's   
going to define our generation,' official says

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

New York  : State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator  

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the 
House 

US shatters record for jobless claims

Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures

Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis

Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to 
take this seriously'

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/covid-19-lung-damage-video/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/us/coronavirus-healthcare-worker-callout/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/25/trump-mitt-romney-tweet-coronavirus-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-deborah-birx-social-distancing-personal-story-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-032620/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/economy/unemployment-benefits-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/stimulus-coronavirus-pelosi-house-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/stimulus-coronavirus-pelosi-house-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-stimulus-questions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/coronavirus-cases-us-aircraft-carrier/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/woman-coughed-on-produce-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/woman-coughed-on-produce-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/splitting-ventilators-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/25/postcards-from-new-york-moos-ebof-pkg.cnn
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http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-thousand-deaths-thursday/index.html


Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged

Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation

July 12, 2012 

 

Dear Senator Feinstein:

 

Thank you for your reply; but, with all due respect, 'saying it' in america 
today doesn't make it so. In fact, quite the contrary has been true for 
quite some time in now meaningfully lawless america. The following is a 
response to Congresswoman Roybal-Allard's email. Please note that FBI 
Agent Lewis with whom I spoke at the FBI office here in LA and who 
received the subject court disks with related affidavits, exhibits, etc. 
(waylaid twice by the USPS by way of registered then certified priority 
mail - finally delivered by courier UPS) was abruptly transferred to 
Washington D.C. Headquarters and thereafter I've been stonewalled for a 
formal response from the LA FBI Office which (after Agent Lewis' 
transfer) told me not to call and that I’d receive a formal response from 
the Office in writing (in the mail). That’s important to me at this juncture 
inasmuch as I’ll have to account for the time wherever I ultimately locate.
As I said to Agent Lewis before his promotion and transfer, I no longer 
even care about the government’s involvement in the illegal drug trade, 
but only resolution of this very costly RICO matter(s). { [Drug war 
hypocrisy: drug trafficking’s big money benefits Big Brother and corrupt 
banksters PF Louis | The hypocrisy of the war on drugs is centers on the 
amount of drug trafficking that benefits the CIA and international banking

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/8wju48DYK8M/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fdrug-war-hypocrisy-drug-traffickings-big-money-benefits-big-brother-and-corrupt-banksters%2F
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/8wju48DYK8M/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fdrug-war-hypocrisy-drug-traffickings-big-money-benefits-big-brother-and-corrupt-banksters%2F
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/8wju48DYK8M/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fdrug-war-hypocrisy-drug-traffickings-big-money-benefits-big-brother-and-corrupt-banksters%2F
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/gov-andrew-cuomo-first-responder-praise-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/cleveland-clinic-coronavirus-patient-message-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-anthony-fauci-cautious-optimism-coronavirus-spread-vaccine-bts-cpt-vpx.cnn


system. Natural News February 1, 2012 [ 
http://albertpeia/americangovernmentdrugtrafficking.htm 
http://albertpeia/americascorruptiondrugtrade.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenalt
yofperjury.pdf 
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/stansberrycorruptiondeclineofamerica.htm ] ‘The 
hypocrisy of the war on drugs is outrageous when compared to the 
amount of drug trafficking that benefits the CIA and international banking
system. The son of a convicted notorious mobster, John Gotti Jr, when 
asked in court if the family still dealt drugs cracked, “No, we can’t 
compete with the government.”Today in Afghanistan, American troops 
have been seen guarding poppy fields used to make heroin. Those fields 
were all but wiped out by 2001 when the Taliban destroyed them and 
forbade that agricultural pursuit. Now they’re flourishing again after the 
American occupation. This doesn’t make sense despite all the 
mainstream reports that American troops are protecting the poppy 
farmers from the bad guys. Internet sites such as Prison Planet, Info 
Wars, The Political Coffeehouse and others report otherwise. They 
connect the CIA and US military to restarting the poppy fields in 
Afghanistan in 2002, increasing poppy growth by over 650 percent. Who’s 
telling it like it is? One way the CIA keeps their drug trafficking hidden 
from public view …’. }

 

Respectfully, could you get this resolved? It’s the right thing to do, 
consistent with meaningful law, and I’d be very appreciative.

 

Sincerely,

 

Albert L. Peia

 

 

9-28-11
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Dear Congresswoman Roybal-Allard:

It is always somewhat reassuring that someone, like yourself in 
Washington, is committed to finding solutions to the myriad of problems 
confronting the nation; some insurmountable [ America’s debt woe is 
worse than Greece’s Sep 21st, 2011 News (CNN) — ‘Our government is 
utterly broke. There are signs everywhere one looks… The government’s 
total indebtedness — its fiscal gap — now stands at $211 trillion’   8 More 
Reasons Why You Should Be Deeply Concerned That The U.S. 
Government Has Lost Its AAA Credit Rating The Economic Collapse ‘… #8
The U.S. national debt continues to get worse by the day. Just check out 
what economics professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff recently told NPR….“If 
you add up all the promises that have been made for spending 
obligations, including defense expenditures, and you subtract all the 
taxes that we expect to collect, the difference is $211 trillion. That’s the 
fiscal gap” ..’ ,    Soros: US Is Already in Double-Dip Recession CNBC.com ,
the unprosecuted frauds on wall street … Dave’s Daily:’.. The HAL 9000s 
have been doing business as HFTs (High Frequency Traders) launching 
many buy or sell programs using complex algorithms which can drive 
prices on indexes higher or lower in dramatic fashion. One of their great 
acts is called "quote stuffing". It's another illegal activity which the SEC 
hasn't quite figured out. It's as futile for them as the illegal fee-driven 
recent end-of-quarter price jam-job..’ End of Quarter Price Mark-Ups; 
Dave’s Daily   http://www.thestreet.com/story/11260606/1/end-of-quarter-
price-mark-ups-daves-daily.html  Dave Fry  9-27-11 ‘All you need do is 
view the last week of June 2011, the previous quarter end, and you'll 
note a similar quarter end jam-job…’  , Roubini: U.S. in Throes of 
Economic Contraction Sep 27th, 2011 News (Bloomberg) , SHILLER: 
House Prices Probably Won’t Hit Bottom For Years Sep 27th, 2011 News 
(BusinessInsider) , etc. ] , confronting the nation. Yet it’s somewhat 
difficult to imagine that pension plans, particularly of the defined benefit 
variety as opposed to the more fiscally conservative defined contribution 
type, anywhere in america are over-funded in light of overly optimistic 
‘assumptions’ for returns on said funds (ie., Drudgereport: STUDY: State, 
local gov'ts must raise taxes $1,400 a year   for 30 years     to fund   
pensions...
Chicago county faces $108   billion     gap in pensions....  
TREASURY RAIDS PENSIONS...
Treasury to tap pensions to fund government (Washington Post) ].
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On September 22, 2011 I spoke with FBI Agent Bill Lewis in Washington 
who was recently promoted to the FBI Headquarters Office (D.C.) from 
the FBI office here in LA, and with whom I had discussed the matters of 
which you are aware; and which matters are well within Washington’s 
ability to easily resolve what should have been resolved in accordance 
with clear law quite some time ago. It is difficult to imagine the u.s. 
government solving the gargantuan, nation-destructive problems 
confronting the nation when through typical corruption, meaningful 
lawlessness, lack of will, etc., have chosen not to solve my matter as 
related to you in accordance with clear law and which would clearly be 
the right thing to do at long last.  

Previously I wrote to thank you for thinking of me and for the courtesy 
extended. However, in all honesty, with rare exceptions (ie., maybe ‘post-
cards’?, etc.), I don’t use the usps that I’ve found so unreliable. The 
following is my comment to an LA Times article regarding a Justice 
Department cover-up and as pertains to the usps! As I’ve previously 
related to you, all I think about day and night is a long overdue resolution 
to the RICO litigation as set forth therein:

 

U.S. Postal Service nearing bankruptcy as email asserts its dominance 
[Good! Let UPS take them over … the usps is totally unreliable]

----- 

Politics HuffPost Alec Baldwin Warns GOP’s ‘Sniveling Fealty’ To Donald 
Trump Is Straight Out Of Nazi Germany

MSNBC / rachel maddow showWhy AG Bill Barr's Trump 'rebuke' is so 
hard to take seriously https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/why-
ag-bill-barr-s-trump-rebuke-so-hard-take-n1136861?
cid=referral_taboolafeed [ Yeah, dog and pony show indeed; totally set to 
music! ]
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Look at this bull s**t from the ny times “I’m not going to be bullied or 
influenced by anybody,” he said, publicly challenging Mr. Trump in a way 
no other sitting cabinet member has. Wonder how mobster/criminal trump
remained under the radar … wonder no more!

P...a...lease… What total bull s**t! Barr Has a History of Writing 
Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing
the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of
those principal conclusions. [ Duh! 
…http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) 
http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he 
does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there!

MSNBC Warren: 'We are watching a descent into authoritarianism' with 
Trump, Barr https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/elizabeth-warren-on-her-
call-to-end-trump-corruption-78650437678

YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President 
Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of
the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world
behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is 
a total fraud! 

Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the 
sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior 
political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, 
officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-
005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever 

This country, america’s a total fraud! 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How 
Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all
that they do … Their raison d'être 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos 
Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new 
indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller 
report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean 
suddenly they’re interested in the truth? 
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com ]

Andrea Cyr Al Peia we tried to warn them! No one could have predicted 
the extent of enabling he would come to receive.

2016, a warning to all indeed; albeit unheeded. Prior to that it was 
astonishment how feds, doj, courts et als were falling all over one 
another to cover-up substantial trump crimes. The answer, not obvious at 
first, was that they were all looking for that easy payday, one way or 
another. Laundered money needs a place to go. Stolen money, from the 
government, boondoggles, now emoluments in a very big way, needed 
protection/cover; hence, guilty mobster/criminal trump who needed 
protection/cover from prosecution. They’re all a bunch of criminal slugs, 
dependent on the illegal funds which are mindbogglingly huge, in the 
trillions. White House Threat: 'Vote Against the President and Your Head 
Will Be On A Pike' 

 

Al Peia Absolutely true! trump’s a mobster/gangster! The feds/state law 
enforcement, courts federal/state have been covering up for him for 
decades. The real america, as I replied to Doug, ‘Quite right Doug; but, 
meaningfully lawless society is more to the point since we have loads of 
laws but for some american criminals, ie., trump et als, they're literally 
the real 'untouchables' (Elliot Ness, truly the legendary untouchable died 
a broken man, pauper, the real american story). Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, even California (opposite their current positions) covered for 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump et als. Lesson: In america, big crime 
pays, and pays well. america is a complete and total fraud!’ ... [ The tv 
version of ‘The Untouchables’ featured an italian, Robert Stack (probably 
some guilt feelings belying his heritage). I’d love to see a spoof on the big
screen of the american reality, “The Touchables”. americans by nature 
are always for sale.

obama/holder/BIDEN … Remember those guys? [To be fair and balanced, 
there’s also the bush/cheney/paulsen axis of evildoing/war crimes/fraud in
the factum, etc.] “It’s the revolving door at its most despicable. Eric 
Holder spent six years as attorney general, and failed to prosecute banks
for their criminal wrongdoing or put any bank executives behind bars. 
Now, he’s set to rejoin his old white-collar criminal defense firm, making 
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millions each year helping Wall Street bankers avoid criminal 
consequences.1 Worse, it was just reported that the firm, Covington & 
Burling, has kept an empty 11th floor corner office for Holder awaiting his
return. Combined with Holder’s purchase a year ago of a $1.5 million 
condo just 300 feet from his new office raises serious questions about 
how long Holder knew he would be getting a major payday from his old 
firm even while it continued to represent companies under Department of
Justice investigation. If the firm and Holder agreed on a future job offer, 
that alone could violate criminal laws.2 …”

CNN Hours after the Senate cleared the way for Trump's acquittal, the 
DOJ revealed it has two dozen emails about his involvement in the 
Ukraine aid freeze https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/01/politics/trump-
ukraine-aid-emails-omb-justice-department/index.html WASHPOST The 
Senate impeachment trial was rigged! By Dana Milbank [ DUH! ] Trump 
won’t be removed. But we’ll be fine. By James B. Comey [ No, that’s not 
so, we won’t be fine … these gutless wonders, comey, mueller, freeh, 
barr, fbi/doj, et als are totally out to lunch and at the least if not overtly, 
eyes wide shut corrupt … typical americona! SENATE DEFEATS MOTION 
TO CALL WITNESSES https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-
impeachment-trial-01-31-20/index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that 
the so-called american nation-state, system, experiment is a complete 
and utter fraud and failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT OLIVER STONE: USA is 'Evil Empire'... [ Indeed it is; with
trump rise inevitably that’s ‘WAS’ . For quite some time, if ever it was 
truly so, america has not been one of the good guys. globalnews.ca 
https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean 
Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the american empire ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  
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Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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SPECIAL REPORT AMERICAN CANNIBALS: THE GOLDEN AGE OF WHITE-
COLLAR CROOKS https://www.huffpost.com/highline/article/white-collar-
crime/ [ This is really quite an article/project/worthwhile read; although, 
curiously, the trillion-dollar wall street bailout/no-prosecutions is missing 
by all but inference. ]

Pelosi:     Republican senators are 'accomplices to the President's cover-up'   
[ That’s true of course, and needed saying, by her. Some might say she 
was just spinning her wheels with this impeachment thing. The reality is, 
despite the factually/legally contraindicated outcome, her role in this 
‘impeachment thing’ has awakened her from a seeming slumber and has 
made her more relevant than ever. Great legal minds, Tribe, Napolitano, 
et als bolster her legal stance which absent her courage going forward 
would have been just another trump/coverup/criminal/scenario that would 
not have seen the light of day. To borrow a phrase, what ‘remains of the 
day’ remains to be seen. A sorry day for america indeed! ]
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FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

The Next Trump Crisis Is Already Here https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/
archive/2020/02/next-trump-crisis/605938/ Ukraine is by no means the 
only dirty secret being covered up. The Atlantic

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Ivanka Trump Shares 'Genuinely 
Nightmarish’ Video About Dad’s State Of The Union 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/ivanka-trump-state-of-the-union-video-
084831887.html “This remake of the tent scene in Blair Witch is 
unsettling," fired back former government ethics chief Walter Shaub. 
[ america’s really far gone … We’re truly in uncharted territory, far beyond
the pale. ] trump: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own 
Daughter Than Your Wife? 

Yes … Quite incredible; except, this is america, the great fraud!

DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… 
[ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is
It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your 
Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that
both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant 
Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer 
of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump 
tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly 
rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded 
with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded
to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and 
screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following 
this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any 
of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my 
family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW 
YORK ]
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CNN
SENATE DEFEATS MOTION TO CALL WITNESSES 
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-impeachment-trial-01-31-20/
index.html [ This fiasco is proof positive that the so-called american 
nation-state, system, experiment is a complete and utter fraud and 
failure. Quite tragic and pathetic! ]

DRUDGEREPORT
MORE BOLTON DETAILS SHAKE IMPEACHMENT
SENATE REJECTS WITNESSES
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TRIAL COULD EXTEND INTO NEXT WEEK 

Actress Says 'Deformed' Weinstein Raped Her After Using Penile 
Injection... [ How totally gross/sick! Shrek/ogre inspiration? Yuk! 
https://www.thewrap.com/jessica-mann-rape-harvey-weinstein-trial-
testimony-penile-injection/ But how about this: 
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 ]
'Do you like my big fat Jewish d*ck?'     
He Doesn't Have Testicles?
Entire School District Closes After 600 Students Call In Sick...
STOCKS SPOOKED...
USA declares health emergency...
Travel restrictions, quarantines...
Bay Area's 1st case confirmed... 
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other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
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DRUDGEREPORT
SHOCK CLAIM: AMERICAN DEATHS WILL TOP 80,000 IN NEXT 4 MONTHS 
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-
161924116.html 

Military to withhold infection data… 
Army Asks Retired Soldiers in Health Care Fields to Come Back... 
BOOMERANG: NOW CHINA BARS ENTRY TO FOREIGNERS...
Mnuchin Calls Record Unemployment Claims 'Not Relevant'...
Feds to Take Stakes in Airlines in Exchange for Bailout… 
DETAILS: Wasteful Spending... 
$2 trillion isn't enough! Second massive bill expected soon...
NBCUniversal CEO Says He Has Coronavirus...
'Most photographed' Wall Street trader tests positive...
Actor Arrested by FBI for Touting Cure...
Kathy Griffin hospitalized with 'unbearably painful' symptoms; Blames 
Trump...
3 BILLION NOW ON LOCKDOWN...
Patients 'charged with attempted murder' for failing to self-isolate...
FAUCI: Virus could become seasonal...
Politicians jockeying for tests find proximity to President is fastest 
route...
Emails Show Chaos at CDC Slowed Early Response...
Hospitals consider universal do-not-resuscitate orders...
NO MORE BEDS: Capacity Crosses Tipping Point...
Which patient gets the ventilator? Tough choices ahead...
Doctors Are Writing Their Wills...
Distressed Debt Balloons to Almost $1 Trillion, Nears 2008 Peak...
Economies Already Look Totally Different From Pre-Virus Age...

https://news.yahoo.com/economies-already-look-totally-different-235439273.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/distressed-debt-balloons-almost-1-171644746.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/26/doctors-are-writing-their-wills/
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/which-patient-gets-the-ventilator-doctors-may-have-tough-choices/article_f4afb438-0df0-51da-b9b4-b4dc2fac7c73.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hospital-capacity-crosses-tipping-point-in-u-s-coronavirus-hot-spots-11585215006
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2020/03/25/hospitals-across-us-consider-universal-do-not-resuscitate-orders-for-coronavirus-patients/
https://www.propublica.org/article/internal-emails-show-how-chaos-at-the-cdc-slowed-the-early-response-to-coronavirus
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Politicians-jockeying-for-covid-19-tests-find-15157424.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Politicians-jockeying-for-covid-19-tests-find-15157424.php
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-could-become-seasonal-top-us-scientist-001146451.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-patients-charged-attempted-murder-21756317
https://news.yahoo.com/one-third-humanity-under-virus-lockdown-040324730.html
https://ew.com/celebrity/kathy-griffin-coronavirus-slams-trump/
https://ew.com/celebrity/kathy-griffin-coronavirus-slams-trump/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/actor-keith-middlebrook-arrested-by-fbi-touting-coronavirus-cure-1286772
https://nypost.com/2020/03/26/most-photographed-wall-street-trader-peter-tuchman-has-coronavirus/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/nbcuniversal-ceo-jeff-shell-coronavirus-1203545780/
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-stimulus-bill-what-it-does-b4fa6c4d-6e45-4d15-8089-d51c655bc1c9.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2020/03/26/is-there-wasteful-spending-in-the-coronavirus-stimulus-bill/#628077160aee
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mnuchin-indicates-u-s-to-take-stakes-in-airlines-in-exchange-for-grants-11585229047
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/steven-mnuchin-calls-record-unemployment-claims-not-relevant-on-cnbc/
https://www.axios.com/china-foreigners-visas-coronavirus-6e87eea9-73f3-4342-aee2-a171ca742ea5.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2020/03/25/army-asks-retired-soldiers-health-care-fields-come-back-covid-19-fight.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-pentagon-secre/exclusive-as-coronavirus-spreads-us-military-to-withhold-some-infection-data-idUSKBN21D1YL
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
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AMAZON worker says virus 'spreading like wildfire' in warehouses...
Supermarkets install protective barriers between staff, customers...
Fed 'not going to run out of ammunition,' Powell vows... 
Hedge Funder Scored 10,000% Return Amid Market Meltdown... 
SICK MAP... 

NYC doctors describe fight against coronavirus as cases surge...
'Never, ever, ever seen anything like this'... 
Hospitals to treat two patients with one ventilator... 
American deaths top 1,000, amid incomplete reporting... 

Chicago Mayor: Those Who Go Outside To Exercise Risk Arrest… 
Fears that civil rights are disappearing... 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com.my%2Fnews%2Fworld%2F2020%2F03%2F17%2Faustralia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT2JN5cfNrAd1jBOdpU3OoEsce1z-hcvOHG7fs80MnwMMzbMmSAHl1p24zRu5V5XatwzbrmqkND9ZcyuvbZ9Z2_cYq7yuvmDy3m_X_I2pChV_Bn1sEy67xiGH4p--qzw-XM2r8ycW3gI8qa3lEII&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com.my%2Fnews%2Fworld%2F2020%2F03%2F17%2Faustralia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT2JN5cfNrAd1jBOdpU3OoEsce1z-hcvOHG7fs80MnwMMzbMmSAHl1p24zRu5V5XatwzbrmqkND9ZcyuvbZ9Z2_cYq7yuvmDy3m_X_I2pChV_Bn1sEy67xiGH4p--qzw-XM2r8ycW3gI8qa3lEII&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Ftrump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk&h=AT07Eha5M8m_VJG5upvW-hhyjgfEXOeHDHgg7DqWhtskiJBngexGap2lReCkStsa6ZXPAE7LIs7JGVrdnozvLAN9kYkjRSo2XSTGFb-iSVlBiVoqdqBB4C0ygs8K7hkILYbd7Kefotqb4sY9Css9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Ftrump-pandemic-response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk&h=AT07Eha5M8m_VJG5upvW-hhyjgfEXOeHDHgg7DqWhtskiJBngexGap2lReCkStsa6ZXPAE7LIs7JGVrdnozvLAN9kYkjRSo2XSTGFb-iSVlBiVoqdqBB4C0ygs8K7hkILYbd7Kefotqb4sY9Css9&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/fears-for-civil-rights-mount-amid-fight-against-covid-19
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/03/25/beck-lightfoot-on-stay-at-home-order-citations-to-be-issued-parks-could-be-shut-down/
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/U-S-deaths-from-coronavirus-top-1-000-amid-15158939.php
https://abcnews.go.com/US/york-approves-ventilator-splitting-allowing-hospitals-treat-patients/story?id=69816167
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/war-nyc-doctors-describe-fight-against-coronavirus-cases-surge-n1169521
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/war-nyc-doctors-describe-fight-against-coronavirus-cases-surge-n1169521
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://observer.com/2020/03/hedge-fund-bill-ackman-profit-coronavirus-market-crash/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/26/fed-chair-jerome-powell-on-when-to-restart-the-economy-we-would-tend-to-listen-to-the-experts.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/protective-barriers-being-installed-at-supermarket-registers
https://www.mirror.co.uk/money/amazon-worker-says-coronavirus-spreading-21760050


criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 
Unfortunately, trump knows that americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
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Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
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FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf

CNN
Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-
news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html 
America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest 
day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous 
news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the 
machines do anything they say regardless of reality). 
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In hospitals:   Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures  

Stimulus funds  : This is how much money you could get  

New Orleans:   For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's   
going to define our generation,' official says

New normal  : See what New York City looks like now  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

New York  : State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator  

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the 
House 

US shatters record for jobless claims

Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures

Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing

Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in 
California

Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis

Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to 
take this seriously'
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-deborah-birx-social-distancing-personal-story-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-032620/index.html
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Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...

Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged

Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/gov-andrew-cuomo-first-responder-praise-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/cleveland-clinic-coronavirus-patient-message-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/dr-anthony-fauci-cautious-optimism-coronavirus-spread-vaccine-bts-cpt-vpx.cnn


"PANIC ALONG THE POTOMAC

David Stockman | March 26, 2020 

Their “Plan” Is to Rescue the 1% By David Stockman  |  March 25, 2020 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/ 

There is a curse. They say: may you live in interesting times.

– Terry Pratchett, Interesting Times (1994)

...

Before I turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for another cool-headed 
view on what’s happening on Wall Street, I’d like to lay some flame on 
what’s going on at the power end of the Acela Corridor…

The level of hysteria in Imperial Washington has probably not been 
exceeded in America since the Salem Witch Trials of 1692.

Nor has the level of pillage been matched since the Visigoths sacked 
Rome in A.D. 410.

How else would you describe a bipartisan fiscal bailout that’s sure to 
exceed $2 trillion and be passed before anyone has even read the 2,000 
pages of handouts it will encompass, let alone analyzed its cost and 
consequences?

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/


The clowns and fools on Capitol Hill and inside the White House are 
concocting a veritable coast-to-coast soup line of companies and 
households. Indeed, Uncle Sam will be borrowing at 10 a.m. each day via 
a tsunami of bond issuance, which bonds will then be sold by the 23 
primary dealers to the Fed by 2 p.m.

[Chart]

The next day, of course, it will be rinse, repeat, and do it again. If that 
isn’t debt monetization and financial crackpottery on steroids, I don’t 
know what would be.

Folks, there’s no way to exaggerate the insanity on the loose.

The Federal is literally buying $125 billion of Treasury bonds and 
mortgage-backed securities every day, bringing the total to $1 trillion in 
just 10 days of certifiable madness.

For want of doubt, let it be reminded that it took 34,319 days (94 years) 
for the Fed to print its first $1 trillion of fiat credits.

Let it also be noted that this is a grotesque financial fraud.

The Fed is defying every law of sound money and financial discipline ever
known to mankind.

It’s the most fantastical eruption of “something for nothing” economics 
ever imagined.



And it can eventually lead only to calamities that are equally 
unimaginable.

Now, here’s Mike with some practical advice in these treacherous times…

Playing the Table, Not the Dealer

By Michael Coolbaugh

When it comes to money, it is so incredibly easy to become emotional.

We saw it in January and early February when we were told we couldn’t 
afford to miss out on the impending “melt-up” rally.

It was only after a 30% plunge for the broader equity indices when were 
we told that the world was ending, with projections of economic carnage 
much greater than that of the Great Depression… and, naturally, equity 
markets had much further to fall.

You see, there’s a reason trading and investing is so often compared to 
playing poker. Part of it is in the sense that you need to evaluate the odds
of a wide range of scenarios at each turn of a card.

But Blackjack also requires the evaluation of odds at each turn of a card.

So, what’s the reason for choosing poker and not Blackjack?



Because in poker, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.

By now, I’m sure we’re all aware of the famous quote from John Maynard 
Keynes that speaks to the irrational nature of markets.

But he’s had a few good ones. And one in particular might be just as if not
more valuable than his most famous line. Here it is:

“Successful investing is anticipating the anticipation of others.”

Here are a few snippets from the research note issued to my Element 
Macro Research clients this past Friday, which David highlighted in his 
Deep State Declassified piece, Monetary Central Planners Only Ever 
Learn One Lesson:

I usually find it helpful to always ask myself, “What is the scenario that 
would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”. Yes, this partially 
has to do with my increasingly constructive view for a tradeable near-
term bounce. But it also has to do with the general sentiment in the 
market today.

It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some 
extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION. 
We’re not hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment, 90% decline in
revenues, 1600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on and on.



So, with all this in mind: the constructive contrarian indicators 
accompanied by the usual crowd that manages to show up after the party
has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off-
guard?” Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the 
face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus 
cases?

I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all-in. After all, the amount 
of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal 
exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.

By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment, but let’s not go 
buying tin hats when they’re being sold on every street corner. There is a 
good possibility that we see a tradeable bounce here.

And here are a few of the charts included in that report to portray the 
extreme one sidedness of the market…
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If you haven’t noticed by now, when it comes to investing and trading, 
you’re playing the table, not the dealer.

It’s just like poker.

The number of confirmed coronavirus cases have indeed gone 
exponential.

We just received news of a record-setting figure for initial jobless claims: 
3.3 million.

Yes, that’s record-setting beyond any data point on record.

So, does it make sense that the market has rallied approximately 18% 
from Friday, given the influx of such terrifying news?!

If you haven’t gathered by now, I would argue “yes.”

You see, almost everyone has heard of the phrase “buy the rumor, sell 
the news.” And, for the most part, that is exactly what everyone has been
focused on when it comes to the COVID-19 stimulus bill that can’t seem 
to work its way through Congress.

In fact, this sort of “buy the rumor, sell the news” is exactly what 
happened with the painful process of approving the TARP bill in 2008, 
which is probably why everyone is gearing up for an exact replica.

But those same people aren’t recognizing that it works in both ways…



In other words, “sell the rumor, buy the news”…

Look, we were being prepared for a complete doomsday scenario, and A 
LOT of selling took place in anticipation of such.

But – now that the stale data have arrived – what’s next?

Well, we’ve seen a healthy relief rally. But now may not be the time to 
pile into new long positions. Here’s a glimpse at what I jotted down in my 
trading notebook yesterday morning…

2019 S&P 500 EPS = $151.93

Avg P/E Since 1975 = 16.8x

Implied Price Targets with Avg P/E for Various EPS Changes in 2020:

Flat = 2,560

-5% = 2,432

-10% = 2,304

-15% = 2,176



-20% = 2,048

-25% = 1,920

*Maintain tactical longs with max S&P 500 @ 2,560 – 2,600

*Trim and look for short opportunities on S&P overshoot.

Anyone notice where the S&P 500 stalled yesterday afternoon and where
it seems to be struggling today?

Somewhere between 2,560 and 2,600…

In other words, simple math can work wonders when it comes to 
investing against emotional human beings.

Let’s face it: Unless you’re hanging on to the pipe dream that earnings 
will miraculously be higher from 2019 figures, it’s a difficult bet to be 
aggressively long at this point.

We could see a further short squeeze into month-end. But we could also 
get a violent retest of the March 23 lows. In other words, it seems like 
we’re in a sort of no-man’s land.



What we shouldn’t do is get too caught up at the index level. Everything 
became correlated with the liquidation stories of systematic strategies 
being well documented. But even if we continue to trade lower, the dust 
should begin to settle.

[Chart]

Cross-asset relationships should return to some semblance of normal and
one might even expect divergent performance across sectors and 
factors.

In other words, if you haven’t already begun, now is the time to get to 
work on your “to-do” lists on both the long and short side, even if you 
take little action over the days ahead.

To common sense,

David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Thursday - March 26th, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Today it was all about weekly Unemployment Claims - the first real 
glimpse at just how much the virus and the call for “social distancing” 
has impacted the economy and workforce.

*And today’s numbers were even worse than most economists expected. 
In just 1 week, 3.3 million people applied for unemployment.



*So why the heck did stocks rally? - Maybe because there’s some 
optimism over the $2 trillion economic stimulus bill that was passed by 
the Senate. The bill now goes to the House, and it's expected to pass on 
Friday. And with these bad numbers, the bill is going to be passed quickly.

*Whatever the case might be, stocks rallied for most of the day and saw 
another surge into the close.The DOW finished higher for the 3rd day in a 
row.In fact, it was the the biggest 3-day rally since 1931 for the DOW!

*Yesterday, Ben Bernanke gave his thoughts about the economy (he 
expects a quick rebound after a “very sharp” recession). And today, the 
infamous trader Paul Tudor Jones said that after a retest of lows he 
expects “stocks will be higher in 3 to 5 months.” Could be true. But on 
the other hand, we expect a VERY tough earnings season, so “trade what
you SEE, not what you THINK!”

CNN
US surpasses China for most coronavirus cases 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-
hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110 

There are more than 82,000 coronavirus cases nationwide, according to 
CNN's tally

CNN
Trump touts success as US becomes virus epicenter 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110


response/index.html 

The President is downplaying the national crisis as evidence suggests 
the situation is getting worse 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-
response/index.html 

Fact check  : Trump utters series of false claims at briefing   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-
briefing/index.html 
“ Washington (CNN)President Donald Trump, who has been regularly 
dishonest and inaccurate in his remarks about the coronavirus crisis, 
delivered another series of false and misleading claims at the White 
House coronavirus briefing on Thursday. 

Here is a preliminary roundup:

Gov. Jay Inslee's comments and the media 

Trump denounced "the fake news" for a report that Washington Gov. Jay 
Inslee had clashed with him on a Thursday phone call and had told him 
that "we need Tom Brady" in securing critical medical equipment rather 
than the "backup" Trump had pledged to be -- using the football metaphor
to urge the federal government to take a leading role in the effort. (The 
Washington Post broke the story.) 

Trump then said that Inslee did make the comment, but "meant it very 
positively -- but they took it differently." Trump proceeded to repeat that 
the reporting was "only fake news." 
Facts First: The reporting on this exchange was not "fake news." Trump 
himself confirmed that Inslee did utter the "Tom Brady" quote, as did 
Inslee implicitly (with a joke about it on Twitter). There is no indication 
that Inslee's remark was meant to be interpreted in a manner 
substantially different than how the Post and other outlets interpreted it.
Inslee declined to discuss the specifics of the call at a Thursday press 
conference, but added, "I think it would be very, very helpful if the federal
government could be more assertive and aggressive and more organized 
in helping all of us to obtain these systems."

How unforeseen the coronavirus crisis was

Trump repeated his previous claim that "this was something that nobody 

https://twitter.com/GovInslee/status/1243298899114131457
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-governors-inslee-coronavirus/2020/03/26/afd25a8c-6f9a-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html
https://twitter.com/costareports/status/1243269738362535941
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/23/politics/trump-coronavirus-briefings-rallies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/11/politics/fact-check-trump-administration-coronavirus-28-dishonest/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
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has ever thought could happen to this country." He added, "Nobody would
have ever thought a thing like this could have happened."
Facts First: This is false. The US intelligence community and public 
health experts had warned for years that the country was at risk from a 
pandemic. Experts had also warned that the country would face 
shortages of critical medical equipment, such as ventilators, if a 
pandemic occurred.
You can read a full fact check here about some of the pandemic 
warnings. You can read a full fact check here about warnings about the 
need for additional ventilators in a pandemic.

Americans' views on coronavirus-related closures

Trump said, "We have to open up. We can't say, 'Let's close.' People don't 
want to close." He also said, "People want to go back to work. I'm 
hearing it loud and clear from everybody." He added, "This is the United 
States of America. They don't want to sit around and wait."
Facts First: While there is no polling data on how long Americans want 
the country's institutions to remain closed, it is clear that not 
"everybody" wants workplaces to reopen quickly amid an ongoing 
pandemic. A poll released on Thursday found that large majorities of 
Americans say the closure of businesses, schools and entertainment 
activities was necessary to address the pandemic.
A Pew Research poll conducted March 19-24 found that 89% of the 
11,537 US adults surveyed thought the closure of K-12 schools was 
necessary, 91% thought canceling major sports and entertainment events
was necessary, 85% thought limiting restaurants to carry-out only was 
necessary, and 71% thought requiring most businesses other than 
grocery stores and pharmacies to close was necessary.
A Fox News poll conducted March 21-24 found that 75% of the 1,011 
registered voters surveyed supported a national "stay-in-place" order for 
everyone other than essential workers.
Public health experts have warned that it would be unwise to 
immediately abandon measures that keep Americans out of physical 
contact with each other. 

The trade deficit with China 

Trump repeated his regular claim that the trade deficit with China used to
be $500 billion, saying, "$500 billion a year they were taking out. We had 
trade deficits that were so large nobody has ever seen anything like it."

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/03/24/820591478/public-health-experts-decry-trumps-suggestion-shutdowns-could-soon-ease
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/fox-news-poll-march-21-24-2020
https://www.people-press.org/2020/03/26/worries-about-coronavirus-surge-as-most-americans-expect-a-recession-or-worse/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/politics/trump-ventilator-shortage-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/15/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-nobody-predicted/index.html


Facts First: There has never been a $500 billion trade deficit with China. 
The 2018 deficit was about $381 billion when counting goods and 
services; the goods and services deficit fell to about $308 billion in 2019.
(The deficit with China has not been $500 billion even if you only count 
trade in goods.)

The history of tariffs on China 

Trump repeated another regular claim about trade and China: "They're 
paying us a lot of money in tariffs and other things. They never paid us 10
cents." 
Facts First: Study after study has shown that Americans are bearing the 
cost of the tariffs; Americans make the actual tariff payments. That 
aside, it's not true that the Treasury has never received "10 cents" from 
tariffs on China. The US has had tariffs on China for more than two 
centuries; FactCheck.org reported that the US generated an "average of 
$12.3 billion in custom duties a year from 2007 to 2016, according to the 
U.S. International Trade Commission DataWeb."

Mexican troops on the border

Trump repeated his claim that "we have 27,000 Mexican soldiers on our 
southern border." 
Facts First: Mexico has deployed around 27,000 troops, but Trump 
exaggerated how many are being stationed near the US border in 
particular; Mexico's defense minister said in October that it was about 
15,000 on the US border, about 12,000 on Mexico's own southern border. “

https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/20/americas/mexico-border-wall-trump/index.html
https://www.factcheck.org/2019/11/video-fact-checking-trumps-louisiana-rally
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25672
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25638
https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c5700.html
https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/Press-Release/current_press_release/ft900.pdf


Live updates Confusion as airlines scramble to catch up

Watch:     3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs  

74,000 cases:   Why New York is the US epicenter  

Wash your hands:     Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it  

CNN Town Hall  : Watch medical experts answer your questions  

Podcast:     Saving lives or saving the economy?  

US has the most coronavirus cases, but experts say it's just the 
beginning of the battle

Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time

Michigan governor to Trump: 'You said you stand with Michigan — prove 
it'

California cities could see outbreaks as bad as New York City, officials 
say

How and when do I get my stimulus check?

CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story

Hospitals consider changes to do-not-resuscitate situations amid 
coronavirus pandemic

Healthcare providers:     Send us your stories  

Opinion: These taxpayers won't get stimulus checks. That's unjust

Why America has the most confirmed Covid-19 cases

As coronavirus cases spike worldwide, China is closing itself off

Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally 
coughed on

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 
for patients

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/tech/dyson-ventilators-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/tech/dyson-ventilators-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/bill-gates-coronavirus-town-hall-shutdown-april-peak-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/woman-coughed-on-produce-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/woman-coughed-on-produce-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/asia/china-coronavirus-foreigners-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/opinions/us-most-confirmed-cases-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/perspectives/stimulus-checks-undocumented-taxpayers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/us/coronavirus-healthcare-worker-callout/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-hospitals-do-not-resuscitate-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/health/coronavirus-hospitals-do-not-resuscitate-bn/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/trump-coronavirus-task-force-lies-daniel-dale-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/coronavirus-stimulus-questions/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/california-los-angeles-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/california-los-angeles-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-governor-trump-major-disaster-declaration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-governor-trump-major-disaster-declaration/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/26/peter-navarro-intv-supply-of-masks-medical-supplies-sot-ath-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/app-news-section/full-coronavirus-town-hall-march-26-2020-app/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/27/how-to-wash-hands-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/new-york-coronavirus-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/26/3d-video-shows-covid-19-attack-lungs.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-27-20-intl-hnk/h_dc3bd0938f2cfea6448472d563a19837


Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier

5.0-magnitude earthquake shakes Texas

They are trying to stop coronavirus without soap and water

Indian migrant workers could undermine the world's largest lockdown

CNN
Outbreaks to worsen in these US cities, surgeon general says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

New hot spots are emerging in Chicago, Detroit and New Orleans as 
officials warn this is just the beginning

live updates Vermont will close schools for the remainder of the year

Watch:     3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs  

Where's my check?     What to know about the benefits from the stimulus   
bill 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html 
“(CNN)The House is set to vote Friday, and President Donald Trump is expected to 
swiftly sign, a $2 trillion stimulus bill to address the dramatic economic crisis 
caused by the coronavirus pandemic.

Included are direct payments to many Americans, an unprecedented expansion in 
unemployment benefits and $350 billion in small business loans.
But while people need help immediately, it will still take time to get everything moving. 
Here's what you need to know: 

Direct stimulus payments

How much do I get?
Individuals would be due up to $1,200 and couples would receive up to $2,400 -- plus $500
per child.
But the payments would start phasing out for individuals with adjusted gross incomes of 
more than $75,000. The amount would then be reduced by $5 for every additional $100 of 
adjusted gross income, and those making more than $99,000 would not receive anything.

When will you see money and benefits from the stimulus bill?
By Tami Luhby, Katie Lobosco and Jeanne Sahadi, CNN
How do I get my money?
The money would likely be deposited directly into individuals' bank accounts -- as long as 
they've already authorized the IRS to send their tax refund that way over the past two 
years. 

https://www.cnn.com/profiles/jeanne-sahadi
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/katie-lobosco
https://www.cnn.com/profiles/tami-luhby
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-united-states-victims/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/26/3d-video-shows-covid-19-attack-lungs.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-27-20-intl-hnk/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/india/coronavirus-covid-19-india-2703-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/03/26/idlib-population-vulnerable-coronavirus-syria-damon-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/el-paso-west-texas-earthquake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/coronavirus-cases-us-aircraft-carrier/index.html


If not, the IRS would send out checks in the mail.
For those that haven't filed a 2019 or 2018 tax return, the IRS would rely on information on 
file at the Social Security Administration, which keeps records on all Americans who have 
paid payroll taxes.
It's still possible that some people may fall through the cracks. On its website, the IRS says 
no sign-up would be needed to receive the money, but it's possible the agency ends up 
offering further guidance.

The income thresholds would be doubled for couples.
Income would generally be based on one's 2019 or 2018 tax returns. Those who made too 
much to qualify in those years, but see their income fall in 2020 would receive a tax credit 
when they file their return next year, according to the Senate Finance Committee. 
And those who make more this year than last would not have to pay back any stimulus 
money they receive if they end up exceeding the thresholds. The payments would not be 
subject to tax, and those who owe back taxes would still get a check.
When do I receive the money?
We don't know how long it would take the IRS to send out all the money, but it would likely 
take weeks before the first payments start going out.
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said on Wednesday that the IRS would begin issuing 
payments within three weeks of the legislation being signed into law. The bill simply calls for
payments to be made "as rapidly as possible."
But experts say it could take longer. In 2001, it took six weeks for the IRS to start sending 
out rebate checks under a new tax cut, and in 2008, it took three months after a stimulus 
package was signed into law. 
How do I get my money?
The money would likely be deposited directly into individuals' bank accounts -- as long as 
they've already authorized the IRS to send their tax refund that way over the past two 
years. 
If not, the IRS would send out checks in the mail.
For those that haven't filed a 2019 or 2018 tax return, the IRS would rely on information on 
file at the Social Security Administration, which keeps records on all Americans who have 
paid payroll taxes.
It's still possible that some people may fall through the cracks. On its website, the IRS says 
no sign-up would be needed to receive the money, but it's possible the agency ends up 
offering further guidance.

Unemployment benefits

How much do I get? 
Jobless workers are poised to get an extra $600 a week on top of their state benefits for up 
to four months. It would significantly boost everyone's regular state benefits, which range 
from about $200 to $550 a week, on average, depending on where you live.
Lawmakers also want to add up to 13 weeks of extended benefits, on top of state 
programs, which vary between up to 12 and 28 weeks.
Plus, more newly jobless Americans would receive checks. A new pandemic unemployment
assistance program would expand eligibility to those who are unemployed, partially 
unemployed or unable to work because of the virus and don't qualify for traditional benefits.
This would include independent contractors, the self-employed and gig economy workers. 
The pandemic program benefits would mirror what's available in one's state. 



When do I receive the money?

Coronavirus bill allows for pretax spending on menstrual products
The timing would vary based on where you live, but likely several weeks at least.
Unemployment benefits are administered by states. They would have to reprogram their 
systems to account for Congress' measures -- of which there are a few, some more 
complicated to enact than others. Not helping matters is that many state unemployment 
agencies use antiquated technology.
Adding a $600 boost to everyone's weekly check would be easier to accomplish, which is 
one reason why lawmakers designed the enhancement this way. During the Great 
Recession, the federal government temporarily increased benefits by $25 a week so this 
experience could help many states now, said Andrew Stettner, a senior fellow at The 
Century Foundation.
But Congress also wants to create a new pandemic unemployment assistance program, 
which would allow many more Americans to qualify for benefits. It's modeled on the existing
disaster unemployment assistance program, but only a few states have had to activate it in 
recent years, mainly because of hurricanes or floods.
All states would have to set up the pandemic program. So it would likely take even longer 
for jobless Americans who fall into this category to start receiving benefits, particularly in 
states that haven't faced disasters recently.
All these federal changes come at a particularly tough time for states, which are being 
squeezed from both sides, said Rebecca Dixon, executive director of the National 
Employment Law Project. They are contending with a historic number of first-time filers, 
who are already overwhelming their online sites and call centers, forcing agencies to divert 
staff and boost technical capacity.
Plus, these agencies are operating at very low funding levels because of historically low 
unemployment rates.
Doctor exposed to Covid-19 joins fight for possible treatment drug 02:36

Small business loans 

How much is available?
The biggest provision for small business owners in the economic aid package is roughly 
$350 billion in new loans, at least a portion of which will be forgiven so long as the business
continues to employ and pay its workers. 
Business owners need to apply for the loans at a lender approved by the Small Business 
Administration. The forgiven amount would be equal to 8 weeks' worth of payroll obligations
(e.g., wages and benefits), plus rent or mortgage bills and utilities. And the forgiven debt 
would not be treated as taxable income to the owner. 
How long will it take?
Normally SBA loans can take months, which many small businesses facing a cash crunch 
don't have. To get the money out more quickly, the bill calls on Treasury and the Small 
Business Administration to expedite the loan process and approve more institutions to 
make the loans. It also loosens the rules normally governing SBA loans. For instance, 
borrowers do not need to issue a personal guarantee or provide collateral.
But SBA lenders themselves aren't clear yet just how fast they can process the new loans, 
even though Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has suggested publicly this week they 
can do so very quickly. 
A joint letter from several banking and credit union associations this week urged the SBA to 
provide them with "clear and consistent" guidelines ASAP.
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Cases explode in Michigan but states outside the hotspots can't get supplies

One non-bank direct SBA lender, Fountainhead, has been working for the past two weeks 
to streamline its own processes so that it will be able to process an application and close 
the new SBA loan in a matter of days, CEO Chris Hurn said. But lenders still need to know 
what documents and other reporting measures the SBA will require. Currently, Hurn noted, 
they have to upload a number of files on a borrower onto the SBA's electronic system. With
such an uptick in loans being issued, the chance for overload is real.
"There are some fundamental documents that I'm pretty sure the SBA is 
still going to want," Hurn said. "To me, that's going to be the bottleneck." 
“

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/michigan-coronavirus-states/index.html


Wash your hands:     Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it  

House debates before critical vote on $2 trillion stimulus deal as crisis 
worsens

Fireworks erupt as House deliberates coronavirus stimulus

Trump rails against GOP congressman who signaled support for forcing 
roll-call vote

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns

Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time

Analysis: The 30 most outrageous lines from Trump's interview with Sean
Hannity

Opinion: The pandemic isn't actually fixing climate change

DC mayor says staff member died after testing positive for virus

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, 
answered

live markets updates US stocks head south

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

Opinion: How to reopen America

Analysis: How can Boris Johnson run the UK while suffering from 
coronavirus?

CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story

Americans are panic buying pet food 

White House reassessing deal with General Motors and Ventec Life to 
produce ventilators

DRUDGEREPORT
USA NOW LEADS WORLD IN CASES
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COUNTIES TO GET RISK LEVEL
'PEAK SECOND WEEK APRIL' 
GREAT SPIRITUAL AWAKENING? 

Meet the One Congressman Against Bailout Bill… 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
Trump Rages Against Republican That Warns Of Debt Bomb… 
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-
congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-
republican-party/ 
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'... 
BOEING to Emerge as Big Winner...
Workers Critical to Food Supply Starting to Fall Ill... 
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO... 
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Cases hit 2 largest cities differently...
DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS...
'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Emails Show Chaos at CDC Slowed Early Response...
SICK MAP... 

Federal Reserve's Balance Sheet Tops $5 Trillion for First Time...
Bailout scheme merges Fed and Treasury into one organization!
BlackRock will do the trades... 

Fox Business parts ways with host who dismissed coronavirus as 
'impeachment scam' https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-
fox-news/index.html [ How about america as well as fox part ways with 
mentally ill mobster thief in chief trump who did the same and worse! ]

trump signs historic stimulus bill
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The $2 trillion package includes sending checks to people, major updates
to unemployment benefits and help for health care providers

Calculate your payout:   What you could get from the stimulus bill  

Watch:   Lawmaker who made Congress return to vote speaks  

Stimulus:     Hard-fought negotiations led to massive aid package  

Live Updates Disneyland and Walt Disney World remain closed

Fireworks erupt:   Lawmaker shouts over gavel  

Fact check: Trump utters series of false and misleading claims at 
coronavirus briefing

Governor fires back at Trump's claim: Grossly uninformed

A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns

Opinion: Pandemic isn't fixing climate crisis

See what Pence said about Trump's plan to re-open country

Analysis: Trump in crisis mode uses interview to attack media and 
Democratic governors

Cuomo calls Trump 'incorrect and grossly uninformed' about ventilator 
situation

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, 
answered

Trump invokes Defense Production Act to require GM to make ventilators

Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak

Mayors say they can't get needed supplies

Four 'older' guests died on cruise ship where 2 people tested positive for 
coronavirus
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'Today' show host breaks down on air

Opinion: How to reopen America

"THE COMMITTEE TO SAVE THE DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 
By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 

David Stockman | March 27, 2020

But now I understand something more fully that I once only understood 
abstractly. I see how utterly ridiculous it is to think that the state can be 
the right means to help those who are poor or living at the margins of 
society. The state is their enemy, as it is for everyone else.

–Jeffrey Tucker, Bourbon for Breakfast: Living Outside the Statist Quo 
(2010)

...

The Cult of the Dow is overwhelming Wall Street, Imperial Washington, 
and Main Street.

Every semblance of rational financial and economic thinking and 
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deliberative review has been obliterated.

These monkeys in both the monetary and fiscal power centers of Imperial
Washington are just scratching their armpits, screeching loudly, and 
jerking their knees at the flickering lights of the stock-market ticker…

Start with the insanity of enacting instantly a sweeping bailout that 
wasn’t even on anyone’s radar screen just 15 days ago.

Why in the world can’t they spare another 15 days to at least find out 
what’s in it? Maybe you can amend it if necessary. Seems reasonable – a 
couple weeks’ consideration – before heavily mortgaging taxpayers 
permanently and setting policy precedents that will make future 
governance virtually impossible…

Already, a lobby group representing Silicon Valley startups is agitating for
their fair share of the coming largesse. From here to eternity, no bailout 
stone will ever go unturned. But that’s a down-the-line effect.

The claim that millions of shutdown-impacted workers are going to be 
left without food on their table and a roof over their heads next week is, 
of course, a more here-and-now type of bullshit.

These COVID-19 layoffs are only days old. For the week ending as 
recently as Saturday March 14, in fact, the number of initial 
unemployment insurance (UI) claims was just 281,000.

That number happens to be nearly an all-time low, and it reflects the level
that existed way back in June 1974, when the U.S. labor force was 92 
million versus 164 million today.



That’s right.

So, do these knuckleheads really believe that the 3 million or so workers 
who were suddenly laid off last week and have filed for benefits are 
already out of cash?

[Chart]

Or that the 60% wage replacement they’ll get from the regular 
federal/state unemployment insurance programs won’t be enough to meet
their mortgages, auto loans, or grocery bill for even a couple more 
weeks?

No, the purpose of rushing to add $600 per week on top of normal UI 
benefits and disperse a $1,200 check to nearly every adult person in 
America is to assure Wall Street that this economy’s Energizer Bunnies 
won’t miss a beat.

Our masters want us doing our jobs… and that’s to spend, spend, spend 
to keep gross domestic product, profit forecasts, and stock prices rising 
ever higher.

To be sure, Bernie Sanders and his horde undoubtedly believe this is 
about social justice and humanitarian endeavor. But on their own they 
couldn’t muster the votes to send roughly $550 billion on enhanced UI 
benefits and $1,200 per person checks to everyone in a month of 
Sundays.

This massive eruption of free stuff is happening, in fact, only because the



GOP has embraced bailout economics lock, stock, and barrel. And their 
crocodile tears for laid-off workers have nothing to do with it.

Mitch McConnell and the rest of his pathetic lot have shit-canned their 
historic bedrock principles of free markets and fiscal rectitude.

They think enabling workers to spend at nearly 100% of their prior rates 
will be good for the stock market, excellent for their stock-owning 
contributors, and conducive to GOP election prospects come November.

We’re looking at the crassest kind of unprincipled opportunism 
imaginable. The only thing that matters to the Donald and the GOP is the 
level of the Dow Jones Industrial Average between now and November 3.

And they are – literally – selling America down the drain by embracing 
Ersatz Socialism to rescue it from the 35% swoon of the last 30 days.

Let’s start with the fundamental economics of what is a severe but short-
term supply-side shock.

This is a temporary separation of workers from their workplaces and the 
paychecks that flow therefrom. It is an almost-certain likelihood that 
everyone will be back to work in four to five months. In China, it is, 
apparently, taking less than two months to re-open factories and stores.

This is what amounts to an extended Economic Spring Break. So, does it 
really make sense for workers to borrow 100% of their lost paychecks 
(less UI benefits) during the interim in order to keep spending at 100% of 
their pre-COVID-19 rate?



Self-evidently, it would not.

Prudent workers would sharply pare their spending habits. They’d be 
down to essentials like food, rent, health care, groceries, and loan 
payments while they’re sheltered in place.

They can’t go to restaurants, bars, movies, the ballpark, the mall, the 
gym, the bowling alley, night school, Disneyland, the racetrack, the 
casino, or even church, anyway…

A one-time shrinkage of discretionary spending and tapping of savings to 
cover a finite period of income loss for the vast majority of workers 
makes all the sense in the world. And that’s what’s happening across 
America right now.

That’s not to say there aren’t needy and cashless households. There are. 
And Imperial Washington’s efforts should be targeted to get help where 
it’s needed.

The question is, why should the state fill a temporary income and 
spending hole when the overwhelming share of present-day workers 
would surely tighten their belts for the duration of the emergency rather 
than take on more debt to spend on things that can’t even buy?

[Chart]

Those questions get to the essential folly of the entire $2 trillion bailout 
monstrosity.



It’s simply designed to snatch from thin air via Federal Reserve 
monetization of the massive amounts of new debt to be issued the cash 
needed to fund a 100% GDP replacement program both at the household 
and business level.

That’s why the bill also pumps $850 billion into the coffers of small 
business, medium business, and big business to ensure they keep paying 
workers who aren’t working, vendors who aren’t supplying parts, utilities 
who aren’t supplying fuel, etc.

Back in the day, the old saw about the stupidity of Keynesian economics 
was that to maintain the illusion of GDP growth and full employment, the 
professors would be willing to pay workers to dig holes with teaspoons 
and then fill them back up with the same.

Well, that’s the essence of the Trump/McConnell/Schumer/Pelosi deal, 
with a bow wrapped around it by the Donald’s new chief of staff, the “big 
government-hating” former chair of the House Freedom Caucus, Rep. 
Mark Meadows of North Carolina.

These geniuses are borrowing massively from future taxpayers to fill up a
temporary economic hole that will be little noted nor long remembered.

And it’s all because Wall Street economists and strategists need 100% 
GDP replacement so they can make the case to BTFD…

To common sense,

David Stockman"



CNN
The scariest thing Anthony Fauci said about Trump https://www.cnn.com/
2020/03/23/politics/trump-anthony-fauci-briefings/?hpt=ob_blogfooterold 

“… But make no mistake, what he's saying is this: Trump says things at 
these daily coronavirus task force press conferences that are not true. 
That's a very, very bad thing. ...”

Trump to Pence: Don't call governors who don't treat you right

A state-by-state breakdown of US cases

MSNBC
Fmr. Labor Dept. economist: 3.3M jobless claims ‘a drop in the bucket’ 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/fmr-labor-dept-economist-3-
3m-jobless-claims-a-drop-in-the-bucket-81316421961 
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Trump admin must stop saying 'everything will be okay' and make a plan, 
disease expert says

United States now has more than 100,000 coronavirus cases

Trump: Governors ‘should be appreciative’ of federal help

U.S. overtakes China in virus cases; NYC hospitals overwhelmed 

HUFFPOST
DOCS PLEAD FOR MORE GEAR; U.S. CASES HIT 100K 

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Coronavirus Myths: From Antidotes To 
Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Coronavirus

Detroit, An Emerging Coronavirus Hotspot, Is Uniquely Underprepared

10 Of Trump’s Most Damaging Coronavirus Lies

LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-update-latest-cases-by-country-covid-19_n_5e7deabac5b6256a7a28c5c0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-lies-covid19_n_5e7b7d1ac5b6b7d80959966f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/detroit-coronavirus-hotspot_n_5e7e7e2ac5b6cb9dc1a05f33
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-slams-governors-michigan-washington-coronavirus_n_5e7e8fa4c5b6256a7a2ad1c4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-lilly-singh_n_5e7effd1c5b6cb9dc1a0d481
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/anthony-fauci-coronavirus-lilly-singh_n_5e7effd1c5b6cb9dc1a0d481
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-us-100000-cases_n_5e7ec365c5b661492267ef6b
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-overtakes-china-in-virus-cases-nyc-hospitals-overwhelmed-81274437801
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-claims-some-governors-are-not-appreciative-of-federal-aid-during-coronavirus-crisis-81307717896
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/united-states-passes-100-000-coronavirus-cases-81308229755
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/dr-osterholm-we-will-all-suffer-without-a-real-plan-to-combat-coronavirus-81316933650
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DRUDGEREPORT
USA TOPS 100,000 CASES 
POPE: WE'RE ALL IN IT TOGETHER 

Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus 
spreads... 
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-
sites-haven-t-15162863.php 
Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting 
results... 
NYC closed until end of MAY? 
Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers 
waiting... 
Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History...
President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb...
$2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote...
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'...
Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'...
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO...
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Cases hit 2 largest cities differently...
Mystery In Wuhan: Recovered Patients Test Negative -- Then Positive...
Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus...
DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS… 
'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus 
Spreads...
SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
https://www.tmz.com/2020/03/27/amazon-delivery-spits-package-caught-video-coronavirus/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-outbreak-on-aircraft-carrier-sends-troops-scrambling
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/homebound-workers-close-overwhelming-internet-182913138.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/26/surging-traffic-is-slowing-down-our-internet/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/597859/bill-gates-warns-10-week-lockdown/
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-close-nyc-may-easter-reopening-de-blasio-20200327-24ovg4zdtvhnplpkdeal5qmbj4-story.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/27/a-heart-attack-no-it-was-the-coronavirus/
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/03/27/822407626/mystery-in-wuhan-recovered-coronavirus-patients-test-negative-then-positive
https://apnews.com/013ee46b9b97297ed8feef64168d210e
https://www.axios.com/americas-coronavirus-cities-outbreak-5f22e933-42f1-464e-a68d-5f8ee0923fda.html
https://twitter.com/MikaelThalen/status/1243281598037913600
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/cellphone-heat-map-coronavirus/
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/banking-law/biggest-u-s-banks-flooded-with-deposits-in-flight-to-quality
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/26/stimulus-coronavirus-special-deals-151108
https://justthenews.com/government/congress/congressman-massie-denied-2t-coronavirus-stimulus-without-recorded-vote
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-massie-factbox/mr-no-meet-the-u-s-congressman-who-might-delay-the-coronavirus-bill-idUSKBN21E26K
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8159805/De-Blasio-says-people-need-prepared-New-York-staying-closed-end-MAY.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
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"Market Update for Friday - March 27th, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Today stocks opened lower and never quite recovered.

* Stocks trimmed losses in the afternoon, rallying after President Trump 
signed the $2 trillion stimulus bill.

*However, stocks slide almost 3.0% in the last hour of trading and 
finished the day with losses of more than 3.0%.

*But in spite of today’s losses, the DOW managed to finish the week with 
its best weekly gain since 1938 (up 12.8%)

*Boeing (BA) led the DOW lower with a 10.3% loss. The drop came after 
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Boeing won’t look for a 
government bailout.

* Cruise lines were also hit hard after aid for cruise lines was not 
included in the stimulus bill. Carnival (CCL) lost 16.0%, Norwegian Cruise 
Line (NCLH) lost 19.9% and Royal Caribbean (RCL) dropped 13.3%.

*The virus continues to be a big problem and wild card for the U.S. 
economy. Especially after the U.S. surpassed both China and Italy for the 
most confirmed cases. Globally, there are 585,000 confirmed cases and 
24,863 deaths according to Johns Hopkins data..…"

CNN
(Prevaricator-in-chief) trump makes another round of misstatements 
during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-
check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html


New York may be weeks from peak 

More than a third of America's 102,702 known cases are in New York. 
Now other states are preparing for a surge

Breaking Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of New York

Live Updates Cuomo says he did not speak to Trump about a quarantine 
for New York

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Cuomo:     Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'  

Europe:     Italy's coronavirus death toll inches towards 10,000. Many are   
asking why the fatality rate is so high

trump makes another round of misstatements during coronavirus briefing 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/
index.html 

FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test

How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's 
coronavirus plan 

Trump signs historic $2 trillion stimulus bill

Smerconish: I'd be shocked if Trump doesn't do this

Analysis: The surprising rise of Andrew Cuomo

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Postal Service workers worry they may not have the protection or 
funding to keep delivering mail for months longer

70 million people under severe weather threat that includes tornadoes 
and hail

Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn has died

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/politics/tom-coburn-oklahoma-senator-dead/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/weather/tornadoes-severe-storms-forecast-saturday/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/27/trump-signing-oval-office-acosta-tsr-vpx.cnn
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Joseph Lowery, civil rights leader, dies at 98

NRA sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom and other state officials over gun
store closures

Experts are warning coronavirus puts the integrity of the 2020 election 
at risk

How deadly is coronavirus? That's complicated 

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

SeaWorld is temporarily furloughing over 90% of its employees

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

MSNBC
Latest news on the global pandemic

Grand Canyon residents fear tourists will bring virus

U.N. postpones nuclear weapons conference

Rep. Ilhan Omar: Trump 'isn't being honest with the public'

More than 900 deaths mark Italy's deadliest day 
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-
updates-u-s-first-top-100-000-cases-n1171011/
ncrd1170986#liveBlogHeader 

HUFFPOST
TRUMP FLOATS NY QUARANTINE 

U.S. Cases Exceed 100,000, Exacerbating Drug And Equipment Scarcity

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-us-100000-cases_n_5e7ec365c5b661492267ef6b
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https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-house-members-race-back-washington-trump-xi-n1170106
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/undocumented-immigrants-coronavirus-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/business/sea-world-furloughed/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/hoda-kotb-drew-brees-coronavirus-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/illinois-two-sisters-death-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/28/calculating-coronavirus-death-rate-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/politics/coronavirus-2020-election-challenges/index.html
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Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Pandemic

Pope Francis Prays In Empty St. Peter’s Square In Hauntingly Moving 
Images

LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak
WORLD NEWS 

03/27/2020

Coronavirus Live Updates: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

Stay up to date as we cover the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its 
effects across the world.
HuffPost Staff HuffPost 

COVID-19, the disease caused by the coronavirus, was officially declared 
a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11.

The virus has killed more than 23,000 people worldwide and continues to 
spread at a rapid pace. Efforts to curb the outbreak have led to the global
disruption of daily life and the economy, as schools and workplaces 
shutter in hopes of slowing transmission.

HuffPost reporters around the world are tracking the pandemic and the 
measures being taken to flatten the curve of transmission.

…..

A HuffPost Guide To Coronavirus

• Why Trump is wrong to compare coronavirus to the flu 
• How to file for unemployment if you’ve been laid off 
• Got anxiety? Here are 6 cheap mental health resources. 
• What to do if you live with someone with COVID-19 
• 12 Zoom hacks for work meetings and virtual happy hours 
• How to get the most out of the weekend despite coronavirus 
• The HuffPost guide to working from home   
• What coronavirus questions are on your mind right now? We want to 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-covid19-questions-answers_n_5e73b4fcc5b6f5b7c5405fde?915
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/guide-to-working-from-home_l_5e6bab4ac5b6747ef11c0eda?6q7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/make-most-out-of-weekend-coronavirus_l_5e7b6187c5b6d2b50787ed41?3no
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-compared-to-flu-car-accidents_n_5e7bb166c5b6256a7a239368?q74
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help you find answers. 

 

DRUDGEREPORT
VIRUS HITS POLICE 
FEARS OF CIVIL UNREST     
https://apnews.com/069d01bafbb1f15b1f6c4a4479ab1456 
TRUMP MULLS NY, NJ, CT QUARANTINE     

Inside president's risky push to reopen the country amid crisis...     
Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus 
spreads...     
California braces for cruelest month...     
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized...     
Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting 
results...     
NYC closed until end of MAY?     
DEATH EVERY 9.5 MINS...     
NYPD cases surge...     
Rhode Island Police Hunt Down New Yorkers Seeking Refuge…     
Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers 
waiting...     
Farmers key to keeping nation fed are wary of spread...
What Happens If Workers Cutting Up Meat Get Sick?     
Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History...
President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb...
Claims Power to Gag Watchdog Overseeing Bill...     
$2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote...
Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'...
Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'...
Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread...     VIDEO...  
NEXT HOT SPOTS...
Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus...
Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS...
Power Demand to be 'Profoundly' Hit...
INTERNET BREAKING...     
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
KLOBUCHAR: Husband Coughing Up Blood; 'Still Could Be Contagious, 

https://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2020/03/27/he-was-coughing-up-blood-sen-amy-klobuchar-on-husbands-recovery-from-covid-19/
https://www.tmz.com/2020/03/27/amazon-delivery-spits-package-caught-video-coronavirus/
https://sea.mashable.com/tech/9777/the-worlds-internet-is-slowing-down-because-everyone-is-staying-at-home
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/u-s-power-grids-will-be-profoundly-hit-as-lockdowns-spread
https://www.the-sun.com/news/597859/bill-gates-warns-10-week-lockdown/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/03/27/a-heart-attack-no-it-was-the-coronavirus/
https://www.axios.com/americas-coronavirus-cities-outbreak-5f22e933-42f1-464e-a68d-5f8ee0923fda.html
https://twitter.com/MikaelThalen/status/1243281598037913600
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/cellphone-heat-map-coronavirus/
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/banking-law/biggest-u-s-banks-flooded-with-deposits-in-flight-to-quality
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https://www.mediaite.com/trump/trump-rages-against-third-rate-gop-congressman-for-threatening-to-block-stimulus-throw-him-out-of-republican-party/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-massie-factbox/mr-no-meet-the-u-s-congressman-who-might-delay-the-coronavirus-bill-idUSKBN21E26K
https://www.propublica.org/article/what-happens-if-workers-cutting-up-the-nations-meat-get-sick
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https://www.chron.com/news/article/Demand-for-online-ordering-leaves-grocery-stores-15162349.php
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8161857/Over-500-members-NYPD-tested-positive-coronavirus.html
https://nypost.com/2020/03/28/nyc-coronavirus-cases-reach-nearly-30k-with-a-death-every-9-5-seconds/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8159805/De-Blasio-says-people-need-prepared-New-York-staying-closed-end-MAY.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/flight-attendant-coronavirus-death/index.html
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-sites-haven-t-15162863.php
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/how-bad-will-the-next-few-weeks-for-california-as-coronavirus-cases-explode
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327213427-xshb7
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-trumps-risky-push-to-reopen-the-country-amid-the-coronavirus-crisis/ar-BB11PMHk?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/28/trump-considers-enforceable-quarantine-in-new-york-new-jersey-and-parts-of-connecticut.html
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-covid19-questions-answers_n_5e73b4fcc5b6f5b7c5405fde?915


They Don't Know'...     
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus 
Spreads...
SICK MAP...     

Not since Black Plague have Jerusalem's holy alleys fallen so still...     
Florida Keys closed to visitors... 
Organized crime enforces Brazil lockdown...     
Bolsonaro says 'sorry, some will die'...     
Doctor working with Amazon tribe tests positive...     
Italy, Spain Have Deadliest 24 Hours...     
Nightfall brings nightmares in Rome's hospitals,...     
Australia tightens quarantine rules...     
Last flight to Bangkok: 'If I die, I want to die in my country'...     
Haiti hospital chief kidnapped...     
'Super-spreader' guru puts Indian villages on high alert...     
Finland blocks roads to Helsinki...     
Epidemic infects Europe with 'germ of division'...     

https://news.yahoo.com/epidemic-infects-europe-germ-division-133819804.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327214859-ttfb5
https://news.yahoo.com/super-spreader-guru-puts-indian-villages-high-alert-092109976.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327235713-fb2z9
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328115401-ax1sp
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328000343-x7jvf
https://news.yahoo.com/romes-hospitals-nightfall-brings-nightmares-fear-death-220312050.html
https://news.yahoo.com/britains-johnson-tests-positive-virus-spain-sees-record-130954059.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200327211122-0wa1z
https://news.trust.org/item/20200328011520-cnnbp
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/25/brazil-rio-gangs-coronavirus
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Florida-Keys-which-welcomes-all-to-come-as-you-15162424.php
https://www.lmtonline.com/news/article/Not-since-the-Black-Plague-have-Jerusalem-s-holy-15162438.php
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/construction-companies-lobby-to-keep-working-as-coronavirus-spreads-11585308782
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https://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2020/03/27/he-was-coughing-up-blood-sen-amy-klobuchar-on-husbands-recovery-from-covid-19/


YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

CNN
US coronavirus deaths top 2,000 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-28-20-intl-
hnk/index.html 

The number of Americans who have died from the virus has doubled 
since Thursday 

President:   Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of parts of   
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut 

Restrictions:   These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's  
what that means for you 

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

Europe:     Italy's coronavirus death toll passes 10,000  

Cuomo:     Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'  

Cuomo on possible New York quarantine: 'I don't think it's legal'

New York faces a possible quarantine as other states prepare for surge 
of cases

Fact check: Trump makes another round of misstatements during Friday 
briefing

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/health/us-coronavirus-weekend-saturday/index.html
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Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn dies after battle with cancer

How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's 
coronavirus plan 

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Tornado flattens buildings in Jonesboro, Arkansas

FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test

A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers test 
positive

NRA sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom and other state officials over gun
store closures

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

Experts are warning coronavirus puts the integrity of the 2020 election 
at risk

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/undocumented-immigrants-coronavirus-stimulus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/illinois-two-sisters-death-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/us/illinois-two-sisters-death-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/03/27/hoda-kotb-drew-brees-coronavirus-orig.cnn-business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/politics/coronavirus-2020-election-challenges/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/politics/coronavirus-2020-election-challenges/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/entertainment/tom-hanks-rita-wilson-coronavirus-update/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/28/calculating-coronavirus-death-rate-smerconish-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/us/15-minute-coronavirus-test/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/weather/tornadoes-severe-storms-forecast-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/27/trump-ventilator-guarantee-cutie-pie-coronavirus-briefing-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-fox-news/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-fox-news/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/28/david-axelrod-trump-stimulus-checks-smerconish-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/opinions/stimulus-bill-tax-break-for-1-mccaffery/index.html
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Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment 

CDC issues travel advisory as deaths double within two days 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/health/us-coronavirus-wrap-sunday/index
.html 

The advisory for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut comes as US 
coronavirus deaths surpass 2,000 

Restrictions:   These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's  
what that means for you 

Oval Office photo:   Why no Democrats were invited  

live updates The US has the most known cases worldwide

Cuomo  : Quarantine would be declaration of war on states  

Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States

Fact check: Trump makes another round of misstatements during Friday 
briefing

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus 
complications

North Korea launches sixth unidentified projectile in under a month 

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 
'impeachment scam'

Italy's coronavirus death toll passes 10,000

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/europe/italy-coronavirus-cases-surpass-china-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/media/trish-regan-fox-news/index.html
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John Callahan of TV show 'All My Children' dead at 66

Tornado rips through Arkansas city, injuring 6 people 

A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers test 
positive

Owner of New York Knicks and Rangers tests positive for coronavirus

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Two sisters died days apart from coronavirus. Their family didn't see 
their last moments 

Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - March 28th, 2020

Albert peia, here's what happened this week:

*Monday: DOW falls 582 points because stimulus plan is stuck in Senate

*Tuesday: Wow…stocks have their best day since 1933!

*Wednesday: We might get the WORST economic report EVER tomorrow

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/tech/instacart-planned-strike/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/undocumented-immigrants-coronavirus-stimulus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/28/entertainment/tom-hanks-rita-wilson-coronavirus-update/index.html
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*Thursday: 3.3 million unemployed and stocks have biggest 3-day rally 
since 1931?!?

*Friday: Stimulus Bill signed, but Dow slides 900 points

HUFFPOST
‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-
grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 

Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking 
Safety

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines
(Prevaricator-in-chief) trump makes another round of misstatements 
during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-
check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html 

HUFFPOST
‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-
grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 

Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking 
Safety

Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

NYTIMES
The Expert Who Corrects Trump Is Now a Target of Far-Right Vitriol

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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How a Failure to Test Blinded the U.S. to Covid-19 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/us/testing-coronavirus-
pandemic.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

The U.S. Tried to Build a New Fleet of Ventilators. The Mission Collapsed.

WASHPOST
Desperate for medical equipment, states find a beleaguered national 
stockpile

Trump sows confusion with efforts to invoke presidential powers to fight 
coronavirus 

Pence to bring recommendations to Trump on whether to reopen 
economy; Japan’s cases accelerate 

LATIMES
Coronavirus patients in California’s ICU beds double overnight 

L.A. County announces 6 new coronavirus deaths as hospitals fill up in 
California 

GOOGLENEWS
Live coronavirus updates: Global death toll tops 30,000 as Trump weighs 
quarantine on N.Y. area 
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-coronavirus-updates-
trump-weighs-quarantine-n-y-area-italian-n1171426 

The global death toll from COVID-19 has surpassed 30,000, according to 
John Hopkins University, as President Donald Trump said that he was 
considering an ...
NBCNews.com5 hours ago

Cuomo says possible NY quarantine 'would be chaos and mayhem'

video_youtubeCNNYesterday
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Trump says coronavirus quarantine on New York, New Jersey, 
Connecticut not necessary, CDC issues 14-day 'tr...

President Trump on Saturday said he is considering imposing an 
enforceable quarantine on New York, parts of New Jersey and parts of 
Connecticut as part of ...
Fox News LatinoYesterday

Trump to Issue Travel Advisory for N.Y. Region, Backing Off Quarantine 
Threat

WASHINGTON — President Trump said Saturday night that he would not 
impose a quarantine on New York, New Jersey and Connecticut to 
prevent the spread ...
The New York TimesYesterdayLocal coverage

Trump Considering Quarantine Of New York, New Jersey And Connecticut
| NBC Nightly News

video_youtubeNBC NewsYesterday

CNN
Pelosi:     'As the President fiddles, people are dying'   
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/nancy-pelosi-coronavirus-cnntv/
index.html 
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As the number of US coronavirus deaths doubled in just two days, the 
House speaker criticized the President's response to the pandemic

New restrictions:     CDC issues domestic travel advisory  

Pelosi on Trump's statement:     It's ridiculous  

live updates Rhode Island demands all travelers into the state to self-
quarantine for 14 days

Cuomo  : Quarantine would be declaration of war on states  

Restrictions:     What stay-at-home orders mean for you   

Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States

Opinion: Donald Trump's special day

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

Task force receives recommendations on reducing social distancing

Smerconish: I made this Trump prediction days ago. It looks like it may 
come true

Gretchen Whitmer takes on Trump as coronavirus cases rise in Michigan

Analysis: Trump's approval rating is up most among those who don't vote

Opinion: Stimulus includes tax break for 1%

Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie

John Callahan of TV show 'All My Children' dead at 66

A North Carolina county is using checkpoints to block visitors and keep 
coronavirus out

America's largest single site jail is home to a new coronavirus cluster

Trump strikes friendly tone on China with trade in mind, as his top 
officials point fingers

'Today' show host breaks down on air
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Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson back in the US

A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus 
complications

How deadly is the virus? It's complicated

Tornado rips through Arkansas city

Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

YAHOONEWS U.S. Reuters U.S. virus deaths could reach 200,000, Fauci 
warns as medical supplies run short https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
health-coronavirus-usa/u-s-virus-deaths-could-reach-200000-fauci-warns-
as-medical-supplies-run-short-idUSKBN21G0ME 

HUFFPOST
RED ALERT: ‘EVERY METRO AREA’ SHOULD READY FOR NYC-SCALE 
OUTBREAK https://www.huffpost.com/entry/deborah-birx-metro-area-
coronavirus_n_5e80a0f0c5b6cb9dc1a1f276 

CORONAVIRUS ER Doctor Sick With Coronavirus: ‘Nothing Right Now Is 
Sustainable’

‘  Off The Charts’: Coronavirus Hot   

DRUDGEREPORT
TRUMP BACKS OFF QUARANTINE
CUOMO WARNED WAR!
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED https://www.foxnews.com/media/dr-deborah-
birx-issues-coronavirus-warning-we-dont-think-any-city-will-be-spared 

People arrested for violating stay-at-home orders...

https://www.staradvertiser.com/2020/03/26/breaking-news/kauai-police-launch-checkpoints-to-enforce-lockdown-compliance/
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Govt Tracking How People Move Around in Pandemic... 
Virus hotspots grow in middle America… 
Urban centers nationwide gird for catastrophe...
Rhode Island Police Hunt Down New Yorkers Seeking Refuge!
Florida state border checkpoints begin...
Scared medical workers decry lack of protection...
Hospitals turn to snorkel masks... 
California braces for cruelest month...
Farmers key to keeping nation fed wary of spread...
'Confirmed Cases' Almost Meaningless Metric...
Silent Spreaders Poised to Unleash Second Wave of Disaster...
Italy's toll tops 10,000 despite long lockdown...
SPAIN SURGE: Death Toll Rises 838 in Worst Day Yet...
SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. DEATH TOLL DOUBLES IN TWO DAYS
FAUCI PROJECTS '100,000-200,000' 
https://apnews.com/64ac08d62c3621f2b888785e02c7f6b1 
NO CITY WILL BE SPARED 

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Variety Ridley Scott Blasts Donald Trump’s 
Response to Coronavirus: ‘He’s a Nutcase, Isn’t He?’ [ Yes, indeed trump 
is, a nutcase and much worse! ] As the coronavirus pandemic continues 
to spread across the globe, Hollywood has been brought to a standstill. 
TV and movie productions have been put on hold, as the industry -- along 
with millions in other businesses -- is social distancing. …

MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 
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https://news.yahoo.com/italy-says-virus-response-fateful-eu-104005657.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/coronavirus-silent-spreaders-poised-to-unleash-second-wave-of-disaster
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/confirmed-coronavirus-cases-almost-meaningless-123550415.html
https://apnews.com/647a445d026527acdc2848a740666d38
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-28/how-bad-will-the-next-few-weeks-for-california-as-coronavirus-cases-explode
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/hospitals-turn-snorkel-masks-ease-respirator-overload-020738689.html
https://news.yahoo.com/york-medical-workers-decry-abysmal-lack-coronavirus-protection-061827504.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/news/2020/03/28/florida-coronavirus-cases-pass-4000-border-checkpoints-vacation-rentals-suspended/2934407001/
https://news.yahoo.com/rhode-island-police-hunt-down-211405349.html
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YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

MSNBC Bill Rodgers: Real unemployment rate could reach 30 percent 
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/bill-rodgers-real-unemployment-
rate-could-reach-30-percent-81349189570 

MARKETWATCH Associated Press Asian markets extend losses as toll 
from pandemic surges Published: March 29, 2020 at 11:06 p.m. ET By 
Associated Press https://www.marketwatch.com/story/asian-markets-
extend-losses-as-toll-from-pandemic-surges-2020-03-29?
link=MW_latest_news 

CNN
Growing US death toll makes Trump accept reality

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-easter-hospitals-deadline/index.html
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The President's extension of social distancing guidelines until April 30 is 
a significant move as the coronavirus pandemic is set to take a savage 
turn

live updates More than 723,000 people people infected worldwide and 
over 34,000 killed, Johns Hopkins University tally says

Stunning projection:     Fauci estimates between 100,000 to 200,000 deaths.  
But that could change, he said

Tracking the pandemic  : Coronavirus cases in the US  

Don Lemon:     This virus does not care what you believe  

Opinion:     Donald Trump's special day  

Watch:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question  

Podcast:     Bill Gates sounded the alarm  

A breakdown of false and misleading statements at Trump's Rose Garden
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-
briefing/index.html 

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Exclusive: DOJ reviews stock trades by lawmakers after coronavirus 
briefings

Analysis: As coronavirus death toll rises, Trump focuses on a different set
of numbers: TV ratings 

New York coronavirus deaths pass 960 as New Rochelle's 'Patient Zero' 
goes home

Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive 
discussions

Tapper to GOP gov.: Does your state think this is a hoax?

Trump admin sent medical gear to China while he minimized the virus 
threat to US
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/opinions/donald-trumps-special-day-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/30/coronavirus-god-science-medicine-coexist-don-lemon-ctn-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
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9 takeaways from Tapper's interviews with Pelosi, Fauci, de Blasio and 
more

Opinion: The alarming message of Louisiana's spike in Covid-19 cases 

CBS journalist Maria Mercader dies at 54 of coronavirus

Opera legend Plácido Domingo hospitalized with coronavirus 

Ken Shimura, famed Japanese comedian, dead at 70 after contracting 
coronavirus

Singer-songwriter John Prine critically ill with coronavirus

Country music star Joe Diffie dies of complications from coronavirus

Trump says US will not pay for Prince Harry and Meghan's security. They 
say they don't need the help

Bill Gates' prediction for when coronavirus cases will peak in US

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Cruise ship headed to Florida has reported more sick people on board 
after 4 die 

'Today' show host breaks down on air

Amazon workers to stage a walkout today, demanding closure of Staten 
Island facility

MARKETWATCH Stock investors are too optimistic — they’re running up 
Abbott, Johnson & Johnson and General Motors without doing any 
research  Stocks Gained Today as Virginia Issued Stay-at-Home Order That  
Will Last Until June 10 [Aha! We knew there was a reason for the 
contrived run-up in stock prices. ] The Dow Surged 691 Points Because 
Investors Have More Hope Covid-19 Will Be Beat [ Yes, in trading pits to the 
trading floor, they were singing the new theme song/mantra; viz., ‘clap your 
hands, stamp your feet, covid-19 will be beat’. Well, there you go; all over but 
the shouting! ]
CNN

https://www.marketwatch.com/articles/dow-jones-industrial-average-rose-we-hope-covid-19-will-be-beat-51585603025?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/meghan-prince-harry-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/meghan-prince-harry-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/us/joe-diffie-coronavirus-death-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/entertainment/john-prine-coronavirus/index.html
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‘Tale of Two Streets’ (Wall Street and Main Street) Macy's will furlough 
the majority of its 125,000 employees 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/investing/macys-employees-furlough-
coronavirus/index.html 

Cities transform to treat coronavirus victims

A football stadium, convention centers and even parts of New York's 
Central Park are now makeshift hospitals

Opinion:     History's verdict on Trump will be devastating  

Flattening the curve:   Are US efforts actually working?   

Poll:   Americans divided over government handling of outbreak  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Briefing:   Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question   

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump gives update at coronavirus briefing: 'This is a very vital 30 days'

• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/borger-column-trump-empathy/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/specials/live-video-1
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/trump-yamiche-alcindor-hospital-equipment-coronavirus-task-force-briefing-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/cnn-poll-americans-coronavirus-government-approval/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/us-efforts-to-flatten-curve-on-coronavirus-cases-john-king-magic-wall-ip-vpx.cnn
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New York neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies from 
complications of Covid-19

Police arrest Florida pastor for holding church services despite stay-at-
home order

Armed neighbors block man's driveway with tree to force him into 
quarantine

Daughter's heartbreaking story of mom brings CNN's Brooke Baldwin to 
tears

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Ford to build 50,000 ventilators in 100 days

'I Love Rock 'n' Roll' songwriter Alan Merrill dies after coronavirus 
diagnosis

Model cited by White House says 82,000 people could die from 
coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

The US deported him. Days later, he was hospitalized with coronavirus

CBS journalist dies at 54 of coronavirus

WASHPOST
Trump steels nation for longer shutdown after experts warn virus could 
kill 200,000 in U.S. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/03/30/coronavirus-latest-
news/

NYTIMES
Despite Pushback, Trump Suggests Testing Is No Longer an Issue
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/29/trump-coronavirus-unappreciative-governors-diamond-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/minnesota-trooper-n95-masks-doctor-trnd/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/world/coronavirus-who-masks-recommendation-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/03/30/michelle-bennett-lost-mother-coronavirus-facetime-hospital-baldwin-sot-vpx.cnn
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LATIMES
California launches initiative to increase healthcare providers amid 
coronavirus 

MSNBC
Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Prisoners in New York City jails sound alarm as coronavirus spreads
Are masks 'going out the back door' of NYC hospitals, as Trump 
suggests?
Coronavirus deniers take aim at hospitals as pandemic grows
Renowned surgeon who separated twins joined at the skull dies of 
coronavirus

HUFFPOST
WAREHOUSE HEALTH HAZARD: FRIVOLOUS ONLINE ORDERS 

World News When Will Life Return to Normal? The Answer From Europe Is
Emerging Coronavirus cases may be starting to peak in Europe, but 
lockdowns will likely remain for months, officials said.

There Are 67,000 Pharmacies In The U.S. Only 5 Are Testing For The 
Coronavirus.

DRUDGEREPORT
SOS NYC 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-
million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html 
Rent strike idea gaining steam... 

Rampaging monkeys launching attacks sign of biblical plague, claims 
rabbi... [Hmmm…Truth be told, I’ve seen that in america for as long as I 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/rampaging-monkeys-launching-attacks-sign-21774648
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can remember!]

THE GREAT WAIT... 
Gov. issues stay-at-home order for South Florida...
Virginia Shut Until June...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
APRIL CANCELED...
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter plan...
500 homeless sleep in Vegas parking lot after vagrant tests positive...
SHOCK VIDEO: Cars wait in long line at Pennsylvania food bank...
Tampa megachurch pastor arrested after leading packed services...
New Yorkers who break distancing rules face fines...
Record number of 911 calls...
UPDATE: Field hospital set up in Central Park...
Queens Stadium to Be Converted Into Temporary Unit...
Dead bodies loaded into trucks...
Hamptons Houses Now Luxury Bunkers...
Secret Doomsday Ranch In Colorado Sees Spike In Interest...
Doctors Warn Virus Persists 8 Days After Symptoms...
Giving Birth In Time Of Pandemic 'Absolutely Terrifying'...
Elderly woman dies after smacked for not social distancing...
Domestic Abuse Calls Skyrocket...
IRS orders office evacuation, affecting most agency employees...
Trash Industry Braces for Deluge of Infectious Waste...
WHOLE FOODS employees planning nationwide 'sick-out'...
Dolly Parton Says Pandemic Message From God: Holding Us Up To Light...
SICK MAP... 

"THE STATE, IT IS US 

Recent Articles
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https://nypost.com/2020/03/29/elderly-woman-dies-after-being-shoved-for-not-social-distancing-sources/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/03/28/coronavirus-pregnant-mothers-forced-change-birth-plans/
https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-persists-in-many-patients-even-after-symptoms-disappear-study-finds/
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The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-
along-the-potomac/ 

By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 

David Stockman | March 30, 2020 

Look at the world around you. It may seem like an immovable, implacable
place. It is not. With the slightest push – in just the right place – it can be 
tipped.

–Malcolm Gladwell, The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big 
Difference (2000)

...

Even if Uncle Sam wasn’t already broke – with $23 trillion of public debt 
and $20 trillion more built into current policy over the next decade – this 
$2.2 trillion “stimulus” bill would rank as a monstrous eruption of fiscal 
incontinence.

What’s far worse than this cascade of freebies are the underlying 
theories used to justify it.
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This latest attempt at fiscal “stimulus” basically says there’s no limit to 
the amount of money the state and its central-banking branch can borrow
or print to hold harmless virtually every element and institution of the 
American economy at their January 2020 level.

Mind you, that’s fake prosperity based on egregiously inflated financial 
wealth.

[Chart]

And this bill is just a grand act of plenary social insurance designed to 
make everyone whole – as if the state has resources society as a whole 
doesn’t.

We leave it to the liberal numbskulls at Axios to reveal the true colors of 
the Everything Bailout:

This is not intended to stimulate growth and spending to offset a 
potential downturn; it is designed to prevent mass homelessness, 
starvation and a wave of business closures not seen since the height of 
the Great Depression.

“This should not be thought of as a stimulus bill – this should be thought 
of as social insurance in a disaster state of the world for the most hard 
hit,” Jonathan Parker, professor of finance at MIT, told Axios during a 
virtual briefing with reporters Wednesday.

“The idea is to freeze time for a month or six weeks and let people 
emerge with not a huge amount of debt – not starving, not being evicted.”



This would ideally produce “a V-shaped recovery where people find 
themselves roughly where they were when we went in.”

Even if the bill passes, the story won’t be over: We are likely to be in this 
same situation again, economists say – and soon.

Another stimulus bill will likely be necessary to get the economy running 
after the COVID-19 outbreak has been contained.

More immediately, it’s possible that a second massive spending bill will 
be needed just to stop further bleeding.

Well, there you have it. It’s a bald-faced recipe for the veritable 
destruction of capitalist prosperity and financial viability.

And this is the consensus extant across the length and breadth of the 
beltway.

These sanctimonious insiders are statists of the worst variety. Rather 
than overtly embrace Socialism, like Bernie, AOC, and the Squad, they 
embrace an ersatz version. Theirs presumes a hyper-interventionist state
is not capitalism’s mortal enemy, like classic socialism. Theirs is a 
helpmate, an enhancer, and a benefactor.

All rolled into one…

But that’s dead wrong.



What it does is eviscerate the fundamentals of stable, sustainable, and 
rising prosperity.

Beltway Socialism…

systematically falsifies and inflates financial asset prices…

confers windfall wealth on the already wealthy…

balloons public and private debt…

fosters pervasive speculation and malinvestment…

perpetuates failed business strategies and zombie companies…

undermines financial discipline among households, businesses, and 
government institutions alike…

kills savings, rainy-day funds, and balance-sheet reserves in favor of 
hand-to-mouth economics…

Finally – obviously, now – Beltway Socialism leaves the aggregate 
economy unnecessarily fragile and extremely vulnerable to exogenous 
shocks like the COVID-19 supply-side dislocation now underway.



Those insiders now roundly applauding the bill recognize none of these 
untoward consequences.

[Chart]

By their lights, the American economy’s apparent inability to weather a 
two- to four-month supply-side dislocation is due to the putative defects 
of market capitalism. Hyperactive intervention is exactly what their 
doctor ordered.

This is statism.

And it’s creeping up on all of us.

Here’s Michael Coolbaugh to take us out with some more wise words he 
shared with his Element Macro Research subscribers this morning:

I wish I had something more profound to offer you this morning. But, as 
Former Premier of the Soviet Union Vladimir Lenin once proclaimed, 
“There are decades where nothing happens, and there are weeks where 
decades happen.”

That’s the thing about these sorts of “big picture” scenarios.

They usually move at glacial speed with the seeds being sown over years,
if not decades. The problem being, we never know where the spark will 
come from that triggers the avalanche. 



I don’t have any first-hand accounts, but I highly doubt many had the 
assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria at the top of their list of 
triggers that would launch The Great War.

As I suggested on Friday, I believe we are currently experiencing 
something much greater than a pandemic-induced economic shock.

There will be many lasting consequences from what seems to be this 
singular event but is really just the culmination of decades of decisions 
that have brought us to this place.

We talked about the distinct possibility that the real economy 
outperforms the stock market. And what might that look like?

Have you noticed that the overwhelming view during this market rout has 
been to buy the technology sector on weakness?

After all, we are a service economy that is currently demonstrating our 
ability to work remotely… 

[Chart]

In fact, we’re told about it every single day: “You want to own growth in a
low-growth world”… There’s this now too: “Tech will be the least affected
by a global quarantine”… And, better still: “You can’t ignore the amazing 
relative performance.”

Well, you know how I feel about something that everyone believes in…



If there’s one thing history has taught us time and again, it’s that the 
unwind of such one-way thinking can be powerful and often extremely 
painful.

These are all just a few overarching things to keep in mind over the 
weeks and months to come.

Because, believe me, I could sit here and talk about this “big picture” and
metagame-type stuff all day.

But any time I see projections for oil priced below zero, it might suggest 
we’re rapidly approaching a major tipping point.

Indeed, Mike, indeed…

To common sense,

David Stockman"

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - March 30th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks bounced back after Friday’s drop, and kicked off the week with a 
win.

*Today’s gains come in spite of more bad news and a slide in oil:



*President Trump extended social distancing guidelines to April 30th.

*Right now there are more than 775,00 cases around the world and over 
37,000 deaths. And last week the U.S. became the country with the most 
cases in the world, now almost 160,000.

*St. Louis Fed President James Bullard and economists believe the 
unemployment rate could hit 32%.

*And Fed research shows that there are 66.8 million workers with “high 
risk of layoff.”

*But on a (trumpian) positive note, Bullard believes the hit to the 
economy might be short lived. In a CNBC interview, Bullard said “this is a 
special quarter, and once the virus goes away and if we play our cards 
right and keep everything intact, then everyone will go back to work and 
everything will be fine."

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 3rd day in a row. With a 5.4% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.33 a barrel. It was the lowest close for Crude Oil since 
2002.

*Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) jumped 8.0% on news that the company will 
begin human testing on a potential vaccine in September.”

Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 

new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. 
Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans 
particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new 
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age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ]

YAHOONEWS Politics LA Times Column: Trump blocks coronavirus 
bailout oversight even before it can start 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-
163113509.html Trump says he won't cooperate with bailout oversight, so
what is he hiding?

CNN
Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing

live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show
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He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state

CNN
Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states

The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the 
pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.

• live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this  
virus since day one'

• Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying   
virus

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/30/trump-coronavirus-acosta-question-sot-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/holland-america-zaandam-passengers/index.html
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• Social distancing:   'Glimmers' that measures are working  

• Tips:     Worried about infection from groceries? What to do  

• Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

• Podcast:     As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties  

CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus

• Comedian Michael Yo shares emotional post about recovering from 
coronavirus
• A 3rd NYPD member dies of coronavirus after hundreds of officers 
test positive
• What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer

A grim picture of what could come in the US

• US Open tennis complex to be used as makeshift hospital in New 
York 
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• Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus  

• Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus   
guidelines and provide models as rationale

• Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was   
wrong

• Man best known for walking nearly every block of New   
York dies of coronavirus

• Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky   
start

• What to do if you're worried about bills  

• The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will   
receive medal of honor

• From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual   
campaigning

• DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA   
warrant process

• Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why  

• Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American   
democracy

• One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US  

Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US

Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-
devastating-dantonio/index.html 

A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US 
could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
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live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000

Analysis:   Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll  

Illinois governor:     Feds sent wrong type of masks   

Video:   Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus  

Tips  : Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do  

Tracking the pandemic:     Coronavirus cases in the US  

Podcast:     Being pregnant during a pandemic  

Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading 
statements

• Trump says 1 million have been tested in US
• Analysis: The deep leadership flaw revealed by Trump touting his press 
conference ratings
• Borger: Trump's briefings lack crucial element
• Analysis: Trump's briefings matter whether or not he tells the truth
• Lemon: Trump turns briefing into reality show

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/cuomo-lemon-handoff-trump-news-coverage-coronavirus-cpt-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/what-matters-trump-fact-fiction-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/borger-column-trump-empathy/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-daily-briefing-white-house/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-30-20-intl-hnk/h_790f14c8fcda097e6c977d1f80270982
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-march-30/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-march-30/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/26/coronavirus-covid-19-food-grocery-delivery-safety-tips-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/30/trump-coronavirus-acosta-question-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/politics/illinois-governor-wrong-masks-ppe/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-politics-2020-election/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-03-31-20/index.html


He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus

California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures 
are working

Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but 
it's still deadlier than seasonal flu

One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, 
WSJ reports 

WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick

His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea 

Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids

Pastor arrested for holding church services

A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical 
masks

Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market 
tanked

MSNBC
U.S. death toll tops 3,000, exceeding 9/11 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-
coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627 

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/justice-department-review-senator-stocks-honig/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/justice-department-review-senator-stocks-honig/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/minnesota-trooper-n95-masks-doctor-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/minnesota-trooper-n95-masks-doctor-trnd/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/us/florida-pastor-arrested-river-church/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/31/doctor-posts-coronavirus-reality-cornelia-griggs-intv-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/holland-america-zaandam-passengers/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/world/coronavirus-who-masks-recommendation-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/nyu-langone-emergency-doctors-intubation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/nyu-langone-emergency-doctors-intubation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/31/drew-griffin-coronavirus-early-testing-we-blew-it-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-lower-death-rate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/health/coronavirus-lower-death-rate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/california-shelter-in-place-effects/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/california-shelter-in-place-effects/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/us/william-helmreich-dies-coronavirus/index.html


Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

‘  I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools   

close

OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about 
coronavirus

Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal

State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket

U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far

Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits

Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do 
they see?

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

HUFFPOST
GOP GOV THROWS COLD WATER ON TRUMP TESTING LIE 

CORONAVIRUS

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-larry-hogan-trump-testing_n_5e834451c5b6d38d98a4ffaa
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/millions-are-watching-the-white-house-coronavirus-briefings-what-do-they-see-81422405763
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-tells-governors-he-hasn-t-heard-about-lack-of-testing-kits-81423429585
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/u-s-suffers-deadliest-day-of-coronavirus-outbreak-thus-far-81422405627
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173121
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173126
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173211
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173211
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173236
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706/ncrd1173236
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/live-coronavirus-updates-u-s-death-toll-passes-3-000-n1172706


CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19

A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue

GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public 
Health: Study

Amazon Worker Fired After Staging Walkout Over Company’s Handling Of 
Outbreak

LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak

DRUDGEREPORT
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP… 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-
080522193.html 
SOS NYC 
MORE DEAD THAN 9/11
CNN ANCHOR CUOMO INFECTED
DC THREAT: JAIL FOR LEAVING HOME
MAJORITY OF AMERICANS PRAYING 

Coronavirus could travel 27 feet, stay in air for hours: MIT researcher… 
Brooklyn Man Arrested After Coughing On FBI Agents...
Famed neurosurgeon who separated conjoined twins dies...
Prolonged Lockdowns Ahead...
PEAK? Model predicts 2,271 deaths on 4/15… 
How dire projections, grim images dashed Trump Easter Miracle...
Mixed messages confuse...
Bottlenecks in testing, excruciating wait times...
Captain of aircraft carrier with growing outbreak pleads for help… 
Military infections rise...
Hospitals Tell Doctors They'll Be Fired If Talk to Press...
Study shows middle-age mortality risk...
3D video shows extensive damage to lungs...
Supplies Get Tight As Food Distribution Systems Break Down... 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/supplies-are-starting-to-get-really-tight-nationwide-as-food-distribution-systems-break-down
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/it-is-affecting-every-age-group-3d-video-shows-extensive-damage-to-lungs-caused-by-covid-19
https://news.yahoo.com/study-shows-middle-age-covid-19-mortality-risk-100840947.html
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/hospitals-tell-doctors-they-ll-be-fired-if-they-talk-to-press
https://www.stripes.com/pentagon-struggles-to-stay-ahead-of-virus-as-infections-rise-ship-sidelined-1.624211
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Exclusive-Captain-of-aircraft-carrier-with-15167883.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/bottlenecks-in-coronavirus-testing-mean-excruciating-wait-times-for-the-sick/ar-BB11Vs8f
https://news.yahoo.com/trumps-mixed-messages-confuse-coronavirus-194831761.html
https://apnews.com/df0f9e66090f77c3102610b4e8a49433
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8168661/Data-predicts-2-271-Americans-die-coronavirus-April-15.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-gets-back-to-work-while-u-s-extends-coronavirus-shutdowns-11585561393
https://www.the-sun.com/news/615922/neurosurgeon-james-goodrich-dead-coronavirus-conjoined-twins/
https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/news/nyc-man-coughs-on-fbi-agents-during-price-gouging-arrest
https://nypost.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-could-travel-27-feet-stay-in-air-for-hours-mit-researcher/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/03/30/most-americans-say-coronavirus-outbreak-has-impacted-their-lives/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/30/dc-mayor-threatens-jail-time-for-leaving-home-during-coronavirus/
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/breaking-cnns-chris-cuomo-has-tested-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/coronavirus/article-8170427/US-coronavirus-death-toll-tops-3-000-dead-9-11-expects-say-worst-come.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/31/gov-cuomo-says-coronavirus-is-more-dangerous-than-expected-as-new-york-cases-jump-14percent-overnight-to-75795.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-updates-stats-cases-worldwide_n_5e81e1e9c5b6cb9dc1a3d3fb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-fires-worker-chris-smalls_n_5e828693c5b62dd9f5d482fa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-fires-worker-chris-smalls_n_5e828693c5b62dd9f5d482fa
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-governors-restrictions-lag-coronovavirus-research_n_5e82bb6cc5b62dd9f5d4bd8b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-governors-restrictions-lag-coronovavirus-research_n_5e82bb6cc5b62dd9f5d4bd8b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/a-new-enemy-in-the-battle-against-coronavirus-lockdown-fatigue_n_5e8319e7c5b62dd9f5d5973b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-positive-cnn_n_5e836426c5b603fbdf4a2f51


WHOLE FOODS employees nationwide 'sick-out'...
AMAZON Struggles to Find Footing... 
Pets Growing More Stressed... 
SICK MAP... 

FED: Third of Americans will be unemployed… 
GOLDMAN Sees 34% Plunge in GDP... 
End of Dollar Reign? 
DOW heads for worst first quarter in history... Developing... 
Return of Barter Economy, Swapping Eggs for Toilet Paper... 

"Crazy Town

Crazy Town https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/ 

By David Stockman. March 31, 2020 

The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-
us/ 

By David Stockman. March 30, 2020 

The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-
jones-industrial-average/ 

By David Stockman. March 27, 2020 

David Stockman | March 31, 2020

Now this is the point. You fancy me a mad. Madmen know nothing. But 
you should have seen me. You should have seen how wisely I proceeded…

Edgar Allen Poe, The Tell-Tale Heart (1843)

https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
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https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/
https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/crazy-town/
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/the-return-of-the-barter-economy-swapping-eggs-for-toilet-paper
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/stock-futures-are-flat-following-rebound-from-coronavirus-sell-off.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2020-03-31/coronavirus-could-end-dollar-s-reign-in-favor-of-china
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-sees-even-deeper-u-080522193.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/coronavirus-job-losses-could-total-47-million-unemployment-rate-of-32percent-fed-says.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/coronavirus-pet-behavior-breana-pitts-heidi-sutcliffe-norwell-veterinary-hospital/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-struggles-to-find-its-coronavirus-footing-its-a-time-of-great-stress-11585664987
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/5dmeka/whole-foods-employees-are-staging-a-nationwide-sick-out


...

Have I said it’s getting stupid-crazy down there in the Imperial City?

Or course I have, ad infinitum… ad nauseum, really.

And I’m doing it again today…

Consider the chart below.

[Chart]

To wit, it took the Federal Reserve 95 years after its doors opened in 
1914 to print enough money to fund a $600 billion balance sheet.

Between the famous Treasury Accord in 1951, by which the Fed was 
liberated from U.S. Treasury-ordered yield-pegging, and 1999, its balance 
sheet grew at a modest 5.2% per year.

And the Fed’s relative stinginess with the printing press was a great big 
never-mind. Real gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 3.4% per year 
over that near half-century period. And real median family income more 
than doubled, from $35,000 to $74,000.

I ponder that “$600 billion” today because its capsulizes the insanity 
loose in the Imperial City.



What took 95 years to accomplish in the purportedly benighted 20th 
century, now takes just five days…

[Chart]

You can’t make this stuff up.

Between March 20 and March 26 – five trading days – our monetary 
central planners purchased $622 billion of U.S. Treasuries and mortgage-
backed securities (MBS).

Its balance sheet has expanded from $4.75 trillion the evening of March 
19 to $5.372 trillion the evening of March 26.

The growth rate there is 61,084% per year.

Even Uncle Milton Friedman – the evil genius who started all this at Camp
David back in August 1971 – is surely rolling in his grave.

If there’s any doubt this madness is literally destroying the bond markets,
you need look no further than these side-by-side charts…

[Chart]

The massive corporate bond bubble that 10 years of the Fed’s foolish 
interest-rate repression generated is now coming unstuck at the seams.



As I’ve said all along, the specious assurance from the Eccles Building 
that the financial system is sound because banks have been passing their
ludicrously rigged “stress test” was malarkey of the first order.

For crying out loud, Waldo isn’t hiding in bank balance sheets. That was 
the last rodeo.

Bank balance sheets have been repaired as a result of savaging returns 
on the deposits held by millions of savers and retirees.

Meanwhile, Waldo is buried somewhere in the trillions of new corporate 
bond mutual funds and exchange-traded funds that have risen up to 
quench the desperate thirst for yield among asset gatherers…

Of course, these hideously low yields are being clobbered by the COVID-
19 shutdown panic. That’s caused a run on the bond funds like no brick-
and-mortar bank run ever before.

In just two weeks there was a $218 billion outflow from these funds, 
including $34.6 billion on “bond capitulation day” on March 20 alone.

Well, better late than never.

In an honest market, corporate bond yields would be rising smartly.

And the C-suite geniuses who trashed their own balance sheets over the 
last decade to fund rampant stock buybacks and financial engineering 
adventures might well be getting a tap on the shoulder from their own 
complicit boards, who might not otherwise relish the prospect of 



spending the rest of their days in shareholder litigation.

Nope… it’s the Everything Bailout for them.

And, alas, the last thing our monetary central planners wish to see is 
honest bond yields or any other kind of honest financial asset prices.

That moment of reckoning, of course, must be precluded at all hazards, 
even if it means fostering an even more incendiary blow-up just down the 
road.

The ever-prescient Jim Bianco summarized the action neatly:

In just these past few weeks, the Fed has cut rates by 150 basis points to
near zero and run through its entire 2008 crisis handbook. That wasn’t 
enough to calm markets, though – so the central bank also announced $1 
trillion a day in repurchase agreements and unlimited quantitative easing,
which includes a hard-to-understand $625 billion of bond buying a week 
going forward. At this rate, the Fed will own two-thirds of the Treasury 
market in a year.

But it’s the alphabet soup of new programs that deserve special 
consideration, as they could have profound long-term consequences for 
the functioning of the Fed and the allocation of capital in financial 
markets. Specifically, these are:

CPFF (Commercial Paper Funding Facility) – buying commercial paper 
from the issuer.

PMCCF (Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds from the issuer.



TALF (Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility) – funding backstop for
asset-backed securities.

SMCCF (Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility) – buying corporate 
bonds and bond ETFs in the secondary market.

MSBLP (Main Street Business Lending Program) – Details are to come, 
but it will lend to eligible small and medium-size businesses, 
complementing efforts by the Small Business Association.

To put it bluntly, the Fed isn’t allowed to do any of this. The central bank 
is only allowed to purchase or lend against securities that have 
government guarantee. This includes Treasury securities, agency 
mortgage-backed securities and the debt issued by Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac. An argument can be made that can also include municipal 
securities, but nothing in the laundry list above.

So how can they do this? The Fed will finance a special purpose vehicle 
(SPV) for each acronym to conduct these operations. The Treasury, using 
the Exchange Stabilization Fund, will make an equity investment in each 
SPV and be in a “first loss” position. What does this mean? In essence, 
the Treasury, not the Fed, is buying all these securities and backstopping 
of loans; the Fed is acting as banker and providing financing. The Fed 
hired BlackRock Inc. to purchase these securities and handle the 
administration of the SPVs on behalf of the owner, the Treasury.

In other words, the federal government is nationalizing large swaths of 
the financial markets. The Fed is providing the money to do it. BlackRock 
will be doing the trades.

This scheme essentially merges the Fed and Treasury into one 
organization. So, meet your new Fed chairman, Donald J. Trump.

Now that’s a frightening thought.



To common sense,

David Stockman"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
"Market Update for Tuesday - March 31st, 2020
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks dropped today, ending the first quarter of 2020 with a loss.

*The DOW ended the quarter with a 23% loss and the S&P lost 20%. It 
was the worst quarter for the DOW since 1987 and the worst quarter for 
the S&P since 2008.

A few headlines moving the market…

*President Trump wants to include a $2 trillion infrastructure bill in the 
forth part of U.S. stimulus efforts.

*Consumer Confidence dropped (as most would expect). It was the 
lowest since July 2017.

*Goldman Sachs sees GDP dropping 34% in the 2nd quarter, which would 
be the biggest post-WWII drop by far.

*New York is now the coronavirus epicenter of the world. According to 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo, cases jumped 14% overnight to 75,795 with 1,550 
deaths.

*Texas Governor Abbott issued a “stay at home” order until May 4th.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 4th day in a row. With a 3.2% loss, Crude 
Oil finished at $20.10 a barrel. Down 66.9% in the first quarter, Crude Oil 
wrapped up its worst quarter ever."



ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day 
in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.

A few headlines moving the market…

* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very
painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 
deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.

*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in 
New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.

* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000
cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.

*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the
total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false 
statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single
funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there 
are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at 
$20.32 a barrel.

*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit 
in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.

*And the S&P 500 lost a long standing member: Macy’s (M) lost 9.8% 
today and has been removed from the index.



CNN
US coronavirus deaths surge past 4,700 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-02-20-intl/
index.html 

NYC leads in US coronavirus deaths with 1,300. Meanwhile, the global 
number of cases tops 930,000.

CNN investigates:   Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests   
at just one lab company

Taking a toll:     Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him  

Fueling the virus:   Up     to 50% of carriers can infect others blindly  

Data:     Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections  

Impact:     One block. Six businesses on the brink of disaster.  

Podcast:     Dr. Fauci more personal than you have ever heard him  

Opinion  : What happens in the 4th wave of the pandemic   

Biden campaign says it will arrange call with Trump about coronavirus

•   Schumer wants to deal with coronavirus crisis before talking   

infrastructure recovery plan
• Opinion: Trump's shameless virus positioning

Trump uses coronavirus briefing to unveil new military counternarcotics 
mission 

• Source close to task force: Despite what White House say, tougher 
measures earlier 'might have made a difference'
• Calling the fight against coronavirus a 'war' can motivate but also 
mislead 

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/war-on-coronavirus-attack/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/war-on-coronavirus-attack/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/white-house-measures-make-a-difference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/white-house-measures-make-a-difference/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/trump-coronavirus-military-drugs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/trump-coronavirus-military-drugs/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/trump-coronavirus-hyper-partisan-opinion-avlon/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/schumer-coronavirus-infrastructure-plan/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/schumer-coronavirus-infrastructure-plan/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/joe-biden-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/what-happens-in-the-4th-wave-of-the-pandemic-sepkowitz/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/one-block-small-businesses-los-angeles/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/sanjay-gupta-virus-death-projection-is-optmistic-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/health/us-coronavirus-updates-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/anthony-fauci-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/testing-backlog-coronavirus-quest-invs/index.html
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Adam Schlesinger, Fountains of Wayne singer, dead at 52 from Covid-19

FDA calls for heartburn drug Zantac to be pulled from market 
immediately

Nurse tricked hospital to get tested. She tested positive.

See Gov. Cuomo's heartfelt message to his 'little brother' and 'best friend'
Chris

Florida governor: We'll take state residents only from Zaandam cruise 
ship 

Pelosi said Trump is responsible for US deaths. Watch Biden's answer

Only some medical supplies from overseas going directly to coronavirus 
hotspots

Stock futures up after a rough start

Outbreak could redefine labor in America

Opinion:     I left quarantine. You need to know what you're in for.  

MSNBC
Captain of aircraft carrier begged Navy for help as 93 sailors test positive
for COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-
carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-
81515077797 

Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

Number of COVID-19 deaths in NY jumped 25 percent in 24 hours

Trump admin orders suspension of personal protective gear shipments 
abroad

Tekashi 6ix9ine should be considered for early release because of 
coronavirus, judge says

George Washington University converts dorms to housing for healthcare 
workers fighting coronavirus

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174541
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-01-coronavirus-news-n1173686/ncrd1174541
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/china-coronavirus-end-quarantine-devika-koppikar-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/coronavirus-labor-cross-industry-hiring-employee-sharing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fema-flights-distribution/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fema-flights-distribution/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/31/biden-trump-response-coronavirus-baldwin-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/us/holland-america-zaandam-cruise-ship-florida/index.html
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Trump: Pence spoke 'for 5 minutes' & didn't 'touch' reporter's question 
about uninsured

Here's what Trump administration is doing while we're distracted by 
COVID-19 crisis

First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19

Ruhle: Trump's plan to save restaurants would only help strip clubs, 80s 
steak houses and Gordon Gekko

Coronavirus: U.S. Politics 

Sanders says he's 'assessing' his campaign with 'narrow' path to victory

Sen. Harris: This president 'inadequate' at meeting the needs of the 
moment

Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission

Bernie Sanders calls on Wisconsin to delay primary so people don't 'risk 
their lives' to vote

Stacey Abrams: If you don't fill out census, you're invisible. If you need 
help, we won't be there.

Senators seek federal government to take over medical supply chain

Biden: 'Hard to envision' a physical DNC convention 

Biden considering Michigan Gov. Whitmer for potential VP pick

'Who’s in charge?’ Biden criticizes Trump’s ‘slow’ coronavirus response

https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/-who-s-in-charge-biden-criticizes-trump-s-slow-coronavirus-response-81470021852
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/biden-considering-michigan-gov-whitmer-for-potential-vice-presidential-pick-81456197867
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/biden-coronavirus-may-alter-u-s-voting-and-democratic-convention-81471045743
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/senators-seek-federal-government-to-take-over-medical-supply-chain-81481797557
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/stacey-abrams-we-had-to-adapt-census-outreach-amid-coronavirus-pandemic-81489989656
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https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/sanders-says-he-s-assessing-his-campaign-with-narrow-path-to-victory-81491013902
https://www.msnbc.com/ali-velshi/watch/trump-calls-to-restore-business-meal-tax-reductions-81501253639
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‘  Like surge pricing on Uber:’ Conn. governor on scramble to buy   

ventilators

Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission

Nicolle Wallace: Trump's comments on testing are a dangerous delusion, 
or an intentional lie

New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis

Phil Rucker: Trump's latest string of attacks on women 'fits a pattern'

HUFFPOST
PENTAGON SEEKS 100,000 BODY BAGS 

Florida Governor Issues Stay-At-Home Order

Trump Spends First Half Of Coronavirus Briefing Discussing War On Drugs

With Blood Supplies In Need, A Growing Call To Let Gay Men Donate

Pence Says Trump Is Just Being ‘Optimistic’ About Coronavirus

The Coronavirus Worker Revolt Is Just Beginning

DRUDGEREPORT
PENTAGON: 100,000 BODY BAGS 
Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported… 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-
than-reported-11585767179 
TRACKING APPS TO DETECT SICK
FAUCI GETS THREATS
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK 

As world battles virus, governments under fire... 
Fed 'Temporarily' Eases Capital Requirements for Big Banks… 
Hot spots clamor for quick tests! 
More evidence healthy people can spread...
Bluetooth-enabled armbands to trace infected?

https://news.trust.org/item/20200401131119-famq1
https://apnews.com/5c4992645fee551994325093858c14a4
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Virus-hot-spots-clamor-for-quick-tests-15172894.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-temporarily-eases-capital-requirements-for-big-banks-11585774838
https://sports.yahoo.com/world-battles-virus-governments-under-fire-013007499.html
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Fauci-s-security-is-stepped-up-as-doctor-and-face-15173001.php
https://news.sky.com/story/coronavirus-govt-set-to-release-contact-tracking-app-which-detects-nearby-virus-carriers-11966243
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/pentagon-seeking-100000-body-bags-for-civilians-in-crisis/ar-BB122chw
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-coronavirus-worker-revolt-is-just-beginning_n_5e84e57bc5b60bbd734e3fa0
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pence-trump-optimistic-coronavirus_n_5e84c022c5b65dd0c5d8107b
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/blood-donations-covid-19-gay-men_n_5e85250dc5b6927805071adb
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-drug-cartels_n_5e851871c5b6927805071358
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/florida-stay-home-order-coronavirus-desantis_n_5e84dc34c5b6f55ebf46e8af
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/phil-rucker-trump-s-latest-string-of-attacks-on-women-fits-a-pattern-81442885712
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/gov-andrew-cuomo-speaks-out-on-brother-chris-cuomo-s-coronavirus-diagnosis-81437765794
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/watch/nicolle-wallace-trump-s-comments-on-testing-are-a-dangerous-delusion-or-an-intentional-lie-81453637963
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MAG: Military Knew Years Ago It Was Coming...
Coast Guard directs cruise ships with infected to stay offshore 
'indefinitely'...
CARNIVAL still has 6,000 passengers at sea...
McConnell Warns: Pelosi should 'stand down' on passing ANOTHER 
rescue bill...
Trillions in virus spending explode deficits to World War II levels... DEBT 
CLOCK...
Lines stretch at California food banks...
U.S. emergency medical stockpile nearly out of protective gear...
Oxygen shortage...
Hospital Not Allowing Nurses To Wear Masks...
Student doctors thrown onto frontlines... 
Booze sales jump 55%...
Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported...
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/booze-sales-surge-during-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-intern/learning-on-the-job-french-student-doctor-thrown-into-coronavirus-front-line-idUSKBN21J5WN
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/03/31/hospital-is-not-allowing-nurse-to-wear-masks-in-thick-of-covid-19-pandemic-furious-nurse-says/
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-facing-oxygen-shortage-amid-coronavirus-crisis/story?id=69915446
https://news.trust.org/item/20200401004741-7rc0u
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8176555/Lines-stretch-California-food-banks-near-Disneyland-closure.html
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trillions-in-coronavirus-spending-could-explode-deficits-to-world-war-two-levels-2020-03-31
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CNN
The case for wearing masks strengthens

Last night, experts shared research with the White House showing 
coronavirus can be spread by talking or even breathing

In Georgia:     How a small city turned into a coronavirus hotspot  

Victim:   ER doctor dies in his husband's arms   

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Stimulus:   White House faces colossal test as it prepares to disperse   
trillions from stimulus

'Like a disaster film:'     See what Times Square looks like now  

Chris Cuomo:     I had wildest night of my life because of virus  

Podcast:     How do you stay at home if you are homeless?   

Fact check: Trump again misleads on ventilator shortages and timeline

• Analysis: As tragic toll rises, so do questions about Trump's leadership
• Last rounds of protective gear in national stockpile being shipped
• Opinion: Trump's covid-19 lapse gives China an opening

Dr. Anthony Fauci forced to beef up security as death threats increase 

• Opinion: Trump's Covid-19 reelection strategy
• Taking a toll: Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/01/anthony-fauci-health-coronavirus-pandemic-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/opinions/trump-covid-19-response-reelection-strategy-lockhart/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/anthony-fauci-security-detail/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/opinions/trump-covid-china-charles-kupchan-opinion/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/national-stockpile-shipments/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-1/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/02/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-diagnosis-rigors-oxygen-gupta-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/02/us-new-york-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-times-square-subway-quest-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/trump-admin-challenge-dispersing-trillions-in-stimulus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/emergency-room-doctor-dies-coronavirus-husbands-arms/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/albany-georgia-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
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This Midwestern mayor is fighting to get her residents to take 
coronavirus seriously

Pelosi announces House committee on coronavirus crisis to exercise 
oversight 

Former Rep. Chris Collins' prison term delayed due to coronavirus

A 39-year-old died of coronavirus. What his young widow wants you to 
know

Filing for unemployment benefits? Read this.

Coronavirus devastates the US job market

DoD working to get 100,000 body bags in anticipation of increasing 
coronavirus deaths

More than 40 spring breakers who ignored public health advice test 
positive for virus

Wife shares heartbreaking story after 30-year-old husband died of 
coronavirus

Engineer accused of crashing train said he was 'suspicious' of nearby 
coronavirus relief ship, Justice Department says

Dr. Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections

Live markets updates Wall Street grapples with sky-high unemployment 
claims

World leader using pandemic as cover for power grab

MSNBC
Record 6.6 million Americans applied for unemployment last week

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/record-6-6-million-americans-seeking-unemployment-benefits-81534533943
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/02/hungary-orban-russia-coronavirus-democracy-under-threat-robertson-pkg-intl-hnk-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-040220/index.html
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New York City setting up makeshift morgues as coronavirus deaths surge

Passengers react to deal allowing cruise ship with coronavirus patients 
to dock in Florida

First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19

Georgia's GOP governor admits he just learned asymptomatic people can 
spread coronavirus

NYC emergency medical services to stop taking unresponsive cardiac 
patients to hospitals

Putin extends stay-at-home guidance until the end of April

Dr. Fauci now needs security detail after receiving death threats

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

Politics Fauci Suggests Need For National Lockdown As More States 
Issue Stay-At-Home Orders

Politics Trump Attacks Hospitals As Insatiable ‘Complainers’ Amid Crisis

World News Official Coronavirus Figures Don’t Reveal The True Scale of 
the Pandemic

Health Coronavirus Deaths Mount In New York

HuffPost Personal A Doctor Stopped COVID-19 Treatment Because She 
Was Afraid I Could Gain Weight

World News LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 
Outbreak

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-latest-news-covid-19-disease_n_5e848e2fc5b6a1bb7650c9e1
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-treatment-weight-gain_n_5e824943c5b62dd9f5d401f6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-treatment-weight-gain_n_5e824943c5b62dd9f5d401f6
https://www.huffpost.com/section/huffpost-personal
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/new-york-coronavirus-cases-doubled_n_5e8549c3c5b692780507363d
https://www.huffpost.com/section/health
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/official-coronavirus-figures-dont-reveal-the-true-scale-of-the-pandemic_n_5e846d7ac5b6a1bb76507da7
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/official-coronavirus-figures-dont-reveal-the-true-scale-of-the-pandemic_n_5e846d7ac5b6a1bb76507da7
https://www.huffpost.com/news/world-news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-hospitals-complainers-coronavirus_n_5e85e93ac5b6f55ebf490c36
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-national-lockdown-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e85e3aac5b6f55ebf48f063
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-national-lockdown-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e85e3aac5b6f55ebf48f063
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/dr-fauci-now-needs-security-detail-after-threats-81532485886
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1174996
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175016
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175031
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-02-coronavirus-news-n1174651/ncrd1175031
https://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/first-u-s-er-physician-dies-from-covid-19-81506885562
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/deal-reached-to-allow-cruise-ships-with-coronavirus-patients-to-dock-in-florida-81539141914
https://www.msnbc.com/hallie-jackson/watch/deal-reached-to-allow-cruise-ships-with-coronavirus-patients-to-dock-in-florida-81539141914
https://www.msnbc.com/craig-melvin/watch/new-york-city-setting-up-makeshift-morgues-as-coronavirus-deaths-surge-81541701875


DRUDGEREPORT
HALF HUMANITY ON LOCKDOWN 
Chris Cuomo's 'haunted' night: Shivering, hallucinating, beaten 'like 
piñata'...
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK DEATH… 
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-
brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php 
Paramedics told NOT to bring cardiac arrest patients to ER...
Man succumbs on subway...
KEEP OUT: Two-thirds Want Their STATE'S Border Closed...
Hot spots clamor for quick tests...
1 in 3 false negative?
SPREADS 'JUST BY BREATHING'… 
LA mayor says ALL residents should wear masks...
Looters wearing too...
Residents in Texas city face $1,000 fine for uncovered mouth, nose...
Outbreak Among Farm Workers Would Be Catastrophic...
Meat Supply System Vulnerable...
Team 700: The young doctors being asked to play god...
Life-or-Death Decisions Come With Threat of Lawsuits...
Nursing home infections surge...
SICK MAP... 

USA nears 1 in 1,000 infected... 
Nation facing hunger crisis as demand for food banks soars... 

Coronavirus Started in China, but Europe Became the Hub for Its Global 
Spread... 

Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported... 

Americans flock to remote land, survival retreats... 

As world battles bug, govts under fire... 

Angry Wuhan next-of-kin seek answers... 

Smartphone health code rules life... 

Finland Told Its Welfare State Can't Cope With Virus Fallout... 

https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/finland-is-told-its-welfare-state-can-t-cope-with-virus-fallout-1.1416274
https://apnews.com/88f837f24461c6e40480c96b55a4b6db
https://news.yahoo.com/angry-wuhan-next-kin-seek-answers-over-virus-074236044.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/world-battles-virus-governments-under-fire-013007499.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200402082129-zcgc7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-europe-travel/
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-europe-travel/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/02/us-food-banks-coronavirus-demand-unemployment
https://www.bakersfield.com/ap/national/what-to-watch-key-data-points-as-us-nears-1-in-1-000-infected/article_39426ffd-4580-5235-8288-2e0c3db21c76.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/78e495c299d67e60d45729352f2c0d44
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/life-death-hospital-decisions-come-100000624.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52137160
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/under-siege-virus-meat-workers-213425916.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/markets/an-outbreak-among-farm-workers-would-be-catastrophic/ar-BB1257dl
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/490783-residents-in-texas-city-can-face-1000-fine-for-not-wearing-some-form-of
https://www.the-sun.com/news/626544/coronavirus-looters-face-masks-shops-lockdown/
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/490751-los-angeles-mayor-says-all-residents-should-wear-masks
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/aerosol-coronavirus-spread-white-house-letter/index.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/906407/experts-warn-many-1-3-coronavirus-test-results-may-incorrectly-negative
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Virus-hot-spots-clamor-for-quick-tests-15172894.php
https://cnsnews.com/blog/craig-bannister/rasmussen-two-thirds-support-closed-borders-their-state-fines-social
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/man-found-dead-on-subway-train
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/grim-new-rules-for-nyc-paramedics-dont-bring-cardiac-arrests-to-er-for-revival/2356265/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Shivering-hallucinating-beaten-like-a-15173800.php
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Shivering-hallucinating-beaten-like-a-15173800.php
https://www.euronews.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-in-europe-spain-s-death-toll-hits-10-000-after-record-950-new-deaths-in-24-hou


Jews, Muslims forced to change burial traditions... 

Duterte orders police to shoot dead lockdown troublemakers... 

Spanish cops bust supermarket 'bar' for breaking ban... 

"ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Thursday - April 2nd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Unemployment Claims were released today - and and it’s bad:

*Last week, 6,648,000 people filed for unemployment. This is the most 
ever.

*Trading was choppy when the U.S. session started, but then stocks 
rallied and finished near session highs, gaining more than 2%.

*Crude Oil (CL) had a HUGE day! With a 24.0% gain, Crude Oil finished at 
$25.19 a barrel, the biggest 1-day jump ever! Crude Oil’s rally came after 
President Trump said that Saudi Arabia and Russia could cut production 
oil by 10 million barrels a day.

*Tesla (TLSA) finished the day with a 5.6% loss. But after reporting better
than expected first quarter deliveries after the bell, Tesla is up almost 
16.0% in after-hours trading…which should help the puts we sold in our 
Mastermind Virtual Boardroom this week!

https://news.yahoo.com/spanish-cops-bust-supermarket-bar-breaking-virus-ban-205308680.html
https://news.yahoo.com/duterte-tells-philippine-police-shoot-dead-lockdown-troublemakers-065547761.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200402062139-jg1k0


*Zoom Video (ZM) dropped 11.0% after its CEO apologized for security 
issues and said the platform wasn’t built to handle the current number of 
users."

CNN
Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-
sources/index.html [ “..."The Cuomo show" (‘Amess and Andy’? Or ‘Fredo 
and Frodo’?)That's what the AP's David Bauder calls it: "With all their 
familial love and drama, the Cuomo brothers — Andrew during the 
daytime, Chris at night — have become compelling figures in the plague-
driven landscape of American television…"

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]

What worried 2 Trump officials? Pandemic flu

Trump says no one could have predicted coronavirus. But two 
administration officials said in 2019 that the threat of a pandemic kept 
them up at night.

Tracking virus cases | Newsletter | Podcast | Q&A | CNN town hall

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/app-news-section/full-coronavirus-town-hall-april-2-2020-app/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-questions-answers/
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/specials/coronavirus-newsletter?utm_source=hp&source=hp
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/kfile-officials-worried-over-pandemic-last-year/index.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://apnews.com/684cd739e90505a052f28f64c56ade23
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html


Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Chris Cuomo:     I've lost 13 pounds in 3 days from Covid-19  

live updates New York state will take unused medical equipment and give
them to hospitals in need, governor says

Weak jobs report:   It doesn't count worst coronavirus effects  

Empty beds:   Hospital ship deployed to NYC with 1,000 bed capacity is   
only treating 20 patients

Indoors:     Fauci says all of US should have stay-at-home orders  

Dr. Fauci:   Why the peak is coming, despite social distancing  

No work:     Pandemic has been catastrophic for house cleaners and   
nannies

Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' 

• Dr. Gupta demonstrates how to keep groceries and take-out items 
coronavirus-free
• 'Inexcusable': Dr. Gupta and Anderson Cooper stunned by Georgia 
governor's remark

Man dies after hundreds exposed to coronavirus walked around a major 
airport

• Here's what experts say about face masks
• Analysis: Wildest lines from Trump's childish letter to Schumer
• Analysis: Trump passes the buck as ventilator shortage looms
• Russian coronavirus aid delivery to US prompts confusion and criticism

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/russia-medical-supplies-us-propaganda/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/donald-trump-ventilators-leadership-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/chuck-schumer-donald-trump-letter-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/face-masks-health-experts-guidance-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/costa-luminosa-passengers-ordeal/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/costa-luminosa-passengers-ordeal/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/02/governor-brian-kemp-georgia-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-anderson-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/02/governor-brian-kemp-georgia-coronavirus-sanjay-gupta-anderson-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/sanjay-gupta-wiping-cleaning-groceries-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/sanjay-gupta-wiping-cleaning-groceries-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/social-distancing-pandemic-domestic-workers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/social-distancing-pandemic-domestic-workers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/03/coronavirus-peak-fauci-town-hall-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/politics/fauci-stay-home-coronavirus-states-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/navy-hospital-ship-comfort-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/navy-hospital-ship-comfort-new-york-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/march-jobs-report-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/03/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-symptoms-cooper-gupta-intv-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/


Bill Withers, 'Lean On Me' and 'Lovely Day' singer, has died

Opinion: How the US can reduce its death toll

Sailors cheer for aircraft carrier commander removed after issuing 
coronavirus warning 

Shocking video shows 'morbid new reality' in Ecuador

10 states still have no stay-at-home order

He collapsed in his bathroom from   Covid-19  . His daughter blames the   
government

Corona beer stops production

Delta to give passengers 2 years to rebook

She says she unknowingly infected others at her mom's 90th birthday 
party. Two died

She shared her heartbreaking story on CNN. Then a viewer stepped in. 

Jeff Bezos is donating $100 million to American food banks

Expert warns this city could be the next Covid-19 hotbed

MSNBC
Federal government sending desperately needed medical supplies to the 
private sector, not hospitals 

https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/admiral-defends-federal-government-sending-medical-supplies-to-the-private-sector-81600069633
https://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/admiral-defends-federal-government-sending-medical-supplies-to-the-private-sector-81600069633
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/03/tokyo-japan-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-hotbed-shinzo-abe-ripley-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/tech/jeff-bezos-food-bank-donation-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/shujana-anthony-update-rent-sot-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/birthday-party-coronavirus-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/birthday-party-coronavirus-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-03-20-intl/h_b3c85fe035c6f8ac436c0168499a55cf
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/business/corona-beer-production/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/uk/thomas-harvey-uk-coronavirus-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/uk/thomas-harvey-uk-coronavirus-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/03/ecuador-coronavirus-bodies-rivers-intl-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/uss-theodore-roosevelt-aircraft-carrier-captain-send-off/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/uss-theodore-roosevelt-aircraft-carrier-captain-send-off/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/opinions/coronavirus-end-pandemic-opinion-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/entertainment/bill-withers-obit/index.html


Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic

N.J. to fly flags at half-staff to honor coronavirus victims

CNN's Brooke Baldwin says she's tested positive for the coronavirus

Rogue paddleboarder arrested at California beach

Massive hospital ship in NYC has only about 20 patients, but mayor says 
it will be full 'very soon'

Trump equates oversight on coronavirus aid with 'witch hunt' 
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-
coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941 

HUFFPOST
MESS: STIMULUS STUMBLES OUT THE GATE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-
banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2 

Coronavirus

‘  Paycheck Protection Program’ Launches Today — But Banks Are Balking  

Fauci: ‘I Don’t Understand’ Why The Entire Country Isn’t Locked Down

Airlines Face Pressure To Refund Customers After Bailout By Taxpayers

Will the Coronavirus Pandemic Lead to A Political Shakeup?

LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK: 560 DEAD IN DAY 

https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e 

https://drudgereport.com/ The Report is almost all corona! trump’s witch 
hunt/hoax! 

https://drudgereport.com/
https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e
https://apnews.com/9625f2983ac615d631a64e3e99b0e69e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-news-covid-19_n_5e87209ec5b6d302366e8034
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-pandemic-political-shakeup-brazil-donald-trump_n_5e870d0cc5b6a9491834d496
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/airlines-refunds-coronavirus_n_5e8672a6c5b6a9491833bf22
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/dr-anthony-fauci-stay-at-home-orders_n_5e869c66c5b6a9491833e4a3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paycheck-protection-program_n_5e86364ec5b6d302366cd8e6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-unemployment-banks_n_5e874aafc5b6a949183598d2
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/trump-equates-oversight-coronavirus-aid-witch-hunt-n1175941
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176056
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176056
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176076
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176096
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641/ncrd1176111
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/2020-04-03-coronavirus-news-n1175641


Coronavirus patients ordered to wear GPS ankle monitors… 
GOOGLE Releases Location Data To Help Authorities Check Lockdowns... 
Delaware Police Authorized To Pull Over Out-Of-State Drivers... 
Social distancing going to get darker... 
NYPD infection rate skyrockets past city's average... 
Morgues almost full...
Crematories running 24/7...
Flush With Lid Down: Experts Warn Of Fecal-Oral Transmission...
Next Hot Spots Seen as Michigan, Connecticut, Indiana...
Florida deaths higher than numbers in official reports... 
Bug at beaches? Surfers, swimmers should stay away, scientist says... 
Coronavirus may cause brain damage; Dangerous swelling found in 
confused patients...
ANOTHER CNN anchor tests positive...
Chris Cuomo Describes 'Wicked Phantasmagorical Experiences That Are 
Not Dreams'... 
NJ Gov tells families to distance from each other -- even inside house...
AMERICAN AIRLINES Gives Up on Most Overseas Flying...
80% of residents in TX nursing home infected...
Spreading among L.A. homeless...
SICK MAP... 
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Market Update for Friday - April 3rd, 2020

Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Today was all about jobs: The March Jobs Report showed that U.S. 
payrolls fell by 701,000 (100,000 was the forecast) and the 
Unemployment Rate jumped to 4.4% (3.8% was the forecast).This is the 
worst jobs report since 2009. And this expected to be revised to an even 
worse number.The biggest job losses came in the Leisure and Hospitality 
industry.

Trading was was choppy today, and by the end of the day the major 
indices were sitting on losses.

Crude Oil (CL) had another big day. With an 11.9% gain, Crude Oil finished
at $28.33 a barrel.The rally came after Saudi Arabia called an emergency
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OPEC meeting. The news left traders feeling optimistic about supply 
cuts, which could mean the end to the price war that began last month.

The small business relief program, which is part of the $2 trillion 
coronavirus stimulus bill, went live today. And Bank of America (BAC) 
said that half way through the first day there were 58,000 requests for $6
billion in loans. Bank of America finished the day with a 2.6% loss.

3M (MMM) was caught in the cross hairs of the White House when the 
Trump administration invoked the Defense Production Act to force 3M to 
produce respirator masks and asked 3M to stop exporting respirator 
masks to Canada and Latin America. 3M ended the day lower by 3.0%.

Tesla (TLSA) finished below session highs but was still up nicely with a 
5.6% gain. The rally came after the company reported better than 
expected first quarter deliveries.

CNN
'Normal' will look very different when this is over

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/what-matters-april-3/index.html


The coronavirus outbreak is going to get worse still, but it's not too soon 
to think about how we will start to come out of this

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state   
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

Toll rises  : US coronavirus deaths surpass 7,000  

Victims  : Erin Burnett was in tears in this interview. So will you  

Love story  : Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

live updates Coronavirus deaths pass 59,000 globally

Fact Check

Trump says some states aren't in jeopardy from the virus, denies saying 
it would go away by April

Acosta to Trump  : Who dropped the ball?  
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Trump fires intelligence community watchdog who told Congress about 
whistleblower complaint that led to impeachment

Some cities see jumps in domestic violence during the pandemic

Bodies being left in the streets in this overwhelmed city

As northern Italy is ravaged by coronavirus, there's trouble brewing down
south 

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

Man dies after hundreds exposed to coronavirus walked around a major 
airport

What 'Contagion' writer says he can't believe happened in this real 
pandemic

Search suspended for two lost members of Kennedy family

Bus driver posted angry video about coughing passenger. He died days 
later

Corona beer stops production

At least 70 people infected with coronavirus linked to a single church in 
California, health officials say

See Disney employees raise American flag in empty park

WWE's WrestleMania is this weekend. Here's how to watch and what to 
expect

See lawmakers' unique stay-at-home messages

Selena Gomez shares that she has bipolar disorder

'The Masked Singer' reveals the White Tiger's identity

The Rock, in a towel, sings ultimate hand-washing song for 'Moana' fans

A hairstylist is using her spare time to experiment on her boyfriend

Kushner's remark leaves Bernie Sanders shaking his head
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The hilltop fortress town that cut itself off from the world -- and 
coronavirus

CNN Business

In the Hamptons and Martha's Vineyard, locals fear wealthy coronavirus 
refugees

What the pandemic means for Easter shopping

Doctors use TikTok to share coronavirus news

CNN

Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-
home orders   https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-  
governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html "...The remaining 
exceptions are eight red states, all of which Trump carried four years ago
and is hoping to do so again in the fall. They stretch from the South to the
Midwest and the West, spanning the alphabet from Arkansas to Wyoming.

US military preparing to deploy additional forces to support coronavirus 
response

US military preparing to deploy additional forces to support coronavirus 
response

It's not as though the novel coronavirus hasn't touched each of their 
states in some way. Yet a combination of states' rights defiance, 
persuasion from some business and agricultural leaders and a largely 
rural composition have branded these governors as outliers during a 
moment of national crisis, where the actions of one potentially affect all.

In South Dakota, a Republican state lawmaker was among the first in the 
state to test positive, followed soon after by his wife, brother and sister-
in-law. His 51-year-old niece has died of Covid-19, family members told 
reporters, with several others experiencing symptoms.

In explaining her rationale against issuing a stay-at-home order, Gov. 
Kristi Noem told reporters, "The people themselves are primarily 
responsible for their safety." She also pointed to the state and national 
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constitutions that "prevent us from taking draconian measures much like 
the Chinese government has done."

In state after state, the Republican governors have all used the argument 
of government intrusion as one of the leading reasons for not following 
the lead of a majority of states in issuing stricter guidelines that could 
help sound the alarm about the serious nature of the threat.

FDA changes course and allows China&#39;s KN95 mask to be used in 
US

FDA changes course and allows China's KN95 mask to be used in US

All states have made strong recommendations to practice social 
distancing and at least half have some degree of restrictive measures in 
place, often because mayors or county officials made local decisions. But
these governors have stopped short of giving statewide orders that have 
been in place for weeks elsewhere.

In Iowa on Friday, a statewide board of medicine voted unanimously to 
recommend a so-called shelter-in-place order to limit the movements of 
residents to essential work and travel.

"A stronger commitment to isolation is in the best interest of the public 
and health care providers," Kent Nebel, executive director of the Iowa 
Board of Medicine, told the Des Moines Register.

Gov. Kim Reynolds said she is studying the data from across her state, 
which she said did not yet merit a statewide directive to restrict 
movement in places that have not yet been affected by coronavirus. As of
Friday evening, the state had nearly 700 cases and 11 deaths, according 
to Johns Hopkins University.

She acknowledged Friday that refusing to impose a shelter-in-place order 
had become a "divisive issue." She pushed back on Fauci's remark that 
questioned why all states have not issued stay-at-home orders.

"I would say that maybe he doesn't have all the information," Reynolds 
told reporters. "You can't just look at a map and assume no action has 
been taken."

Other governors said that they are following medical advice from their 



own experts, including in Nebraska, where Gov. Pete Ricketts said he 
was taking cues from his advisers, rather than national health officials.

He pointed to Dr. James Lawler, co-director of the University of Nebraska
Medical Center's Global Center for Health Security, who said people 
should spend more time heeding the warnings of social distancing and 
handwashing, rather than focusing on semantics of a statewide order.

"What I think we should really focus on is improving compliance and 
adherence," Lawler told reporters. "This depends on people taking this 
seriously and doing the right thing."

He added that if Nebraskans do "what we've already implemented and we
do it well, I think we'll get much more bang for our buck than we would 
from going to a much more draconian posture.

The remainder of the holdouts are North Dakota, South Carolina and 
Utah. In each state, the Republican governors have been urged by 
experts and Democratic officials to take the additional step of issuing a 
statewide order, even if the action would only serve to draw attention to 
the rising severity of the health crisis, but several made clear they were 
taking their cues from the White House.

Gov. Asa Hutchinson of Arkansas continued to defy calls for a statewide 
order and dismissed Fauci's comments.

"It's understandable that (Fauci) looks at that as a solution, a nationwide 
shutdown order. What's important is that has not been given," Hutchinson
said Friday at a news conference. "The CDC -- I watch their guidelines 
regularly -- and they have not indicated that's an appropriate or 
necessary step across the country."

In North Dakota, Gov. Doug Burgum acknowledged that some residents 
were taking seriously the guidelines for social distancing and limiting 
gatherings, while others were not. Still, he said he was resisting a 
statewide order, instead urging residents to "stay home, stay healthy and
stay connected."

Coronavirus in the US



In South Carolina, Gov. Henry McMaster declared a state of emergency 
last month, restricted use of the state's beaches and ordered non-
essential businesses to close. But he has stopped short of issuing a 
statewide order, saying: "We are not ordering people to stay at home, but 
from the very beginning we've been telling people to stay home."

In Utah, Gov. Gary Herbert has resisted arguments from Salt Lake City 
officials and leaders in five of the state's 29 counties where local stay-at-
home orders are in place. He said his "stay home, stay safe" instructions 
struck a more positive tone, without a statewide mandate.

In Wyoming, where the state medical society called for a stay-at-home 
order this week, Gov. Mark Gordon said he believes such a statewide 
directive would not accomplish its goal. His spokesman told reporters the
governor was more focused on "changing behavior right now."

Aides to several of the Republican governors said the only persuasion 
that was likely to move their positions was specific guidance from the 
President (WOW! Very trumpy! Talk about dumb!) ....."



China donates ventilators to NY

Gov. Andrew Cuomo says his state will receive 1,000 ventilators from 
China and 140 from Oregon. New York has 113,704 coronavirus cases 
and 3,565 deaths.

Analysis:     'Normal' will look very different when this is over  

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Victims:   An interview left Erin Burnett in tears. You will cry too  

Fighting coronavirus:   States say they're missing what they need   

Love story:     Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

When coronavirus hit her city, this mayor didn't wait to sound the alarm

Supplies could be delayed due to confusion from the White House, 
companies say

Acosta to Trump: Who dropped the ball on pandemic preparation?

Analysis: Wait, Jared Kushner is the coronavirus guru now?

Trump fires official who told Congress about complaint that led to 
impeachment

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Biden says he informed Sanders he will begin the VP vetting process

A woman flying to see her dying mother was the plane's only passenger

'Master' Italian shoe designer dies of coronavirus complications at 84

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

Walmart limits number of customers in stores

Search suspended for two lost members of Kennedy family

Smerconish on Trump comment: I had predicted this
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How the cell phones of spring breakers who flouted coronavirus warnings
were tracked

Chris Cuomo: I had one of the wildest nights of my life

Spain's virus death toll may be flattening

HOW TO: Recognize coronavirus symptoms

Stay fit at home

Have a weekend

Cure cabin fever

Video: The right way to wash your hands

Tips, advice and hope 

How to make your own face mask 

Most people recover from Covid-19. Here's why it's hard to pinpoint 
exactly how many

Worried about infection from take-out? Watch these 3 tips

Why these experts don't think we'll see a coronavirus baby boom

What California is doing right to fight coronavirus 

Countless Americans cannot complete unemployment applications

Here's what experts say about face masks

Dr. Gupta demonstrates how to keep your groceries coronavirus-free

ER doctor in New York details dire supply shortages from the front lines

Early coronavirus job losses hitting minorities, women, teens particularly
hard
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A classic 'Twilight Zone' episode warns us how not to behave during a 
pandemic

CDC says you should wear a mask. Trump explains why he won't.

The ranking system that could decide who gets a ventilator

Katy Perry announced the gender of her baby in a tasty reveal with 
Orlando Bloom

Passenger gets entire plane to herself

Corona beer stops production

Disney is continuing this daily tradition even though the park is closed

At least 70 people infected with coronavirus linked to a single church in 
California, health officials say

WWE's WrestleMania is this weekend. Here's how to watch and what to 
expect

Remembering Bill Withers' top hits

The Rock, in a towel, sings ultimate hand-washing song for 'Moana' fans

A hairstylist is using her spare time to experiment on her boyfriend

Kushner's remark leaves Bernie Sanders shaking his head

The hilltop fortress town that cut itself off from the world -- and 
coronavirus

CNN Business

https://cnn.com/business
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/europe/zahara-de-la-sierra-coronavirus-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/europe/zahara-de-la-sierra-coronavirus-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/jared-kushner-federal-stockpile-sanders-intv-cooper-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/hairstylist-atlanta-quarantine-hairstyles-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/entertainment/the-rock-hand-washing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/entertainment/2020/04/03/bill-withers-most-memorable-songs-orig-ff.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/wrestlemania-36-how-to-watch-preview-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/wrestlemania-36-how-to-watch-preview-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/sacramento-county-church-covid-19-outbreak/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/sacramento-county-church-covid-19-outbreak/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/03/empty-disney-parks-raise-american-flag-ns-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/business/corona-beer-production/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/travel/2020/04/04/solo-passenger-flight-coronavirus-trnd.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/katy-perry-orlando-bloom-gender-reveal-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/katy-perry-orlando-bloom-gender-reveal-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/health/coronavirus-hospital-ethics-ventilators-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/03/trump-will-not-wear-mask-cdc-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/twilight-zone-coronavirus-maple-street-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/twilight-zone-coronavirus-maple-street-blake/index.html


Millions of dads are stuck at home. That could be a game changer for 
working moms

In the Hamptons and Martha's Vineyard, locals fear wealthy coronavirus 
refugees

What the pandemic means for Easter shopping

DRUDGEREPORT 

POLL: MAJORITY WILL STAY HOME EVEN AFTER LOCKDOWN LIFTED...
NYC BUSINESS BURGLARIES RISE 75%… 
Stores prepare for civil unrest… https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-
owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan 

https://drudgereport.com/

NYPD infection rate skyrockets past city's average...
State Sees Jump Of 11K New Cases In Day... 
Can president declare martial law?
Pentagon Preparing For 'Worst-Case Scenarios' (But It's Secret)...
Coronavirus patients ordered to wear GPS ankle monitors...
MA Gov Announces First-In-Nation 'Community Tracing Collaborative'...
Delaware Police Authorized To Pull Over Out-Of-State Drivers...
L.A. tells paramedics to delay transporting cardiac patients...
Resistance to stay-at-home orders remains widespread...
Hundreds Of Bikers Flood Streets To Attend Funeral... 
Front-line medical staff deaths grow... 
Nuclear agency pulls back inspectors... 
ANOTHER CNN anchor tests positive...
Cats can infect each other...
AIRLINE BAILOUTS BEGIN...
1,000 US deaths in single day...
Barr orders release of more federal inmates... 
Families watch helplessly as virus hits nursing homes...
New Orleans Has Worst Death Rate in USA... 
FAUCI: 'NOT EVEN HALF-TIME'... 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8186047/Dr-Anthony-Fauci-says-not-half-time-fight-against-coronavirus.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-orleans-area-has-worst-coronavirus-death-rate-in-u-s-11586008800
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/families-watch-helplessly-as-coronavirus-hits-nursing-homes-infects-loved-one/ar-BB128ktv
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404012426-ouhta
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-hits-grim-mark-1-194853728.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200403223311-8d709
https://nypost.com/2020/04/03/cats-can-infect-each-other-with-coronavirus-study-says/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/breaking-cnns-brooke-baldwin-tests-positive-for-coronavirus/
https://www.rollcall.com/2020/04/02/citing-virus-nuclear-agency-pulls-back-inspectors/
https://apnews.com/24b8b30cbc11c43a19e7e7aff69e4044
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-queens-bikers-funeral/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/as-virus-takes-hold-resistance-to-stay-at-home-orders-remains-widespread-%E2%80%94-exposing-political-and-social-rifts/ar-BB125XuF
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-04-04/l-a-county-911-patients-hospital-coronavirus
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-delaware-police-authorized-to-pull-over-out-of-state-drivers-during-pandemic/
https://boston.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-community-tracing-massachusetts-partners-in-health/
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/2020/03/31/louisville-circuit-court-ankle-bracelets-noncompliant-coronavirus-patients/5094594002/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-military-preparing-worst-case-contagion-scenarios-its-secret
https://thehill.com/opinion/judiciary/491155-can-the-president-declare-martial-law-in-response-to-coronavirus
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/04/coronavirus-surprise-china-oregon-come-through-with-more-ventilators-for-new-york/
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/03/nypd-social-distancing-arrests-coronavirus/
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-sees-more-burglaries-of-businesses-under-coronavirus-emergency-measures-11586008801
https://nypost.com/2020/04/04/most-americans-will-stay-home-this-month-even-if-lockdown-lifted-poll/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/01/business/easter-shopping-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/success/resort-towns-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/success/resort-towns-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/childcare-gender-equality-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/economy/childcare-gender-equality-coronavirus/index.html


KISSINGER: PANDEMIC ALTERS WORLD ORDER
DC MAYOR: 1 IN 7 COULD BE INFECTED
NO MASK FOR TRUMP 

https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/03/tensions-persist-between-trump-and-medical-advisers-over-the-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Washington-mayor-says-1-in-7-could-be-infected-in-15178111.php
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coronavirus-pandemic-will-forever-alter-the-world-order-11585953005


WASHPOST
Denial, dysfunction, delays: Tracing Trump administration’s failures over 
first 70 days of the virus fight 

NYTIMES
Staggered U.S. Braces for More Infections as Death Toll Rises Above 
7,000

LATIMES
California starts to crack down on those who defy coronavirus orders 

CNN (america/the world most assuredly will never be quite the same)
CORONAVIRUS: Make your own face mask

• Unemployment benefits  

• Joe Tsai donation  

• TRENDING: Kobe Bryant  

• Katy Perry  

• 'Tiger King'  

• Bill Withers  

Trump paints grim picture of what's ahead (for what he’s termed 
hoax/fake news ….. hmmm) 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/
h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a 

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/bill-withers-great-songs-videos-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/tiger-king-john-finlay-shia-labeouf-channing-tatum/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/entertainment/katy-perry-orlando-bloom-gender-reveal-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/kobe-bryant-hall-of-fame-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/unemployment-benefits-states-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/health/how-to-make-your-own-mask-wellness-trnd/index.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-04-04/coronavirus-violators-arrested-criminally-charged-california-cracks-down
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2020/04/04/coronavirus-government-dysfunction/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2020/04/04/coronavirus-government-dysfunction/


The President said this week and next will probably be the toughest in 
the fight against coronavirus and that 'there will be a lot of death'

Global scramble:   Coronavirus sparks a 'war for masks'  

Analysis:     'Normal' will look very different when this is over  

Tracking the virus:   Coronavirus cases in the US by state  

Victims:   An interview left Erin Burnett in tears. You will cry too  

Love story:     Married for 51 years, they died six minutes apart  

Georgia mayor assails governor's 'reckless mandate' to reopen the 
state's beaches

RNC and Wisconsin GOP file emergency petition in voting dispute

Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-
home orders 

Smerconish on Trump comment: I had predicted this

Trump considering second task force on reopening economy 

Analysis: Wait, Jared Kushner is the coronavirus guru now?

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Biden says he informed Sanders he will begin the VP vetting process

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/joe-biden-bernie-sanders-2020-vice-president-vetting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/04/uk-coronavirus-evolution-walsh-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/trump-economy-task-force-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/04/04/comment-time-to-get-on-the-same-page.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/rnc-wisconsin-republicans-voting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/tybee-island-georgia-beaches-open/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/tybee-island-georgia-beaches-open/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/03/us/nfl-agent-buddy-baker-parents-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/04/maura-lewinger-full-intv-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/what-matters-april-3/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/europe/coronavirus-masks-war-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a


Billionaire Brooklyn Nets owner donates ventilators and masks to New 
York 

A woman flying to see her dying mother was the plane's only passenger

Trump urges people to try unproven coronavirus treatment

Trump says it was 'inappropriate' of ex-Navy commander to write memo

'Master' Italian shoe designer dies of coronavirus complications at 84

Opinion: Trump put US lives in China's hands

Trump berates reporter when asked about Kushner remark

New York City schools won't be using Zoom anymore because of security
concerns

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/nyc-schools-zoom-online-security/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/us/nyc-schools-zoom-online-security/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/03/trump-kushner-stockpile-clarification-reporter-collins-bts-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/opinions/presidential-weekly-briefing-trump-american-lives-china-vinograd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/style/article/sergio-rossi-intl-scli/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/trump-uss-roosevelt-commander-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/04/donald-trump-hydroxychloroquine-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/solo-passenger-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/tech/joe-tsai-clara-donate-masks-ventilators-new-york/index.html


HOW TO: Recognize coronavirus symptoms

Stay fit at home

Have a weekend

Cure cabin fever

Video: The right way to wash your hands

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Saturday - April 4th, 2020

Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Unemployment could hit 32%…and “everything will be fine?”

*Tuesday: Worst quarter…EVER.

*Wednesday: Trump says “be prepared for a very, very painful two weeks”
– and the DOW drops 974 points

*Thursday: Another 6 million+ unemployed and stocks rally?!?!

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/03/27/how-to-wash-hands-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/health/coronavirus-cabin-fever-definition-quarantine-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/14/us/what-to-do-this-weekend-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/exercise-gym-close-coronavirus-quarantine-wellness-jampolis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/31/health/coronavirus-symptoms-list-what-to-do-wellness/index.html


*Friday: Unemployment jumps to 4.4% and 3M taking heat for exporting 
face masks – stocks end week with losses"

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
WHITE HOUSE: PEAK DEATH COMING 
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x 
BIRX WARNS DO NOT GO TO GROCERY STORES
CHINA SEES NEW RISE IN CASES 

MASK OFF: Trump Rages at Critics During Coronavirus Press 
Conference...
Attempts to win daily news cycle feeds chaos... 
BALZ: Once again, government is caught unprepared... 
Small rural towns become deadly hotspots...
New Orleans Worst Death Rate in USA...
Where will all the bodies go?
DEFAINT: Despite stay-at-home orders, 6 out of 10 are still on roads...
NYC subway cars remain packed...
BUSINESS BURGLARIES RISE 75%...
Stores prepare for civil unrest...
Pentagon Preparing For 'Worst-Case Scenarios' [But It's Secret]...
Barr orders release of more federal inmates...
Families watch helplessly as virus hits nursing homes...
Front-line medical staff deaths grow...
SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
Economy in shambles, Trump scrambles for new 2020 message... 
Recession Bread Lines Forming in Mar-a-Lago's Shadow... 
Trump Backs Dismissal of USS Roosevelt Captain... 
Whistleblower raised alarm about virus outbreak on ship... 
At least 155 sailors on board test positive...
Theodore Roosevelt captain followed in footsteps of ship's namesake by 
writing bombshell letter...
Tapper Grills Def Sec Esper... 
Biden says dismissal 'close to criminal'... 

https://thehill.com/homenews/sunday-talk-shows/491213-biden-says-navy-firing-of-captain-is-close-to-criminal
https://www.mediaite.com/tv/cnns-tapper-grills-def-sec-esper-on-trump-attacking-navy-captain-who-raised-alarm-on-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/04/04/theodore-roosevelt-captain-followed-in-footsteps-of-ships-namesake-by-writing-bombshell-letter/
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/04/04/theodore-roosevelt-captain-followed-in-footsteps-of-ships-namesake-by-writing-bombshell-letter/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/sailors-uss-teddy-roosevelt-positive-covid-19-navy
https://apnews.com/7f2f3bce5b311f764ee90d7d5d556473
https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-backs-dismissal-of-uss-roosevelt-captain-11586042319
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/recession-bread-lines-forming-mar-110052919.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/economy-shambles-trump-scrambles-2020-224111236.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/24b8b30cbc11c43a19e7e7aff69e4044
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/families-watch-helplessly-as-coronavirus-hits-nursing-homes-infects-loved-one/ar-BB128ktv
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404012426-ouhta
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-military-preparing-worst-case-contagion-scenarios-its-secret
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/store-owners-boarding-up-buildings-across-manhattan
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-sees-more-burglaries-of-businesses-under-coronavirus-emergency-measures-11586008801
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/some-new-yorkers-riding-crowded-subway-commutes-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Despite-stay-at-home-orders-6-out-of-10-are-on-15179476.php
https://apnews.com/75e97a636f40bcd98f0827dfaa09e3ff
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-orleans-area-has-worst-coronavirus-death-rate-in-u-s-11586008800
https://www.the-sun.com/news/637277/map-reveals-small-rural-towns-coronavirus/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Once-again-government-is-caught-unprepared-15179581.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/how-trumps-attempts-to-win-the-daily-news-cycle-feed-a-chaotic-coronavirus-response/ar-BB12arma
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-rages-at-critics-at-coronavirus-press-conference
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-rages-at-critics-at-coronavirus-press-conference
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404235657-jkjit
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/04/826741317/federal-government-implements-relief-as-nation-reels-from-coronavirus-pandemic
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x
https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x
https://drudgereport.com/


Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky


Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nckWkuXeETKM9dF7Dd6DfKI9yGT1f7wR1G5RBnT8e0-xX3oPqFaC3yzQ&h=AT0ecwbmx_xy8ZrXQ7_IEwhVgJD29yvZvHm2k9Q_jvorxrhWeUQOwsRSgLmqkwg8s4NUcpZ5cSzr_btbDZrlY8UQm3OleLwtvId0vh_RIFgKNaYxOpOWwIzJF93puidwCg2j9TobbnxASEpMr5FO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fclintonkillist.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1Q6Q5CdNOzR1srrH63GL8Tv3Ko5o7HKNHrckL8i_h21x-EC3XN_C-QBjo&h=AT20uT8Enn0_2M7bv5f-4Hu3qeSRHkr6wICf5D6VBhJH17OgSJRLPX0-H8qHwRuSTlBau0roJ9DQi9xrSbdCFhgwEaDviu78MyfFRTj4dCnFRGq-ujhLT03AwPwXquvx6xGDtHEe4wqB50zvubR-&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalnews.ca%2Fnews%2F4532575%2Fjean-chretien-donald-trump%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3_TXK3tbiLcqCG5dYNrXgLN2VAP2KYAXi5CJqqz0k1f4c5lBCiXZEKUBk&h=AT1fB_9afAbwrVA-X_Z6ZusXPhjFlhR7HWuiyDU2bt1qM1UPIEN26ogb5g6N0fWtx6_5hB7TMZTwzAuaWSDDHUDq6NMhzn9axKBKJd9HOxRe5nHpORN7fP9bwBIe2ZT1ImC8efoCJQp0xcNXwo3D&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk%23current&h=AT0tE9xEYqBBKCwpaFFLGJ-efb_d_81_MrHbBafR6GqYAljlpvtig8MRVB55x3DGHPH-9O_h9aYI-83cKlETsW3sf32lB9YN5yEqBD8vcVtimyFVmWRAfGffuI9e7hMHS5hgFZLsIexudChPHZAX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2jYmedYcQLEo1xQxIg-nRmBreEE48ud28q_dx7f20iYyynjr0fqJ9C7UY&h=AT3hC8KsZg5GzSfVTCa1f5waeulxrvW0bxsHn6jKn2tQozYC6YipRWP-ow7rfCgJil5WudY6bWSeTTj0NOGpt7Cz2FS273jCRr1Uv1Yl62wWG5ndr5enDLiQwksjS5U6lO2G6PEoYM-hRg9LMjZ5&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xFhA_3H2AolhzuRC68LF7aXu71KY7V4p77wIJHYM5xhk5zdMSJRd1f7A&h=AT3j9dhJIKlaZo2X2K8SbIMo6VMFigvwJ2TouQoyxmxf9pijXQ4wfUfAU4xbYhhterghQltQFu9_ueu1NQrY3U_io_z0H82JZ9_V8ReonBG6A_O1uIkUWiOfwq64opgkSRFkloXYSiHl7CWavmIZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR37USLRBADqU2RurmaZRXT-IPZ61UjLPu2cev4tIsVzfzu10iJ6j91WgO0&h=AT3_TOo5UxTg7vst-rpKhB8Jf8AnQx7nodb8zUNYU9guT9yQu_-_VS9uX8PRfrMt6iCXHsZUeq6YLOvcwAKx7G-b5hJRT496PoXqFuYEGoFzdNaL6ad5VAhLg18yDEHCr_05R7nXIdlcLkPr0Ebs&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cWJ6Tr0fWgkBf2UTLJeB7U-bMxkMUIESE07tSWdrz_LfeQS_iWSXXjDQ&h=AT1goVqsc_6ENS4OzDNHw42_UOS0d7cVbi2ec7qkjAA66wBpqP1WuLeDKlSBTwJ1Pu9yB81a-IPtZCXg662rptuwOj12UqAkQ4TSpmFz1wnpOAGXiekQPKaWmQ79mIZy60wObb0jw12dyn7Wa5Vz&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0nqo7roqhfeSd0DnIasrQ8zzIcP-Kip3UIdaz_IXxCBPRO9FS0qUSmZzw&h=AT2SxZV9WO0D5Ws1hHJ0dT4HngGSYlFvySSeLi1DvRlsqxOdM8ZCsOnfLk--jTEhNw_GpTlPpBh50yeYoS0jykQg93WjZQZlNjDg6l2nj6uyhD3_DttzWgt0X2FNsv2AmWxsgkRaIIDnv4UbK4Ru&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime


Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf


Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg


http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

CNN
Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 10,300  

Virus hunters zero in on a possible culprit

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/06/us/coronavirus-scientists-debate-origin-theories-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.newrepublic.com%2Farticle%2F143586%2Ftrumps-russian%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3nckWkuXeETKM9dF7Dd6DfKI9yGT1f7wR1G5RBnT8e0-xX3oPqFaC3yzQ&h=AT0ecwbmx_xy8ZrXQ7_IEwhVgJD29yvZvHm2k9Q_jvorxrhWeUQOwsRSgLmqkwg8s4NUcpZ5cSzr_btbDZrlY8UQm3OleLwtvId0vh_RIFgKNaYxOpOWwIzJF93puidwCg2j9TobbnxASEpMr5FO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
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The origin of coronavirus is debated. But genetic detective work is 
leading scientists to point at one animal suspect.     

Breaking Biden and Trump speak about coronavirus response 

Dr. Gupta:   Here's what this means for Boris Johnson  

Big test:   US prepares for the most critical week yet  

NYC official:   Trump has my mom's blood on his hands  

Sparks fly:   Heated disagreement breaks out in Situation Room  

How to help  : A list of vetted charities you can donate to  

Podcast  : New guidance on masks  

White House coronavirus press briefing

live updates New York shows signs of hitting apex while US passes 
10,000 deaths

NYC may temporarily bury coronavirus victims in park if morgues 
reach capacity, councilman says

Watch the question Trump wouldn't let Dr. Fauci answer

Wisconsin governor orders delay of primary election, GOP will 
challenge

Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?

Opinion:     How the very rich are different in the Covid-19 fight  

Analysis: Why you should pay close attention to Trump's latest firing

Tourist sites packed as China comes out of lockdown. Experts say 
risk is high

Opinion: The Trump-Fox News feedback loop has new targets

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson enters intensive care due to 
coronavirus
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Opinion: A pandemic is no time to go federal

Wall Street has best day in two weeks as coronavirus optimism 
grows

See what streets in China look like now

A 7-year-old boy was shot in the face and killed in a drive-by 
shooting in Pennsylvania

Acting Navy secretary blasts ousted aircraft carrier captain as 
'stupid' in address to crew

Intensive care doctor with coronavirus made goodbye video for her 
kids

Opinion: This is how we conquer Covid-19

Man shot five people for 'talking too loud' during lockdown, 
investigators say

Teens charged with hate crimes for attacking woman and saying 
she caused coronavirus

Doctor on unproven drug: You could lose your life

MSNBC
Under fierce criticism, Wisconsin Gov. suspends in-person voting for 
Tuesday primary

U.K. Prime Minister Johnson taken into intensive care unit for COVID-19
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Trump sends ‘best wishes’ to ‘very good friend’ Boris Johnson in ICU

New COVID-19 hot spot on New York’s Long Island sparks concern

How the White House mishandled first 70 days of coronavirus crisis

Latest news on the global pandemic

Trump insisted on surprise Sunday briefing to counter 'dour' message of 
his own experts

South Carolina ends holdout and issues stay-at-home order

Louisiana pastor cited for defying coronavirus order hosts hundreds on 
Palm Sunday

Indiana extends stay at home order for additional 2 weeks

HUFFPOST
BORIS JOHNSON IN ICU — CORONA CASE WORSENS 

Coronavirus Death Toll In U.S. Surpasses 10,000 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-coronavirus-death-toll-
10000_n_5e8b0fefc5b6cbaf282c73eb 

Trump Administration Report Details Havoc For Hospitals Dealing With 
COVID-19

Hospital Workers Are Unsafe And Afraid They’ll Get Too Sick To Care For 
Patients

Industry Groups Ask California To Delay Pollution Rules, Citing Pandemic

LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The Coronavirus Outbreak 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
VIRUS GRIPS UK
ISRAEL PASSOVER LOCKDOWN
US DEATH TOLL TOPS 10,000
NEW YORK PEAK THURSDAY? 

https://nypost.com/2020/04/06/us-coronavirus-peak-forecasts-over-3000-deaths-in-single-day/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907200/coronavirus-death-toll-officially-passes-10000-nearly-half-new-york
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Coronavirus-8611-Israelis-have-disease-141-in-serious-condition-623716
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CDONALD's staff walkout over unsafe conditions after worker gets virus...
DOLLAR TREE cashier battered during social distancing beef...
Grocery workers key during virus. And they're afraid...
LOWE'S Slammed For Holding 'Spring Black Friday' Sale...
Postal Worker Accuses USPS Of Negligence... 
Robots replace students at graduation ceremony...
Residents Alarmed after Cops Use 'Purge Siren' to Signal Start of 
Curfew...
African Americans more likely to die...
As Trump administration debated travel restrictions, thousands streamed
in from China...
430,000 flew directly from China since January; 40,000 since 'shutoff'...
NYC to temporarily bury victims in park...
Mysterious Heart Damage Befalling Patients...
Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
Conservative Pundits Weren't Only Ones to Get Pandemic Wrong...
Governors seize spotlight... 
SICK MAP... 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 
pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic!

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/8a9a13ad533d0ed5fe8b9df9dbb9b3d8
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronavirus-pandemic-conservative-and-liberal-pundits-underestimated-threat/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/survivors-of-coronavirus-face-an-uncertain-road-back-to-normal-11586176884
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8191035/Data-scientist-reveals-EYE-PAIN-symptom-Covid-19.html
https://khn.org/news/mysterious-heart-damage-not-just-lung-troubles-befalling-covid-19-patients/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/907102/new-york-city-plans-temporarily-bury-coronavirus-victims-park
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-coronavirus-corruption-430000-flew-directly-china-since-january-40000-since-shutoff/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-nsc/as-trump-administration-debated-travel-restrictions-thousands-streamed-in-from-china-idUSKBN21N0EJ
https://news.trust.org/item/20200406160842-9x3r4
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.infowars.com/residents-alarmed-after-cops-use-purge-siren-to-signal-start-of-curfew/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/robots-replace-students-zoom-graduation-21822147
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2020/04/03/coronavirus-colorado-postal-worker-accuses-usps-negligence/
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/04/06/lowes-employee-speaks-out/
https://apnews.com/d8060699d42287df48e0559c405cdf9a
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/buster/coronavirus/social-distancing-battery-278593
https://www.the-sun.com/news/644034/california-mcdonalds-staff-walkout-coronavirus-protection-employee-positive/


Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 
human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__cft__[0]=AZWEzYadhGKvIJEQg0gwoCihy2TGWlLXqDxdu_M9hkUl7AX_5AQ2f2n4xDJZoeYhzCPGcfAGRDQ6xAEZGM67GfLRRi9pcJQbUqY523Xrhic1E9HxaMgKyBxn-Y5EmmQXPOM&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R


CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FFf7XHToSwilRYqY_cH-uJQYIEvuOjW7-aHUwbEEOFFhTiGCY-9F6pmA&h=AT0mEyr5XM0ltJCYK0whj5eM-FqpP-5fbJYNCyPwQ1Ij7EWYAv-5_0IK32-HxcZMmrKoNi4uowfM3nWG6WsvDDOV0yRYuYplK1RiCLDpD4DiUyB0DUuiwe2AMSYtw2FAQCzrgPmeU-MdbT83XTAa&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usdebtclock.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rh_vwajj8iWB0HqnAceZWZlTz-OrRMMn3JqAkK4V3KkBWLD7xwqt5c5k&h=AT21bQPcWnYpvaDiPtmu8d6Y-EcxoOVegJJ-ITQFwnCuh04-FBOQ3xMKgRzRxSHMEH7W9G0mUshNHtapvSq1pWP4BDxdpx8MO-gMABhTZeSBOBq6dVm3dl4Cc1qFxv9onkEhlfVuDKDRvwP90LP_&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fdefraudingamerica3.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wLPegasQRIrufACuzG8QpMrEyEShHUYhspdoKotOW8GHgF4ieknz6gbU&h=AT2c3TRgzz5wXnjlS-KbBAz2UIix-d-o1L8DwfAPm1U-gw-ONjvrbfEQxVc4D_zb0uT1qdd9g4tBy70sHDACxTH-FSEV0Spnf3A1KcHiIno72vWRjDv0fpiGdUZccrdcVEeQj4KoqbgrVAFJIRQO&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fdonthecon.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1wPbVF-jPU5iRfvdxJAQ6H5n821eRTE_WwsdL1Pnnu-bHwJNYLEDk9Nlk%23current&h=AT0tE9xEYqBBKCwpaFFLGJ-efb_d_81_MrHbBafR6GqYAljlpvtig8MRVB55x3DGHPH-9O_h9aYI-83cKlETsW3sf32lB9YN5yEqBD8vcVtimyFVmWRAfGffuI9e7hMHS5hgFZLsIexudChPHZAX&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fsickopsychotrump.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2jYmedYcQLEo1xQxIg-nRmBreEE48ud28q_dx7f20iYyynjr0fqJ9C7UY&h=AT3hC8KsZg5GzSfVTCa1f5waeulxrvW0bxsHn6jKn2tQozYC6YipRWP-ow7rfCgJil5WudY6bWSeTTj0NOGpt7Cz2FS273jCRr1Uv1Yl62wWG5ndr5enDLiQwksjS5U6lO2G6PEoYM-hRg9LMjZ5&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fusadefault.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xFhA_3H2AolhzuRC68LF7aXu71KY7V4p77wIJHYM5xhk5zdMSJRd1f7A&h=AT3j9dhJIKlaZo2X2K8SbIMo6VMFigvwJ2TouQoyxmxf9pijXQ4wfUfAU4xbYhhterghQltQFu9_ueu1NQrY3U_io_z0H82JZ9_V8ReonBG6A_O1uIkUWiOfwq64opgkSRFkloXYSiHl7CWavmIZ&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Ffbimartinezcongallard.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR37USLRBADqU2RurmaZRXT-IPZ61UjLPu2cev4tIsVzfzu10iJ6j91WgO0&h=AT3_TOo5UxTg7vst-rpKhB8Jf8AnQx7nodb8zUNYU9guT9yQu_-_VS9uX8PRfrMt6iCXHsZUeq6YLOvcwAKx7G-b5hJRT496PoXqFuYEGoFzdNaL6ad5VAhLg18yDEHCr_05R7nXIdlcLkPr0Ebs&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia.v.unitedstates.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cWJ6Tr0fWgkBf2UTLJeB7U-bMxkMUIESE07tSWdrz_LfeQS_iWSXXjDQ&h=AT1goVqsc_6ENS4OzDNHw42_UOS0d7cVbi2ec7qkjAA66wBpqP1WuLeDKlSBTwJ1Pu9yB81a-IPtZCXg662rptuwOj12UqAkQ4TSpmFz1wnpOAGXiekQPKaWmQ79mIZy60wObb0jw12dyn7Wa5Vz&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2FricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0nqo7roqhfeSd0DnIasrQ8zzIcP-Kip3UIdaz_IXxCBPRO9FS0qUSmZzw&h=AT2SxZV9WO0D5Ws1hHJ0dT4HngGSYlFvySSeLi1DvRlsqxOdM8ZCsOnfLk--jTEhNw_GpTlPpBh50yeYoS0jykQg93WjZQZlNjDg6l2nj6uyhD3_DttzWgt0X2FNsv2AmWxsgkRaIIDnv4UbK4Ru&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Femailpelosi02-14-20.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT0ttkgV3wP36re1mEtXPCprDodB81GgeBJB_9WvzwZG6SY4tSLxwAdbb9n3_-Ew1Oh9NC0PSwr29GG2yt6ZR66pPpig-gT5h5P7bn-xM5Boweqf6FKexL4CMmK8NeD3Q2L1fBgRgM7iii_AeC6r&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/in-india/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/it-italy/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ca-canada/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/sf-south-africa/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime


FROM THE US GOVERNMENT
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

DRUDGEREPORT.COM
VIRUS GRIPS UK
ISRAEL PASSOVER LOCKDOWN
US DEATH TOLL TOPS 10,000
NEW YORK PEAK THURSDAY? 

CDONALD's staff walkout over unsafe conditions after worker gets virus...
DOLLAR TREE cashier battered during social distancing beef...
Grocery workers key during virus. And they're afraid...
LOWE'S Slammed For Holding 'Spring Black Friday' Sale...
Postal Worker Accuses USPS Of Negligence... 
Robots replace students at graduation ceremony...
Residents Alarmed after Cops Use 'Purge Siren' to Signal Start of 
Curfew...
African Americans more likely to die...
As Trump administration debated travel restrictions, thousands streamed
in from China...
430,000 flew directly from China since January; 40,000 since 'shutoff'...
NYC to temporarily bury victims in park...
Mysterious Heart Damage Befalling Patients...

https://khn.org/news/mysterious-heart-damage-not-just-lung-troubles-befalling-covid-19-patients/
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Eye pain new symptom?
Survivors Face an Uncertain Road Back to Normal...
Conservative Pundits Weren't Only Ones to Get Pandemic Wrong...
Governors seize spotlight... 
SICK MAP... 

“CORONAVIRUS SYMPTOMS: 10 KEY INDICATORS AND WHAT TO DO 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/health/10-key-coronavirus-symptoms-
wellness/index.html 

By Sandee LaMotte, CNN

Updated 4:03 AM ET, Tue April 7, 2020

(CNN)Scientists are learning more each day about the mysterious novel 
coronavirus and the symptoms of Covid-19, the disease it causes.
Fever, cough and shortness of breath are found in the vast majority of all 
Covid-19 cases. But there are additional signals of the virus, some that 
are very much like cold or flu, and some that are more unusual.
Any or all symptoms can appear anywhere from two to 14 days after 
exposure to the virus, according to the US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention.
Here are 10 signs that you or a loved one may have Covid-19 -- and what 
to do to protect yourself and your family.

1. Shortness of breath
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
What is coronavirus and Covid-19? An explainer
Shortness of breath is not usually an early symptom of Covid-19, but it is 
the most serious. It can occur on its own, without a cough. If your chest 
becomes tight or you begin to feel as if you cannot breathe deeply 
enough to fill your lungs with air, that's a sign to act quickly, experts say.
"If there's any shortness of breath immediately call your health care 
provider, a local urgent care or the emergency department," said 
American Medical Association president Dr. Patrice Harris.
"If the shortness of breath is severe enough, you should call 911," Harris 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/health/10-key-coronavirus-symptoms-wellness/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/health/10-key-coronavirus-symptoms-wellness/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://apnews.com/8a9a13ad533d0ed5fe8b9df9dbb9b3d8
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronavirus-pandemic-conservative-and-liberal-pundits-underestimated-threat/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/survivors-of-coronavirus-face-an-uncertain-road-back-to-normal-11586176884
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8191035/Data-scientist-reveals-EYE-PAIN-symptom-Covid-19.html


added.
The CDC lists other emergency warning signs for Covid-19 as a 
"persistent pain or pressure in the chest," and "bluish lips or face," which
can indicate a lack of oxygen.
Get medical attention immediately, the CDC says.
2. Fever
Fever is a key sign of Covid-19. Because some people can have a core 
body temperature lower or higher than the typical 98.6 degrees 
Fahrenheit (37 degrees Celsius), experts say not to fixate on a number.
CNN anchor Chris Cuomo, who is battling the virus from his home in New 
York, is one of those people.
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don&#39;t hoard, and more
Grocery rules for your coronavirus lockdown: Buy beans, freeze milk, 
don't hoard, and more
"I run a little cool. My normal temperature is 97.6, not 98.6. So, even 
when I'm at 99 that would not be a big deal for most people. But, for me, 
I'm already warm," Cuomo told CNN Chief Medical Correspondent Dr. 
Sanjay Gupta in a CNN Town Hall.
Most children and adults, however, will not be considered feverish until 
their temperature reaches 100 degrees Fahrenheit (37.7 degrees 
Celsius).
"There are many misconceptions about fever," said Dr. John Williams, 
chief of the division of pediatric infectious diseases at the University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh.
"We all actually go up and down quite a bit during the day as much as half
of a degree or a degree," Williams said, adding that for most people "99.0
degrees or 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit is not a fever."
Don't rely on a temperature taken in the morning, said infectious disease 
expert Dr. William Schaffner, a professor of preventative medicine and 
infectious disease at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine in 
Nashville. Instead, take your temperature in the late afternoon and early 
evening.
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
Quarantine: How to prepare for possible coronavirus infection
"Our temperature is not the same during the day. If you take it at eight 
o'clock in the morning, it may be normal," Schaffner explained.
"One of the most common presentations of fever is that your temperature
goes up in the late afternoon and early evening. It's a common way that 
viruses produce fever."



3. Dry Cough
Coughing is another common symptom, but it's not just any cough.
"It's not a tickle in your throat. You're not just clearing your throat. It's 
not just irritated," Schaffner explained.
The cough is bothersome, a dry cough that you feel deep in your chest.
How &#39;regular school&#39; parents can homeschool their kids
How 'regular school' parents can homeschool their kids
"It's coming from your breastbone or sternum, and you can tell that your 
bronchial tubes are inflamed or irritated," Schaffner added.
A report put out by the World Health Organization in February found over 
33% of 55,924 people with laboratory confirmed cases of Covid-19 had 
coughed up sputum, a thick mucus sometimes called phlegm, from their 
lungs.
4. Chills and body aches
"The beast comes out at night," said Cuomo, referencing the chills, body 
aches and high fever that visited him on April 1.
'It was like somebody was beating me like a pinata. And I was shivering 
so much that ... I chipped my tooth. They call them the rigors," he said 
from his basement, where he is quarantined from the rest of his family.
"I was hallucinating. My dad was talking to me. I was seeing people from 
college, people I haven't seen in forever, it was freaky," Cuomo said.
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Why soap, sanitizer and warm water work against Covid-19 and other 
viruses
Not everyone will have such a severe reaction, experts say. Some may 
have no chills or body aches at all. Others may experience milder flu-like 
chills, fatigue and achy joints and muscles, which can make it difficult to 
know if it's flu or coronavirus that's to blame.
One possible sign that you might have Covid-19 is if your symptoms don't 
improve after a week or so but actually worsen.
5. Sudden confusion
Speaking of worsening signs, the CDC says a sudden confusion or an 
inability to wake up and be alert may be a serious sign that emergency 
care may be needed. If you or a loved one has those symptoms, 
especially with other critical signs like bluish lips, trouble breathing or 
chest pain, the CDC says to seek help immediately.

6. Digestive issues
At first science didn't think diarrhea or other typical gastric issues that 



often come with the flu applied to the noval coronavirus, also known as 
SARS-CoV-2. As more research on survivors becomes available, that 
opinion has changed.
"In a study out of China where they looked at some of the earliest 
patients, some 200 patients, they found that digestive or stomach GI 
(gastrointestinal) symptoms were actually there in about half the 
patients," Gupta said on CNN's New Day news program.
Overall, "I think we're getting a little bit more insight into the types of 
symptoms that patients might have," Gupta said.
The study described a unique subset of milder cases in which the initial 
symptoms were digestive issues such as diarrhea, often without fever. 
Those patients experienced delays in testing and diagnosis than patients 
with respiratory issues, and they took longer to clear the virus from their 
systems.

7. Pink eye
Research from China, South Korea and other parts of the world indicate 
that about 1% to 3% of people with Covid-19 also had conjunctivitis, 
commonly known as pink eye.
Do you wear contact lenses? You should switch to glasses to stop 
spreading the virus

Conjunctivitis, a highly contagious condition when caused by a virus, is 
an inflammation of the thin, transparent layer of tissue, called 
conjunctiva, that covers the white part of the eye and the inside of the 
eyelid.
But SARS-CoV-2 is just one of many viruses that can cause conjunctivitis,
so it came as no real surprise to scientists that this newly discovered 
virus would do the same.
Still, a pink or red eye could be one more sign that you should call your 
doctor if you also have other telltale symptoms of Covid-19, such as fever,
cough or shortness of breath.
8. Loss of smell and taste
In mild to moderate cases of coronavirus, a loss of smell and taste is 
emerging as one of the most unusual early signs of Covid-19.
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
Doctors say loss of sense of smell might be Covid-19 symptom
"What's called anosmia, which basically means loss of smell, seems to 
be a symptom that a number of patients developed," CNN Chief Medical 
Correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta told CNN anchor Alisyn Camerota on 



New Day.
"It may be linked to loss of taste, linked to loss of appetite, we're not 
sure -- but it's clearly something to look out for," Gupta said. "Sometimes 
these early symptoms aren't the classic ones."
"Anosmia, in particular, has been seen in patients ultimately testing 
positive for the coronavirus with no other symptoms," according to the 
American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery.
A recent analysis of milder cases in South Korea found the major 
presenting symptom in 30% of patients was a loss of smell. In Germany, 
more than two in three confirmed cases had anosmia.
It has long been known in medical literature that a sudden loss of smell 
may be associated with respiratory infections caused by other types of 
coronaviruses, so it wasn't a surprise that the novel coronavirus would 
have this effect, according to ENT UK (PDF), a professional organization 
representing ear, nose and throat surgeons in the United Kingdom.
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
How do you manage fighting kids during a lockdown? We asked the 
experts
Is there anything you can do at home to test to see if you're suffering a 
loss of smell? The answer is yes, by using the "jellybean test" to tell if 
odors flow from the back of your mouth up through your nasal pharynx 
and into your nasal cavity. if you can pick out distinct flavors such as 
oranges and lemons, your sense of smell is functioning fine.
9. Fatigue
For some people, extreme fatigue can be an early sign of the novel 
coronavirus. The WHO report found nearly 40% of the nearly 6,000 people
with laboratory confirmed cases experienced fatigue.
Just a few days into his quarantine, Cuomo was already exhausted by the
fevers and body aches the disease brings.
"I'm so lethargic that I can stare outside, and, like, an hour-and-a-half 
goes by," Cuomo told Gupta on Anderson Cooper 360. "I think I took a 10-
minute nap, and it was three and a half hours."
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
How to keep coronavirus fears from affecting your mental health
Fatigue may continue long after the virus is gone. Anecdotal reports from
people who have recovered from Covid-19 say exhaustion and lack of 
energy continue well past the standard recovery period of a few weeks.

10. Headache, sore throat, congestion



The WHO report also found nearly 14% of the almost 6,000 cases of 
Covid-19 in China had symptoms of headache and sore throat, while 
almost 5% had nasal congestion.
Certainly not the most common signs of the disease, but obviously 
similar to colds and flu. In fact, many symptoms of Covid-19 can resemble
the flu, including headaches and the previously mentioned digestive 
issues, body aches and fatigue. Still other symptoms can resemble a cold
or allergies, such as a sore throat and congestion.
Most likely, experts say, you simply have a cold or the flu -- after all, they 
can cause fever and cough too.
So what should you do?
"At this moment, the current guidance -- and this may change -- is that if 
you have symptoms that are similar to the cold and the flu and these are 
mild symptoms to moderate symptoms, stay at home and try to manage 
them" with rest, hydration and the use of fever-reducing medications, 
said the AMA's Harris.

That advice does not apply if you are over age 60, since immune systems 
weaken as we age or if you are pregnant. Anyone with concerns about 
coronavirus should call their healthcare provider, according to the CDC.
It's unclear whether pregnant women have a greater chance of getting 
severely ill from coronavirus, but the CDC has said that women 
experience changes in their bodies during pregnancy that may increase 
their risk of some infections.
In general, Covid-19 infections are riskier if you have underlying health 
conditions such as diabetes, chronic lung disease or asthma, heart 
failure or heart disease, sickle cell anemia, cancer (or are undergoing 
chemotherapy), kidney disease with dialysis, a body mass index (BMI) 
over 40 (extremely obese) or an autoimmune disorder.
"Older patients and individuals who have underlying medical conditions 
or are immunocompromised should contact their physician early in the 
course of even mild illness," the CDC advises.
To be clear, you are at higher risk -- even if you are young -- if you have 
underlying health issues.
"People under 60 with underlying illnesses, with diabetes, heart disease, 
immunocompromised or have any kind of lung disease previously, those 
people are more vulnerable despite their younger age," Schaffner said.

Do I have 'cabin fever?' What it is, how to 'cure' it
A history of travel to an area where the novel coronavirus is widespread 



(and those parts of the world, including the US, are going up each day) is 
obviously another key factor in deciding if your symptoms may be Covid-
19 or not.
How to be evaluated
If you have no symptoms, please don't ask for testing or add to backlog 
of calls at testing centers, clinics, hospitals and the like, experts say.
"We do not test people with no symptoms because it's a resource issue," 
Schaffner said about the assessment center at Vanderbilt. "However, we 
are emphasizing that people who have this small cluster of important 
symptoms -- fever and anything related to the lower respiratory tract such
as cough and difficulty breathing -- reach out to be evaluated."
If you do have those three signs, where should you go?

'Contagion' vs. coronavirus: The film's connections to a real life pandemic
"If you have insurance and you're looking for a provider or someone to 
call or connect with, there's always a number on the back of your 
insurance card; or if you go online, there is information for patients," 
Harris said.

"If you don't have insurance, you can start with the state health 
department or the local community health centers, those are officially 
known as federally qualified health centers," Harris advised, adding that 
some states have a 1-800 hotline number to call.
"If there is a testing and assessment center near you, you can go there 
directly," Schaffer said. "It's always good to notify them that you're 
coming. Otherwise, you need to call your healthcare provider and they 
will direct you what to do."

CNN's Jacqueline Howard contributed to this report.”
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Market Update for Tuesday - April 7th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:



Yesterday the DOW finished with its 3rd biggest rally ever.And today it 
looked like stocks were going to add to yesterday’s gains: In overnight 
trading the major indices rallied.And at the open, the DOW was higher by 
4.2%.

*But after the strong start, some sobering news led to a pullback.In New 
York it looked like recent cases had peaked. But then New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo reported the biggest one-day jump in deaths (731).

*And a sell-off that lasted from lunch until the close erased the day’s 
gains and put the major indices in negative territory.

*Crude Oil (CL) finished lower for the 2nd day in a row. With an 8.8% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at $23.78 a barrel.

*And it sounds like there’s more stimulus on the way…House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi said she wants the next spending package to be at least $1 
trillion.

*And Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said he believes an 
increase to the small business loan program will be approved Thursday."

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Pink Moon linked to 'end of days' omen… 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
PANDEMIC DREAMS HAUNTING NATION'S SLEEP...
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/07/report-wuhan-funeral-homes-burned-people-alive/
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CNN
Trump's wild performance at a press conference was a troubling 
spectacle at a moment when presidents are called to provide consistent, 
level leadership https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus/index.html 

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection [ Well, 
what can you expect from a complicit branch of the corrupt american so-
called government that ie., sports a typically corrupt new jersey guinea 
sam alito … you know the drill, ‘in for a penny, in for a pound’ which says 
it all. america is a complete and total fraud! ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/07/opinions/supreme-court-tipping-scales-trump-reelection-psaki/index.html
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Update:     Dosage guidance removed from CDC website on drug touted by   
Georgia, Florida and Trump

Advice:   Biden describes his phone call with Trump   

KFile:     New Trump press secretary downplayed pandemic  

live updates US cases are nearing 400,000

Fauci's prediction:     When will kids return to school?  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 12,000  

Cuomo  : Covid symptoms are 'depressing,' wearing me down  

Podcast:     Doctors' difficult decisions  

Fact check: Trump makes misleading claims about the WHO and his 
record on the coronavirus

Wisconsin holds primary election during pandemic

Opinion: Trump is desperately seeking to avoid blame

US states race to fight coronavirus cases with long-awaited medical 
shipments

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

CDC director: US death toll could be lower than warned

Doctor explains drop in predicted deaths

Trump removes watchdog overseeing coronavirus emergency funds 

Acting secretary of the Navy resigns after calling ousted aircraft carrier 
captain 'stupid'

Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection 

Passengers to be evacuated from Antarctic cruise ship after almost 60% 
test positive for coronavirus

Global stocks and US futures retreat on coronavirus caution
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John Prine, influential singer-songwriter, dies at 73

Chinese billionaire who criticized Xi Jinping over coronavirus under 
investigation

Early data shows this group faces higher risk of getting coronavirus

Boris Johnson is 'stable' in ICU 

Detroit hospital nurses refuse to work without more help, ordered to 
leave

Van Jones: Start screaming this to the black community

Why black Americans are at higher risk for coronavirus

Mayor orders police to crack down on social gatherings. They find his 
wife at a bar

YAHOONEWS Entertainment Hello Giggles Andrew Lloyd Webber will live-
stream his most famous musicals every Friday for your Broadway date 
night https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-
140223912.html Every Friday, Broadway genius Andrew Lloyd Webber will
live stream one of his classic musicals for free via YouTube. Here's how 
to watch.

CNN
“THE 24 MOST WILDLY IRRESPONSIBLE LINES FROM DONALD TRUMP'S LATEST 
INTERVIEW WITH SEAN HANNITY https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/donald-
trump-sean-hannity-coronavirus/index.html [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so 
criminal; yet, at once , he’s a total joke, global laughing stock. Pathetic! ]

Analysis by Chris Cillizza, CNN Editor-at-large

Updated 11:59 AM ET, Wed April 8, 2020 

(CNN)Even as his administration -- and the country -- continue to battle the coronavirus, 
President Donald Trump keeps finding time to call into Fox News' host Sean Hannity's 
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show. 

THE POINT -- NOW ON YOUTUBE! 
In each episode of his weekly YouTube show, Chris Cillizza will delve a little deeper into the
surreal world of politics. Click to subscribe!
Trump and Hannity talked March 5 and then again on March 27. And the two were back at 
it on Tuesday night. Below, the lines you need to see from that conversation.
1. "So, you know, things are happening. It's a -- it's -- I haven't seen bad. I've not seen
bad."
This is Trump talking about his push for hospitals to use hydroxychloroquine on patients 
struggling to combat coronavirus. Worth noting here that: a) Trump is not a doctor and b) 
most doctors are wary of recommending the anti-malarial drug's use broadly until more 
testing is done. And away we go!

2. "And I was -- I was excoriated by the fake news and by the press, by these people 
that are bad people. They're just bad people. They don't -- they cannot love our 
country, I can tell you."
In which the President openly claims that the media are "bad people" who "cannot love our 
country." His evidence? An inaccurate allegation that he was "excoriated" by the press for 
closing down travel from China when the coronavirus outbreak began.
3. "Once you get it -- I mean, if you're in the wrong group, if you're -- if you have a 
medical condition, if you're older -- it seems that older is certainly prime time for this 
-- this plague, this horrible virus."
An unedited "sentence" uttered by the President of the United States.
4. "I mean, you look at what's going on with the hospitals in New York and New 
Jersey. I was -- I was watching a little while ago, and it's -- it's terrible, a terrible 
thing."
A good reminder here that the lens through which Trump sees -- and perceives -- the world 
is cable television. Forever and always.
5. "We have to get our country open again. This wasn't designed to have this. You 
crack it -- you crack it in half. It's no good."
Trump is talking about the economy here, I think. All I know for sure is if you crack it in half, 
it's no good.
6. "The good thing is that the number of beds needed, I think we were right about 
that. I was right. My group was right."
"I was right." And, according to this analysis by MIT's Technology Review, Trump wasn't 
right; 21 states are expected to have hospital bed shortages in the coming weeks.
7. "I just saw on your show and a couple of other people just reported back to me 
that everyone is in great shape from the standpoint of ventilators, which are very 
hard, because they're expensive and they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and 
they're very high-tech."
"'Scotch tape and baling wire': How some hospitals and companies are responding to meet 
America's ventilator shortage" -- USA Today, April 8, 2020. Also, Donald Trump on 
ventilators: "they're big and like -- it's, you know -- it's -- and they're very high-tech."
8. "And by the way, the hydroxychloroquine, we have millions of doses that I bought.
I bought millions of doses, you know, for the country, the country bought."
"I bought."
9. "We have more than 29 million doses, and that's a lot."
[does a series of mathematical calculations] Yes, that is a lot.
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10. "A lot of people are looking at it and saying -- you know, there's just -- I don't hear
bad stories. I hear good stories."
So, the President hears "good stories" about the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine and "a lot 
of people are looking at it." Does that replace the clinical trials that the medical community 
wants before fully embracing the drug's use? No? 
11. "And I don't hear anything where it's causing death. So it's not like something 
unsafe."
Objection! Anecdotal, your honor. (My mom always wanted me to be a lawyer.)
12. "It's been incredible how -- how so far -- I mean, I hate to say flawlessly, it's three 
days, but it's away ahead of schedule."
"Small Business Aid Program Stretches Agency to Its Limits" -- The New York Times, April 
8, 2020
13. "Well, I'd love to open with a big bang, one beautiful country, and just open."
Uh huh. Tell me more...
14. "We're way under any polls or any of the models, as they call them -- they have 
models, and we're way under, and we hope to keep it that way, in terms of death."
It might be relevant to note here that Donald Trump is not, by training, a statistician.
15. " You know, we had the greatest economy in the history of our country, and then 
all of a sudden, they come in and say: 'Sir, you're going to have to close it.'"
Not true. No matter how many times he says it.
16. "It wiped out -- I mean, it just was unbelievable. That was your all-time bad."
Donald Trump on the Spanish Flu of 1918-1919. 
17. "So you have to be careful because you look at that, and close to 100 people get 
killed, you have to think that, you know, nobody would have thought it could have 
happened, but then you have to think, when you see this coming in and you see what
was happening in China, you have to say, well, maybe this can happen here, so we 
have to be careful."
[Jim Halpert stare at the camera]
18. "And I did what I wanted to do, and it was a good move."
This is Trump on his decision to shut down travel from China. But really this is Trump on 
everything.
19. "Well, I'm a diplomat, too."
[nods head very slowly]
20. "He has a hard time getting the words out, 'thank you, you did a great job.'"
Trump is referring here to an alleged lack of gratitude by New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo for 
what the federal government has done for him on coronavirus. Remember that Trump 
always wants to be thanked and congratulated -- for doing his job.
21. "When they bring you to the hospital with this one, this is not having your 
appendix taken out. It's a bad -- that's a bad thing."
Dr. Trump doing his daily rounds...
22. "I actually have four companies that are high-tech. I mean, these are brilliant, 
brilliant people. You look at Ebola, you look at AIDS, you look at some of the things 
that they've done, these are the companies that have really did it."
"I actually have four companies that are high-tech."
23. "So, I'm just -- all I am is a matchmaker. I -- you know, I see results, I see great 
technicians, great people, come in with -- with really, you know, potential cures, 
OK?"
A "matchmaker," eh?
24. "The media has been -- the lamestream media has been extremely dishonest and 
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it's a shame, it's very sad."

This feels like a good place to end.”

Bernie Sanders drops out

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/bernie-sanders-drops-out/index.html


In a speech to supporters, the Vermont senator clears the path for Biden 
to serve as the Democratic nominee

Sanders: Path towards victory is virtually impossible

Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP

Opinion: Now that Sanders is out, Democrats should cancel convention

Dana Bash points out glaring absence in Sanders' address

Civil rights icon John Lewis endorses Joe Biden

These are the other candidates who were once in the race

Chaos rocks White House on virus' most tragic day

Analysis: 24 irresponsible lines from Trump's latest interview with Sean 
Hannity

Aides hope to give Trump his economic 'big bang' starting in May

Almost 60% on cruise test positive

Opinion: Trump's real goal in demoting stimulus watchdog

Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing' 

CNN poll: Majority say federal government has done a poor job of 
preventing spread

Obama suggests a robust system of testing is needed before US can ease
measures

Right-wing media suggests death toll is inflated, despite experts saying 
opposite

Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies

What California is doing right in responding to the coronavirus pandemic

Amid a national shortage of Covid-19 tests, California's wealthy can still 
get tested
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live updates Social distancing is working but deaths are rising, New York 
governor says 

Future projections are better than expected

Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?

'She coded in my arms': Mother recalls 27-year-old daughter's last 
moments

Report:     US intel warned of China's spreading virus in November  

A truck driver stabs four women, killing three, at a Tennessee truck stop, 
officers say

Live updates After major Dow rally fizzles, stocks try to gain again
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DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… 
No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... 
HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his parishioners would rather die than not go to 
church... 
Pastor who criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... 
California sheriff warns he can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not 
wearing masks...
State still way behind in testing... 
NJ town resorts to talking drones for social enforcement...
NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop...
Broadway Closed Through June 7...
South Florida City New Hot Spot...
DC braces for looming surge… 
Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed...
Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill...
Grocery stores turn to robots...
Massive wave of evictions coming...
Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November...
Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies...
Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows...
Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police...
Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist...
'By December, we are going to go through this again'...
SICK MAP... 

CNN
Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in a largely straightforward 
briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-
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coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html 

Researchers say the peak is still to come, but the model used by the 
White House now shows far fewer projected US deaths

Seasons:   Scientists say warmer weather won't stop virus  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 14,000  

CNN
[ A day in the life of coronamerica from the wall street perspective … in 
other words, total bull s**t! ] 

https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

Parts of US could ease restrictions by summer [ Bullishit! ]

Dr. Anthony Fauci says some regions of the country could move toward 
normalcy, but there are caveats 
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live updates Almost 20% of the NYPD is out sick [ Bullishit! ]

America on hold:   These are the human stories of the pandemic   [ Bullishit!
]

Late rent:     Nearly a third of Americans didn't pay rent this month   
[ Bullishit! ]

Only one Covid-19 death:     See how country did it  

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 14,000   [ Bullishit! ]

WHO chief:   See his response to Trump's threat   [ Bullishit! ] 

Pence's office blocks public health officials from appearing on CNN 
[ Bullishit! ]

GOP and Democrats block competing proposals over more COVID-19 aid 
[ Bullishit! ] 

Fact check: Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in straightforward 
briefing [ Bullishit! ]

CNN poll: Biden leads Trump in national head-to-head matchup

Analysis: Trump is missing his biggest asset in his bid for reelection 
[ trump’s biggest ass yet! Bullishit! ] 

See new press secretary's shocking and false claims about Trump 
[ Bullishit! ]

Analysis: Trump's secret theory about Barack Obama's endorsement

Watch Trump's reaction to Sanders ending presidential campaign 
[ Bullishit! ]

NYT: 86-year-old who broke social distancing space in ER died after being
shoved [ Bullishit! ]

Opinion: This Wisconsin voter was furious, so she made this sign

Fed unleashes another $2.3 trillion to support economy [ Bullishit! ] 

California's early response helped to flatten the curve

https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/09/california-coronavirus-response-dan-simon-newday-pkg-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/economy/federal-reserve-stimulus-states-cities/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/opinions/wisconsin-voter-this-is-ridiculous-lake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-dementia-social-distance-guidelines/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-dementia-social-distance-guidelines/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/bernie-sanders-ends-presidential-campaign-trump-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/barack-obama-joe-biden-donald-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/kayleigh-mcenany-white-house-press-secretary-past-comments-president-trump-orig-me.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/donald-trump-economy-joe-biden-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/cnn-poll-biden-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/small-business-loan-program-senate-vote/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/08/who-defends-coronavirus-response-trump-criticism-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/08/new-zealand-one-confirmed-coronavirus-death-jacinda-ardern-watson-pkg-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/business/americans-rent-payment-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/04/us/america-on-hold/
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-09-20/index.html


Analysis: Goodbye, Bernie Sanders [ Bullishit! ]

8 Capitol police test positive for coronavirus [ Bullishit! ]

'Yikes!' Amanpour reacts to Fox News montage about virus

Analysis: What Fox News' silence about 'Diamond & Silk' says about the 
network 

Study: New York's coronavirus outbreak came from Europe and other 
parts of US [ Bullishit! ]

MSNBC
As virus ravages U.S., Trump continues to look for targets to blame 
[ trump is so sick, so pathetic! ]

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-continues-looking-for-targets-to-blame-81825349854
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/new-york-coronavirus-outbreak-europe-origin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/new-york-coronavirus-outbreak-europe-origin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/media/fox-news-diamond-and-silk-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/media/fox-news-diamond-and-silk-reliable-sources/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/08/fox-news-coronavirus-montage-amanpour-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/capitol-police-test-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/world/meanwhile-in-america-april-9/index.html


Sen. Murphy: Coronavirus will cause 'ripples of grief and trauma' for 
decades

Dr. Fauci: There may be no going back to the pre-coronavirus 'normal' 
[DUH!]

DRUDGEREPORT
Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press 
Briefings... 
EASTER CRACKDOWN
ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]
PEAK DEATH SUNDAY? 

New York daily death toll reaches third-straight record at 799... 
Outbreak Aboard Second Navy Carrier… 
DC mayor: All shoppers at grocery stores must wear masks... 
Major Meat Processors Shutting Down Plants Nationwide As Employees 
Get Sick...
After Violent Night, Chicago Mayor Puts Curfew On Liquor Sales... 
Prison riot in Washington state... 
UK lockdown   indefinitely  ...   
How single cough spreads across supermarket... 
Video shows particles from runners can infect you... 
Immune system gone haywire doing more damage than covid itself?
More and more testing positive AGAIN...
Most New York Cases Came From Europe, Genomes Show...
Federal stocks of protective equipment nearly depleted...
Mnuchin says could be 'open for business' in May...
16.8 million Americans thrown out of work as toll rises...
Fed Chair Powell says U.S. economy deteriorating with alarming speed… 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-
deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak 
Pumps Another $2.3 Trillion... Why relief to small businesses has lagged...

Crisis Legacy: Mountains of Debt… 
SICK MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-crisis-legacy-mountains-of-debt-11586447687
https://apnews.com/1804383d7b1b9633e265a78d5c6984ee
https://apnews.com/8508af5848939f715622a71a44d3af20
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak
https://apnews.com/c06a37220e461922c61bdf18c3a20c3e
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/09/treasury-secretary-mnuchin-says-us-could-be-open-for-business-in-may.html
https://apnews.com/a464316e25560d393bd07a021b7e81ba
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/08/most-new-york-coronavirus-cases-came-from-europe-genomes-show/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/491950-more-coronavirus-patients-testing-positive-again-after-recovery-report
https://www.wsj.com/articles/haywire-immune-response-eyed-in-coronavirus-deaths-treatment-11586430001
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11360637/video-runners-breath-spread-coronavirus/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11359723/video-cough-can-spread-cloud-coronavirus-across-supermarket-lingers/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-measures-21842421
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-lockdown-measures-21842421
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/washington/articles/2020-04-09/virus-sparks-prison-riot-hits-more-wa-long-term-care-homes
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/04/08/chicago-mayor-lightfoot-curfew-on-liquor-sales-starts-thursday/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-latest-major-meat-processors-shutting-down-plants-as-employees-get-sick-with-covid-19/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-latest-major-meat-processors-shutting-down-plants-as-employees-get-sick-with-covid-19/
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/492009-bowser-all-shoppers-at-dc-grocery-stores-must-wear-masks
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2020-04-09/military-warns-of-coronavirus-breakouts-aboard-uss-nimitz-aircraft-carrier
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/09/new-york-coronavirus-daily-death-toll-reaches-third-straight-record-at-799-gov-cuomo-says.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200409134921-dvhvj
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/abp-vigano-asks-bishops-priests-to-pray-exorcism-against-satan-on-holy-saturday
https://apnews.com/c06a37220e461922c61bdf18c3a20c3e
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/trump-rips-the-wall-street-journal-over-editorial-slamming-coronavirus-pressers-wsj-is-fake-news/
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/dr-fauci-going-back-to-pre-coronavirus-normal-might-not-ever-happen-81713733998
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/sen-murphy-on-mental-health-effects-in-aftermath-of-coronavirus-81809989664
https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/sen-murphy-on-mental-health-effects-in-aftermath-of-coronavirus-81809989664


NYTIMES
6.6 Million Join U.S. Jobless Rolls; New Aid Plan Stalls in Senate 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?
action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

16 Million U.S. Workers Filed for Benefits in Last 3 Weeks

• The dire employment data suggested that Washington’s recent $2   
trillion relief package was not working quickly enough to halt the 
economic devastation.

• A Trump administration request for $250 billion in spending to   
replenish a new loan program for small businesses hit a roadblock in
the Senate.

CNN
Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 16,000   
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-
cases/ 

MSNBC
Contradicting experts, Trump says U.S. doesn't need nationwide testing 
ahead of return to work 

HUFFPOST
CORONAVIRUS U.S. Economy Unlikely To Recover As Rapidly As It 
Collapsed

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
https://www.huffpost.com/feature/coronavirus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/09/us/coronavirus-live-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage


CNN
NY has more coronavirus cases than any country 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 
[ Start spreading the news, we’re leaving today, Don’t want to be a part of
guinea town, New York, New York … ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


While updated projections lowered the national death estimate, New 
York's projected deaths increased

Tracking the virus:     US death toll tops 16,000  

Analysis  : Lack of testing may blunt Trump's planned revival  

live updates 16 US states have statewide school closures

CDC director  : US coming to the peak of coronavirus cases  

Analysis  : The EU has bungled its pandemic response and might never   
fully recover

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Dr. Gupta shows how to make your own mask at home

The United States is already in a recession, 45 economists say

Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics

Analysis: Here's the silver lining in the CNN poll for Trump

Trump and Pence give different answer to the same question

White House reverses position after blocking health officials from 
appearing on CNN

Florida governor falsely claims the coronavirus hasn't killed anyone under
25

CNN Investigates: The red tape that crippled the US's virus response

Obama to mayors on coronavirus: Biggest mistake leaders can make is to
misinform

The Top 10 women Joe Biden might choose as his VP

Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering

Magic Johnson sees one similarity between Covid and HIV

Chinese government reveals draft list of animals which can be farmed for
meat

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/asia/china-wildlife-law-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/asia/china-wildlife-law-coronavirus-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/10/town-hall-magic-johnson-coronavirus-covid-19-minority-urban-communities-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/ammon-bundy-easter-gathering-idaho/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/joe-biden-vp-vice-president-pick/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/obama-mayors-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/obama-mayors-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/coronavirus-testing-cdc-fda-red-tape-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/florida-ron-desantis-false-claim-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/florida-ron-desantis-false-claim-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/media/pence-office-tv-bookings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/09/us-testing-trump-coronavirus-task-force-sot-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/politics/donald-trump-joe-biden-poll-support/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/barack-obama-2014-pandemic-comments-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/business/united-states-recession/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/dr-sanjay-gupta-diy-make-mask-demo-town-hall-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/europe/eu-bungled-coronavirus-response-analysis-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/europe/eu-bungled-coronavirus-response-analysis-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/town-hall-redfield-coronavirus-us-peak-reopen-economy-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/donald-trump-testing-economy-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


Tornadoes and damaging winds are likely Easter weekend 

Unclaimed NY coronavirus bodies may be buried on island, officials say

Pop star: You should be upset I got a virus test and you didn't

A woman was arrested after licking $1,800 worth of grocery store items, 
police say

How a 100-year-old vaccine for tuberculosis could help fight the novel 
coronavirus

MSNBC
Trump lauds testing efforts, but under 1 percent of the U.S. population 
has been checked for COVID-19

https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-lauds-testing-efforts-but-under-1-of-the-u-s-has-been-checked-81862725866
https://www.msnbc.com/11th-hour/watch/trump-lauds-testing-efforts-but-under-1-of-the-u-s-has-been-checked-81862725866
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/tuberculosis-bcg-vaccine-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/health/tuberculosis-bcg-vaccine-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-licked-grocery-store-items-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/woman-licked-grocery-store-items-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/entertainment/2020/04/09/pink-coronavirus-ellen-interview-orig-vstan-bdk.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/new-york-hart-island-burials/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/weather/easter-weekend-tornado-storm-forecast/index.html


HUFFPOST
NEW YORK STATE PASSES ALL COUNTRIES IN CASES 

CNN
Tracking Covid-19:     US deaths top 18,000   https://www.cnn.com/interactive/
2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ 

The end of social distancing won't mean the end of coronavirus

As conversations about reopening the economy ramp up, Dr. Fauci says 
there's "no doubt" there will be cases of the virus when restrictions are 
relaxed

Demographics:     Surgeon general explains how coronavirus   
disproportionately affects people of color

Watch:   Surgeon general defends 'big mama' remark  

Podcast:   Keeping faith in a pandemic  

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Trump asked what metrics he's using for re-opening US. See his response

Postal Service looking into absentee ballot delivery irregularities in 
Wisconsin 

The rising number of deaths at homes have NYPD detectives fighting an 
'invisible bullet'

No, the coronavirus is not the leading cause of death in the US, CDC says

CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval ticking down on coronavirus response

Ex-FDA commissioner says 'widespread screening' needed to reopen 
economy

Watchdog finds Treasury acted properly in denying request for Trump tax 
returns

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-tax-returns-treasury-watchdog-report/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-tax-returns-treasury-watchdog-report/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/former-fda-commissioner-scott-gottlieb-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/10/former-fda-commissioner-scott-gottlieb-tapper-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/cnn-poll-of-polls-trump-approval-coronavirus-general-election-biden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/coronavirus-not-leading-cause-of-death-us-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/nypd-doa-calls-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/nypd-doa-calls-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/absentee-ballots-postal-service-wisconsin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/absentee-ballots-postal-service-wisconsin/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/trump-biggest-decision-coronavirus-tapper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/surgeon-general-jerome-adams-big-mama-abuela-comment-briefing-nr-bts-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/jerome-adams-minority-communities-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/jerome-adams-minority-communities-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-10-20/h_b511de387164bfceb95d3d441e79c6b9
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/covid-19-latest-news-coronavirus_n_5e8de277c5b62459a932511a


Opinion: Trump administration is rushing to gut environmental 
protections 

Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics

Exclusive: Navy commander says virus-struck aircraft carrier crew 
'struggling' after captain's firing

US Postal Service warns Congress it could become insolvent due to 
coronavirus

IRS says stimulus payments begin next week

Fact Check: Trump's new anti-Biden ad is filled with deceptive images 
and audio clips

See astronaut's advice about living in isolation

Opinion: UK's concern for Boris Johnson overrides politics 

Virginia governor signs abortion protections into law

US attorney launches investigation of Massachusetts veteran's nursing 
home suffering from deadly Covid-19 outbreak

3M sues over another company's marked-up offer to New York City of N95
masks

President Andrew Cuomo? Maybe

Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering

Car insurers are giving billions back to drivers. It still may not be enough

CNN
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/business/car-insurance-rebates-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/09/us/ammon-bundy-easter-gathering-idaho/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/09/governor-andrew-cuomo-for-president-2024-cillizza-the-point.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/3m-sues-new-york-city-n95-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/3m-sues-new-york-city-n95-masks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/holyoke-soldiers-home-us-attorney-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/us/holyoke-soldiers-home-us-attorney-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/virginia-abortion-protections/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/uks-concern-for-boris-johnson-overrides-politics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/10/nasa-astronaut-andrew-morgan-advice-on-isolation-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-campaign-ad-joe-biden-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/trump-campaign-ad-joe-biden-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/stimulus-check-free-tax-filing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/postal-service-congress-help/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/postal-service-congress-help/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/navy-commander-carrier-crew-struggling/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/politics/navy-commander-carrier-crew-struggling/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/10/barack-obama-2014-pandemic-comments-sot-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/trump-rushing-to-rollback-environmental-protections-during-pandemic-garbow/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/opinions/trump-rushing-to-rollback-environmental-protections-during-pandemic-garbow/index.html


As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is 
yet to come in Texas and Florida

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered 
week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instea
d-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/
2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

TEST OF FAITH
IN A WORLD LOCKED DOWN 

Economic devastation looms on a Good Friday like no other...
How America was hit with COVID-19 from two continents...
2,200 Deaths In Nursing Homes...
Poop study shows virus cases undercounted...
Traces found in wastewater at high levels...
Antibody test in German town shows 15% infection rate...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing...
Half have neurological problems...
BROTHERLY LOVE: Man Gets Ripped Off Philly Bus For Not Wearing 
Mask...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong 
direction...
Prisoners Riot as Tensions Rise...
Inmates take over cell block in Kansas...
Europe close to herd immunity?
Rising from sick beds, medics head back to front lines...
Feds promised small businesses up to $2 million in loans. Now it's maxing
out at $15,000....
FAUCI: Americans could eventually carry certificates of immunity... 

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/10/dr-anthony-fauci-americans-could-eventually-carry-/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/908081/federal-program-promised-small-businesses-2-million-loans-now-maxing-15000
https://theweek.com/speedreads/908081/federal-program-promised-small-businesses-2-million-loans-now-maxing-15000
https://apnews.com/edcddd511e2e55a8a38076936e7948e2
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8206831/Europe-close-herd-immunity-coronavirus-ALREADY.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/inmates-kansas-prison-take-over-cell-block-damage-property-n1180856
https://www.wsj.com/articles/prisoners-riot-as-coronavirus-tensions-rise-11586469284
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/09/no-more-visiting-friends-and-neighbors-under-whitmers-expanded-coronavirus-order/5125426002/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/watch-philadelphia-police-man-bus-mask-video/
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/10/watch-philadelphia-police-man-bus-mask-video/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/heres-where-coronavirus-hides-in-your-body
https://spectator.us/covid-antibody-test-german-town-shows-15-percent-infection-rate/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/09/coronavirus-traces-found-in-massachusetts-wastewater/
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241908771.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-8206625/America-hit-COVID-19-two-continents-studies-suggest.html
https://apnews.com/8233264cd1a25eb2e583ef9f5e4f8d37
https://news.yahoo.com/experiences-emptiness-postcards-16-cities-across-world-001752427.html
https://apnews.com/98dd007d4c24dbba96386e2a3eb42444
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
https://apnews.com/517bb5588fc94403f797a2045095dcac
https://www.cnsnews.com/article/washington/terence-p-jeffrey/federal-debt-tops-24-trillion-first-time-gao-current-federal
https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/record-bankruptcies-predicted-in-next-year-as-unemployment-soars
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html


MAG: Pandemic Will Cleave Nation in Two...
APPLEGOOGLE to track contact via smartphone...
U.S. Projects Summer Spike if Stay-At-Home Orders Lifted...
PRESIDENT: Decision To Open Country 'Biggest I've Ever Had To Make'...
SICK MAP... https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing… 
Half have neurological problems… https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-
half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/ 
FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER
CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS
FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS
TESTING BOTCHED 
Coronavirus found in air samples up to 13 feet from patients… 
CDC: Cases Double In Week...
Former FDA Commissioner: 'Far More Deadly than Spanish Flu'...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong 
direction...
Congress Debates Using Smartphone Data...   Burning Man Canceled...  
Italy extends lockdown despite business pressure...
Reports Most New Cases in a Week... IT CAN'T GO ON FOREVER! SICK 
MAP... 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/we-cant-shelter-in-place-forever-how-the-coronavirus-lockdown-might-end/ar-BB12rLtc
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/italy-reports-most-new-coronavirus-cases-in-a-week/ar-BB12ujzZ
https://news.yahoo.com/italy-extends-lockdown-despite-business-pressure-183024850.html
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/11/burning-man-canceled-coronavirus-virtual/
https://www.nextgov.com/analytics-data/2020/04/congress-hears-optionsand-concerns-using-smartphone-data-fight-covid-19/164538/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8207015/Boston-suburb-sets-one-way-sidewalks-fine-walk-wrong-direction.html
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/09/no-more-visiting-friends-and-neighbors-under-whitmers-expanded-coronavirus-order/5125426002/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/heres-where-coronavirus-hides-in-your-body
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/scott-gottlieb-coronavirus-would-have-been-far-more-deadly-than-spanish-flu-if-it-appeared-in-1918/
https://www.usnews.com/news/healthiest-communities/articles/2020-04-10/us-coronavirus-cases-doubled-in-1-week-cdc-says
https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-found-air-samples-13-feet-patients-231032581.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-strikes-at-least-2-100-nursing-homes-across-u-s-killing-2-000-residents-11586554096
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026
https://www.newsobserver.com/news/coronavirus/article241890896.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8209071/Model-shows-spike-coronavirus-case-summer-lockdown-lifted.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/coronavirus-task-force-update-covid-19-response-watch-live-stream-today-2020-04-10/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/coronavirus-live-updates-us-projects-summer-spike-in-infections-if-stay-at-home-orders-are-lifted/ar-BB12qDxP
https://www.axios.com/apple-google-team-up-on-coronavirus-contact-tracing-6579b80f-f348-4c8e-ac87-d823b9abb4fb.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2020/04/two-pandemics-us-coronavirus-inequality/609622/


CNN
Major pork processor closes -- with a warning

Coronavirus is closing plants, pushing the US 'close to the edge' of its 
meat supply, Smithfield's CEO says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/
index.html 

Analysis:     Virus may dash Trump's plan for economic opening  

Watch:     What life is like for a doctor at Mount Sinai Hospital  

Victims:     Real estate mogul and Trump friend Stanley Chera dies  

Opinion:   The problem with Trump right now  

Analysis:     Trump wants country reopened, but there's an obstacle  

Dr. Gupta:   Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths  

Lines at food banks grow as some farmers destroy food

• Fauci: Earlier mitigation efforts would have saved lives
• Biden lays out plan to 'safely' reopen country

NYC has more than 100,000 cases of coronavirus

• Opinion: Why US has world's highest number of Covid-19 deaths
• These are the faces of some of the US coronavirus victims

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/20/health/coronavirus-united-states-victims/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/opinions/coronavirus-us-death-toll-trump-sachs-opinion/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-13-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/biden-coronavirus-plan-opinion-editorial-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/anthony-fauci-pushback-coronavirus-measures-cnntv/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/13/farmers-destroy-food-banks-lemon-ctn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/09/us-coronavirus-deaths-gupta-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/governors-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/opinions/looking-for-hope-amid-tragedy-opinion-weekly-column-galant/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/stanley-chera-coronavirus-trump/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/13/mount-sinai-hospital-brooklyn-doctor-coronavirus-ward-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-economy-testing/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/business/meat-plant-closures-smithfield/index.html


Deadly tornadoes in the South cause 'catastrophic' damage

China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus

Tapper: Mr. President, these questions need answers

There's another incurable virus stalking black America. And Covid-19 is 
making it worse

Lt. Governor apologizes to New Orleans mayor: I was wrong and she was 
right

'I woke up and couldn't taste or smell:' A possible early sign of 
coronavirus

Seven people fined $1,000 each for violating stay-at-home order

Stelter: Trump may be best of all at this

https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/12/trump-coronavirus-narrative-coronavirus-brian-stelter-rs-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/us/santa-cruz-fine-drinks-stay-home-order-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/smell-taste-coronavirus-pandemic-wellness-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/smell-taste-coronavirus-pandemic-wellness-intl-gbr/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/12/louisiana-mardi-gras-parade-nungesser-intv-tsr-blitzer-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/12/louisiana-mardi-gras-parade-nungesser-intv-tsr-blitzer-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/black-americans-hiv-coronavirus-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/black-americans-hiv-coronavirus-blake/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/12/trump-jake-tapper-coronavirus-covid-19-journalists-plan-sotu-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/asia/china-coronavirus-research-restrictions-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/weather/easter-sunday-weather-tornadoes-storms/index.html


Thousands gather virtually to remember RFK's granddaughter and her 
son

DRUDGEREPORT
FAUCI DOWNLOADS ON TRUMP: LIVES COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IF 
SHUT EARLIER
BATTLE TO RE-OPEN 
USA FACES 18 MONTHS OF ROLLING SHUTDOWNS? 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-
face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD 
All 50 states under disaster declaration for first time in history... 
EASTER REBELLION: Florida pastor, others flout stay-home orders... 
Leaders seize new powers, dangers grow for democracy... 
Surveillance Thrives... 
Test-and-trace programs... 
Grocery workers increasingly fear showing up at work... 
QANTAS staff consider class action alleging airline failed to protect... 
Flight Attendants and Pilots Question Safety... 
NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19...
Repeatedly played down seriousness...
'It's going to be just fine'...
The 'Red Dawn' Emails...
DEATHS NEAR 22,000...
America's Darwinian moment...
Life and Death in Hot Zone...
NEW CASES CHINA: MOST IN 6 WEEKS...
SICK MAP... 

MSNBC
Dr. Fauci: 'It became clear that we were in real trouble' by mid- to late 
January

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM

Market Update for Monday - April 13th, 2020

https://www.msnbc.com/politicsnation/watch/dr-anthony-fauci-says-his-coronavirus-concerns-became-serious-mid-january-81955397569
https://www.msnbc.com/politicsnation/watch/dr-anthony-fauci-says-his-coronavirus-concerns-became-serious-mid-january-81955397569
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://news.trust.org/item/20200413004143-i15di
https://bdnews24.com/world/2020/04/12/life-and-death-in-the-hot-zone
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-inequality-darwinian-cbe43189-a776-445c-9d4a-40ddae1d2e38.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200412221334-qhwt2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/the-red-dawn-emails-8-key-exchanges-on-the-faltering-response-to-the-coronavirus/ar-BB12uMDp
https://apnews.com/6a8f85aad99607f313cca6ab1398e04d
https://www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/ct-nw-nyt-trump-early-warnings-ignored-timeline-20200411-dmyrwzmmanhajptjnqlwqfees4-story.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-BB12tYrs
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/12/flight-attendants-and-pilots-ask-is-it-ok-to-keep-working/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/apr/13/qantas-staff-consider-class-action-alleging-airline-failed-to-protect-them-against-covid-19
https://www.chron.com/business/article/Grocery-workers-increasingly-fear-showing-up-at-15195858.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/u-s-states-prepare-test-and-trace-programs-to-reopen-their-economies/ar-BB12ulVa
https://reason.com/2020/04/10/the-surveillance-state-thrives-during-the-pandemic/
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Leaders-seize-new-powers-to-fight-coronavirus-15195776.php
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Florida-pastor-others-flout-stay-home-orders-on-15195904.php
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/492433-all-50-states-under-disaster-declaration-for-first
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Reopening-U-S-economy-by-May-1-may-be-15195921.php
https://www.the-sun.com/news/672794/fauci-lives-saved-us-shut-down-earlier/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/672794/fauci-lives-saved-us-shut-down-earlier/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/robert-kennedy-granddaughter-maeve-kennedy-townsend-mckean-virtual-ceremony/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/politics/robert-kennedy-granddaughter-maeve-kennedy-townsend-mckean-virtual-ceremony/index.html


Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

The major indices were mixed today following the biggest 1-week gain 
since 1974.

*The S&P and DOW still finished the day in negative territory for the first 
time in 3 sessions.

*However, the NASDAQ finished higher, helped out by a 7.0% jump in 
Netflix (NFLX) and new 52-week high for the stock.

*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row, even though OPEC 
members agreed to the biggest output cut in history. With a 1.5% loss, 
Crude Oil finished at 22.41 a barrel.

*Stimulus checks are trickling in, with the first deposits occurring over 
the weekend. The U.S. Treasury says that millions of Americans should 
receive deposits on Wednesday.

*JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) will kick off earnings 
season tomorrow. We’ll also hear from Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and 
Bank of America (BAC) this week.

HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS 
NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-
on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick 
dude trump beyond the pale! ]

MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO

CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health 
Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-
organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible 
… How very trumpian! ]

'Scariest day of my life':   Trump describes moment at briefing  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/trump-scariest-day-ventilators-coronavirus-briefing-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-announces-defunding-of-world-health-organization-after-criticism-of-u-s-virus-response-82044485783
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899


Live updates There are more than 590,000 cases in the US

Looking back:     Tapper rolls the tape on what Trump does 'not want you to   
remember'

Reopening:     Battle over when to reopen the US escalates  

Chris Cuomo:   I can't shake off my fever  

Opinion  : Here's something Trump can't spin  

California governor outlines plan to reopen economy as US death toll tops
25,000

• Trump retreats  : President acknowledges governors have authority to   
reopen states
• Analysis  : Florida governor hits new lows in battle against Covid-19  

US may have to endure social distancing until 2022 if no vaccine is 
quickly found, scientists predict

• Opinion  : California and New York were hit by Covid-19 early. The results   
are very different.
• 'Mind-boggling'  : How US pandemic planning never accounted for Trump  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/pandemic-preparedness-trump-invs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/opinions/california-new-york-covid-19-coronavirus-yang/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/opinions/california-new-york-covid-19-coronavirus-yang/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/social-distancing-research-coronavirus-2022-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/social-distancing-research-coronavirus-2022-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/ron-desantis-florida-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/h_e26b603db4900d4b196ca1099b0abe92
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/h_e26b603db4900d4b196ca1099b0abe92
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/opinions/chris-christie-interview-coronavirus-trump-opinion-axelrod/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/media/2020/04/14/cuomo-gupta-covid-19-symptoms-fever-intv-sot-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/us-coronavirus-reopening-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/donald-trump-coronavirus-february-tapper-sot-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/14/donald-trump-coronavirus-february-tapper-sot-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-14-20/index.html


GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is lesser 
of two evils compared to economy tanking

CDC, FEMA have drafted a national plan to reopen US, report says

Farmer who had to destroy his crop has a message for federal 
government

Hank Steinbrenner, Yankees co-owner, dies

Analysis: Donald Trump had Tom Brady on the brain during a coronavirus 
meeting

Bishop who said 'God is larger than' Covid-19 has died from the disease

Obama endorses Biden for president

Scientists have bad news for the White House about coronavirus antibody
tests 

New WH committee opens with confusion

A 93-year-old woman got a massive Coors Light delivery after a viral plea 
for more beer

Ex-Trump adviser blasts slow execution of funds

NASCAR driver Kyle Larson fired from racing team for using a racial slur

Reporter grills Trump: What did you do for entire month?

DRUDGEREPORT (4-16-20) 
U.S. DEATHS SET ANOTHER SINGLE-DAY RECORD... 
'BEAUTIFULLY LOW': Trump calls on govs to reopen on May 1… 
https://www.axios.com/trump-governors-coronavirus-call-08e73aba-5445-
464a-ab74-b82b4554f145.html 
22 MILLION JOBS VANISH IN MONTH… 
Phased approach unveiled...
Shutdown backlash coming -- with vengeance...

https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/04/16/the-shutdown-backlash-is-coming-soonwith-a-vengeance-189809
https://apnews.com/420a38ec14101eab70e07be367ee6422
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/another-5-million-people-filed-jobless-claims-last-week-bringing-n1185056
https://www.axios.com/trump-governors-coronavirus-call-08e73aba-5445-464a-ab74-b82b4554f145.html
https://www.axios.com/trump-governors-coronavirus-call-08e73aba-5445-464a-ab74-b82b4554f145.html
https://www.axios.com/trump-governors-coronavirus-call-08e73aba-5445-464a-ab74-b82b4554f145.html
https://news.trust.org/item/20200415213634-wt4o0
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/13/paula-reid-trump-coronavirus-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/kyle-larson-nascar-driver-chip-ganassi-racing-spt-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/14/gary-cohn-coronavirus-economic-response-amanpour-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/coors-light-delivery-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/coors-light-delivery-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trump-reopening-council/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/coronavirus-antibody-tests-scientists/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/health/coronavirus-antibody-tests-scientists/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/obama-endorses-biden/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/bishop-gerald-glenn-god-larger-coronavirus-dies/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/tom-brady-trump-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/tom-brady-trump-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/hank-steinbrenner-death/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/14/farmer-destroyed-crops-coronavirus-covid-19-flores-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/14/farmer-destroyed-crops-coronavirus-covid-19-flores-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/us/cdc-fema-national-strategy/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trey-hollingsworth-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trey-hollingsworth-coronavirus/index.html


Protesters Gather to Defy Stay-At-Home Orders... 
'You Have to Disobey'...
Michigan r  esidents sue Whitmer over lockdown...   
'We Will Not Comply': Virginia Protesters Outraged...
FORD Testing Buzzing Wristbands to Keep Workers Apart... 
Pentagon Chief Addresses Origin Theories: Likely 'Natural'...
Professional gamblers in Nevada now able to collect unemployment...
Crisis accelerating depletion of Social Security fund...
BAILOUT CHECKS GO TO THE DEAD!
MONEY SENT TO WRONG ACCOUNTS...
Trump weighs paying drillers to leave oil in ground...
President's Claims Collapse When Met by Limits on Powers...
FACEBOOK to warn users who like 'hoaxes'...
Smartphone Test? Apps Would Listen to Your Cough...
Medical intelligence sleuths tracked, warned of new virus...
Which deaths count? Depends on state...
Tip leads police to 17 bodies at NJ nursing home...
1-in-7 New Yorkers May Be Infected...
Mutation could render vaccine efforts useless...
UV light may protect! Alcohol could heighten risk...
Supermarkets Adjust Meat Sections as Supplies Cut...
Police thy neighbor: Virus fears fuel quarantine shaming...
SICK MAP... 
AIRLINE TESTS BLOOD BEFORE FLY
'IMMUNITY PASSPORTS'
NY, STATES SHUT UNTIL MAY 15
WALL STREET TO TRUMP: KEEP IT CLOSED 

CNN Chris Cuomo:     It's like 'Lord of the Flies' in our home   [ Fredo, fredo, 
fredo, you coulda been a senator, even a godfather; but now, you’re just 
‘Lord of the Flies’. ]
Areas without stay-at-home orders see a sudden spike 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-
home-coronavirus/index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/17/chris-cuomo-wife-cristina-quarantine-covid-19-vpx.cnn
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/politico-nightly-coronavirus-special-edition/2020/04/15/closing-time-488927
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/16/new-york-and-other-east-coast-states-extend-shutdown-of-nonessential-businesses-to-may-15-gov-cuomo-says.html
https://www.france24.com/en/20200416-grave-concerns-about-covid-19-immunity-passports
https://theweek.com/speedreads/909119/airline-conducts-covid19-blood-tests-passengers
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://news.yahoo.com/police-thy-neighbor-virus-fears-fuel-quarantine-shaming-033141950.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supermarkets-adjust-meat-sections-as-coronavirus-cuts-supply-11587051995
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/16/coronavirus-alcohol-who-says-drinking-beer-wine-may-higher-risk/5143321002/
https://news.yahoo.com/uv-light-may-protect-us-233426340.html
https://www.foxnews.com/science/mutation-strain-from-india-could-kill-current-research-efforts-for-coronavirus-vaccine-report
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/1-7-yorkers-may-already-191430969.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/16/us/bodies-found-new-jersey-nursing-home/index.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/Which-deaths-count-toward-the-covid-19-death-15204414.php
https://apnews.com/da45eec432d6ff4cc9e0825531e454a6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/smartphone-coronavirus-test-apps-would-listen-to-your-cough-11587055803
https://sports.yahoo.com/facebook-warn-users-liked-coronavirus-130414873.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/trump-coronavirus-claims-collapse-met-080000242.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-weighs-paying-drillers-leave-193607108.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/16/coronavirus-stimulus-checks-were-deposited-into-wrong-bank-accounts/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/04/15/business/recipients-coronavirus-stimulus-checks-include-recently-deceased/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/thanks-to-covid-19-social-securitys-day-of-reckoning-may-be-even-closer-than-we-thought-2020-04-15
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/professional-gamblers-in-nevada-may-now-be-able-to-collect-unemployment-2020-04-16
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2020-04-16/esper-coronavirus-was-natural-not-engineered-according-to-majority-of-assessments
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/ford-tests-buzzing-wristbands-to-keep-workers-at-safe-distances/ar-BB12GsHQ
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/16/photos-reopen-virginia-protesters-richmond-not-comply/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200416145022-vjhiv
https://news.trust.org/item/20200416145022-vjhiv
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/you-have-to-disobey-protesters-gather-to-defy-stay-at-home-orders/ar-BB12IdVA
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/you-have-to-disobey-protesters-gather-to-defy-stay-at-home-orders/ar-BB12IdVA


As cases start to plateau in some big cities and along the coasts, 
coronavirus is catching fire in rural states
Live Updates California is in 'pandemic-induced recession,' governor says
Analysis:     Trump tweets warnings at governors who are taking his own   
advice. Imagine that

DRUDGEREPORT
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-
tumbles.aspx 

CNN
Some recovered patients are testing positive again

live updates At least 29,131 new cases reported in US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-18-20-intl/ 

About 2.1% of recovered patients in South Korea retested positive and 
there are several theories as to why

Those you've lost | Tracking US cases | Podcast | Catch up 

Hazy future  : States are planning to reopen despite warnings the US is   
behind on testing

Tense phone call:   Why senators got angry with Pence   

Infections rise:     Areas without stay-at-home orders see a spike  

Cuomo to Trump:   How many times do you want 'thank you'?  

Putin leverages coronavirus chaos to make a direct play to Trump

Fox News keeps inviting TV doctors on air who say crazy things

• Dr. Fauci:     Fox News host gets corrected on live TV  
• Stelter:     In a national emergency, Trump clings to his TV home  

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/media/fox-news-president-trump-ratings/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/media/fox-news-president-trump-ratings/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/17/tv-doctors-controversial-coronavirus-claims-nr-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/business/2020/04/17/tv-doctors-controversial-coronavirus-claims-nr-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/media/doctors-oz-phil-drew-fox-news/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/politics/trump-putin-unprecedented-contacts/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/17/cuomo-federal-help-trump-job-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/17/pence-phone-call-democratic-senators-lead-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/world/coronavirus-newsletter-04-17-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/health/share-coronavirus-covid19-victims-memories/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/health/south-korea-coronavirus-retesting-positive-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/health/south-korea-coronavirus-retesting-positive-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-18-20-intl/
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-18-20-intl/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/health/south-korea-coronavirus-retesting-positive-intl-hnk/index.html
https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-tumbles.aspx
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/trump-tweets-governors-borger-column/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/trump-tweets-governors-borger-column/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-intl-04-17-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html


Study: Covid-19 cases in Santa Clara, California, may be 85 times higher 
than reported

Texas tries to be the first state to reopen

Southern states face giant hail and tornadoes for the second weekend in 
a row

10 coronavirus-unit nurses are suspended for refusing to work without 
N95 masks

Democrats grill Pence over Covid-19 testing: 'Never been so mad about a 
phone call'

Doctor predicts when states will be safe to reopen

Opinion: Trump's devious -- and brilliant -- coronavirus election strategy

Top Democrats face questions about sexual assault allegation against 
Biden

Inslee blasts Trump's 'unhinged' tweets

Florida city opens beaches and parks

Watch beachgoers swarm the sand

Miami police chief tests positive for coronavirus

YAHOONEWS U.S. GQ Ivanka Trump Blows Off Stay-at-Home Rules for a 
Private Golf Club Dinner in New Jersey “Those lucky enough to be in a 
position to stay at home, please, please do so,” she said the month 
before. [ http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 ]

• Ivanka Trump defies social distancing to celebrate Passover at golf club  
The Guardian

• Meghan McCain Says Ivanka Trump Was 'Breaking Her Own Rules' by   
Leaving D.C. During Stay-at-Home People

DRUDGEREPORT
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… 

https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-tumbles.aspx
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/meghan-mccain-says-ivanka-trump-211832255.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/meghan-mccain-says-ivanka-trump-211832255.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/meghan-mccain-says-ivanka-trump-211832255.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/ivanka-trump-defies-social-distancing-164301969.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/ivanka-trump-defies-social-distancing-164301969.html
http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/ivanka-trump-blows-off-stay-145711733.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/ivanka-trump-blows-off-stay-145711733.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/us/miami-police-chief-positive-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/18/jacksonville-beaches-reopen-kaye-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/us/jacksonville-florida-beach-reopen/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/17/jay-inslee-trump-dangerous-unhinged-liberate-tweets-bts-tsr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/joe-biden-allegations/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/joe-biden-allegations/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/opinions/trump-strategy-to-shift-blame-on-coronavirus-and-economy-lockhart/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/18/coronavirus-prediction-model-states-reopen-ac360-vpx.cnn
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/coronavirus-testing-trump-pence-democrats/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/coronavirus-testing-trump-pence-democrats/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/us/california-coronavirus-nurses-suspended-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/us/california-coronavirus-nurses-suspended-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/weather/tornado-forecast-severe-storms-south-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/weather/tornado-forecast-severe-storms-south-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/texas-economy-reopen-testing-coronavirus/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/health/santa-clara-coronavirus-infections-study/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/health/santa-clara-coronavirus-infections-study/index.html


https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-
satisfaction-tumbles.aspx 

DRUDGEREPORT (4-18-20) 
Protesters dump body bags outside Trump hotel... https://www.the-
sun.com/news/703618/donald-trump-protest-nyc-coronavirus-rude-nasty-
democrats/ 
SPAIN TO SPRAY CITIES
U.S. DEATHS 37,255
LOCKDOWN PROTESTS SPREAD
TRUMP SLAMS DRUDGE 

Contamination at CDC lab delayed rollout of tests...
One third of participants in random street study 'positive'...
Racial toll grows even starker as more data emerges...
Skin rashes could be new sign...
Dogs trained to diagnose...
Do testicles make men more vulnerable?
Confusion, seizure, strokes: How may affect brain...
BROADWAY STAR TO HAVE LEG AMPUTATED...
Malaria drugs fail to help in controlled studies...
Video highlights how spit from talking travels in air...
Face Masks the New Condoms?
MIAMI: Mile-Long Food Bank Car Lines Between Luxury Hotels...
Survivors face stigma...
Vaccine may never be developed, warns expert...
Pence delivers Air Force Academy address to cadets sitting 8 feet apart...

WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-

https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.lmtonline.com/news/article/Pence-delivers-Air-Force-Academy-commencement-15210388.php
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/coronavirus-vaccine-never-developed-warns-21890093
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-04-18/fear-and-stigma-around-coronavirus-deliver-harm-and-control
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/18/one-mile-long-line-of-cars-waiting-food-bank-miami-luxury-hotels/
https://newsbureau.co.za/are-face-masks-the-new-condoms/
https://abc13.com/6111559/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/malaria-drugs-fail-to-help-coronavirus-patients-in-controlled-studies/ar-BB12O60W
https://variety.com/2020/legit/news/nick-cordero-coronavirus-leg-amputated-broadway-1234584242/
https://news.yahoo.com/confusion-seizure-strokes-covid-19-may-affect-brain-224100244.html
https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2020-04-18/do-testicles-make-men-more-vulnerable-to-coronavirus
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/coronavirus-dogs-being-trained-diagnose-21885979
https://www.the-sun.com/news/703191/coronavirus-symptom-skin-rash/
https://apnews.com/8a3430dd37e7c44290c7621f5af96d6b
https://www.foxnews.com/science/third-blood-samples-massachusetts-study-coronavirus
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/contamination-at-cdc-lab-delayed-rollout-of-coronavirus-tests/ar-BB12Q90W
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/media/matt-drudge-trump/index.html
https://apnews.com/4f37a0182dfdaeee5d14484b2a25674b
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/health/spain-authorizes-military-planes-spray-disinfectants-over-cities
https://www.the-sun.com/news/703618/donald-trump-protest-nyc-coronavirus-rude-nasty-democrats/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/703618/donald-trump-protest-nyc-coronavirus-rude-nasty-democrats/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/703618/donald-trump-protest-nyc-coronavirus-rude-nasty-democrats/
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CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 

https://drudgereport.com/

WASHPOST
Record government, corporate debt could lead to ‘tipping point’ after 
pandemic passes https://www.usdebtclock.org 

HUFFPOST
Epidemiologist Delivers Blunt Reality Check On Current Phase Of 
Pandemic https://www.huffpost.com/entry/epidemiologist-coronavirus-
peak-warning_n_5e9acba0c5b63639081f0edf (4-18-20) “The pandemic is 
only just getting started,” warned William Hanage, a professor of 
epidemiology and infectious diseases at Harvard. 
MSNBC
NBC News/WSJ Poll: Majority of Americans disapprove of Trump's COVID-
19 response

Mayor de Blasio to Trump: 'Are you telling NYC to drop dead?'

CNN
Analysis: Trump's approval rally disappeared
Some recovered patients are testing positive again

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
VEGAS OPEN BY MEMORIAL DAY?
SECOND WAVE FEARS
U.S. DEATHS 40,552
TRUMP LASHES OUT AT FOXNEWS
SLAMS DRUDGE

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/media/matt-drudge-trump/index.html
https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/19/trump-fox-news-chris-wallace-nancy-pelosi-bad-path/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200419191336-8pr03
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/19/coronavirus-herd-immunity-vaccines-determine-covid-second-wave/5151957002/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/companies/wynn-calls-for-reopening-of-nevada-early-may-followed-by-strip/ar-BB12SZHn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/health/south-korea-coronavirus-retesting-positive-intl-hnk/index.html
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RIPS AP, CBS, CNN 

Next 45 days are 'most critical period in U.S. financial history'... 
BALZ: Biggest expansion of govt authority in generations...
Law puts expansive emergency power in Texas governor's hands... 
Pope dreams of post-virus world where inequalities abolished...
PIERS MORGAN: Trump 'Failing On Almost Every Level' With Coronavirus 
Briefings...
VIDEO: Pressed By CBS Correspondent On Lack Of Warning... 
President escalates culture war...
How USA fell behind the curve on threat...
Testing STILL Hampered by Disarray, Shortages, Backlogs...
Racial toll grows even starker as more data emerges...
Rich Activate Pandemic Escape Plans...
Skin rashes could be new sign...
Do testicles make men more vulnerable?
Malaria drugs fail to help in controlled studies...
Video highlights how spit from talking travels in air...
Coronavirus can survive prolonged exposure to high temperatures...
Vaccine may never be developed, warns expert...
Putin lays low as casualties mount...
WORLD SICK MAP...
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

DRUDGEREPORT
OIL PRICE LOWEST IN HISTORY 
FAUCI CONDEMNS PROTESTERS
SECOND WAVE FEARS
ANGER BUILDS IN SPAIN
PENTAGON NEEDS EMERGENCY CASH FOR INDUSTRY
BILLIONAIRE BRANSON BEGS FOR BAILOUT 

Bets Against Stock Market Rise to Highest Level in Years...
Record debt risks 'tipping point'… 
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Record-government-and-
corporate-debt-risks-15210446.php 
DISNEY DOWNGRADED...
$10,000 a second? AMAZON results could be amazing... 
SHOWDOWN: Healthcare workers heckled by anti-lockdown protesters...
Armed military vehicles in PA...

https://dailycaller.com/2020/04/20/protest-showdowns-coronavirus-guns-block-traffic-pennsylvania-kansas-city/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8235127/Defiant-healthcare-workers-clash-anti-lockdown-protesters-Colorado.html
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/apr/18/amazon-quarterly-results-10000-dollars-a-second
https://www.thewrap.com/disney-stock-slips-on-downgrades-from-credit-suisse-ubs/
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/daviddawkins/2020/04/20/billionaire-branson-asks-for-government-money-to-save-virgin-atlantic-claims-he-did-not-leave-britain-for-tax-reasons/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200420175005-u059x
https://news.trust.org/item/20200420153239-vkzqv
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/04/19/coronavirus-herd-immunity-vaccines-determine-covid-second-wave/5151957002/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/dr-fauci-condemns-protesters-clamoring-for-end-to-lockdown-premature-reopening-will-backfire/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/20/oil-markets-us-crude-futures-in-focus-as-coronavirus-dents-demand.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.politico.eu/article/coronavirus-russia-vladimir-putin-keeps-low-profile/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/18/dont-bet-on-vaccine-to-protect-us-from-covid-19-says-world-health-expert
https://www.jpost.com/HEALTH-SCIENCE/Coronavirus-can-survive-prolonged-exposure-to-high-temperatures-study-625118
https://abc13.com/6111559/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/malaria-drugs-fail-to-help-coronavirus-patients-in-controlled-studies/ar-BB12O60W
https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2020-04-18/do-testicles-make-men-more-vulnerable-to-coronavirus
https://www.the-sun.com/news/703191/coronavirus-symptom-skin-rash/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/realestate/e2-80-98we-needed-to-go-e2-80-99-rich-americans-activate-pandemic-escape-plans/ar-BB12SUrX
https://apnews.com/8a3430dd37e7c44290c7621f5af96d6b
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-testing-hampered-by-disarray-shortages-backlogs-11587328441
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-let-u-fall-behind-120054883.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-escalates-culture-war-virus-182617656.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/cbs-news-presses-trump-on-february-response-on-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/706519/piers-morgan-rips-trump-coronavirus-briefings-lose-election/
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/law-puts-expansive-emergency-power-in-abbott-e2-80-99s-hands/ar-BB12QmdV
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/government-is-everywhere-now-where-does-it-go-next/ar-BB12S8FG
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-next-45-days-are-the-most-critical-period-in-us-financial-history-says-stock-market-expert-who-profited-in-1987-and-2008-crises-2020-04-15
https://www.the-sun.com/news/706898/donald-trump-rips-cbs-news-ap-journalist/


SOUTHERN REVOLT: GA to reopen... TN too...
Fauci warns USA needs to TRIPLE testing...
NY may START lifting lockdown restrictions June 1...
Trump, Head of Govt, Leans Into Antigovernment Message...
Escalates culture war...
BALZ: Biggest expansion of authority in generations...
Masks are latest political divide...
55 dead in Brooklyn care home...
Nurses sue over inadequate protection...
Rich Activate Pandemic Escape Plans...
Spreads through farts?
FACEBOOK launches symptom tracking...
Removes anti-quarantine protests from platform...
Waiting for unemployment checks? It could take months...
1.5 million claims filed in Florida -- just 40,193 paid... 
States Burn Through Cash...
WORLD SICK MAP… https://drudgereport.com/ 
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Monday - April 20th, 2020
Market Update April 20th
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

After back-to-back weekly gains, the major indices struggled today
All major indices finished lower.
The reason:
*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 7th day in a row. With an 18.9% loss, the 
June Crude Oil contract finished at 20.30 a barrel.
*But here’s the real interesting thing…The May contract (which expires 
tomorrow) actual traded negative, at -37.63 a barrel..meaning that 
producers have to PAY to have someone take oil! The historic drop (first 
time EVER) is all because of the lack of Crude Oil demand and nowhere 
to store it. But future contract months are priced at 20+ a barrel.
*United Airlines (UAL) said they will take a 2.1 billion loss and ended 
lower by 4.4%.
*Not the happiest place on earth…Disney (DIS) will stop paying more than

https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/states-burn-through-cash-for-unemployment-payments-11587412810
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/article242136651.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/20/amid-pandemic-unemployment-checks-can-take-longer-to-arrive.html
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2020/04/20/mark-zuckerberg-lockdown-protests-are-misinformation-facebook-will-ban-organizers/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/20/facebook-coronavirus-symptom-tracking-map-released.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/20/can-the-coronavirus-be-spread-through-farts/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/finance/realestate/e2-80-98we-needed-to-go-e2-80-99-rich-americans-activate-pandemic-escape-plans/ar-BB12SUrX
https://news.trust.org/item/20200420155745-kx4et
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/brooklyn-care-home-tolls-55-dead
https://www.chron.com/news/article/Across-nation-masks-are-the-latest-political-15211794.php
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/government-is-everywhere-now-where-does-it-go-next/ar-BB12S8FG
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-escalates-culture-war-virus-182617656.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/20/trump-head-of-government-leans-into-antigovernment-message/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/20/new-york-could-begin-lifting-coronavirus-restrictions-in-june/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/710076/doc-fauci-us-triple-coronavirus-testing-lockdowns-end-backfire/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/politics/2020/04/20/tennessee-gov-wont-extend-coronavirus-home-order/5166816002/
https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/georgia-allow-some-shuttered-businesses-reopen-amid-pandemic/jKbtfWKHOvqMStwhPf9oFI/


100,000 employees this week because of COVID-19. This is 
approximately half of Disney’s workforce. Disney finished the day with a 
4.1% loss.
*The Senate is trying to increase funding for the Paycheck Protection 
Program. The deal would add around 300 billion in small business loan 
funding after the original funding was exhausted last week. Traders were 
hoping for a deal today but it was delayed until tomorrow.

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - April 21st, 2020
Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks dropped today with Crude Oil (CL) taking another beating.
*Yesterday, Crude Oil went NEGATIVE for the first time ever. Without 
demand and the futures contract for delivery expiring, producers actually
had to PAY people to take barrels of oil.
*And today, the June contract was down 43.4% at the end of the trading 
session.
*Stocks suffered from oil’s crash: The major indices were choppy most of
the day, and a sell-off in the last 20 minutes of trading left stocks near 
session lows.
*The United States Oil Fund (USO), an ETF that tracks movements in oil, 
lost 25.3% because of Oil’s decline.
*According to the Wall Street Journal, traders are storing barrels of oil on
very large crude carriers (aka VLCCs). And it pays to be in the VLCC 
business: 6-months VLCC leases have gone from 29,000/day 1 year ago to
an average of 100,000/day!
*The Senate approved another 320 billion in funds for the Paycheck 
Protection Program (PPP) today. The original 349 billion in funding ran out
last week. The program was meant to save small businesses. But bigger 
businesses are getting a bigger piece of the pie than expected. 
According to CNBC, 234 billion of the original 349 billion that was set 
aside for PPP actually went to publicly traded companies!

DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6


https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
CA CASES RISING 
CHICAGO SHUT TILL JUNE? 
BIG FIRMS GRAB SMALL BIZ FUNDS
SHAME LIST 
45: 42% APPROVAL... 
Seniors sour... 
'More important things than living,' Texas Lt. Gov. says...
Man dies from coronavirus after calling it 'political ploy'...
Said lockdown was bulls***!
Big unknowns complicate getting back to normal...
NYC Residents Flee -- Permanently...
WV Gov: Return to Rural Life...
USA DEATHS 45,153...
SHOCK: As many as 25,000 uncounted...
Virus kills more Americans in month than flu kills in year...
CDC chief: Second wave could be worse...
Largely spread by people without symptoms...
More deaths, no benefit from malaria drug...
Pandemic fallout tracks political divide...
Trump [the Company] Asks Trump [the Administration] for Rent Relief...

AMERICA SICK MAP... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

DRUDGEREPORT
MCCONNELL: STATES SHOULD DECLARE BANKRUPTCY 
AMERICA'S DEBT RACES TOWARD $25 TRILLION 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 
California bans protests on state property... 
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https://www.inquirer.com/health/coronavirus/coronavirus-mostly-spreads-asymptomatically-complicating-reopening-20200420.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/21/second-coronavirus-wave-could-be-deadlier-cdc-chief-warns/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/coronavirus-kills-more-americans-in-one-month-than-the-flu-kills-in-one-year/
https://theweek.com/speedreads/910226/excess-mortality-data-suggests-many-25000-uncounted-coronavirus-deaths
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8239461/Confirmed-coronavirus-cases-surpass-800-000-death-toll-hits-42-940.html
https://www.breitbart.com/radio/2020/04/21/gov-jim-justice-coronavirus-may-drive-urban-exodus-return-to-rural-life/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/escape-from-new-york-city-11587477601
https://apnews.com/44654e29f03076bfb721f79e5deb4fe8
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11441636/john-mcdaniel-killed-coronavirus-dismissing-political-ploy/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11441636/john-mcdaniel-killed-coronavirus-dismissing-political-ploy/
https://www.star-telegram.com/news/politics-government/article242167741.html
https://morningconsult.com/form/coronavirus-outbreak-tracker/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-poll/despite-scattered-protests-most-americans-support-shelter-in-place-reuters-ipsos-poll-idUSKCN22336P
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/21/large-public-companies-are-taking-small-businesses-payroll-loans.html
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https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2020/04/21/mayor-lightfoot-says-stay-at-home-order-could-go-into-june-gov-pritzker-has-not-given-specifics-about-reopening/
https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Newsom-CBS-This-Morning-coronavirus-15215405.php
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Georgia tests boundaries of life post-pandemic with risky reopening...
Vegas mayor offers city as 'control group'… 
'We've had viruses for years'... 
Big unknowns complicate getting back to normal...
German shoppers NOT rushing back in...
Deaths in U.S. Nursing, Long-Term Care Facilities Top 10,000...
Italy's daily fatalities fall, but new cases climb... 
WHO: WILL BE WITH US LONG TIME... 
Coronavirus can survive in eyes...
Five threats to food supply...
Meatpacking plants worse than first thought...
TYSON closing largest pork plant...
CDC chief: Second wave could be worse...
Largely spread by people without symptoms...
Mysterious blood-clotting complication killing patients...
Is vaccine possible? 'Some viruses very, very difficult'...
HYDRO-DON'T: No benefit from malaria drug...
NIH Treatment Guidelines Reject Trump-Backed Drug Combo...
Top vaccine doctor says concern about treatment led to ouster...
HHS chief had former dog breeder steer pandemic task force...
POLL: PRESIDENT'S APPROVAL 42%...
Seniors sour...
Many wary of virus reopenings as partisan divide grows...
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CNN
Trump says it is 'too soon' for Georgia to reopen economy 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-
brian-kemp/index.html 

Trump called Georgia's governor last night to support his move to reopen 
businesses, a source says. Now he's saying the opposite. [ In trumpian 
dumb, forgetful, incompetent fashion, trump’s covered; yes, he now has in
one day, 24 little hours, total documented cover of the opposite positions 
on the same issue. You can’t make this s**t up! ]

Live updates Georgia governor says state will continue with business 
reopenings

The numbers  : Data shows states shouldn't reopen before May 1  

Watch  : Trump promoted these drugs despite doctors' caution  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/22/hydroxychloroquine-trump-covid-19-study-mh-orig.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-22-20/h_971f60bca5e1d6bef918e88fca3dfbb9
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-22-20/h_971f60bca5e1d6bef918e88fca3dfbb9
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html


Opinion  : Governors reopening states are endangering lives  

DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
U.S. DEATHS 49,409...
California sees another record day...
CUOMO: 21% IN NYC HAVE ANTIBODIES...
NEW DRUG FLOPS IN TRIAL...
CHINA: America Should Prove   U.S. LAB     Not Source of Outbreak...  
Family ravaged by virus begged for tests, hospital care, but was 
repeatedly denied...
Hidden Outbreaks Spread Through Cities Far Earlier...
Latest partisan divide: Wearing masks on Capitol Hill...
Maxine Waters says sister dying...
Obama launches another veiled attack on President...
No 'coherent national plan'...
White House shifts from raising alarms to reopening country...
'Constitutionalist sheriffs' won't enforce restrictions...
Eurozone economy suffers 'unprecedented' collapse...
US unemployment highest since Great Depression, 1930s...
Credit Cards Cutting Limits...
AMERICA SICK MAP… https://drudgereport.com/ 

YAHOONEWS World Yahoo News UK Black cats slaughtered and boiled in 
Vietnam to make coronavirus 'cure', says charity The No To Dog Meat 
group in Vietnam said black cats are being killed and boiled into a black 
paste that people claim will cure coronavirus. [ How sick, barbaric, and 
totally uncivilized; yes, the Vietnam War was fighting the good fight! … 
(Not until 1995 did Vietnam release its official estimate of war dead: as 
many as 2 million civilians on both sides and some 1.1 million North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong fighters. The U.S. military has estimated that 
between 200,000 and 250,000 South Vietnamese soldiers died in the 
war. )]

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Reportedly Wants Out Of The White

https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/donald-trump-leave-white-house-073406456.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-black-cats-paste-cure-065856637.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-black-cats-paste-cure-065856637.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/credit-cards-start-cutting-limits-100007311.html
https://apnews.com/e928d091f81f75b9bc8830c7370f41fb
https://news.yahoo.com/eurozone-economy-suffers-unprecedented-collapse-093032734--finance.html
https://www.greenwichtime.com/opinion/article/Constitutionalist-sheriffs-won-t-enforce-15220593.php
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/rep-maxine-waters-says-her-sister-is-dying-in-hospital-from-coronavirus-complications
https://nypost.com/2020/04/23/republicans-refuse-to-wear-coronavirus-masks-angering-democrats/
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/23/hidden-outbreaks-spread-through-u-s-cities-far-earlier-than-americans-knew-estimates-say/
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/family-ravaged-by-coronavirus-begged-for-tests-hospital-care-but-was-repeatedly-denied/article_04dbd239-ba3c-5211-8348-cdc0b1133a08.html
https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/nation/family-ravaged-by-coronavirus-begged-for-tests-hospital-care-but-was-repeatedly-denied/article_04dbd239-ba3c-5211-8348-cdc0b1133a08.html
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/23/china-we-cant-dismiss-america-as-coronavirus-origin-until-u-s-proves-otherwise/
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2020/04/23/china-we-cant-dismiss-america-as-coronavirus-origin-until-u-s-proves-otherwise/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200423162137-vgafb
https://apnews.com/01e148acd7226332d14e9ce350d8de16
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/california-sees-another-record-day-of-coronavirus-deaths/ar-BB136wF4
https://news.trust.org/item/20200422210822-0oj2t
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House And Everyone’s Making The Same Jokes The president is feeling 
cooped up and looking for an excuse to get away from Washington, NBC 
News reported. [ Yes, resignation would be fine! ]

CNN
Trump wrongly suggests sunlight could help cure coronavirus
• Trump disagrees with Fauci on US testing
• Analysis: Trump, ever the salesman, is peddling dangerous cures for 
coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus-disinfectant-sunlight-science/index.html [ Aw shucks … boys 
(as in mobsters) will be boys … Come on, wake up! … this, trump is 
ridiculous, beyond the pale … no excuse for america, like trump, a 
complete and total fraud! ]
• Ousted vaccine chief says he will file whistleblower complaint

Some Georgia businesses reopening despite rise in coronavirus deaths

Gyms, barber shops, hair salons, tattoo parlors and bowling alleys are 
among the nonessential businesses that can reopen today

Those we've lost | Tracking US cases | Podcast | Catch up | Q&A

Officials said coronavirus risk was low. It was already spreading

Dr. Gupta and ER doctor shut down Trump's disinfectant claim

Live updates The US is approaching 50,000 coronavirus deaths

Dr. Hahn responds to Trump's idea to 'hit the body with light'

A seemingly healthy woman's sudden death is now the first known US 
coronavirus-related fatality

The ICU nurse who silently stood in protest at a rally to reopen Arizona

• Analysis: The hypocrisy of 'Open it Up' protests

http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/reopening-country-coronavirus-utilitarianism/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/az-nurse-coronavirus-rally-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/california-woman-first-coronavirus-death/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/24/doctor-hahn-trump-disinfectant-inject-town-hall-gupta-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-24-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/24/trump-disinfectant-inject-town-hall-gupta-wen-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
http://cnn.com/CoronavirusAnswers
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/world/coronavirus-newsletter-04-23-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-victims-memories/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/us/georgia-coronavirus-reopening-businesses-friday/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/us/georgia-coronavirus-reopening-businesses-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/politics/rick-bright-health-and-human-services-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-disinfectant-sunlight-science/index.html
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https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/donald-trump-leave-white-house-073406456.html


Teen was allegedly killed by his stepfather after he refused to shelter in 
place

Meghan McCain says her pick for President shouldn't be a surprise

Coronavirus is the leading cause of death in Los Angeles County

'Oh my God,' bystander films tornado

Alicia Keys debuts anthem in partnership with CNN

Sunlight and bleach might kill the coronavirus on a park bench, but they 
can be harmful to the body

Wuhan resident: A second wave is 'absolutely' coming

Global stocks falter as Gilead halts trial of potential coronavirus 
treatment

Gov. Cuomo: McConnell's dumb statement was really offensive

An innocent man spent 46 years in prison. He planned to kill the guy who 
framed him

Warren says her brother died from Covid-19 

Analysis: America's public health experts are fighting on two fronts right 
now

CNN
Trump lies that he was being 'sarcastic' when he talked about injecting 
disinfectant https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/fact-check-trump-
disinfectant-sarcastic/index.html [ Ooooh … trump is so witty … more fun 
than a barrel of monkeys … ‘rain man trump’, nobody gets or appreciates 
‘his joke’ … sick, pathetic beyond the pale! ]

Trump can't stop putting his top health officials in tough spots

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-doctors-science-coronavirus/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/23/andrew-cuomo-mitch-mcconnell-blue-state-bailout-coronavirus-intv-cpt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/investing/global-stocks/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/23/wuhan-china-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-second-wave-fears-culver-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/sunlight-bleach-coronavirus-fact-check/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/sunlight-bleach-coronavirus-fact-check/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/entertainment/alicia-keys-cnn-song/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/23/tornado-damage-oklahoma-texas-louisiana-mxp-vpx.hln
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/us/los-angeles-county-leading-cause-of-death/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/entertainment/meghan-mccain-joe-biden/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/us/atlanta-death-stay-at-home-trnd/index.html
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The President's choose-your-own-adventure of medical advice has forced 
his coronavirus team's medical experts into awkward positions

Tracking US cases | Podcast | Catch up | Q&A | Life after lockdown

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/world/gallery/coronavirus-after-lockdown/index.html
http://cnn.com/CoronavirusAnswers
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/world/coronavirus-newsletter-04-20-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/audio/podcasts/corona-virus
https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-doctors-science-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-doctors-science-coronavirus/index.html


See Dr. Birx's reaction to Trump's dangerous suggestion

US updates Tens of thousands of Miami-Dade residents carried Covid-19 
and showed no symptoms

Anderson Cooper: Trump just lied about something we all witnessed

Opinion: Who will be held accountable for Trump's ideas?

Where all 50 states stand on reopening

Atlanta mayor: It's like we're living in 'Twilight Zone'

Navy recommends reinstating commander of USS Theodore Roosevelt

Owner reopening salon: Stylists, clients can't be 6 feet apart

Van Jones: I'm someone Covid-19 could easily kill. Here is what I'm doing 
about it

Meghan McCain says her pick for President shouldn't be a surprise

Jill Biden: I'd love for Michelle Obama to be VP pick

Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about the 
coronavirus 

JPMorgan, Ruth's Chris accused of cheating small businesses out of 
funding

Domestic assault may have triggered rampage that left 22 dead, police 
say 

US death toll surpasses 50,000 as a few states relax restrictions

Stocks snap a two-week winning steak

'Oh my God,' bystander films tornado

More than 200 black women urge Biden to pick black woman as running 
mate 

Second US Navy warship hit by outbreak

Wuhan resident: A second wave is 'absolutely' coming

https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/23/wuhan-china-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-second-wave-fears-culver-pkg-intl-ldn-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-042420/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/americas/nova-scotia-shooting-friday/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/navy-recommend-reinstating-roosevelt-commander/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/24/atlanta-mayor-keisha-lance-bottoms-reopening-georgia-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/15/us/states-reopen-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/opinions/trump-nonsensical-ideas-rick-bright-covid-ghitis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/24/donald-trump-sunlight-disinfectant-walk-back-lies-cooper-sot-vpx.cnn
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Global updates At least 150 Italian doctors have died from coronavirus

https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-24-20-intl/index.html


Virtual NFL Draft nabs record viewership

DRUDGEREPORT DON'T DRINK THE BLEACH!
'SARCASTIC' OR SICK? 
U.S. DEATHS TOP 50,000...
POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number…
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 
CDC adds 6 new symptoms... 
California stay-at-home faces biggest test: Heat wave driving people to 
beach...
President approved of GA's reopen plan -- before bashing it...
Activists dump 'body bags' outside hotel AGAIN...
BILL GATES: Fight against coronavirus will define our era...
'It is impossible to overstate the pain'...
Controversial idea to speed vaccine gains ground...
States build stockpiles of malaria drug touted by president...
Scientists can't rule out sexually transmitted...
Navy destroyer in Caribbean sees significant outbreak...
Pressured by Beijing, E.U. Softens Report on Covid-19 Disinformation...
Wealthy getting tests thanks to $1,000 house calls...
Anti-vaccine, anti-lockdown movements converging, refusing to be 
'enslaved'...
Grocers Hunt Meat as Pandemic Hobbles Beef and Pork Plants...
Factory Orders Plunge...
Less than half of working Americans will have paycheck in May?
CBO predicts 10.1% unemployment -- through 2021...
REPUBLICAN SENATORS TOLD: DON'T DEFEND TRUMP, ATTACK CHINA… 

https://drudgereport.com/ 
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Market Update for Friday - April 24th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks were higher today, but not enough to erase losses for the week.

Here’s what’s moving the markets:

*Stimulus:

*Today President Trump signed a 484 billion bill that will help small 
businesses and hospitals. The bill comes after the first small business 
aid program ran out of funds last week.

*Optimism: Yesterday, the major indices went on a wild ride on news that
a Gilead (GLD) Remdesivir trial in China wasn’t working well.But Gilead 
provided a different perspective on the news, saying that the study was 
“terminated due to low enrollment” and that the drug still provides a 
“potential benefit.”

*Crude Oil (CL) had a wild week after the May contract went negative (for
the first time ever) on Monday. Today CL traded 3.2% higher, but in spite 
of 3 straight winning days Crude Oil still ended the week with a 32% loss.

*Facebook (FB) launched a service that will compete with Zoom Video 
(ZM) called “Messenger rooms”. The free group video feature allows up to
50 participants with no time limit compared to Zoom’s free service that 
allows 100 people with a 40-minute time restriction. Facebook was higher
by 2.7% and Zoom dropped 6.1% after the news.

Market/DOW closing numbers [ Note: We’re now in that frothy, fraudulent 
pro-trump land of wall street where the gilead vaccine story, though a 
bust, enabled that familiar street unload the hot potatoes at trumped up 
prices (closing DOW numbers for indicated days)… Don’t get caught 
holding their bag]
DATE OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE
04/24/20 23628.24 23826.00 23417.68 23775.27

04/23/20 23543.09 23885.36 23483.35 23515.26
04/22/20 23437.34 23613.10 23339.60 23475.82



04/21/20 23365.25 23365.25 22941.88 23018.88
04/20/20 24095.10 24108.69 23627.19 23650.44
04/17/20 23817.15 24264.21 23817.15 24242.49
04/16/20 23543.66 23598.08 23211.38 23537.68
04/15/20 23600.72 23649.72 23233.32 23504.35
04/14/20 23690.57 24040.58 23683.44 23949.76
04/13/20 23698.93 23698.93 23095.35 23390.77
04/09/20 23690.66 24008.99 23504.09 23719.37
04/08/20 22893.47 23513.40 22682.99 23433.57
04/07/20 23537.44 23617.24 22634.45 22653.86
04/06/20 21693.63 22783.45 21693.63 22679.99
04/03/20 21285.93 21447.81 20863.09 21052.53
04/02/20 20819.46 21477.77 20735.02 21413.44
04/01/20 21227.38 21487.24 20784.43 20943.51
03/31/20 22208.42 22480.37 21852.08 21917.16
03/30/20 21678.22 22378.09 21522.08 22327.48
03/27/20 21898.47 22327.57 21469.27 21636.78

03/26/20 21468.38 22595.06 21427.10 22552.17

CNN
Having Covid-19 may not prevent a second infection

People who've had coronavirus are not necessarily immune from 
reinfection by the presence of antibodies, the World Health Organization 
warns https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-
19/index.html 

Why some think herd immunity could end the pandemic

Live updates FDA authorizes 3 more coronavirus antibody tests

Watch Dr. Birx's reaction to Trump's dangerous suggestion

White House official tries to move CNN reporter at briefing

Opinion: We need to fix this key thing before reopening

How a media-distracted Trump derailed his own briefing

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-task-force-science/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/opinions/fix-public-health-care-system-covid-19-sachs/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/25/white-house-seats-acosta-ac360-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/24/birx-reaction-trump-disinfectant-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-25-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/health/coronavirus-herd-immunity-explainer-wellness-scn-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html


Trump goes into hiding from the press

Opinion: A dog breeder, an internet thug and a college senior walk into 
the White House

Biden's accuser says mother called into 'Larry King Live' in 1993 for 
advice after alleged sexual assault

Best moments from CNN and Sesame Street's coronavirus town hall

Biden makes ominous warning about 2020 and President Trump

Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about the 
coronavirus 

What happened on the last cruise ship at sea

SE Cupp: Cancel the 2020 political conventions

Georgia starts to reopen but nervous mayors warn that coronavirus crisis
isn't over

US nears 1 million coronavirus cases

Boeing terminates $4.2 billion deal with Embraer

'Sons of Anarchy' actor dies at 52

Bill Weir: To my son, born in the time of coronavirus and climate change

Atlanta mayor says clients should tell manicurists about coronavirus 
numbers

Andy Cohen: I have valuable antibodies, but I couldn't donate my plasma

Analysis: 10 leaders who mattered most on coronavirus response this 
week

The race for a vaccine is moving faster than ever. Is that a good thing?

This restaurant owner is struggling to stay afloat. That's not her only 
coronavirus fight

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/new-york-coronavirus-frontlines-couple/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/new-york-coronavirus-frontlines-couple/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/health/coronavirus-vaccine-speed-sanjay-gupta/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/top-leaders-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/top-leaders-coronavirus-response/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/04/25/andy-cohen-plasma-donation-intv-cooper-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/atlanta-mayor-nail-salons-coronavirus-numbers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/atlanta-mayor-nail-salons-coronavirus-numbers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/weather/climate-change-bill-weir-letter-to-son/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/dimitri-diatchenko-actor-sons-of-anarchy-chernobyl-diaries-dead/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/business/boeing-embraer-termination/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/health/us-coronavirus-saturday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/georgia-reopening-rural-urban-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/georgia-reopening-rural-urban-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/24/dnc-rnc-2020-conventions-coronavirus-se-cupp-monologue-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/costa-deliziosa-last-cruise-ship-what-happened/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/rudy-giuliani-donald-trump-laura-ingraham-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/rudy-giuliani-donald-trump-laura-ingraham-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/25/mail-in-voting-joe-biden-donald-trump-november-election-phillip-dnt-ebof-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/cnn-sesame-street-town-hall-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/tara-reade-mom-larry-king/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/tara-reade-mom-larry-king/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/opinions/white-house-pandemic-team-labradoodle-breeder-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/opinions/white-house-pandemic-team-labradoodle-breeder-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/media/trump-goes-into-hiding-reliable-sources/index.html


Analysis: Trump's likeability deficit could cost him in 2020

DRUDGEREPORT
Nervous Republicans See President Sinking, and Taking Senate With 
Him… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-
republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?
li=BBnb7Kz 
U.S. DEATHS 53,538...
White House best-case scenario slips out of reach… 
Hawaii to Visitors: We'll Pay You to Leave...
Lifeguards will save. It will involve mask -- but not mouth...
Covid detected on particles of air pollution...
Spike in ingesting cleaners following Trump comments...
WHO: 'No evidence' recovering gives immunity...
Meat Threat Widens With New Shutdowns...
Ranks of Absent Food Inspectors Swell...
The Back-to-Work Math Gets Messy for Newly Unemployed...
WORLD SICK MAP...
AMERICA SICK MAP... 
BEACH DAY
GAVIN PLEA: STAY HOME! 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Saturday - April 25th, 2020

Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:

Monday: Oil prices crash below zero for the first time in history

https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/ltTHnkdqlPY/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F6287200101335040%2F4733012298432512
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8255763/Thousands-Californians-flock-open-beaches-despite-Gov-Newsoms-pleas-stay-home.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/735979/coronavirus-california-heatwave-ignore-social-distancing-stay-home/
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/the-back-to-work-math-gets-messy-for-america-s-newly-unemployed
https://www.bloombergquint.com/politics/ranks-of-absent-u-s-food-inspectors-swell-on-virus-union-says
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/meat-supply-threats-grow-first-181155792.html
https://www.france24.com/en/20200425-no-evidence-that-recovering-from-covid-19-gives-people-immunity-who-says
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-new-yorkers-household-cleaners-trump-20200425-rnaqio5dyfeaxmthxx2vktqa5m-story.html
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/24/coronavirus-detected-particles-air-pollution
https://www.union-bulletin.com/news/national/lifeguards-will-save-you-when-beaches-reopen-it-will-involve-a-mask-but-not-a/article_4a3b88b9-eeab-5501-a85f-ac8c58267192.html
https://www.msn.com/en-ca/news/world/hawaii-to-visitors-well-pay-you-to-leave/ar-BB139Al1?li=AAggFp4
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/the-white-houses-best-case-scenario-for-the-pandemic-slips-out-of-reach
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8255923/US-coronavirus-deaths-reach-52-422-confirmed-cases-record-jump.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/politics/2020-election-trump-favorability/index.html


Tuesday: Oil crashes 43% – and drags stocks down with it

Wednesday: Stocks higher as oil bounces back and senate approves 

stimulus bill

Thursday: Markets are crazy: Unemployment hits 18.3% and stocks rally?

Friday: Video Conference War: Is Facebook crushing Zoom?

YAHOONEWS Politics The Guardian Donald Trump reportedly owes tens 
of millions to the Bank of China https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html “Debt derives from 30% 
share the US president owns in a Manhattan building that was refinanced
in 2012Donald Trump is reported to owe tens of millions of dollars to 
China, through a real estate debt which falls due in 2022, offering 
“astonishing leverage” to Beijing.The debt derives from a 30% share the 
US president owns in a billion-dollar building on the Avenue of the 
Americas in Manhattan, which was refinanced in 2012, with $211m of the
funding coming from the state-owned Bank of China, Politico reported on 
Friday.The Chinese debt complicates Trump’s emerging election strategy 
of portraying his Democratic opponent, Joe Biden, as being soft on China.
In a briefing on Saturday, Trump said that “China will own the United 
States” if Biden was elected in November.But China is heavily involved in 
the Trump business empire. A Chinese state-owned construction 
company is helping build the Trump World Golf Club in Dubai, and Beijing 
has awarded trademarks to the president’s daughter, Ivanka. In the past, 
Ivanka’s husband (and a White House adviser), Jared Kushner, has sought
Chinese finance for at least one major real estate deal.The president is a 
passive minority investor in the 1290 Avenue of the Americas office 
tower. The main investor is Vornado Realty Trust, which owns 
70%.Neither the White House nor the Trump Organization responded to 
requests for comment. Trump has officially handed over the day-to-day 
running of his business empire to his sons, but he benefits financially 
from its profits, producing multiple conflicts of interest. The Trump 
Organization has recently applied for coronavirus compensation from the 
government.Trump’s approach to China has alternated between 
combative and unctuous, particularly in relation to the Chinese president,

https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/F6NAYv82_Jk/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5604743823753216%2F4733012298432512
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/1O8vm3XzwJs/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F4627174571900928%2F4733012298432512
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/4TxNGoEFtNM/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5481618519883776%2F4733012298432512
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/4TxNGoEFtNM/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5481618519883776%2F4733012298432512
https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/zXxbn70IUZE/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Frockwell.infusion-links.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5752700179054592%2F4733012298432512


Xi Jinping, with whom Trump has consistently claimed to have an 
excellent personal relationship.Trump tweeted on 24 January, in the early
stages of the pandemic: “China has been working very hard to contain 
the Coronavirus. The United States greatly appreciates their efforts and 
transparency. It will all work out well. In particular, on behalf of the 
American People, I want to thank President Xi!”“I study Beijing’s 
influence on America, and this is the most problematic conflict of 
interest I’ve seen,” Isaac Stone Fish, a senior fellow at the Asia Society, 
wrote on Twitter. “The Bank of China is a state-owned bank, controlled 
by China’s State Council, the country’s major administrative body, chaired
by the Premier Li Keqiang.“The leverage this presents is astonishing. 
What if the Bank of China cancels the loan, or requires Trump to pay it 
back earlier?” Fish asked. “Is this why Trump often praises Chinese 
Chairman Xi Jinping? Does this cause him to temper his policies or his 
public remarks? This raises so many questions. “

DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
U.S. DEATHS 54,822...
Most Americans Who Carry the Coronavirus Don't Know It... 
Nation Debates How Quickly It Can Reopen... 
San Francisco had 1918 flu under control. And then it lifted restrictions... 
Experts worry 'quarantine fatigue' starting... 
Response to virus splinters into acrimony and uncertainty...
NYC tailor defies state order: 'Opening doors come hell or high water'...
Michigan lawmaker apologizes for wearing 'Confederate flag' mask...
Hawaii extends stay-at-home until May 31...
Getting covid 'will take 13 years off your life', researchers warn...
Spike in ingesting cleaners following Trump comments...
Meat Threat Widens With New Shutdowns... Chicken plants scramble... 
Farmers Destroy Their Crops... 
Frustrated parents giving up on home school...
Back-to-Work Math Gets Messy for Newly Unemployed…

https://www.appeal-democrat.com/news/back-to-work-math-gets-messy-for-americas-newly-unemployed/article_63bf4a10-8755-11ea-8e80-4b22d5fe74de.html
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/i-just-cant-do-this-frustrated-parents-giving-up-on-home-school
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-forces-farmers-to-destroy-their-crops-11587909600
https://www.al.com/news/2020/04/alabama-chicken-plants-scramble-to-slow-outbreaks-of-coronavirus.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/meat-supply-threats-grow-first-181155792.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/coronavirus/ny-coronavirus-new-yorkers-household-cleaners-trump-20200425-rnaqio5dyfeaxmthxx2vktqa5m-story.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/getting-coronavirus-will-take-13-21923127
https://apnews.com/2fbe44393279117d3cef77830d9ecaa5
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/04/25/dale-zorn-apology-confederate-flag-mask/3025930001/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/26/nyc-tailor-re-opens-shop-why-is-a-liquor-store-essential-and-im-not/
https://news.trust.org/item/20200426101936-kk4la
https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/Experts-worry-quarantine-fatigue-is-starting-15226487.php
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/san-francisco-had-1918-flu-under-control-then-it-lifted-n1191141
https://www.wsj.com/articles/virus-fallout-continues-as-u-s-deaths-near-54-000-11587885746
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/26/opinion/coronavirus-test-asymptomatic.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8257205/US-set-eclipse-best-case-scenario-projection-60-000-COVID-deaths-WEEK.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6


Thank you ; stay healthy and safe! 

Regards,

AL

YAHOONEWS Business The ‘Great Repression’ is here and it will make 
past downturns look tame, economist says Andrea Riquier 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-
de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html 
MarketWatch April 27, 2020

DRUDGEREPORT WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
Top Manhattan ER doc commits suicide... 
U.S. DEATHS 56,144... 
Case fatality rates rise... 
Trump says virus testing 'not a problem,' but doubts persist... 
Lockdown protest leader tests positive...
Preacher believed 'God can heal anything.' Then he caught covid... 
Bond King warns stock market could hit new lows amid 'social unease'... 
Outbreak hits second Navy ship...
Beach crowds lead California to crackdown...

https://news.trust.org/item/20200427183710-2jzyb
https://www.sanluisobispo.com/news/coronavirus/article242328551.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/bond-king-warns-the-stock-market-could-hit-new-lows-amid-social-unease-2020-04-27
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/a-virginia-preacher-believed-god-can-heal-anything-then-he-caught-coronavirus/ar-BB13gpl2
https://www.the-sun.com/news/745476/coronavirus-protest-leader-positive-north-carolina-lockdowns/
https://apnews.com/c3a6ac4f06077d5d298a775554730790
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/494918-case-fatality-rates-rise-as-coronavirus-runs-deadly
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://nypost.com/2020/04/27/manhattan-er-doc-lorna-breen-commits-suicide-shaken-by-coronavirus/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
http://www.marketwatch.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html


Companies' use of thermal cameras sparks worries about civil liberties... 
Masks, temperature checks 'new normal' at restaurants...
TYSON: 'The food supply chain is breaking'...
BEEF, PORK, POULTRY, FISH ALL IN SHORTAGE DANGER...
POLL: Rising support for mail voting...
Is Brazil next big hot spot?
Harvard's Fall Semester Might Take Place Online... 
AMERICA SICK MAP... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN Opinion: Why Trump failed his nation [ His nation? Therein lies the 
rub. Not just the lies. If this nation be his, this nation has irrevocably 
failed itself. No excuses. At once, tragic and pathetic. To CNN, poor 
choice of words. ]
US updates More than 55,000 have died in the US [ trump’s purported 
hoax. ]
Washington Post: Trump downplayed Covid-19 despite several warnings 
in daily briefings
MSNBC Nervous Republicans see Trump sinking, new report shows 
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/nervous-republicans-see-
trump-sinking-report-82600005936 
HUFFPOST ‘NO’: TRUMP TAKES NO BLAME FOR TOUTING COVID CURE 
[ Trump Says He Takes No Responsibility For People Ingesting 
Disinfectant … Well, people/political powers that be, etc., have been 
ingesting trump’s bulls**t for decades, with no price to pay except for the
nation as trump ascends the greatly diminished presidency of the u.s.. 
Pathetic! ]

MSNBC
Fmr. Surgeon General: Scientists ‘having to twist themselves into 
pretzels’ to explain Trump’s comments https://www.msnbc.com/kasie-dc/
watch/fmr-u-s-surgeon-general-scientists-having-to-twist-themselves-into-
pretzels-to-explain-trump-s-comments-82594885511 [ Ridiculous! 
Pathetic! ]

CNN
Reviving America after Covid-19 will take years, not months 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/26/world/meanwhile-in-america-april-24/
index.html 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/26/world/meanwhile-in-america-april-24/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/26/world/meanwhile-in-america-april-24/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/26/world/meanwhile-in-america-april-24/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/kasie-dc/watch/fmr-u-s-surgeon-general-scientists-having-to-twist-themselves-into-pretzels-to-explain-trump-s-comments-82594885511
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/politics/trump-presidential-daily-briefings-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-27-20/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/opinions/scorpion-frog-trump-nature-opinion-axelrod/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/harvard-to-have-a-fall-semester-but-details-unclear-11588032333
https://apnews.com/2ebc74ac301d5cf866e562850dd448c5
https://apnews.com/f47f4e984f7b3688869285abb80c1eae
https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-meat-packing-plants-closures-food-31411778-7180-4f58-a1aa-64a709f1eccf.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/26/business/tyson-foods-nyt-ad/index.html
https://apnews.com/7bf69c10b514dad22bbd35cacca2c04d
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Companies-use-of-thermal-cameras-to-speed-return-15229351.php


DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
U.S. DEATHS 54,822… AMERICA SICK MAP... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

YAHOONEWS Politics The Guardian Donald Trump reportedly owes tens 
of millions to the Bank of China https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html 
HUFFPOST
‘GRAVE’: W.H. ADVISER WARNS OF ‘GREAT DEPRESSION’-ERA 
UNEMPLOYMENT https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kevin-hassett-us-
economy-unemployment-depression_n_5ea593e0c5b6805f9ecede10 

MSNBC
Schiff: Trump 'learned nothing' from impeachment except he feels 'he can
get away with anything' [ No, can't let that slide ... Let's sarcastically 
refer to this pathetic american scenario as 'deja learned' (already 
learned). Yes decades of getting away with anything, sometimes for a 
price, bribes being ubiquitous, otherwise just american tradition of bad... 
Pathetic! ]

CNN
Maryland governor says hundreds of people have called asking about 
ingesting disinfectant [ Well, they elected trump, didn’t they … americans 
are so freakin’ dumb! ]
YAHOONEWS Politics The Guardian Donald Trump reportedly owes tens 
of millions to the Bank of China https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-
trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html 
CNN
Having Covid-19 may not prevent a second infection
People who've had coronavirus are not necessarily immune from 
reinfection by the presence of antibodies, the World Health Organization 
warns https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-
19/index.html 
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8257205/US-set-eclipse-best-case-scenario-projection-60-000-COVID-deaths-WEEK.html
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DRUDGEREPORT
Nervous Republicans See President Sinking, and Taking Senate With 
Him… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-
republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?
li=BBnb7Kz 

U.S. DEATHS 53,538...
https://drudgereport.com/ 

MSNBC
Today, the U.S. passed 50,000 deaths due to COVID-19

WE ARE LIVING IN A FAILED STATE The coronavirus didn’t break 
America. It revealed what was already broken. Special Preview: June 
2020 Issue George Packer Staff writer for The Atlantic 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/underlying-
conditions/610261/?
fbclid=IwAR0OPE6DvZVuFE5JJf2gvPf3iRDfsqMNI8CXZ8vOFLaiYzwGCZ-
q9jgTuJs 

HUFFPOST
Republican Group Asks Americans A Critical Question In Scathing Anti-
Trump Ad ‘Republicans for the Rule of Law Donald Trump: Unfit. Unwell. 
Unacceptable.’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-groups-attack-ads-
donald-trump-coronavirus_n_5ea428b6c5b6f963981592bf 

CNN People who've had coronavirus are not necessarily immune from 
reinfection by the presence of antibodies, the World Health Organization 
warns https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-
19/index.html 

MSNBC
Trump headed for 'historic political defeat' amidst virus, says Bush aide 
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/trump-facing-historic-
political-defeat-amidst-virus-says-bush-aide-82549829859 The Beat with 
Ari “Trump facing 'historic political defeat' amidst virus, says Bush aide 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari-melber
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari-melber
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“President Trump is facing backlash for this coronavirus response, 
including his public remarks at a White House press briefing that 
suggested humans inject themselves with toxic chemicals as a cure. 
Former George W. Bush Speechwriter David Frum issues a warning, that 
Trump is “weak,” and is “headed toward an historic political defeat – one 
that will likely take the Republican Senate down with him.” In an 
interview with MSNBC’s Ari Melber, Frum implores Trump’s aides and 
staff to “use their power to prevent him from doing harm.” “

DRUDGEREPORT
U.S. DEATHS 51,636...
POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number...
CDC adds 6 new symptoms... 
"Those who have “trouble breathing, persistent pain or pressure in their 
chest, new confusion or inability to arouse or have bluish lips or face” 
should seek immediate medical attention, according to the CDC.The new 
symptoms have been reported by many people who have had the virus. 
Utah Jazz center Rudy Gobert, who was one of the first North American 
athletes to be diagnosed with the disease, said after testing positive he 
hadn’t “been able to smell anything for the last 4 days.” Cara Vidano, a 
California woman who suspected she had the virus last month after her 
boyfriend had a confirmed case, said her legs “were so sore. “It was like 
we had run a long-distance race,” she told the Press Democrat. CNN 
reporter Chris Cuomo was among those who reported having chills. He 
said he was shivering so much that he chipped a tooth. Other symptoms 
for coronavirus may include diarrhea, skin rash, runny nose, red eyes, and
fatigue." Read more here: 
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article242260231.html#storyli
nk=cpy 

MARKETWATCH 
Yes, Stocks Have Rallied. But History Warns Against Complacency. 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/stocks-have-rallied-on-the-feds-actions-
but-dont-get-complacent-51587774883?link=MW_latest_news “...Veteran 
economist Gary Shilling points out that the stock market also staged a 
sharp rally after the 1929 crash, which was seen at the time as a proper 
correction of the excess exuberance of the Roaring Twenties. Once 
investors came to realize the seriousness of what would become the 
Great Depression, the Dow Jones Industrial Average would fall some 86%

https://www.barrons.com/quote/index/DJIA
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/stock-market-investors-have-to-go-back-to-1929-to-find-daily-swings-this-wild-2020-04-07?mod=article_inline
https://www.barrons.com/articles/stocks-have-rallied-on-the-feds-actions-but-dont-get-complacent-51587774883?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.barrons.com/articles/stocks-have-rallied-on-the-feds-actions-but-dont-get-complacent-51587774883?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.barrons.com/articles/stocks-have-rallied-on-the-feds-actions-but-dont-get-complacent-51587774883?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article242260231.html#storylink=cpy
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article242260231.html#storylink=cpy
https://www.sacbee.com/news/coronavirus/article242260231.html
https://theweek.com/speedreads/910699/alarming-number-americans-believe-coronavirus-vaccine-exists-being-withheld
https://news.trust.org/item/20200424221024-b6vdc


from its highs, he relates in an interview...” 

Flatlined hospitalization numbers in New York state ‘troubling’ 

CNN Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about
the coronavirus [ What can you expect from pro-trump son-of-a-mafia 
giuliani! ]
Trump lies that he was being 'sarcastic' when he talked about injecting 
disinfectant https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/fact-check-trump-
disinfectant-sarcastic/index.html [ Ooooh … trump is so witty … more fun 
than a barrel of monkeys … ‘rain man trump’, nobody gets or appreciates 
‘his joke’ … sick, pathetic beyond the pale! ]

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/fact-check-trump-disinfectant-sarcastic/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/rudy-giuliani-donald-trump-laura-ingraham-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/rudy-giuliani-donald-trump-laura-ingraham-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/flatlined-hospitalization-numbers-in-new-york-state-troubling-2020-04-24?link=MW_latest_news


YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance We're facing 'the worst economic 
contraction' in modern history: Economist 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/the-worst-economic-contraction-in-
modern-history-economist-183250049.html The US economy is facing the 
worst contraction in modern history - and a “confidence shock” will slow 
down its recovery, says one economist.

DRUDGEREPORT DON'T DRINK THE BLEACH!
'SARCASTIC' OR SICK? 
U.S. DEATHS TOP 50,000...
POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number…
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 

HUFFPOST
TRUMP WALKS BACK DISINFECTANT TALK — ‘WANTED TO SEE WHAT 
WOULD HAPPEN’! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-sarcastic-
pitching-disinfectant-covid-19-cure_n_5ea31a61c5b669fd89244467 
[ Riiiiight … he was just ‘testing us’ … trump, america are a total 
joke/fraud! ]

MSNBC
'This is going to be a problem': Even Trump aides gobsmacked by 
president's disinfectant comments 

Trump's false medical advice fact-checked on live TV

Pelosi: Trump's disinfectant comments 'had no relationship to science'

White House in 'clean-up' mode as Trump claims disinfectant comments 
were sarcastic

CNN Trump lies that he was being 'sarcastic' when he talked about 
injecting disinfectant https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/fact-check-
trump-disinfectant-sarcastic/index.html [ Ooooh … trump is so witty … 
more fun than a barrel of monkeys … ‘rain man trump’, nobody gets or 
appreciates ‘his joke’ … sick, pathetic beyond the pale! ]
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YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Reportedly Wants Out Of The White
House And Everyone’s Making The Same Jokes The president is feeling 
cooped up and looking for an excuse to get away from Washington, NBC 
News reported. [ Yes, resignation would be fine! ]

CNN
Trump wrongly suggests sunlight could help cure coronavirus• Trump 
disagrees with Fauci on US testing
• Analysis: Trump, ever the salesman, is peddling dangerous cures for 
coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-
coronavirus-disinfectant-sunlight-science/index.html [ Aw shucks … boys 
(as in mobsters) will be boys … Come on, wake up! … this, trump is 
ridiculous, beyond the pale … no excuse for america, like trump, a 
complete and total fraud! ]
• Ousted vaccine chief says he will file whistleblower complaint

DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
U.S. DEATHS 49,409...
California sees another record day...

TRUMP ADVISER:
'PUT EVERYBODY IN SPACE OUTFIT' [ Sounds like a plan! WOW! You can’t
make this s**t up! ] 
And away we go: http://albertpeia.com/trumpmarsmission.jpg 

Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... [ Mob family 
trump.They’ve been taking bribes, emoluments, nepotic parasitic cash, 
etc., for quite some time already. Prosecute them, throw them in jail 
where they have as now belonged for quite some time! ] 

HUFFPOST
BAILOUT BONANZA: BIG BIZ GOT A LICENSE TO STEAL 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/coronavirus-bailout-federal-
reserve_n_5ea1cdd3c5b699019ff2e489 

CNN Antibodies: Testing in New York suggests much wider spread

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/23/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/california-sees-another-record-day-of-coronavirus-deaths/ar-BB136wF4
https://news.trust.org/item/20200422210822-0oj2t
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HUFFPOST
FAUCI: ‘WE WILL HAVE CORONAVIRUS IN THE FALL’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-coronavirus-
fall_n_5ea0e516c5b6194c7be7eaca 

MSNBC
Chris Hayes: Trump forcing out top vaccine doctor amid pandemic ‘11 on 
the corruption scale' https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-11-on-the-
corruption-scale-chris-hayes-on-trump-admin-forcing-out-top-vaccine-
doctor-amid-pandemic-82428997510 

YAHOONEWS 'Frustrated' Trump looking to get out of D.C. 'We will get 
back to those rallies'» [ As did his idol, adolph hitler, trump loves those 
maniacal rallies. ] http://albertpeia.com/trumphitler.jpg 

YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg How Bad Might It Get? Think the Great
Depression https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bad-might-think-great-
depression-110009141.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch ‘It’s going to be brutal,’ billionaire 
Mark Cuban says of economy’s recovery from coronavirus, and ‘there’s no
way to sugarcoat it’

CNN Trump called Georgia's governor last night to support his move to 
reopen businesses, a source says. Now he's saying the opposite. [ In 
trumpian forgetful, incompetent fashion, trump’s covered; yes, he now 
has in one day, 24 little hours, total documented cover of the opposite 
positions on the same issue. You can’t make this s**t up! ]
DRUDGEREPORT
MCCONNELL: STATES SHOULD DECLARE BANKRUPTCY 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 

AMERICA'S DEBT RACES TOWARD $25 TRILLION 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
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HUFFPOST
PANDEMIC POWER GRAB: GOP RAMS THROUGH RIGHT-WING WISH LIST 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-priorities-
coronavirus_n_5e9f077bc5b6b2e5b8386f99 

MSNBC
'Delay, denial, death': Pelosi says Trump failed to acknowledge truth or 
reality of coronavirus

CNN
Ex-vaccine chief says his departure was retaliation Dr. Rick Bright says 
he was dismissed in part because he resisted efforts from the President 
to widen the availability of 'potentially dangerous drugs' 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/rick-bright-barda-trump-
coronavirus/index.html 
NYT: Trump family seeks rent break for DC hotel from Trump 
administration

DRUDGEREPORT Trump could take bailout cash to save his hotels... [ Mob
family trump.They’ve been taking bribes, emoluments, nepotic parasitic 
cash, etc., for quite some time already. Prosecute them, throw them in 
jail where they have as now belonged for quite some time! ] 

CNN
US could see a higher summer death toll A leading model has upped its 
projected coronavirus     death toll in August to 66,000, a 10% increase from
its previous prediction https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/health/us-
coronavirus-wednesday/index.html 

Trump Blames WHO and Rushes to 'Open Up America Again': A Closer 
Look by Seth Meyers   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeT3YOYsvMs   

HUFFPOST
CDC CHIEF’S FEAR: WINTER CORONA WILL BE ‘EVEN MORE DIFFICULT’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cdc-director-warns-americans-potential-
second-wave-coronavirus-winter_n_5e9f75efc5b6a486d080c8d7 
DRUDGEREPORT
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
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YAHOONEWS Politics INSIDER Ivanka Trump encouraged Americans to 
make shadow puppets as a fun 'Saturday night activity' and got roasted 
on Twitter https://www.yahoo.com/news/ivanka-trump-encouraged-
americans-shadow-224345319.html Ivanka Trump, daughter of and senior
advisor to President Donald Trump. On Saturday night, Trump drew the 
ire of Americans stuck at home by suggesting they make shadow puppets
to pass the time indoors. [ WOW! You can’t make this s**t up! ]

HUFFPOST
NIGHTMARE SCENARIO: C-VIRUS JUST A ’WARMUP 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/emerging-disease-environmental-
destruction_n_5e9db58fc5b63c5b58723afd 
YAHOONEWS U.S. Associated Press 'They're killing us,' Texas residents say of
Trump rollbacks https://www.yahoo.com/news/theyre-killing-us-texas-
residents-161239637.html 

CNN
52 off-the-wall lines from Trump's Sunday night briefing 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-task-
force-sunday/index.html 
[ Donnie ‘Dimwit Hoover’ Trump ]

CNN
OIL CRASHES. PRICE GOES NEGATIVE 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/investing/premarket-stocks-trading/
index.html [ Keep in mind the corollary, consequential problem of 
worthless loans collateralized by now worth less collateral (the oil) ] The 
coronavirus crisis has producers running out of places to store excess 
barrels of crude, driving prices below zero

YAHOONEWS World Associated Press India reports biggest one-day virus 
spike as lockdown eased https://www.yahoo.com/news/india-reports-
biggest-one-day-062112431.html 

HUFFPOST
GOVS RIP TRUMP TESTING CLAIMS: ‘DELUSIONAL’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governors-trump-coronavirus-testing-
delusional-false_n_5e9c83d8c5b635d25d6e769d 

MSNBC
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Perhaps Trump didn't fully understand one of his 'favorite' movies https://
www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/perhaps-trump-didn-t-fully-
understand-one-his-favorite-movies-n1186531 [ Indeed he did not … trump
is so freakin’ dumb! Really, pathetic, beyond the pale! ]
CNN
US coronavirus death toll tops 40,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/19/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html 

HUFFPOST
Epidemiologist Delivers Blunt Reality Check On Current Phase Of 
Pandemic https://www.huffpost.com/entry/epidemiologist-coronavirus-
peak-warning_n_5e9acba0c5b63639081f0edf (4-18-20) “The pandemic is 
only just getting started,” warned William Hanage, a professor of 
epidemiology and infectious diseases at Harvard. 

live updates At least 29,131 new cases reported in US 
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-18-20-intl/ 

The Mafia Is poised to exploit coronavirus, and not just in Italy 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/19/europe/italy-mafia-exploiting-
coronavirus-crisis-aid-intl/index.html [ There you go … trump’s kind of 
people … not quite kgb/russian mob as he has preferred; but, familiar, 
well entrenched/greased in an america where their “cut” keeps Lady 
Justice blindfolded for eyes wide shut reality for oppressive opportunity 
in every calamity. ]

trump mob family criminally alligned with russian mafia, italian mafia, 
etc., money laundering, etc. 
http://albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperju  ry.pdf  

Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic 
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises 
to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a 
failed real estate developer into the White House

WASHPOST
Record government, corporate debt could lead to ‘tipping point’ after 
pandemic passes https://www.usdebtclock.org 
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MAGA - We're No. One https://www.usdebtclock.org/world-debt-clock.html 

DRUDGEREPORT (4-18-20) 
Protesters dump body bags outside Trump hotel... https://www.the-
sun.com/news/703618/donald-trump-protest-nyc-coronavirus-rude-nasty-
democrats/ 

WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 

CNN
Matt Drudge fires back at Trump https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/18/media/
matt-drudge-trump/index.html “...The president did not provide any 
evidence to support his assertion that people were abandoning Drudge's 
website en masse. Web analytics data do not support Trump's claim that 
Drudge is losing web traffic amid the coronavirus crisis. In fact, page 
view data directly from the Drudge Report's server, provided to CNN by a 
person with access to the numbers, shows no significant traffic dips 
since January 2019. The data shows a significant traffic surge in March, 
up to 1.2 billion page views from 781 million page views in February...”

DRUDGEREPORT
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-
tumbles.aspx 

Government Issued $175 Billion in Improper Payments … 
https://www.nextgov.com/cio-briefing/2020/03/government-issued-175-
billion-improper-payments-watchdog-says/163454/ 
www.nextgov.com › cio-briefing › 2020/03 › governm...
Mar 2, 2020 - The federal government misspent $175 billion in fiscal 2019,
according ... In a report released Monday, GAO indicates about $121 
billion, or 69% of ... were made in incorrect amounts— continue to be an 
area of fiscal concern in ... the risk of improper payment; and agencies 

not complying with reporting and ...
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Federal Agencies Admit To $1.2 Trillion In Improper Payments … 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2019/03/23/federal-
agencies-admit-to-1-2-trillion-in-improper-payments-since-2004/
#3466c53d352a 

www.forbes.com › adamandrzejewski › 2019/03/23 › f...
Mar 23, 2019 - Last year, these improper payments totaled $140 billion – 

that's about $12 billion per month. ... Since 2004, twenty large federal 
agencies admit paying out an ... Federal law defines the term as 
“payments made by the government to the ... In other words, there's a 

lack of basic in-house financial controls ...

BARRON’S Markets Are Mistaken. The Worst Isn’t Over. 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/markets-are-mistaken-51586777785?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch ‘Sell in May and go away’ is a 
warning to stock investors now more than ever https://finance.yahoo.com/
m/a85df9ce-53db-3f6a-b3a1-e3b4db082a93/%e2%80%98sell-in-may-and-
go-away%e2%80%99-is.html [ Indeed … The market is total bulls**t! ] 

CNN Time to fire Jared and Ivanka 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/16/opinions/fire-ivanka-and-jared-passover-
travel-bergen/index.html [ Better late than never … talk about 
government/bureaucratic/nepotic waste! ]

YAHOONEWS World Quartz Wuhan just revised its Covid-19 death toll up 
by 50% https://finance.yahoo.com/m/95a01f11-d59d-3957-a873-
878420dfab59/wuhan-just-revised-its.html 
Wuhan, the central Chinese city at the epicenter of the country's 
coronavirus outbreak, just revised its death toll up by 1,290 to 3,869—an 
increase of 50% from its previous count … New York City coronavirus 
death toll jumps past 10,000 in revised count The Guardian
Connecticut COVID-19 cases top 14,000, death toll surges   WABC – NY  

4-16-20 Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look To Date 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-cnn-trump-
propaganda_n_5e988799c5b6ead1400965d5 
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HUFFPOST
PAYCHECK STIMULUS DRAINED —  MANY APPLICANTS STILL IN THE   
DARK https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paycheck-protection-
program_n_5e985440c5b6ead14008b321 

MSNBC
trump threatens to shut down Congress to install nominees without 
Senate approval [ Heil trump! ]

MARKETWATCH 5 ‘This is going to hurt’ — pain is on the way for the four 
big U.S. banks https://www.marketwatch.com/story/this-is-going-to-hurt-
pain-is-on-the-way-for-the-four-big-us-banks-2020-04-16?
mod=article_inline 

HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS 
NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-
on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick 
dude trump beyond the pale! ]

DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP ORDERS HIS NAME ON VIRUS CHECKS 
NO PEAK YET: U.S. DEATHS SET SINGLE-DAY RECORD... 
https://drudgereport.com/ 

MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO

CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health 
Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-
organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible 
… How very trumpian! ]

CNN GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is 
lesser of two evils compared to economy tanking 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/trey-hollingsworth-coronavirus/
index.html [ Wow! You can’t make this s**t up. What a dumb thing to say, 
much less think. How about requiring him, his family, and his friends 
along with the thieving trumps to work the ERs, hospitals, clinics, etc., 
among other harms way but necessary positions. Did people actually 
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vote for this guy (and trump)? ]
YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Worst Recession Since the 
Great Depression Is Coming, IMF Forecasts https://www.yahoo.com/news/
m/6d053565-044b-322f-8806-4854b2da1140/the-worst-recession-since-
the.html The coronavirus and countries' efforts to contain it has put the 
global economy on track for the worst recession since the Great 
Depression and could cost a cumulative loss of $9 trillion in economic 
activity over 2020 and 2021—more than the size of the Japanese and 
German economies combined, Gita Gopinath, the chief economist of the 
International Monetary Fund, said on Tuesday… 

Trump MAGA Committee AD   Will You Choose Trump or a Dem in 2020?   
President Trump Will Not Let Our Nation Go Down the Bleak and Desolate
Path of Socialism, But He Needs You to Fight Back. Share Your Thoughts 
Now. [ WOW! These trumpy maga people are really, truly dumb! Let’s not 
even for the moment talk about successful tax-payer funded programs as 
social security. Their “capitalism” egregiously socializes the losses (ie., 
wall street bailout, etc.) and privatizes the gains 
(institutional/government/1percent thievery). At once, tragic and pathetic!
]

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Bill Kristol Names The Moment Donald 
Trump’s America Passed The Point Of No Return 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/bill-kristol-donald-trump-coronavirus-
response-072615014.html The conservative commentator called it "the 
inflection point of failure" when we "tripped and fell, not to get back up 
easily again." [ trump’s america Passed 'The Point Of No Return' … 
Passed the 'The Point Of No Return' indeed … I like that, though still 
euphemistic for the bleak consequential prospects that in trumpian 
denial/fashion seem as if “trump’s april miracle” disappeared as if by 
saying so makes it so, even if the propounder(s) is (are) a pathological 
liar(s) … Pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Business The Fiscal Times National Debt Will Exceed GDP 
This Fiscal Year, New Projection Says 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/national-debt-exceed-gdp-fiscal-
224936102.html 
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YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say. [ Keep in mind, the upshot of these sometimes blatant 
fraudulent wealth transfers to that so-called one percent, exemplified by 
ie., the wall street bailout with government complicity 
(republicans/democrats, dumbya bush/paulsen/cheney, 
obama/holder/biden, now trump/barr, etc., et als), is the equivalent of a 
‘heads they win tails you lose’ approach with huge treasury dollar 
implications where they socialize the losses and privatize the gains. Fed 
chair tells Congress that $1 trillion budget deficits are unsustainable 
“…..There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s 
running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has 
been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really 
insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the 
top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-
the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ The magnitude of these frauds is 
almost incomprehensible. https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time 
numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! 
https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT ]

CNN Trump erupts in Covid-19 briefing, claiming 'total' authority as 
president 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/13/politics/trump-coronavirus-defense-fauci/
index.html 
HUFFPOST TRUMP: I HAVE ‘TOTAL AUTHORITY’ OVER GOVS (HE 
DOESN’T) https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-total-authority-
president_n_5e94f544c5b606109f5ea92b 
MSNBC Trump falsely claims the president has 'total' power over 
governors … https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-asserts-his-
power-over-governors-as-total-81994821608
DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP CLAIMS 'TOTAL AUTHORITY' OVER STATES 

https://apnews.com/ba9578acf23bdb03fd51a2b81f640560 
[ Hmmm … Sounds historically familiar:
1933 January 30: Schleicher is outmaneuvered by Papen, who persuades 
Hindenburg than Hitler can be controlled; the latter is made chancellor, with 

https://www.thoughtco.com/adolf-hitler-appointed-chancellor-of-germany-1779275
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Papen vice-chancellor.
February 6: Hitler introduces censorship.

February 27: With elections looming, the Reichstag is set on fire by a 
communist.

February 28: Citing the attack on the Reichstag as evidence of a mass 
communist movement, Hitler passes a law ending civil liberties in Germany.

March 5: The NSDAP, riding on the communist scare and aided by a now tame 
police force boosted by masses of SA, polls at 43.9 percent.4

 The Nazis ban the communists.

March 21: During the "Day of Potsdam,"the Nazis open the Reichstag in a 
carefully stage-managed act which tries to show them as heirs of the Kaiser.

March 24: Hitler passes the Enabling Act; it makes him a dictator for four years.



YAHOONEWS (4-13-20) Business Yahoo Finance Stock market news live 
updates: Stock futures drop, officials discuss reopening economy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-april-13-
2020-221804219.html Stock futures fell Sunday evening at the end a 
holiday weekend in the U.S., declining after last week’s rally sent the S&P
500 to its best weekly gain since 1974.

HUFFPOST
SLOW, INCOMPETENT AND DISHONEST: INSIDE TRUMP’S BOTCHED 
RESPONSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-botched-delayed-
coronavirus-response_n_5e9315c0c5b69ededcf2d2b5 

DRUDGEREPORT NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19… Repeatedly 
played down seriousness… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-
could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-
BB12tYrs 
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4-12-20 Alec Baldwin’s Trump Calls In To ‘Weekend Update’ To Brag About
His Stellar COVID-19 Job https://www.huffpost.com/entry/alec-baldwin-
trump-weekend-update-snl_n_5e92a4b8c5b68ca47636e491 

CNN US hits new historic first in coronavirus pandemic 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/us-coronavirus-updates-sunday/
index.html 
President Trump approved a disaster declaration for Wyoming making it 
the first time in American history all states have one in place
US coronavirus cases top 500,000 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html 
MAGAman trump has done it … ‘We’re number one!’ CNN US has most 
virus deaths in the world America is now reporting at least 18,860 
coronavirus fatalities, surpassing Italy as the nation with the most 
reported deaths https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-
pandemic-04-11-20/h_a72b3899f03070ecaad11f4375f1f995 

YAHOONEWS World Reuters IMF chief says pandemic will unleash worst 
recession since Great Depression 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/imf-chief-says-pandemic-unleash-
120000780.html 

CNN
US likely hit its peak daily death toll, expert says 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/health/us-coronavirus-updates-saturday/
index.html 

At least 2,074 deaths were reported Friday, the largest increase in 
coronavirus fatalities since the beginning of the outbreak 

live updates US reaches half a million coronavirus cases
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As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is 
yet to come in Texas and Florida

DRUDGEREPORT
USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered 
week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... 
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instea
d-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/
2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Oversight erased, Supreme 
Court hijacked: Trump turns the presidency into a dictatorship 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/oversight-erased-supreme-court-hijacked-
071510076.html [ No surprise. Totally predictable. Tragic and pathetic! ]

CNN
Tracking Covid-19:     US deaths top 18,000   https://www.cnn.com/interactive/
2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ 

NEWYORKTIMES
Coronavirus Map: Tracking the Global Outbreak https://www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2020/world/coronavirus-maps.html?action=click&module=Top
%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage&action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype
=Homepage 

BARRONS
The Stock Market Has Had a Heck of a Bounce. Why It’s Time for Another
Drop. https://www.barrons.com/articles/the-stock-markets-big-bounce-
could-turn-into-another-drop-soon-heres-why-51586365473?
link=TD_marketwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_source=mark
etwatch_home_page.83461b39d1bfc251&utm_campaign=circular&utm_m
edium=BARRONS&adobe_mc=MCMID
%3D33765368431853895684615918636231509251%7CMCORGID
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%3DCB68E4BA55144CAA0A4C98A5%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS
%3D1586516007&adobe_mc=MCMID
%3D33765368431853895684615918636231509251%7CMCORGID
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%3D1586516055 

DRUDGEREPORT
Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press 
Briefings... [ WOW! Talk about biting the hand that fed him … well, that’s 
trump’s insanity, to be sure! ]
EASTER CRACKDOWN
ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

Then there’s this: https://www.usdebtclock.org

HUFFPOST
ECONOMISTS: FAT CHANCE FOR TRUMP’S ‘ROCKET’ RECOVERY 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-
coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4 
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YAHOONEWS Politics Politico The briefings aren’t working: Trump’s 
approval rating takes a dip

DRUDGEREPORT
Melania book out in June… http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 
100 DAYS OF VIRUS
EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES
CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL'
FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED 
DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA
LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES 

CNN poll  : Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half   
of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-
coronavirus/index.html 

MSNBC
Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's 
cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s 
madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ]

HUFFPOST
Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-
cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so 
mentally ill, so pathetic! ]

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the 
coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is 
greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-
9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html 

DRUDGEREPORT
NEW YORK 731 DEATHS IN DAY
RECORD 1417 IN FRANCE 
Report: Wuhan Funeral Homes Burn Victims Alive; Screams in 
furnaces...... 

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Trump justice: He's using his 
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office to reward friends, punish enemies and tarnish America 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-dangerous-justice-coup-punishing-
100014486.html [ DUH! Come on...that’s what mobsters do, no surprise 
here … where were all these “journalists”, legal beagles, etc., when it 
counted. ] 
HUFFPOST Politics William Barr Is Turning U.S. Into Dictatorship, Says 
Ex-Labor Secretary https://www.huffpost.com/entry/robert-reich-william-
barr-dictatorship_n_5e562b2cc5b649ec4330229b 

At what point do americans stop being accomplices to this mentally ill 
pathetic piece of criminal s**t named trump? If not now, then when if 
ever? I doubt that americans have the backbone! Pathetic! “...True 
enough, the republicans have gone beyond the pale for mentally ill 
mobster thief in chief trump; but, sadly a bit too generous/kind to the 
democrats who from my direct observation and experience are/were 
always ready to jump on the bandwagon if the same “works for them”. 
america is a complete and total fraud! ...”

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths 

Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this 
short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-
fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-
04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total 
bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]

MARKETWATCH CORRECTED New York state reports biggest one-day rise
in coronavirus deaths https://www.marketwatch.com/story/new-york-
state-reports-biggest-one-day-rise-in-coronavirus-cases-2020-04-07?
link=MW_latest_news 

HUFFPOST 
THEY KNEW: W.H. MEMO WARNED ‘MILLIONS’ IN DANGER 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/peter-navarro-trade-adviser-trump-
coronavirus-warning-memos_n_5e8c1e05c5b62459a92e4744 

YAHOONEWS Business Zacks First Bank Collapses Amid Coronavirus 
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Woes: More in Store? U.S. HuffPost Former Fed Chair Janet Yellen: 
Unemployment 'May Go To Depression Levels' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/janet-yellen-economic-impact-
unemployment-coronavirus-great-depression-170636827.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Stock market is headed for choppy 
waters amid worries that a return to normal will elude the U.S. economy 
See: The soaring U.S. unemployment rate could approach Great 
Depression-era levels … [DUH!] Business Investor's Business Daily Dow 
Jones Futures Jump; Why This Stock Market Rally Is More Dangerous 
Than The Coronavirus Market Crash Dow Jones futures rose solidly 
Sunday night, along with S&P 500 futures and Nasdaq futures as new 
coronavirus cases … [DUH! DUH! DUH!]

4-4-20 A Blast From The Past as Seth Meyers and Amy Poehler Rejoin 
Hands and Take A Closer Look, REALLY!   https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/  
seth-meyers-amy-poehler-coronavirus-mitch-mcconnell-132104748.html 

MSNBC
Coronavirus live updates: Surgeon General, Trump sound alarm as U.S. 
cases top 300,000 As Surgeon General warns of 'Pearl Harbor moment', 
U.S. surpasses 9,000 COVID-19 deaths 
https://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex-witt/watch/as-surgeon-
general-warns-of-pearl-harbor-moment-u-s-surpasses-9-000-covid-19-
deaths-81659973793 

HUFFPOST
SURGEON GENERAL WARNS: NEXT WEEK WILL BE ‘9/11 MOMENT’ https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/surgeon-general-coronavirus-sept-
11_n_5e89df69c5b6cc1e47771c41 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost GOP Voters Rebuke Donald Trump's 
Coronavirus Response In New Video https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/gop-
voters-donald-trump-coronavirus-leadership-124400483.html This is a 
crisis and we need real leadership. Donald Trump is incapable of it," GOP 
voters said in Republicans for the Rule of Law's latest ad.

YAHOONEWS U.S. HuffPost Trump Org Reportedly Seeking Debt Help 
From Deutsche As Bank Is Probed By DOJ [ The shakedown! ] 
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https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/deutsche-bank-trump-debt-help-
coronavirus-conflict-of-interest-132441939.html Former White House 
ethics chief Walter Shaub called it the "absolute nightmare" he has 
warned against.

YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-
191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery 
should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they 
also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The 
most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest»

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse 
than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-
great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html 

YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on 
record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://
www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/
brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html 

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as 
coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-
coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The 
coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock 
market, pros say.

Senator: Outside pressure will move GOP on voting stance Yahoo News 
Video
Early Signs Could Preview Effect of Coronavirus on Housing Market 
ValuePenguin

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Sean Hannity Over Huge Coronavirus 
‘Hoax’ Lie https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
sean-hannity-over-huge-coronavirus-hoax-lie?
via=rss&source=articles_fancylink 
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YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo Finance Coronavirus pandemic to trigger 
'another selling wave' in the stock market soon: expert 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-
another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html Is 
it time to fade this short-term rally in the markets? Yes, this pro tells 
Yahoo Finance in large part because of the unpredictable nature of the 
coronavirus. [ It’s really quite astounding to hear so-called ‘wall street 
mavens’ talk about this corona-induced bear market as run of the mill 
typical … WAKE UP! ]

HUFFPOST
SHOCK: 6.6 MIL NEW UNEMPLOYED — DOUBLES *LAST WEEK’S* 
RECORD https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-
coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a 

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle 
Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-
new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-
pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not 
cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new 
york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as 
the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The 
tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the 
kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
MARKETWATCH
Study says virus death toll in Italian province is double the official tally https://
www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-
double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news 
YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch 5 reasons the spread of the 
coronavirus in the U.S. could be worse than in Italy 
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-
reasons-the-spread-of-the.html The spread of COVID-19 in the U.S. is 
accelerating, and mortality is increasing exponentially, putting the U.S. 
on a potentially worse trajectory than Italy's, according to an analysis by 
Morgan Stanley. Biotechnology analyst Matthew Harrison said he expects
President Donald 

YAHOONEWS Business Barrons.com The Coronavirus Crisis Could Be as 
Bad as Anything We’ve Seen in the Last 150 Years: Harvard Economist 
https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-

https://www.barrons.com/articles/harvards-rogoff-shares-his-take-on-coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/1b4ba202-c570-3716-8e8d-3cf60b2fc755/the-coronavirus-crisis-could.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/1b4ba202-c570-3716-8e8d-3cf60b2fc755/the-coronavirus-crisis-could.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/6498dc1d-f45a-3ea3-a4c9-aafef29786b2/5-reasons-the-spread-of-the.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/study-says-virus-death-toll-in-italian-province-is-double-the-official-tally-2020-04-02?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612
https://www.huffpost.com/news/politics
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/unemployment-numbers-coronavirus-layoffs_n_5e85da8fc5b6927805084a8a
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-pandemic-to-trigger-another-selling-wave-in-the-stock-market-soon-expert-185836706.html


coronavirus-crisis-51585653300?siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo Harvard 
economist Kenneth Rogoff knows what a financial crisis looks like. In 
this pandemic, Rogoff sees the global economy possibly headed for a 
Depression-era like hit, with emerging markets, corporate debt and an 
election year making the situation more precarious. Barron's spoke with 
Rogoff—who co-wrote This Time Is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial 
Folly with Reinhart in 2009—about how this coronavirus crisis compares 
with the Great Depression… 

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost As Death Toll Mounts, Trump Brags That 
His TV Ratings Are As Big As 'The Bachelor' 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-tv-ratings-the-bachelor-
coronavirus-011039497.html [ america is such a hopelessly sick nation as
exemplified by its hopelessly sick pus (president of u.s.) ] Trump’s top 
health adviser Dr. Anthony Fauci warned that the U.S. death toll could hit 
200,000.

• Trump brags about his television ratings as pandemic intensifies  
The Week

• White House COVID-19 Briefings Are Beating ‘The Bachelor’ In   
Ratings, President Trump Boasts
Deadline

YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan 
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-
coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, 
Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her 
they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER 
doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump 
get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity
of the american people … pathetic! ]

NYTIMES 
Global Virus Cases Pass 600,000; Death Tolls in Europe Surge 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-
updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage 

MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
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https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/white-house-covid-19-briefings-203328694.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-brags-television-ratings-during-192928326.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-brags-television-ratings-during-192928326.html
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Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, 
the leader of nations ... in crime:

Though having but 5% of the world's population, america can boast of 
having 76% of the world's serial killers, followed by Europe with England/
UK then Germany leading the way for the eu [excerpt, 6 minute video, 
Serial Killers: Real Life Hannibal Lechters 
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg (as is 
consistent with crime generally, see infra)]. Defacto bankrupt, fraudulent 
america also spends more on offensive (defensive a misnomer / 
propaganda) military spending than all the nations of the world 
combined, and by a large margin at that. Do you see a pattern emerging 
here [ I unfortunately only belatedly did, and the feds, fed employees, cia,
all 3 branches of the u.s. government, etc., are included in this evolved 
american trait of inherent criminality in the most nefarious sense ( http://
www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofpe
rjury.pdf http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm]:

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY 
SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers 
are higher]

Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 1   United States: 11,877,218  

# 2   United Kingdom: 6,523,706  

# 3   Germany: 6,507,394  

# 4   France: 3,771,850  

# 5   Russia: 2,952,370  

# 6   Japan: 2,853,739  

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/ja-japan/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs-russia/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/fr-france/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/gm-germany/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/uk-united-kingdom/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/country/us-united-states/cri-crime
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/cri_tot_cri-crime-total-crimes
http://www.nationmaster.com/cat/cri-crime
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
http://www.albertpeia.com/realifeamericaserialkillers.mpg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky


Rank   Countries   Amount   

# 7   South Africa: 2,683,849  

# 8   Canada: 2,516,918  

# 9   Italy: 2,231,550  

# 10   India:

YAHOONEWS U.S. Yahoo News Video Man dies, woman left in critical 
condition after taking chloroquine phosphate 
https://news.yahoo.com/man-dies-woman-left-critical-112927146.html An 
Arizona woman who was left in critical condition and whose husband 
died after they {took chloroquine phosphate} said, “Don’t believe anything
that the president says.”

https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-
214400339.html 

Robin Brown Guist la  mag.com   Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People 
Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies

Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! 
MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [
Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-
Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? 
Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo
sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our 
species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually 
modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found
outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ]

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi_mMnq0rnoAhWIu54KHRIpBZwQFjACegQIDRAF&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mentalfloss.com%2Farticle%2F19428%2Fneanderthal-vs-cro-magnon-whats-difference&usg=AOvVaw2yvctmjgWxmdw3nrrjvsky
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lamag.com%2Fcitythinkblog%2Ftrump-lies-research%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0saue2NkRCsneZ6LlDRkzV7SbyXkfb3M_SlIQMa5oR7IDvub0yzvlC2dw&h=AT3K9lnvRFm4LIR02OfTHqiEHhMOG_JMF1rI5_jqLhz7vZcMgfNitgwj158CHxOfnEq9aWqgGknwW6LB0d1tj8Hg8nXCmSMbpNXn82g9py0QNqRBRS8eyXOjZdyPNqvgZFTQBpg7bU7C6TUZSmSO&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c[0]=AT0TSoAsmd1QP0cX29U483yW_2RCgU8CEAO2jfY1ufWvLe4k0XUmVDhg1lzoohVXEuFabUjhMKxx9orz9sSgDmxzGiumzuciYiB6ZoKbMFeyg7hDrIP-v9ON2kdGoG0rYfaaCqydM3xBTmR_jvep8w
https://www.facebook.com/robin.guist?__cft__[0]=AZWEzYadhGKvIJEQg0gwoCihy2TGWlLXqDxdu_M9hkUl7AX_5AQ2f2n4xDJZoeYhzCPGcfAGRDQ6xAEZGM67GfLRRi9pcJQbUqY523Xrhic1E9HxaMgKyBxn-Y5EmmQXPOM&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.yahoo.com/news/39-old-otherwise-healthy-orleans-214400339.html
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rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or 
application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a 
human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a 
wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied.

The trumpian american debacle lays bare the philosophical dilemma 
confronting the very foundations of so-called american democracy (at 
best a rallying cry, revolutionary fiction). Aristotle in book 5 of his Politics
distinguishes between democracy and ochlocracy. Ochlocracy essentially
means rule by those incapable of ruling even themselves… as 
exemplified in and by the american and French concepts of 'democracy'. 

HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 

[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! Unfortunately, trump 
knows that his americans, like him, are really dumb and lying does work 
in america!]
Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com.my%2Fnews%2Fworld%2F2020%2F03%2F17%2Faustralia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT2JN5cfNrAd1jBOdpU3OoEsce1z-hcvOHG7fs80MnwMMzbMmSAHl1p24zRu5V5XatwzbrmqkND9ZcyuvbZ9Z2_cYq7yuvmDy3m_X_I2pChV_Bn1sEy67xiGH4p--qzw-XM2r8ycW3gI8qa3lEII&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thestar.com.my%2Fnews%2Fworld%2F2020%2F03%2F17%2Faustralia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0cOO965bIa_7OztGW_YLXcZnUikU_wNjxBCGeOd9f05YiUxbeDOveyPWg&h=AT2JN5cfNrAd1jBOdpU3OoEsce1z-hcvOHG7fs80MnwMMzbMmSAHl1p24zRu5V5XatwzbrmqkND9ZcyuvbZ9Z2_cYq7yuvmDy3m_X_I2pChV_Bn1sEy67xiGH4p--qzw-XM2r8ycW3gI8qa3lEII&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT3aLeQUqO0mYAPVdjazpIvqW5QI11UThAWJ9m-bo6FkkeIrEYKvsGYJ51wHonHWSg2FvB71ELgXknVQdZTXEl1vRmoQfuaA-cTIeeGgDOgS_C_ShCJrlM4J25qL6uuXkbRn6rKvMDNXaeFfCID6
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grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian 
ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but 
rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more
universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america 
could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually
is; NOT good by any universally accepted measure or application of the 
term.
Unfortunately, trump knows that his americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]
Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 
“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
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News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]
FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump Presidency 
Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, but Americans
have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter Wehner
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 
TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 
Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
http://albertpeia.com/ 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
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Trump Declares He Has 'Total' Authority As President In Defiant Press 
Briefing

huffpost.com

Doug Thiel mentioned you in a comment. I have heard that.....this will get 
very interesting with his fight with the Governors. They won’t back down 
as it’s their call. What do you think will happen Al?
Oh, when dealing with insanity, I've found predictions based upon rational
expectations totally worthless.
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]

Australia considers tougher movement restrictions 
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-
tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied 
with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the 
transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now 
readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, 
etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the 
(implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the 
making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent 
criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called 
america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully 
comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and 
fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of 
biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding 
populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough 
grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe 
mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, 
command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary 
to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of 
criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the 
minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such 
profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal 
Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief 
in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall 
enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.
(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big 
music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ] 

Unfortunately, trump knows that americans are really dumb and lying 
does work!
HUFFPOST
LYING DIDN’T WORK: THE PANDEMIC IS HERE 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-pandemic-
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response_n_5e6d412ec5b6747ef11e4072 
[ DUH! trump is such a pathetic piece of s**t! trump’s a total 
joke/embarrassment in addition to mentally ill mobster/criminal! That 
makes america a bunch of jokers/accomplices! ]

Seth Meyers takes 'A Closer Look' Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 3-12-
20 https://youtu.be/-SoZcjMWxm8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SoZcjMWxm8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-just-gave-worst-speech-
204700719.html 

“… He sounded very much like what one suspects he is: a tired and 
confused senior citizen…..” [ How about mentally ill, mobster/criminal, 
tired and confused senior citizen ….. Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at 
a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f Seth Meyers Exposes Fox 
News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-
coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats ]

FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Quist ‘The Atlantic’ The Trump 
Presidency Is Over It has taken a good deal longer than it should have, 
but Americans have now seen the con man behind the curtain. by Peter 
Wehner

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-
presidency-over/607969/?
fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCW
H3OeRmsFWI 

TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE 
SHOUTING! 

Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of 
Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-
fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 
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Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on 
coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-
coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

america is a total fraud! 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm
http://albertpeia.com/
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We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 

https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/ 

http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 

http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 

http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]

http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]

http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm

https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 

http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 

http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current 
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http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

https://www.usdebtclock.org 

https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING 
FROM THE US GOVERNMENT

globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 

http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm 

http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s 
Russian Laundromat 

http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf 

america is a total fraud!

america’s not worth it!

america’s a total fraud. americans for the most part are absolute shit!

DRUDGEREPORT THERMAL SCANS FOR ENTRY
DEATH MODELS RISE AGAIN https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/health/us-
coronavirus-tuesday/index.html 
CONGRESS CANCELS RETURN 
UNEMPLOYMENT ANGER GROWS
1 IN 4 AT 'BREAKING POINT' 

https://www.studyfinds.org/coronavirus-72-of-locked-down-americans-say-theyll-reach-breaking-point-by-mid-june/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/27/delays-for-unemployment-no-food-people-talking-about-suicide/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8264983/Democrats-rebel-Pelosis-order-House-return-4-calling-dangerous.html
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WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
ADMINISTRATION HUMILIATION: The Lakers Get Federal Bailout and 
Your Corner Shop Doesn't...
CHICAGO PARTIES: ANOTHER PACKED HOUSE, STRIPPER SWARMED, 
ZERO DISTANCING...
US coronavirus cases top 1 million...
DEATHS 56,500...
Case fatality rates rise... 
TESTING NEEDS TO INCREASE 'BY 80 TIMES' TO REOPEN SAFELY...
CDC recommends social distancing for pets...
First dog tests positive...
Lockdown protest leader infected...
Outbreak hits second Navy ship...
Masks, temperature checks 'new normal' at restaurants...
America facing protein shortage...
President to Order Meat Plants to Stay Open...
Gloomy summer looms as pandemic cancels festivals, trips...
California schools may reopen in July...
Harvard's Fall Semester Might Take Place Online...
Doctor Who Pushed Vitamin Treatment Charged With Fraud...
Medication Shortages Next Crisis...
AMAZON, FEDEX, TARGET, WALMART workers to hold unprecedented 
strike... 
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

CNN An asteroid that's more than a mile wide will fly by Earth tomorrow 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-
trnd/index.html 

MARKETWATCH Trump fails the ultimate test as president: Protecting us 
from risks as only the federal government can 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-
president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-
2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news 

YAHOONEWS Business The ‘Great Repression’ is here and it will make 
past downturns look tame, economist says Andrea Riquier 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-fails-the-ultimate-test-as-president-protecting-us-from-risks-as-only-the-federal-government-can-2020-04-28?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-trnd/index.html
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/750448/amazon-walmart-target-fedex-instacart-protst-coronavirus/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/750448/amazon-walmart-target-fedex-instacart-protst-coronavirus/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/04/medication-shortages-are-next-crisis/610798/
https://wwjnewsradio.radio.com/articles/news/shelby-twp-doc-who-pushed-covid-treatment-charged-with-fraud
https://www.wsj.com/articles/harvard-to-have-a-fall-semester-but-details-unclear-11588032333
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/28/gavin-newsom-california-schools-may-reopen-july/
https://apnews.com/cf63b34d45a3e208cc06c195344e0443
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/trump-to-order-us-meat-plants-to-stay-open-amid-pandemic/ar-BB13kmP0
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/27/producers-warn-america-is-facing-protein-shortage-in-coronavirus-era/
https://apnews.com/7bf69c10b514dad22bbd35cacca2c04d
https://www.sanluisobispo.com/news/coronavirus/article242328551.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/745476/coronavirus-protest-leader-positive-north-carolina-lockdowns/
https://www.wral.com/coronavirus/chapel-hill-pug-tests-positive-for-virus-that-causes-covid-19-first-known-case-in-a-dog-in-the-us/19074499/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/494973-cdc-recommends-social-distancing-for-pets
https://news.yahoo.com/the-coronavirus-enemy-remained-invisible-because-the-trump-administration-didnt-make-the-effort-to-see-it-090022804.html
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/494918-case-fatality-rates-rise-as-coronavirus-runs-deadly
https://news.trust.org/item/20200428154356-5ad8w
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/28/us-coronavirus-cases-top-1-million-as-some-states-mull-reopening-nonessential-businesses.html
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/28/another-packed-chicago-house-party-features-stripper-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://www.tmz.com/2020/04/28/another-packed-chicago-house-party-features-stripper-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://sports.yahoo.com/lakers-got-federal-aid-corner-120015027.html
https://sports.yahoo.com/lakers-got-federal-aid-corner-120015027.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
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ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - April 28th, 2020

Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Today, stocks snapped a 4-day streak:
*Stocks dropped for the first time in 4 days, with tech stocks leading the 
major indices lower.
*At one point the S&P was up 1.5%. But after a strong start, the major 
indices were in a free fall pretty much all morning, erasing early gains 
and turning negative for the day.
*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row. With a 1.7% loss, Crude 
Oil ended the day at 12.56 a barrel.
*Tech stocks led the way lower today:
*Alphabet (GOOGL) lost 3.0% with earnings scheduled to be released 
after the bell. But after reporting better than expected revenue growth, 
GOOGL is up over 8.0% in after-hours trading.
*We still have more big tech names reporting earnings this week, incl. 
Facebook (FB), Microsoft (MSFT), Amazon (AMZN), and Apple (AAPL).

------------
~Markus Heitkoetter~
"Tyson Food Chairman, John Tyson published a letter through multiple 
major newspapers this past Sunday with some pretty disturbing news...at
least for me and fellow bacon lovers ;)

The letter detailed that Tyson has been forced to shutdown multiple 
plants which could result in meat shortages across the country.

This news has already sent futures prices higher.

So if Tyson was the only case, this would be bad enough, but they're 
not...

Multiple suppliers like Smithfield Foods and JBS have also closed plants 
and are all warning that meat shortages are coming very soon.

News like this reinforces one thing for me: Volatility isn't gone yet.

http://www.marketwatch.com/
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html


So during today's live session (at 2:30 pm Central) of "Coffee With 
Markus" we'll spend sometime looking at the markets and discuss where 
this could send us next."
Watch On YouTube
See you soon!
~Markus Heitkoetter~
P.S.: If you do NOT want to receive any more reminders for "Coffee with 
Markus", just click on the link below.

DRUDGEREPORT
MORE DRUG HOPE
GDP -4.8% https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-
quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29 
GERMANY RE-LOCK?
FAUCI: SECOND WAVE INEVITABLE 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
Pence under fire for going maskless at Mayo...
Flouts policy...
President to resume travel...
U.S. DEATHS 59,124...
How accurate is the count?
Feds Buy 100,000 More Body Bags, Preparing for Worst... 
Miscalculation at Every Level Left U.S. Unequipped to Fight...
Georgia's Experiment in Human Sacrifice...
POLL: Most Americans NOT ready to reopen... 
'Quarantine fatigue' continues...
Easing lockdowns makes day-to-day choices more complicated...
New York Will Have 'Circuit Breaker' in Place if Fresh Outbreak...
State allowed infected nurses in nursing home...
Unrefrigerated Bodies Found At Brooklyn Funeral Home Storage...
Infections on Navy Ship Occurred More than Month After Last Port Visit...
Mystery syndrome hits children...
Food-Plant Workers Clash With Employers...
America facing protein shortage...
Boneless chicken first to go scarce...

https://fortune.com/2020/04/28/us-meat-shortage-coronavirus-boneless-chicken/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/27/producers-warn-america-is-facing-protein-shortage-in-coronavirus-era/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/food-plant-workers-clash-with-employers-over-coronavirus-safety-11588179823
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8267721/Three-children-U-S-develop-rare-inflammatory-syndrome-linked-coronavirus.html
https://news.usni.org/2020/04/28/uss-kidd-arrives-in-san-diego-to-treat-covid-19-outbreak-first-cases-emerged-more-than-a-month-after-hawaii-port-visit
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/04/29/dead-bodies-found-at-brooklyn-funeral-home-storage/
https://nypost.com/2020/04/29/ny-state-let-coronavirus-infected-nurses-work-in-nursing-home/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-will-have-coronavirus-circuit-breaker-in-place-as-economies-reopen-11588106124
https://apnews.com/1cfa3bd2c3d34d73e9e437f99d92d4e4
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Quarantine-fatigue-continues-for-second-week-15232645.php
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/despite-widespread-economic-hardship-most-americans-not-ready-to-reopen-poll-says
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/04/why-georgia-reopening-coronavirus-pandemic/610882/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/miscalculation-at-every-level-left-u-s-unequipped-to-fight-coronavirus-11588170921
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-buys-more-body-bags-preparing-for-worst-case-cornavirus-scenario-11588172780
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/accurate-us-coronavirus-death-count-experts-off-tens/story?id=70385359
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/495350-trump-says-he-plans-to-resume-travel-next-week-with-trip-to-arizona
https://news.yahoo.com/pence-flouts-us-hospitals-mask-policy-during-visit-210412640.html
https://apnews.com/96a451475c34ed11b3698e3dc4eff371
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/live-updates-as-quarantine-fatigue-spreads-fauci-says-second-wave-of-coronavirus-is-inevitable/ar-BB13lEuR?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.the-sun.com/news/753568/germany-bring-back-coronavirus-lockdowns-cases-surge/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gdp-sinks-48-in-the-first-quarter---biggest-drop-since-2008-and-worst-is-yet-to-come-2020-04-29
https://news.trust.org/item/20200429152106-jdaj2


Lines at food banks grow and grow...
Home sales tank...
REPUBLICANS DEMAND LIABILITY SHIELD... 
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN Kushner calls US coronavirus response a 'success story' [ In their 
own mentally ill, warped minds; yet, there’s enough of a sick, dumb 
percentage in america to lap their s**t up … Pathetic! ]

Trump's senior adviser and son-in-law made the comment a day after the 
number of confirmed Covid-19 cases in the country topped 1 million 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-
success-story/index.html 

CNN reporter on Kushner's victory lap: I honestly don't know what he's 
talking about https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-
coronavirus-success-story/index.html 

Pentagon announces Defense Production Act to boost coronavirus testing
swab production

Trump says federal social distancing guidelines will be 'fading out' 

Trump: I didn't say it. (He did. Here's the tape.)

Florida will start to reopen May 4 without certain counties

LA is first major city to offer free Covid-19 testing for all residents

Trump downplays testing need in whiplash contradiction

Trump erupts at campaign chief as reelection stress mounts

• GOP senator gives activists grim 2020 assessment amid fears over 
holding Senate
• Analysis: Republicans' Senate majority is now in very real jeopardy
• Opinion: Why Pence didn't wear a mask

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/opinions/pence-mayo-clinic-mask-covid19-coronavirus-trump-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/politics/senate-majority-republicans-democrats/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/david-perdue-georgia-senate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/david-perdue-georgia-senate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/donald-trump-brad-parscale-campaign-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-messaging/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_7ae2c92a8eaec0de5ab6cdb359043197
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/us/florida-reopening-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/29/trump-false-claim-5-million-test-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/trump-social-distancing-guidelines/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/pentagon-defense-production-act-coronavirus-swab/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/pentagon-defense-production-act-coronavirus-swab/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/29/jared-kushner-coronavirus-testing-goals-griffin-baldwin-nr-vpx.cnn
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
https://drudgereport.com/
https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/house-delays-return-to-capitol-amid-uncertainty-over-next-round-of-coronavirus-stimulus-11588091849
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/29/pending-home-sales-tank-nearly-21percent-in-march-but-realtors-claim-prices-will-hold-up.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8266869/Hundreds-Americans-line-drive-food-bank-handouts-Los-Angeles-Pennsylvania.html


Laid-off workers may have to give up unemployment benefits as states 
reopen

• Live updates: More than 1 million cases of coronavirus have been 
reported in US
• Fed slashed rates to zero and lent billions of dollars. The step is 
complicated
• Debate emerges: Should businesses be protected from Covid-19 
lawsuits?

Deaths soar in country that didn't lock down. Officials identify big reason 
why.

Analysis: How the Trump admin treats meat plant workers speaks to our 
priorities

Opinion: Trump treats meatpacking workers as disposable

Father opens up on why ER doctor who had coronavirus died by suicide

Concerns mount over health of US citizen detained in Russia amid 
pandemic

FDA reportedly will approve Covid-19 treatment remdesivir, which US-
funded trial shows has 'positive effect' on recovery

Don't expect to see disinfectant wipes or sprays in stores anytime soon, 
experts say

US splits with allies again as it looks to extend Iran weapons ban

Michigan governor announces tuition-free educational program for 
essential workers

FAA probing Harrison Ford runway incident

CNN Fed chair says this is the worst economy in US history 
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffe
e0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c [ DUH! … Ooooh, play-Powell, such sexy,
provocative, reality talk really turns the frauds on wall street on; rally-
mode and away we go, up, up and away … keep in mind election year 

https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffee0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffee0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffee0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/entertainment/harrison-ford-faa-airplane-runway-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/us/michigan-tuition-free-educational-program-essential-workers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/us/michigan-tuition-free-educational-program-essential-workers-trnd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/pompeo-iran-allies-pressure/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/lysol-wipes-back-in-stores-when-disinfectant-sprays/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/lysol-wipes-back-in-stores-when-disinfectant-sprays/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/health/gilead-sciences-remdesivir-covid-19-treatment/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/health/gilead-sciences-remdesivir-covid-19-treatment/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/paul-whelan-health-concerns/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/paul-whelan-health-concerns/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2020/04/28/doctor-who-treated-coronavirus-patients-dies-by-suicide-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/opinions/trump-treats-meatpacking-workers-as-disposable-reyes/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/executive-order-meat-processing-plants-latinos/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/executive-order-meat-processing-plants-latinos/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/29/sweden-no-lockdown-update-phil-black-ebof-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/29/sweden-no-lockdown-update-phil-black-ebof-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/business/business-liability-congress/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/business/business-liability-congress/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/economy/fed-powell-april-preview/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/economy/fed-powell-april-preview/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-30-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-30-20-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/states-reopening-unemployment-benefits/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/states-reopening-unemployment-benefits/index.html


obfuscation, business cycle reality, defacto bankruptcy BEFORE this 
horrific viral scenario … Total, unequivocal fraud and bulls**t! ]
• World updates: More than 12 million Italian workers request Covid-19 
emergency funds
• Laid-off workers may have to give up unemployment benefits as states 
reop  en  
• Fed leaves rates at zero but will use its 'full range of tools' to help the 
econo  my  

CNN Welcome to the worst economy ever 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/what-matters-april-29/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/economy/federal-reserve-april-meeting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/economy/federal-reserve-april-meeting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/economy/federal-reserve-april-meeting/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/states-reopening-unemployment-benefits/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/states-reopening-unemployment-benefits/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/states-reopening-unemployment-benefits/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-29-20-intl/h_75be6bdf572f515ca15d731636173eef
https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-29-20-intl/h_75be6bdf572f515ca15d731636173eef


The Federal Reserve chairman previewed some awful economic data 
headed our way as a direct consequence of coronavirus and protective 
measures 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/what-matters-april-29/index.html 

CNN Fed chair says this is the worst economy in US history 
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffe
e0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c [ DUH! … Ooooh, play-Powell, such sexy,
provocative, reality talk really turns the frauds on wall street on; rally-
mode and away we go, up, up and away … keep in mind election year 
obfuscation, business cycle reality, defacto bankruptcy BEFORE this 
horrific viral scenario … Total, unequivocal fraud and bulls**t! ]

Analysis: Wuhan shows the end of lockdown is just the start of the Covid-
19 crisis

us updates Trump administration launches operation to speed up 
coronavirus vaccine development

world updates Remdesivir drug maker says it has enough supply to treat 
at least 140,000 patients

More than half of states will be partly open by end of the week

Massive lines form outside of Las Vegas casino

Analysis: White House pushes opening that won't find powerbrokers 
manning the front lines

Trump: I didn't say it. (He did. Here's the tape.)

Trump erupts at campaign chief as reelection stress mounts

• GOP senator gives activists grim 2020 assessment amid fears over 
holding Senate
• Analysis: Republicans' Senate majority is now in very real jeopardy
• Opinion: Why Pence didn't wear a mask

Deaths soar in country that didn't lock down. Officials identify big reason 
why.

•   Laid-off workers may have to give up unemployment benefits as states   

reopen
• Debate emerges: Should businesses be protected from Covid-19 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/business/business-liability-congress/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/states-reopening-unemployment-benefits/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/states-reopening-unemployment-benefits/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/29/sweden-no-lockdown-update-phil-black-ebof-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2020/04/29/sweden-no-lockdown-update-phil-black-ebof-dnt-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/opinions/pence-mayo-clinic-mask-covid19-coronavirus-trump-dantonio/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/politics/senate-majority-republicans-democrats/index.html
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https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/04/29/trump-false-claim-5-million-test-coronavirus-sot-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/donald-trump-jared-kushner-economy-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/donald-trump-jared-kushner-economy-coronavirus/index.html
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lawsuits?
• Kushner calls US coronavirus response a 'success story' 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/business/business-liability-congress/index.html


BREAKING Rishi Kapoor, Bollywood actor, dies age 67

California governor intends to close all state beaches and parks, police 
memo says

Up to 60 bodies found in four trucks outside Brooklyn funeral home

Elon Musk criticizes coronavirus stay-at-home orders, calling them 
'fascist'

US Navy stages back-to-back challenges to Beijing's South China Sea 
claims

Analysis: As Trump frets over sliding poll numbers, he doubles down on 
Fox-centric media strategy

NYC Jewish leaders write to mayor saying they were hurt by his 
comments

These universities say their students will return to campus in the fall

Analysis: How the Trump admin treats meat plant workers speaks to our 
priorities

Father opens up on why ER doctor who had coronavirus died by suicide

Opinion: Trump risks immigrants' safety so Americans can eat meat

Handwritten note shows how FBI official approached key Michael Flynn 
interview

Don't expect to see disinfectant wipes or sprays in stores anytime soon, 
experts say

Michigan governor announces tuition-free educational program for 
essential workers

YAHOONEWS Lifestyle CBC 'Hero cat' alerts owner to burning slow 
cooker in the middle of the night https://www.yahoo.com/news/hero-cat-
alerts-owner-burning-223900689.html “A Portugal Cove-St. Philip's couple 
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is happy their house is intact and is thanking the feline firefighter that 
saved them. Scott White awoke in the early hours of Sunday morning to 
his cat purring and pacing around the bedroom…” 

DRUDGEREPORT
REPORTS: Trump erupts at campaign manager as reelection stress 
overflows... 

Presented with grim internal polling... 
https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Trump-presented-with-grim-
internal-polling-15235345.php 

'I am not f**king losing to Joe Biden'... 

TIGHT IN TEXAS... 

Preps for transition in case he loses... 

Letter to stimulus check recipients raises objections... 

Senator Fears Blue Wave: 'Georgia In Play'... 

CNN A day in the life of paramedics battling the coronavirus pandemic 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/paterson-pandemic-paramedics/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/david-perdue-georgia-senate/index.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/04/28/coronavirus-trump-letter-stimulus-check-recipients-causes-stir/3040031001/
https://apnews.com/528de64ba835d858146c9b4b0bcf5751
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/495305-poll-shows-trump-biden-in-tight-race-in-texas
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A health care worker on the front lines says, 'Anybody who says they're 
not scared during this is lying to you' https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/
paterson-pandemic-paramedics/index.html 

INTERACTIVE How first responders are tackling this unprecedented 
threat

us updates More than half of country will be partially reopened by end of 
the week

Analysis: Disconnect with White House and the front lines

Father speaks on why doctor who had Covid-19 died by suicide

Stress on health care workers is creating 'second victims' in the 
coronavirus pandemic

world updates UK 'past the peak' of outbreak, British PM says

Fact Check
Hilton CEO shatters Trump's testing theory in meeting

• Trump renews threats to withhold federal funds from sanctuary cities 
amid pandemic
• Trump administration draws up plans to punish China over outbreak
• Opinion: This is what happens when coronavirus research funding gets 
political

More Americans are hoarding cash

•   Where unemployment benefits pay more than lost jobs  

• Outlook for Disneyworld and Disneyland reopenings
• Another 3.8 million file for US unemployment

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/economy/unemployment-benefits-coronavirus/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/disney-world-disneyland-reopening-outlook-pandemic-trnd/index.html
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This is the most dangerous place in the grocery store 

Trump calls newly released UFO footage 'a hell of a video'

Stocks finish lower after historic monthly gain

These universities say their students will return to campus in fall

Massive lines form outside of Las Vegas casino

Analysis: 10 women Biden might pick for vice president

Startling images emerge from Russia

Roger Stone to appeal guilty verdict

Rishi Kapoor, Bollywood actor, dies at 67

He's burying more bodies, but his government denies it's Covid-19 

'No one wants to be there': Senators prepare for return to DC amid 
pandemic

Pelosi remains 'satisfied' with Biden's response to sexual assault 
allegation

YAHOONEWS Politics Los Angeles Times Opinion Bill Barr is acting like 
Trump's wing man again instead of America's attorney general The 
attorney general suggests that he's in sync with Trump's 'liberation' 
tweets. https://www.yahoo.com/news/bill-barr-acting-trumps-wing-
225059386.html 

“ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Thursday - April 30th, 2020

Albert, Here Are Today's Highlights:

Stocks suffered losses on the last trading day of April.
But all things considered, it was quite a month: In fact, April was the best
month in 33 years for the stock market! The S&P finished with its biggest
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one-month gain since 1987!
But although we had a strong April, trading was rough today:
*Jobless Claims were released pre-market.There were 3.84 million 
Americans that filed for unemployment last week. This brings the total to 
more than 30 million over the last 6 weeks.
*And U.S. consumer spending was another concern, down big with a 7.5%
drop in March.
*Crude Oil (CL) rallied for the 2nd day in a row. Up 22.5%, Crude Oil ended
the day at $18.55 a barrel.
*Banks were some of the hardest hit today:
*Bank of America (BAC) dropped 3.0%, Citigroup (C) lost 3.4% and 
JPMorgan (JPM) slide 2.2%.
*But Facebook (FB) was 5.4% higher after reporting better than expected 
revenue.
*Apple (AAPL) is down 2.0% after hours, reporting that iPhone sales are 
down 7% from a year ago.
*Tomorrow’s earnings calendar features Exxon Mobil (XOM) and Chevron 
(CVX).”

DRUDGEREPORT NEW HOTSPOTS USA 
https://www.the-sun.com/news/759008/coronavirus-map-22-hotspots-
cases-explode-eight-states-lockdowns/ 
MODEL: 100,000 DEAD BY END OF SUMMER 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8273607/Top-COVID-19-model-
predicts-100-000-dead-end-summer.html 
DC SHUT UNTIL AUGUST? 
EVEN SENATE CAN’T GET ENOUGH TESTS
BEEF SHORTAGES ALARM WHITE HOUSE 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-
CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 
Fed pumped $6.7 TRILLION… 
Why We Still Don't Know Which Businesses Are Getting Bailout... 
https://time.com/5829594/business-coronavirus-relief/ 
Armed protesters storm Michigan Capitol...
'Tyrants Get The Rope'...

https://detroit.cbslocal.com/2020/04/30/protesters-took-to-the-michigan-capital-thursday-against-governors-stay-at-home-order/
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World on knife edge as cases spike and cities shut down AGAIN after 
lockdowns lifted...
No evidence that deadly bat virus escaped Wuhan lab... 
Officials Press Spies to Link…
Florida jobless claims rise by 326,000, most of any state...
New hotspots in small cities, rural counties...
U.S. DEATHS 62,906...
Capitol physician says Senate lacks capacity to test all senators...
Worst auto sales in 30 years...
Americans hoarding cash…

https://drudgereport.com/ 

CNN Trump contradicts US intel, says Covid-19 started in Wuhan lab 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/trump-intelligence-community-
china-coronavirus-origins/index.html [ Well, at least there’s some 
certainty; trump, an inveterate, pathological liar, we now know Covid-19 
did NOT start in Wuhan lab. ]
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The President says he has a 'high degree of confidence' in the claim but 
declined to provide details

Trump administration draws up plans to punish China over coronavirus 
outbreak

Expert report predicts up to two more years of pandemic misery

Trump erupts at campaign manager over sliding poll numbers

Fact check: CEO shatters Trump's testing conspiracy theory while sitting 
beside him

Live Updates More than 63,000 US deaths

How did Australia flatten its coronavirus curve? Country begins easing 
restrictions as infection rate continues to fall 

Anderson Cooper's special announcement: 'I have a son'

Fact check: Trump makes a bunch of false claims after event about 
protecting seniors 

Analysis: State openings bring risks and huge stakes for America -- and 
Trump

Protesters pour into Michigan Capitol calling for end of state of 
emergency

Startling images emerge from Russia

USA Gymnastics suspends coach Maggie Haney for 8 years

His pregnant wife was killed in a mass shooting. Her dying wish was for 
healthcare workers to have PPE

He's burying more bodies, but his government denies it's Covid-19 

Pelosi remains 'satisfied' with Biden's response to sexual assault 
allegation

Responding to the coronavirus 
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Her coronavirus treatment cost thousands, his was free. She's American. 
He's Italian

• Michigan governor extends state of emergency after lawmakers refuse
• Analysis: Is your lockdown better than my lockdown?

You can run outside and still be safe. Dr. Sanjay Gupta shows you how

• The most dangerous place in the grocery store
• These airlines will require face masks

All of Trump's Lies About the Coronavirus - The Atlantic 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/04/trumps-lies-about-
coronavirus/608647/ 

Lying … again, and again, and again, and again, … 

For a somewhat greater understanding of america’s mentally ill mobster 
thief-in-chief (not to mention his malignant narcissism, etc.):

PATHOLOGICAL LYING, ACCUSATION, AND SWINDLING BY WILLIAM 
HEALY, A.B., M.D. DIRECTOR, PSYCHOPATHIC INSTITUTE, JUVENILE 
COURT, CHICAGO ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR NERVOUS AND MENTAL 
DISEASES CHICAGO POLICLINIC; AUTHOR OF ``THE INDIVIDUAL 
DELINQUENT'' AND MARY TENNEY HEALY, B.L.CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION “Through comparison of the literature on pathological 
lying with our own extensive material we are led to perceive the insistent
necessity for closer definition of the subject than has been heretofore 
offered. Reasons for excluding types earlier described as pathological 
liars will be found throughout our work. Better definition goes hand in 
hand with better understanding, and it is only natural that formal, 
detailed contemplation of the subject should lead to seeing new lines of 
demarcation.Definition: Pathological lying is falsification entirely 
disproportionate to any discernible end in view, engaged in by a person 
who, at the time of observation, cannot definitely be declared insane, 
feebleminded, or epileptic. Such lying rarely, if ever, centers about a 
single event; although exhibited in very occasional cases for a short time,
it manifests itself most frequently by far over a period of years, or even a 
life time. It represents a trait rather than an episode. Extensive, very 
complicated fabrications may be evolved. This has led to the synonyms:—
mythomania; pseudologia phantastica. It is true that in the previous 
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literature, under the head of pathological liars, cases of epilepsy, 
insanity, and mental defect have been cited, but that is misleading. A 
clear terminology should be adopted. The pathological liar forms a 
species by himself and as such does not necessarily belong to any of 
these larger classes. It is, of course, scientifically permissible, as well as
practically valuable, to speak of the epileptic or the otherwise abnormal 
person through his disease engaging in pathological lying, but the main 
classification of an individual should be decided by the main abnormal 
condition.A good definition of pathological accusation follows the above 
lines. It is false accusation indulged in apart from any obvious purpose. 
Like the swindling of pathological liars, it appears objectively more 
pernicious thanthe lying, but it is an expression of the same tendency. 
The most striking form of this type of conduct is, of course, self-
accusation. Mendacious self-impeachment seems especially convincing 
of abnormality. Such falsification not infrequently is episodic.The 
inclusion of swindling in our discussion is due to the natural evolution of 
this type of conduct from pathological lying. Swindling itself could hardly 
be called a pathological phenomenon, since it is readily explicable by the
fact that it is entered into for reasons of tangible gain, but when it is the 
product of the traits shown by a pathological liar it, just as the lying 
itself, is a part of the pathological picture. It is the most concrete 
expression of the individual's tendencies. This has beenagreed to by 
several writers, for all have found it easy to trace the development of one
form of behavior into the other. As Wulffen says, ``Die Gabe zu 
Schwindeln ist eine `Lust am Fabulieren.' '' Over and over again we have 
observed the phenomenon as the pathological liar gradually developed 
the tendency to swindle.Notwithstanding the grave and sensational 
social issues which arise out of pathological lying, accusation, and 
swindling, there is very little acquaintance with the characteristics of 
cases showing this type of behavior, even by the people most likely to 
meet the problems presented. Lawyers, or other professional specialists 
have slight knowledge of the subject. Perhaps this is due to the fact that 
the pathological lying does not follow the usual lines of abnormal human 
behavior, unless it be among the insane where other symptoms proclaim 
the true nature of the case. Another reason for the slight acquaintance 
with the subject is the fact that almost nothing has been written on it in 
English.The important part which behavior of this type sometimes plays 
in court work is witnessed to by the records of our own cases as well as 
those cited in the previous literature. The legal issues presented by 
pathological lying may be exceedingly costly. These facts make it 



important that the well-equipped lawyer, as well as the student of 
abnormal psychology, be familiar with the specific, related facts. For 
such students the cardinal point of recognition of this class of conduct 
may at once be stated to be itsapparent baselessness.The only method 
by which good understanding may be obtained of the types of personality
and mentality involved in pathological lying, accusation, and swindling, 
as well as of the genetics of these tendencies, is by the detailed reading 
of typical case histories. In this fact is found the reason for the 
presentation of this monograph. Appreciation of the nature of the 
phenomena can only be obtained through acquaintance with an entire 
career...”

https://www.bustle.com/p/11-fascinating-scientific-facts-about-
pathological-liars-8259837 “...As you might have guessed, this level of 
lying is usually a symptom of a greater problem. While pathological lying 
can be its own disorder — known as pseudologia fantastica — it can also 
be a symptom of psychopathy, narcissistic personality disorder, anxiety, 
depression, and obsessive compulsive disorder, among other things. And, 
it can have roots in childhood trauma. "Pathological liars are usually very
insecure individuals raised by very authoritative and strict parents who 
were not accepting of that individual as they were, therefore the [person]
had to create a persona that was lovable and acceptable by their parents
to avoid punishment, embarrassment, and vulnerability," says Barton…”

MSNBC Krugman: U.S. almost surely headed for Depression-era 
unemployment http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/krugman-u-s-
almost-surely-headed-for-depression-era-unemployment-82872901559 

DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
PANDEMIC COULD LAST TWO YEARS
BLOOD TESTS TO FLY?
$30 TRILLION DEBT BY AUTUMN 
NM governor seals off roads in hard-hit city...
Americans Squirming Under Stay-Home Order...
AG Barr: 'Time to start rolling back' restrictions...
CDC eyes tracking through human waste...
Are Mutations Making Virus More Deadly?

https://www.thedailybeast.com/are-covid-19-mutations-making-the-virus-more-deadly
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/05/01/cdc-human-waste-coronavirus-222253
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/may/1/william-barr-attorney-general-its-time-start-rolli/
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/grouchy-and-bored-americans-are-squirming-under-stay-home-order-1.1430022
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No evidence that deadly bat virus escaped Wuhan lab... 
U.S. DEATHS TOP 64,000...
MODEL: 100,000 BY END OF SUMMER...
EVEN SENATE CAN'T GET ENOUGH TESTS...
Amid Rising Toll, Trump Leaves Grieving to Others...
Texas eases lockdown despite highest one-day death count...
Sick vid shows dancing nurses carrying 'corpse'...
Strokes Triggered In Younger Patients, Experts Alarmed...
FDA Authorizes REMDESIVIR For Emergency Use...
Govt researchers changed metric to measure during trial...
Airport trials disinfection booths that kill virus 'within 40 seconds'...
Homeowners Increasingly Delaying Mortgage Payments... 
Meat shelves across country sit empty...
Healthy pigs being killed as backlog hits farms... 
1 In 6 Unsure They'll Ever Be Comfortable In Public Again... 
WORLD SICK MAP...
AMERICA SICK MAP... 

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Friday - May 1st, 2020

Albert, Here Are Today's Highlights:

*Stocks were down big today.
*Some would blame earnings, bad data and even a possible conflict 
between the U.S. and China: Larry Kudlow said the Chinese need to be 
held accountable for the virus.
*But in reality, today’s drop probably had more to do with profit-taking 
ahead of the weekend than anything. After all, what would you expect 
after the best biggest one-month gain since 1987!
*Today’s losses put the major indices in negative territory for the week.
*Crude Oil (CL) rallied for the 3rd day in a row. Up 3.8%, Crude Oil ended 
the day at $19.56 a barrel.
*Tesla (TSLA) dropped 10.3%, but not for the reasons you might expect. 
Elon Musk tweeted that the stock price is “too high” and shares quickly 
dropped. “Too high” seems to be a requiring problem for Musk.
*The VIX (aka “Fear Index”) jumped 8.9% today and is now at 37.19.
*Here are a few of the big names reporting earnings next week: Lowes 

https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://www.studyfinds.org/lifetime-lockdown-40-of-americans-will-avoid-public-spaces-long-after-coronavirus-pandemic-ends/
https://apnews.com/56df9f1cd2686b67750b653fa2462bb0
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8277063/Americas-meat-crisis-laid-bare-shelves-sit-country.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-homeowners-increasingly-delaying-mortgage-142756277.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/science/hong-kong-airport-trials-disinfection-21957772
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/government-researchers-changed-metric-to-measure-coronavirus-drug-remdesivir-during-clinical-trial/ar-BB13ui2k
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fda-approves-remdesivir-for-emergency-use-as-coronavirus-treatment/
https://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2020/04/30/coronavirus-latest-south-jersey-doctor-warning-others-after-suffering-stroke-likely-related-to-covid-19/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/761859/sick-vid-dancing-nurses-carrying-corpse-coronavirus-victim-tiktok/
https://news.yahoo.com/texas-eases-virus-lockdown-despite-highest-one-day-164919490.html
https://dnyuz.com/2020/04/30/amid-a-rising-death-toll-trump-leaves-the-grieving-to-others/
https://www.axios.com/senate-doctor-mitch-mcconnell-coronavirus-testing-e99282f6-90f5-4e11-8b45-02548f38ab12.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8273607/Top-COVID-19-model-predicts-100-000-dead-end-summer.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-latest-news-04-30-2020-11588242578
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/No-evidence-that-deadly-bat-virus-escaped-Wuhan-15238789.php


(L), CVS Health (CVS), General Motors (GM), Disney (DIS) and Lyft (LYFT).

YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Video Video El-Erian: Worst 
recession since Great Depression ahead, 2009 will look like a flesh 
wound https://www.yahoo.com/finance/video/el-erian-worst-recession-
since-154048623.html “Another 3.84 million Americans filed for 
unemployment benefits last week. The report comes on the heels of 
worse-than-expected GDP data for the first quarter. Allianz Chief 
Economic Adviser Mohamed El-Erian joins Yahoo Finance’s On The Move 
panel to weigh in on why he says there is more pain to come and ...”

MARKETWATCH ‘Don’t be fooled!’ A 40% drop could hit by next year after 
this bear-market rally fades, veteran economist warns [ This is a classic 
(suckers’) bear-market rally! ]

YAHOONEWS Business The Independent Warren Buffett’s stock market 
indicator hits record high, signalling potential crash 
https://www.yahoo.com/news/warren-buffett-stock-market-indicator-
213122116.html Warren Buffett’s stock market indicator has reached a 
historic high and could be predicting a potential crash, according to a 
report by Business Insider…

MSNBC Krugman: U.S. almost surely headed for Depression-era 
unemployment http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/krugman-u-s-
almost-surely-headed-for-depression-era-unemployment-82872901559 
CNN Report predicts up to 2 more years of pandemic misery

The new coronavirus is likely to spread until 60% to 70% of the 
population has been infected, a team of pandemic experts predict https://
www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/health/report-covid-two-more-years/index.html 

CNN Welcome to the worst economy ever 
The Federal Reserve chairman previewed some awful economic data 
headed our way as a direct consequence of coronavirus and protective 
measures 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/what-matters-april-29/index.html 

CNN Fed chair says this is the worst economy in US history 
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffe
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e0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c [ DUH! … Ooooh, play-Powell, such sexy,
provocative, reality talk really turns the frauds on wall street on; rally-
mode and away we go, up, up and away … keep in mind election year 
obfuscation, business cycle reality, defacto bankruptcy BEFORE this 
horrific viral scenario … Total, unequivocal fraud and bulls**t! ]

YAHOONEWS/FINANCE Taxpayers will pay price for all that stimulus 
spending A massive increase in the national debt could require new 
forms of taxation within the next five years. Rick Newman column » 
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/the-new-taxes-coming-to-finance-all-
that-stimulus-spending-180206720.html 
https://www.usdebtclock.org 

http://albertpeia.com/ 
america is a total fraud! 
We are truly, unequivocally in uncharted american insanity courtesy of 
mentally ill mobster/criminal trump
http://albertpeia.com/anothercrazytrumpcampvid.mp4 
https://video.foxnews.com/v/6093878990001#sp=show-clips 
http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm 
globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-
trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American 
empire 
WORLD SICK MAP… 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402
99423467b48e9ecf6 
http://albertpeia.com/evendworldwipeout.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 
http://albertpeia.com/mobfamilytrump.htm 
http://albertpeia.com/emailpelosi02-14-20.htm [Email to Nancy Pelosi re: 
emails to Sen. Feinstein and Rep. Royball-Allard, docs. To FBI, Coverup, 
etc.]
http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 
http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-
governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/
sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold 
other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ]
http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm
https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf 
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Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … 
metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft 
boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates 
Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-
calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with 
Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-
conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very 
funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad 
new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor 
house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I 
think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. 
Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans 
particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new 
age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ]
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	IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo
	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

	trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

	https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo Outrage over report that White House ordered USS John McCain out of Trump’s sight [This certainly fits the trump crazy reality!]
	Mueller says his investigation did not exonerate Trump He said Justice Department guidelines prevented indicting a sitting president, a remark that suggested it was the rules, not the lack of evidence, that spared Trump from criminal charges. [ What bull s**t! What rules? That some are above the law? That everyone’s equal in the eyes of the law but that some are more equal than others? Pathetic! ] Politics USA TODAY Opinion I've warned that impeachment talk is dangerous, but the time has come: Laurence Tribe The consequential decision to impeach should not be made lightly. But Mueller's damning report is an invitation that Congress shouldn't refuse. [ Laurence Tribe knows something about constitutional law. For corrupt greedy senile pelosi it should be his way or the highway! ] ... Even the most pragmatic legal practitioners tip their hats in respect for the otherwise esoteric 'Laurence Tribe' (ie., those law school/paper chase days)


	'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that constitute obstruction of justice including:
	When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the government would subpoena it.
	When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired.
	When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to lie about it.
	When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and change his testimony.
	http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell! (CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf ------------------------------------- Al Peia The time has come for all to recognize and concede that america is a complete and utter fraud! http://albertpeia.com/sickmantrump.htm http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm
	globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire
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	DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… [ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK ] http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current ------------------------------- MARKETWATCH ‘Godfather’ of technical analysis says stock-market downturn is going to get worse: ‘I am looking at a 10% drop maybe a little bit more’
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	'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that constitute obstruction of justice including:
	When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the government would subpoena it.
	When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired.
	When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to lie about it.
	When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and change his testimony.
	http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell! (CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf I had refrained from setting forth the following herein until discerning Kirk Douglas’ position regarding mentally ill mobster/criminal trump. His autobiography was an extremely worthwhile read. His body of work in film as an actor spanned decades of excellence; and, to his credit, he wrestled in high school. On ‘Philosophy’, Titus quoting Chan, regarding the sanctity of the individual, ‘The individual has been suppressed in some places at all times, and for some time in all places. But as an ideal it is universal.’ True! Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ] 04-1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30-2020 Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ] YAHOONEWS Politics LA Times Column: Trump blocks coronavirus bailout oversight even before it can start https://www.yahoo.com/news/column-trump-blocks-coronavirus-bailout-163113509.html Trump says he won't cooperate with bailout oversight, so what is he hiding?
	A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
	live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000
	Analysis: Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll
	Illinois governor: Feds sent wrong type of masks
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Podcast: Being pregnant during a pandemic
	Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading statements
	He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus
	California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures are working
	Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but it's still deadlier than seasonal flu
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US
	NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, WSJ reports
	WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick
	His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea
	Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids
	Pastor arrested for holding church services
	A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical masks
	Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market tanked
	Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state CNN Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states
	The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.
	live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this virus since day one'
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Social distancing: 'Glimmers' that measures are working
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? What to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Podcast: As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties
	CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus
	A grim picture of what could come in the US
	Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus
	Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus guidelines and provide models as rationale
	Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was wrong
	Man best known for walking nearly every block of New York dies of coronavirus
	Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky start
	What to do if you're worried about bills
	The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will receive medal of honor
	From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual campaigning
	DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA warrant process
	Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why
	Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American democracy
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

	Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-devastating-dantonio/index.html
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	Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids
	Pastor arrested for holding church services
	A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical masks
	Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market tanked

	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
	‘I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools close
	OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about coronavirus
	Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal
	State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket
	U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far
	Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits
	Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do they see?
	New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis
	CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19
	A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue
	GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public Health: Study
	Amazon Worker Fired After Staging Walkout Over Company’s Handling Of Outbreak
	LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak
	The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
	The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/

	Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.
	A few headlines moving the market…
	* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.
	*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.
	* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000 cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.
	*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at $20.32 a barrel.
	*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.
	NYC leads in US coronavirus deaths with 1,300. Meanwhile, the global number of cases tops 930,000.
	CNN investigates: Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests at just one lab company
	Taking a toll: Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him
	Fueling the virus: Up to 50% of carriers can infect others blindly
	Data: Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections
	Impact: One block. Six businesses on the brink of disaster.
	Podcast: Dr. Fauci more personal than you have ever heard him
	Opinion: What happens in the 4th wave of the pandemic
	Biden campaign says it will arrange call with Trump about coronavirus
	Trump uses coronavirus briefing to unveil new military counternarcotics mission
	Adam Schlesinger, Fountains of Wayne singer, dead at 52 from Covid-19
	FDA calls for heartburn drug Zantac to be pulled from market immediately
	Nurse tricked hospital to get tested. She tested positive.
	See Gov. Cuomo's heartfelt message to his 'little brother' and 'best friend' Chris
	Florida governor: We'll take state residents only from Zaandam cruise ship
	Pelosi said Trump is responsible for US deaths. Watch Biden's answer
	Only some medical supplies from overseas going directly to coronavirus hotspots
	Stock futures up after a rough start
	Outbreak could redefine labor in America
	Opinion: I left quarantine. You need to know what you're in for.



MSNBC
Captain of aircraft carrier begged Navy for help as 93 sailors test positive for COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797

	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
	Number of COVID-19 deaths in NY jumped 25 percent in 24 hours
	Trump admin orders suspension of personal protective gear shipments abroad
	Tekashi 6ix9ine should be considered for early release because of coronavirus, judge says
	George Washington University converts dorms to housing for healthcare workers fighting coronavirus
	Trump: Pence spoke 'for 5 minutes' & didn't 'touch' reporter's question about uninsured
	Here's what Trump administration is doing while we're distracted by COVID-19 crisis
	First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19
	Ruhle: Trump's plan to save restaurants would only help strip clubs, 80s steak houses and Gordon Gekko

	Coronavirus: U.S. Politics
	Sanders says he's 'assessing' his campaign with 'narrow' path to victory
	Sen. Harris: This president 'inadequate' at meeting the needs of the moment
	Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission
	Bernie Sanders calls on Wisconsin to delay primary so people don't 'risk their lives' to vote
	Stacey Abrams: If you don't fill out census, you're invisible. If you need help, we won't be there.
	Senators seek federal government to take over medical supply chain
	Biden: 'Hard to envision' a physical DNC convention
	Biden considering Michigan Gov. Whitmer for potential VP pick
	'Who’s in charge?’ Biden criticizes Trump’s ‘slow’ coronavirus response
	‘Like surge pricing on Uber:’ Conn. governor on scramble to buy ventilators
	Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission
	Nicolle Wallace: Trump's comments on testing are a dangerous delusion, or an intentional lie
	New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis
	Phil Rucker: Trump's latest string of attacks on women 'fits a pattern'

HUFFPOST
PENTAGON SEEKS 100,000 BODY BAGS 

Florida Governor Issues Stay-At-Home Order
	Trump Spends First Half Of Coronavirus Briefing Discussing War On Drugs
	With Blood Supplies In Need, A Growing Call To Let Gay Men Donate
	Pence Says Trump Is Just Being ‘Optimistic’ About Coronavirus
	DRUDGEREPORT PENTAGON: 100,000 BODY BAGS Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported… https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179 
TRACKING APPS TO DETECT SICK
FAUCI GETS THREATS
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK 

	
	CNN The case for wearing masks strengthens
	Last night, experts shared research with the White House showing coronavirus can be spread by talking or even breathing
	In Georgia: How a small city turned into a coronavirus hotspot
	Victim: ER doctor dies in his husband's arms
	Tracking the virus: Coronavirus cases in the US by state
	Stimulus: White House faces colossal test as it prepares to disperse trillions from stimulus
	'Like a disaster film:' See what Times Square looks like now
	Chris Cuomo: I had wildest night of my life because of virus
	Podcast: How do you stay at home if you are homeless?
	Fact check: Trump again misleads on ventilator shortages and timeline
	Dr. Anthony Fauci forced to beef up security as death threats increase
	This Midwestern mayor is fighting to get her residents to take coronavirus seriously
	Pelosi announces House committee on coronavirus crisis to exercise oversight
	Former Rep. Chris Collins' prison term delayed due to coronavirus
	A 39-year-old died of coronavirus. What his young widow wants you to know
	Filing for unemployment benefits? Read this.
	Coronavirus devastates the US job market
	DoD working to get 100,000 body bags in anticipation of increasing coronavirus deaths
	More than 40 spring breakers who ignored public health advice test positive for virus
	Wife shares heartbreaking story after 30-year-old husband died of coronavirus
	Engineer accused of crashing train said he was 'suspicious' of nearby coronavirus relief ship, Justice Department says
	Dr. Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections
	Live markets updates Wall Street grapples with sky-high unemployment claims
	World leader using pandemic as cover for power grab
	New York City setting up makeshift morgues as coronavirus deaths surge
	Passengers react to deal allowing cruise ship with coronavirus patients to dock in Florida
	First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19
	Georgia's GOP governor admits he just learned asymptomatic people can spread coronavirus
	NYC emergency medical services to stop taking unresponsive cardiac patients to hospitals
	Putin extends stay-at-home guidance until the end of April


	Dr. Fauci now needs security detail after receiving death threats
	DRUDGEREPORT HALF HUMANITY ON LOCKDOWN Chris Cuomo's 'haunted' night: Shivering, hallucinating, beaten 'like piñata'...
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK DEATH… https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php 
Paramedics told NOT to bring cardiac arrest patients to ER...
Man succumbs on subway...
KEEP OUT: Two-thirds Want Their STATE'S Border Closed... Hot spots clamor for quick tests... 1 in 3 false negative? SPREADS 'JUST BY BREATHING'… LA mayor says ALL residents should wear masks... Looters wearing too... Residents in Texas city face $1,000 fine for uncovered mouth, nose... Outbreak Among Farm Workers Would Be Catastrophic... Meat Supply System Vulnerable... Team 700: The young doctors being asked to play god... Life-or-Death Decisions Come With Threat of Lawsuits... Nursing home infections surge... SICK MAP... USA nears 1 in 1,000 infected... Nation facing hunger crisis as demand for food banks soars... Coronavirus Started in China, but Europe Became the Hub for Its Global Spread... Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported... 

Americans flock to remote land, survival retreats... 

As world battles bug, govts under fire... 

Angry Wuhan next-of-kin seek answers... 

Smartphone health code rules life... 

Finland Told Its Welfare State Can't Cope With Virus Fallout... Jews, Muslims forced to change burial traditions... Duterte orders police to shoot dead lockdown troublemakers... Spanish cops bust supermarket 'bar' for breaking ban... "ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Thursday - April 2nd, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Unemployment Claims were released today - and and it’s bad:
	*Last week, 6,648,000 people filed for unemployment. This is the most ever.
	*Trading was choppy when the U.S. session started, but then stocks rallied and finished near session highs, gaining more than 2%.
	*Crude Oil (CL) had a HUGE day! With a 24.0% gain, Crude Oil finished at $25.19 a barrel, the biggest 1-day jump ever! Crude Oil’s rally came after President Trump said that Saudi Arabia and Russia could cut production oil by 10 million barrels a day.
	*Tesla (TLSA) finished the day with a 5.6% loss. But after reporting better than expected first quarter deliveries after the bell, Tesla is up almost 16.0% in after-hours trading…which should help the puts we sold in our Mastermind Virtual Boardroom this week!
	*Zoom Video (ZM) dropped 11.0% after its CEO apologized for security issues and said the platform wasn’t built to handle the current number of users."
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Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html [ “..."The Cuomo show" (‘Amess and Andy’? Or ‘Fredo and Frodo’?)That's what the AP's David Bauder calls it: "With all their familial love and drama, the Cuomo brothers — Andrew during the daytime, Chris at night — have become compelling figures in the plague-driven landscape of American television…"

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
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	Market Update for Saturday - April 4th, 2020
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	*Tuesday: Worst quarter…EVER.
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Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

TEST OF FAITH
IN A WORLD LOCKED DOWN 

Economic devastation looms on a Good Friday like no other...
How America was hit with COVID-19 from two continents...
2,200 Deaths In Nursing Homes...
Poop study shows virus cases undercounted...
Traces found in wastewater at high levels...
Antibody test in German town shows 15% infection rate...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body... Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing... Half have neurological problems... BROTHERLY LOVE: Man Gets Ripped Off Philly Bus For Not Wearing Mask... Michigan bans travel between residences... Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong direction... Prisoners Riot as Tensions Rise... Inmates take over cell block in Kansas... Europe close to herd immunity? Rising from sick beds, medics head back to front lines... Feds promised small businesses up to $2 million in loans. Now it's maxing out at $15,000....
FAUCI: Americans could eventually carry certificates of immunity... 
MAG: Pandemic Will Cleave Nation in Two...
APPLEGOOGLE to track contact via smartphone...
U.S. Projects Summer Spike if Stay-At-Home Orders Lifted...
PRESIDENT: Decision To Open Country 'Biggest I've Ever Had To Make'... SICK MAP... https://drudgereport.com/ CNN US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html DRUDGEREPORT Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing… Half have neurological problems… https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/ FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS TESTING BOTCHED Coronavirus found in air samples up to 13 feet from patients… CDC: Cases Double In Week... Former FDA Commissioner: 'Far More Deadly than Spanish Flu'... Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong direction...
Congress Debates Using Smartphone Data... Burning Man Canceled...
Italy extends lockdown despite business pressure...
Reports Most New Cases in a Week... IT CAN'T GO ON FOREVER! SICK MAP... CNN Major pork processor closes -- with a warning
	Analysis: Virus may dash Trump's plan for economic opening
	Watch: What life is like for a doctor at Mount Sinai Hospital
	Victims: Real estate mogul and Trump friend Stanley Chera dies
	Opinion: The problem with Trump right now
	Analysis: Trump wants country reopened, but there's an obstacle
	Dr. Gupta: Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths
	Lines at food banks grow as some farmers destroy food
	NYC has more than 100,000 cases of coronavirus
	Deadly tornadoes in the South cause 'catastrophic' damage
	China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus
	Tapper: Mr. President, these questions need answers
	There's another incurable virus stalking black America. And Covid-19 is making it worse
	Lt. Governor apologizes to New Orleans mayor: I was wrong and she was right
	'I woke up and couldn't taste or smell:' A possible early sign of coronavirus
	Seven people fined $1,000 each for violating stay-at-home order
	Stelter: Trump may be best of all at this
	Thousands gather virtually to remember RFK's granddaughter and her son



DRUDGEREPORT
FAUCI DOWNLOADS ON TRUMP: LIVES COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IF SHUT EARLIER
BATTLE TO RE-OPEN 
USA FACES 18 MONTHS OF ROLLING SHUTDOWNS? https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD 
All 50 states under disaster declaration for first time in history... 
EASTER REBELLION: Florida pastor, others flout stay-home orders... 
Leaders seize new powers, dangers grow for democracy... 
Surveillance Thrives... 
Test-and-trace programs... 
Grocery workers increasingly fear showing up at work... 
QANTAS staff consider class action alleging airline failed to protect... 
Flight Attendants and Pilots Question Safety... 
NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19... Repeatedly played down seriousness... 'It's going to be just fine'...
The 'Red Dawn' Emails...
DEATHS NEAR 22,000...
America's Darwinian moment... Life and Death in Hot Zone... NEW CASES CHINA: MOST IN 6 WEEKS... SICK MAP... MSNBC Dr. Fauci: 'It became clear that we were in real trouble' by mid- to late January ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Monday - April 13th, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	The major indices were mixed today following the biggest 1-week gain since 1974.
	*The S&P and DOW still finished the day in negative territory for the first time in 3 sessions.
	*However, the NASDAQ finished higher, helped out by a 7.0% jump in Netflix (NFLX) and new 52-week high for the stock.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row, even though OPEC members agreed to the biggest output cut in history. With a 1.5% loss, Crude Oil finished at 22.41 a barrel.
	*Stimulus checks are trickling in, with the first deposits occurring over the weekend. The U.S. Treasury says that millions of Americans should receive deposits on Wednesday.
	*JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) will kick off earnings season tomorrow. We’ll also hear from Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and Bank of America (BAC) this week. HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick dude trump beyond the pale! ] MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible … How very trumpian! ]
	'Scariest day of my life': Trump describes moment at briefing
	Live updates There are more than 590,000 cases in the US
	Looking back: Tapper rolls the tape on what Trump does 'not want you to remember'
	Reopening: Battle over when to reopen the US escalates
	Chris Cuomo: I can't shake off my fever
	Opinion: Here's something Trump can't spin
	California governor outlines plan to reopen economy as US death toll tops 25,000
	US may have to endure social distancing until 2022 if no vaccine is quickly found, scientists predict
	GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is lesser of two evils compared to economy tanking
	CDC, FEMA have drafted a national plan to reopen US, report says
	Farmer who had to destroy his crop has a message for federal government
	Hank Steinbrenner, Yankees co-owner, dies
	Analysis: Donald Trump had Tom Brady on the brain during a coronavirus meeting
	Bishop who said 'God is larger than' Covid-19 has died from the disease
	Obama endorses Biden for president
	Scientists have bad news for the White House about coronavirus antibody tests
	New WH committee opens with confusion
	A 93-year-old woman got a massive Coors Light delivery after a viral plea for more beer
	Ex-Trump adviser blasts slow execution of funds
	NASCAR driver Kyle Larson fired from racing team for using a racial slur
	Reporter grills Trump: What did you do for entire month?
	As cases start to plateau in some big cities and along the coasts, coronavirus is catching fire in rural states
	Live Updates California is in 'pandemic-induced recession,' governor says
	Analysis: Trump tweets warnings at governors who are taking his own advice. Imagine that
	DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-tumbles.aspx

	Some recovered patients are testing positive again live updates At least 29,131 new cases reported in US https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-18-20-intl/
	About 2.1% of recovered patients in South Korea retested positive and there are several theories as to why
	Hazy future: States are planning to reopen despite warnings the US is behind on testing
	Tense phone call: Why senators got angry with Pence
	Infections rise: Areas without stay-at-home orders see a spike
	Cuomo to Trump: How many times do you want 'thank you'?
	Putin leverages coronavirus chaos to make a direct play to Trump
	Fox News keeps inviting TV doctors on air who say crazy things
	Study: Covid-19 cases in Santa Clara, California, may be 85 times higher than reported
	Texas tries to be the first state to reopen
	Southern states face giant hail and tornadoes for the second weekend in a row
	10 coronavirus-unit nurses are suspended for refusing to work without N95 masks
	Democrats grill Pence over Covid-19 testing: 'Never been so mad about a phone call'
	Doctor predicts when states will be safe to reopen
	Opinion: Trump's devious -- and brilliant -- coronavirus election strategy
	Top Democrats face questions about sexual assault allegation against Biden
	Inslee blasts Trump's 'unhinged' tweets
	Florida city opens beaches and parks
	Watch beachgoers swarm the sand
	Miami police chief tests positive for coronavirus
	YAHOONEWS U.S. GQ Ivanka Trump Blows Off Stay-at-Home Rules for a Private Golf Club Dinner in New Jersey “Those lucky enough to be in a position to stay at home, please, please do so,” she said the month before. [ http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 ]
	NBC News/WSJ Poll: Majority of Americans disapprove of Trump's COVID-19 response
	Mayor de Blasio to Trump: 'Are you telling NYC to drop dead?'
	CNN

	Trump says it is 'too soon' for Georgia to reopen economy https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
	Trump called Georgia's governor last night to support his move to reopen businesses, a source says. Now he's saying the opposite. [ In trumpian dumb, forgetful, incompetent fashion, trump’s covered; yes, he now has in one day, 24 little hours, total documented cover of the opposite positions on the same issue. You can’t make this s**t up! ]
	Live updates Georgia governor says state will continue with business reopenings
	The numbers: Data shows states shouldn't reopen before May 1
	Watch: Trump promoted these drugs despite doctors' caution
	Opinion: Governors reopening states are endangering lives DRUDGEREPORT WORLD SICK MAP… https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 U.S. DEATHS 49,409... California sees another record day... CUOMO: 21% IN NYC HAVE ANTIBODIES... NEW DRUG FLOPS IN TRIAL... CHINA: America Should Prove U.S. LAB Not Source of Outbreak... Family ravaged by virus begged for tests, hospital care, but was repeatedly denied... Hidden Outbreaks Spread Through Cities Far Earlier... Latest partisan divide: Wearing masks on Capitol Hill... Maxine Waters says sister dying... Obama launches another veiled attack on President... No 'coherent national plan'... White House shifts from raising alarms to reopening country... 'Constitutionalist sheriffs' won't enforce restrictions...
Eurozone economy suffers 'unprecedented' collapse...
US unemployment highest since Great Depression, 1930s...
Credit Cards Cutting Limits...
AMERICA SICK MAP… https://drudgereport.com/ 


YAHOONEWS World Yahoo News UK Black cats slaughtered and boiled in Vietnam to make coronavirus 'cure', says charity The No To Dog Meat group in Vietnam said black cats are being killed and boiled into a black paste that people claim will cure coronavirus. [ How sick, barbaric, and totally uncivilized; yes, the Vietnam War was fighting the good fight! … (Not until 1995 did Vietnam release its official estimate of war dead: as many as 2 million civilians on both sides and some 1.1 million North Vietnamese and Viet Cong fighters. The U.S. military has estimated that between 200,000 and 250,000 South Vietnamese soldiers died in the war. )]

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Reportedly Wants Out Of The White House And Everyone’s Making The Same Jokes The president is feeling cooped up and looking for an excuse to get away from Washington, NBC News reported. [ Yes, resignation would be fine! ]

CNN
Trump wrongly suggests sunlight could help cure coronavirus
	• Trump disagrees with Fauci on US testing • Analysis: Trump, ever the salesman, is peddling dangerous cures for coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-disinfectant-sunlight-science/index.html [ Aw shucks … boys (as in mobsters) will be boys … Come on, wake up! … this, trump is ridiculous, beyond the pale … no excuse for america, like trump, a complete and total fraud! ] • Ousted vaccine chief says he will file whistleblower complaint Some Georgia businesses reopening despite rise in coronavirus deaths
	Gyms, barber shops, hair salons, tattoo parlors and bowling alleys are among the nonessential businesses that can reopen today
	Officials said coronavirus risk was low. It was already spreading
	Dr. Gupta and ER doctor shut down Trump's disinfectant claim
	Live updates The US is approaching 50,000 coronavirus deaths
	Dr. Hahn responds to Trump's idea to 'hit the body with light'
	A seemingly healthy woman's sudden death is now the first known US coronavirus-related fatality
	The ICU nurse who silently stood in protest at a rally to reopen Arizona
	Teen was allegedly killed by his stepfather after he refused to shelter in place
	Meghan McCain says her pick for President shouldn't be a surprise
	Coronavirus is the leading cause of death in Los Angeles County
	'Oh my God,' bystander films tornado
	Alicia Keys debuts anthem in partnership with CNN
	Sunlight and bleach might kill the coronavirus on a park bench, but they can be harmful to the body
	Wuhan resident: A second wave is 'absolutely' coming
	Global stocks falter as Gilead halts trial of potential coronavirus treatment
	Gov. Cuomo: McConnell's dumb statement was really offensive
	An innocent man spent 46 years in prison. He planned to kill the guy who framed him
	Warren says her brother died from Covid-19
	Analysis: America's public health experts are fighting on two fronts right now




	The President's choose-your-own-adventure of medical advice has forced his coronavirus team's medical experts into awkward positions
	See Dr. Birx's reaction to Trump's dangerous suggestion
	US updates Tens of thousands of Miami-Dade residents carried Covid-19 and showed no symptoms
	Anderson Cooper: Trump just lied about something we all witnessed
	Opinion: Who will be held accountable for Trump's ideas?
	Where all 50 states stand on reopening
	Atlanta mayor: It's like we're living in 'Twilight Zone'
	Navy recommends reinstating commander of USS Theodore Roosevelt
	Owner reopening salon: Stylists, clients can't be 6 feet apart
	Van Jones: I'm someone Covid-19 could easily kill. Here is what I'm doing about it
	Meghan McCain says her pick for President shouldn't be a surprise
	Jill Biden: I'd love for Michelle Obama to be VP pick
	Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about the coronavirus
	JPMorgan, Ruth's Chris accused of cheating small businesses out of funding
	Domestic assault may have triggered rampage that left 22 dead, police say
	US death toll surpasses 50,000 as a few states relax restrictions
	Stocks snap a two-week winning steak
	'Oh my God,' bystander films tornado
	More than 200 black women urge Biden to pick black woman as running mate
	Second US Navy warship hit by outbreak
	Wuhan resident: A second wave is 'absolutely' coming
	Global updates At least 150 Italian doctors have died from coronavirus
	Virtual NFL Draft nabs record viewership DRUDGEREPORT DON'T DRINK THE BLEACH!
'SARCASTIC' OR SICK? 
U.S. DEATHS TOP 50,000...
POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number…
WORLD SICK MAP… https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 
CDC adds 6 new symptoms... 
California stay-at-home faces biggest test: Heat wave driving people to beach...
President approved of GA's reopen plan -- before bashing it... Activists dump 'body bags' outside hotel AGAIN... BILL GATES: Fight against coronavirus will define our era... 'It is impossible to overstate the pain'... Controversial idea to speed vaccine gains ground... States build stockpiles of malaria drug touted by president... Scientists can't rule out sexually transmitted...
Navy destroyer in Caribbean sees significant outbreak...
Pressured by Beijing, E.U. Softens Report on Covid-19 Disinformation...
Wealthy getting tests thanks to $1,000 house calls...
Anti-vaccine, anti-lockdown movements converging, refusing to be 'enslaved'...
Grocers Hunt Meat as Pandemic Hobbles Beef and Pork Plants...
Factory Orders Plunge...
Less than half of working Americans will have paycheck in May?
CBO predicts 10.1% unemployment -- through 2021...
REPUBLICAN SENATORS TOLD: DON'T DEFEND TRUMP, ATTACK CHINA… https://drudgereport.com/ ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Friday - April 24th, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Stocks were higher today, but not enough to erase losses for the week.
	Here’s what’s moving the markets:
	*Stimulus:
	*Today President Trump signed a 484 billion bill that will help small businesses and hospitals. The bill comes after the first small business aid program ran out of funds last week.
	*Optimism: Yesterday, the major indices went on a wild ride on news that a Gilead (GLD) Remdesivir trial in China wasn’t working well.But Gilead provided a different perspective on the news, saying that the study was “terminated due to low enrollment” and that the drug still provides a “potential benefit.”
	*Crude Oil (CL) had a wild week after the May contract went negative (for the first time ever) on Monday. Today CL traded 3.2% higher, but in spite of 3 straight winning days Crude Oil still ended the week with a 32% loss.
	*Facebook (FB) launched a service that will compete with Zoom Video (ZM) called “Messenger rooms”. The free group video feature allows up to 50 participants with no time limit compared to Zoom’s free service that allows 100 people with a 40-minute time restriction. Facebook was higher by 2.7% and Zoom dropped 6.1% after the news. Market/DOW closing numbers [ Note: We’re now in that frothy, fraudulent pro-trump land of wall street where the gilead vaccine story, though a bust, enabled that familiar street unload the hot potatoes at trumped up prices (closing DOW numbers for indicated days)… Don’t get caught holding their bag] DATE OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE 04/24/20 23628.24 23826.00 23417.68 23775.27
	04/23/20 23543.09 23885.36 23483.35 23515.26
	04/22/20 23437.34 23613.10 23339.60 23475.82
	04/21/20 23365.25 23365.25 22941.88 23018.88
	04/20/20 24095.10 24108.69 23627.19 23650.44
	04/17/20 23817.15 24264.21 23817.15 24242.49
	04/16/20 23543.66 23598.08 23211.38 23537.68
	04/15/20 23600.72 23649.72 23233.32 23504.35
	04/14/20 23690.57 24040.58 23683.44 23949.76
	04/13/20 23698.93 23698.93 23095.35 23390.77
	04/09/20 23690.66 24008.99 23504.09 23719.37
	04/08/20 22893.47 23513.40 22682.99 23433.57
	04/07/20 23537.44 23617.24 22634.45 22653.86
	04/06/20 21693.63 22783.45 21693.63 22679.99
	04/03/20 21285.93 21447.81 20863.09 21052.53
	04/02/20 20819.46 21477.77 20735.02 21413.44
	04/01/20 21227.38 21487.24 20784.43 20943.51
	03/31/20 22208.42 22480.37 21852.08 21917.16
	03/30/20 21678.22 22378.09 21522.08 22327.48
	03/27/20 21898.47 22327.57 21469.27 21636.78
	03/26/20 21468.38 22595.06 21427.10 22552.17 CNN Having Covid-19 may not prevent a second infection
	People who've had coronavirus are not necessarily immune from reinfection by the presence of antibodies, the World Health Organization warns https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
	Why some think herd immunity could end the pandemic
	Live updates FDA authorizes 3 more coronavirus antibody tests
	Watch Dr. Birx's reaction to Trump's dangerous suggestion
	White House official tries to move CNN reporter at briefing
	Opinion: We need to fix this key thing before reopening
	How a media-distracted Trump derailed his own briefing
	Trump goes into hiding from the press
	Opinion: A dog breeder, an internet thug and a college senior walk into the White House
	Biden's accuser says mother called into 'Larry King Live' in 1993 for advice after alleged sexual assault
	Best moments from CNN and Sesame Street's coronavirus town hall
	Biden makes ominous warning about 2020 and President Trump
	Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about the coronavirus
	What happened on the last cruise ship at sea
	SE Cupp: Cancel the 2020 political conventions
	Georgia starts to reopen but nervous mayors warn that coronavirus crisis isn't over
	US nears 1 million coronavirus cases
	Boeing terminates $4.2 billion deal with Embraer
	'Sons of Anarchy' actor dies at 52
	Bill Weir: To my son, born in the time of coronavirus and climate change
	Atlanta mayor says clients should tell manicurists about coronavirus numbers
	Andy Cohen: I have valuable antibodies, but I couldn't donate my plasma
	Analysis: 10 leaders who mattered most on coronavirus response this week
	The race for a vaccine is moving faster than ever. Is that a good thing?
	This restaurant owner is struggling to stay afloat. That's not her only coronavirus fight
	Analysis: Trump's likeability deficit could cost him in 2020






	DRUDGEREPORT Nervous Republicans See President Sinking, and Taking Senate With Him… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
	YAHOONEWS Business The ‘Great Repression’ is here and it will make past downturns look tame, economist says Andrea Riquier https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html MarketWatch April 27, 2020

	US updates More than 55,000 have died in the US [ trump’s purported hoax. ] Washington Post: Trump downplayed Covid-19 despite several warnings in daily briefings
	YAHOONEWS Politics The Guardian Donald Trump reportedly owes tens of millions to the Bank of China https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
	DRUDGEREPORT Nervous Republicans See President Sinking, and Taking Senate With Him… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
	U.S. DEATHS 53,538... https://drudgereport.com/ MSNBC Today, the U.S. passed 50,000 deaths due to COVID-19 WE ARE LIVING IN A FAILED STATE The coronavirus didn’t break America. It revealed what was already broken. Special Preview: June 2020 Issue George Packer Staff writer for The Atlantic https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/underlying-conditions/610261/?fbclid=IwAR0OPE6DvZVuFE5JJf2gvPf3iRDfsqMNI8CXZ8vOFLaiYzwGCZ-q9jgTuJs
	HUFFPOST Republican Group Asks Americans A Critical Question In Scathing Anti-Trump Ad ‘Republicans for the Rule of Law Donald Trump: Unfit. Unwell. Unacceptable.’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-groups-attack-ads-donald-trump-coronavirus_n_5ea428b6c5b6f963981592bf
	YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance We're facing 'the worst economic contraction' in modern history: Economist https://finance.yahoo.com/news/the-worst-economic-contraction-in-modern-history-economist-183250049.html The US economy is facing the worst contraction in modern history - and a “confidence shock” will slow down its recovery, says one economist.

DRUDGEREPORT DON'T DRINK THE BLEACH! 'SARCASTIC' OR SICK? U.S. DEATHS TOP 50,000... POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number… WORLD SICK MAP… https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html HUFFPOST TRUMP WALKS BACK DISINFECTANT TALK — ‘WANTED TO SEE WHAT WOULD HAPPEN’! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-sarcastic-pitching-disinfectant-covid-19-cure_n_5ea31a61c5b669fd89244467 [ Riiiiight … he was just ‘testing us’ … trump, america are a total joke/fraud! ] MSNBC 'This is going to be a problem': Even Trump aides gobsmacked by president's disinfectant comments
	Trump's false medical advice fact-checked on live TV
	Pelosi: Trump's disinfectant comments 'had no relationship to science'
	HUFFPOST FAUCI: ‘WE WILL HAVE CORONAVIRUS IN THE FALL’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-coronavirus-fall_n_5ea0e516c5b6194c7be7eaca
	MSNBC Chris Hayes: Trump forcing out top vaccine doctor amid pandemic ‘11 on the corruption scale' https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-11-on-the-corruption-scale-chris-hayes-on-trump-admin-forcing-out-top-vaccine-doctor-amid-pandemic-82428997510 

YAHOONEWS 'Frustrated' Trump looking to get out of D.C. 'We will get back to those rallies'» [ As did his idol, adolph hitler, trump loves those maniacal rallies. ] http://albertpeia.com/trumphitler.jpg
	YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg How Bad Might It Get? Think the Great Depression https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bad-might-think-great-depression-110009141.html YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch ‘It’s going to be brutal,’ billionaire Mark Cuban says of economy’s recovery from coronavirus, and ‘there’s no way to sugarcoat it’ CNN Trump called Georgia's governor last night to support his move to reopen businesses, a source says. Now he's saying the opposite. [ In trumpian forgetful, incompetent fashion, trump’s covered; yes, he now has in one day, 24 little hours, total documented cover of the opposite positions on the same issue. You can’t make this s**t up! ]
	52 off-the-wall lines from Trump's Sunday night briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-task-force-sunday/index.html

	OIL CRASHES. PRICE GOES NEGATIVE https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/investing/premarket-stocks-trading/index.html [ Keep in mind the corollary, consequential problem of worthless loans collateralized by now worth less collateral (the oil) ] The coronavirus crisis has producers running out of places to store excess barrels of crude, driving prices below zero
	Government Issued $175 Billion in Improper Payments … https://www.nextgov.com/cio-briefing/2020/03/government-issued-175-billion-improper-payments-watchdog-says/163454/
	Federal Agencies Admit To $1.2 Trillion In Improper Payments … https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2019/03/23/federal-agencies-admit-to-1-2-trillion-in-improper-payments-since-2004/#3466c53d352a
	HUFFPOST PAYCHECK STIMULUS DRAINED —MANY APPLICANTS STILL IN THE DARK https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paycheck-protection-program_n_5e985440c5b6ead14008b321
	MSNBC trump threatens to shut down Congress to install nominees without Senate approval [ Heil trump! ]
	MARKETWATCH 5 ‘This is going to hurt’ — pain is on the way for the four big U.S. banks https://www.marketwatch.com/story/this-is-going-to-hurt-pain-is-on-the-way-for-the-four-big-us-banks-2020-04-16?mod=article_inline HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick dude trump beyond the pale! ]
	DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP ORDERS HIS NAME ON VIRUS CHECKS NO PEAK YET: U.S. DEATHS SET SINGLE-DAY RECORD... https://drudgereport.com/ MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible … How very trumpian! ]
	YAHOONEWS (4-13-20) Business Yahoo Finance Stock market news live updates: Stock futures drop, officials discuss reopening economy https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-april-13-2020-221804219.html Stock futures fell Sunday evening at the end a holiday weekend in the U.S., declining after last week’s rally sent the S&P 500 to its best weekly gain since 1974. HUFFPOST SLOW, INCOMPETENT AND DISHONEST: INSIDE TRUMP’S BOTCHED RESPONSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-botched-delayed-coronavirus-response_n_5e9315c0c5b69ededcf2d2b5 DRUDGEREPORT NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19… Repeatedly played down seriousness… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-BB12tYrs
	4-12-20 Alec Baldwin’s Trump Calls In To ‘Weekend Update’ To Brag About His Stellar COVID-19 Job https://www.huffpost.com/entry/alec-baldwin-trump-weekend-update-snl_n_5e92a4b8c5b68ca47636e491 CNN US hits new historic first in coronavirus pandemic https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/us-coronavirus-updates-sunday/index.html President Trump approved a disaster declaration for Wyoming making it the first time in American history all states have one in place US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html MAGAman trump has done it … ‘We’re number one!’ CNN US has most virus deaths in the world America is now reporting at least 18,860 coronavirus fatalities, surpassing Italy as the nation with the most reported deaths https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-11-20/h_a72b3899f03070ecaad11f4375f1f995 YAHOONEWS World Reuters IMF chief says pandemic will unleash worst recession since Great Depression https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/imf-chief-says-pandemic-unleash-120000780.html CNN US likely hit its peak daily death toll, expert says https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/health/us-coronavirus-updates-saturday/index.html At least 2,074 deaths were reported Friday, the largest increase in coronavirus fatalities since the beginning of the outbreak live updates US reaches half a million coronavirus cases
	As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is yet to come in Texas and Florida DRUDGEREPORT USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Oversight erased, Supreme Court hijacked: Trump turns the presidency into a dictatorship https://www.yahoo.com/news/oversight-erased-supreme-court-hijacked-071510076.html [ No surprise. Totally predictable. Tragic and pathetic! ]
	YAHOONEWS Politics Politico The briefings aren’t working: Trump’s approval rating takes a dip DRUDGEREPORT Melania book out in June… http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 100 DAYS OF VIRUS EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL' FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES CNN poll: Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-coronavirus/index.html MSNBC Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ] HUFFPOST Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so pathetic! ] YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html
	Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]


	YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest» YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock market, pros say.
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-presidency-over/607969/?fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCWH3OeRmsFWI TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE SHOUTING!
	CNN An asteroid that's more than a mile wide will fly by Earth tomorrow https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/28/world/asteroid-earth-flyby-1998-or2-scn-trnd/index.html
	Trump's senior adviser and son-in-law made the comment a day after the number of confirmed Covid-19 cases in the country topped 1 million https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
	CNN reporter on Kushner's victory lap: I honestly don't know what he's talking about https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/29/politics/jared-kushner-coronavirus-success-story/index.html
	Pentagon announces Defense Production Act to boost coronavirus testing swab production
	Trump says federal social distancing guidelines will be 'fading out'
	Trump: I didn't say it. (He did. Here's the tape.)
	Florida will start to reopen May 4 without certain counties
	LA is first major city to offer free Covid-19 testing for all residents
	Trump downplays testing need in whiplash contradiction
	Trump erupts at campaign chief as reelection stress mounts
	Laid-off workers may have to give up unemployment benefits as states reopen
	Deaths soar in country that didn't lock down. Officials identify big reason why.
	Analysis: How the Trump admin treats meat plant workers speaks to our priorities
	Opinion: Trump treats meatpacking workers as disposable
	Father opens up on why ER doctor who had coronavirus died by suicide
	Concerns mount over health of US citizen detained in Russia amid pandemic
	FDA reportedly will approve Covid-19 treatment remdesivir, which US-funded trial shows has 'positive effect' on recovery
	Don't expect to see disinfectant wipes or sprays in stores anytime soon, experts say
	US splits with allies again as it looks to extend Iran weapons ban
	Michigan governor announces tuition-free educational program for essential workers
	FAA probing Harrison Ford runway incident
	The Federal Reserve chairman previewed some awful economic data headed our way as a direct consequence of coronavirus and protective measures https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/politics/what-matters-april-29/index.html CNN Fed chair says this is the worst economy in US history https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/us-coronavirus-update-04-29-20/h_20ffee0c7ad410075e8110c32442527c [ DUH! … Ooooh, play-Powell, such sexy, provocative, reality talk really turns the frauds on wall street on; rally-mode and away we go, up, up and away … keep in mind election year obfuscation, business cycle reality, defacto bankruptcy BEFORE this horrific viral scenario … Total, unequivocal fraud and bulls**t! ]
	Analysis: Wuhan shows the end of lockdown is just the start of the Covid-19 crisis
	us updates Trump administration launches operation to speed up coronavirus vaccine development
	world updates Remdesivir drug maker says it has enough supply to treat at least 140,000 patients
	More than half of states will be partly open by end of the week
	Massive lines form outside of Las Vegas casino
	Analysis: White House pushes opening that won't find powerbrokers manning the front lines
	Trump: I didn't say it. (He did. Here's the tape.)
	Trump erupts at campaign chief as reelection stress mounts
	Deaths soar in country that didn't lock down. Officials identify big reason why.
	BREAKING Rishi Kapoor, Bollywood actor, dies age 67
	California governor intends to close all state beaches and parks, police memo says
	Up to 60 bodies found in four trucks outside Brooklyn funeral home
	Elon Musk criticizes coronavirus stay-at-home orders, calling them 'fascist'
	US Navy stages back-to-back challenges to Beijing's South China Sea claims
	Analysis: As Trump frets over sliding poll numbers, he doubles down on Fox-centric media strategy
	NYC Jewish leaders write to mayor saying they were hurt by his comments
	These universities say their students will return to campus in the fall
	Analysis: How the Trump admin treats meat plant workers speaks to our priorities
	Father opens up on why ER doctor who had coronavirus died by suicide
	Opinion: Trump risks immigrants' safety so Americans can eat meat
	Handwritten note shows how FBI official approached key Michael Flynn interview
	Don't expect to see disinfectant wipes or sprays in stores anytime soon, experts say
	Michigan governor announces tuition-free educational program for essential workers
	A health care worker on the front lines says, 'Anybody who says they're not scared during this is lying to you' https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/us/paterson-pandemic-paramedics/index.html
	INTERACTIVE How first responders are tackling this unprecedented threat
	us updates More than half of country will be partially reopened by end of the week
	Analysis: Disconnect with White House and the front lines
	Father speaks on why doctor who had Covid-19 died by suicide
	Stress on health care workers is creating 'second victims' in the coronavirus pandemic
	world updates UK 'past the peak' of outbreak, British PM says
	More Americans are hoarding cash
	This is the most dangerous place in the grocery store
	Trump calls newly released UFO footage 'a hell of a video'
	Stocks finish lower after historic monthly gain
	These universities say their students will return to campus in fall
	Massive lines form outside of Las Vegas casino
	Analysis: 10 women Biden might pick for vice president
	Startling images emerge from Russia
	Roger Stone to appeal guilty verdict
	Rishi Kapoor, Bollywood actor, dies at 67
	He's burying more bodies, but his government denies it's Covid-19
	'No one wants to be there': Senators prepare for return to DC amid pandemic
	Pelosi remains 'satisfied' with Biden's response to sexual assault allegation
	The President says he has a 'high degree of confidence' in the claim but declined to provide details
	Trump administration draws up plans to punish China over coronavirus outbreak
	Expert report predicts up to two more years of pandemic misery
	Trump erupts at campaign manager over sliding poll numbers
	Fact check: CEO shatters Trump's testing conspiracy theory while sitting beside him
	Live Updates More than 63,000 US deaths
	How did Australia flatten its coronavirus curve? Country begins easing restrictions as infection rate continues to fall
	Anderson Cooper's special announcement: 'I have a son'
	Fact check: Trump makes a bunch of false claims after event about protecting seniors
	Analysis: State openings bring risks and huge stakes for America -- and Trump
	Protesters pour into Michigan Capitol calling for end of state of emergency
	Startling images emerge from Russia
	USA Gymnastics suspends coach Maggie Haney for 8 years
	His pregnant wife was killed in a mass shooting. Her dying wish was for healthcare workers to have PPE
	He's burying more bodies, but his government denies it's Covid-19
	Pelosi remains 'satisfied' with Biden's response to sexual assault allegation

	Responding to the coronavirus
	Her coronavirus treatment cost thousands, his was free. She's American. He's Italian
	You can run outside and still be safe. Dr. Sanjay Gupta shows you how
	All of Trump's Lies About the Coronavirus - The Atlantic https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/04/trumps-lies-about-coronavirus/608647/
	The new coronavirus is likely to spread until 60% to 70% of the population has been infected, a team of pandemic experts predict https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/30/health/report-covid-two-more-years/index.html
	Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ] CNN CNN Chris Cuomo: It's like 'Lord of the Flies' in our home [ Fredo, fredo, fredo, you coulda been a senator, even a godfather; but now, you’re just ‘Lord of the Flies’. ]
Areas without stay-at-home orders see a sudden spike https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/17/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-coronavirus/index.html
	As cases start to plateau in some big cities and along the coasts, coronavirus is catching fire in rural states
	Live Updates California is in 'pandemic-induced recession,' governor says
	Analysis: Trump tweets warnings at governors who are taking his own advice. Imagine that MSNBC Majority thinks Trump didn't take coronavirus threat seriously at beginning: NBC News/WSJ Poll
	HUFFPOST CORONAVIRUS Trump Admin Reportedly Got Coronavirus Warnings Straight From U.S. Experts At WHO The president has scapegoated the W.H.O., but U.S. scientists were sending real-time info.
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Covid-19 is rapidly becoming America’s leading cause of death Rallies against stay-at-home orders grow as Trump sides with protesters
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Loan Money Runs Out While Small-Business Owners Wait in Line Texas Protests to Call for a Reopening
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES 55 new coronavirus deaths in L.A. County a record high: ‘Devastating power of COVID-19' Less than half of L.A. County residents still have jobs amid economic upheaval 




'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ] YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Mark Cuban is moving to cash ahead of what the billionaire sees as another rough stretch for the stock market FACEBOOKNEWS GOOGLENEWS A Star Orbiting A Black Hole Follows The Same Gravitational Dance As Mercury Orbiting The Sun In the center of our galaxy hundreds of stars are known to orbit a massive object. For decades we have observed them. By tracking their motion we have shown ...
	DRUDGEREPORT STILL NO PEAK: 4,591 DEADLIEST DAY SHUTDOWN BACKLASH BREWS CUOMO LAUNCHES WAR ON TRUMP FEARS VIRUS COULD REACH SPACE STATION GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-tumbles.aspx STILL NO PEAK: 4,591 DEADLIEST DAY https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-surges-in-some-asian-countries-that-had-been-lightly-hit-11587031743 SHUTDOWN BACKLASH BREWS CUOMO LAUNCHES WAR ON TRUMP FEARS VIRUS COULD REACH SPACE STATION Coronavirus began months EARLIER and NOT in Wuhan, bombshell UK report claims… More widespread than realized -- Stanford study... Only Tenth of the Way Through Pandemic? AMERICA SICK MAP... 'This Isn't the Flattened Curve We Were Promised'...
GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded...
WSJ: President plans to take credit for success, assign blame for failure...
White House fear of second-wave calamity...
NYC paramedic haunted: 'You hear the cries'...
Protesters Gather to Defy Stay-At-Home Orders...
'You Have to Disobey'...
Jails and prisons spring thousands...
Could crisis kill Postal Service?
Jump in new cases clouds Europe's reopening plans... Nations struggle to count virus toll... Why Epidemiologists Still Don't Know Death Rate...
Recovery may not confer immunity, warn experts...
Army to build temporary hospital in D.C. convention center...
At Kitchen Tables, Agonizing Over $1,200 That Won't Be Enough... They Filed for Unemployment Last Month. They Haven't Seen a Dime...
STUDY: Regular Exercise Can Keep Virus From Turning Deadly...
Some turn to herbs...
NATION RUNNING OUT OF FROZEN PIZZA...
Fresh produce going to waste...
LULA: Bolsonaro leading Brazil 'to slaughterhouse'...
WORLD SICK MAP... 


	ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.
	A few headlines moving the market…
	* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.
	*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.
	* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000 cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.
	*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at $20.32 a barrel.
	*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.
	*And the S&P 500 lost a long standing member: Macy’s (M) lost 9.8% today and has been removed from the index. MUST SEE: Secret Agent Orange D.J.Trump https://www.facebook.com/DJTNotMyPresident/videos/vb.1817456088524100/339148056733326/?type=2&theater
	IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo

	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

	trump's weak end on Weekend Update [SNL] https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-trump-lost-over-1-billion/3954440 

	https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! IN MICHAEL WOLFF’S NEWEST, EVERYONE—EVEN RUPERT—THINKS TRUMP IS CRAZY https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/05/michael-wolff-siege-everyone-thinks-trump-is-crazy#~o Siege is overflowing with botched initiatives, bragging about sexual conquests, Trumpian insults, and ally after ally who, privately, can’t stand the president while publicly going along. Even Mueller is no hero. by Joe Pompeo Outrage over report that White House ordered USS John McCain out of Trump’s sight [This certainly fits the trump crazy reality!]
	Mueller says his investigation did not exonerate Trump He said Justice Department guidelines prevented indicting a sitting president, a remark that suggested it was the rules, not the lack of evidence, that spared Trump from criminal charges. [ What bull s**t! What rules? That some are above the law? That everyone’s equal in the eyes of the law but that some are more equal than others? Pathetic! ] Politics USA TODAY Opinion I've warned that impeachment talk is dangerous, but the time has come: Laurence Tribe The consequential decision to impeach should not be made lightly. But Mueller's damning report is an invitation that Congress shouldn't refuse. [ Laurence Tribe knows something about constitutional law. For corrupt greedy senile pelosi it should be his way or the highway! ] ... Even the most pragmatic legal practitioners tip their hats in respect for the otherwise esoteric 'Laurence Tribe' (ie., those law school/paper chase days)


	'Obstruction of justice-the statute making obstruction criminal-prohibits interfering, or attempting to interfere, with a criminal prosecution or an investigation the government's conducting' Napolitano said. The Mueller Report, Napolitano believes, lays out a number of presidential acts that constitute obstruction of justice including:
	When Trump asked Deputy National Security Adviser KT McFarland to write an untruthful letter to the file, knowing the government would subpoena it.
	When Trump asked Corey Lewandowski to get Mueller fired.
	When Trump asked Don McGahn to get Mueller fired and then to lie about it.
	When Trump asked McGahn to go back to Mueller's team and change his testimony.
	http://albertpeia.com/orwell.pdf I side with Orwell! (CNN)There may be a fascinating new species of a fox-like cat, or a cat-like fox, prowling the island of Corsica and yep, it's already cranky and hates your guts. Wildlife rangers from France's National Hunting and Wildlife Office have located 16 of the golden striped creatures in remote areas of the French island. The cats are bigger than a typical house cat, and have large, ringed tails and "highly developed" canine teeth. Because of their appearance, they are known locally as chat-renard, or "cat-fox." They hunt nocturnally... http://albertpeia.com/catfox.pdf
	Update: Dosage guidance removed from CDC website on drug touted by Georgia, Florida and Trump
	Advice: Biden describes his phone call with Trump
	KFile: New Trump press secretary downplayed pandemic
	live updates US cases are nearing 400,000
	Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?
	Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 12,000
	Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing,' wearing me down
	Podcast: Doctors' difficult decisions
	Fact check: Trump makes misleading claims about the WHO and his record on the coronavirus
	Wisconsin holds primary election during pandemic
	Opinion: Trump is desperately seeking to avoid blame
	US states race to fight coronavirus cases with long-awaited medical shipments
	Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies
	CDC director: US death toll could be lower than warned
	Doctor explains drop in predicted deaths
	Trump removes watchdog overseeing coronavirus emergency funds
	Acting secretary of the Navy resigns after calling ousted aircraft carrier captain 'stupid'
	Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection
	Passengers to be evacuated from Antarctic cruise ship after almost 60% test positive for coronavirus
	Global stocks and US futures retreat on coronavirus caution
	John Prine, influential singer-songwriter, dies at 73
	Chinese billionaire who criticized Xi Jinping over coronavirus under investigation
	Early data shows this group faces higher risk of getting coronavirus
	Boris Johnson is 'stable' in ICU
	Detroit hospital nurses refuse to work without more help, ordered to leave
	Van Jones: Start screaming this to the black community
	Why black Americans are at higher risk for coronavirus
	Mayor orders police to crack down on social gatherings. They find his wife at a bar YAHOONEWS Entertainment Hello Giggles Andrew Lloyd Webber will live-stream his most famous musicals every Friday for your Broadway date night https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html Every Friday, Broadway genius Andrew Lloyd Webber will live stream one of his classic musicals for free via YouTube. Here's how to watch.





CNN
	In a speech to supporters, the Vermont senator clears the path for Biden to serve as the Democratic nominee
	Sanders: Path towards victory is virtually impossible
	Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP
	Opinion: Now that Sanders is out, Democrats should cancel convention
	Dana Bash points out glaring absence in Sanders' address
	Civil rights icon John Lewis endorses Joe Biden
	These are the other candidates who were once in the race
	Chaos rocks White House on virus' most tragic day
	Analysis: 24 irresponsible lines from Trump's latest interview with Sean Hannity
	Aides hope to give Trump his economic 'big bang' starting in May
	Almost 60% on cruise test positive
	Opinion: Trump's real goal in demoting stimulus watchdog
	Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing'
	CNN poll: Majority say federal government has done a poor job of preventing spread
	Obama suggests a robust system of testing is needed before US can ease measures
	Right-wing media suggests death toll is inflated, despite experts saying opposite
	Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies
	What California is doing right in responding to the coronavirus pandemic
	Amid a national shortage of Covid-19 tests, California's wealthy can still get tested
	live updates Social distancing is working but deaths are rising, New York governor says
	Future projections are better than expected
	Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?
	'She coded in my arms': Mother recalls 27-year-old daughter's last moments
	Report: US intel warned of China's spreading virus in November
	A truck driver stabs four women, killing three, at a Tennessee truck stop, officers say
	Live updates After major Dow rally fizzles, stocks try to gain again
	DRUDGEREPORT Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 100 DAYS OF VIRUS EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL' FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his parishioners would rather die than not go to church... Pastor who criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... California sheriff warns he can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not wearing masks... State still way behind in testing... NJ town resorts to talking drones for social enforcement... NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop... Broadway Closed Through June 7... South Florida City New Hot Spot... DC braces for looming surge… Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed... Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill... Grocery stores turn to robots... Massive wave of evictions coming... Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November... Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies... Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows... Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police... Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist... 'By December, we are going to go through this again'... SICK MAP...
	The President's extension of social distancing guidelines until April 30 is a significant move as the coronavirus pandemic is set to take a savage turn
	live updates More than 723,000 people people infected worldwide and over 34,000 killed, Johns Hopkins University tally says
	Stunning projection: Fauci estimates between 100,000 to 200,000 deaths. But that could change, he said
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Don Lemon: This virus does not care what you believe
	Opinion: Donald Trump's special day
	Watch: Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question
	Podcast: Bill Gates sounded the alarm
	A breakdown of false and misleading statements at Trump's Rose Garden briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
	Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks
	Exclusive: DOJ reviews stock trades by lawmakers after coronavirus briefings
	Analysis: As coronavirus death toll rises, Trump focuses on a different set of numbers: TV ratings
	New York coronavirus deaths pass 960 as New Rochelle's 'Patient Zero' goes home
	Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive discussions
	Tapper to GOP gov.: Does your state think this is a hoax?
	Trump admin sent medical gear to China while he minimized the virus threat to US
	9 takeaways from Tapper's interviews with Pelosi, Fauci, de Blasio and more
	Opinion: The alarming message of Louisiana's spike in Covid-19 cases
	CBS journalist Maria Mercader dies at 54 of coronavirus
	Opera legend Plácido Domingo hospitalized with coronavirus
	Ken Shimura, famed Japanese comedian, dead at 70 after contracting coronavirus
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	In my opinion, it’s a great time to buy stocks or into your 401K. I would be all in… Let’s see if I’m right…
	–Eric Trump, via Twitter (deleted), February 28, 2020
	...
	You do don’t need an PhD in economics – or even night-school survey course – to see that COVID-19 is a temporary supply side shock that 0.00% money-market rates are powerless to combat. And you don’t need to be a financial wizard to see that with the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note below 1.00% and 30-year mortgages at their lowest level in history, more “quantitative easing” is a sick joke. Adding another $700 billion to the Federal Reserve’s already hideously bloated balance sheet can’t possibly drive interest rates meaningfully lower. That’s even if rates were a barrier to activity. And they’re not. In fact, the new barrage of QE5 is nothing more than a fraud authorized by the official criminals domiciled in the Eccles Building. [Chart] Today, and for years in the past, the Federal Open Market Committee has been scurrying about in the dealer markets swapping counterfeit credits plucked from thin air for Treasury and government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) bonds that funded the consumption of real economic resources such as government salaries, purchases, and private housing construction. The traditional argument for central banking, of course, was that a little bit of financial fraud (3% per year balance sheet expansion per Uncle Milton Friedman, for example) could help lubricate the banking system and nudge gross domestic product (GDP) to steadier performance over time. What we have now is epic-scale counterfeiting. There are now upward of $5 trillion of fiat money liabilities at the Fed and $25 trillion at all the world’s central banks, compared to just $500 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, at the turn of the century. And the latter figures were achieved only after decades, in some cases centuries… Indeed, they’ve turned the entire global financial system into a cesspool of false prices and destructive gambling rackets. They’ve stripped it of the honest money and legitimate capital formation its needs to function and thrive. What lies ahead is a no man’s land of statist demolition. You don’t need to be a cynic to see why the Eccles Building has launched its limp baby bazookas this week. The Federal Reserve now, and for many years past, has been the abject handmaid of the Wall Street gamblers, bullies and crybabies. Fedheads are deathly afraid of honest stock market prices – i.e., a crash – because they know it will make a mockery of their risible claims that the U.S. economy is in a “good place,” that the consumer is “strong,” that they’ve delivered the hallowed state of price stability and full employment, world without end… In truth, decades of monetary central planning have sucked the lifeblood out of Main Street. It’s destroyed savers; addicted households to debt-based hand-to-mouth living; eviscerated the purchasing power of wages via its 2.00% inflation obsession; and turned the C-suites of Corporate America into stock trading rooms and financial engineering joints in the service of Wall Street, not the construction of resilient, value-creating enterprises. [Chart] But the mask is being ripped off the phony narrative about the strength of the Main Street economy – especially the purported Energizer Bunny of household consumption. Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh set the table this morning for his Element Macro Research clients, illustrating just how impotent are our monetary central planners: Another morning, another full-blown liquidation. Equity futures are locked limit-down, bond yields are spiking, gold is pulling back, oil continues to tumble, and copper is getting destroyed. You also have stress continuing to build across EM currencies, with popular names like the Turkish Lira, Mexican Peso and South African Rand all down anywhere from 1-4%. On the other hand, High Yield CDS spreads have at least stopped their surge and FRA-OIS spreads are holding their Monday pullback, for now. But just as the banking fire has been smoldered, another one pops up. With US Commercial Paper 3-Month spreads now blowing out, it looks like the Fed is now just playing a giant game of ‘whack-a-mole’. I mentioned that the Fed will continue to throw the entire playbook at the liquidity crisis and its Commercial Paper Facility is just another in its toolkit. And don’t even get me started on the surging long dated yields across Europe –namely Greece and Italy. Maybe investors are finally beginning to price in the true sovereign risk or maybe its some sort of spectacular systematic unwind as even the US 30-year yield continues to rally. Then again, perhaps it’s just bond vigilantes trying to prove that Central Banks have lost control, and at some point, this tsunami of liquidity will provide inflation we’ve been assured will never arrive. Speaking of which, have you seen the real 10-year yield lately? Inflation expectations have crumbled while long dated yields are backing up, putting real yields in positive territory and on par with early 2019. All this is to say that, despite the extreme measures from the world’s Central Banks, financial conditions are actually tightening. In other words, it’s still not enough. You do recall several Fed members recently discussing yield curve control, right? Call it ‘Yield Curve Control’, call it ‘Operation Twist’, or just plain old capping bond yields; I could care less. It’s all been brought up in the recent past and for a very good reason; it’s coming. What all these measures have in common – both the ones already implemented, and the ones proposed – is that they involve the relentless printing of US Dollars. I’ve said it again and again and again: a surging US Dollar is crippling to a global economy with eye-popping amounts of dollar-denominated debt. For today’s charts, I took some time away from the macro to address the micro by using the same rudimentary thinking espoused by Peter Lynch in his book, One Up On Wall Street. Ever notice how when things get crazy, everyone speaks in the all-encompassing term of “stocks”? Look, I’m all on board with the failure of monetary policy theory. But there is still money to be made in either direction here if we just take a moment to think and plan. What stores are sold out? What shelves are empty? It can’t be that easy, right? Maybe instead of running around with our hair on fire, let’s use the two-way volatility to our advantage… Mike will be back tomorrow with his regular Thursday commentary.
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'Never seen anything like it': Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at Trump briefing https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn President Trump made false claims about possible treatments for the coronavirus, and expert Dr. Anthony Fauci had to tamp down optimism about the treatments at a press conference. Source: CNN
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	"Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/
	David Stockman | March 20, 2020
	They have exemplified the saying, “To him that hath, more shall be given; and from him that hath not, the little that he hath shall be taken away.” The rich have become richer, and the poor have become poorer; and the vessel of the state is driven between the Scylla and Charybdis of anarchy and despotism. Such are the effects which must ever flow from an unmitigated exercise of the calculating faculty.
	– Percy Bysshe Shelley, A Defence of Poetry (written 1821, published 1840)
	...
	The nerve of it is a wonder to behold…
	The U.S. airline industry has spent a decade shoving itself into harm’s way by strip-mining their balance sheets to fund share buybacks and to goose top executives’ stock options.
	The recklessness of it is mind-boggling…
	For decades, this has been a highly cyclical industry vulnerable to global dislocations caused by recessions, storms, wars, terror, and more. So, airlines absolutely need deep balance sheets and ample liquidity, even at the expense of short-term earnings.
	Of course, the Big Four U.S. airlines – Delta, United, American, and Southwest – were having none of rationality, prudence, and common sense.
	That just makes them poster-boys for this long overdue moment of truth.
	Their problems are universal. That’s because our rotten regime of monetary central planning has corrupted the entire financial system and corroded the Main Street economy.
	The only thing our monetary central planners have accomplished is to fuel egregious speculation on Wall Street; to drain Main Street of productive investment; and to leave businesses and households vulnerable to even short-run interruptions of cash flow.
	Hand-to-mouth economics is not the natural modality on the free market. It’s the malignant product of bad money and the debt-fueled speculative manias that are the consequence of monetary central planning.
	Left to their own devices on the free market, households save and provide for rainy days, regardless of income level or social status.
	Likewise, in a world not poisoned by cheap debt and falsified costs of capital, businesses nurture their balance sheets and provide for cash flow interruptions either by buying insurance or setting aside liquid reserves and equity capital-based shock absorbers.
	That’s the real message of this, the second great financial heart attack of the last decade. But rather than allowing the rot to be purged, the central bankers are now out pouring kerosene on the fires.
	It’s getting downright maddening.
	The length and breadth of the financial market was already saturated with reckless speculative excesses. This was denied by the Fed and Wall Street bulls right up to February 19, when the third great central-bank-blown bubble of this century finally collapsed.
	The absolute meltdown of the junk bond market in a matter of days is simply the trail of reckless speculation being flushed out of hiding…
	[Chart]
	In fact, the panicked return by our monetary central planners to ZIRP, to QE, and to who knows what else is to come is nothing more than the monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure…
	It’s more likely to kill the patient than it is to help them recover.
	Let’s close the week with some smart words from Michael Coolbaugh:
	I want to make my longstanding view abundantly clear.
	I, by no means, believe this is the end to the bear market. And I certainly do not believe we will quickly return to the recent norm that justified a simple “buy-and-hold” approach to markets.
	There will be a need to be nimble, in both directions, if one wishes to generate attractive returns over the years to come.
	Having said that, I’ve noticed several signposts over the past few days that lead me to believe markets may finally experience a counter-trend rally.
	Some may look to play this “bounce” for a quick trade, while others who are still holding on to some long positions might be afforded a more attractive exit price over the days to come.
	Stick with me for a moment as I lay out my thoughts and evidence to support this line of thinking…
	Personally, I’ve always found it helpful to ask myself, “What is the scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”
	Yes, I’m specifically talking about the general sentiment in the market today.
	Sure, you could simply look at CNN’s “Fear & Greed Index,” which has been screaming “Extreme Fear” for well over the past week.
	For me, it’s a compilation of several factors.
	First, you have nearly every Wall Street strategist who began the year with their rosy outlooks and regurgitations of “weaker dollar, overweight emerging markets and beware of the impending melt-up.”
	Yes, things were priced for perfection, but these were the same strategists who kept their heels dug in when coronavirus first hit.
	We were peppered with “it’s just the flu” and other rationalizations such as “it’s just a short-term hiccup like Ebola or SARS.”
	It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION.
	We’re now hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment – yes, Great Depression figures – 90% decline in corporate revenues, 1,600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on…
	Then, you have a running list of technical indicators that suggest things have become extremely extended over the short term.
	You know, my whole philosophy of putting the odds in your favor by way of measurable data points.
	To name a few: percent of issues hitting a new 20-day low, percent of issues below their 200-day moving average, S&P 500 Index price as a percentage of its 200-day moving average, equity put/call ratio…
	Again, the list goes on and on.
	And, I know, many indicators have been suggesting markets were oversold for a while now. But it’s the subtle nuances we’ve seen the past few days that are encouraging to me.
	So, with all this in mind, the constructive contrarian indicators accompanied by the usual crowd that always manages to show up after the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off guard?”
	Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?
	Could it be that the Fed’s endless attempts at easing the short-term liquidity crunch actually provide a short-term band-aid now that everyone – yes, including mainstream media – is beginning to recognize the whole dollar shortage dynamic?
	Yes, the same dynamic I’ve been warning about for weeks and revisited in yesterday’s Deep State Declassified piece, Here’s the Story of a Globe-Wrecking U.S. Dollar…
	To be clear, the short-term band-aids, a la foreign-exchange swap lines, only ease short-term pressure, as they merely create even more future demand for U.S. dollars, but I digress…
	I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all in. After all, the amount of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.
	By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment. But let’s not go buying tin hats when pop-up vendors are selling them on every street corner.
	In other words, there is a good possibility that we see a healthy bounce here.
	Have as good a weekend as current state restrictions allow…
	To common sense,
	David"
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	STORY HIGHLIGHTS
	• This market crash is a record breaker. We’ve never seen stocks fall this fast in modern history.
	• And stocks likely have further to fall.
	• Matt Badiali tells you why it is too early to start buying the dip.
	By Matt Badiali, Editor, Real Wealth Strategist
	Dear Al,
	Don’t buy the dip.
	I know this is a tough time for everyone. But there’s something you need to see to put this in perspective.
	This year the S&P 500 Index fell 31% in 22 trading days. That’s a record.
	But it hasn’t fallen as far as any of the last three major crashes in 1987, 2000 or 2008. You can see what I mean from the chart below:
	[chart]
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	Analysis: Has Donald Trump had enough of Anthony Fauci?
	US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins
	The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says
	At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died
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	Trump seems eager to end restrictions even as pandemic accelerates
	Senators under fire for selling stocks before market plunge [ Ooooh! Under fire … they must be so worried … What a joke this country is! ] Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’ Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to critical illness
	Over-promising and under-delivering during a crisis is a toxic combination
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	CNN Historic $2-trillion stimulus deal reached Breaking News https://www.usdebtclock.org
	The White House and Senate leaders struck a major deal early Wednesday morning to jolt the economy struggling from the coronavirus pandemic
	live updates At least 163 people were reported dead in the US Tuesday, bringing the death toll past 700

	'All hell broke loose': US patients start to overwhelm hospitals https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/index.html
	Health experts warn the US could 'become Italy,' where hospitals filled with Covid-19 patients have been forced to ration care and choose who gets a ventilato
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	The historic bill includes direct payments to individuals, a boost to unemployment benefits and a $500 billion lending program. The House votes on it Friday.
	What's in it: We read the massive stimulus bill. Here's what's in it https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html
	READ: Senate bill containing historic $2 trillion coronavirus relief stimulus package
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	Analysis: Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now
	What the stimulus deal means for you
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	Biden says Dems have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits to April showdown
	National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for over 10 years
	At least 13 patients have died from coronavirus over 24 hours at a New York hospital
	96-year-old woman is now oldest South Korean to fully recover from coronavirus
	Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in California
	Georgia's hardest-hit hospital says ICU is filled with 'critically ill' virus patients
	Fauci on when to relax public health rules: 'You don't make the timeline, the virus makes the timeline'
	Dr. Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...
	'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis
	Cruise ship with 77 people with flu-like symptoms is headed to Florida
	Amazon warehouses hit by coronavirus
	Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday
	Man was killed during FBI probe into plot to attack hospital believed to have virus patients CNN Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the machines do anything they say regardless of reality).
	In hospitals: Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures
	Stimulus funds: This is how much money you could get
	New Orleans: For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's going to define our generation,' official says
	New normal: See what New York City looks like now
	Podcast: Saving lives or saving the economy?
	New York: State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator
	Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally coughed on
	Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier
	How and when do I get my stimulus check?
	Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the House
	US shatters record for jobless claims
	Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures
	Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing
	Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in
	Healthcare providers: Send us your stories
	James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 for patients
	Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP
	Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in California
	Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis
	Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to take this seriously'
	Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...
	Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged
	Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation
	Dear Congresswoman Roybal-Allard:
	It is always somewhat reassuring that someone, like yourself in Washington, is committed to finding solutions to the myriad of problems confronting the nation; some insurmountable [ America’s debt woe is worse than Greece’s Sep 21st, 2011 News (CNN) — ‘Our government is utterly broke. There are signs everywhere one looks… The government’s total indebtedness — its fiscal gap — now stands at $211 trillion’  8 More Reasons Why You Should Be Deeply Concerned That The U.S. Government Has Lost Its AAA Credit Rating The Economic Collapse ‘… #8 The U.S. national debt continues to get worse by the day. Just check out what economics professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff recently told NPR….“If you add up all the promises that have been made for spending obligations, including defense expenditures, and you subtract all the taxes that we expect to collect, the difference is $211 trillion. That’s the fiscal gap” ..’ ,    Soros: US Is Already in Double-Dip Recession CNBC.com , the unprosecuted frauds on wall street … Dave’s Daily:’.. The HAL 9000s have been doing business as HFTs (High Frequency Traders) launching many buy or sell programs using complex algorithms which can drive prices on indexes higher or lower in dramatic fashion. One of their great acts is called "quote stuffing". It's another illegal activity which the SEC hasn't quite figured out. It's as futile for them as the illegal fee-driven recent end-of-quarter price jam-job..’ End of Quarter Price Mark-Ups; Dave’s Daily   http://www.thestreet.com/story/11260606/1/end-of-quarter-price-mark-ups-daves-daily.html  Dave Fry  9-27-11 ‘All you need do is view the last week of June 2011, the previous quarter end, and you'll note a similar quarter end jam-job…’  , Roubini: U.S. in Throes of Economic Contraction Sep 27th, 2011 News (Bloomberg) , SHILLER: House Prices Probably Won’t Hit Bottom For Years Sep 27th, 2011 News (BusinessInsider) , etc. ] , confronting the nation. Yet it’s somewhat difficult to imagine that pension plans, particularly of the defined benefit variety as opposed to the more fiscally conservative defined contribution type, anywhere in america are over-funded in light of overly optimistic ‘assumptions’ for returns on said funds (ie., Drudgereport: STUDY: State, local gov'ts must raise taxes $1,400 a year for 30 years to fund pensions...
Chicago county faces $108 billion gap in pensions....
TREASURY RAIDS PENSIONS...
Treasury to tap pensions to fund government (Washington Post) ].
	On September 22, 2011 I spoke with FBI Agent Bill Lewis in Washington who was recently promoted to the FBI Headquarters Office (D.C.) from the FBI office here in LA, and with whom I had discussed the matters of which you are aware; and which matters are well within Washington’s ability to easily resolve what should have been resolved in accordance with clear law quite some time ago. It is difficult to imagine the u.s. government solving the gargantuan, nation-destructive problems confronting the nation when through typical corruption, meaningful lawlessness, lack of will, etc., have chosen not to solve my matter as related to you in accordance with clear law and which would clearly be the right thing to do at long last.  
	U.S. Postal Service nearing bankruptcy as email asserts its dominance [Good! Let UPS take them over … the usps is totally unreliable]

	Look at this bull s**t from the ny times “I’m not going to be bullied or influenced by anybody,” he said, publicly challenging Mr. Trump in a way no other sitting cabinet member has. Wonder how mobster/criminal trump remained under the radar … wonder no more! P...a...lease… What total bull s**t! Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! …http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there! MSNBC Warren: 'We are watching a descent into authoritarianism' with Trump, Barr https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/elizabeth-warren-on-her-call-to-end-trump-corruption-78650437678 YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is a total fraud!
	Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever
	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] http://albertpeia.com http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ] http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf https://www.usdebtclock.org https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE US GOVERNMENT globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire
	DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK CLAIM: AMERICAN DEATHS WILL TOP 80,000 IN NEXT 4 MONTHS https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
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	David Stockman | March 26, 2020 Their “Plan” Is to Rescue the 1% By David Stockman  |  March 25, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/
	There is a curse. They say: may you live in interesting times.
	– Terry Pratchett, Interesting Times (1994)
	...
	Before I turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for another cool-headed view on what’s happening on Wall Street, I’d like to lay some flame on what’s going on at the power end of the Acela Corridor…
	The level of hysteria in Imperial Washington has probably not been exceeded in America since the Salem Witch Trials of 1692.
	Nor has the level of pillage been matched since the Visigoths sacked Rome in A.D. 410.
	How else would you describe a bipartisan fiscal bailout that’s sure to exceed $2 trillion and be passed before anyone has even read the 2,000 pages of handouts it will encompass, let alone analyzed its cost and consequences?
	The clowns and fools on Capitol Hill and inside the White House are concocting a veritable coast-to-coast soup line of companies and households. Indeed, Uncle Sam will be borrowing at 10 a.m. each day via a tsunami of bond issuance, which bonds will then be sold by the 23 primary dealers to the Fed by 2 p.m.
	[Chart]
	The next day, of course, it will be rinse, repeat, and do it again. If that isn’t debt monetization and financial crackpottery on steroids, I don’t know what would be.
	Folks, there’s no way to exaggerate the insanity on the loose.
	The Federal is literally buying $125 billion of Treasury bonds and mortgage-backed securities every day, bringing the total to $1 trillion in just 10 days of certifiable madness.
	For want of doubt, let it be reminded that it took 34,319 days (94 years) for the Fed to print its first $1 trillion of fiat credits.
	Let it also be noted that this is a grotesque financial fraud.
	The Fed is defying every law of sound money and financial discipline ever known to mankind.
	It’s the most fantastical eruption of “something for nothing” economics ever imagined.
	And it can eventually lead only to calamities that are equally unimaginable.
	Now, here’s Mike with some practical advice in these treacherous times…
	Playing the Table, Not the Dealer
	By Michael Coolbaugh
	When it comes to money, it is so incredibly easy to become emotional.
	We saw it in January and early February when we were told we couldn’t afford to miss out on the impending “melt-up” rally.
	It was only after a 30% plunge for the broader equity indices when were we told that the world was ending, with projections of economic carnage much greater than that of the Great Depression… and, naturally, equity markets had much further to fall.
	You see, there’s a reason trading and investing is so often compared to playing poker. Part of it is in the sense that you need to evaluate the odds of a wide range of scenarios at each turn of a card.
	But Blackjack also requires the evaluation of odds at each turn of a card.
	So, what’s the reason for choosing poker and not Blackjack?
	Because in poker, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.
	By now, I’m sure we’re all aware of the famous quote from John Maynard Keynes that speaks to the irrational nature of markets.
	But he’s had a few good ones. And one in particular might be just as if not more valuable than his most famous line. Here it is:
	“Successful investing is anticipating the anticipation of others.”
	Here are a few snippets from the research note issued to my Element Macro Research clients this past Friday, which David highlighted in his Deep State Declassified piece, Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson:
	I usually find it helpful to always ask myself, “What is the scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”. Yes, this partially has to do with my increasingly constructive view for a tradeable near-term bounce. But it also has to do with the general sentiment in the market today.
	It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION. We’re not hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment, 90% decline in revenues, 1600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on and on.
	So, with all this in mind: the constructive contrarian indicators accompanied by the usual crowd that manages to show up after the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off-guard?” Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?
	I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all-in. After all, the amount of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.
	By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment, but let’s not go buying tin hats when they’re being sold on every street corner. There is a good possibility that we see a tradeable bounce here.
	And here are a few of the charts included in that report to portray the extreme one sidedness of the market…
	[Chart]
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	[Chart]
	If you haven’t noticed by now, when it comes to investing and trading, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.
	It’s just like poker.
	The number of confirmed coronavirus cases have indeed gone exponential.
	We just received news of a record-setting figure for initial jobless claims: 3.3 million.
	Yes, that’s record-setting beyond any data point on record.
	So, does it make sense that the market has rallied approximately 18% from Friday, given the influx of such terrifying news?!
	If you haven’t gathered by now, I would argue “yes.”
	You see, almost everyone has heard of the phrase “buy the rumor, sell the news.” And, for the most part, that is exactly what everyone has been focused on when it comes to the COVID-19 stimulus bill that can’t seem to work its way through Congress.
	In fact, this sort of “buy the rumor, sell the news” is exactly what happened with the painful process of approving the TARP bill in 2008, which is probably why everyone is gearing up for an exact replica.
	But those same people aren’t recognizing that it works in both ways…
	In other words, “sell the rumor, buy the news”…
	Look, we were being prepared for a complete doomsday scenario, and A LOT of selling took place in anticipation of such.
	But – now that the stale data have arrived – what’s next?
	Well, we’ve seen a healthy relief rally. But now may not be the time to pile into new long positions. Here’s a glimpse at what I jotted down in my trading notebook yesterday morning…
	2019 S&P 500 EPS = $151.93
	Avg P/E Since 1975 = 16.8x
	Implied Price Targets with Avg P/E for Various EPS Changes in 2020:
	Flat = 2,560
	-5% = 2,432
	-10% = 2,304
	-15% = 2,176
	-20% = 2,048
	-25% = 1,920
	*Maintain tactical longs with max S&P 500 @ 2,560 – 2,600
	*Trim and look for short opportunities on S&P overshoot.
	Anyone notice where the S&P 500 stalled yesterday afternoon and where it seems to be struggling today?
	Somewhere between 2,560 and 2,600…
	In other words, simple math can work wonders when it comes to investing against emotional human beings.
	Let’s face it: Unless you’re hanging on to the pipe dream that earnings will miraculously be higher from 2019 figures, it’s a difficult bet to be aggressively long at this point.
	We could see a further short squeeze into month-end. But we could also get a violent retest of the March 23 lows. In other words, it seems like we’re in a sort of no-man’s land.
	What we shouldn’t do is get too caught up at the index level. Everything became correlated with the liquidation stories of systematic strategies being well documented. But even if we continue to trade lower, the dust should begin to settle.
	[Chart]
	Cross-asset relationships should return to some semblance of normal and one might even expect divergent performance across sectors and factors.
	In other words, if you haven’t already begun, now is the time to get to work on your “to-do” lists on both the long and short side, even if you take little action over the days ahead.
	To common sense,
	David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Thursday - March 26th, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	*Today it was all about weekly Unemployment Claims - the first real glimpse at just how much the virus and the call for “social distancing” has impacted the economy and workforce.
	*And today’s numbers were even worse than most economists expected. In just 1 week, 3.3 million people applied for unemployment.
	*So why the heck did stocks rally? - Maybe because there’s some optimism over the $2 trillion economic stimulus bill that was passed by the Senate. The bill now goes to the House, and it's expected to pass on Friday. And with these bad numbers, the bill is going to be passed quickly.
	*Whatever the case might be, stocks rallied for most of the day and saw another surge into the close.The DOW finished higher for the 3rd day in a row.In fact, it was the the biggest 3-day rally since 1931 for the DOW!
	*Yesterday, Ben Bernanke gave his thoughts about the economy (he expects a quick rebound after a “very sharp” recession). And today, the infamous trader Paul Tudor Jones said that after a retest of lows he expects “stocks will be higher in 3 to 5 months.” Could be true. But on the other hand, we expect a VERY tough earnings season, so “trade what you SEE, not what you THINK!”
	CNN US surpasses China for most coronavirus cases https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
	There are more than 82,000 coronavirus cases nationwide, according to CNN's tally
	The President is downplaying the national crisis as evidence suggests the situation is getting worse https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
	Fact check: Trump utters series of false claims at briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html “ Washington (CNN)President Donald Trump, who has been regularly dishonest and inaccurate in his remarks about the coronavirus crisis, delivered another series of false and misleading claims at the White House coronavirus briefing on Thursday.
	Gov. Jay Inslee's comments and the media
	How unforeseen the coronavirus crisis was
	Americans' views on coronavirus-related closures
	The trade deficit with China
	The history of tariffs on China
	Mexican troops on the border
	Live updates Confusion as airlines scramble to catch up
	Watch: 3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs
	74,000 cases: Why New York is the US epicenter
	Wash your hands: Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it
	CNN Town Hall: Watch medical experts answer your questions
	Podcast: Saving lives or saving the economy?
	US has the most coronavirus cases, but experts say it's just the beginning of the battle
	Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time
	Michigan governor to Trump: 'You said you stand with Michigan — prove it'
	California cities could see outbreaks as bad as New York City, officials say
	How and when do I get my stimulus check?
	CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story
	Hospitals consider changes to do-not-resuscitate situations amid coronavirus pandemic
	Healthcare providers: Send us your stories
	Opinion: These taxpayers won't get stimulus checks. That's unjust
	Why America has the most confirmed Covid-19 cases
	As coronavirus cases spike worldwide, China is closing itself off
	Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally coughed on
	Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak
	James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 for patients
	Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier
	5.0-magnitude earthquake shakes Texas
	They are trying to stop coronavirus without soap and water
	Indian migrant workers could undermine the world's largest lockdown
	New hot spots are emerging in Chicago, Detroit and New Orleans as officials warn this is just the beginning
	live updates Vermont will close schools for the remainder of the year
	Watch: 3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs
	Where's my check? What to know about the benefits from the stimulus bill https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html 
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	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
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	* Stocks trimmed losses in the afternoon, rallying after President Trump signed the $2 trillion stimulus bill.
	*However, stocks slide almost 3.0% in the last hour of trading and finished the day with losses of more than 3.0%.
	*But in spite of today’s losses, the DOW managed to finish the week with its best weekly gain since 1938 (up 12.8%)
	*Boeing (BA) led the DOW lower with a 10.3% loss. The drop came after Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Boeing won’t look for a government bailout.
	* Cruise lines were also hit hard after aid for cruise lines was not included in the stimulus bill. Carnival (CCL) lost 16.0%, Norwegian Cruise Line (NCLH) lost 19.9% and Royal Caribbean (RCL) dropped 13.3%.
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	Albert peia, here's what happened this week:
	*Monday: DOW falls 582 points because stimulus plan is stuck in Senate
	*Tuesday: Wow…stocks have their best day since 1933!
	*Wednesday: We might get the WORST economic report EVER tomorrow
	*Thursday: 3.3 million unemployed and stocks have biggest 3-day rally since 1931?!?
	*Friday: Stimulus Bill signed, but Dow slides 900 points HUFFPOST ‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking Safety
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	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
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	Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.
	A few headlines moving the market…
	* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.
	*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.
	* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000 cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.
	*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at $20.32 a barrel.
	*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.
	NYC leads in US coronavirus deaths with 1,300. Meanwhile, the global number of cases tops 930,000.
	CNN investigates: Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests at just one lab company
	Taking a toll: Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him
	Fueling the virus: Up to 50% of carriers can infect others blindly
	Data: Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections
	Impact: One block. Six businesses on the brink of disaster.
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	Nurse tricked hospital to get tested. She tested positive.
	See Gov. Cuomo's heartfelt message to his 'little brother' and 'best friend' Chris
	Florida governor: We'll take state residents only from Zaandam cruise ship
	Pelosi said Trump is responsible for US deaths. Watch Biden's answer
	Only some medical supplies from overseas going directly to coronavirus hotspots
	Stock futures up after a rough start
	Outbreak could redefine labor in America
	Opinion: I left quarantine. You need to know what you're in for.
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Captain of aircraft carrier begged Navy for help as 93 sailors test positive for COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797

	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
	Number of COVID-19 deaths in NY jumped 25 percent in 24 hours
	Trump admin orders suspension of personal protective gear shipments abroad
	Tekashi 6ix9ine should be considered for early release because of coronavirus, judge says
	George Washington University converts dorms to housing for healthcare workers fighting coronavirus
	Trump: Pence spoke 'for 5 minutes' & didn't 'touch' reporter's question about uninsured
	Here's what Trump administration is doing while we're distracted by COVID-19 crisis
	First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19
	Ruhle: Trump's plan to save restaurants would only help strip clubs, 80s steak houses and Gordon Gekko
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	Sen. Harris: This president 'inadequate' at meeting the needs of the moment
	Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission
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	Stacey Abrams: If you don't fill out census, you're invisible. If you need help, we won't be there.
	Senators seek federal government to take over medical supply chain
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	'Who’s in charge?’ Biden criticizes Trump’s ‘slow’ coronavirus response
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Paramedics told NOT to bring cardiac arrest patients to ER...
Man succumbs on subway...
KEEP OUT: Two-thirds Want Their STATE'S Border Closed... Hot spots clamor for quick tests... 1 in 3 false negative? SPREADS 'JUST BY BREATHING'… LA mayor says ALL residents should wear masks... Looters wearing too... Residents in Texas city face $1,000 fine for uncovered mouth, nose... Outbreak Among Farm Workers Would Be Catastrophic... Meat Supply System Vulnerable... Team 700: The young doctors being asked to play god... Life-or-Death Decisions Come With Threat of Lawsuits... Nursing home infections surge... SICK MAP... USA nears 1 in 1,000 infected... Nation facing hunger crisis as demand for food banks soars... Coronavirus Started in China, but Europe Became the Hub for Its Global Spread... Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported... 
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Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html [ “..."The Cuomo show" (‘Amess and Andy’? Or ‘Fredo and Frodo’?)That's what the AP's David Bauder calls it: "With all their familial love and drama, the Cuomo brothers — Andrew during the daytime, Chris at night — have become compelling figures in the plague-driven landscape of American television…"

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
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	*Wednesday: Trump says “be prepared for a very, very painful two weeks” – and the DOW drops 974 points
	*Thursday: Another 6 million+ unemployed and stocks rally?!?!
	*Friday: Unemployment jumps to 4.4% and 3M taking heat for exporting face masks – stocks end week with losses"
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	Robin Brown Guist lamag.com Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [ Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ] A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, the leader of nations ... in crime:
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
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	DRUDGEREPORT Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 100 DAYS OF VIRUS EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL' FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his parishioners would rather die than not go to church... Pastor who criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... California sheriff warns he can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not wearing masks... State still way behind in testing... NJ town resorts to talking drones for social enforcement... NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop... Broadway Closed Through June 7... South Florida City New Hot Spot... DC braces for looming surge… Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed... Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill... Grocery stores turn to robots... Massive wave of evictions coming... Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November... Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies... Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows... Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police... Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist... 'By December, we are going to go through this again'... SICK MAP... CNN Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in a largely straightforward briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html Researchers say the peak is still to come, but the model used by the White House now shows far fewer projected US deaths
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	Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 14,000 CNN [ A day in the life of coronamerica from the wall street perspective … in other words, total bull s**t! ] https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ Parts of US could ease restrictions by summer [ Bullishit! ]
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	Sen. Murphy: Coronavirus will cause 'ripples of grief and trauma' for decades
	Dr. Fauci: There may be no going back to the pre-coronavirus 'normal' [DUH!] DRUDGEREPORT Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press Briefings... EASTER CRACKDOWN ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] PEAK DEATH SUNDAY? New York daily death toll reaches third-straight record at 799... Outbreak Aboard Second Navy Carrier… DC mayor: All shoppers at grocery stores must wear masks... Major Meat Processors Shutting Down Plants Nationwide As Employees Get Sick... After Violent Night, Chicago Mayor Puts Curfew On Liquor Sales... Prison riot in Washington state... UK lockdown indefinitely... How single cough spreads across supermarket... Video shows particles from runners can infect you... Immune system gone haywire doing more damage than covid itself? More and more testing positive AGAIN... Most New York Cases Came From Europe, Genomes Show... Federal stocks of protective equipment nearly depleted... Mnuchin says could be 'open for business' in May... 16.8 million Americans thrown out of work as toll rises... Fed Chair Powell says U.S. economy deteriorating with alarming speed… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak Pumps Another $2.3 Trillion... Why relief to small businesses has lagged... Crisis Legacy: Mountains of Debt… SICK MAP...
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	Dr. Gupta: Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths
	Dr. Gupta shows how to make your own mask at home
	The United States is already in a recession, 45 economists say
	Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics
	Analysis: Here's the silver lining in the CNN poll for Trump
	Trump and Pence give different answer to the same question
	White House reverses position after blocking health officials from appearing on CNN
	Florida governor falsely claims the coronavirus hasn't killed anyone under 25
	CNN Investigates: The red tape that crippled the US's virus response
	Obama to mayors on coronavirus: Biggest mistake leaders can make is to misinform
	The Top 10 women Joe Biden might choose as his VP
	Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering
	Magic Johnson sees one similarity between Covid and HIV
	Chinese government reveals draft list of animals which can be farmed for meat
	Tornadoes and damaging winds are likely Easter weekend
	Unclaimed NY coronavirus bodies may be buried on island, officials say
	Pop star: You should be upset I got a virus test and you didn't
	A woman was arrested after licking $1,800 worth of grocery store items, police say
	How a 100-year-old vaccine for tuberculosis could help fight the novel coronavirus
	HUFFPOST NEW YORK STATE PASSES ALL COUNTRIES IN CASES CNN Tracking Covid-19: US deaths top 18,000 https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ The end of social distancing won't mean the end of coronavirus
	As conversations about reopening the economy ramp up, Dr. Fauci says there's "no doubt" there will be cases of the virus when restrictions are relaxed
	Demographics: Surgeon general explains how coronavirus disproportionately affects people of color
	Watch: Surgeon general defends 'big mama' remark
	Podcast: Keeping faith in a pandemic
	Dr. Gupta: Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths
	Trump asked what metrics he's using for re-opening US. See his response
	Postal Service looking into absentee ballot delivery irregularities in Wisconsin
	The rising number of deaths at homes have NYPD detectives fighting an 'invisible bullet'
	No, the coronavirus is not the leading cause of death in the US, CDC says
	CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval ticking down on coronavirus response
	Ex-FDA commissioner says 'widespread screening' needed to reopen economy
	Watchdog finds Treasury acted properly in denying request for Trump tax returns
	Opinion: Trump administration is rushing to gut environmental protections
	Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics
	Exclusive: Navy commander says virus-struck aircraft carrier crew 'struggling' after captain's firing
	US Postal Service warns Congress it could become insolvent due to coronavirus
	IRS says stimulus payments begin next week
	Fact Check: Trump's new anti-Biden ad is filled with deceptive images and audio clips
	See astronaut's advice about living in isolation
	Opinion: UK's concern for Boris Johnson overrides politics
	Virginia governor signs abortion protections into law
	US attorney launches investigation of Massachusetts veteran's nursing home suffering from deadly Covid-19 outbreak
	3M sues over another company's marked-up offer to New York City of N95 masks
	President Andrew Cuomo? Maybe
	Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering
	Car insurers are giving billions back to drivers. It still may not be enough CNN US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
	As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is yet to come in Texas and Florida DRUDGEREPORT USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

TEST OF FAITH
IN A WORLD LOCKED DOWN 

Economic devastation looms on a Good Friday like no other...
How America was hit with COVID-19 from two continents...
2,200 Deaths In Nursing Homes...
Poop study shows virus cases undercounted...
Traces found in wastewater at high levels...
Antibody test in German town shows 15% infection rate...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body... Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing... Half have neurological problems... BROTHERLY LOVE: Man Gets Ripped Off Philly Bus For Not Wearing Mask... Michigan bans travel between residences... Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong direction... Prisoners Riot as Tensions Rise... Inmates take over cell block in Kansas... Europe close to herd immunity? Rising from sick beds, medics head back to front lines... Feds promised small businesses up to $2 million in loans. Now it's maxing out at $15,000....
FAUCI: Americans could eventually carry certificates of immunity... 
MAG: Pandemic Will Cleave Nation in Two...
APPLEGOOGLE to track contact via smartphone...
U.S. Projects Summer Spike if Stay-At-Home Orders Lifted...
PRESIDENT: Decision To Open Country 'Biggest I've Ever Had To Make'... SICK MAP... https://drudgereport.com/ CNN US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html DRUDGEREPORT Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing… Half have neurological problems… https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/ FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS TESTING BOTCHED Coronavirus found in air samples up to 13 feet from patients… CDC: Cases Double In Week... Former FDA Commissioner: 'Far More Deadly than Spanish Flu'... Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong direction...
Congress Debates Using Smartphone Data... Burning Man Canceled...
Italy extends lockdown despite business pressure...
Reports Most New Cases in a Week... IT CAN'T GO ON FOREVER! SICK MAP... CNN Major pork processor closes -- with a warning
	Analysis: Virus may dash Trump's plan for economic opening
	Watch: What life is like for a doctor at Mount Sinai Hospital
	Victims: Real estate mogul and Trump friend Stanley Chera dies
	Opinion: The problem with Trump right now
	Analysis: Trump wants country reopened, but there's an obstacle
	Dr. Gupta: Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths
	Lines at food banks grow as some farmers destroy food
	NYC has more than 100,000 cases of coronavirus
	Deadly tornadoes in the South cause 'catastrophic' damage
	China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus
	Tapper: Mr. President, these questions need answers
	There's another incurable virus stalking black America. And Covid-19 is making it worse
	Lt. Governor apologizes to New Orleans mayor: I was wrong and she was right
	'I woke up and couldn't taste or smell:' A possible early sign of coronavirus
	Seven people fined $1,000 each for violating stay-at-home order
	Stelter: Trump may be best of all at this
	Thousands gather virtually to remember RFK's granddaughter and her son



DRUDGEREPORT
FAUCI DOWNLOADS ON TRUMP: LIVES COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IF SHUT EARLIER
BATTLE TO RE-OPEN 
USA FACES 18 MONTHS OF ROLLING SHUTDOWNS? https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD 
All 50 states under disaster declaration for first time in history... 
EASTER REBELLION: Florida pastor, others flout stay-home orders... 
Leaders seize new powers, dangers grow for democracy... 
Surveillance Thrives... 
Test-and-trace programs... 
Grocery workers increasingly fear showing up at work... 
QANTAS staff consider class action alleging airline failed to protect... 
Flight Attendants and Pilots Question Safety... 
NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19... Repeatedly played down seriousness... 'It's going to be just fine'...
The 'Red Dawn' Emails...
DEATHS NEAR 22,000...
America's Darwinian moment... Life and Death in Hot Zone... NEW CASES CHINA: MOST IN 6 WEEKS... SICK MAP... MSNBC Dr. Fauci: 'It became clear that we were in real trouble' by mid- to late January ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Monday - April 13th, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	The major indices were mixed today following the biggest 1-week gain since 1974.
	*The S&P and DOW still finished the day in negative territory for the first time in 3 sessions.
	*However, the NASDAQ finished higher, helped out by a 7.0% jump in Netflix (NFLX) and new 52-week high for the stock.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row, even though OPEC members agreed to the biggest output cut in history. With a 1.5% loss, Crude Oil finished at 22.41 a barrel.
	*Stimulus checks are trickling in, with the first deposits occurring over the weekend. The U.S. Treasury says that millions of Americans should receive deposits on Wednesday.
	*JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) will kick off earnings season tomorrow. We’ll also hear from Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and Bank of America (BAC) this week. HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick dude trump beyond the pale! ] MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible … How very trumpian! ]
	'Scariest day of my life': Trump describes moment at briefing
	Live updates There are more than 590,000 cases in the US
	Looking back: Tapper rolls the tape on what Trump does 'not want you to remember'
	Reopening: Battle over when to reopen the US escalates
	Chris Cuomo: I can't shake off my fever
	Opinion: Here's something Trump can't spin
	California governor outlines plan to reopen economy as US death toll tops 25,000
	US may have to endure social distancing until 2022 if no vaccine is quickly found, scientists predict
	GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is lesser of two evils compared to economy tanking
	CDC, FEMA have drafted a national plan to reopen US, report says
	Farmer who had to destroy his crop has a message for federal government
	Hank Steinbrenner, Yankees co-owner, dies
	Analysis: Donald Trump had Tom Brady on the brain during a coronavirus meeting
	Bishop who said 'God is larger than' Covid-19 has died from the disease
	Obama endorses Biden for president
	Scientists have bad news for the White House about coronavirus antibody tests
	New WH committee opens with confusion
	A 93-year-old woman got a massive Coors Light delivery after a viral plea for more beer
	Ex-Trump adviser blasts slow execution of funds
	NASCAR driver Kyle Larson fired from racing team for using a racial slur
	Reporter grills Trump: What did you do for entire month? DRUDGEREPORT TRUMP ORDERS HIS NAME ON VIRUS CHECKS NO PEAK YET: U.S. DEATHS SET SINGLE-DAY RECORD... https://drudgereport.com/ HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick dude trump beyond the pale! ] MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible … How very trumpian! ]
	YAHOONEWS (4-13-20) Business Yahoo Finance Stock market news live updates: Stock futures drop, officials discuss reopening economy https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-april-13-2020-221804219.html Stock futures fell Sunday evening at the end a holiday weekend in the U.S., declining after last week’s rally sent the S&P 500 to its best weekly gain since 1974. HUFFPOST SLOW, INCOMPETENT AND DISHONEST: INSIDE TRUMP’S BOTCHED RESPONSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-botched-delayed-coronavirus-response_n_5e9315c0c5b69ededcf2d2b5 DRUDGEREPORT NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19… Repeatedly played down seriousness… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-BB12tYrs
	4-12-20 Alec Baldwin’s Trump Calls In To ‘Weekend Update’ To Brag About His Stellar COVID-19 Job https://www.huffpost.com/entry/alec-baldwin-trump-weekend-update-snl_n_5e92a4b8c5b68ca47636e491 CNN US hits new historic first in coronavirus pandemic https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/us-coronavirus-updates-sunday/index.html President Trump approved a disaster declaration for Wyoming making it the first time in American history all states have one in place US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html MAGAman trump has done it … ‘We’re number one!’ CNN US has most virus deaths in the world America is now reporting at least 18,860 coronavirus fatalities, surpassing Italy as the nation with the most reported deaths https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-11-20/h_a72b3899f03070ecaad11f4375f1f995 YAHOONEWS World Reuters IMF chief says pandemic will unleash worst recession since Great Depression https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/imf-chief-says-pandemic-unleash-120000780.html CNN US likely hit its peak daily death toll, expert says https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/health/us-coronavirus-updates-saturday/index.html At least 2,074 deaths were reported Friday, the largest increase in coronavirus fatalities since the beginning of the outbreak live updates US reaches half a million coronavirus cases
	As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is yet to come in Texas and Florida DRUDGEREPORT USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Oversight erased, Supreme Court hijacked: Trump turns the presidency into a dictatorship https://www.yahoo.com/news/oversight-erased-supreme-court-hijacked-071510076.html [ No surprise. Totally predictable. Tragic and pathetic! ]
	DRUDGEREPORT Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press Briefings... [ WOW! Talk about biting the hand that fed him … well, that’s trump’s insanity, to be sure! ] EASTER CRACKDOWN ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] Then there’s this: https://www.usdebtclock.org HUFFPOST ECONOMISTS: FAT CHANCE FOR TRUMP’S ‘ROCKET’ RECOVERY https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
	YAHOONEWS Politics Politico The briefings aren’t working: Trump’s approval rating takes a dip DRUDGEREPORT Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 100 DAYS OF VIRUS EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL' FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES CNN poll: Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-coronavirus/index.html MSNBC Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ] HUFFPOST Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so pathetic! ] YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html
	Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]


	YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest» YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock market, pros say.
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-presidency-over/607969/?fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCWH3OeRmsFWI TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE SHOUTING!
	The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
	The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/
	Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-along-the-potomac/

	A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
	live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000
	Analysis: Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll
	Illinois governor: Feds sent wrong type of masks
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Podcast: Being pregnant during a pandemic
	Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading statements
	He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus
	California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures are working
	Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but it's still deadlier than seasonal flu
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US
	NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, WSJ reports
	WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick
	His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea
	Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids
	Pastor arrested for holding church services
	A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical masks
	Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market tanked
	Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state CNN Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states
	The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.
	live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this virus since day one'
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Social distancing: 'Glimmers' that measures are working
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? What to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Podcast: As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties
	CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus
	A grim picture of what could come in the US
	Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus
	Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus guidelines and provide models as rationale
	Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was wrong
	Man best known for walking nearly every block of New York dies of coronavirus
	Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky start
	What to do if you're worried about bills
	The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will receive medal of honor
	From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual campaigning
	DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA warrant process
	Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why
	Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American democracy
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

	Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-devastating-dantonio/index.html
	A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
	live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000
	Analysis: Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll
	Illinois governor: Feds sent wrong type of masks
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Podcast: Being pregnant during a pandemic
	Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading statements
	He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus
	California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures are working
	Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but it's still deadlier than seasonal flu
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US
	NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, WSJ reports
	WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick
	His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea
	Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids
	Pastor arrested for holding church services
	A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical masks
	Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market tanked

	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
	‘I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools close
	OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about coronavirus
	Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal
	State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket
	U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far
	Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits
	Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do they see?
	New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis
	CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19
	A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue
	GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public Health: Study
	Amazon Worker Fired After Staging Walkout Over Company’s Handling Of Outbreak
	LIVE UPDATES: Read The Latest About The COVID-19 Outbreak
	The State, It Is Us https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-state-it-is-us/
	The Committee to Save the Dow Jones Industrial Average https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/the-committee-to-save-the-dow-jones-industrial-average/

	Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.
	A few headlines moving the market…
	* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.
	*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.
	* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000 cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.
	*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at $20.32 a barrel.
	*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.
	NYC leads in US coronavirus deaths with 1,300. Meanwhile, the global number of cases tops 930,000.
	CNN investigates: Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests at just one lab company
	Taking a toll: Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him
	Fueling the virus: Up to 50% of carriers can infect others blindly
	Data: Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections
	Impact: One block. Six businesses on the brink of disaster.
	Podcast: Dr. Fauci more personal than you have ever heard him
	Opinion: What happens in the 4th wave of the pandemic
	Biden campaign says it will arrange call with Trump about coronavirus
	Trump uses coronavirus briefing to unveil new military counternarcotics mission
	Adam Schlesinger, Fountains of Wayne singer, dead at 52 from Covid-19
	FDA calls for heartburn drug Zantac to be pulled from market immediately
	Nurse tricked hospital to get tested. She tested positive.
	See Gov. Cuomo's heartfelt message to his 'little brother' and 'best friend' Chris
	Florida governor: We'll take state residents only from Zaandam cruise ship
	Pelosi said Trump is responsible for US deaths. Watch Biden's answer
	Only some medical supplies from overseas going directly to coronavirus hotspots
	Stock futures up after a rough start
	Outbreak could redefine labor in America
	Opinion: I left quarantine. You need to know what you're in for.



MSNBC
Captain of aircraft carrier begged Navy for help as 93 sailors test positive for COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797

	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
	Number of COVID-19 deaths in NY jumped 25 percent in 24 hours
	Trump admin orders suspension of personal protective gear shipments abroad
	Tekashi 6ix9ine should be considered for early release because of coronavirus, judge says
	George Washington University converts dorms to housing for healthcare workers fighting coronavirus
	Trump: Pence spoke 'for 5 minutes' & didn't 'touch' reporter's question about uninsured
	Here's what Trump administration is doing while we're distracted by COVID-19 crisis
	First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19
	Ruhle: Trump's plan to save restaurants would only help strip clubs, 80s steak houses and Gordon Gekko

	Coronavirus: U.S. Politics
	Sanders says he's 'assessing' his campaign with 'narrow' path to victory
	Sen. Harris: This president 'inadequate' at meeting the needs of the moment
	Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission
	Bernie Sanders calls on Wisconsin to delay primary so people don't 'risk their lives' to vote
	Stacey Abrams: If you don't fill out census, you're invisible. If you need help, we won't be there.
	Senators seek federal government to take over medical supply chain
	Biden: 'Hard to envision' a physical DNC convention
	Biden considering Michigan Gov. Whitmer for potential VP pick
	'Who’s in charge?’ Biden criticizes Trump’s ‘slow’ coronavirus response
	‘Like surge pricing on Uber:’ Conn. governor on scramble to buy ventilators
	Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission
	Nicolle Wallace: Trump's comments on testing are a dangerous delusion, or an intentional lie
	New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis
	Phil Rucker: Trump's latest string of attacks on women 'fits a pattern'

HUFFPOST
PENTAGON SEEKS 100,000 BODY BAGS 

Florida Governor Issues Stay-At-Home Order
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	CNN The case for wearing masks strengthens
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	Dr. Fauci now needs security detail after receiving death threats
	DRUDGEREPORT HALF HUMANITY ON LOCKDOWN Chris Cuomo's 'haunted' night: Shivering, hallucinating, beaten 'like piñata'...
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK DEATH… https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php 
Paramedics told NOT to bring cardiac arrest patients to ER...
Man succumbs on subway...
KEEP OUT: Two-thirds Want Their STATE'S Border Closed... Hot spots clamor for quick tests... 1 in 3 false negative? SPREADS 'JUST BY BREATHING'… LA mayor says ALL residents should wear masks... Looters wearing too... Residents in Texas city face $1,000 fine for uncovered mouth, nose... Outbreak Among Farm Workers Would Be Catastrophic... Meat Supply System Vulnerable... Team 700: The young doctors being asked to play god... Life-or-Death Decisions Come With Threat of Lawsuits... Nursing home infections surge... SICK MAP... USA nears 1 in 1,000 infected... Nation facing hunger crisis as demand for food banks soars... Coronavirus Started in China, but Europe Became the Hub for Its Global Spread... Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported... 

Americans flock to remote land, survival retreats... 

As world battles bug, govts under fire... 

Angry Wuhan next-of-kin seek answers... 

Smartphone health code rules life... 

Finland Told Its Welfare State Can't Cope With Virus Fallout... Jews, Muslims forced to change burial traditions... Duterte orders police to shoot dead lockdown troublemakers... Spanish cops bust supermarket 'bar' for breaking ban... "ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Thursday - April 2nd, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Unemployment Claims were released today - and and it’s bad:
	*Last week, 6,648,000 people filed for unemployment. This is the most ever.
	*Trading was choppy when the U.S. session started, but then stocks rallied and finished near session highs, gaining more than 2%.
	*Crude Oil (CL) had a HUGE day! With a 24.0% gain, Crude Oil finished at $25.19 a barrel, the biggest 1-day jump ever! Crude Oil’s rally came after President Trump said that Saudi Arabia and Russia could cut production oil by 10 million barrels a day.
	*Tesla (TLSA) finished the day with a 5.6% loss. But after reporting better than expected first quarter deliveries after the bell, Tesla is up almost 16.0% in after-hours trading…which should help the puts we sold in our Mastermind Virtual Boardroom this week!
	*Zoom Video (ZM) dropped 11.0% after its CEO apologized for security issues and said the platform wasn’t built to handle the current number of users."





CNN
Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html [ “..."The Cuomo show" (‘Amess and Andy’? Or ‘Fredo and Frodo’?)That's what the AP's David Bauder calls it: "With all their familial love and drama, the Cuomo brothers — Andrew during the daytime, Chris at night — have become compelling figures in the plague-driven landscape of American television…"

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
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	Why these 8 Republican governors are holding out on statewide stay-at-home orders https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/04/politics/republican-governors-stay-at-home-orders-coronavirus/index.html "...The remaining exceptions are eight red states, all of which Trump carried four years ago and is hoping to do so again in the fall. They stretch from the South to the Midwest and the West, spanning the alphabet from Arkansas to Wyoming.

	China donates ventilators to NY
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	Trump paints grim picture of what's ahead (for what he’s termed hoax/fake news ….. hmmm) https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
	The President said this week and next will probably be the toughest in the fight against coronavirus and that 'there will be a lot of death'
	Global scramble: Coronavirus sparks a 'war for masks'
	Analysis: 'Normal' will look very different when this is over
	Tracking the virus: Coronavirus cases in the US by state
	Victims: An interview left Erin Burnett in tears. You will cry too
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	Market Update for Saturday - April 4th, 2020
	Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:
	Monday: Unemployment could hit 32%…and “everything will be fine?”
	*Tuesday: Worst quarter…EVER.
	*Wednesday: Trump says “be prepared for a very, very painful two weeks” – and the DOW drops 974 points
	*Thursday: Another 6 million+ unemployed and stocks rally?!?!
	*Friday: Unemployment jumps to 4.4% and 3M taking heat for exporting face masks – stocks end week with losses"




DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
WHITE HOUSE: PEAK DEATH COMING https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x 
BIRX WARNS DO NOT GO TO GROCERY STORES
CHINA SEES NEW RISE IN CASES

	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	The origin of coronavirus is debated. But genetic detective work is leading scientists to point at one animal suspect. 
	Breaking Biden and Trump speak about coronavirus response
	Dr. Gupta: Here's what this means for Boris Johnson
	Big test: US prepares for the most critical week yet
	NYC official: Trump has my mom's blood on his hands
	Sparks fly: Heated disagreement breaks out in Situation Room
	How to help: A list of vetted charities you can donate to
	Podcast: New guidance on masks
	White House coronavirus press briefing
	live updates New York shows signs of hitting apex while US passes 10,000 deaths
	NYC may temporarily bury coronavirus victims in park if morgues reach capacity, councilman says
	Watch the question Trump wouldn't let Dr. Fauci answer
	Wisconsin governor orders delay of primary election, GOP will challenge
	Has Covid-19 been in humans for years?
	Opinion: How the very rich are different in the Covid-19 fight
	Analysis: Why you should pay close attention to Trump's latest firing
	Tourist sites packed as China comes out of lockdown. Experts say risk is high
	Opinion: The Trump-Fox News feedback loop has new targets
	UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson enters intensive care due to coronavirus
	Opinion: A pandemic is no time to go federal
	Wall Street has best day in two weeks as coronavirus optimism grows
	See what streets in China look like now
	A 7-year-old boy was shot in the face and killed in a drive-by shooting in Pennsylvania
	Acting Navy secretary blasts ousted aircraft carrier captain as 'stupid' in address to crew
	Intensive care doctor with coronavirus made goodbye video for her kids
	Opinion: This is how we conquer Covid-19
	Man shot five people for 'talking too loud' during lockdown, investigators say
	Teens charged with hate crimes for attacking woman and saying she caused coronavirus
	Doctor on unproven drug: You could lose your life
	Trump sends ‘best wishes’ to ‘very good friend’ Boris Johnson in ICU
	New COVID-19 hot spot on New York’s Long Island sparks concern
	How the White House mishandled first 70 days of coronavirus crisis Latest news on the global pandemic Trump insisted on surprise Sunday briefing to counter 'dour' message of his own experts
	South Carolina ends holdout and issues stay-at-home order
	Louisiana pastor cited for defying coronavirus order hosts hundreds on Palm Sunday
	Indiana extends stay at home order for additional 2 weeks

	Trump Administration Report Details Havoc For Hospitals Dealing With COVID-19
	Hospital Workers Are Unsafe And Afraid They’ll Get Too Sick To Care For Patients
	Industry Groups Ask California To Delay Pollution Rules, Citing Pandemic
	LATEST UPDATES: Read The Latest About The Coronavirus Outbreak

	Robin Brown Guist lamag.com Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [ Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ] A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, the leader of nations ... in crime:
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	Update: Dosage guidance removed from CDC website on drug touted by Georgia, Florida and Trump
	Advice: Biden describes his phone call with Trump
	KFile: New Trump press secretary downplayed pandemic
	live updates US cases are nearing 400,000
	Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?
	Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 12,000
	Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing,' wearing me down
	Podcast: Doctors' difficult decisions
	Fact check: Trump makes misleading claims about the WHO and his record on the coronavirus
	Wisconsin holds primary election during pandemic
	Opinion: Trump is desperately seeking to avoid blame
	US states race to fight coronavirus cases with long-awaited medical shipments
	Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies
	CDC director: US death toll could be lower than warned
	Doctor explains drop in predicted deaths
	Trump removes watchdog overseeing coronavirus emergency funds
	Acting secretary of the Navy resigns after calling ousted aircraft carrier captain 'stupid'
	Opinion: SCOTUS is tipping the scales toward Trump's reelection
	Passengers to be evacuated from Antarctic cruise ship after almost 60% test positive for coronavirus
	Global stocks and US futures retreat on coronavirus caution
	John Prine, influential singer-songwriter, dies at 73
	Chinese billionaire who criticized Xi Jinping over coronavirus under investigation
	Early data shows this group faces higher risk of getting coronavirus
	Boris Johnson is 'stable' in ICU
	Detroit hospital nurses refuse to work without more help, ordered to leave
	Van Jones: Start screaming this to the black community
	Why black Americans are at higher risk for coronavirus
	Mayor orders police to crack down on social gatherings. They find his wife at a bar YAHOONEWS Entertainment Hello Giggles Andrew Lloyd Webber will live-stream his most famous musicals every Friday for your Broadway date night https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/andrew-lloyd-webber-live-stream-140223912.html Every Friday, Broadway genius Andrew Lloyd Webber will live stream one of his classic musicals for free via YouTube. Here's how to watch.





CNN
	In a speech to supporters, the Vermont senator clears the path for Biden to serve as the Democratic nominee
	Sanders: Path towards victory is virtually impossible
	Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP
	Opinion: Now that Sanders is out, Democrats should cancel convention
	Dana Bash points out glaring absence in Sanders' address
	Civil rights icon John Lewis endorses Joe Biden
	These are the other candidates who were once in the race
	Chaos rocks White House on virus' most tragic day
	Analysis: 24 irresponsible lines from Trump's latest interview with Sean Hannity
	Aides hope to give Trump his economic 'big bang' starting in May
	Almost 60% on cruise test positive
	Opinion: Trump's real goal in demoting stimulus watchdog
	Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing'
	CNN poll: Majority say federal government has done a poor job of preventing spread
	Obama suggests a robust system of testing is needed before US can ease measures
	Right-wing media suggests death toll is inflated, despite experts saying opposite
	Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies
	What California is doing right in responding to the coronavirus pandemic
	Amid a national shortage of Covid-19 tests, California's wealthy can still get tested
	live updates Social distancing is working but deaths are rising, New York governor says
	Future projections are better than expected
	Fauci's prediction: When will kids return to school?
	'She coded in my arms': Mother recalls 27-year-old daughter's last moments
	Report: US intel warned of China's spreading virus in November
	A truck driver stabs four women, killing three, at a Tennessee truck stop, officers say
	Live updates After major Dow rally fizzles, stocks try to gain again
	CNN MSNBC HUFFPOST http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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	DRUDGEREPORT Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 100 DAYS OF VIRUS EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL' FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his parishioners would rather die than not go to church... Pastor who criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... California sheriff warns he can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not wearing masks... State still way behind in testing... NJ town resorts to talking drones for social enforcement... NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop... Broadway Closed Through June 7... South Florida City New Hot Spot... DC braces for looming surge… Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed... Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill... Grocery stores turn to robots... Massive wave of evictions coming... Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November... Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies... Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows... Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police... Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist... 'By December, we are going to go through this again'... SICK MAP... CNN Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in a largely straightforward briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html Researchers say the peak is still to come, but the model used by the White House now shows far fewer projected US deaths
	Seasons: Scientists say warmer weather won't stop virus
	Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 14,000 CNN [ A day in the life of coronamerica from the wall street perspective … in other words, total bull s**t! ] https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ Parts of US could ease restrictions by summer [ Bullishit! ]
	Dr. Anthony Fauci says some regions of the country could move toward normalcy, but there are caveats
	live updates Almost 20% of the NYPD is out sick [ Bullishit! ]
	America on hold: These are the human stories of the pandemic [ Bullishit! ]
	Late rent: Nearly a third of Americans didn't pay rent this month [ Bullishit! ]
	Only one Covid-19 death: See how country did it
	Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 14,000 [ Bullishit! ]
	WHO chief: See his response to Trump's threat [ Bullishit! ]
	Pence's office blocks public health officials from appearing on CNN [ Bullishit! ]
	GOP and Democrats block competing proposals over more COVID-19 aid [ Bullishit! ]
	Fact check: Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in straightforward briefing [ Bullishit! ]
	CNN poll: Biden leads Trump in national head-to-head matchup
	Analysis: Trump is missing his biggest asset in his bid for reelection [ trump’s biggest ass yet! Bullishit! ]
	See new press secretary's shocking and false claims about Trump [ Bullishit! ]
	Analysis: Trump's secret theory about Barack Obama's endorsement
	Watch Trump's reaction to Sanders ending presidential campaign [ Bullishit! ]
	NYT: 86-year-old who broke social distancing space in ER died after being shoved [ Bullishit! ]
	Opinion: This Wisconsin voter was furious, so she made this sign
	Fed unleashes another $2.3 trillion to support economy [ Bullishit! ]
	California's early response helped to flatten the curve
	Analysis: Goodbye, Bernie Sanders [ Bullishit! ]
	8 Capitol police test positive for coronavirus [ Bullishit! ]
	'Yikes!' Amanpour reacts to Fox News montage about virus
	Analysis: What Fox News' silence about 'Diamond & Silk' says about the network
	Study: New York's coronavirus outbreak came from Europe and other parts of US [ Bullishit! ]


	Sen. Murphy: Coronavirus will cause 'ripples of grief and trauma' for decades
	Dr. Fauci: There may be no going back to the pre-coronavirus 'normal' [DUH!] DRUDGEREPORT Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press Briefings... EASTER CRACKDOWN ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] PEAK DEATH SUNDAY? New York daily death toll reaches third-straight record at 799... Outbreak Aboard Second Navy Carrier… DC mayor: All shoppers at grocery stores must wear masks... Major Meat Processors Shutting Down Plants Nationwide As Employees Get Sick... After Violent Night, Chicago Mayor Puts Curfew On Liquor Sales... Prison riot in Washington state... UK lockdown indefinitely... How single cough spreads across supermarket... Video shows particles from runners can infect you... Immune system gone haywire doing more damage than covid itself? More and more testing positive AGAIN... Most New York Cases Came From Europe, Genomes Show... Federal stocks of protective equipment nearly depleted... Mnuchin says could be 'open for business' in May... 16.8 million Americans thrown out of work as toll rises... Fed Chair Powell says U.S. economy deteriorating with alarming speed… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak Pumps Another $2.3 Trillion... Why relief to small businesses has lagged... Crisis Legacy: Mountains of Debt… SICK MAP...

	16 Million U.S. Workers Filed for Benefits in Last 3 Weeks
	CNN Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 16,000 https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ MSNBC Contradicting experts, Trump says U.S. doesn't need nationwide testing ahead of return to work
	HUFFPOST CORONAVIRUS U.S. Economy Unlikely To Recover As Rapidly As It Collapsed
	While updated projections lowered the national death estimate, New York's projected deaths increased
	Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 16,000
	Analysis: Lack of testing may blunt Trump's planned revival
	live updates 16 US states have statewide school closures
	CDC director: US coming to the peak of coronavirus cases
	Analysis: The EU has bungled its pandemic response and might never fully recover
	Dr. Gupta: Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths
	Dr. Gupta shows how to make your own mask at home
	The United States is already in a recession, 45 economists say
	Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics
	Analysis: Here's the silver lining in the CNN poll for Trump
	Trump and Pence give different answer to the same question
	White House reverses position after blocking health officials from appearing on CNN
	Florida governor falsely claims the coronavirus hasn't killed anyone under 25
	CNN Investigates: The red tape that crippled the US's virus response
	Obama to mayors on coronavirus: Biggest mistake leaders can make is to misinform
	The Top 10 women Joe Biden might choose as his VP
	Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering
	Magic Johnson sees one similarity between Covid and HIV
	Chinese government reveals draft list of animals which can be farmed for meat
	Tornadoes and damaging winds are likely Easter weekend
	Unclaimed NY coronavirus bodies may be buried on island, officials say
	Pop star: You should be upset I got a virus test and you didn't
	A woman was arrested after licking $1,800 worth of grocery store items, police say
	How a 100-year-old vaccine for tuberculosis could help fight the novel coronavirus
	HUFFPOST NEW YORK STATE PASSES ALL COUNTRIES IN CASES CNN Tracking Covid-19: US deaths top 18,000 https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ The end of social distancing won't mean the end of coronavirus
	As conversations about reopening the economy ramp up, Dr. Fauci says there's "no doubt" there will be cases of the virus when restrictions are relaxed
	Demographics: Surgeon general explains how coronavirus disproportionately affects people of color
	Watch: Surgeon general defends 'big mama' remark
	Podcast: Keeping faith in a pandemic
	Dr. Gupta: Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths
	Trump asked what metrics he's using for re-opening US. See his response
	Postal Service looking into absentee ballot delivery irregularities in Wisconsin
	The rising number of deaths at homes have NYPD detectives fighting an 'invisible bullet'
	No, the coronavirus is not the leading cause of death in the US, CDC says
	CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval ticking down on coronavirus response
	Ex-FDA commissioner says 'widespread screening' needed to reopen economy
	Watchdog finds Treasury acted properly in denying request for Trump tax returns
	Opinion: Trump administration is rushing to gut environmental protections
	Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics
	Exclusive: Navy commander says virus-struck aircraft carrier crew 'struggling' after captain's firing
	US Postal Service warns Congress it could become insolvent due to coronavirus
	IRS says stimulus payments begin next week
	Fact Check: Trump's new anti-Biden ad is filled with deceptive images and audio clips
	See astronaut's advice about living in isolation
	Opinion: UK's concern for Boris Johnson overrides politics
	Virginia governor signs abortion protections into law
	US attorney launches investigation of Massachusetts veteran's nursing home suffering from deadly Covid-19 outbreak
	3M sues over another company's marked-up offer to New York City of N95 masks
	President Andrew Cuomo? Maybe
	Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering
	Car insurers are giving billions back to drivers. It still may not be enough CNN US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
	As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is yet to come in Texas and Florida DRUDGEREPORT USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

TEST OF FAITH
IN A WORLD LOCKED DOWN 

Economic devastation looms on a Good Friday like no other...
How America was hit with COVID-19 from two continents...
2,200 Deaths In Nursing Homes...
Poop study shows virus cases undercounted...
Traces found in wastewater at high levels...
Antibody test in German town shows 15% infection rate...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body... Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing... Half have neurological problems... BROTHERLY LOVE: Man Gets Ripped Off Philly Bus For Not Wearing Mask... Michigan bans travel between residences... Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong direction... Prisoners Riot as Tensions Rise... Inmates take over cell block in Kansas... Europe close to herd immunity? Rising from sick beds, medics head back to front lines... Feds promised small businesses up to $2 million in loans. Now it's maxing out at $15,000....
FAUCI: Americans could eventually carry certificates of immunity... 
MAG: Pandemic Will Cleave Nation in Two...
APPLEGOOGLE to track contact via smartphone...
U.S. Projects Summer Spike if Stay-At-Home Orders Lifted...
PRESIDENT: Decision To Open Country 'Biggest I've Ever Had To Make'... SICK MAP... https://drudgereport.com/ CNN US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html DRUDGEREPORT Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing… Half have neurological problems… https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/ FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS TESTING BOTCHED Coronavirus found in air samples up to 13 feet from patients… CDC: Cases Double In Week... Former FDA Commissioner: 'Far More Deadly than Spanish Flu'... Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong direction...
Congress Debates Using Smartphone Data... Burning Man Canceled...
Italy extends lockdown despite business pressure...
Reports Most New Cases in a Week... IT CAN'T GO ON FOREVER! SICK MAP... CNN Major pork processor closes -- with a warning
	Analysis: Virus may dash Trump's plan for economic opening
	Watch: What life is like for a doctor at Mount Sinai Hospital
	Victims: Real estate mogul and Trump friend Stanley Chera dies
	Opinion: The problem with Trump right now
	Analysis: Trump wants country reopened, but there's an obstacle
	Dr. Gupta: Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths
	Lines at food banks grow as some farmers destroy food
	NYC has more than 100,000 cases of coronavirus
	Deadly tornadoes in the South cause 'catastrophic' damage
	China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus
	Tapper: Mr. President, these questions need answers
	There's another incurable virus stalking black America. And Covid-19 is making it worse
	Lt. Governor apologizes to New Orleans mayor: I was wrong and she was right
	'I woke up and couldn't taste or smell:' A possible early sign of coronavirus
	Seven people fined $1,000 each for violating stay-at-home order
	Stelter: Trump may be best of all at this
	Thousands gather virtually to remember RFK's granddaughter and her son



DRUDGEREPORT
FAUCI DOWNLOADS ON TRUMP: LIVES COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IF SHUT EARLIER
BATTLE TO RE-OPEN 
USA FACES 18 MONTHS OF ROLLING SHUTDOWNS? https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD 
All 50 states under disaster declaration for first time in history... 
EASTER REBELLION: Florida pastor, others flout stay-home orders... 
Leaders seize new powers, dangers grow for democracy... 
Surveillance Thrives... 
Test-and-trace programs... 
Grocery workers increasingly fear showing up at work... 
QANTAS staff consider class action alleging airline failed to protect... 
Flight Attendants and Pilots Question Safety... 
NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19... Repeatedly played down seriousness... 'It's going to be just fine'...
The 'Red Dawn' Emails...
DEATHS NEAR 22,000...
America's Darwinian moment... Life and Death in Hot Zone... NEW CASES CHINA: MOST IN 6 WEEKS... SICK MAP... MSNBC Dr. Fauci: 'It became clear that we were in real trouble' by mid- to late January ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Monday - April 13th, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	The major indices were mixed today following the biggest 1-week gain since 1974.
	*The S&P and DOW still finished the day in negative territory for the first time in 3 sessions.
	*However, the NASDAQ finished higher, helped out by a 7.0% jump in Netflix (NFLX) and new 52-week high for the stock.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row, even though OPEC members agreed to the biggest output cut in history. With a 1.5% loss, Crude Oil finished at 22.41 a barrel.
	*Stimulus checks are trickling in, with the first deposits occurring over the weekend. The U.S. Treasury says that millions of Americans should receive deposits on Wednesday.
	*JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) will kick off earnings season tomorrow. We’ll also hear from Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and Bank of America (BAC) this week.
	
	YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock market, pros say. [ Keep in mind, the upshot of these sometimes blatant fraudulent wealth transfers to that so-called one percent, exemplified by ie., the wall street bailout with government complicity (republicans/democrats, dumbya bush/paulsen/cheney, obama/holder/biden, now trump/barr, etc., et als), is the equivalent of a ‘heads they win tails you lose’ approach with huge treasury dollar implications where they socialize the losses and privatize the gains. Fed chair tells Congress that $1 trillion budget deficits are unsustainable “…..There has been no acceleration. There has been no improvement. It’s running out of the business cycle, even as the foundation underneath has been made worse and worse by Trump’s trade policies and a really insane fiscal policy of driving the deficit to over a trillion dollars at the top of the business cycle…..” https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/all-the-news-thats-fit-for-bubblevision/ The magnitude of these frauds is almost incomprehensible. https://www.usdebtclock.org These real-time numbers are unsustainable and insurmountable! https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE US GOVERNMENT ]
	YAHOONEWS (4-13-20) Business Yahoo Finance Stock market news live updates: Stock futures drop, officials discuss reopening economy https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stock-market-news-live-updates-april-13-2020-221804219.html Stock futures fell Sunday evening at the end a holiday weekend in the U.S., declining after last week’s rally sent the S&P 500 to its best weekly gain since 1974. HUFFPOST SLOW, INCOMPETENT AND DISHONEST: INSIDE TRUMP’S BOTCHED RESPONSE https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-botched-delayed-coronavirus-response_n_5e9315c0c5b69ededcf2d2b5 DRUDGEREPORT NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19… Repeatedly played down seriousness… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/he-could-have-seen-what-was-coming-behind-trumps-failure-on-the-virus/ar-BB12tYrs
	4-12-20 Alec Baldwin’s Trump Calls In To ‘Weekend Update’ To Brag About His Stellar COVID-19 Job https://www.huffpost.com/entry/alec-baldwin-trump-weekend-update-snl_n_5e92a4b8c5b68ca47636e491 CNN US hits new historic first in coronavirus pandemic https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/12/health/us-coronavirus-updates-sunday/index.html President Trump approved a disaster declaration for Wyoming making it the first time in American history all states have one in place US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html MAGAman trump has done it … ‘We’re number one!’ CNN US has most virus deaths in the world America is now reporting at least 18,860 coronavirus fatalities, surpassing Italy as the nation with the most reported deaths https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-11-20/h_a72b3899f03070ecaad11f4375f1f995 YAHOONEWS World Reuters IMF chief says pandemic will unleash worst recession since Great Depression https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/imf-chief-says-pandemic-unleash-120000780.html CNN US likely hit its peak daily death toll, expert says https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/health/us-coronavirus-updates-saturday/index.html At least 2,074 deaths were reported Friday, the largest increase in coronavirus fatalities since the beginning of the outbreak live updates US reaches half a million coronavirus cases
	As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is yet to come in Texas and Florida DRUDGEREPORT USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Oversight erased, Supreme Court hijacked: Trump turns the presidency into a dictatorship https://www.yahoo.com/news/oversight-erased-supreme-court-hijacked-071510076.html [ No surprise. Totally predictable. Tragic and pathetic! ]
	DRUDGEREPORT Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press Briefings... [ WOW! Talk about biting the hand that fed him … well, that’s trump’s insanity, to be sure! ] EASTER CRACKDOWN ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] Then there’s this: https://www.usdebtclock.org HUFFPOST ECONOMISTS: FAT CHANCE FOR TRUMP’S ‘ROCKET’ RECOVERY https://www.huffpost.com/entry/economy-unlikely-to-recover-quickly-coronavirus_n_5e8f3641c5b6b371812d26a4
	YAHOONEWS Politics Politico The briefings aren’t working: Trump’s approval rating takes a dip DRUDGEREPORT Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 100 DAYS OF VIRUS EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL' FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES CNN poll: Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-coronavirus/index.html MSNBC Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ] HUFFPOST Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so pathetic! ] YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html
	Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]


	YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest» YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock market, pros say.
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/peter-wehner-trump-presidency-over/607969/?fbclid=IwAR25KrD_ML8MzmbtRSpYGCn55jO8Y9WzL53ea_scHN3ugNMCWH3OeRmsFWI TRUE! Except for the shouting, as in the truism, ‘ALL OVER BUT THE SHOUTING!
	http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.pdf CNN poll: Views of economy drop as financial troubles from virus hit half of Americans https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/cnn-poll-economy-coronavirus/index.html MSNBC Trump says he downplayed coronavirus because he's America's cheerleader [ Well, there you go; there’s insane method to trump’s madness after all. The hoax … hmmm. ] HUFFPOST Trump Defends His Weeks Downplaying Coronavirus: I’m A ‘Cheerleader’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-coronavirus-cheerleader_n_5e8d0872c5b6e1a2e0fb7aeb [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill, so pathetic! ] YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Goldman analyst who predicted the coronavirus would kill the bull market says ‘risk to the downside is greater’ despite Dow’s recent rally https://finance.yahoo.com/m/e9026975-9629-3e82-8858-c4aa80e3e299/goldman-analyst-who-predicted.html
	Greed overtakes fear in the stock market, but don’t be lured into this short-lived rally https://www.marketwatch.com/story/greed-takes-over-fear-in-the-stock-market-but-dont-be-lured-into-this-short-lived-rally-2020-04-07?mod=MW_article_top_stories [ Short-lived indeed; what total bulls**t given the magnitude of the irreversible damage! ]


	YAHOONEWS Economists: We may have lost 21 years of job growth https://finance.yahoo.com/news/we-may-have-lost-21-years-of-job-growth-191335474.html [ At the least … ] While economists do see a recovery should coronavirus countermeasures slow the spread of infections, they also foresee more bad news before a recovery comes into focus. The most rapid job loss in our lifetime… Which sectors are hit hardest» YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Coronavirus job losses 'way worse than anything we saw in the Great Depression:' Economist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/coronavirus-job-losses-worse-than-great-depression-kpmg-economist-222238539.html YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch Brace for the ‘deepest recession on record,’ says BofA analysts, as jobless claims surge to 6.6 million https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/a051b252-a8f7-3ab3-b244-a00c4fa2ad97/brace-for-the-%E2%80%98deepest.html YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance Dow 15,000 very likely as coronavirus pandemic hits U.S. economy: strategist https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/dow-15000-very-likely-as-coronavirus-pandemic-hits-us-economy-strategist-181857580.html The coronavirus pandemic isn't done yet, bringing pressure to the stock market, pros say.
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	https://www.postfun.com/entertainment/movies-too-disturbing-to-watch-all-the-way-through/1/
	CNN MSNBC HUFFPOST http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Pandemic shows Trump’s resistance to criticism, desire for praise China reports highest number of new cases in nearly six weeks
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Worldwide Virus Battle Rages On Amid ‘Glimmers of Hope’ The world has begun to see encouraging signs that drastic changes in human behavior are slowing the insidious spread of the coronavirus. But scientists say these early indications, while promising, must not be interpreted to mean that all will be well by summer’s first days. Trump Was Warned Early and Often: Behind His Halting Response Examining Tara Reade’s Sexual Assault Allegation Against Joe Biden
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES All Los Angeles County public parks to close Easter Sunday over coronavirus Easter brings 31 new coronavirus deaths in L.A. County, the largest single-day total yet 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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	Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' [ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle …..
	Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealed A treasured piece at the Dutch national museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe | Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealedPrized moon rock a fake - A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... 'Moon Rock' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	http://albertpeia.com/moondoggle.htm ]
	03-1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31-2020 Australia considers tougher movement restrictions https://www.thestar.com.my/news/world/2020/03/17/australia-considers-tougher-movement-restrictions-to-combat-coronavirus ... [ Preoccupied with their war on feral cats, former penal colony australia focuses on the transition from vegetarians to meat-eaters including primarily the now readily available fare as (from wild fires) fried ‘roo, ko a la frickassee, etc..] [australia the overt penal colony, a microcosm of america the (implicit penal) colony, is an example of evolutionary disaster in the making when breeding populations are scrutinized. trump's inherent criminality is egregious proof of this anthropological disaster called america, the haven for the criminally insane.] [ I believe that to fully comprehend this horrific american scenario encompassing decline and fall, the following are helpful and instructive. First, an understanding of biological anthropology is helpful, particularly as pertains to breeding populations as regionally exist throughout america. Second, a thorough grasp of psychology is crucial given the alarming prevalence of severe mental illness throughout america and at all levels of society. Third, command of the subject generally denoted as criminology is necessary to fully enable successful approach to the uniquely pervasive levels of criminality throughout the united states. I believe word pictures in the minds eye of america's devastating plight can be derived from such profound literary works as: ‘Lord of the Flies’-Golding; ‘1984’, ‘Animal Farm’-Orwell; and, given the wall obsession of mental case mobster thief in chief trump, the film, ‘Escape From New York’ (america - full wall enclosure/containment of american criminality to america)-Carpenter.(The irony is not lost on the Mexicans - Drudgereport: Mexico holds big music festival...Taunts Trump: 'The wall is to protect Mexicans!') ]

	CNN Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states
	The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.
	live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this virus since day one'
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Social distancing: 'Glimmers' that measures are working
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? What to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Podcast: As cases rise, so do questions and uncertainties
	CNN anchor Chris Cuomo diagnosed with coronavirus
	A grim picture of what could come in the US
	Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus
	Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus guidelines and provide models as rationale
	Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was wrong
	Man best known for walking nearly every block of New York dies of coronavirus
	Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky start
	What to do if you're worried about bills
	The teacher who disarmed, then hugged a student will receive medal of honor
	From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual campaigning
	DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA warrant process
	Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why
	Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American democracy
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

	Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-devastating-dantonio/index.html
	A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
	live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000
	Analysis: Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll
	Illinois governor: Feds sent wrong type of masks
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Podcast: Being pregnant during a pandemic
	Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading statements
	He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus
	California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures are working
	Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but it's still deadlier than seasonal flu
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US
	NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, WSJ reports
	WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick
	His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea
	Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids
	Pastor arrested for holding church services
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	In my opinion, it’s a great time to buy stocks or into your 401K. I would be all in… Let’s see if I’m right…
	–Eric Trump, via Twitter (deleted), February 28, 2020
	...
	You do don’t need an PhD in economics – or even night-school survey course – to see that COVID-19 is a temporary supply side shock that 0.00% money-market rates are powerless to combat. And you don’t need to be a financial wizard to see that with the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note below 1.00% and 30-year mortgages at their lowest level in history, more “quantitative easing” is a sick joke. Adding another $700 billion to the Federal Reserve’s already hideously bloated balance sheet can’t possibly drive interest rates meaningfully lower. That’s even if rates were a barrier to activity. And they’re not. In fact, the new barrage of QE5 is nothing more than a fraud authorized by the official criminals domiciled in the Eccles Building. [Chart] Today, and for years in the past, the Federal Open Market Committee has been scurrying about in the dealer markets swapping counterfeit credits plucked from thin air for Treasury and government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) bonds that funded the consumption of real economic resources such as government salaries, purchases, and private housing construction. The traditional argument for central banking, of course, was that a little bit of financial fraud (3% per year balance sheet expansion per Uncle Milton Friedman, for example) could help lubricate the banking system and nudge gross domestic product (GDP) to steadier performance over time. What we have now is epic-scale counterfeiting. There are now upward of $5 trillion of fiat money liabilities at the Fed and $25 trillion at all the world’s central banks, compared to just $500 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, at the turn of the century. And the latter figures were achieved only after decades, in some cases centuries… Indeed, they’ve turned the entire global financial system into a cesspool of false prices and destructive gambling rackets. They’ve stripped it of the honest money and legitimate capital formation its needs to function and thrive. What lies ahead is a no man’s land of statist demolition. You don’t need to be a cynic to see why the Eccles Building has launched its limp baby bazookas this week. The Federal Reserve now, and for many years past, has been the abject handmaid of the Wall Street gamblers, bullies and crybabies. Fedheads are deathly afraid of honest stock market prices – i.e., a crash – because they know it will make a mockery of their risible claims that the U.S. economy is in a “good place,” that the consumer is “strong,” that they’ve delivered the hallowed state of price stability and full employment, world without end… In truth, decades of monetary central planning have sucked the lifeblood out of Main Street. It’s destroyed savers; addicted households to debt-based hand-to-mouth living; eviscerated the purchasing power of wages via its 2.00% inflation obsession; and turned the C-suites of Corporate America into stock trading rooms and financial engineering joints in the service of Wall Street, not the construction of resilient, value-creating enterprises. [Chart] But the mask is being ripped off the phony narrative about the strength of the Main Street economy – especially the purported Energizer Bunny of household consumption. Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh set the table this morning for his Element Macro Research clients, illustrating just how impotent are our monetary central planners: Another morning, another full-blown liquidation. Equity futures are locked limit-down, bond yields are spiking, gold is pulling back, oil continues to tumble, and copper is getting destroyed. You also have stress continuing to build across EM currencies, with popular names like the Turkish Lira, Mexican Peso and South African Rand all down anywhere from 1-4%. On the other hand, High Yield CDS spreads have at least stopped their surge and FRA-OIS spreads are holding their Monday pullback, for now. But just as the banking fire has been smoldered, another one pops up. With US Commercial Paper 3-Month spreads now blowing out, it looks like the Fed is now just playing a giant game of ‘whack-a-mole’. I mentioned that the Fed will continue to throw the entire playbook at the liquidity crisis and its Commercial Paper Facility is just another in its toolkit. And don’t even get me started on the surging long dated yields across Europe –namely Greece and Italy. Maybe investors are finally beginning to price in the true sovereign risk or maybe its some sort of spectacular systematic unwind as even the US 30-year yield continues to rally. Then again, perhaps it’s just bond vigilantes trying to prove that Central Banks have lost control, and at some point, this tsunami of liquidity will provide inflation we’ve been assured will never arrive. Speaking of which, have you seen the real 10-year yield lately? Inflation expectations have crumbled while long dated yields are backing up, putting real yields in positive territory and on par with early 2019. All this is to say that, despite the extreme measures from the world’s Central Banks, financial conditions are actually tightening. In other words, it’s still not enough. You do recall several Fed members recently discussing yield curve control, right? Call it ‘Yield Curve Control’, call it ‘Operation Twist’, or just plain old capping bond yields; I could care less. It’s all been brought up in the recent past and for a very good reason; it’s coming. What all these measures have in common – both the ones already implemented, and the ones proposed – is that they involve the relentless printing of US Dollars. I’ve said it again and again and again: a surging US Dollar is crippling to a global economy with eye-popping amounts of dollar-denominated debt. For today’s charts, I took some time away from the macro to address the micro by using the same rudimentary thinking espoused by Peter Lynch in his book, One Up On Wall Street. Ever notice how when things get crazy, everyone speaks in the all-encompassing term of “stocks”? Look, I’m all on board with the failure of monetary policy theory. But there is still money to be made in either direction here if we just take a moment to think and plan. What stores are sold out? What shelves are empty? It can’t be that easy, right? Maybe instead of running around with our hair on fire, let’s use the two-way volatility to our advantage… Mike will be back tomorrow with his regular Thursday commentary.
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CNN
'Never seen anything like it': Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at Trump briefing https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn President Trump made false claims about possible treatments for the coronavirus, and expert Dr. Anthony Fauci had to tamp down optimism about the treatments at a press conference. Source: CNN
	Hear John King blast Trump's 'B.S. attack'

Dr. Fauci: There is no 'magic drug' for coronavirus

	More states issue stay home orders
	Governors in Illinois and Connecticut are telling people to stay at home, but both states make some exceptions
	"Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/
	David Stockman | March 20, 2020
	They have exemplified the saying, “To him that hath, more shall be given; and from him that hath not, the little that he hath shall be taken away.” The rich have become richer, and the poor have become poorer; and the vessel of the state is driven between the Scylla and Charybdis of anarchy and despotism. Such are the effects which must ever flow from an unmitigated exercise of the calculating faculty.
	– Percy Bysshe Shelley, A Defence of Poetry (written 1821, published 1840)
	...
	The nerve of it is a wonder to behold…
	The U.S. airline industry has spent a decade shoving itself into harm’s way by strip-mining their balance sheets to fund share buybacks and to goose top executives’ stock options.
	The recklessness of it is mind-boggling…
	For decades, this has been a highly cyclical industry vulnerable to global dislocations caused by recessions, storms, wars, terror, and more. So, airlines absolutely need deep balance sheets and ample liquidity, even at the expense of short-term earnings.
	Of course, the Big Four U.S. airlines – Delta, United, American, and Southwest – were having none of rationality, prudence, and common sense.
	That just makes them poster-boys for this long overdue moment of truth.
	Their problems are universal. That’s because our rotten regime of monetary central planning has corrupted the entire financial system and corroded the Main Street economy.
	The only thing our monetary central planners have accomplished is to fuel egregious speculation on Wall Street; to drain Main Street of productive investment; and to leave businesses and households vulnerable to even short-run interruptions of cash flow.
	Hand-to-mouth economics is not the natural modality on the free market. It’s the malignant product of bad money and the debt-fueled speculative manias that are the consequence of monetary central planning.
	Left to their own devices on the free market, households save and provide for rainy days, regardless of income level or social status.
	Likewise, in a world not poisoned by cheap debt and falsified costs of capital, businesses nurture their balance sheets and provide for cash flow interruptions either by buying insurance or setting aside liquid reserves and equity capital-based shock absorbers.
	That’s the real message of this, the second great financial heart attack of the last decade. But rather than allowing the rot to be purged, the central bankers are now out pouring kerosene on the fires.
	It’s getting downright maddening.
	The length and breadth of the financial market was already saturated with reckless speculative excesses. This was denied by the Fed and Wall Street bulls right up to February 19, when the third great central-bank-blown bubble of this century finally collapsed.
	The absolute meltdown of the junk bond market in a matter of days is simply the trail of reckless speculation being flushed out of hiding…
	[Chart]
	In fact, the panicked return by our monetary central planners to ZIRP, to QE, and to who knows what else is to come is nothing more than the monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure…
	It’s more likely to kill the patient than it is to help them recover.
	Let’s close the week with some smart words from Michael Coolbaugh:
	I want to make my longstanding view abundantly clear.
	I, by no means, believe this is the end to the bear market. And I certainly do not believe we will quickly return to the recent norm that justified a simple “buy-and-hold” approach to markets.
	There will be a need to be nimble, in both directions, if one wishes to generate attractive returns over the years to come.
	Having said that, I’ve noticed several signposts over the past few days that lead me to believe markets may finally experience a counter-trend rally.
	Some may look to play this “bounce” for a quick trade, while others who are still holding on to some long positions might be afforded a more attractive exit price over the days to come.
	Stick with me for a moment as I lay out my thoughts and evidence to support this line of thinking…
	Personally, I’ve always found it helpful to ask myself, “What is the scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”
	Yes, I’m specifically talking about the general sentiment in the market today.
	Sure, you could simply look at CNN’s “Fear & Greed Index,” which has been screaming “Extreme Fear” for well over the past week.
	For me, it’s a compilation of several factors.
	First, you have nearly every Wall Street strategist who began the year with their rosy outlooks and regurgitations of “weaker dollar, overweight emerging markets and beware of the impending melt-up.”
	Yes, things were priced for perfection, but these were the same strategists who kept their heels dug in when coronavirus first hit.
	We were peppered with “it’s just the flu” and other rationalizations such as “it’s just a short-term hiccup like Ebola or SARS.”
	It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION.
	We’re now hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment – yes, Great Depression figures – 90% decline in corporate revenues, 1,600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on…
	Then, you have a running list of technical indicators that suggest things have become extremely extended over the short term.
	You know, my whole philosophy of putting the odds in your favor by way of measurable data points.
	To name a few: percent of issues hitting a new 20-day low, percent of issues below their 200-day moving average, S&P 500 Index price as a percentage of its 200-day moving average, equity put/call ratio…
	Again, the list goes on and on.
	And, I know, many indicators have been suggesting markets were oversold for a while now. But it’s the subtle nuances we’ve seen the past few days that are encouraging to me.
	So, with all this in mind, the constructive contrarian indicators accompanied by the usual crowd that always manages to show up after the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off guard?”
	Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?
	Could it be that the Fed’s endless attempts at easing the short-term liquidity crunch actually provide a short-term band-aid now that everyone – yes, including mainstream media – is beginning to recognize the whole dollar shortage dynamic?
	Yes, the same dynamic I’ve been warning about for weeks and revisited in yesterday’s Deep State Declassified piece, Here’s the Story of a Globe-Wrecking U.S. Dollar…
	To be clear, the short-term band-aids, a la foreign-exchange swap lines, only ease short-term pressure, as they merely create even more future demand for U.S. dollars, but I digress…
	I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all in. After all, the amount of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.
	By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment. But let’s not go buying tin hats when pop-up vendors are selling them on every street corner.
	In other words, there is a good possibility that we see a healthy bounce here.
	Have as good a weekend as current state restrictions allow…
	To common sense,
	David"
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	• This market crash is a record breaker. We’ve never seen stocks fall this fast in modern history.
	• And stocks likely have further to fall.
	• Matt Badiali tells you why it is too early to start buying the dip.
	By Matt Badiali, Editor, Real Wealth Strategist
	Dear Al,
	Don’t buy the dip.
	I know this is a tough time for everyone. But there’s something you need to see to put this in perspective.
	This year the S&P 500 Index fell 31% in 22 trading days. That’s a record.
	But it hasn’t fallen as far as any of the last three major crashes in 1987, 2000 or 2008. You can see what I mean from the chart below:
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	What's in it: We read the massive stimulus bill. Here's what's in it https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html
	READ: Senate bill containing historic $2 trillion coronavirus relief stimulus package
	Analysis: Here's why the $2 trillion stimulus probably isn't enough
	Stimulus funds: This is how much money you could get
	Measures: Local officials begin penalizing people breaking stay at home orders
	New normal: See what New York City looks like now
	Podcast: Searching for coronavirus treatments
	Opinion: If you've got coronavirus, shout it from the rooftops
	Coronavirus death toll tops 21,000 globally
	Deadliest day in US: More than 200 coronavirus deaths reported
	US patients start to overwhelm hospitals
	Expert: US deaths could peak in 3 weeks
	Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in
	Fact Check: US has done more coronavirus tests than South Korea, but not per person
	NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic
	Analysis: Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now
	What the stimulus deal means for you
	US stock futures point to further recovery after second strong day for Wall Street
	Biden says Dems have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits to April showdown
	National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for over 10 years
	At least 13 patients have died from coronavirus over 24 hours at a New York hospital
	96-year-old woman is now oldest South Korean to fully recover from coronavirus
	Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in California
	Georgia's hardest-hit hospital says ICU is filled with 'critically ill' virus patients
	Fauci on when to relax public health rules: 'You don't make the timeline, the virus makes the timeline'
	Dr. Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...
	'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis
	Cruise ship with 77 people with flu-like symptoms is headed to Florida
	Amazon warehouses hit by coronavirus
	Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday
	Man was killed during FBI probe into plot to attack hospital believed to have virus patients CNN Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the machines do anything they say regardless of reality).
	In hospitals: Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures
	Stimulus funds: This is how much money you could get
	New Orleans: For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's going to define our generation,' official says
	New normal: See what New York City looks like now
	Podcast: Saving lives or saving the economy?
	New York: State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator
	Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally coughed on
	Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier
	How and when do I get my stimulus check?
	Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the House
	US shatters record for jobless claims
	Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures
	Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing
	Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in
	Healthcare providers: Send us your stories
	James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 for patients
	Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP
	Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in California
	Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis
	Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to take this seriously'
	Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...
	Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged
	Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation
	Dear Congresswoman Roybal-Allard:
	It is always somewhat reassuring that someone, like yourself in Washington, is committed to finding solutions to the myriad of problems confronting the nation; some insurmountable [ America’s debt woe is worse than Greece’s Sep 21st, 2011 News (CNN) — ‘Our government is utterly broke. There are signs everywhere one looks… The government’s total indebtedness — its fiscal gap — now stands at $211 trillion’  8 More Reasons Why You Should Be Deeply Concerned That The U.S. Government Has Lost Its AAA Credit Rating The Economic Collapse ‘… #8 The U.S. national debt continues to get worse by the day. Just check out what economics professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff recently told NPR….“If you add up all the promises that have been made for spending obligations, including defense expenditures, and you subtract all the taxes that we expect to collect, the difference is $211 trillion. That’s the fiscal gap” ..’ ,    Soros: US Is Already in Double-Dip Recession CNBC.com , the unprosecuted frauds on wall street … Dave’s Daily:’.. The HAL 9000s have been doing business as HFTs (High Frequency Traders) launching many buy or sell programs using complex algorithms which can drive prices on indexes higher or lower in dramatic fashion. One of their great acts is called "quote stuffing". It's another illegal activity which the SEC hasn't quite figured out. It's as futile for them as the illegal fee-driven recent end-of-quarter price jam-job..’ End of Quarter Price Mark-Ups; Dave’s Daily   http://www.thestreet.com/story/11260606/1/end-of-quarter-price-mark-ups-daves-daily.html  Dave Fry  9-27-11 ‘All you need do is view the last week of June 2011, the previous quarter end, and you'll note a similar quarter end jam-job…’  , Roubini: U.S. in Throes of Economic Contraction Sep 27th, 2011 News (Bloomberg) , SHILLER: House Prices Probably Won’t Hit Bottom For Years Sep 27th, 2011 News (BusinessInsider) , etc. ] , confronting the nation. Yet it’s somewhat difficult to imagine that pension plans, particularly of the defined benefit variety as opposed to the more fiscally conservative defined contribution type, anywhere in america are over-funded in light of overly optimistic ‘assumptions’ for returns on said funds (ie., Drudgereport: STUDY: State, local gov'ts must raise taxes $1,400 a year for 30 years to fund pensions...
Chicago county faces $108 billion gap in pensions....
TREASURY RAIDS PENSIONS...
Treasury to tap pensions to fund government (Washington Post) ].
	On September 22, 2011 I spoke with FBI Agent Bill Lewis in Washington who was recently promoted to the FBI Headquarters Office (D.C.) from the FBI office here in LA, and with whom I had discussed the matters of which you are aware; and which matters are well within Washington’s ability to easily resolve what should have been resolved in accordance with clear law quite some time ago. It is difficult to imagine the u.s. government solving the gargantuan, nation-destructive problems confronting the nation when through typical corruption, meaningful lawlessness, lack of will, etc., have chosen not to solve my matter as related to you in accordance with clear law and which would clearly be the right thing to do at long last.  
	U.S. Postal Service nearing bankruptcy as email asserts its dominance [Good! Let UPS take them over … the usps is totally unreliable]

	Look at this bull s**t from the ny times “I’m not going to be bullied or influenced by anybody,” he said, publicly challenging Mr. Trump in a way no other sitting cabinet member has. Wonder how mobster/criminal trump remained under the radar … wonder no more! P...a...lease… What total bull s**t! Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! …http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there! MSNBC Warren: 'We are watching a descent into authoritarianism' with Trump, Barr https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/elizabeth-warren-on-her-call-to-end-trump-corruption-78650437678 YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is a total fraud!
	Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever
	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] http://albertpeia.com http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ] http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf https://www.usdebtclock.org https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE US GOVERNMENT globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire
	DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK CLAIM: AMERICAN DEATHS WILL TOP 80,000 IN NEXT 4 MONTHS https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
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	"PANIC ALONG THE POTOMAC
	David Stockman | March 26, 2020 Their “Plan” Is to Rescue the 1% By David Stockman  |  March 25, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/
	There is a curse. They say: may you live in interesting times.
	– Terry Pratchett, Interesting Times (1994)
	...
	Before I turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for another cool-headed view on what’s happening on Wall Street, I’d like to lay some flame on what’s going on at the power end of the Acela Corridor…
	The level of hysteria in Imperial Washington has probably not been exceeded in America since the Salem Witch Trials of 1692.
	Nor has the level of pillage been matched since the Visigoths sacked Rome in A.D. 410.
	How else would you describe a bipartisan fiscal bailout that’s sure to exceed $2 trillion and be passed before anyone has even read the 2,000 pages of handouts it will encompass, let alone analyzed its cost and consequences?
	The clowns and fools on Capitol Hill and inside the White House are concocting a veritable coast-to-coast soup line of companies and households. Indeed, Uncle Sam will be borrowing at 10 a.m. each day via a tsunami of bond issuance, which bonds will then be sold by the 23 primary dealers to the Fed by 2 p.m.
	[Chart]
	The next day, of course, it will be rinse, repeat, and do it again. If that isn’t debt monetization and financial crackpottery on steroids, I don’t know what would be.
	Folks, there’s no way to exaggerate the insanity on the loose.
	The Federal is literally buying $125 billion of Treasury bonds and mortgage-backed securities every day, bringing the total to $1 trillion in just 10 days of certifiable madness.
	For want of doubt, let it be reminded that it took 34,319 days (94 years) for the Fed to print its first $1 trillion of fiat credits.
	Let it also be noted that this is a grotesque financial fraud.
	The Fed is defying every law of sound money and financial discipline ever known to mankind.
	It’s the most fantastical eruption of “something for nothing” economics ever imagined.
	And it can eventually lead only to calamities that are equally unimaginable.
	Now, here’s Mike with some practical advice in these treacherous times…
	Playing the Table, Not the Dealer
	By Michael Coolbaugh
	When it comes to money, it is so incredibly easy to become emotional.
	We saw it in January and early February when we were told we couldn’t afford to miss out on the impending “melt-up” rally.
	It was only after a 30% plunge for the broader equity indices when were we told that the world was ending, with projections of economic carnage much greater than that of the Great Depression… and, naturally, equity markets had much further to fall.
	You see, there’s a reason trading and investing is so often compared to playing poker. Part of it is in the sense that you need to evaluate the odds of a wide range of scenarios at each turn of a card.
	But Blackjack also requires the evaluation of odds at each turn of a card.
	So, what’s the reason for choosing poker and not Blackjack?
	Because in poker, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.
	By now, I’m sure we’re all aware of the famous quote from John Maynard Keynes that speaks to the irrational nature of markets.
	But he’s had a few good ones. And one in particular might be just as if not more valuable than his most famous line. Here it is:
	“Successful investing is anticipating the anticipation of others.”
	Here are a few snippets from the research note issued to my Element Macro Research clients this past Friday, which David highlighted in his Deep State Declassified piece, Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson:
	I usually find it helpful to always ask myself, “What is the scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”. Yes, this partially has to do with my increasingly constructive view for a tradeable near-term bounce. But it also has to do with the general sentiment in the market today.
	It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION. We’re not hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment, 90% decline in revenues, 1600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on and on.
	So, with all this in mind: the constructive contrarian indicators accompanied by the usual crowd that manages to show up after the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off-guard?” Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?
	I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all-in. After all, the amount of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.
	By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment, but let’s not go buying tin hats when they’re being sold on every street corner. There is a good possibility that we see a tradeable bounce here.
	And here are a few of the charts included in that report to portray the extreme one sidedness of the market…
	[Chart]
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	[Chart]
	If you haven’t noticed by now, when it comes to investing and trading, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.
	It’s just like poker.
	The number of confirmed coronavirus cases have indeed gone exponential.
	We just received news of a record-setting figure for initial jobless claims: 3.3 million.
	Yes, that’s record-setting beyond any data point on record.
	So, does it make sense that the market has rallied approximately 18% from Friday, given the influx of such terrifying news?!
	If you haven’t gathered by now, I would argue “yes.”
	You see, almost everyone has heard of the phrase “buy the rumor, sell the news.” And, for the most part, that is exactly what everyone has been focused on when it comes to the COVID-19 stimulus bill that can’t seem to work its way through Congress.
	In fact, this sort of “buy the rumor, sell the news” is exactly what happened with the painful process of approving the TARP bill in 2008, which is probably why everyone is gearing up for an exact replica.
	But those same people aren’t recognizing that it works in both ways…
	In other words, “sell the rumor, buy the news”…
	Look, we were being prepared for a complete doomsday scenario, and A LOT of selling took place in anticipation of such.
	But – now that the stale data have arrived – what’s next?
	Well, we’ve seen a healthy relief rally. But now may not be the time to pile into new long positions. Here’s a glimpse at what I jotted down in my trading notebook yesterday morning…
	2019 S&P 500 EPS = $151.93
	Avg P/E Since 1975 = 16.8x
	Implied Price Targets with Avg P/E for Various EPS Changes in 2020:
	Flat = 2,560
	-5% = 2,432
	-10% = 2,304
	-15% = 2,176
	-20% = 2,048
	-25% = 1,920
	*Maintain tactical longs with max S&P 500 @ 2,560 – 2,600
	*Trim and look for short opportunities on S&P overshoot.
	Anyone notice where the S&P 500 stalled yesterday afternoon and where it seems to be struggling today?
	Somewhere between 2,560 and 2,600…
	In other words, simple math can work wonders when it comes to investing against emotional human beings.
	Let’s face it: Unless you’re hanging on to the pipe dream that earnings will miraculously be higher from 2019 figures, it’s a difficult bet to be aggressively long at this point.
	We could see a further short squeeze into month-end. But we could also get a violent retest of the March 23 lows. In other words, it seems like we’re in a sort of no-man’s land.
	What we shouldn’t do is get too caught up at the index level. Everything became correlated with the liquidation stories of systematic strategies being well documented. But even if we continue to trade lower, the dust should begin to settle.
	[Chart]
	Cross-asset relationships should return to some semblance of normal and one might even expect divergent performance across sectors and factors.
	In other words, if you haven’t already begun, now is the time to get to work on your “to-do” lists on both the long and short side, even if you take little action over the days ahead.
	To common sense,
	David"
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	Market Update for Thursday - March 26th, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	*Today it was all about weekly Unemployment Claims - the first real glimpse at just how much the virus and the call for “social distancing” has impacted the economy and workforce.
	*And today’s numbers were even worse than most economists expected. In just 1 week, 3.3 million people applied for unemployment.
	*So why the heck did stocks rally? - Maybe because there’s some optimism over the $2 trillion economic stimulus bill that was passed by the Senate. The bill now goes to the House, and it's expected to pass on Friday. And with these bad numbers, the bill is going to be passed quickly.
	*Whatever the case might be, stocks rallied for most of the day and saw another surge into the close.The DOW finished higher for the 3rd day in a row.In fact, it was the the biggest 3-day rally since 1931 for the DOW!
	*Yesterday, Ben Bernanke gave his thoughts about the economy (he expects a quick rebound after a “very sharp” recession). And today, the infamous trader Paul Tudor Jones said that after a retest of lows he expects “stocks will be higher in 3 to 5 months.” Could be true. But on the other hand, we expect a VERY tough earnings season, so “trade what you SEE, not what you THINK!”
	CNN US surpasses China for most coronavirus cases https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
	There are more than 82,000 coronavirus cases nationwide, according to CNN's tally
	The President is downplaying the national crisis as evidence suggests the situation is getting worse https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
	Fact check: Trump utters series of false claims at briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html “ Washington (CNN)President Donald Trump, who has been regularly dishonest and inaccurate in his remarks about the coronavirus crisis, delivered another series of false and misleading claims at the White House coronavirus briefing on Thursday.
	Gov. Jay Inslee's comments and the media
	How unforeseen the coronavirus crisis was
	Americans' views on coronavirus-related closures
	The trade deficit with China
	The history of tariffs on China
	Mexican troops on the border
	Live updates Confusion as airlines scramble to catch up
	Watch: 3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs
	74,000 cases: Why New York is the US epicenter
	Wash your hands: Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it
	CNN Town Hall: Watch medical experts answer your questions
	Podcast: Saving lives or saving the economy?
	US has the most coronavirus cases, but experts say it's just the beginning of the battle
	Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time
	Michigan governor to Trump: 'You said you stand with Michigan — prove it'
	California cities could see outbreaks as bad as New York City, officials say
	How and when do I get my stimulus check?
	CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story
	Hospitals consider changes to do-not-resuscitate situations amid coronavirus pandemic
	Healthcare providers: Send us your stories
	Opinion: These taxpayers won't get stimulus checks. That's unjust
	Why America has the most confirmed Covid-19 cases
	As coronavirus cases spike worldwide, China is closing itself off
	Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally coughed on
	Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak
	James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 for patients
	Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier
	5.0-magnitude earthquake shakes Texas
	They are trying to stop coronavirus without soap and water
	Indian migrant workers could undermine the world's largest lockdown
	New hot spots are emerging in Chicago, Detroit and New Orleans as officials warn this is just the beginning
	live updates Vermont will close schools for the remainder of the year
	Watch: 3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs
	Where's my check? What to know about the benefits from the stimulus bill https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html 
“(CNN)The House is set to vote Friday, and President Donald Trump is expected to swiftly sign, a $2 trillion stimulus bill to address the dramatic economic crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic.
	Direct stimulus payments
	Unemployment benefits
	Small business loans
	Wash your hands: Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it
	House debates before critical vote on $2 trillion stimulus deal as crisis worsens
	Fireworks erupt as House deliberates coronavirus stimulus
	Trump rails against GOP congressman who signaled support for forcing roll-call vote
	CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns
	Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time
	Analysis: The 30 most outrageous lines from Trump's interview with Sean Hannity
	Opinion: The pandemic isn't actually fixing climate change
	DC mayor says staff member died after testing positive for virus
	A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases
	Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, answered
	live markets updates US stocks head south
	Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak
	Opinion: How to reopen America
	Analysis: How can Boris Johnson run the UK while suffering from coronavirus?
	CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story
	Americans are panic buying pet food
	White House reassessing deal with General Motors and Ventec Life to produce ventilators
	The $2 trillion package includes sending checks to people, major updates to unemployment benefits and help for health care providers
	Calculate your payout: What you could get from the stimulus bill
	Watch: Lawmaker who made Congress return to vote speaks
	Stimulus: Hard-fought negotiations led to massive aid package
	Live Updates Disneyland and Walt Disney World remain closed
	Fireworks erupt: Lawmaker shouts over gavel
	Fact check: Trump utters series of false and misleading claims at coronavirus briefing
	Governor fires back at Trump's claim: Grossly uninformed
	A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases
	CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns
	Opinion: Pandemic isn't fixing climate crisis
	See what Pence said about Trump's plan to re-open country
	Analysis: Trump in crisis mode uses interview to attack media and Democratic governors
	Cuomo calls Trump 'incorrect and grossly uninformed' about ventilator situation
	Millions of workers won't get stimulus checks
	Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, answered
	Trump invokes Defense Production Act to require GM to make ventilators
	Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak
	Mayors say they can't get needed supplies
	Four 'older' guests died on cruise ship where 2 people tested positive for coronavirus
	'Today' show host breaks down on air
	Panic Along the Potomac https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/panic-along-the-potomac/

	“… But make no mistake, what he's saying is this: Trump says things at these daily coronavirus task force press conferences that are not true. That's a very, very bad thing. ...”
	Trump to Pence: Don't call governors who don't treat you right
	Trump admin must stop saying 'everything will be okay' and make a plan, disease expert says
	United States now has more than 100,000 coronavirus cases
	Trump: Governors ‘should be appreciative’ of federal help
	U.S. overtakes China in virus cases; NYC hospitals overwhelmed
	HUFFPOST DOCS PLEAD FOR MORE GEAR; U.S. CASES HIT 100K Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Coronavirus Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines
	Out-Of-Control Trump Again Bashes Govs Over Coronavirus
	Detroit, An Emerging Coronavirus Hotspot, Is Uniquely Underprepared
	10 Of Trump’s Most Damaging Coronavirus Lies
	LIVEBLOG: Read The Latest Updates On The Outbreak
	DRUDGEREPORT USA TOPS 100,000 CASES POPE: WE'RE ALL IN IT TOGETHER 

Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus spreads... 
Promised drive-through testing sites haven't materialized... https://www.thehour.com/news/article/Promised-drive-through-testing-sites-haven-t-15162863.php Longtime AMERICAN AIRLINES flight attendant dies while awaiting results... NYC closed until end of MAY? Demand for online ordering leaves grocery stores scrambling, customers waiting... Meet the One Congressman Against Biggest Bailout in American History... President Rages Against Republican That Warned Of Debt Bomb... $2 TRILLION law passes without recorded vote... Who got special deals? Pet projects declared 'Emergencies'... Biggest Banks Flooded With Deposits in 'Flight to Quality'... Terrifying cell phone map shows how virus can spread... VIDEO... NEXT HOT SPOTS... Cases hit 2 largest cities differently... Mystery In Wuhan: Recovered Patients Test Negative -- Then Positive... Heart Attack? No, It Was Coronavirus... DE BLASIO: Prepare for restrictions through May... Bill Gates warns lockdown could last 10 WEEKS... INTERNET SLOWING... CREAKING AT SEAMS… 'We're F*cked': Carrier Outbreak Sends Troops Scrambling...
AMAZON DELIVERY GUY DELIBERATELY SPITS ON PACKAGE...
Construction Companies Lobby to Keep Working as Coronavirus Spreads...
SICK MAP... 

	"Market Update for Friday - March 27th, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	*Today stocks opened lower and never quite recovered.
	* Stocks trimmed losses in the afternoon, rallying after President Trump signed the $2 trillion stimulus bill.
	*However, stocks slide almost 3.0% in the last hour of trading and finished the day with losses of more than 3.0%.
	*But in spite of today’s losses, the DOW managed to finish the week with its best weekly gain since 1938 (up 12.8%)
	*Boeing (BA) led the DOW lower with a 10.3% loss. The drop came after Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Boeing won’t look for a government bailout.
	* Cruise lines were also hit hard after aid for cruise lines was not included in the stimulus bill. Carnival (CCL) lost 16.0%, Norwegian Cruise Line (NCLH) lost 19.9% and Royal Caribbean (RCL) dropped 13.3%.

	New York may be weeks from peak
	More than a third of America's 102,702 known cases are in New York. Now other states are preparing for a surge
	Breaking Trump says he's considering short-term quarantine of New York
	Live Updates Cuomo says he did not speak to Trump about a quarantine for New York
	Oval Office photo: Why no Democrats were invited
	Cuomo: Trump's two flaws are 'literally making us sick'
	Europe: Italy's coronavirus death toll inches towards 10,000. Many are asking why the fatality rate is so high
	trump makes another round of misstatements during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
	FDA authorizes 15-minute coronavirus test
	How Kentucky's Democratic governor helped shape Mitch McConnell's coronavirus plan
	Trump signs historic $2 trillion stimulus bill
	Smerconish: I'd be shocked if Trump doesn't do this
	Analysis: The surprising rise of Andrew Cuomo
	Fox Business parts ways with host who said coronavirus was 'impeachment scam'
	Trump to reporter asking about ventilators: Don't be a cutie pie
	Postal Service workers worry they may not have the protection or funding to keep delivering mail for months longer
	70 million people under severe weather threat that includes tornadoes and hail
	Former Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn has died
	Joseph Lowery, civil rights leader, dies at 98
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Pentagon eyes Chicago, Michigan, Florida, Louisiana as coronavirus spreads... 
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	By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 CNN ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	"Market Update for Friday - March 27th, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	*Today stocks opened lower and never quite recovered.
	* Stocks trimmed losses in the afternoon, rallying after President Trump signed the $2 trillion stimulus bill.
	*However, stocks slide almost 3.0% in the last hour of trading and finished the day with losses of more than 3.0%.
	*But in spite of today’s losses, the DOW managed to finish the week with its best weekly gain since 1938 (up 12.8%)
	*Boeing (BA) led the DOW lower with a 10.3% loss. The drop came after Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Boeing won’t look for a government bailout.
	* Cruise lines were also hit hard after aid for cruise lines was not included in the stimulus bill. Carnival (CCL) lost 16.0%, Norwegian Cruise Line (NCLH) lost 19.9% and Royal Caribbean (RCL) dropped 13.3%.
	*The virus continues to be a big problem and wild card for the U.S. economy. Especially after the U.S. surpassed both China and Italy for the most confirmed cases. Globally, there are 585,000 confirmed cases and 24,863 deaths according to Johns Hopkins data....."
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	By David Stockman. March 26, 2020 CNN 'Never seen anything like it': Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at Trump briefing https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn President Trump made false claims about possible treatments for the coronavirus, and expert Dr. Anthony Fauci had to tamp down optimism about the treatments at a press conference. Source: CNN
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	In my opinion, it’s a great time to buy stocks or into your 401K. I would be all in… Let’s see if I’m right…
	–Eric Trump, via Twitter (deleted), February 28, 2020
	...
	You do don’t need an PhD in economics – or even night-school survey course – to see that COVID-19 is a temporary supply side shock that 0.00% money-market rates are powerless to combat. And you don’t need to be a financial wizard to see that with the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note below 1.00% and 30-year mortgages at their lowest level in history, more “quantitative easing” is a sick joke. Adding another $700 billion to the Federal Reserve’s already hideously bloated balance sheet can’t possibly drive interest rates meaningfully lower. That’s even if rates were a barrier to activity. And they’re not. In fact, the new barrage of QE5 is nothing more than a fraud authorized by the official criminals domiciled in the Eccles Building. [Chart] Today, and for years in the past, the Federal Open Market Committee has been scurrying about in the dealer markets swapping counterfeit credits plucked from thin air for Treasury and government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) bonds that funded the consumption of real economic resources such as government salaries, purchases, and private housing construction. The traditional argument for central banking, of course, was that a little bit of financial fraud (3% per year balance sheet expansion per Uncle Milton Friedman, for example) could help lubricate the banking system and nudge gross domestic product (GDP) to steadier performance over time. What we have now is epic-scale counterfeiting. There are now upward of $5 trillion of fiat money liabilities at the Fed and $25 trillion at all the world’s central banks, compared to just $500 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, at the turn of the century. And the latter figures were achieved only after decades, in some cases centuries… Indeed, they’ve turned the entire global financial system into a cesspool of false prices and destructive gambling rackets. They’ve stripped it of the honest money and legitimate capital formation its needs to function and thrive. What lies ahead is a no man’s land of statist demolition. You don’t need to be a cynic to see why the Eccles Building has launched its limp baby bazookas this week. The Federal Reserve now, and for many years past, has been the abject handmaid of the Wall Street gamblers, bullies and crybabies. Fedheads are deathly afraid of honest stock market prices – i.e., a crash – because they know it will make a mockery of their risible claims that the U.S. economy is in a “good place,” that the consumer is “strong,” that they’ve delivered the hallowed state of price stability and full employment, world without end… In truth, decades of monetary central planning have sucked the lifeblood out of Main Street. It’s destroyed savers; addicted households to debt-based hand-to-mouth living; eviscerated the purchasing power of wages via its 2.00% inflation obsession; and turned the C-suites of Corporate America into stock trading rooms and financial engineering joints in the service of Wall Street, not the construction of resilient, value-creating enterprises. [Chart] But the mask is being ripped off the phony narrative about the strength of the Main Street economy – especially the purported Energizer Bunny of household consumption. Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh set the table this morning for his Element Macro Research clients, illustrating just how impotent are our monetary central planners: Another morning, another full-blown liquidation. Equity futures are locked limit-down, bond yields are spiking, gold is pulling back, oil continues to tumble, and copper is getting destroyed. You also have stress continuing to build across EM currencies, with popular names like the Turkish Lira, Mexican Peso and South African Rand all down anywhere from 1-4%. On the other hand, High Yield CDS spreads have at least stopped their surge and FRA-OIS spreads are holding their Monday pullback, for now. But just as the banking fire has been smoldered, another one pops up. With US Commercial Paper 3-Month spreads now blowing out, it looks like the Fed is now just playing a giant game of ‘whack-a-mole’. I mentioned that the Fed will continue to throw the entire playbook at the liquidity crisis and its Commercial Paper Facility is just another in its toolkit. And don’t even get me started on the surging long dated yields across Europe –namely Greece and Italy. Maybe investors are finally beginning to price in the true sovereign risk or maybe its some sort of spectacular systematic unwind as even the US 30-year yield continues to rally. Then again, perhaps it’s just bond vigilantes trying to prove that Central Banks have lost control, and at some point, this tsunami of liquidity will provide inflation we’ve been assured will never arrive. Speaking of which, have you seen the real 10-year yield lately? Inflation expectations have crumbled while long dated yields are backing up, putting real yields in positive territory and on par with early 2019. All this is to say that, despite the extreme measures from the world’s Central Banks, financial conditions are actually tightening. In other words, it’s still not enough. You do recall several Fed members recently discussing yield curve control, right? Call it ‘Yield Curve Control’, call it ‘Operation Twist’, or just plain old capping bond yields; I could care less. It’s all been brought up in the recent past and for a very good reason; it’s coming. What all these measures have in common – both the ones already implemented, and the ones proposed – is that they involve the relentless printing of US Dollars. I’ve said it again and again and again: a surging US Dollar is crippling to a global economy with eye-popping amounts of dollar-denominated debt. For today’s charts, I took some time away from the macro to address the micro by using the same rudimentary thinking espoused by Peter Lynch in his book, One Up On Wall Street. Ever notice how when things get crazy, everyone speaks in the all-encompassing term of “stocks”? Look, I’m all on board with the failure of monetary policy theory. But there is still money to be made in either direction here if we just take a moment to think and plan. What stores are sold out? What shelves are empty? It can’t be that easy, right? Maybe instead of running around with our hair on fire, let’s use the two-way volatility to our advantage… Mike will be back tomorrow with his regular Thursday commentary.
	To common sense,
	David"

--------------

CNN

Coronavirus deaths top 11,000 globally https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-21-20-intl-hnk/index.html
	Multiple US states issue stay-at-home orders. Italy calls out its military to enforce lockdowns after hundreds die within 24 hours.
	In the US: Number of cases surpasses 18,000
	'Never seen anything like it': Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at Trump briefing
	Coronavirus symptoms: A list and when to seek help
	Watch: Trump denies shortage of tests. See Fauci's answer
	Containment: Empty shelves and unemployment become reality MSNBC Maddow: Trump's 'happy talk' and lies about coronavirus are irresponsible, dangerous
	Fmr. Obama ebola czar: Americans shouldn't listen to Trump about coronavirus
	GOP senators sold stock after secret coronavirus briefing
	Longtime NBC News employee dies after testing positive for coronavirus
	We Hope You Didn’t Take The Trump Administration’s Stock-Buying Advice Goldman Sachs Predicts ‘Unprecedented’ 24% Drop In U.S. GDP Next Quarter https://www.huffpost.com/entry/us-economy-gdp-drop-coronavirus_n_5e751766c5b63c3b64903ff4 MARKETWATCH Second dog tests positive for coronavirus as owners warned not to abandon pets https://www.marketwatch.com/story/second-dog-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-as-owners-warned-not-to-abandon-pets-2020-03-20?link=MW_latest_news
	Crude Oil (CL) was down again, dropping for the 4th day this week. With an 11.7% loss, Crude Oil finished at $22.89 a barrel. -------------- Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' [ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle …..
	Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealed A treasured piece at the Dutch national museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe | Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealedPrized moon rock a fake - A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... 'Moon Rock' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
	The country reported a 50% increase in cases Sunday. Thirty-four people have died.
	The patient, a man in his 70s in King County, died Saturday. His case is one of four new presumptive cases that were detected in a nursing home.
	Second coronavirus death reported in US and first case confirmed in New York
	Global coronavirus death toll tops 3,000
	CNN Markets keep dropping after brief halt https://www.cnn.com/business/live-news/stock-market-news-today-031620/index.html
	Stocks fell yet again after the Fed slashed interest rates to zero in an effort to calm coronavirus fears
	live updates Connecticut, New York and New Jersey ban gatherings of more than 50 people
	Manufacturers of medicines concerned about possible shortages
	France says ibuprofen may aggravate coronavirus. Experts say more evidence is needed
	Fareed Zakaria: This is why fear brings out the worst in Trump
	Multiple cruise ships are left stranded as cases increase
	Governor faces backlash over 'packed' restaurant tweet

	America wakes up to massive shutdowns
	Students in at least 31 states, and New York City and LA, are staying home. Bars, restaurants and other venues are closing.
	Analysis: Trump unwilling to accept full, sobering reality of coronavirus
	James Bond actress says she has virus
	State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases
	Cities are telling landlords to halt evictions during the coronavirus pandemic
	Moderator: Here's what swing voters are saying about Trump
	Opinion: I rushed home to beat Trump's travel curbs. But first I listened to Macron
	She heard someone yelling at grocery store. Her next move drew big reaction online

	Americans face new restrictions https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-16-20-intl-hnk/index.html
	Trump falsely claims US has 'tremendous control' of the coronavirus [ What a total moron! ]
	State-by-state breakdown of America's 3,400 virus cases



	Watch MSNBC Live: Schools, businesses shut down across U.S. as death toll grows worldwide

	'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads

	Trump declares national emergency to combat coronavirus, authorizes waiving of laws and regulations
	Trump Reportedly Sees Upside To Coronavirus: Promoting His Closed Borders Agenda

	Coronavirus latest
	U.S. death toll jumps to 81
	Facebook, Google and other tech giants vow solidarity to fight fraud and misinformation
	Washington state may call on dentists to donate personal protective gear
	'Jeopardy!' and 'Wheel of Fortune' suspend production 'Just relax': Trump insists we'll 'all be great' as coronavirus spreads [ Well, if trump says it, it must ………… not be true … remember the hoax, etc. Seth Meyers Exposes Fox News’ Coronavirus ‘Alternate Reality’ of Blaming Democrats https://www.thedailybeast.com/seth-meyers-exposes-fox-news-coronavirus-alternate-reality-of-blaming-democrats 

Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc..
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
	DOW DIVES: Worst One-Day Point Drop In History
	Know A Health Care Worker? Here’s How You Can Support Them Right Now.
	States, Cities Put Bans On Restaurants And Bars To Stem Coronavirus Spread
	'SNL' is on hold and some McDonald's seating areas are closed as American staples take steps to deal with the pandemic
	Trump says virus measures could last into August
	Watch Trump's virus announcement
	France shuts borders, bans family gatherings
	live updates NYC considers a curfew
	Canada closing borders with a US exception
	New image shows reality of nurses fighting virus
	Opnion: What I'm telling my kids about the virus
	Stock market volatility spikes to record high
	Millions of US jobs may be at risk
	Goldman Sachs warns on how far stocks could plunge
	Opinion: Sell-off is 2001 all over again
	Trump grades his coronavirus response
	Trump to states: Try buying your own breathing machines
	Trump walks back coronavirus remark
	Governor faces backlash over tweet
	First participant in coronavirus vaccine trial given dose
	Idris Elba says he has coronavirus
	See Elba's message after getting virus
	'Game of Thrones' actor tests positive
	James Bond actress says she has virus
	Regal Cinemas closing its theaters
	The virus has killed six people in Washington state, according to health officials. More than 3,000 have died globally from the outbreak.
	Health expert contradicts Trump about vaccine timing trumps are so full of s**t! http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm CNN Stark warning from WHO chief on coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html
	We're in 'uncharted territory,' head of WHO says, as coronavirus cases total more than 90,000 people 

live updates More than 100 coronavirus cases confirmed in US


MSNBC
Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus [ Well, there you go … if trump says it then :
	Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc.. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f MSNBC WAPO: Trump aide calls coronavirus response 'complete chaos'
	"LOOK OUT BELOW https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/look-out-below/
	David Stockman | March 03, 2020
	What remains in diseases after the crisis is apt to produce relapses.
	– Hippocrates, Aphorisms (as published in 1817)
	...
	Bubblevision’s Bob Pisani had it exactly right already a week ago, discussing the Dow futures as a vertigo-inducing roller-coaster: “The markets are clueless…”
	Thousands of Dow points of COVID-19-triggered decline has, apparently, awakened some of the dream walkers.
	Of course, honest price discovery and respect for fundamentals was destroyed years ago in favor of one-decision speculation.
	It’s “buy the f***ing dip” – always, everywhere, and forever – because the Federal Reserve and its fellow-traveling monetary central planners around the world will never again allow markets to correct or run native after the trauma of 2008-09.
	Alas, right on cue, the Fed announced a 50-basis-point cut to its benchmark interest rate this morning, taking the federal funds rate down to 1.00%.
	Wouldn’t you know it, though? The Dow Jones Industrial Average is now down about another 1,000 points an hour and a half before the closing bell.
	Michael Coolbaugh packed some sobering commentary into an alert to Delta Profit Trader readers this afternoon:
	Very simply, I believe there is a heightened possibility of a market crash. And – just like we touched on last week where we saw your typical safe-haven assets, like gold, get tossed out with the bathwater – I believe there’s a similar possibility in the near future.
	We touched on the dangerous backdrop for the markets all throughout January and February. After the initial panic, I highlighted in Friday’s newsletter that markets were poised for a rebound.
	Well, we got our rebound. But I’m not of the camp that believes the recent selloff was a simple short-term hiccup in what will be a continuation of the recent bull market.
	But there’s really one main reason that’s causing the hair to stand up on the back of my neck.
	And that’s today’s market reaction following the emergency rate cut by the Federal Reserve.
	You see, when the Fed feels the need to slash rates by 50 basis points in between meetings, things are serious. The last two times they conducted such emergency cuts were in 2008 and, before that, in 2001.
	Here’s another fun fact: The last time the market rallied the same amount as it did yesterday, in percentage terms, was in 2008.
	We all know monetary policy cannot fix a global pandemic. Yet our monetary central planners felt the need to make a move anyway. After a brief rally, markets quickly reversed and have been tumbling all day long.
	The reality is beginning to set in that we’re at the end of a lengthy business cycle and monetary central planners have all but spent every last piece of ammo in their toolbox.
	And whenever a market fails to respond to seemingly positive developments – you know, that the Fed will supposedly save the day – it’s typically a sign that something is seriously wrong.
	I can’t say with certainty whether this crash prediction will ultimately come to fruition. But, for now, self-preservation is the prudent action. If the market does crash, there will be massive opportunities to exploit in the aftermath.
	But, as we saw late last week, there’s a very real possibility that everything – including the kitchen sink – gets tossed out the window.
	In fact, even as I write, gold is beginning to give up its massive intraday rally as the market has come under increasing pressure.
	In the end, the recent developments should undoubtedly bode extremely well for gold. Right now, however, we’re still within the recent volatile range, and patience is of the utmost importance.
	Indeed, at times like these, perhaps it’s better to laugh than cry…
	I mean, it’s getting absolutely nuts…
	The sad truth is, the Fed’s previous massive attempts at economic “stimulus” have never really left the canyons of Wall Street. They’ve reflated financial assets to a fare-thee-well, and they’ve done so at a terrible price.
	The already heavy public and private debt burden at $53 trillion on the eve of the Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession was quickly given a hall pass in the form of drastically lower (and falsified) interest rates. This sharply reduced the carry-cost of the U.S. economy’s swollen debts, even as total outstandings soared to $74.6 trillion by the fourth quarter of 2019.
	Consequently, the aggregate leverage ratio against gross domestic product, which had hit a historic peak at 3.5 times in late 2007, wasn’t reduced at all during the last 10 years of so-called recovery.
	Accordingly, the two turns of extra debt relative to the historically proven 1.5 times aggregate leverage ratio remained as it stood when the crisis was triggered in 2008.
	By “proven,” I mean the latter ratio had prevailed during the century of industrialization, robust growth, rising living standards, and burgeoning wealth gains extant prior to 1971. The financial discipline imposed by one form of the gold standard or another had proved itself via the undeniable capitalist prosperity on Main Street that materialized after 1870.
	But, December 2019, those two extra turns of debt amounted to $40 trillion. That was the headwind to recovery.
	That’s why this incipient COVID-19 pandemic is not just another public health emergency.
	Bubblevision’s talking heads are pushing the meme that coronavirus is causing temporary economic havoc by disrupting the global supply chains but will eventually fade into the rearview mirror.
	They argue its impact will be minimal because – even though supply chains are more brittle than anybody realized – government authorities will at some point contain the virus, thereby permitting workers, truckers, airline pilots, longshoremen, etc., to go back to their jobs, commerce to restart, inventories to be replenished, and deliveries to normalize…
	Not so fast.
	Today’s fracturing supply chains did not materialize on Adam Smith’s free market. Nor are they a testament to the wonders of comparative advantage.
	To the contrary, they are the dark underbelly of the world’s $255 trillion of debt and the massively falsified global financial markets fostered by our monetary central planners.
	The problem is not the debt, per se, or that it bears some kind of existentially evil characteristic. The skunk in the woodpile is actually the reason why it’s there in the first place. And what it funded as it metastasized into today’s brobdingnagian accumulations.
	The entire chain of malignancy was driven from the Eccles Building after 1987. The U.S. economy needed to deflate from the rampant inflation of the 1970s in order to remain competitive with the mercantilist Asian economies rising from the rice paddies – most especially China after Mr. Deng choose the export route in the early 1990s and proclaimed it “glorious” to be rich.
	At long last, of course, COVID-19 should at least prove a wake-up call about those artificially born, bred, and fueled global supply chains.
	This time, however, cauterizing and stabilizing the rotten foundation our monetary central planners have fostered may well be above the pay grade of even these masters of malignant money.
	To common sense,
	David"


ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - March 3rd, 2020 https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-03/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d33165cea2c46d8116b55455c04ab6436bf72b7be6507ffa57af3236798ca349
	Today's Highlights:
	It was another roller-coaster ride in the markets today.
	The Fed announced an emergency rate cut by 0.5% to help with the impact of the coronavirus. The announcement came two weeks ahead of the scheduled later this month.
	The last time the Fed made an emergency rate cut of a half point was in the middle of the financial crisis. The Fed’s decision was meant to calm traders and the markets. But it made things worse.
	The S&P was up 1.5% earlier in the day but then tanked.And after a 5% swing from highs to sessions, the S&P ended the day with a 2.8% loss.
	The drop in interest rates sent bank stocks lower:
	Bank of America (BAC) lost 5.5% and JP Morgan Chase (JPM) dropped 3.8%.
	And airlines were some of the worst performers today: American Airlines (AAL) finished lower by 5.4%, and United Airlines (UAL) was down 4.9%. >> Click here to read the full story... https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-03/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d33165cea2c46d8116b55455c04ab6436bf72b7be6507ffa57af3236798ca349
	CNBC’s Jim Cramer: I’m more nervous now than before the Fed’s rate cut
	Stocks haven’t bottomed yet, so wait for this signal, advises Charles Schwab trading guru https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/1125df26-47b5-31fb-a61e-aed52f2b08b2/stocks-haven%E2%80%99t-bottomed-yet-.html

	CNN Texas and New Jersey report presumptive coronavirus cases https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/index.html There are now 158 cases of novel coronavirus in US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-04-20-intl-hnk/index.html Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc.. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
	YAHOONEWS Health CBC 'This will not be contained': Experts cast doubt that spread of COVID-19 can be stopped https://www.yahoo.com/news/not-contained-experts-cast-doubt-090000102.html
	ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Wednesday - March 4th, 2020 https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/g_wgPKwfm6Q/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5923236675321856%2F4733012298432512
	Today's Highlights:
	More bad news regarding the coronavirus:
	California reported its first coronavirus death.
	And in China, scientists discovered evidence that the virus has mutated at least once.
	In Italy, the Prime Minister said that their health care systems is on the verge of being overwhelmed because of the virus.
	But today stocks were up more than 4.0% because of a Joe Biden Super Tuesday win? That’s how it looks. Biden’s win in key primary states gave a boost to the markets, since investors consider Biden a more market-friendly Democratic candidate than Bernie Sanders.
	In the afternoon the Fed’s Beige Book was released. It showed that the Fed sees U.S. economic activity as “modest to moderate” and mentioned the coronavirus as a risk.
	>> Click here to read the full story...https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/g_wgPKwfm6Q/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5923236675321856%2F4733012298432512 "YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/you-cant-make-this-stuff-up/
	David Stockman | March 04, 2020
	Power resides only where men believe it resides. [...] A shadow on the wall, yet shadows can kill. And ofttimes a very small man can cast a very large shadow.
	– George R.R. Martin, A Clash of Kings (1998)
	...
	So, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note fell below 1.00% for the first time ever.
	But the Dow Jones Industrial Average is up more than 800 points today; must be because Joe Biden has revived hopes the old postwar alliances will reemerge and prop up Imperial Washington’s consensus, once more, in the name of all that’s good and decent…
	Meanwhile, Wall Street, the old adage that stocks take an escalator up but an elevator down is being demonstrated… day after day after day…
	The Dow is now down 3,651.16 points, or more than 12%, since the record high all the way back on, well, February 12. As of Tuesday’s close, it was all the way back about where it stood in late August.
	It took 168 days of irrational exuberance on steroids for the market to climb 3,773 Dow points to 29,551 on February 12. And it took about two weeks to shed every single point of that gain. And that brief but vertiginous interlude included four weekend days and a holiday to boot…
	[Chart]
	Despite what’s happening today, I’d say that “price action” is finally suggesting to day-traders, robo-machines, and plain-old speculators that there’s something rotten in Denmark.
	Of course, the attention being paid is on exactly the wrong venue. Down on Wall Street, they’re in the thrall of our monetary central planners, awaiting now a coordinated round of global “easing”…
	So, I’ll say it again: Central bankers caused the current crisis by fostering hideously inflated financial markets and ultra-fragile global supply chains. Bringing more coals to Newcastle, therefore, will fix nothing. But it will aggravate the underlying malignancies that are now rushing to the surface
	Indeed, COVID-19 is the inverse neutron bomb of finance.
	The deadly radiation of the latter weapon kills everyone in its radius and leaves the buildings standing, of course, whereas COVID-19 seems to leave 98% of the infected population standing but has lethal effects on the global supply chains.
	There’s a simple reason for that: The essence of fighting this ultra-contagious pandemic is separating workers from their place of labor in order to blunt the disease’s transmission process.
	And in today’s world that is a gigantic problem.
	Among the baleful effects of monetary central planning has been the fostering of exceedingly fragile global supply chains, where the risks of disruption have been studiously ignored by liquidity inebriated stock markets.
	Wall Street has encouraged maximum feasible outsourcing and offshoring by Corporate America’s CEOs and CFOs in order to goose earnings and stock options. Meanwhile, they’re drastically underinvesting in supply-chain redundancies, “just-in-case” inventories, and liquid financial reserves.
	Accordingly, the true cost of 12,000-mile-long, inventory-light, air-freight-driven logistics – even in today’s world of high-speed communications and flat-Earth technology platforms – wasn’t reflected in the 30-year drive for dollar-cost and labor arbitrage.
	What’s being priced in is not simply a worst-case scenario for the economic impacts of a terrible but one-off pandemic.
	What’s really happening is the inexorable realignment and re-costing of artificially induced, unnatural, and unsustainable global supply chains that were fostered by money-printing central bankers, not the comparative advantage of Adam Smith’s free markets.
	Back in the day, Bill Clinton’s principal trash-talker, James Carville, famously said, “It’s the economy, stupid” to explain the improbable victory of the Arkansas governor over George Bush the Elder’s sparkling 30-year Washington resume.
	Today, it’s the JIT, stupid!
	“Just-in-time” supply chains appeared to have a sparkling 30-year record of soaring efficiency gains, with burgeoning corporate profit growth to boot.
	But the present unexpected plunge in financial markets is a clanging warning bell that the world’s JIT-based supply chains are incredibly vulnerable and fragile.
	As we’ll soon see, entire factories will be shut down for want of a 25-cent washer, so to speak.
	Even if coronavirus is eventually contained and extinguished, the impact is just beginning.
	There’s only one way to make today’s intricate, globe-spanning, JIT regime robust: via a lot more cost – for inventories, second suppliers, shorter supply lines, etc. – and a lot less profit.
	That implies a dramatic reset of stock prices and price-to-earnings (P/E) multiples. Yet the timing for these long-overdue economic and financial adjustments could not be worse.
	After all, we’re at the tippy-top of the longest business expansion in history at 128 months. But P/E ratios are already in the nosebleed section of history.
	For the 12 months ended in January, S&P 500 Index components reported earnings of $138.93 per share. At the February 12 high, the market was trading at 24.3 times earnings. But, relative to history, that’s a significant understatement of the P/E multiple owing to the drastic change in the tax regime implemented in 2018.
	There’s at least $15 per share of added earnings owing to the 20% tax rate. So, on an apples-to-apples basis at the old rate, tax-adjusted trailing-12-month earnings stand at $124 per share. That’s an implied P/E multiple of 27.3 times. That compares to 17.7 times on the eve of the 2008 financial crisis and 26.4 times in the fourth quarter of 2000.
	The present world is doubly fragile. Global supply chains have been unsustainably profitable, and financial assets are egregiously overvalued. And both conditions are owing to the world’s current rotten regime of monetary central planning.
	Another 50 basis points of money-market rate cuts will solve nothing. It’ll only pump another round of excess liquidity into a staggering Wall Street.
	Undoubtedly, that’s where we are headed in the near term, just the same.
	More opportunity to corrupt, more opportunity to impair, more opportunity to destabilize…
	To common sense,
	David"


	Cruise ship held off California after coronavirus death https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/california-coronavirus-cruise-ship-thursday/index.html
	The man had been on the Grand Princess and died of the virus after going home. Some passengers and crew have symptoms now
	live updates Washington school district closes schools
	How to live with a coronavirus outbreak
	This number predicts how fast a virus will spread DRUDGEREPORT Banks ready disaster plans… https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-us-banks-ready-disaster-plans-sources-183300327.html Fed Alters Capital Rules... IMF chief calls for all-out offensive to counteract epidemic... HSBC evacuates London offices after worker tests positive... Empty stores, quarantined firefighters: Washington city at virus epicenter reels as death toll rises... ULTRA festival canceled in Miami... Test delays stoke anger… Trump blames Obama… Airlines could lose up to $113 billion... Medical screener at LAX infected... Congressman 'mocks'? What would Hill do if Capitol got hit? State warns voters they shouldn't lick mail-in ballots... 
CAMPBELL Sees More Demand from Soup Stockpiling... 
Israel severely restricts entry from Europe... 
Touching your face. Here is how to stop doing it... 
SICK MAP... 
Coronavirus controls increase surveillance danger... 
High-tech tracking, fever checks... 
How risky is that virus? Your mind may mislead... 
Hysterical pet owners 'asking vets to euthanize their dogs'... 



CNN
Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
	As the number of US cases rises, Vice President Pence says there are not enough tests to meet demand
	Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus
	Breaking Senate approves $8.3 billion response package
	Dr. Gupta debunks Trump's 'hunch' he made to Fox News
	Dow tumbles 1,000 points again
	Cruise returning to shore after coronavirus death MSNBC Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus [ Well, there you go … if trump says it then :
	Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc.. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
	CNN Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/ HUFFPOST Politics Federal Judge Blasts William Barr For Distorting Mueller Report Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! …http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there! ]

	DRUDGEREPORT
	States are grappling to keep an eye on the thousands who may have come in contact with someone infected
	Live Updates Coronavirus cases rise across the world
	Bodies 'pile up' in morgue as Iran feels strain
	A state-by-state breakdown of US cases
	This is what it's like to have the coronavirus
	Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

	CNN
	70 nursing home workers show coronavirus symptons https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00
	The 70 are employees of the Life Care Center in Kirkland, Washington, a coronavirus epicenter
	Coronavirus quarantine hotel collapses in China
	Passengers aboard quarantined cruise ship share photos
	A cancer patient quarantined on a cruise ship fears she won't make it home for her chemotherapy
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Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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U.S. TODAY 6-year-old girl was committed to mental health facility without parent consent The mother said her daughter can tell her "bits and pieces" of what happened: "'Mommy, they locked the door. They wouldn't let me out. Mommy, they gave me a shot.'"
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NYT: Bolton draft book manuscript says Trump tied Ukraine aid freeze to political investigations Washington (CNN)President Donald Trump in August told his then-national security adviser John Bolton that he wanted to continue holding military aid to Ukraine until the country helped with investigations into Democrats -- including former Vice President Joe Biden -- the New York Times reported Sunday, citing multiple people's descriptions of an unpublished draft manuscript by Bolton….
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	MSNBC John Brennan: Trump most ignorant, incompetent individual to hold presidency https://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/john-brennan-trump-most-ignorant-incompetent-individual-to-hold-presidency-76849733681 [ Ignorant, incompetent to be sure; but alas, no crime in that; and hence, fault must lie with and upon the ignorant, incompetent american populace, bureaucrats, politicians, enablers, etc.. However, criminal, criminally corrupt, coverups, co-conspirators, accomplices must be outed, held accountable, and pay the piper. Don’t hold your breath, money is changing hands at break-neck speed; huge illegal wealth transfers (ie., wall street bailouts, military industrial complex boondoggles, private contracts, kush (ie.ner)jobs/deals, etc.) Welcome to the great lie/fraud called fallen america! ] Wiley: 'Corrupt intent' is the only explanation for why Ukraine scheme happened as it did

	Huge push for impeachment witnesses as Team Trump wraps up defense
	Former Trump Chief of Staff John Kelly: 'I believe John Bolton'
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	HUFFPOST SENATE SCRAMBLE: GOP LACKING VOTES TO BLOCK BOLTON Adam Schiff Says Trump Tweet About Paying ‘A Price’ Was Intended As A Threat SCHIFF: CASE ‘IS PROVED’ ― IMPLORES GOP: SHOW ‘REAL MORAL COURAGE’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/adam-schiff-trump-senate-impeachment-trial_n_5e2b9ee5c5b6779e9c32d92f NUNES AIDE TALKED UKR. SCHEME WITH PARNAS! NEW VIDEO: TRUMP CALLED FOR UKRAINE AMB OUSTER HE ‘KNEW’: PARNAS PINS IT ON THE PREZ GOP BLOWS PAST UKRAINE BOMBSHELLS Biden Led Budget Talks Where Social Security Cuts Were On The Table
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Trial opens with rancor over witnesses and new evidence on Trump’s Ukraine dealings ‘You’re a bunch of dopes and babies’: Inside Trump’s rant at generals ‘Once this is over, we’ll be kings’: How Lev Parnas worked his way into Trump’s world — and now is rattling it Trump’s lawyers, Senate GOP allies work privately to ensure Bolton does not testify publicly As Democrats unfold their case, Trump and GOP press ahead with attacks WAPO Impeachment Diary John Roberts comes face to face with the mess he made By Dana Milbank Annabella Sciorra testifies that Harvey Weinstein raped her: ‘It was just so disgusting that my body started to shake’ The “Sopranos” actress delivered emotional testimony as the prosecution’s first witness.
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Somber Ritual Unfolds in Senate as New Ukraine Evidence Emerges Meteorite or Volcano? New Clues to the Dinosaurs’ Demise https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/01/19/opinion/amy-klobuchar-elizabeth-warren-nytimes-endorsement.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage McConnell Unveils Impeachment Trial Rules as Trump Requests Swift Acquittal Democrats Present Scathing Case for Convicting Trump Opinion The Editorial Board Surprise, Mr. President. John Bolton Has the Goods. Who’s telling the truth about Ukraine? There’s one way to find out.
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Alan Dershowitz, marred by ties to Jeffrey Epstein, will defend Trump at impeachment trial ‘Zombieland: Double Tap’ is good, goofy fun Trump’s lawyers say no crime in impeachment charge. Democrats call it ‘absurdist’ House Democrats argue to remove Trump for abusing office ‘to cheat an election’ Trump tweeted more than 140 times, a daily record for him, suggesting his heightened anxiety as the Senate for only the third time in history sat in judgment of a president. YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Carl Bernstein Rips Senate Republicans: 'This Is A Cover-Up, Plain and Simple' https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/carl-bernstein-donald-trump-senate-trial-coverup-085355854.html
	'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]

YAHOONEWS Politics Business Insider 'I could've f------ gone!': Trump blamed John Kelly for his own decision to bail on a WWI memorial visit, according to a new book https://www.yahoo.com/news/couldve-f-gone-trump-blamed-212846544.html "Your general should've convinced me to go," President Trump privately said to an aide, adding that it was "a stupid decision."
	YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Says He’s Willing To Tackle Entitlements ‘Toward The End Of The Year’The president once promised he wouldn’t be “like every other Republican” who wanted to cut Medicaid, Medicare and Social Security. Business Yahoo Finance The stock market is overvalued: Allianz CEO Oliver Bate [ DUH! ]
	Business MarketWatch Legendary investor Paul Tudor Jones says market today is like early ’99, driven by ‘insane monetary policy’ FACEBOOKNEWS The Late Show with Stephen Colbert posted an episode of a show. On the second day of Donald Trump’s impeachment trial, lead House manager Rep. Adam Schiff showed remarkable courage and poise in presenting the case against the President. GOOGLENEWS Joe Biden says he won't testify in impeachment trial in exchange for Republican witnesses Former Vice President Joe Biden said Wednesday that he would not make a deal where he would testify at the impeachment trial in exchange for the testimonies ...CNN

Listen: Trump tells associates to ‘get rid of’ U.S. ambassador to Ukraine Just moments after hearing that then-U.S. ambassador to Ukraine had disparaged him, President Trump ordered her firing, stating that he wanted her gone the … The Washington Post
	DRUDGEREPORT FOXNEWS POLL: 50% WANT TRUMP CONVICTION AND REMOVAL... President Down Big to 2020 Rivals... HUNT: Troubles won't end with Senate acquittal...
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BOLTON: Trump Tied Ukraine Aid to Inquiries He Sought… 
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China orders nationwide measures to detect virus... 
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Trump legal team lays out defense against impeachment...
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Arguments prompt new calls for witnesses... 
TURLEY: Neither side really trying to win... 
Republicans decry trial as 'boring'... 
Jon Voight calls for 'highest prayers'... 
Reporter says Pompeo cursed at her after interview, told her to point to Ukraine on map... 
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President breaks daily tweet record... 
DAY 1: 11 million TV viewers... 

VANITYFAIR.COM 
The Levin Report Adam Schiff Shreds Trump Lawyer for Outright Impeachment Lies The Democratic lawmaker was having none of Cipollone’s cascade of bulls-t. by Bess Levin
	01-1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13-2020 2020 predictions we got horribly wrong https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/01/tech/2020-predictions-we-got-wrong-scli-intl/index.html CNN The crisis between the US and Iran is far from over Growing doubts on legality of US strike https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/06/middleeast/soleimani-strike-legality-doubts-us-iran-intl/index.html Trump's changing Iran story is costing him support

The President's decision to kill an Iranian general and tempt war without consulting Congress has caused even a close ally to vote against him
	Expert breaks down shocking details of how plane went down
	Trump's shifting stories on Soleimani strike is raising huge doubts
	New video shows moment airliner crashes in Iran
	The US-Iran conflict: A timeline of how we got here
	Iranian protesters take to streets after Tehran admits Ukrainian plane was shot down unintentionally
	Fact check: Trump made 15 false claims last week

	Attorney General and Secretary of State shift justification for Iran strike
	Giuliani associate hands thousands of pages of documents to impeachment investigators
	Iran threatens to attack inside America if the US responds to the missile attacks
	Sen. Mike Lee called today's briefing 'un-American' and the worst he's seen as the White House faces heat over handling of the crisis
	At key moments, lack of trust in a president can be deadly
	House votes to limit Trump's military action against Iran without Congress' approval
	Preet Bharara to Georgia congressman: You've hit a shocking new low
	Iran questions allegation it mistakenly shot down plane
	Live updates Iranian official: We may need outside help reading data on black boxes
	Trump apparently furious over war powers vote, sources say
	Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger plane 'a big lie'

	US targeted another Iranian military official
	On the night the US killed Iranian commander Qasem Soleimani, the US unsuccessfully targeted another top Iranian military official, two sources tell CNN
	US imposes sanctions on Iran

	US unsuccessfully tried to kill another Iranian military official See the destruction at Iraqi air base targeted by Iran
	EXCLUSIVE US troops knew Al-Asad air base would be attacked and sheltered in bunkers
	2 US service members killed in Afghanistan
	Trump made 15 false claims this week
	Erin Burnett: You cannot make this up ... but Trump did

	
	US officials tried to prevent Iraqi vote to remove troops
	Analysis: Uproar and consequences mount for Trump after Soleimani killing Opinion: Why the killing of Iran's top general won't 'stop a war'
	Trump's administration is in danger of losing control of the political storm unleashed by killing Iran's top general
	CNN Opinion: Trump's America stands alone https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/opinions/trump-allies-soleimani-iran-conflict-andelman/index.html [ And not in the positive sense. Indeed, there is not a rational, civilized nation in this world, this century that would countenance such as mentally ill mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief as trump; truly an historically significant regression for america. Quite tragic! ]

Some experts are skeptical that the White House's justification for the strike on Soleimani meets the standard of a 'targeted killing'
	Breaking US military mistakenly circulates letter suggesting withdrawal of American troops from Iraq
	Live updates Soldiers deploying to Middle East not allowed to take cell phones
	CNN's Brian Stelter: Tucker Carlson just burst the propaganda bubble on Fox
	Iran abandons limits on uranium enrichment
	Iran's foreign minister says the country will defy the 2015 nuclear agreement that capped centrifuges
	Exclusive: Adviser says Iran will respond 'against military sites'
	Buttigieg: Has Trump thought through the consequences?
	Fallout continues: Iraqi Parliament votes to expel US troops
	The decision: How Republicans primed Trump to strike back
	'Just be quiet': Retired general responds to senator
	Senior US officials: There is widespread opposition within the White House to targeting cultural sites in Iran
	In Iraq: US-led coalition pauses fight against ISIS
	Opinion: Trump's America stands alone

'You're not a dictator': Democrats criticize Trump tweet on notifying Congress about Iran military action https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/trump-war-tweet-iran/index.html
	Joe Walsh: Trump is absolutely incompetent and unfit https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/01/05/joe-walsh-trump-iran-tweets-reaction-sot-nr-vpx.cnn
	Opinion: Trump threatens the stability of the world https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/04/opinions/trump-threatens-stability-dantonio/index.html Iran's ambassador to the UN says the killing of Soleimani is an 'act of war' 

How Trump's decision unfolded to kill a top Iranian general Skepticism mounts over Trump's claims of an imminent threat
	Live Updates Rockets strike two locations in Iraq. It's unclear who fired them.
	Analysis: Trump vulnerable to Iranian revenge in US election year
	Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days: See his reaction to strike
	Fact-check: Pence's tweet about Soleimani
	Bergen: Trump has created his biggest foreign policy crisis yet
	'Just be quiet': Retired general responds to senator
	'Within weeks:' Trump administration warns Congress Iran could retaliate against US [ DUH! ]
	breaking Airstrike reportedly hits Iranian-backed forces
	Imprisoned by Iran for 544 days: See his reaction to strike
	Analysis: Attack threatens spiral of violence in Middle East
	Why now? Lawmakers question strike's timing and legality
	Opinion: The world waits with bated breath
	'Just be quiet': Retired general responds to senator
	Watch Trump's full statement after ordering strike
	Pompeo: Strike may have saved thousands of American lives [ Yeah, and if pompeo’s grandmother had wheels she may have been a trolley car. ] New Ukraine revelations turn up heat on Senate trial showdown
	This is the bombshell Trump's team didn't want revealed
	Documents link hold on Ukraine aid to Trump
	A previously blacked-out White House email claims the President gave 'clear direction' to hold military funding, report says
	All eyes on McConnell as Senate returns tomorrow
	Bill Taylor departs post as top US diplomat in Ukraine
	Ex-prosecutor slams Giuliani's impeachment offer: Terrible idea

Analysis: Mike Pompeo just dealt a major blow to Senate Republicans
	Opinion: The Trump cover-up is unfolding before our eyes
	MSNBC The human toll of America's wars
	Art of the Deal’ co-author: Everyone feels the ‘contagious’ anxiety Trump spreads
	President Trump falsely claims he’s trying to save coverage for pre-existing conditions
	Joe: Trump, GOP spending money like drunken socialists
	Iran claims credit for launching strikes against Iraqi base housing US troops Iran ends commitment to nuclear deal limits following US strike that killed Soleimani

	Iraqi parliament passes resolution telling government to end U.S. military presence
	House to vote on war powers resolution to limit Trump's military actions
	Additional article of impeachment 'on the table' after Iran strike
	Joe: Trump's ignorance makes for international crisis
	Internal document suggests Pence role in Trump Ukraine scandal
	Nicolle Wallace astonished as GOP Senator breaks from Trump 'zombies,' criticizes Iran briefing
	On Trump trial, Sen. McConnell gets fact-checked by six of his Senate colleagues at once
	Iran plane crash apparently the consequence of stoked hostilities
	The human toll of America's wars
	Chris Matthews: Iran will remember what the United States did
	TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES Most Americans believe Trump committed impeachable offense U.S. troops fire tear gas as Iraqi protesters gather outside embassy for second day

	'It's practically a war zone': Unprecedented threat to life continues as Australia fires rage on
	Giuliani would 'love' to represent Trump at Senate impeachment trial
	Trump in 2011: The president 'plays golf to escape work while America goes down the drain'

	Trump predicted Obama would attack Iran to 'get elected' Parallels between now and 1998 Iraq air strike
	Rice: Risks likely outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani U.S. overplayed its hand by killing top Iranian general
	Ro Khanna on War Powers Resolution: We need to exercise power of purse [ Right out of first year constitutional law class. ]
	HUFFPOST Stephanie Grisham Peddles Outrageous Defense Of Trump’s Anti-Muslim Retweet
	DEFENSE SEC JAW-DROPPER: ‘DIDN’T SEE’ EVIDENCE OF THREAT TO 4 EMBASSIES IRAN STRIKES BACK: BASES ATTACKED 🚨 Angry GOP Senator Trashes ‘Insulting’ Trump Administration Briefing On Iran
	TRUMP TEAM SPREADS NEW ASSASSINATION LIES Rep. Duncan Hunter Resigns After Pleading Guilty To Stealing Campaign Donations ‘LEGALLY TENUOUS’: EXPERTS SKEPTICAL OF TRUMP RATIONALE [ Do you think that matters to trump … do you think that mattered to hitler whose orations were obsessively listened to by trump with admiration as per Ivana trump. ] Pentagon Contradicts Trump, Says U.S. Won’t Strike Cultural Sites
	Iranian Foreign Minister Says Iran Will Respond ‘Proportionately’ To Assassination
	It Was ‘Safer Before Soleimani Was Killed,’ Retired Admiral Says
	THE (SICK) BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN MORE FALLOUT: IRAN DEAL DEAD Trump Bolted To Most Extreme Iran Measure Despite Reported Concerns By Aides TRUMP FAIRYTALE: ASSASSINATION ‘TO STOP A WAR’ [ Speaking of fairytales: The eternal trumpian story courtesy of Aesop. (Hint: trump is both wasp and snake) 'The Wasp and the Snake' A WASP seated himself upon the head of a Snake and, striking him unceasingly with his stings, wounded him to death. The Snake, being in great torment and not knowing how to rid himself of his enemy, saw a wagon heavily laden with wood, and went and purposely placed his head under the wheels, saying, “At least my enemy and I shall perish together.” ‘ … Don’t forget, trump is a nutjob/dimwit (maryanne trump), nuttier than a fruit cake, globalnews.ca Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire http://ijr.com Trump Draws Laughter After Tweeting Photo of His Head Photoshopped Onto Rocky Balboa's Body
	Robin Brown Guist

	YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Harvard Law Professor: ‘More Than Enough Evidence Now’ Against Trump Laurence Tribe dissected the latest Ukraine scandal news and warned that the U.S. is "in real danger." https://www.yahoo.com/news/laurence-tribe-donald-trump-impeachment-inquiry-082721518.html FACEBOOKNEWS Robin Brown Guist NEWSWEEK Politics Trump Is a 'Successful Sociopath' and a Predator Who 'Lacks a Conscience and Lacks Empathy,' Says Former Harvard Psychiatrist By Shane Croucher
	SHAMELESS: BIBI PUSHES FOR IMMUNITY John Roberts Warns Americans They’re Taking Democracy ‘For Granted’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-roberts-supreme-court-democracy_n_5e0e18d5e4b0843d360f3305 [ Sure, if you’re relying upon him and scotus et als. ] Chief Justice John Roberts says Americans may 'take democracy for granted' As the country faces unprecedented rancor between the branches of government in the midst of impeachment proceedings, Chief Justice John Roberts urged … CNN [ While on the subject of taking things for granted, how about about him having a sit-down with his ‘good neighbor sam’ (scalito), the italian from jersey … I’m still wondering what happened to that file, twice, concerning money laundering by RICO defendants/trump casinos, how trump sister and fed bench friend maryanne is still a taxpayer expense, and maybe a clarification regarding the resigned tony kennedy, deutsche bank/trump/son connection … don’t be shy, john roberts, american democracy for, ie., trump, et als means all the criminal you can be. In other words, john, you’re full of s**t, you cowardly baseturd! Peia v. United States, 152 F. Supp. 2d 226 (D. Conn. 2001)
	------------------------------------------------------------- * The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... Petition for Cert. Denied Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand Total $26,500,160 .

[ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey’s factual background synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued individually for having missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings parallel to the RICO action causing dismissal with prejudice and substantial damages thereby. ]

AMERICA IS SUCH A TOTAL FRAUD!


http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf WASHPOST Potential clash between U.S. and Iran averted as embassy siege ends U.S. strike on Iranian leader sparks fears of major digital disruption Trump endorses tweet comparing top Senate Democrat to Iranians [ You can’t make this stuff up! So sick, so mentally ill! Psychopath trump! ] ‘America is the enemy of God’: Calls for revenge at Soleimani funeral in Iraq How do they support a president who cheers for war crimes? More than 12 Iranian missiles launched at 2 U.S. bases in Iraq Iraq says U.S. military letter was ‘clear’: American troops are leaving Trump says 4 embassies were under threat from Iran, a claim contested by U.S. officials
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf NYTIMES Trump Bet He Could Isolate Iran and Charm North Korea. It Hasn’t Worked. Christianity Today Editor Laments ‘Ethical Naïveté’ of Trump Backers Iran Vows ‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills Top Commander Iran Pulls Back From Nuclear Deal as Killing of Iranian General Upends Mideast Analysis: Trump’s Iran Strategy Backfires The Arrogance of Trump’s Enablers Attack Is Retaliation for Suleimani’s Killing, Iran Says A single word has become a focal point of concerns about President Trump’s decision to kill Iran’s top general: assassination. U.S. Unsuccessfully Tried Killing a Second Iranian Military Official
	http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf LATIMES Militiamen withdraw from U.S. Embassy, but Iraq tensions linger Trump retreats from full ban on flavored vaping Magnitude 4 earthquake near Oxnard shakes up L.A. and Ventura counties Opinion: Trump’s Suleimani strike is more of the same old losing U.S. game plan in the Mideast Column: Trump’s Orwellian doublespeak on Iran Opinion: Iraq’s vote to expel U.S. troops is Iran’s true victory Repercussions mount over U.S. strike, with Iran nuclear deal pullback and Iraq call for U.S. troop pullout Editorial: Trump is winging it with Iran. The results do not look good Iran fires missiles at two U.S. bases in Iraq 2020 candidate Michael Bloomberg says he doesn’t regret backing Iraq war [ Regrets are irrelevant/meaningless but stupid is, and mike that was … stupid! ] 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do ….. That’s all that they do … Their raison d'etre http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf 

Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]




YAHOONEWS
Majority disapprove of Trump's actions on Iran: Poll Politics HuffPost Ex-GOP Strategist: Can’t Imagine Worse President At This Very Dangerous Moment
	Epstein accusers speak out: 'No way that guy took his life' Iranian official says reports that missiles downed Ukrainian passenger plane 'a big lie' https://www.cnn.com/…/…/iran-plane-crash-intl-hnk/index.html [ First, the trump/americonna track record for verity precludes the desperate administration’s favored spin pinning the blame on Iran for an act clearly against its own interest in its own nation. The video, less than conclusive anyway, could easily be contrived/doctored. The bottom line is that, much like the Iraq debacle, desperate trump et als own this unfortunate scenario which bespeaks again the ugly american mideast presence. ]
	Russia Warns U.S. of ‘Grave Consequences’ of Soleimani Killing National Review World Yahoo News UK Iran's UN ambassador accuses Donald Trump of 'starting a war against Iran' with killing of top general

U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed on Killing Soleimani
	YAHOONEWS U.S. The Daily Beast Why Obama, Bush, and Bibi All Passed on Killing Soleimani [ Rational thought process; viz., ie., Rice: Risks likely outweigh benefits of killing Qassem Soleimani , etc., is something documented mentally ill insane person trump is incapable of! ] World Yahoo Finance Samantha Power on Iran: 'This is likely to get ugly very quickly'
	World Yahoo News UK Boris Johnson told to 'get off his sun lounger' and speak out on US killing of Iranian commander World The Daily Beast Kim Jong Un Rings in a Thoroughly Nuclear New Year

	Trump Organization purges workers in year-end firings
	YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg U.S. Factory Gauge Unexpectedly Falls to Lowest Since 2009 (Bloomberg) -- U.S. manufacturing closed out a tumultuous year with the weakest monthly performance since the end of the recession, with orders shrinking and factories continuing to dial back production. Stocks and Treasury yields, already lower after a U.S. airstrike killed one of Iran’s most powerful military leaders, extended declines after the report. The Institute for Supply Management’s purchasing managers’ index fell to 47.2 in December from 48.1, the fifth straight month of contraction and missing estimates for a rise in a Bloomberg survey of economists, according to a report Friday. It was the worst reading since June 2009 and marked the eighth decline in the last nine months. Readings below 50 indicate activity is shrinking.The deterioration was driven by the weakest gauges of new orders and production since April 2009. The data show American factories remain plagued by pullbacks in business investment at home, softer demand throughout the world and, until recently, an escalating trade war between the U.S. and China. Politics HuffPost Trump Winery Fired Undocumented Workers — But Only After Grape Harvest Had Ended Trump's now-deleted retweet sparks outrage The president recently shared a post that included the name of a man alleged to be the whistleblower whose complaint launched the impeachment process.

Politics People Ron Howard Calls Donald Trump a 'Self-Serving, Dishonest, Morally Bankrupt Ego Maniac' [ He forgot the mentally ill, mobster/criminal part, etc. ]
	U.S. HuffPost Trump Cost Taxpayers An Extra $5 Million By Starting Afghanistan Trip In Florida The secret trip required two more planes than if he’d flown from and back to D.C., raising his golf-related tab to $123.6 million. Why is America so depressed?
	U.S. Bloomberg Goodbye, New York, California and Illinois. Hello … Where? (Bloomberg Opinion) -- New York, California and Illinois have been hemorrhaging residents. Almost 3.2 million more people left those states for elsewhere in the U.S. than arrived from other states, from 2010 through 2019, according to population estimates released last week by the Census Bureau. Nine other states saw net out-migration of more than 100,000 people over that period, but none really came close to the big three.Thanks to 2 million more births than deaths and 1 million newcomers from other countries, California’s population still grew by about 2 million over this period, a gain that trailed only those of Texas and Florida. New York’s population grew but only slightly, while Illinois lost an estimated 159,751 people between 2010 and 2019. Yes, these are all big states, but New York and Illinois ranked second and third in net domestic migration as percentage of 2010 population, behind only Alaska (California ranked 13th).Where are all these people going? The Empire Center for Public Policy, a conservative Albany think tank, put together some estimates for New York based on data that the Internal Revenue Service gleans from tax returns. (The Census Bureau also releases data on state-to-state migration flows, but those are based on surveys with sometimes-large margins of error, so the IRS numbers are more reliable if less complete.) This inspired me to do the same for California and Illinois. Here are the Empire Center’s numbers for New York:The adjusted gross income of New York taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $88,940 from 2012 through 2018. Those who left for Florida, New Jersey, California and Connecticut made more money than that; those who moved to other states in the top 10 less, in some cases much less. By far the most affluent group of migrants from New York was the 1,309 taxpayers who moved to Wyoming, who had an average income of $179,014.Here’s where Californians have been heading.The adjusted gross income of California taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $84,641, and migrants to all of the top-10 states made less than that. Also notable in California’s case is that it experienced net inflows from about half the states, including New York and Illinois. It’s losing residents in huge numbers to nearby states, but still attracting people from the Northeast and Midwest.Finally, here’s where Illinoisans (Illinoians?) have been going.The adjusted gross income of Illinois taxpayers who didn’t migrate averaged $78,959. Illinois has been losing high-income residents (a lot of them retirees, one imagines) to Florida, middle-income residents to the South and West, and those with lower incomes to neighboring states. Also, the top two destinations for Illinois migrants are the top two for the nation as a whole, with Florida first, Texas second.Domestic migration statistics are frequently cited as evidence of the failures of blue-state governance, in particular the higher taxes imposed by states that are losing lots of residents. There’s something to that — income-tax-free Florida sure is attracting a lot of affluent people from Illinois and New York, and a recent study of high-income California taxpayers concluded that a 2012 income tax increase there did in fact drive some away. But California, Illinois and New York have all experienced bigger per capita personal income gains than the nation as a whole since the beginning of 2010, and all saw taxpayers with incomes below $50,000 overrepresented among the leavers from 2011 through 2018. These departures may indicate failures of governance as well, but it’s a different set of governance failures, presumably related more to housing costs, commutes and job opportunities than taxes per se.There also isn’t much evidence in the IRS data — yet — of an exodus of high-income taxpayers hit by the state-and-local-tax-deduction limits imposed by the 2017 tax bill. That is, the number of taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of $200,000 or more leaving for other states actually fell in high-tax California, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey and New York from 2017 to 2018, the year the cap went into effect. Those who ended up with higher tax bills due to the change generally didn’t find out exactly how much higher until 2019, though, so it may just be too early to tell.One last thing I checked was which counties in New York have been sending the most migrants to other states. My fellow Bloomberg Opinion columnist Conor Sen argued this week that in congressional-redistricting terms the most important population shifts of recent years have been from rural areas to large metropolitan areas, not from state to state. Indeed, thanks to babies and immigrants, New York City and most of its suburbs have gained population over the past decade as the rest of the state has shrunk. That may be changing, though, as the city in particular has been seeing accelerating migration to other states. Of those who left New York state from 2011 to 2012, 49.1% were from the city. From 2017 to 2018, 68.4% were. A lot of those people are just moving to New Jersey. But it’s not a great sign.To contact the author of this story: Justin Fox at justinfox@bloomberg.netTo contact the editor responsible for this story: Stacey Shick at sshick@bloomberg.netThis column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its owners.Justin Fox is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering business. He was the editorial director of Harvard Business Review and wrote for Time, Fortune and American Banker. He is the author of “The Myth of the Rational Market.”For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.com/opinion©2020 Bloomberg L.P. FACEBOOKNEWS
	Trump spent 1 of every 5 days at one of his golf clubs in 2019 https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/31/politics/trump-golfing-vacation/index.html “… According to CNN's tally, he has spent at least 252 days at a Trump golf club and 333 days at a Trump property as President …..” [ Titanic america … the ‘ship of fools’! ]

YAHOONEWS President Trump outstrips Obama on golf trips The president, who once criticized predecessor Barack Obama for spending too much time playing golf, is on track to pass Obama's 8-year total in just 4 years. Well over $100 million» [ Mentally ill, pathological liar, fraud, mobster/criminal/thief-in-chief trump is so full of s**t! ] ABC News Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says he will ask parliament to grant him immunity from corruption charges, a step that is expected to delay his trial for months.
	The Late Show with Stephen Colbert posted an episode of a show. TONIGHT (1-3-20): James Bond's drink of choice is a martini, but Daniel Craig is all about Guinness.



GOOGLENEWS
The Nightmare Stage of Trump’s Rule Is Here Unstable and impeached, the president pushes the U.S. toward war with Iran.
	Live Updates: Iran Vows ‘Forceful Revenge’ After U.S. Kills General
	Trump speaks after ordering strike on top Iran general
	Dramatic escalation with airstrike in Iraq l ABC News
	The death of Iran's top general, Qassem Soleimani, means America has declared war

	NBCNews.com Opinion New photos show widespread fire damage in aftermath of militants' attack on US embassy in Baghdad
	U.S. embassy suspends consular operations
	Iran-backed militiamen withdraw from siege of US Embassy in Baghdad as more American troops deployed
	Shock Waves From American Airstrikes in Iraq May Have Just Begun
	Iraqi security forces regain control of area around US Embassy after second day of protests

	DRUDGEREPORT COULTER: WE THOUGHT TRUMP WOULD BE DIFFERENT... Ann Coulter: ‘We Thought Trump Was Different’ About Starting Wars http://albertpeia.com/seeingthelight.wmv
	POMPEO: Trump Ready to Launch More Strikes... Iran military displaying 'heightened state of readiness'... 13 'revenge scenarios'... Drone attacks? BAKER: High-risk gambles with much at stake... 'Completely coincidental': Air Force launches 52 fighter jets in training exercise... College students panic over fine print about registering for the draft... 'We're going to war, bro'... 
Anxiety over fate of American hostages... 
At least 50 killed in stampede at Iranian general's funeral... Putin lands in Damascus on unannounced visit... POLL: 66% Want To See Bolton Testify In Senate Impeachment Trial... RAGE BUILDS IRAN EYES 35 TARGETS ROCKETS LAUNCHED AT US TROOPS Red flag raised at Mosque warning of severe battle to come... Will punish Americans wherever they are... General steps out of Soleimani shadow... Fear Hits Tehran Over What Might Come Next... Royal Navy Admiral warns West against war... Need millions of soldiers... NATO suspends Iraq training mission... Strait of Hormuz in focus... TRUMP THE TERMINATOR… Trump thought war with Iran could help Obama reelection. What about his own? 'Totally Unpredictable'... 'Hornets' nest'...
FEAR OF CYBER ATTACKS...
Protests across USA...
Selective Service Site Falters Over #WWIII Draft Fears... 


Trump Rattles Mideast With Risky Strike...
Soleimani 'torn to shreds' by missile...
Body identified by ring...
DRONES FOUND HIM...
'Hornets' nest'... RAND PAUL: NO WAR... EX-CIA DIRECTOR: 'THERE WILL BE DEAD AMERICANS'... Depart Iraq immediately... Westerners 'should leave Dubai'... NYC ON ALERT... UK livid... Thousands rally in Iran against 'crimes'... Israel braces for retaliation... Oil prices surge... Stocks shook... Strait of Hormuz in focus... UPDATES... TRUMP: 'Reign of terror over'... 'Took Action To Stop War'… How decision was made... Trump doubled his tweets in 2019.... U.S. combat deaths in Afghanistan highest in years… FLASHBACK: TRUMP SAID OBAMA WOULD ATTACK IRAN TO WIN RE-ELECTION... TWEETS COME BACK TO HAUNT... WAG THE DOG THEORIES ERUPT... No 'stupid' wars doctrine faces biggest test... Iraq War Hawks Now Pumped For Iran… THE NEW YORKER https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/as-a-businessman-trump-was-the-biggest-loser-of-all?fbclid=IwAR1yUJvVPI4-pqUiLVXxVSihkd9b6j-VAcaIGedbRiNJgV9ZtbFkKYhgQAs “Our Columnists
	MARKETWATCH Drones Are Cheap. A War With Iran Isn't.


	MAIL.COM NEWS AP FACT CHECK: Trump's distortions are across the board https://www.mail.com/scitech/news/9653214-ap-fact-check-trumps-distortions-board.html#.7518-stage-set5-5 [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill; trump is at once, a global tragedy and a global embarrassment to america! ]
	"WASHINGTON (AP) — President Donald Trump systematically fabricated his record before boisterous supporters and the eyes of the world this past week. To a core question — did the U.S. killing of an Iranian general avoid an imminent attack on U.S. interests? — there is no definitive answer days after missiles flew. Trump and his officials said the U.S. attack achieved that result but have yet to prove it.
	(1 of 4) President Donald Trump speaks on proposed changes to the National Environmental Policy Act, at the White House in Washington.
	January 12, 2020
	In other matters, Trump offered distortion across the breadth of public policy. He declared clean-air achievements when the air has become dirtier. He claimed to have come up with the “great idea” of letting veterans seek private care at public expense, when that was already law, accomplished by President Barack Obama.
	Primis Player Placeholder
	He complained that he didn't get the Nobel Peace Prize for peace in Ethiopia, when he had little to nothing to do with it. He invented a dialogue with a Democrat in Congress and claimed he succeeded on two fronts where other presidents failed, each time for at least 44 years, a made-up number.
	And as he done repeatedly, but this time in the midst of dangerous brinkmanship with Iran, he falsely accused Obama of opening the U.S. treasury to Tehran and handing over a fortune. A sampling from the week:
	PEACE PRIZE TRUMP: “I'm going to tell you about the Nobel Peace Prize, I will tell you about that. I made a deal, I saved the country and I just heard that the head of that country is now getting the Nobel Peace Prize for saving the country. I said, what, did I have something to do with it? Yeah but, you know, that is the way it is. " Toledo, Ohio, rally Thursday.
	THE FACTS: Trump did not save Ethiopia. Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed won the prize in October after he fully accepted a peace deal ending a 20-year border war with neighboring Eritrea that saw some 80,000 people killed. Trump had no known involvement in the peace deal.
	The prize also recognized Abiy, Africa's youngest leader, for sweeping changes in Ethiopian society as he released tens of thousands of prisoners, welcomed home once-banned opposition groups, expanded freedom of expression and acknowledged his country's past abuses.
	Trump did agree to a request from Egypt’s president to mediate a dispute among Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan over a proposed dam on the Nile River. That mediation continues. Trump is known to express pique when he is not recognized in the manner he thinks is deserved. He mocked teenage climate activist Greta Thunberg when Time magazine named her person of the year last month.
	JOBS
	TRUMP: “America lost 60,000 factories under the previous administration, 60,000. You wouldn't believe that's possible but I know it's true. ... No, it's true. No, it’s true. ... It's 60,000 closed, gone. They are all coming back. They are all coming back.” — Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: It’s not true.
	The U.S. has indeed lost roughly 60,000 factories but that’s since 2001, the start of President George W. Bush’s administration. It didn’t happen “under the previous administration.” And they’re not “all coming back.”
	Construction spending on factories has declined since a recent peak in 2015 during Obama's presidency. Factories cut 12,000 jobs in December, according to the jobs report Friday. Growth in manufacturing jobs decelerated sharply in 2019, to 46,000, down from 264,000 added jobs in 2018.
	VETERANS
	TRUMP on the Veterans Administration: “For 44 years they try to get accountability. ... I said, you know ... I have an idea, such a great idea. You are going to go out private, you're going to pick up a doctor, you are going to get yourself fixed up, we're going to pay the bill, right? And you know what happened? And I said how — how brilliant is that? They say sir, we've been working on that for 48 years but we've never been able to get it approved. So I was very, very disillusioned but you know what I'm good at, getting things approved and we got it approved.” — to cheers at Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: He did not think up the idea and get it approved. Obama got it approved. Obama signed into law the Choice program that lets veterans go to a private doctor at public expense under some circumstances. Trump routinely ignores that and says presidents have tried to get it done for 44 years. He only expanded the program.
	As for accountability, Trump claims that his law means bad VA employees are swiftly fired. But a report released in October by the VA inspector general found “significant deficiencies” in the accountability office established by the law, such as poor leadership, shoddy training of investigators and a failure to push out underperforming senior leaders.
	Also at the rally, Trump claimed that “44 years" of failure preceded his success in getting the “right to try” initiative into law. That initiative, aimed at giving terminally ill patients more access to unapproved drugs, only goes back five or so years.
	CANCER
	TRUMP: “U.S. Cancer Death Rate Lowest In Recorded History! A lot of good news coming out of this Administration.” — tweet Thursday.
	THE FACTS: The news came from the American Cancer Society, not the administration, and it does not reflect Trump's record.
	The group said the death rate from cancer has declined nearly 30% since 1991 and took its sharpest one-year drop in 2017. But the data did not reflect cancer-research spending under the Trump administration.
	Trump proposed cutting spending at the National Institutes of Health but Congress ignored the effort and raised spending in a bill the president signed. That is not reflected in the cancer society report.
	IRAN
	TRUMP: “Iran’s hostility substantially increased after the foolish Iran nuclear deal was signed in 2013. And they were given $150 billion, not to mention $1.8 billion in cash.” — address Wednesday.
	TRUMP: “Iran now is not wealthy like it was when President Obama handed him $150 billion..” — remarks Thursday.
	TRUMP: “They gave around $150 billion including $1.7 billion in the hard cold cash, can you imagine? No, no, can you imagine? $1.7 billion, $1.8 billion in cash.” — Toledo rally.
	THE FACTS: There was no $150 billion payout from the U.S. treasury or other countries. The U.S. made a separate payment of roughly $1.8 billion to cover a decades-old IOU.
	When Iran signed the multinational deal to restrain its nuclear development in return for being freed from sanctions, it regained access to its own assets, which had been frozen abroad. Iran was allowed to get its money back. The deal actually was signed in 2015, after a 2013 preliminary agreement. Trump has taken the U.S. out of it.
	As for the $1.8 billion: In the 1970s, Iran paid the U.S. $400 million for military equipment that was never delivered because the Iranian government was overthrown and diplomatic relations ruptured. After the nuclear deal, the U.S. and Iran announced they had settled the matter, with the U.S. agreeing to pay the $400 million principal along with about $1.3 billion in interest.
	The $400 million was paid in cash and flown to Tehran on a cargo plane, which gave rise to Trump's previous dramatic accounts of money stuffed in barrels or boxes and delivered in the dead of night. The arrangement provided for the interest to be paid later, not crammed into containers.
	TRUMP: “The foolish Iran nuclear deal financed Iranian aggression while allowing a quick path to nuclear breakout. That is what it did. And by the way it expires so soon. They can have nuclear weapons." — Toledo rally.
	TRUMP: “It’s close to expiring. In other words, if I didn’t terminate it, it expires in a very short period of time.” — remarks at White House on Thursday.
	THE FACTS: The 2015 agreement is not about to expire. It imposes limits on Iran's nuclear development for 15 years.
	TRUMP: “The missiles fired last night at us and our allies were paid for with the funds made available by the last administration.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: That accusation comes without corroboration. The administration has offered no information supporting the contention that in regaining access to $150 billion of its assets that had been frozen abroad, Iran steered a chunk of that money to the missiles that hit the U.S. bases in Iraq.
	“I doubt anyone has the insight into Iran's budgetary mechanisms to say that this money was used for this purpose,” said Gerald Feierstein, a career U.S. diplomat who retired in 2016 as the principal deputy assistant secretary of state for Near Eastern Affairs.
	“It's a funds-are-fungible kind of argument,” he said. "I mean, if they have money, can you say that dollar went directly to buy a missile, as opposed to freeing up another dollar that went to buy a missile?"
	Joseph Votel, who retired from the U.S. Army in March as the top military commander for the Middle East, said he was not aware of any specific intelligence on this question. “I don't have anything that would particularly support that,” he said. “I'm not saying it did or it didn't, but I don't have details to demonstrate it one way or the other.”
	ENVIRONMENT
	TRUMP: “We have some of the cleanest air and cleanest water on earth, and for our country the air is right now cleaner than it's been in 40 years.” — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: No, air quality has worsened under the Trump administration. And it's a stretch to say the U.S. is among the countries with the cleanest air. Dozens of nations have less smoggy air. Trump made the remarks as he proposed the latest enforcement rollbacks for the bedrock environmental acts credited with beginning the clean-up of U.S. air and water a half-century ago.
	As to water quality, one measure, Yale University's global Environmental Performance Index, finds the U.S. tied with nine other countries as having the cleanest drinking water.
	But after decades of improvement, progress in air quality has stalled.
	There were 15% more days with unhealthy air in America in 2017 and 2018 than there were on average from 2013 through 2016, the four years when the U.S had its fewest number of those days since at least 1980, according to an AP analysis of EPA data.
	A recent study by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University found that deadly air particle pollution increased 5.5% in the United States between 2016 and 2018 after declining by 24.2% from 2009 to 2016.
	"The increase was associated with 9,700 premature deaths in 2018," the study by Karen Clay and Nicholas Muller said. "At conventional valuations, these deaths represent damages of $89 billion."
	The Obama administration set records for the fewest air-polluted days.
	Trump’s proposal would greatly cut back on the National Environmental Policy Act’s requirement that federal agencies consider whether a big construction project would hurt the environment before they approve the project. Other Trump proposals would roll back restrictions on major sources of air and water pollution, including coal-fired power plants and autos.”
	ISLAMIC STATE GROUP
	TRUMP: “Three months ago, after destroying 100% of ISIS and its territorial caliphate ..." — address Wednesday on Iran's missile strike on two Iraqi bases.
	THE FACTS: His claim of a 100% defeat is misleading as the Islamic State group still poses a threat.
	IS was defeated in Iraq in 2017, then lost the last of its land holdings in Syria in March, marking the end of the extremists' self-declared caliphate. Still, extremist sleeper cells have continued to launch attacks in Iraq and Syria and are believed to be responsible for targeted killings against local officials and members of the Syrian Democratic Forces.
	U.N. experts have warned that IS leaders are seeking a resurgence. This past week, Defense Secretary Mark Esper said the fight against the group was continuing in Syria.
	IMPEACHMENT
	TRUMP, on the House Intelligence Committee chairman: “He's a corrupt politician, Adam Schiff. He's corrupt. ... He gave a sentence that he made up. He made it up, and it was not — it was not what was said in the conversation. That's why I released the transcript, got approval from Ukraine." — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: Trump's timeline is wrong and he's exaggerating the episode and botching the timeline.
	Schiff, D-Calif., delivered what he called a parody of Trump's remarks in the president's July 25 phone call with Ukraine's leader.
	Schiff did so after the White House released a rough transcript of the call, not before, as Trump states. So people who read the official account knew Schiff was riffing from it, not quoting from it.
	Though Trump took umbrage at having words put in his mouth by Schiff, the president routinely invents dialogue. It's a staple of his rhetoric when he mocks political rivals. He did it Thursday night at a rally, making up a conversation he pretended he had — with Schiff.
	TRUMP: “We released the exact transcript.” — remarks Thursday.
	THE FACTS: No, the White House memo describing Trump's phone conversation with President Volodymyr Zelenskiy isn't exact.
	It was presented by the White House as a rough transcript. The public does not know precisely what each leader said.
	Officials who were tasked to listen in to the call say the rough transcript is largely accurate in representing the material aspects of the conversation as they heard it.
	One such witness testified that some quotations in the account were not exact, though he did not consider the variance to be consequential.
	TRUMP, explaining why he initially held up military aid to Ukraine: “Why is it that the United States pays? And it affects Europe far more than it affects the United States. So why isn’t it that France, Germany, and all of those countries in Europe that are so strongly affected, why aren’t they paying?” — remarks Tuesday with Greece's prime minister.
	THE FACTS: He’s incorrect that European countries weren’t putting up aid for Ukraine.
	European Union institutions have provided far more development assistance than the $204 million from Washington. Specific EU members, Japan and Canada also contribute significantly.
	Since 2014, the EU and European financial institutions have mobilized more than $16 billion to help Ukraine's economy, counter corruption, build institutions and strengthen its sovereignty against further incursions by Russia after its annexation of Crimea.
	The U.S. is a heavy source of military assistance. But NATO also contributes a variety of military-assistance programs and trust funds for Ukraine. In most such cases, the programs are modest and NATO countries other than the U.S. take the lead
	ENERGY
	TRUMP: “We are independent, and we do not need Middle East oil.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: Trump’s declaration of energy independence is premature. The U.S. still needs plenty of oil from the Mideast.
	The volume of U.S. oil imports from the Persian Gulf alone — 23 million barrels in October – would not be easy to make up elsewhere, at least not without major changes in U.S. demand or production.
	Technological advances like fracking and horizontal drilling have allowed the U.S. to greatly increase production, but demand remains brisk and the country still imports millions of barrels of oil from Saudi Arabia, Canada, Iraq and other countries. Moreover, much of what the U.S. produces is hard for domestic refiners to convert to practical use. So the U.S. exports that production and imports oil that is more suitable for American refineries to handle.
	On energy more broadly, the U.S. is indeed close to parity on how much energy it produces and how much it consumes. In some months, it produces more than it consumes. But it has not achieved self-sufficiency. In the first nine months of last year, it imported about as much energy as it exported.
	MILITARY
	TRUMP: “The American military has been completely rebuilt under my administration, at a cost of $2.5 trillion.” — address Wednesday.
	THE FACTS: That’s an exaggeration.
	It’s true that his administration has accelerated a sharp buildup in defense spending, including a respite from what the U.S. military considered to be crippling spending limits under budget sequestration.
	But a number of new Pentagon weapons programs, such as the F-35 fighter jet, were started years before the Trump administration. And it will take years for freshly ordered tanks, planes and other weapons to be built, delivered and put to use.
	The Air Force’s Minuteman 3 missiles, a key part of the U.S. nuclear force, for instance, have been operating since the early 1970s and the modernization was begun under the Obama administration. They are due to be replaced with a new version, but not until later this decade.
	Associated Press writers Christopher Rugaber, Ellen Knickmeyer, Matthew Lee, Michael Biesecker, Lolita C. Baldor, Matthew Daly and Robert Burns contributed to this report.
	EDITOR'S NOTE — A look at the veracity of claims by political figures.
	Find AP Fact Checks at http://apne.ws/2kbx8bd
	Follow @APFactCheck on Twitter: https://twitter.com/APFactCheck"
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	I remember well the talk in the spring of 2008 about a “Goldilocks economy.” By November 2008, they were talking about the end of the world. This is exactly what’ll happen if the stock market breaks loose…..” VANITYFAIR.COM The Levin Report Trump Thinks Iran Will Be Cool With the U.S. Killing Its Top Leader by Bess Levin January 3, 2020 Foreign Policy “The Administration’s Track Record Doesn’t Inspire Confidence”: After Killing Soleimani, Trump Confronts a Credibility Gap https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/donald-trump-qasem-soleimani-killing-iran With an Iran war looming, cuts at State, demoralized intelligence agencies, vulnerable embassies, and a reputation for untruth, Trump faces significant doubt on the home front for his foray abroad. By Abigail Tracy January 3, 2020 THE LEVIN REPORT Art Of The Deal Trump’s “Phase One” Trade Deal Leaves China With Massive Advantage One of the key reasons Trump launched his trade war has yet to be resolved. by Bess Levin December 31, 2019
	------------------------------------------------------------- * The coverup was appealed to the second circuit court of appeals, and the u.s.supreme court petitioned for certiorari ... Coverup Sustained ... Petition for Cert. Denied Plaintiff's RICO Statement of Damages as required and by way of appended exhibit to the RICO Verified Complaint was an Estimated Grand Total $26,500,160 . [ Important, for clarity there’s this as well: http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf 

[ Though not set forth specifically in Judge Dorsey’s factual background synopsis, Defendant Coan (Ch.7 trustee) was sued individually for having missed a filing deadline for adversary proceedings parallel to the RICO action causing dismissal with prejudice and substantial damages thereby. ]
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Trump flips on space goals: Go to the moon? 'We did that 50 years ago' [ NOT! … Never happened … Cold war propaganda and costly boondoggle …..
	Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealed A treasured piece at the Dutch national museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned lunar landing - is nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News BBC NEWS | Europe | Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealedPrized moon rock a fake - A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... 'Moon Rock' in Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 ... Fake moon rock at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, supposedly brought back from the moon by American astronauts, ... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm
	In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake and a fraud
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YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is a total fraud! YAHOONEWS Politics USA TODAY Opinion Trump justice: He's using his office to reward friends, punish enemies and tarnish America https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-dangerous-justice-coup-punishing-100014486.html [ DUH! Come on...that’s what mobsters do, no surprise here … where were all these “journalists”, legal beagles, etc., when it counted.
	Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever
	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] america’s a total fraud! CNN US soldier in South Korea tests positive for coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-26-20-intl-hnk
	DRUDGEREPORT WORLD ON LOCKDOWN... SPREAD IN USA 'INEVITABLE'... CDC OUTLINES PLANS... STOCKS STAY RED... Book of Revelation? White House struggles to contain public alarm... Report: Border Patrol Agents Provided Respirators to Deal with Chinese... Italy sees 45% rise... Guests in Spanish hotel locked down... San Fran declares state of emergency... Iran says top official who played down fears is infected... Woman tests positive for coronavirus, dengue at same time!
	Dear Congresswoman Roybal-Allard:
	It is always somewhat reassuring that someone, like yourself in Washington, is committed to finding solutions to the myriad of problems confronting the nation; some insurmountable [ America’s debt woe is worse than Greece’s Sep 21st, 2011 News (CNN) — ‘Our government is utterly broke. There are signs everywhere one looks… The government’s total indebtedness — its fiscal gap — now stands at $211 trillion’  8 More Reasons Why You Should Be Deeply Concerned That The U.S. Government Has Lost Its AAA Credit Rating The Economic Collapse ‘… #8 The U.S. national debt continues to get worse by the day. Just check out what economics professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff recently told NPR….“If you add up all the promises that have been made for spending obligations, including defense expenditures, and you subtract all the taxes that we expect to collect, the difference is $211 trillion. That’s the fiscal gap” ..’ ,    Soros: US Is Already in Double-Dip Recession CNBC.com , the unprosecuted frauds on wall street … Dave’s Daily:’.. The HAL 9000s have been doing business as HFTs (High Frequency Traders) launching many buy or sell programs using complex algorithms which can drive prices on indexes higher or lower in dramatic fashion. One of their great acts is called "quote stuffing". It's another illegal activity which the SEC hasn't quite figured out. It's as futile for them as the illegal fee-driven recent end-of-quarter price jam-job..’ End of Quarter Price Mark-Ups; Dave’s Daily   http://www.thestreet.com/story/11260606/1/end-of-quarter-price-mark-ups-daves-daily.html  Dave Fry  9-27-11 ‘All you need do is view the last week of June 2011, the previous quarter end, and you'll note a similar quarter end jam-job…’  , Roubini: U.S. in Throes of Economic Contraction Sep 27th, 2011 News (Bloomberg) , SHILLER: House Prices Probably Won’t Hit Bottom For Years Sep 27th, 2011 News (BusinessInsider) , etc. ] , confronting the nation. Yet it’s somewhat difficult to imagine that pension plans, particularly of the defined benefit variety as opposed to the more fiscally conservative defined contribution type, anywhere in america are over-funded in light of overly optimistic ‘assumptions’ for returns on said funds (ie., Drudgereport: STUDY: State, local gov'ts must raise taxes $1,400 a year for 30 years to fund pensions...
Chicago county faces $108 billion gap in pensions....
TREASURY RAIDS PENSIONS...
Treasury to tap pensions to fund government (Washington Post) ].
	On September 22, 2011 I spoke with FBI Agent Bill Lewis in Washington who was recently promoted to the FBI Headquarters Office (D.C.) from the FBI office here in LA, and with whom I had discussed the matters of which you are aware; and which matters are well within Washington’s ability to easily resolve what should have been resolved in accordance with clear law quite some time ago. It is difficult to imagine the u.s. government solving the gargantuan, nation-destructive problems confronting the nation when through typical corruption, meaningful lawlessness, lack of will, etc., have chosen not to solve my matter as related to you in accordance with clear law and which would clearly be the right thing to do at long last.  
	U.S. Postal Service nearing bankruptcy as email asserts its dominance [Good! Let UPS take them over … the usps is totally unreliable]
	The President embraced 'kooky, crazy' conspiracy theories instead of siding with US intelligence, the Democratic House manager says
	Trump's tweets: The President sent 54 messages before noon today [ trump is so sick, so mentally ill! ]
	Schiff: 'You know you can't trust this President to do what's right for this country'
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	GOP senator says he'll decide after opening arguments. A vote for new evidence would require all Democrats and 4 Republicans.
	GOP senator says he'll decide after opening arguments. A vote for new evidence would require all Democrats and 4 Republicans.
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	Yes … Quite incredible; except, this is america, the great fraud! DRUDGEREPORT: EPSTEIN BOOK SPILLS SECRETS... DEVELOPING… [ Don’t forget the trump/clinton/epstein connection … Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK ]
	Alan Dershowitz called Trump corrupt in 2016 and said he could be corrupt as President https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/28/politics/dershowitz-2016-trump-corruption-kfile/index.html [ Well, that’s who mobsters are and what they do; crimes in a big way, and then, there’s the profound mental illness http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm america’s a complete and total fraud! ]
	White House issues threat to Bolton to keep him from publishing book
	Claims: New York Times reports Bolton wrote he was concerned Trump was granting favors to autocratic leaders
	Poll: 75% of voters want witnesses for Senate impeachment trial
	YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Alec Baldwin Warns GOP’s ‘Sniveling Fealty’ To Donald Trump Is Straight Out Of Nazi Germany https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/alec-baldwin-donald-trump-gop-hitler-084547860.html america today: When Ivana trump reported decades ago how mentally ill mobster trump obsessively listened to hitler orations with admiration, who would have thought we’d see the upshot of such defective mindset made reality today. Indeed, broken america would be fertile ground for the likes of hitler et als this day as we see in trump et als. Really quite tragic, pathetic! Although as set forth in the links that follow, that tragic reality has been readily apparent for quite some time. No excuses are acceptable! america is the guilty nation without any credibility whatsoever! For the once great america there is no tomorrow! globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire
	Live updates Trump's impeachment trial is on the brink of ending with an acquittal if senators reject new depositions in tomorrow's vote Watergate journalist: GOP senators are culpable in a cover-up
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	Analysis: 7 questions that still need to be answered about Trump's impeachment
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	Analysis: GOP theory for acquittal could unleash Trump
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	Schiff: Why wouldn't GOP senators want to hear from John Bolton?
	Trump lawyers make shocking claim of monarchical executive powers

	When the Stakes Are High
	YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never!
	What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is a total fraud!
	Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever
	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! … http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) ….. that’s what he does This country, america’s a total fraud! http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!)…..’ 'HARDBALL' Matthews Fumes: How Could They Let Trump off Hook? [ How? That’s what they do …..That’s all that they do…Their raison d'être http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf Politics FOX News Videos Mainstream media stunned as Mueller report filed with no new indictments planned The mainstream media is stunned as the Mueller report is filed with no new indictments planned. [ Stunned? You mean suddenly they’re interested in the truth? http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf http://albertpeia.com http://albertpeia.com/alresume.htm ]
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globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ 
Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire
	Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever
	China's coronavirus crackdown is affecting nearly half its population, CNN analysis shows
	Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labelled Microsoft boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I think, was it $2,500), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new age vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh,lol,etc..) ] CNN America's Russia nightmare is back https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/21/politics/donald-trump-russia-2020-election/index.html
	Analysis The President's defensive response to new Russia interference drama already appears to be exacerbating the damage caused by Moscow's meddling Russia is looking to help Trump win in 2020, election security official told lawmakers Goldman Sachs warns of stock market correction https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/20/investing/goldman-sachs-stocks/index.html
	Stone was convicted of lying to Congress and threatening a witness regarding his efforts for Trump's 2016 run. Trump says he'd like to see Stone exonerated.
	Deutsche Bank Admits It Helped Hitler : Confronting a Dark ...
	Biggest German Bank Admits and Regrets Dealing in Nazi ...
	The Deutsche Bank and the Nazi Economic War against the ...
	The Deutsche Bank and the Nazi Economic War against the ...
	Deutsche Bank's Auschwitz Role Tangles Takeover in U.S. ...
	How failing banks paved Hitler's path to power | World Economic Forum
	Deutsche Bank Reveals Nazi Link; Bankers Trust Deal May ...
	Review: The Nazi Dictatorship and the Deutsche Bank ...
	Elon Musk savages 'underwhelming' Microsoft billionaire Bill … metro.co.uk › News › Tech - Elon Musk has mockingly labeled Microsoft boss Bill Gates as 'underwhelming'. Elon Musk Calls Bill Gates Underwhelming After Billionaire … finance.yahoo.com › news › musk-calls-gates-underwhelming-billion… Elon Musk calls conversations with Bill Gates 'underwhelming' nypost.com › 2020/02/18 › elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-g.. https://nypost.com/2020/02/18/elon-musk-calls-conversations-with-bill-gates-underwhelming/ [ I thought this was very funny … recalling from a long time ago that proud to be nerdy/tightwad new multimillionaire kid (to be sure, even before then not in the poor house with his lawyer/father doing that seminal op/sys software deal-I think, was it $2,500-well, you have to start somewhere, it was absolute s**t, as was DOS et seq.), in large part courtesy of the then dominant IBM. Very funny! ][ For the record, let me say that I find all people, americans particularly, underwhelming, euphemistically speaking (or in that new age shorthand vernacular that I find so detestable, tbh, lol, etc.. To reiterate, euphemistically speaking, human nature is rather pathetic, a universal theme that is recounted in more ways than imaginable. trump is an american testament to that reality]

	White House staff is looking for disloyalty https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/21/politics/john-mcentee-disloyal-white-house-staffers/index.html
	CNN South Korean coronavirus cases surge https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-02-24-20-hnk-intl/index.html
	More than 830 coronavirus cases have been reported in South Korea. Meanwhile in Italy, cases jumped from 3 to 152 over the weekend
	Global stocks hammered as coronavirus cases rise in South Korea and Italy
	Novel coronavirus cases top 79,000 worldwide
	The latest tally of novel coronavirus cases in the US jumped to 57. One of the agency's top officials warns she expects the outbreak to continue.
	Live updates Global death toll rises to more than 2,700
	Breaking The Dow has lost everything it gained this year
	Coronavirus lockdown turns Disney parks into ghost towns
	Former CDC director: A pandemic is inevitable. What now?
	Experts have warned that the President's lack of credibility would imperil the country in an emergency. Those fears may be coming true.
	Trump to address coronavirus outbreak
	live updates The outbreak has spread to 6 of the 7 continents
	Analysis: The Trump administration might have just had its 'Mission Accomplished' moment
	Trump downplays coronavirus amid CDC warning
	Fmr. Head of Foreign Disaster Assistance on coronavirus: ‘The risk is real’
	Patient in California did not have the travel history or exposure to another patient to be infected, CDC says
	Trump appoints Pence. HHS boss says 'I'm still chairman'
	Opinion The best defense against coronavirus
	live updates WHO: More new cases outside China than inside
	U.S. stock futures drop after Trump fails to reassure traders, new California case https://finance.yahoo.com/m/941ffe46-0de9-3f8e-8804-6ac6eb2f7a5c/u-s-stock-futures-drop-after.html
	Ebola czar calls White House's move an 'outrage'
	Get caught up on the latest coronavirus updates
	Goldman Sachs: US companies will have zero 2020 profit growth
	Gupta on Trump's coronavirus claim: That's not true
	live updates California is monitoring more than 8,400 people who traveled from places 'of concern'
	How to recession-proof your investments
	US companies say the coronavirus outbreak could cut China revenues by 50%

	Trump gives 'incoherent' briefing on coronavirus, contradicts CDC
	Trump Taps Pence To Lead Outbreak Response
	Devastating losses on Wall Street convinced Trump to put a face on the crisis. But his erratic news conference only fanned the impression of a leadership vacuum.
	Devastating losses on Wall Street convinced Trump to put a face on the crisis. But his erratic news conference only fanned the impression of a leadership vacuum.
	The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says
	At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died
	Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why
	Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S. is 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response

	Coronavirus reaches 'highest level' of risk https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/28/health/coronavirus-us-updates-california-patient/index.html
	The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says
	At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died
	Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why
	Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response HUFFPOST America’s Broken Social Safety Net Can’t Withstand The Coronavirus
	Second Troubling Mystery Case of Coronavirus Reported In California
	The country reported a 50% increase in cases Sunday. Thirty-four people have died.
	The patient, a man in his 70s in King County, died Saturday. His case is one of four new presumptive cases that were detected in a nursing home.
	Second coronavirus death reported in US and first case confirmed in New York
	Global coronavirus death toll tops 3,000
	The virus has killed six people in Washington state, according to health officials. More than 3,000 have died globally from the outbreak.
	Health expert contradicts Trump about vaccine timing trumps are so full of s**t! http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 Trump on Ivanka: ‘Is It Wrong to Be More Sexually Attracted to Your Own Daughter Than Your Wife?’http://albertpeia.com/forbiddenlovestory22.mp4 ..."I understood that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Epstein knew I was 13 years old. Defendant Trump had sexual contact with me at four different partiesin the summer of 1994. On the fourth and final sexual encounter with Defendant Trump tied me to a bed, exposed himself to me and then proceeded to forcibly rape me. During the course of this savage sexual attack, I loudly pleaded with Defendant Trump to stop but he did not. Defendant Trump responded to my pleas by violently striking me in the face with his open hand and screaming that he would do whatever he wanted. Immediately following this rape, Defendant Trump threatened methat, were I ever to reveal any of the details of Defendant Trump's sexual and physical abuse of me, my family and I would be physically harmed if not killed." https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm CNN Stark warning from WHO chief on coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/03/asia/novel-coronavirus-covid-19-intl-hnk/index.html
	We're in 'uncharted territory,' head of WHO says, as coronavirus cases total more than 90,000 people 

live updates More than 100 coronavirus cases confirmed in US


MSNBC
Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus [ Well, there you go … if trump says it then :
	Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc.. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f MSNBC WAPO: Trump aide calls coronavirus response 'complete chaos'
	"LOOK OUT BELOW https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/look-out-below/
	David Stockman | March 03, 2020
	What remains in diseases after the crisis is apt to produce relapses.
	– Hippocrates, Aphorisms (as published in 1817)
	...
	Bubblevision’s Bob Pisani had it exactly right already a week ago, discussing the Dow futures as a vertigo-inducing roller-coaster: “The markets are clueless…”
	Thousands of Dow points of COVID-19-triggered decline has, apparently, awakened some of the dream walkers.
	Of course, honest price discovery and respect for fundamentals was destroyed years ago in favor of one-decision speculation.
	It’s “buy the f***ing dip” – always, everywhere, and forever – because the Federal Reserve and its fellow-traveling monetary central planners around the world will never again allow markets to correct or run native after the trauma of 2008-09.
	Alas, right on cue, the Fed announced a 50-basis-point cut to its benchmark interest rate this morning, taking the federal funds rate down to 1.00%.
	Wouldn’t you know it, though? The Dow Jones Industrial Average is now down about another 1,000 points an hour and a half before the closing bell.
	Michael Coolbaugh packed some sobering commentary into an alert to Delta Profit Trader readers this afternoon:
	Very simply, I believe there is a heightened possibility of a market crash. And – just like we touched on last week where we saw your typical safe-haven assets, like gold, get tossed out with the bathwater – I believe there’s a similar possibility in the near future.
	We touched on the dangerous backdrop for the markets all throughout January and February. After the initial panic, I highlighted in Friday’s newsletter that markets were poised for a rebound.
	Well, we got our rebound. But I’m not of the camp that believes the recent selloff was a simple short-term hiccup in what will be a continuation of the recent bull market.
	But there’s really one main reason that’s causing the hair to stand up on the back of my neck.
	And that’s today’s market reaction following the emergency rate cut by the Federal Reserve.
	You see, when the Fed feels the need to slash rates by 50 basis points in between meetings, things are serious. The last two times they conducted such emergency cuts were in 2008 and, before that, in 2001.
	Here’s another fun fact: The last time the market rallied the same amount as it did yesterday, in percentage terms, was in 2008.
	We all know monetary policy cannot fix a global pandemic. Yet our monetary central planners felt the need to make a move anyway. After a brief rally, markets quickly reversed and have been tumbling all day long.
	The reality is beginning to set in that we’re at the end of a lengthy business cycle and monetary central planners have all but spent every last piece of ammo in their toolbox.
	And whenever a market fails to respond to seemingly positive developments – you know, that the Fed will supposedly save the day – it’s typically a sign that something is seriously wrong.
	I can’t say with certainty whether this crash prediction will ultimately come to fruition. But, for now, self-preservation is the prudent action. If the market does crash, there will be massive opportunities to exploit in the aftermath.
	But, as we saw late last week, there’s a very real possibility that everything – including the kitchen sink – gets tossed out the window.
	In fact, even as I write, gold is beginning to give up its massive intraday rally as the market has come under increasing pressure.
	In the end, the recent developments should undoubtedly bode extremely well for gold. Right now, however, we’re still within the recent volatile range, and patience is of the utmost importance.
	Indeed, at times like these, perhaps it’s better to laugh than cry…
	I mean, it’s getting absolutely nuts…
	The sad truth is, the Fed’s previous massive attempts at economic “stimulus” have never really left the canyons of Wall Street. They’ve reflated financial assets to a fare-thee-well, and they’ve done so at a terrible price.
	The already heavy public and private debt burden at $53 trillion on the eve of the Global Financial Crisis/Great Recession was quickly given a hall pass in the form of drastically lower (and falsified) interest rates. This sharply reduced the carry-cost of the U.S. economy’s swollen debts, even as total outstandings soared to $74.6 trillion by the fourth quarter of 2019.
	Consequently, the aggregate leverage ratio against gross domestic product, which had hit a historic peak at 3.5 times in late 2007, wasn’t reduced at all during the last 10 years of so-called recovery.
	Accordingly, the two turns of extra debt relative to the historically proven 1.5 times aggregate leverage ratio remained as it stood when the crisis was triggered in 2008.
	By “proven,” I mean the latter ratio had prevailed during the century of industrialization, robust growth, rising living standards, and burgeoning wealth gains extant prior to 1971. The financial discipline imposed by one form of the gold standard or another had proved itself via the undeniable capitalist prosperity on Main Street that materialized after 1870.
	But, December 2019, those two extra turns of debt amounted to $40 trillion. That was the headwind to recovery.
	That’s why this incipient COVID-19 pandemic is not just another public health emergency.
	Bubblevision’s talking heads are pushing the meme that coronavirus is causing temporary economic havoc by disrupting the global supply chains but will eventually fade into the rearview mirror.
	They argue its impact will be minimal because – even though supply chains are more brittle than anybody realized – government authorities will at some point contain the virus, thereby permitting workers, truckers, airline pilots, longshoremen, etc., to go back to their jobs, commerce to restart, inventories to be replenished, and deliveries to normalize…
	Not so fast.
	Today’s fracturing supply chains did not materialize on Adam Smith’s free market. Nor are they a testament to the wonders of comparative advantage.
	To the contrary, they are the dark underbelly of the world’s $255 trillion of debt and the massively falsified global financial markets fostered by our monetary central planners.
	The problem is not the debt, per se, or that it bears some kind of existentially evil characteristic. The skunk in the woodpile is actually the reason why it’s there in the first place. And what it funded as it metastasized into today’s brobdingnagian accumulations.
	The entire chain of malignancy was driven from the Eccles Building after 1987. The U.S. economy needed to deflate from the rampant inflation of the 1970s in order to remain competitive with the mercantilist Asian economies rising from the rice paddies – most especially China after Mr. Deng choose the export route in the early 1990s and proclaimed it “glorious” to be rich.
	At long last, of course, COVID-19 should at least prove a wake-up call about those artificially born, bred, and fueled global supply chains.
	This time, however, cauterizing and stabilizing the rotten foundation our monetary central planners have fostered may well be above the pay grade of even these masters of malignant money.
	To common sense,
	David"


ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
Market Update for Tuesday - March 3rd, 2020 https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-03/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d33165cea2c46d8116b55455c04ab6436bf72b7be6507ffa57af3236798ca349
	Today's Highlights:
	It was another roller-coaster ride in the markets today.
	The Fed announced an emergency rate cut by 0.5% to help with the impact of the coronavirus. The announcement came two weeks ahead of the scheduled later this month.
	The last time the Fed made an emergency rate cut of a half point was in the middle of the financial crisis. The Fed’s decision was meant to calm traders and the markets. But it made things worse.
	The S&P was up 1.5% earlier in the day but then tanked.And after a 5% swing from highs to sessions, the S&P ended the day with a 2.8% loss.
	The drop in interest rates sent bank stocks lower:
	Bank of America (BAC) lost 5.5% and JP Morgan Chase (JPM) dropped 3.8%.
	And airlines were some of the worst performers today: American Airlines (AAL) finished lower by 5.4%, and United Airlines (UAL) was down 4.9%. >> Click here to read the full story... https://www.rockwelltrading.com/daily-update/daily-update-2020-03-03/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadcast&utm_campaign=content_promotion&utm_content=target__ifs_all_active_subscribers_message__daily_newsletter_cta__click_here_&inf_contact_key=d33165cea2c46d8116b55455c04ab6436bf72b7be6507ffa57af3236798ca349
	CNBC’s Jim Cramer: I’m more nervous now than before the Fed’s rate cut
	Stocks haven’t bottomed yet, so wait for this signal, advises Charles Schwab trading guru https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/1125df26-47b5-31fb-a61e-aed52f2b08b2/stocks-haven%E2%80%99t-bottomed-yet-.html

	CNN Texas and New Jersey report presumptive coronavirus cases https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/index.html There are now 158 cases of novel coronavirus in US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-04-20-intl-hnk/index.html Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc.. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
	YAHOONEWS Health CBC 'This will not be contained': Experts cast doubt that spread of COVID-19 can be stopped https://www.yahoo.com/news/not-contained-experts-cast-doubt-090000102.html
	ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Wednesday - March 4th, 2020 https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/g_wgPKwfm6Q/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5923236675321856%2F4733012298432512
	Today's Highlights:
	More bad news regarding the coronavirus:
	California reported its first coronavirus death.
	And in China, scientists discovered evidence that the virus has mutated at least once.
	In Italy, the Prime Minister said that their health care systems is on the verge of being overwhelmed because of the virus.
	But today stocks were up more than 4.0% because of a Joe Biden Super Tuesday win? That’s how it looks. Biden’s win in key primary states gave a boost to the markets, since investors consider Biden a more market-friendly Democratic candidate than Bernie Sanders.
	In the afternoon the Fed’s Beige Book was released. It showed that the Fed sees U.S. economic activity as “modest to moderate” and mentioned the coronavirus as a risk.
	>> Click here to read the full story...https://deref-mail.com/mail/client/g_wgPKwfm6Q/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fis-tracking-link-api-prod.appspot.com%2Fapi%2Fv1%2Fclick%2F5923236675321856%2F4733012298432512 "YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/you-cant-make-this-stuff-up/
	David Stockman | March 04, 2020
	Power resides only where men believe it resides. [...] A shadow on the wall, yet shadows can kill. And ofttimes a very small man can cast a very large shadow.
	– George R.R. Martin, A Clash of Kings (1998)
	...
	So, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note fell below 1.00% for the first time ever.
	But the Dow Jones Industrial Average is up more than 800 points today; must be because Joe Biden has revived hopes the old postwar alliances will reemerge and prop up Imperial Washington’s consensus, once more, in the name of all that’s good and decent…
	Meanwhile, Wall Street, the old adage that stocks take an escalator up but an elevator down is being demonstrated… day after day after day…
	The Dow is now down 3,651.16 points, or more than 12%, since the record high all the way back on, well, February 12. As of Tuesday’s close, it was all the way back about where it stood in late August.
	It took 168 days of irrational exuberance on steroids for the market to climb 3,773 Dow points to 29,551 on February 12. And it took about two weeks to shed every single point of that gain. And that brief but vertiginous interlude included four weekend days and a holiday to boot…
	[Chart]
	Despite what’s happening today, I’d say that “price action” is finally suggesting to day-traders, robo-machines, and plain-old speculators that there’s something rotten in Denmark.
	Of course, the attention being paid is on exactly the wrong venue. Down on Wall Street, they’re in the thrall of our monetary central planners, awaiting now a coordinated round of global “easing”…
	So, I’ll say it again: Central bankers caused the current crisis by fostering hideously inflated financial markets and ultra-fragile global supply chains. Bringing more coals to Newcastle, therefore, will fix nothing. But it will aggravate the underlying malignancies that are now rushing to the surface
	Indeed, COVID-19 is the inverse neutron bomb of finance.
	The deadly radiation of the latter weapon kills everyone in its radius and leaves the buildings standing, of course, whereas COVID-19 seems to leave 98% of the infected population standing but has lethal effects on the global supply chains.
	There’s a simple reason for that: The essence of fighting this ultra-contagious pandemic is separating workers from their place of labor in order to blunt the disease’s transmission process.
	And in today’s world that is a gigantic problem.
	Among the baleful effects of monetary central planning has been the fostering of exceedingly fragile global supply chains, where the risks of disruption have been studiously ignored by liquidity inebriated stock markets.
	Wall Street has encouraged maximum feasible outsourcing and offshoring by Corporate America’s CEOs and CFOs in order to goose earnings and stock options. Meanwhile, they’re drastically underinvesting in supply-chain redundancies, “just-in-case” inventories, and liquid financial reserves.
	Accordingly, the true cost of 12,000-mile-long, inventory-light, air-freight-driven logistics – even in today’s world of high-speed communications and flat-Earth technology platforms – wasn’t reflected in the 30-year drive for dollar-cost and labor arbitrage.
	What’s being priced in is not simply a worst-case scenario for the economic impacts of a terrible but one-off pandemic.
	What’s really happening is the inexorable realignment and re-costing of artificially induced, unnatural, and unsustainable global supply chains that were fostered by money-printing central bankers, not the comparative advantage of Adam Smith’s free markets.
	Back in the day, Bill Clinton’s principal trash-talker, James Carville, famously said, “It’s the economy, stupid” to explain the improbable victory of the Arkansas governor over George Bush the Elder’s sparkling 30-year Washington resume.
	Today, it’s the JIT, stupid!
	“Just-in-time” supply chains appeared to have a sparkling 30-year record of soaring efficiency gains, with burgeoning corporate profit growth to boot.
	But the present unexpected plunge in financial markets is a clanging warning bell that the world’s JIT-based supply chains are incredibly vulnerable and fragile.
	As we’ll soon see, entire factories will be shut down for want of a 25-cent washer, so to speak.
	Even if coronavirus is eventually contained and extinguished, the impact is just beginning.
	There’s only one way to make today’s intricate, globe-spanning, JIT regime robust: via a lot more cost – for inventories, second suppliers, shorter supply lines, etc. – and a lot less profit.
	That implies a dramatic reset of stock prices and price-to-earnings (P/E) multiples. Yet the timing for these long-overdue economic and financial adjustments could not be worse.
	After all, we’re at the tippy-top of the longest business expansion in history at 128 months. But P/E ratios are already in the nosebleed section of history.
	For the 12 months ended in January, S&P 500 Index components reported earnings of $138.93 per share. At the February 12 high, the market was trading at 24.3 times earnings. But, relative to history, that’s a significant understatement of the P/E multiple owing to the drastic change in the tax regime implemented in 2018.
	There’s at least $15 per share of added earnings owing to the 20% tax rate. So, on an apples-to-apples basis at the old rate, tax-adjusted trailing-12-month earnings stand at $124 per share. That’s an implied P/E multiple of 27.3 times. That compares to 17.7 times on the eve of the 2008 financial crisis and 26.4 times in the fourth quarter of 2000.
	The present world is doubly fragile. Global supply chains have been unsustainably profitable, and financial assets are egregiously overvalued. And both conditions are owing to the world’s current rotten regime of monetary central planning.
	Another 50 basis points of money-market rate cuts will solve nothing. It’ll only pump another round of excess liquidity into a staggering Wall Street.
	Undoubtedly, that’s where we are headed in the near term, just the same.
	More opportunity to corrupt, more opportunity to impair, more opportunity to destabilize…
	To common sense,
	David"


	Cruise ship held off California after coronavirus death https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/05/health/california-coronavirus-cruise-ship-thursday/index.html
	The man had been on the Grand Princess and died of the virus after going home. Some passengers and crew have symptoms now
	live updates Washington school district closes schools
	How to live with a coronavirus outbreak
	This number predicts how fast a virus will spread DRUDGEREPORT Banks ready disaster plans… https://news.yahoo.com/coronavirus-us-banks-ready-disaster-plans-sources-183300327.html Fed Alters Capital Rules... IMF chief calls for all-out offensive to counteract epidemic... HSBC evacuates London offices after worker tests positive... Empty stores, quarantined firefighters: Washington city at virus epicenter reels as death toll rises... ULTRA festival canceled in Miami... Test delays stoke anger… Trump blames Obama… Airlines could lose up to $113 billion... Medical screener at LAX infected... Congressman 'mocks'? What would Hill do if Capitol got hit? State warns voters they shouldn't lick mail-in ballots... 
CAMPBELL Sees More Demand from Soup Stockpiling... 
Israel severely restricts entry from Europe... 
Touching your face. Here is how to stop doing it... 
SICK MAP... 
Coronavirus controls increase surveillance danger... 
High-tech tracking, fever checks... 
How risky is that virus? Your mind may mislead... 
Hysterical pet owners 'asking vets to euthanize their dogs'... 



CNN
Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/
	As the number of US cases rises, Vice President Pence says there are not enough tests to meet demand
	Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus
	Breaking Senate approves $8.3 billion response package
	Dr. Gupta debunks Trump's 'hunch' he made to Fox News
	Dow tumbles 1,000 points again
	Cruise returning to shore after coronavirus death MSNBC Trump contradicts health experts and officials on coronavirus [ Well, there you go … if trump says it then :
	Seth Meyers Takes A Closer Look at a somnolent, incoherent trump on coronavirus, etc.. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/seth-meyers-donald-trump-jr-coronavirus_n_5e5e096fc5b63aaf8f5c834f
	CNN Coronavirus continues to spread in the US https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-05-20-intl-hnk/ HUFFPOST Politics Federal Judge Blasts William Barr For Distorting Mueller Report Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! …http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there! ]

	DRUDGEREPORT
	States are grappling to keep an eye on the thousands who may have come in contact with someone infected
	Live Updates Coronavirus cases rise across the world
	Bodies 'pile up' in morgue as Iran feels strain
	A state-by-state breakdown of US cases
	This is what it's like to have the coronavirus
	Here's a list of disinfectants you can use against coronavirus

	CNN
	70 nursing home workers show coronavirus symptons https://www.cnn.com/asia/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-07-20-intl-hnk/h_583af80467602a31f57568c42dfc6c00
	The 70 are employees of the Life Care Center in Kirkland, Washington, a coronavirus epicenter
	Coronavirus quarantine hotel collapses in China
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	You do don’t need an PhD in economics – or even night-school survey course – to see that COVID-19 is a temporary supply side shock that 0.00% money-market rates are powerless to combat. And you don’t need to be a financial wizard to see that with the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury note below 1.00% and 30-year mortgages at their lowest level in history, more “quantitative easing” is a sick joke. Adding another $700 billion to the Federal Reserve’s already hideously bloated balance sheet can’t possibly drive interest rates meaningfully lower. That’s even if rates were a barrier to activity. And they’re not. In fact, the new barrage of QE5 is nothing more than a fraud authorized by the official criminals domiciled in the Eccles Building. [Chart] Today, and for years in the past, the Federal Open Market Committee has been scurrying about in the dealer markets swapping counterfeit credits plucked from thin air for Treasury and government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) bonds that funded the consumption of real economic resources such as government salaries, purchases, and private housing construction. The traditional argument for central banking, of course, was that a little bit of financial fraud (3% per year balance sheet expansion per Uncle Milton Friedman, for example) could help lubricate the banking system and nudge gross domestic product (GDP) to steadier performance over time. What we have now is epic-scale counterfeiting. There are now upward of $5 trillion of fiat money liabilities at the Fed and $25 trillion at all the world’s central banks, compared to just $500 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, at the turn of the century. And the latter figures were achieved only after decades, in some cases centuries… Indeed, they’ve turned the entire global financial system into a cesspool of false prices and destructive gambling rackets. They’ve stripped it of the honest money and legitimate capital formation its needs to function and thrive. What lies ahead is a no man’s land of statist demolition. You don’t need to be a cynic to see why the Eccles Building has launched its limp baby bazookas this week. The Federal Reserve now, and for many years past, has been the abject handmaid of the Wall Street gamblers, bullies and crybabies. Fedheads are deathly afraid of honest stock market prices – i.e., a crash – because they know it will make a mockery of their risible claims that the U.S. economy is in a “good place,” that the consumer is “strong,” that they’ve delivered the hallowed state of price stability and full employment, world without end… In truth, decades of monetary central planning have sucked the lifeblood out of Main Street. It’s destroyed savers; addicted households to debt-based hand-to-mouth living; eviscerated the purchasing power of wages via its 2.00% inflation obsession; and turned the C-suites of Corporate America into stock trading rooms and financial engineering joints in the service of Wall Street, not the construction of resilient, value-creating enterprises. [Chart] But the mask is being ripped off the phony narrative about the strength of the Main Street economy – especially the purported Energizer Bunny of household consumption. Here’s how Michael Coolbaugh set the table this morning for his Element Macro Research clients, illustrating just how impotent are our monetary central planners: Another morning, another full-blown liquidation. Equity futures are locked limit-down, bond yields are spiking, gold is pulling back, oil continues to tumble, and copper is getting destroyed. You also have stress continuing to build across EM currencies, with popular names like the Turkish Lira, Mexican Peso and South African Rand all down anywhere from 1-4%. On the other hand, High Yield CDS spreads have at least stopped their surge and FRA-OIS spreads are holding their Monday pullback, for now. But just as the banking fire has been smoldered, another one pops up. With US Commercial Paper 3-Month spreads now blowing out, it looks like the Fed is now just playing a giant game of ‘whack-a-mole’. I mentioned that the Fed will continue to throw the entire playbook at the liquidity crisis and its Commercial Paper Facility is just another in its toolkit. And don’t even get me started on the surging long dated yields across Europe –namely Greece and Italy. Maybe investors are finally beginning to price in the true sovereign risk or maybe its some sort of spectacular systematic unwind as even the US 30-year yield continues to rally. Then again, perhaps it’s just bond vigilantes trying to prove that Central Banks have lost control, and at some point, this tsunami of liquidity will provide inflation we’ve been assured will never arrive. Speaking of which, have you seen the real 10-year yield lately? Inflation expectations have crumbled while long dated yields are backing up, putting real yields in positive territory and on par with early 2019. All this is to say that, despite the extreme measures from the world’s Central Banks, financial conditions are actually tightening. In other words, it’s still not enough. You do recall several Fed members recently discussing yield curve control, right? Call it ‘Yield Curve Control’, call it ‘Operation Twist’, or just plain old capping bond yields; I could care less. It’s all been brought up in the recent past and for a very good reason; it’s coming. What all these measures have in common – both the ones already implemented, and the ones proposed – is that they involve the relentless printing of US Dollars. I’ve said it again and again and again: a surging US Dollar is crippling to a global economy with eye-popping amounts of dollar-denominated debt. For today’s charts, I took some time away from the macro to address the micro by using the same rudimentary thinking espoused by Peter Lynch in his book, One Up On Wall Street. Ever notice how when things get crazy, everyone speaks in the all-encompassing term of “stocks”? Look, I’m all on board with the failure of monetary policy theory. But there is still money to be made in either direction here if we just take a moment to think and plan. What stores are sold out? What shelves are empty? It can’t be that easy, right? Maybe instead of running around with our hair on fire, let’s use the two-way volatility to our advantage… Mike will be back tomorrow with his regular Thursday commentary.
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'Never seen anything like it': Dr. Gupta stunned by what happened at Trump briefing https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirus-drugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn President Trump made false claims about possible treatments for the coronavirus, and expert Dr. Anthony Fauci had to tamp down optimism about the treatments at a press conference. Source: CNN
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	"Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/
	David Stockman | March 20, 2020
	They have exemplified the saying, “To him that hath, more shall be given; and from him that hath not, the little that he hath shall be taken away.” The rich have become richer, and the poor have become poorer; and the vessel of the state is driven between the Scylla and Charybdis of anarchy and despotism. Such are the effects which must ever flow from an unmitigated exercise of the calculating faculty.
	– Percy Bysshe Shelley, A Defence of Poetry (written 1821, published 1840)
	...
	The nerve of it is a wonder to behold…
	The U.S. airline industry has spent a decade shoving itself into harm’s way by strip-mining their balance sheets to fund share buybacks and to goose top executives’ stock options.
	The recklessness of it is mind-boggling…
	For decades, this has been a highly cyclical industry vulnerable to global dislocations caused by recessions, storms, wars, terror, and more. So, airlines absolutely need deep balance sheets and ample liquidity, even at the expense of short-term earnings.
	Of course, the Big Four U.S. airlines – Delta, United, American, and Southwest – were having none of rationality, prudence, and common sense.
	That just makes them poster-boys for this long overdue moment of truth.
	Their problems are universal. That’s because our rotten regime of monetary central planning has corrupted the entire financial system and corroded the Main Street economy.
	The only thing our monetary central planners have accomplished is to fuel egregious speculation on Wall Street; to drain Main Street of productive investment; and to leave businesses and households vulnerable to even short-run interruptions of cash flow.
	Hand-to-mouth economics is not the natural modality on the free market. It’s the malignant product of bad money and the debt-fueled speculative manias that are the consequence of monetary central planning.
	Left to their own devices on the free market, households save and provide for rainy days, regardless of income level or social status.
	Likewise, in a world not poisoned by cheap debt and falsified costs of capital, businesses nurture their balance sheets and provide for cash flow interruptions either by buying insurance or setting aside liquid reserves and equity capital-based shock absorbers.
	That’s the real message of this, the second great financial heart attack of the last decade. But rather than allowing the rot to be purged, the central bankers are now out pouring kerosene on the fires.
	It’s getting downright maddening.
	The length and breadth of the financial market was already saturated with reckless speculative excesses. This was denied by the Fed and Wall Street bulls right up to February 19, when the third great central-bank-blown bubble of this century finally collapsed.
	The absolute meltdown of the junk bond market in a matter of days is simply the trail of reckless speculation being flushed out of hiding…
	[Chart]
	In fact, the panicked return by our monetary central planners to ZIRP, to QE, and to who knows what else is to come is nothing more than the monetary equivalent of the bleeding cure…
	It’s more likely to kill the patient than it is to help them recover.
	Let’s close the week with some smart words from Michael Coolbaugh:
	I want to make my longstanding view abundantly clear.
	I, by no means, believe this is the end to the bear market. And I certainly do not believe we will quickly return to the recent norm that justified a simple “buy-and-hold” approach to markets.
	There will be a need to be nimble, in both directions, if one wishes to generate attractive returns over the years to come.
	Having said that, I’ve noticed several signposts over the past few days that lead me to believe markets may finally experience a counter-trend rally.
	Some may look to play this “bounce” for a quick trade, while others who are still holding on to some long positions might be afforded a more attractive exit price over the days to come.
	Stick with me for a moment as I lay out my thoughts and evidence to support this line of thinking…
	Personally, I’ve always found it helpful to ask myself, “What is the scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”
	Yes, I’m specifically talking about the general sentiment in the market today.
	Sure, you could simply look at CNN’s “Fear & Greed Index,” which has been screaming “Extreme Fear” for well over the past week.
	For me, it’s a compilation of several factors.
	First, you have nearly every Wall Street strategist who began the year with their rosy outlooks and regurgitations of “weaker dollar, overweight emerging markets and beware of the impending melt-up.”
	Yes, things were priced for perfection, but these were the same strategists who kept their heels dug in when coronavirus first hit.
	We were peppered with “it’s just the flu” and other rationalizations such as “it’s just a short-term hiccup like Ebola or SARS.”
	It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION.
	We’re now hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment – yes, Great Depression figures – 90% decline in corporate revenues, 1,600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on…
	Then, you have a running list of technical indicators that suggest things have become extremely extended over the short term.
	You know, my whole philosophy of putting the odds in your favor by way of measurable data points.
	To name a few: percent of issues hitting a new 20-day low, percent of issues below their 200-day moving average, S&P 500 Index price as a percentage of its 200-day moving average, equity put/call ratio…
	Again, the list goes on and on.
	And, I know, many indicators have been suggesting markets were oversold for a while now. But it’s the subtle nuances we’ve seen the past few days that are encouraging to me.
	So, with all this in mind, the constructive contrarian indicators accompanied by the usual crowd that always manages to show up after the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off guard?”
	Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?
	Could it be that the Fed’s endless attempts at easing the short-term liquidity crunch actually provide a short-term band-aid now that everyone – yes, including mainstream media – is beginning to recognize the whole dollar shortage dynamic?
	Yes, the same dynamic I’ve been warning about for weeks and revisited in yesterday’s Deep State Declassified piece, Here’s the Story of a Globe-Wrecking U.S. Dollar…
	To be clear, the short-term band-aids, a la foreign-exchange swap lines, only ease short-term pressure, as they merely create even more future demand for U.S. dollars, but I digress…
	I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all in. After all, the amount of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.
	By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment. But let’s not go buying tin hats when pop-up vendors are selling them on every street corner.
	In other words, there is a good possibility that we see a healthy bounce here.
	Have as good a weekend as current state restrictions allow…
	To common sense,
	David"
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	• This market crash is a record breaker. We’ve never seen stocks fall this fast in modern history.
	• And stocks likely have further to fall.
	• Matt Badiali tells you why it is too early to start buying the dip.
	By Matt Badiali, Editor, Real Wealth Strategist
	Dear Al,
	Don’t buy the dip.
	I know this is a tough time for everyone. But there’s something you need to see to put this in perspective.
	This year the S&P 500 Index fell 31% in 22 trading days. That’s a record.
	But it hasn’t fallen as far as any of the last three major crashes in 1987, 2000 or 2008. You can see what I mean from the chart below:
	[chart]
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	Analysis: Everyone needs to see Andrew Cuomo's inspiring words
	Pelosi and Trump haven't spoken in five months
	'Where the hell are the ventilators?' Keilar responds to Trump.
	Fox News anchors fail to challenge Trump as he misleads during coronavirus town hall
	Trump says he's pulling back from calling novel coronavirus the 'China virus'
	Analysis: What Dan Patrick misses so badly in his 'let's get back to work' pledge
	Negotiators signal deal on stimulus close and could pass Congress on Tuesday
	Analysis: Has Donald Trump had enough of Anthony Fauci?
	US officials say China is lying about coronavirus origins
	The assessment isn't trying to alarm or scare people but it reflects what's actually happening around the world, WHO official says
	At least 5 Diamond Princess passengers have died
	Doctor says mask won't help against coronavirus. Here's why
	COVID-19 cases surge past 50,000 in the U.S.
	Trump's own medical experts repeatedly have to fact-check him
	Rep. Shalala: 'Dangerous and immoral' for Trump to suggest to end restrictions by Easter
	Vermont issues “stay home, stay safe" order
	Malaysian police use drones to urge citizens to stay home
	Iowa reports first coronavirus death
	Miami mayor, still in quarantine, announces shelter-in-place order for city https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-blog/millions-more-ordered-stay-home-coronavirus-cases-grow-n1167336 U.S. coronavirus cases top 18,000 as states push Trump to act


	Trump seems eager to end restrictions even as pandemic accelerates
	Senators under fire for selling stocks before market plunge [ Ooooh! Under fire … they must be so worried … What a joke this country is! ] Top Obama & Clinton economist: U.S. is in a ‘great worker recession’ Failure to identify, isolate coronavirus infections puts U.S. on dark path Grim future for beleaguered hospitals seen in lag time from infections to critical illness
	Over-promising and under-delivering during a crisis is a toxic combination
	Two members of Congress test positive for coronavirus Trump signs aid bill as U.S. coronavirus cases surpass 8,600
	Italy records deadliest day of COVID-19 outbreak
	Fmr. Ebola Czar: U.S 'so far behind' on Coronavirus response 10 more dead in and around Seattle
	VA says 44 patients have tested positive for coronavirus
	Chase to close nearly 1,000 branches
	Some kids could experience severe coronavirus symptoms, study says

	Ford to halt North American production over coronavirus outbreak
	Top doctor is calling for a national quarantine
	NYC mayor: 'Torrent' of new coronavirus cases coming, military aid may be needed
	Supreme Court postpones oral arguments over coronavirus pandemic

	CNN Historic $2-trillion stimulus deal reached Breaking News https://www.usdebtclock.org
	The White House and Senate leaders struck a major deal early Wednesday morning to jolt the economy struggling from the coronavirus pandemic
	live updates At least 163 people were reported dead in the US Tuesday, bringing the death toll past 700

	'All hell broke loose': US patients start to overwhelm hospitals https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/health/coronavirus-covid-hospitals/index.html
	Health experts warn the US could 'become Italy,' where hospitals filled with Covid-19 patients have been forced to ration care and choose who gets a ventilato
	live updates NYC is the epicenter of the US outbreak
	Overview: What $2 trillion stimulus bill will cover
	Just the start: US deaths could peak in 3 weeks, expert says
	Analysis: Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now
	Watch: NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic
	Panic shopping: Egg prices are skyrocketing
	Podcast: Searching for coronavirus treatments
	Opinion: Why is Covid-19 death rate so low in Germany?
	Trump speaks at coronavirus task force briefing
	Senate stimulus shows lengths government is going to preserve supply chain
	It's not too late for US to reverse course, WHO says
	Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in
	What the stimulus deal means for you
	New York Gov. Cuomo says social distancing efforts are working to slow coronavirus
	NBA star says his mother is in a coma
	Dow soars as investors take in $2 trillion stimulus deal
	AOC warns she may force House members to return for stimulus vote, potentially delaying final passage
	Troubling coronavirus statistic emerges
	National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for over 10 years
	We're reading the massive stimulus bill. Here are the highlights
	'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis
	Here's why the coronavirus may be killing more men than women. US should take note
	Court upholds Jodi Arias' murder conviction and life sentence
	What constitutes 'essential businesses'? States seem to have varying standards
	Video shows Mexican president in a crowd of children
	Biden says Democrats have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits to April showdown
	Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday
	Trump wants US reopened by Easter. That could send the economy into depression
	Young adults held a party to defy orders to socially distance. One has the virus
	Watch MSNBC live: White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing

	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
	Trump declares disasters for states including New York, California and Texas
	Photo: Long line for testing in New York
	Rep. Katie Porter self-quarantines with fever, awaiting coronavirus test results
	Watch live: New Orleans mayor gives coronavirus updates
	Sen. Schumer breaks down massive coronavirus aid package
	Joe explains why Trump's Easter timeline won't happen
	Trump mocks Mitt Romney on Twitter
	How Democratic leaders ensured Trump's businesses can't benefit from aid package
	The historic bill includes direct payments to individuals, a boost to unemployment benefits and a $500 billion lending program. The House votes on it Friday.
	What's in it: We read the massive stimulus bill. Here's what's in it https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/25/politics/stimulus-package-details-coronavirus/index.html
	READ: Senate bill containing historic $2 trillion coronavirus relief stimulus package
	Analysis: Here's why the $2 trillion stimulus probably isn't enough
	Stimulus funds: This is how much money you could get
	Measures: Local officials begin penalizing people breaking stay at home orders
	New normal: See what New York City looks like now
	Podcast: Searching for coronavirus treatments
	Opinion: If you've got coronavirus, shout it from the rooftops
	Coronavirus death toll tops 21,000 globally
	Deadliest day in US: More than 200 coronavirus deaths reported
	US patients start to overwhelm hospitals
	Expert: US deaths could peak in 3 weeks
	Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in
	Fact Check: US has done more coronavirus tests than South Korea, but not per person
	NY doctor delivers dire warning about pandemic
	Analysis: Trump is as popular as he's ever been right now
	What the stimulus deal means for you
	US stock futures point to further recovery after second strong day for Wall Street
	Biden says Dems have 'had enough debates' after Sanders commits to April showdown
	National Cathedral finds 5,000 masks that had been stashed away for over 10 years
	At least 13 patients have died from coronavirus over 24 hours at a New York hospital
	96-year-old woman is now oldest South Korean to fully recover from coronavirus
	Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in California
	Georgia's hardest-hit hospital says ICU is filled with 'critically ill' virus patients
	Fauci on when to relax public health rules: 'You don't make the timeline, the virus makes the timeline'
	Dr. Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...
	'Top Chef Masters' winner dies after coronavirus diagnosis
	Cruise ship with 77 people with flu-like symptoms is headed to Florida
	Amazon warehouses hit by coronavirus
	Officer interrupts sunbathers: This is not a holiday
	Man was killed during FBI probe into plot to attack hospital believed to have virus patients CNN Coronavirus deaths in the US top 1,000 https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/index.html America surpasses a grim milestone just after US records its deadliest day, according to CNN's tally
US shatters record for jobless claims [ Stocks rally on the disastrous news … why? … the “miracle” of computerized programmed trades (the machines do anything they say regardless of reality).
	In hospitals: Exhausted workers turn to desperate measures
	Stimulus funds: This is how much money you could get
	New Orleans: For Katrina-ravaged city, coronavirus is 'the disaster that's going to define our generation,' official says
	New normal: See what New York City looks like now
	Podcast: Saving lives or saving the economy?
	New York: State to allow two patients to share a single ventilator
	Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally coughed on
	Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier
	How and when do I get my stimulus check?
	Pelosi promises 'strong bipartisan vote' for $2 trillion stimulus in the House
	US shatters record for jobless claims
	Live markets updates US stocks surge despite record jobless figures
	Dr. Birx's harrowing story shows need for social distancing
	Mitt Romney shared negative test results. Then Trump weighed in
	Healthcare providers: Send us your stories
	James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 for patients
	Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP
	Questions arise after teen's death was initially linked to coronavirus in California
	Opinion: A lot of Americans like Trump's handling of crisis
	Video reveals lung damage in US coronavirus patient: 'People need to take this seriously'
	Fauci: I'm cautiously optimistic, but ...
	Patient leaves touching message for hospital staff after being discharged
	Gov. Cuomo: This is going to transform a generation
	Dear Congresswoman Roybal-Allard:
	It is always somewhat reassuring that someone, like yourself in Washington, is committed to finding solutions to the myriad of problems confronting the nation; some insurmountable [ America’s debt woe is worse than Greece’s Sep 21st, 2011 News (CNN) — ‘Our government is utterly broke. There are signs everywhere one looks… The government’s total indebtedness — its fiscal gap — now stands at $211 trillion’  8 More Reasons Why You Should Be Deeply Concerned That The U.S. Government Has Lost Its AAA Credit Rating The Economic Collapse ‘… #8 The U.S. national debt continues to get worse by the day. Just check out what economics professor Laurence J. Kotlikoff recently told NPR….“If you add up all the promises that have been made for spending obligations, including defense expenditures, and you subtract all the taxes that we expect to collect, the difference is $211 trillion. That’s the fiscal gap” ..’ ,    Soros: US Is Already in Double-Dip Recession CNBC.com , the unprosecuted frauds on wall street … Dave’s Daily:’.. The HAL 9000s have been doing business as HFTs (High Frequency Traders) launching many buy or sell programs using complex algorithms which can drive prices on indexes higher or lower in dramatic fashion. One of their great acts is called "quote stuffing". It's another illegal activity which the SEC hasn't quite figured out. It's as futile for them as the illegal fee-driven recent end-of-quarter price jam-job..’ End of Quarter Price Mark-Ups; Dave’s Daily   http://www.thestreet.com/story/11260606/1/end-of-quarter-price-mark-ups-daves-daily.html  Dave Fry  9-27-11 ‘All you need do is view the last week of June 2011, the previous quarter end, and you'll note a similar quarter end jam-job…’  , Roubini: U.S. in Throes of Economic Contraction Sep 27th, 2011 News (Bloomberg) , SHILLER: House Prices Probably Won’t Hit Bottom For Years Sep 27th, 2011 News (BusinessInsider) , etc. ] , confronting the nation. Yet it’s somewhat difficult to imagine that pension plans, particularly of the defined benefit variety as opposed to the more fiscally conservative defined contribution type, anywhere in america are over-funded in light of overly optimistic ‘assumptions’ for returns on said funds (ie., Drudgereport: STUDY: State, local gov'ts must raise taxes $1,400 a year for 30 years to fund pensions...
Chicago county faces $108 billion gap in pensions....
TREASURY RAIDS PENSIONS...
Treasury to tap pensions to fund government (Washington Post) ].
	On September 22, 2011 I spoke with FBI Agent Bill Lewis in Washington who was recently promoted to the FBI Headquarters Office (D.C.) from the FBI office here in LA, and with whom I had discussed the matters of which you are aware; and which matters are well within Washington’s ability to easily resolve what should have been resolved in accordance with clear law quite some time ago. It is difficult to imagine the u.s. government solving the gargantuan, nation-destructive problems confronting the nation when through typical corruption, meaningful lawlessness, lack of will, etc., have chosen not to solve my matter as related to you in accordance with clear law and which would clearly be the right thing to do at long last.  
	U.S. Postal Service nearing bankruptcy as email asserts its dominance [Good! Let UPS take them over … the usps is totally unreliable]

	Look at this bull s**t from the ny times “I’m not going to be bullied or influenced by anybody,” he said, publicly challenging Mr. Trump in a way no other sitting cabinet member has. Wonder how mobster/criminal trump remained under the radar … wonder no more! P...a...lease… What total bull s**t! Barr Has a History of Writing Summaries That Obscure the Truth A 1989 memo Barr wrote summarizing the “principal conclusions” of a D.O.J. ruling apparently left out several of those principal conclusions. [ Duh! …http://www.albertpeia.com/williambarr.jpg (emphasis added!) http://www.albertpeia.com/CIAAgentAffidavit1.jpg …that’s what he does...that’s all that he does...the reason he’s there! MSNBC Warren: 'We are watching a descent into authoritarianism' with Trump, Barr https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/elizabeth-warren-on-her-call-to-end-trump-corruption-78650437678 YAHOONEWS Dems demand 'lawless Attorney General' resign President Trump congratulated Attorney General William Barr for "taking charge" of the case against Trump's longtime friend Roger Stone. 'That is third-world behavior' » [ DUH! Well, better late than never! 

What law? america, like her mentally ill mobster/criminal thief in chief, is a total fraud!
	Sources: Barr intervenes on Trump's behalf The intervention in the sentencing of Trump ally Roger Stone wasn't the first time senior political appointees reached into a case involving an ex-Trump aide, officials say. Analyst warns of 'a political infestation'» https://www.yahoo.com/news/barr-takes-control-legal-matters-005500147.html [ Crocodile tears all around; no surprise whatsoever
	Trump’s Russian Laundromat | The New Republic http://www.newrepublic.com/article/143586/trumps-russian Trump’s Russian Laundromat How to use Trump Tower and other luxury high-rises to clean dirty money, run an international crime syndicate, and propel a failed real estate developer into the White House http://albertpeia.com/clintonkillist.htm ] http://albertpeia.com http://www.albertpeia.com/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf http://albertpeia.com/peia.v.unitedstates.htm [ america’s (non-governmental) criminal acts do not fall within the ambit of governmental/sovereign immunity (as america has posited many times as a rule to hold other nations liable for wrongful conduct). ] http://albertpeia.com/fbimartinezcongallard.htm https://albertpeia.com/usadefault.pdf http://albertpeia.com/sickopsychotrump.htm http://www.albertpeia.com/donthecon.htm#current http://albertpeia.com/defraudingamerica3.pdf https://www.usdebtclock.org https://missingmoney.solari.com $21 TRILLION DOLLARS IS MISSING FROM THE US GOVERNMENT globalnews.ca https://globalnews.ca/news/4532575/jean-chretien-donald-trump/ Jean Chretien says rise of Donald Trump heralds end of the American empire
	DRUDGEREPORT SHOCK CLAIM: AMERICAN DEATHS WILL TOP 80,000 IN NEXT 4 MONTHS https://news.yahoo.com/us-virus-deaths-may-top-80-000-despite-161924116.html
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	David Stockman | March 26, 2020 Their “Plan” Is to Rescue the 1% By David Stockman  |  March 25, 2020 https://www.deepstatedeclassified.com/their-plan-is-to-rescue-the-1/
	There is a curse. They say: may you live in interesting times.
	– Terry Pratchett, Interesting Times (1994)
	...
	Before I turn things over to Michael Coolbaugh for another cool-headed view on what’s happening on Wall Street, I’d like to lay some flame on what’s going on at the power end of the Acela Corridor…
	The level of hysteria in Imperial Washington has probably not been exceeded in America since the Salem Witch Trials of 1692.
	Nor has the level of pillage been matched since the Visigoths sacked Rome in A.D. 410.
	How else would you describe a bipartisan fiscal bailout that’s sure to exceed $2 trillion and be passed before anyone has even read the 2,000 pages of handouts it will encompass, let alone analyzed its cost and consequences?
	The clowns and fools on Capitol Hill and inside the White House are concocting a veritable coast-to-coast soup line of companies and households. Indeed, Uncle Sam will be borrowing at 10 a.m. each day via a tsunami of bond issuance, which bonds will then be sold by the 23 primary dealers to the Fed by 2 p.m.
	[Chart]
	The next day, of course, it will be rinse, repeat, and do it again. If that isn’t debt monetization and financial crackpottery on steroids, I don’t know what would be.
	Folks, there’s no way to exaggerate the insanity on the loose.
	The Federal is literally buying $125 billion of Treasury bonds and mortgage-backed securities every day, bringing the total to $1 trillion in just 10 days of certifiable madness.
	For want of doubt, let it be reminded that it took 34,319 days (94 years) for the Fed to print its first $1 trillion of fiat credits.
	Let it also be noted that this is a grotesque financial fraud.
	The Fed is defying every law of sound money and financial discipline ever known to mankind.
	It’s the most fantastical eruption of “something for nothing” economics ever imagined.
	And it can eventually lead only to calamities that are equally unimaginable.
	Now, here’s Mike with some practical advice in these treacherous times…
	Playing the Table, Not the Dealer
	By Michael Coolbaugh
	When it comes to money, it is so incredibly easy to become emotional.
	We saw it in January and early February when we were told we couldn’t afford to miss out on the impending “melt-up” rally.
	It was only after a 30% plunge for the broader equity indices when were we told that the world was ending, with projections of economic carnage much greater than that of the Great Depression… and, naturally, equity markets had much further to fall.
	You see, there’s a reason trading and investing is so often compared to playing poker. Part of it is in the sense that you need to evaluate the odds of a wide range of scenarios at each turn of a card.
	But Blackjack also requires the evaluation of odds at each turn of a card.
	So, what’s the reason for choosing poker and not Blackjack?
	Because in poker, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.
	By now, I’m sure we’re all aware of the famous quote from John Maynard Keynes that speaks to the irrational nature of markets.
	But he’s had a few good ones. And one in particular might be just as if not more valuable than his most famous line. Here it is:
	“Successful investing is anticipating the anticipation of others.”
	Here are a few snippets from the research note issued to my Element Macro Research clients this past Friday, which David highlighted in his Deep State Declassified piece, Monetary Central Planners Only Ever Learn One Lesson:
	I usually find it helpful to always ask myself, “What is the scenario that would catch most people off-guard at this moment?”. Yes, this partially has to do with my increasingly constructive view for a tradeable near-term bounce. But it also has to do with the general sentiment in the market today.
	It only took a record-setting decline in pace and magnitude – to some extent – for these same strategists to jump on board the USS CAUTION. We’re not hearing of -14% GDP prints, 20% unemployment, 90% decline in revenues, 1600 S&P 500 Index targets; the list goes on and on.
	So, with all this in mind: the constructive contrarian indicators accompanied by the usual crowd that manages to show up after the party has ended, let’s ask ourselves, “What would catch people most off-guard?” Could it be a scenario where the market actually rallies in the face of an exponential rise in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases?
	I’m not saying that it’s time to push our chips all-in. After all, the amount of volatility in the market today is plenty enough such that minimal exposure will provide meaningful swings in your portfolio.
	By no means do I think this is the end to the punishment, but let’s not go buying tin hats when they’re being sold on every street corner. There is a good possibility that we see a tradeable bounce here.
	And here are a few of the charts included in that report to portray the extreme one sidedness of the market…
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	If you haven’t noticed by now, when it comes to investing and trading, you’re playing the table, not the dealer.
	It’s just like poker.
	The number of confirmed coronavirus cases have indeed gone exponential.
	We just received news of a record-setting figure for initial jobless claims: 3.3 million.
	Yes, that’s record-setting beyond any data point on record.
	So, does it make sense that the market has rallied approximately 18% from Friday, given the influx of such terrifying news?!
	If you haven’t gathered by now, I would argue “yes.”
	You see, almost everyone has heard of the phrase “buy the rumor, sell the news.” And, for the most part, that is exactly what everyone has been focused on when it comes to the COVID-19 stimulus bill that can’t seem to work its way through Congress.
	In fact, this sort of “buy the rumor, sell the news” is exactly what happened with the painful process of approving the TARP bill in 2008, which is probably why everyone is gearing up for an exact replica.
	But those same people aren’t recognizing that it works in both ways…
	In other words, “sell the rumor, buy the news”…
	Look, we were being prepared for a complete doomsday scenario, and A LOT of selling took place in anticipation of such.
	But – now that the stale data have arrived – what’s next?
	Well, we’ve seen a healthy relief rally. But now may not be the time to pile into new long positions. Here’s a glimpse at what I jotted down in my trading notebook yesterday morning…
	2019 S&P 500 EPS = $151.93
	Avg P/E Since 1975 = 16.8x
	Implied Price Targets with Avg P/E for Various EPS Changes in 2020:
	Flat = 2,560
	-5% = 2,432
	-10% = 2,304
	-15% = 2,176
	-20% = 2,048
	-25% = 1,920
	*Maintain tactical longs with max S&P 500 @ 2,560 – 2,600
	*Trim and look for short opportunities on S&P overshoot.
	Anyone notice where the S&P 500 stalled yesterday afternoon and where it seems to be struggling today?
	Somewhere between 2,560 and 2,600…
	In other words, simple math can work wonders when it comes to investing against emotional human beings.
	Let’s face it: Unless you’re hanging on to the pipe dream that earnings will miraculously be higher from 2019 figures, it’s a difficult bet to be aggressively long at this point.
	We could see a further short squeeze into month-end. But we could also get a violent retest of the March 23 lows. In other words, it seems like we’re in a sort of no-man’s land.
	What we shouldn’t do is get too caught up at the index level. Everything became correlated with the liquidation stories of systematic strategies being well documented. But even if we continue to trade lower, the dust should begin to settle.
	[Chart]
	Cross-asset relationships should return to some semblance of normal and one might even expect divergent performance across sectors and factors.
	In other words, if you haven’t already begun, now is the time to get to work on your “to-do” lists on both the long and short side, even if you take little action over the days ahead.
	To common sense,
	David"

ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Thursday - March 26th, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	*Today it was all about weekly Unemployment Claims - the first real glimpse at just how much the virus and the call for “social distancing” has impacted the economy and workforce.
	*And today’s numbers were even worse than most economists expected. In just 1 week, 3.3 million people applied for unemployment.
	*So why the heck did stocks rally? - Maybe because there’s some optimism over the $2 trillion economic stimulus bill that was passed by the Senate. The bill now goes to the House, and it's expected to pass on Friday. And with these bad numbers, the bill is going to be passed quickly.
	*Whatever the case might be, stocks rallied for most of the day and saw another surge into the close.The DOW finished higher for the 3rd day in a row.In fact, it was the the biggest 3-day rally since 1931 for the DOW!
	*Yesterday, Ben Bernanke gave his thoughts about the economy (he expects a quick rebound after a “very sharp” recession). And today, the infamous trader Paul Tudor Jones said that after a retest of lows he expects “stocks will be higher in 3 to 5 months.” Could be true. But on the other hand, we expect a VERY tough earnings season, so “trade what you SEE, not what you THINK!”
	CNN US surpasses China for most coronavirus cases https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-outbreak-03-26-20-intl-hnk/h_2ae963b2031c76d5acbee6c20caa3110
	There are more than 82,000 coronavirus cases nationwide, according to CNN's tally
	The President is downplaying the national crisis as evidence suggests the situation is getting worse https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-response/index.html
	Fact check: Trump utters series of false claims at briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing/index.html “ Washington (CNN)President Donald Trump, who has been regularly dishonest and inaccurate in his remarks about the coronavirus crisis, delivered another series of false and misleading claims at the White House coronavirus briefing on Thursday.
	Gov. Jay Inslee's comments and the media
	How unforeseen the coronavirus crisis was
	Americans' views on coronavirus-related closures
	The trade deficit with China
	The history of tariffs on China
	Mexican troops on the border
	Live updates Confusion as airlines scramble to catch up
	Watch: 3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs
	74,000 cases: Why New York is the US epicenter
	Wash your hands: Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it
	CNN Town Hall: Watch medical experts answer your questions
	Podcast: Saving lives or saving the economy?
	US has the most coronavirus cases, but experts say it's just the beginning of the battle
	Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time
	Michigan governor to Trump: 'You said you stand with Michigan — prove it'
	California cities could see outbreaks as bad as New York City, officials say
	How and when do I get my stimulus check?
	CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story
	Hospitals consider changes to do-not-resuscitate situations amid coronavirus pandemic
	Healthcare providers: Send us your stories
	Opinion: These taxpayers won't get stimulus checks. That's unjust
	Why America has the most confirmed Covid-19 cases
	As coronavirus cases spike worldwide, China is closing itself off
	Grocery store throws out $35,000 in food that woman intentionally coughed on
	Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak
	James Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. He's making 15,000 for patients
	Rapid increase in coronavirus cases aboard US aircraft carrier
	5.0-magnitude earthquake shakes Texas
	They are trying to stop coronavirus without soap and water
	Indian migrant workers could undermine the world's largest lockdown
	New hot spots are emerging in Chicago, Detroit and New Orleans as officials warn this is just the beginning
	live updates Vermont will close schools for the remainder of the year
	Watch: 3-D video shows Covid-19 attack patient's lungs
	Where's my check? What to know about the benefits from the stimulus bill https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/stimulus-payments/index.html 
“(CNN)The House is set to vote Friday, and President Donald Trump is expected to swiftly sign, a $2 trillion stimulus bill to address the dramatic economic crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic.
	Direct stimulus payments
	Unemployment benefits
	Small business loans
	Wash your hands: Dr. Gupta shows you the right way to do it
	House debates before critical vote on $2 trillion stimulus deal as crisis worsens
	Fireworks erupt as House deliberates coronavirus stimulus
	Trump rails against GOP congressman who signaled support for forcing roll-call vote
	CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval up amid coronavirus concerns
	Brianna Keilar to White House adviser: You are wasting everyone's time
	Analysis: The 30 most outrageous lines from Trump's interview with Sean Hannity
	Opinion: The pandemic isn't actually fixing climate change
	DC mayor says staff member died after testing positive for virus
	A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases
	Should I disinfect groceries? When will this end? Your questions, answered
	live markets updates US stocks head south
	Bill Gates makes prediction about when coronavirus cases will peak
	Opinion: How to reopen America
	Analysis: How can Boris Johnson run the UK while suffering from coronavirus?
	CNN reporter: Trump said this was fake news, then confirmed the story
	Americans are panic buying pet food
	White House reassessing deal with General Motors and Ventec Life to produce ventilators
	The $2 trillion package includes sending checks to people, major updates to unemployment benefits and help for health care providers
	Calculate your payout: What you could get from the stimulus bill
	Watch: Lawmaker who made Congress return to vote speaks
	Stimulus: Hard-fought negotiations led to massive aid package
	Live Updates Disneyland and Walt Disney World remain closed
	Fireworks erupt: Lawmaker shouts over gavel
	Fact check: Trump utters series of false and misleading claims at coronavirus briefing
	Governor fires back at Trump's claim: Grossly uninformed
	A state-by-state breakdown of US coronavirus cases
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	“… But make no mistake, what he's saying is this: Trump says things at these daily coronavirus task force press conferences that are not true. That's a very, very bad thing. ...”
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	"Market Update for Friday - March 27th, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	*Today stocks opened lower and never quite recovered.
	* Stocks trimmed losses in the afternoon, rallying after President Trump signed the $2 trillion stimulus bill.
	*However, stocks slide almost 3.0% in the last hour of trading and finished the day with losses of more than 3.0%.
	*But in spite of today’s losses, the DOW managed to finish the week with its best weekly gain since 1938 (up 12.8%)
	*Boeing (BA) led the DOW lower with a 10.3% loss. The drop came after Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Boeing won’t look for a government bailout.
	* Cruise lines were also hit hard after aid for cruise lines was not included in the stimulus bill. Carnival (CCL) lost 16.0%, Norwegian Cruise Line (NCLH) lost 19.9% and Royal Caribbean (RCL) dropped 13.3%.
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	YAHOONEWS Whitmer: Medical vendors told not to supply Michigan https://www.yahoo.com/huffpost/trump-gretchen-whitmer-michigan-coronavirus-feud-032411002.html President Trump's latest target, Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, claims medical vendors informed her they've been told not to supply her state amid the COVID-19 battle. ER doctor has message for president» [ How does this piece of s**t trump get away with this/his s**t? ….. Answer: ...the gutlessness and complicity of the american people … pathetic! ]
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	The advisory for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut comes as US coronavirus deaths surpass 2,000
	Restrictions: These states have implemented stay-at-home orders. Here's what that means for you
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	live updates The US has the most known cases worldwide
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	Market Update for Saturday - March 28th, 2020
	Albert peia, here's what happened this week:
	*Monday: DOW falls 582 points because stimulus plan is stuck in Senate
	*Tuesday: Wow…stocks have their best day since 1933!
	*Wednesday: We might get the WORST economic report EVER tomorrow
	*Thursday: 3.3 million unemployed and stocks have biggest 3-day rally since 1931?!?
	*Friday: Stimulus Bill signed, but Dow slides 900 points HUFFPOST ‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking Safety
	Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines (Prevaricator-in-chief) trump makes another round of misstatements during coronavirus briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/27/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html HUFFPOST ‘OFF THE CHARTS’: VIRUS HOT SPOTS IN MIDDLE AMERICA https://www.huffpost.com/entry/midwest-coronavirus-cases-grow_n_5e8012f9c5b661492268e3f0 Rhode Island Police Go Door-To-Door In Hunt For New Yorkers Seeking Safety
	Anthony Fauci Debunks Biggest Myths: From Antidotes To Vaccines

	How a Failure to Test Blinded the U.S. to Covid-19 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/us/testing-coronavirus-pandemic.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage The U.S. Tried to Build a New Fleet of Ventilators. The Mission Collapsed. WASHPOST Desperate for medical equipment, states find a beleaguered national stockpile
	Trump sows confusion with efforts to invoke presidential powers to fight coronavirus Pence to bring recommendations to Trump on whether to reopen economy; Japan’s cases accelerate LATIMES Coronavirus patients in California’s ICU beds double overnight
	L.A. County announces 6 new coronavirus deaths as hospitals fill up in California GOOGLENEWS Live coronavirus updates: Global death toll tops 30,000 as Trump weighs quarantine on N.Y. area https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/live-coronavirus-updates-trump-weighs-quarantine-n-y-area-italian-n1171426
	Cuomo says possible NY quarantine 'would be chaos and mayhem'
	Trump says coronavirus quarantine on New York, New Jersey, Connecticut not necessary, CDC issues 14-day 'tr...
	Trump to Issue Travel Advisory for N.Y. Region, Backing Off Quarantine Threat
	Trump Considering Quarantine Of New York, New Jersey And Connecticut | NBC Nightly News

	As the number of US coronavirus deaths doubled in just two days, the House speaker criticized the President's response to the pandemic
	New restrictions: CDC issues domestic travel advisory
	Pelosi on Trump's statement: It's ridiculous
	live updates Rhode Island demands all travelers into the state to self-quarantine for 14 days
	Cuomo: Quarantine would be declaration of war on states
	Restrictions: What stay-at-home orders mean for you
	Tracking coronavirus cases in the United States
	Opinion: Donald Trump's special day
	Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive discussions
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	A 33-year-old member of this governor's staff died of coronavirus complications
	How deadly is the virus? It's complicated
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	Instacart shoppers plan strike over treatment

	CORONAVIRUS ER Doctor Sick With Coronavirus: ‘Nothing Right Now Is Sustainable’
	The President's extension of social distancing guidelines until April 30 is a significant move as the coronavirus pandemic is set to take a savage turn
	live updates More than 723,000 people people infected worldwide and over 34,000 killed, Johns Hopkins University tally says
	Stunning projection: Fauci estimates between 100,000 to 200,000 deaths. But that could change, he said
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Don Lemon: This virus does not care what you believe
	Opinion: Donald Trump's special day
	Watch: Trump berates reporter for 'threatening' question
	Podcast: Bill Gates sounded the alarm
	A breakdown of false and misleading statements at Trump's Rose Garden briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/29/politics/fact-check-coronavirus-briefing/index.html
	Trump spars with CNN reporter when confronted with past remarks
	Exclusive: DOJ reviews stock trades by lawmakers after coronavirus briefings
	Analysis: As coronavirus death toll rises, Trump focuses on a different set of numbers: TV ratings
	New York coronavirus deaths pass 960 as New Rochelle's 'Patient Zero' goes home
	Fauci says Trump agreed not to invoke a strict quarantine after intensive discussions
	Tapper to GOP gov.: Does your state think this is a hoax?
	Trump admin sent medical gear to China while he minimized the virus threat to US
	9 takeaways from Tapper's interviews with Pelosi, Fauci, de Blasio and more
	Opinion: The alarming message of Louisiana's spike in Covid-19 cases
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	Opera legend Plácido Domingo hospitalized with coronavirus
	Ken Shimura, famed Japanese comedian, dead at 70 after contracting coronavirus
	Singer-songwriter John Prine critically ill with coronavirus
	Country music star Joe Diffie dies of complications from coronavirus
	Trump says US will not pay for Prince Harry and Meghan's security. They say they don't need the help
	Bill Gates' prediction for when coronavirus cases will peak in US
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	Cruise ship headed to Florida has reported more sick people on board after 4 die
	'Today' show host breaks down on air
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	Model cited by White House says 82,000 people could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
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	A statistical model cited by White House says 82,000 people in the US could die from coronavirus by August, even with social distancing
	live updates Coronavirus deaths in the US top 3,000
	Analysis: Trump's demeanor contrasts starkly with death toll
	Illinois governor: Feds sent wrong type of masks
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? Here's what to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
	Podcast: Being pregnant during a pandemic
	Trump again touts unproven drugs for coronavirus, and other misleading statements
	He walked every block of NYC and died of coronavirus
	California doctors 'cautiously hopeful' early shelter at home measures are working
	Coronavirus death rate is lower than previously reported, study says, but it's still deadlier than seasonal flu
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US
	NYU Langone tells emergency doctors to consider who gets intubated, WSJ reports
	WHO: Don't wear masks if you aren't sick
	His parents waited years to go on a cruise and now they're stuck at sea
	Doctor posts heartfelt message to her kids
	Pastor arrested for holding church services
	A trooper pulled over a doctor for speeding. Then he gave her his medical masks
	Opinion: DOJ move should worry some who sold stock before market tanked
	Analysis: Why Texas will soon be the most politically important state CNN Coronavirus is dividing blue cities from red states
	The US' largest cities are moving aggressively against the pandemic. Not all state officials are following suit.
	live updates New York governor: 'We have been behind this virus since day one'
	Video: Acosta reads Trump his past remarks downplaying virus
	Social distancing: 'Glimmers' that measures are working
	Tips: Worried about infection from groceries? What to do
	Tracking the pandemic: Coronavirus cases in the US
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	A grim picture of what could come in the US
	Dr. Sanjay Gupta on losing his friend to coronavirus
	Trump expected to formally unveil new coronavirus guidelines and provide models as rationale
	Analysis: Trump can't face the stubborn reality -- he was wrong
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	Live markets updates US stocks edge higher after rocky start
	What to do if you're worried about bills
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	From Kennedy to Biden, candidates adapt to virtual campaigning
	DOJ watchdog finds widespread problems with FISA warrant process
	Sweden has few coronavirus restrictions. Here's why
	Opinion: The threat that coronavirus poses to American democracy
	One reason why things went wrong with virus in the US

	Model lays out grim picture of what may come in the US Opinion: History's verdict on Trump will be devastating https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/30/opinions/history-verdict-on-trump-devastating-dantonio/index.html
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	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
	‘I hate COVID-19’: Kids with disabilities struggle to adjust as schools close
	OPINION: What Trump and the media are getting wrong about coronavirus
	Photo: Public shaming for lockdown violators in Nepal
	State trooper gives speeding doctor his masks instead of a ticket
	U.S. suffers deadliest day of coronavirus outbreak thus far
	Trump tells governors he hasn’t heard about lack of testing kits
	Millions are watching the White House coronavirus briefings. What do they see?
	New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis
	CNN’s Chris Cuomo Diagnosed With COVID-19
	A New Enemy In The Battle Against Coronavirus: Lockdown Fatigue
	GOP Governors’ Lag In Social Distancing Policies Threatens Public Health: Study
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	Market Update for Wednesday - April 1st, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Stocks kicked off the month of April with a loss, dropping for the 2nd day in a row: All major indices dropped more than 4%.
	A few headlines moving the market…
	* Last night President Trump said the U.S. should prepare for a “very, very painful two weeks.” The White House is projecting 100,000 to 240,000 deaths from COVID-19, with a peak in 2 weeks.
	*Gov. Andrew Cuomo said that there are now more than 83,000 cases in New York. Cuomo has shut down playgrounds.
	* According to John Hopkins University, there are now more than 900,000 cases around the world with more than 200,000 in the U.S.
	*The U.S. intelligence community says that China has misrepresented the total number of coronavirus cases and deaths in the country, giving false statistics. A truck driver in Wuhan said he delivered 5,000 urns to a single funeral home last week. But according to official Chinese reports, there are 82,361 confirmed cases in China and 3,316 deaths.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped today. With an 0.8% loss, Crude Oil finished at $20.32 a barrel.
	*Boeing (BA) and American Express (AXP) were some of the hardest hit in the DOW, with BA down 12.4% and AXP losing 9.1%.
	NYC leads in US coronavirus deaths with 1,300. Meanwhile, the global number of cases tops 930,000.
	CNN investigates: Documents show backlog of 160,000 coronavirus tests at just one lab company
	Taking a toll: Dr. Fauci reveals how virus work is affecting him
	Fueling the virus: Up to 50% of carriers can infect others blindly
	Data: Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections
	Impact: One block. Six businesses on the brink of disaster.
	Podcast: Dr. Fauci more personal than you have ever heard him
	Opinion: What happens in the 4th wave of the pandemic
	Biden campaign says it will arrange call with Trump about coronavirus
	Trump uses coronavirus briefing to unveil new military counternarcotics mission
	Adam Schlesinger, Fountains of Wayne singer, dead at 52 from Covid-19
	FDA calls for heartburn drug Zantac to be pulled from market immediately
	Nurse tricked hospital to get tested. She tested positive.
	See Gov. Cuomo's heartfelt message to his 'little brother' and 'best friend' Chris
	Florida governor: We'll take state residents only from Zaandam cruise ship
	Pelosi said Trump is responsible for US deaths. Watch Biden's answer
	Only some medical supplies from overseas going directly to coronavirus hotspots
	Stock futures up after a rough start
	Outbreak could redefine labor in America
	Opinion: I left quarantine. You need to know what you're in for.



MSNBC
Captain of aircraft carrier begged Navy for help as 93 sailors test positive for COVID-19 https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/captain-of-aircraft-carrier-begs-navy-for-help-as-93-sailors-test-positive-for-covid-19-81515077797

	Live Blog/ Latest news on the global pandemic
	Number of COVID-19 deaths in NY jumped 25 percent in 24 hours
	Trump admin orders suspension of personal protective gear shipments abroad
	Tekashi 6ix9ine should be considered for early release because of coronavirus, judge says
	George Washington University converts dorms to housing for healthcare workers fighting coronavirus
	Trump: Pence spoke 'for 5 minutes' & didn't 'touch' reporter's question about uninsured
	Here's what Trump administration is doing while we're distracted by COVID-19 crisis
	First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19
	Ruhle: Trump's plan to save restaurants would only help strip clubs, 80s steak houses and Gordon Gekko

	Coronavirus: U.S. Politics
	Sanders says he's 'assessing' his campaign with 'narrow' path to victory
	Sen. Harris: This president 'inadequate' at meeting the needs of the moment
	Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission
	Bernie Sanders calls on Wisconsin to delay primary so people don't 'risk their lives' to vote
	Stacey Abrams: If you don't fill out census, you're invisible. If you need help, we won't be there.
	Senators seek federal government to take over medical supply chain
	Biden: 'Hard to envision' a physical DNC convention
	Biden considering Michigan Gov. Whitmer for potential VP pick
	'Who’s in charge?’ Biden criticizes Trump’s ‘slow’ coronavirus response
	‘Like surge pricing on Uber:’ Conn. governor on scramble to buy ventilators
	Rep. Schiff drafting legislation to form coronavirus response commission
	Nicolle Wallace: Trump's comments on testing are a dangerous delusion, or an intentional lie
	New York Gov. Cuomo speaks out on brother's coronavirus diagnosis
	Phil Rucker: Trump's latest string of attacks on women 'fits a pattern'
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PENTAGON SEEKS 100,000 BODY BAGS 

Florida Governor Issues Stay-At-Home Order
	Trump Spends First Half Of Coronavirus Briefing Discussing War On Drugs
	With Blood Supplies In Need, A Growing Call To Let Gay Men Donate
	Pence Says Trump Is Just Being ‘Optimistic’ About Coronavirus
	DRUDGEREPORT PENTAGON: 100,000 BODY BAGS Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported… https://www.wsj.com/articles/italys-coronavirus-death-toll-is-far-higher-than-reported-11585767179 
TRACKING APPS TO DETECT SICK
FAUCI GETS THREATS
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK 

	
	CNN The case for wearing masks strengthens
	Last night, experts shared research with the White House showing coronavirus can be spread by talking or even breathing
	In Georgia: How a small city turned into a coronavirus hotspot
	Victim: ER doctor dies in his husband's arms
	Tracking the virus: Coronavirus cases in the US by state
	Stimulus: White House faces colossal test as it prepares to disperse trillions from stimulus
	'Like a disaster film:' See what Times Square looks like now
	Chris Cuomo: I had wildest night of my life because of virus
	Podcast: How do you stay at home if you are homeless?
	Fact check: Trump again misleads on ventilator shortages and timeline
	Dr. Anthony Fauci forced to beef up security as death threats increase
	This Midwestern mayor is fighting to get her residents to take coronavirus seriously
	Pelosi announces House committee on coronavirus crisis to exercise oversight
	Former Rep. Chris Collins' prison term delayed due to coronavirus
	A 39-year-old died of coronavirus. What his young widow wants you to know
	Filing for unemployment benefits? Read this.
	Coronavirus devastates the US job market
	DoD working to get 100,000 body bags in anticipation of increasing coronavirus deaths
	More than 40 spring breakers who ignored public health advice test positive for virus
	Wife shares heartbreaking story after 30-year-old husband died of coronavirus
	Engineer accused of crashing train said he was 'suspicious' of nearby coronavirus relief ship, Justice Department says
	Dr. Gupta identifies 'big concern' in staggering death projections
	Live markets updates Wall Street grapples with sky-high unemployment claims
	World leader using pandemic as cover for power grab
	New York City setting up makeshift morgues as coronavirus deaths surge
	Passengers react to deal allowing cruise ship with coronavirus patients to dock in Florida
	First U.S. ER physician dies from COVID-19
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	NYC emergency medical services to stop taking unresponsive cardiac patients to hospitals
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	Dr. Fauci now needs security detail after receiving death threats
	DRUDGEREPORT HALF HUMANITY ON LOCKDOWN Chris Cuomo's 'haunted' night: Shivering, hallucinating, beaten 'like piñata'...
NYC BRACES FOR PEAK DEATH… https://www.stamfordadvocate.com/news/article/New-York-s-scramble-to-brace-for-peak-crisis-is-15172994.php 
Paramedics told NOT to bring cardiac arrest patients to ER...
Man succumbs on subway...
KEEP OUT: Two-thirds Want Their STATE'S Border Closed... Hot spots clamor for quick tests... 1 in 3 false negative? SPREADS 'JUST BY BREATHING'… LA mayor says ALL residents should wear masks... Looters wearing too... Residents in Texas city face $1,000 fine for uncovered mouth, nose... Outbreak Among Farm Workers Would Be Catastrophic... Meat Supply System Vulnerable... Team 700: The young doctors being asked to play god... Life-or-Death Decisions Come With Threat of Lawsuits... Nursing home infections surge... SICK MAP... USA nears 1 in 1,000 infected... Nation facing hunger crisis as demand for food banks soars... Coronavirus Started in China, but Europe Became the Hub for Its Global Spread... Italy's Death Toll Far Higher Than Reported... 

Americans flock to remote land, survival retreats... 

As world battles bug, govts under fire... 

Angry Wuhan next-of-kin seek answers... 

Smartphone health code rules life... 

Finland Told Its Welfare State Can't Cope With Virus Fallout... Jews, Muslims forced to change burial traditions... Duterte orders police to shoot dead lockdown troublemakers... Spanish cops bust supermarket 'bar' for breaking ban... "ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Thursday - April 2nd, 2020
	Albert peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Unemployment Claims were released today - and and it’s bad:
	*Last week, 6,648,000 people filed for unemployment. This is the most ever.
	*Trading was choppy when the U.S. session started, but then stocks rallied and finished near session highs, gaining more than 2%.
	*Crude Oil (CL) had a HUGE day! With a 24.0% gain, Crude Oil finished at $25.19 a barrel, the biggest 1-day jump ever! Crude Oil’s rally came after President Trump said that Saudi Arabia and Russia could cut production oil by 10 million barrels a day.
	*Tesla (TLSA) finished the day with a 5.6% loss. But after reporting better than expected first quarter deliveries after the bell, Tesla is up almost 16.0% in after-hours trading…which should help the puts we sold in our Mastermind Virtual Boardroom this week!
	*Zoom Video (ZM) dropped 11.0% after its CEO apologized for security issues and said the platform wasn’t built to handle the current number of users."





CNN
Chris Cuomo shares covid-19 experience: 'The beast comes at night' https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/media/chris-cuomo-coronavirus-reliable-sources/index.html [ “..."The Cuomo show" (‘Amess and Andy’? Or ‘Fredo and Frodo’?)That's what the AP's David Bauder calls it: "With all their familial love and drama, the Cuomo brothers — Andrew during the daytime, Chris at night — have become compelling figures in the plague-driven landscape of American television…"

HUFFPOST Politics New York Gov Uses Budget To Cut Medicaid, Settle Political Scores https://www.huffpost.com/entry/governor-andrew-cuomo-new-york-budget-cuts-medicaid-coronavirus-pandemic_n_5e86b371c5b6a9491833f612 ‘Tale of Two Guineas’ [ No, not cities … guineas, wops, italians ….. mob friendly/connected from the new york haven, Queens, New York, that spawned such guinea mobsters as the gaddabout gottis, and non-guinea mobsters as trump et als … The tale of fredo and frodo (the uglier dog) cuomo – who actually put the kibosh on an anti-corruption commission in new york … hmmm]
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	Trump paints grim picture of what's ahead (for what he’s termed hoax/fake news ….. hmmm) https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-04-20/h_13621179f38ae238f135a7839785678a
	The President said this week and next will probably be the toughest in the fight against coronavirus and that 'there will be a lot of death'
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	Market Update for Saturday - April 4th, 2020
	Albert Peia, here's what happened this week:
	Monday: Unemployment could hit 32%…and “everything will be fine?”
	*Tuesday: Worst quarter…EVER.
	*Wednesday: Trump says “be prepared for a very, very painful two weeks” – and the DOW drops 974 points
	*Thursday: Another 6 million+ unemployed and stocks rally?!?!
	*Friday: Unemployment jumps to 4.4% and 3M taking heat for exporting face masks – stocks end week with losses"




DRUDGEREPORT https://drudgereport.com/ 
WHITE HOUSE: PEAK DEATH COMING https://news.trust.org/item/20200404221623-8v66x 
BIRX WARNS DO NOT GO TO GROCERY STORES
CHINA SEES NEW RISE IN CASES

	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
	The origin of coronavirus is debated. But genetic detective work is leading scientists to point at one animal suspect. 
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	Robin Brown Guist lamag.com Scientists Are Trying to Figure Why People Are OK with Trump’s Endless Supply of Lies Why? Because america is a lie, a total fraud! MAGAnon man We’re number one ….. trump making america great again! [ Eating cro magnon man, MAGAnon man , trumpman ( Neanderthal vs. Cro-Magnon: What's the Difference? Yes, mais oui! Quel est la difference? Unlike Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are not a separate species from Homo sapiens. In fact, they're the earliest known European example of our species—living between 35,000 and 10,000 years ago—and are actually modern in every anatomical respect. ... Specimens have since been found outside Europe, including in the Middle East. ) ] A classical “Kantian” philosophical approach to america’s trumpian ethical dilemma leads ineluctably to considerations of not what is, but rather, what ought to be. Stated in another way from a different and more universal perspective, antipathy for america concerns not what america could be or purports to be, but rather the reality of what america actually is; not good by any universally accepted measure, standard, or application of the term. From a utilitarian perspective, better to be a human being dissatisfied than a trumpian pig satisfied; or better to be a wise man dissatisfied than a trumpian fool satisfied Defacto Bankrupt, Meaningfully Lawless, War Criminal Nation america, the leader of nations ... in crime:
	CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY COUNTRY SHOWING LATEST AVAILABLE DATA (america is No. 1)[current numbers are higher]
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	In a speech to supporters, the Vermont senator clears the path for Biden to serve as the Democratic nominee
	Sanders: Path towards victory is virtually impossible
	Analysis: The Top 10 women Joe Biden might pick as VP
	Opinion: Now that Sanders is out, Democrats should cancel convention
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	Cuomo: Covid symptoms are 'depressing'
	CNN poll: Majority say federal government has done a poor job of preventing spread
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	Right-wing media suggests death toll is inflated, despite experts saying opposite
	Why official rushed to McDonald's with $3.4M for medical supplies
	What California is doing right in responding to the coronavirus pandemic
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	DRUDGEREPORT Melania book out in June... http://albertpeia.com/paladon.jpg 100 DAYS OF VIRUS EMOTIONAL TOLL RISES CUOMO WARNS 'NEW NORMAL' FEDS PLAN DATABASE OF INFECTED DEADLIEST 24 HRS IN USA LOOTERS TARGET SMALL BUSINESSES CDC loosening guidelines for some exposed to virus... Developing… No Clear Path Seen To Restart Economy... HOLY WEEK: Pastor says his parishioners would rather die than not go to church... Pastor who criticized 'mass hysteria' dies from illness... California sheriff warns he can arrest and fine people $1,000 for not wearing masks... State still way behind in testing... NJ town resorts to talking drones for social enforcement... NEW YORK, NEW YORK: Shock video shows man sucker-punching cop... Broadway Closed Through June 7... South Florida City New Hot Spot... DC braces for looming surge… Farmers Panic-Buying to Keep Cows Fed... Pence Tells Food Workers 'Do Your Job' as They Fall Ill... Grocery stores turn to robots... Massive wave of evictions coming... Intelligence report warned of crisis as early as November... Hospitals say feds seizing masks, supplies... Doctors, nurses face abuse, attacks as fear grows... Tested positive? Health workers may share address with police... Obesity is major risk factor, says epidemiologist... 'By December, we are going to go through this again'... SICK MAP... CNN Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in a largely straightforward briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/08/politics/fact-check-trump-coronavirus-briefing-april-8/index.html Researchers say the peak is still to come, but the model used by the White House now shows far fewer projected US deaths
	Seasons: Scientists say warmer weather won't stop virus
	Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 14,000 CNN [ A day in the life of coronamerica from the wall street perspective … in other words, total bull s**t! ] https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ Parts of US could ease restrictions by summer [ Bullishit! ]
	Dr. Anthony Fauci says some regions of the country could move toward normalcy, but there are caveats
	live updates Almost 20% of the NYPD is out sick [ Bullishit! ]
	America on hold: These are the human stories of the pandemic [ Bullishit! ]
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	Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 14,000 [ Bullishit! ]
	WHO chief: See his response to Trump's threat [ Bullishit! ]
	Pence's office blocks public health officials from appearing on CNN [ Bullishit! ]
	GOP and Democrats block competing proposals over more COVID-19 aid [ Bullishit! ]
	Fact check: Trump offers two dangerous falsehoods in straightforward briefing [ Bullishit! ]
	CNN poll: Biden leads Trump in national head-to-head matchup
	Analysis: Trump is missing his biggest asset in his bid for reelection [ trump’s biggest ass yet! Bullishit! ]
	See new press secretary's shocking and false claims about Trump [ Bullishit! ]
	Analysis: Trump's secret theory about Barack Obama's endorsement
	Watch Trump's reaction to Sanders ending presidential campaign [ Bullishit! ]
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	California's early response helped to flatten the curve
	Analysis: Goodbye, Bernie Sanders [ Bullishit! ]
	8 Capitol police test positive for coronavirus [ Bullishit! ]
	'Yikes!' Amanpour reacts to Fox News montage about virus
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	Sen. Murphy: Coronavirus will cause 'ripples of grief and trauma' for decades
	Dr. Fauci: There may be no going back to the pre-coronavirus 'normal' [DUH!] DRUDGEREPORT Trump Rips WALL STREET JOURNAL as 'Fake News' For Criticizing Press Briefings... EASTER CRACKDOWN ARCHBISHOP CALLS FOR MASS EXORCISM [ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ] PEAK DEATH SUNDAY? New York daily death toll reaches third-straight record at 799... Outbreak Aboard Second Navy Carrier… DC mayor: All shoppers at grocery stores must wear masks... Major Meat Processors Shutting Down Plants Nationwide As Employees Get Sick... After Violent Night, Chicago Mayor Puts Curfew On Liquor Sales... Prison riot in Washington state... UK lockdown indefinitely... How single cough spreads across supermarket... Video shows particles from runners can infect you... Immune system gone haywire doing more damage than covid itself? More and more testing positive AGAIN... Most New York Cases Came From Europe, Genomes Show... Federal stocks of protective equipment nearly depleted... Mnuchin says could be 'open for business' in May... 16.8 million Americans thrown out of work as toll rises... Fed Chair Powell says U.S. economy deteriorating with alarming speed… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/fed-chair-powell-says-us-economy-deteriorating-with-alarming-speed/ar-BB12o0Ak Pumps Another $2.3 Trillion... Why relief to small businesses has lagged... Crisis Legacy: Mountains of Debt… SICK MAP...
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	CNN Tracking the virus: US death toll tops 16,000 https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/health/coronavirus-us-maps-and-cases/ MSNBC Contradicting experts, Trump says U.S. doesn't need nationwide testing ahead of return to work
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	Trump asked what metrics he's using for re-opening US. See his response
	Postal Service looking into absentee ballot delivery irregularities in Wisconsin
	The rising number of deaths at homes have NYPD detectives fighting an 'invisible bullet'
	No, the coronavirus is not the leading cause of death in the US, CDC says
	CNN Poll of Polls: Trump's approval ticking down on coronavirus response
	Ex-FDA commissioner says 'widespread screening' needed to reopen economy
	Watchdog finds Treasury acted properly in denying request for Trump tax returns
	Opinion: Trump administration is rushing to gut environmental protections
	Hear what Barack Obama said in 2014 about pandemics
	Exclusive: Navy commander says virus-struck aircraft carrier crew 'struggling' after captain's firing
	US Postal Service warns Congress it could become insolvent due to coronavirus
	IRS says stimulus payments begin next week
	Fact Check: Trump's new anti-Biden ad is filled with deceptive images and audio clips
	See astronaut's advice about living in isolation
	Opinion: UK's concern for Boris Johnson overrides politics
	Virginia governor signs abortion protections into law
	US attorney launches investigation of Massachusetts veteran's nursing home suffering from deadly Covid-19 outbreak
	3M sues over another company's marked-up offer to New York City of N95 masks
	President Andrew Cuomo? Maybe
	Ammon Bundy vows to defy stay-at-home orders for Easter gathering
	Car insurers are giving billions back to drivers. It still may not be enough CNN US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html
	As the number of cases continues to climb, researchers say the worst is yet to come in Texas and Florida DRUDGEREPORT USA TODAY: Golf, handshakes and Mar-a-Lago conga line; Squandered week highlights President's lack of COVID-19 focus... https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/04/09/instead-prepping-coronavirus-trump-partied-golfed-held-fundraisers/2941076001/ 

Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars...
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION…

New, larger wave of locusts threatens millions in Africa... 
[ http://albertpeia.com/theendoftheworld.mp4 ]

TEST OF FAITH
IN A WORLD LOCKED DOWN 

Economic devastation looms on a Good Friday like no other...
How America was hit with COVID-19 from two continents...
2,200 Deaths In Nursing Homes...
Poop study shows virus cases undercounted...
Traces found in wastewater at high levels...
Antibody test in German town shows 15% infection rate...
Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body... Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing... Half have neurological problems... BROTHERLY LOVE: Man Gets Ripped Off Philly Bus For Not Wearing Mask... Michigan bans travel between residences... Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong direction... Prisoners Riot as Tensions Rise... Inmates take over cell block in Kansas... Europe close to herd immunity? Rising from sick beds, medics head back to front lines... Feds promised small businesses up to $2 million in loans. Now it's maxing out at $15,000....
FAUCI: Americans could eventually carry certificates of immunity... 
MAG: Pandemic Will Cleave Nation in Two...
APPLEGOOGLE to track contact via smartphone...
U.S. Projects Summer Spike if Stay-At-Home Orders Lifted...
PRESIDENT: Decision To Open Country 'Biggest I've Ever Had To Make'... SICK MAP... https://drudgereport.com/ CNN US coronavirus cases top 500,000 https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/10/health/us-coronavirus-friday/index.html DRUDGEREPORT Patients report strange new symptom: Fizzing… Half have neurological problems… https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/nearly-half-of-severe-covid-19-cases-showed-neurological-symptoms/ FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS TESTING BOTCHED Coronavirus found in air samples up to 13 feet from patients… CDC: Cases Double In Week... Former FDA Commissioner: 'Far More Deadly than Spanish Flu'... Here's Where Coronavirus Hides in Your Body...
Michigan bans travel between residences...
Boston suburb threatens $100 fines to anyone walking in wrong direction...
Congress Debates Using Smartphone Data... Burning Man Canceled...
Italy extends lockdown despite business pressure...
Reports Most New Cases in a Week... IT CAN'T GO ON FOREVER! SICK MAP... CNN Major pork processor closes -- with a warning
	Analysis: Virus may dash Trump's plan for economic opening
	Watch: What life is like for a doctor at Mount Sinai Hospital
	Victims: Real estate mogul and Trump friend Stanley Chera dies
	Opinion: The problem with Trump right now
	Analysis: Trump wants country reopened, but there's an obstacle
	Dr. Gupta: Here's why US has so many coronavirus deaths
	Lines at food banks grow as some farmers destroy food
	NYC has more than 100,000 cases of coronavirus
	Deadly tornadoes in the South cause 'catastrophic' damage
	China imposes restrictions on research into origins of coronavirus
	Tapper: Mr. President, these questions need answers
	There's another incurable virus stalking black America. And Covid-19 is making it worse
	Lt. Governor apologizes to New Orleans mayor: I was wrong and she was right
	'I woke up and couldn't taste or smell:' A possible early sign of coronavirus
	Seven people fined $1,000 each for violating stay-at-home order
	Stelter: Trump may be best of all at this
	Thousands gather virtually to remember RFK's granddaughter and her son



DRUDGEREPORT
FAUCI DOWNLOADS ON TRUMP: LIVES COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IF SHUT EARLIER
BATTLE TO RE-OPEN 
USA FACES 18 MONTHS OF ROLLING SHUTDOWNS? https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/feds-kashkari-says-us-may-face-18-months-of-rolling-shutdowns/ar-BB12wqGD 
All 50 states under disaster declaration for first time in history... 
EASTER REBELLION: Florida pastor, others flout stay-home orders... 
Leaders seize new powers, dangers grow for democracy... 
Surveillance Thrives... 
Test-and-trace programs... 
Grocery workers increasingly fear showing up at work... 
QANTAS staff consider class action alleging airline failed to protect... 
Flight Attendants and Pilots Question Safety... 
NYT: Behind Trump's Failure on Covid-19... Repeatedly played down seriousness... 'It's going to be just fine'...
The 'Red Dawn' Emails...
DEATHS NEAR 22,000...
America's Darwinian moment... Life and Death in Hot Zone... NEW CASES CHINA: MOST IN 6 WEEKS... SICK MAP... MSNBC Dr. Fauci: 'It became clear that we were in real trouble' by mid- to late January ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Monday - April 13th, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	The major indices were mixed today following the biggest 1-week gain since 1974.
	*The S&P and DOW still finished the day in negative territory for the first time in 3 sessions.
	*However, the NASDAQ finished higher, helped out by a 7.0% jump in Netflix (NFLX) and new 52-week high for the stock.
	*Crude Oil (CL) dropped for the 2nd day in a row, even though OPEC members agreed to the biggest output cut in history. With a 1.5% loss, Crude Oil finished at 22.41 a barrel.
	*Stimulus checks are trickling in, with the first deposits occurring over the weekend. The U.S. Treasury says that millions of Americans should receive deposits on Wednesday.
	*JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Wells Fargo (WFC) will kick off earnings season tomorrow. We’ll also hear from Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) and Bank of America (BAC) this week. HUFFPOST WASHPOST TRUMP DELAYS STIMULUS $$ — TO PUT HIS NAME ON CHECKS! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trumps-name-on-stimulus-check-irs-coronavirus_n_5e965be0c5b6ead140045899 [ Sick dude trump beyond the pale! ] MSNBC Trump says he will end U.S. funding to WHO CNN Trump halts WHO funding The move to defund the World Health Organization comes as the President defends his Covid-19 response https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/14/politics/donald-trump-world-health-organization-funding-coronavirus/index.html [ Defending the indefensible … How very trumpian! ]
	'Scariest day of my life': Trump describes moment at briefing
	Live updates There are more than 590,000 cases in the US
	Looking back: Tapper rolls the tape on what Trump does 'not want you to remember'
	Reopening: Battle over when to reopen the US escalates
	Chris Cuomo: I can't shake off my fever
	Opinion: Here's something Trump can't spin
	California governor outlines plan to reopen economy as US death toll tops 25,000
	US may have to endure social distancing until 2022 if no vaccine is quickly found, scientists predict
	GOP congressman says letting more Americans die of Covid-19 is lesser of two evils compared to economy tanking
	CDC, FEMA have drafted a national plan to reopen US, report says
	Farmer who had to destroy his crop has a message for federal government
	Hank Steinbrenner, Yankees co-owner, dies
	Analysis: Donald Trump had Tom Brady on the brain during a coronavirus meeting
	Bishop who said 'God is larger than' Covid-19 has died from the disease
	Obama endorses Biden for president
	Scientists have bad news for the White House about coronavirus antibody tests
	New WH committee opens with confusion
	A 93-year-old woman got a massive Coors Light delivery after a viral plea for more beer
	Ex-Trump adviser blasts slow execution of funds
	NASCAR driver Kyle Larson fired from racing team for using a racial slur
	Reporter grills Trump: What did you do for entire month?
	As cases start to plateau in some big cities and along the coasts, coronavirus is catching fire in rural states
	Live Updates California is in 'pandemic-induced recession,' governor says
	Analysis: Trump tweets warnings at governors who are taking his own advice. Imagine that
	DRUDGEREPORT GALLUP: Trump approval sharpest drop recorded… https://news.gallup.com/poll/308675/trump-job-rating-slides-satisfaction-tumbles.aspx

	Some recovered patients are testing positive again live updates At least 29,131 new cases reported in US https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-04-18-20-intl/
	About 2.1% of recovered patients in South Korea retested positive and there are several theories as to why
	Hazy future: States are planning to reopen despite warnings the US is behind on testing
	Tense phone call: Why senators got angry with Pence
	Infections rise: Areas without stay-at-home orders see a spike
	Cuomo to Trump: How many times do you want 'thank you'?
	Putin leverages coronavirus chaos to make a direct play to Trump
	Fox News keeps inviting TV doctors on air who say crazy things
	Study: Covid-19 cases in Santa Clara, California, may be 85 times higher than reported
	Texas tries to be the first state to reopen
	Southern states face giant hail and tornadoes for the second weekend in a row
	10 coronavirus-unit nurses are suspended for refusing to work without N95 masks
	Democrats grill Pence over Covid-19 testing: 'Never been so mad about a phone call'
	Doctor predicts when states will be safe to reopen
	Opinion: Trump's devious -- and brilliant -- coronavirus election strategy
	Top Democrats face questions about sexual assault allegation against Biden
	Inslee blasts Trump's 'unhinged' tweets
	Florida city opens beaches and parks
	Watch beachgoers swarm the sand
	Miami police chief tests positive for coronavirus
	YAHOONEWS U.S. GQ Ivanka Trump Blows Off Stay-at-Home Rules for a Private Golf Club Dinner in New Jersey “Those lucky enough to be in a position to stay at home, please, please do so,” she said the month before. [ http://albertpeia.com/ivankhazelig.mp4 ]
	NBC News/WSJ Poll: Majority of Americans disapprove of Trump's COVID-19 response
	Mayor de Blasio to Trump: 'Are you telling NYC to drop dead?'
	CNN

	Trump says it is 'too soon' for Georgia to reopen economy https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/22/politics/trump-pence-georgia-governor-brian-kemp/index.html
	Trump called Georgia's governor last night to support his move to reopen businesses, a source says. Now he's saying the opposite. [ In trumpian dumb, forgetful, incompetent fashion, trump’s covered; yes, he now has in one day, 24 little hours, total documented cover of the opposite positions on the same issue. You can’t make this s**t up! ]
	Live updates Georgia governor says state will continue with business reopenings
	The numbers: Data shows states shouldn't reopen before May 1
	Watch: Trump promoted these drugs despite doctors' caution
	Opinion: Governors reopening states are endangering lives DRUDGEREPORT WORLD SICK MAP… https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 U.S. DEATHS 49,409... California sees another record day... CUOMO: 21% IN NYC HAVE ANTIBODIES... NEW DRUG FLOPS IN TRIAL... CHINA: America Should Prove U.S. LAB Not Source of Outbreak... Family ravaged by virus begged for tests, hospital care, but was repeatedly denied... Hidden Outbreaks Spread Through Cities Far Earlier... Latest partisan divide: Wearing masks on Capitol Hill... Maxine Waters says sister dying... Obama launches another veiled attack on President... No 'coherent national plan'... White House shifts from raising alarms to reopening country... 'Constitutionalist sheriffs' won't enforce restrictions...
Eurozone economy suffers 'unprecedented' collapse...
US unemployment highest since Great Depression, 1930s...
Credit Cards Cutting Limits...
AMERICA SICK MAP… https://drudgereport.com/ 


YAHOONEWS World Yahoo News UK Black cats slaughtered and boiled in Vietnam to make coronavirus 'cure', says charity The No To Dog Meat group in Vietnam said black cats are being killed and boiled into a black paste that people claim will cure coronavirus. [ How sick, barbaric, and totally uncivilized; yes, the Vietnam War was fighting the good fight! … (Not until 1995 did Vietnam release its official estimate of war dead: as many as 2 million civilians on both sides and some 1.1 million North Vietnamese and Viet Cong fighters. The U.S. military has estimated that between 200,000 and 250,000 South Vietnamese soldiers died in the war. )]

YAHOONEWS Politics HuffPost Trump Reportedly Wants Out Of The White House And Everyone’s Making The Same Jokes The president is feeling cooped up and looking for an excuse to get away from Washington, NBC News reported. [ Yes, resignation would be fine! ]

CNN
Trump wrongly suggests sunlight could help cure coronavirus
	• Trump disagrees with Fauci on US testing • Analysis: Trump, ever the salesman, is peddling dangerous cures for coronavirus https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/24/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-disinfectant-sunlight-science/index.html [ Aw shucks … boys (as in mobsters) will be boys … Come on, wake up! … this, trump is ridiculous, beyond the pale … no excuse for america, like trump, a complete and total fraud! ] • Ousted vaccine chief says he will file whistleblower complaint Some Georgia businesses reopening despite rise in coronavirus deaths
	Gyms, barber shops, hair salons, tattoo parlors and bowling alleys are among the nonessential businesses that can reopen today
	Officials said coronavirus risk was low. It was already spreading
	Dr. Gupta and ER doctor shut down Trump's disinfectant claim
	Live updates The US is approaching 50,000 coronavirus deaths
	Dr. Hahn responds to Trump's idea to 'hit the body with light'
	A seemingly healthy woman's sudden death is now the first known US coronavirus-related fatality
	The ICU nurse who silently stood in protest at a rally to reopen Arizona
	Teen was allegedly killed by his stepfather after he refused to shelter in place
	Meghan McCain says her pick for President shouldn't be a surprise
	Coronavirus is the leading cause of death in Los Angeles County
	'Oh my God,' bystander films tornado
	Alicia Keys debuts anthem in partnership with CNN
	Sunlight and bleach might kill the coronavirus on a park bench, but they can be harmful to the body
	Wuhan resident: A second wave is 'absolutely' coming
	Global stocks falter as Gilead halts trial of potential coronavirus treatment
	Gov. Cuomo: McConnell's dumb statement was really offensive
	An innocent man spent 46 years in prison. He planned to kill the guy who framed him
	Warren says her brother died from Covid-19
	Analysis: America's public health experts are fighting on two fronts right now




	The President's choose-your-own-adventure of medical advice has forced his coronavirus team's medical experts into awkward positions
	See Dr. Birx's reaction to Trump's dangerous suggestion
	US updates Tens of thousands of Miami-Dade residents carried Covid-19 and showed no symptoms
	Anderson Cooper: Trump just lied about something we all witnessed
	Opinion: Who will be held accountable for Trump's ideas?
	Where all 50 states stand on reopening
	Atlanta mayor: It's like we're living in 'Twilight Zone'
	Navy recommends reinstating commander of USS Theodore Roosevelt
	Owner reopening salon: Stylists, clients can't be 6 feet apart
	Van Jones: I'm someone Covid-19 could easily kill. Here is what I'm doing about it
	Meghan McCain says her pick for President shouldn't be a surprise
	Jill Biden: I'd love for Michelle Obama to be VP pick
	Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about the coronavirus
	JPMorgan, Ruth's Chris accused of cheating small businesses out of funding
	Domestic assault may have triggered rampage that left 22 dead, police say
	US death toll surpasses 50,000 as a few states relax restrictions
	Stocks snap a two-week winning steak
	'Oh my God,' bystander films tornado
	More than 200 black women urge Biden to pick black woman as running mate
	Second US Navy warship hit by outbreak
	Wuhan resident: A second wave is 'absolutely' coming
	Global updates At least 150 Italian doctors have died from coronavirus
	Virtual NFL Draft nabs record viewership DRUDGEREPORT DON'T DRINK THE BLEACH!
'SARCASTIC' OR SICK? 
U.S. DEATHS TOP 50,000...
POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number…
WORLD SICK MAP… https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 
AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html 
CDC adds 6 new symptoms... 
California stay-at-home faces biggest test: Heat wave driving people to beach...
President approved of GA's reopen plan -- before bashing it... Activists dump 'body bags' outside hotel AGAIN... BILL GATES: Fight against coronavirus will define our era... 'It is impossible to overstate the pain'... Controversial idea to speed vaccine gains ground... States build stockpiles of malaria drug touted by president... Scientists can't rule out sexually transmitted...
Navy destroyer in Caribbean sees significant outbreak...
Pressured by Beijing, E.U. Softens Report on Covid-19 Disinformation...
Wealthy getting tests thanks to $1,000 house calls...
Anti-vaccine, anti-lockdown movements converging, refusing to be 'enslaved'...
Grocers Hunt Meat as Pandemic Hobbles Beef and Pork Plants...
Factory Orders Plunge...
Less than half of working Americans will have paycheck in May?
CBO predicts 10.1% unemployment -- through 2021...
REPUBLICAN SENATORS TOLD: DON'T DEFEND TRUMP, ATTACK CHINA… https://drudgereport.com/ ROCKWELLTRADING.COM
	Market Update for Friday - April 24th, 2020
	Albert Peia, Here Are Today's Highlights:
	Stocks were higher today, but not enough to erase losses for the week.
	Here’s what’s moving the markets:
	*Stimulus:
	*Today President Trump signed a 484 billion bill that will help small businesses and hospitals. The bill comes after the first small business aid program ran out of funds last week.
	*Optimism: Yesterday, the major indices went on a wild ride on news that a Gilead (GLD) Remdesivir trial in China wasn’t working well.But Gilead provided a different perspective on the news, saying that the study was “terminated due to low enrollment” and that the drug still provides a “potential benefit.”
	*Crude Oil (CL) had a wild week after the May contract went negative (for the first time ever) on Monday. Today CL traded 3.2% higher, but in spite of 3 straight winning days Crude Oil still ended the week with a 32% loss.
	*Facebook (FB) launched a service that will compete with Zoom Video (ZM) called “Messenger rooms”. The free group video feature allows up to 50 participants with no time limit compared to Zoom’s free service that allows 100 people with a 40-minute time restriction. Facebook was higher by 2.7% and Zoom dropped 6.1% after the news. Market/DOW closing numbers [ Note: We’re now in that frothy, fraudulent pro-trump land of wall street where the gilead vaccine story, though a bust, enabled that familiar street unload the hot potatoes at trumped up prices (closing DOW numbers for indicated days)… Don’t get caught holding their bag] DATE OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE 04/24/20 23628.24 23826.00 23417.68 23775.27
	04/23/20 23543.09 23885.36 23483.35 23515.26
	04/22/20 23437.34 23613.10 23339.60 23475.82
	04/21/20 23365.25 23365.25 22941.88 23018.88
	04/20/20 24095.10 24108.69 23627.19 23650.44
	04/17/20 23817.15 24264.21 23817.15 24242.49
	04/16/20 23543.66 23598.08 23211.38 23537.68
	04/15/20 23600.72 23649.72 23233.32 23504.35
	04/14/20 23690.57 24040.58 23683.44 23949.76
	04/13/20 23698.93 23698.93 23095.35 23390.77
	04/09/20 23690.66 24008.99 23504.09 23719.37
	04/08/20 22893.47 23513.40 22682.99 23433.57
	04/07/20 23537.44 23617.24 22634.45 22653.86
	04/06/20 21693.63 22783.45 21693.63 22679.99
	04/03/20 21285.93 21447.81 20863.09 21052.53
	04/02/20 20819.46 21477.77 20735.02 21413.44
	04/01/20 21227.38 21487.24 20784.43 20943.51
	03/31/20 22208.42 22480.37 21852.08 21917.16
	03/30/20 21678.22 22378.09 21522.08 22327.48
	03/27/20 21898.47 22327.57 21469.27 21636.78
	03/26/20 21468.38 22595.06 21427.10 22552.17 CNN Having Covid-19 may not prevent a second infection
	People who've had coronavirus are not necessarily immune from reinfection by the presence of antibodies, the World Health Organization warns https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/us/who-immunity-antibodies-covid-19/index.html
	Why some think herd immunity could end the pandemic
	Live updates FDA authorizes 3 more coronavirus antibody tests
	Watch Dr. Birx's reaction to Trump's dangerous suggestion
	White House official tries to move CNN reporter at briefing
	Opinion: We need to fix this key thing before reopening
	How a media-distracted Trump derailed his own briefing
	Trump goes into hiding from the press
	Opinion: A dog breeder, an internet thug and a college senior walk into the White House
	Biden's accuser says mother called into 'Larry King Live' in 1993 for advice after alleged sexual assault
	Best moments from CNN and Sesame Street's coronavirus town hall
	Biden makes ominous warning about 2020 and President Trump
	Analysis: Giuliani may have said the dumbest thing yet uttered about the coronavirus
	What happened on the last cruise ship at sea
	SE Cupp: Cancel the 2020 political conventions
	Georgia starts to reopen but nervous mayors warn that coronavirus crisis isn't over
	US nears 1 million coronavirus cases
	Boeing terminates $4.2 billion deal with Embraer
	'Sons of Anarchy' actor dies at 52
	Bill Weir: To my son, born in the time of coronavirus and climate change
	Atlanta mayor says clients should tell manicurists about coronavirus numbers
	Andy Cohen: I have valuable antibodies, but I couldn't donate my plasma
	Analysis: 10 leaders who mattered most on coronavirus response this week
	The race for a vaccine is moving faster than ever. Is that a good thing?
	This restaurant owner is struggling to stay afloat. That's not her only coronavirus fight
	Analysis: Trump's likeability deficit could cost him in 2020






	DRUDGEREPORT Nervous Republicans See President Sinking, and Taking Senate With Him… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
	YAHOONEWS Business The ‘Great Repression’ is here and it will make past downturns look tame, economist says Andrea Riquier https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/93dbca6b-a804-36e8-91d9-de98d0cef0ad/the-%E2%80%98great-repression%E2%80%99-is.html MarketWatch April 27, 2020

	US updates More than 55,000 have died in the US [ trump’s purported hoax. ] Washington Post: Trump downplayed Covid-19 despite several warnings in daily briefings
	YAHOONEWS Politics The Guardian Donald Trump reportedly owes tens of millions to the Bank of China https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-reportedly-owes-tens-164121571.html
	DRUDGEREPORT Nervous Republicans See President Sinking, and Taking Senate With Him… https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/elections-2020/nervous-republicans-see-trump-sinking-and-taking-senate-with-him/ar-BB13bhRy?li=BBnb7Kz
	U.S. DEATHS 53,538... https://drudgereport.com/ MSNBC Today, the U.S. passed 50,000 deaths due to COVID-19 WE ARE LIVING IN A FAILED STATE The coronavirus didn’t break America. It revealed what was already broken. Special Preview: June 2020 Issue George Packer Staff writer for The Atlantic https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/underlying-conditions/610261/?fbclid=IwAR0OPE6DvZVuFE5JJf2gvPf3iRDfsqMNI8CXZ8vOFLaiYzwGCZ-q9jgTuJs
	HUFFPOST Republican Group Asks Americans A Critical Question In Scathing Anti-Trump Ad ‘Republicans for the Rule of Law Donald Trump: Unfit. Unwell. Unacceptable.’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gop-groups-attack-ads-donald-trump-coronavirus_n_5ea428b6c5b6f963981592bf
	YAHOONEWS Business Yahoo Finance We're facing 'the worst economic contraction' in modern history: Economist https://finance.yahoo.com/news/the-worst-economic-contraction-in-modern-history-economist-183250049.html The US economy is facing the worst contraction in modern history - and a “confidence shock” will slow down its recovery, says one economist.

DRUDGEREPORT DON'T DRINK THE BLEACH! 'SARCASTIC' OR SICK? U.S. DEATHS TOP 50,000... POLL: 48% believe govt covering up true number… WORLD SICK MAP… https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 AMERICA SICK MAP... https://graphics.reuters.com/HEALTH-CORONAVIRUS-USA/0100B5K8423/index.html HUFFPOST TRUMP WALKS BACK DISINFECTANT TALK — ‘WANTED TO SEE WHAT WOULD HAPPEN’! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-sarcastic-pitching-disinfectant-covid-19-cure_n_5ea31a61c5b669fd89244467 [ Riiiiight … he was just ‘testing us’ … trump, america are a total joke/fraud! ] MSNBC 'This is going to be a problem': Even Trump aides gobsmacked by president's disinfectant comments
	Trump's false medical advice fact-checked on live TV
	Pelosi: Trump's disinfectant comments 'had no relationship to science'
	HUFFPOST FAUCI: ‘WE WILL HAVE CORONAVIRUS IN THE FALL’ https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-coronavirus-fall_n_5ea0e516c5b6194c7be7eaca
	MSNBC Chris Hayes: Trump forcing out top vaccine doctor amid pandemic ‘11 on the corruption scale' https://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/-11-on-the-corruption-scale-chris-hayes-on-trump-admin-forcing-out-top-vaccine-doctor-amid-pandemic-82428997510 

YAHOONEWS 'Frustrated' Trump looking to get out of D.C. 'We will get back to those rallies'» [ As did his idol, adolph hitler, trump loves those maniacal rallies. ] http://albertpeia.com/trumphitler.jpg
	YAHOONEWS Business Bloomberg How Bad Might It Get? Think the Great Depression https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bad-might-think-great-depression-110009141.html YAHOONEWS Business MarketWatch ‘It’s going to be brutal,’ billionaire Mark Cuban says of economy’s recovery from coronavirus, and ‘there’s no way to sugarcoat it’ CNN Trump called Georgia's governor last night to support his move to reopen businesses, a source says. Now he's saying the opposite. [ In trumpian forgetful, incompetent fashion, trump’s covered; yes, he now has in one day, 24 little hours, total documented cover of the opposite positions on the same issue. You can’t make this s**t up! ]
	52 off-the-wall lines from Trump's Sunday night briefing https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/politics/donald-trump-coronavirus-task-force-sunday/index.html

	OIL CRASHES. PRICE GOES NEGATIVE https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/20/investing/premarket-stocks-trading/index.html [ Keep in mind the corollary, consequential problem of worthless loans collateralized by now worth less collateral (the oil) ] The coronavirus crisis has producers running out of places to store excess barrels of crude, driving prices below zero
	Government Issued $175 Billion in Improper Payments … https://www.nextgov.com/cio-briefing/2020/03/government-issued-175-billion-improper-payments-watchdog-says/163454/
	Federal Agencies Admit To $1.2 Trillion In Improper Payments … https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2019/03/23/federal-agencies-admit-to-1-2-trillion-in-improper-payments-since-2004/#3466c53d352a
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